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OP1
Diabetic Foot:
Aetiology and Pathogenesis
1
MOBILITY OF THE FOOT-ANKLE CO:\IPLEX L'; DL\BETIC
NEUROPATHIC PATIENTS
C. Giacomozzi', E. D'Ambrogi', S. Cesinaro', S. De Simon', V. Macellari', A.
Caselli', L. Uccioli'
, Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Rome, Italy
, University of RomeTor Vergara'
Background and Aims: Peripheral neuropathy induces significant alterations in the
foot-floor interaction during gait; furthermore, with the increase of neuropathy a'hip'
ankle strategy replaces an'ankle' strategy. The last phenomenon could be associated
with limited mobility of the ankle articular complex. The aim of the study is to
accurately measure the angular excursions of the ankle articular complex in the
sagittal, transversal and frontal planes.
Materials and Melbods: We evaluated 65 patients: 21 diabetics without neuropathy
(0), 15 with neuropathy (DN), 16 with previous neuropathic ulcer (OPU) and 13
healthy subjects (C). For each patient but for DPU patients, the contributions of the
two legs have been considered as two different cases. For DPU patients, instead, only
the leg corresponding to the previous ulcerated foot has been included in the study. A
dedicated instrument (angular resolution 0.05 in the sagittal plane; 0.02 in the
transversal and frontal planes) has been used for the angular measurements, whose
peculiarity is to allow the performance of the rotations around each of the three
anatomical axes separately. The origin of the reference system lies in the intersection
between the tibial axis (vertical axis) and the medic-lateral axis passing through the
malleoli.
Results: A progressive remarkable reduction of dorsal and plantar flexion has been
found in D, D;-./ and DPU patients (dorsal flexion: 33.42±8.4 for C, 27.80±6.7 for D,
29.37±6.7 for D:-I, 26.16±4.9 for DPU; plantar flexion: 38.40±8.2 for C, 35.00±8.2
for D, 31.34±7.1 for DN, 32.35±4.4 for DPU). Significant reductions of the
excursions in the other two planes have been found only for DPU patients (excursion
in the transversal plane: 75.98±19.7 for C, 65.94±22.0 for D, 67.83±16.4 for DN,
58.98±17.5 for DPU; excursion in the frontal plane: 44.87±10.7 for C, 44.15±13.0
for D, 45.21±to.5 for D;-'/,35.77±5.7 for DPU).
Conclusions: The reduction of the articular mobility of the foot-ankle complex,
especially in the sagittal plane, confirms the hypothesis of a change in the locomotor
strategy, which implies a major involvement of the hip joint.

3
Matrix metaUoproteinase and tissue inbibitor of metalloprcteinase expression in
diabetic and venous ulcers
Edward B. Jude, Alan A. Rogers, Samson O. Oyibo, David G. Armstrong and
Andrew J. M. Boulton. Dept. of Medicine and Diabetes, Manchester Royal Infirmary,
Oxford Road, Manchester, UK and Wound Care and Prevention, ConvaTee Global
Development Centre, Deeside, UK

Background and Aims: Matrix metalloproteinases (M:\lP) cause excessive tissue
breakdown and are regulated in vivo by tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases (TThlP),
their natural inhibitors. In venous leg ulcer (VLU), an imbalance between proteolytic
enzymes and proteinase inhibitors, may be a factor in delayed healing. Little is known
ofthe pattern ofexpression in diabetic foot ulcers (OFU) of M.\lPs and TL\lPs.
Patients and Methods: Biopsies were taken from the dorsum of the fool of non
diabetic and diabetic neuropathic subjects and from the edge of VLU and neuropathic
DFU. Using monoclonal antibodies, we stained frozen tissue sections to investigate
the expression of1l\lPs-l, -2, -S, -9, TL\lPs-I and -2 in normal and diabetic skin (NS
andDS, respectively), DFU and VLU.
Results: There was excessive staining for all l\ThlPs and TL\lPs in the base of all
ulcers examined, with Ml\lP-S and TThlP-2 showing intense staining. l\l\lP-9
expression was particularly strong within VLU.l\l\lPs-I and -S were expressed in NS
and DS, particularly in epidermal cells. Increased l\l\lP-S staining was seen in the
dermis adjacent to DFU and VLU. There also appeared to be increased basal
epidermal cell staining for l\1!>lP-I and TThlP-2 at the ulcer margins. No TL\lP-I
staining was seen in NS or DS, however, TL\lP-2 was located weakly in the dermis
and along regions of the epidermal-dermal basement membrane. Within the ulcer base
of DFU and VLU, l\1:\lP and TThlP expression was similar. However, at the edge of
VLU there was enhanced staining ofl\ThlPs-2, -S, -9 and TL\lP-I in the dermis under
the epidermal leading edge and l\1:\lP-2 appeared markedly expressed in suprabasal
layers ofthe adjacent epidermis.
Condusions: Ml\lP and TL\lP expression appears elevated in chronic wounds and
surrounding skin. Excessive expression of proteinases and their inhibitors may playa
role in the non-healing nature ofchronic wounds by upsetting the proteinase-inhibitor
balance necessary for healing to occur.

2
THE EFFECTS OF AMINOGUANIDINE AND BETA-I,3-D
POLYGLUCOSE ON WOUND HEALING IN DIABETES MELLITUS.

M. Berdal, S. N. Zykova, R. Seljelid and T.G. Jenssen, University of Trornso, Norway

Background and Aims: Healing ofdiabetic wounds is delayed, partly by way of
altered cellular mechanisms in the healing wound, and also possibly because of
alterations in extracellular matrix proteins due to non-enzymatic glycosylation, Macro
phages infiltrate the wound and take part in the inflammatory response by producing
cytokines like Tumor Necrosis Factor-a (TNF-a), and they also internalize advanced
glycation end-product (AGE)-modified proteins. The present study was undertaken to
compare the effects of the glycaticn inhibitor, aminoguanidine (AO), in the early onset
of diabetes, and the macrophage stimulating agent, beta-I ,3-D polyglucose (BDP), on
wound healing, compared to insulin treatment alone and placebo controls.
Materials and Methods: Cutaneous wounds were established on the back of either
diabetic (C57BI-db/db)- or non-diabetic (C57D1-db!+)-mice. Five groups Werestudied:
! db/db-mice with placebo wound treatment (n~23, average blood glucose (130) 32,5 ±
1,4 mmol/l; (SEM). Average HbA,c 12,1 ± 0,4% (n~IS); (SEM). ~ db/db-mice treated
with insulin s.c. (n~12, BO 18,6±3,2 mrnol/l, I!bA,c 7,7±0,2 %). J db/db-mice given
AO 0,1% in the drinking water (n~12, BO 31,7 ± 1,9 mmoL'l, HbAtc 13,7±0,3 %) . .:!
db/db-mice treated with a combination of insulin s.c, and multiple doses of BOP (n= II,
BO 14,3±2,5 mmol/l, HbA,c 8,0±0,S%). ~ non-diabetic control mice withoul treatment
(n=15, average BO 8,3±0,5 mrnol/l, average HbA1c3,9±0,04% (n=7)).
Results: The LPS-stimulated release ofTNF-a from isolated peritoneal macrophages
was only 1/8of that from non-diabetic mice. The percentaie reduction in wound area
after to days for group 1-5 was: 3±2', I±I', 4!:1', 10±2' , and 69±3 % (mean±SEM,
'p<O,OS vs, normal controls, I p<0.05 vs, diabetic controls). The corresponding results
after 13 days were: 13±3', 11±4', IS±I', 32±7'1, and 87±2 %.
Conclusions:Macrophage function, as judged byTNF-a release,is impaired in
diabetes. Neither improved metabolic control nor oral intake of aminoguanidine
accelerate wound healing in this model. However, topic applications of BDP improve
wound healing significantly in diabetic mice, despite moderate hyperglycemia.

4
PLASMA LEVELS AND PLATELET EXPRESSIO:-l OF P-SELECTIN IN
TYPE 2 DIABETICS WITH FOOT ULCERS

Fawzy, F., Zanaty, A.F. and Gobran, T.. Internal !\ledicine Department,
Zagazig University, Egypt.

Background and Aims :, Previous studies have shown that plasma cell adhesion
molecules including P-selectin are increased in patients with diabetes mellitus.
The role of these adhesion molecules in platelet activation producing a
prethrombotic state and contributing to diabetes-related complications was not
extensively studied. Subjects and Methods :, We investigated the activated
platelets with surface P·seleclin expression in 20 type 2 diabetics with foot
ulcers, 20 type 2 diabetics without ulcers and 20 age and sex-matched healthy
control subjects using flow cytometric analysis of platelet rich plasma. In
addition plasma Pcselectin was estimated using standard immunoassay kits.
Results :, Platelet surface P-selectin expression was higher in type 2 diabetics
with foot ulcers (47.9 ± 13.78 positive cells) compared to diabetics without foot
ulcers and the control (17.6 ± 15% and 7.02 ± 3.61% positive cells respectively,
P<O.O I). A pare lied increase in plasma P-selectin was found in diabetics with
foot ulcer compared to diabetics without foot ulcers and the control (174.28 ±
28.40 nglml vs 129.3 ± 16.0S nglml and 76.7 ± 11.82 nglml, respectively,
P<0.05). Plasma level and platelet expression of P-selecrin were significantly
correlated. Similarly plasma P-selectin correlated positively with the duration of
diabetes, total cholesterol, triglycerides, 24 h urinary albumin excretion (24 h
UAE) and peroneal nerve conduction velocity (PNCV). but no significant
correlation was found between plasma P-selectin and each of glycated
haemoglobin (lIbA,C) and body mass index (OM I). Conclusion :, We conclude
that plasma P-seleclin correlates positively with platelet surface P-selectin
expression in diabetics giving a reliable and non-invasive marker of plalelet
activation, Both plasma level and platelet Pvselectin expression are markedly
elevated in diabetics with foot ulcers giving a rational for the early use of
antiplatelet drugs in the treatment of this group of patients.
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5
ExPRESSIO:-1 OF GELATJXASE (M~lP-2) VI DIAlJETIC A.'U 1'0:-1-DIAlJETIC WO[,,:<DS

R. Lohmann', A Ambrosch'', G. Schultz', K. Waldmann', S. Schicwcck', H.
Lehnen'. 'Department of Endocrinolo~ and Metabolism, 'Institute of Clinical
Microbiology (Univ. of Magdeburg), Institute of Wound Research, Dep, of
Ob'Gyn, Univ. of Florida
Background and Aims: Incomplete wound healing and the change from an acute
to a chronic wound is the focus of attention with wound healing problems in
diabetic patients. Previousstudies demonstrated high levels of pro-inflammatory
cytokines, high levels of active protcascs, especially matrix mctalloproteinascs
(M~lPs), and low levels of growth factor activity in chronic pressure ulcers. The
data also show that as a chronic wound begins to shift towards a healing wound,
the pattern of cytokine, protease, and growth factor activity shifts back to the
levels observed in an acute healing wound Materials and Methods: In our study
we investigated the expression of MMP 2 pro and active. We compared the data of
H diabetic patients with diabetic foot lesions (DFS) , non-diabetic patients with
chronic pressure ulcer (n=3; UC) and in wound tissue of non-diabetic patients
with traumatic lesions (n=20, TR). A fivemrnpunch biopsies were taken from the
centre of the lesions. After homogenisation (2m1PBS + 1% Tritonx-Im) we
analysed the activity ofM~lP 2 by zymography(Novcxf'). Results: Compared
with the healthy patients (after injury) M.\lP.2,.o (p=O.O·U; DFS 157,8 pg/ml ±
218; TR 54,2 pg/ml ± 75) andM~lP-2"",. WO.033; DFS 102,6 pg/ml ± 180; TR
17,1 pg/ml ± 8) was significantly increased in diabetic patients. Patients with
chronic pressure ulcer showed the highest levels ofM~lP compared with diabetic
(M~lP-2pro: p=O.OO7; DFS 157,8 pg/ml ±218; UC 733,4 pg/ml ±850; M.\lP-2octi><
p=0.033; DFS 102,6 pg/ml ± 180; UC 394,3 pg/ml ± 414) or post traumatic
healthy patients ~lP-:z".o: p=O.OO2; TR 54,2 pg/ml ± 75; UC 733,4 pg/ml ± 850;
~L\lP-2""" p=O.OOI;lR 17,1 pg/m1± 8; UC 394,3 pg/ml ± 414). Conclusion:
We found a clear difference for MMP 2 (pro and active) expression between
chronic (ulcus cruris and diabetic foot ulcers) and non-diabetictraumaticlesions.
Our data agree with previous studies of chronic pressure ulcers, in that diabetic
foot injuries often fail to heal because of persistcntly high levels of M~lPs.

Further studies arc needed to investigate the therapeutic effects of growth factors
or proteinases inhibitors to prevent the ehronification of diabetic foot ulcers.

OP2
Oral and Pulmonary Insulin Delivery
7

EARLY INTRODUCTION OF ORAL INSULIN IN PATIENTS FAILING ON
DIET AND EXERCISE, A LONG-TERM EFFICACY STUDY
P. Modi, S. Schwartz, S. Shade and J. Eton, San Antonio, TX, U.S.A.
Background and Aims: The UKPDS Study proved that in 1)pe-2 DM glycemic

control can decrease triopathy. However, it also showed how sulfonylureas (SlJ)
and Metformin (Met) fail over time. Insulin is always an option for glycemic
control in clinic. Needle use is often the limiting factor. The early introduction of
pain free oral insulin treatment via the RapidMist may improve glycemic control.
This system is based on the unique liquid aerosol formulation, which allows a
precise insulin dose delivery in the fonn of fine aerosolized droplets directed in the
mouth. The goal of the study was to evaluate the (90 days) efficacy ofthe low dose
of oral insulin (7 units, absorbable) in patients failing on diet/exercise to improve
post-prandial glucose profile and HbAlc. Materials and Methods: In a double
blind, placebo controlled, randomized study, 33 1)1'0-2 diabetic patients failing 00

diet/exercise received oral insulin (7 units) or placebo puffs via the RapidMist
device. The HbA Ie levels were measured every month along with the daily glucose
profile every week.. Results: The table below shows HbAle profiled at selected
times
Time (days) odays 30 days 60 days 90 days

%IIbAlc %HbAlc %IIbAlc %IIbAlc
DietlExercisc + 8.5 8.4 8.7 9.0
Placebo Puffs
Diet/Exercise+ 9.7 8.7 8.1 8.0
Oral Insulin

Conclusions: We conclude that the HbAlc levels significantly unproved (1.7%,
p<O.OOOI) in the group receiving low doses ofcral insulin when compared to the
controlled group. where HbA Ic levels worsened (up by 0.5%, p<0. I638). This
preliminary result showed that Oralin could be usedin diet and exercise failure
patients to achieve better control of glucose levels. The trials are in progress to
confirm the loog-term efficacy and improved control.

6
THE END-STAGE DL\BETIC A:I<IPUTATED LEG: A SYNDRO~IE OF
TlBL\L ATHEROSCLEROSIS, MEDL\L CALCIFICATIO:-i AND AXOl'iAL
NEUROPATHY ',\lTH RELATIVE SPARIXG OF THE FOOT ARTERIES
M.E. Edmonds, A Foster. R. Edmondson " S. Fraser " W. Murphy" and 1.
Salisbury "
King's Diabetes Centre, King's College Hospital. London, UK
'Vascular Unit, King's College Hospital, London, UK
" Department of Histopathology, King's College Hospital,London, UK

Background and Aims: Amputations in diabetic patients continue to be a major
source of morbidity. The aim of this study was to quantitate plaque formation, medial
calcification and thrombosis in tibial and foot arteries and axonal fibre loss in sural I
tibial nerves in amputated legs.
Materials and Methods: The amputated legs of 55 diabetic patients (65±10 years
Mean age ± SD) and 40 non-diabetic control patients ( 70±I4 years) were studied.
Blocks were dissected out containing the tibial arteries (posterior tibial and anterior
tibial arteries) and foot arteries (dorsalis pedis, medial and lateral plantar arteries) and
sural and tibial nerves Plaque formation, medial calcification, thrombosis and axonal
fibre loss was scored from 0-3.
Results: Medial calcification was significantly increased in the diabetic tibial arteries
at 1.81±1.13 compared with OAI±0.80 in controls (p<O.OOI). Plaque fonnarion was
similar in diabetic tibial arteries compared with the controls, 2AO±I.18 versus
2.14±0.88 as was thrombosis 0.81±0.87 versus 1.19±1.14. Mean axonal fibre loss
was 2.87±0.23 in diabetic patients compared with 0.29.£0.55 in controls (p<O.OOI).
Finally plaque formation was significantly increased in the tibial arteries compared
with the foot arteries both in diabetic patients, 2AO±I.I8 versus 0.81±1.02 (p<OOOI)
and in the controls 2.14±0.88 versus 0.69±0.84 (p<O.OOI).
Conclusions: The diabetic amputated limb is characterised by atherosclerotic plaque
and medial calcification in the tibial. arteries closely associated with axonal
neuropathy which could be important in its pathogenesis. The foot arteries of both
diabetic and control patients were relatively spared and maybe more suitable than the
tibial arteries for distal bypass.
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I:-',EI>SI\,E THERAPY ASD PATlE:-', SATISFACTION ViTI'PE I DIABETES:
A RA:'\l>o!\onZEDTRJAL OF I:"JECfED VS.I:"HALED II>SULI:-i
M. A Testa, R. R. Turner, J. F. Hayes and D. C. Simonson, Harvard University,
BOston, MA, United States
Background and Aims: Despite strong evidence demonstrating its health benefits,
aggressive insulin therapy requiring multiple daily injections (MDI) has been slow to
gain acceptance. To quantify the burden of MDI in terms of patient satisfaction and
quality of life we studied 327 patients with type I diabetes randomized to twice-daily
NPH insulin plus either pre-meal Regular insulin injections, n = 165 (MOl) or pre
meal inhaled insulin, n ~ 162 (lNH). Materials and Methods: Patients were 53%
male, aged 12-65 yTS (mean age 29.5±14.6 YTS), and had mean HbA I,=8.0.£1.0%.

Quality-of-life and satisfaction questionnaires were completed at baseline and 6, 12,
20 and 24 weeks after treatment. Results: The Overall Satisfaction score (scaled 0 to
(00) improved substantially more for INH from baseline to endpoint (62.1 to 74.5)
than for MOl (62.8 to 64.3), p<O.OOOI. Changes from baseline to endpoint for all
satisfaction subscales (0 to (00) showed similar improvements for INII as compared
to MDI. INII change±SE vs MOl change±SE were: advocacy (16.3±2.0 vs 0.2±1.7);
burden (9.9±1.3 vs 2.3±1.0); convenience (12.6±1.6 vs 1.2±1.1); efficacy (13.9101.7
vs 2.9±1.5); flexibility (12.2±IA vs 1.6±1.3); general satisfaction (18.3±2.2 \"S

0.3±1.6); pain (14.2±1.5 \"S 0.8±1.2); preference (27A±2.1 vs 1.7±1.5); side effects
(3A±1.2 vs -2.6±1.2). all p<O.OOOI; hassle (9.7±1.2 '"5 4.4±1.2); life interference
(9.8±1.2 vs 5.1±1.2); social (I.4±0.8 vs -O.9±0.7); and insulin-specific satisfaction
(9.7±1.7 versus 0.8±1.1), all p<0.01 to 0.03. The overall quality-of-life scale and
suhscales of behavioral and emotimal control, general and hyperglycemic symptom
distress, overall cognition, mental acuity and awareness also improved more
favorably for INH as compared to MOl, all p < 0.01 to 0.05. Treatment differences
could not be completely explained by IIbA

"
decreases from baseline [INH

(0.3±0.06%) vs MDI (0.1±0.07%), p=O.08). Conclusions: Reducing the number of
injections by using inhaled insulin improves patient satisfaction and quality of life,
thereby reducing therapeutic burden and adherence barriers to intensive therapy.
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PUL~IO:'iARYDELIVERY OF I:'iSULI:-IUSI:-;G THE AER.Xn'I:-;SULI:-;
J)1.~nETES ~IANAGDIENT SYSTDII:-; HEALTHY A:'iD ASTmlATIC
SUBJECTS.
R. Henry', S. Mudaliar', W. Howland III', N. Chu', D. Kim', B. An', and R.
Reinhardt"; 'San Diego, California; bAustin? Texas; 'Princeton, New Jersey,USA
Background: The AERx'" iD~IS (insulin Diabetes Management System) is a
potential diabetes treatment option for delivery of a liquid aerosol of human insulin
to the deep lung for systemic absorption. Methods: The PK, PO, and safety of
pulmonary insulin were compared in 28 healthy (II) and 16 asthmatic (A)(FEVI
50.80%) subjects in a 3·period, open-labeltrial, The same single inhalation dose,
equivalentto approximately 6 subcutaneous unitsof human insulin was give» in the
first two periods and an insulin dose equivalent to approximately 17 subcutaneous
units was given in the third period to assess safety and pulmonary function.
Results: Insulin AUC (""" .. i,) was significantly higher for healthy than for
asthmatic subjects (p~0.013).whereas no difference was observed for Cmax (see
Table). Greater reduction in serum glucose (indicated by AOC ("'''''''i,» was
observed in healthy subjects (p=0.007). No significant changes in FEVI, FVC, and
FEV IIFVC were found from pre- to post-dose and no other safety issues arose.
Conclusions: Asthmatic subjects absorbed less insulin than healthy subjects.
resulting in less reductionofserum glucose. No effects on airway reactivitywere
observed,even when the higherdose wasgiven.
Table. PK and PO Parameters of Pulmonary Insulin (Mean(SD))
Parameter H (N-28) A (N-16) P value iliA 90% c.I.

In~ul~in ~~kC()"'60) 1.4)(106(7.5x I0') I.IxI06(6.4xI0') 0.013 1.58 1.13·2.21
(p.> 10m g
Insulinemu
(pM 'kg)

Glucose AOC{"'60) 4.9x 1O'(2.2x I0') 3.4x 10(1.7x I0') 0.007 1.40 1.12·1.74
(mgldL'min)

l~lPACT OF PARTICLE SIZE AND AEROSOLISATIO:--l T1~IE O~ THE
METABOLIC EFFECT OF AN L'lIIALED l'lSULL"I AEROSOL
L. Heinemann', C. Kapitza>, T. Heise', D.A. Shapiro', V. Gopalakrishnan' and R.
S. Fishman', "Profit, Neuss, Germany, 'Aerogen,lnc., Sunnyvale, CA.
Background and Alms: We investigated the metabolic effect of inhaled insulin
(INIl) administered by the Aerodoset» Inhaler with 2 particle sizes (fine (I') vs. very
fine (VI'), both <3 I'm. mass median aerodynamic diameter) and 2 aerosolisation
times (drug release for the first 2 Or 4s per 5s inhalation). Materials nnd Methods:
Thirteen healthy volunteers (non-smokers, 31±6 years (mean±SD)) completed this
euglycaemic glucose clamp study (180 min baseline. clamp level 5.0 mmollL, conti
nuous i.v. insulin infusion at 0.15 mUlkglmin). Subjects received 0.15 Ulkg regular
insulin s.c. (SC) on the first study day, and 1.5 Ulkg INH (VFl2s, VFl4s, Fl2s, or
F/4s) on the following four study days. Glucose infusion rates (GIR) were registered
for the subsequent 360 min. Results: The longer (4 vs, 2s) aerosolisation time resul
ted in significantlyhighermaximal metabolicaction (GlRlllll ) . totalmetabolicactivi
ty (AUCo.360mi,.) and relative biopotency (treatments VFl4s+F/4s vs. VFl2s+Fl2s.
p<O.OS). The VF particle size showed higher values for AUc..'60mi' and relative
biopotencyvs. the F particlesize, but thisdid not reachstatistical significance.Time
to half-maximal action (early 1<;IR"") values were shorter for I:\H vs, SC (poCO.OS,
except for VFl2s). Time to maximal action (1<;IR~) trended similarly (poCO. I except
for VF/2s). Aerosolisation time and particle size did not affect early 1<;lR5o.. or 1<;!Rm.u'
No drug-or device-related adverseevents wereobserved. Conclusions: Aerosotisa
tion time. but not the difference in particlesize studied.had a significantimpacton
the metabolic effect elicited by inhaled insulin. allowing rational selection of delive
ry parameters for subsequent trials. Based on the observed biopotency and rapid
onset of action. the Aerodose Inhalershows significantpromise forcoveringprandial
insulinrequirements.

Treatment SC VF/2s VF/4s Fl2s F/4s
Grn.m" (mQ/kldmin) 8.0±~.7 7.2+2.4 8.4±2.6 6.6+2.4 8.1±3.6
Early 1<;,."" (min) 61+29 46+80 34±30 33±20 30±17
1<;'R.o, (min) 175±69 158±91 132±72 127±54 128±55
AUc..'60~', (gfkg) J.9±0.5 1.8±0.6 2.1±0.9 1.6±0.7 2.lHO.9
Biopotencv ('k) ---- 10±2 12±4 8±3 1l±4
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SMOKING INCREASES THE BIOAVAlLABlLITY OF INHALED INSULIN, BUT
RELAnVE INSULIN RESISTANCE AMELlORATES DlFfER2{CES IN ACTION
S. D. Wise, K. SathiralcJl, K. P. Yeo,l. Y. Chien, and R. P. Af\ring.
Lilly-NUS Centre for Clioical Pharmacology. Singapore and Eli Lilly &:co.,USA.
Alms: Smoking may J:npact bloavailabilityofioltaJed drugs, Previous studies have
shown that smokersexperience increasedabsorption ef'nebullaed insulin. A study was
perfolmedwithInh.red insulilladministered by the Spiro. DPI system to investigate
impact of smoking on pharmacokinetic(PK) and pharmacodynamic (PO) profiles.
Mlterlal, and Methods: The euglycernicctamp was used to define the tlme-action
profile of scbcutaeeeus regular (SC) and human insulin inhalation powder (Imp) in 2
groups of 8 heallhy non-diabetic non-smokers (NS) and smokers (5) within an hour of
elgareueuse. A crossover design was used in which each subject received each
treatrnenlon 2 occasions. Doses were 12U SC and 2.3Jrng IIlIP emittedfrom the
inhaler. PK parameters were calculated from seruminsulin VStime, PD parameters
from glucose Infusion ratc vs time.
Results: Matehed ..objects :U;tI.5yrs with BMI of22.5;t2kg1m2. SC insulin profiles
wereconsistent withhistoricat data. Totalinsulin systemic exposurewasgreater inS
Bod lbe parameter, G.lAUC ratio was significantly lower for S following both routes of
administration, sc.ggesting relative insulin resistance.

I • , I t I

Tm,,.r.tDo.lI[h) TI'llIN*OoM{hl

Conc:lusion: Insulin absorption across thelungwasenhancedInS. S effectonPOwas
less pronounced than PK. This may be related to teladve insulin resistance
:.meliorating theresponse: to greater peakinsulin after inhalation insmokers. These
factors should be considered in determiningdosage regimen of inhaled insulin i.,
smokers.

TI~IE·AcnON AND DOSE·RESPONSE PROFILES OF Il'>'HALED INSULIN
USIl'G THE SPIROS~DRY POWDER INHALER
R. P. Aftring, C. Gonzales. K Mace, E. Phillips. and J. Y. Chien. Eli Lilly & Co .•
Indianapolis, IN, USA.
Aims: This study investigated the pharmacokinetics. glucodynamics, safety and
tolerability of human insulin in healthy volunteers using the Spiros® dry powder
inhaler (DPI). a breath-actuated, palm-sized pulmonary drug delivery system.
Materials and Methods: This was an open-label randomized crossover trial
conducted in 26 healthy, 21 to 55 year-old, nonsmokers with normal pulmonary
functions.Subjectswereadministered 2 doses of human insulininhalation powder,
chosen from'Z,3. 4 or 5 inhalations. and 2 doses of subcutaneous (SC) regular
human insulin (UlOO), chosen from 8,12,16 or 20 U, on separate visits after a 10
hour fast. Total immunoreactive serum insulin (IRI), Opcpude, and glucose
requirements following inhaledhuman insulinwereevaluated duringa euglycernic
clamp procedure.
Results: Mean IRI and glucose requirements peaked earlier following inhalation
thanafterSC insulin.The duration of action.glucose requirements, anddose
response relationships were comparablebetweenthe two routesof administration.
Suppression of C-peptide was observed throughout thc duration of insulin action.
Both Insulins were well tolerated. No clinically significant effects of insulin

V dFVC)

Conclusions: Oral inhalation of human insulin Via the Splros® Dl'Lis a promising
alternative methodforadministration of human insulin.

inhalation wereobservedon pulmonary function(FE 1 an
Glucose Infusion Rates SerumlRI Serum Ccpcptidc

Inhaled vs. SC Inhaled vs. SC Inhaled vs. SC
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Fat and Insulin Resistance
13 14
BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE-SPECIFIC Il'iSULIN RECEPTOR KNOCKOUT
MICE FED ON HIGH FAT DIET SHOW OBESfIT AND DIABETES
PHENOTYPE.
M. Benito, P. Navarro, M. Arribas, A. M. Valverde, C. Mur and R Kahn'.
Departamento de Bioquimica y Biologia Molecular, Facultad de Farmacia,
Universidad Complutense, Madrid-28040, Spain and 'Joslin Diabetes Center,
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA-022 I 5, U.SA

Background and Aims: Type 2 diabetes (NIDD~f) is a polygenic disease
characterized by defects in both insulin secretion and insulin action. Among the
insulin resistance candidate genes, insulin receptor (IR) has met a special clinical
relevance. Mice with a global knockout of the IR die within 4-5 days after birth.
However, several tissue-specific IR knockout mice are viable and show several
phenotypes.
Material and Methods: We have generated mice with brown adipose tissue-specific
insulin receptor knockout (BATIRKO), crossing mice expressing Cre under the
uncouplin protein I (UCP-I) promoter and LoxP-LoxP-IR
Results: At 6 months of age, BATIRKO mice had interscapular brown adipose tissue
(!BAT) about 25% of normal size. However, the white fat mass/body weight ratio
remained unaltered throughout development, under standard diet. Bro"TI fat atrophy
is accompanied by a significant decrease of b-cell mass (by 40'/0) and an a severe
insulin secretion defect, resulting in fasting hypoinsuIinemia and hyperglicemia and
also glucose intolerance in response to IP glucose, without hyperlipemia. However, no
insulin resistance was found in BATIRKO mice. Male BATIRKO mice fed on
standard diet (3 Kcal/g)for 23 weeks increased body weight by 25% versus controls
(15%). However, male BATIRKO mice fed on high fat diet (4.8 KcaVg) for 23 weeks
significantly increased body weight by 36% versus controls (21%). Under high lipid
diet, male BATIRKO mice show insulin resistance without a compensatory insulin
secretion (hypoinsulinemia versus hyperinsulinemia in the controls), resulting in a
severe glucose intolerance.
Conclusions: This model provides evidence for a novel role of brown fat in the
regulation of insulin secretion and glucose homeostasis, and also in the body weight
control.

Insulin Regolation of Regional Lipolysis in Obese and Lean Humans.
S. Nielsen, M.D. Jensen. Mayo Clinic, Endocrine Research Unit, Rochester MN
55901, USA.

Background and Aims: Visceral obesity is associated with insulin resistance with
respect to antilipolysis. Whether this insulin resistance is primarily loeated in visceral
adipose tissue has not been determined.
Materials and Methods: We, therefore, measured systemic and regional palmitate
release ([3H]palmitate) in lean men and women (B~II 23.7 ±0.8 and 22.2 ±0.9 kglm2;
visceral fat 88 ± 19 and 26 ± 5 crn2) and upper body obese men and women (B~II

32.7 ±1.4 and 34.9 ±0.7 kglm2; visceral fat 214 ± 28 and 115 ± 15 crn2) (n=7 in each
group) under basal conditions, during low-dose and high-dose insulin infusion using
the euglycemic clamp technique.
Results: Basal palmitate flux was somewhat greater in obese men than lean men (158
±18 vs. 127±17 umol/min, P=0.12), and greater in obese women than lean women
(265±29 vs. 177±20 umol/min, P<0.05). A progressive suppression of palmitate flux
was observed in each group with the higher insulin doses. During the high-dose
insulin infusion palmitate release was greater in obese men than lean men (34±6 vs.
20±2 umol/min, P<O.04), and in obese women than lean women (45±12 vs. 29±8
umol/min, P=0.15). In the faee of marked suppression of systemic palmitate release
during the high-dose insulin infusion, there was a significant increase in the percent 01
systemic palmitate release that originated from the splanchnic bed in each group.
There were no significant differences in the proportion of systemic palmitate
originating from the splanchnic bed between groups (lean women 18±3%, obese
women 30±13%, lean men 25±6%, obese men 24±2%), however. Leg palmitate
release was not significantly different between groups, indicating that upper body
nonsplanchnic adipose tissue remained the major difference between systemic FFA
delivery in obese vs. lean humans.
Conclusions: Although there is insulin resistance with respect to suppression 01
lipolysis in upper body obesity, this does not primarily originate from visceral adipose
tissue. Resistance to the antilipolytic effects of insulin in the upper body subcutaneous
adipose tissue depot is the main source ofelevated FFA in viseeral obesity.
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9.1±1.9

9
805±329
6.9±2.4
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10
2.6±I.5
72±34
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SURPRISI:'I'GLY SEVERE DtSULIN RESISTANCE I:-l THE ADIPOSE TISSUE
OF HIV-INFECTED CHILDREN WITH LIPOHYPERTROPHY
M. Bcregszaszi', M. U\ine2

, E. Ortega' ,V. Baltakse', M. Polak' andC.Leyy-Marchal~
INSER.\I Unit 457', Dept. of Immunology', Pediatric Clinic', Robert DcbreHospital,
Paris. France.
Background: The lipodystrophic syndrome, which associates redistribution of adipose
tissue (AT) with insulin resistance and dyslipidacmia, prevails in Hl'V-infcctcd child.rcn
as in adults. The aim was to assess in situ insulin sensitivity of AT with
Iipohypcrtrophy (LH+) using the microdialysis technique in Hlv-infected child.rcn.
Materials and Methods: lnsuIin sensitivity, assessed by the inhibition of glycerol
release in the abdominal subcutaneous AT, was measured during OGrr in 5 child.rcn
with abdominal mYILH+ (supra-iliac skinfold thickness> 97'" pere.), in 5 healthy
obese children matched for sex and pubertal stage, and in 10 Hl'V-infccted children
without lipodystrophy (HIYILD-). Results: (mcan±SD)

Obese HIYILH+
IO.7±I.7 I2.0!4.5

4
691±44 I
I9.3±15.4
22.8±IO.9

5
6.2H.5
59±38

54.7H7.7
-41±I2

Age (years)
Protease Inhibitor Treatment (n)
CD4 (cells/rum')
Supra-iliac skinfold thickness (rnm)
Percent Fat Mass (%)
NGT during OGrr (n)
Fasting Serum Insulin (flU/mI)
Fasting Plasma Glycerol (umol/l)
T'lQ-QGrr-Scrurn Insulin (IlU/mI)
Dialysate Ratio Glycerol T'lQ-To
/ Glycerol To (%)

%t.GlyceroI T,,,,-To/lnsulinT,,,, -I.2±O.8
': p values for non-parametric tests (3 groups)
In situ insulin resistance of AT was measured as high in mYILH+ as in obese children
despite a two-fold less skinfold thickness and basal lipolytic activity. Conclusions:
These data argue in favour of profound changes 11.01 only in the morphology but also in
the function of adipose tissue in lipodystrophies associated withmy infection.

OVEREXPRESSION OF HOR.\IO:'l'E-SENSITlVE LIPASE V; BETA-CELLS
RESULTS V; BLlr.'o'TED GLUCOSE STIMULATED P.>SULIN SECRETIOS
AFTER FEEDl"iG MICE A HIGH-FAT DIET
M. SorhedeWinzell,11.Svensson, S. Enerback,B. Ahren and C. Holm Dept of Cell and
Molecular Biology, Lund University, Dept of Molecular Biology, Goteborg University,
Dept of Medicine, Lund University, Sweden
Background and Aims: Hormone-sensitive lipase (HSL) is expressed and active in
pancreatic beta-celts, Since HSL hydrolyze intracellular triglycerides in adipose tissue, it
is possible that HSL in beta-cells is involved in the production of a lipid-derived signal
that seems necessary for optimal glucose stimulated insulin secretion (GSIS). The
importance of HSL and lipids for beta-cell function was therefore examined using
transgenic mice overexpressing HSL specifically in beta-cells. Material and Metbods:
Transgenic mice were generated using adipocyte HSL eDNA together with the rat insulin
promoter II on a C57BU6J genetic background. Several lines were identified and in this
study, a line with 80-fold overexpression of lISL was phenotyped, Body weight and
circulating glucose, insulin, leptin and free fatty acids (FFA) were examined in transgenic
(tg) and wild-type littcrmates (wt) in the F2 generation. To study beta-cell performance,
glucose (!VUlT, I glkg) or arginine (0.25g1kg) was injected intravenously. Animals were
fed either a standard diet or a high-fat (58%) diet. Results: There were no differences in
basal circulating glucose, insulin, leptin or FFA during feeding the standard diet IVUIT
displayed no significant difference regarding glucose tolerance or insulin levels in tg mice.
However, after feeding a high-fat diet for 1-2 months, tg mice showed impaired glucose
tolerance with a blunted insulin response upon IVUIT, wiih an acute (1-5 min) insulin
response (AIR) of -857±385 prnol/l in tg males and 1714±985 pmol/l in M males
(p<0.05). The low insulin response was reflected by elevated plasma glucose ('"
33.3±O.5mmo!J1,tg37.4±O.5mmo!J1 (p<O.OI)at 5 min) throughout the 75 min experiment
After 3-4 months of high fat feeding tg mice were hyperglycemic (male wt 9.6±O.6 mM,
male tg 13.0±0.8 mM, (p<O.05),female ,,'4.0±0.3 m.\1, female tg 13.7±1.9, (p<0.05». Iv
arginine resulted in a normal insulin response with no significant differences between \\1
and tg mice. Conclusions: Mice with 80-fold overexpression of HSL in beta-cells grow
and develop normally. The mice displayed a normal GSIS when fed a normal chow,
whereas "hen fed a high-fat diet, tg mice had a blunted insulin response compared to '"
mice. This was associated with impaired glucose tolerance. In contrast, the insulin
response to arginine challenge was not affected by lISL overexpression. The study
therefore suggests thatlISL and beta-cell lipids are of importance for the adaptive GSIS in
insulinresistance,
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EfTeclS of short term dietary Intervention on intramyocellular lipid tonlent
(LVlCL) and Insulin Sensitil'ily (IS)
O.P. Bachmann, K. Brechtel, D.B. Dahl, I. Machann, M. llaap, II. Grupp, D. Ganter,
F. Schick ,C. Claussen, RU. Haring and S. Jacob
Departmenl ofEndocrinology and Metabolism, University ofTiibingen, Germany.
Department ofClincal Radiology, University of'Tubingen, Germany.

Normalisation of muse Ie trigl)'cerides stores and insnlin resistance by L-Arginine
in sucrose-fed rats.
F. Marchesi, W. Monti, G. Valsecchi, F_ Magni, M. Galli-Kienle, G. Pozza, PM.
Piatti. IRCCS H. San Raffaele, Milan, Italy.

Background and Aims: Intracellular triglyceride (TG) is an important energy source
for skeletal muscle. However, recent evidences suggest that elevated tissue TG stores
are strongly associated with insulin resistance. Moreover, impaired nitric oxide
activity and endothelial dysfunction have been demonstrated in the presence of
increased TG levels. Aim of the study was to evaluate the effects of L-arginine, a
precursor of nitric oxide, on muscle TG stores and metabolic parameters in a rat
modelofinsuHn resistance.
Malerials and Methods: Experiments were performed on male Sprangue-Downley
rats. All rats were fed for I week with a control chow (CT) diet. After this period of
acclimatization, 16 rats continued on the CT diet, 12 rats were switched to a sucrose
enriched (SU) diet, containing 68% sucrose, 20"/0 protein, 12% lipid and 8 rats were
switched to a sucrose plus L-arginine (1.25 gr/day) enriched diet (SU+ARG), for 8
weeks. Fasting samples were withdrawn for the assay of metabolic parameters while
intracellular TG were measured on soleus muscles by Gas Chromatography and
Mass-Spectrometry.
Results: After 8 weeks of SU diet, rats presented all the metabolic features of the
Insulin Resistance Syndrome since significant increases of body weight (519±8 vs
388±2 g; p<O.OOO I; SU vs CT respectively), retroperitoneal fat (23± I vs 6± I g;
p<O.oool), blood glucose (l09±29 vs 69±1 mg/dl; p<0.05), serum insulin (173±62 vs
46±10 pmolll; p<0.05), serum triglycerides (116±22 vs 53±4 mg/dl; p<0.005) and
nitric oxide levels (8.5±O.8 vs 3.0±0.2 ~molll; p<0.000 I) were demonstrated. In
addition, a three fold increase of intramuscolar TG was observed (2510±557 vs
876±77 nmoll g tissue; p<0.0033). SU+ARG diet normalised intramuscolar TG
(749±142 nmoll g tissue), serum TG (44±13 mg/dl), blood glucose (76±5 mg/dl) and
serum insulin (50±8 pmolll). Moreover, a significant decrease of body weight (478±7
g), retroperitonel fat (15±2 g) and nitric oxide (6.2±0.2 ~molll) was observed.
Conclusions: L-arginine is able to normalise muscle TG stores and to revert insulin
resistance in sucrose-fed rats and might be an useful tool in the treatment of Insulin
Resistance Syndrome.

After 3 days HC
+14,4
+48,0*
-16,7*

Background and Aims: An increased ~lCL content as quantified by III-MR
spectroscopy (MRS) has been found 10 be associated with reduced insulin sensitivity.
These ThICL seem 10 be rapidly regulated as one single bout of exercise decreases
L\ICL, while the combination of hyperinsulinemia and elevated circulating levels of
free fatty acids increases ~ICL within 4 hours. A high fat intake has been found to be
associated with high risk for type 2 diabetes mellitus. Bessesen et aI recently showed,
that a major part oforally given labelled 14C oleate is stored in the skeletal muscle as
TG, indicating an important role ofskeletal muscle in the trafficking ofdietary fat
Materials and Metbods: To observe the effectsof a short term dietary intervention
(3 days) on IMCL and IS we examined 12 male, healthy, lean subjects. After three
days of a standard mixed diet, ~lCL was quantified by IH-MRS after an overnight
fast in the red soleus muscle and the mixed tibialis anterior muscle. In addition IS was
quantified by euglycemic-hyperinsulinemic glucose clamp (GIR mllmin kg). The
measurements were done at baseline and after three days of a hypercaloric diet (HC:
57,6% fat;32,3 % CHO; 13 % protein; 2782 kcaVday) and at baseline and after three
days of normocaloric diet (NC: 21 % fat; 63,3 % CHO, 16,7 % protein; 2015
keal/day). Results are presented in % change from baseline.
Results: L\lCL varied over a wide range. After three days of hyper caloric diet L\lCL
was significantly (*p<O,05) increased in the tibialis ant muscle (+48,0"/0), while IS
was significantly (*p<0,05) decreased by 16,7%. In contrast we observed no relevant
changes in IMCL and IS after three days of a normocaloric diet
Conclusions: Therefore these data indicate that a hypercaloric diet decreases IS and
profoundly influences the formation of ~lCL.

After 3 days ofr>C
+7,8
-10,1
+3,2

L\ICL soleus (%)
L\ICL tibialis ant.(%)
GIR(%)
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Epidemic Glucose Intolerance in Australia.
I.E. Shaw, D.W. Dunstan, P.Z. Zimmet, AJ. Cameron, M.P. de Courten, TA
Welborn on behalf of the AusDiab Steering' Committee. International Diabetes
Institute, Melbourne and Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Perth, AUSTRALIA

Background and Aims: Diabetes is a growing public health problem around the
world. However, there are few national population based prevalence data, especially
in developed countries. The Australian Diabetes, Obesity and Lifestyle (AusDiab)
study was carried out to provide the first ever national estimates of the prevalence of
diabetes and other states ofglucose intolerance in Australia.
Materials and Methods: Adults aged 25 and over residing in 42 randomly selected
cluster areas across the country were invited to participate between May 1999 and
December 2000. Participants attended a local survey site for a physical examination
including a standard 2-hour 75g-g oral glucose tolerance test. Classifications were
made using 1999 WHO diagnostic criteria. Results were weighted to the Australian
1998 population, using census data.
Results: 11,247 adults took part, representing a 55.3% response rate of the total
eligible population. The prevalence of diabetes was 7.5% (men - 8.0%, women 
7.0%). The prevalence rose from 0.3% among those aged 25-34 to 23.6% in those
aged 75 and over. The prevalence of undiagnosed diabetes (3.8%) was as high as that
of previously diagnosed diabetes (3.8%). Impaired glucose tolerance was more
common in women than men (12.0% vs 9.2%), but impaired fasting glucose was more
common in men than women (8.1% vs 3.3%). In total, 23.8% (men - 25.3%, women
- 22.3%) of Australians aged 25 years and over had diabetes or impaired glucose
metabolism.
Conclusions: This study shows that almost I in 4 Australian adults have diabetes or
impaired glucose metabolism. This is one of the highest recorded prevalences in the
developed world, and indicates the urgent need to address the relevant public health
issues.

It Is possible to reduce the number of OGlT by 60% using a stepvlse screening
strategy combining DbAlc and fasting plasma glucose compared to WHO's
screening strategy,
C. Glilmer(2,I) T. Jorgensen(I), K. Borch-Johnscn(2), (I)Copenhagen County Centre
for Preventive Medicine, (2)Steno Diabetes Center.

Background and Aims:The prevalence of type 2 diabetes is increasing in Denmark.
The proportion of undiagnosed \)JlC2 diabetes in the younger age groups is 213 of all
individuals with diabetes; this indicates the need for screening of the disease. WHO
recommend that all individuals with impaired fasting glucose (!FG) undergo an
OGTT. The oral glucose tolerance test (OGTD is inconvenient as a screening
method. It hasa poor reproducibility, the persons have to be fasting, and it is time
consuming. The purpose of this abstract is to develop a screening model combining
HbAlc and fasting plasma glucose that canreduce the useof OGIT compared to the
stepwise screening strategy recommended ofWHO.
Materials and Methods: A popuIation-based sample of 13.000 individuals agod 30 to
60 )ears living in Copenhagen County are invited. This abstract is based on
preliminary results based on 3225 participants (139 newly diagnosed individuals with
diabetes (NOM), 3086 with normal glucose tolerance (NGT), individuals with known
diabetes wasexcluded).
Results: The sensitivity and specificity of WHO's stepwise screening strategy are 79,
100% respectively.
We have developed a model where the first step is HbAle '5.6 % (75% of the
popuIation) subsequently the fasting plasma glucose dividing individuals in NGT
(FPG<6.1 mrnolll), DM (FPG' 7.0mmolll), and !FG (FPG6.I-6.9mmolll). Finally
Individuals with !FG are combined with HbAle ' 6.10/.. The sensitivity and
specificity are 7land 94% respectively. This model reduces the need of OGGT from
416 to 20 I (12% • 6% in the population).
Conclusions: HbAlc is an easy method; the individual does not have to be fasting.
Using a stepwise screening where the HbAlc as the first step reduces the number of
individuals that have to be fasting with 250/.. It is possible to reduce the number of
OGIT with 50"/0by using a stepwise screening strategy including HbAlc and FPG
in special combinations. It is likely that the sensitivity will increase if this model is
implemented in a high risk population detected by a questionnaire.
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GROWTH IN INFANCY AND CIIILDHOOD AND TYPE 2 DIABETES IN
ADULTLlFE
10 Eriksson, 'I Forsen, J Tuomilehto, C Osmond and DJP Barker. National Public
Health Institute, Helsinki, Finland and Medical Research Council, Southampton,UK

Background and Alms: Low birth weight is associated with increased rates of type 2
diabetes in later life. This is thought to be a consequence of persisting physiological
and metabolic changes that accompany slow growth in utero. Furthermore, both
childhood and adult obesity are important risk factors for type 2 diabetes. The aim of
this study was to examine growth during infancy and early childhood among persons
who develop type 2 diabetes.
lIIaterials and lIIethods: Men (n=4630) and womcn (n=4130) who were born in the
Helsinki University Central Hospital during 1934-44, and who attended child welfare
clinics in the city participated in the study. Each individual had on average 18
measurements of height and weight between birth and twelve years of age. Detailed
birth and child welfare records were available for all 8760 participants.
Results: We identified 208 men and women who developed type 2 diabetes. Low
birth weight and low ponderal index (birthweightllength3) were associated with
increased risk of type 2 diabetes. Low weight (p=0.019), and body mass index at two
years of age (p<0.001) also increased the risk. After the age of 7 years rapid gain in
weight and body mass index increased the risk of type 2 diabetes. The cumulative
incidence of type 2 diabetes was positively and strongly associated with BMI at age
[I years (p<0.00 I) among both men and women.
Conclusions: This study shows that, irrespective of size at birth, low weight gain
duringinfancy is alsoassociated withincreased riskof thedisease. Furthermore, after
7 years of age, rapid weight gain and higher BMI in childhood is associated with
further increase in risk of type 2 diabetes.
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lDENTlFlCATIO:-l OF SUBJECTS WITH ISOLATED PDSTLOAD
HYPERGLYCAML-I.. THE HOOn.'i STUDY
J~I. Dekker, G. Nijpels, F. de Vegt, C.DA Stehouwer, L.III. Bouter, R.J. Heine.
Institute for Research in Extramural Medicine, Vrije Universiteit medical centre,
Amsterdam. The Netherlands

Background: There is ample evidence that the postload glucose level (2 hours after
a 75- g oral glucose tolerance lest) is a better predictor for mortality than fasting
glucose. Because in clinical practice glucose testing is not feasible, fasting glucose is
used for the diagnosis of diabetes and impaired glucose tolerance is not detected.
Consequently, about half of the persons with chronic hyperglycaemia and elevated
risk will be missed. We studied strategies for the identification of persons with
elevated postload glucose and non-diabetic fasting glucose.
Methods: In the Hoorn Study, a population based study, 2259 subjects aged 50-75
without known diabetes and fasting glucose < 7.0 mmol/l had a 75 g glucose
tolerance test in 1989-1990. Ilblc and other cardiovascular risk factors were
determined. Isolated postload hypcrglycaemia (IPII) was defined as fasting glucose
< 7.0 and postload glucose ;;, 7.8 mmol/l. Impaired Fasting glucose (IFG) was
defined as fasting glucose 6.1-7.0 mmol/l. Logistic regression analysis with was
used 10 study characteristics which contribute to the prediction of IPH.
Results: A total of274 (12%) persons had IPH. Of these, 33 % had lFG vs 10 % of
persons without IPH. Other less important but significant predictors of IPH were:
age >65, IIbAlc ;;, 6.5, hypertension (systolic pressure <: 160, diastolic pressure ;;,
90 or medication), B~a <:30, and IIDL cholesterol < 1. Having <:2 of these risk
factors identified 162 of the 274 (59%) with IPH. However, also 527 (27 %) of
1985 persons with normal postload levels had <:2 of'these risk factors.
Conclusions: Persons with isolated postload glucose were characterised by IFG,
elevated HbAlc, hypertension, overweight, and low HDL. lFG and high HbAlc
alone or in combination with other cardiovascular risk factor did not result in a
sensitive or specific strategy to identify IPH. However, the identified persons are
those who may benefit from treatment ofcardiovascular risk factors.
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Glucose Metabolism, Adiposity and Fitness interrelations in a Biracial Sedentary
Population: The nERITAGE Family Study
SJ. Weisnagcl(l), Y.Hong(2), R.N. Bergrnan(3), T. Rice(2), 1. Gagnon(4), A. Nadeau(4),
T. Rankinen(5), A.S. Leon(6), 1.5. Skinner(7), HI. Wilmore(8), D.C. Rao(2), C.
Bouchard(5)
I·LABSAP- Laval University, Ste-Foy, Canada 2-Biostatistics, Washington University
Medical School, St Louis, USA 3-PhysiologylBiophysics, USC Medical School, Los
Angeles, USA a-Laval University Health Center, Ste-Foy, Canada 5-Pennington Biomed
Res. Cent., LSU, Balon Rouge, USA;
6-Kinesiology & Leisure Studies, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, USA:
7-Kinesiology, indiana University, Bloomington, USA;
8-Health and Kinesiology, Texas A&M University, College Station, USA
BACKGROUND Al\1l AL\fS: defects in the secretion of insulin and resistance 10 its
actions both playa role in the pathogenesis of diabetes mellitus. It is therefore important 10

identify the factors that contribute to their development. METHODS: Multicenter family
study, 259 Blacks and 492 Whites measured for body mass index (B:lO), abdominal CT
scan visceral (AVF) fat area. maximal oxygen uptake (V02ma~), glucose induced insulin
secretion (JAlO), insulin sensitivity (SI), glucose disappearance index (Kg) and disposition
index (DISP) derived from Minimal Model analysis of intravenous glucose tolerance tests.
RESULTS: Men had lower unadjusted Kg (p='O.OOOl), SI (p=O.025) and DlSP (p=OOO2)
than women. Blacks had lower SI (p='O.OOOI) but higher Kg (p=O.OOOI), DlSP (p=O.OOOI)
and IAto (p=O.OOOI) than Whites. Parents hadlower Kg (p=O.OOOI),lAIO(p~O.OOOI) and
DlSP (p=O.OOOI) than offspring. Stepwise multiple regression analysis determined that the
independently significant covariares were,inorder of importance. age, sex. raceandB~n
for Kg; B:l1I, race, AVF, age, V02max, sex and generation for SI; race, age, AVF, sex,
V02max and BMI for JAto; AVF, race, age and B~a for DlSP. After adding metabolic
phenotypes in the regression model, the main covariate for Kg was DlSP, partial-Rt; 0.63,
p=O.OOOI (model R': 0.65). Aftcr adjusting for these covariates, differences between
genders were maintained for SI (p='O.OOOI) and became significant for lAto (higher in
men, p=O.OOOJ), all those between races remained significanl (p=0.OOOI-Q.OOO8), and only
SI was different between generations (greater in offspring, p=O.015). CO:"CLUSIO:"S:
These results suggest that Blacks and Whites differ in glucose metabolism phenotypes,
possibly through race-specific environmental and genetic elements. Gender-specific
factors mayexplainthe lower insulin sensitivity andhigher insulin secretionin men. and
age, the difference in insulin sensitivity between parents and offspring. Moreover. the
disposition indexappears to be themain determinant of intravenous glucose tolerance, as
measured bv Kg.
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Hyperinsutinatmia as long-term predictor of death and heart disease in non
diabetic men
Peter M. Nilsson, I-A Nilsson, K-F Eriksson, B Hedblad, G Berglund. Department of
Internal Medicine, University Hospital, S-205 02 Malmo, Sweden

Background and Aims: Prospective studies have indicated that hyperinsulinaemia
(Ill) is a risk factor for ischaemic heart disease (nID), risk decreasing with time of
follow-up. Few studies have so far investigated the role of In for the prediction of
mortality.
Materials and Methods: In 6074 non-diabetic Swedish males (mean age 47 years),
free of known cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes, we determined IHD risk
factors including blood glucose and serum insulin before and after 2 hours after an
OGTT. Follow-up was 19 years for nID and deatb divided into three periods - 6, 12
and 19 years, HI was defined as values above the 10th decentile of fasting or 2-hour
insulin levels.
Results: Relative Risks (R.R:s) for both death and IHD were J-shaped when subjects
were divided into decentiles of fasting insulin with the highest R.R (1.4) in the III
group. The differences between groups in R.R:s for death and IHD events decreased
after adjustment for risk factors and after longer follow-up. The risk of death in HI
men, defined on the basis of 2-hour insulin level increased with time of follow-up and
was significantly increased after 12 years, R.R 1.41 (95%CI: 1.00-2.00), and 19 years,
R.R 1.31 (1.05-1.65), even after full adjustment for· possible confounders. The same
pattern was found for IHD, bUI the difference was not statistically significant after
adjustment for B:lfi.
Conclusions: Hyperinsu1inaemia is a risk factor for death and llID events in non
diabetic men although risk decreases after adjustment for traditional risk factors and
with time. This supports the role of HI - a marker of insulin resistance - as an
important cardiovascular risk factor. The finding of different pattern of risk versus
time of follow-up for fasting and 2-hour insulin calls for funher research. Intervention
studies based on life style or drugs that. iRlpro""";nsuIin sensitivity are urgently
needed to prove or disprove the causality ofthis association.
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THE HUMAN DQ8 HLA CLASS II MOLECULE PRESENTS DIABETOGENIC
T CELL EPITOPES OF THE PHOGRIN ANTIGEN
K. Kelemen, D. Wegmann, J.C. Hulton. Barbara Davis Center for Childhood
Diabetes, UCHSC, Denver, Colorado, USA
Background and Aims: The protein tyrosine phosphatases IA-2 and Phogrin (IA-2
beta) are major autoantigens in Type I diabetes. We have previously demonstrated
that Phogrin-specific T cell clones generated from NOD mice are capable cf
destroying pancreatic islets and cause diabetes in vivo. We identified two distinct T
cell epitopes on the Phogrin antigen defined by amino acids 640-659 (Peptide 2)
and 755·777 (Peptide 7). The aim of our study was to examine whether the
Phogrin epitope peptides are compatible with the human DQ8 HLA Class IT
molecule, an allele associated with high susceptibility to Type I diabetes in
humans. Materials and Methods: DQ8+ transgenic mice (transgenic animals
expressing the human DQ8 HLA Class II gene without any mouse Class II allele
expressed) were immunized with Phogrin epitope peptides Peptide 2 and Peptide 7
respectively, in Complete Freunds Adjuvant. A Peptide 2 specific T cell line was
fused with BW5147 lymphoma cell line and hybrid clones were derived with
limiting dilutions. Results: Lymph node cell populations of the immunized DQ8+
animals displayed vigorous T cell proliferative responses to both of the Phogrin
epitope peptides, DQ8+ T cell lines, generated with serial stimulations with the
specific peptide retained the strong proliferative responses. Limiting dilutions of a
responsive T cell hybrid line resulted in I I Peptide 2 specific hybrid clones. All cf
the II T cell hybrid clones produced significant amounts of IL-2 in presence cf
Peptide 2 and DQ8+ spleen cells but not in the presence of Balb/c or NOD spleen
cells. Alanine substitutions of Peptide 2 at three different residues (position 7, 10
and 14) ablated the IL-2 production in all clones, suggesting that these positions
represent core binding residues between the DQ8 and the peptide. Conclusions:
Both of the two distinct T cell epitopes of the Phogrin antigen are presented in the
context of the human DQ8 HLA Class II molecule. We showed that the positions
7, 10 and 14 of Peptide 2 epitope represent core binding residues in the context cf
the DQ8 molecule. Our results suggest that the same two Phogrin epitopes might
be represented in human Type I diabetes especially in patients with DQ8 HLA
Class" background.
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rl-IPLICATIO:,/ OF ADHESIO:'/ MOLECULES 1:'/ PREVENTIO:'i OF
DIABETES AFTER OR-\L ADMDI'ISTRATIO:'/ OF CfR-INSULIN
C. Aspord, A. Durand and C. Thivolet
Insenn 449, Faculte de medecine Laennec, Lyon. France
Background and aims: Immune tolerance towards an antigen can be obtained after
its oral administration. Minute amounts of insulin conjugated to B subunit of cholera
toxin (CTB) induced protection of NOD mice from diabetes. Since adhesion
molecules trigger the generation and homing of T cells from intestinal mucosa to
peripheral lymph nodes, we investigated the role of L-selectin (CD62L) and a4fl7
integrin in oral tolerance with ern-insulin. Materials and methods: Cell phenotypes
were analysed by FACS. Cytokine profiles were performed on activated cell
supernatants by ELISA and on mRNA by RT·PCR To evaluate the role of adhesion
molecules, we cotransferred irradiated recipient mice with diabetogenic T cells and
CD4+CD62L+ subpopulations from the spleen of fed mice. In addition, donor mice
and recipient mice were successively treated with anti-eD62L or anti-a4fl7
antibodies. &mill: Oral administration of 2x 2 Jlg of Crn-insulin induced a
significant increase of splenic CD4+CD62L+ cells in comparison to crn
administration (38,5,.8,8% vs 32,1:7,1%, p=O.OI). Analysis of Cytokines indicated
lower amounts of IL-4, IL-IO and IFN-y in CD4+CD62L+ cells in comparison to
CD4+CD62L- and significantly lower amounts of IFN-y in CD4+CD62L+ cells
derived from Crn-insulin fed mice .. In contrast to CD4+CD62L- cells, transfer of
CD4+CD62L+ cells derived from CTB-insulin fed mice reduced the capacity of
diabetogenic T cells to transfer diabetes to syngenic irradiated NOD mice (4112 vs
8/8, 52 days post-transfer, p<O.OOI) and the degree of insulitis in the recipients.
This protective effect was inhibited by anti-eD62L antibody administration in the
recipient mice, but was preserved despite anti-a4fl7 antibody. Administration of
either antibody to fed mice suppressed the capacity of T cells to transfer protection
against diabetes transfer. Conclusions: These results suggest that oral tolerance
induced by Crn-insulin administration implies CD4+CD62L+ regulatory cells.
While both L-selectin and a4fl7 integrin are required for the generation of
regulatory cells, only L-selectin is necessary for their migration to pancreatic islets.
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SPECIFIC MODULATION OF PROCESSING AND PRESEl'HATIO:,/ OF
GA!)(j5BY B CELL GAD65 EPITOPES
AM Madec,N Duhindan#,J Endl~, P Van Endert", A Fragou'[, J Orgiazzi, JP Banga#
U449, 'U25, France; 1jRoche Diagnostics, Germany; #GKT school of medicine, UK.
Background and aims: Autoantibody and T cell reactivity to glutamic acid
decarboxylase-eo (GAD65) are common in type I diabetes. Whilst the disease is
considered to be T cell dependent, the role of autoantibodies remains unclear. We
have studied the role of antigen specific B cells in modulating the presentation of a
dominant DRB 1'0401 restricted T cell determinant of GAD65 in a cognate human
autoreactive B-T cell system. Materials and Methods: 3 B cell clones. DPA. DPC,
DPD, derived from a lILA DRJ/DR4 new onset type I diabetic patient, have surface
IgG to different determinants of GAD65. T cell line 6n, derived from a lILA
DRJ/DR4 new onset type I diabetic patient, is specific for GAD65 residues 270
283. Stimulation of T cell line 6r1 was elicited by 0.1 to 10 I'glml recombinant
human GAD65 or synthetic peptides of GAD65, 501 (residues 266-285) or

16C2(residues 270-283). For proliferation assay, fully rested T cells (1.5xI0
4

) were

added to 7.5x10
4

prepulsed, irradiated lILA-matched PB~IC as APC. For

presentation by the B cell clones, 1.5x10
4

rested T cells were cultured with Ix10
4

prepulsed irradiated B cells. Cell phenotypes were analyzed by FACS. Antibody
affinity was determined by surface plasmon resonance on BlAcore. Results: Surface
IgG on B cell clones (DPA. DPD) which recognize epitopes on structural domains
of GAD65 different from the region harbouring the T cell epitope, efficiently
(xIOOfold) enhance the presentation of residues 270-283, whilst B cell clone (DPC)
the antibody of which overlaps the T cell determinant decreases presentation. These
effects of B cell clones are dependent on surface IgG capture and internalisation of
the antigen since they were inhibited by anti-lgG or chloroquine, and they are not
dependent on autoantibody affinity (Kd: 10101>(tfor each). Conclusions: The data
show that GAD65 autoantibodies may modulate T cell presentation in correlation
with their topography on the structural model of GAD65, which may significant
shape the autoreactive T cell repertoire in type I diabetes.
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TCR-mediated Up-regulation of c-FLIPshort Correlates ..ilb Resistance to Fas
mediated Apoptosis in T-cells from patients ..ith Type 1 Diabetes.
C. GIORDANO, P. Richiusa, A. Mattina, G Misiano, G Pizzolanti, R Citarrella, A.
Galluzzo. Laboratory of Immunology, Department of Endocrinology, Faculty of Medicine.
University of Palermo, July

Background and Aims: TCR activation leads to activation-induced cell death (AJCD)
that is an efficient way to remove T lymphocytes via apoptosis. We have previously
showed that T cells from patients with Type I diabetes (TI-D~I) are resistant to Fas
mediated apoptosis, In this study we investigated the molecular basis of apoptosis
resistance upon reactivation in peripheral T lymphocytes from newly diagnosed TID~I

patients (ne 25) and age-matched normal controls (n= 15).
Materials and Methods: Resting T cells (dayO) were cultured at 2xlO6 cells/ml with I
mglmI PHA for 16 h (day I). Day I cells were cultured for an additional 4 days in t~e

presence of 25 UlmI IL-2 (day 5). Day 5 pre-activated T cells were activated/reactivated
via TCRfCm with plate coated anti-Cm Ab OKD (30 mgimI). Costimulation via CD28
was achieved by the addition of an anti-COl8 Ab (1.5 mglmI) in addition to OKTJ for the
same time period.
Results: Our results showed that PHA-stimulated day I-cells from controls up-regulated
Fas whlle Pas-expression was impaired in T cells from patients. In addition, T1-DM T
cells remained resistant to Fas-rnediared apoptosis during all time of culture period. The
restimulation of activated T cells (day 5) via TCRfCD3 completely inhibited Fas-rnediated
apoptosis inT1D~1 vs control T cells (p<0.001). Costimulation via CD28 further reduced
TCRfCDJ-mediated apoptosis. After Fas triggering, generation of active sub-units 01
caspase-8 was significantly reduced in T1D~1 T cells restimulated via TCRfCD3 and/or
CD28. We found that the level of c-FLIPL and the cleavage product of c-FLIPL in the
DISC (Death Inducing Signaling Complex) were only slightly increased in both D~1l and
normal T-cells. In contrast, the amount of c-FLIPs protein wassignificantly increased in
the DISC only in Tl-D~I T cells restimulated via TCRfCD3 and via CD28 (4800 vs 1560
D.V.; 6353 vs 2300 D.U.• respectively, p < 0,(01).
Conclusions: We conclude that the presence of increased levels of c-FLIPs prevents
recruitment of pro-caspase -8 in Tl-D~I eOJ-treated T cells. The high amounts of c
FLIPs aremore likely to be involved in the inhibition of Fas-mediatcd apoptosis in TI
D~J T cells. These data suggest that the recruitment of c-FLlPs into the DISC results in
reduced DISC and caspase-B activity in Tl-D:'-I and helps explaining the inability of
peripheral autorcactive T cells eliminationthrough apoptosis inTI-D~f patients.
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RAT CYTO.\fEGALOVIRUS L'iFECTION ACCELERATES THE O:'\SET OF
DIABETES L"l DIABETES PRO:-iE BB RATS
Ll., Hillebrands, N. van dcr Werf, B.W.A. van dcr Strate, F.A. Klatter, C.A.
Bruggeman & 1. Rozing. Dept. Cell Biology, Immunology section, Faculty of
Medical Sciences, University of Groningen,Groningen, The Netherlands

Background and Aims: Viral infections. including cytomegalovirus (C""fV). are thought to be
involvedin triggering the autoimmuneproccsresulting in IDD~t Causal relationshipsbetween
CMV infection and IDD~1 hasnot been shown sofar and relevant animal models are lacking.
Therefore. we analysed whetherCMV infection influences the diabetogenicproces using Rat
Cytomegalovirus (RCMV) in a well established model for the developmentof autoimmune
diabetes in rats.

Materials and Methods: Male and female DP BB rats (RT·lu) were divided in 6 groups.
Groups 1.2.3 & 4 were infected with 5xlOES, IxlOE6, 2xJOE6 and IxlOE7 plaque forming
units (Pfu) RCMV [Maastrichtstrain) respectively,at the age of 30.35 days. Groups 5 & 6 were
control groups and were mock-infected or left untreated, respectively. Blood glucose levels
were monitored twice a week, and animals were considered diabetic when glucose levels
exceeded 16 roM. Diabetic animals were sacrificed and salivary glands and pancreas were
takenout and processed for histologicaland PCR 3D31)~is. Presence of RCMV was analysed by
immunohistochemistry (mAb8) and destruction of pancreatic islets W:lS confirmed by HE and
Aldehyde-Fuchsine (AY) staining"

Results: RCMV infection resulted in significant acceleration (2.3 weeks) of the onset of
diabetes in all groups (groups 1-1)compared to the control groups (p - .O(3). No differences
between the different virus dosages were observed, and also both canto) groups showed no
differences. Immunohistochemistry revealed that RCMV was only present in salivary glands
and not in pancreatic tissue of infected animals at time of sacrifice. suggesting induction of
diabetes without direct cytolyticinfection of pancreatic beta-cells,This is strengthenedby the
observationthat RCMV docs not induce diabetes in diabetes-resistantBB-DR rats. Pancreatic
tissue of RCMV infected BB·DP rats contained RCMV DNA as indicated by specific PCR
analysis. Diabeticanimalsshowedsevere infiltration of the pancreatic islets and decreased AF
staining.indicating beta-celldestruction.

Conclusions: This study shows for the first time a direct effect of CMV infection on the
development of autoimmune diabetes in rats susceptible to spontaneous diabetes. without
cytolytic infection of pancreaticbeta-cells. These results enable us to further investigate the
mechanismof virus-inducedautoimmunediabetes.
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Pre\"elJtion of diabetes-lndU<ed capillal)' rarefaetion of limb .keletal muscle hy
angloegenesla gene therapy with human tIs.ue l<alJikrein
C. Emanueli, M.B. Salis, A.F. Milia, T. Stacca, A. Pinna, L. Chao, J. Chao, and P.
Madeddu, Gene Therapy Section, National Laboratory of the National Institute of
Biostructures and Biosystems, Osilo, Italy

Background and Alms: Peripheral vascular disease is very common among diabetic
patients and consequences of supervening vascular occlusion are worsened by
concomitance of microvascular rarefaction. We evaluated if human tissue kallikrein (HK)
gene can prevent or rescue diabetic microangiopathy at the level of hindlimb skeletal
muscle.
MateriaJs and Methods: For prevention, the left adductor skeletal muscle of
streptozotocin-induced diabetic mice was injected with an adenoviral vector containing the
HK or the Luc gene, or saline 2 weeks after induction of diabetes. Animals were sacrificed
at 28. 42, 60, 90, and 120 days for determination of adductor capillary density. In rescue
experiments, gene therapy was applied 60 days after induction of diabetes and capillarity
was determined 2 weeks later. Age-matchednon-diabeticmice served a. controls.
Resuhs: After an initial increase in vascularity, untreated diabetic mice developed
progressive microvascular rarefaction in hindlimb skeletal muscle. At 60 <by.. , capillary
density was reduced to 193±17 cap/Inm', a value 3 times less (p<O.OOI) than that of non
diabetic controls (655±31 capl=".l. Apoptosis "a. detected at the level of vascular
endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, and adventitial cells and, to a less extent. in the
interstitium. The vasodilator response to acetylcholine was reduced, indicative of
endothelial dysfunction, HK prevented diabetes-induced vascular rarefaction. Capillarity
in HK-injected adductor was augmented to 760±85 and 1275±242 capl=' at 28 and 60
days. respectively). while no change was observed in contralateral adductor. Increased
vascularity implies activation of cellular proliferation, however HK·injected muscles also
showed reduced apoptosis at vascular level. Application of HK gene therapy at a later
stage with the attempt of reseueing established microangiopathy also resulted in marked
increase in capillarity. In contrast, insulin, although able to prevent endothelial
dysfunction, neither altered the development of , .. seular rarefaction nor exerted additive
microvascular effects in HK-treatcd mice.
Conclusions: These results indicate that kallikrein-kinin system may represent a new
target for treatment of diabetes-induced peripheral microvascular disease.

Supported by a grant of the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation (JDF, USA).
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TAURfNE GIVEN IN EARLY LIFE DECREASES fNSULlTIS AND DELAYS
THE ONSET OF DIABETES IN TIlE NOD
E. ARANY, B. REUSENS', C. REMACLE • and D 1. HILL. Lawson Health
Research Institute, London, Ontario, Canada and "Lahoratoire de Biologie Cellu
laire, World Health Organization Collaborating Centre for the Development of the
Biology of the Endocrine Pancreas, Universite Catholique de Louvain, Louvain-La
Neuve, Belgium.
Background : In human type I diabetes, insulitis precedes Jl cell destruction. In
spontaneous non-obese diabetic mouse (NOD), 80% ofthe females feature also insu
litis at 5-6 weeks of life, but lcss so in the males. We have previously reported a
reduced Jl cell mas. in neonatal female NOD mice preceding insulitis. In the fetal
and neonatal rat. the reduced and altered Jl cell mass induced by protein restriction
during gestation and lactation is reversed by supplementation with taurine (a non
essential amino-acid important in fetal development). Aims: To study the effects rf
taurine supplementation early in life on the development of the endocrine pancreas,
on insulitis, and on the onset of diabetes in the NOD mouse. Material and Meth
ods: Female NOD mice were supplemented with 2.5% taurine from day I of gesta
tion until weaning. Controls NOD were given a normal diet. Pups were weaned on
a normal diet. separated by sex and sacrificed at 8 weeks of age. or at the onset rf
diabetes. Pancreata were collectedand fixed for histology. Islet area and scoring fcc
insulitis were performed in the pancreas at 8 weeks using a computerized image
analysis system. Results: Blood glucose was 4-5 mM in both groups until 8 weeks
ofage but incidence of insulitis was significantly reduced (7% vs 35%, (P< 0.000 I)
and islet area was increased in the taurine treated females. Islet proliferating cell
nuclear antigen labelling was 4.7±0.3% (mean±sem) in the control female islets and
13.6 ±I.6% in the taurine treated. In ducts, a two fold increase in cell proliferation
was found in the taurine treated group, although cell apoptosis did not differ be
tween the groups. The percentage of Jl cells was increased in the taurine treated
pups. Moreover, the mean onset of diabetes was 22 weeks (n=18) in the taurine
treated NOD females comparedto 14 weeks in the controls (n=8) (P<O.OOO I). Con
elusions: These results suggest that supplementation with taurine during pregnancy
and lactation had a beneficial effect in the NOD females as it reduced insulitis, in
creased islet area and delayed the onset of diabetes.
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A NEW MODEL TO STUDY ANGIOGENESIS IN IIYPERGLYCAEMIC
CONDlTIO:-<S : THE DIABETIC CIllCK EMBRYO.
E. Larger', M. Marre, P. Corvol and J-M. Gasc. INSERM U 36, College de France
and Service de Diabetologie, Hopital Bichat, Paris, France. ' E.L. is supported by a
grant from l'Association Francaise des Diabetiques,
Background and aims: Diabetes makes ambiguous effects on angiogenesis. since
neovessel sprouts occur in diabetic retina, while a reduced number of collateral
vessels is observed in diabetic coronary vessels with atherosclerosis. \Ve set up a new
model to study the effect of byperglycaemia on angiogenesis in the chorioallantoic
membrane (CAM) in chickcn embryos, Materials and methods: Fertilised White
Leghorn chicken eggs were incubated in a humidified atmosphere at 37°5 C.
Hyperglycaemia was induced by a single, intra-vitellus, 5 rng/g, glucose (G) injection
at day 7 post- incubation. Control animals received mannitol (M), matched for
osmolarity or water (II). Results: Survival \..'as 7S % (0=92) 7 days post-injection, i. e.
at day 14 of incubation. Blood samples were drawn from a CAM vessel and blood
glucose level was measured with a rcflectancernctcr. Mean blood glucose levels were
increased up to 7 davs post-injection (table. mean values (standard deviation)).

Blood glucose level (mg/dll

Day post inj. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Glucose .192 (33}176 (34) 214 (74) 173 (53) 162 (61)155 (36) 157 (72)

Mannitol 109 (19)95 (39) 84 (23) 117 (45)90 (26) 101 (38)100 (56)

Waler 94 (8) 101 (19) 105 (21)108 (14) 109 (22)90 (3) 75 (15)

By ANOVA we found a significant treatment effect: G (n-195) vs 1\1(n-93) and G
vs H (n~60), P<IO-4, M VS H, P= 0.51. Hyperglycaernic animals had severe growth
delay. By day 7 post· injection, the mean body mass of embryos was 5.4 ± 0.5 g
(n=18) in glucose. injected animals, as compared to 9.8 ± 1.9 g (n=16) and 8.0 ± 1.1 g
(n~18) in water- and mannitol-injected embryos, respectively. In hyperglycaernlc
embryos, CAM vessels were thinner, with decreased branching, and by day 7 post
injection, their number was reduced by 50%, as compared to water-treated control
animals. Immunohistochemistry using anti-insulin and anti-glucagon antibodies
showed no major difference in the numbers and proportions of pancreatic a and n
cells between hyperglycaemic and control animals. Conclusion: This new model
represents an easy alternative to previous models to analyse the molecular and cellular
effects ofhvpergfycaemia on the blood vessel walls and angiogenesis.
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FREE FATTY ACIDS MODULATE E1\'DOTHELIAL APOPTOSIS,
PROLIFERATIO:-; M'D ASSOCIATED GENEIPROTEIN EXPRESSIO:-;
M.ArtwohI. r.I.Roden, AFreudenthaler, W.Waldh1lusl and S.Baumgartner.Parzer
Department of Internal Medicine III, Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism,
University of Vienna. Vienna, Austria
Background and Aims: Elevated plasma free fatty acids (FFAs), as observed in the
diabetic state, represent a risk factor for the development of premature
atherosclersosis. Thus, it was the aim of the present study to evaluate the effects of
saturated as well as unsaturated FFAs in cultured vascular endothelial cells.
Materials and Methods: In human umbilical vein endothelial cells (IIUVECs)
apoptosis, proliferation and associated gene/protein expression in the presence of
various FFAs (I00-300~mol/l; 24-48h) were measured by D:-;A fragmentation
assays, FACS and Northern as well as Western blot analyses, respectively. Results:
Stearic acid (C I8:0), linoleic acid (CI8:2m6), linolenic acid (CI8:3m9) and
arachidonic acid (C20:4m6) time and concentration dependently triggered apoptosis
in HUVECs (n=7, p:':0.05) up to 500% of untreated control cells (set as 100%). In
contrast, only the highest concentration of oleic acid (CI8:lm3) was able to induce
apoptosis in HUVECs (+100%) after 48b, but not after 24h. FFAs (n=5, p:':0.05)
increased the expression of the apoptosis promotor bak (+100%), but reduced that of
the apoptosis inhibitor bcl-Z (-25%), thereby shifting baklbcl-2 to a pro-apoptotic
ratio. Exposure ofHUVECs (n~6) to polyunsaturated FFAs led to a GcJG, cell cycle
arrest probably mediated by increased protein expression of p21WAF·' c.., (+60%,
p:':O.OI), an inhibitor of cyclin dependent kinases. In addition, FFAs reduced mRNA
expression of lhe athcroprotector c1usterin (-40%), of the vasoconstrictor
endothelin-I HO%) and concentration dependently degraded NF-KE's inhibitor IKE
H5%) in HUVECs (n~6, p:':O.OI). Cnnclusions: FFAs modulate apoptosis,
proliferation and the secretory profile of vascular endothelial cells, possibly by
activationof the red/ox sensiti...·e transcription factor 1't"F·ill. By such action FFAs
may contribute to the development of endothelial dysfunction preceding late diabetic
vascular complications.

35
INSULIN INCREASES e:"lOS EXPRESSION L'i HUMAN ENDOTHELIAL
CELLS: MODULATION OF THIS EFFECT BY HIGH GLUCOSE.
A Pandolfi, E. De Filippis, M. Nutini, E. D'Urbano, G. Pellegrini, C. cun, U
Romano, F. Capani and A Consoli. Chieti, ITALY
Background and Aims: Insulin acutely increases Nitric Oxide (NO) endothelial
production inducing the endothelium-dependent vasorelaxation. Hyperglycemia is
associated with vascular disease and endothelial dysfunction might be one of the
mechanisms for this. However, the molecular pathways of insulin-induced increased
endothelial NO production are far from being thorough fully elucidated and little is
known about the interaction between insulin and elevated glucose concentration in
modulating endothelial Nitric Oxide Synthase (eNOS) expression and activity. This
.study was designed to investigate the effect of insulin on eNOS expression and
activity and to determine whether high glucose can modulate this effect .
Material and Methods: Expression ofeNOS gene (by semi-quantitative RT·PCR),
protein level (by Western Blotting) and production of NO (by conversion of['H]-L
arginine in ['H]-L-citrulline) were studied in human umbilical endothelial cells
(HUVEC) exposed to insulin (10 nmol/L) in presence or absence of high glucose
level (25 mmotIL) for 24 hours.
Results: As compared to control cells, in HUVEC cultures exposed to insulin eNOS
mRNA levels resulted markedly increased; this effect was substantially reduced by
high glucose (2.6 and 1.8 fold increase vs, control, respectively). When control,
insulin and insulin plus glucose treated cells were compared, eNOS protein level, as
detected by Western blotting, was also greater in cells exposed to insulin alone than
in cells exposed to insulin plus glucose. Densitometric analysis showed an almost
2.5 fold increase above control in eNOS protein expression after insulin and 1.9 fold
increase after insulin plus glucose addition (OD: 95±15, 240±23 and 180±17 for
control, insulin and insulin plus glucose treated cells, respectively, p<O.OI). Insulin
alone significantly increased NOS activity from 0.I±O.03 to 0.26±0.04 pmoVmg
proteirr'(min' (p<O.05 vs control cells) and this effect was reduced by high glucose
(0. I7±O.02pmoVmg proteirrvmin'", p<O.05vs insulin alone).
Conclusions: In human endothelial cells, insulin can increase eNOS gene
expression. This effect, as well as insulin stitnulation of NOS activity, is impaired in
the presence of elevated glucose concentration. Thus our data provide direct
evidence that high glucose can impair insulin stimulation of NO synthesis in
endothelial cells.
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HIGH FATTY ACIDS PRO~IOTE CELL GRO\YnI AND AFFECT CYTOSOLIC
CA" HmlEOSTASIS IN ENDOTHELIALCELLS

G.·D. Li, J. Song and Y. Tang, National University Medical Institutes, NUS, Singapore

Backgroundand Aims: Hyperlipidemia is a primary causeof cardiovascular diseases
and often associated with diabetes. There is evidence that endothelial cell (EC)
dysfunction characterized by diminished endothelium-dependent relaxation occurs
upon high levels of fatty acids (FA) in blood, but Iittle is known about the underlying
molecular mechanisms. Since nitric oxide (NO) is the major player in endothelium
mediated vascular relaxation and 1\0 synthase in ECs is activated by an increase of
cytosolic free Ca" levels ([Ca'li), thus the possible changes in [Ca"), were examined.
Materials and Methods: Bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAECs) were exposed to
various levels (0.25, 0.5 or I m~l) of FA mixture (oleate and palmitate; 2:1) in culture
for 2-10 days, Cell growth was assessed by determinations of DNA. [Ca"), was
measured with a fluorescent Cah probe (fura-2). Results: GrO\\1h of BAECs was
increased by 20-27% (P<O.O I) after 2-day exposure to 0.25-1 m~1 FA. Five-day culture
with 0.25-0.5 m~1 FA also enhanced proliferation by 33-47% (P<O.OI) whereas I m~1
FA reduced cell growth by 20% (P<0.05). Resting [Ca'l, was markedly elevated by
-80% (P<O.OI)after 5-10 day culture with I m~1 FA. However, the receptor agonist
(activating phospholipase C) bradykinin (2 I'-\I)·evoked [Ca'l, increments were
significantly decreased by -37% and --43% (both P<O.OI) in BAECs cultured with
I m~1 FA for 5 and 10 days, respectively. Furthermore, both bradykinin-induced
intracellular Cal

+ mobilization andsubsequent extracellular Cal. entry wereimpaired
under these conditions. On the contrary, [Ca'l, rises evoked by 2 I'-\Ithapsigargin (an
agentmobilizingintracellular Ca2f. by inhibiting Ca2

+-ATPaseon ER)were notaffected
by FA culture. Conclusions: Exposure to elevated FA promotes EC growth and thus
may cause angiogenesis in vivo. The defected [Ca"), homeostasis by high FA in ECs
may reduce NO generation and contribute to the diminished endothelium-dependent
relaxation during hyperlipidemia. TheseFA effects thusincreasetheriskof developing
cardiovascular complications in diabetes.

36
Endothelial insulin action and resistance: mechanisms and consequence!
JR. Petrie, I. Salt. CJ.G.Kelly, V. Nicolson, A Spiers. C. Perry, SJ. Cleland, GW.
Gould, UtC. Connell
MRC Cooperative Group on Cellular Signalling and Molecular Genetics in Metabolic
and Cardiovascular Syndromes, University ofGlasgow, Glasgow, UK.
Baekground and Aims: Resistance to insulin-mediated glucose uptake is associated
with endothelial dysfunction and the development of cardiovascular disease, yet the
underlying mechanisms remain poorly characterised. We have previously
demonstrated that insulin is a direct-acting vasodilator in man, at least in part
dependent on nitric oxide (NO) synthesis, and that this vascular action is related to
whole-body insulin sensitivity. We have now examined: (i) the molecular
mechanisms of insulin action with respect to NO production in cultured human aortic
endothelial cells (IIAECs); and (ii) insulin-mediated vascular relaxation (Th1VR)ex
vivo in young women with polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS), a state of insulin
resistance, and no evidence ofcardiovascular disease.
Materials and Methods: PI3K recruitment to the insulin receptor and PKBalpha
activity were assessed by immunoblotting of IRS-IIIRS-2 immunoprecipitates and
peptide kinase assay of PKBalpha immunoprecipitates respectively, from IlAECs
stimulated with insulin. NO production in HAECs was assayed using a Sievers 280A
NO meter. Contractile responses to norepinephrine were assessed in resistance
arteries <300tL\1internal diameter (from gluteal biopsies) at baseline, after incubation
with insulin (100 pM), and after a further incubation with both insulin and L-N~L\IA

(an inhibitor of NO synthase).
Results: Stimulation of HAECs with insulin resulted in rapid, dose dependent
recruitment of PI3K to both IRS-I and IRS-2, with a rapid, sustained. dose-dependent
stimulation of PKBalpha. sensitive to the PJ3K inhibitor, wortmannin. In addition,
insulin stimulated NO production within 5 minutes. In the resistance artery studies,
the ED50 for NE dose-contraction responses was reduced in control vessels by insulin
(p<O.05),but not in vessels from patients with PCOS.
Conclusions: In stimulating NO synthase in human endothelial cells, insulin employs
a signalling cascade also utilised in upregulating glucose transport in'conventional'
target tissues. The parallel occurence of metabolic insulin resistance and impaired
vascularresponsesto insulinex vivo in young insulin resistant women in the absence
of cardiovacular disease suggests that pathophysiologically relevant insulin resistance
occursin humanvasculartissues.
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The OIidatin Stress Indicator 8-iso-PGF2alfa is Teratogenic to Rat Embryos In
Vitro, and Antioxidants Diminish this Errect.
P. Wentzel and U.l. Eriksson, Department of Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala
University, Uppsala, Sweden

Background and Aims: Increased glucose concentration disturbs development in
rodent embryos cultured in vitro, and addition of antioxidants diminishes the
embryonic dysmorphogenesis. Oxidized arachidonic acid molecules, the isoprostanes,
serve as markers of lipid peroxidation and oxidative stress. Increased isoprostane
levels are present in embryos subjected to elevated ambient glucose concentration and
in offspring of diabetic rodents. Furthermore, the elevated isoprostane concentration
in embryos exposed to high glucose levels is decreased by addition of NAC to the
culture medium. In addition to their function as indicators of oxidative stress,
isoprostanes may have an independent teratogenic role in the dysmorphogenesis of
diabetic pregnancy. a notion examined inthisstudy.

Our aim was to investigate if exogenous administration of the isoprostane 8-epi
PGF2a1fa is teratogenic in vitro, and, if addition of the antioxidants N-acetylcysteine
(NAC) or superoxide dismutase (SOD) may modulate such teratogenicity.

Materials and Methods aod Results: We subjected rat embryos to 21lmoVl of8-epi
PGF2a1fa with or without addition of 0.5 mmoVl NAC or 4800 U/ml SOD during 48
hours in vitro culture and compared the outcome with embryos cultured without any
of these compounds. We found increased levels of the isoprostane and disturbed
development in embryos subjected to the isoprostane (decreased crown-rump length,
3.6 VS_ 4.0 mrn, decreased somite number. 25 vs. 3D, increased malformation score,
5.0 vs, 0.1). Addition of NAC to the isoprostane-exposed cultures normalized the
isoprostane content and all morphometric parameters (crown-rump length 4.1 mm,
somite number 31, malformation score 0.3), whereas SOD addition had marginal
effect (crown-rump length 3.7 mm, somite number 27. malformation score 2.2).

Condusions: Isoprostanes are teratogenic in vitro, which suggests that these
compounds may exert similar effects in vivo. The teratogenic insult appears to
involve an excess of radical oxygen species, and is, at least at lower concentrations.
diminished by antioxidative treatment.

39
Maternal treatment with insulin or antioddant protects from malformations and
D~A damage in offspring ofdiabetic rats.
U.l. Eriksson and A Lee. Department of Medical Cell Biology. Uppsala University,
Uppsala, Sweden and Picower Institute for Medical Research, Manhasset, NY, USA

Baekground and Aims: Previous studies of transgenic BigBlue mice/rats with a lac-I
reporter gene have shown increased rates of dysmorphogenesis and DNA damage in
embryos exposed to high glucose concentration in vitro, as well as in embryos of
diabetic rats. Antioxidative treatment diminishes the embryonic dysmorphogenesis
both in vitro and in vivo. These findings support the notion of glucose/diabetes
provoked occurrence of teratogenic oxygen species in these embryos, but do not
clarify if the DNA damage is causally related to the embryonic dysmorphogenesis.
The aim of the present study was therefore to investigate if treatment of the pregnant
diabetic rat with insulin or vitamin E would alter the dysmorphogenesis and rate of
DNA damage in the embryos.

MateriJlls and Methods: Normal (N) and diabetic Sprague Dawley female rats were
mated with transgenic BigBlue male rats. The female diabetic rats were either
untreated (0), or treated with either daily insulin injections (01). or given 2 % vitamin
E in the food (OE). The pregnancies were interrupted on day 1I, and the offspring
was evaluated with respect to morphology and rate of DNA damage, the latter
estimated by the BigBlue rat mutagenesis assay.

Results: Maternal diabetes caused decreased crown-rump length, increased
malformation score and DNA mutation rate (N vs. 0: 4.01 vs. 3.44 mm, 0.04 vs. 1.85,
1.65 vs, 4.52 x 100000), whereas insulin treatment normalized crown-rump length
and DNA mutation frequency (01: 4.04 mm, 1.88 x 100000), and decreased
malformation score (1.11). Vitamin E treatment did not normalize crown-rump length
(OE: 3.39 mm), but diminished malformation score and DNA mutation rate (OE:
0.61,2.85 x 100000).

Conclusions: Maternal diabetes causes increased rate of embryonic
dysmorphogenesis and DNA damage. Treatment with either insulin or vitamin E
diminishes the developmental disturbances and DNA damage in the embryo.

38
Meth"lgly0I81 is less teratogenic than 3-deso)"g!ucosone due to rapid metabolism
in embryos esposed to high glucose concentration in vitro,
P. 1. Thornalley, P. Wentzel, N. Karachalias and UJ. Eriksson. Department of
Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden and Department of
Biological Sciences, University ofEssex, Colchester, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Embryos exposed to high glucose concentration in vitro
show dysmorphogenesis. Production of reactive alpha-oxoaldehydes (methylglyoxal,
MG, and 3-dcoxyglucosone, 3-DG) with teratogenic capacity may be a consequence
of the high ambient glucose concentration. The alpha-oxoaldehydes are potent
glycating agents that modify proteins and nucleotides to form advanced glycation
endproducts (AGEs). We have previously demonstrated that 3-DG is increased in
high glucose-exposed embryos, and that 3-DG has teratogenic capacity. The aim of
the present study was to investigate the teratogenicity of MG, and compare it to 3
DG-induced dysmorphogenesis.
Materials and Methods: We subjected day-9 rat embryos to in vitro culture for 48
hr, and supplemented the culture medium with I 1l1-1 - I rn.\1 MG, whereupon we
assessed the embryonic development. We also measured the activity of the enzymes
metabolising MG and 3-DG.
Results: MG induced major embryo malformation only at the highest concentration, I
m.\1. (somite number decreased by 5 %. malformation score increased from 0 to 3.6).
The embryonic concentration of MG when malformation was induced was ca. 4-5
fold higher than that of embryos suffering hyperglycaemia-induced malformation in
vitro. The activity of the MG-metabolising enzyme glyoxalase I in embryos was 2.4
2.7 U/mg protein. Glyoxalase 1\ activity was also present. The 3-DG metabolising
enzymes showed much lower activities: 3-DG reductase activity was 170 mUimg
protein, and there was no detectable 3-DG dehydrogenase activity «0.003 mUlmg
protein).
Couclusions: MG is not a critical teratogen in embryopathy induced by
hyperglycaemia in vitro, whereas 3-00 is. The major enzymatic pathway for the
detoxification of MG. the glyoxalase system, is highly active in the embryos, wheras
the 3-DG detoxifying enzymes, 3-DG reductase and 3-DG dehydrogenase, have low
and non-detectable activity, respectively. 3-DG may be teratogenic therefore because
it is metabolised slowly and accumulates to high levels in the embryo.

40
Is tbere a relationship between major congenital malformations and blood
glucose in ll'omtn ,,·ith gestational diabetes mellitus?
A Garcia-Patterson, E. Martin, I.M. Cubero, M. Hernandez, M. Albareda, G.
Guinovart, I.M. Adelantado, A de Leiva and R. Corcoy.
Serveis d'Endocrinologia i Nutrici6, Pediatria i Ginecologia i Obstetricia, Hospital de
Sant Pau, Barcelona, Spain

Background and Aims: In women with prepregnancy diabetes mellitus, major
congenital malformations (CM) are related with periconceptional blood glucose levels
and a relationship between fasting blood glucose and CM has also been described in
women with gestational diabetes mellitus (GD~I). The aim of this work has been to
analyze if there is a relationship between CM and the severity of GD~1 in infants
born to mothers with GDM.

Materials and Methods: A universal screening policy and 3rd Workshop-Conference
diagnostic criteria have been used for GDM diagnosis. GD~I severity has been
assessed after prior glucose abnormality, blood glucose values in the diagnostic
ooTT, gestational age at diagnosis and requirement of insulin Tx during pregnancy.
Potentially confounding variables (age, body mass index and smoking habit) have
also been considered. Quantitative variables have been transformed into tertiles to
explore their relationship with CM. First, the relationship of each potentially
predictive variable with CM has been analyzed with a chisquare test and finally a
multivariant logistic regression analysis with CM as the dependent variable has been
performed.

Results: 1905 infants born to mothers with GDM have been studied. The rate of CM
has been 3.2%. In the bivariant analysis, a positive relationship has been found
between CM and prior glucose abnormality (2.8% vs 5.8%, p<0.05), CM and fasting
blood glucose (2.3%, 2.6% and 4.7% in each tertile, p<O.05) and CM and BMI (1.6%,
3.3% and 4.7"/0in each tertile, p <0.01). In the logistic regression analysis, only B~II

has remained as predictor of CM (OR 2.39 and 3.41 for the second and third tertiles
vs the first one, p <0.01).

Conclusions: In this group of infants born to mothers with GD~1. B~II and not the
severity ofGD~1 is predictor ofCM



41
LOW BIRTH WEIGHT IS ASSOCL\TED WITH L\lPAIRED INSULL'i
SECRETION AND ACTION L'i YOUNG MALE ADULTS
C.B. Jensenl, H.StorgaardI, F.Dela2, J.J.llolst2, S.MadsbadI and AAVaagt.
\.Dept.of Medical Endocrinology, Hvidovre University Hospital, Hvidovre,
Denmark.2.Dept.ofMedical Physiology, Panum Insitute, Copenhagen. Denmark
Background and Aim!: Numerous studies have linked low birth weight (LBW) with
increased risk of Type 2 diabetes. However, uncertainty still prevails as to the
underlying cellular mechanisms.
Materials and Metbods: We investigated hepatic and peripheral insulin action (IA),
including intracellular glucose metabolism, using the'gold standard' euglycemic
hyperinsulinemic clamp technique at two physiological insulin levels (2xI20min;
IOmU/m2 /min. 40mU/m2 /min) in combination with indirect calorimetry and [3-311)
glucose, in twenty 19-jT old men with LBW (BW 2702±45g) and twenty controls
with BW in the upper normal range (BW 3800±22g; p<O.OOOI), matched for BMI and
total fat mass. Insulin secretion (IS) was examined in response to oral (OGTT) and
intravenous glucose (lVGTT).
Results: Fasting plasma glucose as well as 2-hour plasma glucose in response to oral
glucose was higher in the LBW group (p--Q.05; p~.07). Glycerol at basal and low
clamp insulin concentrations was lower in the LBW group (p=O.04; p~.06), along
with non-significantly lower plasma FFA and plasma ketone bodies. Insulin
stimulated glycolytic flux was significantly reduced (p=O.03) and suppression of
hepatic glucose production during high physiological insulin levels enhanced in the
LBW group (p=O.05). Nevertheless, basal and insulin stimulated rates of whole-body
total peripheral glucose disposal, glucose oxidation. lipid oxidation. exogenous
glucose storage and non-oxidative glucose metabolism was similar in the two groups.
Insulin secretion after oral glucose ingestion was lower in the LBW group, as
reflected by lower disposition indices expressing insulin secretion in re1ation to
insulin action (DI~IS x IA; 0-30min: ~.03; 0-120min: p~.003), whereas insulin
secretion in response to iv-glucose was similar in the two groups. Interestingly, 30
min GLP-I too was lower in the LBW group (p~0.08).

Condusions: We propose, that reduced insulin stimulated glycolysis precede overt
insulin resistance in men with LB\V. The observed lower insulin secretion in response
to oral but not iv-glucose in LBW men may reflect deficient incretin hormone
secretion and/or -action. Finally, lower glycerol levels, i.e. lower rate of lipolysis,
could potentially predispose LBW subjects to obesity later in life.

OP8
Neuropathy
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'Thesignirlcance of hydrosyl radicals in the aetiology of large and small nerve fihre
and eeerovascular d,.,runction in elperimt"ntal diabetes
N.E. Cameron and ~lA Cotler. Biomedical Sciences, Aberdeen University, Scotland UK
Background and Aims: Oxidative stress contributes to the development of neural and
vascular complications in experimental diabetes. Treatment with broad specificity free
radical scavengers such as vitamin E improves nerve conduction and perfusion in
streptozctocin-diabetic rats. However, it is not clear which reactive oxygen species are
involved or the precise processes important in their formation. To further elucidate this
problem, we examined the effects of the specific hydrophilic hydroxyl radical scavenger,
dimethylthiourea (D~fIU) on measures of large and small nerve fibre function and neural
tissue blood flow. Materials and Methods: After 6 weeks of streptozotoein-induced
diabetes, rats were treated daily for 2 weeks "ith D~nu (3-100 mg/kg ip.). Small fibre
dysfunction was estimated using behavioural tests for mechanical (Randall-SeIlito test)
and themul (plantar test) hyperalgesia. In final experiments, under butabarbital
anaesthesia, nerve conduction velocities (KeVs) were measured and sciatic nerve and
superior cervical ganglion blood flow was estimated by hydrogen-clearance
microelectrode polarography. Results: Diabetes caused a 20.8±O.8% reduction (p<O.ool)
in sciatic motor NCV. This was dose-dependently corrected by D~nu: by 2\.0±5.9%
(p<0.01) at the lowest dose (3 mglkg) and by 92.6±3.6% (p<O.ool) for 100 mg/kg
treatment, The ED50 was approximately 9 mglkg. Saphenous sensory NCV was also
investigated for 100 mg/kg D~rru; a 15.8±O.9% (p<0.001) diabetic deficit was
completely corrected (p<O.OOI). Thresholds for the withdrawal reflex to hindpaw pressure
stimulation were 18.9±2.2% (p<0.0I) decreased by diabetes, indicating mechanical
hyperalgesia, which was 6L9±18.0"10 (p<O.05) ameliorated by D~nu. Similarly, a
25.0±4.1% (p<0.01) diabetic decrease in the latency for foot withdrawal from a noxious
thermal stimulus was 73.1±13.6% (p<O.OI) corrected by D~rru treatment, Sciatic
nutritive (capillary) and total endoneurial blood flow were reduced by 50_7±3.5%
(p<O.ool) and 62.5±5.5% (p<O.OI), respectively, in diabetic rals. However, withD~nu
treatment, these deficits were 86.4±9.7"10 (p<0.001) and 92.8±26.3% (p<O.OI) corrected.
There was also a 52.4±3.5% (p<o.ool) reduction in superior cervical ganglion perfusion.
which was 76.4±9.I% (p<O.ool) rectified by D~nu. Conclusions: Hydroxyl radical
scavenger treatment reverses a II>ide range of neural and neurovascular defects in diabetic
rats, In the context of this experimental model, D~nu treatment had approximately 70
times greater efficacy than vitamin E, which further stresses the importance of
hydroxyl radicals for experimental diabetic neuropathy.
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Relationship between gestationlll diabetes mellitus and maternal small birtb
weight.
L. Alviggi, R Aaichin], A De Bellis, R Malagoli, M.C. Breschi, and G. Seghleri.
Dept of Internal Medicine and Diabetic Unit, Presidio Ospedaliero USL n.3,
PISTOIA, Italy.

Background and Aims: According to the hypothesis of 'thrifty phenotype' the
prevalence of diabetes mellitus in adult life is consistently related to a smaIl birth
weight. Contrasting results have been however produced about the existence ofdirect
significant relation between presence of gestational diabetes mellitus (GD~l) and a
small maternal birth weight. This study was designed to answer this question.

Materials and Methods: We studied a group of 515 pregnant women whose birth
weight was precisely known. They were then classified as normally tolerant to
glucose (n~12) or affected with GD~{ (n~103) after having been tested by means of
a loo-g OGTI performed between the 24th and 28th gestational week. The woman
were then further categorised according to their birth weight in two further groups:
those with birth weight <90th percentile (2,6OOg; n~59) and those whose birth weight
was greater than this cut offvalue (n~56).

Results: Prevalence of GD~I was significantly higher in the group with small birth
weight (19/59; 32.2%) as compared to the other group with a normal-high birth
weight (84/456; 18.42%; chi-square='6.202; p~.013). The association between small
birth weight and GDM was further reinforced by multiple logistic regression analysis
model where age, parity family history of diabetes and pregestational maternal body
weight acted as covariares (p=O.028). According to this model the odds ratio of GD~I
in group ofwomen with low-birth weight was 2.179 (95%CI1.l82-4.016; p~.012)

Conclusions: According to this study in our population of pregnant women a birth
weight <2,6oog seems to be significantly associated with a two-fold higher risk for
GD~1. independently from possible other major confounders.

44
POLY(ADP-R1BOSYL)ATlO~ INHIBITORS CORRECT PERIPHERAL NERVE
FUNCTION AND ENERGY METABOLIS~{ IN DIABETIC RATS
I.Obrosova, Fei Li, and M.Stevens, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA

Background and Aims: Poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation is a response to DNA single
strand breakage caused by hydroxyl and superoxide radicals and peroxinitrite.
Activation of poly(ADP-ribose}sjnthetase (PARS) leads to depletion of its substrate
NAD, energy failure, and has been recently implicated in diabetes-associated
endothelial dysfunction. Taking into account the important role for oxidative stress
and endothelial dysfunction in diabetic neuropathy (DN), we evaluated two specific
structurally diverse PARS inhibitors, 3-aminobenzamide (ABA) and 1,5
isoquinolinediol (ISO), on functional and metabolic deficits in the diabetic nerve,
Materials and lIIethods: Control (C) and streptozotocin(STZ)-diabetic(D} rats
were treated with/without ABA or ISO (30 and 3 mg/kg*d i.p.] for 2 wks after 2
' ...'ks without treatment. An intervention approach was used to avoid j3-cell
regeneration and restoration of normoglycemla which OCCurs when PARS is
inhibited shortly after induction of STZ-diabetes. Results: final blood glucose
levels (Mean=SEM) were 366±26, 362±9 and 374±7 mg/dl in D, D+ABA and
D+ISO. Both agents were well tolerated and had no side effects. Sciatic motor and
digital sensory nerve conduction velocities (mls) were lower in D (43.7±1.4 and
30.2±0.5 vs 58.1±1.8 and 39.4±\.6 in C, p<O.OI for both) and were completely or
partially corrected in D+ABA (56±2 and 36.1±0.6, p < 0.01 vs D) or D+ISO
(5U1.4 and 35.2±0.5, p -c 0.01 vs D). Phosphocreatine (pCr) level and PCr/creatine
ratio were decreased in D vs C (p<0.05) and were corrected by both agents. ABA
and ISO did not affect any variables in C_ PARS activity and NAD levels were
similar in the sciatic nerve of C and D. Conclusions: Enhanced poly (ADP
ribosyl)ation is involved in the pathogenesis ofDN. PARS inhibitors correct nerve
functional and metabolic deficits in D by mechanisms unrelated to restoration of
normoglycemia. The findings suggest that vasa nervorum rather than neural tissues
of PNS is a site of ROS-activated poly(ADP-ribosyl}ation in short-term diabetes,
and are consistent with vascular etiology of, at least, early DN.
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Impaired gastric fundus innervation in experimental diabetes: pretectien by alpha
lipoic acid lreatmenL
T.l\l GIbson,I\lA Cotter and N.E. Cameron.BiomedicalSciences.AberdeenUniversity.
ScotlandUK
Background and Aims: Diabetes causes autonomicneuropathy.multiple organ systems
being influenced The gastrointestinal system is often affected, leading to a variety of
symptomsincludingdelayedgastric emptying.This is under the control of non-adrenergic
non-cholinergic (NANC) autonomic nerves. for which nitric oxide (NO) is the major
neurotransmitter. with vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) as a co-transmitter.
Oxidative stress has been shewn to be important in the aetiology of nerve fibre
dysfunction in diabetes. Therefore, the aimswere to examinethe effects of experimental
diabetes on gastric fundus NANC neurotransmission and to assess whether the
antioxidant, alpha-lipoic acid (LA). could attenuate the development of dysfunction
Material. and Methods: Diabetes was induced by streptozotocin (45 rug/kg] in mature
male rats. The responses of longitudinal muscle of isolated gastric fundus strips to
electrical field stimulation were examined NANC-mediated relaxation was isolated in
preparations preconstricted with 5-hydroxytryl'tamine. in the presence of atropine and
guanethidine,Treated diabeticrats were given daily LA (100 mglkgi.p.) for 8 weeks from
diabetes induction. Results: Diabetes did not affect the contractile response to 5
hydroxytryptamine, However. the relaxation caused by electrical field stimulation of
NANC nerves was progressively attenuated by increasing diabetes duration. Thus.
maximal relaxation (1611z stimulation)was reduced by 25.9 ± 3.4% (p < 0.001) after 4
weeks and 46.4 ± 6.7"10 (p < 0.001) at 8 weeks. without any significant further
deteriorationup to 24 weeks.At the 8 week time point, diabetes caused reduced responses
(p < 0.001) at all stimulation frequencies examined (0.5 to 16 Hz). deficit being
particularly severe (approximately 80%) for low frequencies (0.5-211z). LA treatment
largely prevented the development of this deficit, giving 82.8 ± 7.6% protection (p <
0.001) for maximum relaxation(1611z stimulation). Significant improvements(p < 0.01)
were also apparent at I Hz and greater frequencies.although from 0.5- 4 Hz, a residual
defect remained comparedto nondiabetic controls (p < 0.05). Experimentswith the NO
synthase inhibitor. NG-nitro-L-arginine showed thatNO-mediatedneurotransmissionwas
respoosible for 70-80% of NANC relaxation in all groups. There were no significant
between-group differences in responses to exogenous VIP. Conclusions: The diabetic
deficits in gastric fundus NANCresponseswere largelyattenuatedby LA suggesting that
this antioxidantmay havepotential for the treatmentof diabetic gastrointestinal autonomic
neuropathy.
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NEAR-NORMOGLYCAEMIA MAINTAINED OVER14 YEARS FROM THE DIAGNOSIS OF
TYPE1 DlABETES PREVENTS THEDEVELOPMENT OF POLYNEUROPATHY
D. Ziegler. M. Behler, and F. Akila. German Diabetes Clinic, German Diabetes Research
InstiMeat the Heinrich HeineUniversity, DusselOOrf, Germany
Background and Aims: It has not been previously evaluatedwhethernear-normoglycaemia
instiMed from the dagnosis of Type 1 dabetes onwardmay prevent the developmentof
sensorimotor and autonomic neuropathy. To acl:Jress this point we conducteda lonq-term
prospective sludy. Materlals and Methods: We examined 32 ne\liy diagnosed Type 1
ciabeticpatients (21 male, 11 female) aged 12-36years whowere followed over 14 years.
Motor and sensory nerve conduction velocity (MNCV. SNCV). coefficient of R-R interval
variation at rest (CV), and clinical assessment were performed at the timeof dagnosis and
after 3 monthsas wellas after 1,2.4,5,8,10,12, and 14 years. Results: During the 14-year
period, 10 patients had mean HbA,.. levels within the near-oormal range of <8.5%
(mean±SEM: 8.1±O.2%; GroLP 1), whereas 22 patients had mean HbA,.. levels ~8.5%
(10.4±O.5%; Group2). After 14 years, MNCV was significanUy faster in Group 1 than in
GroLP 2 in the median (54.7±O.9 vs 51.9±<l.7 mls), ulnar(60.2±1.0vs 54.0±1.2 mls), and
peroneaJ nerve(47.6±1.2vs 42.9±1.0mls)and SNCVwasfaster inthe median (fiT.1±O.6 vs
48.2±1.3mls), u!nar(54.7±O.9 vs 48.8±1.4mls),andsuralnerve(47.5±O.9 vs 42.7±1.0mi.)
(all p<O.05). In Group 1 the average decrease in MNCV and SNCV was -0.11 and -0.17
mlsJyear, respectively. These annualslowing rates were comparable to the losses observed
over 10 years in a ll()(Kjjabetic control group showing -0.13 mlsJyear for MNCV and -0.15
mlsJyearfor SNCV, respectively. In contrast Group2 showed redJctionsof -0.36 mlsJyear
forMNCV and -0.44mlsJyear forSNCV, respectively. In Group2 therewas also a significant
declinein CVfrom6.0±<l.6% at baselineto4.0±O.6% at 14 years as corrpared withGroup1
inwhichCVwas 6.5±<l.5% at baselineand6.6±1.0%at 14 years (p<0.05 for Group1 vs 2).
ConclusIons: In Type 1 diabetic patients near-oormogiycaemia maintained from the
ciagnosis over the nexl 14 years 1.) results in a declinein nerve conduction nol exceeding
the age-related degree of slowing within the physiological range, 2.) prevents an
awroximately3-foldfasler annual decline in nerve conduction inducedby poor glycaemic
control, and 3.) preventsthe deterioration in cardiacautonomic function.
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The tlTeet. of insulin Cspeptlde on nerve function in diabetic rat. are blocked by
nitricoxidesyatbase inhibition.
!\I.A Cotter and N.E. Cameron. Biomedical Sciences. Aberdeen University. Scotland
UK
Background and Aims:The biological actions of insulin C-peptide are the subject of
current interest C-peptide has been suggested to partially prevent diabetic nerve
dysfunction in type I experimentalmodels. perhaps by a direct action on neural tissue.
Alternatively. C-peptide may have vascular effects including stimulation of the nitric
oxide (1\0) system Impaired nerve perfusion contributes to experimental neuropathy,
therefore NO-mediated vasodilation might potentially account for any beneficial neural
effects of C-peptide.The aim was to examine the C-effectson nerve functionand blood
flow. and ascertain whether this could be altered by chronic NO synthase blockade.
Materials and Methods: After 6 weeks of streptozotocin-induced diabetes. rats were
treated for 2 weeks with C-peptide (osmotic minipump, 50 pmoVkgfmin i.v.) alone or
combinedwith the NO synthase inhibitor NG-nitro-L-arginine (LmoIA, 10 mg/kg p.o.). In
final experiments. under butabarbital anaesthesia, nerve conduction velocities were
measured and sciatic nerve blood flow was estimated by hydrogen clearance
microelectrodepolarography. Results: Diabetes caused 19.8 ± 0.8% and 15.7 ± 0.9"/0
reductions (p<0.001) in sciatic motor and saphenous sensory nerve conduction velocity.
respectively C-peptide treatment corrected the motor deficit by 61.7 ± 2.9"10 (p<0.001)
and the sensory deficit by 77.6 ± 6.8% (p<0.001); however.values remainedsomewhat
decreased (p<0.05) compared to nondiabetic controls. Cotreatrnent with LNNA
completelyabolished (p<0.001) C-peptide effects on both sensory and motor conduction,
Sciatic nutritive endoneurialblood flow and vascular conductancewere 51.5 ± 3.6% and
40.8 ± 3.3% reduced by diabetes (p<O.ool), respectively. C-peptide partially corrected
these defects (flow 56.9 ± 7.5%. p<0.001; conductance66.2 ± 6.8%. p<0.001) although a
degree of abnormal perfusion remained (p<0.05). Total sciatic endoneurialperfusion was
also decreasedby diabetes (flow 64.1 ± 5.3%. conductance55.6 ± 6.2%; p<0.01); a trend
for approximately35% amelioration by C-peptide did not reach statistical significance.
LNNA cotreatrncntmarkedly (p<0.001) attenuated the nutritive vascular effects of C
peptide; nutritive and total flow I conductance values were withinthe lower half of the
diabetic range. ConclusioDs:C-peptide replacement therapy in the physiological range
improvesnerve function in experimentaldiabetes. The magnitudeof blood flow elevation
and the inhibitory effects of LNNA are entirely compatiblewith the hypothesis that the
neural actionof C-peptideis mediatedpredominantlyby a vascularmechanism
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Blophyslcal predictors of Ioot ulceration, amputation and mortality in diabetes.
A.L. Carrington, J.E. Shaw, C.H.1\1. Van Schie, C.A Abbott and AJM. Boulton,
Manchester Royal Infirmary, UK.

Background and Aims: Foot problems are responsible for an excessive physical.
emotional and economic burden in people with diabetes. This study examined
various peripheral neurovascular and other general diabetes measures as predictive
factors for foot ulceration, amputation and mortality within a six-year follow-up
period
Materials and Methods: One hundred and sixty nine diabetic subjects (without
significant peripheral vascular disease) recruited for the study were separated into the
following groups: diabetes alone (D. n=51). diabetes with neuropathy (DN. n=67),
diabetes with a history of foot ulcers (DU. n=34) and diabetes with Charcot
Ncuroarthropathy (DCb, n=17) and 22 non-diabetic people comprised the control
group. At baseline. all subjects underwent extensive assessment of motor nerve
conduction velocity (MNCV). vibration I pressure I temperature perception threshold
(VPTIPPTIfP1), peripheral vascular function and othcr diabetes measures,
Results: Subjects were age I BMI-matched. anddiabetes duration was the same for all
diabetic groups. The median time to death or study end was 69.5 months. Ncw ulcer
development during the outcome period was D = 15.70/0, DN = 28.30/0, DU = 70.60/0,
DCh = 70.6% andamputation (at any level) was D = 3.90/0, DN = 9.0%. DU = 26.50/0,

,DCh =11.8%. Mortality occurred as follows: D = 7.80/0, DN ~ 16.40/0, DU =35.30/0,
.DCh = 23.5%. Cox regression was used to determine the relative risk of developing a
foot ulcer or having an amputation within six years. Predictors of foot ulceration
(p<0.05) were weight, BMI. HbAlc, previous ulcer. autonomic dysfunction, PPT.
VPT. Ml':CV. TPT. Predictors of amputation were previous ulcer. PPT. VPT.
MNCV. TPT and calcification. Predictors of mortality were creatinine. previous
ulcer. PPT. VPT. MNCV. TPT and calcification. Using multivariateCox's regression
the following independent predictors were found (p<0.05) for ulceration (previous
nlccr [M!\CV at p"'0.06]). for amputation (PPT. calcification) and for mortality
(creatinine and /o.l"ICV).
Conclusions: Measures of small and large nerve fibre function and calcification,
amongst others, can predict ulceration, amputation and mortality in diabetes.
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Pharmacokinetics or the rapid-acting insulin analog, insulin aspart, in subjects wlth
impaired hepatic or renal function.
W. Lyness, 1. Tyler, A. Lawrence; Novo Nordisk Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Princeton, NI,
USA.
Background and alms: The pharmacokinetics (PK) of insulin aspart (!Asp), a rapid
acting insulin analog, were studied in subjects with various degrees of hepatic impairment
(Child-Pugh [CoP) scores 5 to 15. inclusive) and in type I diabetes subjects with various
degrees of renal dysfunction (creatinine clearance >80 mL'minto <30 mL'min).
Materials and methods: To study the effect of hepatic impairment. 24 male and female
subjects (6 healthy normals, 18 with hepatic impairment) >1= 18 years old, with Dl\n
values >1= 19 and < I~ 38 kg/rn2 and fasting plasma glucose values <150 mg/dL. received
a single dose (0.06 Ulkg IAsp) in an open-label. single-center study. The 18 subjects with
hepatic impairment were grouped (6 per group) by Cop scores as having Mild (C-P score
5-6), Moderate (C-P score 7-9), or Severe (C-P score 10-15) hepatic impairment. To study
the effect of renal impairment. 18 male and female type I subjects (6 healthy. 12 with
renal impairment) >1= 18 years. with B:ln values >1= 19 and < 1=38 kg/rn2 received a
single dose of IAsp (0.1 Ulkg) in an open-label. single-center study. The PK parameters
(AUC, Cmax, Trnax, CUF. etc.) were evaluated in all subjects after each was
administered a single subcutaneous dose of IAsp. Regression analysis was used to
determine whether PK parameters of lAsp werelinearly correlated to creatinine clearance
forrenal impairment orto c·p scoresforhepatic impairment
Results: There were no statistically significant differences in values for PK parameters for
IAsp between normal subjects and subjects with hepatic impairment. Additionally. no
linear association was found between PK parameter estimates and severity of hepatic
impairment as determined by the overall Cop score or by any of the parameters of the Cop
score (encephalopathy. ascites. serum bilirubin, serum albumin, prothrombin time). For
renal impairment. PK parameters of IAsp were not linearly correlated to creatinine
clearance (r < 0.14). No safety issues appeared during these studies; IAsp was well
tolerated by all subjects.
Conclusions: The results of the hepatic study indicate that PK parameter estimates for
IAsp are not significantly different for normal subjects and subjects with various degrees
of hepatic impairment. The absorption, distribution, and clearance of IAsp were not
affected by renal impairment for subjects not requiring hemodialysis. The safety profile
oflAsp should be comparable among diabetes patients with various degrees of hepatic or
renal impairment
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PRO:lUSING RESULTS OF 6 MOmHS TREATMENT WITH INSULIN
DETEMlRINTYPE I DIABETIC PATIENTS
?_ L. Selarn', S. Skeie2

• P_ Vague'. T. Bayer", and H. Haahr'. 'Hotel Dieu. France,
Hjertelaget Research Foundation, Norway; Jrimone Hospital, France. 'Novo

Nordisk, Denmark.
Background and Aims: Insulin detemir is a soluble basal insulin analogue with
neutral pH and protracted action. The trial investigated the efficacy and safety of
detemir and NPH y administered twice daily (morning and bedtime), in combination
with rapid-acting insulin aspart at meals. Materials and Methods: This was a 6
month. European. multi-centre. open. asymmetrically randomised (2:1 deiemir:NPH),
parallel group comparison in Type I diabetic patients previously on a basal (once or
twice daily) I bolus regimen 2: 2 months. Results: The 447 patients exposed to
detenair (301) and NPH (146) had comparable baseline characteristics: age 39.9 t
13.6 years. BMI 24.6 t 3.3 kg/m2

• HbA
"

8.1 ± 1.1%and diabetes duration 16.8 t10.3
years. A total of 425 patients (284 deternir, 141 NPH) completed the trial. After 6
months of treatment, no significant difference was observed in HbAlc or fasting
plasma glucose (FPG). between the two groups of exposed patients. In the per
protocol population. i.e. patients who adhered strictly to thc treatment regimen
described in the protocol, a statistically significant difference in FPG was observed in
favour of detemir (-1.47 mM. p=O.Q.l). Intra-patient variation in fasting blood glucose
(FBG) during the last 7 days of treatment was significantly lower with dctcmir
(SJ);3.4m.\f) compared to NPH (SD:3.8m.\I). p<O.OOI. Nightly 8-hour plasma
glucose profiles (23.00 to 07.(0) from a subset of patients (90 detemir, 41 NPI/)
showed a smooth and stable profile with detemir resulting in lower mean plasma
glucose at 07.00 in favour of detemir (7.51 mM versus 9.45 111.\1), p=O.013 with a
95% CI of [-3.47; -0.41). No statistically significant differences were observed in the
incidence of hypoglycaemic episodes or adverse events. Conclusions: 6-month
treatment with detemir resulted in comparable gIycaemic control. but more
predictable FBG with lower intra-patient variation compared to NPH. Overall safety
profiles were similar between the two treatments.
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MEASUREMENT OF INSULJN DETEMIR A!ltl) HUMAN INSULIN IN ADIPOSE
A!ltl) MUSCLE TISSUE USING OPEN-FLOW MlCROPERFUSJON.
M Bodcnlenzl,2, HSchallerl,2. A.Wuttel. L.V. Jacobsenf, T.DrumJl. AMeinitzerl.I.
Plank I. Hflrandmair l, G.A. Brunnerl, L.Schauppl.2, PWach2 and ToR Picher I. lDept
of Internal Medicine. Diabetes and Metabolism, University Graz and 2Dept of
Biophysics.Jnst, of Biomedical Engineering, Graz University ofTecbnology, Austria and
3Novo Nordisk NS, Denmark

Background and Alms: Extensive efforts have been made in order to develop human
insulin analogues to cover basal insulin needs. In the case of !be soluble basal insulin
analogue detemir an intended prolonged insulin action is acbievW by means of a low free
and biologically active fraction due to the high affinity to albumin. Pharmacokinetics in
serum a. well as in interstitial fluid influences the pharmcodynamics of insulin and insulin
analogues. Thus. the aim of this study was to determine the interstitial concentration of
insulin detemir and human soluble insulin (Ill) in adipose and muscle tissue in order to
investigate the underlying transport mechanism ofinsulin detemir into its interstitial site of
action. Materials and Melbnd.: A constant i.v. infusion of insulin (HI at 6 pmolskg
I'min-I. NN3Q.l at 60 pmoltkg-Pmin-I and 120 pmoltkg-l smin-I) and inulin
(reference substance) was given to 10 healthy volunteers in a randomised, open. three
period cross over trial with blood glucose clamped at 5 mmoliL. Open-flow
micrcperfusion (OFM) was used to sample interstitial fluid (lSF) in the subcutaneous
adipose tissue of the abdominal region and !be medial quadriceps muscle. Corresponding
samples of ISF and serum were collected at 80 minutes intervals andanalysed for total
insulin, insulin detemir (albumin-bound and free fraction) and inulin concentrations.
Absolute ISF concentrations were calculated on the basis of the interstitial inulin recovery
(inulin in recollected perfusate 1inulin in plasma). Result.: Constant HI infusion resulted
in serum and interstitial adiposehnuscle concentrations of (mean ± SD) 386.0 ± 35.4
pmoliL and 100.3 ± 54.5 I 129.6 ± 40.5 prnoliL (26% 1 33% of serum insulin),
respectively. The 10-fold higher dose of insulin dctcmir raised the serum level to 30532 ±
4131 pmoliL whereas total interstitial adiposehnuscle concentrations remained
comparatively low at 567.6 ± 200.0 1792.7± 316.7 pmoliL « 3% ofscrum levels). With
the 120 pmol'kg-l'min-I insulin detemir dose the total serum level reached 61938 ±
10751 rmoliL and interstitial adiposehnuscle level. 701.2 ± 336.2 1 1356.0 ± 414.9
pmoliL, respectively « 3% of serum insulin). Cooclwloo: The relative concentration of
insulin detemir in ISF is lower than that of'Hl. Presumably. this is caused by an impeded
transcapillary transport ofinsulin detemir due to extensiv.. albumin binding.
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BENEFICIAL EFFEcrs OF L'iSULlN GLARGL'lE COMPARED TO NPU L'l
SUBJECfS WITH TYPE I DIABETES.
K. Hershon, T. Blevins, D. Donley and C. Littlejohn. New Hyde Park, NY. USA

Background and Alms: Insulin glargine (Lantus~), a human insulin analog has
constant prolonged action compared to ?>l'H human insulin.
Materials and Methods: In a multicenter, randomized. parallel group study, once a
day (QD) insulin glargine was compared to twice a day (BID) ?>'PHin subject. with
type I diabetes previously treated with multiple daily injections of insulin. A total of
394 subjects (mean age 37.8 years, mean glycohemoglobin (Glib) 7.7%. mean fasting
blood glucose (FDG] 9.3 mmoVL) were treated for up to 28 weeks. Subjects received
either QD insulin glargine (bedtime) or BID ?>'PH (morning and bedtime) and were
allowed preprandial regular insulin as needed.
Results: FBG was lower at endpoint with insulin glargine with an adjusted mean
decrease from baseline of -1.3 8 mmoVL for subjects treated with insulin glargine
compared to -0.80 mmoVL for subjects treated with NPH (p=O.014). A greater
percentage of subjects treated with insulin glargine (32_6%) reached a target FBG of
<6.66 mmoVL at endpoint than subject. treated with NPH (21.3%; p=O.015). In
addition, similar percentages of subjects who received insulin glargine (35.8%) and
r-'PH (35.4%;p=NS) achieved GHb <=7% at study endpoint. Following I month of
titration, the percentage of subjects that reported at least I symptomatic hypoglycemia
event confirmed by a blood glucose (BG) value of <2.8 mmoVL was less in subjects
treated with insulin glargine (73.3%) compared to subjects treated with NPII (81.7%;
p=O.021). Furthermore. the percentage of subjects reporting at least I symptomatic
hypoglycemia event confirmed by a BG value <2.0 mmoVL was less with insulin
glargine (36.6%) than those treated with NPH (46.2%; p=O.033). A low percentage of
subjects reported a severe hypoglycemia event confirmed by BO <2_0 mmoVL
(insulin glargine 2_6%; NPH 5.1% [p=NS]).
Conclusions: QD insulin glargine was more effective than BID h'PH in improving
fasting glycemic control with fewer subjects reporting symptomatic hypoglycemia
events.
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Addilional basal insulin during lispro intensive therapy in a randomised
multicentre erossover study with a real life design.
AM.E. Stades, 1.B.L. Hoekstraf. I. van der Tweel, C. van Bolhuis, D. W. Erkelens,
f.Holleman, and the STABILITY investigators group. Diakonessenhuis Utrecht,
Centre of Biostatistics, Eli Lilly Nederland B.V., University Medical Centre Utrecht,
the Netherlands.
Backgronnd and Aims: In an intensive regimen with rapid-acting insulin lispro the
waning basal insulinaemia might cause high evening glucose values. This study was
performed to evaluate the glycemic control of patients with type I diabetes on insulin
lispro intensive therapy with an additional lunchtime dose ofNPH insulin.
MOlerials and Melhods: The study was an IO-month randomised multicenter
crossover trial. After a 2-month run-in period, subjects injected NPH insulin once
(l"NPH) or twice (2x1\'PH) daily for 4 months in a randomised order. Patients were
included if they had HbAlc-levels <8,5%, and had used insulin lispro intensive
therapy for >3 months. Efficacy measures were IIbAlc levels, 8-point glucose
profiles, and hypoglycaemic events. The statistical analysis included a within-patient
comparison for crossover trials.
Results: Of 12 J randornised patients 104 patients finished the trial. Three out of 17
subjects dropped out because of increased mild hypoglycaemia. The mean IIbAlc
levels during IxNPH and 2xNPH were 7.2% (sd=O.93) and 7.1% (sd=O.95),
respectively. The within-patient differences in HbAlc levels did not differ
significantly (Tvtest, mean difference=O.06%, p=O.37, 95%CI~ -0.073-0.20). The
predinner and 2-hours post dinner blood glucose values were lower during 2x1\'PH,
with a mean difference of0.76 m.\f (T-test, p=O.OO4, 95%CI=O.25-1.3) and 0.66 m.\f
(T-test, p=O.027, 95%CI=O.1-1.2), respectively, In the evening hours (18.00-24.00
hours), the frequency of mild and severe hypoglycaemia increased during 2x1\'PH
with a median difference of 0.56 episodesl30 days (range -3.4-5.5, Wilcoxon signed
rank test, p=O.OOI) and of6.9 episodes/patient year (range -5.8-26, Wilcoxon signed
rank test, p~O.OO7), respectively.
Conclusions: Equal HbAlc levels and inereasing frequencies of hypo glycaemia in the
evening overshadow the slight improvement of the evening glucose profiles during a
regimen with mice daily NPH insulin.
Generalised use of an additional lunchtime injection of ~'PH . insulin cannot be
recommended to patients with type I diabetes using intensive insulin lispro therapy.
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HbAlc and severe HJpogJ)'caemia after intensified treatment and educatinn or
ooסס1 type 1 diabetic patients. Resnlts of a ten years nationwide quality-clrcle,
U.A Muller (I), Meike Fernerling (2), A Risse (3)for the Working Group for
Structured Diabetes Therapy of the German Diabetes Association (GOA). Dept.
Intern. Med.II University of Jena, (2) Dept. Intern. Med, District Hospital
Eckernforde; (3) Dept. of'Intern.Med. District Hospital Dortmund Nord, Germany

Background and Aims:Development andimplementationof a nationwidecountinuous quality
management for intensified insulintherapy in clincalroutine.

Materials and Methods: A peer-reviewquality circle was formed as an official working group
of the GOA based 00 the formatiooof a working group (ASD) ofprescntJy 139 general internal
medicine departments from city, country and university hospitals. The structured treatment and
teaching programme for ICT includes multiple daily insulin injections (ICT) or continuous
subcutaneous insulin infusion(CSII), several times daily BG self- monitoring.self-adaptationof
insulin dosages by the patients themselves and a far-reaching liberalization of nutrition. The
group attempted to document and to improve the quality of structure and process of type I
diabetes carein itsparticipating institutions byasystemofpccr supervision. Systematic follow
up examinations of fifty consecutivetype I diabetic patients 12-15 months after participation in
theprogramme confirm the outcome quality. The PC-System (DlQUAL) was developed for
collecting, checking and pooling of the outcome data.

Results: from 1992 up to 2001 a representative sample of 10912 patients with typc l diabetes
was examined HbAle (mean normal 5.0%) improved from 8.1 to 7.15%. The incidence of
severe bypoglycacmia fell from 0.355 to 0.16-1, ketoacidosis with hospitalisation from 0.09310
0.030 and the hospitalisation (all causes)from 5.89 to 3.76 days/patient/year. In the 2001
evaluation patients with a baseline HbAlc ~8% (37%)had an improvement from9,8% to
8,25% together with a reduction of severe hypoglycacmia from 0,21 to O,13/paticnt/yC<lf,
whereas patients with an acceptable initial HbAle (<8%; 63%) severe bypoglycaemia could be
reduced from 0.37 to O.13/paticntly·C<lf with only slight increasein HbAle from 6.65 to 6.75%.
HbAlc (baseline to rccxamination)of thepatients with CSII (16%) was was not to better than
with pen therapy (8.0 107.65% \'5. 7.85 10 7.3%), but the reduction in severe bypoglycacmie
was marked (CSII 0.37 to 0.10; ICT 0.30 10 0.13). Kctoacidois was higher in CSII (0.11 to
0.15) than in ICT (0.08 to 0.(4).

Conclusions: Participating institutions reached a metabolic control comparable to the DeCT
but with less hypoglycemia, Caring for patients with insulin pump therapy should be restricted
to very experienced institutions.
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STRO:oiGER MEAL-RELATED EFFECf OF BIPHASIC INSULt" ASPART
30 COMPARED TO IN-SULI:-I LISPRO MIX 25 t'l TYPE 2 DIABETES
KH. Hermansen, S. Madsbad, KKoelendorf; M.Colombo, M. Zander, KBegtrup,
AOestergaard. ALindholm. Aarhus University Hospital OK, Hvidovre Hospital OK,
Roskilde County Hospital in Koege OK.

Background and Aims: Biphasic insulin aspart 30 (BlAsp 30) is a new'lowmix'
formulation consisting of 30''/0 soluble and 70"10 protamine-crystallised.insulin aspart
(IAsp). The postprandial glycaemic control obtained with BIAsp 30 was compared
with that of biphasic insulin lispro 25 (Mix 25) and that of standard biphasic human
insulin 70/30 (BHI 30) under strictly controlled meal test conditions.
Materials and Methods: In this randomised cross-ever single-dose trial 61 subjects
with type 2 diabetes (60.1±9.4 years; B\fi 27.3±3.6 kglm2; HbAlc 8.3±1.I %) were
exposed on 3 separate study days to the following treatments in random order: BIAsp
30 injected immediately before a standard breakfast, Mix 25 injected immediately
before breakfast and BID 30 injected 15 minutes before breakfast. The dose was 0.40
Ulkg for all three treatments. No intermediate- or long-acting insulin or oral anti
diabetic agents were allowed for the 24 hours preceding trial days, and pre-injection
blood glucose target levels of 6-10 m.\f were obtained by night-time SC injection of
short-acting insulin if necessary. Mean pre-test fasting serum glucose levels obtained
were similar between groups (8.4 - 8.6 mmollL).
Results: The postprandial serum glucose excursion over 5 hours (EXC0-5h(SG» was
reduced for BlAsp 30 by 10"10 compared to Mix 25 (16.6±4,4 mmol/l'h vs. 18.9±6,1
mmol/l'h; p<0.05) and by 17% compared to Bill 30 (20.1±4.9 mmol/l'h; p<O.OOOJ).
Maximum serum glucose concentration (Cmax) was higher for BID 30 compared to
BIAsp 30 (I6.7±2.6 vs. 15.9±2.7 mmol!L, p<0.05) but did not differ between Mix 25
and BIAsp 30 (16.4±3.2. 15.9 vs, 15.9±2.7 mmollL, NS). TIme to maximum serum
glucose concentration (tmax) was 13 minutes shorter for BlAsp 30 than for BID 30
(p<O.OI) and II minutes shorter than for Mix 25 (p<0.05). These pharmacodynamic
results were supported by the phar-macokinetic profiles.
Conclusions: Postprandial glucose was more effectively controlled with the
new'lowmix' fonnulation BIAsp 30 than with both the conventional BID 30 and the
"lowmix" formulation with insulin lispro, Mix 25. Consequently, BIAsp 30 may be
the preferable choice of the three enabling successful treatment in insulin-resistant
Type 2 diabetic patients.
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THE BURDEN OF TYPE 2 DIABETES COMPARED TO TIlE BURDEN OF TYPE
1 DIABETES IN PATIE1'",S UNDERGOING INTENSIVE AJIo"l) SPECIALIZED
CARE.
G. Gallo, 1. Cennei\o, E. Brogues, M. Rigla, RCorcO)' and A de Leiva. Diabetes Center,
Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pall, Universitat Autonorna, and Diabem foundation
Barcelona.
Background and Aims: Continuous development of the quality of diabetes care is
essential to monitor the progress towards the reduction of all complications of diabetes.
We have assessed indicators of diabetes care quality in a specialized ambulatory care unit
"here intensive management of both 0\1-1 and D\I-2 have been implemented since
1992. Malerials and Methods: All Type I and 2 diabetic patients (1,100) attending the
annual evaluation (year 1997) were invited 10 participate. Descriptive analysis of 114
indicators was performed(DC Q-Nel, EU Consortium protocol, OptiDiab System). The
quality of the processed data were monitored by detection of incompleteness and
discordance between electronically captured dataand the information shown in patients
medical records .. SPSS for Windows (v 8.0) was used for statistics, expressing qualitative
variables in percentage, and quantitative estimations as mean or median (sd). Chi-square,
Student T and Mann-Whitney tests were used for the comparison of results between OM-I
and D\f-2 patients. Results: 797 patients (442 DMI, 355 Dl\12). Mean age (y): 39(15)
versus 65(11); known diabetes duration, 15(11) vs 16(10). Significant differences were
depicted for the prevalence of obesity (females: 0.28,O.67;rnales: 0.13, 0.41), tabaquism
(0.43 v.. 0.19); legal blindness (LB) (0.02, 0.07), cnn (0.01,0.10), CVD (0.01,0.06),
ESRD (0.01,0.04), foot amputations (fA) (0.01,0.04) incidence of CHD (0.02,0.11),
claudication of lower extremities (0.03,0.17) and peripheral polineuropathy (PNP)
(0.14,0.32), prevalence of cataracts (0.05,0.25), retinopathy (DR) (0.29,0.43), macular
edema (ME) (0.05,0.10), advanced ocular disease (AOD) (0.04,0.14), decreased
palesthesia (0.21,0.47), lack of sensitivity to monofilament (0.14,0.33), absence of pedal
puises (0.08,0.18), hypertension (HBP) (0.14,0.34), macroalbuminuria (MA) (0.08, 0.24),
hypertriglyceridcmia (IITG) (0.04, 0.21), reduced lIDL-c (females: 0.13, 0.48; males:
0.05, 0.21). Mean libAlc values were similar in both groups: 8.07(1.67), 8.26(2.03).
Conclusions: The rate of complications was much greater in the DM-2 group (2Ox for
ME,IOx for ClID, 6x for CVD, 5.25x for IITG, 5" for cataracts, 4" for ESRD and FA.
3.5" for AOD and LB, 3.Oxfor MA, 2.43" for HBP and more than 2x for PVD and P~").

Incidence of new CliO episodes (5.5,,), and PVD (5.7") were also greater in type 2
diabetic patients. The study illustrates the need for an anti-smoking campaign, particularly
amongtheyoungestpatients.
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TRUE OUTCOMES FIVE YEARS AFTER THE L\lPLEMENTATlOl'l OF
QUALITY MANAGEMEl\7 OF DL-\BETES CARE IN AUSTRIA
R. J. Gfrerer I, P. Beck'. W. Habacher', E. Goerzerl. J. Plank l, A. Slebenhofer', B.
Semlitsch', M. Gro3schadl', B. Bauer" P. Mrak l

, M. Jecht', A Risse', P. Wach l and
T.R. Pieber', IForum for Quality Systems in Diabetes Care Austria (Graz), 'Forum for
Quality Systems in Diabetes Care Germany (Dortmund).
Background and Aim.: Open benchmarking and the implementation of quality
circles was considered being a feasible approach for improved management of
diabetes care. A crucial element in this quality management approach was an effective
and highly frequent reporting mechanism. Materials and Methods: The group
initiated quality circles for the purpose of diabetes case discussions. Quality circles
met at least four times per year, a national quality circle had two meetings per year.
Quarterly reports were sent to all participants vial e-mail or ground mail, dependent
on their technical infrastructure. A peer group of 35 GPs and Hospitals was provided
with a benchmarking software for diabetes care. Biannual reviews of understanding
the acuteness of items for data collection were performed within the national quality
cir-cles. The data were additionally analysed according to the diabetes aggregated
dataset of the World Health Organisation (WHO). The results were aggregated and
transferred to the datawarehouse of \\110 annually. Results: 11000 patient
examinations in Aus-tria (1996-2000, 100 centers) have been registered. The results
show Austrian data between 1996 and 2000 about true outcomes (incidence) of
diabetes care

Pregnancy Amputations Blindness Renal Stroke Myocardial
Campi Failure Infarction

1996 n.a. n.a. 0,53% 1,07% 0,53% 2,14%
1997 0,15% D.a. 0,33% 0,83% 1,81% 3,45%
1998 n.a, 0,23% 0,14% 0,54% 1,63% 1,45%
1999 0,18% 0,07% 0,17% 0,22% 1,61% 1,81%
2000 0.08% 0.15% 0.08% 0.38% 1,84% 1.88%

Table I. St. Vincent true outcome incidences (%) 10 diabetic panents 10 the Austria
area (n.a.= insufficient data). Conclusions: Open benchmarking leads to controlled
processes. Controlled processes lead to improved outcomes ofdiabetes care. Substan
tial improvement could be achieved at newly diagnosed amputations, blindness and
renal failure. It has to stated that these results were obtained in a limited area with a
certain numbers of'narticinants, which does not reflect nonulation based situation.

59
MET,\BOLIC OUTCOME ACHIEVED BY LYfL'\SIVE MAl\/AGEMEl'lT L'I
EUROPEAN DIABETES CEl\'TERS ARE FAR FROM DESIRABLE TARGETS.
Thl. Cubero, ~1. Hernandez, E. Brugues, J. Cermefio, R. Corcoy, and A de Leiva.
Diabetes Center, Hospital de Sant Pall, Universitar Autonoma, and Diabem Foundation.
Barcelona.
Background and Aims: Prospective studies (DCCT, UKPDS) have shown the benefits of
intensive management (Thl) on D~I-I and D~I-2, European-wide information regarding
long-term metabolic outcome of Thlin daily practice is scant and controversial. We report
the values of mainmetabolic indicators for DM· 3I1d D~I-2 , achieved after 5 years of
Thl implementation in thc Diabetes Center, and their comparison with National and
European networks
Materials and Methods: All subjects classified as D~I-1 and D~I-2 (clinical parameters,
basal and post-glucagon C-peptide, ICA,GAD,lA2 at diagnosis) were invited to the study,
at the time of the annual evaluation in the year 1997 (written informed consent, approval
by the Hospital Ethics Committee and the National Data Protection Agency). Most D~I-2
patients hadbeen referred after unsuccessful surveillance at primary care level A total of
797 patients (442 mf·I, 355 D~I-2) participated OptiDiab is a computarized diabetes
management system designed, a.d hoc, after the experience of previous enrolment as a
partner in various EU Health Care-Telematics Consortia. Local information was
aggreggated, anonyrnized and compared with thatof 13 national collaborative institutions;
national data were equally processed with institutions from other four European networks
(DC-Q:-<et). Statistical analysis used SPSS [v. 8.0), expressing datain numbers (mean, sd),
and percentages; for comparisons. chi-square and Fischer exact tests were used;
significance' implied p<0.05.
Results: A structured education plan was followed by 90.7"10 of all patients. SMCBG was
observed by 89.6% ofD~I-1 subjects versus 81.6% ofD~I-2 patients. More than 78 % of
DM-I patients received at least 3 daily injections of insulin or sc pump therapy. In the
D~I-2 population, 12% were not pharmacologically treated, 18.6% received oral agents,
and 73.4% received various insulin regimens, from combined therapy to lIT. Acute
metabolic episodes (severe hypoglycemia, hyperglycemia/ketosis) occurred in 25.0% \'S

13.5%'. Mean lIbAlc was 8.07(1.67) vs 8.26(2.03) «6.5%:12.2%,12.9%; <7.5%: 28.6,
30.1%; >7.5%: 59.2%, 57.0%. Aggreggated IIbAlc levels (DCCT adjusted) recorded at
the annual evaluation (1997) from 5 EU countries (DC-QXet, more than 22,000 patients)
were 26.9% optimal, 23.2% acccptable and 49.9% poor.
Couclusions: Long term metabolic outcome of patients under Thlin European specialized
centers are far from achieving the desired goal (HbA1c<m+ 4sd, non-diabetic population).
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LOXGITUDINAL EVALUA nON OF THE OUTCO~IE I:'iDICATOR IIIICRO
ALBU~IINURIABASED ON DATA OF TilE DI.\DCARE FAX SYSTEIII
Eberl S', Atzpodien W', Aerssen v. M', Bachmann W', Bangemann M', Eversrnann
T', Geister S , Hormann R', MitzloffG', Mojto J', Palitzsch K', Witte A' and
Landgraf'R'; 'Diabetes Centre, Department of Internal Medicine -Innenstadt,
University of Munich, 'Hospitals, Germany; 'Diabetologists, Germany
Aims: Is a quality management programme (DtADCARE Fax System) able to develop
quality in diabetes care? Methods: Structured documentation of 543 patients were
obtained 1998 and 1999. The participating doctors had the possibility of continuous
data evaluation in benchmarking graphs. Vascular risk factors (microalbuminuria
(MAU), blood pressure (Bp) ~J300r~80 mmHg, HbAlc~7,5%) were monitored
Results: In a cohort of 184 patients (type1Itype2: n~571126) MAU was present. From
these patients subsequent analysis were performed. The duration of diabetes was
(minlmedian/max): rypel: 2/11/35, l)pe2: 2/10133, age: type l: 10134n5, type2:
37/64/94, gender (mil): type l: 28/29, l)pe2: 65161. 75,4% (type l) and 82,5% (type 2)
patients remained in the risk profile of MAU, however 18,6% (typel ) and 28,8%
(l)pe2) improved their MAU values til 1999. Additionally these 184 patients were
anal 'sed after combination of high risk factors. Data are mean values ± SD.

MAti + blood eressure ~IJO ()r~O mmlle M.\U + IIbAlc ~7.~io/.

Tvne I (n Tvee2 en TYDe I {n Tvoe 2 (n)

1998 135.8± 17.t/83.2± 8.2 (27) 149.4> 18.1186.4' 11.7 (81 9.3. 2.3 (17 9.1+ 1.1(66)
1999 tJ3.3' 23.I/UO+ tJ.t (19 tJ7.8± \8.2183.4+ \t.4 (71) 7.7+ 1.6 Q 7.41 1.1(27

83 patients with MAU and HbAlc at risk were evaluated. 58,8% (type 1) and 40,9%
(type 2) remained in the high risk level; but in 60% (type I) and 70,4% (type 2) their
follow up IIbA 1c values improved. A decrease of HbA 1c at risk could be shown in
76% (type I) with insulin and 87,9% (type 2) with treatment of OAD and/or insulin.
44,4% (type I), 89,6% (type 2) of 108 patients with MAU and Bp at risk remained til
1999 in the risk profile. However, the analysis showed that 44,4% (type l), 59,3%
(type2) obtained an antihypertensive therapy. 66,7% (type I) and 45,8% (type2) of
them improved their Bp values at risk. Conclusion: Dl\BCARE SA VARIA uncovers
deficits in diabetes care by evaluations based on guidelines. The results reveals the
difficulties in translation of activities in quality development in daily practice.
However DtADCARE provides the instruments to support quality circles with analysis,
feedback evaluations and expert advice.
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The in-patient costs in the Chinese patients with diabetes from

1995-1999

Xu Zhangrong, Hu Chengwei, Zhang Yusheng, Liu Jianqin. Diabetes Center,

306 Hospital ofPLA, Beijing 100101, China.

Objectlve To investigate the in-patient cost change in diabetic patients from

1995-1999. Method According to ICD-9 code and the standard forms for the

investigation of medical expenditure, all the patients with diabetes were

analyzed for their hospital costs. Results 948 cases (1509 admissions) with

diabetes were used for the analysis. The average total cost was 2383 RMB

(lUS$~8.3~m) , including 950 for the drugs, 621 for the examinations,

524 for the bedding and nursing in 1995, and was increased annually to total

4850 ~m, 1734 for the drugs, 1198 for the examinations, 1564 for the

bedding and nursing in 1999 respectively, which means 103.7%, 82.5%, 92.9%,

198.5% increased. The average time in hospital was decreased from 24.6 in

1995 to 22.6 days in 1999. These diabetic patients w,th cerebral infarction,

with hypertension, with cholecystitis and/or gallstones, with upper respiratory

infection, had spent 2.02. 1.89. 1.32. 3.70 times more money than their

counterparts without diabetes(4390 vs. 2175, 3560 vs, 1887, 4103vs. 3102,

2285 vs. 618 R..\m, p< 0.01). Conclusion The in-patient medical costs for

diabetic patients dramatically increased last 5 years. The diabetic patients

admitted for other diseases spent much more money than their counterparts

without diabetes. The health economics in diabetes should been paid more

attention, particularly in China which has biggest diabetic population and is

fast developing country.
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Incretin Hormones
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CD26 KNOCK-OUT MICE HAVE IMPROVED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE AND
ELEVATED LEVELS OF INTACT INCRETIN HORMONES.
T. Elm, U. Ribel, E. Bentsen, A-L. Due, C. F. Deacon, N. Wagtman and RD.
Carr. Discovery. Novo Nordisk, Baqsvaerd, Denmark.
Background and alms: Glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) and glucose
dependent insulinotropic hormone (GIP) are Incretin hormones that enhance
glucose-dependent Insulin secretion. Both hormones are degraded by
dipeptidyl peptidase IV (CD26) forming inactive truncated metabolites.
Homozygous CD26-1· knock-out mice lack CD26 enzyme. The aim of this study
was to investigate the influence of both incretin hormones on insulin secretion
and glucose tolerance in CD26-1- and wild-type mice. MaterIals and methods:
36 male C57BU6 wild-type and 36 CD26-1- mice were used. Oral glucose
tolerance tests (OGTT, 2g/kg) were carried out in 10 week old mice fasted for
18 hours. Tail blood was collected at -3D, 0, 3D, 60 and 120 min, and blood
glucose concentrations were measured. Four weeks later a similar glucose
challenge was given, and orbital blood was collected 15 min after for plasma
hormone determinations. GLP-1 and GIP were measured by specific RIAs
directed towards the C-terminal (intact + truncated peptides) and N-terminal
(intact, biologically active peptides) regions of each hormone. Results: The
area under the glucose curve during OGTT was reduced (p<O.Ol) in the CD26
I· mice compared to wild-type (550 ± 32 and 766 ± 60 mM.min). Insulin levels
were increased (p<O.OOOl) in the CD26-1- mice, 232 ± 16 vs 135 ± 12pM in
Wild-type mice. Furthermore, concentrations of intact, biologically active GLP-1
and GIP were elevated in the CD26-1- mice (GLP-1, 9.8 ± 1.0 vs 6.1 ± 0.8pM,
p<0.05 and GIP, 110 ± 10 vs 31 ± 2pM; p<O.OOOl). However, there was no
significant difference in the total amount of incretin hormones secreted (total
GLP-l, 8.4 ± 0.7 vs 7.8 ± 0.3pM, p=0.38, and total GIP 129 ± 17 vs 175 ±
19pM, p=0.09, CD26-1- vs wild-type). ConclusIon: These results demonstrate
that lack of CD26 enzyme activity results in elevated concentrations of the
intact, biologically active forms of GLP-l and GIP, explaining the increased
insulin secretion and improved glucose tolerance in the CD26-1- mice.

63
GLP-I ACfIVATES PI3K AND PKB IN RAT SKELETAL MUSCLE
A. Acitores, A. Redondo, M.V. Trigo,"V. Sancho, M. L. Villanueva-Peftacarrillo
and I. Valverde. Fundaci6n Jimenez Diaz, Madrid, Spain.

Background and Aims: GLP-I exerts, in rat and human myocytes,
insulinomimetic effects upon glucose metabolism, which are not mediated by
activation of PKA, and that are associated to an increased production of an
inositolphosphoglycan, considered as a second messenger for insulin action. In
this work, we have explored whether GLP-I activates PI3K and PKB, and if its
glycogen synthase activation effect is affected by wortmannin, a potent PI3K
inhibitor. Materials and Methods: Strips of the pair soleus muscle (two strips
per muscle) from one Wistar rat were used for each experiment. Glycogen
synthase a activity (GSa) was measured as the incorporation of D-[U-"C]
glucose (0.75j.1Ci) into glycogen, in the presence of 5 mM D-glucose, in muscle
samples preincubated for 60 min at 37"C in KRB with 1% BSA, and then
incubated for 10 min in the absence (control) and presence of 10·,oM GLP-I or
1O·9M insulin, and all in the absence and presence of IO-6M wortmannin. PI3K
activity -measured as the PIP3 formation-, and phosphorylation of PKB -by
Western blotting-, wasassayed in musclestrips treated in the sameconditions as
for GSa, but incubated during 3 min. Data are presented as mean±SEM and
significance were assessed by Student's r-test, Results: IO"OM GLP-I exerted a
significant stimulation in GSa activity [173±13% of control (3.1±0.2 Ulg, n= 8),
n=3, p<0.051, which was apparently higher than that induced by 1O·9M insulin
(134±2% ofcontrol, n~5,p<O.()()I); the additional presence of IO-6M wortmann in
completely abolished the increment induced by either GLP-I (98±32% ofcontrol,
n~3) or insulin (89±9%of control, n~3). Also, GLP-I stimulated both, the PIP3
formation (126±8%, n=3, p<0.02) and the phosphorylation of PKB (222±25%,
n=3, p<O.OOI). Conclusions: In rat skeletal muscle, GLP-I activates PI3K and
PKB, and when incubated in the presence of wortmannin, the GLP·I induced
increment in glycogen synthase a activity was abolished, indicating that PI3K,
and probably PKB, are implicated in the activation of the enzyme by GLP-I.

62
Inhihition ofGIP/GIPR aIis prevents obesity
K. Miyawakil, Y. Yamadal, T. Jomori2, Y. Tsubamotoz, K. TsukiyamaI, A. Kuroel,
and Y. Seino I
I)Departrnent of Metabolism and Clinical Nutrition, Kyoto University Graduate
School ofMedicine, Kyoto 606-8507, Japan
2)Sanwa Kagaku Kenkyusho Co., Ud, Inabe, Mie 5 I I-0406, Japan

Background and Aims: Secretion ofgastric inhibitory polypeptide (GlP), which is a
potent insulinotropic peptide released from intestinal K cells after absorption of
glucose or fat, is elevated under a high fat diet. In this study, we examined the
physiological role of elevated GlP secretion on diet-induced obesity and glucose
homeostasis.
Materials and Methods: Mice with GlP receptor (GlPR) deficiency were used in
following experiments. Wild type (GlPR+I+) and GlP receptor deficient (GlPR-I-)
mice were fed a high fat (HF) diet from 7 weeks ofage to 50 weeks.
Results: While GlPR+I+ mice showed 35% body weight gain under HF diet (control
28.3±0.5g vs. high fat 41.3±I.9g, P<O.OI), accompanied with the increased visceral
and subcutaneous fat mass, fatty liver and adipocyte hypertrophy, GlPR-I- mice did
not show HF diet induced obesity (control 29.5±I.7g vs. high fat 3I.O±l.lg). In oral
glucose tolerance test, HF diet fed GlPR+1+ mice showed hyperinsulinemia (control
2204±239 pglml vs. HF 52 I4±586 pglml at 30 min, P<0.05) with elevated fasting
blood glucose levels. On the other hand, although HF diet fed GIPR-I- mice had mild
glucose intolerance compared to GlPR+/+ mice, GIPR-I- mice did not show
hyperinsulinemia (control I664±23 pglml vs, high fat 2041±161 pglml). In insulin
tolerance test, although GlPR+I+ mice fed HF diet revealed obvious insulin
resistance, GIPR-I· mice fed HF diet are as insulin sensitive as GlPR-/- mice fed a
control diet. However, no significant differences were observed in the food intake or
rectal temperature in either group ofGIPR+/+ and GIPR-I- mice
Conclusions: These results propose that elevated GlP secretion has pivotal role in
diet-induced obesity, indicating that GIP acts as the thrifty gene.
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Glucagon-Like P~ptide-I for 6 W..-ks Impreves Glycemic Control, Insulin Sensitnity
and (\-cell Function in Type 2 Diabetic Patimts
M.Zander, S. Madsbad and 1.1. Holst
Dept of Endocrinology Hvidovre University Hospital and Dept of Medical Physiology,
the Panum Institute, University of Copenhagen. Denmark
Background and Aims: The intestinally produced peptide hormone Glucagon-like
Peptide-I (GLP-I) has been shown to reduce plasma glucose in type 2 diabetic patients.
Long-term effects of the hormone have never been examined, We therefore examined the
effects of 6 weeks of GLP-I infusion on glycemic control, insulin sensitivity and lXell
function in type 2 diabetic patients.
Mat~rials and Methods: 20 patients with type 2 diabetes were randomly allocated to
receive continuous s.c, infusion of GLP-I or saline. Infusion rate: 4.8 pmollkglmin. The
patients were matched for sex. age, B~n and fasting plasma glucose. Before (week 0),
after I week (week I) and after 6 weeks (week 6) of infusion lXell function
(hyperglycemic clamp at 30 mmoL1)and 8-h profiles of plasma glucose, hormones and
FFA were measured. Before (week 0) and after I week (week 0) of infusion, HbAle,
fructosamine and insulin sensitivity (hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp) were measured.
Results: For patients receiving saline all measurements remained unaltered during the 6
weeks. For patients receiving GLP-Ifasting plasma glucose decreased from 14.4±I.O
(week 0) to 1O.8±O.9 (week I) to 10.I±1.I (week 6) mmol/l, P<O.OOOI. 8-h mean plasma
glucose decreased from I5.8±I.2 (week 0) to 10.9±1.0 (week I) to 10.3 (week 6) mmoL1,
P<O.OOOI. Fasting levels ofFFA decreased from 0.9±O.08(week 0) to O.77±O.09(week I)
to 0.63 (week 6) mmoLl, P=O.OOO5 (week 0 vs week 6). 8-h mean levels of FFA deereased
from 0.6-l±O.08 (week 0) to 0.55±O.06 (week I) to 0.49±0.06 (week 6) mmoL1, P=O.OI
(week 0 vs week 6).IIhAIc decreased from 9.2±0.6 (week 0) to 7.3 (week 6) %, P=O.OO3.
Fructosamine decreased from 349±23 (week 0) to 282±I6 (week 6) "",oL1, P=O.OOO2.
Insulin sensitivity increased from 2.I±O.7 (week 0) to 3.9±1.0 (week 6) mg glucose/kg
lean hody mass/min, P=O.OO3. First phase responses of the JXeIl (incremental AUC levels
of C-peptide 0-10 min) increased from ·249±509 (week 0) to 1936101124 (week I) to
3400±919 (week 6) pmol'min, P=O.02. Maximal secretory capacity (C-peptide) increased
from2618±383 (week 0) to 5040±836 (week I) to 5690±893 (week 6)pmoL1, P<O.OOOI.
Conclusions: In type 2 diabetic patients continuous subcutaneous infusion of GLP-I
reduces fasting and 8-h mean plasma glucose by 4.3 and 5.5 mmolll. IIhAIc deereases by
1.3% and fructosarnine normalises. Fasting and 8-h mean levels of FFA decreases by 30
and 23 % respectively and insulin sensitivity improves by 84%. Furthermore (\-cell
function improves.
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THE GLP-I ANALOGUE, NN2211, INHIBITS FREE FATTY ACID
INDUCED APOPTOSIS IN PRL\1ARY RAT p-csu.s.
S. Brcgcnholt, A Moldrup, N. Blume, L Bjcrre Knudsen and 1. S. Petersen.
Novo Nordisk, Bagsvard, Denmark.

Background and aims: NN2211 is a long-acting GLP-I derivative with phar
macokinctic properties suitable for once daily administration in humans. It has
beendemonstrated both in vivo and in vitro that that GLP-I can increase the p
cell mass. It has not been investigated whether this could be due to inhibition of
p<cIl apeptosis. Materials and methods: Pancreatic islets were isolated from
neonatal rats, Islets were incubated for 16 hours with I mM frce fatty acids (2: I
oleic acid:paImctic acid) with or without NN2211 or GLP-l. Islets were dis
persed, stained with the DNA binding dye 7-AAD and submitted to flow cy
tomctric analyses of DNA content. In separate experiments, apoptosis was in
duced in the p<eIl lines RIN and INS-I as above and cellular viability was
assessed using a standard MTT assay. Results: Approx, 60"/0ofthe primary p
cell displayed fragmented DNA as a sign ofapoptosis when incubated with free
fatty acid for 16 hours. NN2211 reduced the frequency of apoptotic cells in a
dosc-<lependent manner, reaching 50"/0 inhibition of apoptosis at 100 nM
(p<O.005). GLP-I also protected P<cIl from free fatty acid-induced apoptosis
but onlyby25 % at 100 nM (p<O.OI). Thus, NN2211 was 2-fold more efficient
than native GLP-I in protecting P<e1ls from free fatty acid induced apoptosis
(p<O.OI). The anti-apoptotic effect ofNN2211 was GLP-I receptor specific as
NN2211 protected GLP-I receptor positive but not GLP-I receptor negative P

. cell lines from free fatty acid induced apeptosis. The anti-apoptotic capacity of
NN2211 could bc mimicked by addition of the cAMP-inducing agent forskolin.
In addition, the anti-apoptotic effect of NN2211 could be partially blocked by
the PI3kinase inhibitor wortmann in (p<0.005), but not by the protcin kinase A
inhibitor H98. Conclusions: These data demonstratc that GLP-I and thc long
acting derivative, NN2211, arc potent inhibitors of frcc fatty acid-induced
apoptosis in primary P<cIls and that the anti-apoptotic signaling ofthesc hor
mones are dependent on pathways involving cAMP and the PI3 kinase but not
the protein kinase A

OP12
Signalling in Beta-Cells
67
Abnormal responsiveness or insulin release to exogenous pyruvate in patients
with physical exercise-induced hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia
Timo Otonkoski, Nina Kaminen, Thomas Meissner", Ertan Mayatepek", Juha Kere
and Ilkka Sipila, Hospital for Children and Adolescents, University of Helsinki,
Finland and ·University Children's Hospital, Heidelberg, Germany

Aims: We have recently described tvvo patients, in whom strenuous physical exercise
leads to hypoglycemia caused by inappropriate insulin release (exercise-induced
hyperinsulinism; E1Ill). In the normal pancreatic beta cell, exogenous pyruvate does
not stimulate insulin release. We hypothesized that the increased levels of lactate
and/orpyruvate during anaerobic exercise would trigger the aberrantinsulin secretion
in patients with EIIII. The aim of this study was to test this hypothesis.
lIIethods: Ten patients (6 females and 4 males from 3 families) were diagnosed to
suffer from !"Illl, based on hypoglycemia and more than 3-fold increase in plasma
insulin induced by a IO min bicycle ecercise test. Sodium pyruvate (8.2 mmollm2)
was infused intravenously in' 60s, and plasma insulin levels were measured at I, 3, 5,
IO and 30 min. Six healthy controls were tested in a similar manner.
Results: Blood pyruvate level peaked 6.5-fold (from 49 to 307 I'm01ll) in the patients
but only 3.2-fold in the controls (p<0.05). Blood glucose levels were significantly
lower at 10 min in the patients than in the controls (3.8 vs. 4.7 mmol!l, p<0.05).
Insulin secretion in the healthy controls did not respond to the pyruvate bolus.
However, all EIlll patients responded to pyruvate with a brisk increase in their plasma
insulin (1+3 min response 79 ± 31 mU in the patients, vs 6±0.7 mU in the controls,
p<0.05). The mean stimulation index was 5.I-fold in the patients and O.9-fold in the
controls (p<O.OI).
Conclusions: Our findings indicate that EIlll is an autosomally dominantly inherited
trait characterized by abnormal pyruvate-induced insulin release. Its pathogenesis may
involve monocarboxylate transport or metabolism in the beta cell. EIlll is a new
hyperinsulinemia syndrome which may be more common than has been realized. The
pyruvate test provides a simple. safe and specific diagnostic test for this condition.
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Normal Early Phase but Defeeth'e Late Phase Iusulin Secretion in Type 2
Diabetic Patients in response to GIP
T. VilsbJIL T. Kramp, S. Madsbad and J.J.Holst,
Department of Internal Medicine, Gentofte Hospital and The Panum Institute,
University ofCopenhagen. Denmark
Baekground and Aims: The incretin hormone glucagon-like-peptide (GLP)-I is
strongly insulinotropic in type 2 diabetic patients, whereas glucose-dependent
insulinotropic polypeptide (GIP) has little or no effect in these patients. In the present
investigation we evaluated "early and late phase" insulin and C-peptide secretion in
response to GLP-I and GIP stimulation in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus.
Materials and Methods:. Eight type 2 diabetic patients (age: 55(49-59) years; B},U:
29.5(27.6-34.4) kg/m2; FPG: 10.1(7.6-13.7) rnmol/l; HhAl C: 7.4(5.3-9.8)%) were
studied on 4 different experimental days. For comparison 6 matched healthy subjects
were examined. During a hyperglycaernic clamp (15 mrnol/l) we infused (per, kg body
weight/min) either: I pmol GLP-I (7-36)amide, 4 pmol GIP, 16 pmol GIP (n=4) or no
ineretin hormone (n=5).
Results: In type 2 diabetic patients total early phase (0-20 min) insulin (mean±SE.\\)
and C-peptide (in brackets) AUCs(0-20min) were: 3.55±0.73 (26.62±2.37) 20min x
nmol/l during GLP-I infusion. and 3.06±0.93 (24.06±3.61) runol x min/l during low
dose GIP infusion (NS). Corresponding results were: 2.39±O.59 (22.08±1.81) after
glucose only. The "late phase" (20-120 minutes) insulin and C-peptide responses
(AUC) were: 97.21±41.66 (374.9~±63.67) lOOmin x nm01ll after GLP-I stimulation
and 22.19±7.61 (l86.64±35.60) lOOminx nrnol/l after GIP (4 pmol) in type 2 diabetie
patients (p<o.OI (p<0.01». Corresponding responses were 16.14±5.19 (146.04±24.7~)

after glucose only. "Late phase" insulin secretion in response to GLP-I stimulation in
type 2 diabetic patients was indistinguishable to the response to glucose alone in the
healthy subjects. With GIP (low + high dose) "late phase" insulin secretion was
similar to glucose alone in type 2 diabetic patients. Total amount ofglucose (g) given
after 2 hours (mean±SR\); GLP-I: 61.5±8.5 g; GIP: 33±3.6 g and no incretin
hormone: 29.8±5.3 g.
Conclusions: We conclude that type 2 diabetic patients have preserved "early and late
phase" insulin and C-peptide responses to GLP-I, whereas they have a defective late
phase response to GIP, which may contribute to the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes
mellitus.
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Characterization of the bifunctional enzyme 6-phospbofructo-2-kinaselfructose
2,6-bisphospbatase erpresslon in pancreatic beta cells
S. Baltrusch, L. Massa, S. Lenzen and M. Tiedge, Institute of Clinical Biochemistry,
Hannover Medical School, 30623 Hannover, Germany

Background and Aims: Glucokinase (GK) plays a key role in the process of glucose
recognition in pancreaticbeta cells and of glucosemetabolismin liver. A phage display library
screeningrevealed the bifunctional glycolytic enzyme 6-phospbofructo-2-kiIuselfiuetose-2,6
bisphosphatasc (PFK-2)as a GK bindingprotein.In two-hybridstudies the GK interactionwith
the PFK-2 liver isoform was shown. It was the aim of this studyto elucidate which PFK·2
isoform is present inpancreatic beta cells.
Materialsand Methods: A specific PFK·2 RACE peR was performed with LD pancreatic
islet cm-lA. Thc sequences of the PCR fragments were obtained by the dideoxy-chain
termination method. Homology plots were generated by Fasta3 and NCBI-Blastl searches
(EBI)on the basis of GeneBanl cDNA sequencesof different PFK-2 isoformsfrom the rat, A
full lengthrat islet PFK-2eDNA was amplifiedfrom islet cDNA with specific primers coding
for the brainisoformof rat PFK-2.Northernblot analyseswereperformedwith totaIRNA from
rattissues.
Results: 5'·RACE and Northern blot analyses revealed that rat pancreatic islets express the
brain isoformof PFK-2.A minor portion of the islct PFK-2 cDNA clones eomprised a DOVel

splicevariant with five additional aminoacidsin exon9 of the kinasedomain. Nonheroblot
analyses of varices rattissues with a PFK-2 0.9 kb cRNA probe cloned from ratpancreatic
islets, which contained the additional intron sequence, revealed strong 4.2 kb and 2.1 kb
hybridization signals in insuIin·producingRINm5Fcells, INS-I cells and rat pancreatic islets.
A distinct expressionof the islctlbrain PFK-2 mRNA could bc also observed in brain, testis,
hem and kidney. however,with a weaker intensity compared to insulin-producing cells. The
bindingof the isletlbrainPFK-2 isoform to GK was comparable to that of the liver isoform.
Conclusion: Theinteraction betweenGKandthebifunctional enzymePFK·2may provide the
rationale for recentobservationsof a partial channeling of glycolytic intermediates between
glucokinase and other glycolytic eDZ)IDes in depeodcnce on the level of Fru(2,6)P2. In
pancreatic betacells thisinteraction mayhavea regulatory function forthemetabolic stimulus
secretion coupling for glucose-induced insulin secretion through changes of the Fru(2,6)P2
leveland for modulationofthc brain type PFK-2activity.
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GAD65-mediJIted glutamate decarboxylatloe reduces glucose-stimulated insulin
secretion in L"\S-IE beta cells and rat islets.
P. Maechler, B. Rubi, H. Ishihara and C.B. Wollheim. Division of Clinical
Biochemistry, Department of Internal Medicine, University Medical Center, Geneva,
Switzerland.

Background: Mitochondrial metabolism plays a pivotal role in the pancreatic beta
cell by generating signals coupling glucose sensing to insulin secretion. We have
previously demonstrated that mitochondrially-derived glutamate directly participates
in the stimulation of insulin exocytosis.

:llethods: Our approach was to impose altered cellular glutamate levels by
overexpression of glutamate decarboxylase (GAD) in order to repress elevation of
cytosolic glutamate.

Results: INS-IE cells infected with a recombinani adenovirus vector encoding
GAD65 showed efficient overexpression of the GAD protein with a parallel increase
in enzyme activity. In control cells challenged with 15m..\1 vs. 2.5m.\1 glucose, there
was a 2.3-fold increase in cellular glutamate levels. Upon GAD overexpression,
glutamate concentrations were decreased both at 2.5mM (-36%, p<0.05) and at 15m..\1
glucose (-40%, p<0.02). Insulin secretion was efficiently stimulated in control cells
by 7.5 or 15m.\1glucose, and by 30m/ll KCI used to raise cytosolic Ca2+ levels, INS
IE cells ovcrexpressing GAD exhibited impaired insulin secretion upon stimulation
with 15mM glucose (-37%, p<0.05), while the KCI response was preserved. In
perifused rat islets, adenovirus-induced GAD65 ovcrexpression reduced glucose
stimulated insulin release by 31% (p<0.05).

Conclusions: GAD65-mediated glutamate decarboxylation acnvuy in beta cells
resulted in decreased glutamate levels and impaired glucose-evoked insulin secretion,
These results are compatible with a role for glutamate as a glucose-derived factor
participating in insulin exocytosis,
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KATP channels at the nudear membrane induce nuclear Ca2+ signals and gene
expression.
B. Soria, 1. Quesada, I.M. Rovira, F. Martin, K Roche and A Nadal. Institute of
Bioengineering, Miguel Hernandez University, San Juan Campus. 03550 San Juan de
Alicante. Spain

Background and Aims: Whilst the sequence of events linking glycemia with the
activation of the eXOC)10tic machinery is well described, the molecular mechanisms
involved in glucose regulation of gene expresion is still unknown. In spite of a
substantial amount of information concerning localisation of Ca2+ related to the
secretory process, little is known about Ca2+ signals located in other subcellular
organelles. It is well satblished that the nucleoplasmic concentration of free Ca2+
regulates gene transcription, yet how the nucleoplasmic Ca2+ signals are generated, is
still unclear. The aim of this study is to investigate the molecular pathway that links
glucose metabolism with gene expression.

lIIaterials and Methods: Mouse islet cells were cultured during 24 hours. Nuclei
isolation was performed by brief cell sonication and centrifugation. Nucleoplasmic
Ca2+ concentration was analised with spot confocal and conventional confocal
microscopy meanwhile nuclear KATP activity was measured with satandard patch
clamp methods. Localization of sulphonylurea receptors was reported by
glybenclamide-BODIPY labelling and cell identification by inmunocytochemistry. C
Mycexpression was evaluated using fluorescence in situ hybridization.

Results: We report here the existence of a glucose-regulated KATP channel at the
nuclear envelope with similar properties to that on plasma membrane. The channel is
sensitive to the specific blocker tolbutamide, wich rises nuclear calcium in the
nucleoplasm of isolated nuclei. We also demonstrate that these Ca2+ signals triggers
C-mycexpression in isolated cells.

Conclusions: This study provides the first demostration of a functional KATP
channel in nuclei linkingglucose metabolism, nuclear Ca2+risesandgene expression
in pancreatic B-cells.
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EXTRACTION OF FATTY ACIDS FROM RAT PANCREATIC ISLETS
RESULTS L'I A MASSIVE AUGMENTATIOX OF GLUCOSE-STI.\1ULATED
INSULIN SECRETION.
S.G. Straub, P. Ivanova, H.A. Bronn and G.W.G. Shatp.

Background and Aims: Fatty acids have complex effects in the control of insulin
secretion. Acute exposure of islets to palmitate and other fatty acids increases insulin
release. Chronic exposure to fatty acids inhibits secretion. To investigate the role of
fatty acids further, we studied glucose-stimulated insulin release by rat pancreatic
isIcts that had been depleted of fatty acids.
Materials and Methods: Rat pancreatie islets were isolated by collagenase digestion
and incubated with 0.68% fatty acid-free BSA for up to four hours. Glucose
stimulated insulin release was measured under pcrifusion conditions and insulin
measured by RIA. Palmitate and other fatty acids in the islets and in the'extracting'
media were measured by HPLC and electrospray ionization mass spectrometry,
Results: 16.7 m..\1 glucose-stimulated insulin release was enhanced up to ten-fold by
four hours exposure to fatty acid-free BSA (n-S; P<O.OI).Both the first and second
phases of release were enhanced as was the KATP channel-independent effect in the
presence of KCI and diazoxide (rr--l; P<O.O I). This massive responsiveness was
associated with the removal of palmitate from the islets and its accumulation in the
0.68% BSA media. The enhanced response to glucose-stimulation was completely
inhibited by I microx! norepinephrine, Exposure of islets during the incubation period
with 0.68% BSA, to the general PKC inhibitor Ro 31-8220 abolished the response
(n=8; P<O.OI)while Go 6976, which inhibits classical PKC isoforms, had no effect
(n=4). Calphostin C, which inhibits the classical and novel isoforms, PKCmu and
other DAG binding proteins, inhibited the response by 96% (n=-t; P<O.OI).Inhibition
of the response by cerulenin suggests that protein acylation is also involved.
Conclusions: These data suggest that the massive (ten-fold) enhancement of insulin
secretion is dependent upon a novel isofonn of PKC or one of the PKCmuIPKD 1)1"'.
The data demonstrate the importance of fatty acids, and palmitate in particular, to the
control of insulin secretion. The massive enhancement of insulin secretion suggests
the possibility of pharmacological Or dietary intervention to markedly enhance
glucose-stimulated insulin secretion.
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T Two components of acth·jl)·-<!ependent transient K-Nourrent (IKs!ow) in
mouse pancreatic B-cells
S.O. G6pel, T. Kanno and P. Rorsman, Institute for Physiological Sciences, Lund
University, Sweden

Background and Aims: The amount insulin secreted correlates with the time B-cells
are electrically active, At intermediate glucose concentrations B-cells within intact
islets generate bursts of action potentials which are rarely seen in dispersed B-cell, the
standard preparation for patch-clamp experiments. We applied the patch-clamp
technique to functionally identified B-cells within intact islets in order to identify the
processes involved in the generation of the bursts of action potentials. !\Iaterial and
Methods. All experiments were performed in the perforated patch configuration on
B-cells within intact pancreatic mouse islets. Results: Trains of simulated action
potentials associated with the gradual development of an outward K+-eurrent
(IKslow) with an average amplitude of 80.lo28 pA (n=IO). IKslow flowed through
both sulphonylurea-sensitive TEA-resistant KATP-channels and sulphonylurea
resistant TEA-blockable K+-channels. In the presence of tolbutamide (0.1 m.\I), the
peak current amplitude averaged 21±3 pA (P<0.05 vs. control). Upon cessation of
electrical activity, this current deactivated with a biphasic time course. The kinetics of
deactivation could be described as the sum of two exponentials with time constants (t)
of 0.9 s and 20 s. The rapid component was blocked by TEA (JO m.\!) whereas the
slow component was abolished by tolbutamide. Increasing the glucose concentration
from 10 to 20 m.\1 reduced the slow (KATP-channel dependent) component by 50"/0
whilst not affecting the peak amplitude. The Ca2+-ATPase inhibitor thapsigargin
increased electrical activity evoked by 10 m..\1 glucose two-fold. This effect was
associated with a 25% reduction of peak lKslow but there was no change in the
holding current that could account for the. stimulation of electrical activity.
Conclusions: We propose that: I) Ca2+·entry during electrical activity leads to an
increased K+-conduetance (lKslow) triggering membrane repolarization; 2) IKslow
flows through two types of K+-channel with distinct pharmacology, regulation and
deactivation kinetics, one of which being identical to the KATP-channels; and 3)
thapsigargin may stimulate electrical activity by exerting an ATP-sparing action by
inhibition of the Ca2+-ATPase thus preventing rapid reduction of the cytoplasmic
ATP/AD?-Ievel, opening ofKATP-channels and membrane repolarization.
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GLUCOSE AND 12· L1POX"YGENASE REGULATE GLUT-I m&'lA STABILITY
L'I/VASCUlAR ENDOTHELL.\L ArmS;\fQOTH MUSCLE CELLS.
S. Sasson, E. Alpert. "N, Bashan and \l Totary,
Dept, of Pharmacology, Faculty of Medicine, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, and °Ben
Gurion University, Beer-Sheva, Israel.
Background and Aims: High glucose levels decrease the total cell content of GLUT-I
mRNA and protein in vascular endothelial and smooth muscle cells, thus, protect them
against deleterious effects of increased intracellular glucose. We have previously shown
that the 12-lipoxygenase (12.LO) product. 12-HETE. is involved in this mechanism.
Indeed, 12-lipoxygenase expression and activity is increased in vascular cells exposed to
hyperglycemic conditions. Inhibition of 12-LO results in increased levels of GLUT·I
mRNA and protein. The present study was aimed at identifying whether high glucose and
12-HETE affect the transcription andlor the stability of GLUT· I mR.'IA. Methods: (I)
Bovine aortic endothelial and smooth muscle cells were transfected with CAT expressing
pGTI·1.3 plasmids under the control of enhancers I & 2 and the promoter of GLUT· 1.
The cells were exposed to various glucose concentrations in the absence or presence ofLO
inhibitors. (2) Various 3'UTR sequences of GLUT·I mRNA were subcloned intO the
3'UIR ofthe luciferase gene in PGL-2 promoter vector. Lueiferase activity was measured
followingtransfection of cells andincubation at variousglucoseconcentrations withoutor
with La inhibition. (3) RNA Electro-Mobility Shift Assay (REMSA) and UV cross
linking with various 3'UTR sequences of GLUT·I were used to study the interaction of
proteins from vascular cells, exposed to various glucose levels and LO inhibitors. Results:
(I) No evidence for glucose- or 12-LO-dependent transcriptional regulation of GLUT· I in
vascular cells was found (2) However, at 25 m.'1 glucose the nucleotide sequence 2098
2300 of GLUT·I 3'UTR reduced luciferase activity by -30"10. Treatment of these
transfccted cells with LO inhibitors reversed this effect and produced luciferase activity
similar to that observed in vascular cell incubated at 5 m.'1 glucose. (3) UV cross-linking
and REMSA of this 3'UTR region showed interactions of specific cytoplasmic proteins,
which are affected by pretreatment of cells with glucose and LO-inhihition. Conclusions:
The regulation of glucose transport in vascular endothelial and smooth muscle cells by
hyperglycemia and l2-HETE is directly related to corresponding changes of GLUT·I
mRNA levels in vascular cells. These changes do not result from transcriptional regulation
of the GLUT-I gene. However, this study shows a post-transcriptional regulation in
GLUT·I mRNA via specific interaction of cytosolic proteins, whichinteract with specific
sequences of GLUT-I mRNA 3'lJIll The interactions of these specific proteins seem to
be regulated by glucose and HETEs.
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ROLE OF 82·PROTEIN KINASE C ON HYPERGLYCE~UA INDUCED
INCREASE ON NITRIC OXIDE PRODUCTION
M.E. Pacheco, M. Salaices, A.M. Manso, E. Cebollero, M. Miguel and I. Redondo. Dpto.
Farmacologfa y Terapeutica, Facultad de Medicina, Universidad Aut6noma, Madrid
(Spain).
Background and Alms: It is widely accepted that the development of vascular disease in
diabetic patients is greatly accelerated by the coexistence of hypertension. Several clinical
studies have consistently concluded that hyperglycemia is a primary cause of diabetic
vascular complications. Moreover. changes on inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS)
expression by interleukin-Hl (lL-18) have been proposed to play an adaptive role in the
vascular response to injury. Therefore, the goal of the present study was to determine
whether hyperglycemia interferes on nitric oxide (NO) production and iNOS expression in
IL-18-stimulated vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) from normotensive and
hypertensive rats. Malerials and Methods: Cultured VSMC from normotensive
Wister-Kyoto (WKY) and spontaneously hypertensive (SHR) rats were used. Cells were
incubated with either 5 mM (control) or 22 mM (hyperglycemic conditions) glucose for 72
hours and stimulated with IL-18 (10 ngfml) for the last 24 hours. Nitrite production by
Griess reaction and iNOS expression by Western-blotting were determined. Results:
Under normoglycemic conditions. IL-18 produced an increase on nitrite levels (WKY:
from 11.8±1.6to 64.4±8.9 nmollmg protein, p<O.OI;SHR: from 16.5±3.2to 73.l±8.6
nmollmg protein, p<O.OI). Such effect was even higher when cells from WKY were
submitted to hyperglycemic conditions (nitrite levels: from 64.4±8.9 to 95.2±14.5
nmollmg protein, p<O.05). However, no effect by hyperglycemic conditions was observed
in SHR VSMC. In accordance 10 thisonly VSMC from WKY stimulated with IL-18
showed an enhanced iNOS expression under hyperglycemic conditions.
Hyperglycemia-induced effect on NO production and iNOS expression in WKY cells was
abolished by the non-selective protein kinase (pKC) inhibitor calphostin C (l1L'1) or the
82-selective PKC inhibitor LY379196 (30 nM). Nevertheless, both PKC inhibitors show
no effect Oncells from hypertensive rats. Conclusions: High glucose seems to increase
induction of iNOS, and subsequently NO production. by activating the 82 PKC isofonn in
VSMC from normotensive animals, However. hyperglycemia docs not affect iNOS
expression levels in VS~IC from hypertensive animals, This last result suggests that the
induction of thisenzyme by different stimuli may be altered in hypertension, which could
reflect a loss of the adaptive role assigned to iNOS in the vascular response to injury in
hypertension. (Supported by grants from DGICYT BXX2oo<l-0153 and Lilly. LY379196
was a gift of Lilly Research Laboratories).
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EFFECTS OF GLl:COSE AND a-LIPOIC ACID 0:-1GLUTATHIO:oiELEVELS, D:-1A
D.UIAGE AND APOPTOTIC PROTEI:oiSIN S:I'I00TH MUSCLE CELLS.
S.M. Nally, L.A. Powell. W.E. Allen & E.R Trimble. Dept Clinical Biochemistry,
Queen's University of Belfast, UK
Introduction and aims: Oxidative stress plays a role in the pathogenesis of diabetic
vascular complications; one element in this is intracellular glutathione (GSH)
depletion. The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between
intracellul'" GSH. DNA damage and signs of apoptosis in vascular smooth muscle
cells (VSMC) in vitro, Methods: VSMC were cultured in 5m.\! (l'G), 25m.\1 (HG)
D-glucose or HG with the addition of a-lipoic acid (LA, 50IL\I) for 10 days. GSH
was measured by a recycling assay. D:-lA damage was measured by the Comet assay.
Nuclear morphology was assessed by Hoechst staining; expression of anti-apoptotic
(BcI-2. Bcl-xL) and pro-apoptotic (Bax, BcI-xS) proteins was assessed by
quantitative confocal microscopy. Results: GSII levels were decreased in IIG and
restored by the addition of LA (8.5±3.8, 3.8±1.6, 6.9±3.2 umol/mg protein, NG, HG,
HG+LA; NG vs HG, HG vs HG+LA. p< 0.005. n~6). D:-lA damage was increased
in HG (4.8±0.8% vs 17.0%1.8% tail D:-lA, NG vs ltG. p<O.OI, n=200) and reduced
by the addition of LA (17.0.H.8%, 7.6 ± 1.0% tail DNA, HG vs HG+LA, p<O.OOI
n~200). VMSC cultured in IIG did not show the nuclear characteristics of
apoptosis. However. there was both an increase in BcI-2 O'G vs ltG, p<0.002,
n-15) and BcI-xL (NG vs HG, p<0.05, n=15) and a decrease in Bax (NG \"S HG,
p<0.005, n=24) and BcI-xS (NG vs HG, p<O.OOI, n~16) in IIG, ie increasing
resistance to apoptosis. The addition of LA increased Bax (HG vs HG+LA, p<O.OOI,
n=24) and BcI·xS (HG vs HG+LA, p<O.OOI, n=16) as well as BcI-2 (HG vs
HG+LA, p<0.02, n=18) and Bcl-xL (HG vs HG+LA, p<0.002, n=14) in comparison
10 HG alone. Conclusion: Restoration of intracellular GSH by the addition of LA
reduces glucose-induced DNA damage. VS~IC survival is potentiated by increased
expression of anti-apoptotic and decreased expression of pro-apoptotic proteins
during glucose-induced oxidative stress.
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EFFECTS OF GLUCOSE A."'D FATTY ACIDS ox FREE RADICAL
L,>DUCED DA.\fAGE m VASCULAR S:vrOOTH MUSCLE CELLS.
LA Powell'r' IS Hamilton', D McMaster' and ER Trimble'r', Depts of Clinical
Biochemistryl and Medicine', Queen's University, Belfast and Dept of Clinical
Biochemistry', The Royal Group ofHospitals, Belfast, UK.
Background and Aims: Diabetes represents a serious disturbance of homeostasis of
glucose and fatty acid metabolism which may alter the cells' antioxidant defences.
The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of high glucose and fatty acids on
the antioxidant status and subsequent effects on free radical-mediated damage in
porcine vascular smooth muscle cells (PVSMC) in vitro, Methods: PVSMC were
grown in 5m.\1 O'G) or 2501.'1 (HG) D-glucose for 10 days. Physiological
concentrations of linoleic acid (0.1m.'1) and a-linolenic acid (0.01m.\1) were added
for the final 3 days of culture (BSA as carrier). Results: HG significantly decreased
glutathione (GSH) levels (1.2±0.2 v 1.8±0.3 !'MImg protein, HG v NG) but had no
effect on glutathione peroxidase (GPX), glutathione reductase (GR), catalase or total
superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity. A significant increase in malondialdehyde
(MDA, 561±53 v 354±20 p~l/mgprotein, IIG v NG) and protein carbonyl formation
(7.4±0.5 v 4.8±0.3 n.\I/mg protein, HG v KG) was observed in HG. Addition of u
linolenic acid significantly increased GSlllev·els (2.9±0.7 v 1.2±0.1 !'MImg protein,
HG v BSA control) and catalase activity in HG (13.9±1.0 v 9.5±0.2 Ulmg protein,
HG v DSA control) but decreased GPX and GR activity. This increase in GSH was
accompanied by a significant elevation in the mRNA expression of both subunits of
y-glutamylcysteine synthetase (rate-limiting enzyme in GSH synthesis). Linoleic acid
had no effect On GSH levels, GPX, GR or SOD activity but significantly increased
catalase activity (15.3±0.6 v I1.8±1.6 Ulmg protein, HG v BSA control). The
addition of linoleic acid also caused significant increases in both MDA (895%42 v
604±50 p~l/mg protein, HG v BSA control) and protein carbonyl formation (9.6±0.2
v 7.3±0.3 n.'lImg protein, HG v BSA control) in IIG. By contrast, a-linolenic aeid
significantly reduced MDA (472±23 v 582±38 p~lImg protein, HG v BSA control)
and protein carbonyl formation (5.0%0.2 v 6.5±0.04 n.'lImg protein, HG v BSA
control) in PVSMC. Conclusions: Linoleic acid increases free radical-mediated
damage in PVSMC whereas a-linolenic acid decreases the oxidative damage in both
glucose concentrations. These results have considerable implications in the treatment
of diabetes whereby supplementation with a-linolenic acid may increase antioxidant
defences and reduce free radical damage in the vasculature.
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GLUCOSE-POTENTIATED VASCULAR S:\1QOTH MUSCLE CELL
CHDIOTAXIS IS MEDIATED BY PHOSPHOI,,"OSITIDE-3-KINASE-PI lOll
W.E. Allen, C. Sawyer', M. Campbell, B. Vanhaesebroeck" and E.R. Trimble, Dcpt
Clinical Biochemistry, Queen's University, Belfast, UK. and "Ludwig Institute for
Cancer Research (University College London branch), London, UK.
Background: In atherosclerosis, migration and chemotaxis of vascular smooth
muscle cells (VS:\1Cs) playa major role in lesion formation. VSMCs exposed to
5m.\! glucose do not show chemotaxis in a gradient of foetal calf serum (FCS)
without prior serum starvation, while those exposed to 25m.\1 glucose (IlG) show
chemotaxis. Phosphoinositide-3-kinase (PI3K) has been shown to mediate migration
in a number ofcell types, and could play an important role in regulating the glucose
induced changes in VS:\!C migration. The aim of this study was to determine the role
of PI3K in mediating altered VS~!C chemotaxis in HG. Methods: Neutralising
antibodies specific to the a,ll and S isoforms of the pliO catalytic subunit ofPI3K
were microinjected into human VS~!Cs, which were then placed in a gradient ofFCS
within the DUDD chemotaxis chamber in HG. As controls, VS~!Cs were injected with
a non-specific rabbit IgG; and additionally each neutralising antibody was
microinjected following incubation with a high molar excess of a cognate
competitive binding protein. The effects of inhibiting each of the p II 0 isoforms on
the actin cytoskeleton were investigated by TRITC-phalloidin staining. Results: The.
PI3K inhibitor LY294002 blocked VS~!C chemotaxis in IlG. Microinjection with
non-specific rabbit IgG or with antibodies against pI lOa and pI lOShad no effect on
chemotaxis. In contrast, microinjection of the anti-pllOll antibody inhibited
chemotaxis. No inhibition was observed when the anti-pi lOll antibody was incubated
with its cognate peptide prior to microinjection. Actin staining revealed no changes
in the VSMC cytoskeleton following microinjection of any of the antibodies.
Conclusions: Elevated glucose sensitises VS~1Cs to serum factors, inducing
chemotaxis via a PI3K-pIlOll mediated signal pathway. Therefore pllOll could be a
potential target for new therapeutic approaches to reduce the risk of atheroma in
diabetes.
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The function and survival of isolated buman islets ..rrylng tbe Arg972 IRS-l
polymorphism_
P. Marchetti, R. Lupi, M. Federici, L. Marselli, S. Del Guerra, G. Patane, F. Purrello,
R. Lauro, G. Sesti, S. Del Prato. Dept. of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Metabolic
Unit, University of Pisa; Universities of Rome, Tor Vergara, Catania and Catanzaro
Italy

Background and Aims: The common Gly to Arg972 polymorphism of IRS-I
(Arg972 IRS-I) has beeo associated with human Type 2 diabetes and low insulin and
C-peptide plasma levels. In transfected beta-cells Arg972 IRS-I impairs cell function
and survival. In the present study we prepared isolated human islets (ISLs) from
human donors carrying the Arg972 IRS-I polymorphism and evaluated several 01
their properties. Malerials and Methods: ISLs were prepared by collagenase
digestion and density gradient purification and challenged them with varying glucose
concentrations (1.7 to 16.7 m.\!) and other secretagogues; glucose oxidation and
utilization were assessed by labeled glucose techniques; electron microscopy was
used to assess beta-cell morphology; cell death was measured by flow cytometry and
an ELISA method. Results: Insulin content (IC) was lower in variant than in control
ISLs (94±47 vs 133±56jlUlislet, mean±SD, p<O.OS). Stepwise glucose increase
significantly potentiated insulin secretion (IS, % of IC) from control but not Arg972
IRS-I lSLs, which had a 33% lower release at 16.7 m.\! G (2.9±1.1 vs 4.3±1.4%,
p9l.0S). In addition, the variant ISLs showed a slightly lower response to
glibenclamide (3.5±2.4 vs 4.S±1.6%), and a significantly higher response to arginine
(4.7±1.3 vs 2.6±0.6%, p<O.OS). Proinsulin secretion mirrored that of insulin and
glucagon release was similar in Arg972 IRS-I and control ISLs. Glucose oxidation
and utilization did not differ in variant and wild-type ISLs at any tested glucose level.
Electron micoscopy showed that Arg972 IRS-I beta-cells had a significantly higher
amount of immature secretory granules (3.3±O.7 vs 0.S±O.2 ml%, p<0.05), and a
lower amount of mature granules (O.9±0.2vs 3.6±0.7 ml%, p<O.OS) than control beta
cells. Flow cytornetry and ELISA techniques showed a two-fold higher amount of
apoptotic beta-cells in Arg972 IRS-I than controllSLs. Conclusions: Arg972 IRS-I
human ISLs have lower insulin content, impaired glucose-stimulated insulin
secretion, more immature secretory granules, and enhanced beta-cell apoptosis. These
alterations can account for increased predisposition to Type 2 diabetes in individuals
with the Arg972 IRS-I polymorphism.
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PLATELET DERIVED GROWTH FACTOR-B INDUCED CHEMOTAXIS I:'i
VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS: GLUCOSE POTENTIATJO:'oI
M. Campbell. E.R. Trimble and W.E. Allen (Dept. Clinical Biochemistry, Queen's
University of Belfast, UK)
Background: Diabetic subjects are noted to have premature onset and increased
severity of atherosclerosis. In atheroma formation a subpopulation of vascular
smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) migrate from the tunica media into the sub
endothelial area. This study investigated the effects of elevated concentrations of 0
glucose on the migratory behaviour of VS~{CS and its regulation, using the Dunn
chemotaxis chamber assay. Metbods: Foetal calf serum (FCS) or Platelet derived
Growth Factor-B (PDGF-B) was used as the chemoattractant. VS~lCs generated
from primary explants were cultured in 5 m.\! D-glucose and exposed to higher
glucose only when placed within the chemotaxis chamber. Results: No chemotaxis
occurred at 5 m.\! D-glucose in a FCS or PDGF-B gradient, unless preceded by 24
hours serum starvation. By contrast, positive chemotaxis occurred in both a FCS and
a PDGF-B gradient at glucose concentrations" 9m.\! (p<O.OI, Rayleigh test, for
both). High glucose (2Sm.\1) induced a 2 fold increase in PDGF-B receptors
(quantitative confocal micrnscopy, n=10-20; and irnmunoprecipiution). Pre
incubation with an anti-PDGF-B receptor neutralising antibody inhibited chemotaxis.
Both the PI(3)kinase inhibitor wortmannin and the r.IAPKinase inhibitor PO 980S9
blocked chemotaxis in human and porcine cells. The PKC inhibitor H7 blocked
chemotaxis in human VSMCs, and reduced speed of porcine cells without affecting
directionality of movement, Conclusions: This study demonstrated that mild, short
term rises in D-glucose concentration can increase VS~!C sensitivity to chemotactic
factors in serum, especially PDGF, leading to altered migratory behaviour in vitro. It
is probable that similar processes occur in vim and that glucose-enhanced
chemotaxis of VSMCs mediated through the PDGF-ll receptor-operated pathways
involving PI(3)K, r.IAPK and PKC contribute to the accelerated formation of
atheroma in diabetes in man. Therefore PI(3)K, r.IAPK and PKC could be potential
targets for new therapeutic approaches to reduce the risk ofatheroma in diabetes.
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Association of T786e mutation of the Endolberial Nitrie Oxide Synthase Gene
witb Insulin Resistance and Viseeral Fal Obesity
K.Ohtoshi, Y. Yamasaki, N.Katakami, S.Oorogawa, R. Hayaishi,J1.Watada
M.Matsuhisa, Y. Kajimoto, rot Hori. Department of Internal Medicine and
Therapeutics, Osaka University Graduate School of Medicine, Osaka, Japan
Background and Aims: Expression of endothelial 1'0 synthase (el'.:oS) and 1'0
production in subcutaneous tissue are known to decrease in obese human subjects.
Knockout of eNOS gene results in insulin resistance. Whether impairment of
endothelial NO production leads to insulin resistance / obesity remains to be clarified
in human subjects. Materials and Metbods: To establish the association between the
NO production and Obesity/ insulin resistance, we evaluated the relationship between
the two polymorphisms (T786C mutation in the S'-flanking region and G894T
mutation in exon7) of eNOS gene and clinical characteristics of 144 healthy non
diabetic Japanese men and 42 early type2 D~! patients. Glucose infusion rate (GIR)
was evaluated by hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp in type 2 diabetic patients.
Abdominal fat distribution was assessed by abdominal fat index (AFI) using ultra
sonography. Genoms are obtained from leukocytes and genomic analysis was
performed by polymerase chain reaction-restriction fragment length polymorphism
(pCR-RFLP). Results: Allele frequencies are similar between non-diabetic subjects
and t}-pe2diabetic patients (786TT(n=120) /786TC+CC (n~21+3) in healthy men vs
786TT(n=34) / 786TC+CC(n=7+1) and 894GG(n=124) / 894GT+TT(I~I) in
healthy young men vs 894GG(n=34) / 894GT+TT(n=8+0» In non-diabetic men,
fasting JRI, Body mass index (BMI) (± SO) and AFI is significantly higher in
786TC+CC groups (F-IRI; 9.2±2.5 vs 7.8±2.S uUlml, B~U; 24.2±3.2
vs.22.9±2.3kg/m2. AFI; 1.40±0.57 vs 0.89±0.36, p<0.05). "O~tA-R tends to be
higher in 786TC+CC groups (2.1I±O.67 vs 1.81±0.61, p---o.063). In l}-pe2 diabetic
patients GJR is significantly lower in 786TC+CC groups (4.37±1.05 vs S.S9±1.83
mglkg/min). On the contrary, G895T mutation of eNOS gene shows no significant
difference in the clinical characteristics of non-diabetic men and t}-pe2 PM patients.
Conclusions: These results indicate that T786C mutation in the 5'-flanking region of
eNOS gene is weakly but significantly associated with obesity, espeeially with
visceral fat obesity and also with insulin resistance at least in non-diabetic and
diabetic Japanese subjects.
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A polymorphism of the CDI4 Monocyte Receptor Gene, involved in the
inflammatory cascade, is associated wih insulin sensitivity
J.M. Fernandez-Real, 1.1.Broch, c. Richart. A Castro, G. Pei'iarroja, RCasamitjana,
B. Lainez, W. Ricart.
Background and Aims: Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) is the one of the most potent
biologic response modifiers currently recognized. Soluble C014 (sC014), detectable
at high concentrations constitutively present in the circulation, plays a key role as
intermediate in the neutralization of LPS under physiological conditions. A
polymorphism of the CDI4 gene, a C-te-T transition at nucleotide -159 from the
major transcription start site, seems to playa significant role in regulating serum
sCDI4 levels.
Patients and Methods: We evaluated insulin resistance, inflammatory and
endothelial markers in apparently healthy individuals and in patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus in relation to CDI4 gene polymorphism.
Results: Healthy subjects (n=6O) homocygotes for the C allele, associated to lower
circulating levels of sCDI4 in a recent study, were similar in age, sex, body mass
index, fat mass, waist/hip ratio, blood pressure, and fasting glucose and insulin levels
in comparison with carriers of the T allele. The integrated area under the curve of
serum glucose concentrations after OGTT (AUC glucose) was significantly higher
(1'=0.02) in C1C healthy subjects in the presence of nonsignificantly different
integrated insulin levels, and also showed a significantly lower insulin sensitivity
index than carriers of the T allele, as measured during an oral glucose tolerance test
(p=O.033) or using the frequently sampled intravenous glucose tolerance test with
minimal model analysis (1'=0.036). Type 2 diabetic subjects (n=33) who were C1C
homocygotes were also similar in age, sex, years of evolution of diabetes, body mass
index, waist-to hip ratio, usual metabolic control, type of antidiabctic treatment and
chronic diabetic complication in comparison with carriers of the T allele. C1C type 2
homocygote patients also showed a significantly lower insulin sensitivity index than
carriers ofthe T allele (p=O.03), and had significantly increased circulating sICA\I-1
levels (p=O.OI).
Conclusions: To our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstarte an effect of a
genetic polmorphism on both insulin sensitivity and endothelial dysfunction in type 2
diabetes mellitus.
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POSITIO:'>lAL CANDIDATE GENE SCREEr.ll'\G OF A LOCUS 0:'<
CHRO~IOSmlE 181'11 U:'<KED TO TYPE 2 DIABETES WITH OBESITY
M. Orho-Melander', M. Svensson', J. Fredriksson', C. Forsblorn', M. Carlsson' and
L. Groop', 'Department of Endocrinology, Wallenberg laboratory, Lund University,
Malmo, Sweden. 2Department of Medicine, University of Helsinki, Finland.
Background and Aims: Our recentgenome-wide linkageanalysis indicated excess
allele sharing on chromosome 181'11 among a subgroup of obese type 2 diabetes sib
pairs (LOD 4.22). In the present study, seven candidate genes on 181'11 were
screened for mutations and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in 6-l families
contributing to the original linkage result. Materials and Methods: One obese
patient with type 2 diabetes from each of the 6-l families (mlf 26/38, Age 63±9 y,
BMI 35.6±4.2 kg/m 2), of which 38 originated from families supporting linkage with
a family NPL-score >1 (mean 1.5; set I) and 26 from families with a NPL-score <I
(mean 0.3; set 2) in or near the linked region, was mutation screened by SSCP and
sequenced. Allele frequencies of the identified SNPs were compared between set I
and 6-l nondiabetic lean controls (mlf 31/33, Age 61±9 y, BMI 23.7±2.1 kg/m2) for
association to diabetes with obesity, and between set 1 and set 2 for evidence of
association to the linkage result. Results: Altogether 21 SNPs but no obvious
functionalmutations were identifiedin the genes coding for the NADH ubiquinone
dehydrogenase (NDUFV2), the olfactory type guanine nucleotide binding protein
(GNAL), the translation initiation factor EIF4A2, the pituitary adenylate cyclase
activating polypeptide (PACAP), the melanocortin receptors 2 and 5 (MC2R, MC5R)
and the transcription factor GATA6. A common C-allele of one SNP located next to
the transcription initiation site of the AfC2Rgene was significantly more common
among obese type 2 diabetes patients (set I) compared to controls (98.6% vs 89.1%,
1'=0.014) and to set 2 (80.8%, 1'=0.0006). Allele frequencies of the C-allele were
similar between Finnish and Swedish subgroups (set I; 97.6% vs 100.0%, controls;
87.5% vs 91.7%). Conclusions: We provide evidence that a variant in the MC2R
promoter is associated with obese type 2 diabetes and propose the MC2R/,lfC5R
gene cluster as a prime target for further linkage disequilibrium mapping of this
putativediabeteslocus.
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THE 3'UTR POLYMORPHIS~I OF THE LEPTIN RECEPTOR GENE IS
ASSOCIATED WITH ELEVATED INSULIN LEVELS AND TYPE 2 DIABETES
V. Lyssenko, M. Orho-Melandcr, D. Tripathy, T. Tuomi, L. Groop and M.
Ridderstrale. Department of Endocrinology, Malmo University Hospital, Lund
University, Sweden
Background and Alms: We have previously identified Lysl09Arg and G1n223Arg
polymorphisms in the leptin receptor gene (LEPR) and studied their role in the
pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes and leptin resistance within the Botnia study. The
aim of the present study was to investigate whether the LEPR 3'UTR insertion
(1)/deletion(D) polymorphism increases susceptibility to type 2 diabetes or affects
insulinand leptin levels in patientswithand withouttype 2 diabetes.Materials and
Methods: The 3'UTR polymorphism was genotyped by PCR and gel electrophoresis
in 300 (128 males/l72 females, age 53±15 years, B~lI 27±5 kg/m2, FBG 4.9±O.5
mmolJl, mean±SD) non-diabetic subjects and in 390 (177 malesl213 females, age
65± I0 years, BMI 29±4.7 kg/m2, FBG 8.6±2.6 mmolJl) patients with type 2 diabetes
from the Botnia region in Finland. Results: The l-allcle was in linkage
disequlibrium with allele Gln223 and allele Lysl09. The allele frequency of the 1
allele did not differ between type 2 diabetic and non-diabetic subjects (13.5% vs,
12.5%,1'=0.59). However, the III-genotype was significantly more common among
the type 2 diabetic patients (0.56% vs. 3.58%, p=0.038). Age, gender, BMI and FBG
did not differ significantly between the different genotype carriers. However, the
non-diabetic carriers of genotypes lID and III had higher insulin levels at 120
minutes (OGTT) (63.8±55.1 vs. 52.05±53.1 mUll, 1'=0.009) and higher S-Ieptin
concentrations (17.5±15.6 vs. 1J.9±13.7 ng/ml, 1'=0.023) compared to genotype DID
carriers. The differences in insulinand leptin levels were not statistically significant
between diabetic carriers of !Dill and DID genotypes (80.9±67.9 vs. 6-l.6±52.1
mUll, p=0.22 and 18.0±14.7 vs, 14.7±12.4 ng/ml, p=0.08). Multiple forward
stepwise regression analysis suggested S-Ieptin (p<lxlO·6) , BMI (p<lxlO·6) , age
(p<lxI06

) , glucose 120 (1'<1x10·'), gender (pclx tO") and the LEPR genotype
(1'=0.006) as independent predictors for increased insulin concentrations at 120
minutes. The LEPR genotype did not significantly affect S-Ieptin when gender
(p<lxI0 6

) , BMI (p<lxI0 6
) and fasting S-insulin (p<lxlO·6) were included in the

model (1'=0040). Conclusions: Our results indicate that the LEPR 3'UTR I-allele is
associated with elevated insulin values and the III genotype with increased risk for
type 2 diabetes.
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Interaction effect between common polymorphisms in PPARg (ProI2Ala) and
IRS-I (Gly972Arg) on insulin sensitivity
M. Ozeker, N. Stefan, A. Fritsche, A. Madaus, O. Tschritter, F. Machicao, II. Haring,
M. Sturnvoll
Medizinisehe Klinik, Abteilung fur Endokrinologie, Stoffwechsel und
Pathobiochemie, Eberhard-Karls-Universitat, Tubingen, Germany

Background and Aims: The Prol2Ala polymorphism in the peroxisome proliferator
activated receptor (pI' AR) g2 gene is associated with a reduced risk for type 2
diabetes. A beneficial effect on insulin sensitivity was reported in some but not all
populations. It is possible that this genetic variant produces a characteristic phenotype
only before a certain genetic background. The aim was to test the hypothesis that
carriers of the Ala allele of PPARg exhibit a different phenotype before the
background of the Gly972Arg polymorphism in the insulin receptor substrate (IRS)-1.
Materials and Methods: We determined insulin sensitivity in 4 haplotypes defined
by absence or presence of polymorphic allele (healthy, glucose tolerant subjects) by
oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) (using a validated index, N = 318) and
hyperinsulinemic clamp (N = 201).
Results: Insulin sensitivity was not (215 ± 6 vs 221 ± I I, I' = 0.67; OGTT) or only
marginally (12.1 ± 0.4 vs 13.6 ± 0.08, I' = 0.8; clamp) different between ProlPro and
XlAla in the whole population. Interestingly, insuJin sensitivity was significantly
greater in XlAla (pPARg) + XlArg (IRS-I) (299 ± 30 units) compared to ProlPro
(pPARg) + XlArg (IRS-I) (202 ± 16 units, I' = 0.01) using the OGTT index. On the
other hand. insulin sensitivity was similar in the XlAla (PPARg) + Gly/Gly (1RS-1
972X206 ± 11 units) and the ProlPro (pPARg) + Gly/Gly (IRS-IX218 ± 6, I' > 0.10).
The results were practically identicalusing insulinsensitivity fromthe clamp.
Conclusions: The Arg972 (IRS-I) background produced a marked difference in
insulin sensitivity between XIAla and ProlPro (PPARg) which was not present in the
whole population or before the GIy972 (IRS-I) background. This suggests that the
Ala allele ofPPARg becomes particularly advantageous before the background ofan
additional. possibly disadvantageous genetic polymorphism. Allowing for gene-gene
interaction effects may reveal novel information regarding metabolic effects of
genetic variants.
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REACHr.-.:G THE SAr.-Ir Vr.-.:CENT TARGETS STEPWISE: DIABETIC
AMPUTAT10:-.l AND ULCER RECURRE:-:CEFRO~I A GERMAN SETTI:-:G

S.Morbach, J.MOllenberg, C.Quante, V.ROther, D.Rempe and H.R. Ochs
Diabetic Foot Clinic, Marienkrankenhaus Soest (Germany)

Background and Aims: In 1989. the Saint Vincent Declaration targeted a
50% reduction of lower extremity amputations among diabetics within a
five year periodto improve patient care acrossEurope. The mosteffective
way to avoid amputation is to reducethe incidenceof initialulceration and
reulceration. \Ve therefore investigated the changes of outcome and
recurrence of diabetic foot lesions over time at a specialized setting.
Patients and Methods: Between 199~ and 2000, 1522 patients with
diabetic-foot-syndrome were treated at our diabetic foot clinic. I.) To
evaluatethe changes of outcomeoyer time we compared treatment results
of patientswith a historyof ulceration priorto initial presentation to our
foot clinic (Group A, n=312) with the outcome of patients receiving
structured treatment at our sening between 199~ and 1996 (8, n~386), and
between 1999 and 2000 (C, n~4~2). 2.) To evaluate the efficacy of tertiary
prevention. we furthermore compared therecurrence ratesduringthe first
year afterhealing in all patients who initiallycontacted our servicewith an
ulceration in 1994/95 (82, n~107) and in 1999 (C2; n~I37.) Results:
Without structured therapy, 53.8% of the cases were treated with
amputation (Group A, Minor: 33.3%; Major: 20.5%). During the initial
years of our foot sen..ice, the total amputation rate decreased to 30.6 % (B,
Minor: 17.9%; Major: 12.7% - p<O.OO I) with a further reduction to 17.4%
during the time period 199912000 (C, Minor: 11.5%; Major: 5.9% 
p<O.OOI vs B). The corresponding reulceration rates after one year were
33.6% (82) and 14.6% (C2 - p<O.OO I).
Conclusions: By implementing outpatient structures of care and inpatient
facilities for the diabetic foot patient using a multidisciplinary approach,
an amputation reduction of approximately 70% is attainable. Through
continuous education of all team members including the patient at risk and
his relatives, the rate of reulceration can also be lowered significantly.
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Foot health education and its impact on the occurrence of foot ulcers in diabetes.
AP. Garrow, AL. Carrington, CA Abbott, AJ.M. Boulton for the North West
Diabetes Foot Care Study Group. Diabetes Foot Clinic, Disablement Services Centre,
Withington Hospital, Manchester M20 8LB

Background and Aims: Patient education is considered to be an important feature in
the prevention ofdiabetic foot ulcers, but the impact that an education program has on
the prevention of foot complications in diabetes patients is yet to be fully explored.
This study examined data from two large groups of diabetic patients drawn from the
North West ofEngland.
Materials and Methods: The first group (Group I, n~71O) underwent a baseline
fool examination and also completed a knowledge questionnaire covering aspects of
foot inspection, footwear, prevention and treatment of foot problems. Those showing
deficiencies in knowledge or understanding in preventive foot care were given
structured advice provided by a podiatrist or diabetes specialist nurse. Follow up
questionnaires were sent to all Group 1 subjects after 2 years with 6613/9710 (68%)
responding. After rigorous crosschecking, the occurrence of self-reponed diabetic
foot ulcers was compared with a second group (Group 2, n= 5982) who were recruited
and examined at the same time as the Group 1 follow up, but did not have the
structured advice,
Results: Both groups were similar in age (ttest p>O.79) and gender (Chi-squared
p={).93). The occurrence of past (over the preceding two years) or current foot ulcers
was 4.3% in Group I subjects and 5.3% in Group 2 subjects representing a small but
significant (p={).01) decrease in occurrence of foot ulcers amongst those receiving the
structured advice (Odds Ratio 0.8 I 95% CI 0.68,0.95).
Conclusions: These findings provide some evidence that a large-scale structured
education and examination program, over and above that received in a usual clinical
setting, may prove beneficial in reducing the occurrence of foot ulcers in diabetic
patients over a two-year outcome period. Funher research on the benefits of more
frequent education programmes (including foot health and glycaemic control) in the
general diabetes population is required to determine whether this may improve the
outcomes.
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DO D1ABETOLOGISTS ADEQUATELY DETECT PATIENTS AT RISK
FDRA~PUTATIO;>,'?

NC Schaper", Van Putten MA--,; -Dept.ofMed, University Hospital Maastricht"
"Fontys Paramedische IIogeschool Eindhoven, The Netherlands
Background and Aims: Earlier studies have reponed a relative large patient delay
before medical care for diabetic foot ulceration is sought. Little is knO\\TI about the
doctor's delay. Foot ulceration and peripheral ischemia are major risk factors for
amputation. "Podoproof" is a three year randomised multicenter trial with the aim
to determine if podiatric care prevents foot ulceration in diabetic patients with
polyneuropathy (PNP). The inclusion phase of Podoproof enabled us to gain
insight to which extent diabetologists correctly catagorise patients as being at risk
for future ulceration or amputation. Materials and Methods: Diabetologists in 12
Dutch hospitals were asked to include diabetic patients with clinical
polyneuropathy in the study and to fill in a simple questionnaire with 9 items when
a patientvisited the clinic. These questions includedamongstothers items on: the
presence of an active foot ulcer; a healed ulcer during the past year; previous
vascularsurgery in the lower legs; presence of severe ischemia; podiatric care in
the past year, Any "Yes" meant exclusion from the project. Within 2 weeks
patients were screened by a podiatrist: foot inspection. Senunes Weinstein
monofilament (10 gram), vibration sensation with a tuning fork (128 Hz) and ankle
blood pressure (Doppler). Results: 2420 patients were referred by the
diabetologists and were screened. An active foot ulcer, despite the belief of the
diabetologist that such an ulcer was not present, Wasfound in 63 (3.6 %) patients.
Severe ischemia (Ankle pressure <50 mmHg) was present in 42 (2.4%) patients. In
total 105 patients (5%) had very high risk for amputation, undetected by the
diabetologist. In 222 (12.6 %) patients no signs of neuropathy (with the 2 tests
used) were observed, despite the clinical diagnosis of polyneuropathy. In 225
(12.7%) cases the diabetologist was not aware that the patient had regular podiatric
care. Conclusions: Our data suggest that diabetoJogists tend to underestimate
important risk factors for future amputation. Although the number of patients with
undetected foot ulceration or severe ischemia was not large (5%), on a population
basis this unawareness could result in relative large nwnbers of preventable
amputations.
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.Ethnic Variation. in Diabetic Foot fficer Risk, Neuropathy and Peripheral
Vascular Disease.
C.A. Abbott, AL. Carrington, J. Kulkarni, E.RE. van Ross, AJ.M. Boulton, for the
North West Diabetes Foot Care Study Group. Diabetes foot Clinic, Disablement
ServicesCentre, Withington Hospital, Manchester, UK.
Background and Aims: There are very few data regarding prevalence of diabetic
foot ulcers, peripheral neuropathy or peripheral vascular disease in different ethnic
groups. We therefore performed a large, population-based study ofdiabetic patients in
six districts of Nonh West England, an area of high ethnic diversity, to examine
potential ethnic differences in risk factors for foot ulcers.
Materials and Methods: All adult diabetic patients were targeted for screening in a
diabetic footcare program at various healthcare settings in the community. After two
years 9,710 diabetic patients had been screened for foot ulceration, foot deformities,
measures of neuropathy and peripheral vascular disease (PVD), plus other medical
and social characteristics. Patients' ethnicity was defined as White Caucasian (WC)
(n=8,508; 87.6%), South Asian (SA) (n~20; 9.5%), African Caribbean (AC) (n~260;

2.7%) and Other (n=22; 0.2%).
Results: SA patients were younger than WC and AC (55.4 vs. 61.9 and 61.9 years,
respectively, p<o.OOOI)and had a shorter diabetes duration (7. I vs, 8.4 and 8.7 years,
respectively, p<O.OOOI). The prevalence of diabetic foot ulcers (past or present) for
WC, AC and SA was 5.2%, 3.1% and 1.5% (p<O.OOOI, AC vs WC). Furthermore, SA
had lower prevalences of neuropathy, PVD, foot deformities, smoking, and alcohol
consumption than WC (p<O.OOOI), whereas for AC, only smoking rate and vibration
sensation was reduced compared to WC (p<O.OOOI). The unadjusted risk of ulcer
between the ethnic groups was significant for SA vs WC only [odds ratio (OR) = 0.29
(0.17-0.49,95% CI), p<O.OOOI]. Adjustment for age and diabetes duration in the
logistic regression model did not affect the SA ulcer risk reduction appreciably [OR =
0.33 (0.22-0.65, 95% CI), p<O.OOOI]. Adding PVD, neuropathy, smoking and foot
deformities into the model attenuated the age-adjusted OR from 0.33 to 0.54 (95% CI
0.31,0.94, p={).029), however the reduced ethnic ulcer risk in SA was still significant.
Conclusions: Although the reduced prevalence of neuropathy, peripheral vascular
disease amd smoking in diabetic South Asians accounts partly for their reduced ulcer
rate, there are other, as yet undetennined, reasons for fewer ulcers. These may be
linked to dietary or genetic variations in ethnicity.
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TREATMENT STRATEGIES AND AMPUTATIO~ RATES IN ADVANCED
DIABETIC FOOT DISEASE IN A TERTIARY FOOT CARE CENTRE
O.Kraus', E.Kilstner', A.Neufang" W.Schmiedr', A.Eckardt', A.Meurer', M.Pinon"
K.Kreitner', J.Be)"er'; Centre for Vascular Therapy and Research (GTFZ), Johannes
Gutenberg-University Mainz: Departments of Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases',
Vascular Surgery', Orthopaedic Surgery' and Radiology', Germany
Background and aims: Patients with diabetic foot lesions complicated by bone infec
tion andlor ischemia are at high risk for major amputation. We evaluated a
multidisciplinary, strictly sequential therapeutical approach with infection control,
revascularisation and selective osteotomy. Materials and methods: 102 consecutive
patients with diabetic foot wounds admitted for inpatient treatment between October
1999 and September 2000 were studied. MR-imaging was used to confirm osteomyeli
tis. We applied the University ofTexas (UT) Wound Classification (Armstrong, 1998)
to characterize foot lesions according to depth and affected tissues (Grade 0-I1I) and
the prognostic factors infection and peripheral arterial occlusive disease (Stage A-D).
Results: 21,6% were classified UT IIIB (Bone involvement and infection), 7,8% I1IC
(bone involvement and ischemia) and 56,9% IIJD (bone involvement, ischemia and
infection). Bypass grafting was done in 50,0% of all patients, with a pedal vessel as
distal origin in 45,1% of all bypasses, Minor surgery on the level of the forefoot was
carried out in 53,9% of patients, forefoot-amputations in 7,8%, Syme-amputations in
2,9% and higher level amputations in 5,9% of cases. The rate of minor amputation did
not increase within UT grade III (IIIB 68,2%, I1IC 75,0%, IIlD 57,6%). The frequency
of major amputation was low (6,9%) even in the most serious category IIlD
(IUC 12,5%, I1IB 0%). Severe concominant disease (chronic heart failure, Parkinson's
disease) and poor general condition were the main factors in the decision against limb
salvage. Conclusions: Even in advanced stages of diabetic foot disease high limb
salvage rates can be accomplished by a multidisciplinary approach. The low rate of
higher level amputations despite a high incidence of UT I1ID-lesions reflects the
important role of surgical revascularisation, In this context comorbidity rather than
osteomyelitis or ischemia remains the limiting factor in the strive against amputation.
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I~IPACT OF SMOKING ON TIlE METABOLIC ACTION OF SUBCUTANEOUS
REGULAR INSULIN IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
S. Bott', Y. Shafagoil, P. T. Sawickil, T. Heise".
'Profil Institute for Metabolic Research, Neuss, and 'St. Franziskus Hospital,
Cologne, Germany.
BachTound and Aims: In T)'PC 2 diabetes. smoking has been repeatedly associated
with hyperinsulinaernia, which is supposed to be the consequence of smoking
induced insulin resistance. However. as the pharmacokinetic (PK) and
pharmacodynamic (I'D) properties of regular insulin (RI) has never been compared
between smoking (S~l) and non-smoking(NSM) T)'Pe 2 diabetic patients, it is still
unclear whether smoking deteriorates insulin clearance rather than insulin
sensitivity. Material and Methods: 9 SM ~ 10 cigarettes per day) and 9 NSM
matched for gender, age, and B~lI (without significant differences in HbAIc,
diabetes duration and blood pressure) were enrolled in the study. Patients' blood
glucose was stabilized overnight at 7.2 mmol!l by means of the euglycemic glucose
clamp technique. S~l were required to smoke one cigarettewithin 1.5 hourspriorto
injection of 18 U RI s.c. in the morning. Glucose infusion rates (GlR) were
registered for the subsequent 480 min. Results: Injection of 18 U of RI resulted in
significantly higher insulin concentration in S~I compared to NS~I: Insulin-Al.I'C;....
"" (32±9 vs, 24±6 "Ulml, 1'=0.036). Consequently, SM showed a higher metabolic
effect compared to NSM with significant differences in the last four hours of the
experiment (AUC,....-so 925±403 vs, 405±154 mg/kg, p=0.047). Conclusion: Our
resultssuggest thathyperinsulinaemia in smokingType 2 diabetic patientsmight be
causedby a decrease in insulinclearance rather than in insulin sensitivity.
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A multicenter, randomized controlled cliniCJII trial to e\"Oluate the emCJIcy of
hyaluronan based dermal and epidermal autologous grafts in tbe treatment of
diabetic foot
C. Caravaggi R. De Giglio C. Pritelli E Faalia M. Mantero G. Clerici P. Fratino L.
Dalla Paola G. MaraniR. Mingardi Italy -
Background and Ahm; Foot ulcers are a major worldwide health problem and the
major cause ofamputation in patients with diabetes.
Material' and Methods: A randomized controlled study was undertaken to
determine if a two stage hyaluronan based autologous graft procedure (Hyalograft
3D, Laserskin -Fidia Advanced Biopolymers, sri, Italy) could promote healing of
these ulcers. Ethical committee approval was obtained from all centers. Patients with
type I and type 2 diabetes with an ulcer> 2 cm2, a transcutaneous oxygen pressure>
30 mmHg and Ankle arm index > 0.5 were enrolled. Standard care including
debridement, infection control and off-weight bearing methods (fiberglass off-loading
cast for plantar ulcers) was given to all ulcers regardless of treatment group. Patients
were randomized to either hyaluronan based autologous graft group or control group (
conventional therapy). Patients attended weekly control visits for a total of II weeks.
A total of 82 patients were enrolled. Thirty-seven patiens had dorsal ulcers and 45
plantar. At baseline the two groups werecomparabJe. The average ulcer size was 6.2
cm2 for graft group and 5.3 for control group.
Results: The percent of ulcers healed was steadily higher in the hyaluronan based
autologous graft group than in the control group (65% Vs 41.7 % at week 11). The
estimated time to complete healing was 55 Vs. 77 days for the hyaluronanbased
autologous group and the control group. respectively. The difference between the
percent of dorsal ulcer healed was statistically significant (65% Vs 31.3 % 1'=0.044).
Furthermore 20% ofulcers healed by week 4 in the graft group and 0% in the control
group. Considering plantar ulcers no diffencenee in pereent of ulcers healed and in
time to healinf healing was observed, No adverse event related to the study
treatments was recorded.
Conclusloa: These successful results demostrate that this novel tecnnique using
hayluronan based dermal and epidermal autologous graft is a valid alternative for the
teatment of diabetic foot ulcers. Regarding plantar u1eers data from the study show
that the use of off-loading cast, wich has to be considered the standard care for the
treatment of these ulcers, makes not useful the application of dermal subsitutes to
obtain an increase in percent ofulcers healed and reduction oftime to healing.
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EFFECT OF ADEQUATE VS INADEQUATE RESUSPENSIO~OF NPH INSULIN
PRIOR TO S.C. INJEcnON ON PHARMACOKINETICS AND -DYNMlICS IN
TlDM
M. Lepore. L. Bartocci , C. Fanelli, S. Pampanelli, F. Percellati, and G.B. Bolli
Di.M.I., University ofPerugia, Italy
Although it is well known that NPH insulin should be adequately resuspended prier to
s.c, injection, patients not always do so especially "hen using pens. Aim of the present
study was to assess the pharmacokinetics (PK) and -dynamics (PO) ofs.c, pen injection
ofNPH after adequate resuspensim (tipping the pen up and down for 15 times) (Study
I, SI), or inadequate resuspension [no tipping, pen immobilized in vertical position for
12 hours with the needle up (SII), er down (SIIIH Eight T1DM patients were studied at
2-3 week interv.. ls in random erder after s.c. injection of0.3 U/kg in the intemal part of
one thigh with the previously described isoglycemic glucose clamp technique (Diabetes
49:2142-8,2000). Onset of action was assumed as time required to decrease basal i.v,
insulin needs to maintain PG at 130 mg/dl after s.c. NPII injection; end of action was
time ofincrease ofBG>150 mgldl in the absence ofglucose infusion; duration ofaction
was end minus onset of action. AUC is area under glucose infusion curve.

Study I Study II Study III
0.75tO.18 1.01tO.22 0.5 I±O.13
15.5±2.1 1I.5±1.9 19.5±2.3
14.7±2 10.5±1.8 19±2.2
2.23±O.4 IA7±O.3 2.8±O.3
4.7tO.39 3.6±OA 6.2±O.7
I5.5± 1.9 9.7±12 24.7±2.9

(SI vs SII vs SIll, all 1'<0.05). Plasma insulin dynamics paralleled the GlR. As
compared to adequate resuspension (SI), absent resuspensim results in major
differences in PK and PD. The effect of NPH is greater after injection of the cloudy,
insulin crystal reach part and may differ up to 2.5 times from injection of the Jess
cloudy, insulin crystal poor, part. These differences may playa role in the day-to-day
variability of BG control in TI DM.
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PATIENT SATISFACnO;l/ \\1TII INTENSIVE mSULL'i THERAPY IN
TYPE 2 DIABETES: A RANDOMIZED TRIAL OF IXSULIN PEN vs, PUMP
R.R. Turner, M. A. Testa, J. F. Hayesand D. C. Simonson, Harvard University,
Boston, MA, United States
Background and Aims: To better understand why intensive insulin therapy for
persons with type 2 diabetes is difficult to initiate and sustain, we studied 126 insulin
treated l)'PC 2 patients randomized to multiple subeutaneous insulin (pen) injections
(PEN; n=60) or continuous subcutaneous insulin (pump) infusion (PUMP; n=66).
Materials and Methods: Patients were 61% male, 73% married, 77% Caucasian,
aged 56±9 )TS, and had HM" =8.J±J.2%, FPG-200±65mgldL and BMI=32±5
kglm'. Satisfaction qucstionn3ires were completed at baseline and at 16 and 24 weeks
after randomizatim. Results: Mean±SE overall satisfaction (scaled 0 to 100) from
baseline to endpoint improved more for PUMP (59.4±2.1 to 79.2±J.8) than for PEN
(63.6±J.9 to 70.3±2.3), p<O.OOOI. Cbanges±SE from baseline to endpoint for the
following satisfaction subscales (0 to 100) similarly showed more favorable effects
for PUMP YS PEN: burden (I 6.3±2. I YS 5.2±2.2), convenience (2J.2±2.7 YS 5.5±2.4),
efficacy (3 J.I±3.0 \'S 14.1±3.3), flexibility (23.00.7 YS 6.3±2.4), general satisfaction
(28.1±3.0 vs 1O.2±3.6), and life interference (23.00.8 \'S 5.1±2.6), all p<O.OOOI;
hassle (16.2±2.7 vs 6.3±2.8), advocacy (25.6±3.4 vs 13.00.9), preference (3 J.8±4.2
\'S II.2±4.6), and sociallimitatims (5.2±1.7 vs -J.0±1.7), all p<o.02. Mean decrease
±SE in endpoint FPG was significantly greater for PUMP vs PEN (-46±9 vs -12±12
mgldL; p <0.02), but the decrease in IlbA"(-0.62±0.14% \'S -o.46±O.I3%) was not.
Over 90% of PUMP patients preferred the pump to their previous injectable regimen
on each of 13 factors including dose adjustment (choosing pump ~ 97%),
convenience when traveling (97%), ease of use, better glucose control, flexibility in
daily activities and convenience (all 95%), overall preference and feeling better about
themselves (both 93%). Conclusions: T)'Pe 2 patients demonstrated greater
satisfaction with the pump compared to multiple daily injections using the pen.
Increasing patient acceptance may improve compliance and facilitate the initiation
and sustainability of intensive insulin therapy in type 2 diabetes.
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Continuous Sub<utaneous Insulin Infusion nnus Multiple Daily Injections in
Children ..ith Type 1 Diab<tes
Naomi Weintrob, Hadassa Benzaquen, Shlornit Shalitin, Gila Fayman, Avinoam
Galatzer, Zvi Dickerman, Moshe Phillip

Background and Aims: To compare the efficacy and feasibility of continuous
subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII) and multiple daily insulin injections (MOI) in
children with type I diabetes.
Materials and Methods: The study sample included 13 children (6 males) aged 9.4
to 13.3 years with c-peptide-negative type I diabetes. Duration of disease was 2.8 to
II years. An open randomized crossover design was used to compare 3.5 months of
CSU to 3.5 months of MOl therapy for the following variables: diabetic control,
incidence of symptomatic hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia, ketonuria, daily insulin
requirement, diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA), body mass index standard deviation scores
(BMI SDS) and safety. All comparisons were analyzed by ANOV A with repeated
measures.
Results: HbAlc values at the start and end of each treatmcnt arm were similar
(7.85-1J.68 and 7.96-1J.66 for the pump phase, 7.92-1J.46 and 7.81-{).87 for the l>IDI
phase). There were no differences between the treatment modes in frequency of mild
symptomatic hypoglycemic or hyperglycemic events, both diurnal and nocturnal.
There was one event of severe nocturnal hypoglycemia without coma in me l>IDI
phase. Ketonuria tended to be more frequent during the pump therapy period
(p=O.06), but there was no DKA There was no significant change in DMI SDS during
the entire study. Mean insulin dose at me end of me pump phase was lower than at me
end of the l>IDI phase (0.89-Q.14 and 1.()9-{).21 u/kgfday, respectively, p<O.OI). At
the end ofthe study, 10/13 patients chose to conrinue pump therapy.
Conclusions: Diabetic control is similar in children treated ....im the insulin pump or
with l>IDI, and it is comparable to that achieved in the Diabetes Control and
Complications Trial (DCCT) by the intensive adolescent group. This study suggests
that intensive insulin therapy by either CSII or l>IDIcan be used safely in children and
young adolescents ....'ith type I diabetes. In our series, most ofthe children preferred to
continue ....ith the insulin pump.
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Insulin pump therapy versus multiple daily iujcetions in obese type 2 diabetit
patients.
J. WAINSTElNl,M.MErZGER2,O.MENUCIIlN3, Y.COHEN4,A YAFFE5,U
RA V1D6, 1. HARMAN7 and I. RAZ2, for me Israeli Diabetes Research Group.
IWolfson Hospital, Holen, Israel, 2 lladassah University Medical Center, Jerusalem,
Israel, 3 Lyn Clinics, Klalit Health Fund, Haifa, Israel, 4 Makabi Health Fund, Rishon
LeZion, Israel, 5Jlillel Jaffe Hospital, Hadera, Israel, 6Meir Hospital, Kfar Saba,
Israel, 7Soroka Hospital, Beer Sheva, Israel.
Backgronnd and aims: Obese type 2 diabetic patients with severe insulin resistance
tend to develop chronic hyperglycemia despite maximal treatment with diet, physical
exercise and oral hypoglycemic agents. High dose insulin therapy in these patients
does not usually lead to satisfactory glucose control and causes weight increase,
which in tum aggrav.. tes insulin resistance and exacerbates other cardiovascular risk
factors. A pilot study by the Israeli Diabetes Research Group showed that continuous
insulin delivery by means of an insulin pump (Minimed 507R) was superior to
multiple daily insulin injections in terms of glucose control, weight gain and total
daily insulin requirement. Material and mtthods: 39 obese (B~{J > 30) l)'PC 2
diabetic patients, not controlled (HbAIC > 8.5%) on high dose insulin therapy (daily
insulin requirement superior to I unit/kg body weight/day) were randomized to
receive an 18-week insulin pump treatment followed (P-M group) or preceded (M-P
group) by an 18-week multiple injection treatment, ....ith a 12-week washout period in
between. Results: During the first 18 weeks: HbAI C decreased from 10.2 +/- 1.22 %
(mean +/- SD) at week 0 to 8.06 +/- 1.15 % at week 18 in the M-P group (p = 0.001)
and from 10.23 +/- 1.43 to 7.65 +/-I.Q4 in the P-M group (p = 0.001). Daily insulin
requirement decreased from 102 +/- 24 units/day at week 0 to 85 +/- 29 at week 18
(p=O.OO4) in the P-M group, and increased, though not significantly, from 113 +/-28
at week 0 to 116 +/- 30 at week 18 in the M-P group. The absolute number of
extreme hyperglycemic capillary blood glucose values decreased in the P-M group,
but not significantly. There was no significant weight increase in either group.
Conclusions: We conclude that obese type 2 patients on high dose insulin therapy can
dramatically improve their blood glucose control without gaining weight either by
intensifying the daily multiple injection treatment or by using an insulin pump, me
latter allowing for reduction of daily insulin requirement. Further results (including
continuous subcutaneous glucose monitoring) are expected to precise the individual
benefit ofinsulin pump therapy versus multiple daily injections in such patients.
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Remission patterns after short-term rootinuous subcutaneous insulin infusion
therapy in Korean type 2 diabetic patients.
S.D. Choi, B.A. Park, E.K. Choi and S. Park. Internal Medicine, Konkuk University,
Chngjoo-Si and Food and Nutrition, Hosea University, Asan-Si, Korea

Background and Aims: Studies have found that chronic hyperglycemia can
deteriorate pancreatic beta cell function and insulin sensitivity, and the normalization
of blood glucose can reverse these functions. The purpose of the study is to evaluate
the normoglycemie remission pattern after a certain period of continuous
subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSlI) therapy in Korean t)'PC2 diabetic patients and to
determine the clinicalcharacteristics forremission.
Materials and Methods: Ninety-one mild type 2 diabetic patients were treated by
CSII therapy via insulin pump (Sooil, Seoul, Korea) until they did not need any
medication for glycemic control. Follow-up examinations took place once every
month at an outpatient clinic for non-remitted patients and by phone for remitted
patients, and their blood glucose levels and insulin dosage were monitored for fifteen
to seventeen months.
Results: Overall, in 34.4 % of all subjects, remission was induced after 53.6±38.9
days of CSU therapy and lasted for an average of IJ.6±8.9 months during the study
periods. Blood glucose levels continuously decreased to be normalized at 7.3± 1.2
days with maximum dosage of daily total insulin after CSII therapy. Total insulin
dosage to normalize blood glucose levels gradually decreased until 14.4±2.7 days of
CSII therapy in all subjects. Total daily insulin dosage did not significantly decrease
any more from about 14 days of me therapy in non-remitted patients, but it did
continuously decrease and reached at zero in remitted patients. In correlation analysis,
remission was more frequently induced when patients started CSII therapy in younger
age (r=-Q.4I,p<O.OI), ....ith higher body mass index (r-O.36, p<0.05), shorter diabetic
duration (r=-Q.48, p<O.OI), lower post-prandial blood glucose levels (r--O.5I,
p<O.OI), higher post-prandial serum c-peptide levels (r-O.42, p<O.OI), and less
chronic diabetic complications (r=-Q.47, p<O.OI).
Conclusions: These findings suggest that long-term CSII therapy can induce
remission in a significant proportion of Korean type 2 diabetic patients with mild
symptoms. Thus, it is desirable that intensive insulin treatment by CSII be considered
as not the last treatment, but an initial management of mild type 2 diabetic patients.
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CHARACTERISATIO:-J OF METABOLIC INTER.\IEDIATES AND FLUXES
I:-l ROSIGLITAZONE-TREATED ZUCKER FATlY RATS: AN IN VIVO
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESO:-lANCE STUDY
B.M. Jucker, T.R. Schaeffer, R.E. Haimbach, T.S. Mclntosh, H.M. Davis, SA Smith,
AR. Cobitz and S.K. Sarkar. SmithKline Beecham, King ofPrussia. PA, USA
Background and Aims: Rosiglitazone (RSG), a potent insulin sensitiser, was
administered to Zucker fatty rats. In "iva "c nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy was used to measure skeletal muscle "Iucose uptake and its distributed
fluxes (glycogen synthesis and glycolysis) and 'P mlR was used to measure
simultaneous changes in glucose-6-phosphate (G6P) during a euglycaemic
hyperinsulinaemic clamp. 'H )I,~lR was used to measure intramyoccllular lipid
content. The aimof the studywas to non-invasively measure metabolic intermediates
and fluxes to provide insight into the therapeutic mechanism of action of RSG.
Materials and Metbods: Three groups of rats (fatty-RSG, FR; fatty-vehicle, FV;
lean-vehicle, LV) weighing -300 g were chronically catheterised prior to a 7-day
treatment regimen (3 mg/kg RSG or vehicle via oral gavage). Rates ofglycolysis and
glycogen synthesis were assessed after treatment by monitorin~ 1,6-"C glucose label
incorporation into IYC glycogen. 3-"C lactate and 3-' C alanine during a
euglycaemic (~-8 mmol/l)-hypcrinsulinaemic (10 mUIkg/min) clamp in the hindlimb
of conscious rats. Results: The FR group exhibited a significant increase in insulin
sensitivity, reflected by an increased whole-body glucose disposal rate during the
clamp (24.4.101.9 \"S 17.6.101.4 and 33.2.102.0 mg/kg/min in FR \"S FV [p<0.05) and LV
groups [p<0.0 1]. respectively). The increased insulin-stimulated glucose disposal in
the FR group was associated with a normalisation of the glycolytic flux (52.9.109.1) to
LV (56.2.1016.6) vs FV (18.8.108.6 nmol/g/min, p<0.02) and glycogen synthesis flux
(56.3.1011.5) to LV (75.2.1015.3) vs FV (16.6.1012.8 nmoVg/min, p<0.05). [G6P]
increased in the FR and LV groups vs baseline during the damp (+13.0±11.1 and
+16.9.105.8% respectively), whereas the FV group decreased (-23.3.1013.4%, p<0.05).
There were no differences between groups in intramyocellular glucose as measured
by biochemical assay. The intra- to extramyocellular lipid ratio, measured in a
separate group of rats, decreased from 0.43.100.12 at baseline to 0.04±0.01 after 7
days' treatment with RSG (p<0.01). Condusions: These data suggest that the
increased insulin-stimulated glucose disposal associated with RSG treatment in
muscle can be attributed to a normalisation ofglucose transport function and may be
in part attributable to decreased intrarnyocellular lipid deposition.
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Ras and Ral-dependenl phospbo')'lalion of ATF2 mediates activation of the e
jun promoter by insnlin
D.M. Ouwens, G.C.M. van der Zon, J.A. Maassen and H. van Dam. Leiden
University Medical Centre, Leiden, The Netherlands
Background and Aims: clon is an essential component of the transcription factor AP-I,
and plays a critical role in development, cell proliferation and differentiation. for instance
of adipocytes, Insulin rapidly induces the expression of the c-jun gene. Here, we have
examined the signalling pathways regulating c-jun expression. Materials and Methods:
Studies were performed in AI4 cells, which are Nlll3T3 fibroblasts overexpressing the
human insulin receptor. Results: Insulin induces the expression of the c-jun gene by
enhancing the activity of the transcription factor ATF2 on the c-jun promoter. Insulin
transactivates ATF2 via phosphorylation on its proline-directed sites 1br69 and 1br71.
Insulin was found to activate ATF2 via different signal transduction pathways than
inducers of cellular stress. Stress-, but not insulin-, induced activation of ATF2 can be
inhibited by dominant-negative mutants and/or inhibitors of the stress-inducible signalling
enzymes Rae and SEK. In contrast, insulin-induced phosphorylation of ATF2 Thr69+71
could only be inhibited by dominant-negative versions of Ras and its effector RaJ. which
on their turn. have no effect on the activation of ATF2 by cellular stress. In line with this,
phosphorylation of ATF2 and induction of ATF2-dcpendcnt c-jun transcription in the
absence of insulin was efficiently induced by ectopic expression of a constitutively active
mutant ofRas and by active version of the Ras effector enzyme Rlf, an exchange factor for
the small GTP-binding proteinRaJ. The kinases phosphorylating ATF2 in response to
insulin are so far unknown. Insulin only very inefficientIy activates the known ATF2
1br69+71 kinases p38 and Th"K. V.'hen analysing extracts of insulin-treated cells for ATF2
kinase activity using ion column chromatography, at least two independent ATF2 kinase
activities were identified: a strongly inducible 1br71 kinase activity (colocalizing with
ERK), and a very weakly induced Thr69+71 kinase activity (colocalizing with p38).
Interestingly, the activation of the ATF2-1br71 kinase could be abrogated bY inhibitors 01
Ras and MEK, whereas activation of the ATF2 Thr69+71 kinase was prevented by
inhibitors ofRas, RaJ. and p38. This leads to the possibility thattwo distinct ATF2 kinase
activities, activated by different signalling pathways, need to cooperate to induce the
activ.. tion of ATF2 bY insulin in vivo. Conclusions: 1. Insulin stimulates c-jun expression
via the Ras and RaJ-dependent phosphorylation of ATF2 on Thr69 and 71. 2.
Phosphorylation of ATF2 is a multi-step process; 1br71 phosphorylation is induced by
ERK. and Thr69 phosphorylation by p38.
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NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASE INHIBITIO:-J DECREASES THE L'\'CREASED
L'\'SULIN ACTION BY PIOGLITAZONE tx THE FRUCTOSE-FED RAT
K. Koshinaka, Y. Oshida, Y. Sato, Nagoya University, Nagoya. Japan

Background and Aims: Recent studies have demonstrated that Pioglitazone(PIO) has
the capacity 10 ameliorate insulin resistance. However, the precise mechanism of this
agent remains unknown. Our preliminary study shows that not only PIO but also a
nitric oxide(NO) donor, sodium nitroprusside, can improve insulin resistance induced
by high-fructose feeding. The purpose of this study was to investigate whether NO
synthase inhibition influences the increased insulin action by PIO in fructose-fed rats.
Material. and Methods: Twenty-four male Wistar rats aged 6wk were randontly
divided into three groups; a standard chow-diet(n=6), a high-fructose diet(3wk, n=6)
and a high fructose diet plus PI0(3wk, n=12). In vivo insulin action was determined
by the sequential euglycemie clamp technique at two different insulin infusion rates(3
and 30mUIkg/min) under the awake condition. A NO synthase inhibitor, NG
monomethyl-L-arginine(L-mIMA, Img/kg/min), was infused during the sequential
euglyccmie clamp procedure in half of "high-fructose diet plus PIO" rats. Glucose
disposal rate(GDR) was regarded as an index of whole body insulin action.
Results: Plasma insulin concentrations during the 3- and 30- roU/kg/min insulin
infusions were 30-40 and 600-800IlU/mI, respectively and blood glucose was
clamped at a fasting level by adjustment of i. v. glucose infusion. At the 3
mUIkg/min insulin infusion. high-fructose feeding produced a marked decrease in
GDR compared with the chow-fed rats(5.5±O.1 vs 9.5±0.2 mg/kg/min, p<0.05). PIO
treatment showed a significant increase in GDR (7.9.100.6 rag/kg/min, p<0.05) and
reached similar levels as the chow-fed rats. However, increased GDRs were
decreased by L-)',~l\lA administration(5.3±O.7mg/kg/min). At the 30- mUIkg/min
insulin infusion. the same lendency as the 3- mUIkg/min insulin infusion was found.
GDRs in fructose-fed rats given PIO were significantly greater than those in fructose
fed rats without PI0(40.I±1.2 vs 30.I±O.5mg/kg/min. P<0.05). Delta increase in
GDR by PIO was disappeared by L-NMMA infusion(32.2.Io1.4mg/kg/min).
Conclusions: These results suggest that NO synthase inhibition can decrease the
improved insulin resistance by PIO in fructose-fed rats. Therefore, it could be
concluded that NO plays an important role in the improvement of insulin action by
PIO.
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INSULIN SENSITIVI1Y AND INTRAMYOCELLULAR LIPIDS IN

ROS[GLITAZO~E TREATED ZUCKER FATlY RATS
A.W. Herling, J. Kuhlrnann.M. Stolte, H.·L. Schmidts, and W. Kramer

AVENTIS PHARr-lA Deutschland GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany

Background: Peripheral insulin sensitivity depends predominantly on the glu

cose utilisation ofmuscle tissue. There is growing evidence that increased lev

els of lipids in muscle cells are involved in insulin resistance. Thiazolidinedio

nes are ligands for PPARy transcription factors, which are involved in fat cell
differentiation. Thiazolidincdioncs induce a permanent remodelling of adipose

tissue and increase peripheral insulin sensitivity in insulin resistant animals.

Aim of the study was to investigate the improvement of insulin sensitivity in
rosiglitazone pretreated rats and its effect on intramyocellular lipid content.

Material and Methods: Insulin resistant Zucker Fatty rats (fa/fa) were pre

treated with rosiglitazone, 7 mg/kg orally for 3 weeks. Insulin sensitivity was

measured by the euglycemic-hyperinsulincrnic glucose clamp technique (4.8

and 9.6 mU/kg/min). At the end of the clamp study the soleus muscle was
isolated for e1cctron microscopic evaluation of intramyocellular lipid droplets.

Results: Pretreatment with rosiglitazonc caused a marked improvement of

whole body glucose utilisation. Glucose infusion rate in control rats was for
the low and high insulin infusion rate 1.8 and 5.6 mg/kg/min, respectively, In
treated rats glucose infusion rate increased for the low and high insulin infu

sion rate to [3 and [5 mg/kg/min, respectively. The transmission electron mi
croscopic examination revealed that the soleus muscles of rosiglitazone

treated rats were nearly avoid of intramyocellular lipid droplets in contrast to

the muscles ofthc control group.

Conclusions: It is concluded that the improvement of insulin-sensitivity by

rosiglitazone is related to its effect on lipid metabolism, It is hypothesized that
insulin-sensitivity, which is predominantly a function of the muscle tissue

during the clamp study, is improved indirectly by the ability of rosiglitazone

to redirect lipid storage back to the fat tissue.
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ROSIGLITAZONE PROn:crS THE DIABETIC HEART FROM
ISCHAEMIA-REPERFUSIO:; INJURY: ROLE OF THE JNKlAP-l
PATHWAY
N. Khandoudi, P. Delerive, I. Berrebi-Bertrand, RE. Buckingham, B. Staels and A.
Bril, SmithKline Beecham, Saint-Gregoire, France, and U325 INSEAAf, Lille, France.

Background and Aims: The risk of ischaemlc heart disease is greatly elevated, and
the survival rate following a myocardial infarction is markedly diminished, in patients
with Type 2 diabetes mellitus, relative to the non-diabetic population. Rosiglitazone
(RSG), a new insulin-sensitising agent with potent agonist activity at the PPARr
nuclear receptor, has been studied here for its ability to protect against
ischaemidreperfusion injury.
Materials and Methods: Experiments were conducted in isolated working hearts
from normal Wistar rats and from rats treated 4 weeks earlier with streptozotocin (55
mglkg i. v.), to induce insulinopenic diabetes. After a 30 min control period, hearts
were subjected to 30 min of normothermic, zero-flow ischaemia and then reperfused
normally for a final 30 min.
Results: RSG (I I.1M), added to the perfusate 15 min before ischaemia had no effect
on baseline cardiac function, but markedly improved indices of cardiac function
during post-ischaemic reperfusion. For example, in hearts from normoglycaemic rats,
post-ischaemic recoveries in aortic flow after 5 min of reperfusion were (mean ±
SEM) 0 and 11.6±4.0 mIlmin in control and RSG-treated groups (p<0.05),
respectively. In hearts from diabetic rats, the corresponding aortic flow values were
8.5±J.4 and 26.8±J.3 mIlmin (p<0.05). Qualitatively similar cardioprotective effects
were seen ex "iva, after chronic oral pre-treatment with RSG (10 umol/kg/day for 4
weeks). Further, using western immunoblotting, we demonstrated that PPARr was
present in rat hearts and that RSG inhibited Iun N-terminal kinase (INK)
phosphorylation in hearts from normoglycaemic or diabetic rats, following ischaemic
reperfusion injury. Consistent with this finding was the additional observation that
RSG inhibited AP-I DNA binding.
Conclusions: These findings suggest that the cardioprotective action ofRSG involves
preventing excitation ofa stress-activated protein kinase pathway. The data raise the
possibility that, in diabetic patients, RSG may reduce the risk of cardiac injury
following an ischaemic event.
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TilE ROLE OF GLYCOPROTEIN PC-I IN Ii\'5ULIN SIGNALIi\'G
PATHWAY IN ADIPOCYTES FROM TYPE 2 DIABETIC
PREGNANT WO~IEN AND WOMEN WITII GESTATIONAL
DIABETES
M. Tomazic' A Janez', A Sketelj' , AKocijancic' J.Eckel', and P. Sharma'
1. Dept. of Endocrinology, Diabetes and Metabolic Diseases. University
Medical Centre, Ljubljana, Slovenia. 2.German Diabetes Research Institute,
Duesseldorf, Germany. 3. Dept. of Medicine, Division of Endocrinology and
Metabolism, University ofCalifornia, San Diego, La Jolla, USA.
Background and Aims: The cellular mechanisms for the insulin resistance of
pregnancy and gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) are unknown, The
membrane protein plasma cell membrane glycoprotein (PC-I) has been
identified as an inhibitor of insulin reeeptor tyrosine kinase activity (lRTK)
and may have a role in insulin rcsitance, The aim of the study was to examine
the effects on glucose transport and changes in PC-I, IRTK and IRS-I.
Materials and Mctbods: The isolated omental adipocytes were obtained
during elective cesarean sections from three groups of subjects: Type 2 diabetic
pregnant women (n=6), women with GDM (n=lO) and pregnant women with
normal glucose tolerance (n=6) as control subjects. Rcsults: Insulin stimulated
glucose transport was reduced 38% in GD~f and 60% in Type 2 diabetic
gravidas, compared to the controls. After maximal insulin stimulation of
adipocytcs IRTK phosphorylation was decreased 25% in GD~! and 40% in
Type 2 diabetic gravidas, compared to the controls. We also found that IRS-I
phosphorylation was decreased by 30% and 55%, respectively. On the other
hand, PC·I content in adipocytes from GDM was increased 60% and 95% in
Type 2 diabetic gravidas, compared to the pregnant control subjects.
Conclusions: Our results indicate that GDM and Type 2 diabetic gravidas
have increased PC-I content and suggest that this may contribute to decrease
phosphorylation levels of IRTK and IRS-I. Furthermore, these postreceptor
defects in insulin signaling pathway' worsen in both groups compared to the
normal pregnancy, however results from Type 2 diabetic gravidas show that
pre-existing insulin resistance worsen the signaling pathway even more.
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INSULIN SENSITISATIO}! BY ROSIGLlTAZO:--'E: EFFECTS O}!
METABOLlS!>! AND GENE EXRESSIO}!
G.B.T. Moore', L.C. Pickavancej, I.C. Clapham', S. Carter', C. Briscoe', M.
Tadayyon', B. Bond" RE. Buckingham' and I.P.H. Wilding'. 'SmithKline
Beecham, Harlow, and 'Department of Medicine, University of Liverpool, UK
Background and Aims: The literature is fragmented on the changes in gene
expressionevokedby thiazolidinediones in relation to improved insulinaction.
We studied the effects of rosiglitazone (RSG) in a rat model of dietary obesity.
Materials and Methods: RSG (3 mglkg/day p. o. for 14 days) was given to male
Wistar rats fed a highly palatable diet, either ad libitum (RSG-AL), or restricted
(RSG-R) to that of vehicle-treated rats (CO;-;) to negate the effect ofRSG-related
weight gain. A further group received normal chow ad libitum (CHOW). Plasma
constituents and gene transcripts (Taqxtan analysis) in epididymal white adipose
tissue (WAT) and gastrocnemius muscle (G!>I)were measured. Results: Relative
to CHOW, CO}! rats were byperinsulinaemic (118±1 I \"S 85±2 pm01ll,p<0.05)
and hypertriglyeeridaemie (0048±O.04vs 0.26±0.05 mmol/l, p<O.O I). RSG
reduced plasma insulin (68±6, 84±3 pmol/l for RSG-R, RSG-AL;p<O.OI \"S

CO;-;), triglycerides (O.13±O.OI,0.1810.01 vs 0048±O.04 mm01ll,p<0.OOOI) and
free fatty acids (0.4510.04, 004710.03"S 0.87±O.06 mmoL1,p<O.OOOI). Improved
insulin action and plasma lipids by RSG coincided with significant (p<0.05)
changes in mRNA levels of several genes relative to CON. In WAT of RSG-R
and RSG-AL, fatty acid synthase (FAS) rose 2.86 and 2.35-fold, respectively, and
fatty acid binding protein 3 (FABP3) by 29.3 and 25.3-fold. GLUT-4 and FABP4
increased in RSG-R (by 1.71 and 1.52-fold). Resistin (by -60%), leptin (-50%)
and Th"F-a (39%) mRNAs were reduced by RSG, though Th'F-a only in RSG-R.
Transcripts that increased significantly in G!>!were hormone-sensitive lipase
(1.44, 1.5I-fold in RSG-R, RSG-AL), FAS (2.84, 4.98·fold) and FABP4 (2.37,
2.9O-fold), though we cannot exclude the possibility that these were ofadipocyte
origin. Conclusion: Our data suggest that RSG-related enhanced insulin action
may be associated with changes in both muscle and fat gene expression.
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IMPACT OF INSULIN SENSITIVITY ON BODY C0:>IPOSlTION, PLASMA
LEPTIN, LIPIDS AND PAl-I CONCENTRATIONS IN WO!>!ENWITH FORMER
GESTATIONAL DIABETES
A. Kautzky-WiIler, K. Schindler, C. Winzer, G. Pacini, O.F. Wagner, B. Ludvik, A
Ilofer, W. Waldhausl; Dept. oflnternal Med 1Il, University of Vienna, Austria
Background and alms: Women with prior gestational diabetes (GDM) are at high
risk for later Type 2 Diabetes and might thus share parameters of the metabolic
syndrome. Therefore we intended to study body composition, plasma leptin and
parameters of the lipid and fibrinolytic system in relation to insulin sensitivity in
GD~ls. Metbods: 51 women (Age: 33.514.6 years, body mass index (BM!):
27.5±5.6 kg/m', basal glucose: 91.7110.9 mg/IOOml, insulin: lOo4'±8.3 I'UlmI and c
peptide: 208.91104.6 ng/IOOml; meansi SD) were studied 12-16 weeks postpartum.
The insulin sensitivity index [5,: 10" min-I(I'UlmI)"'] and the disposition index [DI: S,
x acute insulin response to glucose (pmaL1)) were derived from insulin modified
frequently sampled glucose tolerance tests and the insulin sensitivity parameter OGIS
(mI min" m") from OGTIs by mathematical model analysisInsulin resistance was
defined as S, < 3. Body composition was measured by bioelectrical impedance (BlA),
plasma lipids by gel electrophoresis, PAl-I by EUSA, TNF-Alpha and plasma leptin
by RIA analysis. Results: 24 women were insulin-resistant (IR: S,: 1.84±O.8and
OGIS: 370.5127.6) compared to 27 women with normal insulin sensitivity (IS: S,:
5.5312.2 and OGlS: 460.2±57.3; p<O.OOOI, ANOVA). B!>ll (29.7±5.9 vs.
24.9±3.5kglm', p<O.OOI),fat-mass in percent of body weight (FM:30.5110.9 '"S.
20.817.7, p<0.01), WHR(0.86±O.05 vs. 0.8I±O.06, p<0.05), plasma leptin (180416.7
vs, 12.816.7ng/mI, p<O.OI) and PAl-I (36.8121.0 vs, '9.3±12.4 ng/rnl, p<0.001)
levels were higher, while BCM percent ofbody weight (BC~U5.714.0 vs, 38.714.3,
p<0.05), HDL cholesterol (50.3114.1 vs. 60±13.0 mg/dl, p<0.05) and Dl (0.08±O.OO6
Y~. 0.15±O.07, p<O.OOI)were lower in lR S, related to parameters of body
composition (BMI £'--0.52, p<O.OOOI; FM £'--0.59, p<O.OOOI; BCM r'9l.52,
p<O.OOOI) and independent of body fat to plasma leptin(£'--oo4I, p<O.OOI)and PAl-I
(,'=-0.61, p<O.OOO I), but was not associated with TNF-Alpha. Conclusion: About
50% ofGDMs studied were still markedly insulin-resistant 12-16 weeks postpartum.
This subgroup also had a relative beta-eell secretion defect and was furthermore
characterized by higher fat mas" plasma leptin and PAl -I concentrations and changes
in lipid profile as commonly found in diabetic patients.
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HEALTHY LEA~ WO~lEN IIlTlI PREVIOUS GESTATlO:-:AL DIABETES MELLITUS.
T. Ostergard', B. Nyholm', S. Nielsen', N. Moller', o. Schmitz'·' and P. Oyesen'.
'University Hospital of Aarhus, and 'Department of Clinical Pharmacology, University
of Aarhus, Aarhus, Denmark.
Background and aims: Healthy women with previous GD:l1 have a considerably
increased risk for later development of type 2 diabetes. The aim of thepresent studywas
to further characterize body composition, VO, max and aspects of glucose and lipid
metabolism in these healthy but potentially prediabetic individuals. Materials and
Methods: We examined 24 lean and anti-GAD negative women with previous GD:l1
and 19 women with a normal pregnancy. Body composition Wasdetermined by means
of bioelectric impedance and VO, max by a bicycle ergometer test. Glucose and lipid
homeostasis were characterized during OGTI and IVGTI. Insulin sensitivity was
estimated as the glucose disappearance constant (K,,,) during IVGTI. Results: Post
GD:l1women and controls were comparable with respect to age, B~f1 and total body
weight, however % body fat (25.9,1.0 vs 22.3, 1.5 %) was significantly increased and
VO, max was significantly reduced (33.8.1.5 vs 38.2.1.5 m1J1<g!min) in post-GDM
women (p(both)<0.05). All subjects had a normal OGTI, but AUC of blood glucose
(305.23 vs 239i19 nunollL'min, p<O.OI)was markedly increased in the post-GD:l1
group. Similar findings were obtained with respect to serum insulin and C-peptide
(P(both}<O.OI). In the fasting state post-GD:l1 women had hypcrtriglyccridcmia
(1.14,0.10 vs 0.85,0.07 111.\1), increased blood glycerol (55.1,3.9 vs 38.3.3.61L\1)
and an increased total cholesterol/Hljl.-cholcstcrol ratio (4.2,0.3 vs 3.5.0.2)
(p(all)<0.05). Moreover, the insulin induced suppression ofFFA two hours following
OGTI was attenuated (0.09.0.01 vs 0.05.0.01111.\1,p<0.05) in post-GD:l1subjects.
K'k was diminished in the post-GDM group (1.30.0.12 vs 1.54,0.12, p=O.OS) whereas
first-phase serum insulin was comparable in the two groups (14S6i170 \"S 1512.160
pM/min). Conclusion: In conclusion the present study demonstrates that healthy, lean
women withprior GD:l1arc characterized by an increased relative fatmass andreduced
VO, max compared to controls with similar B:l11. Despite a normal OGTI, the post.
GDM womendisplay several features of the metabolic syndrome. Insulin secretionwas
normal or exaggerated but appears inappropriately low consideringthc degreeof insulin
resistance.
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THE EFFECf OF MATER.\'AL PROTEm RESTRICDON ON HEPATIC
GLYCOGEN METABOLIS:\'! 1;Ii" WEANLL\'G RATS
A.K. Gosby, CA Maloney, JL Phuyal, DI Bryson and ill Caterson. Human Nutrition
Unit, Department of Biochemistry, The University of Sydney, Australia.

Background and Aims: Poor in utero nutrition can result in reduced fetal growth
which is associated with insulin resistance in later life. The development of insulin
resistance may be due to alterations in gene expression in enzymes involved in
carbohydrate and lipid metabolism. We have previously found that weanlings from
mothers fed low protein diets throughout gestation and lactation have increased
plasma glucose and decreased plasma insulin concentrations compared to weanlings
from mothers fed control diets. This study aimed to determine whether maternal
protein restriction alters the expression and/or the activity of hepatic enzymes
involved in glycogen metabolism in weanling rats. Materials and Methods: Mated
females were placed on either a control (20"10 protein) (Con) or low protein (8%
protein) (LP) isocaJoric diet. Offspring were killed (fed) at 26 days, tissues and blood
were collected. Liver glycogen content, glycogen phosphorylase (GP) and glycogen
synthase (GS) gene expression and activities were measured. R..ults: There were no
differences in the expression of liver GP (LP: 0.856 ± 0.26, Con: 0.676 ± O.I I, P =
0.4) and GS (LP: 1.366 ± 0.25, Con: 1.167 ± 0.12, P =0.4) genes relative to Jl actin.
The LP offspring had greater active GP activity (nmol GIP/rnin/ng wet weight) (LP:
7.15 ± 0.55, Con: 5.28 ± 0.52, P = 0.02). Total GS activity (nmol UDPG/min/ng wet
weight) was reduced in LP offspring (LP: 0.226±O.023, Con: 0.307±0.026, p <o.oot)
as was active GS activity (LP: 0.158 ± 0.013, Con: 0.218 ± 0.023, p = 0.002). LP
offspring had a 5-fold increase in liver glycogen content (umol glucose/g wet weight).
(LP: 336.9± 86.99, Con: 67.3 ± 15.86 p<O.OOOI). Conclusions: In utero malnutrition
had no effect at weaning on the expression of key enzymes involved in hepatic
glycogen synthesis and degradation but did have an effect on the activities of these
enzymes. The changes seen in the activities of these enzymes towards decreased
glycogen synthesis and increased glycogenolysis are consistent with the reduction in
plasma insulin and raised plasma glucose previously found and suggest that these
pathways in the livers of LP weanlings remain insulin sensitive. However, the
changes in the activities of these enzymes are inconsistent with the elevated hepatic
glycogen content found after LP feeding, suggesting dysregulation of other pathways
which contribute to glycogen formation.
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TISSUE SPECIFIC LXPRESSION OF ACElYL-COA CAR80:\"1'LASE, FATTY
ACID SYNTHASE Axn CAR.\'ITIl\E PAL.'\fITOYL TRA.SSFERASE I L\'
WEANLL'iC RATS EXPOSED TO A LOW PROTEIN DIET IN UTERO
c.A. Maloney, AK Gosby, JL Phuyal, DI Bryson, ill Caterson, Human Nutrition Unit,
Dept.ofBiochernistry,The Universityof Sydney,NSW, Australia.
Background and Aims: Low birth weight and poor growth during childhood has been
associatedwith early-onsetabdominalobesity, type 2 diabetes, and hypertensionin adult
life (The Barker Hypothesis).Maternal protein energy malnutrition(PEM) in rats results
in low birthweight and reducedgrowthaIler birth. but increased adiposityin later life. We
have previously shown that maternal PBI in rats results in changes in hepatic gene
expressionin weanling rats which could result in increased fat deposition, ie increased
expression of acetyl CoA carboxylase (ACC) and fatty acid synthase'(FAS), enzymes
involvedin fat synthesisas well as decreasedexpressionof camitine palmitoyltransferase
I (CPT·I). a key enzymefor fatty acid oxidation.The aim of this study was to investigate
the changes in the expressionlevels of these 3 genes in quadricepsmuscle taken from the
same animals.
~ateria1s and Methods: Pregnantmothers were placed on one of two isocaloricdiets (a
low protein diet (LP, 8% protein) or a control diet (com, 20% protein» the day after
pregn.1l1CY was confirmed. Mothers remained on the diet throughout pregnancy and
lactation, Pups were weanedon day 25 after delivery and sacrificedon the morningof day
26. Quadriceps muscle was removed for analysis of ACC, FAS and CPT-I mRNA
expression using semi-quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chainreaction. The
housekeepinggene b-acrinwas used as an internalcontrol.
R..ults: We have previouslyshown that the LP weanlingshada 40% lower body weight
when sacrificed as well as a 4-fold increase in expression of ACC and FAS and a 50%
decreaseinCPT-Iinthe liver.In musclehowever, therewereno significant differences in
the expressionof these 3 enzymes relative to Jl actin; Cont \"5 LP: ACC: 0.89 ± 0.08 \"S

0.72 ± 0.08; FAS: 0.61 ± 0.07 \"S 0.64 ± 0.1; CPT·I: 0.91 ± 0.13 '"50.94 ± 0.16. These
similaritiesin expressionoccurred despite increased plasma glucose (9.I ± 0.5 '"5 11.2 ±
0.5 mM), triglycerides(1.41 ± 0.2 '"51.99 ±-O 201.\1)and reduced plasma free fatty acids
(0.432 ±-O.O~ \"S 0.087 ± 0.03 01.\1) and insulin (1.48 ± 0.3 '"5 0.8& ± 0.1 ng/m1), all 01
whichare knownto regulatethe expressionof these genes.
C.nelusions: Whereasthe gene expressionpatternof ACC, FAS and CPT·I in the liver of
LP animalswas found to beconduciveto fat partitioning,muscle expressionwas unaltered
showing that maternal PE..\I inuteroandduring lactation altersgene expression in a tissue
specificmanner.
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The influence of maternal thinness and age in twin pregnencies on insulin
resistance in the offspring
R.lF. Leos, D.I.W. Phillips, R. Fagard, G. Beunen, C. Derom, C. Mathieu, J.
Verhaeghe, R. V1ietinck. Katbolieke Universiteit Leuven, Leuven, Belgium and MRC
Environmental Epidemiology Unit, Southampton, United Kimgdom

Background and Aims: There is strong evidence that low birthweight is associated
with glucose intolerance and diabetes. However, it is not clear whether fetal or
maternal factors are responsible for this association. We have carried out a twin study
to determine the relative influence of fetoplacental factors (as evidenced by
associations beween birthweight and outcomes in twin pairs who were growth
discordant at birth) or maternal influences such as body composition.

Materials and Methods: We identified a sample of 423 twin pairs (250 MZ and 173
DZ)from the East Flanders Prospective Twin Survey who were born between 1964
and 1982. Data collected in this study included the mother's body composition and
weight gain during pregnancy, the twins' birthweights and gestational age. The twins
(aged 18-34 years) attended a research centre for measurement of height, weight,
waist-to-hip ratio, and fasting insulin and glucose concentrations.

Results: We found little evidence that among discordant twin pairs the lighter twin
had abnormal glucose-insulin metabolism in the adult life. However, both a low
maternal body mass index and older maternal age at delivery were associated with
hyperinsulinaernia and evidence of insulin resistance in the offspring. Fasting insulin
increased by 1.3%[95CI 0.1-2.6%] per unit fall in matemal BMI and by 1.1% [95CI
0.02-2.0%] per year increase in maternal age. These associations were independent of
the twins' B~fI and waist-to-hip ratio or their zygosity.

Conclusions: These novel findings suggest that in twin pregnancies maternal factors
are more important than fetoplacental factors in determining glucose-insulin
metabolism in the offspring.
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Beta-Cell Gene Expression
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The effect of chronic exposure to Iatty acids ou gene expression profile in
clonal insulin-producing cells:

Jianzhong Xiao, Sorcn Gregersen, Steen B Pedersen, Mogcns Kruhoffcr, Torben
F 0mtoft and Kjeld Hermansen, I Aarhus, Denmark.
Backgrounds and Aims. Changes of gene expression are involved in the
mechanism of lipotoxicityin beta cells. ExtensiveInvestigationof gene
expression profiles may help to characterise the mechanism Materials and
Methods. INS-I cells were cultured with palmitate (0, 50 and 200 I-'M) for up
72 days. We studied changes in the insulin secretion capacityat day 2, 9, 16,20,
37,44, and 72, and 8740 gene expressions using high-density oligonucleotide
microarray (gene chip) at day 2 and day 44.A subset genes was verified by real
time RT-PCR Results. I) Increased basal insulin secretion at 1.0 mM glucose is
more pronounced (97±8 and 57±4 ng/rngprotein/GO min respectivelyat day 44
vs, 20±1 in control group, P4l.05) and appeared earlier (2days vs.Sweeks) in
cells cultured at 200 micro M than at 50 I.M palmitate. 2) Glucose and fatty
acid-stimulated insulin secretion was enhanced from day 2 to day 30 but
declined after 37 days in cells cultured at 200 I-'M palmitate. 3) There were II
and 99 genes at day 2 and 134 and 159 genes that changed expression at day 44
after culture with 50 ~f and 200 ~I palmitate, respectively,4) The results
were good correlation between gene chip and those from RT-PCR; 5) changes in
expression were found in genes involved in nutrient metabolism, signal
transduction. ion channels, etc. Interestingly, genes involved in fatty acid
oxidation were up regulated in cells culture with 200 ¢.f palmitate whereas
genes involved glucose oxidation were down regulated in cells exposed to
longer time or higher concentration of palmitate. A combined suppression of
insulin receptor, hepatic nuclear factor 4, cytoklne-inducible src-homology-Z
containing protein. glycogenphosphorylaseand insulin receptor substrate-2
gene was found in cells cultured with 200 ¢.f palmitate at day 44. Conclusion.
Palmitate could modify insulin secretion and gene expressionof INS-I cells.
Thc alteration ofgene expressionwas dose and time dependent to palmitate
exposure. Roadie's glucose-fatty acids cycleseems operativein mRNA levels in
INS·I cells that exposed to palmitate. A combined modification of expression of
genes involved in different cell functions maycontribute to the change of insulin
secretion after exposure INS·I cells to palmitate.
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The role oflCER in Pancreatic beta cell: Study in ICER transgenic mice
A. Inada, Y. Yamada, Y. Hamamoto, K. Miyawaki, Y. Ihara, and Y. Seine,
Department of Metabolism and Clinical Nutrition. Kyoto University Graduate School
ofMedicine, Kyoto,Japan

Background and Aims: Previously, we have reportedthat the expression of ICER, a
powerful transcriptional repressor of insulin gene, was increased in pancreatic islets of
diabetic animal. To ascertain the specific role oflCER in pancreatic beta cell in vivo,
we have now generated ICER transgenic mice.

Materials and Methods: The insulin mRNA level and the capacity of insulin
secretion to glucose stimulation in ICER transgenic mice were examined by RT-PCR
and batch incubation method, respectively. Serum parameters were determined by
using ELISA kit. The morphological abnormalities in distribution and population of
pancreatic islets cell were analyzed by immunohistochemistry.

Results: ICER transgenic mice displayed severe hy-perglycemia, and failed to develop
the body weight. The expression of insulin mRNA and the serum insulin
concentration were remarkably reduced, whereas serum ketone and glucagon levels
were elevated in JeER transgenic mice. Upon oral glucose challenge, ICER
transgenic mice kept abnormally high glucose levels, and did not rctum to basal
values during the study. Insulin secretion to glucose stimulation of the islets isolated
from ICER transgenic mice was completely arrested. Furthermore,
immunohistochemical studies revealed the deformity and reduction of beta cell and a
significant increase in the number of alpha cell combind with the abnormal
distribution within the islets in leER transgenic mice.

Conclusions: ICER plays critical roles in regulating the insulin gene transcription
and maintaining the beta cell population in a differential state.
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Effects of cytokine stimulation on the gene expression profile in insulin
producing RL'Im5F cells
K.L. Souza, S. Lenzen. M. Tiedge, M. Elsner
Institute of Clinical Biochemistry, Hannover Medical School, Hannover, Germany.

Background and Aims: Type I diabetes mellitus is an autoimmune disease. where T-cells and
macropbagcs infiltrate the islets of Langerhans and lead to specific destruction of pancreatic
beta-cells. Cytokines which are released by these infiltratingmononuclear cells are able to
activate genes and proteins in the beta-cell which determine whether these cells wilt survive or
undergoapoptosisor necrosis.To identify genes which are involvedin the cytckine mediated
beta-celldestructiona restrictionfragmentdifferentialdisplaytechniquewas used in this study.
Materials and Methods: Insulin-producing RINm5F tissue culture cells were exposed for 6
hours to a cytokinemix of ILl-beta (60 U/ml), Thl'-alpha (14 U/ml) and IFN-g,mm,(185/ml).
The mRNA of the RlNm5F cells was isolated and used for a restriction fragment differential
display to obtain a comprehensive quantitative gene expression profile. The profile of cytokine
stimulated RlNmSF cells was compared to that of untreated control cells. Differentially
expressed genes were quantified by the gel analysis software GelPro and identified by tho
Displayfit database.
Results: RlNm5F cells exposed to the cytokine IDC' showed more than 50 differentially
expressed genes in comparison with control cells. Apart from known cytokine regulated genes
like inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and beet shock protein 70 (hsp70) several other
differentially expressed genes grouped in ion channels, receptors, enzymes, regulatory and
structural proteins were identified. Slx different types of ion channels were down-regulated
indicating an imbalance of ion homeostasis. In the group of regulatory proteins the expression
of the calcineurin inhibitor gene was down-regulated resulting in an increase of io"'-:OS activity
and a stimulation of endocytosis. Further support for an interference of cytokines with the
endocytosis pathway are observedexpression increases of the megalinandc1athrin genes.
Conclusions: \Vith the restriction fragment differential display technique it was possible to
identify several new differentially expressed genes under cytokine stimulation. The up
regulation of several genes of the endocytosis pathway is indicative for the activation of a
cytoprotcctive pathway in the cells against cytokine-induced toxicity. This knowledge can
provide a bella understanding of the molecularmechanisms Icading to beta-cell destruction
during diabetes type 1 manifestation and open perspectives for new treatment strategies.
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The Protein Tyrosine Phosphatase like Molecule IA-l as a Model for Paracrine
Regulation by Insulin
K. Lobner, H. Steinbrenner, G.A Roberts, G.-e. Huang, E. Bonifacio, 1. Seissler and
MR Christie.
Department of Medicine, King's College London, UK and German Diabetes Research
Centre Duesseldorf, Gennany

Background and Aims: lA-2 is a major autcantigen in Type 1 diabetes. It is localised on
secretory granules of islets and neuroendocrine tissues and its tyrosine phosphatase like
Structure is highly conserved between species. Activity, function and precise regulation arc
unknown. [A.2 is undetectable in rat foetal development from day 13 onwards but up-regulated
after birth. This study investigates the regulation of [A-2 in rat and human pancreatic islets.
Materials and Methods: Islets isolated from I, 5 and 10 day old and adult rats as well as
human islets were isolated and cultured for 1.2 or 10days in RPMI containing 3, 6, 10 or 20
mM glucose and supplemented with exogenous insulin (3, 16 and 160 nM), tolbutamide,
forskolin, IBMX or diazoxide, respectively. IA-2 protein and RNA content of the islets was
quantified by Western blotting and Re.U Time PCR. respectively, and comparedto the insulin
accumulated in the culture medium.
Results: lA·2 is up-regulated after birth in parallel with the maturation of insulin secretion. In
vitro. IA·2 expression was strongly influenced by glucose. Culture in 10 m.\t compared to 6
mM glucose resulted within I day in an 7-fold (rat islets) or 4-fold (human islets) increase in
[A·2 content We have studied whether glucose regulates [A·2 expression directly, or indirectly
via secreted insulin. In rat islets, addition of exogenous insulin. tolbutamide, forskolin or IBM X
stimulated 1A-2expression by 4-, 2-, 2.5- or 3-fold, respectively, comparedto culture in 6 m.\!
glucose alone. When added to medium containing 10 m.\! glucose, none of these compounds
resulted in a further increase of the lA·2 content. [A-2 expression at 10 m..\Jglucose could be
blocked when insulin secretion was inhibited using diazoxide. Similarly, in human islets,
exogenous insulin and insulin secretagogues increased IA-2 content while diazoxide blocked
the increase mediated by glucose. The up-regulation of lA-2 protein content was paralleled by
an increaseof IA-2 mRNA.
Conclusions: IA·2 expression is up-regulated by glucose, exogenous insulin and insulin
sccretagogucsand blocked by inhibitors of insulin secretion.These results demonstrate that the
stimulation of the JA-2 expression by glucose is mediated via insulin and regulated at the level
of transcription.. Insulin has been shown to feed back on insulin transcription but few is known
about its influence on other betacell specific proteins. This paracrine mechanism might account
for the increase in IA-2 after birth and could be important for other aspects of islet maturation.
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Sterol Regulatory Element Binding Protein It (SREBP-Ic) is regulated by
glucose at the trauscriptlonst tevel iu MIN6 ncflliine,
C. Andreolas], C. Zhao], G. da Silva Xavier], A. Varadi], F. Foufellet, P. Ferret, F.
Diraison] and GA Rutter]
t Department of Biochemistry University of Bristol, U.K. BS8 lTD; ~INSERM

Unite-342, Centre Biomedical des Cordeliers IS, 75270 Paris, France.

Background and Aims: SREBP Ie plays an important role in the regulation by
glucose and insulin of lipogenic gene transcription in liver and adipose tissue.
Glucose also enhancesthe expressionof similargenes in pancreatic islet-a cells, but
the role of SREBP Ic in this cell type is unknown. Our principal aim was to explore
the molecular basis of the regulation of SREBP lc gene expression by glucose in the
IIcell type.
Materials and Methods: Homogenates were derived from the glucose responsive
MIN6 II cell line were subjected 10 RT-PCR and western blotting to quantify SREBP
Ie in this cell type. Single cell nuclear microinjection of reporter gene constructs was
used to analyse the effect of SREBP Ie on gene expression.
Results: Elevated glucose concentrations (30 versus 3 m.\I, 24h) increased SREBP Ie
mRNA levels (1.6 ± O.6-fold;n = 3 experiments). Both unprocessed (58.8 ± 8.7%; n
= 3 experiments; p< 0.05 with respect to 3 m.\!) and mature (31 ± 8.0%; n = 3
experiments) SREBP Ic protein levels were also increased by high glucose
concentrations. Addition of exogenous insulin (20 IL\!) did not affect these changes.
However, high glucose concentrations increased SREBP Ie promoter activity (2.2 ±
0.8 fold; n =20 (3 rn.\!) and n =25 (30 rn.'I) cells; 3 experiments). Microinjection of
a dominant negative form of SREBP Ic impaired transcription from the L-pyruvate
kinase, acetyl CoA carboxylase, and preproinsulin promoters at elevated glucose (30
mM). Injection of a constitutively active form of SREBP Ic increased transcription
fromthe same promoters at elevatedbutnot low glucose concentrations.
Conclusions: SREBP Ie is expressed in MIN6 cells and it can be regulated by
glucose, which acts at the transcriptional level. SREBP Ic could be involved in the
regulation of ACCI, L-type pyruvate kinase and preproinsulin gene expression in the
II cell. Its enhanced expression during prolonged hyperglycaemia could contribute to
lipiddeposition in 13 cells anddefectiveinsulinsecretion.

OP20
Prediction of Type 1 Diabetes
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Diabetes related autoantibodies in cord blood from children of healthy mothers
have disappeared when Ihe child is one-year old.
J. Wahlberg and J. Ludvigsson. Dep!. of Health and Environment, Div. of Paediatrics,
Faculty ofHealth Sciences, Linkoping, Sweden

Background and Aims: Auto-antibodies found in cerd blood in children have been
said to predict diabetes later in life If auto-antibodies are produced by the foetus one
would expect to find them in the children still at the age of one year.
Our aim is 10 screen for GAD and IA2 antibodies in cord blood. and then follow-up at
the age of one year.

Malerial. and Melhods: ABIS (All Babies in Southeast Sweden) includes 17.000
new-born children who are followed prospectively with blood samples taken at birth
and after 1.2.5 and 5 years. We have determined auto-antibodies in cord blood from
2.518 randomly selected children against Glutamic Add Decarboxylase 65 (GAD),
Thyrosinphosphatase (1A-2) by immunoprccipitation of3H-1abelled antigen.

Results: 49 were positive for GAD 65 antibodies and 14 for 1A-2antibodies. Three of
them were positive for both. Four of the mothers of children with GAD65 antibodies
in cerd blood (8.2%) had Type I diabetes and 4 mothers 10 children with IA-2
antibodies (28.6%), but only 0.4% in the antibody negative group. Infection during
pregnancy was more common in autoantibody positive (32.7%) than antibody
negative (20.1%; p<0.03). At one year follow-up of those positive in cord blood all
were antibody negative.

Condusions: As autoantibodies found in cord blood had disappeared when the child
is I year old they are probably passively transferred from mother 10 child. Thus
antibody screening ofcord blood will not be a good method to predict diabetes in the
general population.
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Proteomemediated identificationof proteins Involvedin p-cell maturation.

K Nielsen', T Sparre', M.R. Larsen'. S. Fey', P.M. Larsen', P. Roepslorfl2, J. Nerup' &
A.E. Karlsen'. 'Center forProteomeAnalysis and 'InstituteforBiochemistry and Molecular
Biology, University of SouthernDenmark, Odenseand 3StenoDiabetes Center,Genlolte,
Denmar1<.
Background: Type 1 insulin-dependenl diabetes mellitus (T1DM) is associated with a
specific destruction of the pancreatic P-<:ells in !he islets of Langerhans. Increased
sensitivity to cytokines, in particularly inte~eukin-lp (IL-1P) seems to be an acquired trail
during p-cellmaturation. We hypothesize thatinresponse10cytokines bothprotective and
deleterious mechanisms are induced, and whenthe deleterious prevaJl nOM develops. To
analyze this hypothesis we used two cell-types, which dependent upon cell-Q.Jlture
maturates from a glucagons-producing pre-p-cen phenotype (NHI-glu) to an insulin
producing p-cellphenotype (NHI~ns). Previous analysis demonstrated thatmaturation from
the pre-p-ceIJ to the p-ceIJ phenotype is assedated with an acquired S€nsitivity tothe toxic
effectof IL-lp. Aim: To Identify proteins of changed expression level involved in p-cen
maturation and acquired sensitivity 10IL·lp byusingproteomeanalysis. Methods;2D-jJel
electrophoresis was performed on !he two phenotypes folJowed by computer-assisted
comparison of the protein-spots. Protein-spots ofaIJered expression level wereidentified by
mass spectrometry (MS). Results: Out of 2,239detectable, 135 protein-spot showedan
alteredexpression level during p-cellmaturation (N=4, p<O.OI). Of these, 74 weredown
regulated, 44 up-regulated, 16 weresuppressedand 1 was expresseddenol'O. Fromthe
135 protein-spots, 109differenl protein identifications were obtained and of these were 26
proteins present in more than one protein-spot reflecting post-translational modification.
The identified proteinswere assignedin 6 groupsaccording to the known major functions:
1)glycolytic enzymes(8),2) aminoacid pathway and protein synthesis/degradation (19),3)
energy transduction (11), 4) cytokinesis, nucleoacid synthesis, transcription and nuclear
transport (20),5) chaperones,translocation, protein folding and cellular transport (25)and
6) signaltransduction, regulation, growth, differentiation and apoptosis(26).Conclusion:
Maturation of the pancreatic p-cellsis complex involving several interacting mechanisms.
The proteins involved and their specific functionally importance for p-cellmaturation and
the acquired sensitivity tocytokines needs to be further elucidated. Anunderstanding of the
molecular mechanisms responsible for Iheseprocessesmay yield important information to
novel strategiestowards intervention, prevention and/orislettransplantation inTlDM.
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DiPiS- Diabetes Prediction in SUne
Anita Nilsson. Sten Ivarsson and Ale Lemrnark for The DiPiS Study group, Lund
University, Lund.Sweden
Background and Aims: The aspectsof type I diabetesetiologysuggestthat HLA·DQ is
the major genetic susceptibility locus v.-hichmodify risk in response to environmental
factorsand appearenceof islet cell autoimmunity. Dried bloodspots havebeen developed
to efficiently screen for genetic factors using PCR amplification. Children who later
developeddiabetes may have islet cell autoantibodies already in their cord blood. Since
these children were born to healthymothersit was speculatedthat the childrenhad been
exposed to type I diabetes pathogenetic processes already in utero. The aims are I) to
screen all newborns in Skane; 2) to relate their HLA types and other genetic factors to
autoantibodies againstGAD65andLA-2, aloneor in combination to determinethe positive
predictive value for type I diabetes. Materials and Methods: All mothers and their
newborns in the Skane region of Sweden are currently screened at birthSkane has 1.4
millioninhabitantsand about 10,000childrenare born per year. More than 100 children
are diagnosedwith type I diabetesper year. Dried blood spots are preparedat birth from
motherand child for lILA typingand autoantibody analysis.Time-resolved fluorometry
based HLA-DQBI l}-ping on dried blood spots are used to assess type 1 diabetes'risk
alleles. Following elution from the dried blood spots, GAD65 and 1A-2 autoantibodies
(Ab) are determined in standardizedradioligand binding assays.Both antibodiesare first
analyzedsimultaneously.Samples with high binding index are re-analyzed individually.
Results:A total of2019 childrenwerebornduringthe first threemonthsof the study.The
numberof children with high risk lILA DQ alleles amountedto 6,0% for heterozygous
DQBI'02l0302 (02 includes the DR7 associated0201), 8.8% 0302IX(X is excluding
0602,0603,0301 and 02) and 15.3%02IX(X is excluding0602, 0603, 030\ and 0302).
The simultaneousassayof GAD65Ab and1A-2Ab revealed60 (3%)samplesthat required
analysisof both autoantibodies. Hightiter GAD65Ah(>50VlmJ) were found in 17 (0,8%)
childrenand 1A-2Ab(>15 VlmJ) in 4 (0.3%)children DoublepositiveGAD65Aband LA
2Ab were found in one (0.05%) mother-child pair, neither subjecthad high risk IILA-DQ
alleles.Levelsof autoantibodies werehigherin cord than in the mothersbloodat delivery.
In 5/17 mother-childpairs, GAD65Abwere'detectedin the cord but not in the mothers
bloodsample. Amongthe 17 GAD65Ab positivechildren9 had a DQ 02 allele,4 a 0302
alleleand 9 the non-riskalleles0602,0603,or0301 (n.s.). Conclusions:Driedblood SPOlS

represents an efficient way to screen newborns and their mothers for both Hl.A genetic
factorsandautoantibodies to predictthe riskof developingtype I diabetes.
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L'\PORTL'" BETA: A NOVEL AUTOANTIGEN L'" TYPE I DIABETES
IDENTIFIED BY SCREENLxG RANDOM PEPTIDE LIBRARIES 0:'/ PHAGE
WITH DIABETIC SERA
A. Fierabracci", T.O.Ola·, P.A. Biro" and G.F. Bottazzo. " Autoimmunity
Laboratory, Ospedale Pediatrico Bambino Gesu, Rome, Italy; "Department of
Immunology, St Bartholomew's and the Royal London School of Medicine and
Dentistry, London, UK; "" Scientific Directorate, Ospedale Pediatrico Bambino
Gesu, Scientific Institute, Rome, Italy

Background and Aims: In order to identify novel autoantigens in Type I diabetes we
screened random peptide libraries on phage (RPLs) with Type I diabetic Sera. With
this method, we identified five disease-specific 'mimotopes' displayed on phage
(phagotopes). Their sequence did not correspond to any known protein on Databases.
We initially characterised one phagotope (CHlp)as an epitope of human osteopontin,
an autoantigen expressed within the somatostatin cells of human islets. The aim of
this study was to characterise a second phagotope, 195Dyn, which was reacting with
20"10 newly diagnosed diabetic sera and none of the normal controls.
Materials and Methods: In order to characterise phagotope 195Dyn, we raised a
specific rabbit antibody against it, which was employed in immunohistochemistry, in
the screening ofa lambda gt I I cDNA library from human islets and in Western Blot.
Results: The 195Dyn mimotope was detected in human islets according to a classical
ICA staining (whole pattern). The screening of the lambda gtl I cDNA library
identified a specific clone, whose sequence corresponded to human importin beta. In
Western Blot of human osteosarcoma cell extracts, the anti-195Dyn antibodies
identified a protein of approximately 90kD corresponding to that produced by anti
imponin beta antibodies. In preliminary studies, antibodies against the protein were
demonstrated by ELISA in 10/10 human diabetic sera and 1110 normal controls, and
radioimmunoassay with the recombinant protein with a large number of diabetic sera
and controls is at present under investigation.
Conclusions: In summary, RPLs proved to be successful in identifying another novel
islet-related autoantigen (importin beta), whose significance in disease remains to be
established.
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Enterovirus infections and the risk of Type I diabetes
H. Hyoty, K. Salminen, K. Sadeharju, M. Lonnrot, S.Korhonen, T.Simell, J.I1onen,
M.Knip, O.Simell. JDFI Center for Prevention of Type I Diabetes in Finland;
Universities ofTurku, Tampere and Oulu, Finland.

Background and Aims: We have previously found that enterovirus infections are
associated with increased risk for TY'PeI diabetes in prospective studies. In the present
study we analysed further this association by studying extended number of children
who were followed from the birth and who turned postive for diabetes-associated
autoantibodies or developed clinical diabetes during the observation,
Malerials and Methods: Thc study subjects participated the Finnish Diabetes
Prediction and Prevention Study (DIPP). In this study all newborns arc first screened
for diabetes associated 1ll..A-DQBI alleles and those with high risk alleles are invited
to follow-up. Enterovirus infections were diagnosed by serology and RT-PCR from
serum samples taken during the follow-up of 41 case children who developed type I
diabetes associated autoantibodies or clinical diabetes and 196 control children
matched for the time of birth, gender and HLA-DQB I alleles.
Results: Enterovirusinfections were more frequent in case children than in control
children: 24% (59/248) vs. 16% (183/1114) of the follow-up sample intervals
indicated infection, respectively (p={).OO4). The average enterovirus antibody levels
were also higher in case children than in control chilren (p=O.003 for coxsackievirus
B4 IgG). To study further possible causal association we analysed if there was any
temporal association between the induction of autoantibodies and enterovirus
infections. Enterovirus infections were particularly frequent during the 6 months
period preceding the first detection of autoantibodies: 51% (21/41) of the case
children compared to 28% (55/196) of the control children had infection at that time
(odds ratio [OR) 3.0, 95% CI 1.4-6.4). Enterovirus RNA was found in 17% of the
case children and 3% of the control children during this period (OR 7.7,95% CI 2.1
29.2). There was no difference in the frequency of adenovirus infections between the
case and control groups (p-o.s).
Conclusions: This data confirm our previous findings and support the hypothesis that
enterovirus infections are a risk factor for type I diabetes.
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THE L.\-2 INTRACELLULAR FRAGMENf (a.1761-964) IS THE MOST
SENSlm'E IIIARKER OF 1A-2AUTOL'\l.IIIlfl\TlY 1:'00' TYPE I DIABETES
C. Tiberti, L.Yu. A Verrienti, V.Di Giovanni, L.Farilla, E.Vecci, G.S.Eisenbarth, F.Dotta
and U.Di Mario. Dept of Clinical Sciences, University "La Sapienza" Rome. Italy;
Barbara Davis Center for Childhood Diabetes, Denver, CO, USA.
Barkground and Aims: Recently, we successfully utilized the strategy of displaying
peptides on the surface of bacteriophages to screen a diabetes specific cDNA library. Such
methodology, applied to fragment IA2I512bdc of the tyrosine-phosphatase 2 (aa.256
556:630-979) allowed us to identify two major IA-2 autoreactive epitopes in the
intracellular domain of the protein (00761-964 and a 0929-979). The larger clone
(a a, 761-%4) was found to be autoimmune target of all 512bdc autoantibody-positive type
I diabetic sera investigated in that study, suggesting that this region contains the main
autoantigenic repertoire of tyrosine-phosphatase 2. Aim of this work v..'3S to analyze the
autoantibody response to 1A-2 (a.a,761-964) construct in comparison with that of other
five IA-2 fragments (00256-760, 761-928, 929-979, IA2l512bdc, 601-979) and full
length protein (001-979). Patients and Methods We tested sera from 39 first degree
relatives of type I diabetic patients (20m, 191), ICA and'or GAD65Ab and/or IAAb
positive, who subsequently developed type I diabetes (16/39 sequentially followed until
diagnosis), 131 randomly selected newly diagnosed type I diabetic patients (74m,571) and
100 normal controls (53m,471). Autoantibodies to IA-2 fragments were detected by a
quantitative radioinununoprecipit3tion assay using [35S)-methionine. Values above 99th
percentile of normal controls were considered positive and calculated separately for each
1A-2 fragment.
Results: 31/39ty'Pe I diabetic first degree relatives hadautoantibodies directed against at
least one 1A-2 fragment. in particular 31/31 againstlA-2(761-964) construct. 19/31 vs lA
2(256-760), 18131 vs JA-2(761-928), 23/31 \'S 1A-2(929-979), 27/31 \'S IA-2/512bdc,
30131 \'S JA-2(601-979), 29/31 vs IA-2(1-979). Interestingly, as for the 16 prediabetic
patients followed up before diagnosis, in all 16 of them the first autoantibodies to appear
were directed against fragments 1A-2(761-964) and JA-2(601-979). Among newly
diagnosed type I diabetic patients 84/131 had autoantibodies directed against IA-2(761
964) construct. 42/131 vs IA-2 (256-760), 32/131 vs JA-2 (761-928), 59/131 \'S IA-2 (929
979),78/131 \'S IA·2/512bdc, 78/131 \'S JA-2(601-979) and 75/131 \'S IA-2(1-979).
Conclusions These d313 confirm JA-2(761-964) domain as a dominant target of IA-2
autoimmunity in prodromal-phases and at diagnosis of type I diabetes, strongly suggesting
the application of this construct as autoimmune marker in disease prediction and
prevention studies.
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L\-2 AUTOA?oITiBODIES BETTER PREDICT DIPENDL'iG TYPE I
DIABETES THAN MULTIPLE ANTIBODY POSITIVITY
K Decochez, III De Leeuw, B Keymeulen, C Mathieu, R Rortiers, I Weets, E
Vandemeulebroucke, I Truyen, FC Schuit, DG Pipeleers, FK Gorus and the Belgian
Diabetes Registry, Brussels, Belgium
nackground and Aims: Multiple antibody positivity is generally considered as the main
predictor for progression to clinical onset of type 1 diabetes. We compared its predictive
value for impending type I diabetes with that of positivity for JA-2 antibodies. Materials
and Methods: Siblings (n=I724; median age [range]: 16 [0-39] years) of type I diabetic
patients were followed for a median (range) period of 24 (0-131) months. Antibodies
against islet <ell cytoplasm (lCA) were measured by indirect inununofluorescence and
antibodies against glutamate decarboxylase (GADA), JA-2 protein (lA-2A) and insulin
(lAA) by radioligand assays. Antibody-positive siblings were HLA DQ genotyped,
Survival analysis was used to assess progression to diabetes. Results: On initial sampling
4.2% of siblings were positive for ICA, 5.6% for GADA, 1.7'10 for IA-2A, 5.5% for JAA,
11% for at least I antibody type and 2.0"10 for at least 3 types. Twenty-five siblings
developed diabetes after a median (range) follow-up of 13 (2-77) months. Their antibody
positivity during the preclinical phase increased from 52 to 76% for ICA, 64 to 68% for
GADA, 56 to 72% for JA-2A and 48 to 64% for IAA. They were positive for at least I
antibody in 92% of cases at first sampling and in 100% at clinical onset and for at least 3
antibodies in respectively 44 and 68% of cases. Progression to clinical onset tended to be
associated with the number of antibody positivities prtclinically, reaching 44% within 4
years for n=3 (P<0.001 vs n=I); however, this progression was not significantly different
for subjects with positivity for 2, 3 or 4 antibodies. Positivity for 2 or 3 antibodies other
than IA-2A did confer less than 15% progression within the next 6 years (P<0.002 \'S lA
2A positivity). Positivity for JA-2A was associated with 70"10 progression to diabetes
within 4 years \'S 1% in absence of 1A-2A (P<0.001). In IA·2A positive siblings the
progression rate tended to increase with IA-2A levels (1)=0.06 for highest tertile \'S the
rest) and with the presence of the HLA DQ2IDQ8 high risk genotype (P={).08 vs non
[DQ2IDQ8]) but not with age or the number of other antibodies present In 87'10 of
initially IA-2A positive subjects positivity persisted during follow-up. Conclusions: In
siblings of type I diabetic patients IA-2A positivity bener predicts impending clinical
onset than multiple antibody positivity. IA·2A levels and HLA DQ status may further
refine prediction, These findings may facilitate the enrolment of subjects with
homogeneously high risk for diabetes in prevention trials, hereby reducing the sample
sizes needed.
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Pyridoxamine inhibits formation of advanced glycoxidation and lipoxidation
end- produds and retards development of nephropathy in hyperlipidemic and
diabetic rats.
J.W. Baynes, NA Alderson, M.E. Chachich, N.N. Youssef. S.M. Jiminez, R.J.
Beattie, AS. Januszewski, S.R. Thorpe. University of South Carolina, Columbia,
South Carolina, USA.

Background and Aims: We evaluated the effect of pyridoxamine (P~I), an inhibitor
of formation of advanced glycoxidation and lipoxidation end-products (AGElALEs),
on the formation of AGElALEs and development of nephropathy in streptozotocin
(STZ)-diabetic Sprague Dawley (n~12) and obese, pre-diabetic Zucker (fa/fa; n=7)
rats.
Materials and Metbods: PM was administered in drinking water at 1-2 gIL for 7
months. Plasma glucose (GIc), glycated hemoglobin (GHb) and plasma triglycerides
(TG) were measured by commercial kits, and 24-hour urinary albumin (VA) by
ELISA Glycation (fiuctoselysine (FL», AGE (pentosidine), ALE (rnalondialdehyde
lysine (MDA-Lys» and AGE/ALEs (carboxymethyl- and carboxyethyl-lysine
(CI\UlCEL» were measured by HPLC and GC/},IS.
Results: Glc increased from 5 to 25 m.\!, and GHb from 7 to 13% in STZ rats; fa/fa
rats remained normoglycemic. PM had no effect on glycemia in either STZ or fa/fa
rats. FL increased -5-fold in STZ, compared to non-diabetic rats. TG increased from
-75 mgldL in non-diabetic and lean controls to 400 and 750 mgldL in STZ and fa/fa
rats, respectively, and was decreased by -50"10toward control values by PM (p<0.01).
Pentosidine, MDA-Lys, and CI\UlCEL increased 2-5 fold in skin collagen of both
STZ and fa/fa, compared to control rats, and, except for pentosidine, were decreased
-50"10toward control values by PM (p<O.OI). UA increased to a mean of 43 and 31
mgl24 hr in STZ and fa/fa rats, and was decreased by PM to 13 and 6 mg/24 hr
(p<0.01), vs. control values of2-3 mg/24 hr.
Conclusions: Dyslipidemia, even in the absence of hyperglycemia, causes a
significant increase in AGE/ALE formation in tissue proteins. PM was a potent
inhibitor of both hyperlipidemia and AGElALE formation, and also inhibited the
progression of nephropathy in STZ-diabetie and Zucker pre-diabetic rats. PM should
be useful for treatment of nephropathy in both type I and type 2 diabetes.
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FOOD ADVANCED GLYCAnON ENDPRODUCTS INDUCE ACTIVAnON OF
PLATELETS BY INCREASING EXPRESSION OF RECEPTORS FOR AGE
C.E.Bucnting, T. Koschinsky, B. Schwippcrt, R. Ruetter, J. Weiss. P. Roesen,
D. Tschocpe, German Diabetes Research Institute, Duesseldorf, Germany
Background and Aims: Advanced Glycation Endproducts (AGE) can induce platelet
activation, the keyevent in atherothrombosis superimposed to coronary artery disease,
but it remained unknown whether an AGE-specific, receptor-related signalling
mechanism (RAGE) in human platelets exists that can be triggered by food AGE.
Materials and Methods: The effect of AGE derived from Coca1D-, Pepsi1D- and Red
Stan) Cola, Cocoa Sarotti liland Nescafclil purified by lysozyme affinity chromato
graphy was examined at various concentrations (1-300 pg AGE-peptide/m1 =0.7
210 AGE UlmI) for 0.1 - 2 h in vitro on freshly isolated blood platelets (10'/111) from
fasted diabetic (n=31) and nondiabetic (n= 10) subjects according to Diisseldorf III
protocol. Platelet activation, determined as expression of CD62, CD 63, CD 41 and
receptor bound fibrinogen (RF) at the platelet surface membrane, was measured by
FACS-aMIJsis using specific antibodies. The presence of RAGE in platelet mem
branes from II SUbjects(9 diabetic, 2 non-diabetic) was examined by Western Blot
from platelet lysatcs and by flowcytomctric (FACS)-analY'sisof freshly isolated
platelets. Both methods used a specific antibody against the N-terminus of RAGE
(Santa Cruz Biotechnology). The effect of Cola-AGE (7 Ulml) on RAGE expression
was studied by incubating platelets (10'/111) for IS min. 37°C. Results: RAGE was
present in platelet membranes of all subjects, independently by Western Blot and
FACS-aMly·sis. Cola-AGE increased RAGE expression at the platelet surface
membrane from 14.9±3.3% up to 30.10106.7% positive platelets (1'<0.01). All food
AGE stimulated the expression of CD 41,62,63 and RF at the platelet surface
membrane from diabetic and nondiabetic subjects as a function of concentration and
time, reaching maximal stimulation at 15- min. at 10-30 I'g AGE-peptide/ml with a
significant increase in platelet aggregation and a concomitant decrease in platclcts/ul.
Conclusions: The increased RAGE expression in human platelets offers a signalling
mechanism for food AGE, in concentrations that occur in vivo after an AGE-rich
meal, that could favor postprandially the precipitation of acute ischemic events.
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MOLECULAR ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF RAGE PROMOTER
POLYMORPHISMS ON GENE FUr;CTlOS
B.1. Hudson, I\lH.Stickland, T.S.Futers, P.J.Grant Academic Unit of Molecular
Vascular Medicine, University of Leeds,Leeds, UK.
Background and Aims: The Receptor for Advanced Glycation End-products
(RAGE) has been implicated in the pathogenesis of diabetic vascular complications.
AGEJRAGE interaction results in expression of procoagulatory and proinflammatory
genes leading to an altered vascular phenotype. Blockage of AGEJRAGE has been
demonstrated to reverse these effects and to prevent the development of
atherosclerosis in animal models. The hallmark of RAGE in pathogenic situations is
the increased cellular expression found.: It is possible that polymorphisms within key
promoter regions may influence RAGE expression and it effects. We previously
identified the -374 T/A and -429 TIC polymorphisms, of which the -429 C allele was
found to associate with retinopathy. In this study we investigated the functional effect
of these polymorphisms. Materials and Methods: We have investigated the effects
of the polymorphisms on promoter function by reporter gene studies andtranscription
factor binding assays, Results: In reporter gene studies. the -429 C and -374 A
alleles resulted in a 2 to 3 fold increase in expression. We are currently investigating
this further by expressing these variants in other cell types, with/without AGE
stimulation. Investigation of the effects of these polymorphisms on transcription
factor binding was performed with nuclear extract from the monocytic cell line U937
and HepG2 cells. Although no clear differences were seen between the T and C
alleles for the -429 polymorphism, the introduction of the rarer A allele of the -374
polymorphism completely abolished the DNA:protein complex using nuclear extract
from both U937 and HepG2 cells. Together with the reporter gene data, this suggests
the disruption of a repressor domain in these cell types, possibly leading to increased
RAGE expression, Analysis of the polymorphic regions for transcription factor
binding sites by TRANSFAC implicated a number of repressor-like factors. We are
therefore currently characterizing any binding motifs involved using DNaseI
footprinting, which will help identify the factorts) involved.
Conclusions: The -429 and -374 polymorphisms appear to have a functional effect
on RAGE transcriptional regulation, Further studies are required to characterise
which transcription factors are affected by these polymorphisms and to assess the
influence on RAGE gene expression in situ. This data should provide new
information on the role of RAGE and its genetics in diabetic vascular disease.
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ELEVATION OF SERUM AGE-PEPTIDE L'l PATIE!Il'TS WITH DIABETIC
NEPHROPAnlY DETECTED BY FWW INJECTION ASSAY
Z.L. Sun, N.F. Liu, BC. Liu and J.P. Wang. Department of Endocrinology, ZhongDa
Hospital, SouthEast University, Nanjing 210009, China

Background and Aims: Advanced glycosylation end products(AGEs) may play a
central role in the pathogenesis of diabetic nephropathy (ON) due to hyperglycemia.
Clinical quantitation of AGEs especially low molecular mass AGE-peptide in serum
may serve as a useful marker for monitoring pathological process and progression of
DN. In the present study, we detected the serum AGE-peptide levels in the healthy
control people and diabetic patients with or without DN by flow injection assay(FlA).
Materials and Methods: Serum samples were obtained from 54 age-matched healthy
nondiabetic subjects and 126 patients with D~I. D~t patients were divided into four
groups: 35 normoalbuminuria (N)(UAER<30mg/24h); 33 microalbuminuria
(Mi)(UAER>30mgl24h and UAER<300mg/24h); 30 macroalbuminuria
(Ma)(UAER>300mg/24h); 2&overt proteinuria with insufficient renal function(RF).
A flow injection system was set up by using HPLC to detect AGE-peptide.
Results: The coefficient of variance for intra-assay and inter-assay were 1.21% and
6.35%, respectively; The range of recoveries was 94.&&% - 101.&9%; The serum
AGE-peptide level was significantly elevated in four groups of diabetic patients
(N:1.&+-0.6, Mi;I.&+-O.4, Ma;2.1+-o.9 and RF:3.5+-1.3 UlmI, respectively) as
compared with control group (1.4+-0.5U/ml, P<O.OHl.OOOI);Level of AGE-peptide
was positively correlated with serum creatinine(r=O.7I, P<O.OOOI), 24 hour urinary
protein(r=O.&7,P<O.0001) and urinary albumin excretion(r=O.59.P<O.OOOI).
Conclnsions: I. FIA might be a reliable method for measuring the serum AGE
peptide. 2. The serum AGE-peptide were significantly elevated in the patients with
DN and might relate to the severity ofDN.
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Fluerescest adranced glycationend products, argpJ"rimidine and pentosidine,in lens
proteins of diabetic and beahhy control human subjects
N. Ahmed, P.l. Thomalley, 1. Dawczynski, S. Franke and G. Stein. Department of
Biological Sciences, University of Essex. Colchester, Ll.K. and Department of Internal
Medicine 4, University of Jena,lena, Germany

Background and Aims: The accumulation of advanced glycation endproducts (AGEs)
have been implicated in diabetic complications. One of the key sites of AGE accumulation
is the lens where AGEs may be linked to colouration of cataract Non-tryptophan
fluorescence has been used to determine AGEs in lens proteins. Argpyrimidine, formed
from methylglyoxal, has recently been found to be a key fluorescent AGE. Pentosidine is a
further well-studied fluorescent AGE formed from pentose sugars. In this study, we
compare the concentrations of argpyrimidine and pentosidine in lens proteins of diabetic
and normal healthy human subjects.
Materials ;and Methods: Lenswere extracted from 45 human subjects: 25 normal healthy
controls with age of 66 ± 17 years (15 male, 10 female), and 18 subjects with diabetes
mellitus with an age of 71 ± 9 ye3IS (6 male, 12 female); P>O.05. four normal controls
were non-cataractous; 24 were cataractous with 16 of mild and 6 severe colouration. All
lens of diabetic subjects were cataractous with II of mild and 7 severe colouration. Lens
proteins were de-lipidified, washed by ultrafiltration and hydrolysed enzymatieally - to
avoid acidic degradation of AGEs. Argpyrimidine and pentosidine were assayed by IIPLC
with fluorescence detection (ex. 320 nm, em. 385 nm). Arginine content of lens
hydrolysates was determined by derivarisation with 6-aminoquinolyl-N
hydroxysuceinimidyl carbamate (AQC) and IIPLC with fluorescence detection (ex. 245
nm, em. 395 nm).
Results: The concentration of argpyrimidine in lens proteins was (mean ± SD, mmoVmol
arginine): normal controls 0.764 ± 0.353, diabetic subjects 0.726 ± 0.339 (P>O.05). The
concentration ofpentosidine in lens proteins (median. range; mmoVmol arginine): normal
controls 0.0054, 0.0010 - 0.0160; diabetic subjects 0.0031, 0.001 - 0.0353 (P>O.05).
Pentosidine was less than the limit ofdetection (0.0004 mmoVmolarginine) in 20 samples.
Therefore, argpyrimidine content of human lens was > 20 fold higher than pentosidine and
was a major AGE fluorophore. There was no significant difference in argpyrimidine or
pentosidine content oflens with mild and severe colouration (P>O.05).
Conclusions: Argpyrimidine is a major AGE fluorophore in lens was present at ca. 0.7
mmoVmol arginine. Pentosidine content of lens proteins was >20 fold less. Lens with mild
and severe colourarion both contained argpyrimidine and pentosidine.
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Insulin Mediated Increase in Angiotensinogen Expression and Angiotensin II
Secretion from Human Abdominal Adipose Tissue
Harte A.L., McTernan C.L., Barnett A.H., McTernan P.o.., Kumar S. University of
Birmingham. Birmingham. U.K.

Background and Aims: Angiotensinogen is an important regulator of blood pressure
and is known to be increased in obesity and l)-pe 2 diabetes. Previous studies have
demonstrated the presence of both angiotensinogen and active metabolite angiotensin
11in human adipose tissue.
Materials and Methods: In this study we investigated the influence of varying
insulin doses on both the protein and mRNA expression of angiotensinogen and the
secretion ofangiotensin 11in human female subcutaneous (Se) abdominal fat (n=12).
Isolated Sc adipocytes were treated with varying doses of insulin (1n.\I-looon.\l) for
48hrs. Following treatment, the adipocyte medium, including secreted products and
adipocytes were harvested for protein and mRNA levels. Western blotting was
performed on the protein extracted from the adipocytes to determine angiotensinogen
expression. ELiSAs were performed on the collected medium to determine
angiotensin II expresssion, Angiotensinogen mRNA levels were also assessed by
quantitative realtime PCR.
Results: Increasing doses of insulin (Ins) raised angiotensinogen protein expresssion
in a dose dependent manner (Control 1.0+1-0.0, (mean+/-SE), protein expression
measured relative to control; Ins 1n.\1 1.13+/-0.1; Ins 10n.\1: 1.37+/-0.14*; Ins
lOOn.\I: 2.1+/-0.3**; Ins 500n.\1: 4.1+/-0.83** Ins lOOOn.\I: 5.2+/-8.7** ; *p<0.05,
**p<O.OI). Insulin also raised angiotensin II secretion in a similar pattern to
angiotensinogen protein expression (Control: 214+/-12.6pglmI; Ins In.\f: 266.3+/
12.5pglmI; Ins IOn\1 358.8+/.2I.Jpglml; Ins lOOn.\1 459+/-22.7Ipglml**; Ins
500n.\1: 759.5+/-53.3pglmI***; Ins 1000n.\1: 2122.0+/-1l6.7pglmI***; "*p<O.OOI).
However assessment of insulin treated adipocytes by .mRNA analysis in female
subjects revealed no significant alteration in gene expression compared to control
(Control: delta Cycle threshold (det) 17.36+/-0.29 (mean +/-SE); Ins In.\f: dCt
16.91+/-0.38; Ins lOOn.\1: dCt 17.04+/-0.14; p=N.S).
Conclusions: Inereasing insulin doses stimulates both angiotensinogen and
angiotensin II production, which appears unrelated to mRNA expression, in insulin
treated female subcutaneous adipocytes. In this study protein analysis indicates that
insulin may be an important factor for affecting obesity-related hy-pertension.
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Association be-tween serum ad,'anced gl}'c8tion end product eoncentrations and
mild cognit]ve impairmenl in elderly diabetic pal;"nts
A. ARAKI, Y. Murotani, f. fujikake, II. Ito, Section of Endocrinology, Tokyo
Metropolitan Geriatric Hospital and Tam. Tokyo Metropolitan Geriatric Hospital,
Japan
Background and Aims: Advanced glycation endproducts (AGEs) have been
postulated to be involved in the mechanism for Alzheimer disease as well as diabetic
complieations. AGE might affect cognitive function through the action of
neurotoxicity. However, few studies have been conducted to assess the relationship
between AGE and cognitive function in diabetic patients.
Materials and Methods: Three hundred thirty six elderly diabetic outpatients (125
men, 216 women) with a mean age of74 years (duration of diabetes; 14 years) were
selected from 463 participants in a longitudinal study on QOL of elderly diabetes
mellitus. Serum AGE was measured with enzyme immunoassay (EIA) using an
antibody that crossreacted with carboxymethyllysine (CV<5%). Several domains of
cognitive function were assessed using the WAJS·R (digit symbol substitution,
backward digit span, picture arrangement, similarity), Stroop test, Benton visual
retention test, and mini-mental state examination test (M~1SE). The associations
between serum AGE and other variables were assessed by Spearman's rank
correlation.
Results: Serum AGE levels in elderly diabetic patients significantly correlated 'With
age (r= 0.23, P<O.OOI),duration ofdiabetes (r= 0.23, P<O.OOI), and HbAlc (r= 0.22,
P<O.OOI). Serum AGE concentrations were significantly associated with the score of
digit symbol substitution (WAJS-R) (r= -0.15, P<0.05), Stroop test (r= 0.18,
P<0.05), l.1:\ISE (r= -0.10, P<O.I 0), but not Benton visual retention test, and the other
tests of WAIS-R. The results suggest that the AGE may affect attention,
concentration, and speed of mental processing. However, there was no significant
association between serum AGE and the presence or number of cerebral infarction
(defined as localized T2-weighted high, Tl-weighted low lesions by brain MR
images). The association between serum AGE and digit symbol substitution test
score remained significant after adjustment for HbAlc using multiple linear
regression analysis.
Conclusions: High serum AGE concentrations in elderly diabetic patients were
associated with the impairment of attention and speed of mental processing
independent ofthe presence ofcerebral infarction.
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Decrease in Age Adjusted IGF-I and Kidney Volume Decrease at Eight Year
followup ofType I Diabetics
Bjorn f. Lindgren, Kerstin Brisrnar, Claes-Goran Ostenson, Hans Jacobsson,
Stefan H. Jacobson Department of Endocrinology and Diabetology; Department of
Diagnostic Radiology; Department of Nephrology, Karolinska Hospital,
Stockholm, Sweden

Background and Aims: In type 1 diabetes an initial increase in kidney volume
and filtration phase tum later into a progressive decline. The aim of this study was
to assess the changes over 8 years in kidney volume and to correlate them to renal
function. furthermore the relation to IGf-1 (insulin-like growth factor-I) and one of
the IGf binding proteins - IGfBP- I was investigated.
Materials and Methods: Kidney volume was assessed by single-photon emission
computed tomography (SPECT), GfR by inulin and RPf by PAll clearance. At
baseline the patients mean age was 36 + I Y with a duration ofdisease of 13 +/- Iy.
Results: HbAIC decreased from 8.5 +/- 0.3% to 7.6 +/- 0.2 (p=O.OO4I). Kidney
volume decreased significantly between the first to second estimation (492 +/- 12
ml to 415 +/- 9 ml p<O.oool). No change was observed in GfR or RPf from first
to second measurement (110 +/- 2 mVmin to 112 +/- 2 ml/min, 624 +/- 16 mVmin
to 650 +/- 18 mVmin). IGF-I absolute levels as well as age adjusted IGf-1 SD-score
were significantly decreased at second control compared to first control (152 +/-7
ugll vs 188 +/- 9 ugll p<O.oool and -1,2 +/- 0,2 vs -0,9 +/- 0,2 p=O.0012,
respectively). IGFBP-I mean levels were 53 +/- 3 ugll at first control and 72 +/- 6
ugll at second control. No correlations were found between IGf-1 or IGFBP-I on
the one hand and kidney volume or renal function on the other hand. A negative
correlation was found between diabetes duration and the change in kidney volume
between the two visits (r=O.48, p=O.0067). .
Conclusion: Ty-pe 1 diabetics with over 10 years of duration show a decrease in
kidney volume over 8 years despite an improved metabolic control and an
unchanged GfR. IGF-I absolute levels and the age adjusted !GF-I (SD-score)
decreased significantly during follow-up.
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Renoprolective Effects Of Losartan In Diabetie Nepbropalby: Interaetlon with
Angiolensin I Converting Enzyme Insertioo/Deletion genol)'pe!
S Andersen, L Tarnow. PRossing, T Juhl, J Deinum, II-H Parving, Steno Diabetes
Center, Gentofte Denmark
Ba.kground and Aims: Reduced renoprotective effect of Angiotensin I Converting
Enzyme (ACE) inhibition has been documented in albuminuric diabetic patients
homozygous for the deletion polymorphism of the ACE gene in whom serum ACE is
elevated. To overcome this interaction we evaluated the short-term renoprotective
effect in diabetic nephropathy of Ihe angiotensin " receptor antagonist Losartan in
diabctic patients homozygous for the insertion or the deletion allele. Material and
Melbods: Fifty-four hypertensive type I diabetic patients with diabetic nephropathy
homozygous for the insertion (1) (n = 26) or the deletion (0) (n = 28) allele of the
ACE/ID polymorphism were included. Aller four weeks of washout, a clinical trial
with two treatment periods each lasting two months was performed. In the first period
all patients received Losartan 50 mg daily, followed by 100 mg in the second period.
Patients and investigators were blinded to ACE genotypes. AI baseline and in the end
of the treatment periods. albuminuria (ELISA), 24 hours blood pressure (T1\12420
A&D) and glomerular filtration rate (GFR) (5ICr-EDTA plasma clearance) were
determined. Results: At baseline, albuminuria, systolic/diastolic blood pressure and
GFR were similar in the two genotypegroups. II vs DD: 1123 (821-1537) vs 1210
(886-1655) (geometric mean (95 % Cl)) mgf24 hours, 156/82 (3/2)(mean (SE) vs
153/80 (312) mm Hg and 86 (4) vs 88 (4) mUminlI.73m2, respectively. As expected.
concentrationof ACE in serum was higher in the DO group compared 10 the II group,
25 lUll (I) versus I7 (I) (mean (SE», respectively (p <: 0.05). and did not change
during treatment. Both doses of Losartan significantly lowered albuminuria, systolic
and diastolic blood pressure and GFR (p -c0.05 versus baseline). Losartan 100 mg
was more effective than 50 mg in reducing albuminuria, 51 % (40-61) (95 % CI)
versus 33 % (23-42). respectively (p -c0.0 I). No differences in changes of variables
between the II and DO groups were observed: Losartan 100 mg lowered albuminuria
by 55 % (35-68) and 46 % (28-61). whereas systolic/diastolic blood pressure
decreased by 1216 and 10/4 mmHg in the II and DO group, respectively, NS.
Conclusion: In contrast to previous studies with ACE inhibitors, our data suggest that
Losartan has similar short-term renoproteetive effects in albuminuric hypertensive
type I diabetic patients with ACE II and DD genotypes. However. the long-term
renoprotective effects remain 10 be evaluated.

Renoprotective effect of dual blockade or the renin-angiotensin system(RAS) in
type 2 diabetic patients with diabetic nephropathy.
K. Rossing. P.K. Christensen, B.R Jensen, H-H. Paning. Stene Diabetes Center,
Gentofte, Denmark,

Background and Aims: Many patients with diabetic nephropathy (ON) have
albuminuria> Igfday and blood pressure>135/85 mm Hg ("the resistant patient")
despite antihypertensive combinationtherapy includ.ing the maximally recommended
dose of ACE inhibitor (ACEi). We tested the concept that such patients might benefit
from dual blockade of the renin-angiotensin system (RAS).

Material and Methods: We performed a randomiscd double blind crossover study
with 2 months treatment with Candesartan cilexctil 8 mg o.d. and placebo added on
top of previous antihypertensive treatment We included 18 type 2 diabetic patients
with ON resistant to conventional treatment as defined above. AIl received ACEi
treatment, in addition 15 received diuretics, 10 a calcium channel antagonist and 3 a
ll-blocker. At the end of each treatment period we measured glomerular filtration rate
(GFR). 24-hour blood pressure. albuminuria and IgGmia .

Results: Addition of Candesartan to usual antihypertensive therapy induced a mean
(95% CI) reduction in albwninuria of 25 (2 to 58) %, p=0.036 (geometric mean (95%
CI) from 1764(1225 to 2540) to 1334(890 to 1998) mgf24 h), a mean reduction in
fractional clearance of albumin of35 (9 to 53) %, p=O.016 andIgG of32 (I to 54) %,
p=0.046, a reduction in 24-hour systolic blood pressure of 10 (2 tol8) rom Hg,
p=0.019 (mean (SE) from 148(3) to 138(5) mm Hg) and a meanreduction in GFR of
5 (0.1 to 9) mllmin11.73m2, p=0.045.

Conclusions: Dual blockade of the RAS is rcnoprotectiveand reduces blood pressure
in type 2 diabetic patients with ON resistant to conventional antihypertensive
treatment inelud.ing maximally recommended doses of ACEi.
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Conclusions: The patient survival was similar in the two groups only for the first 4-5
years after renal transplantation; hereafter survival was poor in the diabetic group.
The graft survival (censored) was similar in non-diabetic and diabetic patients in the
entire observation period. This is in favour of the hypothesis that the two groups had
been similar with respect to the cardiovascular risk at the time of transplantation
because of the selection criteria's used. The subsequent poor survival among diabetic
patients could be due to the well-known rapid and almost malignant progression of
cardiovascular disease in diabetic patients with nephropathy.

Long-term grart and patient survival arter renal transplantation in diabetle
patients.
V.R Sorensen, S.S. Sorensen, J. Ladefoged, B. Feldt-Rasmussen. Department P of
Nephrology, Copenhagen University Hospital, Rigshospitalet.

Backgrounds and Aims: Diabetic patients in dialysis treatment have a high excess
mortality compared with non-diabetic patients. In contrast, reports on outcome after
renal transplantation have been conflicting. This may be due to the selection criteria's
for patients receiving a kidney transplantation excluding patients with severe
cardiovascular disease, tbereby possibly matching diabetic and non-diabetic patients
with respect to cardiovascular risk at the time oftransplantation. Our aim was to study
grail and patient survival in patients transplanted with a cadaver donor kidney.

Materials and Methods: AIl patients transplanted at Rigshospitalet in the time perind
1990 to 1999. Patients were divided into two groups: Non-diabetic patients (n= 354)
and diabetic patients (n=47).

Results:The two groups were similar with respect to age (years): 43±9 vs. 43±14 and
sex (MiF (%): 66/34 vs. 66/34). First, 2nd, 3rd or more than 3rd transplantation (%):
77 vs, 92, 18 vs. 6, and 5 vs, 2. The outcome was as follows (non-diabetic vs, diabetic
patients): Patient survival (%) at I year: 89 vs. 89, at 2 years: 85 vs. 87, at 5 years: 71
vs, 68, at 6 years: 67 vs. 47, at 7 years: 63 vs. 37, at 8 years: 58 vs.12. Graft survival
when censoring for death with functioning grail (%): at I year 81 vs.80, at 2 years 79
vs. 80. at 5 years 70 vs, 75, at 6 years 66 vs. 75, at 7 years 65 vs.75.
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THE ACE GE1'o'E 1fDPOLYMORPlUSMIS ASSOCIATED wrra lllGHER
MORTALITY IN MEN wrmHYPERTENSION ANDTYPE 2 DIABETES
KristinaBengtsson, UIfLindblad, Marju Orho-Melander, Olle Melander, Jonas
Ranstam,Lennart Msum, Leif Groop.Billingen Health Care Centre, Skovde;
The . ,?ep.mment of Endocrinology, and The Department of Community
Medicine, Malmo University Hospital, Lund University; The Skaraborg
Institute, Skovde and Malmo University, Sweden.
Background and aims: To study the impact of the ACE 1fDpolymorphism on
the total mortality in patients with hypertension and type 2 diabetes mellitus.
Patients and Metbods: The insertion/deletion (IID) polymorphism of the ACE
gene was genotyped in 121 men and 124 women with type 2 diabetes and
hypertension that participated in a community based study in primary care.
Informationon patient mortality after 7.5 years was obtained from the National
Mortality Register in Sweden. The association between ACE 1fD
polymorphism and total mortality was analysed in both sexes with Cox's
proportional hazards regression with age as a covariate. Results:' Fifty men
(41.3%) and 40 women (32.3%) had died. In men (RR 3.8 95% CI 1.6-9.1,
p<O.OO3), but not in women (RR 1.2 95% CI 0.5-2.8), carriers of the DO
genotypehad a higher total mortality compared to carriers of the 11 genotype,

Years

Conclusions The DO genotype of the ACE gene is associated with a higher
total mortality in men "ith hypertension and type 2 diabetes.

Men with hypertension andtype2 diabetes
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Clinical Studies of
Oral Hypoglycaemic Agents
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ADHERENCE TO ORAL HYPOGLYCAEMIC AGENTS IN TYPE 2
DIABETES: IS THIS A PREDICTOR OF INSULIN REQUIREMENT?
JMM Evans, PT Donnan and AD Morris for the DARTS/MEMO
Collaboration, Ninewells Hospital and Medical School, Dundee, Scotland
Background and Aims: Non-adherence is an important cause of poor
metabolic control in diabetes. We investigated adherence to oral
hypoglycaemic agents (OHA) in type 2 diabetes, and whether patients require
insulin as a result of poor adherence to OIIAs. Materials and Methods: The
'DARTS' diabetes information system and the 'MEMO' database of 17
million drugs dispensed since 1993, for the population of Tayside, Scotland
(400,000), were used. Patients aged 35+ years with type 2 diabetes who had
180+ days of exclusive therapy with OHAs (sulphonylureas or metformin), in
1993-I996, prior to insulin treatment were identified. The intended duration
of every OHA prescription was calculated from details on the prescription
(total amount dispensed and drug regimen). Adherence was derived by
dividing total intended duration of OHA therapy by time in study for each
patient. It was compared between those who did and did not commence
insulin therapy. Results: There were 2,537 patients on sulphonylureas (51%
male, mean age 67 yrs). 262 commenced insulin. Mean adherence was
93.7%.63% of patients showed adherence >= 90%. There was improved
adherence in patients who did (mean 100.4%) compared with those who did
not (mean 92.9%) commence insulin (p < 0.00 I). There were 1,519 patients
on metformin (49% male, mean age 64 yrs). 169 commenced insulin. Mean
adherence was 85.4%. 50% of patients had adherence >=90%. Mean
adherence was 82.0% and 85.8% in patients who did and did not commence
insulin (p =0.124). In a logistic regression model, other predictors of insulin
therapy were age, diabetes duration, co-prescribing of OHAs and time in
study. Conclusions: Adherence to OHA in patients with type 2 diabetes is
sub-optimal, but there is no evidence that patients require insulin as a result
of poor adherence to OHAs.
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Effects of rosiglitazone on insulin resistance in HIV infected patients under
treatment with protease inbibiton
AJanezl, L'Iornazic l, AL. Hevener2 and P.M. Sharma2
I. University Medical Center Ljubljana, Slovenia. 2. Dept. of Medicine, University of
Califomia San Diego, USA.

Background and Aims: lIlY-I protease inhibitor treatments are associated with a
syndrome of lipodystrophy, hyperlipidaemia and insulin resistance. The aim of the
study was to determine wheather reducing hyperinsulinaemia with rosiglitazone
would improve the c1inieal profile in IllY patients under treatment with protease
inhibitors.
Materials and Methods: Patients were eligible for the study if they had impaired
glucose tolerance (IGT) with insulin resistance, characterized by fasting insulin
concentration greater then 20 m1U1ml. The patients were randomly assigned to
receive 4mg qd rosiglitazone (rosiglitazone group, n=20) or no treatment (control
group, n=20). Both groups matched for age, sex, m,u. duration of lIlY infection,
treatment and biochemieal values.
Results: After 2 months of tretamnet, the fasting insulin in our study group declined
from 37.4±8.4 to 17.4±4.0 m1U/ml (p<O.OI), the fasting glucose from 6.7±0.23 to
4.J±O.08 mmoVl(p<0.05). This improvement in insulin secretion could be clearly
shown when the sums of insulin concentrations after OGrr were compared: 322±22
mlU/m1 after treatment w-ith rosiglitazone to 544± 54mlU/m1 before
treatment(p<O.OI). The mean serum triglyceride concentration dropped by 23% in
rosiglitazone group. There were no changes in the study parameters in our control
group.
Conclusions: Rosiglitazone (4mg qd) was well tolerated in my patients under
treatment with protease inhibitors. It improves the glycemic control and insulin
resistance and significantly reduced serum triglyceride concentration. It remains to be
demonstrated wheather restoring insulin levels to normal in these patients will reduce
the risk ofcoronary heart disease.
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Repaglinide is "ell tolerated and effective in Type 2 diabetes complicated by renal
Impairment
1.1 Kosel], M. Gall. J. Sieber, M. Leyck Dieken and C. Hasslacher, University Medical
Centre Ljubljana, Slovenia, Novo Nordisk, Bagsvacrd, Denmark, Novo Ncrdisk, Mainz,
Germany,and St Josefskrankenhaus, Heidelberg, Germany,

Background and Aims: Repaglinide is a novel insulin secretagogue characterised by a
rapid onset and short duration of action, hepatic metabolism and biliary excretion. It
therefore poses a theoretically low risk of hypoglycaemia in patients w'ith renal disease, in
contrast to long-acting, renaJJy-excreted sulphonylureas. Materials and Methods: The
safety and efficacy of prandial repaglinide was assessed in 281 patients w'ith Type 2
diabetes with or withou! renal impairment in a multinational, open-label trial. Patients
weremonitored on their existing antidiabetic medication during a 6-wcckrun-in period,
after which they sv..itched to a repaglinide treatment phase (1-4 weeks' titration, 3-months'
maintenance therapy), ....'ith 84% completing. Patients were stratified by creatinine
clearance (CLCR) into the categories of: nonnal renal function (CLCR> 80 ml/min, n =
151), mild renal impairment (CLCR: 60-80 mllmin, n = 64), moderate renal impainnent
(CLCR: 40-60 mllmin, n = 44), severe renal impairment (CLCR: 30-40 ml/min, n = 12)
and extreme renal impairment (CLCR: 20-30 rnl/min, n = 10). Results: In the run-in
period, the percentage of patients reporting hypoglycaemiacorrelated significantly with
the severity of renal impairment (p = 0.007), but this pattern was not seen during
repaglinide treatment (p = 0.074). There W3S no apparent difference 10 the type and
severity of adverse events reported during the run-in and repagJinidc treatment periods.
The number of patients reporting adverse events did not relate significantly to renal status.
There were no significant between-group differences in terms of the effect thatrepaglinide
had on HhAlc, FBG, total cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol and triglycerides, Glycaemic
control during repaglinide treatment was at least as good as that seen during previous
antidiabetic medication: IIbAlc remained unchanged in the normal, mild and moderate
renal impairment groups, increased by 0.3±1.0"10 points in the severe renal impairment
group and decreased by 0.6±O.5% points in the extreme renal impairment group. Only
minor changes were detected in lipid profiles. Patients with severe and extreme renal
impairment tended to require lower final doses of repaglinide to reach glycaemic targets
compared to patients with less severely impaired or normal renal function (p = 0.032).
Conclusions: Repaglinide is weIl tolerated and effective in patients w'ith T,,,. 2 diabetes
complicated hy renal impairment When titrated carefully, it is a suitable treatment choice,
evenforthosewithseveredegrees of impairment
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EVIDENCE OF A POTENT Al'iTI-r.'iFLUIMATORY EFFECT OF
ROSIGUTAZO:"l'E IN M01'i'O~'UCLEAR CELLS
P. Dandona, P. Mohanty, A. AIjada, H. Ghanim, D. Tripathy, T. Syed, and D.
Hofmeyer, Diabetes-Endocrinology Center of Western New York, Kaleida Health
and State University ofNew York at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York.

Background and Aims: We have recently demonstrated a potent anti-inflammatory
effect oftroglitazone, a peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor r (pPARr) agonist
with some PPARa activity. We have now investigated a similar effect of
rosiglitazone, a specific PPARr agonist.
Materials and Method.: Eleven non-diabetic obese patients were given rosiglitazone
4 mg daily for 6 weeks. Fasting blood samples were obtained at 0, I, 2, 4, 6 and 12
weeks (6 weeks after cessation of the drug). Generation of reactive oxygen species
(ROS) and expression of the p47,oox subunit of NADPH oxidase were measured in
mononuclear cells by chemiluminescence and western blotting, respectively. Levels
of monocyte chemoattraciant protein I (MCP-I) and C-reactive peptide (CRP) were
measured by ELISA Nuclear factor ill (NF ill) was measured in nuclear extracts by
electrophoretic mobility shift assay (E\lSA). Post-ischaemic flow mediated brachial
arterial dilatation was measured by a Hewlett-Packard Ultrasonograph by standard
techniques.
Results: Blood glucose levels did not change. Brachial arterial reactivity as reflected .
in post-ischaemic flow mediated dilatation increased from 4% to 10% (p<0.01) at 6
weeks. NFICB diminished significantly at I week and remained low for 6 weeks.
There was a significant fall in ROS generation (by 40% from basal level at 6 weeks;
p<0.05), and a reduction in p47""""subunit expression (by 25% from basal level at 6
weeks; p<0.D03). There was also a fall in serum CRP by 30"10 (p<0.002) and MCP.I
by 15% (p<O.04) at 6 weeks. All indices returned toward the baseline at 12 weeks.
Conclusions: We conclude that rosiglitazone exerts a profound suppression ofNFill
mediated ROS generation. This anti-inflammatory effect is reflected at the cellular
and molecular level and in plasma. It also improves vascular reactivity, These
observations may have implications for atherogenesis in the long-term.
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EFFECT OF ROSIGLITAZO:'iE 0:"1 FFA AND GLUCOSE METABOLISM
rx TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
Y. Miyazaki, L. Glass, C. Triplitt, M. Matsuda, K. Cusi, L.J. Mandarino, and R.A.
DeFronzo, University of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, Texas, USA
Background and Aims: The mechanism of action of thiazolidinediones (TZD)
remains unknown. The present study provides evidence that improved glucose
homeostasis following rosiglitazone is related to the TZO's beneficial effect on FFA
metabolism. Materials and Methods: 29 diet-treated nOM patients (age~56±2

y; BMI=30.0±0.7 kglm', M!F~16/13) randomly (double blind) were assigned to
receive rosiglitazone (8 mglday) or placebo for 12 wks. Before and after 12 wks,
subjects received a 75g OGTT and 2-step eugtycemic insulin (infusion rates=40 and
160 mU/m:Zomin) clamp with JH~glucose. I.rC. palmitate and indirectcalorimetry.
Fat mass and FFM were determined with H,O. Results: After 12-wks,
rosiglitazone decreased FPG (195±1 I to 150±7 mgldl, p<O.OI), mean PG during
OGTT (293±12to 236±9 mgldl, p<O.OI), and HbA" (8.7±0.4 to 7.4±0.3 %, p<O.OI)
without change in fasting or OGTT-stimulated plasma insulin cone, Basal
endogenous glucose production (EGP) decreased (3.3±0.1 to 2.9±0.1 mglkg
FFM·min, P<0.05) and whole body glucose metabolic clearance rate during the I"
and 2"' insulin clamp steps increased after rosiglitazone (I"MCR: 2.8±0.2 to
3.5±0.2 ml.kg FFM·min, p<O.OI; 2"'MCR: 6.7±0.6 to 9.2±0.8 ml/kg FFM·min,
p<0.05), despite increases in body weight (86±4 to 90±4 kg, p<O.OI) and fat mass
(33±3 to 37±3 kg, p<O.OI). Fasting plasma FFA (735±52to 579±49 flE'l1, p<O.OI),
mean plasma FFA during OGTT (561±33to 424±35 flEq,1, P<O.OI), and basal FFA
turnover rate (18.3±1.5 to 15.5±1.2 flEq/kg HoI·min, p<0.05) decreased. No
changes in fasting or post-OGTT PG, insulin, or FFA concentrations, basal EGP,
glucose MCR or FFA turnover rate occurred in the placebo group. The decrease in
FPG after rosiglitazone correlated with the change in basal EGP (r=0.54), I"MCR
(r=-0.66), 2"'MCR (r=-0.49), fasting FFA (r=0.53), and mean FFA during OGTT
(r=0.66) (all p<O.OI). The decrease in mean PG conc during OGTT correlated with
the decrease in basal EGP (r=0.58), I"EGP (r=O.4I), I"MCR (0-0.68), 2"'MCR
(0-0.54), fasting FFA (r=0.49), and mean FFA during OGTT (r=0.66) (all p<O.OI).
Conclusion: Rosiglitazone increases hepatic and peripheral tissue (muscle)
sensitivity to insulin and decreases FFA turnover despite an increase in body fat
mass. The close correlation between the improvement in FFA metabolism and
parameters of glucose homeostasis suggests that rosiglitazone's beneficial effects on
glycemic control are, in part, mediated by the TZD's effect on fat metabolism.
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Linkage analysis in the Diabetes (UIq Warren 2 sibpair repository supports
localisation of a type 2 diabetes susceptibility gene to chromosome Iq21.24.
M.I. McCarthy, AT. Hattersley, M. Walker, GA Hitman, J.C. Levy, S O'Rahilly,
G.M. Lathrop, N. Simecek, 11. Wishart, R. Dhillon, C. Fletcher, T.M. Frayling, A
Bennett. C. Groves, D. Smedley, S. Menzel, S. Wiltshire. Imperial College, London;
Exeter University; Newcastle University; Queen Mary College, London; Cambridge
University, R.adcliffe Infirmary and Wellcome Trust Centre for Human Genetics,
Oxford, UK.
Backgroundand Aims: The major objectives of the consortium have been to ascertain
and analyse large clinical resources and apply these to aid identification of the main
susceptibility variants underlying type 2 diabetes in the UK. One focus has been the
completion ofa IOeMgenome scan using a large affected sibpair resource.
Material and Methods: Genome-wide data are now available for 627 parernity-confirmed
sibships (equivalent to 815 affected sibpairs), all ofDritishllrish origin. Mean (SD) ages of
diagnosis in 716 male and 622 female affected sibs were 55.2(8.6) and 55.9(8.8)y
respectively: mean BMIs were 27.8(4.3) and 29.9(5.7) kgm-2. These pedigrees have been
typed for 418 autosomal microsatellite markers, and, following extensive error-checking,
genotypes were submitted to non-parametric linkage analysis using GENEHUNTER
PLUS and ALLEGRO. Results: Based on these data (before any stratification), promising
regions meriting detailed further investigation (LODs>1.2) were identified on chrs Iq, 5q,
7p, 8p (LOO=2.55), 8q and 10q (LOO~1.98), several of which coincide with regions
identified in other datasets. Of particular note is evidence for excess allele-sharing on
Iq21-24 (LO~1.50, p=O.OO4) which coincides with, and replicates, linkages previously
highlighted in a number of other ethnic groups (Pima, Amish, Utah Mormon, French).
Evidence for linkage in this region has been enhanced in our data by (a) a rise in LOO to
1.98 (p=O.ool) after typing additional microsatellites (to -3cM density); (b) an increase in
LOD to 2.38 in early-onset pedigree subsets; (c) evidence for interaction with loci on 5p
and IOq (LODs > 3.0; p=O.02 for interaction). Draft genome sequence for the -2OcM
region has been assembled and mined using GANESH (in-house genome annotation
package) to identify -133 known genes including several strong candidates eg RXRG,
LMNA, KCNJ9) and >9500 Sl\'Ps that are substrates for ongoing linkage disequilibrium
studies. Conclusions: We conclude that these data from the UK genome scan add to the
growing weight of evidence that a l)pe 2 diabetes susceptibility locus of worldwide
significance maps to the 1q21-24 region and that available genome resources should
expedite discovery of the aetiological variant.
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EFFECTS OF PIOGLITAZO:,\E 0:'\ IIDL-CIIOLESTEROL LEVELS ARE
I:'iDEPEl'iDE:'\T OF ClIAl'iGES 1:'\ TRIGLYCERIDE
J Tobian," J Pinaire,! A Zagar,' S Zheng," l\'B Glazer.l and 101 Prince' for the
Pioglitazone Study 012 Group. 'Eli Lilly and Co., Indianapolis, IN USA and
lTakeda Pharmaceuticals Korth America, Inc., Lincolnshire, IL USA
Background and Alms; Pioglitazone HCI (PIO), a thiazolidinedione antidiabetic
agent, improves the high triglyceride (TG) and low HOL-cholesterol (HDL-C)
levels characteristic of insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes. To examine whether
PIO-mediated increases in HDL-C occur independently ofPIO-mediated decreases
in TG, we evaluated the correlation (r,) between the observed changes in IIDL-C
and TG levels in placebo- and PIO-treated patients with type 2 diabetes. Materials
and ~lethodslPatients (n=260) entered a 6-week washout period (no antidiabetic
drugs) and were then randomized to either placebo or a forced titration of7.5/15/30
mg PIO or 15/30/45 mg PIO once wily for 16 weeks in a multicenter, double
blind, placebo-controlled study. Results: As expected, PIO therapy produced
beneficial changes in both TG and 1I0L-C levels. PIO-treatment (15/30/45 mg
PIO) resulted in an average -12.4±4.79% decrease in TG levels compared with a
1.3±4.78% increase (p~0.0454) in the placebo group; 1I0L-C levels were increased
an average 13.1±2.30% with 15130/45 mg PIO compared with a 4.3±2.32%
increase (p<0.05) in the placebo group. While a statistically significant negative
correlation between changes in HDL-CandTO levels was observedin theplacebo
group (r,~0.23,p<0.05), increases in HOL-C levels did not significantly correlate
with decreases in TG levels with PIO treatment: 7.5/15130 mg PIO (r,--o.20) and
15/30/45 mg PIO (r.~O.15). With PIO treatment groups combined, the median
decrease in TG levels was -34 mgldL. The HDL-C response to PIO WaScompared
in patientswhose TG response was greater vs less thanthis value.The percent
change in HOL-C was similar in the two groups, 12.71±2.33% VS 12.27±2.19%
(p=0.8937), respectively. Conclusions: Overall, these results suggest that PIO may
improve HOL-C levels independent its effects on TG.
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GENO~lE-WIDE SEARCH FOR ITPE2 DIABETES SUSCEPTIBILIIT
GENES IN JAPAl'iESE AFFECfED SIBPAIRS
Y. Mori l, S. Otabel, C. Dinal, K. Yasuda2, C. Lecoeur l, K. Hara2,
K. Tobe2, P. Doutinl, T. Kadowaki2 and P. Froguell,3 .
I Institute of Biology-CNRS 8090, Institut Pasteur de Lille, Lille, France,
20epartment of Metabolic Diseases, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan, 3Barts and
The London Genome Centre, London, UK
Background and Aims: The genetic background which predisposes to rype2 diabetes
in the Japanese population is largely unknown. To search for major susceptibility loci,
we conducted a ID-cM genome scan for type 2 diabetes traits.
Materials and Methods: A total of 359 individuals of Japanese origin were
ascertained in Japan from 158 families, including 229 affected sibpairs. In 202 males,
mean age at diagnosis was 45.9±9.7 )TS and maximal BMI was 26.4±3.0 kg.m-2. In
157 females, mean age at diagnosis was 48.3±11.I yrs and maximal B!>fi was
27.4±3.8 kg.m-2. Fluorescent microsatellite marker set (ADI Linkage Mapping Set
version2, 101010) was used for the primary IOc~1 scan. Additional 33 markers were
typed for 13 candidate genes, mainly transcription factors. Non-parametric multipoint
linkage analyses were performed by r-.fi.BGHI.O and MAPMAKER-SIB2.0.
Results: Multipoint analyses showed 6 potentially interesting regions, in Ip36-p32
(MLS = 1.65, r-.fi.D= 1.44), 3q26-q27 (Ml.S ~ 1.25, Ml.B = 1.20), 7p22-p21 (Ml.S =
1.80, r-.fi.D~ 1.50), Ilpl4-pl3 (Ml.S = 1.80, r-.fi.D = 1.75), 15q13-q15 (r-.fi.S = 2.10,
Ml.B = 1.40) and 20qI2-q13 (Ml.S = 1.81, Ml.B = 1.57). In the subset analysis in
young-onset 36 families, in which both sibs of pair developed l)pe2 diabetes before
45 yrs, we observed a suggestive linkage in 15q13-q15 (/o,1LS-unweighed = 3.62, P =
0.00005, r-.ILS-weighed = 2.49, P = 0.00068, r-.fi.n ~ 2.62, P = 0.00026).
Conclusions:These genome scan results suggest that there may be several candidate
loci conferring susceptibility for type 2 diabetes in the Japanese population.
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META-ANALYSIS OF EUROPEAN GENO~fESCANS TO IDENTIFY
PRL\1ARY REGIONS LINKED TO TYPE 2 DIABETES.
F. Demenais and T. Kanninen for the European GIFf Consortium.
INSERM EMI 00-06, Evry, France and BioComputing Ltd, Helsinki,
Finland.
Background and Aims: Genome screens have proved useful to indicate
chromosomal regions that may contain susceptibility genes for complex
diseases, such as Type 2 Diabetes. However, significant results from one
study are not often confirmed by other studies. Our goal was to perform a
meta-analysis of four genome scans conducted in European populations in
order to assess evidence for linkage across studies and to identify primary
regions of interest to be further explored towards gene identification.
Materials and Methods: Linkage analysis results from four genome
screens carried out in 573 British and 143 French nuclear families and in
two pedigree samples of Swedish-Finnish origin (58 Botnia I and 338
Botnia II pedigrees) were put together in our GIFT Consortium data base.
A meta-analysis of these scans was performed using the genome search
meta-analysis (GSMA) method. This method is a non-parametric ranking
method which ranks lod scores (or other) statistics within each scan and
then compares ranks for a genetic region across the searches. It can thus
identify the regions that show consistently increased statistics for linkage.
Results and Conclusions: The strongest evidence for linkage given by
the GSMA occurs on chromosome 17 (p = 0.0015). Other significant
regions which may harbour Type 2 Diabetes genes were found on
chromosome 2 (p = 0.03), 6 (p = 0.04), 12 (p = 0.04) and 16 (p = 0.04).
Borderline significant results were also observed on chromosomes 7 and
10. Linkage analyses of pooled raw data will be further carried out in
these regions to assess the values and locations of the peak statistics
before undertaking finc mapping.
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LOSS OF ABILITY TO UPREGULATE CALPAIN-IO EXPRESSION IN
MUSCLE AFTER 24-HOUR INTRALIPID INFUSION IN SUBJECTS WITH IGT
E. Carlsson', H. Storgaard", C.B. Jensen', S. Madsbad', A. Vaag', L. Groop> and M.
Ridderstr!Ie'. 'Department of Endocrinology, Malmo University Hospital, Lund
University, Sweden. 'Hvidovre Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark and 'Steno Diabetes
Center, Gentofte, Denmark.
Baekground and Aims: The 'gene for Calpain 10 has been identified as a candidate
gene for type 2 diabetes and the levels of Calpain 10 mRNA in muscle have been
found t? be I?wer in type 2 diabetics compared 10 controls. The aim of this study
was to investigate the possible rotcof Cal pain 10 and another member of this group
of proteases, Calpain 3, in the prediabetic state of impaired glucose tolerance.
Materials and Methods: Calpain 3 and -10 mRNA levels were semi-quantified in
total RNA from muscle biopsies using Real-time RT-PCR with cyclophilin as an
internal standard. Biopsies were obtained from subjects with either normal (NGT,
n=8) or impaired glucose tolerance (IGT, n=6) before and after a euglycemic
hyperinsulinemic clamp with prior infusion of Intralipid for O.2 and 24 hours. The
subjects were matched for sex, age (53±2 vs 57±2) and BMI (32.7±1.4 vs 31.8±1.4)
(NGT vs IGT; mean±SEM; Mann-Whitney for comparisons between and Wilcoxon
within the groups). Resulls: There were no significant differences between the
groups in basal or post-clamp Calpain 3 (2.2±O.8 vs 1.0±0.4; p=O.3 and 2.6±l.6 vs
1.I±O.4; p=0.9) or Calpain 10 (4.3±1.8 vs l.6±O.5; p=O.5 and 3.8±l.3 vs l.8±O.5:
p=0.2) mRNA levels. Insulin had no significant effect on Calpain 3 or Calpain 10
mRNA levels 10 either group before Intralipid infusion. However. after the 24-hour
lipid infusion the muscle Calpain 10 mRNA content increased significantly in the
NGT (from 2.4±l.0 107.5±2.4; p=O.043) but not in the IGT group (from 4.7±2.6 to
3.6±1.6; p=O.9). Finally, in a multiple regression analysis adjusting for BMI there
was a negative correlation between the fasting insulin levels of both groups and the
teJels of Calpain 1.0 mRNA post-damp after the 24-hour lipid infusion (p=O.OO17,
R =0.71). Concluslons: Prolonged exposure of muscle to elevated FFA levels seems
to upregulate the expression of Calpain 10 in response to insulin in subjects with
NGT. This ability is lost in patients with IGT. The question arises whether increased
insulin-stimulated Calpain expression in muscle represents a protection against
insulinresistanceandIGT.
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Genetic Vamtion or CAPNIO affects Susceptibility to Type 2 Diabetes in
German and Czech Poputation
Peter Ell Schwarz (1,3), Y. Horikawa (3), Josef Vcelak (2), Thomas Seliske (I),
Hannes Rietzsch (I), Bela Bendlova (2), Jan Schulze (I) Nancy Cox (3)
(I) TV-Dresden, Medical ClinicIll, (2) National Institute of Endocrinology, Prague,
(3) Howard Hughes Medical Institute, University of Chicago

Background and Aims: A genome-wide screen for type 2 diabetes genes in Mexican
Americans localized a susceptibility gene, N1DD~lI, on chromosome 2. Recently
CAPNIO, a gene in the N1DD~lI region encoding a non-lysosomal cysteine protease,
was associated with both type 2 diabetes and the evidence for linkage. Haplotype
combinations including intronic S:-'1's in CAPNIO are associated with altered mRNA
expression, increased risk for type 2 diabetes in multiple racial/ethnic groups, and
measures of insulin resistance in non-diabetic subjects. Materials and Methods: We
investigated the effect of 4 variants (UCSNP-44, -43, -19, and -63) of the calpain 10
gene in 6151ype 2 diabetic patients and 244 random controls from German and Czech
population. Genotyping was done with common PCR-, Sequencing and ARMS
methods. Type 2 diabetes risk (OR) and population attributable risk (PAR) were
calculated. Results: The number of subjects, mean age and BMI were for German
pt./contr. 291/88, 6I.8±1 I.3/508±II.9 years and 24.9±4.4/28.1±4.8kglm2 and for
Czech pl./contr. 324/156, 58.5±7.4/18.1±2.3 years and 30.1±5.3/24.3±4.0 kglm2. The
112 haplotype was in German pt.lcontr. 0.06/0.02 and Czech pt.lcontr 0.08/0.06
population less frequent than in Mexico American pt.lcontr 0.23/0.23 population. The
haplotype combination 112/121 is associated with increased type-Z-diabetes risk (OR
germ.lcz.lcomb. 4.98/2.8013.36 -95% CI 0.65-38.0/0.80-9.72/1.18-9.60) with PAR
(germ.lcz.lcomb) 0.04/0.03/0.05. In the combined German/Czech group carrier ofthe
rare allele at UCS1'o1'-44 (T504A) (f=O.lI) in combination with the risk allele at
UCS1'o1'-43 showed a trend to a generally increased diabetes risk (2.98 -95% CI 0.35
22.2). Conclusions: The haplotype 112/121 is less common in European than in
Mexican American population but caries a approximate 3-4fold increased type-z
diabetes risk. The rare allele at UCSNP-44 (T504A) is a common Caucasian variant
and associated with increased type-2-diabctes risk. Together this two variants may
count for an 5%-10"10 proportion of diabetes risk in Caucasian diabetic population.
We conclude that variation in the calpain 10 gene appears to affect type-z-diabetes
susceptibility in Caucasian population.
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ASSOCIATlO:'l OF AP,\n (ADIPO:'i£CTDi) GENE SJliPs WITH TYPE 2
DIABETES AND CHD L'i FRENCH POPULATIOlliS.
F. Vasseur, C. Lacquernant, Ph. Boutin, C. Dina, S. Dupont. B. Guy-Grand, and Ph.
Froguel, UPRES A 8090, Institut of Biology, Lille, France.

Background and Aims: Adipose tissue is known 10 secrete proteins implicated in the
development of diabetes, obesity and their vascular complications. Our genomewide
searches for susceptibility genes to type 2 diabetes (T2D~f) and to coronary heart
disease (CHD) revealed linkages at chromosome 3q27. In this region is located the
APMI gene encoding ACRP30-adiponectin, an adipocyte secreted protein. Low
levels of plasma adiponectin were observed in GID patients with obesity or T2D~1.

Administration of adiponectin protects high fat diet mice from obesity and rescues
lipoatrophic mice from severe insulin resistance, Adiponectin may also modulate
inflammation by inhibiting vascular smooth muscle cells proliferation and adhesion
molecules expression. APMI is therefore a good candidate for the metabolic
abnormalities associated with T2D~1 and obesity and for CHD in the context of
insulinresistance syndrome.
Material and Methods: we screened 16kb of the gene by direct sequencing in 40
T2D~1 patients. To perform association studies every detected SNPs were genotyped
in 384 obese patients, 310 probands from T2DM families, 189 T2DM patients with or
without CHD, 223 non diabetic subjects of diabetic families, and in 377 non obese
non diabetic control subjects.
Results: Screening the gene revealed II SNPs. A significant association was
observed between the SNP A-C in intron I and the diabetes status in obese patients
(p""0.009, OR=3). In the same obese population. two additionnal S1'o1's G-C and G-A
located in promoter region also displayed a trend toward association with diabetic
status. In the group of T2D~1 patients phenotyped for CHD, we detected under a
dominant model an association between CHD and two S1'o1's: T-G in exon 2 (p=O.029,
OR~2.2) and A-G in intron 2 (p""0.019,OR~2.3).
Conclusion: These data suggest a role of ACRP30/adiponectin in the genetic risk for
T2D~1 especially in obese subjects. Moreover, polymorphims in APMI/ACRP30
gene may modulate the risk for CHD in T2D~l. ACRP30/adiponectin may be a fat
induced metabolic link between obesity and T2D~1, which may be in part genetically
inherited.
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Endothcliall'l"itri< OIide Synthase and \",tamio D Receptor Polymorphisms Predict
Risk ror Severe Diabetic Retinopathy.
MJ. Taverna, A. Sola, N. Pacher, F. Bruzzo, C. Guyot, G. SI3ITI3, G. Reach and 1.L.
Selam INSER.\1 U.341, Depl ofDiabetology, Hote1-Dieu Hospital of Paris, France.
Background and Aims: the loss of pericytes precedes the development of diabetic
retinopathy (DR), in part by oxidative stress. probably by over production of nitric oxide
(NO).The eNOS4 polymorphism of the endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) has been
associated with diabetic nephropathy,but not DR.The vitamin D (VO) has antioxidant and
antiangiogcnic properties.Vitamin D receptor (VOR) polymorphisms were associated with
type I diabetes but have never been studied in patients with DR.To examine whether VDR
(Taq I) and eNOS4 polymorphisms are involved in the development of severe DR a case
control study was performed Materials and Methods: 200 unrelated French type I
diabetic patients of long duration, were randomly selected from a group of 1000 patients
(MJF:I03197, age:44.4±12.4. diabetes duration:27.7±IOj.TS, B~n:24.3±3.4, IIbAlc:
8.6±1.3%}.eNOS4 was analysed by PCR,and Taq I restriction by PCR followed by
digestion with Taq LDR was assessed by retinal angiography and classified as presence
(n=IOl) or absence (n=99) of severe (proliferative or preproliferative) DR. Results:
l}eKOS4: genotype distribution was eNOS4bib 72%, eNOS4bia 24.5% and eKOS4aia
3.5%.Frequency of eNOS4aia homozygous deletion was significantly different in patients
with severe DR (0"1o) when compared with controls (7.1%,OR=O [95%CI 0.5
0.74).p=O.02}.eN0S4bib was more frequent in patients with severe DR (79.2%) "hen
compared with controls (64.6%,OR~2.1 [95%CI 1.1-4.12) ,p=O.032).Frequency of
eNOS4bfa was not different between the study (20.8%) and control groups (28.2%.
OR=O.7,p=O.2}.The allelic frequencies between the study and control groups were
different (4b:89.6 \'S. 78.8%.OR=2.3 [95%CI 1.27-4.25), p=O.005; 4a:10.4 vs, 21.20/..
OR=O.4 [95%CI 0.24-0.79), p--o.005}. 2}VDR (Taq I): genotype distribution was IT
H.5%,Tt 51% and II I4.5%.Frequency of IT was significantly lower in patients with
severe DR (26.7%) "hen compared with controls (42.4%. OR=O.5 [95%CI 0.26-0.94),
p=O.02). Frequencies of Tt,tt and its alleles were not different between the study and
control groups (ft57.4 vs, 44.40/.. OR-1.7,p=009; 11:15.8 W 13.1%, OR=1.3, p=O.7;
T:55.4 \'S. 64.6%, OR=O.7, p=O.07; t:44.6 \'S. 35.4%, OR=I.5,p=O.07). Conclusions: we
dernosntrate for the first time, in type I diabetic patients, that I:-KOS4aia homozygous
deletion is associated with low risk for severe DR, 2}eNOS4bib is associated with high
risk for severe DR, and 3}IT ofTaq I polymorphism of the VDR is associated with low
risk for severe DR
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EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX GLYCATIO~ IMPAIRS PERICYTE
ADHESION AND REPLICATlO~.

E. Beltramo, F. Pomero, A. Allione, F. D'Alu, E. Ponte and M. Porta. Department of
Internal Medicine. University of Turin, Turin, Italy.
Background and Aims: Capillary pericytes contribute to synthesize the basement
membrane together with endothelium and are selectively lost in diabetic retinopathy. We
reported previously that pericytes from bovine retinal capillaries (BRP) seeded on
extracellular matrix (ECM) obtained from HUVEC grown in high glucose (G)
concentrations are less numerous than those grown on EC~f produced in normal G. This
study aimed at verifying the mechanisms of this finding MateriAls and Methods:
Conditioned EC~~ were obtained by growing fiNEC in media with 5.6 or 28 mmolil 0
G, L-G or D-galactose (D-gal) up to 28 mmolil, and 28 mmolil D-G + 150 pmol/l
thiamine (f) or 7 mmolil aminoguanidine (AG). After 7 days, fiNEC were lysed and
ECM fixed by NH40n BRP were cultured in normal G on these conditioned ECMs or on
plates coated overnight with laminin, fibronectin and type IV collagen 10, 25 or 50 ug/ml.
Cells were counted after 1 (to measure adhesion) or 7 days (replication). Cell proliferation
(MIT method) and DNA synthesis (BrdU incorporation) were measured after 2 and 7
days. Results are expressed as percentages of BRP grown on ECM obtained in nomtal G.
Results: BRP counts on ECM produced by fiNEC in high D-G (81.9±7.5% of control,
p=O.ooo, day I. 76.8±8.8%, p=O.ooo day 7) and D-gal (87.3±9.5, p=O.OO4 day I,
86.O±I8.0, p=O.036 day 7) were lower than in normal D-G; L-G counts were lower at day
I (90.7±9.l, p=O.015), but not at day 7 (96.4±31.3. NS). Both AG (103.6±8.4, p=O.ooo \'S

high D-G, day I. 96.6±14.7. p=O.003,day 7) and T (100.9±8.0, p--il.002 vs high D-G, day
I. 92.2±21.3. p=O.04 day7) corrected this defect MIT and BrdU assays showed a similar
pattern, Type IV collagen in normal G did not modify BRP adhesion, while reducing
counts at day 7 to 73.I±17.2% (p=O.012) at 10 pg/ml and 53.0±18.8% (p=O.OO2) at 50
I1giml. In high D·G, at day 7, collagen further impaired BRP counts, both at 10 I1giml
(54.2±15.6% vs 71.0±8.0"10 in high D-G alone, p=O.OOI \'S normal G, p=O.02I \'S high D
G) and 50 I1giml (44.6±10.5, p=O.ooo \'S normal and high D-G). Fibronectin and laminin
did not influence BRP counts at day 7 in either concentration, "wist at day I fibronectin
in normal G increased BRP adhesion, both at 10 ug/ml (I23.6±1 5.80/.. p=O.015) and at 50
I1giml(II4.3±1 0.7, p=O.022). Conclusions: ECM produced by HUVEC in high D-G, L-G
or D-gal is less supportive of BRP adhesion and replication. Excess protein glycation,
corrected by AG and thiamine, may be involved, while overproduction of type IV collagen
may contribute to impaired BRP replication. Such mechanisms might play a role in
pericyte loss in diabetic retinopathy.
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High Glucose-Indu<ed Connuin-43 DownreguJalion Inhibits Gap Jun<tion
Inler«lIular Communkalwn in Rat Mkrovas<nJar Endothelial Cells.
S. Roy, T. Sato and R. Haimovici. Department of Ophthalmology. Boston University
School of Medicine. Boston, USA.

Bad,ground and Aims: Connexins are gap junction proteins that are specialized
membrane components involved in direct exchange of ions and small metabolites
between cells allowing maintenance of tissue homeostasis. Since hyperglycemia
results in disturbed vascular homeostasis, we investigated whether high glucose alters
expression of gap junction protein, connexin-O (Cx43), and affects gap junction
intercellular communication (GJIC) activity.
Malerials and Methods: In rat microvascular endothelial (R.\lE) cells grown for 9
days in normal (5mM) or high (30m.\1) glucose medium, Cx43 localization, protein
level and phosphorylation was analyzed using immunofluorescence microscopy.
Western blot and immunoblot analysis after treatment of cell lysate with alkaline
phosphatase. GJIC activity was determined by scrape load dye transfer (SLDT)
technique,
Results: Immunofluorescence microscopy revealed Cx43 localization at sites of
contact (plaques) between adjacent IU.lE cells. Cells grown in high glucose medium
exhibited reduced intensity of C,,43 immunofluorescence and reduced plaque count
(63±6% of control, P9>.009) compared 10 cells grown in normal medium.
Immunoblot analysis of IU.lE cell Iysates yielded three Cx43 forms corresponding to
a nonphosphorylated form PO (43kD) and two phosphorylated forms PI and P2 (48,
and 49kD. respectively). All three forms showed reduced expression under high
glucose condition (73±I5% of control, P9>.04; 57±I6% of control, P~O.OI; and
42±22% of control. P=O.OO6; respectively). The ability of cells 10 transfer Lucifer
yellow through gap junctions was reduced under high glucose condition (3.9±0.6 vs
6.5±I.O, p<O.OI, n=5). The reduced GJIC activity showed a strong correlation with
the downregulation ofCx43 expression in high glucose cells (r=O.9).
Conclnsions: Findings from this study indicate that high glucose-induced inhibition
of Cx43 expression reduces GJIC activity in microvascular endothelial cells.
Maintenance of the homeostatic balance through gap junction may be disturbed by
high glucose condition resulting in endothelial cell dysfunction in diabetic
microangiopathy.
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Benfotiamin prevents the consequences or hyperglycemia-induced mitochondrial
overproduction of reactive oxygen species, and c:rperimental dilbetic retinopathy
R Bergfeld,T Matsumara, X Do. and M Brownlee; University Hospital Marmhcim, University
of Heidelberg, German, Justus-Liebig-University Gicssen, Germany. and Albert-Einstein
College of Medicine, New York, USA
Background and Aims: Vascular complications are the main causeof morbidity and mortality
in diabetes mellitus. Four seemingly independent biochemical pathways are involved in the
pathogenesis: glucose-induced activation of protein kinase C (PKCI isoforms, increased
formation of glucose-derivedadvanced glycation end products; increasedglutose Ilux through
the aldose reductase pathway. and increased flux through the bexosamine pathway.
Hyperglycemia increases reactive oxygen species (ROS) production inside cultured bovine
aortic endothelial cells. ROS activate aldose reductase, activate PKC. induce advanced
glycatioa end product formation, activate the hexosamine pathway, and activate the pleiotropic
transcriptionfactor nuelear factor-kappa B (NFkB). The thiamine prodrug bcnfotiamia inhibits
the formation of AGEs in target tissues of diabetic microangiopathy. Materials and Methods:
Using bovine aortic endothelial cells, we studied the effect of bcnfotiamin on intracellular
AGE-formation, flux through the hexosamine pathway, activation of protein kinase C, and
activation of NFkB. Bcnfotiaminc was added to cells in high glucose media at a fInal
concentration of 50 ~M. Media was changed daily for 7 days. AGE-formation was determined
by dot blot technique, and complexes were visualized using an ECF kit (Amersharn). Cell
extracts were analysed on an HPLC system as described previously {p:-IAS 2000 97:12222·
12226}. For NFlB determination cells were incubated in low glucose, high glucose, high
glucose + bcnfotiamine for 6.hrs.NFlB was determined by a fluorescence in situ D:-IA-protein
binding assay and fluorescence lcell was determined using Scanalytics. PKC assay was
performed afu:r cells were incubated for 7 days as described above. The <ells were analysed
using a PKC assay system from Life Technologies. Additionally, diabetic rats (l.v. injcetion of
streptozctccin 65 mglkg body weight) were treated with bcnfotiamin (80 nlglkg weight) for 36
weeks. and diabetic rctinoptuhy was assessed using quantitative retinal analysis of digest
preparations for the development of acellular capillaries. Age-matched non-diabetic and
untreated diabetic rats served as controls. Results: Bcnfotiamin decreases AGE formation by
60% using quantitative immunoblotring. UDP-GIcNAc was decreased 50"10 by benfotiamin
using the previous conditions. NFKB was decreased 85% to below control levels. Bcnfotiamine
decreased membrane PKC 55% to control levels.Chronictreatment of bcnfodemin was well
toleratedand did not result in significantchangesof metabolicparameters. The developmentof
acellular capillaries was reduced by benfotiamin-trcatmcnt from 72.5±I1.16 acellular capillary
segments1mm2 ofretinal area in diabetic rats to 29.64±4.48 acellular capillary segmentslmm2
in bcnfotiamin-treated rats (p<O.OOI). Conelusion: These data suggest that treatment with
bcnfotiamin may be an effective approach to prevent the development of diabetic
complications.
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THE ANGIOTEJ"\SL'i ITPE-2 RECEPTOR IS ANTJ-,\.,,\GIOGENIC AND DOWN
REGULATES VEGF AriD VEGFR-2 LXPRESSION L'i A RODE1\'T MODEL OF
RETL,,\OPATHYOF PREl\IATURITI'.
Jennifer L. Wilkinson-Berka", ZerninCoo", Mark E. Cooper", Christina 1. Moravski'
"Department of Physiology and "Department ofMedicine, The University ofMelbourne,
Victoria, Australia, 3010.
Background and Aims: Both angiotensin 11 (ANG II) and vascular endothelial growth
factor (VEGF) are angiogenic agents that have recently been implicated in the
pathogenesis of proliferative diabetic retinopathy. Previously we reported that the
angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor (ACE) Iisinopril and the angiotensin type I
receptor (AT1) antagonist losartan,prevented retinal neovascularization in a rodent model
of retinopathy of prematurity (ROP). Interestingly, although the cellular expression of
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and its type 2 receptor (VEGFR-2) in retina
were reduced in ROP rats treated withlisinopriJ (LIS), Iosartan(LOS) had no effect These
findings show that the retinoproteetion and reduction in VEGF and VEGFR-2 expression
afforded by ACE inhibition may involve the angiotensin type 2 (A1'2) receptor. The
current study aimed to determine if the A1'2 receptor blockade (A1'2-RE) influences
retinal neovascularization and VEGF and VEGFR-2 expression in ROP. Malerials and
Methods: ROP was induced in newborn Sprague Dawley rats by exposure to 80% 02 for
II days followed by 7 days in room air. ROP shams were exposed to room air for 18 days
from birth. Additional groups ofROP and ROP shams received the A1'2-RE, PDl23319,
by miniosmotic pump (5mg/kglday) from days 11-18 (retinal neovascularization period in
ROP rats). The number of blood vessel profiles per histological section of inner retina
(DVP's) was quantitated in at least 500 unit areas per eye. VEGf and VEGFR-2 were
assessed using in situ hybridization, Results: In ROP rats treated with A1'2-RE, BY!"s
were reduced to a similar extent as ROP rats treated with LIS or LOS (ROP untreated,
25.7 +/- 1.5; A1'2-RE, 14.9 +/- 1.2; LIS, 17.3 +/- 1.2; LOS, 19.4 +/- 0.6, p<0.05). VEGF
and VEGFR-2 mRNA in ROP retina were both reduced with A1'2-RE (VEGf: ROP
untreated, 59.2 +/- 6.7; A1'2-RE, 11.1 +/- 1.7; LIS, 16.3 +/- 1.7; LOS, 78.2 +/- 9.2,
p<0.05. VEGFR-2: ROP untreated, 54.0 +/- 5.4; A1'2-RE, 15.9 +/- 2.8; US, 0.5 +/- 0.5;
LOS, 38.7 +/- 8.3, p<0.05). Condusions: These findings indicate that the anti
proliferative effects ofrenin-angiotensin system (RAS) blockade in the retina rnay involve
down-regulation of VEGF and VEGFR-2 expression via the A1'2 receptor. Blockade of
the RAS may providean important anti-angiogenic therapy for the treatment of a variety
of ischemic-induced retinal pathologies.
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Damage and Repair Mechanisms
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SURFACE ANTIGENS, HSP 70 AM) SPECmC FUNCTION OF PANCREATIC
ISLET BETA CEll.'> AFTER COMBINED ACTION OF CYfOKIN£S
S. Schmidt, G. Wachlin,B. Kuttler and I. Kloting, Institute of Pathophysiology,
University Greifswald,Karlsburg, Germany.

Ba<kground and Aims: During the development of type I diabetes the pancreatic
islet beta cells are exposed to different cytokines which act not as single substances
but in combination. Therefore, it is possible that different cytokines influence each
other in the expression of antigens andlor in changing pancreatic islet beta cell
function. The aim of the study was to investigate the influence of different cylokines
and eytokine combinations on the expression ofHSP 70, of the surface antigens MHC
I and II and 00 the function of islet beta cells of diabetes-prone BB rats. Methods:
Isolated pancreatic islets were precultured for 3 days and then exposed to IL-16 (10
U/ml) or IFN--r (500 U/ml) or TNF-a (500 Vlml) or to combinations of cytokines:
IFN-y+TNF-aor 11.-16+IFN--r+TNF-a. Untreated islets were used as controls. For
the characterizatioo of specific function insulin release and content were determined.
Islet proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE followed by immunobloning with the
monoclonal antibody C92F3A-5 for HSP 70. Surface antigen expression was
measured on single islet cells by FACS analysis using monoclonal antibodies OX 18
(MHC I), OX6 (MHC II) and KI4DIO (betacells). Results: 11.-16 alone induced the
expression of HSP 70 but did not change the expression of MHC lor II on beta cells.
Insulin content and release were diminished. These functional effects were not
influenced by TNF-a and IFN-y. IFN--r alooe had no effect on the expression of HSP
70 but induced MHC II 00 beta cells (7.8±1.8% vs. 1.9i0.5 % in controls) and
increased the MHC I antigen density (18.3±1.6% vs. 6.1±1.9 log U). The IFN-y
mediated increase of MHC II antigens 00 beta cells was enhanced by TNF-a
(30.515.1% vs, 7.8±1.8%)whereas TNF-a alone had no effect on IISP 70 and on the
expression of the surface antigens investigated. A combination ofall three cytokines
abolished completely the [fN-y induced enhancement of MHC 1 antigen density.
Coacl""ion.: Our results demoostrate that the cytokines investigated influence each
other in the expression ofantigens on islet beta cells. The increased expression of an
antigen induced by a single cylokine could be enhanced or even completely abolished
by different combinationsofcytokines, Thus, destruction or survival of islet beta cells
may depend on the appearance ofdifferent cylokine combinations during an immune
attack.
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A l'EW MODEL OF RETL'iAL AI\'D IRIS I\'EOVASeULARIZATIOl'i rx'rnz
DIABETIC TRAriSGENIC (mREri-2)27 RAT: BLOCKADE WITH ACE
L'iHIBITlON.
Christina J. Moravski, Sandford L. Skinner and Jennifer L. Wilkinson-Berka
Department ofPhysiology, The University ofMelbourne, Victoria, Australia, 3010

Background and Aims: New blood vessel growth in the retina and iris is common in
patients with long-standing diabetes, and ultimately leads to visual impairment and
blindness. The advent of new therapies for diabetic ocular neovascularization has
been hampered by the lack of a diabetic rodent model that progresses to retinal and
iris neovascularization, This study aimed to determine if the streptozotocin (STZ)
induced diabetic transgenic Ren-2 rat which is hypertensive, displays an enhanced
tissue renin-angiotensin system and develops advanced nephropathy, also exhibits
retinal andirisneovascularization.
Materials and Methods: At 6 weeks of age. Ren-2, Spontaneously Hypertensive
(SHR) and Sprague Dawley (SD) rats were randomised to receive either STZ
(diabetic, D) or control vehicle (C). A separate group of diabetic Ren-2 rats were
treated with the angiotensin convening enzyme (ACE) inhibitor lisinopril (L,
10mg/kglday, drinking water) from the induction ofdiabetes. Rats were studied for 10
months. The number of proliferating endothelial cells (pEe; proliferating cell nuclear
antigen and lectin immunohistochemistry) were quantified in 3 randomly chosen
paraffin sections of retina and iris per eye. In situ hybridization was performed for
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and it's second receptor (VEGFR-2).
Results: SBP was higher in Ren-2 and SHR compared to SD rats (p<0.01) and was
unchanged with diabetes. L reduced diabetic Ren-2 SBP (p<0.05). PEC's in retina and
iris were increased in untreated diabetic Ren-2 (retina Ren-2-C, 2.0 +/- 0.9; Ren-2-D,
12.4 +/- 6.9, p<0.05; iris Ren-2-C, 6.2 +/- 2.6; Ren-2.D, 43.4 +/- 12.1, p<0.05) and
reduced with L (retina Ren-2-D+L, 0; iris Ren-2-D+L, 10.6 +/- 1.5). In retina of non
diabetic and diabetic SIIR and SD rats, PEC's were not detected. PEC's in irises of
SHR and SD was unchanged with diabetes and decreased with L.
Conclusions: This study provides evidence ofa new diabetic model of retinal and iris
neovascularization that is associated with up-regulation of tissue renin and VEGF and
VEGFR-2 gene expression. The anti-angiogenic effects of ACE inhibition supports
our previous findings in a rodent model of retinopathy of prematurity and the
EUCLID study which showed lisinopril to slow the progression to PDR in humans.
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Effects of selective binding to peripheral benzodiazepine receptors on the
function and survival of human islet cells•.
L. Marselli, F. Dotta, R Lupi, C. Santangelo, S. Del Guerra, U. Boggi, M.e. Bambini,
F. Mosca, U. Di Mario, S. Del Prato, P. Marchetti: Dept. of Endocrinology and
Metabolism, Metabolic Unit, University of Pisa; Dept. of Clinical Sciences,
University ofRome, La Sapienza - Italy

Background and Aims: Peripheral benzodiazepine receptors (PBRs) are proteins
mainly located on the mitochondrial membrane, where they are part of the
mitochondrial permeability transition (PT) pore. PT pore regulates the function of
mitochondria and therefore the survival of the whole cell. Following our
demonstration that PBRs are present in human pancreatic islets (I-ll), now we describe
the effects of a prolonged exposure of purified ill to PBRs ligands.
Materials and Methods: Two specific ligands, PK-11195 (PK) and RO 5-4864 (Ro),
which have overlapping, but not identical binding domains and slightly different
binding affinities were used. Human islets were exposed for 12h to the tested
compounds, and islet function and survival were then evaluated.
Results: Glucose-stimulated (16.7 m.\I) insulin release (IR, I1U/mI) was significantly
lower after exposure to 0.5 11M PK (222±46, mean±SD, n=12) and 1.0 11M PK
(160±71, n=IO), than after exposure to 1.0 11M Ro 't319±90, n=IO), 10 11M Ro
(341±88, n=10), or control medium (348±188, n=14). The amount of apoptotic cells
was evaluated by the TUNEL technique (Tt) and the ELISA method, and was
significantly higher in 1.0 11MPK-exposed ill (Tt: 42.3±7.9"/o, n=5; Ol): 2.2±0.5,
n=6) than in 10 11MRo-exposed (Tt: 11.l±4.1%, n=4; OD: 1.24±0.2, n=4) and control
(Tt: 14.H6.6%, n=8; OD: I.27±0.4, n=8) Hl, Electron microscopy demonstrated
typical apoptotic changes (cellular shrinkage, chromatin condensation, and apoptotic
bodies) in Pk-exposed human beta-cells. These effects were accompanied by no
major change of mRNA expression of iNOS, Bax and BcI 2, as evaluated by RT
PCR Inhibition of up-stream caspascs, caspase-3 or caspase-6 significantly reduced
(30% or more) the amount ofdead cells.
Conclusions: Thus, specific and selective binding to PBRs causes human beta-cells
functional damage and apoptosis, a phenomenon which occurs without any clear
change of iNOS, Bax and Bcl-2 mRNA expression, and involves caspase activation.
These results raise the possibility that PBRs are involved in human pancreatic beta
cell function and survival.
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ESSENTIAL ROLE OF NF-kappaB (p50) IX THE DEVELOPMEl'-, OF TYPE
I DIABETES.
J.G. Mabley, G Hask6, A. Salzman and C. Szab6. Inctek, Beverly, I\tA 01915

Background and Aims: Development of Type I diabetes requires expression of immune
related genes such as I\lliC proteins, cytokines and cytotoxic enzymes, all regulated by
transcription factors including NF.kappaB. The aim of this study was to determine if mice
with a disruption of the l\1'·kappaB (P50) gene were protected from multiple-low-dose
streptozotocin (l\fi.DS) induced diabetes. I\fi.DS·induced diabetes is characterised by an
immune cell-mediated destruction of the fl..cells and a progressive hyperglycemia.
Materials and Methods: Male N1'·kappaB (P50rl- and 1\1'-kappaB (PSO)+I+ mice (0.=17)
were injected with stz (40mg/kg i.p.) or vehicle on five consecutive days, blood glucose
was monitored over a 21-day period. Pancreas samples were taken on day 21 and insulin
content dctermined Islets were isolated from both phenotypes (0.=4) and exposed to a
combination IL-I (100p1\\), TNF-alpha (lOOp:>'\) and lFN·gamma (IOU/mI) for 24h before
glucose-stimulated insulin secretion was determined Serum or culture media nitrite/nitrate
levels were used as a measure of nitric oxide formation. Results: MLDS treated NF·
kappaB (p50)+/+ mice progressively developed hyperglycemia, blood glucose levels
115±4 and 330±27mgldl (p<O.OI) on day I and 21 respectively, with 88% of the mice
diabetic (blood glucose>200mgldl). I\fi.DS treated 1\1'.kappaB (p5orl· mice had no
incidence of diabetes and only a moderate increase in blood glucose levels from 111±3 to
139±3mgldl (p<0.05). I\fi.DS decreased pancreas insulin content in NF·kappaB (p50)+/+
mice from 61±l1to 17±3ng insulin/mg protein (p<0.01) an effect partially reversed in NF
kappaB (P50rl- mice; 54.8%8 to 31±4 (p<0.05). I\fi.DS treatment increased serum
nitrite/nitrate levels of NF·kappaB (p50)+/+ mice from 16±O.5 to 37±41'1\I (p<O.OI), but
not in the NF-kappaB (PSOrl- mice; 2S±3to 26±41L\1. In vitro cytokine treatment of1\1'
kappaB (pSO)+/+ islets reduced insulin secretion from 2.6±0.4 to 1.2±O.2ng insulin/islet/h
(p<O.OS) and increased media nitrite/nitrate; 46±0.8 to 69B.4pmolflSlet/24h (p<0.05).
However, despite a SO% reduction in nitric oxide formation; 39±2.6 to
49±2.S4pmolflSlet/24h (p<O.OS)cytokines inhibited insulin secretion in NF-kappaB (PSOr
I· islets; 2.2±0.4 to 0.96±O.2ng insulin/islet/h (p<O.OS). Conclusions: NF-kappaB (P50)
plays a pivotal role in activation of the immune system and resulting nitric oxide
formation during the development of type I diabetes. However, disruption of the NF
kappaB (PSO) gene did not protect fl..cells from cytokine-mediated induction of nitric
oxide synthase and inhibition of insulin secretion. It appears that NF-kappaB (pSO)'s
involvement is at an early, critical juncture of immune-activation and pro-inflammatory
mediator oroduction,
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Investigation of cytokiae-activated transcription (actors in RINm5F cells
overeapresslng antiorldative enzymes by reporter gene and gel shift assays
A.K. Azevedo Martins, S. Lenzen, M. Tiedge and S. Lortz.
Hannover Medical School, Institute of Clinical Biochemistry, Hannover, Germany

Background and Aims: Cytokines contribute to beta-cell damage in Type I diabetes mellitus
andthe intracellular destruction processis mediated by the induction of iNOS andotherradical
producing enzymes and their products NO and oxygen free radicals. During this destruction
processthrough cytokiacs the activation of specific transcription factors. in particularNF.kB.
plays8 critical role. Itwas the aim of this study to characterise the importance of antioxidative
enzymes and oxygen free radicals for the cytokine mediated activation of NF-kB in RINm5F
cells.
Materials and Methods: Insulin-producing RINm.5F cells ovcrexpressing the anticxidative
enzymes catalase (CAn, glutathione peroxidase (GPX), CulZnSOD and MnSOD were
transiently transfectcd with a NF·kB promoter clement coupledto an alkaline phosphatase
(SEAP) reporter gene. Cells were exposed to IL-IB alone or 10 a cytokinc mix. The
accumulated reporter gene product SEAP was quantified at diffcrent time points. For gel shift
Assays nuclear extracts from control andstimulated cells were isolated and incubated with
radioactively labelled oligos with the NF·kB binding motif mlA'protein complexes were
resolved by a native PAGE and detected by autoradiography.
Results:Theincubation oCRINm5F control cells with IL-16or the cytokine mix. results in a
maximal Ilfold increase of SEAP enzyme activities after 6 h. The activation of NF·kB in
R1Nm5F-GPXand R1Nm5F·CulZnSODcells after incubation with [L·IB was comparable with
the activation in untransfected cells. In contrast theCAT cverexpressing RINm5F cells showed
a 15-20fold increase ofthc activation level.Dvcrexpressionof MnSODcauseda 80%~ decrease
ofNF-kB activation in comparison to untransfected RINmSF cells. Decreasing the expression
of MnSODbyusingthe antisense technique resulted in an approximately90%increase of NF·
kB activation. Gel shift assays confirmedcytokine-mediated activation of NF·kB in control
cells and in MnSon overexpressing cells. In cells cverexpressing MnSOD the activation of
NF-kBwas less incomparison withuntransfccted cells.
Conclusions: The activation ofNF-kB after cytokine stimulation couldbe delayed or reduced
by theoverexpression of thc anticxidative enzymes l-.fnSOD und CAT in insulin-producing
RINmSF cells. Thus, in addition to the direct inactivation of radicals cytoprotective enzymes
areimportant modulators inthe activation of transcription factors. in particular forthecytokine
activated pathways ofNF·kB. Importantly the mitochondrial inactivation of radicals affectsthe
basal expression level ofNF·kB.
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TIlE ANTIA.POPTOTIC EFFECT OF TIlE Th'K INHIBITOR TAT·JNK
BTI\'DING DO~lAIN (mD) IS INDEPEl'o'DENT OF IL-I MEDIATED iXOS,
ICE, I\ln·SOD AND BCI.-2 osxs EXPRESSION IN RIN CELLS

M.A.Nikulina', N.Sandhu" Z.Shamirn', N.A.Andersen', A.E.Karlsen', C.Bonn!
and T.Mandrup-Poulsen'. 'Steno Diabetes Center, 2820 Gentofte, Denmark and
'Division of Medical Genetics, cmrv, 1011 Lausanne, Switzerland

Background and Alms: The stress-activated prolein kinase c-jun NII,.terminal
kinase (ll'o'K) is a main signal for 11.-1p·induced apoptosis in insulin-producing
cells, and the soluble DIK inhibitor Tat-JBD effectively prevents cytokine-induced
p-cell apoptosis. The aim of this study was to investigate whether INK inhibition
affected the expression ofpro- or antiapoptotic p·ceU genes. Materials and Meth
ods: RIN·5AH-TIB cells (750,000 cells/mI) were precultured for 24 h in RP~II

I640·Glutamax + 10% FBS + 1% Pen/Strep at 37°C prior to incubation for I h
with I J.L\f Tat·JBD and followed by addition of 60 U/mI of rhIl.-I p. After 6 and
24 hours the total RNA was isolated, cDNA was generated by the cDNA Cycle
Kit (lnvitrogen) and RT-PCR was performed using Tara-binding protein or p.
glucoronidase as housekeeping genes to normalize gene expression. Accumulated
insulin release to the media was measured by ELISA and nitrite production by
means of the Griess reagent, Hoechst 33342 and propidium iodide nuclear staining
were uscd for apoptotic counts after 48 hours of exposure to 400 U/mI of rhIl.-I p.
Rcsults: Tat·JBD reduced INK activity by 35% (p < 0.001) and caused a 55%
inhibition of II.-induced apoptosis (p < 0.001). However, Tat·JBD did not influ
ence II.-Ip-induced KO synthesis (3.0±O.54 IL\I vs. 3.4±0.39IL\I, n=12) or i.."\OS
expression and only slightly decreased cytokine-mediatcd inhibition of insulin
release at24 h (18.7 ± \.17 n.\1 vs. 22.1±I.28 n.\I, n=12, p <0.01). Further, Tat·
mD did not prevent the II.-I·induced increase in BcI-2, Mn-superoxide dismutase
(Mn-SOD), IL-Ip-<:onverting enzyme (ICE), or caspase-J gene expression. Con
clusion: The antiapoptotic effect of INK was independent of the transcription of
major pro- and antiapoptotic genes, but may be exerted at the level of translation
or enzyme activity. Primary targets for INK-mediated p-cell apoptosis still remain
to be identified.
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Suppressors of cytoklne signaling (SOCS) in cytokine-indoced human islet cell
damage
C.Santangelo, P.Marchelt~ L.Marselli, I\I.Realacc~ S.Dionisi, F.Vendrame,
P.Cerrone, V.Di Mario and F.Dolla. Dept. of Clinical Sciences, Universiry'La
Sapienza', Rome and Dept. of Endocrinology and Metabolism, University of Pisa,
Italy.

Background and aims:T}'Pe 1diabetes results fromtheselectivedestruction of isletbeta-cells
through mechanisms not fully elucidated. Beta-cell damage is due to infiltrating Ticells,
macrophages and inflammatory eytokincs (IFNgamma, TNFalpha, Il.elbeta). In addition, in
animal models,C)tokines such as 11.-4and IL-I0 can be protective, being able to counteract the
adverse effects of pro-inflammatory cytokines, reducing beta-cell damage. sacs belong to a
protein family thatnegatively regulate cytokinesignaling. SOCSgenesareinduced by a variety
of cytckines and SOCS proteins induced by one can inhibit signaling by another (e.g. 11.-10can
suppress expressionof If'Ng-induced genes in human monocytes through SOCS·3). Previously
we have shown that: I) HUIll311 islets treated, in vitro, with IFNg+Th'Fa+IL-l showed a
significantdecrease of glucose-stimulated insulin release (lR). 2) Islets pre-cultured with JY4
and [1.-10followed by IFNg+ TNFa+ IL-I showed a glucose-stimulated lR similar to untreated
islets, 3) Preincubation with 11.-4and IL-IO significantly reduced the rate of islet cell death
induced by rFNg+ Th'Fa+ rL-1. Conscquen1Iy, aimsof our studywereto investigate, at islet
cell level, 0:1 the expression of sacs genes, their inducibility by cytokines and on their
possible involvement inprotective effectsof IIA andIL--IO.
Materials and Methods: mRNA expression of SoeS-I, -2 and ·3 genes was evaluated in
isolated human islets, cultured for Ih and lOb, in the presence of: 1) !lA, [1.-10, lFNg, TNFa
and IL-I, separately; 2) • cocktail of IFNg+TNFa+IL-I; 3) 11.-10followed by a cocktail of
lFNg+ TNFa+ IL·1. RNA expression of sacs molecules was analyzed by RT.PCR, followed
byquantitativescanning densitometry.
Results: I) SOCS·I, -2 and -3 mRNA is expressed in untreated human islets; 2) sacs· I
mRNAexpressionis upregnlated at 10 hours by prcinflammatory cytokincs;3) SOCS-2 mRNA
expression is upregulated by 1L-4, by IL-IO and by TNFa within I bour and its expression
remainshigh up to 10hours; 4) SOCS-3 mRNA expression is upregulated after 10 hours by all
cytokines tested.
Conclusions: SOCS-I, -2 and-3 areindeed expressed in human pancreatic islets, wherethey
can be up-regulated by treatment with cytokincs, thus representing a potential pathway of
modulation of cytokine action. Early upregulationof SOCS-2expression, induced by IrA and
IL-IO, suggests a possibleroteof this molecule in the modulation ofthc protective effects of
these(WO cytokines onhuman isletswhenchallenged withinflammatory c}tokines.
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IS THERE Alii}' CUTOff POIST Of HbAIc LEVELS INDICATIVE Of THE
NEED FOR INSULL\, TREATMENT IN WOMEN WITH GESTATIONAL
DIABETES?
E.S. Souvatzoglou, E. Anastasiou, M. Alevizaki, E. Loukari, G. Philippou and A.
Souvatzoglou
l st Endocr. Section, Diabetes Center, Alexandra Hospital, Athens, Greece

Background and Aims: It is known that HbAlc levels are not usefull in the diagnosis
of gestational diabetes mellitus (GD~I). However there are no data whether HbAlc
levels may help to determine therapeutic strategy for GD~I women. The aim of this
study is to define if there are any cutoff points of initial HbAlc levels, which may
identify the subgroup of GD~1 women for whom insulin therapy will be needed,
according to their pre-pregnancy D~lI and trimester. Material. and Methods: Based
on ADA 2000 GD~1 criteria, 2144 pregnant women had a normal OGTT- loog and
1079 where diagnosed as GD~1. from the GDM group 424 where treated with insulin
in addition to diet therapy. Criteria for insulin initiation where at least one of the
following: (a) fasting plasma glucose>95mgldl; (b) one hour post-prandial
glucose>140 mgldl; (c) fetal macrosomia by ultrasound. B~lI was calculated
according to pre-pregnancy body weight in all pregnant women, who where divided
in three groups, based on B~lI: (I) Normal weight group (D1>1I-1) 18,5-24,9 kglm2,
n=1826; (ii) Overweight (B~1I-2) 25,0-29,9, n=883; (iii) Obese (D~1I-3»30, n=514.
In all pregnant women HbA I c levels were measured (IIPLC- Menarini) at the time
the OGTT was performed. The total number ofllbAlc measurements were 1658 in
the second and 1565 in the third trimester. Thc optimum HbAlc insulin therapy
indicative cutoff points and their sensitivity and specificity where calculated
according to B~n group and trimester of pregnancy. Results: The HbAlc cutolI
points determined, according to B~ti group, in the second trimester were: (i) BMI-I:
HbAlc:>4%, Sensitivity: 65%, Specificity: 64%; (ii) B~1I-2: HbAI c:>4, 1%,
Sensitivity 65%, Specificity 67%; (iii) B~1I-3: HbAlc: >4,3%, Sensitivity 72%,
Specificity 75%. In the third trimester the figures were (i) B~lI-l: IIbAlc>4,1%,
Sensitivity 69%, Specificity 67%; (ii) B~1I-2: HbAIc>4,4%, Sensitivity: 79%,
Specificity 77%; (iii) BMI-3: JIbAlc>4,5%, Sensitivity 75%, Specificity 77%.
Conclusions: Initial HbAlc levels, though not used as a diagnostic criterion for
GD~f, may be useful in the identification ofthe subgroup ofGD~1women, especially
the obese ones, who will need insulin therapy.
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IS PREGNANCY A RISK fACfOR fOR MICROVASCULAR
COMPLlCATlO:'lS? THE EURODIAB PROSPECfIVE STUDY.
0. Verier-Mine', N.Chatur,edi", D.J.Webb", A.Quiquempois', DiBensoussan" and
J.H.Fuller" on behalf of the EURODIAB lDDM Complication Study Group. 'CH
Valenciennes france. "DepI.Epid.PublJlealth, University College of London, UK.
Background and aims: Controversy exists on long term influence of pregnancy on
development and progression of IODM microvascular complications. Materials and
methods: in the EURODIAB prospective multicentre study, 793 women potentially
child bearing at baseline completed the follow-up (7.3 years) and 163 (21%) gave
birth. We compared risk factors (RF) (mean levels of age, duration of diabetes,
HbAlc, and proportion of giving birth) for developing a microvascular complication
between progressors and non-progressors, Results: A) For women childless at
baseline giving birth in follow-up (102/425): I) 32/267 progressed to
microalbuminuria. High HbA Ic was a RF. Age, duration of diabetes or giving birth
[25% vs 23%, p~0.8, adjusted Odd Ratio (OR) for significant co-variates
1.32(0.55,3.22)) were not RF. 2) 431282 progressed to proliferative retinopathy.
Duration of diabetes and high HbA Ic were RF, whereas giving birth was not [26% vs
25%, p~0.9, adjusted OR 1.57(0.65,3.79)]' For progression to any form of retinopathy
(104/186), again duration of diabetes and HbA Ic were RF but not giving birth [20%
vs 30%, p=O.I, adjusted OR 0.70(0.32,1.51)]. 3) For neuropathy, 591288 progressed.
Giving birth was nota RF: 25 % vs 25%, p=0.9, [OR 1.03 (0.53,1.99)]. B) for
women with children at baseline giving birth in follow-up (61/368): I) 351235
progressed to microalbuminuria ; high HbA1c was a RF but giving birth was not: 9%
vs 17%, p=0.2, adjusted OR 0.56(0.15,2.05). 2) 231257 progressed to proliferative
retinopathy. Giving birth was not a RF: 13% vs 16% p=0.7, adjusted OR 1.30(0.34,
4.91). 82/166 progressed to any retinopathy; giving birth was not a RF: 12% vs 23%,
p=O.08, adjusted OR 0.50(0.21,1.22). In both cases, duration of diabetes and high
HbAlc were RF. 3) 591244 progressed to neuropathy: age was a RF, not giving birth:
12% vs 21%, p=O.l, adjusted OR 0.69(0.27,1.74). Conclusions: In this European
study, having a first or another pregnancy did not seem to be a risk factor for
progression of any microvascular complication. This is in accordance to the findings
of the American DCCT Study
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A NATION-WIDE PROSPECfIVE STUDY 0:'1 THE OUTCOME OF
PREG:-lANCIES IN WOMEN WITH TYPE I DIABETES MELLITUS; DO
PLANNED PREGNANCIES RESULT L'i BETTER PREGNANCY
OUTCOME?
H,1. Evers, H.W. de Valk and G.H.A. Visser, University Medical Center Utrecht, the
Netherlands.

Background and Aims: Periconceptional glycaernic control has been shown to be a IIL1jor
determinant for the occurrence of congenital malformations (Cl\n in the offspring of women
with type I diabetes mellitus (D~lI). Motivating type I diabetic women to plan their
pregnancy, resulting in good glyceemic control and folic acid use periconccpticnally, will
hopefully optimise pregnancy outcome. \Ve conducted a nation-wide prospective study to
assess pcriconceptional preparation and glycacrniccontrol as well as the frequency of CM,
perinatal (P~O and maternal mortality (1.1.\0.
Malerials aed Methods: A total of 36-1women with O~II were included within I year from
103 hospitals in the Netherlands; 14 women had an abortion, 15 had type 2 diabetes or
secondary diabetes and in 20 there wcre incomplete data, leaving 315 subjects (mean age 30
(SO 4) years, mean duration of disease 13 (SO 8) years and 98% Caucasian). Pcriconceptional
glycacmic control was assessed using Hbxlc-levels determined at about 10 weeks gestation in
one central laboratory (00=1 non-diabetic HbAIc-rangc 4.0-6.0"10). CM were divided into
majorCM~ like cardiac anomalies,neural tube defectsand genitourinarysystem abnormalities
andminor CI.f, like h)pospadia,vertebral anomalies and single umbilicalartery'.
Results: Eighry-Icurpercent of thewomen reported that they planned thcir pregnancy. Seventy
percent of the women started the use of folic aeid before conception. Mean HbAI c-Icvclearly
in pregnancy was 6.7% (SD 0.8%) (range 4.4-9.0"10); 720/,of the HbAle-le\'c1s was good
(<7.0"10). The overall CM-rate was 7.9% (normal population rate 2.0"10, p<O.05). Major CM
OCCUlTed in 4.8% and minor CM in 3.1%. HbAIc-levels were significantly higher in
pregnancies with CM compared to thosc without eM (7.2% (SD 0.9%) vs, 6.6% (SO 0.7%),
p<O.05). The occurrence of major CM was significantly higher in unplanned pregnaneies
compared to planned pregnancies (10.0"10 vs. 3.4%, p<O.05).PM was 3.2% (normal population
rate 0.9%, p<O.05).11.\1 was 0.6% (n-2) (normal population rate 0.01%, p<O.05). Causes of
maternaldeath wereseverehypoglycaemiaand amnionfluidembolism.
Conclusions: Despite a high frequcncy of planned pregnancies, resulting in a high rateI'f
adequate folic acid use and overall good glycacrnic control early in pregnancy. congenital
malformations, perinatal and roaterna1 mortality were still strongly inereased. This indicates
that in current conditionspregnancy in type 1 diabetic women remains 3 high-risk situation.
Fwthcr reducing unplanned pregnancies to improve pregnancy outcome seems an important
goal to achieve.
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Pre-eclampsia associated ...ith altered post-partum iusulin resistance and
production in non-diabetic subjects
H.W. de Valk, M.J. Sikkema. Franx A, van der Wijk N.G., Visser G.H.A., Bruinse
H.W. Depts, oflntemal Medicine and Obstetrics, University Medical Center, Utrecht,
The Netherlands.

Baekground and Aims: Pre-eclampsia (pREC) hasbeen associated with fetal morbidity like
intra-uterine growth restriction and fetal death as well as with maternal complications.
Endothelial cell dysfunction is thought to be pivotal in the pathogenesis of PREC. Sinee insulin
resistance (IR) is also related to endothelial cell dysfunction, PREC may be a clinical entity to
which IR contributes. We assessed IR and beta-cell function (BCF) in non-diabetic women
after a pregnancy with PREC.
Materials and Methods: A total of 213 women after a pregnancy complicated by PREC were
studied: mean age: 31.2 (SO: 4.5 years), median time since childbirth 0.4 years (95th percentile
(P95): 3.58); 70";' were studied within 6 months. Fasting plasma glucose and insulin "ere
determined; glucose was maximally 6.1 mmolJlto include nortnoglycaemic subjects only. IR
was determined using the formula: insulinl22.5'c(-In(glucose», BeF by (20'insulin)l(glucose
3.5). The subjects were divided into subjects giving birth before week 34 {early (E): age: 30.7
(SO: 4.5)) and after week 34 (late (L): age: 32.6 (SO: 4.5». Normal values for IR and BCF
were derived from 43 women (C; age: 32.9 (SD: 4.5)).
Results: Significant differences were observed in IR, BCF and age between the groups
(Kruskal-Wallis, p<O.ool). IR was higher in E than in L: 2.45 (p95: 6.97) vs 1.73 (5.41),
p<O.OOI andthanin C: 1.88 (5.31) p=O.007.1R in L and C were similar. BCF was higher in E
than in L: 154 (p95: 417) vs 120 (363), p=O.03 and thanin C: 94 (515) p=O<O.OOI with the
differenee between L andC of bordcline significance (p=O.049). With ANDYA to correct for
difference in age, IR in E was higher that in L (p=0.004) andC (p=O.OOI) with a significant
difference in BCF between L andC (p=O.OO4). No differcnces in IR or BCF between L andC
were found. IR andBCF wcre positively associated (r=O.65,p<O.ool), also after correction for
age (r=O.54,p<O.ool), also in E, L, and C separately. Duration of pregnancy at childbirth was
inversely associated with IR and BCF (.-=-0.21, p-.o.007 and r=-O.17, p--o.03). Duration of
pregnancy at diagnosis of PREC was also inversely associated with IR and BCF (.-=-0.26,
p=O.OO3 and .-=-0.21, p=O.02), both suggesting more severe abnomalities with more severe
PREC.
Conclusions: Pre-eclampsia leading to childbirth before week 3-1- is associated with higher
insulin resistance and insulin production post-partum, suggesting that pre-eclampsia is
associated with altered insulin dynamics. Since these phenomena were studied post partum,
furtherstudies during pregnancy are indicated.
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Gestalional Diabrtrs Mrllitus: predlctive factors for the development of diabetes
at mid-term follow-up.
M. Albareda, A. Garcia-Paterson, 1. Ubeda, M.A. Maria. 1.1\1. Adelantado", A. de
Leiva and R. Corcoy, Departments of Endocrinology and 'Obstetrics and
Gynecology. Hospital Sant Pau. Barcelona.

Background and Aims: Women with gestational diabetes mellitus (GD~I) have a
high risk of developing diabetes (D~l) later in life and several predictors have been
described. The aim of this study was to identify antepartum and postpartum predictive
factors for the development ofD~l at mid-term follow-up in a group of women with
prior GD~1.

Materials and Mrthods: In 696 women with prior GD~1, a 75g-0GTI was
performed postpartum (median 6.16 years, range 0.05, 13.73) which was assessed
according to WHO-1998 criteria. A Cox multiple hazard regression analysis was used
to ascertain if the following variables were independent predictors: previous glucose
intolerance, family history of diabetes, parity, history of poor obstetric outcome,
prepregnancy body mass index (B~O), age at pregnancy, gestational age at GD~1

diagnosis, GDM diagnostic OGTI (glycemic values, area under the curve and number
of abnormal values), autoantibody positivity (islet cell, glutamic acid decarboxylase
and tyrosine phosphatase antibodies), insulin treatment during pregnancy, neonatal
weight' 4000, preterm delivery, recurrence of GD~1 and age and BMI increment at
follow-up.

Results: Forty four women (6.3%) developed D~l with a cumulative risk of 13.7% at
II years of follow-up. Previous glucose intolerance (RR 6.73, p=O.003) and the
higher quintile of prepregnancy B~U (B~U' 26.4 RR 8.67, p~.OOI) were
independent predictors of developing LM. The 3rd tertile of the number of abnormal
values at GD~I diagnosis (4 abnormal values/clinical diagnosis) had borderline
significance (RR 4.78, p= 0.054). Overall, these factors provided a sensitivity of
67"10, specificity of 76%, positive predictive value of 14.9% and negative predictive
value of97.3% for DM prediction.

Conclusions: In these women with GD~1, prepregnancy glucose intolerance and high
B~U are independent risk factors for D~I at follow-up.
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The 1'0.-.1 Glucose Transporter GLUTIO is Expressed in Human Skeletal
Muscle Cell.
S. Rarnrath, O. Dransfeld and J. Eckel. German Diabetes Research Institute,
Dusseldorf, Germany

Background and aims: The facilitative hexose transporters (GLUT-family) are
membrane proteins which differ in their tissue distribution, kinetic characteristics and
substrate specificity. Human GLUTIO is a novel sugar transporter-like gene which
exhibits significant sequence similarity with the members of the GLUT family. In
human tissues, a 7.2 kb transcript ofGLUTJO was exclusively detected in heart and
skeletal muscle. The aim of this study was to examine the regulation of GLUTIO
expression in human skeletal muscle cells during differentiation and different
metabolic situations, and to assess the insulin-sensitivity of this novel transporter.
Materials and Methods: Primary human skeletal muscle cells were obtained as
proliferating myoblasts, and were fused to myotubes for different time periods.
GLUTIO expression was determined by Northern and Western blotting; cell surface
biotinylation was used to study the translocation ofGLUT 10 in response to insulin.
Results. In myoblasts, GLUTIO was detected as a 40 kDa protein. Upon
differentiation the abundance of GLUTJO increased about 3fold reaching a stable
expression by 8-12 days. This was confirmed by a comparable increase in GLUTJO
mRNA. Increased expression of GLUTIO in myotubes was paralleled by a 3-4fold
increase in the expression of the insulin receptor. Expression of GLUTIO was not
affected by the presenee of high glucose (25 m.\I) in the culture medium. The
presence of fructose (25 m.\I) reduced GLUTIO abundance by 40 ± 3% (n=4); the
same effect was observed after glucose starvation (overnight) of the myotubes,
Biotinylation ofmyotubes before and after stimulation with insulin (10 min) indicated
an increased abundance ofGLUT I0 at the cell surface in response to the hormone.
Conclusion: GLUTIO represents a novel glucose transporter that is expressed in
differentiated human skeletal muscle. Our data suggest that the overall abundance of
GLUTIO is subject to metabolic regulation, and that GLUTIO is redistributed to the
plasma membrane in response to insulin.
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CARDIOVASCULAR AND METABOLIC ABNORMALII'IESIN OFFSPRING
OF PRE GESTAnONAL lYPE 1 DIABETICPREGNANCY
I Mandefron B Mul1ao D HaddenH Leslie c.PattersOn DMcCanoe, RoyalGroup of
Hospitals, Belfast,Nonhero Ireland
Backgrouud and AlmsThe conceptthatmaternalfuel metabolism may exertlong
range effects on the offspring of diabetic pregnancy was first Jl'OP05Cd by Iorgen
Pedersen aver 20 years ago .. Long-termfollow up studiesamong ethnic groups with
!Ughratesof type 2~ have demonstrated a high prevalence of glucose
mtolerance and obesitym the offspring of diabetie pregnancy. Few studieshave
examined whether similaroutcomes pertainamong offspring of pre gestational type I
diabetic pregnancy or whetherthe impact of the intrauterine diabetic milieumight
extend toother cardiovascular risk factors besidesglucose and body weight The aim
of thisstudywas to examinemarkers of cardiovasculardisease in childhood among
offi;pring of type 1 diabetic pregnancy.
Makrials and Methods 61 pn:-pWertaI offspring aged 5-11 years (26 malel35
female) oCpregestatiooal type 1 diabetie pregnancies wererandomly selectedfrom
malemityrecordsand compared with 57 offspring of non diabetic subjectsmatched
forage, sexand socialclass. Each child llIlderwent IDCaSUreDlellt ofheight (m),
weight(kg), tricepsand subscapular skin fold thickness( mm) and blood pressure
(Omron). Fasting blood was obIainedfor glucose , insulin, IGF-l , plasminogen
inhibitor I ,fibrinogen, leptin (DSL , ELISA), Iipd profile, and the adhesion
molecules VCAM-I andE-selectin. Insulinresistance was calculatedusing the
HOMAmodel.Data was ana1ysed using SPSS version 10.
Results Skin fold thickness, blood pressure,glucose, insulin , insulin resistance and
Icptin did not differ between the two groups. Significant differences betweenthe mean
values for diabetie versus non diabetic offspring were:- total cholesterol (4.45 vs 4.18
, p= 0.025);I.DL cholesterol (2.73 vs 2.39, p= 0.001); cholesterolJIIDL ratio (3.42 vs
3.09, p= 0.027); IGFI (22.49 \OS19.30, p= 0.036); PAl-I (19.95 \OS14.87, p= 0.000)
; VCAM (1845.59 \OS1508.93 , p= 0.000) and E-selectin (88.66 \OS 71.12 ,p= 0.010).
ConcIlUi<lns These data supportthe Pedersen hypothesis and indicate thatmetabolic
and cardiovascular risk factors exist in glucose tolerant offspring of diabetic pregnancy
aged 5-11)'C3fS compared withnon diabetic offspring. The findings have
implications for the management of diabetie pregnancy and suggest theneedfor long
term follow up of these sub;ects.
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RABEF4: A POSSffiLE LINK BETWEEN INSULE'i SIGSALING AlIID
GLUT4 TRAFFIC?
O. de Robertis, 1.Meton, Y. Le Marchand-Brustel and M. Cormont. Inserm E99I1,
Biologie et Physiopathologie de la Nutrition et Signalisation, Nice, France

Background and Alms: The small GTPase Rab4 is involved in the regulation of Glut
4 trafficking. To better understand its role in insulin action, we searched for Rab4
effectors by screening a fat mouse eDNA library, We cloned a eDNA coding for a
protein of 609 amino acids that interacts with active Rab4 in yeast, This protein,
named Rabef4 (Rab4 effector), contains threeSID domains, two proline-rich regions
and a coiled-coil domain and is ubiquitously expressed. The specific aimof this stud)"
hasbeen to characterise the role of Rabef4 in insulin-sensitive cells.
Materials and Method.: A Tet-Off stable cell line of 3T3-LJ fibroblasts
overexpressing m)-c-Rabef4 was selected in which Rabef4 expression was obtained in
the absence of tetracycline either in fibroblasts or adipocytes,
Resa lts: In Tet-Off fibroblasts and adipocytes insuIin induces a rapid and stable
association of myc-Rabef'! with endogenous Rab4. A specific inhibitor of PI3K,
wortmannin, was able 10 prevent the formation of Rabef4·Rab4 complex, suggesting
an important role of the PI3Kinase pathway in this association. Endogenous or
overexpressed Raben is coprecipitated with tyrosine phosphorylated proteins after
insuIin treatment of both fibroblasts and adipocytes. Further, while a PDGF treatment
induces the association of m)"c-Rabef4 with tyrosinephosphorylated proteins in 3T3
LJ fibroblasts, it hasno effect in adipocytes, One of the tyrosine phosphorylated
proteins that coimmunoprecipitates with Rabef4 is a 120 kDa protein. We tested
whether it corresponds to Cbl, a protein that is !)TOsine phosphcrylated in response to
insulin in adipocytes, By coimmunoprecipitation, we demonstrate that Chi and Raben
are indeed associated. Further, insulin induces the delocalization of Rabef4 frOID a
Triton XIOO soluble to a Triton Xloo insoluble fraction, as it does for ChI.
Conclusions: The formation of a complex of Rabef4, ChI and possibly Rab4
associated to the lipid rafts may lead to the generation of specific signals important for
the regulation of glucose transport. Rabef4 would thus appear as a possible link
between insulinsignalling and Glut 4 traffic.
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NELFL'IAVlR, AN HIV PROTEASE 11'iHIBITOR, IMPAIRS L'\SULL'I
SIGNALL'\"G & GLUT4 TRANSLOCATIO:-i L'13T3-LI ADlPOCYTES
N. Bashan, S. Vanounou, A. Tirosh, R. Ben-Romano, K. Riesenberg, F. Schieffer, I.
Harman-Boehm and A. Rudich. Den-Gurion University, Beer-Sheva, Israel.

Background and Aims: HIV protease inhibitors are potent anti-retroviral agents
clinically used in the management of IllV infection. Recently IIPI therapy has been
linked to the development of a metabolic syndrome, in which adipocyte insulin
resistance appears to playa major role.

Material. and Method.: Fully differentiated 3T3-Ll adipocytes were exposed for 18
h to up to 40 microvl nelfinavir.

Resuhs: Nelfinavir treatment resulted in impaired insulin stimulated glucose uptake
(ISGl) with an EC50 of approximately 20 rn.\I. The reduction in ISGT could be
attributed to impaired GLUT4 translocation to the plasma membrane, while total
membrane GLUT4 content was unaltered. Insulin stimulated insulin receptor and
insulin receptor substrate phosphorylation, and the association between IRS I and the
p85 unit of PI 3-kinase, were not affected by nelfinavir even at concentrations which
induced impaired glucose uptake. However, nelfinavir treatment severely impaired
the insulin stimulation of both Ser473 as well as Thr308 PKB phosphorylation, with
no effect on total PKB content. Interestingly, insulin stimulated ERKI/2 and p70S6
kinase phosphorylation were also decreased following nelfinavir treatment.
Troglitazone pre and co-treatment increased ISGT by 20"10 in control, but not in
nelfinavir treated cells, and could not protect against the reduction in insulin effect.

Concleslens.These data may provide a cellular explanation for the peripheral insulin
resistance and abnormal adipocyte function in treated mvpatients.
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E•..,ntial Role of tbe SUMO-Conjugating Enzyme Ubc9 for In.ulin-Stimulated
Glucose Transport in Adipo<ytes,
F. .Giorgino, O. de Robertis, S. Perrini, C. Montrone. Medicina Interna,
Endocrinologia e Malartic Metaboliche, DETO, Universita di Bari, Bari, Italy.

Background and Aims: We have recently shown that the GLUT4 glucose transporter
interacts with the SmtO-conjugating enzyme Ubc9 and is covalently conjugated with
SUMO-I. The objective of this study was to investigate the relevance of Ubc9 to
insulin regulation of glucose transport in adipocytes, Material. and Methods: The
Ubc9 protein was transiently reduced in 3T3-Ll adipocytes by treating cells with a
specific phosphorothioate antisense oligonucleotide for 72 h or overexpressed by
adenovirus-mediated Ubc9 gene transfer. Results: Ubc9 protein levels were reduced
80"10 in adipocytes treated with the Ubc9 antisense as compared to cells left untreated
or treated with sense, reverse, or scrambled oligonucleotide sequences. The decrease
in Ubc9 was associated with a 70"10 reduction in GLUT4 protein levels compared to
control (P<0.05). By contrast, the levels of the GLUTI transporter were unchanged.
In adipocytes treated with the Ubc9 antisense basal glucose transport rates were not
different than control, but insulin-stimulated glucose transport was markedly reduced
by 75% (P<O.05). Inhibition of Ubc9 biosynthesis did not modify the expression of
various insulin signaling proteins, such as the insulin receptor, IRS-I, IRS-2, PI 3
kinase, and Akt, nor it affected insulin stimulation of IRS tyrosine phosphorylation or
Akt activity. On the other hand, infection of adipocytes with a recombinant
adenovirus encoding the Ubc9 cD»IA increased Ubc9 protein levels 4-fold and
resulted in a 2.5-fold increase in total GLUT4 levels as compared to cells transduced
with the control gene beta-Galactosidase (P<0.05). Ubc9 overexpression was
associated with no change in basal glucose transport, but significant enhancement of
the fold-stimulation of glucose transport by insulin (8.0-fold vs. 4.2-fold, P<0.05).
GLUT4 mRNA levels were not modified by Uhc9, indicating that GLUT4 regulation
by this enzyme does not involve changes in GLUT4 gene transcription. Condusions:
the SUMO-conjugating enzyme Ubc9 plays a critical role in regulating the cellular
levels of GLUT4 in adipocytes post-transcriptionally. Therefore, Ubc9-mediated
SUMO conjugation represents a novel mechanism for physiological regulation and
pharmacological targeting of insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in insulin-sensitive
cells.
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Defective PlY purinergic receptor function induces impaired glucose transport
in type 2 diabetes
A. Solini, P. Chiozzi", A. Morelli", A. Passaro, R. Fellin, F. Di Virgilio". Sections of
Internal Medicine II and General Pathology" University ofFerrara, Ferrara, Italy
Background and Aims: PlY receptors (p2YR) are membrane-spanning G-protein
coupled receptors whose activation by extracellular ATP (eATP) triggers generation
ofinositoll,4,5-triphosphate and calcium mobilization from intracellular stores. They
are involved in regulating platelet aggregation, cytokine release, smooth muscle cells
contraction. Recently, a role of PZYR in modulating glucose transport (GT) in rat
cardiomyocytes has been suggested. Aim of this study was to evaluate the effect 01
P2YR stimulation on glucose uptake (GU) in skin fibroblasts from 6 healthy subjects
(C) and 6 type 2 diabetic patients (T2D). Materials and Methods: PZYR expression
was evaluated by RT-PCR; changes in intracellular calcium concentration by the
fluorescent indicator Fura21A.\I; GLUTl was identified in three membrane fractions
by immunoblotting and chemiluminescence; GU was measured with the analogue 2
deoxy-D-[J-3H] glucose (2-DOG) and eATP in the medium by Iuminornetry with the
luciferin-Iuciferase assay. Results: 2-DOG uptake from T2D was basically insensitive
to eATP stimulation (basallOO±l2 in C and 85±15 pmol/mg/min in T2D; with ATP I
01.\1230±21 in C and 126±13 pmol/mg/min in T2D). GLUTI was equally expressed
in C and T2D; its content in the Golgi, however, was much lower in T2D. eATP was
able to promote GLUTI association to the plasma membrane in both cells, but this
event pcr se was not sufficient to drive an increased GU in T2D. Expression of P2YR
did not differ in the two groups. Intracellular calcium release, a functional response
tipically triggered by P2YR, was reduced in T2D respect to C (102 vs 248 0.\1).
Pretreatment with hexokinase, an ATP hydrolysing enzyme, completely restored
P2YR-mediated calcium release in TID (228 vs 217 nM in C), suggesting a
desensitized state of this receptors in T2D. This hypothesis was confirmed by a three
fold higher ATP content in the supernatants of T2D compared to C (0.2±O.5 and
0.08±O.2 micrograms ATP/1.ooo.ooo cells). Intracellular ATP, otherwise, did not
differ between the two cell populations. Accordingly, incubation in the presence of
hexokinase re-established ATP-dependent GU (140±1O in C and 156±12
pmol/mg/min in TID). Condusions: extracellular ATP appears to modulate insulin
independent GT, PZYR-dependent GLUTI activation being deficient in type 2
diabetes. These observations suggest possible additional targets for improving glucose
utilization in diabetes.
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DECREASED COYfENT OF IRS-I, IRS-2 AND GLUT4 L'< RAT
ADIPOCYTES WHEN EXPOSED TO HIGH GLUCOSE AND INSULL'i/
J.W. Eriksson, H-X. Liu and J. Buren, Dept ofMedicine, Umea University, Sweden

Background and aims: The pathogenesis of l)'J'C 2 diabetes involves complex
interactions among multiple physiological defects. The purpose of this study was to
investigate the cellular effects of long-term exposure to high insulin and glucose on
glucose transport and insulin signalling proteins in primary cultured rat adipocytes,
Materials and methods: Isolated adipocytes were obtained by collagenase treatment
of epididymal fat from Sprague-Dawley rats. The cells were cultured for 24 h in
D~IEM containing 5, 10, 15 or 25 01.\1 D-glucose in the presence or absence of
insulin (10,000 uU/mI). After washing, basal and insulin-stimulated 14C-D-glucose
uptake was performed and total cell lysates or membranes were prepared. Insulin
signalling peptides were assessed by immunoblotting.
Results: Long-term incubation with high glucose (10, 15 and 25 rn.\1) for 24 h
induced a dose-dependent decrease in basal and insulin stimulated glucose uptake
compared to control cells incubated in 5 rn.\1 glucose. High glucose (25 rn.\1) down
regulated IRS-I expression by -50"10, whereas IRS-2 was strongly up-regulated by
glucose levels of IO 01.\1 glucose or more (by -200-600%). Neither glucose nor
insulin affected PI3-K and PKB levels. Surprisingly, 15mM glucose increased
GLUT4 ofcellular membranes (by -100"10, p<O.OOI) compared to 5m.\1. 24 h insulin
treatment had a negative effect on glucose uptake only in the presence ofhigh glucose
(by -30-60% at 15 rn.\1 glucose, p<O.OOI). High levels of insulin in the incubation
medium almost abolished 1RS-2 expression and amplified the suppression of IRS-l
produced by 15 or 25 m.\t glucose. Insulin also decreased GLUT4 at high glucose (by
~O%. p<O.OOI).
Conclusioes: Long-term exposure to high glucose per se can reduce glucose transport
capacity independent of GLUT4 expression. Concomitarn incubation with high
insulin markedly impairs the expression of IRS-I, IRS-2 and GLUT4 and this may
contribute to insulin resistance, e.g. in type 2 diabetes.
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FIRST IMPLANTATIONS OF A LONG TERM GLUCOSE SENSOR
CONNECTED TO INSUL[N PUMPS [N DIABETIC HUMANS
E. Renard", L. Jovanovicv", G. Costalat", N. Rikalo··, K. Waxman··, M.
Kolopp""", R. Shah""" and J. Bringer". "Lape)Tonie Hospital, Montpellier,
France; ""Sansum Medical Research [nstJCottage Hospital, Santa Barbara, CA,
USA; """Medica[ Research Group/MiniMed Inc., Sylmar and Northridge, CA,
USA.
Back~ound and Aims' Implanted insulin pumps have been used in diabetic
subjects for more than 10 years. Connecting an intra-vascular (IV) glucose sensor
to the pump would provide real-time data to enable regulation of insulin delivery,
leading to a true 'artificial beta-cell'. The aim of the study is to assess the safety
and accuracy of an implanted sensor/pump system. MJ:lh.Qd.s.:. Long term glucose
sensor systems (LTSS, Medical Research Group and MiniMed Inc., CA, USA),
consisting of an IV glucose sensor connected to a pump for intra-peritoneal (IP)
insulin delivery, were surgically implanted into ten type I diabetic subjects for
approximately 18 patient-months. Sensors were placed through subclavian or
internal jugular veins, with sensor tips in the superior vena cava or right atrium.
Sensor data were compared to six daily capillary blood glucose sample readings
on HemoCue photometers (HemoCue AB, Sweden).~ Surgical
complications consisted of placing and maintaining the sensor tip in the proper
location. Optimization of the surgical procedure and modification of the
connecting cable facilitated attachment and prevention of migration. A total of
3788 paired points yields a Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) of [9.5% over the
range of 1.5 to 21.5 mmolll, a correlation coefficient (r) - 0.90, and 97% of
paired points within the A & B ranges of the Clarke Grid. These data were
sustained after 5 months of implant. ConclusioDs' Our data suggest that the
LTSS can perform to sufficient clinical accuracy over an extended period of time
to control IP insulin delivery.
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Evaluation of a Global Modeling Approach for Non-Invasive Blood Glucose
Measurements
S.L. Monfre, T.L. Ruchti. T.R Blank. AD. Lorenz, Instrumentation Metrics
Incorporated, Chandler, Arizona, U.SA

Background and Afms:
Previously, we demonstrated that it is possible to accurately measure blood glucose
values non-invasively using near-infrared spectroscopy for extended periods of time,
provided that the device has been calibrated to the individual. The aim ofthis study is
to determine if a global approach to calibration can be achieved, thereby reducing the
regimen required for calibrating the individual to the device.

Material. and Metbods:
Over 60 adult diabetic subjects who utilize intensive insulin management are being
studied during the course of this trial. Non-invasive near-infrared data and
corresponding blood glucose values (HemoCue) were collected during a series of
modified glucose tolerance tests. A variety of proprietary multivariate modeling
techniques were used to develop and evaluate the global modeling approach.

Results:
To date, the global modeling approach which we have employed has lead to accurate
results being achieved in 40 of the 60 subjects studied. The duration of the global
modeling approach has varied from I to 8 weeks. Evaluation of these measured values
based on the Clark Error Grid yields approximately 55% of the data in the A region,
39"/0of the data in the B region, 3% in each of the C and D regions. with no data
falling in the E region. The absolute error is approximately 22%.

Conclusions:
For the first time, there is evidence that it is possible to develop a general model for
non-invasive blood glucose measurement that accurately measures blood glucose
levels on independent test data. These results motivate the continued development of
a home-use non-invasive blood glucose monitor based on near-infrared spectroscopy.
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nveo- AND HYPER-GLYCEMIC EXPOSURE ESTL'lATES BASED ON
CO:\TINUOUS GLUCOSE SENSOR DATA PREDICT GLYCOSYLATED
HEMOGLOBIN.
T.~l Gross, L.M. Jeng, B. Van Antwerp, L.P. Fredrickson and n. Mastrototaro,
Northridge, CA, U.S.A.

Background and Aims: HbA Ic is the most widely accepted measure of glucose
control, as it increases in direct proportion to glycemic exposure over the previous 90
days. The Continuous Glucose Monitoring System (CG~IS, Mini\led Inc.) gives a
complete picture ofglucose levels over 3 days of use and provides direct evidence of
the duration and magnitude of glucose excursions above and below desired limits.
The present analysis was conducted to determine if the integrated area under the curve
(AVC). derived from a brief period of CG~IS use, can predict long-term glucose
control, as reflected in HbAlc.
Materials and Methods: A historical HbAlc value was obtained from 238 patients
(198 type I, 40 type 2) at 13 clinical centers, who then used the CGMS for between I
and 18 days (Mean = 4.2 days). The incremental area of the glucose curve above 10
mmoVL (AUC-HI) and below 3.9 mmol/L (AUC-LO) were calculated directly from
the CGMS 5-minute readings, adjusted for the duration of sensor use and expressed as
mmolvhr/L. Multiple linear regression and correlation analysis was performed using
AUC-HI and AUC-LO as predictors ofHbAlc.
Results: Subjects were (Mean + SD) 35.6 + 16.8 )TS. old, 57% female. with a 15.4 +
10.7 )T. history of diabetes, 55% using CSII and 31% using MDL Subjects'
hyperglycemic exposure (AUC-HI. 30.4 + 29.2 mmol"hrlL) was positively correlated
with HbAlc (r = 0.56, P < 0.0001) and their hypoglycemic exposure (AUC-LO. 3.6 +
3.6 mmolthr/L) was negatively correlated (r = -0.28, P < 0.0001). Regression analysis
confirmed that both AUC·HI and AUC-LO were significant predictors of HbA1c
(RSQUARED=O.32, p<O.oool) with a prediction equation of Hbalc = 7.1% +
(0.03)AUC-HI (O.06)AUC-LO.
Conclusions: These results demonstrate that a brief period of continuous glucose
sensor data can provide detailed information on the duration and magnitude of both
low and high glucose excursions. Indices based on these excursions can be used to
predict long-term glucose control. These estimates can provide immediate feedback
on treatment intervention and mil be useful in treatment decisions, patient education
and broader research applications.
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DEVELOPME1\T OF CLOSED-LOOP INTRAPERITOXEAL I:"SULJ:-l
L''FUSION ALGORITHM
K.Nishida, M.Sakakida, S. Shimada, Y. Matuo, E. Araki

Background and Alms: To apply artificial endocrine pancreas (AEP) to diabeti
patients for longer-period. we need to develop the implantable type (implantable
AEP). In order to achieve the physiological insulin delivery route, intraperitoneal
insulin infusion may be important For this purpose, we have developed the closed
loop intraperitoneal insulin infusion algorithm.
Material. and Metbod.:I) By analyzing the kinetics ofintrapcritoncal absorption of
insulin, we have developed intraperitoneal insulin infusion algorithm and compared to
closed-loop intravenous insulin infusion algrithm. The intraperitoneal insulin infusion
rate was calculated according to Eq, IIR(t)= Kp'G(t)+Kd'dG(t)ldt+Kc: Kp, Kd, Kc:
insulin infusion parameters 2) Insulin infusion patterns and plasma insulin profiles
were obtained from simulation study. Furthermore, we apply this algorithm to five
alloxan induced diabetic dogs, and control blood glucose concentration after oral
glucose load.
Results.I} Insulin infusion parameters were set as Kp=O.O·H,Kd=2.91 and Kc=-2.72.
2) Using this algorithm, the plasma insulin level was simulated to be normal after oral
glucose load, and was similar to that using intravenous infusion algorithm. By
applying this algorithm, near-physisological glycemic control was achieved without
ahowing any delayed hyperinsulinemia or hypoglycemia.
Conclusions:These results indicate that the application of intraperitoneal insulin
infusion algorithm is feasible for long-term glycemic control with AEP.
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Correlation of Standard ;\le.sures of Glucose Control ...ith A N.w Optical
Method of Glycemic Assessment in Patients At Risk for Type 2 Diabetes
R. Bergenstal, A Monk. International Diabetes Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
USA
Background and Aims: Current measures of glycemic assessment require a blood
sample. A new noninvasive method for assessing glycemic control status, Accu
Chekl" D-Tector'" (ACDT), has been developed based on detection of glycated
proteins in the lens of the eye using a blue laser and measuring the resultant
fluorescence. This innovative technology may expand diabetes screening to
nontraditional settings (e.g., professional eye care), increasing access to the
undiagnosed population. We present preliminary results from a z-year study
correlating standard measures of glycemic assessment (FPG; HbAlc; fructosamine)
with the results ofthe ACDT.
Materials and Methods: Approximately 250 patients identified as at risk for type 2
diabetes by the Community Diabetes Prevention Project (those with a + FH of
diabetes and at least I component of the insulin resistance syndrome, but not yet
having IGD are being tested every 6 months using standard glycemic assessment tests
and ACDT.
Results: ACDT tests compared with FPG diagnosis had a specificity of 88.7%
(yielding 24 additional positive results among a population of212 previously negative
patients) and a sensitivity of 45.0% (matching 5 out of II positive results by FPG
criteria; sensitivity = 50"10 with the exclusion of one patient who had been told he had
diabetes and staned treatment prior to ACDT testing). For the "false positives" the
salient question is whether this new technology has provided early identification of
patients who have abnormal glucose homeostasis but have not yet developed diabetes
by FPG criteria. Longitudinal data will reveal how effectively the ACDT detects
abnormalities in overall glycemic control. Abnormal lens glycation may identify
patients with diabetes or indicate elevations in overall glycemic exposure, signaling
possible impending diabetes (since even elevations of plasma glucose in the normal
range have been correlated with future development of diabetes).
Conclusions: The noninvasive Accu-Chckl" D-Tector'" optical test for glycemic
assessment represents a promising new approach for the early detection of diabetes,
and may help to meet the need for ongoing systematic screening in expanded clinical
settings.
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GLYCOHEMOGLOBI:'I' VALUES OVER 18 YEARS PREDICT
CORO:-lARY ATHERO:\IATOSIS 1:'1' TYPE I DIABETICS.
J .R Larsen, Magne Brckke.L. Sandvik, K.F .Hanssen and K .Dahl-Jorgcnscn.
Diabetes Research Centre, UIIO"al University Hospital, 0407 Oslo, Norway,
Background and Aims: Diabetes type I patients have a pronounced risk of
premature dcvlopment of coronary artery disease. Intracoronary ultrasound
examination gives detailed information on atherosclerotic plaques. The standard
method for evaluation of coronary artery disease, quantitative coronary
angiography, is not sufficientlysensitive to detect non-symptomatic coronary
artery disease.We evaluated the prevalence of preclinical atheromatosis with
intra coronary ultrasound and related the the findings to lIbA Ic measured
prospectively over 18 years, Materials and Methods: In 1982 45 typeI diabetes
patients were randomized to intensive insulin treatment with pump (n=15)or
multiinjections(n=15)or to stay on 2-injections daily'.After 4 years haying
identified tile beneficial effects of intensive insulin treatment on microvascular
complications, intensive therapy was advised to all. 39 patients are still in the
study. 2 are dead (brcastcancer, chronic lung disease) and 4 arc lost to follow
up.29 Patients were examined with intra coronary ultrasound and quantitative
coronary angiography'.Mean HbAlc oyer 18 years was 8.2% (6.6-11.3)(normaJ
4.1-6.4) The mean duration of diabetes was 30 years (23-39). Mean age of the
patients was 43 years (33-58). Results: All patients examined with intracoronary
ultrasound in the present study had developed plaques. Linear regression shows a
significant relation between degree of plaque formation and mean HbAlc value
oyer 18 years when adjusted for age. (p=0.013) With intracoronary angiography
34% have more than 50"10 stenosis in I or more of the coronary arteries. There
was no significant relationship between these findings and mean HbAle oyer 18
years. Conclusions: Our study shows that asymptomatic coronal)' atheromatosis
is very frequent in type I diabetes oflong duration and that mean value oflIbAlc
over 18 years predicts the degree of coronary atheromatosis.
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Glucose monitoring in the adipose tissue of type I diabetic patients using open
flow microperfusion and microdial)'sis
L. Schaupp'+, G.A. Brunner', II. Schallert-s, M. Bodenlenz'+, A. Wutte", P. Waeh+
and T.R. Pieber" 'Dept. ofInternal Medicine, Diabetes and Metabolism, Univ. Graz,
and +Dept. of Biophysics, Inst. of Biomedical Engineering, Graz Univ. of
Technology, Austria

Background and Aims: The objectiveof this study twofold:first to compare two methods for
glucosesampling in the adipose tissue:open-flow mieroperfusion (OFM),and micrcdialysis
(MDial), and second to determine local differences of the glucose concentration in the adipose
tissueof l) pe 1 diabeticpatients.
Materials and Methods: Both sampling techniques are based on perfusing a probe with
isotonic, ionfree mannitol (0.5 pl/min). WithOFMthe interstitial fluid(ISF)entersthe OFM
catheter through macroscopicperforations. \Vith MDial partial equilibrationof the perfusate
with the lSI' occursthrough thedialysis membrane of the MDial probe. In orderto determine
the degree of exchangeof the fluids (recovery) the concentration of sodium was measured in
the recollected perfusate {ionic reference technique). OneOFMcatheterand one MDialprobe
were inserted into the adipose tissueof 6 patientswithlDD~1 (B~II 27.0 ± 2.5 kgxm-Z, age
43.2± 7.4le:rrs)at leastJ em apartfromeachother.For9 bourslSI' samples werecollected in
30 min intervals with corresponding plasma values. During the investigation the patients
followedtheirusual meal- insulinpattern.
Results:Theplasmaglucose concentration rangedbetween 3.47and 17.83mmolJl (n~2). The
correlationcoefficientof linear regressionanalysisof plasmaglucoseand glucose sampledwith
OFMI MDial wasbetween 0.57and0.9510.65 and0.96,respectively, The meandifference 01
the glucose concentration sampled simultaneously withOFMand MDialin the same subject
was 1.46 ± 0.18 mmol/l.Taking the different recoveriesof the two catheters into account and
applying the ionic reference technique the correlation was considerably increased for OFM
(0.92-0.99) and MDiai (0.96-0.99). Furthermore, the absolute difference in simultaneously
measuredadiposetissueglucoseconcentrationwas reducedto 0.05 ± 0.10 mmoL1.
Conclusions: Although there is a large difference of the glucose concentrationbetween the
catheters due to different properties of the techniques (membrane, size, exchange area) this
differencecan be taken into accountwith the ionic referencetechnique.It can be concludedthat
there is no difference between OFM and MDialregarding their capability to determine lSI'
glucose concentration. There are also DO IOCJI differences in glucose concentrations in the
adipose tissue. Therefore bothtechniques as well as thesiteof sampling (adipose tissue)seem
to be appropriatefor glucosemonitoring.
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PULSE PRESSURE PREDICTS THE RISK OF CARDIOVASCULAR
EVEl'olS L"IA LARGE COHORT OF PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES
J.R. Cockcroft', P. MCEwan', L.M. Evans', P. Hopkinson', l.R. Peters', and C.J.
Currie'. 'University of Wales College of Medicine, Cardiff, UK; 'Cardiff University,
UK; 'Glaxo Wellcome, London, UK; 'University Hospital ofWales, Cardiff, UK.
Background and Aim,: Pulse pressure is a major determinant ofcardiovascular risk
in normotensive and hypertensive subjects. Increased pulse pressure reflects the
arterial stiffening that occurs at an early stage in diabetes. The aim of this study was
to investigate the relationship between pulse pressure and cardiovascular risk in
patients with Type 2 diabetes.
Materials and Methods: Data on 2911 cases were abstracted from the Cardiff
Diabetes Database describing a wide range of risk factors and events. The baseline
year was 1996 with follow-up for four years, Parametric and non-parametric
multivariate regression techniques were used to investigate for associations. Of the
2911 cases, there were 574 OlD events, 168 cerebrovascular disease (CVD) events,
and I57 peripheral vascular disease (PVD) events.
Results: The various mathematical techniques produced generally consistent results.
Using univariate analysis, after adjustment for age, sex, and duration ofdiabetes, there
was an association between systolic BP and CIID (p=O.OO5), as well as pulse pressure
and COO (p--Q.004). Both systolic BP and pulse pressure were associated with CVD
fp<0.05). Pulse pressure was more strongly associated w-ith PVD than was systolic
BP fp<0.01 and p<0.05, respectively). After adjustment, total cholesterol (TC) and
LDL cholesterol were associated with SBP fp<O.OOI and p<0.05, respectively),
Recursive partitioning identified TC and HDL cholesterol as the most important
variables associated with pulse pressure after age.
Conclusions: This study demonstrates an association between CVD, PVD and COO
with a surrogate measure of increased arterial stiffness. Pulse pressure may be a more
appropriate and sensitive clinical outcome measure for the assessment of hypertension
in people w-ithType 2 diabetes.
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J,5_Anh)'dro-D-glucitoJ (AI?) - marker of glucose excursions - in patients with

advanced coronary heart disease. . '
M. Szymanska, H. Winiarska., M. Dworacka,~. SZC~wIDSka, B. Wierusz-Wysocka.
Karol Marcinkowski University of Medical SCIences 10 Poznan, Department of

Pharmacology.

Objecfu'e: Decreased serum I,5-Anb)<lro-D-glucitol (AG) has been repceted in diabetic
humans,The reducliooof AG has beens=iti>elyand specificallydemCllSlraled indiabetes
mellitus as an effectof impaired glyca=ic oootrolwithin2-3 dayspreceding estim:llicn. The
dataare coosistentwith the h)pcthesis thatdailyexOJr.>ioos ofglycaemia play a palhogeruc
role in the advance ofcormary heart disease, Recently unrecognized suWe changes in daily
gIycaemia predispose the heart to flllure, after ischaemia-induced mnOOeling, and
arteriasclercricplaques to instability and rupture. These changesact in ooojunctioo with
eflCcts, driven byh~ and diabetes, 00 the endodtelium of'largeblood vessels, e.g.
00 nitric oxiderelease cr m proteinkinase-C ~ activaticn. Design and Methods: 3 J patients
withc:mnary heart disease were involved into the study_ The metabolic oootrolparameters 
flsting g1yc:Jcmia, gI)<:ated hemoglOOin A,e and the new shot-term mark... of
h]pCl'gl)=ia - anh)<lrog!ucitoI (AG),dlOlesterolaemia, trigicerydaenia wereestimated.
Additiooally fIsting serumconcentraticn of proinsu1in, insulin, C-peptide were estimated.
Proinsulin, insulin, C-peptide 1",1:1 and HbA,e were detennined using EllSA.
Anb)'lroglucitol ""-cl was estimated <llZ)'ll3lically by YaaIu:hi method in oor own
modificaticn.
Results: Metabolic markers valueswen: re;po::tivcly: d1olesterolaemia, triglicerydaemia
insignificantlyincreased,fasting g1)=ia, gI)cltedhemoglobin A,c - were within ncrmal
range, whilc AG level was significantly decreased [12,9 ± 5,8 mg/l] amparing with
refrrenc:es value. Fasting serum proinsuIin concentratkn was within normal range, C
peptide level insignificantlyincreased and insuIin level inen:ased. Condusions: Meticulous
glucose cootrol early en and rapid rea:rnpensatien of hyperg!}<:emia in patients with
crn:r1Jll)' s:rndromeare a part ofsuro:ssfuI intensive multifIctaial approachto (tt\mt the
heart cmveting fran ailing to failing, The mJline used parametersof gI)'C3fffiic oootrol
(fIsting gl)<:aania, gI)clted hemoglOOin A,c) are often insufficient fi:r conplee
charaacristic of dailygl)<:aania. The serum I,5-Anh)dro-D-gIucitol concentraricn maybe
usefulas an indic:Ilcrof g1)woic oootrolin thispatients.
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l\I)'oCJlnlial inotropic fuction is related to insulin sensiti"ity in type 2 diabetic
p.tients
A. Natali, M. Kozakova, E. Toschi, C. Morizzo, F. Vittone, C. Palombo, E.
Ferrannini. Dept. Int. Med., University of Pisa, Italy
Background and Aims: In type 2 diabetic patients, non-ischaemic left ventricular
(LV) dysfunction is more prevalent than in non-diabetic subjects. LV dysfunction
may result from the metabolic alterations of diabetes. We tested whether in type 2
diabetes insulin resistance is associated with a worsening ofLV inotropic function.
Materials and Methods: Insulin sensitivity was measured by means of the
euglycaernic hypcrinsulinaemic (40 mU/min/sqm) clamp technique. LV inotropic
function was measured by means of two validated echocardiographic techniques: LV
midwall fractional shortening (MFS) normalised to end-systolic wall stress
~fFSIESS, in percent) and by cyclic variation in backscatter ultrasound signal (CV,
in decibel). Twenty-nine male and 4 female diabetic patients with no evidence of
previous myocardial infarction and with normal LV chamber function endocardial
fractional shortening = 40±2%) on standard echocardiography were studied. None
was taking inotropic drugs. Nine patients had arterial hypertension and were treated
with B-blokers (n=2), ACE inhibitors (n~6) and diuretics (n=I). Study group mean
age was 58±2 yrs, duration of disease 7±lyrs, B~U 28.4±0.7 kglm A2, HbAlc
7.2±0.2%, and LV mass index 55±6 glmA2.7.

Results: Insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (M) averaged (mean±SEM) 34=2
umol/min per kg of'fat-free mass, 1>fFSIESSwas 109*2%, and CV 6.0±0.2 dB. When
patients were divided into tertiles ofM (21±I, 31=1 and 50±3 urnol/min per kg of fat
free mass), tbe mean tertile values of1>fFSIESS and CV were 105±3, 1I0±3, 114±4 %
{p=ns by ANOVA) and 5.5±0.3, 5.8=0.3, 6.7±0.3 dB (p<o.OJ by A),OVA),
respectively. In univariate analysis, M was correlated with both 1>fFSIESS and CV
(PO.50, p<O.OI and PO.64, p<O.OOOI, respectively). The association beween
1>fFSIESSand M was unchanged (partial PO.52) after adjustment for age, sex, Bvll,
hypertension (or anti-hypertensive treatment), duration of diabetes, HBAlc and LV
mass index. In univariate analysis, CV was reciprocally related to diastolic blood
pressure (r=-O.34, p<0.05) and B~U (r=-O.45, p<O.Ol). In multivariate analysis, only
M remained independently associated with CV (partial PO.51, p<0.01).
Concluslons: In type 2 diabetic 'patients with normal left ventricular chamber
function, insulin resistance is associated with impaired LV inotropic function.
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~IPAIRED CORONARY FLOW RESERVE IN PATIENTS WITH TIPE 2
DM ORI:\>IPAIRED FASTI1'iG GLUCOSE
T. Janatuinen, K. Lannola, J, Knuuti, J, Kemppainen, K. Stolen, FA Lonnqvist,
lSA Viikari, T. Ronnemaa, and P. Nuutila. Turku PET Centre. and Department of
Medicin, Turku University Central Hospital, Turku, Finland.
Background and Aims: Diabetes mellitus is associated with vasomotor dysfunction.
However, it is not known whether both the prediabetic state of impaired fasting
glucose (lFG) and type 2 D~I reduce coronary flow reserve (CFR), and whether this
is related to the lipid profile of these patients.
Materials and Methods: We measured myocardial blood flow in 12 middle-aged
patients with dietary treated type 2 DM, 12 patients with lFG and 8 age-matched
healthy controls with positron emission tomography (PET) using 150-water at rest
and during dipyridamole induced hyperaemia. CFR was calculated as the ratio of
hyperaemic flow to resting blood flow.
Results: When compared to the control group, CFR was 37% lower in the type 2 DM
group (2.7+1-I.I vs 4.2+/-1.1, p<O.OI) and 23% lower in the lFG group (3.3+/-1.1 vs
4.2+1-1.1, p<0.05). An inverse correlation was found between glycemic control as
measured by fasting plasma glucose (p<O.02) or I!bAlc (p<O.OI) and CFR. Total
cholesterol (TC) and WL cholesterol levels were slightly lower in the type 2 D~I and
lFG groups compared to the control group, and the HDLlIC ratio did not differ
between the groups. Triglyceride levels were higher in the type 2 D~I and lFG groups
compared to healthy controls. After adjusting for triglycerides, the difference in CFR
remained significant between the type 2 DM and control groups (p<0.05).
Condusions: Both type 2 D~I and lFG impair coronary flow reserve. This
impairment is related to glycemic control, but it is not directly related to the lipid
profile of these patients.
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A randomised double-blind placebo-controlled tri.1 of a low dose eonunDOUs
eombined Hormone replacement therapy in womea ..ith type 2 diabetes
I Mckenzie, A MacCuish, S Gallacher, A Kelly, L Crawford, K Paterson, N Sattar
Diabetes Centre and Department of Pathological Biochemistry, 4th Floor QEB, Glasgow
Royallnfumary, Glasgow G3 I 2ER.
Background and Aims: Data on the effects of oral oestradiol alone in women with
diabetes are encouraging with evidence of improved insulin resistance and glycaernic
control. How...·er, oral oestradiol alone can increase C-reactive protein (CRP), a marker
of low-grade chronic inflammation, that is already elevated in diabetes as well as
promoting pro-coagulants effects (increase FVlI), thereby leading to increased early CHD
risk as in HERS. Further, most women require. combined preparation for endometrial
protection but dataon the metabolic effects of such preparation in diabetes are currently
absent We performed a randomised double-blind placebo-controlled trial of a low dose
continuous combined HRT (Img 17-beta oestradiol and 0.5mg norethisterone acetate) and
speculated that thispreparation would not adversely influence metabolic control and may
lessen likelihood of increase in CRP.
Materials and Methods: 45 women were recruited and randomised to active treatment or
matching placebo. Blood samples were taken at baseline and at 6 months for lipids,
clotting, inflammatory and endothelial markers. In addition, W'O assessed glycaemic
control and fasting insulin as a surrogate of insulin resistance. Serum hormones were also
taken to confirm compliance with active drug or placebo. The women hadmean ages of
60.4 and 60.2 yrs, BJ,Us of 30.3 and 30.5 kglrn2 and IIBAI of 10.1 and 10.3%, in the
active and placebo groups, respectively (P=NS). All categories of diabetes therapy were
included (diet, oral hypoglycaernicand insulin).
Results: There were no detectable changes in glycaemic control nor in cholesterol,
triglyceride or HDL-<:holesterol. However, fasting insulin decreased by I 5% in the active
group (!'oQ.O·B relative to change in placebo group), sensitive JL..6 decreased by 5%
~.027), factor vn decreased by 14% (P<O.OOI), tPA decreased by 12% ~.023) and
VCAM-I decreased by 23% (P=O.O.t9), all MWU for comparison of change in active
group versus change in placebo group. Further, CRP did not increase with active
treatment Conclusions: The low-dose continuous combined HRT preparation used in this
study has overall beneficial effects in women with type 2 diabetes with significant
improvements in several pathways related to vascular disease including vascular function,
clotting, inflarrunation and perhaps also insulin resistance. Accordingly, future studies
should address the potential for this preparation to reduce risk of macrovascular disease in
women with type 2 diabetes.
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OXIDATIVE STRESS I:-lDUCES PROTEI:-l DEGRADATlO:-l OF IRSI
THROUGH A PI-3K DEPENDENT. UBIQUlTIN ISDEPENDENT PATlIWAY
R. Potashnik, A Rudich and N. Bashan. Ben-Gurion University, Beer-Sheva, Israel

Background and Aims:Exposure to oxidative stress has been Sh0\\11 to induce
insulin resistance, as well as decreased IRS I content. The present study was
conducted to investigate the mechanisms by which oxidative stress induces IRS I
protein degradation.

Materials and Methods:Differentiated 3T3-LJ adipocytes or the hepatoma cell line
FAO cells were exposed for 2 h to 30 micro~1 H202 generated by adding glucose
oxidase to the culture medium.

Results: Oxidative stress resulted in both cell types in decreased IRSI, but notIRS2
content, an effect which could not be altered by the presence of cycloheximide,
suggesting protein degradation as the major mechanism. Concomitantly, increased
serine phosphorylation was induced by oxidative stress, as assessed by both anti-pSer
antibodies and reversal of the gel shift retardaion in Western blot following alkaline
phophatase reatrnent. While increased total protein ubiquitinilation (assessed by
Western blot) could be documented in oxidized cells, the proteasome inhibitor
lactacystin did not inhibit the reduction in IRS I content. while dramatically
preventing the decrease in IRS I content which was induced by chronic exposure to
insulin. Pre-treatment with GSH ethyl ester increased cellular GSH by approximately
3-fold, but did not protect against neither IRS I degradation nor the impairment in
insulin stimulated glucose uptake. Both the PI 3K inhibitor LY294002 and the mTOR
inhibitor rapamycin prevented both the degradation of IRS I as well as its gel
retardation. Yet. the MEKI inhibitor PD98059 had no similar effect.

Conc1usions:Exposure of adipocytes and hepatoma cells to H202 results in increased
total protein ubiquitinilation, but inhibiting the porteasome system does not prevent
IRSI degradation. Both the degradation of IRS I induced by oxidative stress, as well
as its increased Ser phosphorylation, are PI 3K dependent.
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ISCREASED EXPRESSJOS OF PROTEI:-l KI"ASE c-eIN MUSCLE OF
PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES FOLLOWIl'\G A GLUCOSE LOAD

S GRAY, I IDRIS, "-'R DAVIS and R DO:'>~ELLY Division of Vascular
Medicine, University of Nottingham, and J. O'Neill Diabetes Centre, Southern
Derbyshire Acute Hospitals Trust

Background and Alms: In rodent models of insulin resistance, increased activity of
protein kinase C (pKC), especially the calcium-independent isoforms (eg PKC-O),
phosphorylate and down-regulate the insulin receptor and key insulin signaling
enzymes, but there are no clinical studies investigating PKC pathways in human
skeletal muscle.
Methods: Male patients with type 2 diabetes (TID~I, n~7) and age-matched non
diabetic controls (n~8) attended the clinical research unit on two occasions, l-week
apart, for (I) measurement of insulin sensitivity using the euglycaemic
hyperinsulinaemic clamp; and (2) a muscle biopsy (vastus Iateralis) 2h after an oral
75g glucose challenge. RT·PCR analysis was undertaken to semi-quantitatively
assess expression of PKC-O mRNA, relative to GAPDH, in diabetic and control
subjects.
Results: TIDM subjects were insulin resistant relative to controls (M = 3.O:t0.4 vs
8.6±0.8 mglkglmin) and skeletal muscle expression of PKC-O mRNA was 7-fold
higher in patients with diabetes (0.63% ± 0.25 of GAPDH mRNA) compared with
controls (0.09% ± 0.07% of GAPDH mRNA, p=0.03), but there was only a weak
inverse correlation with in vivo insulin sensitivity.
Conclusions: Increased expression of PKC-9 mRNA in skeletal muscle of patients
with TID~I confirms animal data showing that glucose-induced PKC activation is
likely to contribute insulin resistance in diabetes. PKC-9 may mediate th.e link
between muscle triglyceride content and insulin resistance.
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Transgenic Mice with Dominant Negative PKe-theta in Skeletal Muscle: a New
Model oflnsulin Resistance and Obesity
C. Serra, A. Buongiorno, 101. Pascuccio, S. Morelli, E. Sagratella, M. Bouche and A
Giaccari
Dip. Istologia Ernbriologia Medica, Univ. "La Sapienza"; Clinical Biochemistry, Ist,
Superiore di Saniti; Endocrinology, VCSC. Rome, Italy

Background and Aims: PKC-theu is a novel member of the PKCs superfamily that is
specifically expressed in skeletal muscle (and hematopoietic cells) but oot io other insulin
sensitivetissues (e.g., adipose tissue). Its expression, intracellularlocalization,and activity in
the skeletal muscle is insulin-regulated,andcorrelateswith insulinaction, while its actual rote
in the regulationoCinsulinsensitivityis still not defined.
Materials and Methods: We produced transgenic (TG) mice that express a dominant negative
mutant form of PKC-thet. (the kinase-dead mutant form KIR) under the control of the skeletal
muscle specific enhancer of the desmin promoter. therefore with the activity of PKC-thet.
specifically inhibited in all skeletal muscle fibers. TG mice were compared with age matched
control wild type control mice (C), housed in identical cages and fed ad Iibidum with the same
standardchow.
Results: When examined at 4 months of age, TG mice displayed normal weight (- 30 g), a
slightly increased (but not statistically significant) fasting insulin concentration (O.20±O.03 vs.
O.13±O.03 ng/mI, TG and C respectively), fed insulin and comparable glucose tolerance (i.p.
glucose tolerance test), either in terms of glucose or insulin concentrations. Insulin tolerance
test (i.p. insulin), however, showed reduced insulin sensitivity in TG mice. After the founh
month of age, TG mice started to rapidly gain weight. reaching, at 11·13 months, a mean
weight of 56±1.5 g (35±1.7 g in age matched C, p<O.OOI), with macroscopically evident
accumulation of fat both subcutancously and in visceral depots. At this age, moderate to severe
hyperinsulinemia de, eloped in TG mice (fasting: 0.47±O.08\"S. 0.26±O.03ng/mI, p<O.05; fed:
5.5±1.0 vs. 2.2±0.8 ng/mI, p<O.03;30' afteripGTI L2O±O.37 vs, 0.5O±O.05 ng/mI, p<O.05)but
still near to normal glucose tolerance (plasma glucose 30' after ipGTI 37I±33 '·S. 32H50
mg/dl.IFNS).
Conelusions: These data strongly suggest that PKC-theu is not only regulated by the insulin
signal cascade, but also that its expression and activity profoundly affects insulin sensitivity.
Finally, this new TG model suggests that a mildly reduced insulin sensitivity, experimentally
induced only in skeletal muscle, might cause modest hyperinsulinemia which in turn diverts
nutrients toward other insulin-sensitive tissues (adipose tissue), with the final outcome of
severe obesity and (partially secondary) ":"ere insulin-resistance. A similar mechanism
(skeletal muscle less insulinsensitive than adipose tissue) might be propcsed in human obesity
and, f=II)', in diabetes mellitus.
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Long-term administration of AICAR rednres metabolie disturbances and I...·ers
blood pressure level in animals displs)"ing features of the insulin resistance syndrome
E. S. Buh!, N. Jessen, A Flyvbjerg, O. Pedersen, O. Sclunitz and S. Lund
Medieal Dept, M, Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus and Stene Diabetes Center,
Copenhagen, Denmark.
Background and Aims: The insulin resistance syndrome (IRS) is characterized by several
established or potential risk factors for cardiovascular disease. Chronie chemical activation
of the AMP-activated protein kinase by the adenosine analog A1CAR has been shown to
augment insulin action, to up-regulate mitochondrial enzymes in skeletal muscles and to
decrease the content of intraabdominal fat. Furthermore. acute A1CAR exposure has been
found to reduce sterol- and fatty acid synthesis in hepatocytes. With background in the
effects of chronic A1CAR administration on muscle metabolism and abdominal fat
together with the possible influence of A1CAR on liver metabolism, the present study was
undertaken to explore, whether long-term A1CAR administration was capable of
improving major disorders associated with IRS.
Malerial and Methods: Obese Zucker (A1CAR) rats were daily subcutaneously injected
with A1CAR (0.5 mglg body weight) for 7 weeks. Obese controls were either pair-fed (PF)
or fed ad libitwn (AL). Lean (Lean) Zucker rats served as a reference group. Circulating
levels of glucose, insulin, lipid and blood pressure were measured before and after 7
weeks of treatment, Furthermore an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) was performed
after 7 weeks of treatment and finally the post-treatment level of retroperitoneal and
epididymal fat wasdetermined to evaluate potential changes in fat content
Results: AICAR-administration normalized the oral glucose tolerance test and decreased
fasting concentrations ofglucose (5.95±O.11 mmoL1) and insulin (282±56 pmol/l) close to
the level of the Lean-animals (glucose: 6.05±OJO mmoL1 and insulin: 125±12 pmoLl).
obese controls had significantly higher values (AL animals: glucose 7.35±O.44 mmol/l and
insulin: 1119±94 pmol!l and PF animals (glucose 7.25±O.44 mmol/land insulin: 1209±200
pmol!l». In addition, A1CAR administration significantly reduced plasma triglycerides
and free fatty acids, and inereased HDL-cholesterol levels. Furthermore, A1CAR-treatrnent
lowered systolic blood pressure and finally, A1CAR treated animals exhibited a tendeney
towards decreased intraabdominal fat content.
Cnotent: Our data provide strong evidence that long-term administtation of AICAR
improves glucose tolerance, the lipid profile and reduces systolic blood pressure in an
insulin resistant animal model. We propose the hypothesis thatA'IPK activation might be
a possible future pharmacological strategy for treatment of features of the insulin
resistance syndrome.
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MECHAMSM OF AMINO ACID LL'mUCEDINSULIN RESISTA,"\CE
IN HUMANS
M. Krebs, M. Krssak, E. Bernroider, P. Nowotny, C. Anderwald, A. Brehm,
D. Steiger, E. Roth", W. Waldhiiusl and M. Roden .
Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Department of Internal
Medicine III, and "Department of Surgery, University of Vienna Medical
School, Vienna, Austria

Background and Aims: Protein-rich diet may decrease insulin sensitivity
(Linn et al, Diabetologla, 2000). Thus, this study was designed to determine the
effect of short term elevation of plasma amino acids (AA) on whole body
glucose uptake and cellular mechanisms of insulin action in skeletal muscle.
Materials and methods: Seven healthy men were studied for 5.5 h during
euglycemic [5 ~oVl]-h)l'erinsulinemic [430 pmoVI]-basal glucagon [55
ng/lj-sornatostatin clamp tests in the presence of basal (-1.5 mmoVl) and
increased (--4.0 mmoVI; infusion of a balanced mixture of 21 AA) plasma
AA concentrations. To examine the metabolic pathways by which AA
induce insulin resistance in humans the rate of muscle glycogen synthesis
and muscular glucose-e-phosphate (G6P) concentrations were determined
by "C- and 3tP_nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, respectively•.
Results: A 2.6-fold elevation in plasma AA reduced rates of whole body
glucose uptake by -25 % from 90 min on (P<O.OI). Rates of muscle
glycogen synthesis decreased to 38 % of control values between 180 and
330 min (28±7 vs, control: 69±8 J!moV[kg·min]; P<o.OI). Reduction of
muscle glycogen synthesis by elevated plasma amino acids was preceded by
a decrease in muscle G6P concentrations starting at -130 min
(t\G6P260-JOO mi.: IS±!9 vs. control: 103±33 umol/l; p<0.05).
Conclusions: Plasma amino acid elevation induces skeletal muscle insulin
resistance in humans by inhibition of glucose transport/phosphorylation
resulting in marked reduction ofmuscle glycogen synthesis.

Sympathetic Blockade lecreases Insulin-induced Vasodilat.ation and Glucose
Uptake
Cees J. Tack and David S. Goldstein. Division of General Internal Medicine,
University MedicalCenter Nijmegen, The Netherlandsand ClinicalNeurocardiology
Section, NTh'DS, NationalInstitutesof Health, Bethesda,MD,USA

Background and Aims: Insulininfusioncausesboth vasodilatation in skeletalmuscle
as well as sympathetic stimulation. The insulin-induced increase in sympathetic
outflow may compensate and in part offset insulin-induced vasodilatation. Acute
sympathetic activationinduces insulin resistance. We hypothesised that blockadeof
sympathetic nervous outflow may unmask a stronger vasodilator effect of insulin.
Becauseinsulin-induced vasodilatation may support insulin-induced glucose uptake,
blockadeof the sympathetic nervous system may thus have a favourable effect on
insulin sensitivity.
Maltrial. and Mt'lbo.lJ: fourteen normal subjects were studied. Group 1
(n~)underwent repeated graded NirotinicN-receptor blockade with intravenous
trimethaphan (TRI).In the first lest. autonomicblockadewasattainedover 60 min. In
the second test, subjects underwent a euglycaemic hyperinsulinaemic clamp for 180
min, the last 60 min combined with trimethaphan (INS+TRI). Group 2 (n;8)only
underwent a clampfor 180 min (INS alone). Effects of INS+TRI Onhaemodynamic
parameters and on tritium labelled norepinephrine (NE) kineticswere compared to
effectsofTRI aloneand INSalone.Glucoseinfusionrate andforearmglucoseuptake
duringINS+TRIwascomparedto INSalone.
Results: Autonomic blockade with TRI expectedly and significantly decreased
arterialand venousNE level, total body and limb NE spillover, and forearmvascular
resistance (FVR, by 29±6%). Trimethaphan during insulin infusion (INS+TRI)
decreasedNE kineticparametersas well,but to a lesser extendthan duringTRI alone.
DuringINS+TRl, FVR decreasedmore than duringTRI alone(by 59±8%,P<O.03 vs
TRI) or INS alone. INS+TRl decreaseddiastolic blood pressure significantly more
than TRI alone (to.5±2.4 vs 3.6±2.0 mmHg, P9l.02). Wholebody glucose uptake
was similar in both groups from0-120 minutes,but increased significantly from 120
t80 min during INS+TRI (autonomic blockade), compared to INS alone. Similar
findingswere obtainedfor forearm(skeletal)glucoseuptake.
Conclusions: Sympatheticpost-ganglionic blockade unmasks a potent vasodilator
effectof insulinin humansand increasesinsulinsensitivity.
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ncreaslO~ caen aryear0 diabetes onset,P< . 1 tespectivelv.
Onset of OM n Cumulative incidenes (95%en after20 yearsof OM

Diabetic nephropathy Proliferative retinopathy
A:1965·1969 113 31.1%(22.5·39.7) 32.0%(23.4-40.6)
B:1970·1974 130 27.6%(19.8·35.4) 30.3%(22.2·38.4)
C:1975·1979 113 18.9%110.9·26.9) 20.1 %111.9·28.3)
0: 1979·1984 244 14.7% (8.7·20.7) 10.5%(4.9·16.1)

Inthe latter cohort (0 vs. Cvs. Bvs. AI. HbAtc was lower: 8.5 vs.8.9 vs.8.8 vs. 8.9 %
(p< O.Oll, time from onset of diabetes to initiation of antihypertensive treatment was
shortened: 13.3 vs. 13.9 vs. 14.8vs. 16.9years(p<O.OOll, mean BPreduced: 95.4 vs.
98.4vs. 100.1vs.102.5mm Hg (p< O.OOll, andthe prevalence ofsmokers decreasej; 45
vs. 65 vs. 54 vs.69 %(p< 0.001):Conclusions: During the pastdecades the cumulative
Incidence of diabetic nephropathy andproliferative retinopathy hasdecreased intypo 10M.
Improved glycaemic contrcl early aggressive antihypertensive treatment lower SP and
reduced prevalence of smoking may allcontribute to the beneficial findings.

DECREASING INCIDENCE OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY AND PROLIFERATIVE
RETINOPATHY INTYPE 1 DIABETES
P. Hovind, L. Tarnow, P. Rossing, K.Rossing, S. Eising, N.larsen,C.Binder and
H·H. Parving. StenoDiabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark.
Background and Aims: Confli.ting evidence of a sa-called calendar effectonincidence of
diabetic microangiopalhy has been reported. To assess recent trends in the cumulative
inddence of the severe microvascular complications in type 1 diabetes mellitus (OM), we
analysed data from two long.term prospective observational studies. Materials and
Methods:Sixhundred patients withonsetof type10M between 1965and1984,resided
in Copenhagen, were followed to 2000 or until death. Patients were divided into four
cohorts basedontime of OM onset as shown in the table. Group A, B,C are prevalence
cohorts identified in1984fora clinic based follow upstudy. Group 0 is aninception cohort
of allnewly diagnosed type 1 OM patients referred to ourclinic. Results:After 20 yearsof
OM, the cumulative incidence (life·table method) of diabetic nephtopathy (persistent
albuminuria>300 mgIZ4h) and prOliferative retinopathy was reduced in patients with
i . 1 d f 000

DECREASING INCIDENCE OF DIABETES-RELATED BLl:-lD;\/ESS 1;\/

WORKI:-iG AGE L'l THE PROVL"'CE OF TIJR(;\/, AGE-PERIOD-COHORT
ANALYSISOF TEMPORAL TREl'mS IN 1968-1997
M Porta, 1GBruno,2G Pietragalla, 3A Biggeri,M Maurine,F Pomero,A Allione,M
Trento, P Passera, M Montanaro and 4F Merlerti. Diabetic Retinopathy Centre,
lDepartment of Internal Medicine, Turin University; 2ASlrTurin 2; 3Dopt. of
Statistics, FlorenceUniversity;4Unitof CancerEpidemiology, TurinUniversity.

Background and Aims: Reducing diabetes-related blindness(ORB) by 1/3 over 5
years was a target of the Saint-Vincent Declaration (SVO) bUI few data are available
on the outcomeof preventionprogrammes in Europe. This work aimed at assessing
temporal trends of DRB incidence over 1968-97 in the Turin Province and
establishing whether intensifiying SVO-related activitiesin the area helpeddecrease
DRB in 1993-97. Metboos: Age-period-cohort analysisof data sourcedfromthe files
of the Provincial Agencygrantingblindnessbenefits.Results: Of6801 incidentcases
of legal blindness (visual acuity £1120) at age '35 (incidence rate 15.451100.000
person-years, 95% CI 15.09-15.83). 785 were due to diabetic retinopathy
(1.781100,000 person-years, 1.66-1.91). DRB incidencerates increasedlinearly from
calendar period 1968-72 to 1988-92. They declined in 1993-97 at ages 45~9 but
continuedto rise at '70. The relativerisks of DRB in 1993-97vs, 1988·92were 0.64
(0.49-0.82) for ages 45·69 and 1.11 (0.84-1.48) at '70. By contrast, incidence of
blindnessfromall causes decreased in 1993-97in all age groups, evenwhen cataract,
glaucoma and myopia were considered separately. The best fitting model, after
correctionfor overdispersion, included a cohort effect (polynomial, degree two) for
DRB and both a period (polynomial, degree five) and cohort effects (polynomial,
degreetwo) for all-causeblindness. Coecluslens: This is the first reporton achieving
an SVOtargetin a Europeanarea,witha 36% drop in DRBincidencein workingage.
PersistingDRB above age 70 suggeststhat prevention and treatmentshould now be
targetedspecially at olderpeople.
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Title: TilE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOLUBLE E-SELECTIN AND
MICROVASCULAR CmlPLICATIO;\lS IN TYPE 1 DIABETIC PATIENTS
S.S. Soedamah-Muthu, N. Chaturvedi. C.G. Schalkwijk, 1.11.Fuller and CoO.A.
Stehouwer, on behalf of the EURODIAB PCS Group. University College London.
1-19 Torrington Place London. WCIE 6BT. UK.
Background and Aims: E-selectin is expressed on activated endothelium. Soluble
E-selectin (sE-selectin). possibly cleaved from the cell surface. is raised in diabetic
patients. Very few prior studiesexaminedtherelationship betweensE-selectinand
microvascular complications. Theaim of this studyis to examinewhethersE
selectin is independently related to microvascularcomplications. 1\laterials and
Methods: A nested case-control study was conducted using 539 type I diabetic
patients of the EURODIAB Prospective Complications Study (PCS). The mean age
at follow-up was 40 years and the duration ofdiabetes 22 years. Retinopathy was
assessed by centrally graded retinal photographs. Albumin excretion rates (AER)
were measured centrally from 2 overnight urinecollectionsandalbuminuria was
definedas an AER>20ug/min. Concentrations of sE-seJectin were measured in
duplicate by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kits (R&D systems). Results: sE
sclcctin was significantly correlated with WIIR, diastolic blood pressure, IIDL
cholesterol. creatinine, but mostly with IIbA" (026, p=O.OOOI). Univariate models
showed that increased levels ofsE-selectin (> 41 nglml) were related to retinopathy
(OR=2.I, p=0.0005) and albuminuria (OR= 2.1, p=0.0003). After adjustment for
IIbA ,,, the relationships between sE-selectin and retinopathy (OR= 1.4, p=0.12) and.
between sE-selectin and albuminuria (OR=1.5, p=0.09) were less strong and no
longerstatisticallysignificant. Otherconfounders did not attenuate the relationship
betweensE-selectinandmicrovascular complications to thesameextent.The
relationship between HbA" and retinopathy or albuminuria was not affected by
adjusting for sE-seleetin (OR=1.8, p=O.OOO I). Conclusions: There is a strong
relationshipbetweensE-selectin anddiabeticmicrovascular complications, which is
no longersignificantafteradjustment forHbA1c_Thestrongrelationship between
sE-selectin and IIbA;, supports the concept that sE-selectin is raised with poor
glycaernic control. which may affect endothelial cell activity and subsequently
microvascular complications.
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Retinopathy 10 )·ears after diagnosis of diabetes in )"oung adults.
M. Henriesson, G Sundkvist, The DISS Study Group, Dept of Ophthalmology.
Helsingborg and Dept of Endocrinology, University Hospital, Malmo, Sweden

Background and Aims: The question as to whether current clinical practise reduces
the incidence of retinopathy has to be clarified. The Diabetes Incidence in Sweden
Study Group (DISS) follows the incidence of diabetes in young adults. We have now
followed up the development ofretinopathy in those diagnosed 1987-88. The aim of
the study was to establish the frequency of retinopathy 10 years after diagnosis of
diabetes in young adults.

Material and Methods: DISS includes all newly diagnosed 15-34 year old diabetic
patients in Sweden. During 1987-1988, 806 patients were diagnosed and 582 of them
(72%) agreed to be followed up 10 years later. Retinopathy data (alternative
Wisconsin classification) were available in 523 patients. In 481 patients photographs
taken at local hospitals were used in the assessment whereas in the remaining 42
patients only ophthalmology data were available.

Results: Ten years after diagnosis, 324 (38%) of 532 examined patients had
retinopathy. The retinopathy was mild in 168 (32%), whereas 24 (5%) had moderate
severe non-proliferative retinopathy (l\l'DR) and 6 (1%) had proliferative retinopathy
(PDR). Patients with retinopathy had a higher mean HbAlc; 8,1 (1.5) % than patients
without retinopathy (6,8 (1,2)%; (p <0,001). Coded anonymous data were received
from 57 patients who had refused to be followed up. Among non-participants 24
(42%) had retinopathy; 15 (26%) had mild, 2 moderate-severe NPDR, and 6 patients
(11%) had PDR. The prevalence of retinopathy was not increased in non-participants;
however, the prevalence ofPDR (fFO.002) was highest in non-participants.

Conclusions: Despite modem treatment 40"/0 of young adults develop retinopathy
during the first 10 years of diabetes. Our observation that retinopathy was associated
with high HbAlc value indicates that current treatment has to be refined.

190
GLYCEMIC EXPOSURE REQUIRED FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
RETI:,\OPATHY 1:'< CHILDREN WITH TYPE I DIABETES
S. Makimattila, P. Summanen, A. Schlenzka, H. Erkkila and H. Yki-Jarvinen.
Helsinki University Central Hospital, Helsinki. Finland

Background and Aims: The degree of glycemic exposure required to observe
clinically significant retinal changes is unknown. This prospective study was
designed to determine the lifetime cumulative glycemic exposure (calculated as AI,
months) required for the development and progression and severity of retinopathy in
type I diabetes (mi).
Materials and lIIethods: 115 children under the age of 15 were followed since
diagnosis of type 1 DM. Severity of RP graded from fundus photographs using
modified Airlie House classification (ETORS), glycemic control, blood pressure and
UAER were assessed after duration of D~I Iitl yrs. These measurements were
repeated 10 yrs later in 72 patients (MJF=40/32).
Results: At the first examination, 34 (47%) had no RP (ETDRS 10),35% had mild
(ETDRS 15-23), and 13 (18%) moderate changes (ETDRS 31-43). Of those without
RP,22 remained such or developed only mild changes (ETDRS 15-23) during the
10 yrs (Grl). Of those without RP or with mild changes, 22 progressed slightly
(ETDRS 31-43) (Gr2). The rest 38, without RP or with minimal to moderate
changes (ETDRS 10-43) progressed to moderately severe or pre-/proliferative RP
(ETDRS 43-65) (Gr3). The groups were identical with respect to gender, age of
onset and duratioa of D~I, BMI, blood pressure, insulin dose and single HbA I, at
both examinations. A" months was highest (p<0.01) in Gr3 (657t33) vs Gr2
(435147) and Grl (376±39) at the first examination. Also the increase in AI, months
during the following 10 yrs was highest (p<0.01) in Gr3 (562±38) vs Gr2 (315±26)
and Grl (265±32).
Conclusions: Significant progression of RP to moderately severe or
pre/proliferative RP was observed after 1219±50 (HbA" 5.1±0.2% over normal for
20 yrs), development of moderate and mild RP required 750t65 and 641±59 AI,
months (HbA" 3.1±0.3% and 2.7±O.2% over normal for 20)"fS, respectively).
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RESULTS OF THE FIRST-PASS OF AN ENGLISH DISTRICT WITH
A DIGITAL-CAMERA-BASED RETINAL SCREENING PROGRAM.
MW Savage', NJC MartinS, HJ Srnlthursf and S Hashmi. Dept of
Ophthalmology andsDiabeles, BuryHealthCare NHS Trust, Fairfield
Hospital, BURY BL9 7TD and 'Dept of Diabetes, Royal Hallamshire
Hospital, Sheffield S10 2JF.
Background: The Bury and Rochdale Diabetic Screening Program
began in April 2000. Materials and Methods: A Topcon TRC-NW5s
non-mydriatic digital camera is used. Images are assessed by a
trained Staff Grade in Ophthalmology and then stored on CD-ROM.
The camera is moved between a single Health Centre in each
Primary Care Group area. A seven-person team led by a Consultant
Ophthalmologist runs the screening service. After checking of visual
acuity four mydriatic digital images of each retina are taken. Results:
Presently, 5274 diabetic patients identified from GP records have
been invited for screening from a population of 303,280 (1.7%). Of
these, 3700 attended (70.2%); 11.2% did not attend (DNA); 5.4%
were attending ophthalmic services, were blind or refused to attend;
and 13.2% were not screened for other reasons (eg. housebound).
Outcomes were graded as: no diabetic retinopathy (NOR);
background (BDR); pre-proliferative (PPDR); proliferative (PDR);
maculopathy or ungradeable. The first wave of screening gave the
following results from 3700 patients: 74.1% NOR; 20.8% BDR; 2.3%
maculopathy; 0.7% PPDR; 0.8% PDR. This led 10 256 patients
(including ungradeable) being referred to the assessment clinic. Of
these, 19 DNA'd, 40 required laser of whom 39 attended. Quality
assurance measures have included internal and external review of 40
patients' photogaphs (1.1%). Conclusions: These data demonstrate
that the community-based eye-screening program idenlifies unknown
disease thereby preventing visual loss and is an effective way to .
improve the management of this diabetic-microvascular complication.
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DENATONIUM, THE MOST BITTER SUBSTANCE KNOWN, STDIULATES
INSULVi SECRETIO:-l Vi RAT PANCREATIC ISLETS AND HIT-TIS
CELLS
G.w.G. Sharp, 1. Mulvaney-Musa and S.G. Straub.
Cornell University, Dept of Molecular Medicine, Ithaca, USA.

Background and Aims: In taste cells, sweet and bitter tasting compounds are
detected by G-protein linked receptors. In these cells, denatoniwn, the most bitter
substance known activates the G-proteins gustducin and transduein. As both
gustducin and transducin are present in pancreatic beta-cells and have as yet no
known function, we studied the effect of denatonium on insulin secretion.
Materials and Methods: Rat pancreatic islets, isolated by collagenase digestion, and
HIT-TIS cells were studied under both static and perifusion conditions. lnsu1in
secretion was measured by RIA. Cyclic AMP was measured by RIA. Protein was
measured by Bradford assay. Cell membrane potentials and currents were measured
under current clamp or voltage clamp using either whole cell or perforated patch
configurations
Results: In rat pancreatic islets, denatonium had no effect on insulin secretion under
basal conditions. However, denatonium potentiated glucose-stimulated insulin release
in a concentration.<Jepcndcnt manner up to a matima! effect at 300 microM (n=S;
1'<0.01). Similar results were obtained with the HIT-TIS cell. The respcnse to
denatonium was blocked by I microM norepinephrine (n=4; 1'<0.01), implying a
physiological release mechanism, and by I microM nitrendipine (n=4; 1'<0.02),
suggesting an action via L-t)pe voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels. Denatonium did
not affect cyclic AMP levels. Electrophysiological studies demonstrated that
denatonium depolarized the HIT·TIS cells but had no direct effect on the L-t)pe
channel currents, thus providing an explanation for the inhibitory effect of
nitrendipine. The depolarization was due to closure of the KATP channcl and
activation of a DIDS-sensitive chloride conductance.
Conclusions: Denatonium acts on the KATP channel and a chloride channel in its
action to depolarize the beta-cell and stimulate insulin release. The signal transduction
mechanisms underlying these novel effects renutin to be elucidated.
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Overespresslon of NalCa exchange shapes stimulus-induced cytosolic Ca2+
oscillations io insulin producing BRIN-BDll cells
F. Van Eylen, O. Diaz-Horta, A. Barez, A. Kamagate and A. Herchuelz

Background and Aims: In response to glucose, mouse ll-cells display slow
oscillations of the membrane- potential and [Ca2+]i • whilst rat ll-cells display a
staircase increase in these parameters. Mouse and rat islet cells differ also by their
level of NalCa exchanger activity. The view that the inward current generated by
NalCa exchange shapes stimulus-induced electrical activit)' and [Ca2+]i oscillations
in pancrcatic ll-cells was examined in insulin producing BRIN-BD 11 cells
overexpressing the NalCa exchanger.
Materials and Methods: BRIN-BDII cells were stably transfected with NCX1.7,
one of the exchanger isoform identified in the ll-cell. Overexpression could be
assessed' at the mRNA and protein level.
Results: Appropriate targeting to the plasma membrane could be assessed by
mierofluorescence and the increase in NalCa exchange activity. In response to K+,
ovcrcxpressing cells showed a more rapid increase in [Ca2+)i on membrane
depolarisation as well as a more rapid decrease of [Ca2+]i on membrane
repolarisation. Thus, while the rate of [Ca2+]i increase averaged 10.1 ± 0.2 n.\Vs
(n=94) in control cells, it averaged 17.8 ± 0.3 n.\Vs in NCXl.7 ovcrcxpressing cells
(n= I06. 1'<0.00 I). Likew'isc, the decrease in [Ca2+] i seen on membrane repolatisation
was 7.0 ± 0.2 n.\f1s and S.2 ± 0.2 n.\f1s, in overexpressing and control cells,
respectively (1'<0.001). The decrease also occurred about 30 sec earlier, In response
to glucose and tolbutantidc, control BRIN cells showed large amplitude [Ca2+]i
oscillations. In contrast, ovcrcxpressingcells showed a staircase increase in [Ca2+)i
without such large oscillations. Diazoxidc-induced mcmbrane hypcrpolarisation
restored large amplitude [Ca2+)i oscillations in ovcrexpressingcells.
Conclusions: The present data confirm that NalCa exchange plays a significant role
in the rat ll-cell [Ca2+)i homeostasis, the exchanger being a versatile system allowing
both Ca2+ entry and outflow. They show that the current generated by the exchanger
shapes stimulus-induced membrane potential and [Ca2+)i oscillations in insulin
secreting cells. the difference in electrical activity and [Ca2+)i behaviour seen in
mouse and rat ll-cells resulting in pan from a difference in NalCa exchange activity
between these 2 cells.
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PKA-DEPENDENT AND -DiDEPENDENT STIMULATIO;o; OF
EXOCYTOSIS BY GLUCAGO;o; IN PANCREATIC B-CELLS
X. Ma, 1. Galvanovskis and L.Eliasson, Department of Molecular and Cellular
Physiology, Lund University, Lund, Sweden

Background and Aims: EXOC)10sis in B-cells within intact islets is both more rapid
and of greater magnitude than observed in isolated Bscells. IIere we explore whether
this difference can be accounted for by paracrine mechanisms exerted by glucagon
secreted by neighbouring A-cells.
1\latt'riaJ and Methods: EXOC}1osis was measured in single B-celJ as an increase in
cell capacitance (. Cm) elicited by voltage-clamp pulses from -70 mV to 0 mV.
Results: Depolarising pulses lasting S-450 ms were applied under control conditions,
in the presence of glucagons (10 n.\1) and the PKA-antagonist Rp-cAMPS (10 m.\1).
In perforated patch recordings, glucagon increased. em elicited by a 100-ms pulse
from 12±21F (n=lO) to 34±91F (n=S; 1'<0.01), an effect that was not blocked by Rp:
cA.\1PS. Glucagon had no effect during depolatisations shorter than 100 ms. A PKA
dependent component was observed during depolarisations • 200 ms. Similar results
were obtained when exocytosis was elicited by a train of ten 5QO-ms depolarising
pulses (I Hz stimulation). The total increase in membrane capacitance elicited by the
train fell from 154±23 1F in the presence of glucagon to S2±16 11' (1'<0.02) after
addition ofRp-cM.1PS. However. the' Cm evoked by the first pulse was unaffected
by the PKA-inhibitor. Stimulation of exocytosis by intracellular application of O.I
m.\1 cM.iP during standard whole-cell recordings revealed a prominent and rapid
eM.1P.<Jependent component detectable within 30 ms (4±11F under control and 18±7
IF) that was insensitive to PKA inhibition and fully depleted within ISO ms. At longer
depolarisation, a secondary PKA-dependent enhancement was observed.
Conclusions: Our data suggest that enhanced exocytosis in intact islets in part can be
attributed to the presence of glucagon. The action of glucagon involves both rapid
«150 ms) PKA-indepcndent and slow (>150 ms) PKA-dependent mechanisms.
However, glucagon alone is insufficient to completely restore the rapid component
suggesting the contribution ofadditional mechanisms.
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Phosphorylation dependent intranuclear shutlling of PDX1 in pancreatic beta
cells.
L.1. Elrick and K. Docherty. Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, Institute 01
Medical Sciences, University of Aberdeen, Foresterhill, Aberdeen, AB2S 2ZD, UK.

Background and Aims: Insulin gene transcription is regulated partly through
activation of the homcodomain transcription factor PDXI by way of a signalling
pathway involving both Ptdlns 3-kinase and SAPK2Ip38. Previous studies have
shown that glucose, insulin and the cellular stress agent sodium arsenite can activate
PDXI, promoting DNA binding. Following activation, PDXI transfers from an
inactive cytoplasmic form to an active form, permitting its translocation to the nucleus
and stimulation of insulin gene transcription. The present study was undertaken to
investigate the intranuclear trafficking of PDXI in a human beta cell overexpressing
PDXI and in MIN6 cells.
Results: lnununocytochemistry was used to localise PDXI to the nuclear periphery
in low glucose. Following stimulation with high glucose, PDXI was present in the
nucleoplasm. Nuclear translocation ofI'D XI was time and dose responsive occurring
within 10 minutes and SmM glucose. Insulin and sodium arsenite also stimulate
movement of PDXI from the nuclear periphery to the nucleoplasm. In cells
transferred between high and low glucose concentrations, PDXI was found to shuttle
rapidly between the nuclear periphery and the nucleoplasm. The effect ofglucose and
insulin on the nuclear localisation of PDXI was inhibited by wortmannin and
SB203580, confirming that a pathway involving Ptdlns 3-kinasc and SAPK2 was
involved, but was unaffected by PD0980S9 or rapamycin, inhibitors of the MAPK
pathway and p70s6k respectively. Movement from the nucleoplasm to the nuclear
periphery was inhibited by caIyculin A and okadaic acid suggesting
dephosphorylation dependent translocation ofI'D XI was involved.

Conclusions: These results demonstrate that PDXI shuttles between the nuclear
periphery and the nucleoplasm in response to changes in glucose and insulin
concentrations and that these events are dependent on PtdIns 3-kinase and SAPK2.
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\\'ortmannin sensitive gene regulation by the transcription factor PDX-l
mediates glucose dependent activation of the rat insulin-I promoter hy glucagon
like peptide 1
J. Seufert, T.J. Kieffer, F. Jakob. Medizinische Poliklinik, University of Wurzburg,
Germany and University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada

Background and Aims: Glucagon-like peptide I (GLP-I) acts as an insalinctrcpic
hormone in a glucose dependent manner to maintain insulin biosynthesis, gene expression,
and secretion in pancreatic beta-cells. This has been proposed to be mediated through a
cA1o.fP dependent signalling pathway. In previous studies, however, we have obtained
evidence that glucose dependent transactivation of the rat insulin 1 promoter by GLP-l is
not cAMP dependent lIere we report that this effect of GLP-l is mediated by the
hcmeodomain transcription factor PDX-l through a wortmannin sensitive signalling
pathw"'y. Materials and Methods: Glucose dependent signal transduction by GLP-l was
analysed in INS-l beta-cells and human pancreatic islets by reverse transcription
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), luciferase reporter gene assays, gel shift assay,
DNase I footprint assay and fluorescence microscopy using PDX-I·grecn fluorescent
(GFP) fusion proteins. Results: In human islets we find induction of pro insulin mRNA by
GLP-l (10 n."I) at 11.1 m.\{ but not at 2.5 m."{ glucose, and this induction can be inhibited
by the PI3 kinase inhibitor wortmannin (10 n.\I). Glucose dependent transaetivation ofthe
rat insulin 1 promoter by GLP-l is also inhibited by wortmannin in INS-l beta-cells. In
contrast. induction of proinsulin mRNA and promoter activity by the cMfP mimetic
forskolin (10 "'''I) was not glucose-dependent. Further, we demonstrate that the glucose
dependent gene regulatory effect ofGLP-1 is dependent on the presence ofPDX-1 binding
sites (A-elements) 'within the promoter. Results from fluorence immunccytocbcmistry,
electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) and DNase I footprint analysis in INS-l
beta-cells further indicate. that wortmannin inhibits GLP-I mediated nuclear translocation
and D)'/A-binding of PDX-! in a glucose dependent manner. Conclusions: We provide
evidence that GLP-} dependent gene regulation in pancreatic beta-cells occurs through
both a cAMP dependent, glucose independent, pathway that maintains basal insulin gene
expression, and a wortmannin sensitive PI3-kinJ.Se dependent signalling pathway, that
involves the transcription factor PDX-! and mediates glucose dependent proinsulin gene
expression and may also mediate beta-cytotrophic effects of GLP-l in the endocrine
pancreas, These results contribute to the understanding of GLP-l effects at pancreatic
beta-cells, because GLP-) analogues are currently being developed as treatment for
diabetes mellitus.
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Development of an in vitro model to investigate the structurrlfunction
relationsbip or tbe HLA-DQ6.2 molecule
M.A. Kelly, M.L. Rayner, C.H. Mijovic and AH. Barnett, Division of Medical
Sciences, University of Birmingham, Birmingham, UK
Background and Aims: The HLA-DQ6.2 molecule (DQAIOOI02IDQBlo0602)
confers natural protection against type I diabetes, but the HLA-DQ6,4 molecule
(DQAloOI02IDQBI°Q6O.l) does not These molecules are strueturally similar,
differing at only six amino acid residues in the beta peptide chain. Computer
modelling studies have suggested that the disparate disease associations of DQ6.2
and DQ6,4 may be attributed to amino acid differences at residues beta57 and
beta70. We have devised 3Il in vitro model of the DQ6.2 molecule which "ill allow
us to determine how these two residues affect thc function of the molecule in the
immune response andhow this may influence its effect on disease risk. Materials
and Metbods: The DQAl00102 and DQBlo0602 alleles were cloned into the
pCIneo expression vector. The DQB 1°0602 allele was subjected to site-directed
mutagenesis at codons 57 and 70 to create two mutant alleles. Each mutant allele
encodes a peptide chain in which a single amino acid residue has been substituted
with the corresponding residue from DQ6,4. The appropriate DQB I allele (wild
1)]lC or mutant) was paired with the DQAI allele and introduced into the HLA class
Il-negative B cell line, BLS-I, by elcctroporation, Stably transfected cells
expressing DQwere isolated using magnetic beads and cloned by limiting dilution.
Results: "Three batches of transfected cells were successfully produced using this
technique; a) those expressing wild-type DQ6.2, b) those expressing mutant DQ6.2
with Val at residue beta57 and c) those expressing mutant DQ6.2 with Arg at
residue beta70. Conclusions: The methodology described above can be used to
express DQ6.2 in isolation from other HLA c13SS II molecules and permits the
genetic manipulation of its structure. The transfectaats created will be used to
investigate the effect of each amino acid substitution on the function of the DQ
molecule. The findings "ill help to determine how the structure of DQ6.2 is
important for its role in conferring protection against 1)]lC I diabetes.
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Proinsulin biosynthesls is regulated at the level of mR..'iA translation and stability
Involving an Ri'lA-protein interaction
B. Wicksteed, C. Alarcon, C.J. Rhodes. Pacific Northwest Research Institute, Seattle,
USA.

Background end Aims: Proinsulin biosynthesis is regulated in response to glucose. in the short
term « 2 hours) through changes in the translation of the prcrpoinsulin (Pp!) mRNA and in the
Ionger term (> 6 hours) through changes in ppI mRNA levels. Recently, we showed th3t the ppI
mRNA imtranslaled regions (UTRs) are necessary for this translational regulation. The 5'UTR
promotes translation as glucose levels rise, while sequences within the 3"UTR, that suppress
translation at low ghiocsc, are overcome. Sequences within the 3'UTR were also shown to
influence ppI mRNA stability. In the present study we extended our analysis of proinsulin
biosynthesis by examining the role of ppl mRNA sequences that regulate the translation and
stabilityof the mRNA.
Materials and Methods: Translation rates: were determined by f 5S] methionine labelling,
immunoprccipitation,gel electrophoresis and quantification by phosphoimaging. RNA levels
were measured by RNAse protection assay. RNA gel-shifts were performed using ["PjUTP
labelled RNAs incubated with protein extracts with R.."IA·protein complexes being resolved by
native gel electrophoresis.
Results: A recombinant adenovirus expressed an mRNA, in the p-cells of isolated rat islets, in
"hieb the ppl mRNA UTRs flanked the luciferasc ceding region, Islets infected with this
adenovirus,cultured at 2.8 or 11.1 mM glucose showed that the ppl mRNA UTRs alone could
confer glucose regulation of luciferasc translation. Analysis of the ppl mRNA levels reveallcd
thatthe rat preproinsulin gene promoters are resistant to actinomycin D inhibition. Expression of
an adenovirusencoding(MV promoterdriven his-taggedprcproinsulinencoding mRNA allowed
separation of endogenous andtagged preproinsulin mRNAs. Actinomycin D inhibition of the
CMY promoter showed that the stability of the tagged prcproinsulin mRNA was regulated in
response to glucose. Since these and previous studies have implicated the 3'UTR in the regulation
of ppl mRNA translation and stability RNA gel-shift analysis examined 3'UTR sequences for
RNA-protc:in interactions. A protcin!3'UTR interaction was detected and shown by competition
and mutational analysis to be with a sequence conserved between mammalian ppI mRNAs
(UUGAANNNAGC). This RNA-protein interaction was shown to be glucose regulated,
Condusions: These data show thatproinsulin biosynthesisis regulated at the level of translation
through elements in the ppl UTRs andby the stability of the ppl mRNA. These processes are
likely to be regulated by protein interactions. such as that which we have shown occurs in a
glucosedependent mannerwith a conservedcis<lcmcnt withinthe 3'lJTR.
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FINE MAPPING OF THE NO:-;-CLASS n HL\ GENE ASSOCIATED wrrn
lYPE I DIABETES MELLITUS
S. Nejentsev (1,2,3), R. Veijola (4), r.t Knip (2,4,5,6), O. SimeIl (2,3), O. Vaarala (6).
11K Merblom (6) and J. Ilonen (2,3). I-Department of Medical Genetics, Wellcome
Trust Centre for Molecular Mechanisms in Disease, University ofCambridge, UK; 2
JDF Centre for Prevention of Type I Diabetes in Finland; Universities of 3-Turku, 4
Oulu, 5-Tampere and 6-lIelsinki, Finland

Background and Aims: Existence of non-DQ-DR genes associated with type I
diabetes mellitus (TID~I) in HLA is now established. Recently we were able to
localize a putative non-DQ-DR gene in the 240 kb of to the centromeric end of the
lILA class I region. Candidate genes, HLA-B, IILA-C, MICA and r.UCB are located
within this region. Our goal is to study all S1'o1's in these highly polymorphic genes in
order to find which one is associated ....ith T1D~t.

Materials and Metbods: 75 patients and 181 controls were stratified for the
DR3f4(0404) genotype, and 241 patients and 354 controls stratified for the
DR3f4(040l) genotype (all from Finland). These were matched in order to exclude
the effect of strongly T1D~{-associatedDQ-DR genes. Genotyping is done by means
of sequencing followed by sequence reads alignment using Staden package and
manual base-call checking at the potential polymorphic sites.

Results: So far S1'o1's of the MICA gene were studied in the DR3f4(0404)-stratified
group of patients and controls. We were able to exclude 30 S1'o1's of 56 known to be
present in exons 2, 3 and 4 as well as introns 2 and 3 of the ~nCA gene. Twenty of
these SNPs were not polymorphic in the studied cohort, while 10 had rare minor
alleles, which were not in linkage disequilibrium with the previously identified
susceptible haplotype, marked by DRB 1°0404 - B·39 alleles.

Conclusions: Future study of the DR3f4(040 I)-stratified group of patients and
controls will allow comparison of the allele effect ofthe other 26 SNPs on DR4(0404)
and DR4(0401) haplotypes and eventually exclude most of the S1'o1's in r.nCA gene
as well as other candidate genes in the 240 kb HLA region.
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A novel vitamin D receptor gene polymorphism confe rs susceptibility to type 1
diabetes mellitus.
MA Pani, K. Bieda, J. Wood, K.H. Usadel, K. Badenhoop. Department of Internal
Medicine I, University Hospital Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Background and Aims: Autoimmune destruction of pancreatic beta cells causes type
I diabetes. Administering vitamin D prevents the onset of autoimmune diabetes in
NOD mice. 1,25(011)203 decreases lILA class II expression on pancreatic beta cells,
inhibits cytokine-mediated lymphocyte proliferation and subsequent islet invasion.
Vitamin D's immunomodulatory effects are mediated via its nuclear receptor (VDR).
Known polymorphisms of the VDR gene were found to be associated with type I
diabetes in Caucasians and Asians. However, alleles conferring an increased risk for
type I diabetes vary between Asians and Caucasians suggesting the kno ....n
polymorphisms to be in a differential linkage with another potentially functional
polymorphism. Recently, a novel Tru91 VDR polymorphism was discovered in intron
8. The aim of this study was to further elucidate the role of genetic VDR variants in
type I diabetes in general and of the novel Tru91 polymorphism in particular.
~Iaterials and Methods: 285 Caucasian pedigrees with an affected offspring were
genotyped for two established (Bsml, FokI) polymorphisms and the novel Tru91 site
using a PCR-RFLP approach. Allele and genotype frequencies were determined and
pairwise linkage disequilibriums (LD) were calculated. Indirect haplotyping and
(extended) transmission disequilibrium testing [(E)TOTJ was performed. Results:
Observed allele frequencies were in accordance to previous reports (79.2% TT, 19.7%
Tt, 1.1% tt) and linkage disequilibriums between the polymorphisms were low
(LD~.005-O.039). Allele 'u' was significantly less often transmitted to affected
offspring than expected (36 times transmitted vs, 59 times not transmitted; TOT:
p=0.018). The overall transmission pattern of extended DsmVTru91 haplotypes
differed significantly from expected values (ETOT: p=0.025). In general, alleles
containing 'u' were less often transmitted to diabetic offspring than expected (bu': 25
transmitted vs. 42 not transmitted, TDT: p~.038; bfu' 10 transmitted vs. 21 not
transmitted, TOT: p=O.(8), but Bsm! -and·-FllkT· appear to contribute to this
associationonly to a lesser extent. Conclusions: This study suggests the novel Tr.J91
VDR polymorphism to confer susceptibility to type I diabetes in Caucasians. Linkage
analyses with additional VDR polymorphisms and functional studies are required to
elucidate the role of this novel VDR variant and the potential of vitamin D analogues
in preventing type I diabetesmellitus
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GENE EXPRESSION STUDIED BY eDNA MICROARRAY L"l I:'\SULL'l
SENSITIVE TISSUES L"l STREPTOZOTOCL"l-Il\DUCED DIABETES
H. Paivarinne and H. Kainulainen. Institute of Medical Technology, University of
Tampere, Tampere, Finland
Background and Aims: Complete understanding of the mechanism of insulin action
on cellular level is fundamental for understanding the etiology of insulin resistance in
diabetes. For instance, the regulation of the mechanism of insulin-mediated glucose
metabolism is not yet fully known. Therefore the aim of this study was to search for
novel regulatory genes involved in the insulin-regulated glucose metabolism. The
search was based on eDNA microarray.
I\Iaterials and Methods: Male Sprague-Dawley rats were injected with
streptozotocin i.p. (80 mg/kg) to induce type I diabetes. Seven days later the samples
from control and diabetic skeletal muscle, cardiac and adipose tissues as well as liver
were taken and used as RNA source. Derived cDNAs were hybridized to a rat gene
filter (Research Genetics) containing both known genes and EST sequences,
altogether 5184 transcripts..
Results: Applying an expression difference factor 2, we found 934 do wn-regulated
genes in insulin-deficient.skeletal muscle and only one down-regulated gene in
adipose tissue. Numbers of up-regulated genes were 9 and 6, respectively. Skeletal
and cardiac muscle shared 5 do....n-regulated EST sequences and 3 known genes,
which were lutropin-choriogonadotropic hormone receptor, sciaticnerveintegrin beta
subunit and a calcium-binding protein, the last being down-regulated in liver, too. 4
EST seguences and 2 known genes (carboxypeptidase-a and ras-related GTPase
Rab29) were down-regulated in diabetic skeletal muscle and liver. Munc 18-1 gene
was do wn-regulated in cardiac muscle and liver. No mutual up-regulated genes were
foundin different tissues.
Conclusions: These preliminary results that need to be confirmed by independent
methods show the expected down-regulation of various genes due to insulin
deficiency. Further, the results suggest that eDNA-array analysis is a potential method
for identifying genes involved in the metabolic disturbances in diabetes.
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LINKAGE D1SEQUILlDlUu;ll OF AN INTERLEUKIl\-12 POLY.l10RPHlS~1

(lDD"'118) IN DAl',ISH TYPE I DIABETES FAMILIES.
R. Bcrgholdt, G. Morahan, J. Jobannesen, 0.1'. Kristiansen, J. Nerup, F, Pociot,
DSGD and DIEGG. Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofle, Denmark and The 'walter
and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research, Australia.

Background and Aims. Interleukin 12 (lL-12) drives the differentiation of T
lymphocytes into the Thl-subset, characterized by production of cytokines leading to
cell mediated immunity. In the NOD-mouse 1L-12 has been shown to playa primary
role in Type I diabetes (TID) induction. Lately, based on the results from the NOD
mouse, a new human TID susceptibility locus - IDD~I 18 - has been identified,
positioned ncar the IL-12 P40 gene (ILl2B) on chromosome 5q33-34. Linkage to
human TID has been shown in the region and a polymorphic Taq I site in the 3 'UTR
of this gene shows preferential transmission to TI D offspring, examined in an
Australian and British family material. The polymorphism is biallelic, Increased IL
12 production has been shown for 1/1 homozygous compared to 2/2 homozygous
people, in EBV transformed cell lines. The aim of our study was to test this
polymorphismin a homogeneous Danish family material, in order to see if we can
confirm the finding,
Material and Methods. We typed 254 Danish TID families, corr.prising 102 simplex
families and 152 sib-pair families, PCR-amplification was used, followed by Taql
digestion at 65° for 12 hours and analysis on 2% agarose gel. Data was analysed by
transmission disequilibrium test (TD1) and Sib-TOT tests, addressing an eventual
preferential transmission of one allele vs. another.
Results. TOT revealed preferential transmission of allele I (99 vs. 70 transmissions of
allele 2) to affected children. (Chi-square 4.98, p-0.026). Combining with the sib
roT gave a Z' score of2.35, p=O.019,
Conclusion. The allele I of the 1L-12 polymorphism in a Danish family material,
confirmed preferential transmission to affected children, suggestive of linkage to TID.
Whether this variant itself represents the IDDM 18 susceptibility locus, or whether it is
in linkage disequilibrium with the real TI 0 causing variant is not kno....n. As this
polymorphism is considered an important putative marker for TID, it is important to
confirm the involvement of the ILl2B polymorphism in TI 0 in several populations.
Additional functional studies are needed to defme possible pathogenetic implications
and potential future intervention strategies.
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Common genes in type I and type 2 diabetes: Lessons from cross hybrlds
between diabelie BB and WOKW rats developing a metabolic-like syndrome.
J. van den Brandt, B. Radovic and I. Kloting
Department of Laboratory Animal Science, Medical Faculty, University of
Greifswald, Karlsburg

Background and Aims: It is well-known that type I and type 2 diabetes including
facets of metabolic syndrome cluster in same families. This fact may be a hint for
common genes. That prompted us to cross lymphopenic (lddm2) BB/OK (RTI u
=Iddml) developing an type I-like diabetes with non-Iymphopenic WOKW rats
(RTiu =Iddml) developing a polygenic, complete metabolic-like syndrome.

Materials and Methods: (BB x WOKW)FI hybrids were backcrossed onto diabetic
BB/OK males resulting 152 first backcross hybrids (BCI) studied for diabetes
occurrence up to an age of 30 weeks. To fmd out whether diabetogenic non-MHC
genes mapped previously on chromosomes 18 (lddm3), 6 (lddm4) and I (lddm5r) are
diabetogenic genes of WOK W, 71 Iddm2 homozygous hybrids were genetically
analysed with 29 microsatellites located on these chromosomes.

Results: 56 out of 152 hybrids (37%) developed diabetes which were lymphopenic
(lddm2llddm2). Compared with the expected diabetes frequency of25%, significantly
more BCI hybrids developed diabetes (25% vs. 37%, p< 0.001). Around Iddm4 on
chromosome 6 a significant difference in the allele disttibution was found. More
homozygotes than heterozygotes were diabetic ( p=.015). No significant difference
was detected on chromosomes 18 and I. However, hybrids heterozygous at Iddm5r
on chromosome I developed significantly later diabetes than homozygotes (95±27 vs.
81±19 d; p<.03).

Conclusions: These findings I) confirm Iddm4 on chromosome 6, 2) suggest that
WOKW gene on chromosome I (lddm5r) does not protect but delay diabetes
development, 3) support our hypothesis of common genes in type l and type 2
diabetes.
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New mouse models of T)'Pe II diabetes generated by random N-cth)'I-N-nitrosou~a
mutagenesis,
M.E. Goldsworthy, E.Bentley, A'Toye. L.Eley, L.Moir, T.Hough. P.M.Nol:m, J.Peters,
Pjcoby, S.Smythe. Z.Tymo",~ka-UJ3IU1e. SN.Spurr. 'AJ.Hunter S.D.M.Bro",n and
RD.Cox. MRC Mammalian Genetics Unit, Medical Research Council, Harwell Didcot,
Oxfordshire OXII ORO, UK. SDepartment of Biotechnology and Genetics. 'Department
of Neuroscience. GIa.xoSmithKline, NewFrontiersSciencePark,Harlow,Essex,U.K.
Background and Aims: FI offspring of mutagenised males from the SBlHaTwell
mutagenesis program and a sensitised screen utilising insulin resistant knockout mouse
strains (IR, IRS-I) were assayed for impaired glucose tolerance or diabetic phenotypes.
Mice with a phenotype of interest were backcrossedfor inheritance testing Materials
and Methods: fl mice were assayed. using either free fed glucose concentrations or
glucose tolerance tests (IPGTT). Mice were fasted overnight, a blood sample taken and a
glucose load of2g1Kg administered vialP injection; subsequent blood samples were taken
over a 2 hour time course. DNA 'W3S extracted from tail biopsies and used for genetic
mapping studies. For selected mutants, mice at IS months of age were fasted, injected
with insulin under a terminal anaesthetic and tissues removed for protein signalling assays
and histology. Pancreata from these mice were fixed and serial sections obtained, H&E
stained. and in-situ hybridisation of glucagon and insulin riboprobes carried out. Results:
Fifteen male mice were identified from the Harwell mutagenesisprogram on the basis of
high free fed glucose and crossed for inheritancetesting Two of these lines to date have
been confirmed 10 segregatean impaired glucose tolejance phenotype and arc currently
being mapped. Analysis of Pancreata from one line indicates abnormal distribution of
glucagon cells within the Islet To date six mice from the sensitised screen have been
identified with impaired glucose tolerance using an IPGIT. These mice are currently
undergoing inheritance testing. Conclusions: At least two of the lines tested to date,
GENA263 and GENA348 exhibitan autosomal dominant, sexually dimorphic. impaired
glucose tolerance. suggesting that a random mutagenesis approach is successful in
generating new Type n diabetesmouse models. M31emice in both lines exhibit impaired
glucose tolerance, withGENA263 mice progressing into a type n diabetic phenotype with
increasedage. Femalemice withnormalbody weight hare normalglucose tolerance, only
exhibiting impaired glucose tolerance wiih increasebody weight. We hypothesise thot the
impaired glucose tolerance observed in these mice is primarily caused by insulin
resistance, therefore. further studies are underway to identify the extent and location of
insulin resistance in these mice.
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DIFFERENTIAL GE!It~ EXPRESSION IN THE LIVER OF DIABETIC
PSAMJfOMl'S OBESUS
A. Southon, A. Sanigorski, A.E. Civitarese, K. Walder and G.R. Collier.
Metabolic Research Unit, Deakin University, Geelong 3217, Australia.
B.cklrround and Aims: Psammomys obesus (Israeli sand rat) is a polygenic model
of obesity and type 2 diabetes. Increased hepatic glucose production contributes to
the hyperglycemia in diabetic animals, suggesting a central role for the liver in the
development of type 2 diabetes in these animals. We hypothesized that diabetic
animals had disturbances in whole body fat and carbohydrate oxidation, and that
these disturbances could be secondary to altered gene expression in the liver of
diabetic animals. This study examined energy expenditure and substrate utilisation
in P. obesus and identified genes differentially expressed in the liver of diabetic
animals. Materials and Methods: 24-hr indirect calorimetry was used to determine
energy expenditure and substrate utilisation in lean (n=IO), obese
(hypcrinsulinemic, n=IO). and obese/diabetic (n=lO) P. obesus. Representational
difference analysis (RDA) was used to identify genes differentially expressed
between lean and obese/diabetic P. obesus(n=3 in each group). Differentially
expressed genes were subsequently cloned and isolated. Results: Total energy
expenditure was significantly elevated (p<O.05) in obese (139±22 kJ/day) and
obese ldiabetic (133±5 kJ/day) animals relative to lean controls (I0·U6 kJ/day).
Fat oxidation was elevated in obese (O.7±O.I mg/min) and obese /diabetic
(O.S±O.I mg/min) animals relative to lean controls (O.4±O.1 mg/min), reaching
statistical significance (p<O.05) in obese/diabetic animals only. After RDA, 96
clones were selected, of which 6 were identified as up regulated and 5 were down
regulated in livers obese/diabetic animals relative to lean controls. The
relationship between these genes and energy metabolism in P. obesus is currently
being investigated. Conclusions: Energy expenditure and fat oxidation were
significantly increased in obese/diabetic animals relative to lean controls. II
differentially expressed genes were identified in the liver of diabetic animals that
may contribute to disturbances in energy metabolism.
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IIYPOTHALAI\IIC BEACON GENE EXPRESSION AND TIlE
DEVELOP~IENTOF OBESITY AND TYPE 2 DIABETES

K. Walder', E. Ziv', R Kalman', K. Whitecross', E. Stufm', P. Zimmet' and G.R
Collier'. 'Met3bolic Research Unit, School of Health Sciences, Deakin University,
Waurn Ponds, Australia. 'Di3betes Research Unit. Hadassah University Hospital,
Jerusalem, Israel. 'Inteffi3tion31 Diabetes Institute, Caulfield, Australia

Background and Aims: Beacon is a rccenIly discovered hypothalamic
peptide involved in the regulation of energy balance. The beacon gene
is overexpressed in the hypothalamus ofobese animals in proportion to
body fal content, and ICV administration ofbeacon resulted in a dose
dependent increase in food intake and body weight. To further
elucidate the physiological mechanisms ofbeacon action, we
measured hypothalamic beacon gene expression at various
developmental stages in genetically selecled diabetes-resistant and
diabetes-prone Psammomysobesus fed varying diets. Materials and
Methods: Hypothalamic beacon gene expression was measured using
Taqman" fluorogenic PCR in 4-,8- and 16-week-old animals from
each genetically selected line. Results: Beacon gene expression was
elevated in the diabetes-prone compared with diabetes-resistant
Psammomysobesus at 4 weeks of age (p=O.OI8)despite no difference
in body weight between the groups. At 8 weeks of age, hypothalamic
beacon gene expression was elevated in diabetes-prone animals fed a
high energy diet (p=O.004), and was correlated with serum insulin
concentration (r=O.65, p<O.OOI). Conclusions: Psammomys obcsus
with a genetic predisposition for the development ofobesity and type 2
diabetes have elevated hypothalamic beacon gene expression at an
early age, suggesting that overexpression ofbeacon may contribute to
the development of obesity and insulin resistance in these animals. We
are currently conducting a range ofstudies to further investigate the
role ofbeacon in the regulation of energy balance.
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Sex-specific and sex-independent quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for facets of the
metabolic syndrome in WOKW rats.
I. Kloting, P. Kovacs and J. van den Brandt
Department of Laboratory Animal Science, Medical Faculty, University Greifswald,
Karlsburg, Germany

Background and Aims: \VOK\V rats develop a complete metabolic syndrome
closely resembling human disease. Since genetic studies using male (WOKW x
DA)F2 progeny showed that several independent genetic factors were involved a
polygenic basis for the syndrome in WOKW was assumed. However, because the
metabolic syndrome in human clearly demonstrates sex differences we have extended
our study to include both male and female (\VOKW x DA)F2 progeny.

IIIaterials and IIIethods: 140 female F2 hybrids were phenotypically characterised
for body weight, BMI. adiposity index, serum lipids, insulin, leptin and glucose
tolerance at an age of28, 30 and 32 weeks. 126 microsatellite markers were used in a
genome-wide scan of F2 hybrids. Genetic linkage maps and the location of QTLs
were determined with the MAPMAKER computer package.

Results: Comparing findings ofthescl40 females with those of ISO male F2 hybrids
studied before male- or female-specific QTLs were mapped for body weight, BMI,
adiposity index and serum insulin on chromosomes I and 5, serum triglycerides on
chromosomes 4, 7, II and 16, serum total and HDL-cholesterol on chromosomes 3, 4,
5, 10, and 17, serum leptin on chromosomes 8 and 16 as well as blood glucose and
glucose tolerance (AUC) on chromosomes 3, 4 and 17. QTLs for both, males and
females were only found for body weight on chromosome I and for serum total
cholesterol on chromosome 3 and 10.

Conclusions: These findings clearly demonstrate that there are sex-specific and sex
independent QTLs for facets of the metabolic syndrome in WOKW rats.
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Dissection of genes for type 2 diabetes using consomic strains carrying
diabetogenic chromosomes Hand 14 from diabetic NSY mice
N. Babaya, H. Ikegami, T. Fujisawa, H. Ueda, K. Nojima, M. Itoi-Babaya, K.
Yamada, M. Shibata", Y. Kawaguchiand T. Ogihara
Department of Geriatric Medicine, Osaka University Graduate School of Medicine,
Osaka, Japan; "Department of Health,Aichi-Gakuin University, Aichi, Japan

Background and Aims: The dissection of susceptibility genes for common
multifactorial diseases, such as type 2 diabetes, is a formidable challenge. Using an
inbred animal model for type 2 diabetes, the NSY mouse, we previously mapped two
major QTLs (Niddln and Nidd2n) for glucose intolerance in large intervals of
chromosomes II and 14, respectively. The aim of this study was to clarify the impact
of these QTLs on diabetes-related phenotypes and to dissect a complex trait into
genetic components.
Materials and Methods: Using a marker-assisted "speed" congenic strategy, we
established two consornic strains, C311.NSY-ehrll and C3H.NSY-ehrI4, in which
whole diabetogenic chromosomes (II and 14, respectively) from the NSY mouse
were introgressed onto the control genetic background (C311). Diabetes-related
phenotypes of the two consomic strains were compared with the control C3H strain at
48 weeks of age.
Results: C3H.NSY-chr l l mice exhibited significantly higher blood glucose levels on
fasting and after glucose challenge, significantly higher fasting insulin levels and
lower insulin response to glucose than eJH mice. C31lNSY-ehrI4 mice showed
significantly higher fasting insulin level than C3H mice, but their glucose tolerance
was normal. Body weight and weight of epididymal fat pad of the two consornic
strainswere identicalto those in controlC3H mice, which were significantly smaller
than those in NSY mice.
Conclusions: Diabetogenic gcne(s) on the NSY chromosome II impairs glucose
tolerance through both insulin resistance and insulin secretion, whereas that on
chromosome 14 causes insulin resistance,-b1Jl' nor-glucose intolerance. Both QTLs
cause insulin resistance independent of obesity. These data indicate that the power
and importance of the consomiclcongenic strategyin dissecting a complex trait into
eachgeneticcomponent.

EMBRYOS OF DIABETIC PARENTS ARE DESTL"IED TO DEVELOP
DIABETES EVEN IF TRANSFERRED L"ITO THE UTERUS OF A NON
DIABETIC MOTHER
J.C. Alcolado, D. Adams, M Lewis and R Gill-Randall. Department of Medicine,
University of Wales College of Medicine, Heath Park, Cardiff,Wales, UK.

Backgroond and Alms: Genetic and environmental factors, including the intrauterine
milieu, play a role in determining susceptibility to Type 2 diabetes. The aim of the
current study was to assess the relative contributions of genes and intrauterine
environment by embryo transfer technology.
Materials and Metbods: Female (diabetic) Goto Kakizaki (GK) rats were
superovulated by the intraperitoneal injection of 5IU of pregnant marc's serum
followed .f8-hours later by 5IU of human chorionic gonadotrophin. They were then
mated with male (diabetic) GK rats and, the following moming, fertilized eggs were
harvestedfrom the oviducts, Subsequently embryos were microsurgically transferred
into anaesthetised Wistar (non-diabetic) females that had been rendered
pseudopregnant by mating with vasectomised Wistar male rats, Pregnancies were
allowed to go to term and the offspring studied after weaning.
Results: A total of 47 offspring have been produced to date (litter size 3-8). Young
offspring (n=.f6) bad a mean plasma glucose of7.1 m.\1 (SEM 1.1) and adults (n=24)
had a mean plasma glucose of7.6 mM (SEM: 1.6). This compares with mean glucose
values of 7. Im.\1 (SEM 0.2) and 8.8 m.\1(SE}'10.3) in young and adult GK offspring
born from their natural mothers (p>O.05). GK rats born to their natural mothers and
by' embryo transfer had significantly higher plasma glucose levels thannormal Wistar
control rats (at 6-wecks, 3.5 mM (SEM 0.1) and at 4-months 4.6 m.\1 (SEM 0.2),
p<0.05).
Conclusions: There were no significant differences in the glucose levels of young or
adult rats whether or not they had developed in a diabetic uterus. We conclude that in
the GK rat, genetic factors outweigh the role of a normoglycacmic intrauterine
environment in determining the blood glucose levels of offspring. The findings of
this study imply that tight glycaemic control in gestational diabetes would not reduce
the risk of diabetes in the offspring of parents who have transmitted powerful genetic
determinants of the disease. Complementary experiments, in which the embryos of
Wistar rats are reared in a GK uterus, are underway,
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THREE INSULIN RESISTANCE INDEXES: CO\IPARISON AND THEIRS
PREDlCTlVITY FORTHE PARAMETERS OF METABOLICSYNDROME
E. Mannucci, G. Bardini, F. Rotella, and C. M. Rotella. Chair of Metabolic Diseases,
Section of Endocrinology,Dept, ofClinieal Pathophysiology, University of Florence.
Viale Pieraccini 6, 1·50134 Firenze, Italy.
Background and aims: Recently, a new Insulin Sensitivity Index (151) based on
glucose and insulin (ins) after a glucose load has been proposed (Matsuda & De
Fronzo, 1999). We compared basal insulin (Ins), the HO\IA index and lSI in the
prediction of parameters of Metabolic Syndrome. Patients and methods: a
consecutive series of 649 (549 F, 100 M) obese patients (B\II>30 kg/nr') aged>18
yrs, with no history of diabetes, not treated with drugs interfering with IS. Fasting and
post-load glucose and ins, trygliceride (TRG), HOL cholesterol (HOLc) and blood
pressure were measured. Prevalence of hypertension, hypertriglyceridaemia (hTRG),
and low HOLe in the upper quartile of lSI, HO\IA, and Ins was compared to lhat of
the lowestquartile. Results: F had an age of 46.0±13.6 YTS; and M of 45.1±15A yrs, a
B\II of3.f.7 [31.0-40.9] kg/m2 in F, and 36.1 [31.4-41.4] kg/m' in M, a WHR of 0.86
[0.82-0.90) ern in F, and 0.92 [0.89-0.99] ern in M; the prevalence of diabetes (0\1)
was of 18.6% in F. and 12.0% in M, of IGT was 24% both in F and M. of
hypertension (treated or not) was of 44A% in F, and 56% in M, of hTRG was of
39.9% in F. and 52% in M, of low levels of HOLc of 24.4% in F, and 17.0% in M'
Glucose 0 and 120' "ere correlated with HO\IA and lSI (p<O.OI), and weakly with
Ins in F, and M (p<0.05); TRG were signifieantly correlated with the indexes studied;
IJOLc was significantly correlated with Ins in F, and M, while the correlation with
HOMA and 151 was statistically signifieant only in F. Hypertension did not show
significant correlations with the indexes. The RR (upper quartile vs. lowest quartile)
for 0\1 and IGT was 2.1, 3.8, and 4.9 in F, while in M was of2.4, 4.3, and 4.9; RR
for hTRG of 1.6, 2.3, and 2.2 in F versus 5.4, 6.8, and 5A in M; the RR for low HOLc
was of2.8, 2.7, and 2.0 in F, and 3.4, 2.7, and 3.4 in M; none of the three indexes was
significantly predictive of hypertension. Conclusions: Ins and HO\IA resulted to be
similarly predictive for hTRG and low HOLe, while HOMA was more predictive of
D\I and IGT. lSI, which is highly correlated with HO\IA, was not more predictive
for the abnormalities of the metabolic syndrome when compared to the simpler and
less expensive HO\tA insulin resistance index.

- G ,
N mean (95% CI) lower upper interquartile

quartile quartile range
'1'01'-5, 65 1.07 (0.82-1.36) 0.57 2.01 1.43
INO-S, 61 1.23 (0.97-1.56) 0.67 2.50 1.84
"POP-SG 65 1.53 (1.41-1.65) 1.31 1.77 0.46
INO-Sn 65 1.45 (1.31-1.58) 1.18 1.71 0.53

" ,., . -, -to ... ·2 ..,5, In 10 min per pmol L, SGIn 10 min
Interquartile range given by POP was lighler by -20% for 5, and by -15% for
SG' Conclusions: Individual analysis of insulin-modified IVGTT data fails in
subjects with low to very low 5,. Population analysis is the method of choice
as it avoids these failures and gives a smaller unbiased estimate of the
population variance for both 5, and SG'

POPULATION APPROACH TO ESTIMATE INSULIN SENSITIVITY AND
GLUCOSE EFFECTIVENESS BY MINIMAL MODEL
5 Agbaje, R Playle, 50 Luzio, AI5 Albarrak, OJ Lunn, DR Owens, R
Hovorka, Cily Universily, L1andough Hospilal, Imperial College, UK
Background and Aims: Individual analysis (INO) by minimal model of
glucose kinelics fails in 5--20% cases. We have employed population
hierarchical Bayesian modelling (POP) with the aim 10 avoid these failures.
Materials and Methods: Data were analysed from 65 subjects with Type 2
diabetes (male/female 53/12, age 54±1 years, BMI 30.5±0.7kg/m2;

mean±SE) who underwenl frequently-sampled insulin-modified IVGTT
(30samples over 180min; 0.3g/kg glucose, 0.05mUlkg insulin at 20 min).
POP facilitates simultaneous eslimalion of individual and populalion
parameters. WinBUG5 program carried oul probabilistic Bayesian inference
using vague prior distributions. Results: POI' gave eslimates of insulin
sensilivily 5, in all subjects. INO failed in the 3 cases where POP-derived 5,
was the lowest and in one further case located in the lower quartile. POP
and INO gave comparable and highly correlated estimates of 5, (r,=0.98,
1'<0001 N-61) and glucose effecliveness 5 (r =0 77 1'<0001 N=65)
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EVALUATION OF INSULIN SENSITIVITY AND INSULIN RELEASE
FRO~I ORAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST: BASAL STUDIES AND
FOLLOW·UP OF IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE
A.E. Pontiroli, P. Pizzocri, L.D. Monti, L. Luzi, G. Perseghin, A. Caumo,
Universitadegli Studi, H S Raffaele, Milano, Italy
In order to derive from OGTT (75 g glucose with samplings at 0-60-120
min) indexes of both insulin sensitivity (IS) and early insulin release (IR) in
normallimpaired glucose tolerance (NGT, IGT) and type 2 diabetes (T2D:>1),
OGTTs of 337 NGT, 180 IGT, and 78 T2D:>1 subjects were analyzed. The
IS index used was: IIHOMA [405/fasting insulin (pU/ml). glucose (rng/dlj];
the IR index was: 6insulin/6glucose at 60 min. Values of IS were divided in
quartiles for NOT, IGT, and T2D:>1 subjects; for each quartile, early IR was
~alculated. Hyperbolic curves thus obtained were significantly different in
NGT, lOT, and T2DM (Fig A). OOTT was repeated in 121 subjects after
one year and a significant weight loss: GT changed from NGT to IGT in 7,
and from IOTIT2DM to NGT. in 24. New values of IS and IR were
concordant with the new classes. (Fig B). These data indicate: I) OGTT can
be used to assess both IS and IR in different classes of GT, and for follow
up; 2) progressive and significant decreases of both IS and early IR are
present in IGT and T2DM.

Fig. A Fig.B

Homeostasis model assessment (HOMA) as a clinical index for insulin
resistance in patients with type 2 diabetes in comparison to the euglycaernic
clamp
T. Wiesner, M. Bluher, R. Paschke
III. Medical Department, University of Leipzig, Germany
Insulin resistance plays an important role in type 2 diabetes. The gold
standard for the in vivo measurement of insulin resistance is the
euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp technique. However, this technique is
time-consumig, expensive and not suitable for epidemiologic studies. The
Homeostasis model assessment (HO:>1A) was developed as a simple and
inexpensive alternative to the more complex clamp technique. With the
HO:>1Ainsulin resistance is calculated by the equation: degree of insulin
resistance = fasting insulin (pmolJl)x fasting plasma glucose (mmol/l) I
22.5.
Our aim was, therefore, to evaluate, whether the determination of insulin
resistance by 1I0MA can be used as an estimate of the degree of insulin
resistance characterized by the euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp.
We investigated 113 individuals with euglycernichyperinsulinernic clamp,
68 patients with impaired glucose tolerance and insulin resistance and 45
insulin sensitive controls. In addition, body mass index (BMI), fasting
plasma glucose, fasting insulin and Cvpeptide levels, and the plasma
concentrations offree fatty acids (FFA), total-, HDL-, LDL-cholesterol and
HbAlc levels were determined.
For our insulin assay (MEIA, ABBOTT) we calculated a HOMA of> 20 as
insulin resistant (optimized by receiver operating characteristics (ROC».
The specificity of the model is 89.9% and the sensitivity 84.4% for our
patients. The mean IIO:>IA value was 80. I7 ± 56 for individuals with
insulin resistance and 14.82 ± 9.26 for insulin sensitive probands (p=O,OI),
respectively, as determined by the clamp technique. In conclusion, our data
therefore suggest, that the HO~IA is a suitable and simple method to
reliably assess the degree of insulin resistance in epidemiological studies.
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INSULL'l SECRETION AND DiSULDl RESISTANCE L'l IMPAIRED
FASTDiG GLUCOSE Al't"D BIPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE
SUBJECTS.
E. Mom, P. Gallina, S. Pianetti, l-l Pais and G. Bittolo Bon. II Department of Internal
Medicine, Regional Hospital, Venice Italy.

Background and Aims: Several epidemiological studies have shown that ADA and
WHO criteria differ in the diagnosis of diabetes and hyperglicemia: in particular
impaired fasting glucose (!FG) and impaired glucose tolerance (IGT), the
intermediate categories of these two criteria, differ substantially. The aims of the
presentstudy was to compare the values of insulinsecretion and insulin resistance?
measured in 160 !FG (group A), 113 IGT (group B) and 122 !FG and IGT subjects
(group C), with the values measured in a group of subjects with normal fasting
glucose and normal glucose tolerance, on a oral glucose tolerance test (OGTf).
Materials and Metbods: Patients and controls, matched for sex, age and body mass
index, were selected by a group of 1434 subjects (60"10 male, age 13-78 years),
retrospectively evaluated, who were not known to be diabetics, who consecutively
underwent a standard OGTI to establish their glucose tolerance. For all the subjects
we calculated insulinogenic index (IRI3o-fasting IRIIgIucose3O-fasting glucose) a
index ofinsulin secretion and HOMAIR (fasting IRI(mUlml)x FDG (mmolll)/22.5) an
index of insulin resistance. Serum insulin was measured by radioimmunoassay (INSI
CIX, Dia Sorrin Saluggia Italy). The intra assay coefficcnt of variation was <4% and
the inter assay < 8.5%.
Results: Insulinogenic index was lower in A. B and C groups in comparison with
control group (group A: 0.39±O.30,group B: 0.36±O.26,group C: 0.34±0.26, control
group: 0.57± 0.70, ANOVA p<0.01), without statistically significant differences
among the three groups of patients. HO~1AIR was significantly higher in A.B and C
groups in comparison with control group (group A: 2.95±I.67, group B: 2.95±2.33,
group C: 3.42±I.51, control group: 2.24±I.26, ANOVA p<O.OOOI), with a statistically
significant difference between A and B groups in comparison with C group (p<0.02
for both).
Conclusion: Data of the present study have demonstrated that both !FG and IGT
patients presented modifications of insulin secretion and insulin resistance which
characterize prediabetic conditions. In particular these modification are increased in
patients who are !FG and IGT at the same time.
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H)'Pf'rinsulinsemia and insulin resistance are strong predictors or restenosis
following eoronary .Ienling.
PM. Piatti, G. Fragasso, C. Di Mario, LD. Monti, F. Sgura, E. Setola, G. Valsecchi, P.
Lucetti, M. Moltrasio, F. Marchesi, G. Pozza, A. Margonato, A. Colombo. IRCCS II
San Raffaele, Milan, Italy

Background and Aims: Hyperinsulinaemia and diabetes mellitus are closely related
10 accelerated atherosclerosis. However, little is known about the importance of the
metabolic alterations typical of Insulin Resistance Syndrome (IRS) in early restenosis
after stenting in patients (pts) with coronary artery disease (CAD).
Malerials and Melhods: Seventy seven pts (mean age 51±2 yTS and mean D:\n
27.1±Q.5 kglm2) were submitted to OGIT just before routine angiographic centrol
after 6 months from coronary stenting. Pts had normal baseline glucese levels. IRS
was defined as the presence of at least 3 of the following: hyperinsulinaemia,
hypertriglyceridaemia, low HDL-cholesterol. visceral obesity, impaired glucese
tolerance (IGT) or type 2 diabetes mellitus.
Results: IGT or type 2 diabetes mellitus were found in 43 pts, representing 56% of
the whole population. Angiographic restenosis after stenting in multivesselCAD was
found in 39 pis (51%). The presence oflGT and type 2 diabetes was not different in
pts with or without restenosis while IRS was present in 15 pts with restenosis (38%)
and in 8 pts without restenosis (21%). Moreover, pts with restenosis had increased
HOMA levels (2.3±0.2 vs 1.9±Q.I, p<0.03), fasting insulin (9.4±Q.7 vs 7.7±0.3
I'U/mJ. p<O.04) and C-peptide levels (2.5±0.1 vs 2.0±0.1 nglml, p<0.OO3).
Interestingly, insulin response after OGrr was significantly increased in pts with
restenosis after stenting. In particular, 30 min insulin levels were 66.5±5.7 vs
49.2±5.2 I'U/mL; p<0.03 and 60 min insulin levels were 98.3±11.2 vs 74.3±5.6
I'U/mL; p<0.05. Moreover, insulin incremental areas were 7631.3±762 vs
5628.9±423.8 I'U/mL (0-120 min); p<0.02. At simple regression analysis, degree of
restenosis at follow-up was positively cerrelated with fasting insulin (r-Q.22; p=O.08)
and C-peptide levels (r-Q.29; p<0.02); insulin levels 30 min after OGrr (r=26;
p<O.04), incremental insulin areas (r-Q.27; p<0.03) and HO:\fA (r-Q.30; p<0.02).
Conclusions: Hyperinsulinaemia and insulin resistance are main predictors of
restenosis after stenting in patients with CAD.
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EFFECTS OF PREVIOUS RECURRElliT HYPOGLYCAEML-I. 0;1;
CLINICAL OUTCO~IE AlliD DISABILITY FOR STROKE IN DL.\BETIC
PATIElIiTS.
GF Maldonado.F. Marcos, AI Mufioz,J. Rodriguez, J. Colas, MI Albo, A. Franco,A.
Duran. Internal Medicine Opt. Hospital Ntra. Sra. del Prado. Talavera de la Reina, SPAIN.
Background and Aims: Recurrent hypoglycacmia (RH) can appear as
complication of intensive insulin treated type 2 diabetics. It has been described that
RH could affect synaptic transmission, neuronal metabolism and neurotransmitters
levels, The aim of the study was to investigate the effect that RH could have on
clinical and functional disability for stroke in type 2 diabetic patients. Materials and
methods: Three groups of insulin treated type 2 diabetics affected of acute large
vessel occlusive stroke were retrospectively analizcd, Grouo I: Conventional insulin
therapy', n=82, 49F,33M; aged 62.6±12.3 yrs, mean known diabetes duration 10.3
±5.6 yTS. Group 2: Intensive insulin therapy without clinical history of
hypoglycaernia, n=39, 20 F,19:\f; Aged 59.l± 10.3 YTS. mean diabetes duration
8.H6 yrs, Group 3: Intensive insulin therapy with clinical history of documented
RH. n= 20, 9F,l1M; Aged 6O.1±9.8 }TS,mean diabetes duration 9.1±7 yrs, Clinical
outcome in lerms of neurological deficit was measured using Canadian Stroke Scale
(CSS).Functional disability was measured using the modiJied Rankin scale(~IRS).

Data were collected at admittance after clinical stabilization, 6 and 12 months after

stroke. HbAlc was determined at admittance. Da13 are show as mean±SD,
Independent samples t-test was applied
~css 0 CSS6m ess 12m URS 0 ).IRS 61~ .~~~..!~l1}.._-!!!?'~!E..._
I 8.45±1.23 9.06±1.23 9.ll±O.86 1.82±1.I O.48±O.87 O.24±O.79 7.tS±1.4
-2-- 7.8l±1.I9 8.87±O.96 9.48±O.62 1,24±O.91 0.38±O.ll O.ll±O.4 l.8S±08l
-3-- 6.82±U' 7.8±1.43'# 8.82t1.17 2.8±1.28 t ..'Sil.l'lt 1.1.511.1'# S.l±O.69'

·p<O.05 group I vs group 3, # p<O.05 group2 vs group 3
Results: Group 3 patients showed worse clinical outcome SCores that reach
statistical significance at admittance and 6 months that lose significance at time 12
months. In terms of disability, group I and 2 showed better functional scores at time
6 and 12 months that reach statistical significance, HbAlc was significantly lower in
RH insulin treated diabetics as expected. Conclusions: Recurrent hypoglycacmia
could induce biochemical and functional changes in central nervous system
homeostasis that affect clinical and functional recovery after acute vascular injury
and should be avoided.
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Se<:ondary prevention of <oronary heart disease in diabeti<: and non-diabetie patient.
in 9 European eoentries. Finding. from EUROASPIRE land II survey.
K.PyoraJii and EUROASPIRE I and II Study Group. Dept of Medicine, University of
Kuopio, Kuopio, Finland
Background and Aims: The aim of this study was to examine the trends in the clinical
practice of secondary prevention of coronary heart disease (CnD) in diabetic and non
diabetic patients with reference to the therapeutic goals given in the 1998 Joint European
Societiesrecommendations.
Materials and Methods: The EUROASPIRE I survey was undertaken in 1995-19% and
the EUROASPIRE II survey in 1999-2000. Nine countries participated in both surveys.
Consecutive patients aged less than 71 years with the following diagnoses - coronary
artery bypass grafting, coronary angioplasty, myocardial infarction, and acute myocardial
ischaemia without infarction - were identified from hospital records and invited for an
interview and examination at least 6 months after hospitalisation.
Results: In the EUROASPIRE I survey 641 (18.0%) of the 3,569 interviewed patients and
in the EUROASPIRE II survey 740 (21.9"/0) of the 3,374 interviewed patients had
previouslydiagnosed diabetes. Comparison of EUROASPIRE I and II data showed the
following changes in the prevalenceof lifestyles and risk factors among diabetic and non
diabetic patients: current smoking from 14.8% to 18.1% in diabetic and from 20.4% to
21.6% in non-diabetic patients; obesity (B:\U >=30 kglm squared) from 34.2% to 44.4% in
diabetic and from 23.3% to 29.5% in non-diabetic patients; raised blood pressure (systolic
BP >=140 mm1lg and/or diastolic DP >=90 mm1lg) from 64.5% to 60.3% in diabetic and
from 53.4% to 52.1% in non-diabetic patients; and elevated totalcholesterol (>= 5 mrnol/l}
from 85.0% to 55.3% in diabetic and from 86.4% to 59.8% in non-diabetic patients. The
use ofcardiovascular drugs changed as follows: antiplatelet drugs from 81.8% to 82.2% in
diabetic and from 81.0% to 84.3% in non-diabetic patients; belablockers from 52.0% to
66.0% in diabetic and from 54.0% to 66.5% in non-diabetic patients; ACE inhibitors from
43.2% to 52.0% in diabetic and from 26.5% to 40.0% in non-diabetic patients; calcium
antagonists from 40.1% to 32.0% in diabetic and from 35.5% to 24.2% in non-diabetic
patients; and lipid-lowering drugs from 28.6% to 64.0% in diabetic and from 32.8% to
62.6% in non-diabetic patients.
Conclusions: The adverse lifestyle trends and the unsatisfactory blood pressure and
cholesterol control among both diabetic and non-diabetic CHD patients are a cause of
concern. There is still a considerable potential in the lifestyle and risk factor management
and some areas of prophylactic drug therapy among both diabetic and non-diabetic CIID
patients.
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EFFECT OF DL-\BETES Al'm ROSIGLITAZONE ON MYOCARDIAL BLOOD
FLOW.
P.Re,ven. Q. Chen. A. Domb, R Gerkin, II. Plummer and M Lawson. Dept Medicine,
Phoenix VAlIIC and GoodSamaritan Hospital, Phoenix, USA.

Background and Aim.: Vascular dysfunction as characterized by abnormalities in
vasomotor tone appears to be an important and early predictor of future coronary artery
disease (CAD). Perhaps as a consequence of hyperglycemia, insulin resistance and lor
dyslipidemia, this abnormality has been reported in individuals with D:\12. Because of the
complexity of invasive evaluations of coronary blood flow, in the past most studies of
vasomotor function in diabetes have been performed in peripheral arteries. We therefore
undertook to measure myocardial blood flow ~mF) and its response to adenosine (Ad)
and cold pressor (CP) induced vasodilation using positron emission tomography (PET).
Malerial and Methods: PET scans of the heart have been performed at rest and during
stress conditions in 16 men with type 2 diabetes (0:\12) and 20 male healthy controls to
date. D:\12 were then treated with Rosiglitazone at 8 mg/day for 6 months and repeat PET
scans performed. Results: Control subjects were without clinical or laboratory evidence of
diabetes, hypertension, CAD or dyslipidemia, D:\12 subjects were older, hadsignificantly
higher levels of fasting blood glucose (FPG) (221 ±58 \'S. 93±12, p<0.01) and
triglycerides (251±104 vs, 134±4t, p<O.05). Only 2 DM 2 subjects hadeither known CAD
or evidence of lesions by PET. Resting ~mF was higher in the subjects with Dl\12,
reflecting differences in cardiac work and oxygen demand as indicated by their
significantly greater heart rate-blood pressure product However, resting ~mF w±as
similar when normalized to the rate-pressure product In contrast, after Ad infusion, the
increase in ~mF or global myocardial reserve(Gl\IR) was significantly greater in controls
(4.73±1.02 vs, 2.79±1.05 mVcclmin, p<O.OOI)and remained higher even when normalized
to the rate-pressure product Differences in G:\IR were not explained by differences in age,
lipid values or CAD prevalence; however, G:\IR was inversely correlated to FPG (r=-0.65,
p<0.05). Six D:\12 subjects have completed rosiglitazone treatment to date and have had
repeat PET scans during adenosine and CP conditions. In these individuals, ~mF was
increased compared to pre-treatment values during beth ad (p=.06) and the CP test (p<
0.05) and approached levels seen in the healthy subjects. Conclusions: These dataconfum
that individuals with D:\12 have abnormalities of ~mF that appear in part related to
endothelial dysfunction. Initial datasuggests that treatment with an insulin sensitizer may
dramatically improve these abnormalities of ~mF. These studies also confirm that PET
methodology may provide a noninvasive and quantitative approach to evaluating
interventions designed to improve ~mF.
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Insulin-induced increment orcoronary flow reserve Is dose-dependent,
H. Laine, J. Sundell, M. Luotolahti, J. Knuuti, P.Nuutila, University of Turku, Finland

Background: We have recently demonstrated that insulin acts as a vasodilatory
hormone also in the coronary vasculature. This action is shown to be endothelial
derived and blunted in insulin resistance. However. the mechanisms and mode of
actionincoronaries arenotknown.
Methods: We quantitated myocardial blood flow, adenosine stimulated flow
(adenosine 140 mieroglkg/min) and flow reserve in 10 healthy men (age 33+/-7 years)
using positron emission tomography and O·15-water. The measurements were
performed in the fasting state, during physiological (ImUIkg/min) and high
supraphysiological (5mU/kg/min) insulin infusions and normoglyeaemie conditions.
Result" Physiological insulin infusion increased both the adenosine stimulated flow
(from 3.63+/-1.61 to 4.41+/-1.76 mUg/min, p<0.05) and the flow reserve (from
4.62+/-1.51 to 5.58+/-1.38, p<O.OI) High insulin infusion was able to further
enehance both the adenosine stimulated flow (to 5.05+/-1.92 mUg/min, p<0.05) and
the flow reserve (to 6.51+/-1.92, p<O.OI). The effects could not be explained by the
changesin systemichemodynamics.
Conclusions: The results demonstrate that insulin acts as a vasoactive hormone in the
coronary vasculature and that this effect is dose-dependent in healthy subjects.
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CLOSED·LOOP GLUCOSE CONTROL WITH IV GLUCOSE SAMPLING
AND SC INSULIN INFUSION: EVALUATION BY SIMULATION STUDIES
L.J Chassin, R.Hovor1<a, City University, London, UK
Background and Alms: Fast acting insulin, improvements in continuous
blood glucose monitoring and reliable insulin pumps have increased interest
in the artificial pancreas. Extracorporal wearable artificial pancreas is likely
to adopt SC-SC route (subcutaneous (SC) glucose measurement and SC
insulin infusion). We investigated a simpler lV(intravenous)-8C route using a
computer simulator (81M). Materials and Methods: We evaluated safety
and efficacy of Model Predictive Control (MPC) algorithm, which drives SC
infusion of insulin L1spro based on IV glucose values measured every 15min
to achieve and maintain nonmoglycaemia at fasting conditions. SIM
represents subjects with Type 1 diabetes, includes a model of glucose
metabolism, and a model of subcutaneous absorption and kinetics of L1spro.
Simulations involved 18 ·synthetic· subjects, who were followed ovemight
from 10pm to 8am with starting plasma glucose of 11mmoVL. Results:
Assuming 5% variation (VAR) in metabolic parameters, and a low to
moderate measurement error (ERR) of 3, 5 and 8%, hypoglycemia
« 3.3mmoVL) occurred in one subject. Increasing ERR to 15%, six subjects
recorded hypoglycemia, and in combination with 30% VAR eleven subjects
presented hypoglycemia. Good efficacy was achieved with 5% VAR, and 3
to 8% ERR. Settling lime, defined as the time to reduce plasma glucose
from 11mmoVL to a target of 7.8mmoVL, was 197±11min (mean±SE).
Average glucose from midnight and for the last 5 hours of the experiment
was 6.4±O.1 mmol/L and 5.9±O.1 mmoVL, respectively. AUC of plasma
insulin between midnight and the end of the test was
9946±508mUlL.480min. Conclusions: Simulations demonstrate the ability
of MPC to control plasma glucose in the presence of low to moderate ERR
when adopting IV-SC route. The extent of VAR negatively influences the
perfonmance of MPC.
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Point of Care Testing and Connectivity: Benefits of data transfer from bedside to
information systems.
Onnka L, Kempe K. LifeScan Inc., Milpitas, CA, USA

Background and Aims: Point of care testing is widely used in the healthcare
environment. A major challenge has been integration of test results into host
information systems such as Laboratory Information Systems (lIS), Hospital
Information Systems (HIS) and Electronic Medical Records (EMR). Integration of
POCT generated data into these systems is essential for several reasons: recording
of and billing for reimbursement, managing dataandmeasuring elinieal outcomes
as well as establishing and maintaining a quality POCT program. Materials and
Methods: To encompass the variety of situations in which POCT devices are used,
a number of connectivity solutions are required. From device to workstation,
serial connections, modems or Ethernet connections arc used to transmit data.
From Workstation to LIS, scripted or (Electronic Data Interchange) ED! interfaces
arc essential. Outcomes from studies at several healthcare facilities that have
implemented these solutions "ill be discussed Outcomes measures include:
improvements in compliance with quality control policies, improvements in
compliance with policies regarding laboratory follow up on improvements in the
ability to capture patient results for billing and reimbursement, improvement in the
ability of the Point of Care Coordinator (POCC) to implement corrective actions
for activities which require improvement and improvement in the quality of care
for diabetic patients. Results: An example of the improvement in quality control
comptiance showed that the number of operators pcrfonning quality control at
required intervals rosc form an average of71.5%·to greater than 90"10 oyer a three
month period. An example of workflow improvement is the sayingsof 6.6 to 9.2
hours per month downloading an average of IJ~9 to 10,511 test results per month.
An example of the ability to capture patient results for billing demonstrated that
15.1% of bedside glucose results were not pr...ious captured at a cost of S36,000
annually. An example of the improvement in corrective actions is the reduction of
the average time from occurrence of an error to contact with the nursing unit
dropped from 36 days to 8 days. Conclusions: The power and flexibility of these
systems allows healthcare facilities to optimize the application for their own
unique needs.
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The Tayside Regional Diabetes Network> A Diabetes Managed Clinical Network
for Tayside and Scotland
D.I.R Boyle, S. Cunningham, A.D. Morris for the Tayside Regional Diabetes
Network, Ninewells Hospital, Dundee, Tayside, Scotland.

Background and Aims: Clinical effectiveness can be undermined by insufficient or
inoppropriate access to information. Policies like the WHO health for all in the twenty-first
century aim to promote population-based equitable care. Access to comprehensive information
is an important part of this and the Tayside Regional Diabetes Network has been developed as a
model for responding to this need. Its web site (www.diabetes-bcafthnct.ac.uk) includes all the
most recent guidelines, patient information leaflets, comprehensive population-based patient
data, research,news and educationalresources.
Materials and Methods: With the support of all the principal patient carers in Tayside
(Primary and Secondary Care) every possible source of patient information relating to diabetes
is automatically linked and audited on a nightly basis. A variety of methods are utilised
including manual validation via synchronised laptop computers and Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) as not all information sources are electronic, The generic nature- of the
system means almost any source of data can be linked with the data being automatically quality

.assessed on importation. Guidelines, patient leaflets. educational resources and news arc
centinually updated with these resources cross-referenced to the patient data. Security and
confidentiality are addressed and all confidential information flows are encrypted. After
extensive testing in pilot practices, the resource went live across Tayside Region (pop.
-100,(00) on the lst November 2000.
Results: Automated electronic record linkage hasresulted in > 1.S~1:illion records being held on
9,398 patientswith known diabetes covering all aspects related to the condition from primary
andsecondarycare. 73 out of74 practiceshave requestedaccess with the one remaininghaving
DO computers.This practice submitsdata via OCR forms and receives feedbackvia paper. 57%
of practices and nearly all of secondary care use the system routinely and have performed
36,146 operations on patient data. There arc 208 regular users of the system with> 500 users
registered.
Conclusions: In the five monthssince the site went live, the region has embracedthe system as
the method for managing diabetes care. This is due to the comprehensive patient data, non
judgemental automated audit and the linked informational resources. The system has been
subjectto external reviewand is to playa key role in a diabetessystem for Scotland.Expansion
to other disease areas has already been started and the system is due for installation in two
adjacent regions O\'CC the next three: months. A live web demonstration can be gil-en.
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Construction of hospital-based datamart for the analysis of the clinical course of
tbe diabetic patients
H. Sakura, H. Kanno and Y. Iwamoto. Diabetes Center, Tokyo Women's Medical
University, Tokyo, Japan

Background and Aims: The prevalence of diabetes mellitus is very high, and many factors arc
involved in the development, response to the treatment" or the prognosis. In order to analyze
thiscommon and complex disease, a refined database will be a powerful tool.
Materials and Methods: Patients' fundamental information (sex, birth date and first visited
date), information ofprescriptions, and laboratory data were collected semi-automatically from
thecentral data source of the hospital Clinical history, family history and physical examination
data (body weight and blood pressure) were cellceted manually from the individual's clinical
record. Collected data were united as a datarnartusing a relational database (RDB). Requested
data were selected with the structured query language (SQL) and analyzed statistically.
Results: About 14000 patients regularly visit our diabetes center at intervals of one to two
months. 24296 patients, who have visited the center since 1997, were registered as study
subjccts. The number of total records put in the datamartwere more than600000, which consist
of 3075~7 prescriptions, 110725 laboratory data (mainly HhAle), 62807 urinary analyses,
16593 diagnoses, 159~1 physical examinations, 7128 glucose or meal tolerance tests, 275-1
inpatients' information, 700 familyhistories etc. Characteristics of the patients at the first visit
were 57.0"10 males with mean age 50.6yTS, BM123.7, BP 140185and HhAlc 8.9%. For the first
step to utilize the datamart, we analyzed the HhA Ic profiles. For the patients followed at the
outpatient clinic, HhAlc levels ("I.) were 8.8 (0 month), 7.1 (3mo), 7.1 (6mo), 7.2 (9mo) and
7.2 (12mo) after the first visit, For the patients admiued to the hospital within 3 months after
the first visit (mean stay 19.8 days), HhAle levels were 9.1 (Omo),6.8 (3mo), 6.9 (6mo), 6.9
(9mo) and 7.1 (12mo) after the admission. These results shows that HhA Ic profiles of patients
admitted to the hospital were marginally better than those of non-admitted patients. On the
other hand, HhA Ic profiles of the patients, who admitted to the hospital afler more than one
year's follow-up at the outpatient clinic (mean stay 16.8 days), were 8.0 (Omo),7.3 (3mo), 7.4
(6mo), 7.5 (9mo) and 7.6(12mo). Improvement of HhAlc was small and rapidly deteriorated
again in these patients.
Conclusions: Vle constructed the datamart of the patients who visited our diabetes center
during the past four years. Datamart (or data warehouse) is very useful to analyze. large
quantity of data in a short period. When the datamartis complete, a lot of useful information
,\;11be available using multi-dimensional analysis or dab-mining methods.
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TELEMEDICL'iE MAY ASSIST DIABETIC SUBJECTS TO IMPROVE
METABOLIC OurCOMEA1'm I'RO'>'lOTE PATIEl\'T'S EMPOWER\lEl'fr.
E. Brogues, J. Cermefio, R Corcoy, E. Hernando, E. GOmez-Aguilera, A. Garcia, and A.
de Leiva. Diabetes Center, Hospital de Sant Pau, UAB, Diabern foundation, and
Technologic University, Madrid and Barcelona, Spain
Background and Aims: The Optidiab Programme is a modular computerized system,
designed as a comprehensive diabetes management system, covering for electronic
documentation, assessment of care quality, and telemedicine. We have performed a pilot
experiment to show the potential benefits of the telemedicine module (DiabTel) to
promote the communication between patients and the diabetes team, to help patients in
managing the disease on daily basis, and to increase patient's autonomy bernteen regular
visits to the Diabetes Unit. Material. and Methods: The system contains a Patient Unit
(PU), portable microcomputer, designed for data collection (electronic patient logbook).
Relevant events (S~ICBG, daily insulin therapy plan, dietary record) can be transferred
through the public switched telephone line to the Medical Unit (MU), a PC-based !.XlI,
managing the information from patients and pro v-iding remote support to doctor's
activities; it can operate as a 24-hour call center. and answers must be provided within 24
hours. Diabetes electronic medical record, data base for quality assessment and a smart
card can also be optionally integrated in the system.supporting doctor's aeli,ities. Ten
D~I-1 patients (8 females, 2 males), disease duration, 13.8 (6.5) years, volunteered to
participate in a cross-over pilot study, divided in periods A {conventional] and B
(experimental), randomly assigned, of 3 months duration each. Glycemic control was
monitored (Hb Ale, preprandial glycemia, frequency and severity of hypoglycemnj, and
quality of life evaluated with a specific questionaire, SPSS package for Windows (v 8.0)
has been used Data are expressed as median (range); a WiIcexon-rank test has been used
for comparison (significance level, p<0.05). Results: Number of therapeutic adjustments
earned out by patients were similar in each period. HbAlc was 8.4% (6.9-9.1) at the
beginning and 7.9"10 (6.6-8.9) at the end of the experimental period (p---Q.053), versus 8.1%
(6.6-9.1) at the beginning and 8.2% (5.9-9.9) at the end of the control phase. No
differences were observed between periods for the mean preprandial glycemia (178
mg/dL ''5 170 mg/dL), and number of hypoglycemic episodes per week. Quality of life
scores did not change. The system was well accepted by patients as a tool to improve
metabolic control and communication with the medical team. Conclusions: This
experience confirmed the feasibility of monitoring blood glucose levels, and the trend for
metabolic improvement, with a telematic prototype, integrated into a diabetes management
system
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CASE REPORT: AMPHETAMINE-L~DUCEDKETOALKALOSIS?
KC Lewandowski, DP Warner and MW Mansfield. Department of
Diabetes and Endocrlnelogy, St James's Unlversity Hospital, Leeds, UK
Presentation: A 26 year old male was admitted with a four day history of
vomiting without abdominal pain, distension or diarrhoea He had an II
year history of type I diabetes (most recent HbAlc 8.6%), but was
otherwise free from microvascular complications. He was taking human
Mixtard 30; 40 units twice daily. On admission: He was lethargic but with
a Glasgow Coma Score of 15. He was tachypnoeic and dehydrated, but
normotensive, and general examination was unremarkable. Investigations
suggested ketoacidosis with a capillary g1ucose>33 mmol/l, accompanied
by heavy ketonuria and glycosuria. However, his arterial blood gases on air
showed a metabolic alkalosis with pH 7.69, pCO, 4.6 kPa, pO, 12.8 kPa,
[HCOll 4I.1mmo11. Further tests revealed [Na+] 123 mrnol/l, [K+] 4.2
mmol/l, urea 22.4 mmol/l, glucose 38.3 mmol/l and random cortisol 96-t
nmol/l. Treatment and Progress: He received intravenous fluids with
potassium supplementation. and intravenous insulin. Vomiting settled
within 24 hours, whilst his electrolytes normalised within 72 hours.
Gastroscopy revealed oesophagitis and duodenal ulceration. but no gastric
outflow obstruction. On fiuther questioning he denied antacid ingestion.
The probable cause of his metabolic upset became apparent when he
disclosed that his vomiting began following his first recreational use of
amphetamine. Summary: This patient presented with dehydration and
ketonaemia in the presence of a marked metabolic alkalosis. We suggest
that amphetamine ingestion could lead to increased central dopamine
release, causing profound and prolonged vomiting with loss of [H+] ions,
and consequent alkalosis, sufficient to protect against acidosis in the
presence of ketonaemia. Diabetie ketoalkalosis is rarely reported and has
not been described in relation to recreational drug use.
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Diabetes AS Risk Factor tor Incidence and Location orColonCancer
s. Svaeina, M. Matoulck, J.Vlasak, O.Topolcan, L.Pecen, L.Gajcvs')·, Z.PaYelka. Charles
University 1st Medical faculty- Prague, General Health Insurance Office,CharlesUniversity
Medical Faculty- Pilsen, Institute ofComputer Science Academy of Sciences, CzechRepublic

Background and Aims: The aim of our study was to determine,on the basis of analysing data
fromtheGeneral Health Insurance Officein 3 independentareasof the CzechRepublic (Pilscn
-North - agriculturally industrial, Strakonice - agricultural, Sokolov - industrial), the relation
between prevalence of colcrectal carcinoma and diabetes mellitus. The population of these 3
areasintheCzechRepublic represented in 2379431""'005.
Materials and Methods:Sincethecausalityof the relation between diabetes and cclorectal
carcinoma is not clear,the mainfactorto be considered was theODDsratio. The prevalence of
diabetes was 5.67"10 (85.3% without insulin). Allpatients withmedical procedure performed
duringone year for colon cancer (ICD diagnosis CI8,Cl9,C20, C21)and for diabetes were
included.It wasnotpossible to analyse thetypeof diabetes, but it waspossible to differentiate
insulin treatedIDD~I andinsulinnontreated NIDD~I diabetes.
Results: The results are dividedto four groups: 1- Total all colon cancer,11 Ca colon
diagnosis Cl8, /II. Rectosigmoidcal cancer- diagnosis C 19, IV. Rectal and anal cancer
diagnosis C2O+C2 I.
I. Ca coloa+ rectosigmoideum + rectum (CI8-C21): ODOsratio- Total3.15D~I males2.93,
D~I females 3.27, IDD~I 3.74, NlDml 2.99 {J>= <0.0001, <0.0001, <0.0001, <0.0001,
<0.0001)
/I. Ca colon (CI8) ODOs ratio-Total2.36,ml Males2.12,ml females 2.39,IDml 1.98,
NlDDM 2.37,{J>= <0.0041, <0.0179, <0.0060, <0.1194, <0.0201).
III Ca rcctcsigmidcum (CI9): ODOsratio- ToLl! 3.68, D~I Males3.25, DM females 4.40,
IDD~1 3.18,NIDDM 4.04{J>=<O,OOOI, <0,0001,<0,0001,<0,0001,<0,00(1)
IV.Carectal.+ anal part (C2O+C211: ODOsratio: Total4.21.D),l Males3.42,DMfemales
5.42,IDmI3.55, NlDDM 4.26{J>= <0,0001, <0,0001, <0,0001, <0,0001, <0,00(1).
Conclusions: 1. The high risk or colorectal cancer in diabetes was found - ODDs ratio from
2.12to 5.42showsdiabetes as a veryhighriskfactorfor coloncancer. 2. Highestrelation was
found between rectalcancerand diabetes.3. Aeeording to the increasing risk to thedistantpart
of gastrointestinal trackwe suppose that dietary factors can influence the risk. 4. The risk is
higherin patientswithout insulintreatment, 5. Both, the incidence of diabetes and colorcctal
cancer.are increasing. It seemstlut thisrelationship canbe causal
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LOWER RISK OF HYPO(;LYCAEMIA WITH REPAGLThWE
CO~IPAREDTO GLIBE..'I'CLAMIDE DURl:'\G RAMADAN FASTL"iG
LSMUSLL\I PATIE!'ITS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS
M. Mafauzy' on behalf of the RamadanStudyGroup, 'School of MedicalSciences,
Univeristi Sains Malaysia

Baekground and Aims: Adult Muslimsobservethe monthof Ramadanby fasting
fromsunrise to sunset Diabetesmanagementof Muslimpatientsduringthis period is
a challengeas long fastingperiodsbetween twolargemeals incur a riskof
hypoglycaemiawhileon sulphonylureaor insulintreatment In a l4-week open label,
parallelgroup trial,the glycemiccontrolin Musliml)l'e 2 diabeticpatients(practicing
Ramadanfasting)treatedwith a prandialglucoseregulator(repaglinide,REP) was
comparedwith that of a sulphonylurea(glibcnclamidc, GLffi).
Materials and Methods: The studywas conduetedin five countries:Malaysia,
UnitedKingdom.France,Saudi Arabiaand Morocco.A totalof 235 patients
previouslytreatedwitha sulphonylureawere randomisedto receiveeitherREP (0 =
116)prcprandially3x dailyor GLIB(n = 119)preprandiallylxJ2x daily,6 weeks
before the Ramadan. Duringthe 4-week Ramadan,patientschanged theireating
pattern to the two meals daily,with littlechangein energy intake,whilethe total daily
dose of REP was re-distributed to two preprandialdoses. After the Ramadan,patients
resumedtheirpre-fastingmealand treatmentroutinesfor anothcr4 weeks.
Results: DuringRamadan,a statisticallysignificantreductionin mcan serum
fructosarnine concentration was seen in the REPgroup (-3.8%,P <0.05) but not in the
GLffigroup (-0.8%, ns), comparedto baselinevalues. Ninety-three REP-treated
patientsrecorded2228 readingsof mid-day bloodglucose(EG) concentrations,and
100GLffi-treatedpatientsrecorded2361 such readings. The numberof eventswith
mid-dayBG < 4.5 mmoL'l (indicativeof risk cf hypoglycaernia) was significantly
lowerwith REP (n=62, 2.8%) than GLffi (n=187,7.9%)(P= 0.00I). Amongthose
withhypoglycaemicepisodes (EG <2.8 rnrnol/l), 3 episodeswere reportedby REP
treatedpatients(0.03 evcotslptlmonlh) comparedto 6 episodesby GLIB-treated
patients(0.05 events/prmonth),between-groupdifference,ns. Apart from
hypoglycaemia, both treatmentswere equallywell tolerated- with no significant
differencein adverseeventsor other clinicalsafetyparameters.
Conclusions: DuringRamadan,Muslim type 2 diabeticsusingprandialREP showed
a trendtowardsbetterglyeaemiccontrol,and had significantlylower risk and lower
frequencyof hypoglycaernia than patientsusingGLIB.
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ANTIPSYCHOTIC DRUGS MAY WORSEN METABOLIC CO:>lTROL IN
TYPE 2 DL\BETES
J.A. Spoelstra. RP Stolk, O.Ii. Klungel, JoA Erkens, H.G.1\1. Leutkens, and D.E.
Grobbee. Julius Centre for General Practice and Patient Oriented Research. University
Medical Centre Utrecht and Dept. of Pharmacoepidemiology, UlPS, Utrecht
University, Netherlands
Background and Aims: Several studies indicate that diabetes mellitus type 2 is more
common among schizophrenic patients than in the general population. Also, it is
suggested that - especially atypical - antipsychotic drugs can induce diabetes. The
aim of the study was to assess the association between the use of antipsychotic drugs
and alterations of g1ycaemiccontrol.
Materials and Methods: Pharmacy dispensing records and hospital discharge data
from 1991-1999 were obtained from the PHARl\1Osystem, comprising about 320,000
patient histories. Onset of diabetes was defined as date of first prescription of an oral
hypoglycaemic agent. We performed a nested case-control study, including patients
who had at least two years medication history after diagnosis. Switching from oral
hypoglycaemic agents to insulin therapy was considered a proxy for deterioration of
B-cellfunction. Cases were subjects converted to insulin within this two-year interval,
controls were subjects still on oral therapy. We compared the use of antipsychotic
drugs between cases and controls.
Results: We identified 3,104 newly diagnosed pateints with type 2 diabetes of which
1,503 (49,3%) were men; mean age at onset was 63.5 ± 13.3 years, mean duration of
diabetes 3.9 ± 2.0 years and eventually 19.4% switched to insulin therapy. Of the
entire study population, 2,558 patients had at least two years of medication history
and 199 (7.8%) cases were identified. Patients using antipsychotics were more likely
to switch (15.4% versus 7.5% in non-users, OR: 2.24, 95% CI 1.25-4.04). Adjustment
for age at onset and gender did not change the results; Ors were 2.27 (1.25-4.12) and
2.24 (1.24-4.06), respectively. Atypical antipsychotic drugs did not appeal to affect B
cell function more markedly than classical drugs.
Conclusions: It seems that use of antipsychotics in type 2 diabetes mellitus is
associated with switching to insulin therapy (i.e. 'secondary failure'), especially in the
first two years of the disease.
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NON-ISLET CELL TUMOUR HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN A PATIENT WITH
A METASTATIC LEYDIG CELL TUMOUR
Mukherjee S, Kirby A, Diver M. WestonPJ.
Department of Endocrinology, RoyalLiverpoolUniversityHospital,
Prescot Street, Liverpool,UK.

Non-Islet Cell Tumour Hypcglycaemla(NlCTII) is a rare cause of
spontaneous hypoglycaemia, We report a case ofNiCTH associated with a
metastatic Leydig cell tumour.

A 75 year old man presented to the casualty department of our hospital
with profound spontaneous hypoglycaemia(venous glucose of 0.7 mmol/l), Two
yearsago he was found to have Leydigcell tumour of his right testicle and had an
orchidectomy.The tumour was malignant with vascular invasion and widespread
metastases in inguinal and pelvic lymph nodes. He was treated with palliative
radiotherapy to his right groin butunfortunately there was no significant response.
The patient declined to have palliative chemotherapy in view of the anticipated
side effects. Lymphadenopathy progressedrelentlessly in the inguinal, pelvic and
retroperitoneal region. Two years from diagnosis he presented with spontaneous
hypoglycaemiaand was revived with 10%dextrose. He looked very cachectic; vital
parameters were stable, cardiovascular and respiratory systems were normal and
there was no focal neurology. Hc had a large. irregular, hard mass of lymph nodes
in his abdomen. Apart from the bloodglucose, biochemistrywas within the normal
reference range, including liver function.Cortisol was 928 mmolll. Growth
hormone was 2mUIL. Serum insulin was < 3mmolll and C-peptide was
undetectable. Insulin like growth factor I (IGF I) was 9 nmolll and IGF II was
I I8.2nmolll; the ratio ofIGF IIIIGFI was 13.1 (a ratio of> 10 is diagnostic of
N1CTH).He received a continuous 10% dextrose infusion and subsequently,he
was given dexamethasone and human recombinant Growth Hormone (hGH).
Hypoglycaernia improved enabling us to stop his dextrose infusion. Unfortunately,
two weeks later he died.

This is the first reported case ofNiCTH associated with Leydigcell
tumour.
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T9io-photOR ts.c:itamm imaging or insulin tXO()1osis from intact pancrratic islet of
Lanee rllans•
N.Takahashi. T. Nemotoand II Kasai, Department of Cell Physiology. NationalInstitute
for Pbysiological Sciences,Okazaki,Japan
Background: Cyclic~\lP is considered a competence factor for insulin exocytosis, and
its antagonism by Rp-<:~\lP· nurkedly inhibitsexocytosis in single pancreaticb cells. In
contrast,studies with "hole-islet preparations have detectedonly small effectsof cyclic
MtP antagonistson glucose-induced insulinsecretion as measured by radioimmunoassay.
Aims: To resolvethe discrepancy between the resultsobtainedwithsingle cells or "hole
islets.we haveapplieda new imagingtechnique that is basedon two-photon excitation of
fluorescent polar tracers and which allows visualization of insulin exocytctic events in
intact islets.Materials and Metbods: Pancreatic islets were isolatedfrommice and were
immersedin a solution containingthe polar fluorescent tracers, sulforhodantine B. The
tracerswere excitedby laser-scanning microscopy wiiha mode-locked femtosecond-pulse
Ti:sapphirelaser.Imageswere acquired fromrelatively superficial planes within the islets.
Results: Immersion of islets in a solution containing a polar tracer resulted in retrograde
labelingof microvessels and interstitial space surrounding b cells. Exposureof islets to
high glucose(20 mM) inducedthe rapid appearance of fluorescent spots with a diameter
of 0.3 micrometer. consistentwith the size of insulingranules,at the surfaceof b cells;
these spots decayed with time constantsbetween I and 20 s, This phenomenon can be
interpreted to represent the rapid fillingof insulin vesicles by the polar tracer and the
subsequentflatteningof vesiclesfusedwiih the plasmamembrane. The fluorescent spots
were detected predominantly at the surface region of b cells not directly facing
microvessels, The exocytotic events were regulated by the cytosolic Ca2+ concentration
and occurred in two phases, an initialtransientphase and a subsequentsustainedphase.
Rp-<:Al\lP prevented the first phase of insulin exocytcsis, without markedly affecting
Ca2+ signaling, In contrast, forskolin, which activates adenylate cyclase, augmented
exocytosis in both phases. We also observed that membrane-permeable lipophilic
compounds tendedto be trapped in the superficial cell layersof islets,whichmay account
for the smallereffectsof cyclic Al\lP antagonists on insulinsecretionfrom wholeislets as
measured by radioimmunoassay. Conclusions: V{ehave succeeded in visualizing insulin
exocytosis in intact pancreatic islets by two-photon excitation imaging. This approach
clarifiedthat the first phaseof glucose-induced insulinsecretionis especiallysensitiveto
c~\lP, consistent with the potenteffectsof c~\lP on the fastcomponentof exocytosis in
singleb cells.
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Delay between fusion pore opening and peptide release from insulin-containing
granules In Ins-I eeUs
SebastianBarg, Charlotta S. Olofsson, and Patrik Rorsrnan
Institute for Physiological Sciences, Lund University, The Biomedical Center FlI,
SE-22I 8~ Lund, Sweden.

Backgroond and Aims: Insulin-release is preceded by recruitment, docking at the
plasma membrane, and priming of secretory granules for release. This is reflected by
the kinetic properties of exocytosis, which suggest that granules exist in functionally
distinct pools. Only a fraction of the cell's granules, referred to as the readily
releasable pool (RRP), is available for instant exocytosis, but it is not clear how RRP
relates to granules that are ph)-sicallydocked at the plasma membrane. In addition,
little is knownabout how peptidcs are released from the granule during exocytosis,
Materials and Methods: Exocytotic membrane fusion and cargo release were studied
in insu1in-secreting InsI-ceIIs by capacitance measurements and simultaneous
confocal imaging of secretory granules tagged with a soluble amy-lin-EGFP fusion
protein.
Results: Labelled granules with varying degrees of mobility were seen throughout

the cell interior, while immobile granules were primarily found at the plasma
membrane. During voltage-clamp depolarizations, single exocytotic events could be
detected by time-resolved confocal microscopy as sudden disappearance of the
immobile,plasma membrane-associatedgranule fluorescence. Strong stimulation with
trains of voltage-clamp depolarizations to deplete the readily releasable pool (RRP)
correlated with visible exocytosis of 10-20% of the docked granules. Some remaining
granules could be released after RRP-recoyery, while new granules rarely appeared
Fusion pore opening (seen as granular pH equilibration anddequcnching of EGFP
fluorescence) occurred -0_3 s after the capacitance increase (1-'85 ms), and peptide
release was delayed another 1.6 s.
Conclusions: We propose that: a) RRP is a subset of the docked pool; b) RRP
refilling involves chemical modification of granules already in place; c) efflux of the
hormone through the fusion pore does not contribute to secretion; and d) the fusion
pore must dilate significantly to allow peptide release. The delay observed for the
latter may allow regulationof insulin-releaseafter exocytosisof the granule.
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CYCLIC AMP Sn\WLATES L"\SULL"i E..XOGTOSIS BY MODIFlCATIO:'i
OF GRANULES ALREADY PRESENT AT THE RELEASE SITES
E. Renstrom, S. Barg, 1. Galvanovskis, R. Ivarsson, X-I. Jing, P. Rorsman, G.
Rutter# and S. Seino'
Lund University, Sweden, #University of Bristol UK, and 'Chiba University, lapan.

Background and Aims: Increasing evidence suggests the importance of cAMP-signalling for
biphasic insulin secretion in vivo. cAMP potentiates insulin exocytosis by two mechanisms: a)
the readily releaseable pool (RRP) of granules increases by a mechanismnot requiring protein
kinase A (PKA), b) PKA-<lcpcndcnt acceleration of granule recruitment 10 RRP. Recently, it
was suggested that the cAMP-bindingprotein cAMP-GEFII via interactionwith the Tab-protein
RThU, is responsible for the former action. Here we MVC investigatedhow physical granule
translocationcontributes to the cAMP·stimulalionof exocytosis.
Materials and Methods: Capacitance measurements of exccytosis were combined with
confocal imaging of insulin granule motion in INS-lor mouse B<eIls. Insulin granules were
probed using Lysotrackerlted or by transfection of EGFP~Phogrin. R.IM2 expression was
perturbed by anti-sense treatment
Results: The effectsof cAMPon INS·l cell cxocytosis were verysimilar to those reportedin
mouse Bccclls. EX0C)1osis elicited by trains of 10 voltage-clamp depolarisations resulted in
biphasic exocy'tcsis. During the fITSt pulse, which corresponded to discharge of RRP,
exocytosis was >5-fold faster thanduring the remainder of the train. Forskolin increased both
the RRP (17+-3 & 85+-8 IF. before & after addition of forskolin; P<O.ool; n=14) as well as
recruitment of additional granules during the train stimulus (99+-12 & 291+-38 IF, before &
after addition of forskolin; P<O.OI; n::14). In mouse Bccells, anti-sense treatment verified the
importance of R1M2for the PKA-independent stimulation of RRP by eAMP (P<O.05; 89+-15
& ll+-IO IF; n=21 and 24, sense & anti-sense). In parallel recordings of granule movement and
exocytosis in INS-I cells, forskolin stimulated cxocytosis within <2 minutes. Granule
movements consitcd of I) rapid microtubule-guided saltatory jumps (velocities 200-2000
nmIs). 2) random diffusion, and 3) slow directed movements (velocities 20-40 nmIs) associated
with the peripheral actin network. Only the totter type was stimulated by forskolin (30+-6 and
39+-4 IF. before & after addition offorskolin; P<005; n=14). Interestingly,the effect was only
apparent at times later than 4 min after addition Qf.!orsk<>lin. was strictly dependcnt on PKA
and was abolished by 8-Br-Rp-CAMPS.
Conclusions:l) Cyclic AMP stimulates exccyrosis primarily by modifuing insulin granules
situated at the plasma membrane. 2) Sustained stimulation reveals a PKA-dcpcndc:nt increase in
perpiheral granule motion. 3) R.ThIl mediates the cAMP-induced increase in RRP in mouse B
cells.
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DlVOLVEMENT OF THE S~IALL G-PROTEDI RACI DI GLUCOSE AND
FORSKOLIN INDUCED IXSULDI SECRETION DlISLET(INS·I) Il-CELLS

J. Li, R. Luo and G.·D. Li, National University Medical Institutes, NUS, Singapore

Background and Aims: In addition to its role in regulating cytoskeleton organization.
the monomeric GTP-binding protein Rac (a member of Rho family GTPase) may be
also implicated in exocytotic secretion. This work studied the possible involvement of
Rae! in insulin secretion. Materials and Methods: Islet Jl-cells (DIS· I ) were stably.
transfected with c-myc-tagged dominant-negative (N17) or dominant-positive (VI2)
Rac1 mutants. with empty vector transfected cells as control. Insulin secretion from
these cells was assayed by radioimmunoassay. Cellular F-actin changes were assessed
by confocal microscopy after rhodamin-phalloidin staining and quantitated following
extraction of the dye. Localization of mutant Rae t was examined by subcellular
fractionation followed by immunoblotting using anti-c-rnyc antibody. Results: The
increment of insulin release stimulated by 15 m~f glucose plus 1 J.t~t fcrskolin (raising
cAMP) was markedly reduced by -19% (n=6, p<O.O I) in dominant-negative Racl(N17)
transfected cells. Insulin secretion induced by 15 m~l glucose alone was slightly but
significantly decreased by -15% (n=6, p<0.05) while high K+ (34 m~l)-stimulated

secretion was not altered in Rac1(Nl?) transfected cells. Transfection with dominant
positive RacI(VI2) did not affect stimulated insulin release by above secretagogues.
Cells with RacI(N17) tended to rounded up and growth in colony while Racl(VI2)
transfected cells revealed decreased sharp filopodia. Phalloidin staining of F-actin web
underneath plasma membrane was weakened in Racl(VI2) transfected ceUs and almost
disappeared in cells with Racl(N17). Feactin bundles disappeared and Feactin contents
were decreased in both RacJ(NI 7) and RacI(VI2) transfected cells. Dominant-negative
Racl was expressed only in mitochondrion and insulin granule fractions while the
dominant-positive Racl was localized in both cytosol and other fractions including
microsornes. Conclusions: Expression of dominant-negative or -positive Rae! altered
INS-I cell morphology and interfered with Feactin organization. Dominant-negative
Rae 1 affected glucose and forskolin induced insulin secretion, indicating that Rae 1 may
also playa role in the regulated secretion probably beyond acting on cytoskeleton.
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S:'iAP·15 AND SYNTAXL'l L'iFLUENCE THE READILY RELEASBLE POOL
OF L'I'SULL"\·CONTAlNIXG GRAl\lJLES I:'i MOUSE PANCREATIC B
CELLS
1. Schriever-Abeln,X. Ma and L. Eliassen
Dept. of Molecular and Cellular Physiology. Lund University, Lund. Sweden

Background and Aims: The secretory granules within the pancreatic B-cells must be
docked and primed prior to fusion and release. In many endocrine cells as well as the
pancreatic B-ceIl SNARE-proteins have been suggested to be present in these
processes. The aim of this study was to investigate the involvement of the t-SNARE
proteins SNAP-25 and syntaxin in the exocytotic process of primary mouse B-cells.
Material and Methods: For this purpose we used capacitance measurements to
investigate the temporal aspects of exocytosis on a single cell level. The standard
whole-cell configuration of the patch-damp technique was used which allows an
intracellular application ofthe different antibodies used.

Results: The presence of both SNAP-25 and syntaxin was confirmed using Western
Blot analysis and the distribution of the proteins within the B-ceIl Was investigated by
immunostaining prior to the functional studies. A train of ten 500 ms depolarising
pulses from -70 mV to 0 were applied to single B-cells. The two first pulses of the
train were used to estimate the size of the readily releasable pool (RRP) whereas the
following pulses represent mobilisation of granules from a reserve pool. Under
control conditions the RRP could be estimated to contain 66±I3 granules (n~15).

using a conversion factor of2 IF/granule. It was diminished to I8±9 granules (n~5) in
the presence ofan antibody against SNAP-25. This antibody also reduced the increase
in membrane capacitance during the latter pulses of the train to 34± 19 IF (n~7)

compared with 169±26 fF (n=20) under control conditions. In the presence of an
antibody against syntaxin mobilisation was reduced and the RRP contained 23±7
granules. which is a similar result observed with blocking SNAP-25.

Conclusions: The data suggests that SNAP-25 and syntaxin are crucial for the
number of granules within the RRP_ Since these granules is proposed to be released
during the first phase of insulin secretion, lack of funetionall-SNARE·proteins might
cause a reduced first phase appearing in patients with typ-2 diabetes,
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A diet enriched in fat induces increased expression of resistln and
insulin resistance in lean rats.

V. Hulstrom, J. Harpoth, K. Schultze and J. Vinten, Department of
Physiology, University of Copenhagen, The Panum Institute,
D1egdamsvej 3, DK-2200 Copenhagen N

Background and Aims: It was recently demonstrated that insulin
resistance in obese, fat fed mice is related to increased secretion of the fat
cell hormone resistin. To investigate the possible role of resistin for
dietary induced insulin resistance in lean animals, we studied the
expression of resistin mRNA in fat tissue from lean rats rendered obese
by a high fat diet.
Materials and Methods: Twelve male Wister rats (200-250g) fed a diet
with 60% lard (HF) gained 42g and 12 control rats fed a standard chow
with 5% fat (CT) gained 142g in weight during 7 weeks. Fasting levels of
glucose and insulin were not different between groups. Thirty minutes
after an intraperitoneal injection of a mixture of insulin (100 mU/kg) and
glucose (2g/kg), the insulin levels were elevated but not different between
groups, whereas the glucose levels in HF rats were significantly elevated
compared to CT. Fat pad weight was lower in HF rats. The expression of
resistin mRNA was quantified by means of a "P-Iabelled probe in
Northern blots of total RNA isolated from fat pads.
Results: Resistin mRNA expression was markedly higher in HF rats than
in CT rats ( 146±9 vs 32±7 mean ± SE, arbitrary units, p<O.OOI).
Conclusions: Increased expression ofresistin can be induced by a high
fat diet in spite of a reduction in fat mass. The hormone resistin is likely
to mediate the dietary induced, whole-body insulin resistance in this
condition.
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DIRECT REGULATION OF LEPTIN SECRETION BY SATURATED,
POLYUNSATURATED AND MONOUNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS IN
CONTROL AND INSULIN-RESISTANT RAT ADIPOCYTES.
E. Peyron-Caso, E. Hamo, S. W. Rizkalla, J. Boillot, A. Veronese and G.
Slama. INSERM U.341, Department of diabetes, Hotel-Dieu Hospital, Paris,
FRANCE.

The regulation of leptin secretion bydifferent fatty acids isnotwell etablished.
The aim of this study was to determine whether saturated fatty acids
(palmitoic acid), n-3polyunsaturated fatty acids (docosahexaenoic: DHA and
eicosapentaenoic EPA acids) and monounsaturated fatty acids (oleic acid)
have differential effects on leptin secretion in adipocyles of lnsuln-resistant
sucrose-led rats or in control rat adipocyles. Materials and Methods:
Twenty male Sprague-DaWley rats were randomized intotwogroups: the
control group (C, n=10) was submitted to a standard dietand the sucrose
group (SC, n"'10) was submitted to a sucrose enrichied diet(57% sucrose).
After 3 week diet, epididymal adipocytes were isolated and incubated two
hours with either insulin (t 00nglml) or insulin associated with the different
fatty acids (0.5mM). Results: After twohours incubation, leptin secretion
was increased by insulin in control rat adipocytes, this insulin action was
majored by EPA [p-c 0.05) and inhibited by palmitoic acid (pc 0.05). In
sucrose-fed rat adipOCyles leptin secretion was enhanced by insulin too (pc
0.05), this insulin stimulation was notaltered in association with EPA butwas
lowered bytheother fatty acids (palmitoic acid: p< 0.05, DHA : pc 0.05 and
oleic acid: pc 0.05). Conclusion: Fatty acids in presence of insulin make a
direct action on leptin secretion by adipocyles. This action is dependent on
the fatty acidunsaturalion degrees and on the adipocytes origine (isolated
either from lnsulin-resistant rats or from control rats). Fatty acids have direct
and differential effects on leptin secretion regulation, this would be an
additional data in the understanding of the benifical action of n-3
polyunsaturated fatty acids onmetabolic diseases.
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Free Lcptin, Bound Leptin And Soluble Leptin Receptor In Type 2
Diabetes And In The Polycystlc Ovary Syndrome.
H Randeva' t C O'Catlaghan', Conway Glt Prelevic Gl, O'Hare pi, Brabant

G', E lIi1Ihouse' and K lewandowski'
Dept. of Biological Sciences, University or \Yan..-ick' & Central Mlddlessex Hospital,
London', UR.,Dept. of Endocrinology, :\Iedizinische Hochschule, Hannover, Germany"
Background: Both type 2 diabetes and the polycystic ovary syndrome (PCO) are
characterised insulin resistance. Free leptin (FL) levels are related to fat mass and
increased by insulin, but the relationship of other components of the leptin system
[bound leptin (BL) and soluble leptin receptor (SR)) to insulin and glycaemic control
has not been studied so far. Material and Methods: We measured fasting FL, BL,
SR, insulin and HbA I in 31 premenopausal women with type 2 diabetes age
(mean±SD) 39±7.6 years, BMI: 31.I±7.37 kglm'; and in 20 non-diabetic women with
the PCO syndrome: age 27.1+/·7.6 years, B~II 38.0+/-8.9 kg/m', Correlation analysis
was performed by a univariate model. Rcsults: In the diabetic group there was a
correlation between FL and B:-'II (r=0.43, p=O.OI) and a trcnd towards a positive
correlation with fasting insulin (p=0.12), and IIbAI (p=O.IO). There was no
correlation between BL and B~II or insulin. SR correlated positively with B~II

(r=0.36, p=0.05) and HbAI (r=0.41, p=O.02). There was no correlation between SR
andfasting insulin.In the peo group there was a strong correlation between FLand
BMI and fasting insulin (respectively: r=0.48, p=0.03, r=0.55, p=O.OI).There was no
significant correlation between BL and fasting insulin, or betweenSR and the B~lI.

but in contrast to diabetic group, there was a negativecorrelation between SR and
fasting insulin (r=-0.53, p=O.OI). Conclusions: In all women free leptin correlates
with the body mass index, butthe correlation between free leptinand fasting insulin is
stronger in non-diabetic subjects. Soluble Jeptin receptor concentrations correlate
positively with body mass index and HBAI in diabetic women, \\ hilc in non-diabetic
subjectsthere is a negativecorrelation withfasting insulin. Itremains to be established
whether insulin can influence soluble leptin receptor concentrations and whether high
soluble leptin receptor levels can be used as a marker of poor diabetic control.

Quantitali.-e espresslon of Ieptin receptor signalling components in the pituitary
and pancreas of diet-induced obese and genetically obese ob/ob mice
S. Hani/; B.C. Bond, M. Tadayyon, J.RS. Arch and c.r. Briscoe. GlaxoSmithKline,
New Frontiers Science Park, Harlow, U.K.
Background and Aims: In addition to its hypothalamic actions, there is now much
evidencesupporting a significant role for leprin in other tissues, The functional form 01
the leplin receptor, OB-Rb, is expressed in the pituitary and pancreas amongst other
tissues. Leptin binding to OB-Rb activates the JAK-STAT pathwayand thereby elevates
expressionof inhibitorsof STAT signallinge.g. SOCS-3 and CIS. The aim of this study
was to analyse expressionof genes involved in leptin receptor-mediated signalling in the
pituitaryand pancreas of centrally leptin-sensitive(ob/ob) and leptin-insensitive (dietary
obese) mousemodelsof obesity.
Materials and Methods: The fluorogenicTaqxtan method of quantitativeRT-PCR was
used to measure changesin m&"A expressionof the short leptinreceptor isoformOB-Ra,
OB-Rh,STAn, STATS,SOCS-3 and CIS. Expressionwas analysedin the pituitary and
pancreasof AKRfJmice fed on either a chow or a palatable diet (DID) for 14 weeks, and
in C57BU6 lean and leptin-deficient C57BU6 ob/ob mice. Statistical analysis was
performedby analysis of variance (ANOVA) between the groups using the housekeeper
gene cydophilin as a covariate.
Results: Plasma leplin levels were 7.27 +/. 1.5I nglml in chow-fedAKRfJ mice, 117 +/
49.39nglml in DIO mice, 3,32 +/- 0.67 nglmlin C57BU6 lean mice and not detectablein
C57BU6 ob/ob mice. In the pituitary, OB-Rh, STAn, STATS and SacS-3 mRNA
levelswere reduced in ob/ob mice comparedto lean controlsby 55'%,41%, 61% and 53%
(P<0.05), respectively,but no changeswere observed in DID mice comparedto chow fed
controls. OB-Ra, OB-Rb, STA15, and SOCS-3 were highcr in AKR!J lean mice
comparedto C57BU6 lean mice by 106,67, 108 and 136% (P<0.05).respectively. In the
pancreas of ob/ob mice there was a 26% increase in STAT5 expression and a 36%
increase in SOCS-3 expression (P<0.05). but again there were no changes in DID
comparedto chow-fed mice. Also, in the pancreas of AKRfJ lean comparedto C578U6
lean mice there was an increase in STAn, STATS and CIS expressionof 31,35 and
120%(p<O.05), respectively.
Condusions: The leptinsystem is upregulatedin AKRfJ comparedto C578U6 lean mice.
The expression of genes involved in leplin signalling was generally reduced in the
pituitary but slightly increased in the pancreas of ob!ob mice relative to lean controls,
indicatingthat Ieprinsensitivitymay be regulatedin a tissue-specificmanncr.
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LEPTL'I-DEPEI\l>El'oT L'IHIBITIO:-l OF HEPATIC GLUCO:-lEOGENESIS IS
MEDIATED BY L'ISULI:-I RECEPTOR SUBSTRATE-2
C. Anderwald, G. Muller·, G. Koca, C. Furnsinn, W. Waldhausl, M. Roden
Division of Endocrinology/ Metabolism, Depanment of Internal Medicine III,
University of Vienna, Austria
·Division ofMetabolic Diseases, Aventis Pharma, Frankfurt, Germany

Background and Aims: Leptin may exert metabolic effects which could result from
reduction in food intake mediated by the hypothalamus and/or from binding to its
peripheral receptors. Therefore, we examined the direct effects ofleptin (0.5, 5 and 25
11.\1; vs. control, CON) in isolated perfused livers of 20 h fasted rats (90 min, n=4
6/group). Material, and Method,: Glucose production, lactate uptake, bile flow, and
portal pressure were continuously monitored. Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxy kinase
(PEPCK) activity was determined in total liver cytosol using the NaH"COJ fixation
assay. For measurement of tyrosine phosphorylation (pY), the insulin receptor (IR)
and the insulin receptor substrates (IRS) I and 2 were immunoprecipitated from liver
cytosol and then immunoblotted for phosphotyrosine using chemiluminescent
detection. Immunoprecipitated IRS-112 was immunoblotted for associated p85-kD
subunit of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI-3K) and tested for associated PI-3K
activity by immune complex kinase assay using radiolabeled phosphatidylinositol and
thin layer chromatography/autoradiography. The efficacy of the immunoprecipitation
of IR and IRS- 112 was controlled by homologous immunoblotting. Results: Leptin
reduced hepatic glucose production (0.5 n.\l: O.13±O.OI, 5 n.\1: 0.14±O.02, 25 0.\1:
0.23±O.04; P<.ool vs, CON: 0.38±0.04l1mol min" g liver .1)and PEPCK activity (0.5
0.\1: 50±1%; 5 11.\1: 57±2%; 25 n.\1:79±2%; P<.ool vs, CON). Leptin increased IR pY
slightly (0.5 nM: 1200%, 5 n.\l: 113±3%, P<Q.O I vs. CON). In dose-dependent
fashion, Ieptin reduced IRS-I associated PI-3K (0.5 n.\l: 70±9"Io, 5 11.\1: 38±2%, 25
n.\l: 16±1%; P<.006 vs. CON) and its activity (0.5 n.\l: 68±4%, 5 n.\l: 24±1%, 25
n.\l: IO±I%; P<O.ool vs. CON). In contrast, leptin stimulated IRS-2 pY (0.5 11.\1:
57006%, 5 n.\l: 350±43%; P<.002 vs. CON), IRS-2 associated PI-3K (0.5 11.\1:
610±23%, 5 11.\1: 318±22%, 25 nM: 290±23%; P<.002 vs. CON) and its activity (0.5
11.\1 leptin: 450±49"1o, 5 11.\1 leptin: 348±27%, 25 11.\1 leplin: 215±18%; P<.002 vs,
CON). Conclusions: At physiologic concentrations, leptin decreases glucose
production by inhibition of the g1uconeogenic enzyme PEPCI<, which results from
stimulation of IRS-2 tyrosine phosphorylation.
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A GENO)!E SCAN REVEALS HETEROGENEITY A.'IO~G EUROPEA."i
FAMILIES WITH MATURITY ONSET DIABETES OF THE YOUNG
TM Frayling, S Menzel, M Wishart, M Yaxil!:lire, C Lindgren, r Tuomi. Y Wang. A
Brown, MP Bulman, S EI!:lrd, IC Evans, PV Subba Rao, I Mills, C Tack, C Dina, P
Froguel, L Groop, M Mahtani and AT Hatterslcy. Postgraduate School of Medicine
and Health Sciences, University of Exeter, UK, Wellcome Trust Centre for Human
Cenetics, Oxford, UK. CNRS, Institute of Biology, Lille, Wallenberg Laboratory,
Malmo University Hospital, Sweden.

Background and Aims: Maturity onset diabetes of the young (MODY) is a single
gene disorder characterised by a young onset and an autosomal dominant family
history. MODY is heterogeneous, caused by mutations in the glucokinase, Hepatocyte
Nuclcar Factor (ITh'F)-lalpha, HNF-4alpha, HNF-lbeta and insulin promoter factor 1
genes. We identified 10 MODY families (7 UK. I Dutch, I Caribbean, I Swedish)
without mutations in any of the known genes and with a minimum of one member
diagnosed < 25 and 2 affected generations. The aim of our study was to identify
novel MODY loci to facilitate the identification of further type 2 diabetes genes.
Materials and Methods: We performed a genome wide scan on the 10 'MODYx'
families using a MegaBACE 1000 capillary array electrophoresis instrument and 404
microsatellite markers with an average spacing of 10 e~l. Linkage analysis was
peformcd using GENEHUNTER 2.0 software using a strict parametric inheritance
model with heterogeneity and age related penetrances. A further 20 MODYx families
from other European centres were used for fine mapping of candidate regions.
Results: We identified three loci with Heterogeneity Logarithm of the odds (HLOD)
scores> 1.0 on chromosomes 3 (HLOD 2.0 - D3S1292 - 149 el\l), 16 (HLOD 2.8 
016S3091 • 109 eM) and 20 (HLOD 2.1 - D20S115 - 21 el\l) but none reaching the
required significance level of 3.3. Diabetes in two families showed complete co
segregation with markers at the chromosome 3 locus. However, mapping of a 50cM
section spantting the chrorn. 3 candidate region using 15 additional markers and 20
additional MODYx families did not provide any-fenher evidence for linkage.
Conclusions:The identification of 3 putative MODY loci indicates that further
heterogeneity exists among MODYx families. The analysis of additional MODYx
families "ill confirm or refute these loci as regions containing novel MODY genes.
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The response to an oral glucose load alters with genetic aetiology in Maturity
Onset Diabetes of the Young
A. Stride, A. T. Hattersley, M. Vaxillaire, P. Froguel, T. Tuomi, L.Groop, F. Barbenl,
R Lorini, P. R. Njolstad, O. Sovik, T. Hansen, O. Pedersen, A. Costa, I. Conger and
The GIFT MODY Consortium
Exeter, United Kingdom; Lille, France; Helsinki, Finland; Malmo, Sweden; Milan &
Genova, Italy; Bergen, Norway; Copenhagen, Denmark, and Barcelona, Spain.

Background and Aims: Maturity-onset diabetes of the young (MODY) results from
mutations in at least 5 genes. We hypothesized that in patients with MODY the
response to an oral glucose load varied with the genetic aetiology and age.
Materials and Methods: Oral glucose tolerance (OGTT) results were collected from
362 subjects from European MODY families who had either a glucokinase (GCK)
(n~245) or a hepatic nuclear factor-I alpha (IINFla (n~117) mutation and were not
on treatment.Results: The two genetically defined groups were ofsimilar BMI (2 \.2 v
22.0 kglm2 p>O.05) and age (26.7 v 26.7),. p>O.05). There were clear differences in
the pattern of glycaemia. Fasting plasma glucose (FPG) was >5.5 mmol/l in 98%
GCK subjects and 54% HNF-Ia subjects (p<Q.0001). GCK subjects had a higher
fasting plasma glucose (FPG) (mean (SO): 6.8 (0.8) v 6.0 (\.9) mmol/l, p<O.oool),
but lower 2 hour values (8.9 (2.3) v 11.2 (5.2) mmol/l, p<O.oool). The relative
proportions classified as diabetic depended on whether fasting (GCK 38% v HNF-Ia
22%) or 2 hour values (19"10 v 44%) were used (p<0.0001) Fasting hyperglycaemia
was present in GCK but not HNFla patients tested < 10 yr (6.5 (0.7) v 4.6(0.8)
mmol/l p <0.0001). A significant deterioration in FPG with age occurs in GCK
(r-0.36, p9J.OI) and HNF-Ia (r-O.34, p91.01); this accounts for a deterioration of0.8
mmol/l in GCK and 3.3 mmol/l in HNF-Ia over a 70 year life span. However, at 2
hours, although no deterioration in plasma glucose is seen in subjects with GCK
(r-O.OJ, p>O.05), there is a deterioration in 2 hour plasma glucose with age in subjects
with HNF-Ia (r-O.32, p9101). Conclu,io~'~QCK.patientshave a glucose sensing
beta-eell disorder that raises the fasting glucose from birth with a small increment in
response to a glucose load. In HNFla patients the progressive beta-eell disorder
results in a normal fasting glucose in early childhood and higher post glucose load
values than GCK that deteriorate with age. In MODY therefore the molecular genetic
diagnosis results in clear, age modified, differences in the fasting glucose and the
response to an oral glucose load.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF NATURALLY OCCURRING HEPATOCYTE
NUCLEAR FACTOR-I ex(HNF-I ex) GENE MUTATIONS.
C. Cervin, C. Cilio, M. Orho-Melander. M. Ridderstrale, M. Lehto and L. Groop,
Department of Endocrinology, Wallenberg Lab.• Lund University, Malmo, Sweden
Background and Aims: Mutations in ihe hepatocyte nuclear factor- lex (HNF.lex)
gene cause MODY3 and more than 80 different HNF-lex mutations have been
identified so far. only a few of which have been functionally studied. Our aim was
to study functional effects of five naturally occurring mutations/sequence variations
(A98V. Ll07l, R272C. P29lfsinsC and M626K), located in different regions in
HNF-Ia.gene. Materials and Methods: The HNF-Ia mutations (A98V. Ll071.
R272C. P291fsinsC and M626K) were generated by in vitro mutagenesis and
subcloned into a pcDNA3.1 expression vector. The transactivation activity of the
mutated HNF-Iu proteinswas tested using the Dualluciferase assay. with glucose
transporter 2 (GLUT2) as the reporter gene. Western blot was performed and DNA
binding was studied by electromobility shift assay (EMSA). Results:
Transactivation activities of the A98V, Ll07l, R272C, P29lfsinsC and M626K
were 100%.21%,7%,7% and 46% of that of the wild-type (w1) in HeLa-cells
(lacking endogenous HNF-Ia), and 181%. 100%. 19%,0% and 100% of that of the
wt in the MIN6-cells (expressing endogenous HNF-l a). However, equalising levels
of protein expression of M626K to wt in HeLa-eells resulted in similar
transcriptional activity. Dominant negative effect was excluded by adding
increasing amount of wt in the transfecticns with Ll07I. The Ll071 mutation
showed decreased DNA binding. whereas the M626K resulted in increased bindinz
Western blot performed on the same nuclear extracts demonstrated decreased
protein level of LlO7I and similar protein level of M626K, compared to W1.
Conclusions: All of the mutated proteins influence transcriptional activity of the
HNF·I exprotein, The M626K mutation increases the DNA binding ability, and our
results indicate that the LI071 mutation is associated with defective translocation
from the cytoplasm 10 the nuclcus. These results may help to explain the impaired
ll-cell function, characteristic of MODY3.
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A Mutation of a Novel Splice Variant of HNF-4a Co-segregates with Maturity
Onset Diabetes of the Young (l\IOD\')
S.M.S. Mitchell, H Thomas, K Jascbkowitz, MP Bulman, TM Frayling, C. Tack, S
Ellard, GU Ryffel, AT Hattersley. Postgraduate School of Medicine and Health
Sciences. University of Exeter. UK; Institut fur ZeUbiologie (Tumorforschung),
Universtatsklinikum Essen, Germany; Division of General Internal Medicine,
University Medical Center, Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
Baekground and Aims: Mutations in the transcription factors Hepatic Nuclear Factor
(Hl\'F-la, IIND-4a, HND-Ib and Insulin Promoter Factor-I genes cause the majoraty
of MODY. The mechanism by which they produce beta cell function and their inter
relationship is uncertain. A splice ..'ariant of HNF-4a utilising a distant upstream
promoter and an alternative exon I was isolated in mice. Recently this splice variant
oflTh'F-4a (HNF-4a7) was shown to be the predominant HNF-4a species in the beta
cell. In man the alternative promoter has binding sites for the other MODY related
transcription factors. This suggests that in contrast to the situation in the liver where
HNF·la activity is regulated by ITh'F-4a, in the beta cell HNF-Ia, IINF-Ib and IPF-l
may regulate lTh'F4a through the alternative promoter P2 in the pancreas. The role of
genetic variation in the P2 alternative promoter in MODY and early onset type 2
diabetes subjects has not been studied. Materials and Methods: We studied 7
European MODYx probands, ie those without mutations in the known genes, and with
a minimum of one family member diagnosed <25 and 2 affected generations, and 32
Early Onset Diabetic subjects (median age at diagnosis 38 (33.5-43), median B~n

30.7 (28.7-37.6». 452bp oflTh'F-4a7 containing the IPF-l and ITh'F-la binding sites,
in the alternative promoter region and the alternative exonl was amplified by PCR
and sequenced using an ABI 377 D:-<A sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Results: We
identified a heterozygous C to T nucleotide substitution in the IPFl binding site at
position - 146 in I of the 7 MODYx probands. Further examination of 15 family
members revealed complete co-segregation of the variant with diabetes with a
significant LOD score of 3.25. We did not find any variation in lTh'F-4a7 in the 32
Early Onset Diabetic probands. Conclusions: The identification of a MODY family
with a cosegregating mutation in the alternative IINF-4a promoter region establishes a
critical role in the human beta cell of this splice variant. It supports the existence ofa
different transcription factor framework in the beta cell compared to the hepatocytes
and suggest previous studies of the role ofIINF-4a in MODY and Type 2 diabetes
'willneed to be repeated in orderto examinethis region.
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The mutation phenotype reveals a critical and differing role of the Hepatic
Nuclear Factor la and Hepatic Nuclear Factor If! in embryological development
E.R Pearson, C.Bingharn. AStride, P.Clark, MShepherd, S.Ellard, AT.Hattersley.
Diabetes Research, University of Exeter, and University of'Birmingham, UK..
Background and Aims: Maturity-onset diabetes of the young is caused by mutations
in the genes encoding the transcription factors lTh'Fla (MODY3) and 1ll<'Flll gene
(~IODY5). HNFla and HNFIP both bind to the same promoter binding sequences
andmay form hetero- as well as homo-dimers. They are expressedin similartissues.
however. in mice HNFlll is expressed early in embryonic development, whereas
m\'Fla IS not expressed until during organogenesis. We aimed to compare the
phenotypes of patients with H:\'Fla and ITh'FlP gene mutations to define the differing
roles o~these two similar transcription factors in man, particularly in embryogenesis.
~Iatenals and Methods: 20 H:\'FlP and 208 HNFla mutation carriers were studied.
Fasting samples we:e compared in B~n matched groups: lTh'Flll (5). lTh'Fla (25)
and. unaffected family member controls (35). Mutation groups were matched for
fasting ~Iasma ,,:Iucose. Results: Non-diabetic renal disease. particularly renal cystic
dlseas.e IS see.n to all 20 lTh'FlP mutation carriers, but was only seen in 2 HNFla
mutation camers (p<O.OOOI). The histological classification of the renal disease is
variable inc.ludi~g cystic dysplasia, and hypoplastic glomerulocystic kidney disease.
Renal fu~ctlon tn. the HNFlll group varied from mild impairment to end stage renal
disease (in I subJe~). In 2 families lTh'Flll mutations were associated with genital
and uterine anomaltes. Beta cell function (HOMA %D) was reduced in the IINFla
subjects (26 (2-37) media:' (IQ range). p<O.OOl)and in the H:\l'lll subjects (37 (28
70), p~.OI).compared with controls (105 (85-123». Insulin sensitivity (HO~1A%S)

was similar to the ~'Fla group (113.2 (60-148» and control group (99 (66-152»,
but was decreased m the lTh'FI~ group (48 (33-56), p={).Ol). Serum Urate was
increased in the lTh'Flll group (416IJllloVi (89) mean (SD), p---{).008) compared with
contro.ls (2?9flmoVi (50» and the ITh'Fla group (273IJllloVi (63». Conclusions:
Mutations to HNFlll are specifically associated with non-diabetic renal disease
establishing the criti':'" role of H:\'FIll in renal development. In both transcription
factor diabetes there IS beta-cell dysfunction, but in HNFlll mutations in contrast to
II1\'Flamutations, this is associated with insulin resistance and hyperuricaemia. \Ve
conclude that the developmental role of the hepatic transcription factors is critical in
humans and disruption of this by heterozygous mutations results in discrete 000-

pancreatic, clinical features. •
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Clinical Aspects of Hypoglycaemia
246
A PROSPECTIVE STUDY ON THE PREVALENCE OF SEVERE
HYPOGLYCAEMIA IN TI'PE 1 DIABETIC PATIENTS 1984-1998.
J. Bragds, U. Adamson" poE. Lins", R Wredling" and P. Oskarsson". Karolinska
Institutet at Danderyd Hospital" and Division of Nursing Research Karolinska
Hospitals>, Stockholm, Sweden.

Background and Aims: A main obstacle to achieve near normal blood-glucose levels
in Type-I diabetes is the risk of hypoglycaemia. Studies performed in the 1980s on
large cohorts of adult patients documented prevalences of severe hypoglycacmia
between 8-29% and found long duration of diabetes and unawareness of
hypoglycacmia to be risk factors for such events. Multiple-injection therapy, self
monitoring of blood glucose and new insulin analogs have since been introduced in
the routine treatment of these patients.
Materials and Methods: Aiming to study the issue of hypoglycaemia we performed
a long term study of a cohort of type I diabetic patients registered at our out-patient
clinic between 19~ and 1998. An identical questionnaire regarding the previous year
was sent to the patients in the beginning of 1985 and 1999 respectively. A subanalysis
of patients (n=178) answering beth times, is presented here.
ResuIts: The usc of multiple injections had increased from 71 to 98% (p<O.OOI) and
daily self monitoring of blood-glucose from 17 to 48% (p<0.001). An increasing
number of patients reponed unawareness of hypoglycaemia (54 vs, 400/0; 1'<0,01)
while no differences were recorded with respect to patient reported anxiety and fear
for hypoglycacrnia. The prevalence of severe hypoglycaemia had increased from 17
to 27% (p<0.05) and nocturnal events were also more frequent (83 vs.76%; p<O.05) in
this cohort ofpaticnts. In parallel, a slight decrease ofHbAlc (7.4 vs. 7.6%; p<O.05)
was registered.
Conclusions: In spite of more frequent use of multiple injection therapy, usc of novel
insulin analogs and more frequent self monitoring of blood glucose the prevalence of
unawareness of hypoglycacmia increases by time and so docs the prevalence of severe
hypoglycaernia which remains a major obstacle to achieve good mctablic control
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FREQUENCY, SEVERITY, AND MORBIDITY OF
HVPOGLYCAEMIA OCCURRl"'G AT WORK IN PEOPLE WITH
L"'SULDI-TREATED DIABETES
A.M. Leckie, M.K. Graham,J.B. Grant", P.J. Ritchie, H.A. Cowie, and B.M.
Frier. Institute of Occupational Medicine, Edinburgh, • Department of
Diabetes, Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, Scotland.
Background and aims:Hypoglycaemia is common with insulin therapy and
can disrupt everyday activities. Little information is available on
hypoglycaemia occurring at work in the insulin-treated population. The
frequency and consequences of hypoglycaemia occurring at work were
therefore examined in an insulin-treated cohort in regular employment to
ascertain the extent and nature of this problem. Materials and methods:A
prospective 12 month survey of 243 people with insulin-treated diabetes in
employment (age range 20-69 years) was performed to record the frequency,
severity, and morbidity of hypoglycaemia, with particular emphasis on
episodes occurring at work. Details of hypoglycaernic episodes included time
of day, place, activity, possible cause, blood glucose, treatment, physical
injury, and any other adverse event. Glycaemic control was monitored using
serial HbAI, measurements. Results: 1951 mild (self-treated) and 242 severe
(external help required) hypoglycaemic episodes were recorded. Of the severe
hypos, 149(62%) occurred at home, 36 (15%) at work, and 56(23%}
elsewhere. Half of the severe hypos occurred during sleep. Adverse events
were reported in 213 severe episodes, 29(14%} were comatose, 20(9%} had a
seizure, 4(2%} sustained a head injury, 5(2%) another injury, 3(1%} injured
someone else, and 2(1%} damaged property. No reported road traffic
accidents occurred with severe hypoglycaemia but one with mild
hypoglycaemia, 187(78%) of individuals suffering from severe
hypoglycaemia reported being treated by a relative or their partner, 31(13%}
reported receiving assistance from a work colleague, and 11(5%} reported
requiring medical help. Conclusions:Severe hypoglycaemia is uncommon in
the workplace. When it does occur at work, it does not cause disruption.
Serious morbidity, including accidents or injuries associated with
hypoglycaemia at work, was very uncommon.
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IXCIDENCE, CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND COSTS OF SEVERE
IIYPOGLYCAEMIA - A PROSPECTIVE POPULATlO:--l-BASEDSTUDY
A. Holstein,A. Plaschke,E.-II. Ezbcrts
1st Department of Medicine, Klinikum Lippc-Detmold, Detmold; Germany

Aim: To establish the incidence, clinical characteristics and costs of severe
hypaglycaemia (SH) in a German region with 200,000 inhabitants by means of a
prospective population-based study with sensitive screening for hypoglycaemia.
Methods: Severe hypoglycaernia was defined as hypoglycaernia with impairment of
consciousness and requiring intravenous glucose or glucagon injection. In order to
also detect atypical manifestations ofSII, between 1997 and 2000 all 30,768 patients
presenting to the medical emergency department of the region's central hospital and
6,631 (85%) of all 7,675 patients attended by the emergency medical service in the
region were given an initial blood glucose test. Extensive clinical data were recorded
for the patients with hypoglycacrnia. Results: Altogether 264 cases of SH (blood
glucose 39±24 mg/dl) were registered, comprising 14 (5%) cases of spontaneous
hypoglycaernia, 179 (68%) cases ofSH on insulin therapy, 45 (17%) cases ofSII on
sulphonylurea therapy and 26 (IO%) on combined therapy. There were 91 (35%) cases
of 511 in type 1-, 145 (55%) in type 2- and 28 (I0%) in non-classified diabetic
patients. The subgroup analysis confirmed the known risk factors for 511 that is aze
comorbidity and pol) pharmacy in type 2 diabetic patients anct recurr:n;
hypoglycaemia and renal failure in type I diabetic patients. The acute mortality of the
SII was 0.4% (1/264). The overall incidence ofSH was 33 per 100,000 inhabitants per
year, the incidence of SH on insulin therapy 23 and that of sulphonylurea-induced
hypoglycaemla 5.6. The 264 cases of SH led to 1439 days in hospital and caused total
costs of440,000 euros (55,000 euros per 100,000 inhabitants per year; 1,660 euros per
case of SH). Due to the longer time spent in hospital (9.5±10.6 vs, 2.3±5.3 days;
p<O.OOO) by the older multimorbid patients, SH in type 2 diabetics was considerably
more cost-Intensive than that in type I diabetics. Conclusions: SH is a common, cost.
intensive complication of diabetes; insulin-induced forms account for the largest
number of cases. Hypoglycaemia continues to place high demands on patient
education and management in the individual diabetic patient in order to avoid this life
threatening complication and the tremendous costs. The rigorous screening for
hypog1ycaemia in this prospective study identified a higher incidence of
hypoglycacrnia than previous retrospective analyses.
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The effects of blood glucose levels on the quality of sleep In children with t)·PC I
diabetes mellitus
G. Pillar, G. Shuscheim, R Weiss, T. Nave, N. Shehadeh. Department of Pediatrics
A, RambamMedical Center, Haifa, Israel.

Background and Aims: Sleep and noetumal glucose levels in children with type I
diabetes may influence each other. H)'Po and hyperglycemia can cause sleep
disturbances, resulting in cognitive impairment, behavior problems, and growth
retardation. Sleep may alter the sensitivity of the arousal system Or the counter
regulatory hormone response to hypoglycemia, resulting in prolonged noetumal
hjpoglycemia,
Materials and Methods: Nine children "ith 1)1'< I diabetes mellitus and 8 healthy
controls were studied. All underwent fuIlllight polysomnographic recordings (EOG,
EMG, EEG, ECG, airflow, rcrspiratory effort, 0253t). Blood glucose levels were
measured every 5 minutes in the diabetic children automatically using the Mini.\fed
Continuous Glucose Monitoring System. Frequent glucose level measurements were
performed \13 a subdermal glucose sensor. Glucose levels were measured throughout
the night and stored (the values were invisible during the night). The recordings of
sleep and glucose levels were analyzed blindly. and then matched and correlated,
Results: 1. All children went to sleep with well-controlled glucose levels (100·
200mg"/o). Four children demonstrated profound hypoglycemia during the night
(below 40mg%). Three additional children demonstrated an initial increase followed
by a rapid decline in glucose levels. The remaining children had stable glucose levels,
2. The rate of the decrement in blood glucose levels, but not the absolute glucose
levels, were associated with awakenings from sleep and sleep disruption. A full of
more than l00mg"/o glucose per hour was associated with an arousal response. 3.
Paradoxically, when hypoglycemia occurred insidiously, the percentage of slow wave
sleep increased dramatically, and the EEG recordings at that time demonstraled high
amplitude hypersynchronized delta activity, 4. Diabetic children with well-controlled
glucose levels had similar sleep pattern as normal age-matched control children.
Conclusions: Rapid changes in glucose levels may disrupt sleep. On the other hand
stable hypoglycemia, even if profound, may not result in awakening from sleep and
thus may pose a serious risk for complications. Thus, measuring frequent glucose
levels during the night adds important data in treating these children.
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High serum ACE actn.ity predicts risk of severe hypoglycaemia in type 1
diabetes
U. Pedcrsen-Bjergaard, B. Agerholm-Larsen, S. Pramming, P. Hougaard, B.
'Ihorsteinsson. Dept. Internal Medicine F, Hillercd Hospital, DK-3400 Hillerad; Dept.
Clin. Biochemistry, Herlev University Hospital, Herlev; Novo Nordisk NS,
Bagsvzerd, Denmark
Background and Aims: We have previously,based on retrospective data, shown that
patients with high serum ACE activity are more susceptible to severe hypoglycaemia
(SI I). In this study we investigated whether our finding could be reproduced
prospectively.
Material. and MethDds: 170 unselectedpatients with type I diabetes, untreated with
ACE inhibitors or angiotensin II receptor antagonists, characterised by C-peptide,
level of hypoglycaemie awareness, HbAlc, and e1inical data were ineluded in the
study. Serum ACE was determined by a commereial assay and ACE genotype by
PCR. All patients were followed for one year by monthlyquestionnaires and reporting
of each episode of SH (defined as episodes needing help from other persons) by
telephone. Rates of severe hypoglycaemiaare reported as episodes per patient-year.
Results: The rates of SH according to the quartiles of serum ACE were 0.8, 0.5, 0.7,
and 2.2 in the total material (p<OOOOI) and 0.5, 0.8, 0.9, and 3.5 (p<O.OOOI) in C
peptide negative patients (n=70), respectively. The rates of SH according to ACE
genotype were: II: 0.8; ill: 1.1; and DD: I.I in the total material (p=O.6)and: II: 0.3;
ID: 1.8; and DD: 1.7 (p<O.OOl) in C-peptide negative patients. For comparison, the
overall rates of SH in patients with or without detectable C-peptide levels were 0.8
and 1.4 (p<0.05) and in patients with normal or impaired awareness the rates were 0.2
and 1.6 (p<O.OOOI).
Coneluslons: Serum ACE is a strong independent predictor of the risk of severe
hypoglycaemia in patients with type I diabetes, in particular In those with
undetectableC-peptide.
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PREVIOUS HYSTORY OF HYPOGLYCEMIC CO~L\ DETER.'\IL"<ES
COGNITIVE AI\l> EEG ABNOR.'\fALmES DURlNG HVPOGLYCEML<\ L'l
TYPE I DL\BETIC PATIENTS.
A. Maran,C. Crepaldi,F. Del Piccolo,S. Trupiani,C. Musto,A. Tiengo, A. Avogaro,P.
Amodio.
Dipartimento di MedicinaClinicae Sperirnentale, Universityof Padova, Italy.

Aims:TypeI diabeticpatientswithrecurrentseverehypoglycemia are at increased risk for
subsequenthypoglycemic comas. It is still Dot clear, however, whetherpatienr's previous
exposureto hypoglycemic coma could lead to permanentcognitivedysfunction The aim
of our studywas to determinewhetherprevioushistory of hypoglycemic comadetermines
early cognitivedysfunction and EEG abnormalities during controlled hypoglycemia in
type I diabeticpatients.Methods: 6l)t>e I diabetic patients (5 M and I F)·(mean age
37±4yrs,Hbale 8.1 ±I %, duration17 ± 4 yrs) with at least2 hypoglyeemic comasin the
previous3 years (SH) and 6 matchedI)pe I diabeticpatientswith no history of severe
hypoglycemia (NH) were studied with a slow-fall hypoglycemic clamp (insulin
infusion=1.5 mUI1g/min, plasma glucosereducedstepwiseto 68, 58 and 49 mg/dlevery
40 minutes). Cognitive function (4-Reaction time), symptomatic responses (semi
quantitative questionnaire) and EEG spectralanalysisactivitywere recordedthroughout
Results: During hypoglycemia cognitivefunction deteriorated significantly (4-Rl) at a
plasmaglucosethresholdof 55±1mg/dlin bothgroups(p=ns).However, in SH autonomic
symptoms were significantlydiminished (plasmaglucosethreshold 49±1 vs, 54±1 rng/dl,
p=O.02). Duringcognitivetask in SH patientsEEG spectral analysisdemonstrated I) a
slowing in betaactivity at euglycemia (24±1 vs, 14±111z,p<O.03); 2) a slow-ingof theta
activity (l3±1 vs. 22±2 Hz p<0.05), beta activity, (25±1 vs. 14±1 Hz, p<O.05) and
absolute power (6±1 vs. 11±2 Hz, p=0.07) during controlled hypoglycemia (plasma
glucose 56 ±I mgldl).Betweenthe two groups,a significant interaction effect was found
betweenplasmaglucose and theta activity(ANOVA; F=7.4, p<O.05). Moreover, during
eye closed EEG recording only in SII patientsa high significant correlationwas found
betweenglucoselevelsand EEG spectralanalysis(beta: r=O.52, p<O.OOI, theta: r=O.59,
p<O.OOI, lIIDE r=O.62, p<O.OOI) CODdusions: Controlledhypoglycemia elicits cognitive
dysfunction in both NIl and SH patients. Howeveronly patientswith previoushistory of
hypoglycemic coma present significant EEG alterations during hypoglycemia This
suggests that hypoglycemic coma determines a specific susceptibility to the metabolic
encephalopathy,
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RENAL COMPENSATION FOR IMPAIRED HEPATIC GLUCOSE RELEASE DURING
HYPOGLYCEMIA IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
H.J.Woene, C. Meyer, E.Popa,P.CryerandJ. Gerich, University ofRochester. NY. USA
Background: In ovemighl-fasted humans both liver and kidney re'ease glucose into the
circulafion, Undercertain conditions (e.g. liver transplantation and prolonged fasting), the
kidney increases its release of glucose to compensate for reduced hepatic glucose release.
We tested the hypothesis that during counterregulation of hypoglycemia, there would be
increased renal glucose release in patients with type2 diabetesme!l'tus (T20M) since they
would beexpected10 have reduced hepatic glucose release becauseof reduced glucagon
responses. Methods: Hypoglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp experiments (-3.1 mM) were
performed in 12 subjects with T20M and in 10 age-weight matched nondiabelic volunteers
(NV). During these clamps, we measured total endogenous glucose release (TEGR) and
renal glucose release (RGR) using a combined isotopic net balance approach as well as
counterregulatory hormone responses. We calculated hepatic glucose release (HGR) as
TEGR minus RGR since liver and kidney are the only organs ab'e to release glucose.
Results: Despite comparable hypoglycemia and plasmainsulin concentrations, TEGR was
reducedin T2DM subjects (6.6±0.6 vs 10.2±1.1 ~molkg"'min" in NV, p=O.Ol). This was
wholly accounted for by a reduction in HGR (3.9±05 vs 8.6±10 prnol kg

'min"
in NV,

p=0.OOI5) sinceRGR was increased inT20M subjects(3.3±0.5 vs 1.6±O.3l-'mol kg"'min" in
NV. p=0.015). Ouring hypoglycemia plasma epinephrine. lactate and free fatty acid
concentrations were greater in the T20M subjects (allp<O.Ol) and net renal lactateuptake
was significantly correlated with RGR (r=0.6, p=O.Ol). Conclusions: During counterregulation
of hypoglycemia. increased renal glucose release, probably due to increased epinephrine
responses, partia!ly compensates forreduced hepaticglucosereleaseinpatients with T2DM.
These observations mayexpiain whypatients with T2DM have a rela~vely lowoccurrence of
severe hypoglycemia compared to patients with type 1 diabetes (TIOM). Loss of this
compensatory increase inrenalglucose releaseinpatientswith lype1 diabetesmellitus who
have deficient epinephrine counterregulatory responses and in patients with T2DM who
develop endstage renal disease may explain why these patients are prone to severe
hypoglycemia.
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A Novel Treatment of Hypoglycemia Unawareness (HU) with Anti-Diabetic
Sulfonylureas Taro Wasada and Yasuhiko Iwamoto, Tokyo, Japan
Background and Aims: The most serious aspect of HU is that ncuroglycopenia
precedes the onset of counter-regulation and autonomic nerve activation, thereby'
leading to cognitive dysfunction; such as loss of personal control, abnormal behav",:,
and even unconsciousness and seizure. So far, the only strategy for prevention of HU IS
the meticulous avoidance of hypcglycernia (11), which is hardly achieved. Here we
propose a potentially effective treatment for this life-threatening problem in patients at
risk. Case 1: a ~3 y-fo m ty-pe I diabetic with 9 ys of duration. Ten mo ago, his
abnormal behavior was found during sleep: he moved his arms involuntarily, and
occasionally shouted Neurological examinations including brain 1I1RI, EEG and brain
blood flow study were all normal. Based on his blood glucose monitoring at home
(SlIIDG),nocturnal H was evident. When the potentially beneficial e/fect of SU drugs
was explained, he and his wife expressed a strong desire to receive SUo During a 4 w
Tx with glimcpiride (GLP) 2mg at bedtime, abnormal behavior ceased. He was
instructedto take GLP 2mg a day'for 2 w and stop It for additional 2 w. While on GLP,
previous episodes were not observed, and occasionally he felt "light-hcadcdness" at
blood glucose levels below 2.2m11f. WltiJe off GLP, he became less alert on two
occasions, and couldn't detect H at blood glucose levels of I.~ to 2.7m...\. Abnormal
behavior, which occurred previously 2 to ~ times per rno, didn't recur on the .Tx with
GLP ~mglday for ~ 010, but its discontinuationagain caused the symptoms at night, HIS
pereeption of H remains compromised. Case 2: a 52 y-to rn, insulin-treated dla~ellcs.

Six mo ago, he suddenly lost consciousness.Thereafter, he experiencedseveral episodes
of unconsciousness with tonie clonic seizures. HU was evident from his S~IDG. WIth
strong request by- the individual and his medical supervisor.I mg of GLP twice a day
was begun. Since then he has had no episodes of unconsciousnessover the last 6 mo.
He sometimes experienced "Iight-hcadedncss" and slight sweating at blood glucose
levelsaround 2.8mM, but didn't notice H on the majority of occasions. Case 3: a 53 y-to
f. type I diabetic with 10 ys of duration. Her average HbAlclevel of the recent 12 rno
was 6.50/.. She experienced nocturnalseizures three-times during the las! 1,;'-0 y-ea~. S~e
began to receive 2mg GLP at bedtime. Since then she began to feel something IS
wrong" when blood glucose fell below 2.5m...f. Based 0':' her SI-IDG, she was able. to
recognizeH in approximately 80% of 13 documented episodes of H «3.3m\!) dunng
GLP Tx while 50% of 16 documented episodes of 11 during its withdrawal.
CDDclusi~ns: The glucose-receptive neurons in specific regions of the brain sense
ambicnt glucose concentrations by their ATP-senslltve.potasslUm (KAT!') ~hannel~ and
thereby contribute to counter-regulation, autononue. ~en'e stimulation, seizure
protection,andintegrityof cognitive function-.Therefore, It IS ternptmg10 speculate that
KAll' channels of these neurons are defective 10 HU. Our preliminarylindmgs favor an
idea that SU might enhance cognitive ~u,:",tion .by- affectinil n~uronal. excitability and
neurotransmitterrelease through antagonrzmgH-Induced acuvuuon of KAT!' channels.
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BENEFICIAL EFFECTS OF C-PEPTIDE ON MYOCARDIAL
FUNCTION IN PATIENTS WITII TYPE I DIABETES
A Hansen, B-L Johansson, J Wahren, II von Bibra, Depts of Internal
Medicine and Surgical Sciences, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden

Background and Aims. Proinsulin C-peptide (CP) has recently been shown
to bind specifically to a G-protein coupled membrane receptor and to
stimulate Na',K'-ATPase and eNOS activities via Ca'+-dependent signaling
pathways. CP increases blood flow in skeletal muscle, probably by
recruitment of capillaries, when administered to patients with type I diabetes
(D). Myocardial effects ofCP are examined in this study.
Methods and Materials. Eight male D (mean age 28±5 yrs) without signs
of cardiovascular disease during normoglycernia were studied on two
separate occasions using a double blind study design: one day with infusion
of CP (5 pmollkg/min) during 60 min, and on another day with saline
infusion. Eight volunteers (N) served as age matched controls. Peak regional
myocardial velocities during early diastole (Vd) and systole (Vs) were
measured using pulsed tissue Doppler at rest and after dipyridamole stress
(DS, 0.84 mg/kg) both before and after CP. Myocardial conlrast echo was
performed using pulse inversion technique. The plateau signal intensity (A),
which correlates with the myocardial blood volume, was calculated from
digital signal intensity versus pulsing interval plots.
Results. Vd at rest was reduced in D (l3.8±1.6 cmfs) compared to N
(15.5±2.7 cmfs, p<O.OI) and so was Vs at rest (8.0±1.0 vs 8.8±1.6 cm/s,
p<0.02). During CP infusion, Vd and Vs increased by l2±3% (p<O.OI, from
13.8±1.6 to l5A±1.7 cm/s) and by 12±4% (p<0.05, from 8.0±1.0 to 8.9±1.5
cm/s),respectively. During OS, Vd increased from 13.8±1,6 to 15.5±1.4 cm/s
and Vs from 8.0±1.0 to 9.9±1.l cm/s. A at rest increased from 6.5±3.2 dB to
8.3±3.3 dB during CP (p<O.OI) and to 11.2±5.2 dB during OS (p<O.OOI) in
O. No significant changes were observed during saline infusion. These data
indicate that C-peptide may exert beneficial effects on systolic and diastolic
myocardial contraction velocities and perfusion in type I diabetic patients.
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THE EFFECT OF V,TINSIVE INSULL"l THERAPYON QT DISPERSIONDURL"'G

ACUTECORONARY EVENTSIN DIABETICPATIENTS.
A.STEFANlDIS', A.MELIDONlS', S.TOURNlS', M.ZAIRlS', K.KATSAROS',
S. HAh'DANlS"O.BELOECOS', S.ARGYRAKlS', P.ASIMACOPOULOS' and S.FOUSSAS'.
\.Cardiology Dept,2.Diabetic Center,TzanioHospital, Piraeus; 3.University of Athens,Athens;
GREECE.
BackgroBod aDd Aim.!: The link between the dispersion of ventricular recovery times.,
myocardial arrhythmogenlcity and increased.mortality~ been ext:ns~vely .sn;died; Ai?, of our
studywas to evaluatethe hypothesis that stnct metabolic control'nth insulininfusionm type 2
diabetic patients (pIS) with non-ST segment elevationAcute Coronary Syndrom~ (non-ST
ACS),mayinfluenceQTdispersion (QTdisp).Materials ..d M~thO<h: The study mc!uded.48
l>1'" 2 diabeticpts with non-STACS. 23 randomized to conventional treatment pIus mte";""e
insulintherapy(GroupA) and25 to conventional therapyonly(Group B). GroupA pts received
insulinby infusionfor 72 hours, aimingto maintainnormogl?,caemia. Group B pts were.t:eated

according to Coronary Care Unitstandardpractice. The m~'UII1um QT(QT ".""'), the~um
QT (QT min) and QT disp(QTmax-QTmin) weredetermmed on !\VO occasions: analyzing the
first near nomtal ECG at a time point as soon as possible after admission and 72 hours later.
Also,a Dopplerindex(Dl), designed to determine theglobalm~oca;dial ~:rormanc:, d:fine.d as
the sumofisovolumetriccontraction pluslsovolumetric relaxation umedividedby ejecuontune.
was estimatedin !'W"O serialecho studies.on admissionand 72 hours later.The two groups were
comparable in terms of medical history, clinical, ecbocardiographic and biochentical data. PIS
with, a) a previousmyocardial infarction, b) evolution in ST elevation AMI(ST-AMI), c) left
ventricular (LV) hypertrophy and, d) intraventricular conduction disturbances, were not
recruited. Res."': Twopts frombothgroupswereexcluded fromtheanalysisbecausetherewas
evidence for evolution in ST-AM!. MeanGlucoselevelin the infusion groupwas significantly
lowerthanin controls(6.98romol.I"' vs, 11.19mmol.l",p< O.llOl). QTmax, QTntinandQtdisp
weresintilaron admission in the twogroups(GroupA vs.GroupB ; QTmax:413 ± 22 vs, 409
± 25 msec; QTmin:356± 24 vs,349± 30 msec; QTdisp: 57 ± 28 vs,60 ± 23 msec,P :NS).At
72 hours, GroupA patients showed significantly improved 01 and QTdisp values(GroupA vs,
GroupB: 01: O.64±O.17 vs. 0.73±O.lI,p< 0.05;QTdisp: 49 ± 21 \"S. 62 ± 16 msecs,p < 0.01)
when compared with Group B pIS. However, the multivariate analysis revealed that type of
treatment did not independently influence the QTdlsp values.due to a strong dependency. of
QTdispvalueson improvement of LV timction (Beta = 0.56,p < 0.00I). CODclasIoD: IntenSIve
insulin treatment during nQn-ST ACS improves OTdisp although this phenomenon could be
attributed to an ('nhancement arLV function.
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Diastolic Myocardial Function and ;\I)'ocardial J\licro"asculature Reserve
Improve with Intense Insulin Treatment in Type 2 Diabetic Patients.
H von Bibra, A Hansen, V Dounis, T Bysledt', K Malmberg. L Ryden. Cardiology
and "Endocrinology Deps, Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden

Background and aims: Diastolic dysfunction and reduced myocardial flow reserve
precede systolic abnormalities, coronary artery disease and overt microangiopathy
in diabetic patients (D). We tested the hypothesis, that this may be reversed by
normalisation of hyperglycemia by means of intense antidiabetic treatment (IAT) in
type 2 D. IIIethods: 30 D (mean age 59±8 years) had systolic (Vs) and diastolic
(Vd) regional myocardial velocities assessed with pulsed Doppler tissue imaging in
12 left ventricular segments during dipyridamole stress (OS) echocardiography
(0.84 mglkg). Simultaneously, myocardial perfusion was assessed by contrast
echocardiography after i.v, infusion of LevovistD (4 g) using pulse inversion
technique at 1.3 mechanical index. The plateau value (MBV), which correlates with
myocardial blood volume, was derived from myocardial signal intensity
measurements at increasing trigger intervals and normalized for signal intensity
within the LV cavity (%). 23 D were studied before and aftcr 3 weeks oflAT and 7
D during unchanged treatment (C). Results: In C, fasting B-Glucose, Vd, Vs and
MBV remained unchanged. After IAT, fasting B-G1ueosedecreased by 3.6 nunollL,
Vd increased from 7.8.101.5 cmls to 8.6±1.4 cmls (p<0.002), Vs remained unchanged
(6.2±1 and 6,4±0.9 cmls) and MI3Vduring DS was increased from 18.108 to 22±8 %
(p<O.OOl). Vd increased from 7.3±1.4 to 8.3± 1.4 cm/s(p<0.002) in the subgroup of
13 patients whose improved glycemic control was achieved b)' increased insulin
dose during lAT. Vd remained unchanged in the 10 D in whom a comparable IAT
was achieved via oral drugs without modification of insulin. The changes in
diastolic function were paralleled by the changes of MBV at maximal vasodilatation
in both subgroups. Conclusion: Diastolic dysfunction in diabetic patients improves
by intensive insulin treatment, This beneficial effect may be due to augmented
availability of myocardial microvasculature.
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Interactions between nicorandil and sulpbon)'lureas: a structural basis,
F.Reimann, F.M Ashcroft and F.MGribble Department of Clinical Biochemistry,
Addcnbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge and University Laboratory of Physiology, Parks
Road, Oxford,UK
Background and Aims: Nicorandil is an anti-anginal agent that opens ATP-sensitive
potassium (l(-ATP) channels in smooth muscle thereby vasodilating the coronary
vasculature. K-ATP channels in muscle and pancreaticbeta cells share a common pore
forming subunit, Kir6.2, but possess alternative sulphonylurea receptors (SURI in bela
cells, SUR2A in cardiacmuscleand SUR2B in smoothmuscle).The aim of this study was
to investigatethe domains of the K-ATP channel involved in nicorandil activity, and to
determinewhether the drug interactswith hypoglycaemicsulphonylureas. Materials and
Methods: We expressedrecombinantK-ATP channelsin Xenopus OOC)1es and measured
the effects of drugs and nucleotides by recording macroscopic currents in excised
membranepatches. Results: Nicorandil activated Kir6.2/SUR2Aand K.ir6.2!SUR2B but
not Kir6.2!SURI currents,consistentwith its specificityfor cardiacand smoothmuscle K·
ATP channels. Drug activity was dependent on the presence of nuclcotides and was
impaired when the Walker A lysine residues were mutated in either nucleotide binding
domain of SUR2. To identify domains essential for nicorandil activity, we constructed
chimeras between SURI and SUR2A. SwappingThis 13-17 (but not This 13-16 alone)
from SUR2A to SURI transferrednicorandil sensitivity, The reverse chimera, in which
This 13-16 of SURI were transferred into SUR2A. was only partially activated by
nicorandil. Thus, both Thll7 and This 13-16 of SUR2A are required for nicorandil
activity.This domain correspondsto the region of SURI thatcontains the sulphonylurea
bindingsite. As sulphonylureas exhibitdifferentspecificitiesfor SURI and SUR2-l)l'es of
K-ATP channel,we investigatedthe interactionbetweensulphonylureasand nicorandil.In
the presence of ATP, 0.1mM nicorandil activated Kir6.2/SUR2A and Kir6.21SUR2B
currents 4.I±O.8 (n~20) and 4.2±1.2-fold(n=18), respectively(ron ± sem). The response
was unaffected by O.OIm.'t gliclazide (SUR2A: 3.I±O.5 (n=7); SUR2B: 3.7±1.4-fold
(n=5) activation).but was severely impaired b)' 100n.'1glibenclamide (SUR2A: 0.5±O.I
(n=6); SUR2B: 0.9±O.I-fold(n~6) activation) or 100tL'1 glimepiride (SUR2A: 0.6±O.1
(n~7); SUR2B: 2.I±O.3-fold (n~7) activation). Conclusions: Nicorandil specifically
targets SUR2-l)l'e K-ATP channels due to its interaction with the C-terminal group of
This of SUR2. Nccleotides modify the response via the nucleotide binding domains of
SUR Nicorandil activity was unaffectedby gliclazide, which specifically blocks SURI
type K-ATPchannels,but wasseverely impairedby glibenclamidcand glirnepiride,which
target bothSURI and SUR2-l)l'e K-ATP channels.
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rrrects of Treatment with Sulfonylures Drugs or Insulin On Ischaemia Induced
Myocardial Dysfunctlon in Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus.
S. Vigili de Kreutzenberg, R Scognamiglio, C. Negut, M. Palisi, A Tiengo, S.
Ninkovic, A Avogaro. Dipartimento di Medicina Clinica e Sperimentale. Padova.
Italy
Background and Aims: In patients with Type 2 diabetes (O~I2) and coronary artery
disease (CAD), the potential negative role of sulfonylurea drugs on ischemic
preconditioning, is under debate. We assessed the effect of treatment with
glibenclamide (G) or I on ventricular myocardial dysfunction (MD) induced by acute
ischemia in 19 patients with D~12 and CAD.
Materials and Methods: Each patient (MIF=14!5; age=61±2yrs; B~n= 29.3± 0.8
kg/m2) was randomly assigned to either I or G treatment and crossed-over after 12
weeks for an additional similar period. Metabolic control was maintained censtant
during beth treatments. At the end ofeach period left ventricular end diastolic volume
index (L VEDI), ejection fraction (L VEF), and wall motion score index (WMSI) were
studied by 2D echocardiography at rest and during dipyridamole infusion (01)
(0.84mglkg over 10min). Ten healthy matched subjects (C) (MIF~812; age=6O±4yrs;
B~n= 28.0±0.8 kglrn2) served as centrol for baseline echocardiographic evaluation.
Results: LVEDVI (G=109±20; 1=109±19 m11m2), LVEF (G=43±7; 1=46±8%),
WMSI (G=1.40±0.29; 1=1.40±0.28) were similar with G or I at rest, while in D~I2,

LVEDV was higher and LVEF was lower cempared to C (64±9 mUm2 and 6O±9"10
respectively; beth p<0.(05), independently of treatment. During DI, after G
treatment, peak stress LVEF (37±12 vs 43±7%; p<0.(05) was reduced and WMSI
(1.98±0.24 vs 1.4±O.28; p<O.OOI)was increased significantly, while after I treatment,
peak stress LVEF (45±11 vs 46±8%) and WMSI (1.60±0.40 vs 1.4±0.29) did not
differ from baseline. LVEF was significantly higher and WMSI was significantly
lower with I than with G (both p<O.OOI)
Conclusions: In patients with D~12 and CAD, ischemic MD induced by DI is more
severe during treatment with G than with I. Restitution of a preccnditioning
mechanism by I may have a potential beneficial effect.
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Metabolic and rndotbelial Effects of Trimetazidine in Type 2 Diabelic Patients
with Ischemic Dilated Cardiomyopathy.
L.D. Monti, G. Fragasso, E. Setola, A Palloshi, R Camisasca, G. Valsecchi, P.
Lucorti, G. Pozza, PM. Piatti, A. Margonato. mccs H. San Raffaele, Milan, Italy

Background and Aims: Aim of the study was to evaluate whether trimetazidine
(TMZ), a cempound known to inhibit myocardial beta-oxidation, can improve
peripheral and skeletal muscle (S~I) g1ucese utilisation, exercise tolerance and resting
ventricular function in 16 type 2 diabetic patients affected by severe ischemic dilated
cardiomyopathy.
Materials and Methods: All patients were randomly allocated in a double-blind
study in which TMZ (40 mg/day) or placebe were administrated for IS days. At the
end of each period, they underwent euglycaemic hyperinsulinaemic clamp and
forearm indirect calorimetry, 2D-echocardiography and exercise testing.
Results: Compared to placebe, TMZ decreased fasting glucese levels (6.7±O.4 vs
7.6±O.6 mM; p<0.05) increasing S~l glucese oxidation (0.68±O.08 vs 0.48±O.06
IIM!IOOmLlmin; p<0.05) without changes in insulin levels. At the end of the clamp,
ThIZ increased M-value (4.0±0.5 vs 3.3±O.4 mglkglmin; p<0.01), SM g1ucese
utilisation (4.03±O.61 vs 2.95±0.64 1I},1/100 mLlmin; p<0.03) and SM glucese
oxidation (1.84±0.14 vs 0.88±O.16 ~1/100 mLlmin; p<0.(01) while SM lipid
oxidation was cempletely inhibited (p<0.002). No changes in SM glucose storage
were observed. A significant increment ofejection fraction (46±6 vs 43±6%; p<O.03),
fractional shortening (27±7 vs 24±7; p<0.05) and in maximal exercise time (450±154
vs 426± 167 sec; p=O.08) were observed. In parallel, basal endothelin-I levels
significantly decreased after nlZ (11.3±2.6 vs 13.6±2.7 pg/m1;p<0.05).
Conclusions: nlZ improved glucese metabolism and left ventricular function in type
2 diabetic patients with dilated ischemic cardiomyopathy. These effects are likely to
be dependent on the fact that nlZ shift FFA oxidation to glucose oxidation and may
be operative in beth the heart and the vascular endothelium.
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L'\TLL"l:I<CEOF A.'\.IDIABETtC TREATME:'/T wTIlI SULFo:-."YLL'R£A DReGS 0:-1LOI<G
T£R.\1 SLllVlVAL AFTER ACUTE MYOCARDIAL rx ARCTIO:-I L'i TI"PE 2 DIABETIC
PATILxrS

The LAngendreer Myocardial infarction and Blood glucose in Diabetic patients
Assessment (LA.UBDA)
Juris J. Meier

l
, Sihda Dt-irun', Andreas Klamann t , "'oUT Schmiegel', Michael

A. N"aucku

'Department of Medicine, Ruhr-Universiry, Knappschafls-Krankenhaus, Bochurn,
Germany
2Diabeteszentrum Bad Lauterberg im Harz, Germany

Introduclion: T)1'e 2 diabetic patients show a significantly higher mortality after
acute myocardial infarction cempared to non-diabetic patients. The influence of
sulfonylureas on the survival after acute myocardial infarction is still under debate.
Patients and methods: Survival of 562 patients, censccutiveiy admitted to an
intensive care unit with the diagnosis acute myocardial infarction was prospectively
assessed for> 3 years. At the time of hospital admission, patients were grouped as
(a) non-diabetic patients; (b) newly diagnosed type 2 diabetic patients; (c) patients
with known !)-P.e 2 diabetes not treated with sulfonylureas and (d) patients with
known type 2 diabetes treated with sulfonylureas. Survival-analysis was performed
accerding to Kaplan-Meier.
Results: 324 patients were non-diabetics, in 86 cases type 2 diabetes was newly
diagnosed at the time of hospital admission, 77 patients with known diabetes had
taken sulfonylureas (glibenclamide in all cases) prior to the acute myocardial
infarction, 75 patients were on any other antidiabetic treatment. Long-term-survival
was significantly shorter in type 2 diabetic patients cempared to the non-diabetic
patients (p < 0.0001). However, no significant differences were observed between
the type 2 diabetic patients treated with sulfonylurea-drugs and those receiving any
other antidiabetic treament (p = 0.60)
Conclusions: An antidiabetic treatment with sulfonylurea-drugs prior to acute
myocardial infarction does not have negative effects on the long-term survival.
Larger prospective studies mil be necessary to finally clarify this question.
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EFFECTOF CARDIACREHABILITATRION AFTERAN ISCHEMIC HEART
EVENTONCARDIOVASCULAR CAPACmES, IN lYPE· 2 DIABETES.
B.Verges·, B.Patois-Verges', B.Lucas', C.GaIland-Ios·, IMCasillas' and I.M.Brun·.
'Service deDiabetologie,' Unite Readaptation Cardio-Vasculaire, CHU Dijon, France

Bad,gronnd and Aims: cardiac rehabilitation (CR), after an isehemic beart event,
significantly improves cardiovascular capacities, in the general population.
However, we do not know, so far, wbttber diabetic patients can obtain from CR a
similar benefit than non diabetic subjects. Methods: In order to answer this question
we performed a centrolled prospective study in 38 type 2 diabetic patients (31 M, 7
F), included in a CR program which was started less than one month after an
ischemic heart event treated by fibrinolysis and/or angioplasty. The patients had a 2
month CR program, including 6O-minute physical exercise sessions 3 times a week.
A cycling exercise test including V02ma.~ measurement was performed in each
patient at the beginning then at the end of the CR program. The results obtained in
diabetic patients were cempared to those from a non-diabetic centrol group matched
for age, sex ratio, left ventricular ejection fraction, ischemic heart event type and
treatment. Results: Before CR no differences between diabetic and non diabetic
patients were observed for maximalpower and V02max during the exercise test. At
the end of the 2·month CR program, diabetic patients showed, during the final
exercise test, significantly lower maximal power (118±27 vs 138±35 watt, p=O.OI)
and V02max (23±7 vs 29±8 mVmnlkg, p=O.003f Improvement of cardiovascular
capacities was significantly reduced in diabetic patients cempared to non-diabetic
subjects especially maximal power (18.6±15 vs 29.4±20 watt,p<0.05), heart rate at
exercise (HIO vs 17±l5 beatlmn,p<O.OOI) and V02ma.~ (2.5±4 vs 6.4±5,p=O.(01).
Among the 38 diabetic patients, we could separate a group of 21 patients who
obtained a significant benefit from CR (V02 improvement >5%) and a group of 17
patients who had no benefit (V02 improvement <5%). In a multivariate analysis,
only HbAlc could significantly differentiate these 2 groups (6.6±1 vs 8.3±2
%.p<O.05) when age, lipids, microalbuminuria, neuropathy, leg arteriopathy, left
ventricular ejection fraction, ischemic heart event type and treatment were not
different between the 2 groups. Conclusioo.s:l) The benefit (power, V02 max) of
cardiac rehabilitation after an ischemic heart event is reduced in diabetic patients. 2)
Poor glycaemic control is the mainfactor explaining the absence of cardiovascular
capacities improvement, after cardiac rehabilitation, in some diabetic patients.
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Mechanisms of Sertoli's cell-induced mitogenic effects on isolated rat islet B
cells: in vitro morphologic and functional, and in vivn post-transplant
consequences.
R. Calafiore,G. Luca, M. Calvitti, G. Basta, L.M. Neli, E. Bccchetti, S. Capitani, A
Brozzetti, P. Brunetti.Department of Internal Medicine and Endocrine and Metabolic
Sciences, University of Perugia,Perugia, Italy.

Background and Aims:The low mitotic activityof adult islet (l) B-<:ells may impair
the long-term I transplant (TX) functional life-span. We had previously observed that
co-incubation of rat Sertoli's cells (SC} with homologous I induced significant
increase in B-<:ell mitogenesis. However, the nature of the involved mechanisms
remained unclear. We aimed to clarify essence and specificity of the SC-rclated
mitogenic effects, as well as their potential impact on I TX
Materials and Methods:Adult Spague-Dawley (SO) rat I were incubated with either
homologous pre-pubertal SC, or SC concentrated supernatant(S). Control astrocytes
(AA) separated from SO rat brain cortex were co-incubatedwith I. After 12 days, the
preparations were incubated with 5-bromodcoX)llridine (ErdU), and double-stained
with fluorescein (Fl'I'Cj-conjugated mouse anti-BrdU monoclonal antibodies (green
signal) and tctrarhodamlne-Isothiocyanate (TRITC)-conjugated mouse anti-insulin
antibodies (red signal). The samples were imaged on laser confocal microscopy
(LCM). Insulin release from SC-I, SC-S and AA-I, statically incubated with glucose
at different concentrations (2.5 through 16.7 mM), was determined. I and I+SC
clusters were enveloped in our alginate/poly-Lornithincmicrocapsules, and grafted
into two groups of CD-I mice (n=5+5) with streptozotocin-induced diabetes. Blood
glucose was monitored throughout the study.
Results.Unlike I alone and I+AA, I+SC and I+S showed very bright fluorescence
patterns, reflecting higher insuIin signals, under LCM examination, Mitotic nuclei, as
identified by BrdU positive staining. coincided with those of b-cells. In particular,
quantification of Brdtl-positivc Bscells showed that the b-cell mitotic I1Ite was
significantly higher for I+SC (8.1%) and I+S (7.4%) as compared to I and I+AA
(1%), p<O.OI.In vitro insuIin release was significantly greater from I+SC and I+SC S
than for I and I+AA, upon either basal or high-glucose stimulation (p<O.OI).
Normoglycemiawas restored in all recipients, regardless of the TX setting. However,
at 120 days of post-TX, 3/5 mice grafted with encapsulated I+Sc, while none of the
control encapsulated I-alone group, were still on remission of hypcrgjycemia,
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IDEI\'IFICATIO~ OF TUBUL\R COMPLEXES WITH PLURIPOTENT
STEM CELLS IN THE PANCREAS OF DIABETES-PRONE BB RATS
Gen-Sheng Wangl, Michael Steller}, Heidi Gruber 2, Peter Smyth3, Olga Pulido),
LawTenceRosenberg 4, Fraser W. Scotti, 2. I The Ottawa Health Research Institute,
University ofOttawa,Ottawa, Canada; 2 Nutrition Research Division, Health Canada,
Ottawa, Canada; 3 Pathology Section, Toxicology Research Division, Health Canada,
Ottawa, Canada; 4 Montreal General Hospital, McGill University, Montreal, Canada.

Baek~round and Aims:Tubularcomplexes (fC) have beenreported in pancreatitis, ductal
wrapping, chemically induced pancreatic carcinogenesis, pancreatectomy, and streptozotocin
induceddiabetes.However. these structureshave not been documented in spontaneousmodels
of type1diabetes, suchas thediabetes-prone BioBreeding (BBdp) rat,
Materialsand Methods:Groupsof BBdpand BBcontrol(BBc)ratswith 10-40animalswere
feda standard cereal-based rodentdiet fromweaning until 150d. Pancreatafromrats aged7
150 d were fixed in Bouin's solution. Pancreatic sections were stained with H&E and
antibodies for insulin, glucagon, homeodomain-containing transcription factor pancreas
duodenum homeoboxgeoe-I (POX-I),keratin, cytokcratin20 (CK20), PCNA,andnestin.
Results:TCwereseeninfrequently (10%)in bothBBeandBBdpratsyounger than 30 d, were
absentbetween30-52d andre-appeared only in BBdpand diabetic rats older than 52 d. The
frequency of TCincreased in BBdprats to 40%around 90 d, which is similarto the meanage
of onset of diabetes. Typical Te were composedof duet-likestructureswith low cuboidal or
flattened cells(keratinpositive,CK 20 negative) surrounding a largeacinarlumen, and islets
with insulin positive, glucagon positive, PDX~l positive, keratin negative, and CK 20 negative
cells. Islets outside of the Te werekeratin positive.Non-isletregions of TC were composed
mainlyof acinar,ductuleand inflammatory cells. Duct-likeacinarcells were PDX-l negative
and characterized. by a loss of zymogen granules. increased expression of keratin. reNA and
increased apoptosis, Increased expression of nestin, a marker of pluripotent cells in the
pancreas. was found in TC. TC in animals subjectedto pancreaticduct wrapping, a means of
enhancingislet neogenesis.were 6 timesmore frequent thanin shamcontrols.
Cond~sions: We showed.for the f1I'5t time, that TC are nOIlIlJ.IIy infrequent in BB rats. but
recur In adolescent BBdp rats with pancreatic islet injury by the de-differentiation of acinar
cells into pluripotent duet-like cells from whichnew islets bud.These data suggest that the
formationof tubular complexes in the pancreas is a fonn of neogenesis that is an attempt to
compensate forisletinjury. (Supported byJDF,CIHR,ORDCF, andHealthCanada)
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R Redifferentiation of expanded human beta cells to insulin producing cells
T. Bouckenooghe,B. Vandewalle,J.Kerr-Conte, S. Belatch, B. Lukowiak, V. Gm}T,
J. Lefebvre and F. Pattou. UPRES 10HlERM 106, Faculte de Medecine, Place de
Verdun, 59045 Lille, France.

Background and Aims: The need for transplantable human islets has stimulated
strategies to produce islet neogenesis and/or initiate islet growth, In the healthy adult
pancreas, the cell proliferative capacity is low, however, pancreatic cell replication,
can be induced under experimental conditions. In vitro studies on beta cell
proliferation performed on extracellular matrices plus growth factors have
demonstrated a possible cell replication which was however accompanied by a loss of
insulin secretion. The aim of this study was to try to reexpress human beta cell
secreting capacity after in vitro cell expansion of human beta cells.
Materials and Methods: The core of human pancreatic islets isolated from 5-7
cadaveric donors and consisting mainly in beta cells, were cultured on HTB-9 cell
matrices plus 10 nglml HGF with the addition or not of compounds known for their
stimulatory properties on cell differentiation and/or insulin secretion. The potency of
the tested compounds (Activin-A, TGF-b, calcitriol, sodium butyrate, GLP-I,
Exendin-a, Nicotinamide and some of their association). was assesed on insulin,
POX-I, Glut!, GlutJ and glucokinase gene expression after 14 day culture as well as
on insulin secretion.
Results: In proliferating control cells, the remaining insulin secretion was 10% of
staning culture after 14 day culture and the remaining insulin gene expression only
5%. The expression of the other genes implicated in the control of insulin synthesis
and secretion was 36%,66%,75%, and 87% for POX-I, glucokinase, Glutl and Glut
3 respectively compared to startingconditions.
Reversal potencies were mainly observed with sodium butyrate which, compared to
control cultures, enhanced 2-3 fold the insulin, PDX-I and glucokinase gene
expression, and the association nicotinamide plus sodium butyrate which produced a 2
fold increase of insulin secretion. In contrast. GlutI gene expression was up regulated
by TGF-b.
Conclusions: Thus, expanding dedifferentiated beta cells can be directed to
redifferentiate under stimulating culture conditions. This preliminary approach may
be of interest as a modality for treatment oftype I diabetes.
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Effect of sodium tungstate upon pancreatic islet growth.
Lf'ernandez-Alvarez, J.J.Gagliardino', H. Del Zotto", B.Nadal and R.Gomis.
Endocrinology and Diabetes Unit. Medical Opt, IDIBAPSlHospitaI Clinic, Barcelona
University, Spain. 'CENEXA (UNLP-CONICET), La Plata, Argentina.

Background:Administration of sodiwntungstate (Nal04W) to diffcrentanimal of Diabetes
Mellitus (5TZando$TZ)normalises bloodglucoselevels.
Aim: To demostrate the possible effectof Nal04W uponB-<:eIl replication, isletneogenesis
andB-eellapoptosis.
Material and Methods: Wehaveuseddifferent experimentalgroups: a) Normal Wistar-Furth
rats,b) STl-Wistor-Furth rats, andc) STZ-trcated Wistar-Furth rats transplanted with isogenic
islets(STZ+Tx) underthe renalcapsule (nwnberof transplanted islets insufficient to maintain
normoglycemia). All groupshavean additional subgroup receiving Na204W in the drinking
water (2 mg/ml). Serum glucose and insulin levels were periodically measured, while
immunomcrphometric studieswereperformedin sectionof fixed pancreas.B cells Yvi, B-eell
replication rate (PCNA), islet neogenesis (Cytokerauns), and B-eell apoptosis (Propidiwn
Iodide).
Results: Na204W administration to STZ+Tx diabetic animals normalised glucose values
(108.67±5.0 mg/dlvs 494.00±5.0 mg/dl; p~.OOI). Changes in glycemia wereaccompanied by
a significant increase in seruminsulinlevels (3.72±0.99 ng/ml vs. 0.88±0.23 ng/ml; p~.Ol).
IsletB-eellV\·i:Nal04W didnot induee significant changes in controlandinSTZanimals, but
increased 25 timesin SZT+Tx rats. ExtrainsularB-cellvvi: Na204W induced an increase of
1.3 times in controlrats,of 4 timesin STZ+ Tx. AcinarPCNA: Nal04W induced an increase
of49 timesin control animals, of 8 timesin STZ rats,andof 420timesin theSTZ+Tx. Ductal
PCNA: Na204W induced an increase of 22 times in control animals, of 9 timesin the STZ
group,andof 6 timesin the 5TZ+Txgroup. InsularPCNA: Nal04W induced an increase of
102timesin the control group,andof,. 1000timesin the STZ+Tx group,whileno changes
wereobserved in theSTZgroup.Na204W induceda marked increase in the sizeand insulin
immunoreactivity of B cellsof the isletstransplanted underthe renalcapsule. B-eell apoptotic
rate: it was a marked increase in STZ animals.that decreased 14 times after Na20.t\V
administration. This effect was more marked in the STZ+Tx animals. Signs of increased
neogenesis (immunocytokeratin positive stain) were observed in all groups after Na204W
administration.
Conclusion: the marked stimulatory effect of \V upon Bcccll replication rate and islet
neogenesis, together with its inhibitoryeffect upon B-cellapoptotic rate. and the consequent
amelioration of glucose homeostasis.suggest that it could be a suitable alternative for the
treatmentof conditions characterized by II decrease in B-cellmass.
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P38 MITOGEN ACflVATED PROTEIN KL'IASE (MAPIo..1 SIGNALLL'iG IS
REQUIRED FOR HUMAN BETA-CELL DIFFERENTIATION
B. Tyrberg, D. Dufayet de la Tour, S.-1.Yoo, P. Itkin-Ansari, and F. Levine, UCSD
Cancer Center, 10901 N. Torrey Pines Rd, La Jolla 92037-0912, California, USA.

Backgroundand Aims:Recently we developedthe first human pancreatic prebeta-cell line,
BIOO, that is able to differentiate into glucose responsive insulin secreting cells when
expressing Pd.~-I duringstimulation by theGLP-I analogue exendin-a (Ex4)andpseudo-islet
formation. While there hns been muchprogress in the understanding of transcription factor
expression in beta-celldifferentiation,thesignalling pathways that determine andmaintain the
endocrine ccll phenotype are poorly understood. Therefore, the aim of this study was to
investigatedifferent signallingpathways involved intheregulation of beta-celldifferentiation.
Materials and Methods:The human pre beta-cell line BloxSM",which express Pd~·1 after
Pd~-I gene insertion, and the sub-population BloxSNJ, whichalbeitthe Pd.~-I geneis inserted
doesnot differentiate, were studied for GLP-I receptor (GLPIR)downstream signalling with
10 nM Ex4 during formation of pseudo-islets. Immunohistochemistry and western blotting
were performed with antibodies against phosphorylated or non-phosphorylated p44/42MAPK,
JNKlSAPK ~IAPK or p38MAPK, in combination with determination of insulin production bY
ELISA (detection limit 0.4 pM). Human pancreatic specimens were also studied with
immunohistochemistry for phosph<>-p38MAPK in combination with insulinor the duet cell
markercytokeratin19.
Results:Signalling through p44/42~1APK, J};KlSAPK ~IAPK andp38MAPK pathways were
activeafter &4 induced diffcrentiation of BloxSPd~ pseudo-islets. Following &4 stimulation
of BloxSNI cells,p44/42MArK andJNKlSAPK MArKsignalling werealsoactive, however,
p38 MAPK wasnotactivated, Inhibition of theGLPIRinduced p38MAPK pathway by 10mr...l
SB203580 in BloxSPd~ cells during pseudo-islet formation, led to inhibition of insulin
production and differentiation (<0.4 pM124h with SB203580 vs, 287ill pM/24h without).
Moreover, activation of p38MAPK with 200 n....l anisomycin in BloxSNI during GLPIR
stimulation and pseudo-islet formation, partially restored insulinproduction (2.5±0.9 pM/24b
vs, <0.4pM/24b without anisomycin). Wealsofoundthat in bumanpancrcata theactiveform
of p38MAPK is presentonly in insulin positive islet cells and in the ductalcells,whicharc
believed tobe the beta-cell precursors.
Conclusions: Activation of the p38MAPK pathway is required but not sufficient for insulin
expression andpancreatic beta-cell differentiation in humanprcbeta-cells in vitro.Moreover,
in humanpancreas, acuvatedp38MAPK is only associated with insulinproducing cells and
ductalbeta-cell precursors.
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The effects or nic:otinamide aod dexamethasone on beta-cell maturation.
Jaan Palgi, Jarkko Ustinovand Timo Otonkoski.
Haartman Institute, Transplantation Laboratory, University ofHelsinki, Finland

Background and Aims: Although a lot has been learned on the molecular
mechanisms responsible for the differentiation of endocrine pancreatic cells, the
important steps leading to full eXOC}10tic maturity are not understood. The aim of this
study was to find out which beta-cell or islet specific gene expression changes are
associated with nicotinamide- and dexamethasone-induced differentiation of porcine
fetal pancreatic cells.

Methods: Fetal pig pancreases (gestational age 9O±5 days) wcre digested with
collagenase and cultured for 14 days in RPMIl640 medium containing human serum
and either 10 IIL\l nicotinamide (NA) or 200 ng/ml dexamethasone (DXM). Insulin
release from the islet-like cell clusters was studied with perifusion. For analysis ofthe
gene expression profile we developed a eDNA dot-array method, allowing the
simultaneous hybridization of labelled RNA samples (5 I'g of total RNA) with 48
probes of interest in duplicate.

Results: Insulin expression was not maintained in culture while glucagon and
somatostatin were upregulated in the absence of NA or DXM. Both NA and DXM
potently increased the insulin content, but only NA induced functional maturation in
terms of glucose-sensitive insulin release. Insulin mRNA was increased 200-fold by
NA and 70-fold by DXM. NA, unlike DXM, also upregulated SURI, glucokinase,
pdx-I and Nkx 6.1 mRNAs. lIES-I (known as a suppressor of endocrine
differentiation) was clearly detectable after DXM treatment but not in the other
samples. A low level expression of the exocrine transcription factor p4S was
maintained only in the presence of DXM. Reg expression was fully downregulated
after NA but highly expressed after DXM treatment.

Conclusion: NA-induced functional beta-cell maturation, in contrast with DXM
induced upregulation of insulin mRNA without functional maturation, provides a
model for the profiling of gene expression in order to gain understanding of the
molecular mechanismscontrolling beta-cell maturation.
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Hl'iFJb is required for maintaining a-cell phenorype but not b-cell gene
erpresslon in differentiated islet cells
Haiyan Wang, Benoit Gauthier, and Claes B. Wollheim, Division de Biochimie
Clinique, Centre Medical Universitaire, 1211 Geneve 4, Switzerland

Background and Aims: The HNF3 familyof transcription factors. encoded by three genes
HNF3a, HNF3b, and HNF3g, is necessary for the development and differentiation of the
pancreas andliver.HNF3aandHNF3g regulate glucosehomeostasisby activation respectively
of pancreatic glucagon and hepatic gluconcogcnic enzymes. ill\r3b. which is expressed in
islets, has been suggested as the upstream transactivator of HNF4a, HNFla, Pdxl, and
NeuroDIbcta2~ in thetranscriptional hierarchy. The present study wasdesignedto evaluatethe
role of Hl\i'F3b in regulation of pancreatic gene expression in differentiated islet cells.
Methods: The tetracycline-inducible system was employed to achieve tightly controlled
expression of either HNF3b or its dominant-negative: mutant, D~-HNF3bJ in INS·I-deriYed
INSrab clone showing both a- and b-cell phenotypes. Quantitative Northern blotting was
performed using total RNA isolated from INSrab stable clones expressing HNF3b or DN
HNF3b. Cellswereculturedin 2.5m.\l glucose mediumwithor without500 ng/mldoxycycline
for 24 h, and continued for 8 h in 2.5, 6, 12, or 24 mM glucose medium. Results: After
induction of DS·l-fNF3b. the glucagon mRNA level was reduced by 90%. whereas the
expression of b-cellspecificgenes,insulin, lAPP,GLUT2and 1\'kx6.1 remained constant The
expression of m.'F4a,HNFla, Pd~I, NcuroDlb2, Nkx2.2,Pax4,and Paxti, wasnot alteredby
induction of DN-HNF3b, while the Isl-I transcript Icvelwas decreased by 90%. In addition,
HNF3b function was not required for the gene expression of the glycolytic enzymes.
glucokinase, Lpyruvate kinase(L-PK), aldolase B, and GAPDH, and mitochondrial proteins,
citrate synthase, ANTI. and ANT2. In contrast, overcxpressionof HNF3b in rNSrab cells
increased the glucagon mRNA level by two-fold, On the other hand induction of HNBb
suppressed the expression of the b-ccllspecific genes, insulinand [APP by 50% and 60%,
respectively. The mRNA levelsof GLlJf2 and glucokinase, which are implicated in glucose
sensing. were reduced by 9Q61o. and80%~ respectively. afterinduction of HNF3b. As a result,
the glucose-responsiveness of L-PK and aldolase B mRNA expression was blunted by
overexpression or HNF3b. However. induction of HNF3b drastically raised the aldolase B
mRNA levelat 2.5and 6 mMglucose. It also causeda 3 fold Increase in the mRNAlevelof
ClEBPb and90%reduction in the expression of HNF4aandH},'Fla. Conclusions:HNF3bis
required for maintaining a-cell phenotype in differentiated islet cells. Overexpression of
HNF3b promotes activation of glucagon andsuppresses b-ccll gene expression and glucose
sensing.
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Critkal Factors for the Endocrine Differentiation of Cultured Adult Human
Ductal Cells
R. Gao, 1. Ustinov, MA Huotari, O. Korsgren' and T. Otonkoski. Transplantation
Laboratory, Haartman Institute, University of Helsinki and the 'Department of
Clinical Immunology, University ofUppsala

Background and Aims: Shortage of donor organs is the major limitation in the
development of beta-cell transplantation therapies for diabetes. It was recently
reponed that it is possible to induce endocrine differentiation from the ductal
epithelial cells. Here we have reproduced the published method and aim to define the
critical determinants required for endocrine differentiation in the adult human
pancreatic ductal cell culture. Materials and Methods: Fractions of six human
pancreatic digests were shipped from Uppsala and used for these studies. After initial
attachment and monolayer expansion in the presence of serum, the cells were
transferred to serum free medium (DMEM/FI2 supplemented with IOnglml FGF-7
and IOIIL\! nicotinamide). The cells were then overlaid with Matrigel. Cells were
harvested for analysis after a total of 4-5 weeks in culture. Results: The original tissue
contained 50±3% ductal (CKI9-positive) cells and 9±[% insulin positive cells.
During monolayer expansion, the proportion ofductal cells increased to 76±5% while
the insulin-positive cells decreased to 2±0.3%. We were able to reproduce the
previously published findings by demonstrating the development of cyst-like
structures through the Matrigel layer, with numerous small dense cultivated human
islet buds'CHills' growing out of the cyst walls. The CInSs are likely to represent
newly formed islets, since they contained 19±2% insulin-, and [3±I% glucagon
positive cells and colocalization of the two hormones in many cells. There was no
cyst development at all if the cells were maintained in serum-containing medium.
Also the Matrigel overlay procedure was found to be absolutely necessary,
Furthermore, if the ductal cells were allowed to grow on another matrix found to
support their growth (the 804G matrix), this also prevented the development of
CHills. Omission of nicotinamide from the medium decreased both the number of
CIIIBs and their insulin content per DNA by about 40"/0. Conclusions: Our studies
confirm that it is possible to induce a low degree of endocrine differentiation from
adult human pancreatic ductal cells in long-term tissue culture. Serum-free conditions
are essential for this process, indicating that serum contains growth factors inhibiting
differentiation.
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Kidney-islet transplantBtion in patients witb type I diabetes: twelve years clinical
follow-up
P. Maffi. F. Bertuzzi, C. Socci, D. Guiducci, L.A1drighetti, E. Angeli, A. Seccchi, V.
Di Carlo. Scientific Institute San Raffaele, Milan,Italy.

Background and aims. Remarkable success has recently been reportedin patients with type
Idiabcteswho underwentislet transplantationalone(Edmontonexperience).The rate of success
afterkidney-islet transplant is still a topicof discussion (IsletInternational Registryreport).The
aimsofour study wereto analyzethe clinicaloutcomeof kidney-islet transplantsduring a Iong
termfollow-up andto chacarterized the mainfactorsaffectingtheisletfunction.
Materials and Methods. 45 islets transplantations were performed in IDD~1 patients
simultaneously or after a kidney graft. In all cases the islets were isolated with the modified
automated method and they were infused in the liver under local anaesthesia. The study was
dividedinto 2 Eras(1stEraI989-1996,23 cases;2nd Era:I998·2001: 22 cases),aceording to the
following modifications whichwere includedin thc protocolbeginning from 1998:anlysis of
[Co2a]i changes and monocyte cheattractant protein-I secretion as control of islets
viabiliry.lowdoses/wiihdrawalof steroids and use of metforminto reduce the insulin resistance.
the immunosuppression was the same duringthe bothEras.except for stcrois:ALG or AlG for
induction.cyclospcrine plus azatioprine or micofenolate mofetyl for chronic therapy. The
complications were.emoperitcneous (3 casesj.spontancously solvcd.emothorax (2 casesj.solved
with transcutaneous drainage; serum sick syndrome(I casc);kidney rejection(2 cases) solved
withsteroids bolus.
Results. Only patientswho received>6,000 islet equivalentnumbcrlkg were considered(1st
Era:13 cases; 2nd Era: all cases). In all cases the fastingC-pcptide afetr the islet ptransplant
was > I ng/mi. 1st Era: the Exogenous Insulinrequirement (ElR) dccr""sed<50OY",f the pre
transplant dose in 7% of casesand in 54% of casesthe insulintherapywas stopped,butonly I
patient maintainedthe insulinindependencefor >2 years; theHbAlc was 7.4+/-1 after 1 year.
ZndEra:theEIRdccreased<50%of the pretransplant dose in 32%of cases and 59"10 ofpaticnts
stopped insulin therapy.Among them 38% resumedinsulintherapy.8 patients are still insulin
free;in 3 cases the insulinindependence is lasting>2 years.The IlhAlc was 6.2+/-0.7 after I
ycar (thedifferencebetweenthe 2 Eraswasstatistically significant).
Conclusion.The islet transplantaicn, associated with kidney. completely replaces the endocrine
functioncfpancreas in 100M patients in >50% of cases. The improvement of islet preparation
quality and the reductionof insulin resistance seemto be factorsaffectingthe clinical outcome
andthe lastingoffunction.
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Stable in-situ chimerism is a key 10 gran aceeptancc in MHC-eompatible rat
pancreas transplantation
M.Tori, C.F. Barker, and A. Naji. Dept. of Surgery, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, PA, USA

Background and Aims: "Chimerism" is still controversial concept in the regulation of graft
acceptance or tolerance in organ transplantation. \Ve examined what is essential in the
regulation of pancreasgraftacceptance ina ~rnC-«>mpatible combination,
Materials and Methods: Diabetes-prone BB (DP-BB)rats (RTlu, RT7./) were transplanted
with pancreaticoduodenal (PD) grafts from ~rnC-compatible WI' rats (RTlu, RT7.2). Time
course analyses (2w, 4w, and 120d.y. postgrafting or on graft failure) of recipient splceos
(representative of recipient systemic environment). recipient paraaortic lymph nodes
(representative of recipientlocal environment close to the graft), and graft pancreaticlymph
nodes (representative of graft environment) were made using multi-color flow C}tomctry
including intracellular cytokineexpression andMLRto donorWF.
Results: Without immnnosuppression, transplanted recipients were found to have resulted in
threegroups:Group(I) graft acceptance (>120days) with systemic(splcnic)macrochimerism
(n=9), (11) graft acceptance (>120 days) without systemic macrochimerism (n=6), and (III)
autoimmune recurrence (rec.) + rejection(rcj.) (n=8,graft survival;45.0 plusminus26.7 days).
In group (I), each time, flow cytcmctric analysisshowedmacrochimerism in each organ (on
120dn)~: RT7.2+Tff>85%) with remarkable proliferation of donor-derived NKR
Pl+TCRaIphabct>f{NKT) cells predominantly CD8+ (on 120da}'s: in spleen NKTIT=15.7
plusminus 3.3 % cf.naive-DP-BB; NKTIT=2.0plusminus 0.4 ~.). On the other hand. in group
(II), donor-derived chimerism was foand both in pancreatic lymph nodes (on 120dn)~:

RT7.2+TIT=96.4 plusminus 2.4 %) and in paraaortic lymph nodes (on 120dn)>:
RT7.2+TIT=22.0 plusminus 9.9 %) thoughno chimerism (<0.1%)was foundin splenicT cells
on 120da}~. In group(lll),on rcc.+rej.,no chimerism (<0.1%)wasfoundin all of the organs.In
the pancreatic lymph nodes of the rec.+<ej. recipients, recipient-derived NKT cells,
predominantly CD8+, were remarkahly proliferated (NKTIT=9.4 plusminus 2.8 %) andmore
than40'10 of those NKTcells were intracellular lFN-gillDDla+, and T cells of those pancreatic
lymphnodesshowedsigoificantly highMLRresponseto WF, compared withthoseof theother
organsandthose of the othergroups.Funherquamitative PCRanalysesof the lymphocytes in
eachorgan in all groupsin terms of chimerism and cytokineexpression which support those
resultsarebeingexamined
Conclusions: Our striking new concept "stable in-situ chimerism" with recipient chimeric
paraaorticlymphnodecells as a sentinelis a key to PD graft acceptance in ~lHC-compatible

pancreastransplantation.
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REDUCTION OF BLOOD GLUCOSE VARIABILITY BY ISLET
1RANSPLANTATION: INTEREST OF CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING
L. Kessler', P.Y. Benhamou', R. Passernard', P. Bucher', C. Toso], L. Meyer', J.
Oberholzer', F. Penfornis", L. Bader', P. Wolt" P. Morel] and M. Pingel' on behalf of
the GRAGIL Group. Hopitaux Universitaires, Strasbourg (I), Grenoble (2), Besancon
(4), Lyon (5) France; Geneve (3) Suisse
Background and Aims: To compare the glycemic profile of type I diabetic patients
treated by an implantable insulin pump or a pancreas or an islet transplantation by the
mean of the Continous Glucose Monitoring System (CGMS, Minimed Inc, Sylmar,
CAl. Materials and Methods: The CG~IS enabled to record subcutaneous
concentrations of glucose (range 2.2-22 mmolll) during 72 hours (288 measurements
per day). These measurements needed 10 be validated by 4 capillary blood glucose per
day (calibration). During 3 days, CGMS was connected 10 19 type I diabetic patients:
six patients (age: 49.8±7.4 years, diabetes duration: 31±11.3 years) were treated by
intraperitoneal insulin infusion with implantable pump (group !PII), eight patients
(age: 42.2±11.6 years, diabetes duration: 27.2±8.7 }'=S) by simultaneous kidney
pancreas transplantation (group SPK) and 5 patients (age: 43.3±13.6 years, diabetes
duration: 26.6±12.5 years) by pancreatic islet transplantation after kidney graft (group
IAK). All SPK patients and two IAK patient were insulin-independent, while three lAK
patients had partial graft function and reduced exogenous insulin needs.
Immunosuppression therapy of all transplanted patients associated ciclosporine,
rnycophenolate mofetil and steroid (0 to 5mgIJ).Glucose control was evaluated by the
measure of mean glucose concentrations and mean amplitude of glycemic excursions
(MAGE index) during 3 days and by HbAIC. Statistical analysis was performed by an
ANOVA test followed by a Studcnt-Newmann-Keuls lest.lks.u.Iu: During 3 days, both
mean glucose concentrations and mean amplitude of glycemic excursions in pancreas
and islet transplanted patients were significantly lower than that observed in patients
treated by IPn: 5.38 ±1.12 and 6.02±O.86 vs 8.06±1.03 mM (p<O.OOI) and 1.44±O.42
and 1.42±O.57 vs 3.46±O.71 mM (p<o.OOI), respectively. Furthermore, the mean
glucose concentrations and the fluctuations in blood glucose concentrations were
comparable in patients treated by pancreas or islet transplantation. HbAIC in patients
treated by pancreas or islet transplantation were 5.35±O.37% and 6.03±1.02%,
respectively, while this value reached 7.2I±O.55% in patients treated by !PII
(p<O.OOI). Conclusjons: continuous subeutaneous glucose monitoring suggests that
islet transplantation can be as efficient as pancreas transplantation and superior to
implantable insulin pump in restoring a good metabolic control and reducing blood
glucose variability.
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SPECIFlC PATHOGEN FREE PIG ISLETS DO NOT TRANSMIT FULL
LDiGTH OR SUBGENOMIC RETROVIRAL SEQUENCES TO HUMAN
CELLS, DURING IN VITRO COINCUBAnONS.
M, Martignat, B. Clernenceau, D. Jegou, and P. Sal. Cellular and Molecular Immune
Endocrinology, INRAIENVNlUniversity, Nantes, France.

Background and Aims: Pig islets may be grafted into Type I diabetic patients. The use of
islets from specific pathogen-frec (SPF) pigs could prevent transmission cf'convcnticeal
zoonosis' from pigs to humans,but not of pig endogenous retroviruses (PERV). The risk of
PERVtransmission maypartlydependon the tissueto be grafted Our previouswork indicated
that pancreasexpressedthe lowest levels of PERV mRNAsamong pig tissues intendedfor
grafting. The aim of the presentwork was to determine whetherthe presenceof PERVgroup
gamma-I mRNAs in pig islets could produce infection of human cells during in vitro 00

incubations.

Materials and Methods: Humancclllincs (293, n=3; Jurkat, n=8, KS26, ns l} or peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (PBMC,n=2) were co-incubated with pig islet cells from SPF pigs,
underconditionsdesignedto increasethe probability of contactbetweenpig andhuman cells
(high isletlhuman cell ratio, extendedperiod of coculture and repeated contacts). Irradiated
PKI5 and02 retrovirus-producing pig cell lines were used in place of islet cells as'positive
infection controls'. Infectionof humantarget cells was monitoredboth on cellularextractsand
cell culturesupernatants. PCR andlong PCR were performed to detect PERVmIA, andRT:
PCR and16ngRT-PCRto detect PERV mRNA. Additionally, PERT assays were used for
detection of'reverse transcriptase activity on the corresponding surpcrnatants,

Results: Despite thc presenceof all PERV sequences, including fuIl-lcngth PERV inserts,in
pig isletcells (n-o), no signalsfor gag, pol, andenv of PERV,could be detectedat DNAand
RNAlevels in any human ccllline or PBMCco-incubated with pig islet cells. Surpernatants
also remained negative. These results were verified in all experimental coculrure conditions
tested In contrast,full-length PERVinserts andPERVmRNAtranseripts forgag,pol, and env
weredetectedin thesame humancells previously co-incubated with pig PKI5 or 02 cell lines.
PKI5 cellstransmitted env-Aand -B, whereas02 cellstransmitted env-C,in additionto eav-A
and-B.

Conclusions:These results suggest that SPF pig islet cells, despite full-length PERV inserts
andtranscription of PERVsequences, do not transmitPERVsequencesto humanccIlsduring
in vitroco-incubation underthepresentexperimental conditions,
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PRESERVED LONG·TERM BETA CELL FUNCTION AND GLUCOSE
TURNOVER IN KIDNEY-PANCREAS TRANSPLANT PATIENTS
T.G.Jenssen, P.D.Kwnar, K.K.Lund, I.Brekke, K.I.Birkeland* and A.Hartmann
Rikshospitalet and Aker Sykehus", Norway

Background and Aims: Patients with diabetes undergoing kidney-pancreas
transplantation are treated with immunosuppressive drugs, which potentiaUy
deteriorate beta cell function and insulin sensitivity. The present study was
undertaken to test the long-term betacell capacity as well as glucose tolerance and
turnover in recipients with functioning kidney-pancreas grafts. Ma.eriak and
Methods: Seven diabetic patients with functioning kidney-pancreas allografts
(group I) were compared to 8 non-diabetic patients with a normal intravenous
glucose tolerance test (IVGTT) and a functioning single kidney allograft (group 2)
2·9 years after transplantation. The two groups received similar doses of
immunosuppressive drugs (prednisolone 7.5 YS. 8.0 mg/day and CyA 225 YS. 231
mg/day). Both groups were examined by an !VGTI and a euglycemic
hyperglycemic damp (EHC) designed to half-maximally suppress endogenous
glucose production. Total glucose turnover was measured by 3·'H-glucose added
to the glucose infusate. Results: The glucose excursions after the IVGTI were
identical in group I and 2 (AUC 1016±30 vs.981±56 mM (n.s., SEM). First and
second phase insulin release were significantly higher in group I compared to
group 2 (1st phase 12.8±0.8 vs. 9.2±0.7 nM, 2nd phase 44.5±6.7 vs. 22.4±8.1 nM,
p<O.OI for both comparisons), However, AUC C-peptide was identical (352±68
vs. 426±45 nM). During EHC the average plasma insulin was higher in group I
than in group 2 (390±68 vs, 195±32 pmol/l, p<0.01). Despite this the two groups
were identical in terms of peripheral glucose uptake (17.4±I.4 vs. 162±1.3
wnol/kg/min), and percent suppression of endogenous glucose production (63±4
YS. 58±3%) and free fatty acids (73±9 vs. 69±8"1o). Due to hyperinsulinernia the
insulin sensitivity index for glucose uptake in group I was only half of that in
group 2 (0.04±0.OO3 vs. 0.09±0.0l, p<0.0 I). Conclusions: Diabetic patients with
functioning pancreas allografts have, despite significant hyperinsulinemia, a
glucose turnover identical to normoglycemic non-diabetic renal transplant patients.
Insulin sensitivity is accordingly down-regulated. Since C-pcptide release is not
elevated, the hyperinsulinemia in patients with pancreas allografts is probably
caused by the absence of first passliver uptake of insulin.
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Course ofdiJIbetic retinopathy and polrneuropathy after successfu! simullaneous
pancreas and kidney transplantation: Results oflong-term follow-up
RKoznarova, F.Saudek, T.Sosna, P.Boucek, T.Jedinakova, V.Bartos and M.Adame<.
Institute for Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Prague, Czech Rep.

Backgroundand Aims:Simultanecus pancreas andkidneytransplantation (SPK)is performed
in patients with advanced forms of microvascular disease. whose modulationby induction of
normoglycemia bas become subject of intensive research. We report preliminary results of
follow-up of diabeticretinopathy (DR)andpolyneuropathy (PN) afterSPK.
Materials and Metht>ds: We examined 118 subjectswith Type I diabetesdividedinto two
subgroups: (I) patientsafter successful SPK- SPKgroup(n=67,meanfollow-up periodof 5~
months), (2)paticntswitha funetioning kidneygraftonly- K group(n=5I, follow-up period 73
months). Thepatientshad an ophthalmologic examination including visualacuity,fundoscopy,
and assessment of the need of laser therapy. Neurological examination included
electromyography (E.\IG) and clinical assessment of grade of PN. The examinations were
performed beforetransplantation (Tx)and at theendof follow-up (minimum oneyear).Results
after 3 year> wereavailable in 72 patients; additionally, DRcouldbe assessedin 19patients5
year> post-Tx,
Results:Mcan(±SD)visualacuityin theSPKgroupimproved slightly,albeituon-significantly
(thevaluesat baselineandat the endoffollow-upwere0.43±0.37 and 0.4U0.36, respectively).
A non-significant deterioration of resultsoceuredin the K group(0.46±0.36 and 0.33±0.32).
However,an iatcr-grcup comparisonrevealed a significantlydifferent course of visual acuity
betweenthegroupspost-Tx(SPK vs K p<O.OI). This trendwas also evidcn;in the groupof
patientswah a documented 5-y·car·follow-up (p~.05). Fundoscopy at the end of follow-up
showedmorefindings of stabilisation or improvement of DR in the SPKgroupcompared with
the K group~.OOI). Similar resultswereobtainedwbcn assessing the findings at 3 ycars
post-Tx, Thepost-Tx course was associatedwith 21significantlylower need of laser therapy in
the SPKthan in the K group (30.7vs 57.5%,p<O.OOI). At theend of follow-up, EMGof the
n.mcdianus showed an improvement of nerve conduction velocity in the SPK group in
comparison withthe K groupwherea decrease wasdemonstrated (p~.05). The difference was
evident after 3 years of follow-up (p<O.05). An improvement of the results of the clinical
assessment of PN cccured in the SPK group whereasthe findings were unaltered in the K
group.Theinter-groupdifference wassignificant (p<O.OI).
Conclusions: The resultsof the study suggestthat pancrcas Tx bas beneficial effeet on the
courseof diabeticretinopathy and polyneuropathy.
Supported bygrantNO5295-3IGAMZCR
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NOR\lALlZATION OF PLATELETS CHRONIC ACIlVATION AFTER
KIDNEY-PANCREAS TRANSPLANTATION IN UREMIC TYPE I
DIABETIC PATIENTS. A POSSmLE ROLE FOR PARI-PARJ RECEPTOR
P Fiorina, F Bifari, f Pellagatta, M Melandri, C Fedeli, L Veschini, E Ferrero, G
Pozza, V Di Carlo, F Folli, A Secchi. San Raffaele Scientific Institute, Milan.

Background and Aims: Platelet hypcrfunction is a typical feature of chronic complicationsof
diabetes.Diabetic uremicpatients are at high risk of cardiovascularmortality,with a tendency
to a prothromboticstate. Intracellularionizedcalcium is involved in the mechanismof signal
trasduction that lead to platelets activation. Previous studies showed that platelets' calcium
homeostasis is impaired in uremic type 1 diabetic patients in the directions of a chronic
activation. Our aim was to show the effect of kidney-pancreas transplantation (by restoring
euglycemia and normalisation of uremic state) on platelets' calcium homeostasis and the
underlyingmechanisms.

Materials and Methods: 20 uremictype 1 diabeticpatients,enrolled from our waiting list,
matched for age; sex, diabetes duration and dialysis duration underwent kidney-pancreas
transplantation (KP, n=lI) or remained on dialysis [diabetic uremic (WL), n=9J. Blood
platelets wereprocessed andloadedwith Fura-Z to studyintracellular ionizedcalcium ([C02+]i)
both in resting condition and after a stimulus with 0.5, 0.1 and 0.05 U human thrombin
respectively. The([C02+]i) levelswereanalyzed in restingcondition,as peakaner stimulusand
plateau. Moreover. platelets underwent FACS analysis to study receptor expression of p.
scleetin (C063), Gpll/llla (C062). PARI andPAR3 receptor.

Results:Resting([C02+)i), the mostsensible indexof basal plateletactivation, was higherin
Wl, thanin KPpatients (WL =13~.0±8.1 \'S KP=96.6±9.1, p<O.OI). Thcpeak afterthe stimulus
washigherin KPthan in WL(at 0.5 U: WL=77~.0±101.3 vs. KP=1332.1±167.9, p=0.09;at 0.1
U: WL-478.2±56.8 vs, KP=803.3±89.9, p=O.02; at 0.05 U: WL=-l29.6±42.5 vs
KP=600.4±75.3, p=O.08). No differences wereevidentfor thc plateau. Finally, it was observed
that a diffcrent expression of PARI and PARJ expression was evident in the 2 groups of
patients.

Conclusions: A possible role for this pathway should be claimed in the derangement of
platelets calciumhomeostasis in uremicl)pe l diabeticpatientsand inthe normalization, which
occur in KP group. Restoring of euglyccmia and normalization of uremia is able to normalize
almostall plateletalterations evidentin uremietype I diabeticpatients. Particularly, chronic
platelets activation seemsto be normalized af\crkidney-pancreas transplantation.
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CARDIOVASCULAR (CV) RISK FACTORS (RF) IN REOPIENTS OF
SUCCESSFUL KID:-IEY-PANCREAS OR KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION.
A Coppelli, U. Boggi, R Giannarelli M. Aragona, G. Rizzo, G. Paleologo, F.
Vistoli, F. Mosca, S. Del Prato, P. Marchetti. University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy.

Background and Aims: Cardiovascular disease (CD) is the main cause of morbidity
and mortality in patients with organ transplantation, mainly due to the high prevalence
of several RF in these patients.

Materials and Methods: We evaluated and compared the prevalence ofa number of
RF for CD in 35 previously diabetic recipients of functioning kidney-pancreas graft
(KPG, age 42±9 yrs, B~IJ 23.9±2.3 kg/m2, M/F 20/15) and in 99 non-diabetic
recipients of functioning kidney graft (KG, age 44±10 }TS, B~U 24.8±3.8 kglm2, MIF
23/12). ). The two groups were on stable immunosuppressive therapy, based on
azathioprine,prednisone and cyclosporine in the KG group,and M~lF, prednisone and
cyclosporine in the KPG group.

Results: In the KPG group, a significant improvement of: fasting plasma glucose
(87±1l vs 23003 mgldJ, p<O.OOI), HbAlc (5.5±O.6 vs 8.7±1.I%, p<O.OOI),total
cholesterol (192±37 vs 223±48 mg/dl, p<O.OOI), LDL-cbolesterol (1l2±26 vs 123±35
p<0.05), triglycerides (II3±29 vs 226±81, p<O,OOI), systolic (Syst-BP) (125±14 vs
I54±20 mrnllg, p<0.05) and dyastolie (Dyast-BP)(76±8 vs 90±8 mmllg, p<O.02)
blood pressure was observed after transplantation.
In KG, total cbolesterol (247±52 mg/dl, p<O.OOI), LDL-cholesterol (152±40 mg/dl,
p<O.OOJ), triglycerides (181±88 mg/dl, p<O.OOI) and fasting plasma glucose (96.9±14
mg/dl, p=O.035) and blood pressure values(Syst-DP 138±13p<O.05)(Dyast-DP 85±9,
p<O.05)were significantly higher than in KPG patients.

Condusions: These results show that recipients of kidney-pancreas graft show
reduced post-Tx CV RF; despite the previous presence of diabetes, this group has a
risk factor profile better than non-diabetic recipients of kidney graft.
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ANTI-CD38 AUTOANTIBODlES: NEW MARKERS OF BETA CELL
AUTOI~I~llmlTY eNTYPE I AND TYPE 2 DIABETES
R. Mallcne, E. Ortolan, M. Volante, S_Pinach, D. Boscolo, P. Cavallo-Perin and F.
Malavasi. Department of Internal Medicine and Laboratory of Immunogenetics,
University of Torino, Torino, Italy,
Background and Aims: insulin secretion is one of the functions mediated by CD38,
a lymphocytic ecto-enzyme capable of mobilizing cr through cyclic ADP-ribose
production. The molecule is the target of an autoimmune response. since serum anti.
CD38 autoantibodies (JAbs) have been detected in diabetic patients. We asked whether
the target molecule is also expressed in the human pancreas and undertook a
comprehensive analysis of anti-CD38 JAbs. lIIaterials and lIIethods: an
immunohistochemical analysis ofCD38 in the human pancreas was performed; anti
CD38 JAb prevalence in type] and type 2 diabetic subjects as well as in patients
classified as Latent Autoimmune Diabetes in the Adult (LADA) was analyzed by a
novel enzymatic immunoassay developed to this aim. Results: CD38 was found to be
selectivelyexpressed in a functionatlyactive form in human islets of Langerhans, with
a molecular weight of approx. 48 kDa vs. the conventional 45 kDa. Anti-CD38 JAbs
were detected in 19.2% of type I and 16.7% of type 2 diabetic subjects, as compared
with a 1.5% prevalence among healthy controls matched for age and B~II. LADA
patients displayed a prevalence of anti-CD38 aAbs of 10.9%. The majority of anti.
CD38 JAbs (57.1%) revealed agonistic properties, inducing Ca" mobilization in
lymphocytes and insulin secretion in purified islet cells. In agreement with these
functional features, the presence ofanli-CD38 JAbs was associated with significantly
higher levels of fasting plasma C-peptide and insulin in type 2 patients, along with
higher 8MI values and a lower frequency of insulin therapy. There was no association
between anti-CD38 JAbs and other conventional markers of beta cell autoimmunity
(anti-GAD, ICA, anti-IA-2), neither among type I nor among type 2 patients.
Conclusions: these result.;; underline the sionificance of anti~CD38 aAbs as new
markers ofheta cell autoimmunity both in tvre J and type 2 diabetes mark inn a subset
of r~l!ients simifar to LAOA subjects for the autoimmune features but characteri7ed bv
hioher residual beta cell function. Moreover the prevalent j]oonistic activity of anti
CD38 aAbs SU~f!ests their potential contribution to the patho£':enesi'i of the disease
possiblv damagin<1 beta cells (exhaustion from Qverstimulationl and other CD38+
tissues (effects mediated bv Cal. mobilizationl.
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Soluble adhesion molecules in preclinical type I diabetes - a longitudinal study
AM. Toivonen, P. Kulmala, K. Savoia. H.K. Akerblom, Mikael Knip, and the
Childhood Diabetes in Finland Study Group, Medical School, University of Tampere
and Department of Pediatrics, Tampere University Hospital; Department of
Pediatrics, University of Quill, Oulu, and Hospital for Children and Adolescents,
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland

Background and Aims: The role of cell adhesion molecules in the pathogenesis of
Type I diabetes has been characterized in experimental models of autoimmune
diabetes revealing strong expression of intercellular adhesion molecule-I (ICAM-I)
by islet-infiltrating lymphocytes. Increased levels of soluble adhesion molecules in
the circulation, shed from the cell surface. could be an epiphenomen of immune
activation and thus might provide a useful monitor of disease activity. This
prospective case-control study aimed at evaluating the time-course of serum
concentrations of soluble ICAM-I and L-selectin in siblings ofaffected children with
signs of preclinical Type I diabetes to assess whether these markers could
discriminate between those siblings who progressed to clinical diabetes and those who
remained non-diabetic.
Materials and Methods: Serum levels ofICAM-I and L-selectin were measured by
specific enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays in 30 autoantibody-positive initially
healthy siblings of diabetic children who progresse~ to clinical disease during the
observation period of 10 years and in 30 sex and age-matched autoantibody-positive
siblings who have remained unaffected.
Results: Integrated concentrations (area under the curve) ofsICAM-\ over a period of
48-6 months before the diagnosis was significantly higher in the progressors
(p=O.035), the difference being most evident 1.5 years before diagnosis (p---o.005).
The integrated concentrations of soluble Lselectin were similar in progressors and
non-progressors over the total preclinical period.
Condusions: The present study suggests that the process of destructive insulitis may
be initiated on an average approximately 4 years before the manifestation of clinical
diabetes, being most active 1.5 years before the diagnosis. Peripheral concentrations
of soluble ICAM-I or L-selectin are not helpful in the identification of those
prediabetic subjects who "ill progress to clinical disease over the next 10 years. since
there is substantial overlapping in these concentrations between progressors and non
progressors.
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REDUCED EXPRESS!O;II OF TIll ASSOCIATED CHEl\IOKI;IIE
RECEPTORS 0;11 PERIPHERAL BLOOD LYMPHOCYTES OF PATIENTS
\\lTHl''EWLY DIAG;IIOSED TYPE I DIABETES
S. Laue', U. Nietzsehnunn', T.M. Kapellcrr', I. Lehmann', R. Paschke', W. Kiess',
T, Lohnunn', 'Dept of Internal Medicine III, 'Children's Hospital, 'Institute of
Clinical Immunology, University of Leipzig, Germany

Backl!Tound and Aims' In the last years a new class of receptors on blood cells,
chemokine receptors, has been identified. They govern the migration of cells to
inflamed tissue. In the T cell mediated autoinamune disease multiple sclerosis
chemokine receptor expression on T cells has been suggested as a surrogate marker
for immune activity. No such studies are available for type I diabetes.
Materials and Methods: We have investigated 25 patients with newly diagnosed type
I diabetes (NOD) at diagnosis, 10 patients with longstanding type \ diabetes (I to 5
years diabetes), 10 patients with newly diagnosed type 2 diabetes and 35 matched
healthy controls for expression ofchemokine receptors CXCR4 (expressed on naive
T cells), CCR5 and CXCRJ (expressed on THI T cells) and CCRI and CCR2
(expressed on TH2 T cells). Cbemokine receptor expression was measured using
FACS analysis after triple colour staining. Chemokine serum levels (~I1P·Ia, MCP.
I, RANTES) were measured by commercial ELISA"s.
Results: THI associated T cells were significantly reduced in patients with newly
diagnosed type I diabetes when compared to matched controls (p<O.OI for CCR5,
p<0.02 for CXCR3). These differences were nol observed in patients with
longstanding type I diabetes or I)'P. 2 diabetes and reversed 3 to 6 months after
diagnosis. We found no relevant expression ofTII2 associated chcmokine receptors
in any group (generally <2% of T cells). Reduced TIll associated receptor
expression on peripheral T cells correlated to reduced PHA-stinaulated THl
cytokines (IFNg, TNFa). In a subgroup of I\"'DD patients, MIP-Ia levels were
elevated while we found no difference in MCP-\ or RANTES serum levels
compared to controls,
Conclusions: We hypothesize that at time of diagnosis of type I diabetes TIll cells
migrate to the pancreas. Chemokine receptor expression on peripheral T cells may be
a useful surrogate marker for natural history of immune activity in type I diabetes,
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DIABETES ANTIBODY STANDARDISATIO:"! PROGRAM:\fE: FIRST
ASSAY PROFICTENCY EVALUATIO:"!
P.I. Bingley, E. Bonifacio, P. Mueller andparticipating laboratories, University of
Bristol, UK. Istitutio Scientifico San Raffaele, Milan. Italy and Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, Atlanta, USA.

Background and Alms: The Diabetes Antibody Standardisation Programme (DASP),
an extension of Immunology of Diabetes Society autoantibody workshop activities,
was established to evaluate and improve general implementation of assay methods,
and to undertake extended evaluation of the new WHO international reference reagent
forGADAandlA-2A
Material. and Method.: Forty-three laboratories in 15 countries registered for the
first proficiency evaluation. Participants received coded sera from 50 patients with
newly diagnosed type I diabetes (median age 17, range 9-29 years) and 50 blood
donor controls, together with the WHO reference reagent and diluent serum. Results
were analysed using receiver operator characteristic (ROC) CllIYeS. Sensitivity was
adjusted to 90"10 specificity in workshop controls.
Results: The median adjusted sensitivity for GADA (41 laboratories) was 85%,
(range 68-96%), for lA-2A (40 laboratories) was 58% (24-86%) and for IAA (20
laboratories) \1115 34% (6-66%). ROC curve analysis showed that all GADA assays,
39/40 1A-2A assays and 15120 IAA assays found significant differences between
patients and controls. There \1115good concordance between laboratories in ranking of
samples according to GADA and lA·2A levels, or if results were expressed in relation
to the common standard. Assays achieving the highest sensitivity for lAA were also
concordant in ranking samples but overall concordance for IAA \1115poor.
Conclusion.: GADA and lA-2A assays generally achieve high sensitivity and
specificity, and inter-laboratory concordance is good when results are expressed in
common units based on the WHO reference reagent The sensitivity oflAA assays in
most laboratories is low, but there are 1M microassays that achieve high sensitivity
and good concordance. Differences in assay protocols between laboratories must be
addressed so that all centres can perform to the same high standard.
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DiSULL'I1 AUTOANTIBODY ISOTYPES IN CHILDREN WITH INCREASED
GENETIC RISK FOR TYPE I DIABETES
S. Hoppu, M. Ronkainen, T. Kirnpimaki, S. Erkkila, J. Donen, O. Simell and M. Knip.
IDRFI Center for Prevention of Type I Diabetes in Finland. Departments of
Pediatrics, University ofTampere Medical School, University ofOulu and University
ofTurku and Department of Virology, University ofTurku, Finland.

~ackground and Ai~s: The isotypc profile of antigen specific autoantibodies may reflect
either a Thl or Th2 Immune response. This study aimed at assessing the maturation of the
humoral immuneresponse to insulin in preclinical1)1'e I diabetesby timing the emergenceof
various isotypesof insulin autoantibodies (IAA) after the initial appearance of such antibodies
in geneticallysusceptiblechildren identifiedfromthe generalpopulation.
Materials and Methods: The study populationis derived from the Finnish DlPP Study that
obsc:ves children with HLA-conferred genetic risk from birth for signs of beta-cell
autounmumty. Blood samples Were obtained with an interval of 3-6 months over the first 2
years and subsequentlywith an interval of 6-12 months. Thepresent series includesthe first 45
children who have seroconverted to IAA positivity.Fifteen have so far presented with 1)1'0 I
diabetes (progressors), while 30 have remained non-diabetic {non-progressors]. An isotype
~pecific radiobindingassay was uscd to determineisotype-specific IAA (lgG14 and IgA). The
integrated antibody levels oyer the observation period were assessed by analyzing the area
under-thecurve(AVe).
Results: The progressorshad an IgGI responseto 1M in their first positivesample moreoften
thanthe non-progrcssors(14/15 vs. 20130; p~0.05). Nine progressorshad initially a dominating
IgGI response, five an IgG3 response, and one another isotype (lgG4), whereas the
corresponding distribution among the non-progressors was 25/0/5 (p=O.003). The progressors
had higher integrated levels of IgGl (p~O.().I) and IgG3 (p=O.002) subclass IAA. Eight
progressor~ h3? a dominating integrated IgG I response. six a dominating IgG3 response and
one a dominating IgG4 response over the observation period. while 22 Don~progressors had a
dominatingIgGI response, five an IgG2 response,one an IgG3 responseand one a dominating
IgG4 response (p=O.008). Half of both the progressors and non-progressorshad a detectable
IgG4responseduring the follow-upperiod.
C~~clusions: Th~e data show that genetically susceptible young children who progress to
clinical T)1'O I diabetes are characterizedby a strong IgGl and IgG3 response to insulin. A
weak or lacking IgG3 response is associated with relative protection against Type I diabetes.
since one third of the non-progressorshadDO detectable Ig03 responseduring follow-upand an
IgG3 response.
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Incidence of type I diabetes in young adults across Europe - an EU funded
multicentre study (IDA)

K.O. Kyvik, L. Nystrom, F. Gorus, M. Songini, L. Barak, P_ Burton, C. Castell, C.
Ionescu-Tirgoviste, P_ McKinney, R Ostrauskas, J. Ostman. Epidemiology, Institute
ofpublic health, University ofSouthern Denmark

Background and Alms: The epidemiology of the childhood onset form of Type I
diabetes (i.e., ages < 15 years) has been studied extensively. In contrast, the
epidemiology of the adult onset form of the disease is poorly characterized. Report,
from a small number of European countries have suggested a higher incidence in
males than in females in the adults compared to the children where there is either no
gender difference or a slight excess female incidence rate. The aim of this study was
to investigate the geographical distribution of sex and age specific incidence of Type
I diabetes with onset in young adulthood in Europe. Materials and Methods: Nine
centres located allover Europe took part in the study: Sardinia (Italy), Romania,
Catalonia (Spain), Slovakia, Antwerp region (Belgium), Lithuania, Sweden,
Yorkshire and Leicstershire (UK). Incident cases of type I diabetes in the age group
15-29 years were collected by a standardized questionnaire and reported to a central
co-ordinating office along with demographic data. Incidence rates were estimated as
cases per 100 000 person year and standardized for age and sex. Results: The
standardized incidence for 1996-97 varied from 4.9/100 000 person years in Slovakia
to 13.4/100 000 person years in Leiccstershire. Sweden and Sardinia, known to have
very high childhood incidences, had incidences less than half of those for children.
Contrary to this is for example Romania, with a childhood incidence of 5.3/100 000
and an adult incidence of6.6/100 000. The male-female ratio was >=1 in all centres
and in the age group 25-29 years, it was >=1.5. Conclusions: The range of the
incidence of type I diabetes in adults is smaller than in children. In the two centres
with the highest childhood incidence it was markedly lower in young adults. This
could indicate that the rise in childhood incidence described in studies such as the
EURODIAB TIGER, could be limited to certain age groups, although a longer
follow-up is needed. Furthermore, there is a male excess in incidence, especially in
the age group 25-29 years, in all eight European countries taking part in this study.
Whether this can be explain by biological differences between the sexes remains to be
solved.
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Incidence of childhood type-t-diabetes in Denmark
J Svensson, B Carstensen, lIB Mortensen and K Botch-Johnsen. Steno Diabetes
Centre, Niels Steenscnsve] 2,2820 Gentofte, Denmark.

Background and Aims: The incidence rate of childhood diabetes has increased in
Europe and many other parts of the world over the past 50 years Denmark belongs to
a high incidence area. Fonner studies have suggested increasing incidence in males
until 1970_Since 1996 Denmark have had a national register. This is a report of these
results comparing with earlier reports. The aims is therefore 1) to determine the
incidence of type- l-diabetes in Danish children 1996-1999.2) To evaluate trends in
incidence and age at onset from 1970-1999.

lItaterials and lItethods: The incidence rates for type-l-diabetes in Denmark (1996
99) were obtained from the National childhood diabetes register, The age-specific
incidence rates are compared with data collected retrospectively in 1970-76 'and data
from 1980-84, both studies representing population based studies using existing
national routine registration of hospital admissions to paediatric departments within
the survey area. Population data were obtained from Statistics Denmark. The
statistical method used is a Poisson regression model:
Log(lncidence-rate) = A + B(age,gender) + D(county) + E(age)*birthcohort

Results: The annual incidence in 1996-1999 in Denmark is 12.5 in the age-group 04
years-of-age;17.2 in the age group 5-9 years-of-age and 24.5 in the age group 10-14
years-or-age. There is a significant increase in incidence in the age group 0-4 years
of-age 1.8% (0.67-3.0%) per year, and there is a significant increase in the age group
5-9 years-of-age LI % (0.13%-2.0%) per year. In the oldest age group the annual
incidence increase is 0.23% (-0.6-1.1%). The three time trends are different
(P=0.043). The annual increase in incidence is 0.8%(0.21-1.49%) for the age group 0
14 years-of-age.

Conclusions: There is in Denmark- as in other European countries· a left shift in age
of onset and an annual increase in the total age group 0-14 years-of-age.
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Variation at the insulin Vl\"TR locus but not the CTU-4 locus is associated
with age of onset and need for insulin therapy in latent autoimmune diabetes in
adult, (UDA)
VA Horton, l.M, Stratton, R. Owen, RR Holman, J.C. Levy, and A. Clark.
Diabetes Research Laboratories, Oxford Centre for Diabetes, Endocrinology and
Metabolism, Oxford, UK.

Background and Aims: Subjects with Latent autoimmune diabetes in adults
(LADA) have islet cell antibodies (ICA) and glutamic acid decarboxylase antibodies
(GADA) typical of Type I diabetes. Disease presentation is more typical of Type 2
diabetes. Decreased disease severity in LADA patients may be related to reduced
genetic susceptibility. To determine if there is an association of the TY1'e I diabetes
susceptibility genes, the insulin VNTR (llpI5.5) and CTI.A-4 (2q33) with LADA,
the allele frequencies in LADA and T)1'e 2 diabetic patients were compared. Genetic
variation at the insulin VNTR and CTLA-4 loci was studied in relation to phenotypic
characteristics. Materials and Methods: Patients examined included 373 LADA,
530 T)1'e 2 diabetic patients from the UKPDS and 330 non-diabetic subjects from
the Diabetes in Families (DIF) study. Patients were genotyped by PCR-RFLP for the
-23HphI AlB polymorphism in the insulin gene (which is in linkage disequilibrium
with the VNTR class IIIII alleles) and for the A49G transition in exon I of CTLA4.
Results: The VNTR class I alleles were significantly associated with LADA
compared to T)1'e 2 diabetic patients (p<O.OOOI). Division of patients by age at
diagnosis showed a significant association of the VNTR class I alleles in those
presenting younger: p<O.OOOI (25-<35 years). and p<O.Oool (35-<45 years) The
frequency of the VNTR class III alleles was increased in the older age groups (45
<55 and 55-65 years). In those diagnosed between 55 and 65 years, the class III
allele frequency was similar to that in the non-diabetic subjects. There was an
association ofVNTR class I alleles with age at diagnosis (p=O.026), BMI (p=O.009)
and need for insulin therapy within 6 years of diagnosis (p~0.03). There was no
association of the CTLA4 polymorphism with LADA. Conclusions: Genetic
susceptibility from the insulin VNTR locus is associated with a younger age at
diagnosis and a more severe phenotype in LADA patients suggesting a similarity
between younger LADA and Type I diabetic patients.
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Increase in mcsangial and endotbelial cells but no change in POdOC)1e number in
t)"PC1 diabetic patients with nephropathy,
K.E. White and RW Bilous on behalf of the ESPRIT Study Group. Department of
Medicine, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK

Background and Aims: Recent studies in both type I and type 2 diabetes have
suggested that low podocyte number may be linked to the development of
albuminuria. In these studies, glomerular cell number was estimated using the indirect
method of Weibel. We set out to explore this issue using the unbiased disector
principle, which is the current gold standard methodology.
Materials and Methods: Renal biopsies were analysed from 24 type I diabetic
patients, mean (range) age 42 (20-59) years; median (range) albuminuria 198 (30
1599) JIg/min; GFR 88 (57-135) ml/min; and blood pressure 124 (97-147) 174 (61
88) mmHg, and compared to 10 non-diabetic controls, age 38 (22-<i0) years. Light
microscopy was used to estimate glomerular cell number by the unbiased
discctor/fractionator method and mean glomerular volume b)" the Cavalieri principle.
Capillary surface area and length were estimated from electron micrographs.
Results: Both the number of mesangial cells and endothelial cells were significantly'
increased in the diabetic patients compared to controls (mean ± 00:1468 ± 700 v 723 ±
250, p < 0.001; 1344 ± 454 v 934 ± 240, p = 0.002, respectively). There was no
difference in the number of podocytes (482 ± 149 v 539 ± 149, p = 0.318). Mean
glomerular volume was increased in the diabetic patients compared to controls (4.2 ±
1.3 v 3.2 ± 1.1 x 106J1ffi3, P = 0.036). Surface covered by podocytes (filtration
surface + mesangio-urinary surface) was not different, however (0.47 ± 0.15 v 0.55 ±
0.11 mm2, P = 0.157). Also, there was no difference in capillary length between the
groups (29 ± 9 v 26 ± 6 mm, p = 0.232). 11,e number of mesangial cells correlated
with albuminuria (r = 0.50, P = 0.012). There was no correlation between the number
of podocytes and albuminuria.
Conclusions: In early type I diabetic nephropathy there is no apparent reduction in
the number of podocytes. The observed increase in glomerular volume appears to be
in response to an increase in solid elements - cells and matrix - with no accompanying
increase in filtration surface or capillary length.
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CONTRIBUTION OF teNOS GENE POLYMORPHISM (Glu298Asp) TO
THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
M. Yokota" S. Hara', T. Tsukada', A. Yamada', T. Kobayashi', and K.
Nakanishi' . 'Kidney Center, Department of 'Clinical Chemistry, and
'Endoainology and Metabolism, Toranomon Hospital, Tokyo, Japan.

Background and aims: The contribution of endothelial nitric oxide synthase
(ecNOS) gene polymorphism (GIu298Asp) in exon 7 to the development of

diabetic nephropathy was studied longitudinaly in 116 type I diabetic patiets
(observation period:22 ± 9 years). Methods: ecNOS gene polymorphism was

identified by PCR-RFLP method. The presence ofalbuminuria ~30 mgfgCre at
consecutive detenninations was defined as the development of microalbuminuria
The patient'S mean HbAlc (mHbAlc) values since the onset of diabetes was
regarded as the index oflong-tenn metabolic control. Results: The patients with
missense variant (n=27) progressed to the occurence of microalbuminuria earlier
than those without misesense variant (n=89) (incidence rate; 7.46 vs. 4.32/100
patient-years, p=0.02). There was no dif&ence in mean HbAlc values and
fequency of hypertension between these two groups. However, in Cox's
proportional hazard model, an independent risk fletor Dr the development of
microalbuminuria is not missense variant of ecNOS gene but mHbAlc value
(hazard ratio: 1.5111% mHbAlc change, p=0.001). Then, the patients were

subdivided to the better of glycemic control-group (mHbAlc levels < 8.5%, n=
60) and the worse glycemic control-group (mHbAlc levels ~ 8.50/.. n=58). In the
better glycemic control-group, the dif&ence of cumulative incidence rate of
microalbuminuria was conspicuous between the patients with missense variant of
ecNOS gene and normal variant of this gene (incidence rate; 6.90 vs, 2.44 1100
patient-years, p=0.006). In this group, Cox's proportional hazard model showed
that missense variant of ecNOS gene was an independent risk fletor (hazard ratio:
3.13, p=0.008). On the contrary, in worse glycemic control-group, there was no
difference in the cumulative incidence rate of microalbuminuria between the patients
with missense variant and those without. Conclusion: ecNOS gene polymorphism
(GIu298Asp) contributes to the development of micro albuminuria, especially in the
diabetic patients with mild to moderate hyperglycemia.
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THE ROLE OF HAEMOCHRO:-'lATOSIS C282Y AND H63D
MUTATIONS IN DEVELOPMENT OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATIlY
DK Moczulski, W Grzeszczak and B Gawlik, Department of Internal
Medicine and Diabetes, Silesian School of Medicine, Zabrze, Poland

Background and Aims: In patients with clinical haemochromatosis the
frequency ofdiabetes ranges from 20 to 50% and the heterozygosity for the
C282Y mutation in the HFE gene might be associated with increased risk for
diabetes mellitus. There were also some reports suggesting that iron overload
might cause diabetic nephropathy. Materials and Methods: We performed
an association study to assess the role of the C282Y and H63D mutations in
the HFE gene as a risk factor for type 2 diabetes and diabetic nephropathy.
Altogether, 563 patients with type 2 diabetes were collected. In the analysed
group 108 patients had overt proteinuria, 154 microalbuminuria and 301
normoalbuminuria. Among the patients with normoalbuminuria only those
with known diabetes duration of at least 10 years were considered as
normoalbuminuric (n=162). 196 unrelated healthy subjects were used as a
control group. All subjects were genotyped for C282Y and H63D using the
PCR-based protocol. Results: There was a higher frequency of the 282Y
allele carriers among patients with type 2 diabetes than healthy controls (OR
5.3; 95%CI 1.6-17.3). We observed a higher frequency of the 63D allele
carriers among patients with diabetic nephropathy (OR 1.8; 95%CI 1.2-2.8).
Conclusion: In conclusion, our study is the first one which indicates that
being a carrier ofH63D haemochromatosis mutation is a risk factor for
nephropathy in type 2 diabetes. We also confirmed previous observations
that the frequency of282Y mutation was higher in patients with type 2
diabetes than in general population of healthy subjects.
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MECHANICAL STRETCH L'i"DUCES REDUCTION L'i" ALPHA3 BETA I
DlTEGRrnS tx GLOMERULAR EPITHELIAL CELLS L'l VITRO.
L.Gnudi, A. Hayward, S. Thomas, G. Gruden and GC. Viberti, Department of
Endocrinology, Diabetes and Internal Medicine, King's College, London. UK.

Background and Aims: Loss of Glomerular Epithelial Cells (GECs) occurs in
diabetic kidney disease and is believed to be one of the mechanisms of proteinuria.
An early decrease in alpha3 beta I integrin expression. crucial in the attachment of
GECs to the glomerular basement membrane, is seen in animal models of diabetes.
We investigated whether alpha3 betal expression in GEC is altered by the application
of mechanical stretch, mimicking the haemodynamic insult as found in the diabetic
glomerulus.
Materials and Metbods: Conditionally immortalised murine GEC were grown in
D~IEM with 5mM glucose at 33 C with gamma- interferon. and subsequently
differentiated at 39 C for 10 days without gamma-interferon. Mechanical stretch
(10% average elongation) was applied using a Flexcell strain unit for 24 and 48 hours.
Cells were lysed, subjected to PAGE and immunoblotted with specific antibodies for
alpha3 beta I integrins. Blots were quantitated by densitometry.
Results: After 24 hours stretch, there was no significant effect on alpha3 (stretch vs
non-stretch, arbitrary units (au) mean±SD, 1131±628 vs 1081"'527) or betal integrin
(stretch vs non-stretch, 1247±757 vs 1207±730) protein expression levels. However,
the application of mechanical stretch for 48 hours induced a 47% reduction in alpha3
integrin (stretch vs non-stretch, 578±195 vs 1I43±365, p<0.02), and a 38% reduction
in betal integrin (stretch vs non-stretch, 850"'830 vs 1156±731, p<0.02) protein
expression.
Conclusions: This study shows that GECs are mechano-sensitive and in vitro respond
to a mechanical insult by reducing alpha3 and beta I integrins protein expression. This
may represent an important stress-mediated mechanism of GEC loss in diabetic
kidney disease.
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NA MA P
Nvtpodn/glom) 160±80' 1I0±50 80f40
FSLv 030fO.08" 0.22±O.06 0.I8±O.07
FPW 535±95# 673±JJ7 656±170
VY(meslglom) 0.22±O.03 0.26±O.06 036±O.09##
GBMwidth 394±54 488fl02 596fI42##

Podocyte Structure and Renal Function in Caucasian Type 2 Diabetic Patients
M. Dalla Vestra, E. Bortoloso, A. Saller, AM.Roiter, AM. Ceruigoi, M. Velussi, F,
Frigate, G. Crepaldi, P. Fiorello. Dept. of Medical and Surgical Sciences,
University of Padova, Italy.
Background and Aims: Podocyte loss and structural changes have been suggested to be
related to progression of nephropathy in type 2 diabetic (D2) Pima Indians. We studied
podocyte number and structure to define the relationships wit; albumin excretion rate
(AER) and glomerular filtration rate (GFR) in Caucasian D2. Materials and Methods:
Kidney biopsies were performed in 44 02: 13 were normoalbuminuric-NA, 15
mieroalbuminuric-MA, 16 proteinurie-P. GFR was measured by plasma clearance of
"Cr-EDTA. Morphometric analysis was used to estimate: numerical density of
podocytes per glomerulus [Nv(podniglom)-flm3XIO'], filtration slit density (FSLv
Ilml11D13), foot process width (FPW-nm), mesangial fractional volume [Vv(meslglom)]
and glomerular basement membrane (GBM) width (nm). Results: HbAt< was different
among groups (7.4fI.5% in NA, 8.8f1.5 in MA, 8.8f1.8 in P, Anova <0.05) as was
GFR (I02±20 mL'minil 73m' in NA 112±32 in MA 8:l±30 in P Anoya<0.03).

Mean±SD.•Anova<0.003, p<O.OS vs MA and P; ..Anova<O.OO I, p<O.OS vs MA and
P; #Ano"a <0.03, p<0.05 vs MA; ##AnO\·a<O.OOI, p<0.05 vs NA and MA
AER was inversely related to Nv(podnlglom) (r=-0.54, p<O.OOI) and FSLv (r=-0.63,
p<O.OOOI) and directly to FPW (r=0.45, p<0.005). GFR was directly related to FSLv
(r=0.42, p<O.OI) and inversely to FPW (r=-Oo4O, p<0.05). AER was also directly
related to Vv(meslglom) (r=0.67,p<0.0001) and GBM width (r=0.67,p<0.0001); an
inverse correlation was also found between GFR and Vv(mes/glom) (r=
0.67,p<0.0001) and GBM width (r=-0.48,p<0.001). Since 6 pts with abnormal AER
had normal Vv(meslglom) we compared their podocyte structure to that of 12 NA and
normal Vv(meslglom): Nv(podnlglom): 98±50 vs 160f80,p<O.OS; FSLv: 0.24±O.04 vs
0.30±0.08, p=0.06). Conclusions: changes in podocyte structure and number occur in
the early stages ofdiabetic nephropathy and contribute along with mesangial expansion
and GBM thickening to determine renal dysfunction in D2.

espectivelv, The zenotvoes did not differ between any ofthe lITOUPS (table).
Genotype (mutants) NA MI MA ESRD

Glu/Lvs + LvsfLvs n 1%) 174154.4) 92154.4) 172 155.)) 98160.))
Ara/Gln + GIn/Gin n (%) 4905.2) 27 (\5.9) 56 (17.4) 27 (14.8l
AsniSer + Ser/Ser n(%) 78 (24.3) 39 (23.0) 68 (21.3) 39121.3)...

THREE POLYMORPH ISMS L" THE NEPHRIN GENE ARE NOT
ASSOCIATED WITH PROTEINURIA tx TYPE I DIABETIC PATIEl'iTS
K Pettersson-Femholm, C Forsblorn, J Fagerudd, 1.1 Levander, P-H Groop, for the
FinnDiane Study Group.
Dept. Medicine, Div. Nephrology, Helsinki University Hospital, Helsinki, Finland
BACKGROUND Congenital nephrotic syndrome (CNF) is characterised by massive
proteinuria. Recently, several mutations in the nephrin gene (!'ol'HSI) were found to
be respcnsible for manifest CNF. Three sequence variants were also found in healthy
controls. Variations in the f','PHSI gene may affect the degree of proteinuria in
patients who do not exhibit the classic clinical course of CNF, which makes this gene
an attractive candidate gene for diabetic nephropathy.
OBJECTIVES Al'iD DESIGN This cross-sectional, case-control study was
performed in order to investigate whether these common gene variants are associated
with diabetic nephropathy in type I diabetic patients.
PATIEI'ITS Al'iD METHODS We studied 999 C-peptide negative patients from the
FinnDiane Study, a comprehensive, multicenter, nation-wide study including all adult
type I diabetic patients from 17 centres. The mean age was 40±l y'TS, duration of
diabetes 28fl yrs, B~1I25.I±O.1 kglm', HbA I , 8.5±O.I%. The patients were classified
based on their AER: normoalbuminuria with a duration of> 15 }TS (NA, n=323),
microalbuminuria ~II, n=170), proteinuria ~1A, n=322), ESRD (n=I84).
RESULTS The frequencies of the mutant alleles in the Glul l r-e-l.ys, Arg408->Gln
and Asn1077->Ser polymorphisms in the entire cohort were 34%, 8% and 12%,

Further SUbdIVISIon of the groups Into quartiles based on duration of diabetes, AER,
HbA I , and serum creatinine showed no significant differences between the groups.
CO:-':CLUSIO:-I This study does not support an involvement of the three
polymorphisms of the nephrin gene in the pathogenesis of diabetic nephropathy in
type I diabetic patients.
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IN GLOMERUL\R HYPERTEl'iSIO:-i:
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF DIABETIC

GLUTI IS UPREGULATED
POSSffiLE ROLE IN THE
GLOMERULOPATHY.
G. Gruden, L. Gnudi, V. Rodriguez, B. Johnson, S. Thomas, B. Hartley, L. Raij, and
GC. Viberti. Department of Diabetes, Endocrinology and Internal Medicine, King's
College, London, UK.
Background and Aims: Metabolic and haemodynamic insults are important
determinants of extracellular matrix depcsition by mesangial cells. GLUT-I is
implicated in glucose-induced tissue injury and is upregulated by mechanical stretch
in human mesangial cells in vitro. We tested whether high intraglomerular pressure, in
the absence of hyperglycaemia, determines upregulation of the GLUT-I glucose
transporter in the glomeruli in vivo.
Materials and Methods: The expression ofGLUT-I was determined in glomeruli of
Dahl Salt-sensitive (OS) rats on a high salt diet (Nael: 4%)(DSHXa model of
systemic and intraglomerular hypertension, Systolic Blood Pressure -SBP- 23S±15
mmHG), Spcntaneously Hypertensive Rats (SHRXa model of systemic hypertension
without intraglomerular hypertension, SBP 230±10 mmHG), DS on low salt diet
(NaCI: O.5%)(DSL)(SBP 147±8 mmHG), and Wistar Kyoto (WKY) normotensive
control (SBP 137±3 mmHG) rats. Snap frozen kidney specimens from 10-12 week
old male DSH (n=3), SHR (n=3), DSL (n=4), and WKY (n=3) rats were studied.
Coded kidney specimens were cut in 4-flm section, fixed and stained for
immunohistochemistry using a specific GLUT-I antibody. Four independent, masked,
observers scored semiquantitatively the GLUT-I expression levels in the kidney
specimens.
Results: Intense positive staining for GLUT-I was observed in the glomeruli of the
DSH rat group only (OSH: +++vs DSL: +/-, arbitrary units). The glomeruli of SHR
and WKY rats showed virtually no staining for GLUT·I, comparable to that of the
DSL rats. In all groups positive staining for GLUT-I was found in the tubuli.
Conclusions: Glomerular, but not systemic, hypenension upregulates GLUT-I
expression in the glomeruli. We suggest that glomerular hypertension contributes to
the pathology of diabetic glomerulopathy by inducing GLUT-I transporters, thus
potentiating the deleterious effect of hyperglycaemia

HIGH GLUCOSE IS NECESSARY FOR HLXOSAME'I'E-E'l'DUCED TGFnl
LXPRESSION IN HUMAN MESAl'iGIAL CELLS.
D. Bun, S. Thomas, G. Gruden, P. Tult, C. Dell'Anna, GC. Viberti and L. Gnudi.
Department of Diabetes, Endocrinology and Internal Medicine, King's College,
London, UK.

Backgronnd and Aims: The mechanisms of glucose-induced TGFlll in the kidney
remain to be fully elucidated. We determined whether the hexosamine biosynthetic
pathway (HBP) is involved in TGFllI mRNA expression in human mesangial cells
(lL\1C). We increased the cellular content of hexosamine end-products (a) by
culturing lThlC in the presence of glucosamine and (b) by over-expression of
Glutamine: Fructose-6-phosphate Aminotransferase (GFAT), the rate-limiting
enzyme ofHBP. We inhibited the HBP by use ofazaserine, a competitive inhibitor of
GFAT.
Materials and Methods: lL\IC were transfected with a recombinant defective
adenoviral vector expressing GFAT or II galactosidase (ll-galXcontrol vector) and
studied in normal glucose (NGX6 01.\1), high glucose (HGX25 01.\1), and HG with
azaserine (10 fl1.l). The HBP product UDP-N-acetylglucosamine (UDP-NAG) was
determined by capillary electrophoresis. TGFBI mRNA levels were determined by
competitive RT-PCR and expressed as TGFlllIll-Actin mRNA ratio.
Results: In GFAT transfected cells, but not in ll-gal, HG determined a significant 1.9
fold (p<0.024) increase in UDP-NAG compared to NG. HG increased TGFlll mRNA
levels by 2 fold (p<0.039) versus NG in ll-gal transfected cells; azaserine attenuated
this effect. In HG, but not in NG, GFAT transfected cells showed a 2.5 fold increase
in TGFlll expression versus B-gal transfected cells, an effect completely inhibited by
azaserine. Addition ofglucosamine (12 01.\1)resulted in cell death.
Conclusions: Overexpression of GFAT in HG greatly increases TGFBI mRNA
expression. However, in NG, GFAT overexpression is not sufficient to increase
TGFlll mRNA expression, possibly because of insufficient substrate availability.
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Transfection of Ibe G972R varianl of the IRS-I gene In 3DLI adipocytes
impairs the insulin signalling palhway and inhibit.. tell differentialion.
M.G. Baroni, SentinelIi F, Lovan S, Cerini P, Romeo S, SestiG and Di Mario U.
Dept of Clinical Science, Univ. of Rome "La Sapienza", and Dept of Intemal
Medicine, Univ. of Rome "Tor Vergara".
Background and Aims:The molecular mechanisms responsible for insulin-resistance are
still unknown, The Insulin Receptor Substrate-I (IRS-I) plays a central role in insulin
sensitivity and defects in the IRS-I protein may be involved in the development of insulin
resistance. Associationstudies have shown that the IRS-I gene G972R variant is a genetic
risk factor for insulin-resistance.However, how this mutation may lead to impaired insulin
sensitivity is still 10 be determined, Aim of our study is to evaluate, after transfection of
the IRS-I G972R variant in 3T3L1 adipocytes, the effects of this mutation on insulin
signalling and on cell differentiation.
Malerials and Melhods: The 3T3L1 cells were transfected with peD:'<A3 expression
vector containing either the human wild-type IRS-I, the G972R variant or the pcD:'<A3
vector alone. After incubation with selective medium, individualgeneticin G418-resistant
stable cell clones were selected for the study.
Results: Western blotting revealed the expression of transfectedIRS-I in 3T3L1 cells.
After the induction of differentiation the 3T3L1 transfccted cells with wild-type IRS-I and
with pcD:'<A3 alone differentiated in 6-8 days, as expected Surprisingly, the cells
transfected with the G972R variant did not differentiate. To determine whether the defect
in IRS-I was responsible for this alteration, we firstly analysed by Northern blot the
expression of PPAR-gamma gene, which plays a central role in the insulin signalling
cascade thatstimulates adipocyte differentiation. The PPAR-gamma mRI'IA was absent in
the cells transfected with the mutated IRS-I. Also AdipoQ and adipsin, both markers of
adipocyte differentiation, were absent To establish which proteins upstream of PPAR
gamma may be involved, we studied by the presence of several intracellular proteins,
including MAP kineses and AKT. Results showed thatP38 and N2I44 MAPK (involved
in cell proliferation) remained phosphorylated until the 8th day of differentiation in
G972R cells, whilst MAPK phosphorylation in wild-type IRS-I cells decreased after the
2nd day. Also AKT resulted highly phosphorylated in G972R cells, probably secondary to
high levels ofP38 MAPK. Proteins downstream of AKT, like ADDI and CIEBP-a1pha are
currently under study.
Conclusions:The G972R variant ofthe IRS-I gene appears to impair the insulin signalling
pathway of 3T3LI adipocytes, inhibiting the differentiation of these cells, possibly
through an alteration of the cascade involving the transcription of the PPAR-garnma gene.
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GLYCOGEN SYNTHASE KL'lASE-3 AND AMP-ACTIVATED PROTEL'i
KINASE ACTMTY L'i SKELETAL MUSCLE FRO;vI TYPE 2 DIABETIC
SUBJECTS
K. Hojlund',l F. P. Wojtazsewskit, P. Staehr' and H. Beck-Nielsen'.
'Diabetes Research Centre, University of Southern Denmark and 'Copenhagen
Muscle Research Centre, University ofCopenhagen, Denmark

Background: A defect in insulin-stimulated glycogen synthase (GS) acuvity in
skeletal muscle is a consistent finding in type 2 diabetes. GS is activated by insulin,
mainly through dephosphorylation of specific serine residues designated site 2, 3a and
3b. GSKl phosphorylatcs site 3a and 3b in vivo and has been shown to be inhibited
by insulin. AMPK phosphorylates site 2 in vitro and has recently been shown to co
immunoprecipitate with GS in vivo.
Aims and methods: To investigate the potential role of GSKl and AMPK in reduced
GS activity in type 2 diabetes, the activity of GS, GSK3a al-AMPK and a2-AMPK
were studied in biopsies of m. vastus lateralis from 10 type 2 diabetic and 10 matched
control subjects before and after 4-h euglycemic-hypcrinsulinernic clamp (40
mUlm'/min).
Results: Insulin-stimulated glucose disposal was significantly decreased in type 2
diabetic subjects (I 77±26 VS 290±25 mglm'/min, P < 0.01) mainly due to a decreased
rate of insulin mediated non-oxidative glucose metabolism (1I3±20 vs 196±21
mg/mvrnin, P = 0.02). Insulin-stimulated GS activity was significantly reduced in
type 2 diabetic subjects (fractional velocity: 25±2 vs 40±4%, P < 0.01). Insulin
decreased GSK3a activity equally in both groups; from 3.9±O.2 to 2.6±0.2
nmollmglmin in diabetic subjects (P < 0.01) and from 4.I±OA to 2.6±0.1
nmollmglmin in control subjects (P < 0.01), whereas al-AMPK and a2-AMPK
activities were equally unaffected by insulin in the two groups.
Conclusion: We conclude that the defect in insulin-stimulated glycogen synthase
(GS) activity in skeletal musce from type 2 diabetic patients may not be caused by
changes in GSK3 or AMPK activity.
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TilE ROLE OF ATYPICAL AND CONVENTIONAL PKC IN
DEHYDROEPIANDROSTERONE·INDUCED GLUCOSE
UPTAKE
T. Ishizuka, II. Morita, Y. Uno, K. Kajita, A. Miura, M.
Isbizawa, Y. Kawai, Y. Yamamoto, and K. Yasuda. Gifu
Uoiversity School of Medicine, Tsu kasa-machi 40, Gifu 500
8705, Japan

Baekgroud and Alms: We have reported that both
dehydroepiandrosterone (DIIEA) and dexamethasone (Dexa)
directly activate PKC. In Ihis study, we investigated the effects
of these bormones on conventional PKC (cPKC) and atypical
PKC(aPKC). Results: DIIEA and Dexa directly activated
PKCIl and PKCl; to the same de gre e, In rat adipocyte s, DIIEA
and Dexa activated endogenous immuuoprecipitable PKCl; to
246% and 164'7c, respectively from basal level (100%). In

adipocytes, 5 min treatment with DIlEA increased
phosphatidylinositol 3-kin ase (PI 3-kinase) activity in
immunoprecipitate with anti-phosphotytosine antibody to 235%.
Preincubation with worlmannio, myristoylated PKCl;
pseudosubstrate , but not with G06976, abolished DIIEA
induced 2-deoxyglucose (DOG) uptake. cPKC inhibitors

prevented Dexa-induced insulin resistance. Moreover, DIlEA
and Dexa increased DOG uptake to 330'7c and 220'7c,
respectively, in adipocytes overexpressed with wild-type PKCl;,
but not in those overe xpre ssed with dominant negative.
Conclusions: These results indicated that DlIEA and Dexa

activate both cPKC aod aPKC, and Dexa-induced cPKC

activation may lead to insulio resistance. In contrast, DlIEA may
mimic or enhance insulin action via PI 3-kinase and aPKC.
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Antisense Protein Tyrosine Phosphatase IB Lowers Plasma Glucose, Increases
Insulin Sensitivity and Reverses Activation ortbe Stress Kinase p38 in ob/ob Mice,
R1. Gum, B. Zinker, C. Rondinone, J. Clarnpit, 1. Waring, L. Gaede, M. Stark, M.
Heindel, N. Xie, J. Trevillyan, M. Jirousek and R Ulrich. Abbott Laboratories, Abbott
Park, IL USA.
Background and Aims: This study was designed to determine if inhibiting PTPIB
(protein tyrosine phosphatase IB), using antisense technology, lowers plasma glucose
and increases insulin sensitivity in a diabetic animal model, without toxic side effects.
and to identify signaling mechanisms involved. Materials and Methods: obob mice (6
7 w15) were treated with antisense PTPIB (lSI5-1 13715) for 6 weeks at 25 rng/kg,
2X1wk. Glucose and insulin levels were determined weekly. A subset of mice was
stimulated with insulin i.p. for I or 5 min. Western blotting and RNA analysis including
arrays were performed on liver and fat for various molecules to identify signaling
pathways affected. Results: Antisense PTPIB normalized plasma glucose (p<0.01) in
diabetic ob/ob mice to lean oh!+ levels and produced evidence of increased insulin
sensitivity in these mice without causing hypoglycemia and without overt toxicity at
efficacious doses. Insulin signaling pathways were activated in liver and fat of antisense
PTPIB treated ob/ob mice including insulin receptor substrate 2 protein (IRS-2, 2-fold in
liver and 4-fold in fat (p<0.05 and 0.001, respectively) and protein kinase B activity
(pKB, 2 fold in liver, p<0.05). Downstream gene expression in the gluconeogenesis
pathway, including phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PEPCK), was inhibited in liver.
Insulin receptor (IR) phosphorylation and PKB phosphorylation was enhanced (3 and 6
fold, respectively, p<O.OI,each) in liver of antisense treated mice stimulated with insulin
for lor 5 minutes. By contrast activation of extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK)
mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) was not enhanced upon insulin stimulation in
either tissue. In addition, activation ofp38 MAPK was decreased by 70"10 (p<O.OOI) in
antisense PTPIB treated ob/ob mice to lean ob/+ levels. Conclusions: Decreasing
PTPIB mRNA and protein, through antisense oligonucleotides, normalizes plasma
glucose and insulin levels in diabetic animals. Decreasing protein levels by 50% is
sufficient for effective treatment, Downstream elements in the insulin signaling pathways
are activated particularly in response to insulin. Activation of the stress kinase p38 is
reversed indicating a decrease in activation of stress pathways upon PTPIB inhibition
and glucose normalization. This provides evidence that similar decreases in PTPIB
protein in humans may be an effective treatment for type 2 diabetes.
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ROLE OF DIACYLGLYCERIDES AND CERMnDES IN THE EFFECTS OF
PALfo.UTATE ON GLUCOSE UPTAKE IN CULTURED HlThIAN MUSCLE
E. Montell', K. Mace' and A. M. G6mez-Foix'. 'Dep, Bioquimica i Biologia
Molecular, Universitat de Barcelona, 08028 Barcelona, Spain; and 'Nestle
Research Center, Vers-Chez-Les-Blanc, CH·IOOO Lausanne 26, Switzerland.
Background and Aims: The mechanisms that trigger muscle insulin resistance in
type 2 diabetes are still unclear; however, a strong correlation between insulin
desensitization and intramuscular lipid accumulation has been found. Several
second messengers deriving from lipid metabolism have been proposed to
underlay this effect. We have previously shown that accumulation of saturated
NEFA impaired insulin-stimulated glucose uptake, whereas unsaturated NEFA
had no effect. Here we examine the involvement of diacylglycerides (DAG) and
cerami des on the effects of saturated NEFA on glucose metabolism and their
relation to the lipid-dependent protein kinases involved in insulin signaling.
Malerials and Melhods: This study was performed in human muscle primary
culture. DAG and ceramide levels were determined by thin-layer chromatographic
analysis. Results: Muscle cells were preincubated for 15 h in 25 mmolJl glucose
D~ffiM in the absence or presence of 0.25 mmolJl palmitate. This treatment
increased both DAG and ceramide levels by about 3-fold. Basal glucose uptake
was increased and insulin-stimulation was inhibited in palmitate-incubated cells.
The level of Thr-308 phosphorylation of protein kinase (PK) B was elevated by
insulin, irrespective of palmitate treatment, However, palmitate did not modify
basal PKB phosphorylation, whereas it increased PKC activity in plasma
membranes. Treatment of cells with GF 109203X, a selective inhibitor of DAG
sensitive PKCs, did not modify basal glucose uptake nor did it alter the effect of
palmitate, whereas it enhanced the stimulation by insulin, Conclusions: Although
palmitate promotes the accumulation of ceramides in human skeletal muscle, our
data indicate that it does not alter basal or insulin-stimulated PKB
phosphorylation, Rather, the effects of palmitate appear to be mediated through
the activation of DAG-insensitive PKCs.
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Effect or4-hJdro.l)"isoleucine on insulinsensitk-ityin insulinresistant rats.
V. Breil (I), C. Rouault (I), S. Rizkalla (I), C. Broca (2), M. Taouis (2), P. Petit (2),
G. Reach (I).
(I) INSERM U341, Service de Diabetologie, Hotel-Dieu, Paris. France.
(2) Laboratoire de Pharmacologie, Faculte de Medecine, Montpellier. France.

4-hydroxyisoleucine (4-0H-lIe), an amino acid extracted from fenugreek seeds,
stimulates insulin secretion only in the presence of a stimulative glucose
concentration. It induces a decrease in blood glucose and insulin concentration in type
2 diabetic rats, suggesting a possible effect on insulin sensitivity. The aim ofthis work
was therefore to determine the effect of4-0H-lle on insulin sensitivity in normal and
insulin resistant rats. Animals and methods : male Sprague-Dawley rats were
submitted for 3 weeks 10 a control, or a saccharose (57.5%) and lipid (14%), diet and
subsequently investigated during sequential euglycemic hyperinsulinemic (basal,
followed by insulin infusion rate OAUlkglh) clamp performed in the absence, or in the
presence, of a 20 rng/kg/h 4-0H-lIe infusion. Results : I) the saccharose-lipid diet
induced insulin resistance demonstrated by the decrease in the glucose infusion rate
R'a observed during insulin infusion (7.06±1.48 vs 11.78±0.82 rag/kg/min,
saccharose-lipid vs control diet, p=O.0143). 2) In control rats (n~8), insulin infusion
produced a decrease in glucose production rate Ra (6A2±1.3 vs 11.41±O.78
mglkglmin p=O.OO99), insulin vs basal, which was blunted in saccharose-lipid fed rats
(n~8), (8.54±1.43 vs 10.68±1.42 mglkglmin p-=O.2847). Insulin induced an increase in
glucose utilization, Rd (18.3±1.3 vs 11.41±O,78 mg/kig/min p=O.OO5, insulin vs
basal). This effect was blunted in saccharose-lipid fed rats (IS.60±O.87 vs 10.68±I,42
rag/kg/min p-=O.0175). 3) The infusion of 4-0H-lIe corrected completely insulin
resistance in the saccharose-lipid fed rats (R'a~10.99±1.07 mglkglmin, p=O.0487 vs
absence of4-0H-IIe). 4-0H-lIe produced a significant increase in Rd (22.14±1.18 and
18.6±1.8 mglkglh in control and saccharose-lipid fed rats, respectively, p=O,0I35 vs
absence of4-0IDle. The molecule had no effect on glucose production. Conclusion:
In addition to its stimulatory effect on insulin secretion, the 4-OH-lle improves insulin
sensitivity in this experimental model.
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INCREASED INSULL'i SENSITIVITY L'i IGF-I RECEPTOR-DEFICIENT
BROWN ADIPOCYTES.
A. M. Valverde I , C. Murl, M. Arribasl, P. Navarro I, C. R. Kahn 2 and M.

Benito\. (I) Institute de Bioquimica (Centro Mixto CS1ClUCl\I), Facultad de
Farmacia, Ciudad Universitaria 2804o-Madrid, Spain and (2) Joslin Diabetes Center,
Harvard Medical School, Boston, fo.lA-Q2115, U.S.A.

Background and Aims: Insulin like growth factor I (IGF-I) is a mitogen also
involved in adipogenic- and thermogenic-differentiation in fetal brown adipocytes.
We have characterized immortalized cell lines derived from the brown adipose tissue
of fetuses of mice deficient in the IGF-I receptor, as well as the study of insulin action
in these cells.
Malerial, and Methods: Generation of cell lines with SV40 LTAg,
Immunoprecipitation, Western and Northern blot, Phosphatase activity and DNA
synthesis experiments were performed.
Results: Brown adipocyte cell lines from fetuses of mice deficient in the IGF-IR gene
maintained the expression of adipogenic- and thermogenic-differentiation markers
and showed a multilocular fat droplets. Insulin-induced autophosphorylation of the
insulin receptor b-chain was augmented in IGF-ffi-/- cells as compared to the wild
type, Insulin-induced tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-I was higher in IGF-ffi-/
brown adipocytes despite that its protein content was lower than that of wild type
cells, In contrast, tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-2 decreased in IGF-ffi-deficient
cells, its protein content being unchanged as compared to the wild type, Downstream
IRSs, the association IRS-I/Grb-2 was augmented in IGF-IR-/- cells. However, no
differences in SHC tyrosine phosphorylation and its association with Grb-2 in
response 10 insulin were observed. IGF-IR-/- cells showed an enhanced activation of
the mitogen-activated protein kinase (fo.IAPK) cascade upon insulin stimulation. In
addition, the lack of IGF·ffi resulted in a higher mitogenic response to insulin as
compared to wild type cells. Finally, cells lacking IGF-\R showed a much lower
association between IR or IRS-I and phosphotyrosine phosphatase IB (PTPIB) and
also a decreased PTP1B activity upon insulin stimulation.
Conclusions: IGF-IR-deficient brown adipocytes show an increased insulin
sensitivity via IRS-IIGrb-mlAPK, resulting in increased mitogenesis.
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Intramyocellular lipid is associated with in vivc insulin resistance 00 glucose
uptake and insulin signalling defects in human skeletal muscle.
E. Korsheninnikova, A. Virkamaki, A. Seppala-Lindroos, S. Vehkavaara, T. Goto, A.
M. Hillinen and H. Yki-Jarvinen, University of Helsinki, Depl Medicine, Helsinki,
Finland

Background and Aims. To examine whether and how intramyocellular lipid (ThICL)
content contributes to inlerindividual variation in insulin action, we studied 20 healthy
men with no family history of type 2 diabetes. L\ICL was measured using proton
magnetic resonance spectroscopy in vastuslateralis muscleandnormalized for muscle
total creatinine (Cr'I).

Materials and Methods, Whole body insulin sensitivity was measured using a 120
minute euglycemic hyperinsulinaemic (insulin infusion rate 40 mU/m2 min) clamp.
Muscle biopsies of vastus lateralis muscle were taken before and 30 min after
initiation ofthe insulin infusion to assess insulin signalling. The subjects were divided
into groups with high (9.5±O.9 ThICUCrT, n~IO, HiThICL) and low L\ICL (3.0±0.5
ThICUCrT, n~IO, LoIMCL), the cutpoint being median L\ICL (6.1 L\ICUCrT).

Results. The grnups were comparable with respect 10 age (43±3 vs, 40±3 )TS, NS,
HiThlCL vs. LoL\ICL), body mass index (26±1 vs. 26±1 kglm2, NS), and maximal
oxygen consumption (33±2 vs. 36±3 mllkg min, NS). Whole body insulin stimulated
glucose uptake was lower in the HiThlCL (3.O±OA mg/kg min) than the LoThICL
(S.I±0.5 mg/kg min, p<O.05) group. Study of insulin signalling indicated that insulin
induced tyrosine phosphorylation of Ihe insulin receptor (lR) was blunted in IIiIMCL
compared 10 LoThICL(57% vrs. 142% above basal, p<0.05), while protein expression
of the ffi was unaltered. Insulin receptor substrate-I associated phosphatidylinositol
3-kinase activation by insulin was also lower in lIiL\ICL than in LoL\ICL (49±23 vs.
84±27 % above basal, p<0.05 between HiL\ICL and LoL\ICL).

Conclusions. L\ICL accumulation is associated with whole body insulin resistance
and with defective insulin signalling in skeletal muscle independent of body weight
and physical fitness.
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MORTALIN - A PUTATIVE CANDIDATE GENE FOR IDD~1?

J. Johannesen, A. Pie, Z.M. Larsen. O.P. Kristiansen, H. Vissing, A.E. Karlsen, F.
Pociot, J. Nerup, DSGD and DIEGG. Steno Diabetes Center, Niels Steensensvej
2, DK-2820 Gentofte, Denmark.
Backt!round and Aims: Mortalin has by 2D-protein gel analysis been found to be
upregulated in isolated rodent islets exposed to cytokines. As mortalin furthermore
has been associated withcellular senescence. we consider the gene encoding for
mortalin (5q31.1) a putative candidate gene for cytokine induced beta-cell
destruction. Materials and Methods: A population based Danish IDDM family
material comprising 257 families. Single stranded conformation polymorphism
screening of the human rnortalin gene expressed in cytokine stimulated leukocytes
(mortalin cDNA). Genotyping typing: (i) a RFLP assay (enzyme: Ddel), and (ii) a
PCR based microsatellite assay for the D5S5oo dinucleotide marker. Linkage
testing: transmission disequelibrium tests. Results: Three novel polymorphisms at
the cDNA level in position 272,977 and 1962 (Genbauk: L15189) were identified
in the mortalin gene. When establishing genotyping assays for the identified
cDNA polymorphisms in genomic DNA we identified mismatches betvveen the
cDNA and genomic DNA sequences. The recent release of a human BAC-clone
comprising genomic DNA from chr. 2, showed 100% homology to the genomic
DNA sequence we obtained, suggesting the existence of a mortalin pseudogene on
chr. 2. Despite having this sequenee information it was only possible to establish a
RFLP genotyping assay for the A to G polymorphism in position 977.- This
polymorphism was not found to be in linkage in a Danish IDDM population.
Furthermore, we tested the polymorphic D5S500 dinucleotide marker located less
than 2.3 cM from the mortalin gene at5q31.1 without finding linkage to IDDM. In
conclusion. the rnortalin gene is unlikely to be an IDDM candidate gene, as
linkage was neither established for one of the three novel identified
polymorphisms within the coding sequence of the gene nor for a microsatellite
located close to the mortalin in a Danish IDD~I family material. We suggest the
existence ofa mortalin pseudogene on chr. 2.
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A NOVEL POLYMORPIlISM IN TilE PRO~IOTER REGION OF TilE IL-4

GENE IS ASSOSIATED WITII TYPE I DIABETES IN JAPANESE

T. Ohkubo, T. Awata, K. Inoue, S. Kurihara, M. Watanabe, K. Inukai, I. Inoue. and

S. Katayama, The Fourth Department of Internal Medicine, Saitama Medical School.

Japan.

Background and Aims: IL-4, one of the key regulators of the ThI-Th2 balance,

promotes the differentiation of CDH helper lymphocytes into Th2 cells. It is

assumed that the Th 1 predominance over Th2 has an important role in the

development of type I diabetes. In the present study, therefore. we investigated the

possible role of the IL-4 gene in type I diabetes. Materials and Methods: We

studied 2~ I type I diabetic patients and 369 control subjects. First, we screened for

variations in the promoter region (position ·1105 to +38; +1= translation start site)

and exons of the 11.-4 gene in 2~ patients by PCR direct sequencing. Next.

genotyping of each polymorphism was performed by PCR-RFLP. Results: PCR

direct sequencing detected five polymorphisms; T(-590)C, C(·I~~)T, T(-33)C,

A(+363)T, and A(+8~1I)C. Among them, A(+363)T and A(+8~1I)C are located in

introns and were not further analyzed. C(·14~)T was a novel and relatively rare

polymorphism, and we found that the distribution of C(-144)T genotype was

significantly different between type 1 diabetic patients and control subjects. CT

genotype was observed in eight type I diabetic patients (3.3%) and three controls
(0.8%), and the remainder were all CC genotype (odds ratio of CT genotype: 4.2.

p=0.030). No significant difference was observed in the distribution ofT(.590)C and

T(-33)C genotypes between patients and controls. We also found that T(-590)C and

T(·33)C were in significant linkage disequilibrium, but C(·14~)T was not

significantly associated with both T(-590)C and T(-33)C. Conclusions: We

provided evidence for the first time that IL-4 gene polymorphism contribute [0 the

development of human type I diabetes. Further genetic and functional studies,

however,arerequired.
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SIBPAIR MAPPI:-;G OF SUSCEPTIBILITY LOCI TO TYPE I DIABETES

IN RUSSIAN FAMILIES

V.V. Nosikov', D.A. Chistyakov', T.L. Kuraeva', K.V. Savost'anov', E.V. rue
vich', Yu.A. Seryogin, L.1eZilberman', V.A. Peterkova, and 1.1. Dedov'
(I) National Research Centre "GosNIl genetika", and (2) Endocrinology Research
Centre of Russian Academy of Medical Sciences, Moscow, Russia

Background and Aims: In this study we have performed the sibpair analyses to map
genes that predispose to type I diabetes using 35 affected sibpair and 66 simplex
families of Russian origin. Materials and Methods: Polymorphic markers were
amplified using PCR and primer sequences from GenBank. To identify alleles PCR
products were separated in 12% polyacrylamide gel and stained with silver nitrate.
Combined transmissionfdisequlibrium test (TDT) and sib TDT (S· TDT) were used
for data analysis. Results: We have studied linkage of several sets of polymorphic
markers located at regions containing IDD.IfS. IDDM9. IDDM/0 and IDD.\f/2
susceptibility loci. In case of IDDMS locus (6q25.3-q27) linkage evidences have
been obtained for marker A/a(-9)Va/ (z'=2.25, p<O,05; MLS=2.06, p<0.05) located
at mitochondrial superoxide dismutase gene (SOD2) but not for marker D6S503. In
IDD.1f9 locus (3q21-q25) we have found linkage evidences for two microsatellites:
D3S/769 (z'=1.68, p=O,O~) and DlS40/5 (z'~1.809, p~0,03). In case of IDDM/O
locus (lOpI1.2) linkage evidences have been obtained for markers DJOS/U3
(z'=3,83, p<O,OOOI) and D/OS2326 (z'=2.066, p=0.02) but not for markers
DJOS/426 and DJOS507. In case of IDD.lfI210cus (2q33) two polymorphic markers
of the human cytotoxic T lymphocyte associated antigen-4 gene (CTLA.f), namely,
codon 17 dimorphism and (AT), rnicrosatellite located in the 3'-untranslated region
have been developed and the linkage of these markers with diabetes type I have been
studied. A nonrandom excess of the Alal7 CTLA4 molecular variant (MLS~3.26,

p=0.000015; z'=4.07, p=0.00003) and the IO~-bp allele of the dinucleotide marker
(MLS=3.14, p<O.OOOOOI; z'=3.96, p=O,0007) have been observed in affected and
simplex sibling pairs, correspondingly. Conclusions: Using families of Russian
origin we have found evidences of linkage for all studied loci (lDD.IfS, IDD.1f9.
IDDM/O and IDDM/2) previously identified as potential susceptibility loci in
British and USA populations. The several markers located in these loci are strongly
associated with, and linked to diabetes type I in a Russian population.
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CfLA-4 G allele is associated with Autoimmune Polyglandular Syndrome type
Il in patients negative for susceptible haplotypes HLA DRBI'0J-DQBI'0201
and DRBI'04-DQBl'0302
S, Lattari, A. Petrone, G. Giorgi, M.L. Del Buono, A. Galgani, A Crino", U. Di
Mario, R Buzzelli. Dep. of Clinical Science, University "La Sapienza", 'Unit of
Endocrine Autoimmune Disease, Bambino Gesti Hospital, Rome,Italy

Background and Aims: The Autoimmune Polyglandular Syndrome Type U (APS II)
is characterized by Addison's disease occurring concomitantly with Type I diabetes
and an autoimmune thyroid disease. APS II is strongly associated with lILA DR and
DQ genes and is more commonly present in females. The aim of our study was to
analyze the lILA DR and DQ polymorphism and the CTLA-4 exon I A49G
dimorphism and their possible interactions in the susceptibility to APS U
Materials and Methods: We have typed DRB I and DQB I loci using a PCR/reverse
lineblot method, and the CTLA-4 exon I position A49G dimorphism using a PCR
RFLP method from 41 APS II patients and 302 matched controls from Italian
population.
Results: The lILA DRBI'03-DQBI'0201 and DRBI'04-DQBl'0302 haplotypes
are associated with APS II (p<IO-4; OR 4.17 and 4.6, respectively), The DRBI'03
DQBI'0201IDRBI'Q4-DQBI'0302 genotype is statistically increased in APS U
patients compared to control subjects (15% vs 2%, respectively, p<IO-4) and confers'
the highest risk (OR=IO.7). CTLA-4 G allele was found associated with APS II
only in patients negative for lILA DRBI'03-DQBI'0201 and DRBI'Q4·
DQB 1'0302 (p=o,003).
Conclusions: CTLA-4 confers risk only in patients negative for lILA DRBI'03·
DQB 1'020I and DRB 1'04-DQB1'0302 haplotype, We found association of lILA
DR and DQ with APS II also in Italian population suggesting that this region plays
the major role in the susceptibility to the disease,
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NO MAJOR ROLE OF THE 3' UTR POLYMORPIIlSM OF TIlE IL-12P40 GENE
(ILI2B) IN TYPE I DIABETES AND AUTOIMMUNE TlIYROIO DISEASE IN

JAPANESE
T. Awata, T. Ohkubo, K. Inoue, S. Kurihara, M. Watanabe, K. Inukai, I. Inoue, and
S. Katayama, The Fourth Department oflntemal Medicine, Saitama Medical School,

Japan.
Background and Aims: 1L-12 promotes the differentiation of CDH helper
lymphocytes into Th I cells, which are essential in the development of type I
diabetes. Very recently, new type I diabetes susceptibility locus, IDD.If/8, has been
mapped near IL-12p~O gene (IL1lB), and significant bias in transmission of the
[LllB 3' UTR single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) to type I diabetic patients was
observed. In the present study, therefore, we investigated the possible role of the
3'UTR SNP of [LllB in type I diabetes (TID) and autoimmune thyroid disease
(AlTO) in Japanese. Materials and Metbods: We studied 185 TID patients, 91
patients with Graves' disease (GO) and 57 patients with Hashimoto's thyroiditis
(lin and 395 control subjects. Genotyping of the was performed by PCR-RFLP
using endonuclease TaqI. In the Caucasian population, A allele (Taql negative)was
reported to be predominant (frequency -0.8) and susceptible to TI D. Results: In the
control subjects, allele frequencies were 0.465 for A and 0.535 for C. In the patient
groups, frequencies of A allele were 0.51I (TI 0),0.456 (GO) and 0.526 (fiT). Thus,
A allele was increased in the TID patients and tbe Hf patients compared to the
control subjects, but the differences were both insignificant (p~0.15, 1'=0.23,
respectively). Also, we found no significantdifference in the genotype distribution
between groups. Furthermore, stratification of TID patients by Hl.A genotypes and
age at onset did not yield significant association. Conclusions: In Japanese, the
3'UTR SNP of /LIlB is also polymorphicbut may not play an important role in the

pathogenesis ofTI 0 and AlTO.

HLA-DQ MOLECULES MODIFY THE RISK OF THYROID
AUTOIMMUNIlY L'i lYPE I DIABETIC CHILDREN
Z. Sumnik, P'Drevinek, O'Cinck, SKolouskova, J.Vavrincc, P.Sedlakova.
M.Snajderova. 2nd Department of Pediatrics, 2nd Medical School, Charles
University, Prague, Czech Republic

Background and Aims: Type I. diabetes mellitus is frequently associated with
thyroid autoimmunity (TAl). Both this diseases sbare similar risk lILA class II
genotypes. The aims of this study were to estimate the prevalence of TAl in diabetic
children and to determine the contribution of HLA-DQA I, -DQB I alleles to TAl
susceptibility among diabetic children.

Materials and Method. : 285 diabetic children (158 boys and 127 girls) aged 0 to 18
years were screened for thyroid autoimmunity using autoantibodies against thyroid
peroxydase {TPO) and thyroglobulin (Tg). Both TPO and Tg were determined using
RIA metbods. The IILA-DQAI, -DQBI genotype was investigated by polymerase
chain reaction with a set of 24 seguence-specific primer pairs (pCR-SSP) in all
children oftbe study group. The levels ofrisk were calculated as odds ratios (OR) and
their confidence intervals were expressed according to Woolfs formula.

Results: Repeated positivity ofTPO and/or Tg autoarntibodies was found in 45/285
diabetic children (15.8%). The prevalence rate was significantly higher in girls than in
boys (27% vs 7%, 1'<0.0001). The susceptibility of thyroid autoimmunity in diabetic
children was negatively associated with HLA-DQBI'05xx (DQBI'050I, 0502,
0503) confering the OR 0.20, CI 95% 0.05-0.85, 1'<0.03, and positively associated
with HLA-DQBI'0302 (OR 2.6, CI 95% 1.1-6.2, p<0.04).

Conclusions : The high prevalence of thyroid autoimmunity found in our group of
diabetic children emphesizes the need for their regular screening. We observed the
significant protective effect for HLA DQB1'05 and the risk effect for IILA
DQB1'0302 for thyroid autoimmunity within the group ofdiabetic cbildren.
The study was supported by the Ministry of Health of the Czecb Republic (grant
no.6278-3) and by the Ministry of Education of the Czech Republic (grant
no. I I .(OO3סס13
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Pomors (n~38)
Moscovites

N Haplotypes In=79)
RR P RR P

I DRB 1'0~-DQAI'03-DQB I '0302
DRB I'O~-DQA1'030I- 29.7 <0.001 6.91 <0.05
DQBI'0302

2 ORBI'O~-DQA I '030 1-
DQBI'0302

8.67 <0.001 71.13 <0.001
DRB1'03-DQA I '050 I-
DQBI'0201

Different association level between Type I diabetes and DRB 1'0401 "as revealed
100. In Pomors the highest RR (3,4~) is determined for DRB1'0~04 comparing to
RR-2,2 in Moscovites, On the contrary in Moscovites the highest RR (8,8) is
determined for DRBI'O~O I comparing to 1,25 in Pomors. As for
flLADRB I'0~03 its frequency in "healthy" Moscovites was 2,9% and in Pornors
1,2%. In Type I diabetic Moscovites HLA DRBI'0~03 was 1,1%, but was not
revealed in Pomors. Conclusion In Pomor population with high Type I diabetes
morbidity we revealed unusual associations between Type J diabetes and HLA as
comparedto Moscovites.

POLYMORPIIIS~I IN liLA GENES MARKERS OF TYPE I DIABETES
L.Alexeev, *1.DedO\', I\I.Dold)'reva, and *A.Zilov. Institute or Immunology,
Moscow, Russia; *Endocrinolog)' Research Center, Moscow, Russia.
Background and aims We studied associations between Hl.A genes and Type I
diabetes susceptibility in 2 ethnic groups: I) Russian subjects from Moscow
(Moscovites); 2) Russian Pomors from North-West of Russia. The cboice for
Pomors was due to the fact that their Type I diabetes morbidity was revealed 1,8
times higher comparing to Moscovites. Materials and methods We used SSP
method witb original primer kits determining 16 DRBI specificities, 12 DQAI
alleles, and 20 DQBI alleles. Besides DRB 1'04 allelic variations. were
determined. Among Type I diabetes' patients the following liLA DRBI allelic
variants were identified: filA DRB1'040 I, '0403, '0404, '0~05, '0~08. Results
The data on different haplctypes strongly associated to Type I diabetes are
submitted in the table'

GENETIC PREDISPOSITIO:-l FOR TYPE I DIABETES AI\IO:\'G
UNAFFECTED FIRST-DEGREE RELATIVES OF DIABETIC PATIENTS.
C. Ionescu-Tirgoviste, C. Gujal, K. Welsb2, S. MarsbaI12and J.A. Todd3
I Clinic of Diabetes, Institute N.C.Paulescu, Bucharest, Romania; 2 Tissue Typing
Lab, Oxford Transplant Centre, Oxford, UK; 3, Wellcome Trust Centre for Molecular
Mechanisms in Disease,Cambridge, UK

Background and Alms. Type I diabetes mellitus (TIDM) is a common autoimmune
disease appearing in genetically predisposed individuals. However, the maximum
reported concordance rate of TIDM in monozygotic twins (30-50%) indicates the
importance of environmental factors. In order to asses indirectly the importance of
environmental factors, we analysed the presence/absence of susceptibility genes
previously reported as associated with TlDM in the Romanian population (IODMI,
IODM2 and ICAMI) in a group of non-diabetic first degree relatives of TlDM
patients. Materials and Methods. The study group comprised 544 unaffected
parents, brothers and sisters (265 MJ279F) of212 type I diabetic patients. The typing
for IODMI, IODM2 and ICAMI was made using the SSP-PCR method. We define as
HLA(+) those patients DRJ or DR4 positive and as HLA(-) patients those DRJ and
DR4 negative. We define as INS(+) those patients bomozygotes for Class I Ins-VNTR
alleles and as INS(-) those positive for Class III alleles at the same locus. We define
as ICAM(+) those patients FJE homozygotes for 469 ElK polymorpbism of ICAMI
gene (E allele diabetogenic) and as (CAM(-) those ElK or KlK at the same locus.
Results. We found 373 HLA(+) subjects (68.6%) vs. 171 HLA(-) subjects (31.4%).
INS(+) subjects represented 71.9% (391 of 544) vs. 28.1% INS(-) (153). ICAM(+)
subjects were HI of 544 (20.40%) vs. 79.6% ICAM(-). We found 26 HLA(-)lINS(
)/ICAM(-) subjects (4.78%) vs only I (0.47%) of 212 diabetics. Overall 48 non
diabetic subjects (8.82%) carried the most diabetogenic haplotype i.e.
HLA(+)/INS(+)/ICAM(+). Conclusions. There are extremely rare (I of 212) the
cases ofTIDM without genetic susceptibility. There are relatively many cases (48 of
544 i.e. 8.82%) with TIDM genetic susceptibility without developing the disease. So,
our data sustain that the genetic susceptibility, though necessary, is not sufficient for
Tl DM occurrence. This suggests the conjugate intervention of more than one
environmental factor.
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Genetic and pancreatic: islet autoimmunity markers in first degree relatives of
subjects witb t)'pe I diabetes: tbe Cuban diabetes prediction and prevention
study.
E. Cabrera-Rode, G. Molina. O. Diaz-Horta, C. Arranz, J. suarez, 1. Garcia. P.
Gonzalez, F. Gonzalez, R. Suarez, M. Prieto, M. Vera. A. Gutierrez, J. Hernandez, M.
Lernane, D. Chiong, O. Diaz-Diaz, National Institute of Endocrinology, BElERA
Laboratories and Pediatric Hospitals, Havana. Cuba.

Background and Aims: In preparing for trials of prevention of type I diabetes, we have
screened 1065 first-degree relatives (FDRs) of type I diabetic subjects (parents, siblings and
offspring), from 1-60 years of age (mean 22.6 ± 15.6). The aim of our investigation was to
identify FDR with high risk to develop 1)1JC 1 diabetes, using immunologic, metabolic and
geneticmarkers"
Materials and Methods: All FDRs were examined for fasting blood glucose, islet cell
antibodies(ICA) and insulin autoantibodies(IAA). ICA positive FDRs (ICA>IOJDF units in
two consecutive determinations) were also investigated for antibodies to glutamic acid
decarboxylase (anti-GAD65)andant.ibodies to tyrosine phosphatase (anti-IA2), intravenous
glucosetolerance test (IVGTT)(measuringinsulin) and typing of HLA-DR genes. ICAs were
determined by indirect immunofluorescence with prolonged incubation. L\As were detected
using a competitive fluid-phase radioimmunoassay. Autoantibodies against iscform 65 KD
glutamic acid decarboxylase and IA2 molecule were detected by a quantitative
radioimmunoprecipitation assay.HLA Class I11)1'ing (DRI to DRIO)was performedon Beell
enrichedsuspension using a two-step microlymphocytotoxicity 85SJY. Insulin secretion was
detected usinga radioimmunoassay.
Results: We found ICAin 26 (2.4%)andIAA in 35 (3.3%) FDRs.Aller 3,5 years of follow-up
as mean, 5 out of26 (19.2%) ICA+ FDRs developed\j1JC 1 diabeteswhereas only one out of
1039 (0.09"10) ICA negative FDRs did (p<O.OOOI). The latest presented ao HLA.DRJIDR4
genotypebut was negativefor lAA, GAD65 andIA2 antibodies.Beforetype 1 diabetes onset,
new diagnosed 1)1JC I diabetes FDRs had higher frequencies of antibodies against islet cell
targets (aoti-GAD65, 100% \"S 53%; aoti-lA2. 60% vs 6%), HLA elass II susceptibility
genotypes(DRJ, 80% \"S 57%; DR4, 100%vs 28%) and impairedfirst phase insulin secretion
(IVGTI (II+3 min < 67IlU/ml), 80% vs 6%) than non-diabeticICA+FDRs. So far, I9ICA+
FDRsattendthe Cubannicotinamidepreventiontrial.
Conclusions: Ourresults confum that ICA determinationis the best predicting marker for the
development of type I diabetes which combined with other metabolic, immunological and
genetic testsmayimprove the identification of pre-diabeticsubjects whorequire a prevention
trial.
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MALARIA, GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE DEFICIENCY

AIm TYPE 1 DIABETES IN SARDINIA
Sa. Muntoni··, P. Cocco and S. Muntoni". "Centre for Metabolic Diseases and
Atherosclerosis, The ME.DI.CO. Association, Cagliari, Italy; °Department of
Biomedical Sciences and Biotechnologies, University of Cagliari, Italy; Inst. of
Occupational Medicine, University ofCagliari, Italy.

Background and Aims: Malaria has been endemic in Sardinia from the prehistoric
era up to its eradication in 1950. As a consequence of its positive selective effect, the
prevalence of the Glucose-e-Pbospbate Dehydrogenase deficient (G-6-PDj
phenotype in the Sardinian population is one of the highest in the Mediterranean
area, and its geographical distribution in the island reflects that of past malaria
occurrence. In tbe same population, childhood type 1 diabetes (IDDM) has the
highest incidence in the world. As some reports have suggested a positive association
between G-6-PD- and diabetes (both type 1 and 2), we explored the association of
IDDM with past malaria occurrence and with the G-6-PD- phenotype. Materials
and Metbods: As it concerns past malaria morbidity vs IDD~f, we calculated the
correlation coefficient between the 1930's malaria morbidity rate and current IDDM
incidence in 100 Sardinian communes. As it concerns G-6-PD- vs IDD~f, we
adopted two parallel approaches: a) analysis of the geographical correlation between
the G-6-PD- phenotype prevalence rate and the 1990's IDDM incidence rate (age
range 0-29 years) in 100 Sardinian communes; b) case-control study of the
association between the G-6-PD- phenotype and IDDM in 250 diabetic patients (140
males and 110 females, aged 15-29 years), as the cases, and 332 (163 males and 169
females) age- and sex-matched non-diabetic subjects from the same Sardinian area as
the controls. Results: The G-6-PD- prevalence rate (x 100 residents) ranged 2.78
41.18 (median 18.7); IDDM incidence ranged 0-77.6, (median 27.0). The correlation
coefficient between the Iwo variables wasr = 0.12 (p = 0.24). b) The Odds Ratio for
IDDM associated with the G-6-PD- phenotype was I.2S (95% C.l.s 0.83-1.81) in
hemizygous males, and 0.98 (95% C.I.s 0.5G-J.70) in homozygous females. The
correlation coefficient between IDD~l and past malaria morbidity was r = 0.039 (p =
0.70, n.s.). Conclusions: Neither past malaria occurrence nor the ensuing high
prevalence of the G-6-PD- phenotype account for the high IDDM incidence among
the Sardinian population.
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PREVALENCE AND RlSK OF HLA-DRBI and -DQBI GENOTYPES IN
AUTOANTIBODY POSITIVE HEALTIIY SCHOOLCHILDREN
M. SChlosser', R. Wassmutlr', M, Strebel ow', I. Rjasanowskr', B. Ziegler', M.
Ziegler"'. 'Institute of Pathophysiology Karlsburg, University of Greifswald,
'Institute for Clinical Immunology, University of Erlangen-Niirnberg, 'Center of
Diabetes & Metabolic Disorders and "Institute of Diabetes Karlsburg, Germany.
Background and Aims: In recent onset type I diabetic patients and autoantibody
(AAb) positive relatives, a concordance between HLA markers and humoral
markers of the disease susccptibility has been observed, This study was aimed to
compare HLA-DRB I and DQB I specificities of AAb positive and AAb negative
healthy schoolchildren with type I diabetic patients. Materials and Methods: For
this, 203 AAb positive probands representing a cohort of 6,155 schoolchildrcn aged
6-17 years, 339 age- and sex-matched AAb negative schoolchildren and 274 type I
diabetic patients were involved. AAbs against GAD (GADA), protein tyrosin
phosphatase (IA-2A), insulin (IAA) ~99 centilc were dctcrernincd by radioassays
and islet cell antigens (ICA) ~20 JDF units immunchistochcmically, tile HLA
DQBI and DRBI alleles were analyzed by' DNA typing. Results: Among AAb
positive children, GADA were present in 93 (45.8%), IA-2A in 57 (28.3%), IAA in
53 (26.1%) and ICA in 60 (29.5%) children. Co-occurrence of different AAb
specificities was seen in 36 (17.7%) probands. GADA were highest among
DRBI ·04/"04 and DQBI·0302/·0302 hornozygotcs (87.5% and 83.30/0,
respectively). ICA ~O JDF units were preferentially seen in DRBI.03/·03
homozygotes (8110). Stratification by AAb specificity and subsequent comparison
with AAb negative controls for the prevalence of associated and protective HLA
markers indicated significant positive (odds ratio range 1.9-16.9) and negative
(range 0.Q.5) associations. Negative association was most marked in GADA and
particularly IA-2A positive children and in probands with multiple AAbs. In
comparison to diabetic patients, the HLA associations in AAb positive
schoolchildren were considerably lower, suggesting that only a minor part of AAb
positive children "ill progress to clinical diabetes. Conclusions: Normal
population-based screening strategies to idenify subjects at risk should combine
both, AAb testing and the analysis of HLA markers.
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A NOVEL ASSOCIATIO:-l BElWEEN TIlE WOLCOlT-RALLlSO;o,r GENE
AIoiDTYPE I DIABETES L'J SOUTH U'il)IAIoiS
R. Allotey, ·G. Premalatha, ·V. Mohan, D.F. Wood, ••A. Ramachandran, ··C.
Snehalatha and GA Hitman, SI. Bartholomew's and The Royal London School of
Medicine and Dentistry London, UK, ·Madras Diabetes Research Foundation and
"·Diabetes Research Centre, Chennai, India

Background and Aims; The Wolcott-Rallison Syndrome (WRS) is a rare cause of
neonatal diabetes inherited as an autosomal recessive. Mutations of EIF2AK3,
encoding a translation initiation factor on chromosome 2. have recently been
identified as the cause of WRS in two families. We have identified a South Indian
family with a child with WRS but who had an age of onset of classical type I
diabetes at 8 years, rather than in the neonatal period. Interestingly, the two siblings
of the proband had type I diabetes, but no evidence of WRS, suggesting that they
might be heterozygote carriers of the WRS gene. The South Indian family is only the
eighth family to be described with WRS worldwide. We therefore hypothesised that
the EIF2AK3 gene might determine susceptibility to T1D~l in South Indians.
Materials and Methods; Two hundred and thirty six South Indian families consisting
of an offspring with classical type I diabetes and both parents were typed for three
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) located within the EIF2AK3 gene using a
PCR RFLP assay. Association and linkage between EIF2AK3 and type I diabetes
was analysed by ETDT.
Results; Excess transmission ofone of the SNPs was found (transmitted 97 times; not
transmitted 65 times; I' = 0.012); the other 2 Sl\'Ps were non significant (1'=0.65 and
0.73).
Conclusion; These preliminary results indicate that EIF2AK3 should be considered
as a candidate gene for type 1 diabetes, at least in South Indians.
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I\I1SSEl\SE MUfATIONS I:" TIlE SUl'EROXIDE DIS~IUfASE 2 (SODZ)

GENE ASSOCIATED WITH n'PE I DIABETES

Il.Furuta. M.Ishigame, M.Nishikimi, M.Furuta. ILWakasaki, T.IIanabusa, M.Nishi,

T.Sanke and K.Nanjo. Wakayarna,Japan.

Background and Aims: Type I diabetes (flD~f) is thought to be the polygcnetic
disease. SOD2 gene, which is important to remove superoxldes in mitochondria,
locates in one of TlDM susceptibility regions, IDDM 5, and is therefore possible

candidate gene of TlD~1. Materials and Methods: Five exons of SOD2 gene were

screened in 93 TID~I, 136 Type II (fIlD~I) and 117 non-D~I unrelated subjects for

mutations by PCR/SSCP and PCR/direct sequencing. Results: Two missense

mutations, S27R and NI53S, were identified, both in the heterozygous state, in only

TlDM subjects. Serine at codon 27 is conserved among human, rat and mouse, and

asparagine at codon 153 is conservedamonghuman,rat, mouse anddrosophila. The
patients with S27R and NI53S developed overt diabetes at the age of 15 and 7,

respectively. ICA and ICSA were also positive. The subjects with S27R and NI53S

had TJDM susceptibility lIlA DRBI-DQBI haplotypes in Japanese on both alleles,

().I05-().I0I/0901-0303 and ().I05-().I011OS02-0302, respectively, In the family of the

patient with NI53S, his father had the same mutation and TID~I susceptibility liLA
haplotype on only ODe allele,().IOS-().IOIJ0803-0601. The father was not diabetic,

however, bis acute insulin secretion at early 30 minutes during 75g OGTT was
impaired (Ii IRI30/1i BS30=0.39; normal >0.5). IUs mother aod brother did not

have the mutation. lIis mother had TIDM susceptibility liLA haplotypes on both

alleles, 0802-030210901-0303, and his brother had the lILA haplotype on ODe allele,

0802-03021 0803-0601. They were Dot diabetic and their acute insulin secretion

were normal (Ii IRI301 Ii BS30=0.57 and 0.70, respectively). We arc going to study

the family of the patient with S27R. Conclusions: These results suggest that SOD2

may have an important role to protect pancreatic beta cells from oxygen free radical

damage through the cascade of autoimmune events triggered by lILA in TID~1.
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ANALYSIS OF N ACETYL TRANSFERASE GENE POLYI\IORPIIISMS IN
RO:\IANIAN TYPE I DIABETIC FAMILIES.
C. Gujal, J.A. Toddl, S. Marsha1l3, K. Welsh3 and C. lonescu-Thgovistel I Clinic
of Diabetes, Institute N.C.Paulescu, Bucharest, Romania; 2 Wellcome Trust Centre
for Molecular Mechanisms in Disease, Cambridge, UK; 3 Tissue Typing Lab, Oxford
Transplant Centre, Oxford, UK.

Background and Aims: Type I diabetes (TIOM) is a chronic disease with
autoimmune pathology, determined both by genetic and environmental factors.
Several reports suggest a role of nitrates intake (after conversion in N-nitroso
compounds by N Acetyl Transferases - NAT) in diabetes pathogeny. Thus, NAT
genes are functional candidates for Tl OM. Polymorphic sites were described for
NAT, homozygotes wild type being rapid, while those with at least one mutation
slow, acetylators. Our aim was to assess the possible role of NAT2 gene
(chromosome 8p21.3-p23.1) in TlOM genetic susceptibility for the Romanian
population. Materials and Methods: We typed 341 TIC, 590 G/A, 803 NG and 857
GIA polymorphisms of the NAT2 gene by Sequence Specific Primer PCR (SSP-PCR)
in 204 Romanian TlDM families. The study group comprised 756 individuals: 212
diabetic probands (I 06M1106F, age at onset between 0-43 yr., median age at onset
12.1±6.7 yr.) and 544 unaffected parents and siblings. Allele transmission to affected
and to unaffected siblings was determined by Transmission Disequilibrium Test
(TDT). Results: We found a significantly increased transmission of 590 G allele to
diabetics (92 T/61 NT, 60.1% transmission, p-0.0075) compared to their unaffected
siblings (5 I T/51 NT, 50% transmission). We found an increased transmission of 341
C (l04 T/85 NT, 55% transmission, p9l.095) and 803 G (l01 T/83 NT, 54.9%
transmission, p=O.I) alleles to diabetics, compared with their unaffected siblings
(56% transmission, p=O.1I for 341 C; 52.9% transmission, p~0.29 for 803 G). The
transmission of 857 NG alleles was not different than the expected 50%. Conclusion:
We found a significantly increased transmission of 590G allele of the NAT2 gene to
diabetics. These results require replication in a larger data set before any funher
conclusions can be drawn. If confirmed, this will strongly sustain the role of nitrates
and N-nitroso compounds in TI DM pathogeny.
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ILI2B and type I diabetes in Italian population: a case-control study.
L. NisticOl 1.[ Giordanoz, M. Mellai2. G. Giorgi3, A. Galgani3, R Buzzeni.l and L
Cascinol.I1stit. of Cell Biology CNR, Campus Buzzati-Traverso, Monterotondo and
3Diptof Clinical Science,' University of Rome "La Sapienza", Rome. 2Dipl. of
Medical Science, University of Piemonte Orientale"A. Avogadro", Novara, Italy

Background and Aims: It has been recently shown that a single nucleotide
polymorphism at the 3'-UTR of the interleukin 12B (ILI2B) gene is strongly (p= I0-4)
transmitted to type I diabetes (TID) children in a mixture of British and Australian
families (Morahan). We tested whether the same 1L12B variation is associated with
type I diabetes in the Italian population
Materials and Methods: We typed the 1L12B 3'-UTR NC variation by PCR-RFLP
in 274 Italian type I diabetes sporadic patients and 370 random controls. PCR primers
were described in Huang et al. The presence ofallele C creates a Taq I restriction site.
Frequencies were compared by X2heterogeneity tests.
Results: Gene frequencies were: A allele 69.2% (379 out of 548 chromosomes) and C
allele 30.8% (1691548) in TID subjects; A allele 72.3% (535n40) and C allele 27.7%
(205n40) in Italian controls. Frequencies of genotypes AA, AC and CC were
respectively: 47.1% (N=129), 44.1% (N=121) and 8.7% (N~24) in diabetics and 53%
(N= I96), 38.6% (N=143), 8.4% (N=31) in controls. Genotypes were in Hardy
Weinberg equilibrium in both cases and controls. Allele, phenotype and genotype
frequencies did not significantly differ between TID and healthy subjects.
Conclusions: A slight, not significant, increase (+3.1%) of the C allele was observed
in diabetics compared to controls. This result goes in the opposite direction to what is
described by Morahan and Huang (the more frequent, Taql uncut A allele is
transmitted to diabetics). If we hypothesize that the presence of the C allele (47% in
Italian controls) confers a relative risk of 1.5, our dataset has 81% power to detect
such effect at a statistically significant level (0.05). Thus we can exclude that the
1L12B 3'lJfR NC polymorphism has a low-moderate (RR '1.5) effect in TID in the
Italian population.
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Genetic and Immunological analysis of 9 cases of Japanese nonautoimmune type
1 diabetes mellitus.
H. Makino, I. Shimizu, H. Osawa, E. Kohnoue, H. Onuma, T. Nishimiya, Y. Fujii and
A. Imagawa, Dept of Laboratory Medicine, Ehime University School of Medicine,
Ehime Prefectural Central Hospital, Matsuyama Red-cross Hospital, Ehime, and 4th
Dept of Internal Medicine and Molecular Science, Graduate School of Medicine,
Osaka University, Osaka, Japan.

Background and Aims: Imagawa et at, defined abrupt-onset type I diabetes
characterized by the absence of diabetes-related antibodies and high serum pancreatic
enzymes as nonautoimmune fulminant type I diabetes {N.Engl.J.Med.342:30 I,2000).
We screened type I diabetic subjects in Ehime area in Japan, and found nine patients
who had clinical characteristics of nonautoimmune fulminant type I diabetes. The
aim of this study was to examine the genetic, immunological, and further clinical
features of these patients. Materials and Methods: The HLA-DRBI and -DQBI
were typed by PCR·RFLP. ICA was determined by indirect immunofluorescence
method. GAD, IA·2 and other autoantibodies were assayed with the commercial kits.
Results: These patients had no antibodies against either ICA, GAD, IA-2, thyroid
gland, parietal cell, adrenal cortex or pituitary gland. Eight of these 9 patients were
female, average age was 43.3±16.8 years. Mean duration of hyperglycemic
symptoms was 2.8± 1.3 days. At the initial examination, mean blood sugar was high
(773±229 mgldl), but mean HbAlc was close to the normal range (6.3±0.8 %). All
the patient had ketoacidosis and lower urinary C peptide (2.8±1.3I1g1day)and elevated
serum amylase or elastase level. In three of these patients, the onset of diabetes was
associated with pregnancy or delivery. Four patients had the HLA DRB \"0405
DQBI"040I, haplotype susceptible to type I diabetes in Japanese. One patient had
both susceptible and protective haplorypes, and the two patients had protective
haplotypes. The other one's haplotype was undetermined. Conclusion: These results
suggest that nonautoimmune fulminant type 1 diabetes mellitus may be associated
with pregnancy or the HLA DRB I"0405-0QB 1"040 I haplotype.
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A:'iTl-BSA A:\T1BODJES, BREAST FEEDL'iG nuavrrox A:\D
HAPLOTYPES ix TYPE I DL-\BETES L'i CHILE.
Ovarztin A'. Perez-Bravo Fl. Riesco I\IV'. Carrasco E'. Santos JL'. A1balact.
'Public Nutrition Unitl\lolecular Biolozv Lab, !NTA and: Diabetes Unit. San Juan
de Dios Hospital. Faculty of Medicine, University of Chile (Fondecyt Grant ,,~
10009~~).

Type I diabetes is an autoimmune disease developed in genetically susceptible
individuals and triggering by several environmental factors, Among them. breast
feeding and the early exposure to cow's milk proteins seems to be important in the
mechanis of p destruction. Objective: To evaluate the anti-BSA antibodies
distribution in children with recent diagnosis of type I diabetes and control children
from Chile. Patients and Methods: We studied the antibodies profile. risk HLA
alleles nd exclusive breast feeding history in 85 children with type I diabetes (age
X,I= ~A yr) and 58 control children rage 8,8 ± 2.9 YT), Anti·BSA by means of
ELlSA estandardized in our laboratory. alleles typing by means of PCR and breast
feeding by face to face interview. Wilcoxon and Chi-square test as statistical
analysis.
Rcsuls: The exclusive breast feeding was lower in patients compared with the
control children ~.3 ± 3.8 \"S 5.5 ± 3,2. months (p<0.05l. Children with recent
diagnosis of type I diabetes shown a higher levels of anti-BSA antibodies compared
with non diabetic children 61.2 = 7.7 nglml vs ·1.00± 7.-1 ng/ml, (P<0.0000 I). Table
"~I sununarized the distribution of the BSA antibodies and the risk HLA (+):
DQBI·0201.·0302 or protective HLA (-): DQBI·0301. '0602 in cases and
controls

Cases (n-85) Controls (n-58) p-value I
N freq N freq

HLA + and BSA + 78 0.92 I 0.02 <0.00001 i
HLA + and BSA - 0 0.00 23 0.39 0.001

HLA - and BSA + 7 0.08 I 0.02 KS ,
HLA - and BSA - 0 0.00 33 0.57 <0.0001 ;

Conclusion: These data suggest the presence of a possible inreracuon effect
between HLA DQ risk alleles. the presence of low breast feeding period and high
Ie\" e1sof ami-BSA antibodies.
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Perinatal factors and incidence of childhood-onset type I diabetes in a large
population based cohort study
G. Joner, L.C. Stene, P. Magnus, RT. Lie and O. Sovik, Diabetes Research Centre,
Dept of Pediatrics, University Hospital Ullevdl, Section of Epidemiology, National
Insitute of Public Health, Oslo, Medical Birth Registry and Section for Medical
Statistics, University of Bergen and Dept of Pediatrics, Haukeland Hospital, Bergen,
Norway.

Background and Aims: The causes of childhood diabetes are largely unknown and
several studies have found perinatal factors associated to the risk of diabetes in
children, The aim of this study was to estimate the associations of selected perinatal
factors with the incidence of childhood onset type I diabetes in a large cohort study.
Materials and Methods: A cohort study by record linkage of the Medical Birth
Registry and The National Childhood Diabetes Registry of Norway was performed.
All live births in Norway between 1989 and 1998 (I 382 602 individuals) were
followed for a maximum of 15 years. and they contributed a total of 8 166 731
person-years under observation in the period 1989-1998. Altogether 1824 cases of
type I diabetes diagnosed 1989-1998 were identified within the cohort. The following
exposure variables were included: maternal thyroid disease, pre-eclampsia, artificial
induction of labour, bleeding during pregnancy, Rhesus-immunisation. placenta
praevia, abruptio placenta, Caesarean section, twin or higher order multiple pregnancy
and congenital malformations. Rate ratios were estimated from Poisson-regression
analyses.
Results: The was a tendency that maternal thyroid disease [RR 1.62 (0.97, 2.69)] and
Rhesus-immunisation IRR 1.95 (0.87, 4.34)] were associated with increased risk of
type I diabetes, but the association was not statisticallysignificant. Caesarean section,
pre-eclampsia and the other perinatal factors included in the present study were not
associated with risk of type I diabetes, neither 'was multiple pregnancy. Congenital
malformations were not associated with risk oftype I diabetes.
Conclusions:The majority of routinely recorded complications during pregnancy and
delivery seems to be only weakly associated with incidence of type I diabetes, or not
at all.
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HL\ CLASS II GENES,L"iSULL'l GENE POLYMORPHISM AND
AUTOANTIBODIES IN SLOVAK CHILDHOOD DIABETES (DMI)
DiMichalkova " P.Min.irik 1.., LShawkatova', E.Tomeckoval, K.Pastor

4
,

M. Mikulecky', J. Camajova" and V. Nazarov".
'Children's Hospital Univ., 2Novo Nordisk NS, 'Dept. Immunology Univ.,
4Fac.of M ath ematics and Physics Univ., sins!. Prev, Clin. Med., ·Inst. Molec.
Biology, Slovak Acad. Sci., Bratislava, Slovakia

Aims. This study aimed to evaluate HLA Class II alleles,insulin gene
polymorphism and D~H associated autoantibodies in Slovak children.
Materia. & Methods. There were 152 D~H patients (0-18 years) and 183
healthy controls of comparable age examined.IILA alleles were typed by
PCR-SSP. Two insulin single nucleotid polymorphisms of the insulin
gene (-23 Hph I; + 1127 Pst I) were typed by PCR-RFLP.Autoantibodies to
insulin (lAA),pancreatic tyrosin phosphatase (IA2-Ab) and glutamic acid
decarboxylase (GAD ss) were detected by RIA-Odds ratios (OR) and
positive predictive values (PPV%) were calculated. Results. Alleles
DQBI'0302 (OR=5.16; PPV=O.03%), DRBI*0201 (1.55;
0.01%),DRBI*0404.14 (3.19; 0.021%),DRBI·0301 (2.57; 0.017%) and
DQAI'0301 (1.61; 0.010%) as well as insulin gene polymorphism in
homozygous carriers of -23 HpH 1 (OR>3) and those of +1127 PsT 1
(OR=2) were significantly (p<0.05) associated with DMI risk. Altogether
the genetic risk pattern was present in 72% (65-79%;interval of 95%
confidence) of 152 diabetics, while a relatively protective one in 23% (17
31% CI). Autoantibodies IAA were positive in 39%,IA2.Ab in 72% and
GAD.s in 73% of D~H patients.Conclnsion.This is the first comprehensive
genetic and immunologic characteristics of Slovak children with diabetes
mellitus type I.
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ISOTYPES OF TYROSINE PHOSPHATASE-LIKE PROTEIN IA-2
AUTOANTIBODIES IN ADULTS AND CHILDREN WITH TYPE II
DIABETES SHOW SIMILAR PROFILES.

WY Ng, KF Lui, JS Cheah and AC Thai. Dept of Medicine, National
University of Singapore, Singapore.

Background and Aims: Islet autoantibodies are known markers of type I
diabetes with an immune-mediated basis and their lsotype or subclass profile may
also provide clues to changes of immune response during disease or after
intervention. For ICAs and GADab, the IgOl subclass consistently dominates in
recent-onset disease. The aims of our study are to determine the isotype patterns
for IA-2ab in Asian Chinese adults and children with type I diabetes.
Materials and Methods: From an initial screening ofover 400 diabetes patients,
40 subjects (mean age 22.2:t I5.8yr) with IA-2ab were enrolled for this study. IA
2ab was detected by radioimmunoassay of JSS-Iabelledrecombinant human IA
2ic(60S.979). Of them, 31 (median age 15yr, range 2-57yr; 16 children) had clinical
type I diabetes (ie. requiring insulin at onset or within I year) with the majority
having diagnosed recently «I year). The other 9 patients had clinical type 2
diabetes phenotype. Results: IA-2ab IgG subclasses determined with
monospecific secondary antibodies, showed that both type I diabetes adults and
children had similarly non-restricted isotype patterns with a strong presence of
IgGI-IA-2ab. The rank order is IgGI>3>2>4; 15 subjects had detectable IgG4
IA-2ab. Clonality of immune response determined with larnbdalkappa chain
specific antibodies also showed a non-restricted pattern. Patients with type 2
diabetes (38.2:t15.2yr) had broad patterns of isotypes - IgGI/3 were detected
more frequently (n-S) than IgG2I4 (n=5). Of three patients on insulin treatment,
one was also positive for GADab. The remaining 6 patients were on oral
hypoglycaemics. IA-2ab in type 2 diabetes were of low titre compared to type I
diabetes. Conclusions: lsotype responses to IA-2 also had a strong IgG I
presence, similar to ICAs and GADab. With IgG3 subclass representation, a
predominant Thl milieu in the systemic environment is likely. There is no
suggestion of differences in immune response to IA·2 between adults and
children with type I diabetes.
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G<nome-wide scan for type 2 diabetes genes in Japanese
N.lwasaki, Wang, x., Schwarz, P., Honda, M., Ogata, M., Cox, N.J, Iwamoto, Y.
Diabetes Center, Tokyo Women's Medical University, Shiseikai Daini Hospital, and
Howard Hughes Medical Institute and Department of Human Genetics, The
University of Chicago.

Background and Aims: Genetic factors contribute to the development of type 2
diabetes mellitus. We have carried out a genome-wide screen for type 2 diabetes
genes in the Japanese population as a first step in the identification of the genes
contributing to the development of type 2 diabetes in this population
Materials and Methods:The study population consisted of 256 affected sib pairs
(379 diabetic subjects from 164 families) recruited from among the patients attending
the Diabetes Clinic of Tokyo Women's Medical University and associated hospitals.
The clinical features of the study population are: age-at-diagnosis, 45.3 +- 10.9 years
(mean +- SO); HbAlc, 7.7 +- 1.7%; and BI-U, 23.0 +- 3.0 kglm2. DNA was prepared
from blood and genotyped using a panel of 414 markers from chromosomes 1-22. We
tested each marker for linkage with type 2 diabetes using both two-point (programs
SIBPAIR and SPUNK) and multipoint (GENEHUNTER-PLUS) methods ofanalysis.
Results:We found five regions that showed nominal multipoint evidence of linkage
with type 2 diabetes (i.e. MLS > 0.74, P~.05). These regions were on chromosomes
2 (152-167 eM from pter), 4 (92 eM), 6 (33 eM), 9 (3-21 cl-1) and 21 (39-52 cl-1). The
region on chromosome 9 (3-21 cl-1) showed suggestive evidence for linkage with
Ml.S = 3.5 and pairs weighed equally.
CcnclusionsOur genome-wide screen has revealed possible locations of genes that
may contribute to the development of type 2 diabetes in the Japanese population.
These results provide a focus for further genetic studies of type 2 diabetes in Japanese
and the identification of genes that increase the risk of type 2 diabetes in this
population.
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DETEcnO:"/ OF HUMAN OBESITY·ASSOCIATED POLYMORPHISMS BY
AFLP GENOME SCAN.
SJ HUXTABLE, 1M Youd, N Hunt, SL Dennis, AM de Silva, J Wang. K Walder, H
Wormald, I' Zimmet and IBM lowell. International Diabetes Institute, Caulfield,
Australia 3162 and Metabolic Research Unit, School of Heath Sciences, Deakin
University, Geelong, Australia 3217.
Background and Aims: Amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) is a DNA
fingerprinting technique widely used in plant and bacterial genetics, & also applied to
mammalian disease and quantitative trait loci (QTL) genome scans. We used this
technique to perform a genome scan in individuals from the Pacific island of Nauru to
identify obesity-related polymorphisms.
Materials and Methods: Uruelated subjects were ascenained by Nauruan ethnicity,
age 30-60 )TS. We performed AFLP on Mse I & Eco Rl digested, & adapter-ligated,
pooled genomic DNA stratified by sex & body mass index (BM1) into six groups: A
male 26.9(21.9-30.0), female 27.7(22.4-30.0); B. male 33.0(28.4-36.9), female
34.8(28.2-41.8); C. male 52.8(46.5-69.2), female 55.1(46.3-73.8); [ave.BMI(range)].
We used 19 pairs of selective primers resulting in 361 primer combinations each
detecting 80-100 amplified fragments, approximating to a IcM genome scan.
Differentially amplified bands were cloned, sequenced, BLAST searched, flanking
primers designed and then screened for polymorphisms. Results: 25 AFLP bands
were differentially amplified> between the phenotypic groups. So far we have
identified & genotyped 4 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from our selected
bands: OBNIICI-4, OBN27C3, OBN4l, & OBN25. We found no significant
evidence for a difference in allele frequency or genotype distribution between our
groups for the OBNIICI-4 SNP, or between female groups for the OBN41 SNP.
However, we found significant evidence for differences in allele frequency between:
all groups at OBN25 Sl\'P (A. 0.82 vs B. 0.90 vs C. 0.95) P~.038; all groups at
OBN27C3 (A. 0.56 vs B. 0.71 vs C. 0.83), P~.002; & male groups at OBN41 SNP
(A. 0.85 vs B. 0.57 vs C. 0.56), 1'=0.002. (Fisher's Exact Test, df:2). We are currently
fine-mapping these regions to identify obesity-associated genes. Conclusions: We
have found evidence for the association of three different genomic regions with
obesity in our Nauruan population, further characterisation of which will lead to better
understanding of the metabolic abnormalities that are relevant to this pathogenic
process. We also demonstrate the potential of AFLP as a useful technique in disease-
gene discovery. This research is funded by Autogen Ltd.
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Annotating draft human genome sequence (0 aid susceptibility gene dis ccvery in type
2 diabetes
D. Smedley, S. Bardien-Kruger, D. Huntley, H. Hummerich, S. Kittivoravitkul, P. Little,
11. Sergot, W. Hide, the Diabetes (UK) Warren 2 consortium, M.L McCarthy. Imperial
College, London, UK; South African National Bioinformatics Institute, Cape To"'TI.South
Africa
Background and Aims: Identification of type 2 diabetes susceptibility genes within the
large chromosomal regions arising from genome-wide scans for linkage (often 10-20cM)
remains a daunting task. The human genomesequencerepresents a valuable resource for
positional cloning endeavours provided the information it contains canbe systematically
organised, annotated and "mined". \Ve have developed a genome annotation tool
(GANESH) and used it to aid gene discovery within a chromosomal region strongly
suspected of harbouring a diabetes-susceptibility locus. Material and Methods:
GANESH combines various approaches {eg GENSCAN exon prediction; similarity
searching against DNA and protein databases; cross-species comparisons) to identify
putative regional transcripts withinhuman sequence assembled from public sources. For
each' predicted transcript, attribute data (eg relationship 10 linkage and linkage
disequilibrium data, qualitative and quantitative expression profiles, protein function
prediction, metabolic role) are collected in automated manner and stored in a relational
database amenable to complex queries. These assessments of the positional and biological
candidacy of regionaltranscripts allow prioritisation of the strongest regional candidates
for detailed study. Results: We have analysed the Iq21-24 region linked to diabetes in
Pima, French, Mormon and UK families. Using GANESH, available public sequence for
the region (from AP002532 to AL022310, -201-1b) identifies 133 known genes including
several strong candidates (eg RXRG, UlNA, KCNI9). We alsoidentified a further 145
putative transcripts with homology to known genes, and 393 'possible expressed"
sequences predicted by GENSCA."I, mouse genome comparison or EST similarity alone.
GANESH also automatically identifies regional SNPs through matches to dbSNP: a total
of9590 S)''Ps were mapped within the region (-1 every 2kb). Collection of attribute data
for these predicted genes is focusing initially on tissue expression patterns from known
libraries of EST hits and functional annotation via InterPro domain content Conclusions:
Given the size of linked regions and the costs of SNP-typing. automated bioinformatics
tools have an important role in allowing the strongest positional candidates to be
identified. GANESH, and our methodologies for gene attribute collection, provide such a
solution, which we expect to hasten identification of disease genes by providing a
systematic, comprehensive framework foranalysisoflarge chromosomal regions
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The Benefits of the Thrifty Genotype
S. Virjee, Teoh TG, Johnston DG and Robinson S. Imperial College School of
Medicine at St Mary's Campus, Paddington, London, UK.

Background and Aims: The thrifty genotype hypothesis suggested that the predisposition
to T)1'e 2 diabetes (Type 2 01-1) was genetically determined and associated with increased
survival at times of reduced energy intake. This postulate was based on the high
prevalence of Type 2 D:-l in societies "no had undergone periods of energy restriction in
the past. Those with the thrifty genotype would be more likely to survive a period of
famine leading to an increased frequency of the genotype. In recent times when food
supplies have become assured and episodic famines have disappeared in the developed
world such a trait would predispose to the development of obesity and Type 2 01-1. No
advantage was suggested for the development of actual diabetes which may have its
deleterious effects beyond the reproductive years, or of gestational diabetes (GD:-I) which
may be associated with foetal macrosomia. The mechanism of the thrifty genotype
hypothesis may relate to a reduction in overall energy expenditure (demonstrated to be
0.5-1 %) or during pregnancy to increase maternal triglyceride with an associated increase
in birthweight "hich would in tum be associated with reduced perinatal mortality (pNI-I).
We aimed to investigate in a computerised model of population dynamics, the relative
benefits of these two putative advantages of the thrifty genotype.
Malerials and Methods:The population distribution was based on early 20th century
South Indian Asian data (birth rate 50 per 1000). Benefit through life of increased chance
of survival through reduced energy expenditure was compared with reduction of PNM
conferred through increased birthweight, in a population of "nom 5% were termed thrifty
and given either reduced total death rate Or reduced PNM.
Results:Given an overall 0.1% benefit, the thrifty population increased to 5.57% of the
total, 0.5% advantage increased to 8.02%; whereas a 0.1% disadvantage to the control
popularion caused the thrifty population to increase to 6.61% of the total. A five-percent
reduction in PNM caused the thrifty population to increase to 5.60% and a 10% reduction
in PNM caused the thrifty population to increase to 6.17% Given a 0.1% advantage
through the "hole thrifty population and a 10"/0reduction in PNM wiih an increase in
maternal mortality to 0.7% the thrifty population increased from 5.00% to 6.75% of the
total over I00 years.
Condusions:The thrifty genotype may have a conferred advantage both through reduced
energy expenditure for the whole population and increased chance of survival for the
heavierinfant bornto a motherwith predisposition to diabetes.
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GLUCOSE TOLERANCE, INSULIN SECRETION AND INSULIN RESISTANCE
IN PARENTS OF WOMEN WITH POLYCYSTIC OVARY SINDROME

T. Sir-Petermann, B. Angel, M. MaJiqueo,and F. Perez-Bravo. Lab. of Endocrinology
and Metabolism, Dept. of Medicine, School of Medicine, San Juan de Dios Hospital
and Food Technology Institute (INTA), University of Chile, Santiago, Chile.

HWn PeOS" D

Fasting insulin 11.86 ± 7.1 15.44± 11.5' 0.0280
Fasting C-peptide 1.30 ± 0.83 1.95± 0.92' <0.001
AUC insulin 8714 ± 5804.5 11179± 8857' 0.0400
llO:-fA-IR 2.69 ± 1.77 3.58 ± 3.02' 0.0370 ..

Background and Alms: Insulin resistance with increased risk of type 2 diabetes is a
common feature of polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS). However, the antecedents of
metabolic disorders in family members of patients with PeOS has been scarcely
documented in the literature. Our objective was to evaluate glucose tolerance, insulin
secretion and insulin resistance in parents of patients with PCOS compared to those of
healthy women. Materials and Methods: A total of 120 parents of women with
clinical and hormonal evidence of PCOS (PCOSp) and 74 parents of healthy normally
cycling women (HWp) were studied. A 75-g oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) was
performed, and subjects were classified according to the ADA criteria. Glucose and
insulin were measured at Ominbefore and 30, 60 and 120 min after the glucose load.
C-peptide was also measured at 0 min. Total insulin secretion was assessed by the
area under the curve of insulin (AUCI) during the OGTT, and insulin resistance, by
llOMA model. For data analysis, all diabetic subjects were excluded. Results: The
risk of developing diabetes was 2.4 (1.0-5.6) fold higher in PCOSp compared to
HWp. Fasting insulin and fasting C-peptide concentrations were significantly higher
in PCOSp compared to HWp. Total AVCI and HOMA (IR) were also significantly
higher in the PCOSp group compared to the llWp group.

ConclUSIOns. These <Lata suggest that the parents of "omen with PeGS exhibit
insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes more frequently than those of heathy women,
thus constituting a risk group but an ideal population to detect and prevent the
development of type 2 diabetes. Fondecyt grant 1000973.

Metabolic disorders in adult offspring whose both pareats have obesity and
hypertension.
G. Mardarowicz,1. I:opatynski, W. Szydlowsk~ A. Matej,T. Nicer.
Primary Helth Care and Family Medicine Department Medical University of Lublin.
Poland-
Background and Aims: Our earlier study concerning the familial aggregation of
metabolicsyndromerevealedthe prevalenceof hyperinsulinemia and hypo- HDLaemia in
non-obese, non-diabetic schoolagedchildrenwith positivefamilyhistory.The aim of the
study was to evaluatethe prevalenceof metabolicdisordersrelatedto insulin resistancein
adult offspring whose both parentshadobesity and hypertension and to compare it with
the results of a group with negative family history. Material and Methods: The
investigationwas performed amongsubjects aged 40-55- the first group in countryside,
the second in the town. The study group was drawn from a representative sample of
population of Lublin region selected according to the epidemiological protocol. The
examinationwas conducted in the town in groups: 1-I (n~20) obese with positive family
history, 1-2 (n~22) obese with negative history in parents, II·I (n~l7) non-obese with
positivefamily historyand TI-2 (n=20) non-obesewith negativefamily history.The same
structureof investigated groups from countrysidewas named:ID-I (n=40), ID-2 9n~22),

IV-I (n=4I) and !V-2 (n~35) respectively. In all subjects we measured height, weight,
blood pressure and we performed oral glucose tolerancetest. We estimated fasting and
120' after load of 75g glucoseserum insulin and blood lipids.We calculated body mass
index (B:-U) and insulinresistanceindex usingHomeostasis ModelAssessment(HO:"lA).
Results: The mean serumfastinginsulin in subgroups in the townwas 10,6 sde 5,7, 11,7
sd~ 8,9, 6,6 sd« 6,2, 5,4 sd~ 3,7 IlUlml respectivelyand the mean postprandial insulin
concentration was 34,7 00= 19,5, 58,8 sd~ 34,4, 43,7 oo~ 66,8, 31,8 sd~ 26,7 IlU/ml
respectively. The meanvalueof 00 in thesegroups was 2,34sd~ 1,27,2,71 sd> 2,02, 1,58
sd> 1,38, 1,26 sd« 0,83 respectively. The same direction of changes was observed in
investigatedsubgroups in countryside but on the lower level. 00 in this subgroups was
2,05 sd=2,04, 1,97 sd> 1,48, 1,31 sd= 1,44, 0,7 sd= 0,39 respectively. The mean
concentration of HDL cholesterol increasedboth withingroups fromI-I to TI-2. and ID-I
to IV-2. Conclusions: It seems that there is a higher tendencyfor insulin resistance in the
group of subjects with positive family history of polymetabolic syndrome in parents. It
relates both to the obeseand non-obesesubjects.The lower insulinresistanceobserved in
all the studied subgroupsin the countrysideprobably results from a different lifestyle of
this population.
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FATNESS AND FITNESS: THE IMPACT OF FITNESS ON THE GENETIC
VARIATION IN TOTAL AND ABDO:lIINAL FAT
K. Schousboe, B. Erbas, K.O. Kyvik, J.L. Hopper, J.E. Henriksen and T.I.A.
Sorensen. The Danish Twin Register, SDU-Odense University, Denmark, Centre for
Genetic Epidemiology, The University of Melbourne, Australia, Department of
Endocrinology, Odense University Hospital andThe Danish Epidemiology Centre at
the Institute of Preventive Medicine, Copenhagen University Hospital, Denmark.
Background and Aims: High measures of total and central abdominal fat and low
level of physical fitness are predictive of the development of type 2 diabetes. The
aims of this study are I) to elucidate the relative importance of genetic and
environmental factors on variation in total and abdominal fat, and 2) to assess the
effect of adjusting for fitness on the total and the additive genetic variation of these
two fatmeasures.
lIIaterials and lIIethods: 152 female (79 MZ, 73 DZ) and 103 male (58 MZ, 45 DZ)
twin pairs of 18-57 years underwent anthropometric measuring and a fitness test.
Total fat in percent (fat%) was assessed by BMI, weight and age. Waist
circumference was used as a measure of abdominal fat.
Results: Multivariate analysis methods were applied to these two measures of fat,
adjusting for age and fitness. Waist circumference was also adjusted for total fat% to
investigate abdominal fatness independently of overall fatness. Adjusting for age, the
heritability of fat% was about 70% in both genders. Adjusting for age and overall
fatness, the heritability of waist circumference was about 50% in both genders.
Adjusting for fitness reduced the total variance of fat% by one third. and most of this
reduction was in the additive genetic component. However, the fraction of the total
variation due to the genetic variation (the heritability) changed very little. The total
variation of waist, adjusted for overall fatness, was not reduced after adjusting for
fitness in both genders.
Conclusions: A large proportion of the high heritability of total body fat(%) is due to
genes implicated in fitness. There is linle or no association between abdominal fatness
and fitness.

Insulin resistance is associated "'ith sympathetic activation and hlood pressure
abnormalities in offspring of ty-pe 2 diabetic patients.
S. Frontoni, D. Bmcaglia, M Perna, C. Verri, S. Gambardella - Diabetes Div., Univ.
"Tor Vergata", Rome, Italy

Backgroundand alm•. Normotolerant offspring of type 2 diabetic patientare insulinresistant.
It is therefore possible thatsomeof themetabolic end/orhaemodyaamic abnormalities of type 2
diabetes mayalreadybe presentin such subjects. Our aimwas to investigate the relationship
betweeninsulinsensitivity, sympathetic activity and blood pressure profile in normotensive
offspring of type 2 diabetic patients, with normalglucose tolerance.

Material. and Methods. 54offspring and10controlsubjects werestudied.Theyunderwent en
OGTT, impedentiometry, 24h blood pressureand ECG monitoring, !VGTT followed by a
euglycemic hyperiasulinemic clamp, with continuous blood pressure and ECG. Sympatho
vagalbalance"115 evaluated as low-to high-frequency ratio (LFIHF), by spectra!analysis on
R-R intervals, Bloodpressureprofile"115 evaluated as the meanof systolic(SBP),diastolic
(DBP)bloodpressureduringtheday,thenight;deltawas:(day-nighllday) xI00.

Results. A significant correlation "115 observed between insulin-stimulated glucose disposal
(M) andeithernightSBP(p<O.05) or DBP(p<O.().1). According to the valuesof M, offspring
were divided into 3 tertilesandthefirst tertile(resistant= R) wascompared to the third tertile
(sensitivesS).ThetwogroupsweresimiJarforage,sex.bodycomposition, BM\,W/Hratio.In
R. a significant increase of both SBP and DBP during the night \\115 present (night SBP:
116.5±2.5 vs S: 106.4±2.3. p<O.005; night DBP:69.8±2.6 \"S S: 61.8±2,p<O.021), while no
difference "115 observed duringthedayin eitherSBPor DBP. As a consequence. thedeltawas
significantly lowerin R vs S bothfor SBP(deltaSBP:8.3±1.3 vs 12±l.l, p<O.().1I) and DBP
(delta DBP:Ill±1.9 vs 18.2±1.3. p<O.03). LFIHF ratio,similarin thetwo groupsat baseline.
"115 significantly higherin R at theendoflYGTT (4.I±O.7 vs I: 2.3±O.3, p<O.03) anddid not
changeduringthesubsequent clampstudy. On thecontrary, in S, LFIHF ratiodidnotchangeat
!VGTTbutsignificantly increased throughout the following clamp(120min:p<O.03 vs basal).

Ceucluslons, We confirm various degrees of insulinsensitivity in offspring of 1)1'" 2 diabetic
patients. In the sub-group of insulinresistant offspring, with normal glucosetolerance and
normal blood pressure values, we now observe that insulin resistance is associated "ith
abnormalities in bloodpressure profileandwith sympathetic activation. These datasuggestthat
insulin resistant offspring already displaysomederangements of the autonomic nervous tone
control,whichmaycontribute to increasethe incidence of'hypertension and/ordiabetes.
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II\SULIN RESISTANCE: AN ATHEROTHRO:l-Ill0TlC SYNDRO~IE,

MS Freeman, MW Mansfield, HI Barrettand PJ Grant. Academic Unit of Molecular
Vascular Medicine, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK

Background and Aims. There is evidence to suggest that the phenotypic
correlations observed between traits of the insulin resistance syndrome (lRS)may
have a genetic basis. This study investigated evidence of pleiotropy between
anthropometric, metabolic and haernostatic traits of the IRS. Materials and
methods. Using the software package PAP (v4.0), we performed maximum
likelihood analysis to investigate common genetic and environmental influences on
traits of the IRS in 537 adults from 89 randomly ascertained healthy families of
north European origin. Results. All traits showed significant heritability. There were
significant genetic correlations (PG), indicating pleiotropy between traits of the IRS
(table). The genetic component explained 20-100% of the total phenotypic
correlation (pp). Conclusions. Pleiotropy between anthropometric, metabolic and
haernostatic traits of the IRS is demonstrated in healthy white north European
families indicating the atherothrombotic nature of this syndrome.

Trait I Trait 2 PG Pp Genetic
component!

Triglyceride 0.29t 0.44 0.09 0.35
sBP 0.63' 0.42 0.20 0.22
PAI-I 0.49' 0.21 0.11 0.\0
Fibrinogen 0.52' 0.20 0.18 0.02

HDL:C -0.55' -0.41 -0.19 -0.22
PAI-I 0.59' 0.42 0.16 0.26
Fibrinoeen 0.36' 0.1\ 0.11 0

tp<0.05 tPG,'h,'hz' ~PE"(I-h,'XI-h,')

MATERN'AL TRANSMISSION OF TYPE 2 DIABETES: EVIDENCE FROM
THE GOTO KAKIZAKI RAT MODEL
R Gill-Randall, D. Adams, and JC Alcolado, Department of Medicine, University of
Wales College of Medicine, Heath Park, CardiJI, Wales, UK.

Background and Aims: More than20 studies have been published in the last decade
investigating the pattern ofdisease inheritance in Type 2 diabetes, Most of these have
reported an excess maternal transmission but, because it is a disease of late onset,
parents of affected probands are usually not available for study and significant bias
may result from historical recal1 of parental disease status. The few studies that have
assessed parents directly have not confirmed signifieant maternal inheritance. The
aim of the present study was to investigate any maternal effect in the inheritance of
diabetes using a rodent model.
Materials and Methods: Female (diabetic) Goto Kakizaki (GK) rats (n=20) were
mated with non-diabetc Wistar males, and male (diabetic) GK rats (n=20) were
mated with non-diabetic Wistar females, Pregnancies were allowed to go to term and
offspring studied after weaning. Tail-snip blood samples were taken after an
overnight fast from all offspring for plasma glucose estimations at 6-weeks, 3-months
and 6-months of age.
Results: A total of U9 offspring of diabetic (GK) mothers (maternal diabetes group)
and 278 offspring of diabetic (GK) fathers (paternal diabetes group) survived to
weaning. GK mothers tendcd to have smaller litters anda higher offspring mortality
than \Vislar mothers. At 6-weeks of age, thc mean plasma glucose of the maternal
diabetes group was 7.45 m.\I(+/- 0.62, standard error of mean) and of the paternal
diabetes group was 7.50 lII.\f (SEM 0.45) (psns), At 3-months of age, mean plasma
glucose of the maternal diabetes group was 7.03 mM (SEM 0.6) and of the paternal
diabetes group was 7.2111I.\1 (SEM 0.49) (p-ns), At 6-months of age, mean plasma
glucose of the maternal diabetes group was 5.60 mM (SEM 0.48) andof the paternal
diabetes group was 6.07 (SEM 0.4) (p-as).
Conclusions: Plasma glucose levels of offspring were not influenced by whether the
mother or the father had diabetes. Further studies (e.g. intravenous glucose tolerance
and insulin measurements) will investigate whether more subtle diJIerences exist
between the offspring ofdiabetic mothers and fathers.

0.32
0.41
0.04
0.05

Environmental
componen~
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0.14
0.10

0.45
0.50
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0.15

0.39'
0.31t
0.42'
0.30t

BMI
Triglyceride
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A986S polymorphism of the calcium-sensing receptor, insulin secretion and
metabolic syndrome in women with prior gestational diabetes.
Zs. Kerenyi, AGy. Tabak, G. Speer, E. Madarasz, P. Lakatos and Gy. Tamas.
National Centre for Diabetes Care, 4th Dept on,Ied., Szent Irnre Hospital, I st Dept.
Medicine, Semmelweis Univ., Medical Faculty, Budapest, Hungary

Background and Aims: Calcium-sensing receptor, which is also located on the
surface of the pancreatic Bscell could modulate insulin secretion in vitro. Disturbance
of insulin secretion is one of the major causal factors in the development of
gestational diabetes (GD:\I) that supposed to be an early manifestation of the
metabolic syndrome. To study the potential role of the calcium-sensing receptor in
GDM its A986S polymorphism was investigated.
Materials and Methods: The polymorphic region was amplified by allele specific
PCR technique, The A (containing alanine) and S (containing serine) alleles were
determined in 62 women with recent or prior (n=49) GD~1. Type I (n=55), type 2
(n=25) diabetic patients and healthy persons (n=201) served as controls Association
between reclassification data (blood glucose, 00, C-peptide and leptin values during a
75g oGTT, HbAlc, lipoprotein lipids, PAl I, fibrinogen, BMl, waist-to-hip ratio.
blood pressure, fat %, creatinine and uric acid) of prior GD~I women (mean age: 35.8
± 5.7 [±SD] yrs; B~n: 27.8 ± 7.1 kglrn2; time elapsed since delivery: 3.4 ± 0.4 YTS;
46% glucose intolerance [GJ = diabetes mellitus or IGT]) and the genotypes of the
A986S calcium-sensing gene were investigated using Al';OV A and t-tests for
statistical analysis.
Results: Genotype frequencies were 68% AA, 29''/0 AS and 3% SS. No significant
differences were found between any of the investigated groups. The genotypes were
divided into presence (32%) and absence (68%) of S allele. The absence of S allele
significantly correlated with the fasting (p9l.025) and 60 min glucose values
(P9l.008) and inversely with the 30 min C-peptide levels (P=O.022) during oGTT.
Fasting leptin (p9l.026), PAl I (p9l.01l) and WL-cholesterol (P=O.015) values
were also associated inversely with the absence ofthe S allele.
Conclusions: According to our results the presence of the A alleles might protect
against hyperinsulinaernia and prevent the development of the metabolic syndrome.
Characteristic features of the latter (elevated LDL-cholesterol, PAl I and fasting
leptin values) were found in the presence ofthe S alleles.

II\SULJ:oi GENE Vi'\'TR ASSOCIATED WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES:
1:\'TERACfJO:\'S WITH AGE, BODY FATNESS AND HEIGHT
E.l.M. Feskens', B.T. Heijmans', P.E. Slagboom! , D. Kromhout'. National
Institute of Public Health and the Environment, Dept. of Chronic Diseases
Epidemiology, Bilthoven (I); Dept. of Medical Statistics, Leiden University
Medical Center (2), Leiden, the Netherlands
Baekground and Aims: Transcription of the insulin gene is influenced by a VNTR
polymorphism, with two main alleles: class I and III. Associations of the class III
allele with type 2 diabetes mellitus have been shown, but not consistently. Gene
environment interactions could explain these inconsistencies. Matertals and
lIIethods: We investigated whether variation at the INS VNTR locus was
associated with the prevalence of diabetes mellitus, diagnosed by an oral glucose
tolerance test, in 438 men aged 70-89 yTS (the Zutphen Elderly Study), taking into
account age, body fatness and height. Results: Eleven percent of the men were
homozygous for the class III allele. The prevalence of newly diagnosed diabetes
was higher in this group (OR: 1.99,95% CI 0.824.82) compared to the III and 11I11
subjects, The association was stronger in younger men (70-74 yrs, OR: 3.22, 95%
CI 1.14-9.04) than in older men (75·89 yrs, OR 0.65, 95% CI: 0.08-5.29) (p
multiplicative interaction 0.02). Higher than expected OR's (additive interaction)
were also seen in shorter men (cmcdian 172 cm) (OR 3.09, p=0.04) and in men
with subscapular skinfold thickness above the median (OR 2.19, p=0.07). Analysis
of the patterns of interaction showed that for age and height both the risk factor and
the INS VNTR variant class III were required to raise the risk of diabetes. No clear
interaction between the INS VNTR genotype and B~lI was observed. Conclusions:
The association between INS VNTR and diabetes is less clear in the oldest old. In
contrast to overall body fatness, central body fat appears to elevate the risk of
diabetes only in subjects with the class III allele. The interaction between n-:S
VNTR and body height may be explained by a reported interaction with intrauterine
development.
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PARENT OF ORIGl" EFFECT AT THE INSULIN GEl'i"E WCUS:
COIDlON GENETIC lIIECHANIS;\<I MODULATTh"G DISTURBED EARLY
GROWTII AND RISK OF TYPE 2 DIABETES_
N. Gharani, S. Huxtable, L-K. Li, S. Humphries, P. Hindmarsh and 111. McCarthy.
Department of Medicine, Imperial College, Middlesex Hospital and University
College London, UK.
Background and Aims: There is growing evidence that the complex association between
early growth and metabolic phenotypes in later life is, in part, due to the pleiotropic effects
of genes modulating insulin secretion and/or acticn, and thereby contributing to variation
in beth fetal and adult phenotypes. One such locus is the insulin gene. Family-based
association studies have shown that INS-VNTR·associated susceptibility to type 2
diabetes Is transmitted preferentially through paternal class ill alleles, and is, by
implication, mediated through imprinted mechanisms active in early life. This is supported
by a recent study which demonstrated maternal imprinting and paternal expression of the
insulin gene in the human yolk sac. Evidence for similar imprinting effects modulating the
known association between INS·VNfR. class and early growth would therefore provide
further support for a common genetic mechanism
Materials and Metbods: We examined INS-VNTR genotypes of 191 Europid parent
offspring trios. each ascertained via unseleeted consecutivebirths. Measurements of infant
weight, length and head circumference were available (expressed as SO scores, using sex
specific UK Reference Data) at 0, 6 and 12 months of age. Parental and cord-blood
samples, were genotyped for the -23Hphl variant ("iJjch acts as a surrogate for VNTR
class), with ambiguities in the parental origin of fetal alleles resoived through additional
INS-VNTR class I typing. Our search for imprinting effects focussed on the 51
heterozygous infants, 21 of "nom had inherited a paternal class I, and 30 a paternal class
ill.
Results: No differences were seen at birth, but, by 6 months, there was a clear divergence
in growth patterns, with the paternal class ill babies beth lighter (weight SDS (SO):
0.03(1.02) vs 0.66(0.90). p~0029) and shorter (length SDS (SO): 0.13(1.00) \"5

0.90(0.81), P" 0.006) than those with paternal class I. In this study, we found no evidence
for a relationship between fetal VJ"oITR genotype (ill \"5 11II1 vs IUJIll, p>O.32) and
parameters at birth. in contrast with pre v-ious ALSPAC data (though numbers were
smaller).
Conclusions: These data provide the first evidence thatVNfR.-associatedeffects on early
growth, like those on diabetes, demonstrate parent-of-origin effects, lending further
support for a genetic contribution to the link between fetal and adult phenotypes.

ABNORMALBYCAUSEDFAMILIAL IIYPERINSULINEMIA

INSULIN (INSULIN WAKAYAMA)

S.F.Kato', Y.Yoshimasa, N.Azuma', G.lnoue' K.Hosoda'. K.Okazawa',

T.Son', II.Ariyasu' and K. Nakao'. Kishiwada City Hospital', and Kyoto

University'. Japan

We recently identified a new family from Kishiwada, Japan with abnormal

insulin. A 65-)'ear-old non-obese Japanese man with diabetes mellitus had

marked hyperinsulinemia with elevated IRIlCPR molar ratio. Achantosis

Nigricanse was not detected. Laboratory tests were normal except for marked

fasting hyperinsulinemia (130lt U/ml). Counterregulatory hormone was within

normal limit. Anti-insulin and insulin antireceptor antibodies were absent.

Family study revealed that his daughter also showed hyperinsulinemia. She

was 31-year-old and had normal glucose tolerance. Proband's elder brother,

who was 72-year-old, was not diabetic without hyperinsulinemia. DNA

analysis confirmed that proband and his daughter demonstrated the identical

point mutation leading to the expression of Leu A3 insulin previously

described for Insulin Wakayama. lIis daughter secreted insulin about two

times as much as the proband in postprandial conditions and after load of 75g

glucose. Peak time of blood IRJ was 120 minutes after load in 2 hour 75g oral

glucose tolerance test. All abnormal insulins discovered in Japan were insulin

Wakayama. This family was fourth family of insulin Wakayama in the world.
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CAlCIUM I CALMOOlJUH DEPENDENT PROTEIN KINASE II GENES: GENOMIC
STRUCTURE AND SCREEHlNG FOR VARIANTS INSUBJECTS WITH TYPE 2DIABETES

ALGloyn',M. Deal', AClark2, RRHolmanZ. T.M. Fraytlng', AT,HattersleY' andS.J.H.
Ashcroft2 cenlJe forMolecular Genetics, Univelsity of Exeter', Oxford cenlJe forDiabetes,
Endocrinology andMelabo/ism , Univefsily ofOxford', UK

Ilacltgtound and Alms: CaM Kinase II, a multifunctional Ca2- I calmodulin - dependent
protein kinase, isexpressed ilthe pancreatic bela<.ell andis aetivaled byglucose and other
secretagogues in a manner cooelaIing wi1h insulin secretion. II has been proposed !hat the
activation ofCaM Kinase IImediates some of the actions ofCa2- ontheexocytosis of insulin.
Thus, thegenes encoding formembers of!his multigene family are Important candidate gene
forbetlKell dysfunction InType 2 diabetes (T2OM). Weaimed to delennine the genomic
structure of bolllthe gamma and della lsoIonns (CAMK2G and CAMK2D) and screen the
exons and exorrinlron boundaries for variants in subjects wi1h T2OM. Materials and
Met!Ioda: Genomic structure of the CAMK2G gene was detem1ined by identifying 6
contiguous clones from a human PI BItificiaI chromosome (HPAC) 6brary using a CaM
Kinase IIy CONA probe. Positive clones -. conlimed asy byPCR amplification of they
spedfic variable domain VIII. Auorescenoe iJsituhybridisation (FISH)localised these clones
tochromosome 1Oq22. Thepublished genomic structures of theratand mouse CaM Kinase
II genes aI"'-l the putative exorrinlron boundaries of human CAMK2G to be identified.
These were conlimed byvectorette PCR amplification andresequenced from genomic DNA
CAMK2D genomic structure was delermined by sequenoe homology to genomic contigs in
theNCBI database. DNA from 76randomly selected su~ts with 120Mwas screened by
SSCP analysis forvariants Inboth genes. Resulb: CAMK2G was composedof 23exons
(43-123bp) whils~ CAMK2D consisted of18exons (42-122bp). SCreening of both genes has
identified variants; inCAMK2G a silent variant (K"K)inexon 2 (AAA~Q) v.tUch encodes
for partofthe catalytic domain and anintronic variant in exon 10(+58c...t). InCAMK2D an
intronic variant was detected inexon 14(-45g-+ e). Conciuslons: We have detennined the
genomic structures ofCAMK2G andCAMK2D, localised the CAAlK2G gene tochromosome
IOq22 and identified variants which can be used to determine the role of these genes in
susceplibilily toT2DM.

SEARCH FOR MUTATIONS OF TIlE Ca"/CALMODULIN-DEPENDENT
PROTEIN KINASE II 5 IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS
A. Voigt', H. Rochlitz', II. Schatz l and A.F.I1. Pfeiffer', 'Medizinlsche
Universiiatsklinik Bergrnannsheil, Bochum, Germany. 'Department of
Endocrinology, University Hospital Benjamin Franklin, Berlin, Germany
The Ca"lcalmodulin-<lependent protein kinases II (Ca\1K II) are multifunctional
intracellular enzymes which take part in the glucose-stimulated insulin-secretion.
Mutations ofCa\1K II may lead 10 an impaired insulin-secretion and could playa
key role in the multifactorial pathogenesis of the development of type 2 diabetes
mellitus. Human ll-cells show a high expression-level of Cavl-kinases and Ca\lK
II II and 5 are the predominant isoforms when compared to CaMK II y while the a
isoform was no! expressed. The aim of this study was the detection and
sequencing of the previously partial known eDNA-sequence of Ca\IK II 5.
Furthermore mutation analysis of the Ca\IK II 5 eDNA-sequence of type 2
diabetic patients was performed. Methods: RNA was extracted from lymphocytes
of patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus and reverse transcribed into cDNA. Five
primer pairs were designed for PCR according to a 727 bp sequence of the 5'
region of Ca\IK II 5 which was cloned from a human insulinoma cDNA-library
and from partial sequences which were obtained from GenBank. These 5 primer
pairs cover the complete coding sequence. All PCR-products were directly
sequenced at leas! twice and analysed for mutations. Results: PCR-amplificates of
the five primer pairs were obtained from 36 patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus.
All PCR-products had the expected size. Additional amplifieates which represent
splice variants \\ ere not found. Direct sequencing showed the expected sequence
ofCaMK II 5, but no mutation. Conclusion: Although in mammals 12subtypesof
Ca\\K II 5 are known, in this study only the 5,-subtype was detected in patients
with type 2 diabetes mellitus, which showed no mutations of the coding sequence.
If these findings play an pathophysiological role in the genesis of type 2 diabetes
mellitus must be shown by further studies with more patients.
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TRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATION OF TIlE -132 G/A MUTMT ISLET
AMYl.OID POLYPEPTIDE (lAPP) GENE PROMOTER
I. Rojas (1,2), R. Gomis (2), C. Franco (2), A Novials (I).
(I) Diabetes Department Sarda Farriol Foundation, and (2) Endocrinology and
Diabetes Unit, IDIBAPS, Hospital Clinic. Barcelona. Spain.

Background and Aims: Overexpressice of islet amyloid polypeptide (lAPP) has been
implicated in islet amyloidodogenesis. In previous studies in the Spanish population, we
reported a -132 G/A mutation in the promoter region of the lAPP gene. The frequencyof this
mutation was higher in type 2 diabetic patients thanin non-diabetic subjects (9.7% vs. 1.5%,
p<O.005, odds ratio:6.85). We aimed to study the functional propertiesof the G/A mutantlAPP
promoter. and to compare the effects of glucose metabolism, calcium, cA.\!P, and
dexamethasone on theactivityofthe mutant andwild-type lAPPpromoter.

Material, and Methods: Experiments were performed in M1N6 fH:clls. Plasrnids were
constructed containing the -229 to +458 bp region of the human lAPP promoter. Promoter
activities were analysed by Iuciferase assay after 20-24b of culture in the presence of 5.5 or
22.7 mmolllglucose, 11.2 mm01llmannobeptulose, 11.2 mmo1ll 6-dcoxy-glucose,0.6 mmcl/l
diazoxide, 100umol/l verapamil, 10~m01ll forskolin,and 10 ~mo1ll dexamethasone.

Results: The mutant construct showed a 2-fold increase in the lAPP promoter activity
comparedto the wild-type construct (p<O.oo1).The luciferase activity of cells transfectedwith
the wild-typeconstruct incubated in 22.7 mrnol/ldecreased by 25% and 30% after the addition
of 6-<lcoxy-glucose and mannobeptulosc,respectively.A similar pattern was observed with the
mutant construct,butwithhigherlevelsof activity. Bothconstructs showeda severereduction
in thepromoter activity(a-fold decrease) afterreduction of intracellular calciumconcentrations
in the presenceof verapamil or diazoxide (p<O.OOI). By contrast, the lAPP promoter activity
was enhanced (2-fold increase) in both constructs after incubation with forskolin or
dexamethasone (p<O.05andp<O.OI, respectively).

Conclusions: We have detecteda ·132 GlA mutation in the lAPP gene that increases lAPP
expression. The mutant construct reproduces thesamepattern of lAPPactivity as thewild-type
construct, butwith highervalues of activity. Glucoseregulation of lAPP expression in both
constructs requires a calcium signalling pathway preserved. The detection of an enhanced
expression of lAPP afterstimulation withforskolin anddexamethasone suggests thepresence
of functional cAf..fP· andglucocorticoid-responsive elements in the lAPP promoter. andthat
these factorscontributeto the transcriptionalregulationof the lAPP gene.
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Genetic mutation ofHNF In in Korean type 2 diabetes with familial traits
J.\V. Park. H.J Kim, S.J Lee, Y. S. Chung, K. W. Lee, II. M. Kim
Department of Endocrinology and Metabolism, School of medicine, Ajou University,
Suwon, Korea
Background and Aims: Type 2 diabetes mellitus is a heterogeneous, multifactorial
disease with a strong genetic background. The most frequent genetic background
worldwide is MODY 3(maturity onset diabetes of young) related gene, especially
hepatocyte nuclear factor I alpha(lINFla). HNFla is a transcriptional factor related
with hepatocyte development, differentiation and insulin secretory function of beta
celts. We performed D~A extraction and sequencing to determind whether HNFla
gene mutation may contribute abnormal glucose metabolism in Korean type 2
diabetes with familial traits.
Materials and Methods: We evaluated HNF I a gene mutation by direct sequencing
methiod in 17 Korean type 2 diabetes with familial traits(male II: female 6) and 3
unrelated NGT control subject without familial traits of DM. We evaluated glucose
metabolism with OGTT, beta celt function and insulin sensitivity index(ISI) by
HOMA models. The familial traits were defined by 2 or more diabetic patients in the
I st degree relatives or 3 or more diabetic patients in the 2nd degree relatives.
Results: Three new genetic mutation (V259I, H126A, SI2IT) and one
polymorphismtl 19 valin GTC->GTG) in the HNF Ia were found in Korean type 2
diabetes with familial traits. One family had a common mutation in all diabetic
patients ofthe family subjects(exon 4 V2591, 2 cases). Also other mutations (I1I26A,
SI21T) were found in Korean type 2 diabetes with familial traits. The mutation
group(n~5) revealed reduced beta cell function compared to the non- mutation
group(n=12)(p=O.052).
Cnnclusions: We found new HI\'Fla gene mutations in Korean type 2 diabetes
population with familial traits. Those type 2 diabetic patients who have HNFla
mutation revealed reduced beta cell function. We concluded that HNF Ia gene
mutation may contribute to glucose metabolism in Korean type 2 diabetes with
familial traits.
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Prevalence of Islet amyloid polypeptide promoter mutation (-132 G to A) in type
2 diabetes.
Esapa C, Moffitt J,McNamara eM, Levy JC, Clark A.

Background and Aims:
Islet amyloid polypeptide (lAPP) fonns islet amyloid in type 2 diabetes (T2D~I).

Over-expression of lAPP in association with lAPP gene mutations could be causal
factors for amyloidosis. A mutation in the lAPP promoter at position -132 (G to A)
has been described in T2D~1 (9.2%); 2.3% in non-diabetic (NO) subjects in Spain.
The aim of the study was to detennine the prevalence of this mutation in a UK
population and to examine its relationship to amyloid formation in a kindred with
T2ml.

Materials and Methods:
Samples were collected from 278 T2D~1 subjects and 110 unrelated 1\1> subjects
derived from the Oxford region. To investigate the relationship between this mutation
and islet amyloid observed at post-mortem, five brothers (3 T2D~1 and 2 ND) with a
family history ofT2D~1were studied. Two of the T2D~1 brothers had extensive islet
amyloid at post-mortem examination following their death. D~A was analysed for
the lAPP promoter mutation (-132 G to A) by SSCP and direct sequencing.

Results:
The lAPP promoter mutation was detected in 14/278 (5%) diabetics; 4/110 (3.6%)
ND controls (not significant); and in 1 diabetic and 2 ND brothers, but not in one
patient with amyloid.

Conclusions:
The lAPP promoter mutation is not associated with T2D~1. There is no association
with islet amyloid deposition in the family studied.
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Mutations in lli'\'F1-alpba as Risk Factor for Gestational Diabetes
T. Selisko(I), Peter EH Schwarz (1,3), Josef Vcelak (2), Hannes Rietzsch (I), Bela
Bendlova (2), Jan Schulze (I)
(I) TU-Dresden, Medical Clinic III, (2) National Institute of Endocrlnology, Prague,
(3) Howard Hughes Medical Institute, University of Chicago

Background and Aims: Gestational Diabetes mellitus (GD~I- diabetes mellitus type
4), is a heterogeneous disorder defined as glucose intolerance with first recognition
during pregnancy. Mutation in the hepatocyte nuclear factor-I alpha (HNF-Ialpha)
gene cause MODY3, which is characterized by an impairment of insulin secretion.
Amino acid polymorphisrns in HNF-Ialpha, for example the AV98 variant, are
associated with reduced glucose-induced C-peptide and insulin responses. We have
addressed the question of whether variants in the HNF-Ialpha gene might be
associated with gestational diabetes mellitus.
Materials and Methods: The coding region of the HI\'FI-alpha gene was analyzed in
a case-control-study in 58 woman with GD~I and 63 controls with common PCR- and
sequencing methods GDM was diagnosed with a 50g glucose screening test followed
by a 75g oGTI test between 24 to 28 week of gestation. Obvious MODY-patients
were excluded from patients group.
Results: Clinical characteristics ofGD~I patients and controls were: mean age 34.1 ±
7.5/32.5 ± 8.8, (Mean -: SD) GAD AB 130/010"10, INS AB 3%/2%, ICA 0"1010"10,
maternal diabetes 80%/36%). We identified nine heterozygot missense variants
(Glu48Lys, AV98, Pr0447Leu) in the HNFI-alpha gene and twice the insTGGGGGT
variant in the 5'lITR. The patient with the Glu48Lys presented with low titer of
GAD- and Insulin auto antibodies. This patients would be classified as type-I
diabetic. Seven patients (12%) carried the AV98 missense variant and had a maternal
and grand maternal history of GDM and/or diabetes. The GD:>I patient with the
Pr0447Leu showed diabetes in four consecutive generations. None of the variants
were seen in controls (p=Q.0048).
Conclusions: Mutations in HNFI-alpha are a risk factor for gestational diabetes.
About 17"/0of German gestational diabetic patients carry mutations in the IINFI
alpha gene. The Glu48Lys was previously seen in type-I-diabetes and might be
involved in autoimmune diabetes. The previously described 30"10 reduction in glucose
induced c-peptide and insulin secretion in patients carrying the AV98 variant can be
pathogenetic for GD~1.
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A BETA2INEURODI POLYMORPnIS:\-1 AS A DETER.'\UNANT OF
SUSCEPTffilLlTY TO TYPE 2 DIABETES L'l A SOUTH INDL<\N
POPULATIOX.
AE.Jackson, P.G.Cassell, A.Ramachandran, C.Snehalatha and G.A.Hitman.
Dept. ofDiabetes and Metabolic Medicine, St. Bartholomews and the Royal London
School ofMedicine and Dentistry, UK; Diabetes Research Centre, Chennai, India.
Background and Aims: Beta2lNeuroD I is a member of the basic helix-loop-helix
(HLH) family of transcription factors, which is involved in pancreatic embryogenesis
and regulating transcription of the insulin gene. Polymorphisms within the
Beta2lNeuroDI gene associate with increased susceptibility to Type I Diabetes and
have been found in some families with autosomal dominant diabetes. This study
investigated the role of a previously reponed G to A transversion in codon 45 that
results in an amino acid substitution (Ala45Thr).
Materials and Methods: 462 subjects from an urban survey were recruited as pan of
a study into the prevalence ofType 2 Diabetes (T2D~1) in a South Indian population.
Ala45Thr results in a loss of a Mwol restriction site. We screened for these
substitutions by PCR-RFLP (polymerase Chain Reaction-Restriction Fragment
Length Polymorphism), and then the D){A fragments were separated on a 3.2%
agarose gel and visualised by ethidium bromide staining.
Results: An association study in the urban survey found a significant difference in the
subjects positive for the variant allele between ,unrelated subjects with T2D~1

(n~84,14.3% positive ), IGT (n=59, 33.9"10 positive) and controls (n=319, 23.9"10
positive) for the Ala45Thr polymorphism ( 1'=0.023). Quantitative trait analysis for
waist hip ratio, body mass index. lipid profile, fasting blood glucose and 120 minute
oral glucose tolerance profile for each of these groups revealed no significant
association with Ala45Thr.
Conclusions: These preliminary findings suggest variation in the Beta2lNeuroDI
gene may contribute to glucose intolerance in a South Indian population.
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PEROXISO:\-IE PROLIFERATORS ACTIVATED RECEPTORS IN
TYPE II DIABETIC SUBJECTS

A. Sapone, A Ciavarella, S. Trespidi, A Mustacchio, L. Sacchetti, 1\1. Paolini,
G.L. Biagi, G. Cantelli-Forti. Department of Pharmacology, Pharmacogenornics
Unit. University of Bologna, and Diabetology Unit, S. Orsola-Malpighi
Hospital, Bologna, Italy.

Aim: PPARs have been shown to be involved in the regulation of intermediary
metabolism (e.g., control of metabolic pathways important for lipid homeostasis,
expression of proteins engaged in lipid transport, and adipose tissue
differentiation). Isoforms a and y seem to be implicated in the development of
inflammation, atherosclerosis, metabolic syndrome and type 11 diabetes. We
assessed the frequencies of PPARa isoform Leul6211e (known as a'3) and on
the y isoforms: Pro34A1a (called '2) and Pr0344G1n ('3), in diabctie and
healthy subjects. Method.: To study PPAR isoforms and variants involved in
type 11diabetes, 104 patients with BMI;,JO and diagnosis of'typc-Il diabetes <50
years and 261 control DNA samples were selected and enclosed in this study.
Poly Chain Reaction (PCR), restriction enzyme digestions and sequencing of
mutated alleles were performed forPPARa (yanant'3) and PPARr ('2 and '3)
isoforms. Results: Entire genomic data are available for 235 controls and 98
patients and shO\\TI in the Table:
PPARs Controls Patients

% I n Heteroz IHomoz % n Heteroz IHomoz
alpha'3 4.3 I 258 18 I 2 2.9 104 6 I 0

ganrrna*2 8.6 1251 41 I I 6.5 100 13 I 0
'3 4.0 1248 20 I 0 1.5 101 3 0

Conclusions: Cross-talk between a and y PPARs subtypes could be important
for type II diabetes etiopathogenesis. Finally, these results should be useful to
determine the relationship between genotypes and phenotypes, using different
types of mutations and clinical data.
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HOMOZYGOUS MUTATIONS L..,. NEUROD AND PA..X4 I:I<IPAIR INSULL..,.

SECRETlO:,/ IN PATIENTS WITH DIADETES

AKanatsuka., Y'Iokuyama, O.Nozaki, K.Matsui*and TEgashira", Diabetes Centre

KasoriHospital. Chiba, ·Res. & Develop, Center, B~IL, Inc., Kawagoe, Japan

Background and Aims: Heterozygous polymorphisms: the A1a45Thr of NeuroD and

the Argl27frp of Pax-tgenes does not, reportedly, secm to be associated with type 2

diabetes. We discovered the homozygous mutations of these transcriptional factors in

patients with. late-onset diabetes. To clarify the role of these mutations in the

pathogenesis of this diabetes, we examined the insulin secretion and sensitivity in these

patients. M~teria1s and Methods: Association studies were carried out in 283 patients

with diabetes excluding 1)l'C IA diabetes. age 61.9±11.9 years and age at clinical

onset of diabetes 51.4± 12.8 years and 134 unrelated control subjects, age 70.1 ±7.8

years. Genotypingfor the A1a45Thr of NeuroD and the Argl27frp of Pax4 genes was

carried out by PCR-RFLP followed by the direct sequence method. Acute insulin

secretion was evaluated by C-peptide secretion rate mathematically estimated by two

compartment model after intravenous glucose load (CS). Insulin sensitivity was

evaluated by insulin-modified minimal model analysis (Si). Results: Genotype

frequencies in patients and in control subjccts "ere: the A1a45Thr of NeuroD (\\1 0.809

hetero 0.177 homo 0.014 \"S \\1 0.8% hctcro 0.104 homo 0.00) and the Argl27frp of

Pax-l (\\1 0.915 hetero 0.074 homo 0.011 \"S \\1 0.955 hetero 0.045 homo 0.00).

Homozygous mutations of both genes were observed only in the patients. In the patient

A, B and C with homozygous mutation of NeuroD, CS (normal range:6.8

18.5nglmllmin) was 0.508, 1.481 and 1.223, respectively and Si (normal range: 2.6-7.6

X 1O-l/min/(mUIL)) was 0.727, 3.31 and 3.79. In the patient D and E with

homozygous mutation of Pax-l, CS was OAI8 and 0.208 and Si was 1.11 and 2.88.

These results indicated the markedly impaired insulin secretion in the patients with the

homozygotes, Conclusions: Since both mutations were not located in the DNA binding

and transactivation domains, the effect of the variants ou the function may be weak and

thus, the heterozygotcs do not influence the (.I<ell function. However, the hornozygotes

impair the insulin secretion, inducing diabetes.
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Association Of Pro12Ala Variant In Peroxisome Proliferator - Activated
Receptor With Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus
Mao.F,Bin.W,Hua.Ch,et al.Departmcnt of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Sun Yat
Sen Memorial Hospital, Sun Yat-Sen University of Medical Sciences, Guangzhou
510120 P.R China
Background and Aims:To investigate the association of Prol2Ala variant in
peroxisome proliferator-activated rcceptor-y gene with type 2 diabetes mellitus and its
clinical characteristics.
Materials and Methods:The genotypes of Prol2A1a variant in peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor-y gene were determined by polymerase chain reaction
restriction fragment length polymorphisms (pCR-RFLP) assay in 401 unrelated
subjects of 'Han' population in the south of China (including 180 subjects with
normal glucose tolerance and2211)l'C 2 diabetic patients). The clinical data were also
analyzed.
Results:The allele frequencies in case andcontrol groups were 96.15%, %.11% for P
and 3.850/0, 3.89% for A; the genotype frequencies were 92.770/0, 92.22% for PP,
6.780/0, 7.78% for PA, OA50/0, 0"10 for AA. The Prol2A1a variant of peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor -ganuna2 was not associated with I)l'e 2 diabetes. The
Prol2A1a polymorphism of peroxisome proliferator-activatcd rcccptor-y2 in diabetes
patients was associated with increased waist circumference andwaist to hip ratio. The
Prol2A1a polymorphism in Chinese population was similar to that in Japanese
population, andwas different from that in European and American population.
Conclusion: The Prol2A1a variant of peroxisome proliferator-activatcd rcccptor-y2
could be associated with abdominal obesity in rype 2 diabetes. The significant
difference of Prol2Ala of peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-y2 among
various races was observed.
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THE Prol2Ala PPAR gamma2 GENE POLYMORPHIS:\f IN CZECH TYPE 1
DIABETICS AND OBESE PATIENTS
D. Sclmkoya, M. Kuncsova 1, V. Hainer I, J. Vtcl;\k, B. Bendloya
Institute a/Endocrinology. II'" Teaching Hospital. Charles University, Prague
The peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs) arc the transcription
factors. PPAR y2 plays a key role in regulation of adipocyte differentiation and
energy homeostasis. Numerous recent studies provide the evidence that the
Prol2A1a polymorphism is linked to obesity and type 2 diabetes mellitus but the
results are controversial and depend on the ethnicity. The aim of this study was to
determine allele frequencies and to study the influence of the polymorphism on
biochemical and anthropometric parameters in healthy Czech adult population
(n;69; age;32.6±10.2 years; B~n;23.9±3.7 kg/rrr'), in a group of type 2 diabetics
(n;183; age=59.0±6.2 years; B~1I;30.l±~.8 kglm') and in a group of obese women
(n;86; age;~~.1±11,4 years; B~II;37.5±5.8 kglm'). Methods: The Prol2A1a
substitution was detected by PCR-RFLP method (Hgal), For statistical analyses, the
NCSS 2000 program was used. Results: i test did not reveal significant differences
in Prol2A1a frequency between the group of diabetic patients and controls (hetero-,
homozygotes: 26.23%, 1.09% vs, 15.9~o/o, 1.~5o/o, X';2,66; ~O,IO). However, the
occurrence of Prol2A1a tended to be higher in a group of obese women (29.07%,
1.16%) in comparison to the control group (i;3.4I; ~0.06). The Mann-Whitney
test revealed significantly lower fasting insulin and C-peptidc levels in the Prol2A1a
carriers in a group of diabetic women (12.17±7.76 vs, I7.66±I1.49 m1UII; ~0.006
and 0.89±1.01 vs, 0.9I±O.43 nmol!I; ~0.02. resp.). Tendency 10 lower fasting
insulin levels was also evident in diabetic men (14.79±11.82 vs, 16.46±1O.72 mlUlI,
n.s.). Taken all probands together, there were no differences in body constitution
(BM!, WHR), body composition (%fat mass. %muscles. %bone mass), lipid levels
or in other tested parameters between the Prol2A1a carriers and non-carriers.
Conclusion: The frequency of the Prol2A1a PPAR y2 gene polymorphism in Czech
probands is similar to other Central European populations. Frequency of the
Prol2A1a substitution tends to be slightly higher in obese women compared to the
controls. The fasting insulin and C-peptide 1C\"CIs in the Prol2Ala carriers were
significantly higher in the group of diabetic women. This finding provides evidence
that polymorphism may influence glucose metabolism.
Supported by grants IGA MIl KB/5395-5. COST B17. GA UK 2030309119-1.
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GENETIC MAPPING OF IRS-l BY DETECTION OF SNPs AND
HAPLOTYPES ASSOCIATED WITH INSULIN RESISTANCE.

F. Grigorescu, C. Laurier, S. Ait EI Mkadem, N. Molinari, A.G. Clark, G.
Cros, J. Bringer and C. Jaffiol, IURC, Montpellier, France and IMEG, USA

Background & aims: IRSs(insulin receptor substrates) are susceptibility genes
for both insulin resistance and ~-cell dysfunction in complex diseases such as
non insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NtDD~t) or polycystic ovary syndrome
(PCOS). To understand heterogeneity at the gene level we investigated SNPs
(single nucleotide polymorphisms) and complex haplotypes of IRS-2 gene in a
Caucasian population [n - 53) with PCOS and variable insulin resistance
(HO~IAlR 3.2 ± 0.6). Methods: SNPs were searched by fluorescence-based
sequencing of unphased DNA (ABI-373A) covering the coding region, 1106 bp
5' and 300 bp 3'UTR and regions at 4 kb upstream. Haplctypes were estimated
from homozygous individuals, single-site heterozygous and then by inferential
steps using Clark's algorithm, followed by assignment of haplotype pairs in each
individual. Results: cSNPs were detected at sites 723, 8t6, 829. 1031. 1033,
10~8, 1057 and a new SNP (CIT) at -769 site in 5·UTR. These variations and
SNP 1157-21 and -22 upstream were arranged as 8 unambiguous and 22 unique
haplotypes. The most frequent (47.2%) was haplotype I branched from the root
in the phylogenetic tree by Glyl057Asp mutation. Mutation 1057 (G/A) was
also found in two other branches partially explaining heterogeneity in analysis rf
this variant. Less frequent (around 20%) were haplotypes 2 (site 1033), 3 and 4
(sites -769. 723. 816, 829). In PCOS the most frequenthaplotype pairs were 2/4
(18.4%) and 1/4 and 1/2 (10.3%) while all remaining pairs were < 5.1%. When
population was stratified as function of 1I0~IAI' (cut off 2.1), insulin resistant
and 33% of glucose intolerant patients were associated with pairs 1/4 (1I0MA..
5.3 ± 3.5) and 1/2 (HOMA,• 2.5± OJ). Haplotype 3/4, 3/5 212 and 5/6 (1I0~tA"

< 1.7) were found only in non-insulin resistant individuals and no haplotypes
were associated with acanthosis nigricans. In conclusion, despite high
heterogeneityof IRS-2 gene, the role in insulin resistance may be considerably
unraveled by new strategies using dense genetic mapping based on SNPs and
complex haplotypes.
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Analysis of the relationship between PPAR-y 2 gene variants and severe
insulin resistance in obese patients with impaired glucose tolerance
S. Neumann, Matthias Bluher, RalfPaschke
111. Medical Department. Faculty 0/Medicine. University ofLeipzig. Ph.
Rosenthal-Str.Tl, 04103 Leipzig, Germany
Four mutations and one silent polymorphism in the peroxisome proliferator
activated receptor-y 2 (PPAR-y 2) gene have been identified. It was recently
shown that loss-of-function PPAR-y mutations are associated with elements
of the insulin resistance syndrome. However, there is a Prol15Gln mutation
of the PPAR-y 2 gene adjacent to a serine phosphorylation site contributing
to a phenotype with severe obesity, which is not associated with type 2
diabetes or hyperinsulinemia. In this study, we have investigated whether
variants in the PPAR-y 2 gene are associated with obesity and extreme
insulin resistance in obese patients with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT),
and asked whether altered levels of free fatty acids (FFA) might be
associated with PPAR-y 2 gene variants. The Prol15Gln, Pro12Ala,
Pr0467Leu, Val290Met and a silent polymorphism CAC478CAT were
examined in 48 subjects with IGT and insulin resistance (IR), characterized
by euglycemie hyperinsulinemie clamps, and in 52 healthy, lean, insulin
sensitive (IS) controls. We found one patient in the IR group with the
Prol15Gln variant. The body weight of this individual (BM128.5 kglm')was
within the average of the IR group (30.3 ± 0.8 kg/m'), but whole body
glucose uptake (I81lmollkg per min) was lower as compared to the entire IR
group (291lmollkg per min) (p<0.05).
The Prol2Ala variant was not associated with differences in BMI, in the
degree of insulin resistance or in plasma FFA concentrations between the IR
and IS group. The Pr0467Leu, Va1290Met mutations and the silent
polymorphism CAC478CAT were not detected in any group. In conclusion,
the Prol2Ala variant in the PPAR-y 2 gene is common, but not associated
with diabetes, whereas the Prol15Gln mutation is rare and may cause severe
insulin resistance, although this was not the case for previously reported
carriers of the Prol l5Gln mutant.
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GENETIC POLYMORPIDSM OF APOLIPOPROTEIN E ASSOCIATED TO
TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS IN A MEXICAN POPULATIOX
B. Ruiz, SA Godinez, P. Nufio-Gonzalez,and A. Panduro.
Departments of Molecular Biology in Medicine and Endocrinology, Hospital
Civil de Belen, and Physiology, Health Sciences Center, University of
Guadalajara.Mexico.
Background and Aims: Genetic and environmental risk factors are important to
predisposition and development of type 2 diabetes mellitus (D~12), however,
such risk factors could have population specific characteristics. In this study we
analyzed the distribution of the genetic polymorphism of apolipoprotein E (apo
E) and its association with lipid profile in patients with D~12 from the west of
Mexico, Materials and Methods: Apo E genotypes includingthe three common
allele (e2,e3, and e4) were identified by enzymatic amplificatioo (PCR) of
genomic DNA from blood samples and analysis of restriction profiles.
Distribution of genotypes and alleles found in general population were compared
with the usual distribution of apo E genotypes in patients with D~12. Results: In
the general population (n;179) the allele that predominates is e3 with 83.8%
followed by e4 (8.4%) and e2 (7.8%) respectively. Also a statisticallysignificant
relationship was found between high levels, of both total cholesterol and LDL
with apo E 212,and apo E 3/4 genotypes (p<O.OOI and 0.059). A similarincrease
of lipid profile was also observed with apo E 3/2 genotype, however such
increase was not statistically significant. In the group of patients with D~12, the
frequency of the allele e2 was higher (16.0%) than those found in the general
population (7.8%). Such increase in the allele e2 was closely associated to D~12

(p<0.019). There was not association between lipid profile and genotypes in
patients with D~12. Conclusions: This study sow that the allele e2 is associated
to D~12 in patients from the west of Mexico. Since e2 is also associated to
clinical complication of D~12. such information could be considered fer clinical
followup of the patient and prevention ofD~12.
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A NEW MUTATION TNFRl GEJliE ASSOCIATED TO HYPERTENSION L'!
COllllROL AND TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATlEl\lS.
M.Broch, C.Gutierrez, I.Sim6n, I.Vendrel~ J.M.Fernandez-Real, J.Vendrell and
C.Richart. Hospital Universitari de Tarragona Joan XXIII. Universitat Rovira i
Virgilio Institut d'EstudisAvancats.Tarragona.Spain
BACKGROurH) AJliD AI:ItS: Association and linkage population studies have
reported Tumor Necrosis Factor Receptor 2 (TNFR2) to be related with multiple
metabolic disorders such as dislipidemia, hypertension, obesity and insulin resistance
in general population. TNFRl exon 6 encodes a small portion of the transmembrane
region and contains the position of the proteolytic cleavage site that produces the
soluble form ofTh'FR2 (sTNFRl) through a mechanism named shedding.
TNFR2 exon 6 gene was studied in order to detect DNA variability which, possibly
affecting receptor shedding, could be associated with susceptibility to type 2 diabetes
mellitus or its metabolic disorders. MATERIALS AND METHODS:I19 type 2
diabetic patients and 67 matched subjects were studied. Mutations in the Th'FR2 exon
6 gene were analyzed by means of automated sequencing of PCR products. The
clinical parameters analyzed were blood pressure and body mass index (B},fI). Leptin,
sTNFRI, sTNFR2 and lipidic parameters were measured in all subjects. RESULTS:
A previous reported polymorphism at position 196 (T>G) was identified. Moreover, a
new mutation in intron 5 (C>T) unknown until date was described. All individuals
homozygous for T allele in exon 6 were also homozygous for allele C in intron 5. No
significant differences in allelic or genotypic frequencies between controls and
patients were observed. Control and diabetic men carryingthe homozygous haplotype
for exon 6lintron 5 (TT/CC) showed significant lower levels of systolic blood
pressure (SBP) (I26.7± 9.6 vs 144.2 ± 18.7 mm Hg for controls and 135 ± 18.9 vs
152 ± 22.1 nun Hg for diabetic patients), but only those TT/CC diabetic men showed
a trend towards lower levels of sTh'FRl. A multiple linear regression model either
SBP or DBP-TNFR2 haplotype controlled by group, age, sex, BMI, trigycerides,
HDL-cholestero~ sTNFRI, sTh'FR2 showed that both SBP and DBP levels were
independently determined by thc haplotype TT/CC (subjects carrying the haplotype
are those with the lower blood pressure). CONCLUSIONS: These results suggest
that this new genetic variation at Th'FR2 gene may influence blood pressure levels
independently of age, sex. Bxfl, lipidic parameters and sTNFRs in controls and type 2
diabetes.
This project was supported by FIS 00/0757 and Fundacio Marato de TV3(9912010).
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A TUMOUR JliECROSIS FACTOR ALPHA GEJliE POLYl\-IORPHISM
INCREASES RISK OF INSULL'! RESISTAJliCE AJliD THE METABOLIC
SYNDRO:ltE L'! OBESflY
B. Dalziel, AK Gosby, J.M. Bryson and 1.0. Caterson. Human Nutrition Unit,
Department of Biochemistry, University of Sydney, Australia

Background and Aims: Tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNFa) is a multifunctional
cytokine that when produced by the adipose tissue, acts as an endocrine signal that
may cause increased insulin resistance ofthe surrounding tissue. Secretion ofTNFa is
increased in the obese state, and could be the link between obesity and the
development of Type II (non-insulin-dependent) diabetes. We investigated whether a
polymorphism in the promoter region (-308G/A) of the TNFa gene was associated
with increased risk of insulin resistance and dyslipidemia in an obese Australian
population.
Materials and Methods: Obese, non-diabetic subjects (146 female, 34 male) were
genotyped using PCR-RFLP techniques and anthropometric and biochemical
measurements were compared. A homeostasis model assessment (HO},tA) score was
used to gauge the level of insulin resistance.
Results: Subjects homozygous for the mutation resulting in the A allele (7 %) had
higher fasting insulin (226 ± 27 vs 131 ± 7 pmol/l, p <0.001), higher systolic blood
pressure (143 ± 5 vs 129 ± 2 mmHg, P <0.001) and lower HDL cholesterol (1.13 ±
0.05 vs 1.25 ± 0.03 mmol/l, p =0.04) than subjects homozygous (59 %) for the G
allele or subjects who were heterozygous (34 %). HDL cholesterol was negatively
correlated to HO},tA scores (r ~ -0.710, P <0.001) in subjects with the A allele only.
Insulin resistance was associated with B~lI and waist circumference in all subjects.
Conclusions: The -308 AlG variant conveys an increased risk for the development of
insulin resistance in obese subjects. The presence of low HDL cholesterol further
increases the risk for the development of insulin resistance, but only in those subjects
carrying the A allele.
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TNF--« GENE POLYMORPillSM IS ASSOCIATED WITH INSULIN
RESISTANCE IN THE SARDINIAN POPULATION.
MG Melis, G Secchi, A Carboni, MF Angius, M Ciccarese,M Maioli and G Tonolo
Cattedra Malattie Metabolismo, University of Sassari, Sassari, It:J.1y
Background and Aim: TNF-a is a cytokine proposed to interfere with insulin
signaling at the level of the insulin receptor. We evaluated the association ofG4A
polymorphismat position -308 of the TNF-a gene promoter with insulin resistance
measured by the Homeostasis Model Assessment (HOI>1A-IR). The G308A, being
in the promoter region of the gene does not affects the amino acids sequence of
TNF-a, but might affect the amount of protein translated interfering with insulin
sensitivity, Materials and Methods: 702 individuals with type 2 diabetes and 518
non diabetic subjects, unrelated, comparable for age, sex. plasma lipids, and Br.n
were screened for the G308A variant, All subjects with fasting serum glucose <\40
mg/dl were tested with OGTT, those with values> UOmg/dI in two occasions were
considered diabetics; fasting glucose and insulin were measured in all subjects.
Results: In the non-diabetic group Br.n, HO~tA-IRand uric acid were significantIy
higher (p<O.OI) in the hypertensive subjects as compared to normotensive. Only
HOI>1A-IR was significantIy higher (p<0.05) in normotensive non-diabetic with
family history positive for hypertension as compared to those with negative family
history. The same differences, although non significant, were present also in type 2.
The A allele at position -303 was present in 4.9% type 2 and 7.3% non diabetics
(x2=5.33, p=0.02). No differences were present when the analysis was performed
for BMI or hypertension, irrespective of diabetes status. HO},tA-IR in A mutated
subjects was significantly lower (4.8±2.8 vs, 8.0± 6.7, p<o.05) and associated with
significantly lower circulating TNF-a [pg/m],median and (range) 2.5, (0.15-120) vs,
10, (0.15-180), P =0.0241) as compared to G allele carriers, Conclusion: Our data,
confirming the important role played by TNF-a on insulin sensitivity, are consistent
with the hypothesis that in Sardinian population the GJ08A variant might be
protective against the future development of type 2 diabetes in susceptible
individuals,ameliorating insulin sensitivity,
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PROMOTER POLYMORPHISM OF THE PARAOXONASE
(PONI) GEl\'E MAY BE INVOLVED IN INSULIN SENSITIVITY
Y. Ikeda, T. Suehiro, S. Tsuzura, Y. Kumon and K. HashimolO. Second
Department ofIntemal Medicine, Kochi Medical School, Kochi, Japan
Background and Aims: Human serum paraoxonase (PONI) has been
shown to reduce the susceptibilily of LDL 10 lipid peroxidation. The
objective of the study was to determine whether the -I 08Crr
polymorphism ofthe PONI gene, which is related to the serum PONI
concentration, is associated with insulin sensitivity. Materials and
Methods: Seventy Japanese (20 normal subjects, 14 subjects with IGT
and 36 type 2 diabetic patients) were recruited, and the euglycaernic
hyperinsulinaernic clamp study was performed to assess insulin
sensitivity. Genomic DNA was extracted from whole blood, and the
-J08Crr polymorphism was detected by the direct sequencing method.
Results: The frequencies of -108CC, -108CT and -IOSTT genotypes
were 32.9, 45.7, and 21.4%, respectively. There were no significant
differences in frequencies of these genotypes between the 3 groups.
Glucose infusion rate (GIR) was significantly higher in -108CC
genotype than in - I08CT or -J08IT genotype (7.6 ± 3.2, 5.6 ± 2.8, 5.5
± 2.4 mg/kg'rnin, respectively; p=0.025, ANOVA). The stepwise
regression analysis for GIR revealed that the -108Crr polymorphism
was a significant contributor (F=I3.082), as well as BMI, fasting
immunoreactive insulin and HbAtc (~=0.520, p<0.0001).
Conclusions: It has been reported that oxidative stress causes insulin
resistance. This polymorphism may influence insulin sensitivity
through modulating serum antioxidant capacity.
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Identiiocation of genetic pol)-morphisms in the coding region of the hormone
sensit;'·e lipase gene and their impact on Insulin sensit;,ity of lipol)·sis and
glucose disposal
F. Machicao, HansGiinlher Wahl, Stephan Jacob, Alke Rettig, Hans HAring,Michael
Stumvoll
Department of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Eber!lard-Karls-UniversitAt,
Tubingen, Germany

Background and Aims: Free fatty acids released during triglyceride lipolysis play an
important role in obesity-associated insulin resistance of glucose disposal. The
individual sensitivity of lipolysis to the suppressive effect of insulin varies greatly
among healthy subjects. The aim was to assess whether genetic variants in the
hormone sensitive lipase (HSL) gene contributes to the biological variation of insulin
sensitivity of lipolysis and glucose disposal.
Materials and Methods: We determined insulin sensitivity of lipolysis (suppression
of isotopically [primed-continuous infusion of ciS glycerol) measured glycerol rate of
appearance) and of glucose disposal using a three-step (N=20) or standard (N=53)
hyperinsulinemic euglyccmic clamp in 73 healthy, unrelated subjects. To assess the
possible role of genetic polymorphlsms, we sequenced the coding region of the HSL
gene and the non-coding exon B from these sujects using overlapping single-strand
conformational polymorphism analysis.
Results: We identified 2 silent mutations and 3 amino acid polymorphisms:
Arg262Met (prevalence 5 %), GIu620Arg (31 %) and Ser68llle (22 %). The latter
two are located in the regulatory domain of HSL but neither one had a significant
impact on insulin sensitivity of lipolysis or glucose disposal (with and without
adjustment for obesity and age as covariates, all p values> 0.20).
Conclusions: We conclude that a number of genetic polymorphisms in HSL exist of
which some are highly prevalent, It is unlikely, however, that these polymorphisms
contribute to the biological variation of insulin sensitivity. Therefore, HSL does not
appear to be a major candidate gene for insulin resistance or t)pe 2 diabetes.
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ANALYSIS OF THE HUMAN llEXOKL'IASE II PROMOTER L'I
TRANSGENIC MICE: LACK OF FUNCTIONAL L'ISULL'I RESPO:-lSE trxrr
WITHIN 4.0 KB
E. Pirinens", S. Heikkinens", M. Malkkio, S.S. Deebo, 1. Janne", and M. Laakso#.
#Dept of Medicine and 'A.I.Vinanen Institute. University of Kuopio, FIN-70211
Kuopic, Finland; cDepts of Medicine and Genetics, University of Washington,
Seattle, WA 98195, USA
Background and Alms: Hexokinase II (HKII) plays an important role in facilitating
glucose uptake in response to insulin. HKlI may have a role in the development of
Type 2 diabetes and insulin resistance since the reduction in the levels of HKII
mRNA and enzyme production has been observed in patients with Type 2 diabetes.
The aim ofthis study was to delineate the molecular mechanisms of insulin induction
by identifying the cis-acting DNA element(s) that mediate(s) the effect of insulin on
HKII gene transcription. Materials and Methods: We have generated transgenic
mouse lines harbouring either the 97, 254,505,819 or 4077 bp human HKII promoter
driving the expression of a luciferase reporter gene. Basal luciferase activity was
determined in tissue homogenates from 4 wk old transgenic mice using Wallac
GeneLux kit. Insulin induction studies were performed on 5 wk old transgenic mice
after 12 h fasting by repeated injections of D-glucose followed by analyses of
endogenous HKII transcription and reporter gene expression. Results: Our results
showed that the -505 bp promoter construct was the shortest one that was capable of
driving expression of the reporter gene in a tissue-specific manner and giving any
significant basal promoter activity (for all tissues, -254 vs. --505, p< 0.01; -505 vs.
-819, NS). Surprisingly, luciferase activities in transgenic mice carrying either -505
or -819 constructs were significantly higher than those of the -4077 construct (for all
tissues. -505 vs. -4077, p<O.OI; -819 vs. -4077, p< 0.05). In response to glucose
injections, no significant induction of luciferase activity was observed in the treated
group ccmpared to the control group with any of the promoter constructs used, even
though the treatment resulted in a -3-fold induction of endogenous HKII mRNA.
Conclusions: Luciferase activities indicatethatmajorpromoter elements responsible
for the tissue-specificity and basal activity of the human HKII gene expression are
located within the -505 bp segment of the promoter. In addition, the presence of a
powerful in vivo silencer element between -819 and -4077 bp was revealed. However,
our results suggest a lack of functional insulin response unit in the 4077 bp region of
the humanHKll gene promoterin mice.

356
CHARACTERISATION OF THE HUMAN SKELETAL MUSCLE GLYCOGEN
SYNTHASE GENE (GYSI) PRO~IOTER
J. Fredriksson, M. Ridderstrale, L. Groop and M. Orho-Melander, Department of
Endocrinology, Wallenberg laboratory. Lund University. Malmo, Sweden.
Background and Aims: Impaired activation of skeletal muscle glycogen synthase
(GS) by insulin is typical for type 2 diabetes and the GYSJ XbaJpolymorphism has
been associated with type 2 diabetes and the metabolic syndrome. Our aim was to
obtain information on the transcriptional regulation of the GYSJ gene and to study
whether variants in the promoter region could explain the previous genetic
associations. Materials and Methods: Seven fragments of 121,250. 544, 692, 995.
1707 and 2158bp of the GYSJ promoter. all including 59 bp downstream from the
transcription initiation site were cloned into a pGL3~Basic vector containing the
firefly luciferase reporter gene and expressed in human kidney cells (HEK293). in
mouse C2CI2 rnyoblasts and in differentiated rnyotubes, The effect of a putative
cAMP responsive element (CRE) located at nucleotides -227 to -235 was evaluated
by forskolin stimulation (1Oj.l11 for 24h). The region with highest promoter activity
(-445 to -1013 bp) was screened for mutations by single-stranded conformational
polymorphism (SSCP) in 20 sib pairs discordant for both the XbaJ polymorphism
and the metabolic syndrome. Results: In relation to the -250 fragment, the
promoter activities of the different constructs were 0.08, 1.0, 0.8, 0.8. 0.5, 0.4 and
0.3 in HEK293; 0.4, 1.0, 1.3,2.3, 1.0, 1.0 and 0.5 in rnyoblasts and O.\' 1.0, 1.0.
3.7, 1.9, 1.4 and 1.0 in rnyotubes. The highest promoter activity was observed for
the -692 bp fragment in C2C12 rnyotubes (3.7 ± 0.9 fold of the -250 bp fragment
p=O.OO(3). Forskolin treatment resulted in a 30% decrease in activity of the -121.
250 and -692 bp fragments (p=O.019, p=O.OOO7 and p=O.OOO7, respectively) in
myotubes, whereas insulin (lOOnM for 24h) did not have any significant effect.
Mutation screening revealed new promoter variants and five pairs were genotype
discordant. Conclusions: The -250 bp fragment is responsible for GYSJ basal
transcriptional activity in kidney cells. rnyoblasts and myotubes, whereas the
myotube-specific expression is provided by the region between -544 and -692 bp.
The GYSJ promoter is sensitive to forskoJin andcontainsseveralgenetic variants.
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functional significance of the UCSNP-43 polymorphism in the CAPNIO gene for
proinsulin processing and insulin secretion in non-diabetic Germans
M. Sturnvoll, A. Fritsche, A. Madaus,N. Stefan, M. Weisser, F. Machicao, H Haring.
Department of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Eberhard-Karls-Universitat,
Tubingen, Germany;

Background and Aims: Recently, an association of the G allele in UCSNP-4J of
calpain 10 with type 2 diabetes and decreased glucose disposal was reported. Calpain
lOis also expressed in pancreatic islets. The aim was to assess whether and how this
polymorphism contributes to the biological variation of beta cell function.
Materials and Methods: We studied 7J non-diabetic subjects from the Southwest of
Germany (GIG, N =41; G/A, N =29, NA, N =J) using a modified hyperglycemic
clamp (10 m.\f glucose, added GLP-I, final arginine bolus). The genotype distribution
was not different between NGT (N =56) and IGT (N =17) subjects (p =0.74).
Results: First phase insulin secretion (adjusted for insulin sensitivity from
hyperglycemic clamp and sex) was greater in GIG (2747 ± 297 pmoVmin) than in
G/A+NA (1612 ± 156 prnol/min, p = OOOJ). Insulin secretion in response to arginine
(adjusted for insulin sensitivity) was also greater in GIG (9648 ± 1186 pmoVmin) than
in G/A+NA (5686 ± 720 pmoVmin, p = 0.04). The acute post-stimulus
proinsulin:insulin (PIlI) ratio was lower in GIG (1.6 ± 0.4%, 1st phase; 1.6 ± 0.2
arginine) than in G/A + NA (4.0 ± 0.5%, 1st phase, p < 0.001; 2.5 ± 0.4 arginine, p =
O.OJ).
Conclusions: In conclusion, it appears unlikely that any association with type 2
diabetes of the UCSNP-4J polymorphism alone, i.e. irrespective of haplotype
combinations. involves impairment of insulin secretion.

359
ALLELIC VARIATIONS IN CALPAIN 10, VITAMIN D RECEPTOR GENES
AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO TYPE 2 DIABETES IN A POLISH POPULATION.
M.T. Malecki, K Wanie,D. MOCZUlski, J. Frey, K Cyganek, T.KJupa., A Zub, J. Sieradzki.
DepartmentcJMetabolic Diseases, JagellonianUniversity, Krakow, Poland
Introductioo: The genes involved in the metabolism of vitamin D, for example
vitamin D receptor (VOR), are considered to be candidates for type 2 diabetes
(DM2). The evidenoe exists that calpain J0, a gene associated with D~I2, may be
regulated by vitamin D. Aims: I) To search for the association of calpain 10 and
VDR with DM2 in a Polish Population 2) To examine the interaction between
calpain 10 and VDR. Methods: In total 200 individuals with DM2 were examined.
The control nonnoglycearnic group consisted of 113 individuals- The groups have
been genotyped for calpain 10 SNP's 43, 19 and VDR Apal and Bsml variants so
far. Genotyping for SNP63 is in process. SNP19 was examined by electrophoresis of
the PeR product on agarose gel by size, while RFLP was usedfor the other markers.
Sinoe SNP's ofCalpain 10 were in a very strong linkage disequilibrium, haplotypes
could be assigned to phase-unknown individuals- Differences in distributioos
between the groups were examined by 7.' tesl The gene-gene interaction was
assessed by multiple logistic regression. Results: The allele frequencies for DMl
patients and controls were as follows: Calpain 10: SNP4J- G/A- 7J,50/0126,5% vs.
71,00/0129,0%, SNPI9- three 32 bpltwo 32 bp repeats- 65,7%/34,3% vs.
62,2%137,8%; VDR.: Bsml- BIb- 35,0"10/65,0% vs. 33,2%166,8%, Apal- Na
48,0%152,0% vs, 47,8%152,2%, respectively. There was no difference between the
groups when we analysed the allele, genotype and haplotype distribution in both
genes. The multiple logistic regression analysis did not show an association, either.
However in Calpain 10, G-throe 32 bp repeats haplotype homozygotes (double
SNP43 and SNPI9 homozygotes) tend to be more frequent in DM2 (17,5%'9,6%,
»-"'0,05). Conclusion: I) The results suggest the associatioo of Calpain 10 haplotype
combinations with DMl in a Polish Population, Adding SNP63 into the analysis will
allow to analyse throe locus haplotypes and to assign the attributable risk. 2) We did
not find evidenoe for VDR association with DMl or for calpain 10-VDR interaction.
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THE I:\IPACT OF CALPAI;'ol-IO GEl'iE CmIBI:'iED-SI>l' VARIATIO;'olS 0:01
TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS AND ITS RELATED METABOLIC TRAITS

K Xiang, Q Fan, T Zheng, W Iia, R Zhang, I Li and K Shen.

Shanghai Diabetes Institute, Shanghai, P.R.China.

Background and Aims To investigate the impact ofcalpain-IO gene (CAPN-IO)

combined SNP variations on 1)1'e 2 diabetes mellitus (T2D~I) and its related clinical
metabolic traits in Chinese. Materials and Methods 268 Chinese, 144 with

NGT and 124 with T2D~1. Plasma glucose (pG), insulin, c-peptide and free fatty
acids (FFA) levels were measured at fasting and after oral glucose challenge. The

insulin secretion and sensitivity were assessed by HO~IA indices. CAPN-IO

UCSNN4, UCSNNJ, UCSNPI9 and UCSNP6J were genotyped. Results (I).

14 genotype combinations of these four SNPs were observed in Chinese NGT

subjects. 69% of the NGT population was composed of four genotype combinations,
in the order of UCSNN4,-4J,-19 and -{jJ, i.e., combination A:TT-GG-Dl-CC

(haplotype combination 1121/1111) (frequency=IO%), combination B:TT-GA-Il-CC

(112111221) (10%), combination C: TT-GG-Il-CC (112111121) (26%) and

combination D: TT-GG-Dl-CT (112111112) (22%). (2). The frequencies of the SNP
in single or in combinations were not differed significantly between NGT and T2D~1

groups. (J).The variation of clinical metabolic parameter levels shifted from

completely normal towards glucose intolerance among genotype combination
subgroups. In comparison between combination A to combination OJ subjects in
the former subgroups had higher PG levels with delayed peak after glucose challenge;

less and lower decrementof FFA levels after challengewithno rising in late stage;
more insulin secretion with delayed peak after challenge and the tendency of

decreased insulin sensitivity. More than half of the variables remained statistically

significantafteradjusted with age, gender,bodymassindexandwaistcircumference.
Conclusions The variation of calpain-f O gene has impact on the variations of

clinical metabolic parameter related to 1Jo1'e 2 diabetes mellitus. Such impact depends

upon the haplotypeas well as the haplotype combination.
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Polymorphism in the S'-Ieader clstron of the beta-2 adrenergic receptor gene is
associated to gynoid obesity in Italian population.
R. Buzzetti, A. Petrone, G. Giorgi, A. Galgani, M. Capizzi, R. Fiori, S. Lattari, & U.
Di Mario Dept. of Clinical Science, University "La Sapienza", Rome, Italy

Background and Aims: Obesity is a complex metabolic disorder with strong genetic
components. Body fat stores and energy balance are largely controlled through
subtypes ofadrenergic receptors (Ars) coupled to guanine nucleotide binding proteins
and adenylate cyclase. Some studies have reported associations of polymorphisms of
both beta-Z and beta-S adrenergic receptors (Ars) genes with obesity. The aims of our
study is to assess the role of two polymorphisms in the beta-2 and beta-J adrenergic
receptors respectively in the development ofobesity in Italian population.
Materials and Methods: We analised beta-2 GIn27Glu and beta-S Trp64Arg
polymorphisms ofadrenergic receptors gene in 295 obese subjects (hody mass index
, 25 kglm2) and in 126 control subjects (body mass index <25 kglm2 ) matched for
sex and age, using PCR-RFLP method.
Results: The frequency of Arg 64 phenotype is not statistically increased in obese
compared to non obese subjects (8% vs 12% respectively). The frequency of Glu27
homozigous and of GIu27 phenotype is not statistically increased in obese compared
with non obese subjects (10.5% vs 7.9"/0and 52% vs 47%). However the frequency
of Glu27 homozigous is statistically increased in gynoid obese subjects compared to '
android obese subjects (21% vs 5,9"/0 p=O.02, OR=J.I) and control subjects (21% vs
7,9"/0p=O.OJ).
Conclusions: Our results suggest that the beta-J adrenergic receptor gene is not
involved in the susceptibility to obesity and that the beta-Z GIu27 homozigous is
implicated in gynoid obesity in Italian population
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CANDIDATE GENES IN CO~iPLEX DISEASES: ARE THEY USEFUL?
G Tonolo,MG Melis,G Secclu, A Carboni,l\IT Angius.M Ciccarese, G
Pala·,M Manai··,R Cirillo···, M Pisano§,A Massidda §§ and M Maioli..
Cattcdra Malattie Metabolismo, University of Sassari, Diabetology Units of
Nuoro., Lanusei §§, Cagliari .', lsili§, University of Cagliari ••• Italy
Background and Aim: In complex diseases (type2 diabetes, hypertension, obesity,
etc) the candidate gene approach is used with the advantage to postulate a
hypothesis, although a single gene cannot explain, by definition, the etiology of
complex diseases. For this reason we decided to screen several candidate gene
polymorphisms using a well matched case control population. Materials and
Methods: Between 1994-2000 the SGGDS (Tonolo et al Diab. Nutr & Metab1998)
enrolled a total of 2451 subjects: 751 unrelated cases, 880 unrelated controls and
820 type 2 siblings of Sardinian origin from more than three generations. 65% were
hypertensive, 40% were obese and 25% were microalbuminuric, Candidate genes
were screened with the RPLF methods using published techniques validated in our
laboratory. Results:~of the ~-1J!drenergic receptor was associated with
hypertension (Tonolo et aI J Hypert 1999) and with increased diastolic blood
pressure values to physiological noradrenaline infusion (p<0.01); C--+A-188of the
Ob promoter gene was associated with B.M.I.>30 and significantly low plasma
levels of leptin (p<O.OS);~ of the TNF-a promoter gene with peripheral
insulin sensibility and significantly lower levels of circulating TNF-a(FO.OH);
ApoE genotype 2/3 with significantly lower plasma levels of cholesterol (p<O.OS);
ACE II although no significantly, was more frequent in micro-macroalbuminuric
subjects; Gly40Ser of the glucagonreceptcr gene was not associated with diabetes
or hypertension, but with a lower response to physiological glucagons infusion
(Tonolo et at, Diabetologia 1997). Conclusions: Although no clustering of these
polymorphism were evident from our data, and obviously no single polymorphism
was causative of any of the considered complex diseases, nevertheless these
approach could be nsed in the identification of intermediate phenotypes, closer to
the gene product than the fina1 phenotype and less modified by the environment
and the genetic background, leading to a better phenotypic characterization of
complex diseases as diabetes, hypertension, obesity etc.
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EFFECf OF THE CHOLESTERYL ESTER TRAl'\SFER PROTEIN
TAQIB GENE POLYMORPHISM ON PARAMETERS OF"IHE
INSULIN RESISTANCE STh"DROME
G.Galvan, R.Weitgasser, L.Malaimare, I.Derflinger, M.Hedegger, J.Lang,
B.Iglseder, B.Holzl, C.Datz, F.Sandhofer and B.Paulwebcr.
I" Dept. of Medicine, St.Johanns Spital, and Dept. of Neurology,
Christian Doppler Klinik, Salzburg, Austria
Background and Aims: The cholestcryl ester transfer protein (CETP) is
responsible for the exchange oftriglycerides and cholesteryl esters between
lipoprotein particles leading to an increased hepatic clearance ofHDL
cholesteryl esters. A high CETP activity reduces serum HDL, whereas subjects
without CETP activity have high HDL levels. We investigated the associatioo of
the TaqlB CETP polymorphism and various parameters of the insulin resistance
syndrome in a cross sectional population based study. Materials and Methods:
We included 1029 persons without known cardiovascular disease or diabetes
mellitus consecutively enrolled in the SAPI-llR(Salzburg Atherosclerosis Pre
vention program in subjects with a High Individual Risk). Numerous clinical and
Iaboratory parameters were determined. Insulin sensitivity was measured by a
short insulin tolerance test. The TaqlB CETP polymorphism was determined by
PCR, Taql restriction and electrophoresis. Results: 35.2% were homozygous for
the presence (BIBI), 46.7%heteroZ)·gous (B1B2), and 18.1% homozygous for
the absence (B2B2) of the restriction site.llDL-cholesterol was significantly
lower, triglycerides, apolipoprotein A and frequency of small dense LDL
(sdLDL) higher in BIBI compared to B2BI and B2B2 subjects. In women we
found a significant interaction effect between CETP genotype and obesity on
HDL cholesterol. BIBI women with a BMI and a waist circumference above the
median had a O.2Smmollllower HDL than BIB2 and a 0.23 mmollliower IIDL
than B2B2 women (p<O.OOI). In men no interaction effect but a marked geno
l)pe to HDL correlation was found. Furthermore a high CETP effect on LDL
size was detected in men (p=O.OOI). BIBI men had sdLDL in 36%, BIB2 in
24.6%, and B2B2 in only 14.5%. LDL-paltcrn B was found twice as frequent in
males with obesity and insulin resistance as in insulin sensitive men. In
Conclusion we found a significant sex specific effect of the TaqIB CETP poly
morphism on the insulin resistance parameters HDL-cholesterol and LDL size.
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Variations in the WfSI (Wolfram syndrome) gene are not associated with type 2
diabetes
J. Minton(I), A Haltersley(2), T Frayling(2), T Barrett(I). I: University of
Birmingham. 2: University of Exeter.
Background and Aims: Wolfram syndrome is a monogenic form of diabetes
characterised by recessive inheritance. onset in childhood, and beta cell death. It is
also known as DID:-1OAD (Diabetes Insipidus, Diabetes Mellitus, Optic Atrophy,
Deafness). Obligate carriers of the Wolfram gene WFSI have an increased frequency
of diabetes. WFS I variants have been associated with type I and type 2 diabetes, but
this may reflect population stratification. We aimed to assess the contribution of
WFSI gene variants to the genetic heterogeneity of type 2 diabetes.
Materials and Methods: We screened 30 patients with type 2 diabetes for variants in
the WFSI gene by direct sequencing of genomic DNA. We used family based
asseciation methods in ISS parent offspring trios from the Diabetes UK-Warren Trios
Repository, each ascertained via a Europid proband with type 2 diabetes.
Results: We selected 2 missense variants (R456H, R611H) and 3 single nucleotide
polymorphisms (S855S, K774K, F341F), which were present in our screening panel
with an allele frequency between 5.2-39.6%. There was no evidence for preferential
transmission of the WFS I variants from heterozygous parents to their type 2 diabetes
offspring.
Conclusions: We conclude that there is no signifi.cant asseciation between type 2
diabetes and these variations in the wrsI gene. WFS I is unlikely to be a major
contributor to the genetic heterogeneity of type 2 diabetes.
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ASSOCIATION OF A HUl\<IAN G-PROTEIN Il3 SUBUNIT
POLYMORPHISM WITH REDUCED INSULL~

SENSITIVITY.
T.C. Wascher, I. Schmoe1zer, B. Paulweber*, L. Malaimare", A.
Stadlmayr*, B. Iglseder**, W. Renner, Dept. oflnternal Medicine,
University ofGraz and l" *Dept. oflnternal Medicine and **Dept.
ofNeurology, Landeskliniken Salzburg, Austria
Background and Aims: The C825T polymorphism (exon 10) of the
p3 subunit ofheterodimeric G-proteins (GNB3) is associated with
hypertension and obesity. These known associations suggest a
possible central association with insulin resistance. However, no
such investigations are available yet. Aim ofthe present study was to
investigate the possible contribution of this polymorphism to insulin
sensitivity in a population based sample.
Patients and Methods: 197 consecutive subjects from a population
based, prospective atherosclerosis and metabolism survey (SAPHIR)
(age 54.5±5.3 years, 30.5 % males) were genotyped using RFLP.
Insulin sensitivity was measured by short insulin tolerance test
(expressed as Km mgldl/min, available for 189 subjects).
Results: Genotypes were found in Hardy-Weinberg-equilibrium, a
homozygous TT polymorhism was observed in 15 subjects (CC: 95;
CT: 87). In the entire population Km was 4.23±1.29 mgldl/min. No
significant differences regarding Krr.r were observed between
genotypes. However, in subjects with a Km < 4, indicating reduced
insulin sensitivity the TT genotype was observed in 10/87 subjects
(11.5%) compared to 4/102 (3.9%) subjects with Krrr> 4. The
respective odds ratio for reduced insulin sensitivity Itt TT carriers
was 3.18 (p<0.08)
Conclusions: Our data, although ofborderline statistical
significance, suggest that the C825T polymorphism of the P3 subunit
of human heterodimeric G-proteins is associated with the risk of
reduced insulin sensitivity in the general population.
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Type I Diabetes: Epidemiology
365
Ethnic Minority Recruitment Into the Diabetes Prevention Trial, Type I (OPT-I)
A. Zeidler, C. Cowie, N. Vega, S. Shaw, O. Cuthbertson, C. Greenbaum. C. Ochoa, J.
Krisher, and the OPT-I Study Group, Los Angeles County-University of Southern
California Medical Center, Keck School of Medicine, University of Southern
California, USA.

Background and Aims: The OPT-I is a nation-wide study to prevent Type-I
diabetes using insulin as an immunomodulator for family members of type-I diabetic
patients. The National Institute of Health mandates recruiting of ethnic minorities
into clinical trials, including Hispanics, African Americans, Asians and others.
However. recruitment is difficult because of culturally-sensitive issues and lower
rates of type-l diabetes in these minority populations. The aim of the study was to
enhance participation of family members of type I diabetics by involving minority
community leaders and organizations.
Materials and Methods: Methods used to increase minority participation in the OPT
I included screening of family members at family reunions, home visitations, health
fairs at churches and schools. The objective of these community outreach efforts was
(I) to screen for OPT-I in minorities families with type-I diabetes, (2) to establish
awareness of the disease, and (3) to provide diabetes education.
Results: Ofthe total screened population from 1994-2000 at the Los Angeles County
University of Southern California Medical Center, there was a significant increase in
screening during the period of 1997-2000, as compared to the years 1994-1996
(average of 1651 vs. 1060, subjects/year, 1'<0.01).
Conclusions:Using culturally sensitive methods, ethnicminorities were moreeasily
approachable and willing to participate in the OPT·1. Screening of subjects was
significantly improved by community outreach activities.

367
INCIDENCE OF TYPE I DIABETES MELLITUS OYER EIGHT
CONSECUTIVE YEARS AMONG IS-39-YEAR AGED LITHUANIAN
POPULATION
R. Ostrauskas, R. Zalinkevi~ius, A. Norkus and the Lithuanian Epidemiology
Diabetes Study Group",
Institute of Endocrinology, Kaunas University of Medicine, Kaunas, Lithuania
Background and Aims: To document the incidence of Type I (insulin-dependent) .
diabetes mellitus among Lithuanian 15-39 - year - aged population from 1991 to
1998.
Materials and Methods: A specifically developed contact system with all
endocrinologists/diabetologists and general practitioners involved in the diabetes
care covering 100% of the 15-39-)'ear - aged Lithuanian population was the initial
data source. Annual reports from regional endocrinologist's /diabetologists,
statistical note-marks of diabetic patients who visited Medical Units, death
certificates and patients lists from Diabetes Societies remained as secondary
independent sourcesforcaseascertainment.
Results: The total of 907 new cases (593 males and 314 females) of Type I
(insulin-dependent) diabetes mellitus were recorded among the 15-39-)·ear·aged
population during the period I January 1991 - 31 December 1998. The cumulative
incidence density per year was 8.071100,000 (95% Poisson distribution confidence
interval 7.56-8.62) and was slightly higher among males (10.46/100,000, 95%CI
9.65-11.34) than among females (5.64/100,000, 95%CI 5.05-6.03), 1'<0.0001. Age
standardized overall incidence rates for males and females were 10.47 and 5.65,
respectively. Malclfemale ratio was 1.85. Results of the linear regression models
showed that the incidence density of insulin-depcndent diabetes mellitus in 15-39
year age group had the tendency to increase.
Conclusions: The results suggest that the incidence data of Type 1 diabetes
mellitus in Lithuania is appropriate to those in Poland and lower than in other
countries of Baltic Sea region. The data contributes to the knowledge of the
incidence ofType I diabetes mellitus in Eastern Baltic countries, an area that until
now has been lacking epidemiological data on diabetes among 15-39 - year - aged
population.

366
DIABETES IN CHILDREN OF SOUTH ASIAN ORIGIN IN WEST
YORKSHIRE. AN UNUSUAL CASE MIX
S. Gorman. O. Haigh, RG. Feltbower, P.A. McKinney, H.J. Bodansky. General
InfirmaIy at Leeds, St Luke's Hospital, Bradford, Paediatric Epidemiology Group,
LeedsUniversity.

Bsckground and Alms: The aim of this study was to define the type of diabetes
present in children of South Asian origin in a Paediatric clinic in Bradford. The
reasons for looking at thisgroup of children is that, type 1 diabetes is uncommon in
Pakistan, and that type II diabetes may be an emerging problem in this population.

Materials and Methods: We examined the case notes of the total clinic population,
140 children, andidentified 55 children of South Asian origin.

Results: The majority of children were born in Bradford, but 42 of the families
originated from Pakistan, 11 from India, 1 from Bangladesh and1 from Saudi Arabia
These children account for 39% of the diabetic population, compared to 26.5% of the
primary school population, and 31.5% of the secondary school population.
We found a wide spectrum of diabetic diseases within the Asian children compared to
the Caucasian children in the clinic. The following clinical groups were identified.

a) 32 children with type 1 diabetes had no other affected close relatives.
b) 12 children with type 1 diabetes had other affected family members.
c) 1 child presented with type ndiabetes.
d) 2 children presented with MOOY type diabetes.
e) 8 children with type 1 diabetes had other genetic abnormalities,

Conclusions: 20% of the Asian diabetic children had unusual types of diabetes not
seen in the Caucasian children.
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RO;\IANIAN DIABETES EPIDEMICS PROGRAMME ("EPIDIAB")

FIRST YEAR RESULTS
N. Hancu", I.A.Vere~iu·,G. Roman", A. Albota, A. Babes, O. Barbonta, A. Calinici,
G. Creteanu, Gh. Ghi~e, M. Graur, M. Mota, M. Morosanu, G. Suciu, I. Szilaghy
·Diabetes Center & Clinic, Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Background. The burden of diabetes, mainly type 2, affects the health care system
through both high costs and number of professionals involved, and high incidence
Primary objectives of EPIDIAB P; (I) epidemiological analysis of newly diagnosed
diabetes (NOD), (2) quality of care assessment, (3) problems recording, (4) strategic
prediction. As secondary objective, all data will be used to develop short, medium
and long term new strategies, in order to improve the diabetes care. Method. The
EPIDIAB study is designed to last 5 years, beginning with January 2000; it includes
12 counties covering one third of total population of Romania. Following data have
been recorded: type of diabetes, demographic, screening and prevalence of
complications, treatment, costs. First year results. In 2000, 15.156 persons have been
diagnosed with diabetes: 6.4% Type I and 91.3% Type 2. The estimated incidence of
Type I diabetes in our country is ooסס/140 and for Type 2 is 200 "10000' Estimated total
number of NOD in Romania in 2000 is 44.000. Screening for complications was done
in: 74.9% for retinopathy, 60.8% for nephropathy, 71.5% for neuropathy, 70% for
dyslipidemia. Already present complications are: hypertension (45.3%), coronary
heart disease (32%), retinopathy (12% from those investigated), nephropathy (7.2%),
neuropathy (24.3%), dyslipidemia (48.8 %). Therapeutic structure is: diet alone 
26.3%, sulfonylureas - 30%, metformin 19.3 %, combined oral therapy - 13.8%,
insulin 5.4 %. Discussion. The high prevalence of complications demands an early
diagnosis through an active screening for diabetes. Primary health care should be
developed and more involved and financial resources should be directed towards this
field. Prevention should be developed in population at risk. Already diagnosed, more
efforts should be addressed to screen for complications. Most of the patients are on
medication, which meanshigh cost fromthe beginning. Conclusion. Afterone year,
EPIDIAB Programme demonstrates its utility in developing, strategies to improve the
quality ofdiabetes care, at local and national levels.
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INCIDENCE OF TYPE I DIABETES MELLITUS IN THE OLSZTYN

REGION, POLAND IN PATIENTS AGED 0-291994-2000

Bandurska E, Zasadowska W

OlsZl)TICentre of Diabetic and Metabolic Disorders.Poland

Type I diabetes mellitus develops predominantly in childhood and
adolescence. In many populations, type I diabetes mellitus represents a
major health problem for patients and society because it leads to disability
through complications and causes a risk of premature death. Currently, the
epidcmiology studies of type I diabetes mellitus have been conducted in
highly industrialised urban areas. Varmia and Mazury, with the population
of 778.000, is situated in the north - east of Poland and has a typical
agricultural character. The first standaridised register oftype I diabetes
mellitus for population aged 0-29 was estabilshed in the Varmia and
Mazuryregion in 1993. Aim:To estimate the incidence of type I diabetes
mellitus in the Varmia and MazuryRegion, in the years 1994-2000.
Subjects and methods:Subjeets and methods: A registry was established in
1993 to collect new type I diabetes mellitus cases among people 0-29 years
of and was carried out, from 1994-2000. Data were collected according to
the Diabetes Epidemiology Research International Group
Recommendations. Data were analysed by the capture - recapture methods.
The completenessof case ascertainment was estimated at 99%.
Resultsbetween 1994 and 2000, in OlsZl)TIRegion there were registered
234 new cases ofType I diabetes mellitus in the group aged 0-29 (118
males, 116 females). In the whole study group a significantly rising
teridency in the incidence rate was observed (from 4.29 in 1994 to
11,75/100.000 in 2000), with the highest incidence rate for females aged
25-29 being 23,35/100.000 in 2000. A markedly higher incidence rate was
observed in patients from urban areas. The greatest number ofnew Type I
diabetes mellitus cases was found in autumn and spring in age group 0-14
and in autumn and winter in age group 15-29. Conclusions.The study
documents the high incidence rate of Type I diabetes mellitus among
people aged 0-29 in OlsZl)TIRegion, Poland.

371
THE INCIDENCE OF TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS L'l THE AGE GROUP
0-14 YEARS IN THE REGIOX OF WII:LKOPOLSKA
E.Korman, \V.Stankiewicz and P.Fichna - Department of Pediatric Endocrinology and
Diabetes,Institute of Pediatrics, University ofMedica! Sciences, Poznan - Poland.

Bacground and Aims: The aim of the study was to determine the incidence of type I
diabetes mellitus among children and adolescents in the region of Wielkopolska. The
study group comprise a population of 0-14 year olds from 8 former provinces of
western Poland. The area over which the data were collected constituted ca 50,000
km2, i.e. 16% of tota! Poland' s area. The population of children over the area was
approximately I, I 50,000 aged 0-14 years.
lIIaterials and Methods: The data were collected using a questionnaire. A computer
base was created to enable the accumulation and processing of data. Epidemiological
data-included age, sex, time of the onset of diabetes, appearance and character of
clinical symptoms and family history.The final diagnosis of the disease was made
after hospitalization.Three. sources of data were collected. The incidence was
expressed using the incidence coefficient, i.e, the number of newly detected cases of
type I diabetes per annum per 100,000 children preselected age, separately for boys
and girls. with respect to age: (Q.-4).(5-9), (10-14)}'ears.
Results: The study made during 1998-2000. Over that period 292 cases of newly
diagnosed type I diabetes were detected. There was no direct link between sex and
the incidence of type 1 diabetes. The study group comprised 137(46%) boys and
155(53%) girls. The smallest number of cases was found in the (Q-4)yr.
group:53(18.2%) The number of cases in the other groups was comparable: (5-9yr) 
116(39.7"/0); (IQ-I4yr) - 123(42.1%) respectively. The incidence of insulin dependent
diabetes mellitus over the period under study was 86/100,ooofyr. The lowest number
ofnew cases was in children aged 0-4 years (5.7 per 100,000), the highest i.e.., almost
twice as many in children 5-9 years of age ( 10.2 per 100,000). A slightly higher
incidence was found in girls than in boys: 9.3 vs. 7.8. Children from urban areas were
more susceptible than those from rural areas (urban-15.2 ; rural-8.2 ). Peaks of
incidence wereobserved during autumn andwinter seasons.
Conclusions: In 1998-2000 no significant increase in the incidence of type 1 diabetes
was observed in the region of Wielkopolska, However, there were significant
differences in the incidence rates in the relation to the particular age groups. The
annual andregional incidencedifferencesmayby causedby environmental factors.
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As tbe overall risk of Type 1 diabetes in cbildren Increases age at diagn~is

decreases.
RC. Parslow, P.A. McKinney,RG. Fehbower,H.J. Bodansky
Paediatric Epidemiology Group, University ofLeeds;General Infirmary at Leeds.

Background and Aims: The rising incidence of Type 1 diabetes in childhood is well
documented. In particular, a steep rise in children under 5 years of age has been
observed in somepopulations but not in Yorkshire. Set against this background of
rising risk we investigatedwhether the overallage at diagnosis has decreased over the
last2 decades.

Materials and Methods: The population-based Yorkshire Children's Diabetes
register recorded 2363 children (0-14 years) diagnosed with T)'jlC 1 diabetes between
1978 and 1998. Subjects are ascertained from independent sources and the register is
99% complete. Age-specific incidence rates were calculated for single year age
groups and linear regression was used to model change in cumulative risk and age at
onset over time.

Results: The cumulativerisk of a child developing Type I diabetes in this population
significantly increased from I in 5M in 1978 to 1 in 334 in 1998 (linear regression
coefficient -11.54, p<O.OOI). Mean age at onset significantly reduced from a fitted
mean of 9.2 years in 197810 8.6 years in 1998 (coefficient -c.029;p<0.OOI). during
the same period, mean age at onset significantly decreased from 9.3 to 8.8 years in
boys(-c.025;p<O.001) and from 9.1 to 8.4 years in girls (-c.032;p<0.OOI).

Conc!usions:Without imposing arbitraryage groupings or calendarperiod on the data
we have shownthat over21 years in a population where incidence is rising at all ages.
the mean age at onset has significantly decreased.
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Gender and Type 1 Diabetes in New Zealand Children and Adolescents
JA Willis, RS Scott, BA Darlow, JW Nesbit, P Anderson, MP Moore, H Lunt, D
Cole. Lipid and Diabetes Research Group, Department of Paediatrics and Diabetes
Services, Christchurch Hospital, Christchurch, New Zealand
Background and Aims: Canterbury is ranked internationally in the highest 10% of
the incidence distribution for risk of childhood diabetes. In type I diabetes there is
evidence for an excess of male presentations, a departure from the strong female sex
bias in most autoimmune diseases. In addition, transmission of type I diabetes to
offspring occurs more frequently from fathers than mothers. This study investigates
these findingsin a graphically defined thirty-year cohort of type I diabetes cases.
Materials and Methods; Ascertainment of type I diabetes in Canterbury individuals
aged less than 20 years at diagnosis is complete for the years 1970-1999. Prior to
1982 incident cases were ascertained retrospectively from hospital records.
Prospective ascertainment of all type I diabetes cases commenced in this region in
1982. Primary ascertainment of incidence cases was through notification from the
attending diabetes physician or paediatrician. All new cases of type I diabetes were
either admitted to the regional hospital or anended acute intervention outpatient
clinics atthe same institution.
Results: The total number of incident cases for the years 1970-1999 was 474 (256
males, 218 females). Incidence ranged from 2.40 cases/I 00 000 person years in 1970,
to 26.59 cases/IOO 000 person years in 1998. The increase in incidence based on
linear regression of these data is 0.59 cases/IOO 000 per year or an annual increase of
5% derived from regression of the natural logarithms of the incidence data. Between
1970-1999, the ratio of male to female cases was very similar before puberty. A male
excess exists in cases presenting between 13 and 19 years of age. Examining the
years 1990-1999 (n=210 cases), a male excess is observed from as early as 5 years of
age, and becomes more marked with increasing age. A family history of type I
diabetes was reported for 18 cases, including 12 individuals who had a parent with
type I diabetes. Since 1990, blood samples have been taken at diagnosis for
determination ofantibodies against islet antigens and for characterisation of HLA-DQ
alleles. Alleles of the HLA-DQ locus conferring protection against type 1 diabetes
weremoreprevalent in femalesthanin males in ourcohort, butthere was no evidence
for a gender effect on the development of autoimmunity.
Conclusions: The relationship between gender and susceptibility to type I diabetes is
complex,buttheseresultsencourage speculation on the underlying mechanisms.
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FIVE-YEAR INCIDENCE REGISTRATIO:-l OF TYPE 1 DIABETES IN
CHILDHOOD IN NORTH RHINE-WESTPHALIA, GER.'lANY
J. Rosenbauer, A. leks and G. Giani. Department of Biometrics and Epidemiology,
German Diabetes Research Institute at Heinrich-Heine-University DUsseldorf,
Germany.

Bad<ground and Alms: Incidence estimates of Type I diabetes are subject to
considerable random variation when based on small risk pcpulations. Thus analysis of
time trends is complicated. The aim of the present study was to estimate incidence rates
and time trends of Type I diabetes in children 0-14 )...rs of age during 1996-2000 based
on the large risk pcpulation of North Rhine-Westphalia, the federal state ofGennany with
the largest pcpulation. The average risk population amounted to 2.93 millions children,
corresponding to about one fourth of all children in this age groupin Germany.
Malerlals and Melhods: Newly diagnosed cases were prospectively registered by an
active surveillance system (ESPED: Erhebungseinheit fur seltene padiatrische
Erkankungen in Deutschland) monthly' contacting all pediatric and diabetes-specialized
internal departments in the study region. A yearly retrospective inquiry among pediatric,
internal, and general medical practices was used as secondary data source. Completeness
of ascertainment was estimated by the capture-recapture-method. Point and interval
estimates (95o/.,.{;1) of incidence rates (per 100,000 person-years) were based on Poisson
distribution. Time trendswere assessed by Poisson regression analysis.
Results: A total of 2,251 newly diagnosed diabetic children aged 0-14 years (1153 boys,
1098 girls) were registered during 1996·2000. Completeness of ascertainment was
estimated as 89.2% (95o/"'{;l: 87.5·91.1). The 0'.....11 incidence rate was 15.3 (14.7·16.0).
There was no difference in incidence between boys and girls (p=O.972). The incidence
increased significantly with age (p<O.OI),the estimates for the age groups 0-4, 5·9, and
10-14 were 10.2 (9.3·11.1), 16.5 (15.4-17.6), and 19.2 (18.0-20.4), respectively. The
annual incidence rates ranged between 13.9 (in 1997) and 17.7 (in 2000). Over the five
year period, a significant annual incidenceincrease of6.5% (3.4-9.7) was estimated.
Conclusions: To our knowledge, the present incidence registry is the largest one in
Europe. The incidencerate of'Type I diabetes in North Rhine-Westphalia is close to rates
in the UK andDenmark. The striking incidence increase ranges high compared with trends
in other European regions. If the incidence trend will continue. Type I diabetes would
become one of the most common chronic diseases in childhood in Germany. That would
have important implicationson public health aspects of childhood diabetes care.

PS8
Type I Diabetes - Mechanisms
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VITAML'l D RECEPTOR mR."lA AND VDR PROTEIN LEVELS IN
RELATIO:-lTO VITAML'l D STATUS AND TO VDRGENOTYPE
G.A. Hitman, B.W. Ogunkolade, 'Hi Prahl. S. Bustin, J. Burrin, K. Noonan, B.V.
North, N. Mannan, M.F. McDermott, H.F. 'Deluca and B.I. Boucher. SI.
Bartholomew's and The Royal London School of Medicine and Dentistry, London,
U.K. and 'University ofWisconsin-Madison, U.S.A.

Background and aims; We, and others, have demonstrated associations between the
polymorphism of the vitamin D receptor (VDR) gene and Type I diabetes.
Furthermore. associations have also been found with insulin secretion and
components of the insulin resistance syndrome. However, the VDR polymorphisms
have no known functional significance and therefore could either implicate the VDR
gene or a closely linked locus. We have investigated whether VDR polymorphisms
mark differences in VDR mRNA or protein levels.
Materials and Methods; PBMCs were isolated from 41 Bangladeshi subjects, typed
for VDR FokI, Bsml, Apal and Taql polymorphisms. and used for mRNA and VDR
protein studies. Total VDR mRNA was quantitated using a TaqMan and VDR protein
by an immunoassay. Stepwise multiple regression models [tp p<0.05] were used for
statistical analysis.
Results; For VDR mRNA the 'best-fit' model (p = 0.004) showed Fokl [p = 0.044]
and TaqI [p = 0.04] genotypes and insulin secretion index [p = 0.042] to be
determinants. For VDR protein levels the 'best-fit' model (p = 0.006) showed Taql
genotype [p = 0.005] and current serum dihydroxyD levels [p = 0.03] to be
determinants. The Taql tt genotype was associated with the lowest VDR mRNA and
protein levels. VDR mRNA copy number did not appear as a main determinant of
VDR protein concentration (p value was 006).
Conclusions; these studies demonstrate that VDR polymorphism is a determinant of
the amount of VDR mRNA and protein expressed and therefore give biological
credibility to the previously described associations with the VDR gene.
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TIlE INCIDENCE OF L'lSULL"-DEPE!'llENT DIABETES HAS NOT
L'iCREASED m TIlE O·3~ YEARS GROUP L'l SWEDEN 1983-1998
A. Pundziute-Lycka, G. Dahlquist and L. Nystrom for the Swedish Childhood
Diabetes Study and Diabetes Incidence Study in Sweden groups. Departments of
Clinical Sciences. Paediatrics and Public Health and Clinical Medicine,
Epidemiology, Ume! University, Umea. Sweden.

Background and aims: The incidence of childhood diabetes has increased in
Sweden, and in many other countries. However, little is known about the time trend in
a broader age span. We analysed the changes of insulin-dependent diabetes incidence
in the 0-34 years group in Sweden 1983 to 1998.
Materials and Methods: The incidence and cumulative incidence rate per 100,000
and Poisson regression analysis of age-period effects was performed in a large data
set of 11,751 cases, obtained from two Swedish nation-wide prospective diabetes
registers.
Results: The incidence was 21.4 in 0·34 years old men and 17.1 in women. In the
pre-pubertal boys (1-14 years) and girls (1-12 years) incidence increased over time,
but it tended to decrease in the older age groups, especially in men. Average
cumulative incidence rate at 35 years age was 748 in men and 598 in women. The
cumulative rate in men was rather stable during four 4-year periods (736; 732; 761;
756), while in women it varied more (592; 542; 617; 631). In Poisson regression
analysis the incidence in 0-34 years old men did not vary between the 4-year periods
(p=O.63), but time changes among the 3-year age groups differed (p<0.001). In
females the incidence between the periods varied (p<O.ool), being significantly lower
in 1987·90 compared to 1983-86, but time changes in the age groups did not differ
(p"'O.08). For both sexes median age at onset in 1995-98 was lower than in 1983·86
(p<0.001) (15.0 and 12.5 years in males; 11.9 and 10.4 in females, respectively).
Conclusions: During a 16-year period the incidence of insulin-dependent diabetes did
not increase in the 0-34 years age group in Sweden, while median age at onset
decreased. A shift to younger age at onset seems to explain the increase of the disease
seen in childhood.
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SUPPLEMEl'.'TATIO:-l OF VITAMIN D IN EARLY CHILDIIOOD COULD
PROTECT AGAINST TYPE I DIABETES MELLITUS
V.V. Popova, T.N.Malinovskaya, and B.N.Mankovsk")'Institute of Endocrinology and
Metabolism, Kiev, Ukraine

Background and Aims: Exposure to some environmental factors in early childhood
may predispose or protect against insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus in later life.
Supplementation of vitamin D in the early childhood may play some protective role
against the development of insulin-dependent diabetes. Therefore, the aim of our
study was to investigate the presence of association between intake of vitamin D
during the early childhood and the development of type I diabetes later.
Materials and Methods: We studied 150 patients with type I diabetes mellitus with
the onset of the disease at the age younger than 15 years old and 50 age-matched
randomly selected control subjects. The enrolled subjects were asked to fill out the
proposed questionnaire which included information regarding the vitamin D
supplementation in the early childhood, its duration, type of nutrition during the first
year of the life, perinatal events, vaccinations provided and characteristics of early
growth. The statistical analysis was performed using Mantel-Haenszel method and
logistic regression analysis.
Results: Supplementation of vitamin 0 in early chidhood provided some protection
against development of type I diabetes mellitus in children with odds ratio (OR) 0.69
(CI 0.57·0.87) compared to those children which did not have vitamin D
supplementation. OR for protective effect of vitamin D was 0.83 (CI-o.57-1.47) for
children younger than 5 years old, 0.81 (CI-0.57-1.27) for those 5·9 years old and
0.49 (CI-0.37-o.69) for subjects aged 10-14 years old. There was no any significant
influence of shortness of breast feeding (less than 3 months), maternal age over 35
years old, low birth weight (less than 2500 g) on the preventive efficacy of vitamin D.
Children receiving vitamin D for less or longer than I year exhibited the similar risk
reduction (OR - 0.67 and 0.61, respectively).
Conclusions: Vitamin D given in the early childhood may protect against the
development of insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus during the later periods of life.
The preventive significance andpossiblemechanisms of revealed association require
further studies.
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CYCLO-OXYGENASE EXPRESSIO:ol IN IDENTICAL TWL'lS
DISCORDAl\T FOR TYPE 1 DIABETES
H. Beyan,1t- Goodier, N Sirwan-Muhamad, ~u Hawa, L Buckley, P Sawtell, S
Dustin, N Yousaf M. Londei, RDG Leslie.Department of Diabetes, St Bartholomew's
Hospital, UK, Kennedy Institute ofRheumatology,UK.

nackground and Aims:Cyclo-oxygenase-2 (COX-2) is responsible for the synthesis
of prostaglandin in mammalian cells. A recent report suggests an aberrant monocyte
COX-2 expression in type I diabetes, and those at risk of the disease. Aberrant
monocyte COX-2 expression may result in antigen presenting cell dysfunction,
thereby predisposing these individuals to diabetes. To define the nature of monocyte
COX-2 expression in type I diabetes and to dctermine whether increased monocyte
COX-2 expression could be inherited, we are studying a large cohort of identical
twins discordant for type I diabetes.
J\laterials and Methods: Using human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PD~ICs)
we isolated CDI4+ monocytes and tested for COX-2 messenger RNA using
quantitative RT-PCR, intracellular COX-2 protein expression by FACS and on
western blot (WB), as well as functional studies employing cytokine and
prostaglandin secretion, pre and post lipopolysaccharide (LPS) stimulation with and
without COX-2 inhibitors.
Results: Normal healthy controls do have detectable COX-2 mRNA but protein
expression was below detectable levels on FACS and on WB. In contrast, twins with
type I diabetes have COX-2 protein expression on both FACS and WB. Non-diabetic
twins, at low disease risk with normal glucose tolerance and without diabetes
associated autoantibodies showed COX-2 expression in unstimulated cells
intracellularly on FACS compared to normal controls (p<0.0Q.I). Monocyte response
to LPS is abnormal in type I diabetes, the maximum response was greater in controls
than in diabetics (WB and FACS, p< 0.003 and p< 0.03) but also higher in cells from
non-diabetic twins than from their diabetic twins (WB, p< 0.02).
Conclusions: Our study confirms that basal COX-2 expression is abnormal in type I
diabetes. Monocytes in type I diabetes are activated and this activation is not entirely
due to diabetes but associated with genetic susceptibility to disease. Whilst activated
monocytes could predispose an individual to type I diabetes, our results show that
suchactivation is not predictive of the disease.
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FUSIDIC ACID REDUCES INCIDENCE OF DIABETES~ BB RATS.
A. Kaas, I. Hageman and K. Buschard. Bartholin Instituttel, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Aim: Fusidic acid and its sodium salt (fusidin) are anti-staphylococcal drugs which
possesses imrmmomoduJatory properties. The aim was to investigate whether high
concentrations of fusidin could lower the diabetes incidence in BB rats, and to
measure the activity offusidin in various organs.
Methods: Three groups of BB rats were used: 63 rats received fusidin dissolved in
drinking water; 6S rats received chow containing fusidin; and 32 rats served as
controls. The animals were placed randomly in the groups after weaning at3 weeks of
age, and were sacrificed at diagnosis ofdiabetes or at 200 days. The content offusidin
in the organs were examined microbiologically.
Results: The incidence of diabetes was 50.8% (p~0.01) for animals receiving fusidin
in the drinking water, and 56.9% (p=0.01) for fusidin chow treated rats, compared to
68.1% for the control group. The incidence was lower for male than female rats in
both experimental groups while no gender difference was seen in the control group.
The daily intake of fusidin in the chow group was 339 rng/day for male and 245
mg/day for female rats. The corresponding values in the fusidin drinking water group
were 200 and 163 rng/day, respectively. However, the female rats had a substantially
higher content of fusidin in their organs than the males regardless of the
administration way and regardless of diabetes outbreak or not; thus, the amount of
fusidin in pancreas for the non-diabetic animals receiving fusidin chow was 10.7±3.1
vs 1.7±0.3 IIg fusidin/g wet weight for female respective male rats. The weights of the
non-diabetic animals in the three groups were similar. Interestingly, the fusidin treated
non-diabetic rats displayed a lower random blood glucose level than the controls
(7.3±0.2 vs 8.6±0.4 mmol/l, p=O.002).
Conelusions: Fusidin is well absorbed after oral administration and it reduces
significantly the diabetes incidence in BB rats. Fusidin accumulates substantially
more in female rats, which may be due to the steroid structure of fusidin. Treatment
with fusidin lowers random blood glucose in non-diabetic BB rats.
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I1'\CREASED MOXOCYTE CYCLOXYGENASE-2 EXPRLSSIO:ol IN
FElI-IALE NON OBESE DIABETIC MICE
L.R.Buckley,P.E. Beales, ~U. Hawa, II. Beyan, G. Rosigncli, N. Yousaf, P. Pozzilli
and It-D.G. Leslie.Department of Diabetes and Metabolism, St Bartholomew's
Hospital, London.

Baekground and Aims: Non-obese diabetic (NOD) mice are a spontaneous model of
type I diabetes mellitus. Diabetes incidence in our colony is 55% in females, but only
15% in males, at 30 weeks ofage. Cyeloxygenase (COX), a key enzyme in prostanoid
metabolism, is expressed in two isoforms, constitutive (COX-I) responsible for
physiological processes and inducible (COX-2) responsible for inflammatory
prostanoid synthesis. Aberrant COX-2 expression is present in man and may result in
an antigen presenting cell dysfunction, thereby predisposing to diabetes. The aim of
this study was to determine expression of COX-2 in NOD mice and its relationship
with diabetes incidence.
Materials and Methods: CDllb+ monocytes were isolated from splenocytes of
diabctie female, non-diabetic female and male NOD mice (range 4-25 weeks of age),
as well as control strains and examined for COX-I and COX-2 messenger RNA using
conventional RT-PCIt- We also tested for protein expression using Western blotting
and carried out functional studies for cytokine and prostanoid secretion. All tests were
carried out before and after lipopolysaccharide (LPS) stimulation.
Results: Basal COX-2 message expression in non-diabetic female mice was greater
than males (50 vs. 0"10. p<0.025), but there was no difference between diabetic and
non-diabetic female NOD mice (60 vs. 50"10, p<0.3). There was no difference in
COX-I expression between the groups. Western blot confirmed detectable levels of
COX in diabetic and non-diabetic female NOD mice.
Condusions: The expression of COX-2 in 50"10 of non-diabetic female mice but not
in males corresponds well with the NODlDa colony incidence of diabetes and
suggests COX-2 may be associated with the development ofdiabetes in this model.
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EFFECTS OF SODIUM VANADATE IN PREDIABETIC BB-DP RATS
D. Cheta, G. Orasanu, D. Iordachescu, T. Nicolae, S. Buligescu, It- Negro, C.
Constantin and M Andronescu, "N. Paulescu" Institute, Bucharest, Romania
Background and Alms: This study evaluated the effects of sodium vanadate on
diabetogenesis process in BB-DP rats. Materials and Methods: We used 96 BB
DP rats ofprediabetogenic age (40-50days), divided into 4 equal groups (sex, age,
weight). Groups VI, V2, V3 were treated with different doses of sodium vanadate
(0. I, 0.2 and 0.3 mg/ml respectively) and sodium chloride (0.5 mg/ml) in drinking
water for 7 days. Group C. the untreated control, received only sodium chloride
(0.5 mg/ml) in drinking water for 7 days, The animals were allowed to drink the
solution ad libitum. Blood glucose (BG), glycosuria, ketonuria and body weight
(BW) were determined before starting, daily in week I, and once a week for 12
weeks. Results: The incidence of diabetes was lower in the rats treated with
vanadate (VI: 50%; V2: 45.8%; V3: 45.8%) than in the rats from the control group
(C: 54.2%), but this difference was not statistically significant, p>O.05. The
diabetes onset age was significantly higher for groups VI (84.82±16.8 days), V2
(I02.8±33.5 days), YJ (105.5±16.1 days) as against the control group C (73.9±1O.5
days), p<O.05 (V2, YJ vs C), and depended on the vanadate concentration,
p=O.OO6 (V3 \'5 VI). The BG levels in groups V decreased slowly in week I (VI
from 95.7±2.5mYdl to 63±l1,lmydl, p=O.007; V2 from loo.3±2.5ImYdl to
73±6.5mydl, 1""0.0025; YJ from 98±2.8mYdl to 73±5.6mYdl, 1""0.03) and
increased slightly during in week 2. Before the diabetes onset (2 weeks), the rats in
£lOOP C lost in BW from 239.S±55.8g to 208.5±34.6 g while the rats in groups V
presenteda slight increase in BW from 309.4±23.6gto 344±I6.8g, p<O.05(C\'5 VI, V2,
YJ). In diabetic rats, the BG at the onset was higher in group C (383.2±48.2mgldl)
than groups V(VI: 276.8±I03.4mYdl; V2: 286.2±I07.lmYdl), p<O.05 (VI, V2\'5
C). Conclusions: I) Sodium vanadate docs not prevent the onset of diabetes
mellitus in BB-DP rats, but it can delay its development 2) Vanadate can
determine the occurrence of a milder diabetes mellitus. 3) The effects depend on
the sodium vanadate concentration and 0.2 myml is preferable.
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TRI-IODO-THYRONINE (n) REDUCES THE INCIDENCE OF DIABETES
M'D INCREASES THE RELATIVE BETA-CELL MASS I:' RATS.
M-L Hartoft-Nielsen'f A Kaas' T Bock' M Skau', AK Rasmussen', U Feldt
Rasmussen' and K Bu~chard'. 'Banholin I;"tiruttet and 'Dept. of Endocrinology,
Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen,Denmark.

Background and Aim: It has been descnbed that thyroid hormones are able to
modulate the immune system, influence insulin secretion, and cause decreased
glucose tolerance. The aim of this study was to investigate the influence of thyroid
hormones on the incidence of diabetes in BB rats and on the beta-cell mass in Wistar
rats.
:\Iaterials and l\Iethods: DuringadolescenceT3 was given in thedrinking v..ater to
36 BB rats from the age of 3 to 9 weeks and 43 BB rats at the age of 5 to 9 weeks
(0.3 mg/L In the first 2 weeks and thereafter 0.2 mg/L). Control BB rats (n=32)
receivedpuredrinking water. The fatsweresacrificed attheageof 120 days.
Since T3 was given curing an important growth period. we alsoinvestigated \,..hether
this treatment changed the beta-cell mass. For this purpose, the treatment with T3
was ziven to 9 male Wisor rats at the age of 5 to 9 weeks. II male Wistar rats
served as control group. After sacrifice at the age of 9 weeks the beta-cell mass was
evaluated in accordance with unbiased stereological principles.
Results: T3 given to BB rats from the age of 3 to 9 weeks decreased the incidence
of diabetes to 30.6% compared to 56.3% in the control group (p=0.03). T3 given to
BB rats from 5 to 9 weeks of age also decreased the incidence of diabetes to 23.2%
compared to 56.3% in the control group (p=0.007).
The beta-cell mass to body weieht ratio in Wistar rats increased in the T3 treated rats
(Mean±SEM) 2.2xI0·'±0.lxI0:) compared to 1.8xlO·'±0.2xI0" in the control group
(p<0.03).
Conclusion: T3 treatment of BB rats during the adolescence decreases t1:~ incidence
of diabetes and increases the beta-cell mass per gram body weight. The preventive
effect of T3 could be due either to modulation of the immune system, to decreased
insulin secretion,or to theinduction of a relatively higherbeta-cell mass.
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DIABETES-PROMOTING DIETARY PROTEINS CHANGE PROTEIN
EXPRESSIO:-; IN RAT INTESTINAL EPITHELIAL CELLS
K.M.BurghardtI,2, I.Kelly3, T.L.Tremblay3. P.1lubault2.3 and F.W.Scottl,2,4.
IOttawa Health Research Institute, Ottawa. Canada. 2University of Ottawa. Ottawa,
Canada, 3National Research Council of Canada. Ottawa, Canada. 4Nutrition Research
Division, Health Canada, Ottawa. Canada. (Supported by IDF/CIHRJDiabetie Children's
FoundationlORDCFlHealth Canada)
Background and Aims: Oral exposure to soy and wheat gluten (WG) proteins is
associated with increased frequency of type I diabetes in both animal models of
spontaneous autoimmune diabetes, BioBreeding rats and non-obese diabetic mice.
Because ingested peptides cross the intestinal epithelium before reaching the gut
associated lymphoid tissue. we investigated protein expression of rat intestinal epithelial
cells (IEC-6) cultured w'ith proteins or peptides of increasing diabetogenic potential:
chymotrypsin digested WG > soy protein isolate> hydrolyzed casein (HC). Materials
and Methods: IEC-6 cells were incubated w'ith 50 micrograms of protein and the cell
Iysates were analysed using 2-dimensional electrophoresis. Spot patterns were compared
to distinguish the presence or absence of proteins with respect to untreated cells. Proteins
of interest were separated by capillary liquid chromatography, sequenced using mass
spectrometry and identified by comparison with published protein sequences. Results:
There was a major reduction in protein expression after stimulation with diabetes
promoting proteins (WG and soy). similar to the response seen in the small intestine of
celiac patients challenged with WG. Heat shock protein 40 and certain enzymes were
absent or downregulated in cells cultured with WG or soy. However. Annexin II was
expressed in cells cultured with WG and soy but not HC or untreated cells. Protein
expression was enhanced in the presence ofHC. By contrast with WG and soy treatments.
cells exposed to HC expressed antioxidant enzymes such as thiol-specific antioxidant
protein 2 and thioredoxin peroxidase, as well as Annexin V and galactokinase,
Conclusions: IEC-6 cells show a gradation in protein expression that is related to the
diabetogenic potential of the protein source. Our findings suggest that exposure to HC, a
diabetes retardant diet, induced an antioxidant response. Conversely. the response induced
by diabetes-promoting WG and soy proteins is suggestive of gut damage. The
pathogenesis of diet-induced type 1 diabetes may be related in part to a differential
response of the gut epithelium to diabetes-promoting proteins. Proteomic analysis of IEC
6 cells is a useful tool to evaluate the interaction between these dietary agents and the gut
epithelium.
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AD:l-IISTRATIO;ll OF VITAMIN D3 DUlilliG PREGNANCY AND EARLY
LIFE DID NOT REDUCE DIABETES lI\CIDENCE IN NODlBa MICE.
P.E. Beales. G. Rosignoli, LK Buckley and P; Pozzilli. Department of Diabetes &
Metabolism, St. Bartholomew's Hospital. London, UK and Ijniversita'; Campus
Biomedico, Rome, Italy.

Background and Aims: Recent literature describes a correlation between
autoimmune disease and metabolism of vitamin D3. Some studies have suggested a
lowering of diabetes incidence in at risk groups if vitamin D is given during
pregnancy or in the early stages oflife. This experiment used non-obese diabetic mice
(NOD) to determine if diabetes incidence could be lowered in this model by vitamin
03 administration in utero & early stages oflife.
Materials and Methods: Twelve breeding pairs of KODlBa mice were treated with
olive oil containing vitamin OJ (1000 iUlkg body weight) during pregnancy and for
fifteen days follo wing partuition to COverthe period of maternal feeding. The pups
were then given olive oil with vitamin D3 at the same dose until 10 weeks of age.
After a 'wash-out' period of 15 days the same breeding pairs were allowed to produce
a second litter but this time the parents & pups were dosed with a control liquid in
order to produce a control group. Female mice were followed (29 treated and 33
control) and from 10 weeks of age onward were tested weekly for diabetes by testing
for urinary glucose. Body-weights and food & water intake, were also taken weekly
until the conclusion of the study at 30 weeks of age. Mice developing diabetes were
removed from the study. At culling blood glucose was measured to confirm
diabetic/non-diabetic status and internal organs removed and frozen for later analysis.
Results: There were 12129 diabetic mice in the group treated with olive oil/vitamin
03 and 15/33 diabetics in the control group (p--{).899.log rank, not significant). There
was also no delay in diabetes onset between the two groups. There was no difference
between the two groups for any of the other measured parameters.
Conclusions: Vitamin 03 administered in utero and in the early stages of life did not
alter the incidence ofdiabetes in NODlBa mice.
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PREDICfiVE VALUE OF AUTOANTIBODIES TO lA-2 FOR L"\SULUi
REQUIREMENT IN JAPANESE TYPE 1 DlABETES
T oe,TTakamur", YNagail, Y Band02, R Usuda3, and K Kobayashii,
IFirst Department of Internal Medicine. School of Medicine, Kanazawa University,
Kanazawa, 2Depanment of Internal Medicine, Fukui-ken Saiseikai Hospital, Fukui,
3Depanment of Internal Medicine, Toyama Prefectural Central Hospital, Toyama,
Japan
Background and Aims: Type I diabetes is evidently a heterogeneous disorder, and is
often of slow onset known as latent autoimmune diabetes in adults (LADA).
Autoantibodies to glutamic acid decarboxylase (GADA) are detected frequently in
LADA and predict insulin dependency among diabetes. The aim of the study was to
clarify the presence of newly developed antibodies to the protein tyrosine phosphatase
IA-2 (lA-2A) and compare its clinical usefulness with GADA in Japanese type I
diabetes. Materials and Methods: Sera from 61 Japanese patients with type I
diabetes (45 acute onset type I diabetes, 16 LADA patients) attending to our hospitals
(25M/36F;mean age 40.6±13.3yrs; duration 12.6±9.8iTS)were studied. Diagnosis of
type I diabetes was determined clinically and confirmed by basal serum C-peptide
«0.5 nglmJ) or urine C-peptide excretion rate (<20 ~glday). Autoantibodies were
measured by radioimmunoassay kit using recombinant human GAD65 (Cosmic,
Tokyo, Japan) and ICAS12 (RSR Ltd, Cardiff, UK). Results: Overall, GADA and
lA-2A were detected in 34 (56%) and 24 (39"/0) of type I diabetes respectively.
Forty-one (67%) type I diabetic patients had any of the antibodies, therefore, the
frequency of either GADA or IA-2A in these subjects were higher than that of GADA
or lA-2A alone (p<O.OOI). Seventeen (27.9"/0)were positive for both autoantibodies.
Of 16 LADA patients, GADA and lA-2A were detected in 12 (75%) and 8 (50%)
respectively, whereas no statistical differences were found. The titer of lA-2A in
GADA-positive patients were higher than in GADA-negative patients (1.57±2.46 vs
0.49±1.25 Ulml, p<0.05), and that of GADA in IA-2A positive patients were higher
than in IA-2A negative patients (66.3±75.0 vs 17.7±37.0 Ulrol, p<0.02). The higher
were titers of IA-2A, the higher dose of insulin were required. The patients with IA
2A more than 4.0 Ulml in titer, corresponding to 20% of type I diabetic patients,
required insulin doses over 20 units per day for treatment. Conclusions: IA-2A had
more predictive value for insulin dependency in type I diabetes than GADA. IA-2A,
alone or in combination with GADA may provide a useful diagnostic value for
diagnosis and prognosis of patients with type I diabetes.
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AUTOI;\fMUNE L'1SULITIS Ui FIRST-DEGREE RELATIVES OF DIABETIC
PATIEl'ffS IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC
J. Vavrinec, O. Cinek, Z. Sumnik, S. Kolouskova and M. Snajderova, 2nd Dept. of
Paediatrics, 2nd Medical School, Charles University, Prague 5, Czech Republic.

Background and Aims: Diagnosis of autoimmune insulitis by genetic risk analysis,
autoantibodies evaluation and functional test of stimulated insulin secretion
performance in first-degree relatives ofdiabetic patients.

Materials and Metbods: 208 Czech children and adolescents (101 boys and 107
girls, 186 siblings, 22 offspring ofdiabetic parents, aged 1-22 years, mean age 11.5 ±
5.4 years) were enrolled in the study. Complete DQBI, DQAI typing and DRBI'O-t
subtyping were performed by the PCR in 202 subjects. Sera of all children were
investigated for anti-GAD65, anti-IA2 and insulin autoantibodies (lAA) using RIA
methods. The cut-off normal levels were determined as the 99th percentile of 105
non-diabetic children. lVGTT (ICARUS modification) was performed in children
with significant titre of one or more autoantibodies. Total level of stimulated insulin
secretion < 48 mUlmlwas assessed a, defect ofFPIR.

Results: Risk genotype DQAI'05-DQBI'0201IDQAI"03-DQBI·0302 (OR=IOO,
CI 95% 13-730 for Czech children) was found in 24 of 202 first-degree relatives
(12%).22 children (11%) carried strong protective allele OOBI'0602 (OR={).03, CI
95% 0.01-0.12). Autoantibodies positivity was recognised in 9 of208 children (2.9"/0)
and lVGIT was performed, Positivity ofanti-GAD65, anti-IA2 or IAA was identified
in 5 of24 children with the highest risk genotype (21%) and in 4 children of 113 with
lower risk or neutral genotypes (3.5%). Borderline positivity ofone autoantibody was
found in 1 boy with the highest risk genotype and in 2 children with lower risk
genotypes. Only temporary anti-GAD65 positivity was found in girl with protective
genotype. Type I diabetes mellitus was diagnosed in boy during IVGIT and disease
manifested 6 months after lVGTT in girl with defect ofFPIR.

Conclusions: Standardised methods for secondary prevention of Type I diabetes were
introduced in first-degree relatives of diabetic patients. These methods are used for
Czech registry ofdiabetic children.
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ALSO INDIVIDUALS OF A NORMAL POPULATION WITH MULTIPLE OR
mGH TITER SINGLE AUTOANTIBODIES TO BETA-eELL ANTIGENS
REVEAL AN INCREASED GENETIC TYPE I DIABETES SUSCEPTIBILITY
M. Ziegle rt.2, M. Schlosser', M. Strebclow', I. Rjasanowski', B. Ziegler' and R.
Wassmuth', 'Institute of Pathophysiology Karlsburg, University of Greifswald,
'Institute of Diabetes and 'Center of Diabetes & Metabolic Disorders, Karlsburg,
'Institute for Clinical Immunology,University of Erlangen-Niirnberg; Germany
Baeke:round and Aim: Type I diabetes is caused by specific destruction of beta
cells, accompanied by autoantibodies (AAbs) to beta-cell antigens. The aim is to
improve the strategy to recognise individuals of a general population at risk
progressing to diabetes. Materials and Methods: 12,558 schoolchildren were
initially tested for AAbs to GAD (GADA), protein tyrosine phosphatase (lA-2A)
and insulin (lAA) by radioassays, and AAbs binding on panreatic sections (ICA) by
immunofluorescence. 203 children, representing 6,155 (3,086f13,069m) of a healthy
child population, repeatedly AAb+ at levels ;0,99'" centile, were Hl.Avgcnotypcd.
Results: 203/6115 (3.3%) were tested AAb+. 1.5%,0.90/0, 0.8%, 1.3% had GADA,
IA-2A, lAA, ICA, respectively. The AAb+ children revealed a significantly
increased (p<O.05) frequency of the diabetes-associated DQBI alleles '0302 and/or
'02 and a decreased frequency of the protective allele '0602. Highest GADA and
IA-2A level were found in children without the protective allele. 36 (0.6%) had
multiple AAbs. 97% (35136) could be identified by GADNIA-2A testing. None of
them (0/36) had the protective allele '0602 and the frequency of the risk alleles
'0302 and/or '02 increases as the AAb numbers from 510/0, 720/0, 92%, and 100%
with l, 2, 3, and 4 AAbs, respectively. 9/36 (25%) with multiple AAbs progressed
already to 1}1'e I diabetes. 89% (8/9) have the '0302 and/or '02 risk alleles in
absence of the protective allele '0602 but only 11% (1/9) of the recent onset cases
and 8.3% (3/36) of the total multiple AAb+ subjects had the highest risk genotype
DR3/4(DQ2/8). Conclusions: The most of AAb+ individuals at risk could also be
recognised by GADAlIA-2A testing of a normal population. HLA genotyping
allows a further risk differentiation. Subjects with multiple AAbs reveal the highest
risk progressing to 1}]lC I diabetes, also supported by significantly enhanced genetic
diabetes susceptibility.
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AUTO-ANTIBODIES PROFILE A.lI<D BRE.-\ST-FEEDP.'G Dl'R.-\TIO:-;
IN TYPE 1 DL-\BETIC PATIENTS FRml CHILE.
Perez-Bravo F', Riesco MV'. Albala C'. Ovnrzim A:. Santos JL 1

• Carrasco
~ .
I Public Nutrition Unit. Molecular Biology Lab. D<T.\ and ' Diabetes Unit
San Juan de Dios Hospital. Faculty of Medicine. University of Chile
(Fondecyt Grant N" IOOO9·H).

Introduction: Type I diabetes, as an autoimmune disease presents several
islet cell-specific autoantibodies such as islet cell antibody (ICA), anti
insulin (IAA). anti-glutamic acid decarboxilase (G,-\D) and anti-tvrosinc
phosphatase (IA-2). Between environmental factors associated to etiology
of t\l'e I diabetes has been focused viruses, breast feeding duration and the
earl~' exposure to cow's milk proteins. Aim,·Patients and ~Iethods: In order
to study the frequency of the anti-GAD. anti-IA-2 e ICA antibodies in
Chilean type 1 diabetic patients and delem"ine the possible modulator effect
of the breast feeding, we studied 13-t type I diabetic patients at diagnosis
debut who were compared among them according to the breast feeding
duration period. IA·2 and GAD were determined by RL\ and ICA by means
of indirect immunofluorescence. Statistical analvsis bv means of Wilcoxon
and Student test. Results: The auto-antibodies frcque"ncy between patients
with exclusive breast feeding :;; 3 months and > 3 months was: ICA~

(78.8% vs 90.6%, NS), GAD+ (75.0% vs 54.6%. p=O.OH) and IA-2
(73.0% vs 43.8%. p=O.OOI).The simultaneous positive titles for 3 antibodies

was 53.9% and 21.8% between children with breast feeding duration :;; 3
months and > 3 months, respectively (p=O.OOI ).The positive titles of IA-2
and GAD was 39.5% between children with breast feeding duration < I
months (19/48). Conelusi6n: Both IA-2 and GAD exhibit a low positive
frequency in type I diabetic patients with breast feeding duration higher than
3 months. The breast feeding duration at least by one month mean to be
crucial 1 suggesting a possible attenuate role of exclusive breast feeding on
the pancreatic autoagression events in type I diabetes. .
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TRANSGLUTAMINASE AUTOANTIBODIES ARE THE BEST MARKERS FOR CEUAC
DISEASE SCREENING IN SPANISH TYPE 1DIABETIC CHILDREN ANDADULTS
A.Meoro·, V.Chinchilla', J.&inchez·, I.Eleno·, J.Caselles·, A.P",·,;', E.Boix· and
A.Pica·. Endocrinology", Btochemestry", Epidemiology", Hormones",
Gastroenterology" and Pathology'. Hospital General Universitariode Alicante. Spain.
Background and Aims: Prevalence of celiac diasease (CD) in type I diabetes (D~I-I)

has been reported to be higher (1.7-5.6%) than in general population (0.01-0.3%). The
aim of this study is to determine the prevalence of CD in children and adults with D~I

I in Alicante (Spain) and the value of serological markers for screening of CD in this
population. Materials and Metbods: 2~7 patients with D~I-I (mean age 26.5 ± 14.l,
range 3-7~ years), from a total of 590 patients who were invited to participate in the
study, accepted to be tested prospectively for gliadin IgAlJgG (AGA-lgAlJgG)
antibodies and endomysial IgA antibodies (EMA) once a year during 3 years. These
antibodies (ab) were also measured in frozen sera of 60 control subjets. Diabetic
patients who were positive during follow-up for more than one of these antibodies were
asked to undergo intestinal biopsy. We measured once recombinant human
transglutaminase IgA ab (TgA), glutamic acid decarboxilase ab (GAD) and protein
tyrosine phosphatase-2 ab (IA-2) and total IgA in frozen sera of all patients. Results:
One D~I-1 patient had known celiac disease before the study and was excluded, Of the
2~7 patients tested, 16 (6.5%) were IgA deficients and ~ (26%) were found to be
positive for any antibody associated with celiac disease: 5~ (17.6%) for AGA-IgA. 8
(5.1 %) for AGA-lgG, 8 (3.4%) for EMA and 2 (1.2%) for TgA Positive
scroconversion of antibodies ocurrcd in 17 patients and negative seroconversion in
another 17 patients. Of 31 patients biopsied, I asymptomatic patient had total villus
atrophy (silet CD) and ~ asymptomatic patients had an increase of intracpithclial
lymphocytes (potential CD). The sensitivity and spocificity of serological markers for
villus atrophy in biopsied patients were: 100"10 and 32% for AGA-IgA. 100% and
73.9% for EMA, 100% and 96% for TgA and 100% and 3.8% for combined antibodies
respectively. There was no association between the presence of antibodies related to
CD and GAD or IA-2 antibodies in these patients. Conclusions: Prevalence of CD
(including potential CD) in D~I-I patients in A1icante was 2.4 'Yo. 19A-Tranglutaminase
antibodies were the most sensitive and spocific antibodies for CD screening in DM-I
patients.
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IM.'1UNOSCREENING A WHEAT CD:'.'A LIBRARY FOR CANDIDATE
PEPTIDES L"'VOLVED IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF TYPE 1 DIABETES
A.J. MACFARLANE 1,2, K.M. BURGHARDT 1,2, R. SARDANA 2, I.
ALTOSAAR 2 AND F.W. SCOTT 1,2,3. I Ottawa Health Research Institute, Ottawa,
Canada; 2 University of Onawa, Onawa, Canada; 3 Nutrition Research Division,
Health Canada, Ottawa, Canada
Background and. ~ims: The development of type I diabetes requires genetie
susceptibility and 15 influenced by environmental factors, such as viral infections and
dietary components. Diets in which wheat gluten (WG) is the sole source of amino acids
are associated with high diabetes frequency in the diabetes prone DioDreeding (DBdp) rat
and non-obese diabetie (NOD) mouse, both models of spontaneous autoimmune diabetes.
The identity of the peptides or proteins responsible for the diabetogenieity of WG remains
unclear. It may be that, as in gluten-sensitive enteropathy, certain wheat peptides are not
only immunogenic, but also diabetogenic. The objective of this study was to identify
immunogenic wheat peptides that may be involved in the pathogenesis of type I diabetes
in the BBdp rat.Materials and Methods: Total RNA was extracted from wheat kernels
and a wheat cDNA expression library consisting of one million recombinants was
constructed. To identify immunogenie wheat peptides, the library was screened with
pooled serum from 7 diabetie WG-fed DB rats ranging in age from 73-121 days. Diabetes
was diagnosed in anima1s with fasting blood glucose level> 11.1 m.\L A secondary anti
rat IgG, Fc (gamma) fragment specific antibody conjugated to alkaline phosphatase was
used to identify positive clones. Positive clones were screened repeatedly until clonality
was achieved The eDNA inserts from isolated clones were subjected to automated
sequencing, Blastn and Blastx searches of Genbank and T1GR Wheat Gene Index
databases were performed to identify homologous sequences. Results: Primary screening
of the library resulted in 48 clones. Secondary and tertiary screening resulted in the
isolation of 24 clones. Eight clones produced immunogenic peptides that shared 87-92%
DNA sequence identity with the wheat storage protein (globulin I) gene across 386
nucle.otid~. Three clones. shared 100% DNA sequence identity with a putative
Arabidopsis thaliana protem and the human ll--I receptor antagonist gene across 21
nucleotides. Conclusions: These data show that antibodies from diabetic animals
identified wheat peptides that share sequence similarity to (i) plant proteins and (ii) a
cytokine receptor antagonist for Ile-L Considering that ll--I is a mediator of beta cell
destruction, this novel approach may identify molecular structures involved in the
development of food antigen related type I diabetes.
(Supported by JDF/CIHR/ORDCFiHealth Canada)
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Early growth and infant feeding and risk of Type I diabetes: a multieentre case
control study.
C. Patterson, G. Dahlquist and G. Soltesz on behalf of the EURODIAB Substudy 2
Study Group. Queen's University Belfast, UK, University of Urnea, Sweden and
University ofPees, Hungary.
Background and Aims: Recent studies describe not only increased height in early
life as a risk factor for childhood type I diabetes but also increased ponderosity. Our
aim was to determine if various measures of growth (height, weight and body mass
index) in early life are associated with childhood type 1diabetes in different European
populations and to elucidate any role of infant feeding practices in the association.
Materials and Methods: Five European centres with population-based registers of
type I diabetes diagnosed under 15 years of age participated. Controls were randomly
chosen from population registers, schools or policlinics. Routine growth data up to
the date of diagnosis were extracted from records and information about breast
feeding and introduction of cows milk formula and solid foods was obtained from
parents by questionnaire or interview, Case control differences in mean standard
deviation score (SDS) were obtained for each centre and pooled. Odds ratios were
pooled over centres using the Mantel-Haenszel method. Logistic regression was used
to adjust for confounders. Results: Growth data were available for 499 cases and
1337 centrols. Both height and weight SDS were significantly increased among cases
from one month after birth with the maximum differences in SDS of 0.32 (95% CI
0.14,0.50) and 0.41 (0.26,0.55), respectively, occumng between one and two years
of age. Significant excesses in body mass index SDS were observed from 6 months
ofage, with the largest difference of 0.27 (0.10, 0.44) again evident between one and
two years. Both height and body mass index SDS between one ant two years of age
remained significant predictors of risk when jointly fitted in a logistic regression with
confounding variables. Breast-feeding was associated with a significant reduction in
risk; odds ratio 0.75 (95%CI 0.58, 0.96). Contrary to previous reports, early
introduction (before three months) of cows' milk or formula or of solid foods was not
associated with significant elevation in risk. Conclusions: Increased early growth
measured either by height or body mass index, is associated with an increased risk of
childhood diabetes in a variety of European populations. Any role played in this
association by infant feeding practices remains unclear, but we speculate that relative
overnutrition of children causing an increased growth rate may overload the beta cells
and thereby increase the risk oftype I diabetes in susceptible children.
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AUTOANTIBODIES TO TISSUE TRANSGLUTAML'iASE (TIG-Ab) L'"
PROTEL... DEFIOENT DLl.BETES (PO OM) MiD FIBROCALCULOUS
PANCREATIC DIABETES (FCPD) PATIENTS raoxr EASTER..x L"'DIA.
KANUNGO ALOK,SamaI K C, Shtauvere A., Sanjeevi CD. Dept of Endocrinology

and Diabetes, Cuttack, India and Dept. of Molecular Medicine, Karolinska Institute,
Stockholm, Sweden.
Background and Aims: Antibodies to tyrosine pyrophosphatase(IA2-Ab) and
glutamate decarboxylase65(GAD65-Ab) are major markers for IDD~1 in
caucasians.Tissue Transglutaminase antibodies(TTG-Ab) are speeific for celiac
disease. Celiac disease is characterized by small intestinal damage with loss of
absorptive villi and hyperplasia of the crypts, typically leading to malbsorption.
Celiae disease is precipitated by ingestion of the protein gliadin, a cemponent of
wheat gluten, and usually resolves on its withdrawal. 10% to 20"/0 of the Celiac
disease patients are also have IDDM and both disease are associated with HLA-DRJ·
DQ2. The aim of the study was to estimate the prevalence of TTG-Ab in MRD11
(n=128), IDD~I(n=74) and NIDDM (n=216) and 122 healthy centrols from Cuttack
in Eastern India.
Materials and Methods: Protein dificient diabetes (PDDM) studied were 71 and
Fibrocalculous pancreatic diabetes (FCPD) were 47.MRDM patients are typically
young at onset with low body mass index, require insulin treatment for glycemic
control, have inslulin resistance and do not develop ketosis on withdrawal of insulin.
FCPD, but not PDD~f, patients have abdominal pain and calculi in the pancreas. In
the revised classification, PDDM is referred to as Malnutrition modulated diabetes
mellitus (I\L\IDM). TTG-Ab was evaluated by RIA using in vitro translated
recembinant human 35S-TTG.
Results: In centrols,TTG-Ab was present in 3/122 (2%).In PDD11, TTG-Ab was
present in 14n I (20"10)
(p<O.OOOI vs controls) and in FCPD 8/~6 (17%) were positive for TTG-Ab (p<0.005
vs controls). IIn4 (15%) IDDM (p<0.05 vs centrols) and 231216 (11%) NIDD~I

(P<0.05 vs controls) were also positive for TTG-Ab.
Conclusions: We conclude that M1ID~f, FCPD, IDD~1 and NIDD~1 from Cuttack in
Eastern India. have significantly high proportion of TTG-Ab cempared to healthy
centrols. The highest significance is seen with M~IDM patients. It is important to
note that subclinical Celiac disease exists with diabetes mellitus and must be
considered in the diagnosis ofI\L\ID~1.
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MECHAl'iISMS OF BETA CELL DEATH DURIl\G RESTRICTED AND
UNRESTRICTED COXSACKIEBS VIRUS L'lFEcrION.
S.R. Rasilainen, P. Ylipaasto, M Roivainen, L. Bouwens, T. Hovi and T. Otonkoski.
Haartman institute, University of Helsinki, The National Public Health institute,
Finland. Vrije Universiteit, Brusse!.

Baekgrouad and Aim.: Enterovirus infections may trigger and accelerate beta-cell
death leading to IDD:.t Especially coxsackie B-strain viruses (CBV) are potentially
diabetogenic. Productive CBV-infection induces pyknotic morphological changes and
functional impairment in human beta cells. Our aims were to I) generate a model
more closely resembling the beta-cell infection in vivo by restricting the production of
viral progeny and 2) investigate the mechanisms of virus-induced beta-cell death
during productive and restricted infective conditions.

Materials and methods: Porcine fetal pancreatic cells (pFP) and M1N6 mouse
insulinoma cells were infected with a prototype strain of CBV5. Mechanisms of cell
death were studied by nuclear viability staining (5 ug/rnl Hoechst'33342 and 1.5 I'M
ethidium homodimer-I) and electron microscopy. Guanidine hydrochloride (G-HCI)
was used as a selective inhibitor of coxsackie-virus replication, The protective
capacity ofG-HCI was tested in 0.1,0.5, I and 5 mM concentrations. Results: CBV5
infection significantly decreased the viability of both MIN6- and PFP-cells (MIN6
viability at 36h 78±6%; PFP viability at 7d 22±5%). Throughout the viral exposure I
m.\1 G-HCI was the lowest effective concentration to inhibit CBV5-induced cell death
and preserved MIN6 viability at 96±1% (p<O,OI) and PFP viability at 69±5%
(p<O,oool). While decreasing necrotic cell death, I m.\1 G-HCI significantly induced
apoptotic activity in PFP-cells (CUV5 4,5±1%; CUV5 + I m.\1 G-HCI 7,2±I%,
P<O,05), and the ratio of apoptotic/necrotic cells increased significantly (CBV5
O,I±O,04; CUV5 + I m.\1 G-HCI 0,46±O,I, p<O,oool).

Conclusions: Restriction of virus replication with G-HCI effectively decreases
CBV5-induced cell death both in insulinoma cells and primary pancreatic beta cells.
The lowest protective concentration within the selective anti-viral range is I m.\1.
However, restriction of viral replication shifts the mechanism of cell death towards
apoptosis,
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Heterogeneity of Type 1 diabetes by age at onset: the Registry of the Province of
Turin,llaly
E. Vitali, G. Bruno, N. Grosso, F. Pasini, E. Venturi, E. Gandolfo, S. Pinach, R.
Gambino, G. Pagano and Piedmont Study Group for Diabetes Epidemiology. Dept.
Internal Medicine, University of Turin, Italy.

Background and Aims: Heterogeneity in Type I diabetes according to the age at
onset of the disease has been suggested, which might reflect differences in
determinants of the disease. Few registries have expanded the registration up to the
adults. The registry of the Province of Turin is currently collecting incident cases up
to age 29 FS. In addition, since 1999, a pilot study has been started to collect incident
cases of Type I diabetes and LADA up to age 54 yrs. Aims of this study were to
assess clinical and immunologic heterogeneity of the disease by age at onset.
Materials and Methods: Patients were identified through the diabetes clinics of the
area. A cohort of 282 patients was included in this study: 171 were aged 0-29 at the
onset of the disease and HI were aged 30-54 FS (n. 62 type 1 and n. 49 LADA).
By two months from the diagnosis, fasting and 6 min after I mg glucagon e.v. plasma
C-peptide, ICA and GADA were measured in a centralized laboratory
Results: B:'lI (mean, SD) Was higher in adults patients with LADA than in adults
with Type I diabetes: 24.8 (4.9) vs 22.3 (2.9). A decreasing linear trend of fasting
plasma glucose by age at onset was found (p<0.001). Glycosuria was found in only
52.1% of patients with LADA vs, 72% of patients aged 30-54 and 96% of those <30
yrs. Fasting C-peptide was 0.14 (0.10) in age 0-9, 0.26 (0.17) in age 10-19, 0.36
(0.26) in age 20-29, 0.40 (0.31) in age 30-54 and 0.69 (0.32) in LADA (p<O.OOI).A
linear trend of stimulated C-peptide with age was also found (p<0.001). in type I
diabetes, prevalence of patients with both negativity to ICA and GADA Was 11% in
patients aged 30-54 )TS and only 4.3% in those aged 0-29 yrs. Lower frequency of
patients with type I diabetes had ketonuria at the onset: 89"10 in age 0-29 and 40.7% in
age 30-54 )TS (p<O.ool).
Conclusions: this study confirms the heterogeneity of type I diabetes, with better
preserved beta cell function in children than in adults and higher frequency of adults
patients with negativity to both ICA and GADA
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ENTEROVIRUS L'iFEcrIOXS AND TYPE 1 DL\BETES- L'lTER."IATIONAL
COMPARISON
fiR. Viskari, L.Salur, KUibo, IxMarciulicnyte, RHermann, G.Soltesz,
LLudvigsson, MFuechtenbusch, AZiegler, AKondrashova, ARomanov, A.
Karvonen, AReunanen, J.I1onen, M.Knip, H'Hyoty,
Dep. of Virology, Universities of Tampere, Turko, Finland; Department of
Immunology, University of Tartu, Estonia; Institute of endocrinology, University of
Kaunas, Lithuania; Dep. Of Pediatrics, Universities of Pees Hungary, Linkoping
Sweden, Pedrozavodsk Russia, Oulu Finland; Diabetes Research Institute, Munich,
Germany; National Public Health institute ofHelsinki, Finland.
Background and Aims: Enterovirus infections have associated with increased risk
for Type I diabetes in retrospective ease-control studies as well as in prospective
studies. To study further this association we analysed if the frequency of enterovirus
infections correlates with the incidence of Type I diabetes when compared between
countries with either high or low incidence of diabetes.
Materials and Methods: Frequency ofenterovirus infections in different populations
was studied by analysing enterovirus antibodies in 10-14-year old children in Finland,
Sweden, Russia, Estonia, Lithuania, Hungary and Germany. Serum samples
(N=120,114, 114, I06,103,91,1 04 respectively) were analysed for IgG class antibodies
against purified coxsackievirus B4, poliovirus Type I and synthetic enterovirus
peptide using EIA. The frequency and levels of these antibodies reflect past exposure
to enteroviruses andthefrequency of enterovirus infectionin a given population.
Results: The levels of enterovirus antibodies varied a lot between different countries.
Median levels (EIU) of peptide antibodies were 42 (Estonia), 19 (Finland), 42
(Germany), 14 (Hungary), 31 (Lithuania), 30 (Sweden), 16 (Russia). The incidence of
type I diabetes (/100 000) is 10, 37, II, 6, 6, 25, 7 respectively. Poliovirus
antibodies, which arise from polio vaccinations, varied also considerably from the
median of 18 EIU in Finland t042 EIU in Germany.
Conclusions: The levels of enterovirus antibodies varied considerably between
different countries suggesting variation in the transmission of enterovirus infections.
The populations with high incidence of Type I diabetes (like Finland) did not have
exceptionally high levels of enterovirus antibodies suggesting that high incidence of
type I diabetes is not necessarily associated with a high frequency of enterovirus
infections in the population. The differences in poliovirus antibody levels may reflect
differences in the vaccinationprogrammes.
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Autoantibodfe,s to 1A2ic and to Pbo:rin Increase the prediction (or insulin
requirement in patients ""lith Type 2 Diabetes
E.Bosi, P-tLocatelli", C.ACulI#, MScirpoli , E.Bonifacio , IM.Stratton#, RRHolman#,
G.F.Bottazzo" for the UK Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS) Group. S.Raffaele
Hospital,Milan,ltaly; "Bambino Gesu'Hospital,Rome,ltaly; #Diabetes Trials
Unit.Oxford,UK
Background and aims: ICA and GADA are detected in a subset of Type 2 diabetic (T2D)
patients (pts) and their presence is correlated with the need for insulin requiremcnt (IR)
within 6 years from diagnosis. Little is known about the prevalence of autoantibodies
(AA) againstlA2 autoantigens and their role in the prediction of the IR in TID pts. Thus,
we carried out a retrospective study in these pts aimed to investigate the frequency of two
differentlA2 AA., the Ones recognising the intracellular fraction of the IA2 (IA2icA) and
the ones related to 1A20 (lA20A) or phogrin. Age at onset. clinical and metabolic
characteristics, and HLA genotyping have been correlated with the presence of the two
IA2 AA investigated Materials and Methods: lA2icA and 1A20A were measured in
3,600 white Caucasian newly diagnosed TID pts, aged between 25 and 65 years, recruited
to the UKPDS. The need for IR within 6 years from diagnosis has been evaluated in 2,263
pts, who were not assigned to insulin. Both lA2icA and 1A20A were measured by
radioimmunoassay with human recombinant autoantigens. DRJIDR4 genotyping was
available in 1,342 pts, Results: lA2icA and 1A20A were detected in 93 (2.6%) and 58
(1.6%) pts, respectively. la2icA alone were present in 42 (1.2%) pts, 1A20A alone in 7
(0.2%). whereas a combination of the two 1A2 AA was detected in 51 (1.4%) pts. Due to
the small number of pts positive for 1A20A alone, the analysis has been carried out only
by considering the 93 lA2icA positive pts. lA2icA positive pts showed higher levels of
FPG, HbAlc and insulin sensitivity, and lower values of age at diagnosis, B:'lI and Bcell
function, compared to the pts without lA2icA (p<.OOOOI for all variables). The proportion
of pts with lA2icA decreased significantly with the age at diagnosis (16.2% in the age
group 25-35 years and 1.2% in the age group 55-65 years; p<.OOOOI). The frequency of
DR4 allele was significantly higher in lA2icA positive pts than in the negative ones (66%
vs 36%, respectively; p<.0001). The sensitivity of lA2icA for IR was 17.50/0, while the
positive predictive value was 73% compared to 8.9"10 registered within lA2icA negative
pts (OR 15.2; 95% CI 5.56-41.5). Conclusions: In TID pts, the presence of lA2icA is
highly predictive of the need for the future IR, despite being of low sensitivity. As in Type
1 diabetes, lA2icA are frequently associated with the DR4 haplotypeand are more likely
to be found in younger pts, The measurement of 1A20A does not provide any additional
information
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Oinical Characteristics of Latent Antoimmune Diabeles of lhe Adult in the United
States
F. Ovalle and D. Bell. University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama,
U.S.A
Background and Aims: Latent Autoimmune Diabetes of the Adult (LADA) is a distinct
subtype of diabetes mellitus that is frequently misclassified as type 2 diabetes mellitus
(f2D~I). Our aim is to describe and compare the clinical characteristics of patients with
LADA. with those ofnDM, in the U.S.A
Malerials and Methods: 39 patients were identified as having LADA [I) Insidious onset
of diabetes at age more or equal to 30, 2) Initial diagnosis of nD~1 with no insulin
treatment for the first 12 months, 3) Presence of anti-GAD antibodies]. A control group of
39 patients with nD~1 and negative anti-GAD antibodies were matched for age, sex.
race, and duration of diabetes. History and physical examinations were performed and
blood was obtained for measurement of: anti-GAD ab., serum C-peptide, plasma glucose,
lipid profile, uric acid and serum creatinine. The Urine albumin/creatinine ratio was
measured Results were compared using the Iwo tailed unpaired I lest Results are reported
as means +/- SE\l P values of more than O.OS were considered non significant
Results: Groups were well matched for age (60.1±1.9 vs, 60.i±1.6 yrs., p-n.s.), duration
of diabetes (10.0±1.9 vs. 1O.6±1.0 yrs, p=ns.), race (LADA: 33 wlUtesl6 blacks;
T2D~I:33 whiles/6 blacks) and gender (LADA:24 women/IS men; T2D~1:24 women/IS
men). The B~n wassignificantly lower in the LADA group (25.3±O.7kg/ m2 vs 32.S±1.0
kg/m2.p=<O.ool). The serum C-peptide levels were much lower in the LADA group than
in those patients with nDM (1.0±0.2 vs 5.I±O.4 ng/ml, p=<O.OOOI). The lipid profiles in
the LADA vs the nD~1 group demonstrated very similar LOL levels (lIl.S±5.6 vs
117.4±5.0 mg/dl, p-n.s.), total Cholesterols (184.2±4.6 vs 189.7±5.4 mg/dl, p=ns.), IDL
(l6.m.1 vs 19.3±1.3 mg/dl, p-n.s.) and Lp(a) (9.5±I.S vs 1.(}lI).7 mg/dl, 1'=0.09). There
were significant differences in: total HOL (S7.3±3.2 v.. 37.6±2.1 mg/dl, p=<O.ool), HOLJ
(37.3±2.2 vs 28.S±1.2 mg/dl, p=<O.ool), IIDL2 (15.8±2.3 v.. 7.7±1.0 mg/dl, p=<O.ool),
VLDL (18.3±2.2 vs 38.7±3.1 mg/dl, p='<O.ool), VLDLJ (7.6±2.l VS 13.6±1.2 mg/dl,
p='<O.ool),Triglycerides (103±9.9 vs 212.4±18.3 mg/dl, p=<O.ool) and LOL subfractions
1·4 (1.9±O.2vs 2.5±O.I, p=().01). While the serum creatinine was not different between
both groups (1.0±0.1 v.. 1.0±0.1 mg/dl, p-n.s.), the LADA group had a lower urine
albumin/creatinine ratio (10.1±5.3 vs 219±lll, p=().04). Similarly the LADA group had a
significantly lower serum Uric Acid (3.9±0.3 vs 5.8±0.5 mg/dl, p=().ool).
Conclusions: LADA in the United States demonstrates significant differences in clinical
presentation. including lower Br.n, C-peptide. Uric Acid and a much different lipid
profile, when compared to nD~1:
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Early correct classification in the Diabetes Syndrome-better long-term results.
T. Halmos, A. Grosz, P. Panczel, L. Kautzky, L. Mad.icsy. National"Koranyi"
Institute, Hospitaler Brothers of St. Johns of God,)'" Dept ofInternal Med &
1st Department ofPediatry, Semmelweis University, Budapest, Hungary.

Backgroud:Early correct diagnosis of diabetes mellitus means early adequate
therapy. Misdiagnosis results in inadequate initiating treatment, which may
cause either unnecessary inconvinience for the paticnt, or induce early late
chronic complications as well. Aims: To differentiate between type 1 and type
2 diabetes based on different clinical and laboratory data. We selected 50
patients- 31 males, 19 females- with uncertain typology from our outpatient
diabetic clinic. Age at diagnosis 34.,2± 5,2 year, BMI: 24,2±I,8kglrn2. In all
of them oral diabetic drugs were initiated. Me'hods"o obtain more precise
diagnosis were as follows: family history, how the diagnosis was set up,
typical symptoms present or absent, fasting and postprandial blood sugar
values and endogenous insulin levels, Haemoglobin-Ale, and autoimmune
markers.islet-cell cytoplasmic antibodies, antibodies to glutamic-acid
decarboxilase and antibodies 1A2. Results: inspite of having typical diabetic
signs, we found 4 classical type 1 patients, who were treated from 3-to 12
month with oral drugs. One became finally ketoacidotic, before switching her
to insulin treatment 14 patients wcre reclassified into the "slowly progressing
type I" (LADA) subform, however in only 8 patients were autoimmun
markers positiv. In the remaining 6, rapidly diminishing endogenous insulin
levels together with chronic hyperglycaernia proved the diagnosis. 2 patients
became diabetic during pregnancy, but because of early exogenous insulin
need, they also were reclassified as type I patients, with negative autoimmune
markers. 2 )'oung patients belong to the "maturity onset type diabetes in the
youth" (MODy), 14 patients were classified as early onset type 2 patients
continously kept on oral drugs and finally in 10 patients exact classification
remained uncertain. Frequency and severity of specific late complications in
the LADA group presented large variation. Conclusion: even using all the
clinical, biochemical and immunological parameters, in part of our diabetics
final exact diagnosis may be uncertain for a long periode. In these cases
insulin therapy must be initiated early in order·to avoid or delay presence of
late specific complications.
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Cl..L"\lCAL OlARAC'ITRlsncs, ~-C[U. ruxcnox, liLA TYPC'iG A.,n IL~F-la CE.'\'"l:

~nrrA.nO~SL~ l\l'Il.':"iOWGlCALLYNECAm"E rrrE 1 DL\BETESMEu.rruS

E Aguilera. S Nil!', R Casamitjana", 1. Oriola", G.Ercilla#, R Gomis and I
Conget Endocrinology & Diabetes, Hormonology" and Immunology# Units,
\DIDAPS, Hospital Clinic i Universitari. Barcelona, Spain.
In our experience, around 20% of subjects with type I Diabetes Mellitus
(DMI)(aged"'15 )T.) are negatlve for pancreatic autoantibodies, this being one of
the characteristics of the category DMI B proposed by ADA. In light 10 tile scarce
information concerning this heterogeneous disorder, our study aimed to
investigate clinical, metabolic and ll<ell function characteristics, HLA typing and
the presence of mutations in our area's most frequent MODY gene subtype (HNF
ICl) in immunologically negative DMI subjects (Ab-). Patients and methods: 23
cases (2S.5±5.5 )T, 16 men) of Ab- patients (lCA. IA-2, GAD and IAA
autoantibodies) and 23 age and sex matched Ab+ DM I controls were included.
Metabolic, clinical data and ll<ell function (basal and glucagon stimulated c
peptide) were evaluated at onset and after 12 m of follow-up. HLA-DRBI typing
(pCR method) from the genomic DNA was performed. Mutations in tile Hl\'F
IClgcn were analyzed by SSCP. Results: There were no differences between both
groups in terms of Br.II, insulin dose, clinical presentation and ll-cell function at
onset. After one year, there were no differences in terms of HbAh:. At the same
time, tile AUC (area under curve) of stimulated c peptide in Ab- was significantly
higher t1LOD in Ab+ (4.9H.0 vs, 3.IHL68 nmol/l, p=0.0~). Ab- and Ab+
displayed similar HLA-DRB I typing (4/23 subjects in both groups showed
DRBI"03'04; 19/23 subjects Ab- and 21/23 Ab+ displayed DRBI'03 and/or
"04). We couldn't identify any mutation in the HNF·ICl gene in either group.
Summary: Ab- and Ab+ DMI subjects are similar in terms of clinical
presentation, , ll<eU function at onset, metabolic control and HLA-DR genotype.
Mutations in HNF-ICl gene would not explain insulin secretion defects in Ab
group. However, they display a better prognosis in terms of ll<ell function than
Ab+, at least during the e;arly stages of the disease.
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LADA t)-pe ofdiabetes among Prague urban unselected diabetic patients
M.Andel,l Novak, 1. Kucera. 1. Potockova, L. Treslova, 1. Perusicova ,T. Vicha, A
Romanova and 1. Psotova, Diabetes centre and Second Department of Internal Medicine,
of3rd Faculty of Medicine, Charles University Prague and University Hospital Kralov..ke
Vinohrady, Czech republic
Background and Aims: Lasi decade brought the evidence about the significance of type
I diabetes manifested after 35 years of age was brought. To describe situation in Prague
urban diabetic patients we decided to diagnose LADA type diabetes in out- patients of our
department
Malerials and Metbods:The total 306 patients were enrolled in the study. In all patients
their Br.n,fasting C - peptide level and level of antibodies for glutamate
decarboxylase(GADA) were measured The patients were divided to the groups according
their Br.U(less than 25, 25 - 29, over 30).
Results:140 patients with B~lIless than 25 were investigatedIn 35 of them the fasting C
- peptide level was bellow 200 pmol/l, 105 had fasting C - peptide over 200 pmol/I. From
35 patients with low C peptide were 18 GADA positive (over 50 ng/ml), 17 GADA
negative, signs of autoimmune insulitis was also I:LIn 104 lean patients with fasting C
peptide Over200 pmolll II GADA positive and 94 GADA negative patients were found,
relations between both group was 1:9.Difference in GADA positivity in low fasting C
peptide and normal fasting C peptide patients was statisticaly significant (p less 0,01).
125 patients patients had B~IJ 25 - 29.1n 20 of them was fasting C peptide less than200
pmolll, 8 hadGADA over 50 ng/ml, 12 less than 50 ng/l, signs of autoimmunity was in 40
% of all low fasting C peptide group. In 105 patients with fasting C peptide over 200
pmolll of this group had 12 positive GADA. other 93 were GADA negative. The ratio
between both group wasagain I : 9. DilTerence GADA positivity in low fasting C peptide
and normal fasting C peptide patients was statisticaly significant (p less 0,01). From 41
patients with Dr.lI over 30 we found only 5 patients with fasting C peptide less than 200
pmolll, of them 4 had GADA over 5Ong/ml.lnother 36 patients fasting C peptide wasover
200 pmolll, only one of those patients had positive GADA.
Conclusions: We conclude, that from our group 0006 patients with diabetes diagnosed
after 35 years of age we found in 60 of them ( 20,5%) fasting C peptide less than 200
pmolll.. half of them [i.e. 10% of all patients) had also markers of autoimmune insulitis.
Proportion of low fasting C peptide decreased with increasing Bl\n. Half of all patients
with low C peptide [i.e. 30 patients)had presence of plasma increased GADA levels.
LADA type diabetes also present important clinical problem. Supported from research
Grant IGA Ministry of Health of Czech Republic No 504313
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C-Peptide in the Detection of Latent Autoimmune Diabetes of the Adult
D.S.H. Bell and F. Ovalle. The University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham,
Alabama, U.S.A.

Background and Aims: Detection of latent autoimmune diabetes of the adult
(LADA) at the time of diagnosing diabetes is important because prompt initiation of
intensive insulin therapy may protect the remaining functioning beta cells from
further immune destruction by decreasing their activity. This in tum might lead to
easier glycemic control with less hypoglycemia and less complications. However,
screening type 2 diabetic patients with anti-GAD antibodies is expensive. This study
was performed to assess C-peptide levels could be used to screen for LADA.
Materials and Methods: Random serum C-peptide levels (normal range 0.8 to 4.0
nglml) were measured in 39 subjects with LADA (defining criteria: I) Insidious onset
ofdiabetes at age' 30, 2) Initial diagnosis ofnD~lwith no insulin treatment for the
first 12 months, 3) Presence of anti-GAD antibodies). 39 subjects with anti-GAD
negative type 2 diabetes Mellitus (nD~1). matched for age, race, sex and duration of
diabetes, were used as controls. The statistical comparison was made utilizing· the
two tailed unpaired t test. Results are expressed as meanS±SEM.
Results: The mean C-peptide in the LADA group was 1.0±0.2 ngfml (range 0 to 4.3)
vs. 5.I±04 ngfml (range 1.0 to 11.8) in the nDM group. This difference was
statistically significant (p=<O.OOOOI). Only one subject (2.5%) in the LADA group
had a C-peptide above the normal range (4.3 ngfml, 7.5% above upper limit of
normal). Meanwhile, all subjects with nD~l had a C-peptide within or above the
normal range.
Conclusions: LADA can be ruled out in those patients presenting with adult onset
diabetes by and elevated C-peptide. Testing for anti-GAD antibodies should be
reserved for those patients found to have a normal or low C-peptide at the onset of
diabetes.
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Phenotypic and laboratory charaderistics of 'gray zone' diabetes
I Satman, S Salman. E Oz, M Akyildiz, Y Tutuncu, G Villar, F Salman, AO GUrol, 0
Suzer, N GUrsoy, Y Yilrnaz, K Karsidag, N Dinccag and Mf Yilmaz. Istanbul
University, Faculty of Medicine, Division of Diabetes, Istanbul-Turkey
Backgroundand Aims: The distinction betweenautoimmune and non-autoimmune
diabetes becomes increasingly blurred during early adult ages and is termed 'gray
zone diabetes'. To differentiate between these two types of diabetes, we evaluated a
sample of 162 early-adult onset diabetes cases according to their phenotypic
characteristics and laboratory parameters.
Materials and Methods: The study population consisted of 162 patients with
diabetes started between 20-40 years of age. We divided the study population
retrospectively according to early insulin requirement (within 1st year ofdiabetes).
Results: The first group included 50 cases mean age was 32.7 ± 7.0 yrs, age-at onset
294 ± 5.6 yrs, male 48 %, BMI 25.5 ± 4.7 kgfsqm, family history for diabetes 71 %,
presentation with acute hyperglycaemia 30 %. Remaining I I2 patients did not need
early insulin and made up the second group (age 38.8 ± 6.2 yrs, age-at onset 33.5 ±
4.6 yrs, male 46 %, B~n 27.9 ± 4.3 kgfsqm, family history for diabetes 82 %,
presentation with acute hyperglycaemia 11 %) Difference for age (p<O.OOI), age-at
onset (p<O.OOI), BMI (p=O.OO2) and type of presentation (p=O.OO2) were statistically
significant between two groups. Early insulin requirement correlated with preliminary
diagnosis (r ~ 0.24, p=O.OO2), final diagnosis (r = 0.24, p=O.OO2), age-at onset (r =
0.38, p<O.OOI), type ofpresentation (r = 0.23, p=O.OO3), and HbAIC value (r= -0.19,
p=O.044). Where as we did not find significant correlation with early insulin
requirement and gender, ICA, AntiGAD, low basal C peptide level (p<0.6 ngfml),
family history and B~n.

Conclusions: These findings indicate that phenotypic characteristics are more
predictive than laboratory results two differentiate 'gray zone' diabetes such as late
type I or early type 2 diabetes.
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PREVALENCE AJl,1> CHARACTERISTICS OF LADA A."IO:'\G GREEK
PATIEl'I'S WITH THE Il'I,TIAL DIAGriOSIS OF TYPE II DIABETES
G. SYmeontdis', N. Papanas', E. seuuou', E. Diza1

, G. Ma\'ridisl and A.
Antoniadis' I Diabetic Department, General Hospital "0 Agios Dimitrlos",
Thessalonikl, Greece; • A' Laboratory of MicroblologJ, Medical School,
Aristotle University ofThessalonikl, Greece

Background and aims: Very little is known about the prevalence of LAVA (Latent
Autoimmune Diabetes in Adults) in Greek patients. Thus, the aim of the present study
was to investigate the prevalence and characteristics of LAVA (defined as GADA
positive diabetes with age at onset greater than 35 years) among Greek patients with the
initial diagnosis of 1)1'0 ITdiabetes. Materials and methods: In a total of219 type IT
diabetic patients (99 men. 120 women) with a mean age of 67,8±8,4 years and a mean
diabetes duration of I4,1±7,9 years GADA (Glutamic Acid Decarboxylase Antibodies)
as well as ICA (Islet Cell Antibodies) were measured. Results were expressed as
negative, positive and strong positive, according to autoantibody titres.Results:
Prevalence of LADA was 26% in our patients. GADA positive patients did not differ
significantly from GADA negative patients in age, sex, B~lI, diabetes duration and
prevalence of retinopathy, rnicroalbuminuria, coronary artery disease and hypertension.
However, GADA positive patients had a significantly lower prevalence ofdyslipidemia
(p=O,OOO2) and a significantly higher prevalence of insulin dependency (p=O,OO4I) than
GADA negative patients. Degree of GADA positivity showed even stronger positive
correlation with insulin dependency (p=O,OOOI). Among GADA positive patients an
ICA prevalence of 21% was demonstrated. GADA and ICA were positively correlated
with regards to simultaneous presence in the same patient and to degree of positivity
(p=O,OI). Conclusions: In a considerable percentage (26%) of Greek patients initially
diagnosed as having 1)1'0 11diabetes presence of LAVA is demonstrated by means of
GADA measurement Patients with LADA show a lower prevalence of dyslipidemia
and a higher prevalence of insulin dependency than true (GADA negative) type 11
diabetic patients.
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DIABETES IN THE ETIHOPIAN JEWISH CO:'<I~IUNITY OF HAD ERA:
PREVALENCE, AmEROSCLEROTIC RISK FACTORS.
Anat Jaffe', Hilel Vardi' ,Boris Levit'
'- Diabetes and Endocrinology, Hillel YafTeMedical Center Diabetes,
'- Epidemiology, Ben Gurion University
Background and Aims: Studies on the prevalence of diabetes in the Israeli Ethiopian
immigrant population indicate rapid growth as a function of years after immigration
These studies. however. were preformed on people in transition; i.e. absorption camps,
agricultural schools, etc., in which the particular conditions of life may have afTectedthe
development of diabetes. Materials and Methods: In this study, which is part oftheTene
Briut'#project. we examinedthe prevalenceof diabetes and atherosclerotic risk factors in
a representative sample of 15 years or older individuals from the Jewish Ethiopian
community residing in Hadera. Diagnosis of diabetes was made based on fasting blood
glucose level and post 75-gram oral glucose tolerance test [OGlT), in accordance withthe
new.\\110 criteria. Results: Up to now, we studied and analyzed data from 134
individuals randomly selected out of the 330 subjects of the total sample. Mean age was
53.801011. Different age groups were equally represented. Twenty-four subjects were found
to have diabetes (17.9%), 19 women and 5 men. The mean age was 60±17. Eight out of
them were newly diagnosed (33%). Impaired glucose tolerance [IGT) was found in 17,
seven women and 10 men. mean age 55±13. Ten had impaired fasting glucose [IFG), 6
women and 4 men. mean age 6601010. Twenty-eight subjects out of 134 were found to have
hypertension (20.9"10) 18.3% were newly diagnosed. But, in the diabetic group 46% also
had hypertension. Hyperlipidemia was found in 16.2% with HDL-cholesterol below
35mg/d!, 16.6% hadLDL above 160mg/d! and 9.3% had Triglyceride above 200 mg/d!.
The B~D of the entire sample was 24.2 ± 2 while it was only 19 on arrival to Israel. The
diabetic patients' B~II was 27.5±.5,27.3±4 in the IFG, and 24.3±4 in the IGT group. Fast
and post-OGTT serum insulin concentration were 12.1 to 51.9 for normal OGTT subjects,
18.7 to 55.7 for IFG, 17.2 to 141.6 in the IGT and 12.8 to 58.5 in the diabetic patients
respectfully. Conclusions: This is the first report from the study. Although it in not
complete, we can conclude that this population developed in a short period i.e., ten years
since their arrival to Israel; obesity, high prevalence of diabetes and other atherosclerotic
risk factors. Israeli Ethiopian immigrants are at high risk for cardiovascular diseases. This
calls for in depth and culturally appropriate intervention programs in parallel with
continuing study of the nature of the disease.
# Project for education, prevention. detection and treatment ofdiabetes in the Ethiopian
immigrantsto Israel.
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Prevalence of gestational diabetes in a rural community of Bangladesh

MA Sayeed, II. Mahtab, PA Khanarn, STE Amin and AK Azad Khan; BIRDEM,
Dhaka, Bangladesh

Background and Aims - About 7% of all pregnancies are complicated by

gestational diabetes mellitus (GO~I). Fasting blood glucose (FBG) ~5.8

mmol!1 in pregnancy is associated with increased risk of intrauterine death
during the last 4-8 weeks of pregnancy. There are few data on the prevalence
of GD~I in Bangladesh and in other South East Asian communities despite
increased perinatal mortality. The study addresses the prevalence of GD~I in
a rural population, which comprises more than 80% of the total population of

Bangladesh.

Materials and Methods - Ten villages in a rural community with a
population of 14,382 (M ! F = 7476 I 6906) were selected. All married
women of age group 15 - 40y were interviewed. Only pregnant mothers with
gestational age over 20wk were investigated at home for obstetrical history,
clinical examination, blood pressure and FBG. Capillary FBG was assessed

by Hemocue cuvette.

Results - Of the total 2205 interviewees 172 (7.8%) were pregnant. Of them,
85.5% had gestational age over 20wk and 19.5% were multipara. About 20%
experienced one or more unexpected abortion and 10% had one or more
stillbirth. Their mean (SO) age was 25.8y (5.7) and B~II was 19.7 (2.2).
Taking the fasting blood glucose 5.8mmolll as a cut point, the prevalence of
GOM was 4.8%. If the cut-point is taken at 5.3 mmol!1 the prevalence rate
reaches 7.5%. The GO~I prevalence was found almost two-folds in those
with history of two or more abortion compared with those who had one or no
abortion (14.3 vs, 7.1 %). Likewise, multipara also had two-fold increased
prevalence ofGD~1 (25 vs 13%).

Conclusion - The prevalence of GO~I in rural Bangladesh is comparable to
any other population with higher prevalence of GD~1. Excess morbidity and
mortality among mothers and newborns in a rural commnnity may, in part,
be due to hitherto unexplored increased prevalence of GD~1.
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The prevalence of tJ"PC 2 diabetes mellitus in rural and urban population over 35
years in Lublin Region (Eastern Poland)
1. Lopatynski, G. Mardarowicz, T. Nicer, G. Szczesniak, H. Krol, A Matej, W.
Szydlowski, 1. Paszkowski, K Dabek, B. Zmurowska, E. Grzegorczyk. Primary
Health Careand Family Medicine, University of Lublin, Poland.

Backgroond: The prevalence of diabetes mellitus type 2 bas increased dramatically
in the last decades. Asymptomatic course of disease causes that it is still detected too
late. Data relating to the number of undetected cases of diabetes are underestimated,
The aim: The evaluation of the prevalence of type 2 diabetes mellitus, obesity,
hypertension, and lipid disturbances in a representative group of urban and rural
population in the Lublin region (Eastern Poland).
Material and metbods: The study was performed in the period 1998-2000. A two
lay-erdraw was applied: two groups of 3.000 people were drawn, from the population
of Lublin town and from the rural areas each comprising 100.000 inhabitants. In all
subjects we performed physical examination, body weight, height, and blood pressure
measurements, oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) after a 75g glucose load, and
laboratory assessments: blood lipids and serum insulin concentration during OGTT.
Diabetes mellitus was identified according to the WHO criteria from 1985. Obesity
and hy-pertension were diagnosed according to the WHO criteria
Results: The prevalence of diabetes was assessed in 17,6% of rural population and in
14,1% of rural population, respectively. More than75% of diabetics in the rural areas
and 56% in the town are the newly diagnosed patients. We found obesity in 30,8% of
rural and in 30,1% of urban population. In female groups the prevalence of obesity
was found in 39% of rural and 34 % of urban population. Obesity was associated with
dyslipidaemia in 67,20/.. with arterial hypertension in 84,9"/0 and with impaired
glucose intolerance or diabetes mellitus in 56,2%; we found a cluster of these 3
disturbances in 35,9% of all obese subjects. Isolated obesity was detected only in
6,5% of the obese in rural and in 10% of the obese in urban population.
Conclusion: Our results are '''I)' alarming. The data show a very high risk of
atherosclerosis and diabetes and its later complications and are more dangerous than
data from other studied groups. Our results point to the urgent need for an
introduction of a national program for early diagnosis and prevention of diseases and
exposure factors in high-risk groups.
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The Epidemiologic Study of Diabetes in the Elderly during 1996-20000

CY, Pau, H. Tian, XJ.xu,.I1\1. Lu

Department of Endocrinology, Chinese PLA Generaillospital, Beijing, 100853,

P.R.China

(/l.bstract] Objectrve The aim was to determine the prevalence and iacideuce of type 2 diabetes

mellirus{DM) and invesrlgate the epidemiologicalcbaracterlsrlcsas well as associatedrisk factors in

the elderly people in Beijing. Method A survey was conducted among 2,239 subjects aged 60 to 90

who had health examination in PLA general hospital from 1996 to 2000. All the subjects investigated

have been living,in Beijing for at least S years. They were interviewed according to a structured

questionnaire by physicians and trained assistants in department of endccrlcclcgy, Fasting plasma

glucose(FPO),and pcsrchallengefsream-bread contained 80 g carbohydrate) plasma glucose(PPG)

were measured. The subjects whosePPO were more than 7.2 mmoL1. received a standard 75-g PGIT

wid) 10-h overnight fast. OM and lOT were diagnosed according to criteria of \\110 in 1985. The

prevalence and incidence of type 2 DM between the V.110 criteria and the revised new ADA

diagnostic criteria was compared. Result Each subject received at least 3 times of full examination

durlcg this period. The follow-up rate of cohort population was more than 901.. average follow-up

duration was.3.7 years. The prevalence or DM incr-eased from 17.70/. in 1996 to 28.7~. in 2000

(P<O.OOOl) and it increased significantly with age (P<OoOOl) .And the new ADA criteria failed 10

diagnose 75% of WHO diabetic patients. The prevalence of lOT increased from 14.0% in 1996

1014.8'. in 2000(P>0.05). 234 subjects were identified as OM, the incidence for the elderly was

34.33 1000.1year". And 232 subjectswereidentified as IGT.the incidencewas 40.28 1000.1year". 134

subjects orNOT at baseline had been convened[0 DM. tht transformationrate was 8.8% in 4 years.

100 subjects of lOT at baseline had been converted to Dt.l. the transformationrate was 3So8~. in 4

years. The rate oCtransformation (0 DM was significantly higher in lOT group than that in NGT

(!<O.OOO1). Logisticalregressionshowed FPO. PPO. MAP(mean arterialpressure) and 8MI were risk

factors related to incidence or DM. Ccactuston the prevalence and incidence of OM in the eLkrly

was significantly higher tha.n in general population. Because diabetic subjects associated with

multiple metabolic disorders, the frequencies oCcardiovasculardisease were markedly higher in OM

than those in Don-DMpopulation. We should emphasize preventionand treatment for OM as well as

related cardiovascularrisk factors. More attentionshould be paid to PPO in the early screeningor OM.
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Analysis and Evatuauon of Diabetes l\fdHlus in Elderly people by the

Application of the '\'urlJ Health Orgautzatfon and American Diabetes

Associatfon Diagnosis Crirerta

XJ.Xu. CY. Pan. H. Tim, .P..l Lu

Dt'partment or Endccrtnofogy , Chinese PL\ General Hespltal, Beijing, !()OS53.

P.R. China

[AbSO":1,.:l} OlJjecth'e Tc evaluate the sensitivity end specificity of the v....end Health

01g~(iC'nt.WHO)criteria ~f DM andAmerican Diabetes Association ,--illA) criteria of D~1 when

u..:y are applied tv e1.1d"1)' people, UlJ to assess lh.e use of f.lSting plasma ~!u.:Clse(FPU) elcne tor tho:

screening of D.\t us defined by n 2-hucr plasma glucose lPG 2h);-:11.1:l~m~....L'L following ~ 75--goral

glucose tolerance test (OOTD und I\) determine U..c: tptim<J FKi cur-pcim as well. ''It'lhvd We:

~!~'rt:'d 1.~04 'Sul:j:l.:'~i ',;"i!:!W11t u previous Hsrcry of OM aged 60 to 9V • and grouped them into

ditterenr glucose levels by WHO Or ADA criteria according tv thelr standard 75-g OG1T results, aJlJ

analyzed L.~ concordance and the discordance between these populations .111~ WHO criteria of

D11(PG 2h~ ItJmmot'L) was sekctd as tha geld standard .\V~ assessed W variations of seneiuviry

end .:>l.'ccifidly on ADA criteria of Dt.ilFPG ~ 1.0ll'uooL'L) and determined the oprim;u n'o

cur-point in till: r;;ld:rly_ Resulrs The prevalence of DM W::S3.16"; and 16.28% by FBG criteria und

PG-2h crir;:ru respectively, TIle s~v·iry of diagnosed DM was 15.3% end speciriciry W~ ~9.2%

according I;) :\.oA criteria. The coincidence percentage under the two criteria W..lS only 15.3~·' .

:\c..:..::rJ:r:g to WHO criteria there w::re 190newly diagnosed D11 cases .1IDw",·er only 30 cases were

dcgncsed as Dl1 by ADA criteria in all subjects. 1M coincidence percentage underIFG and llli' \VoB

only 4.5~ e , Th;; coincidence percentage underNaT and NFO "'~"L$ 98.53%. TIwoptimal FPGCUt-point

,,1'diegncsed DM was S.:5 mmclL in the elderly .which is .ul"cctl.-d by gender; ugc, b..xfy IUdS" index

(B.\Il) and the presence cof hypertension. Using multiple Iinear regression unafysis to compare the

relation ~f f Pi,,} to p(j!!. ill the overall subject gruup, 11\<: fPO corresponding tc PG2h<1.SnuuoL'L was

...;.Ot:'.1Uo!t L. CDncluslun There W;).$ ~k (If concordance between 'WHO and ADA criteria in the

cl.krly. The ADA criteria could not replace fur WHO criteria when it was ~J to diagnose DM

pcticms ..And 11:;.; omissiondcgnosnc rare of .'\DA criteria v,oulJ have in..-rcased remarkably it ir \v.IS

applied to tlt<: elderly population eged ;;:70 and llMI":25. W~ suggest that the elderlypeople with

FPG ;:: 5.0Llliuull~l.ilJ receivestandard75-gOGIT.
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FASTING PLASMA GLUCOSE IN NON-DIABETIC JAPANESE
WAS ELEVATED IN LATE 1990S
M. Shinada', N. Taniguchi", M. Hamada" and S. Izumiyama',
Department of Internal Medicine, Teine Keijinkai Medical Centre',
Maruyama Clinic2

, Sapporo, Japan.
Background and Aims: The life style in Japan has been dramatically
changed since 1970s mainly because of the changes of eating habit in
younger generation as well as those in many ethnics. This study is to
investigate the changes of fasting plasma glucose (FPG), body mass
index (BMI), serum total cholesterol, triglyceride, uric acid, blood
pressure. Materials and Methods: 45,606 healthy subjects (aged 20
59 years, 14,443 women and 31,163 men) \\ith FPG below 110 mgldl
were participated in 1994, 1995, 1997, 1998. ANOVA and lineal
multiple regression analysis were used as statistical analysis. Results:
FPG in women and men of every 10 year age groups was elevated
significantly. FPG in women of 20s from 1994 to 1998 was
83.2(8.2)mgldl (mean(SD» to 87.7(6.8) (p=O.OOOI); of 30s from 1994
to 1998 was 86.5(7.1) to 88.7(6.8); of 40s from 1994 to 1998 was
88.3(7.4) to 91.1(7.4); of 50s from 1994 to 1998 was 89.7(7.9) to
92.8(7.8) (p<O.OOOI, respectively). FPG in men of 20s from 1994 to
1998 was 89.8(7.3) to 93.2(7.1); of 30s from 1994 to 1998 was
89.8(7.3) to 93.2(7.1); of 40s from 1994 to 1998 was 91.9(7.9) to
95.2(7.4); of 50s from 1994 to 1998 was 92.0(7.9) to 95.7(7.7)
(p<O.OOOI, respectively). Lineal multiple regression analysis showed
that BMI contributed to the changes of FPG in each age groups
significantly (p<0.001). Conclusions: These findings indicate that
FPG was elevated in healthy Japanese population in late 1990s.
Multivariate analysis confinned that the elevation of FPGwas strongly
dependent on BMI.
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Prevalence or Diabetes, according to ADA criteria, and associated risk factors in
a rural area of Baluchistan province

Abdul Basil, Khurshid Ahmed, Zafar iqbal Hydrie and Rubina Hakeem. Baqai
Institute ofDiabetology and Endocrinology. Nazimabad-3, Karachi. Pakistan.

Background and Aims: In other countries it has been observed that use of American
Diabetes Association's (ADA) criteria shows a lower prevalence of abnormal glucose
tolerance as compared to WHO criteria. In Pakistan almost all of the major studies
have assessed the prevalence of abnormal glucose tolerance on the basis of WHO
criteria only. This study was designed to assess the prevalence of abnormal glucose
tolerance in a rural area of Baluchistan using the ADA criteria; and to assess the
prevalence of, and association between selected risk factors for diabetes.
Materials and Methods: Sixteen randomly selected villages from the Lasbella
district of Baluchistan were included in this study. All the households located in the
selected areas were approached and all the family members aged 25 or more, who
were available and willing to participate in the study were recruited. On the day of
survey anthroprornetric and Blood pressure measurements were taken; interviews
were conducted to obtain demographic information and health history; and fasting
blood samples were collected. The blood samples were transported to the laboratory
and analysed using'Good-Pap' Enzymatic Colourimetric test.
Results: A total of 670 males and 1362 females were studied. Prevalence rates for
diabetes in males (10.1%) and females (4.3%) were only slightly lower than those
studied done in similar areas of Pakistan using WIIO criteria (10.2% males, 4.8%
females). However the rates of IFG (4.2% males, 2.3% females) were much lower
than the reported rates oflGT (7.4% males, 13% females.
Overall prevalence of obesity (22% vs 16%), hypertension (12.9% vs 6.5%) and
positive family history for diabetes (1.6% vs 0.9%) was higher among diabetics as
compared to non diabetics. However the difference was statistically significant (P at
least <0.01 in each case) only among females.
Conclusion:
Appropriateness of using ADA criteria for screening population at risk of diabetes is
questioned. Missing a large proportion of people with abnormal glucose tolerance
would make prevention difficult. The results indicate need of continual use of OGrr
for screening people at high risk of developing diabetes and perhaps also for
diagnosing diabetes.

410
The annual Incldenee rate of diabetes and diabetic complications: A population
based study in Tayside, Scotland

R. McAlpine; Andrew Morris; Alistair Emsli-Smith; Josie Evans. The
DARTS/MEMO Collaboration, Ninewells Hospital and Medical School, Dundee.
Scotland.

Background and Aims: To accurately calculate the incidence rates for diabetes and
diabetic complications for the population of Tayside, Scotland: A St Vincent analysis.

Materials and Metbods: The Diabetes Audit and Research in Tayside, Scotland
(DARTS) register was used to identify Tayside patients diagnosed with type 1 or type
2 diabetes before or during the study period (Jan-Dec 1997). Multiple data sources
were used to identify patients who developed a pre-defined di2gnosis of a diabetic
complication during this period. The DARTS register includes information from all
primary care records extracted retrospectively by research nurses (available for 96%
of patients). and data from all hospital admissions, all dispensed prescribing,
biochemistry results, retinal screening and diabetes clinics. The rates of incident (i.e.
first) microvascular and maerovaseular complications were calculated for both type 1
and type 2 diabetes.

Results: In a population of 385.774 people, there were 917 and 6,613 patients with
type I and type 2 diabetes and a further 22 patients diagnosed \\ith type I and 672
patients diagnosed with type 2 diabetes in 1997, giving annual incidence rates of 5.82
per 100.000 persons and 177.66 per 100,000 persons respectively. The rates of
diabetic complications per 1000 patients for type 1 and type 2 diabetes respectively
were: Registered blindness 1.06.3.84; End stage renal failure 3.19. 0.41; Lower limb
amputation 2.13, 2.33; Peripheral vascular disease 4.26. 10.30; Angina 6.39 15.93;
Hypertension 17.04,24.98; Myocardial infarction 4.26.8.78; Stroke 4.26, 10.03.

Conclusions: These are the first United Kingdom data to give accUlate incident rates
ofdiabetes and of St Vincent complications. The low incident rates for microvascular
complications in particular would make it difficult to detect reductions with statistical
significance. Population-based definition of diabetes-related outcomes is possible
using co-ordinated clinical information technology.
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Incidence of impaired fasting glucose, impaired glucose tolerance and type 2
diabetes in a Gennan risk population: the RIAD study
C. Koehler, E. Henkel, T. Temelkova-Kurktscbiev,K. Fuecker" and M. Hanefeld;

Centre for Clinical Studies GWT; , Institute for Clinical Metabolic Research;
Technische Universitaet Dresden; Germany

Background and Aims: Only scarce information exists about incidence of impaired
fasting glucose (IFG) and impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) in European risk
populations for diabetes. The same applies for the contribution of IFG to the risk of
subjects with IGT. We therefore investigated the incidence of these categories among
participants of the Risk Factors in IGT for Atherosclerosis and Diabetes Study
(RIAD).

Materials and Methods:At baseline a 75 g standard OGGT was performed in 1139
middle-aged subjects (40-70 years) at risk for the development of diabetes, such as
family history of type 2 diabetes (55.1%), obesity (52.7%) andlor hyper- or
dyslipoproteinemia (39.1%). Exclusion criteria were known diabetes and drugs
affecting glucose tolerance. After an average follow-up time of 2.9 years in 548
subjects a second OGTT was performed. Plasma glucose was measured by the
hexokinase method.

Results: We classified the participants by the results of the baseline OGTT according
to \\110 criteria in type 2 diabetes (0:-'12) (n=65), impaired glucose tolerance (IGT)
(n=38), impaired fasting glucose (IFG) (n~85), in the combination IFGIlGT (n=35)
and normal glucose tolerance (NGT) (n=325). Subjects with NGT at baseline showed
a conversion rate to IFG of 1.3% per year, 3.9% to IGT, 0.5% to IFGIlGT and 0.6%
to D:-'12. Participants with isolated IFG at baseline converted in 2.4 % per year to
D:-'12. Subjects with isolated IGT had a yearly conversion rate to to D:-'12 of2.7% and
those with baseline IFGIlGT combination changed in 9.9% per year to D:-'12.

Conclusions: Subjects on risk for diabetes by positive family history andlor diseases
of the metabolic syndrome with NGT nevertheless have a high rate to convert to IFG,
IGT or D:-'12. The combination IFGIIGT in the examined population has a four times
higher rate to convert to diabetes than isolated IFG or IGT.
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Gender differences in the relationship between fasting and l-hour glucose levels
in Mauritlus
J.W. Williams, lE. Shaw, P.Z. Zimmet, M.P. de Courten, p.Chitson, J.Tuomilehto
and KGM.M. Alberti
International Diabetes Institute, Melbourne, Australia, World Health Organization,
Geneva, Ministry of Health and Quality of Life, Mauritius, National Public Health
Institute, Helsinki and Department of Medicine, University of Newcastle, Newcastle
upon Tyne
Background and Aims: It is already apparent that there are significant differences
between IFG and IGT, both in their respective prevalences within a population, and in
the classification of individuals. Furthermore, it would also appear that there might be
some sex differences, with IGT being more common in women and IFG more
common in men. This study compared the prevalence of various categories of
glucose tolerance in the population of Mauritius stratified by sex and investigated
possible explanations for the apparent gender differences.
Materials and Methods: A total of 6,098 individuals from the three main ethnic
groups in Mauritius participated in a community-based cross-sectional survey in
1998. Categories of glucose metabolism were detennined by an OGTT. Other
cardiovascular riskfactors wereassessed.
Results: Diabetes prevalence and the prevalence of co-existing IFG with IGT were
similar for males and females. Men were twice as likely to have isolated IFG than
were women (4.1 vs 2.0%, respectively). Conversely, the prevalence of isolated IGT
was significantly higher in women than men (12.1% vs 8.6%). Among non-diabetic
individuals, the mean age-adjusted fasting glucose values were 5.2 and 5.1 mmolll
(1'<0.001)in males and females respectively and the mean 2-hour glucose values were
5.9 and 6.5 mmolll (p<O.OOI). For any given level of fasting plasma glucose the 2
hour plasma glucose was significantly higher in females than males. Even after
adjustment for measures of obesity, lipids and insulin these differences remained.
Conclusions: In Mauritius the distribution of categories of impaired glucose
metabolism differs by sex. This seems to be driven by a difference in the relationship
between fasting and 2-hour glucose values in men compared to women. The
observation that IFG is more prevalent in males and IGT more prevalent in females
raises important questions about their underlying aetiology and the ability of the
current glucose thresholds to identify high-risk categories equally amongst men and
women.
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PROGlI(OSTIC VALUE OF FASTllI(G AND POSTPRANDL~L GLYCADIU 1:-;
OFFSPRI:'(G OF PARENTS WITn CO:-;JUGAL TYPE 2 DIABETES.
K. Jaskolska-Ladosz, T. Kasperska-Czyzyk, Central Clinicalllospital
MSWA. Warsaw, POLAND
Background and Aims: The offspring of parents with conjugal type 2 diabetes
is particularly useful for comparing the prospective value of IGT according to
the WHO-I985 criteria and IFG by the ADA-1997 guidelines. Material and
Methods: In the group of 77 subjects (34 men and 43 women) aged 18-59 yrs
(mean age 38±O,8[SEM]) whose both parents had type 2 diabetes, the OGTT
was performed at a 5-)·ear-interval, comprising the determination of glycaemia
(whole venous blood)and serum insulin (RIA), as well as the measurement of
fasting serum lipid profile. Results: In the preliminary assessement in 4 subjects
a previously unknown diabetes was discovered and they were excluded from
further study; 17 subjects had IGT and three out of those also IFG. The isolated
IFG was diagnosed only in one person. Five years later, diabetes developed in 4
subjects (including one person with a previously diagnosed IFG), the number of
subjects with IGT increased to 22, and IFG was diagnosed in 9 subjects in
whom it was associated with the increase of 2h blood glucose of the OGTT. At
that time, remission was observed in one person with IFG and in two subjects
with IGT; the IGT person differed from those with normal glucose tolerance
(31) by age (44,6±1 vs 41,3±1 yrs, 1'=0,027), fasting glycemia (5,I±O,12 vs
4,5±O,1O mmolll, 1'=0,0004), 2h serum insulin level of the OGTT (O,61±O,09 vs
O,36±O,05 nmolll, p=O,019)and insulin resistance (Homa IR scores: 2,59±O,23
vs 2,07±O,16, p~O,035). It is noteworthy that the IGT subgroup with normal
fasting blood glucose differed significantly from the IGT subgroup associated
with IFG by higher 2h serum insulin level of the OGTT (O,71±O,12 vs
O,34±O,08 nmolll, p~,039) and a lower HDL Chol!fotal ratio (19±1 vs 23±2,
1'=0,047). Conclusions: fn offspring of parents with conjugal type 2 diabetes
IGT occurs earlier and more frequently than IFG and that the increased
postprandial glycemia is significantly associated with decreased insulin
sensitivity.
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IMPORTANCE OF TWO-HOUR PlASMA GLUCOSE IN OGIT
C. Ito, M. Kataoka, S. Ishida, R. Maeda and H. Sasaki, Hiroshima A-Bomb

Casualty Council Health Management Center, Senda-machi, Hiroshima, Japan
Aims: This study was made to clarify necessity of OGTI using along-term
follow-up observation. Methods: Subjects were a cohort of 20,685 persons who
received OGTI in 1968 - 1998. Results: 1) Comparison of the trend of FPG and
2-h PG between OM development and control groups. FPG elevated from 12 years
prior to onset, but tbe difference between the two groups is small, being almost
within normal limits until one year before onset. 2-b PG was evidently high from
11 years prior to onset. As for the trend of insulin resistance, an evident increase
was observed from 7-8 )ears prior to onset in obese group and gradually increased
toward onset. In tbe non-obese group, it increased from 10..11 years prior to onset
and continued until onset. 2) Effects of FPG or 2-b PG in OGTI on CHD
mortality FPG or 2·h PG in OGTI were analyzed. FPG was classified into 4
groups, and furthermore each group was classified into Iwo groups by 2-h PG
<140 and;::; 140 mgldL ClIO mortality was 20-21110,000 PY when 2-h PG was
<140 mgldl in all FPG groups. However, in tbe groups with Zh PG;::;140 mgldl in

all FPG groups, tbe mortality was significantly elevated, indicating that CliO
mortality is related to 2-h PG in OGTI. Witb elevation of 2h PG, CUD mortality

gradually increased, but 170--199 group showed l.8-fold increase in comparison
with 140-169 mgldl group. CIID mortality is related to Zh PG in IGT cases, but
IFG was not a high-risk group_ 3) Pulse wave velocity (PWV) is clinically
employed for determining arteriosclerosis.The difference between each case and
normal was expressed as !:J. P\W. There was hardly any difference in !:J. P\W

when 2-h PG were <140, but from 140 mgldl there was an evident increase and
thereafter it showed a linear increase with 2-h PG. This suggests that with
elevation of PG, arteriosclerosis is accelerated. It is demonstrated tbat !:J.PWV is

related to blood pressure, L IRl (fasling - 2-h), and TG. Conclusion: Even in the
Japanese, IGT is a high-risk group of arteriosclerosis, but IFG is not. OGTI is

very important for primary prevention of not only OM but also arterioolerosis.
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Fasting plasma glucose predicted but also undervalued type 2 diabetes incidence
among bigh-risk Spanisb individuals
B. Costa, JL Pinal, A. Donado, F. Martin, J. Ferre and IGT Research Group. Catalan
Health Instirut, Reus-Tarragona Primary Care Division-Diabetes Unit. M6ra d'Ebre
County Hospital. Catalonia, Spain

Background and Aims: Data on the predictive role of fasting (FPG) and postload
(2hPG) non-diabetic hyperglycaemia with respect to diabetes incidence are reported
by means ofa prospective multicentre (10 primary health-care centres) cohort study.
Materials and Methods: Undiagnosed subjects aged>40 y. with one or more risk
factors were screened according to the WHO rules (75g oral glucose tolerance test) to
measure FPG and 2hPG. Two diabetes-free cohorts (n~243) with FPG<7,8mM and
2hPG<II.1mM were evaluated for 37.2 month (4.3-69.7) median follow-up. Impaired
(IG1) and normal (NGT) glucose tolerance cohorts received an educational advice on
dietetics and cardiovascular health. Index and probability of diagnostic variation
(Kaplan-Meier and Cox proportional model) were assessed.
Results: IGT cohort (n=137) differed from NGT cohort (n=106) as for age (61.1/57.9;
p<0.02) but neither for sex or BM!, nor for overall risk factor impact. At study close,
63 subjects (25.9%) developed diabetes, 43 with baseline IGT (31.4%) and 20 with
NGT (18.9%)_ ~jean annual incidence was 9.2% (14.2% for IGT and 5.3% for NG1).
Using FPG as the main diagnostic criterion only 30 from 231 non-diabetic subjects
(13%) developed the disease, 21 (38.2%) with impaired FPG (IFG) and 9 (5_1%) with
normal FPG. Mean annual incidence would have been 4.6% (15.7% for IFG and 1.7%
for normal FPG). Results from proportional hazards regression model indicated that
hyperglycaemia was the most relevant predictive factor. Multivariate analysis
evidencedno predictive valueas forage,sex, Bt-.U andclassicalrisk factors.
The riskof developing diabetes at follow-up increased with increasing baselineFPG
[OR-2.46 (1.78-3.40)] and 2hPG [OR-1.24 (1.08-1.42)]. Paradoxically, FPG interval
that defines IFG category [6.1,<7] mM failed to predict diabetes [OR:1,29 (0.87
1.92)] compared to 2hPG interval [7.8,<1 I.l] mM that defines IGT category
[OR=1.88 (1.41-2.51)].
Conclusions: FPG value surpassed 2hPG value as a predictor for the disease but also
undervalued diabetes incidence. However, IGT diagnostic interval predicted diabetes
incidence better than IFG interval. These findings suggest that a lower IFG limit
«6.1 mM) would probably define a group at risk closer to the IGT group.
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IFG AND IGT: CLINlCAL STAGES OR DIFFERENT PHYSIOPATHOLOGIC
PHENOMENA?
R Lichiardopol Clinic of Diabetes, Nutrition and Metabolic Diseases, "N. Malaxa"
Hospital, Bucharest.Romania.

Backgrousd and Aims: The new classification of diabetes, released by American
Diabetes Association and The World Health Organization, identified Impaired Fasting
Glycemia (IFG) as fasting and Impaired Glucose Tolerance (IGT) as postprandial
abnormalities of glucose regulation. Although a number of subjects classified as
having either IFG or IGT by one parameter are normal by the other, the metabolic
differences between IGT and IFG are not clearly established. The aimofour study was
to identify some clinieal and metabolic differences between IFG and IGT. Materials
and Methods: In a group of seventy-five subjects with varying stages of abnormal
glucose tolerance, investigated by a standard 75 g OGTI, twenty-one subjects who
met the criteria for IGT or diabetes only by 2h plasma glucose values (group A: 17
IGT and 4 diabetes) and seventeen subjects who met the criteria for IFG or diabetes
(group B: 13 IFG and 4 diabetes) only by fasting glucose values were identified. The
differences in general characteristics and metabolic parameters between the two
groups were evaluated. Results: There were no significant differences regarding mean
(±sen1)values for age (58.3±2.4 vs, 59.8±1.8 years), B~U (31.3±1.8 vs. 31.2±1.2),
systolic (143.1±4.9 vs. 151.0±4.9 nun Hg) and diastolic (82.3±2.8 vs, 87.3±2.9 nun
Hg) blood pressure between A and B group. The sum of plasma glucose values during
OGTI was slightly greater in A group (26.4±O.7 vs.24.9±O.5 nunollL; p=O.097) but
the difference was not significant. As compared to A, the B group was characterized
by greater fasting glucose values (6.7±O.09 vs. 5.6±O_07mmollL; p<O.OOI). The A
group had greater 2h OGTI (9.9±O.4 vs. 6.5±O.2 mmollL; p<0.OO7) glucose values.
The difference between groups in the mean increase of plasma glucose, above the
basal levels, Ih after glucose load (5.0±0.4 vs. 5.4±O.4 nunollL; p= 0.53) was not
significant. The mean decrease of plasma glucose 2h after glucose load (vs, Ih values)
was reduced (1.3±O.2 vs. 5.3±O.4 mmollL; p<O.OI) in A group. These data suggest that
while a reduced clearance of the oral glucose load characterized group A, the increase
in endogenous glucose production was predominant in B group. In conclusion, !FG
and IGT may reflect different physiopathologic phenomena and not different stages of
the same disease process.
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RISK FACfORS OF POSTTRANSPLANT DIABETES MELLITUS
fOLLOWL\,G ALLOGENEIC BONE MARROW TRANSPLANTATION
E. Oh, K.Oh, w.t«, K.Yoon, M.Kang, RCha. K.Lee, liSon, S.Kang, and C.Kim.
Department of Internal Medicine, The Catholic University, Seoul, Korea

Background and Aims: To investigate the clinical characteristics and possible risk
factors for posttransplant diabetes mellitus (PTDM) following allogeneic bone
marrow transplantation (B~IT)

Materials and Metbods: A total of 490 patients received allogeneic BMT at
StMary's hospital during 1993-1999. We included that patients whose fasting glucose
level was above 7.8 mrnolll at least 3 times and required insulin treatment to avoid the
transient glucose intolerance due to steroid use. Age, sex, body mass index, mean
daily steroid dosage, mean daily cyclosporin dosage, incidence of graft versus host
disease (GVlID), incidence of cytomegalovirus (CM\') disease, fasting plasma
glucose concentration, serum lipid profiles, and HLA phenotypes were retrospectively
examined in 15 PTDM patients and 68 non-diabetic patients folowing allogeneic
B~fT.

Results: Among 490 allogeneic B~fT, PTD~I developed in 15 patients (3.1%). The
mean duration from B~fT to onset of PTD~I was 26.6 +/- 33.9 days. Mean daily
steroid dosage, incidence ofGVHD, and incidence ofCMV disease were significantly
higher in PTDM group [55.9+/-32.9 vs 22.5+/-2\.2 mg (p9l.002), 53.5 vs 1\.8%
(p=O.OOI), 33.3 vs 3.8% (p~.OO4), respectively). Among HLA phenotypes, the allele
frequency of HLA-DRS2 and DRS3 were observed only in PTDM patients. At the
onset of PTD~I, fasting serum glucose, total cholesterol, and LDL-cholesterol
concentration were significantly elevated than those observed in pre-Bsff state
[1\.95+/-3.23 vs 5.73+/-0.62 mmolll (p<O.OOI), 5.03 +/-\.48 vs 3.73+/- \.01 mmolll
(p~.013), 2.58+/-\.25 vs 1.55+/-0.79 mmolll (p9l.040)).

Conclusions: We conclude that PTD~I following B~fT frequently develops in
patients with high-dose steroid treatment, occurrence of GVHD, and HLA-DRS2 and
DRS3 phenotypes. This study suggested that high-dose steroid therapy, mainly due to
GVHD, might be the critical factor in the onset of PTD~I following allogeneic Bl.fT
and that the risk may be affected by HLA-DRS2 and DRS3 phenotypes.
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Prevalence of Glucose IntokranceJDiabett'S Mellitu. (ADA CRITERL-\ 1997),
Obesity and Related Metabolic Disturbance. in Spanish Population.
~LT. Martinez Larrad, M Serrano-Rios, R Gabriel S. Vega,P. Horcajo, M Pladevall,
J.A. GOmez Gerique, 1. MuiIiz, f Soriguer on behalf of Insulin Resistance Study Group.
Hospital Clinico San Carlos. Madrid, Spain.
Background and Aims: To investigate the relationships between Glucose Tolerance,
obesity related anthropometric parameters: Body Mass Index (B~lI), Sagittal AbdominaI
Diameter (SAD), Waist/Hip ratio (Will), fasting insulin(FSI} and 2 hours (Ins 2hrs) post
glucose, fasting proinsulin (proI}and 2hrs (ProUhrs), fasting Leptin (Lep) and 2hrs
(Iep2hrs). Insulin Resistance (IR), lipid profile, and blood pressure measurements.
Material and Method.: 2929 individuals recruited from nine Communities Nationwide,
aged 35 - 64 yrs. (Females (F): 54.7"10, Males (M): 45.3%). Type I D~I were excluded .
A) Anthropometric measurements: BM~ SAD, W/H ratio. B) Laboratory: parameters
assayed: Glucose Tolerance Test (75gr.), Lipid profile [Cbolesterol (CT), HDI.
Cholesterol (HDC-C), Triglycerides (TG»). FSI (mU/ml), Ins 2hs (mU/ml), Prol (p~L1)

and Lep (ng/mIXmeasured by LIKCO RIA). Insulin Resistance (IR) estimated as FSI >
fourth quartile in the general population, Statistical analysis: Student's test, ANOVA and
multivariate logistic regression analysis (MIRA).
Results: l)Glucose Tolerance: Diabetes Mellitus (D~I) 7.1%, Impaired Glucose Tolerance
(IGT) 7.0%, Impaired Fasting Glucose (IFG) 6.0"10. 2) Obesity related parameters: mean
B~U 27.86 (±4.44), prevalence obesity (B~U '30): 3\.9%, SAD 22.46(±3.85), Will was
0.94(±O.07).3) Insulin, Proinsulin, Leptin: mean values FSI 13 (±IO) mU/ml, Ins 2hs
28(±27}mU/~Prol 12 (±14)p~lolll, Lep 12 (±II) ng/ml. 4) Lipid profile: cr 222 (±42)
rng/dl, HDI.-C 51(±IJ) mg/dl, TG 120 (±85) mg/dl.5) Blood pressure: systolic (SBP) 128
(± 21)mrnllg, diastolic (DBP) 80 (±12)mm1Ig. A B~U and SAD positive association with
FSl Prol and Lop were found. Obese subjects presented 34% more IFG and 46% more
D~I regardless SAD, sex, age. Individuals "ith Insulin Resistance (IR) presented 79%
more IFG, 53% more lill and 63% more DM. M presented 41% more D~I than F.
Subjects with IR presented higher leptin levels (43%) as compared to non IR
Conclusions: Prevalence by ADA CRITERIA in Spanish population was IFG 6.0"10, lill
7.0"10 and D~17.1%. Individuals with IR presented a higher atherogenic risk estimated by
lipid profile in !FG and D~I as compared to non IR The prevalence of!FG and lill was
higher in individuals '45 yr. Obese subjects presented higher prevalence of D~t In IR
subjects the prevalence ofD~1 was 48.40/0, 4\.2 % lill, 44.5% IFG; likewise individuals
with IR had higher blood pressure values.
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Diabete. MeUitu. and Idiopathic Haemochromatosls - A Prospective Stud)'
Sen S., Ramlingam S., Walsh C.H.
South Infirmary-Victoria Hospital, Cork, Ireland.

Bacl<ground and AIm.: Diabetes Mellitus (D~I) and Idiopathic Haemachromatosis
(I.H) have long been associated. Sheldon (1935) and Niederau (1986) in a large series
of patients with ill recorded DM in 80% and 54% of cases respectively.Others
propose that D~I in ill may be associated with insulin resistance and infrequent
complications and that iron depletion leads to reduoedinsulin requirement Because
early diagnosis of IH is now common, resulting in changing clinical features, we have
prospectively studied a group of patients with ill and DM to see if above observations
arestill valid,

Material. and Method.: 150 patients with IH were followed up for 17 years.

Result~: 38 (25.3%) suffered from DM;mcan age at diagnosis of DM was 62 years;
mean age of duration of DM is 4 years, 22.8% have hepatic cirrhosis. In 34 cases
(89.5%) the diagnosis of DM preceded or coincided with that of IH. 13 patients
treated with diet, 15 with oral agents, 5 with insulin and oral agents and 5 on insulin
alone. Iron depletion was followed by reduced insulin requirement in only 2cases.
Retinopathy occured in 37"/0, neuropathy in 240/0,proteinuria in 24%. Macrovascular
disease was common; ischemic heart diSC3Se 180/0, peripheral vascular disease 180/0,
cerebrovascular disease 110/0, hypertension 55%.

Conclusion: Our observations suggest that D~t occurs much less frequently in IH
than prcviosly recorded. Both macrovascular and microvascular diseaseare frequent
complications andiron depiction rarely affects management ofD~1.
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PREVALENCES Of OBESITY AND CENTRAL OBESITY rx A CANARIAN
COM.\IUJliITY: ASSOCIATION WITH TYPE 2 DL-\BETES MELLITUS.
P.L. de Pablos Velasco, F.J. Martinez-Martin, F. Rodriguez-Perez', C. Santana
Acosta, V. Sanchez-More, I. Garcia-Puente, M.P. Martinez-Murado. Endocrinology
and 'Quality Depts., Hospital General Doctor Negrin, Las Palrnas de Gran Canaria,
Spain.

Background and Aim.: In our community the prevalence of type 2 diabetes mellitus
is 19.7"10, among the highest ever reported in Caucasian populations. Obesity,
especially central obesity, is a paramount risk factor for type 2 diabetes mellitus.We
sought to estimate the prevalences ofobesity and central obesity and their association
withtype 2 diabetes mellitus in our community.

Materials and Methods: A random sample of 900 subjects over 30 years old
(stratified by age and sex) was studied: data on age, sex and medication use were
obtained, height, weight and waist perimeter were measured and standard oral glucose
tolerance tests were performed. Subjects with a body mass index above 30 kg/m2
wereconsidered obese. Women with a waistperimeter above88 em andmenwith a
waist perimeter above 102 em were considered centrally obese.

Results: A total of 691 subject. were studied. The mean response rate was 76.8%.
The response rate was similar in all age and sex groups. The prevalences of
obesity/central obesity were 36.5%/66.5% in women and 23.6%/32.0"10 in men These
prevalences are among the highest in Europe. Bivariant analyses show a strong
association of both obesity and central obesity with type 2 diabetes mellitus
(p<O.OOI), but in a multivariate model, waist perimeter (p<O.OOI) but not body mass
index (p=O.212) was retained as an independent predictor of type 2 diabetes mellitus.

Conelusions: The prevalences ofobesity, central obesity and type 2 diabetes mellitus
in our community are extremely high. Although both obesity and central obesity are
associated with type 2 diabetes mellitus, central obesity is a better predictor of type 2
diabetes mellitus than obesity.
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NATIO:'iAL DIABETES PREVENTIO:'i PROGRAM:\IE l:'i POLA:'\D: IIIGII
PREVALENCE OF METABOLIC DISORDERS l:'i URBAN POPULATIO;>i
J. Drzewoski, M. Saryusz-Wolska, J. Ruxer, and L. Czupryniak, Diabetalogy and
Gastroenterology Department, Medical UniversityofLodz, Lodz, Poland
Background and Aims: In 1997-2000 a part of the National Diabetes Prevention
Programme, an epidemiological study on type 2 diabetes, was conducted in the
Central District of Lodz, Poland. The aim of this study was to assess the prevalence
of type 2 diabetes and related metabolic disorders in a Central European urban
population. in the contextof the risingdiabetes incidence worldwide. Materials and
Methods: 6000 randomly chosen inhabitants of the Lodz Central District azed >35
years were invited by mail to participate in the study. In all subjects a personal and
family history of diabetes, obesity, and cardiovascular disease were taken. Body
weight, height. waistand hip circumferences were measured. Fasting bloodglucose
and lipid profile were assessed. In non-diabetes subjects an oral glucose tolerance
test (75 g) according to the WHO protocol (OGTI) was performed. Results: 2018
persons (1217 [60.3%] female and 801 [39.7%] men) took part in the study, mean
age 58.2 yTS (response rate 33.6%). 179 (8.9%) subjects had already diabetes
diagnosed. In non-diabetes group fasting plasma glucose >7.0 and <7.8 mmol/l was
found in 68 (3.4%) persons, and ,,7.8 (2.6%) mmol/I - in 53 subjects. OGTI was
performed in 1574 (78%) subjects. 342 (16.9%) of them had impaired glueose
tolerance (IGT) and 138 (6.8%) were diagnosed as having diabetes, which yielded
the total prevalence of diabetes 15.7%. 103 out of 13~ (78.3%) newly diagnosed
diabeties had fasting plasma glucose <7.0 mmoll1. Body mass index ;,25 kglm' was
noted in 1432 (71%) subjects, and ,,30 kglm' - in 626 (31%) persons. Total
cholesterol ,,5.2 mmol was found in 1170 (53%) subjects and triglycerides ,,1.7
mmol/I- in 1392 (69%). Conclusions: The prevalence of metabolic disorders in a
Central European urban adult population is strikingly high. Almost three out of four
subjects had excessive body weight, and this phenomenon was associated with
concomitant high rate of diabetes and lipid disorders. As the rate of the previously
undiagnosed diabetes was higher thanthatof known cases, active attitude towards
diabetes screening in general population is strongly recommended. with the
preferred use of OGTI. In general, exceptionally high prevalence of metabolic
disturbances in urban population calls for a diabetes-like national metabolic
disorders prevention programme.
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Insulin resistance is accompanied by increased von \\ri1lebnnd factor levels in
non-diabetic women: A study of offspring of Type 2 diabetic subjects compared
to offspring or non-diabetic: subjects.
C. Hauerslev Foss, E. Vestbo, A. Froland, 1. Ingerslev, H.J. Gjessing, C.E. Mogensen,
E.M. Damsgaard.
Medical Dept, Fredericia Hospital; Geriatric Dept C and Medical Dept M, Aarhus
University Hospital, Denmark.
Background and Aims: Von Willebrand factor (vWF) and fibrinogen are
haernostatic factorsassociatedto the increased riskof cardiovascular disease seen in
diabetes. The aims were to examine whether levels of von Willebrand factor (vWF),
fibrinogen are related to a parental history of Type 2 diabetes and to determine
possible explanatory factors for high versus low vWF and fibrinogen.
Materials and Methods: In this cross-sectional study we compared plasma vWF and
fibrinogen in 88 non-diabetic offspring of Type 2 diabetic subjects (relatives) and 103
offspring of non-diabetic subjects (controls). With multiple logistic regression we
determined explanatory factors for high versus low vWF and fibrinogen. An estimate
of insulin resistance was calculated using the homeostasis model assessment (lIOMA
model).
Results.There were no significant differences in vWF (1.12 IUlmI vs. 1.06 IU/mI,
p~.296) or fibrinogen (3.2 gil vs. 3.1 gil, p~.263) between relatives and controls.
Age (1'< O.OJ),urinary albumin excretion rate (1'<0.05), isebaemic heart disease (IHD)
(p<0.05) were found to be significant explanatory factors for vWF above the median
(1.10 IUlml). Interaction between insulin resistance (lIO:\fA model) and sex was
found. Odds ratio for high versus low insulin resistance was 18.39 (1'<0.001) for
women and 1.92 (p~.32) for men. B:\n (1'<0.05), sex (p<o.OI), smoking status
(p<0.05) and IHD (p<O.OI) were significant explanatory factors for fibrinogen above
the median (3.1 gil).
Conclusions: Levels of vWF and fibrinogen were not influenced by a parental
history of Type 2 diabetes. Insulin resistance was found to be a significant risk
indicator for high vWF only in women. This may indicate that insulin resistance is a
higher risk factor for women than for men, when the outcome is endothelial
dysfunction possibly resulting in oven cardiovascular disease.
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PREVALENCE OF COMPONENTS OF INSULIN RESISTANCE SYNDROME
IN SUBJECTS WITH ARTERIAL IIYPERTENSION-POPULATION BASED
STUDY.
M.Ko\\Tach, LTatori and A.Czech
Chair and Department of Internal Diseases and Diabetology. Warsaw Medical
University
Assumption: Insulin resistance syndrome consists of several interconnected
elements: disturbances of glucose and lipid metabolism, tendency to thrombosis,
abnormal concentration of uric aeid. The number and intensity of syndrome
components are variable. Aim: Estimation and analysis in the representative
group of hypertensive subjects selected from the defined population of the
prevalenee of: glucose abnormalities according to ADA classification; insulin
levels> 15 mlUI1, hypertriglicerydemia >1,61 mmolll; levels of IlDL <1,0
mmolll; LDL >4,14 mmolll. Two subgroups: persons with and without arterial
hypertension were statistically compared. Groups under study: The whole cohort
under study was composed of 833 cases aged over 45; 44,4% of them were
normotensive and 55,6% hypertensive. Results: In the hypertensive versus
normotensive subgroup significantly higher prevalence of glucose metabolism
disturbances were found: increased fasting glycemia 2,2% \'S. 1,1%; impaired
glucose tolerance 11,3% vs, 5,6%; diabetes mellitus type 2 10,4% vs.
7,0%(P<O,05). Comparison of hypertensive and normotensive groups revealed
also significant differences in serum triglycerides>I,6 mmolll-39% vs 29,4%
(p<0,05); LDL cholesterol >4,1 mmolll-40,4% vs 31% (p<0,05); IlDL cholesterol
<1,0 mmolll 14,7% vs 13,2% (P>0,05); serum fasting insulin levels >15 mlU/I
12,8% vs 11,3% {P>0,05).CoocJusioos: Persons with hypertension have
significantly higher prevalence of glucose metabolism abnormalities -present in
23,8%; oftriglyeerides > 1,61 mmol/l-present in 39,0%; ofLDL >4,14 mmol/I·
present in 40,4% as compared to normotensive persons. There were no important
differences between analyzed subgroups frequencies of IIDL< 1,0 mmolll and
insulin levels>15,0 mIU/I. On this basis the need for special metabolic approach
in the hypertensive subjects should be considered.
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INSULIN RESISTANCE AND HEMOSTATIC FACTORS: FREQUENCY
AND DlSTRIBunON IN A WELL DEFINED POPULATION
Kuczerowski R, Tatori J., Czech A., Kowrach M.
Department of Internal Medicine and Diabctology, Medical University in
Warsaw, Poland

Assumptions. Insulin resistance in the presence or absence of
hyperglycemia. acts as independent cardiovascular risk factor. One may assume,
that one of the possible links underlying this phenomenon is the activation of the
atherogenic procoagulatory stale.

Aims. For this reason the study of insulin resistance in the well
defined population was undertaken. The aim was to determine frequency and
distribution of insulin resistance, hemostatic factors and to examine correlations
between these variables. The sample of 269 subjects was selected by the
demographic, proportional method representing therefore the natural population
structure. Standarised clinical examination was performed in all eases.

Methods. Laboratory tests included determination of blood glucose
(glucose oxidase method), insulin (IRMA, Polatorn), Cspcptidc (Biodata),
fibrinogen (Biopol), t-PA (Irnmulyse-t-Pa, Biopol), PAI-I (Biopol), Insulin
resistance was assesed by the HO:\fA Index supported by Berglunds Insulin
Sensitivity Index.

Results. HOMA index characteristic for insulin resistance was found in
26% and Berglunds Index in 6.3% of eases. Fasting hypcrinsulincmia was
present in 15.2% of persons under study. The mean values for fibrinogen was
24I.4 ± 50.8mg/dI, fort-PA 8.n± 6.31 ng/mI, for PAI-l 1I.66± 9.53 ng/ml, for
PAI·I activity 12.03 ± 9.33U/mI,. Mean values of fibrinogen, t-PA and PAI-l
serum concentration and activity were significantly higher in the subgroup with
insulin resistance, than in general population. Statistically valid negative
correlations between Insulin Sensitivity Index and t-PA and PAI-l were found
in whole population. Statistically significant correlation between HO:\fA Index
and PAI-l and l-PA was also found.

Conclusions. Correlation between insulin resistance and hemostatic
factors as found in the defined population represent the important mechanism
in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis. Its early diagnosis may serve as the basis
forintervention.
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Obesity, body Iat dislribution and hyperlnsullnaemla in Ihe developmen I of
multiple metabolic syndrome in the San Anlouio Hearl Study.
T.S. lIan, K. Williams, M.P. Stern, M.E.J. Lean, S.A. Haffner, Department of
Medicine, University of Texas Health Science Center al San Antonio, 7703 Floyd
Curl Dr., San Antonio, TX 78229-3900

Background and Aims: Using body mass index (BMI), waist circumference, waist to
hip ratio and insulin levels to predicI the developmentof metabolic disorders which
include dyslipidemia (triglycerides >=2.26 mmolJl or HDL choleslerol =<0.91 mmolJl
in men, =<1.17 mmolJl in women), hypertension (systolic or diastolic blood pressure
>=140 or >~90, respectively), and type 2 diabetes (fasting or two-hour test glucose
>=7.0 or >= I 1.1 mmolJl respectively, or medications for diabetes).
lIIaterials and lIIethods: Seven year longitudinal study of246 male and 301 female
non-Hispanic Whites and 435 male and 660 female Mexican Americans, aged 25 to
64 years, from the second cohort ofthe San Antonio Heart Study, Texas.
Results: Adjusting for age, ethnicity and lifestyle, the risks of developing multiple
metabolic syndrome (any two or more of the metabolic disorders) were 3.7 (95%
confidence interval: 2.0 to 6.7) in men and 8.3 (4.7 to 14.6) in women with BMI >=30
kglm2 compared to those with BMI <25 kglm2. Compared 10 men and women with
waist circumferences below 94 em and 80 em, respectively, men with waist >=102 em
were 2.8 (1.610 4.9) times and women with waist >=88 em were 5.9 (3.6 to 9.8) times
more likely to develop the syndrome. People with high waist to hip ratio and insulin
levels were also at significant risk of developing metabolic disorders. High
anthropometric indices remained significant predictors of metabolic disorders after
additional insulin adjustment. After seven years, 33% of subjects who had a
combination of high BMI (>=30 kglm2) and high waist circumference (>= I02 em in
men and >~88 cm in women) developed multiple metabolic syndrome, compared to
20% of subjects with either a high BMI or a high waist, and 10% ofsubjects with both
low BMI and low waist.
Conclusions: These findings support the National Institute of Health recommendation
for weight management in people with high body mass index and large waist
circumference, who should seek professional help to reduce the high risk of
developing multiple metabolic syndrome. Adjustment for baseline fasting insulin
levels had only a modest effect on anthropometry in the prediction of the incidence of
the syndrome.
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SURVIVAL IN PATIENTS WIlli TYPE 2 DIABETES IN A SWEDISH
COMMUNITY
CJ.Ostgren, U.Lindblad, J.Ranstam, A.Melander and L.RAstam.
Department ofCommunity Medicine, Malmo University Hospital, Malmo,
Sweden.
Background and Aims: To explore risk factors for all cause mortality in
patients with type 2 diabetes treated in primary care. Materials and
Methods: A prospective population-based study of400 patients with type
2 diabetes who consecutively completed an annual check up during 1992
1993. Vital status was followed to year 2000. Associations between
baseline characteristics and survival were analysed by Cox regression
with adjustment for age and gender and were expressed as relative risk
(RR) with 95 per cent confidence interval (Ct), by I SD for continuous
variables. Results: In both genders, patterns were similar and both men
and women' were thus analysed together. All cause mortality was
associated with elevated HbA I c levels (RR = 1.2 CI; 1.02-1.4), serum
triglycerides (RR = 1.2 CI; 1.03-1.4) and with low-density lipoprotein
cholesterollhigh density lipoprotein (LDUHDL) ratios (RR = 1.2 CI; 1.0
1.4). An increased mortality risk was seen also with co-morbidity such as
hypertension (RR = 1.72 CI; 1.21.2.46), microalbuminuria (RR = 1.87
CI; 1.27-2.76) and previous cardiovascular disease (RR = 1.7 CI; 1.15
2.50). Subanalyses revealed that increased mortality related to HbAlc
was restricted to hypertensive patients with type 2 diabetes (RR = 1.3 CI;
1.05-1.7). Conrlusio..,: Potentially modifiable risk factors for all cause
mortality in patients with type 2 diabetes included impaired glucose and
lipid metabolism and hypertension. Patients with hypertension in addition
to type 2 diabetes may be more susceptible to hyperglycaemia than
normotensivs, Patients with microalbuminuria or with previous
cardiovascular diseaseare also at particularly high mortality risk.
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The Metabolic Syndrome among the Inuit of Greenland
M.E. Jorgensen, P.Bjerregaard and K.Borch-Johnsen. National Institute of Public
Health, Copenhagen and Steno Diabetes Centre, Gentofte, Denmark.

Background and Aims: Compared to Denmark the incidence of cardiovascular
disease and diabetes is low among the Inuit ofGreenland. The Greenlandic society is
currently undergoing a rapid transition. The Inuit of Greenland is a population with a
probable genetic potential for developing high incidences of cardiovascular diseases
and diabetes, but in COntrast with populations like the Pima and other American
Indians and the Alaska Inuit they have retained a life style that counterbalances the
genetically high risk for disease. The aim of the present study is 10 compare the
prevalence of components of the metabolic syndrome, including hypertension,
abnormal glucose metabolism, dyslipidemia, microalbuminuria, central obesity, and
overall obesity, between Inuit living in Greenlandic villages, and in Greenlandic
10\\n5. Materials and Methods: From 1999 to 2001 a total of 976 individuals aged
35 and over participated in a health examination. A random sample of indigenous
Greenlanders was selected from Nuuk (capital), Qassigiannguit (a small town on the
West coast), while all adult inhabitants in four selected villages in Uummannaq
district were invited to participate. Diabetes and impaired glucose tolerance were
diagnosed using the oral glucose tolerance test. B~lI, waist-to-hip ratio, and blood
pressure were measured, and blood and urine samples were taken from each subject.
Sociodemographic characteristics were investigated using a questionnaire. Results:
Hypertriglyceridemia, low HDL cholesterol, overall obesity, and hypertension were
significantly more prevalent in towns in Greenland, whereas central obesity was more
prevalent in the settlement population. Prevalence of elevated albuminelcreatinine
ratio was not significantly different between the populations. The age-adjusted
prevalence of the metabolic syndrome as defined by the World Health Organization
was higher in the towns (Nuuk 18,3%, Qassigiannguit 16,2%, Uummannaq 13,7%,
p<O,OS). but diabetes was more common in the settlements (Nuuk 7,7%,
Qassigiannguit 10,2%, Uummannaq 11,2%, p<O,05, age-adjusted). Conclusions:
Despite the high prevalence of the metabolic syndrome in the most westemised parts
of Greenland, diabetes was more common in the settlements. Further analysis and
adjustment for confounders is demanded to confirm and explain the results.
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Decreased mortality associated with the use or metformln compared to
sulfonylurea monotherapy in type 2 diabetes
J.A.Johnson, S. Majumdar, S.H. Simpson, E. Toth. University of Alberta and Institute
of Health Economics, Edmonton, AB, Canada

Background and Aims: Metformin, alone or in combination, is effective in reducing
hyperglycemia and microvascular complications in type 2 diabetes. However,
questions remain regarding the impact of metforrnin therapy on macrovascular
complications and cardiovascular mortality. The aim of this study was to examine the
relationship between metformin and sulfonylurea (SU) use and mortality in new users
ofthese agents.
Materials and Methods: Saskatchewan Health databases were used to examine
population-based mortality rates for new users oforal antidiabetic agents. Individuals
with prescriptions for SU or mctformin in 1991 to 1996 and no use in the year prior
were identified as 'new users'. Prescription records were prospectively followed for 1
to 9 years. Cardiovascular-related deaths were identified based on ICD-9 codes for
underlying cause recorded on death certificates. Multivariate logistic regression
analyses were used to assess the differences in mortality between drug cohorts, after
adjusting for potential confounding variables.
Results: The study sample comprised 12,272 new users of oral antidiabetic agents,
with an average of 5.1 (SO 2.0) years of follow-up. Among those subjects with at
least one year of drug exposure, mortality rates were 750/3,033 (24.7"10) for subjects
receiving SU monotherapy, 159/1,150 (13.8%) for metformin monotherapy, and
635/4,683 (13.6%) for combination therapy. After adjusting for age, sex, comorbidity,
and the presence of established coronary disease, metformin monotherapy was
associated with reduced risk for all-cause (Odds Ratio [OR] 0.60,95% CI 0.49-0.74)
and cardiovascular (OR 0.65; 0.50-0.86) mortality compared to SU monotherapy. SU
plus metformin combination therapy was also associated with reduced alI-cause (OR
0.66; 0.58-0.75) and cardiovascular (OR 0.65; 0.54-0.77) mortality.
Conclusions: After adjusting for factors associated v..ith increased cardiovascular risk.
we found that metformin, alone or in combination with SU, was associated with
reduced all-cause and cardiovascular mortality compared to SU mono therapy among
new users of these agents.
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RELATIONSHIP OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY TO MORTALITY AMO){G
ADULTS WITII DIABETES IN THE UNITED STATES

E.W. Gregg, R. Gerzoff, K.M.V. Narayan, and D.F. Williamson, Atlanta, GA.

Background and Aims: Physical activity is associated with longevity, but few
studies have examined this relationship among people with diabetes. We
examined whether higher levels of walking and recreational physical activity are
associated with a lower risk of all-cause and cardiovascular disease (CVD)
mortality among adults with diabetes in the United States. Matcrlals and
1\lethods: Physical activity, demographic factors and comorbidities were
assessed for 2739 men and women with self-reported diabetes aged:::: 35 years
as part of the 1990 and 1991 National Health Interview Surveys. We categorized
individuals according to the number of hours per week spent walking, doing any
recreational physical activity, or moderately vigorous activity. Deaths were
ascertained using a National Death Index search for a 6 year period, during
which there were 478 deaths due to all-causes (crude risk ~ 3.9% per year) and
242 CVD deaths (2.0% per year). Results: Higher levels of walking, total
recreational physical activity, and moderately-vigorous physical activity were
each associated with reductions in all-cause mortality. Compared to inactive
individuals, those who reported walking at least 2 hours per week had a 41%
reduction in all cause mortality risk (RR~.59, 0.42 to 0.83), controlled for age,
race, smoking, body mass index (BMI), and comorbidities. Similar associations
were present for participation in at least 2 hours of total physical activity
(RR~.66, 0.49 to 0.89), and moderately-vigorous activities (RR~.64, 95% CI,
0.45 to 0.92). Higher levels ofphysical activity also tended to be associated with
reductions in heart disease mortality (RR~.69; 0.45 to 1.05 for adults walking
at least 2 hours per week). Walking was more protective against all-cause
mortality among non-insulin users (RR= 0.54,0.71 to 1.01) than among insulin
users (RR~.85 95% CI, 0.45 - 1.58). The protective association of physical
activity was observed across sex, race. B~H, age and diabetes duration groups.
Conclusions: Walking and recreational physical activity are likely to enhance
longevity acrossa diverse spectrumof adultswith diabetes.
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LOW IRS 1 PROTElli EXPRESSIO:'; IS ASSOClATED WITH A
DISORDERED METABOLIC STATE AND AN lliCREASED L'iTlMA
IIIEDIA THICKNESS IN mE CAROTID ARTERY
P.A. Jansson, F. Pellme, E. Lofstedt, E. Carvalho, H. Brekke', O. Wiklund, M-R
Taskinen and U. Smith, The Lundberg Laboratory for Diabetes Research and
Department ofClinical Nutrition, University ofGoteborg, Sweden

Background and Aims: Low IRS I protein expression in fat cells can identify
individuals at risk for type 2 diabetes. To further characterize the metabolic phenotype
in subjects with low IRS 1 protein expression, we assessed the metabolic profile in
conjunction withsurrogate markers for atherosclerosis.
lIIaterials and Metbods: We recruited 45 male healthy first-degree relatives of type 2
diabetes patients and 40 male healthy non-diabetic control subjects. They were
investigated with an intravenous glucose tolerance test and ultrasound measurements
of the right carotid artery. All subjects were asked to undergo a subcutaneous needle
biopsi and 30 subjects were willing to participate. The protein content of IRS I was
analyzed by immunoblotting and a reduction of>50"/o as compared to control subjects
was required for the definition low IRS I protein content. We identified 11/26
subjects with marked reduction in adipocyte IRS I content (LOW), 9/26 with normal
IRS I content (CON), and 6/26 subjects were not typical, and therefore not included
in the analysis.
Results: Age (45±3 vs 42±2 lTS (Mean±SE), BMI (26.8±O.5 vs 25.7±O.9 kglm2),
blood pressure and nicotine consumption was similar in LOW and CON, respectively,
whereas WIH-ratio was increased in the LOW group (0.95±.01 vs 0.90±0.02,
p~.048). Insulin sensitivity was decreased (224±90 vs 407±72 mlImUlmin,
p=O.044), acute insulin response (0-10 min) enhanced (613±128 vs 258±5l mUll.
~.030) and fasting proinsulin higher (16.9±2.5 vs 8.5±1.1 pmol/l, p=O.017) in the
LOW group. Moreover, intima-media thickness (ThIT) in the right carotid bulb was
increased in the LOW group (0.949±0.080 vs 0.642±O.044 rum, p=O.008), but no
differences appeared in the lipid profile or cellular adhesion molecules in the groups.
Conclusions: Low IRS I protein expression is associated with risk for type 2 diabetes
and, as shown, an increased L\n in the carotid artery, Thus, low IRS I protein
COntentmay precede both type 2 diabetes and atherosclerotic vascular disease.
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Mortalily and Abnormal Glucose Tolerance States in Central Lancashire- A
Seven year Follow-up Study
A Lakbdar, MA Myers. Department of Medicine and Clinical Biochemistry, Royal
Preston Hospital, Sharoe Green Lane, Preston PR2 4HG

Background and Aims: To examine the link between abnormal glucose tolerance
states and mortality.
Materials and Metbods: 2519 peeple referred with suspected diabetes for a glucose
tolerance test were followed up for between 3 and 7 years. There were 395 people
with newly diagnosed diabetes of whom 100 had isolated post challenge
hyperglycaemia (!PH), 28 isolated fasting hyperglycaeamia (IFH) and 198 combined
hyperglycaemia. There were 376 people with impaired glucose homeostasis of whom
265 had impaired glucose tolerance (fGT) and III with impaired fasting glycaemia
(IFG).
Results: Compared with people without diabetes, people with IPH had an increased
all cause mortality (P<O.OOOI) and of cardiovascular mortality (P<0.0001) similar to
those with combined hyperglycaemia(CH). Those with IFH had an increased risk of
all cause mortality (P<O.OOOI) and to a lesser extent cardiovascular monaIity
~.004). People with IGT had an increased risk of all cause mortality (P<O.OOOI)
but not that of cardiovascular mortality (p~ 0.06), while IFG had no significant
difference in mortality compared with people without diabetes.
Conclusion: These data highlights the strong association of abnormal glucose
tolerance states and monaIity including IPH and IGT which can only be identified by
the performance ofa glucose tolerance test.
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Cardiovascular risk profile in early diagnosed type 2 diabetes: preliminary
results from a ""'0 step screening procedure
Ar.tW. Spijkerman, J~l Dekker, G Nijpels, CDA Stebouwer, LM BOUler and RJ
Heine, Institute for Research in Extramural Medicine, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam,
the Netherlands.

Background and aims: Little is known about the characteristics of patients identified
by screening compared to routinely diagnosed diabetic patients. In this study we
compared the cardiovascular risk profile of screening detected diabetes with that of
routinely diagnosed patients.
Methods and materials: A two step screening procedure was performed, consisting
of the Symptom Risk Questionnaire and a fasting capillary glucose measurement. In
subjects with a capillary glucose of> 5.5 mmoUl an OGTI was performed (screening
detected diabetes mellitus (SDM). The control group consisted of consecutive new
diabetic patients diagnosed by general practitioners (GPDM). In all newly detected
diabetic patients (both SDM and GPDM) cardiovascular risk factors were assessed.
Results: In the first part of the screening 91 patients were detected, in 80 (88%)
additional measurements were performed. The general practitioners identified 39 new
patients with type 2 diabetes. Mean age was 63.4 (±6.3) for SDM and 62.3 (±6.4) for
GPDM subjects. Fasting plasma glucose and HbAlc were lower in the SD~l subjects:
FPG 7.56 (1.51) vs 9.53 (2.75) mmoUl, HbAlc 6.29% (1.24%) and 8.70"/0 (226%). In
comparison with GPD~l subjects, hypertension, high LDL, high total cholesterol and
microalbuminuria were more common in SD~l subjects: (lIT 57.5% vs. 45.7%; LDL
81.8% vs. 65.8%; TCHOL 76.3% vs. 64.1%; MA 36.8% vs 30.4%). The percentage
of subjects with high triglyceride levels was similar in both groups. Low HDL
cholesterol was more common in GPD~l patients and this finding was most
prominent inwomen.
Conclusions: This screening procedure identifies subjects with previously unknown
diabetes with relatively mild hyperglycaernia, but characterised by an adverse
cardiovascular risk profile. The latter finding may be inherent to the screening
procedure.
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Recent trends in cardiovascular mortality of diabetic. patients in England and Wales
l\1J. Thomason and 1.H.FulJer
Department of Epidemiology and Public Health. UCL, London, UK
Background and Aims: Mortality statistics can be used as a way to monitor the
effectiveness of programmes directed at reducing mortality from cardiovascular disease in
diabetic patients. Mortality data from the Office of National Statistics for 1975-6, 1985-6
and 1995-6 was used to examine trends in diabetes related mortality in England and
Wales.
Materials and Methods: Data was extracted from all death certificates mentioning
diabetes for 1975-6, 1985-6 and 1995-6. Rates of mentioning diabetes per 100,000
population were calculated for nine age groups and standardised by age to the average of
the mid-year populations in 1975-6 to produce directly standardised rate ratios.
Results: In women, between 1975-6 and 1985-6 there was an age standardised decrease of
11.7% (10.6,12.8) in deaths in which diabetes was mentioned on the certificate and a
further fall in 1995-6 of 20.7% (19.1,22.3) standardised to 1975-6. In men there was a
small increase in 1985-6 of 2.7"10 (1.4,4.1) in deaths in whichdiabetes was mentioned on
the certificate and a small fall of -1.8% (-3.9;1{).2) in 1995-6, standardised to 1975-6.
Deaths with diabetes mentioned on the certificate which had ischaemic heart disease
(llID) as the underlying cause had a small age standardised decrease in women between
1975-6 and 1985-6 of -1.8% (-4.I,+{).6) and a larger f,lI of 10.6% (7.3,13.9) in 1995-6,
standardised to 1975-6. In men, between 1975-6 and 1985-6 there was an age
standardised increase of 14.6% (11.5,16.8) in lH.D deaths with diabetes on the death
certificate. In 1995-6 the increase in male lH.Ddeaths standardised to 1975-6 was slightly
less at 12.1% (8.1,16.1). Conclusions: The 20"10 fall in all cause mortality rates of women
with diabetes mentioned on the death certificate in England and Wales over the 20 year
period studied most likely reflects improved survival, whereas no significant change was
found in men over this time. Overall rates of lH.D deaths in women with diabetes
mentioned on the death certificate have fallen since 1975-6. Rates ofdeath caused by lH.D
in diabetic men have risen over the 20 year period, although it appears that the increase
has plateaued since 1985-6 and that rates m,y be falling slightly. The major cause of
death in patients with type 2 diabetes continues to be cardiovascular disease. Taking into
account the limitations of death certificate data, these changes in lH.D mortality in people
with diabetes compare unfavourably withmortality trends in the general population, "here
there has been an approximately 30"10 overall reduction in llID deaths over the 20 year
period studied. Further initiatives to prevent cardiovascular disease in diabetic patients are
therefore needed.
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A SL'\fiJLATIO:ol MODEL FOR DIABETES MELLITIJS TYPE I AND II: MODEL
DESCRIPTIO:ol AND I:.TER....AL VALlDATIO:ol PROCESS WITH UKPDS,
nccr, AND WESDR DATA
R Bergemannl, S Suissa2, A Mortis3, S Dineen4 and H. HaunerS I: Institute for Medical
Outcome Research, LOrrach(Germany), 2: Royal Victoria Hospital. Montreal (Canada), 3:
University of Dundee (Scotland), 4: Addenbrooks Hospital, Cambridge (UK), 5:
Deutsches Diabetes Forschungsinstitut, Heinrich-Heine-Universitat, Dusseldorf
(Germany)
Background: A simulation model for IDD~f and NIDD~f was developed focusing on
epidemiology and progression following various treatment regimes (TR). Because of the
lack of validated models with real world data, this model was developed to provide a tool
to gain more insight in the development of diabetes dependent from treatment regime and
diabetic SUluS. Materials and Methods: The model was designed in 3 steps. 1st the
structure W:lS developed independent of the availability of data, 2nd a systematic retrieval
and review of the datawas performed and, 3rd a model was constructed incorporating the
data, Data from the Deer, UKPDS, WESDR, HOPE studies, among others, were used for
the input into the model. The model is a micro-simulation of a virtualpatient cohortover n
years. The following parameters have to be defined for running a simulation: Age, sex, age
at diagnosis of diabetes, years since diagnosis, state of diabetes (hypoglycemic events
(HYPO), albumin excretion rate, retinopathy (RP), cardiovascular status, smoking and
living habits), and the current HbAlc level. TRs are divided into 2 major groups with
intensive and conventional glycemic control diabetes specific medications with insulin
agents, oral antidiabetics and antihypertensives. Accompanying strategies like
participation in diabetes teaching programs as well as screening programs for nephropathy
and RP are also taken into account Sequelae forecast by the model are HYPOs,
microalburninuria and the likelihood of progression towards ESRD, cardio- and
cerebrovascular diseases, RP, blindness, clinically confirmed neuropathy, and lower
extremity amputation, Results: The internal validation showed th,t the model correctly
simulates the patient populations according to their underlying sources. E.g. for DCer,
UKPDS, and WESDR patient populations the difference between the original data and the
model results lies between 1% and 24% relatively. For 30 validation runs the relative
variation coefficient was between 0.93 and 4.78%, depending on the validated parameter.
The simulation of 1000 patients over 10 years requires only I second. Conclusion: The
developed model successfully passed the internal validation and appears to be robust and
more reliable in comparison to prev-icus developed models. In a next step. an external
database not used for the development. should be employed as means for external
validation.
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2-lIOUR GLUCOSE IS AN LxDEPENDENT AJIol> CONTII\UOUS RISK
FAerOR FOR MORTALITY FRO~I VARIOUS CAUSES
Q Qiao 1 Tuomilehto, D. Balkau and K Berch-Johnsen for the DECODE Study
Group, National Public Hcalth Institute, Mannerheimintie 166, FIN-00300 Helsinki,
Finland

Background and Aims: To assess whether 2-hour or fasting glucose is a continuous
risk factor for mortality from all-cause and from cardiovascular disease (CVD).

Materials and Methods: Coliaborative, prospective study of 20 European cohorts
with baseline measurements of glucose and other risk factors. 25,038 subjects aged
30-89 years and not previously known as diabetic were followed up for 10 years on
average with a total 306,774 person years accumulated.

Results: There were 4,315 deaths. Multivariate Cox proportional hazards analysis
showed that inclusion of fasting glucose to the model did not add significant
information over and above that of2-hour glucose alone (p>O.IO for various causes).
The addition of 2-hour glucose to the model based on fasting glucose significantly
improved the prediction (p<O.OOI for various causes). Hazards ratio adjusted for age,
gender, cohorts and other CVD risk factors, corresponding to a I% increase in fasting
glucose concentration, was 1.92 (95%CI 1.52-2.42), 1.96 (I.J4-2.87) and 1.87 (1.38
2.52), respectively, for deaths from all-causes, CVD and non-CVD. For 2-hour
glucose, they were 1.57 (1.43-1.73), 1.64 (1.40-1.93) and 1.52 (1.35-1.71),
respectively. When further adjusting for 2-hour glucose, the hazards ratio of fasting
glucose reduced and became non-significant, i.e. 1.18 (0.91-1.53) for all-causes, 1.13
(0.73-1.74) for CVD and 1.20 (0.86-1.67) for non-CVD mortality. In contrast. the
hazards ratios of2-hour glucose did not change significantly after adjusting for fasting
glucose, being 1.52 (1.37-1.69),1.60 (1.33-1.93) and 1.47 (1.29-1.68), respectively.

Conclusions: The association between fasting glucose and mortality largely depended
on the concomitant 2-hour glucose levels. 2-hour glucose concentration, but not
fasting glucose, was an independent and continuous risk predictor for mortality.
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The Status or Diabetes Control in Asia - A Cross-sectional Survey or 24,317
Patients with Diabetes MeUitus in 1998-
T. Tong-Yuan, The DiabCare-Asia 1998 Study Group. Department of Internal
Medicine, National Taiwan University Hospital, Taipei, Taiwan.

Background and Aims:
To establish the status of diabetes control in Asia. the DiabCare-Asia 1998 study
collected data from 230 diabetic centers in Bangladesh, China, India, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Sri Lanka, Taiwan andVietnam from
March to December 1998.
Materials and Methods:
In this study, data were obtained either by patient interview during enrollment visit or
by reviewingmedical records for the most recent laboratory assessment and clinical
examinations. Apart from basic patient data, information on the results of the most
recent laboratory assessments and clinical examinations, \ arious aspect of current
diabetes management including complications, treatment, self-care and diabetes
education were obtained from 24,3 17 patients. Blood samples were also collected
during patients' visit for central assessments of HbA I c (normal range 4.7 to 6.4%).
Rerolts:
The average centrally measured HbAlc was 8.6 +/- 2.0% for 18,2\1 patients (82% of
the analysis population). Mean HbAIc of the diabetic population in Malaysia "
Indonesia, Korea, Bangladesh and Taiwan were significant1y lower (all p=Q.OOI
except Malaysia p=Q.OO(7), while that of Philippinnes, Vietnam, China and India
were all significant1y higher (all p=O.OOOI),thanthe grand mean. Of the patients with
central HbAlc measurements, majority (55%) had values exceeding 80/.. indicative of
poor glycaemic control.
Conclusions:
Therefore. the single most important message of DiabCare-Asia 1998 would be that
more thanhalfof the Asiandiabetes patients treated at diabetic centers, as represented
by our study population, are not well controlled. Further therapeutie actions to
improve glycaemic control are required to prevent chronic diabetic complications.
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mE EFfECf OF CASE MIX 0;-; DIABETES CONTROL AND OUTCO:l1ES
L'IlYPE 2 DIABETES
Roxburgh MA, Diabetes UK on behalfof the UKDIABS user group.
Background and Aims: To quantify the way in whichcase mix effects diabetes control
and outcomes using routinely collected electronic patient data. Methods: 674958 annual
patient surnm.:uies were amalgamated from 58 district diabetes registers. To ensure
validity of data, records with a valid year of entry onto database, date of diagnosis,
treatment type, an annual foot and eye summary, BP or BMI, biochemistry data, and no
evidence ofan absence ofa macrovascular check were included, yielding 186303 records.
Of these 160312 could be identified as type 2 through date of diagnosis and treatment
Patients were designated an ethnicity group as Black, Indian or White, and assigned a
Carstairs deprivation score based on postcode. The duration of diabetes from diagnosis by
ethnic group and the existence of microvascular and macrovascular complication was
assigned to each record. The mean duration of diabetes, glucose and lipid levels and rates
of microvascular and macrovascular complication by ethnic category and deprivation
quintile were investigated. Results: The mean duration (years) by quintile(Q) are
[QI(least deprived) 8.89, Q2-8.45, Q3-8.12, Q4-7.97 Q5-7.56]. The reduction in mean
duration between each quintile was significant (p=<0.OO3). Black patients have
significantly highcr mean duration(8.07) compared to white (7.76) and Indian (8.07)
(p<O.OOI) HbAlc ("/0) significantly improves with increasing deprivation quintile
(p<O.OOI)[ QI-7.98, Q2-7.86, Q3-7.89, Q4-7.82, Q5-7.64] except Q2-Q3 (p~.351).

Microvascular outcomerates significantly decrease withincreasing deprivation quintile
(p<O.OOI) [QI-56%, Q2-55%, Q3-53%, Q4-48%, Q5-46%] except QI·Q2 (p~0.69). Black
patients have significantly higher rates of microvascular complication (53%) than white
(49%) and Indian (32%) (p=<0.OO3). Mean total cholesterol levels (mmolll) significantly
increase with increasing deprivation quintile [QI-5.14, Q2-5.12, Q3-5.27, Q4-5.35, Q5
5.36].(p<0.OOI) with the exception of QI-Q2 ~.21). Macrcvascular outcomes are
significantly worse with increasing deprivation [QI-24%, Q2-26%, Q3-28%, Q4-29%,
Q5-30%.] (p=<O.002)with the exception of Q4·Q5 (p~.326). Conclusions: There is a
significant correlation between increasing deprivation and lowermeanduration of type 2
diabetes. Thereisa similarcorrelation betweenincreased deprivation, poorerlipidcontrol
and increased macrovascular complication. There is a significant correlation between
increased deprivation. better glycemic control and lower levels of microvascular
complication.Thisapparant reduction may resultfrom the lowermean duration in more
deprived patients. Ethnicity appears to effect complication rates independently from
deprivation.
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C-REACTIVE PROTEI:'i AI'D DIABETES MELLITUS lYPE 2
~m Snijder, 1M Dekker, M Visser, CDA Stehouwer, VWM van Hinsbergh, LM
Bouter, RJ Heine, G Nijpels and IC Seidell. Institute for Research in Extramural
Medicine, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Background and Aims: Low-grade systemic inflammation, marked by C-reactive
protein (CRP), may cause insulin resistance. Higher CRP levels have been observed
in patients with type 2 diabetes. The aims of the present study were to study the cross
sectional association between CRP and glucose metabolism and to study the
predictive value ofCRP for incident diabetes.
Materials and Methods: The Hoom Study is a study of glucose tolerance among
2484 men and women, aged 50 to 74, which started in 1989. An extensive physical
examination was performed in an age-, sex- and glucose-stratified random sample
(n=631). Diabetic status was assessed by two oral glucose tolerance tests at baseline
and after 6 years of follow-up. Baseline CRP was assessed using a high-sensitivity
assay.
Results: At baseline, the median for CRP in the NGT group was 1.3 mgIL. In subjects
with IFG, IGT or both the median for CRP was 0.8, 2.2 and 2.5 mgIL respectively.
The newly diagnosed patients had a median CRP of 2.3 compared to 2.7 mgIL in
patients already known with diabetes. The OR for developing diabetes in 6 years was
2.7 (95% CI 1.2-6.5) in persons with high CRP compared to low CRP (cut off 85%
percentile = 5.5 mgIL) after correction for sex and age. After adjustment for smoking
and BMI the OR was 3.0 (95% CI 1.2-7.3). After further adjustment for fasting and
postload glucose levels, the OR was reduced to 2.0 (95% CI 0.7-6.0).
Conclusions: CRP levels showed a cross-sectional association with glucose tolerance
status, and in non-diabetic subjects CRP predicted the 6-year incidence of type 2
diabetes. Correction for glucose levels reduced the OR substantially, which may
indicate that glucose is a part of the causal pathway of CRP involvement in diabetes
aetiology.
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Impaired glucose tolerance in adults is associated with elevated serum levels of
interleukin 6 but Dol of tumour necrosis (actor alpha
S. Miiller (I), S. Martin (I), P. Hanifi-Moghadda.m (I), WA Scherbaum (I), W.
Rathmann (I), G. Giani (I), T. Immervoll (2), H.-E. Wichmann (2) and H. Kolb (1).
(I) German Diabetes Research Institute at the University of Dusseldorf (2) GSF
Institute ofEpidemiology at the University ofMunich, Germany

Background and Aims: Type 2 diabetes has been proposed to be associated with
abnormal levels of products of innate immune cells. We studied whether such
abnormalities might occur already in individuals at risk of type 2 diabetes, i.e. in
adults with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT).
Materials and Methods: In the context of the Survey 2000 of the adult population in
the Augsburg region (KORA) probands 55-74 years of age were invited to an
interview, blood tests and an oral glucose tolerance test, if non diabetic. Sera were
analysed for concentrations ofIL-6, TNFalpha, IL-6 receptor, TNFalphaRl and R2 by
Sandwich ELISA.
Results: Mean levels ofserum IL-6 were significantly higher in individuals with IGT
compared to healthy controls [1.7 pglml (range <0.6-5.6) versus 0.9 pglml (range
<0.6-2.3), n= 40 per group, p<0.OO2]. Mean levels of IL-6 were also significantly
elevated in individuals with type 2 diabetes [2.9 pglml (range <0.6-22.6), D= 80).
Levels of circulating IL-6 receptors in serum were not different between the three
groups, suggesting an elevated level of bioactive IL-6 in IGT, similar to levels in type
2 diabetes. By contrast. mean serum levels of TNFalpha or of its receptors did not
differ between the cohorts analysed.
Conclusions: These findings suggest that abnonnaIly high serum levels ofIL-6 occur
in individuals at increased risk of type 2 diabetes. Immune mediators may possibly
contribute to the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes.
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SEASONAL VARIATIO;l;S OF I;I;SULINSENSITIVITY, PLAS~1A GLUCOSE
AND INSULIN SECRETION, VERSUS TE~IPERATURE AND SUNSHINE.

B. Zethelius', L. Berglund', H. Lithell'and C. Berne'. 'Dept of Public Health and
Caring Sciences/Geriatrics, 'Dept of Medical Sciences, Uppsala University, Sweden.

Background and Aims: Seasonal variations of HbAIe in diabetic subjects and of
plasma glucose (PG) in healthy subjects have been reported but it is not known if
these are due to seasonalvariations in insulinsensitivity.The aim was to revealany
seasonal variations of insulinsensitivity, PGand insulinsecretion in a population
based cohort of70-year old men (n=1221), and if such variations were related to
surrounding temperature (ST) and hours of sunshine (liS).
Materialsand Methods: The subjectswere investigated betweenJanuary 1991 and
December 1995.The investigations. randomly carried outthroughout the year.werea
hyperinsulinearnic euglycaemicclamp, measurements ofPG and insulinfroman oral
glucose tolerance test (OGTT).Inregression analyses, indicator variablesfor
summerlwinter season (May-September/October-April;011)and for month (January
December, labelled 1-12 whereas non-linear relationships were tested with month and
monthsquared), ST and ItS wereanalysedas explanatory variables. Results: During
the winter, insulin sensitivity index [Mil (IOO.mg/kgbw/minimUlI)] was lower (~.8 vs
5.3, p<O.OOI), AUC for insulin during the OGTI was higher (1190 vs 10~0 mUll,
p=O.OOI) and fasting PG was slightly higher (5.8 vs 5.7 mrnol/l, p=O.I). There was a
significant association between ST and M/I (p<0.002) but not between HS and Mil
(p<0.31). When seasonal variation of Mil was further adjusted for ST, the effect of
season on Mil became non-significant (p=0.51). When month and month squared
combined were regressed on M/I. both were significantly related 10Mil (p=0.005 and
p=0.03) but when adjusted for ST both became non-significant. Conclusion: Seasonal
variation in insulin sensitivityinduced only a small variation in plasmaglucose and
insulinsecretioncompensates forthevariation of insulinsensitivity.Seasonal
variation of insulin sensitivitywasassociated with thesurrounding temperature. The
resultsmay have implications on glycaernic control indiabeticsubjectsand forthe
design ofclinical trials with insulinsensitivityas an endpoint.
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Insulin resistance and beta-cell dysfunction as predictors or incident glucose
intoleranre and type 2 diabetes, the Hoom Study,
G. Nijpels, A.Jager, ~f Dekker, CDA Stehouwer, LM Bouter, RJ Heine. Institute for
Research in Extramural Medicine, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Background and Aims:The variability of the Oral Glucose Tolerance Test (OGTI)
derived fasting and 2-hour glucose values is high. Guidelines for clinical practice
require duplicate (i.e. confirmed) abnormale fasting or post-load values to categorise
persons as having diabetes. The aims of the present study were to determine the
incidence of diabetes and to identify predictors for the changes in glucose tolerance,
as assessed with duplicate OGTIs, in the general population.
Material and methods: In 1989-'90, 2484 men and women aged 50-75 years,
completed on OGTI. An age, sex, and glucose tolerance stratified random sample of
631 subjects had a second OGTI. Of the non-diabetic subjects at baseline a total of
250 had again a duplicate OGTI after a mean follow-up of 6 year, Subjects with
confirmed normal glucose tolerance (NGT) were categorised as NGT. Subjects with
one or two times glucose values in the impaired fasting glucose or impaired glucose
tolerance (IGT) range were categorised as impaired glucose metabolism (IGM).
Subjects with two times an OGTI in the diabetes range (WH098) were categorised as
type 2 diabetes.
Results: Of the subjects categorised as NGT as baseline (n=120) only one person
developed type 2 diabetes at follow-up. Of the subjects with IGM (n~130), 38
(29.2%) developed type 2 diabetes. Of those with newly detected type 2 diabetes
(n=67) at baseline, 40 subjects had no medical treatment at follow-up and had a
duplicate OGTI. Of these, 6 subjects returned to IG~f (15%). Fasting plasma glucose
and waist/hip ratio in NGT were significantly (p<0.05) related to the development of
IG~f while fasting plasma glucose and 2-h post-load plasma specific insulin were
significantly (p<0.05) related to the development of type 2 diabetes, while only
fasting pro-insulin levels predicted conversion from IGT to type 2 diabetes.
Conclusion: These results with duplicate OGTIs at baseline and follow-up indicate
that subjects with confirmed NGT have a very low risk of developing type 2 diabetes.
This study confirms the previously reported sequence of events, i.e. that insulin
resistance, as reflected by high 2-hour specific insulin levels is the major determinant
of IG~f, while impaired beta-cell function, as reflected by high fasting pro-insulin
levels, is a determinant of the occurence of type 2 diabetes.
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A IlIGH WHITE BLOODCELL COUNTPREDICTSWORSENI:'\G OF I;I;SULI:>i
SENSITIVITYMiD DEVELOP~lENTOF TYPE2 DL~nETES l:>i PI~IA I:'\DL\NS

B Vozarova, C Weyer, RS Lindsay, C Bogardus and PA Tataranni, 4212 N 16'"
Street, Phoenix, AZ 850 16, USA

Background and Aim: It has been proposed that chronic inflammatory processes
and'or infections may contribute to the development of type 2 diabetes. Markers of
inflanunation were found to predict diabetes in mixed Caucasian and African
American population. The aim of the present study was to examine whether a high
white blood cell count (\VBC), a marker of inflammation, predicts worsening of
insulin sensitivity and/or insulin secretion and the development of type 2 diabetes in
Pima Indians. Materials and Methods: We measured \VBC in 260 normal glucose
tolerant Pima Indians [180:-.tl80F, age 27±6y, body fat 31±8%, WBC 78~9±1717

cellsfmm' (mean±SD)] who were characterized for body composition (hydrodensi
tometry or DXA), glucose tolerance (75g OGTT), fasting plasma insulin concentra
tions (INS), insulin sensitivity [M, hyperinsulinernic clamp] and acute insulin secre
tory response to glucose (AIR, 25g intravenous glucose challenge). Forty-eight
subjects developed diabetes over an average follow-upof 5.0±4.2 y. In 73 subjects
who remained non-diabetic, follow-up measurementsof M and AIR were available.
Results: At baseline, WEC was related to body fat (r-Q.36; (FO.OOOI), INS (r=O.29;
(FO.OOOI), and M (r= -0.24; p=O.OOOI). In a proportional hazard analysis with
adjustment for age and sex, a high WEC predicted diabetes (relative hazard 90'" vs.
10'" centile (95%CI): 5.3 ( 2.2·12.8); p=O.OOO2). The predictive effect of WEC
persisted after additional adjustment for body fat, M and AIR (relative hazard 3.7
(1.4-9.8); (F0.OO3). A high \VBC at baseline predicted a decrease in M (p=O.OI),
but not in AIR, after adjustment for sex, baselineage, change in body fat and follow
up duration. Conclusion: We conclude that in Pima Indians, an elevated \VBC
predicts type 2 diabetes. This effect is, in part, mediated by a worsening of insulin
sensitivity.Our findings are consistent with the hypothesisthat chronic inflanunatory
processes may playa role in pathogenesisof'type 2 diabetes.
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BODY COMPOSmO:-; AND ViClDENT DIABETES Vi JAMAICAN
ADULTS
LA Sargeant, F.I. Bennett, T.E. Forrester, RS. Cooper and RJ. Wilks. ThfRl, UWI,
Mona, Jamaica and Dept. of Preventive Medicine & Epidemiology, Loyola
University, Chicago, IL, USA

Backgroundand Aims:Anthropometric indicesof obesitysuchas thebody massindex(B~II)
and central adiposity suchas waistcircumference, waistto hipratio(\VHR) andwaistto height
ratio (WHTR) have been associated with diabetes and various cut-off points have been
proposed to indicatethresholds for intervention,Thereare fewdata on theperformance of these
indicesin predicting incident diabetesin thedeveloping worldwheretheburdenof obesityand
diabetes is high.

Materials and Methods:A cobortof 714 non-diabetic adults(287menand 437 women), aged
25-7~ y and resident in SpanishTown. Jamaica were followed for a mean of 4 years. At
baseline, height, weight, waist and hip circumferences were measured using standardised
protocols. Participants bad fastingand 2-hourpost challenge glucoseconcentrations measured
at baselineandfollow-up. Thediagnosis ofineidcntdiabetes wasbasedon 1999WHOcriteria.
Results:Meanand standard deviation(SD)BMlinmcnandwomenat baseline were23.5(4.2)
and 27.7 (6.5)kglm2.respectively. Mean(SD)waist circumference was 80.3(11.7)em in men
and 82.6 (12.6) em in women. There were 51 cases of incident diabetes (17 men and 34
women). B~U.. waist circumference.. \VHR. and WHTR were investigated in separate Cox
proportional hazards regression modelsincluding a£c and sex. All indiceswere independent
predictors of diabetesand regression models hadsimilar likelihood ratio chi-square values
indicating thatDone of these indicesweredearlysuperior. Receiver operating characteristics
curves(ROC)wereusedto determine optimalcut-off pointsfor these indices. The areaunder
the ROC curve (95% confidence interval)for BM! was 0.74 (0.59-0.88) for men and 0.62
(0.51-0.72) forwomen. Forwaistcircumference thesevalueswere0.78(0.65-0.91) in menand
0.61 (0.50-0.71) in women. Similarresultswereobtained for WHRand WHTR Optimal cut
off pointsfor B~tI were2~.8 kglm2(men)and29.3kglm2(women). Forwaistcircumference
these were 88 em and 84.5 em for men and women, respectively. Corresponding valuesfor
WHRwere0.87and0.80and forWlITR,0.51and 0.5~.

Conclusions: BMI,waistcircumference. WHR and WHTR all predicted incident diabetes and
no indexwas clearlysuperiorto the others.Cut-offpointsfor waistcircumference and WHR
were similar to those proposed in developed countries. Of the indices examined, waist
circumference is easiestto interpret andcouldbe usefulin hcalthpromotion as an alternative to
axu
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SKINFOLD THICKNESS MEASURE:l-IENTS DISTINGUISH BETWEEN
TRANSIENT AND PERSISTENT GLUCOSE Il'I'TOLERANCE.
M Mensink', EJM Feskens'', WHM Saris', TWA de Bruin' and EE Blaak'.
(l) Dept of Human Biology and (2) Internal Medicine, Maastricht University. PO Box
6166200 MD Maastricht. The Nethcrlands.H} RiVAl. Bilthoven, The Netherlands.

Background and Aims: Impaired glucose tolerance is an unstable state. With
repeated testing many revert to normal, other remain IGT. Subjects with
persistent IGT have the greatest risk of developing type 2 diabetes mellitus. The
aim of the present study was to evaluate wheter adding anthropometric measure
ments to glucose tolerance testing could improve the prediction of persistent IGT.
Materials and methods: 175 subjects with glucose intolerance (IGT and newly
diagnosed type 2 D~l) were invited for a second OGIT. When revert to normal
subjects were classified as having transient glucose intolerance (tGl), in all other
cases as having persistent glucose intolerance (pGl). Anthropometric measure
ments were performed during the second test. Body fat% was calculated from the
sum ofskin folds according to the method of Durnin and Womersley.
Results: tGI was diagnosed in 82 subjects (47% ); pGl in 93 (53%). pGl was
associated with lower fasting and 2-hour glucose levels at the initial test.
Furthermore pGI was associated with higher BMI (29.9 ± 0.4 vs. 28.0 ± 0.4
kg/m'; P < 0.001), elevated waist (103.3 ± 1.0 vs. 98.3 ± 1.1 cm; P < 0.01)
elevated WHR (0.98 ± 0.01 vs, 0.95 ± 0.01; P < 0.05) and increased percentage
body fat (men: 33.9 ± 0.5 vs. 31.1 ± 0.8 %; P < 0.01; women 43.5 ± 0.4 vs, 42.0
± 0.5 %; P < 0.05). Skinfolds were higher in pGI compared to tGI. After
correction for age, sex and family history of OM logistic regression indicated that
glucose levels during the initial test most strongly predict persistent GI (P <
0.001), followed by BMI, body fat%, skin folds and waist. WHR did not
distinguish between tGI and pGI (P~0.07). When also adjusted for glucose levels
during the initial test only body fat% and subscapular skin fold thickness
distinguished between transient and persistent glucose intolerance (P < 0.01).
Conclusions: Percentage body fat and subscapular skinfold thickness,
distinguish between transient and persistent glucose intolerance, suggesting that
subcutaneous adipose tissue, especially centrally located, may have additional
predictive value ofdetermining persistent glucose intolerance.

PS16
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L'ICREASED BETA-CELL PROLIFERATIO:,/ AFTER 700/.
PANCREATECTOMY m MICE OVEREXPRESSIl'I'G SHD AND GTK 1:'/
BETA-CELLS •
Cecilia Anneren and Michael Welsh. Department of Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala
University, Box 571, Biomedical Center, 571 23 Uppsala, SWEDEN.

Background and Aims: GTK (BSKIIYK), • tyrosine kinase of the SRC-family, regulates
cellularprocesses such as growth. differentiation and survival. A t) rosine residue in the C·
terminal tail, Y504, is a negative regulator of GTK kinase activity. SHB, a SHl domain adapter
protein, is phosphorylated in response to GTK-ovcrexprcssionin PCI2 cells and RINmSFcells.
SHB- and GTK-transgenieenicehave a larger beta-cellmass andexhibit an increasedcytokinc
induced beta-celldeath. The aim of the present study was to assess beta-cellgrowth in response
to partial pancreatectomy andglucosetolerance in transgenic mice expressing YS04F-mutatcd
GTK or SHB under the cootrol of the rat insulin promoter. Methods: A 70% pancreatectomy
(px) or sham pancreatectomywas performed on GTK·transgenie, SHE-transgenic or control
mice (4-5 month of age). On day 5 after the operation the mice were injected with [H3)
thymidine and the beta-cell labelling index was assessed. 3-month-old GTK-transgenie and
control micewerefasted over nightfollowed by an intravenousglucoseinjection (250 mIof a
30% solution) and blood glucose was detercninedat 0, 10,30,60 and 120 enin. Insulin was
assessed from blood samples collected at 0, 10 and30 enin(MccodiaUltrasensitiveRat Insulin
ELISA).

Results: There were no significant differences in beta-cell proliferation between the sham
operated enice(control: 0.7±O.2%o, GTK:0.7±0.4%o, SHB: 1.5±0.6%o). 70% Px stimulated beta
cell regeneration in all groups but there was a significantly increased beta-cell thymidine
incorporation aflcr Px in the SHB-transgenie (3.8±1 %0)andGTK-transgenie (5.3±1.2x,,) mice
compared to the control enice (1.7±O.4%0). Thcre was no difference in the glucose tolerance
betweencontrol andtransgenic micethathadbeen housedin cages withtwo or more animals.
However, three-month-old male transgenic enicethat had been separated from each other from
three weeks of age exhibited a slower glucose disappearance rote compared to single-caged
control mice.Moreoverthetransgenic miceshowed elevatedbasal levelsof insulin butfailedto
further increase theinsulin secretion inresponse to theglucoseinjection.

Conclusion: The results suggest that GTK and SHB have beneficial effects on beta-cell
proliferation when stimulated with partial pancreatectomy, thus partly explaining the increased
beta-cell areapreviously observed in thesemice. However, GTK-overcxprcssion in beta-cells
also seems to affect insulin secretion, resulting in impaired glucose tolerance under certain
conditions.
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DIETARY PATTERNS AND RISK OF TYPE 2 DIABETES J\lELLITUS IN
U.S.J\IEN
R.M. van Dam (1,4). W.C. Willett (1,2.3). E.B. Rimm (1.2.3), 101.1. Stampfer
(1,2,3), and EB. Hu (I). Dept. of (I) Nutrition and (2) Epidemiology. Harvard
School of Public Health: (3) Channing Laboratory, Dept. of Medicine, Brigham
and Women's Hospital, and Harvard Medical School. Boston MA: (4) Center for
Chronic Diseases Epidemiology. National Institute of Public Health and the
Environment, The Netherlands
Background and aims: The role of diet in the development of type 2 diabetes
remainsunsettled.Therefore,we examinedthe association between majordietary
patterns and risk of type 2 diabetes mellitus. Materials and methods: We
prospectively followed 42.626 U.S. male health professionals. aged 40 to 75 years
and freeof diagnoseddiabetes,cardiovascular disease andcancerin 1986. Using
factoranalysis based on data fromfood frequencyquestionnaires, we identifiedand
validated two major dietary patterns that we labeled 'prudent' (characterized by
higher consumption of vegetables, fruit, fish. poultry and whole grains) and
'Western' (characterized by higher consumption of red meat, processed meat,
French fries, high fat dairy, refined grains. and sweets and desserts). During 12 years
of follow-up, we ascertained 1327 incident cases of type 2 diabetes. Relative risks
and 95% Cis were adjusted for potential confounders, including BMI, physical
activityandcigarettesmoking. Results: The prudentdietarypattern score was
associated with a modestly lower risk of type 2 diabetes (relative risk for extreme
quintilcs, 0.85 ICI 0.71-1.01)). In contrast, the Western dietary pattern score was
associated with an increased risk of type 2 diabetes (relative risk, 1.54; CI 1.27-1.86;
P trend < 0.00(1). The combination of a high Western dietary pattern score (highest
quintile) and obesity (BMI ~ 30 kg/rrr')was associated with a particularly high risk
of type 2 diabetes (relative risk 10.9; CI 7.84-15.2 relative to lowest quintile and
B~II < 25 kg/m'). Conclusion: Our findings suggest that a Western dietary pattern
is associated with a substantial increase in risk of type 2 diabetes.
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STIMULATIO:-; OF ISLET GROWTH AND AMELIORATIO:-; OF DIABETES
BY CmlBlNATION THERAPY WITI! TGF-ALPHA AND GASTRIN.
A.1. Bone", F.J. Lally", A. Lane"", I. Parikh"" and J. Barley+. " School of
Pharmacy & Biomolecular Sciences, University of Brighton, U.K.; "" RTP
Pharma Inc., Quebec, Canada, + Biomedical Research Facility, University of
Southampton, UK
Background and Aims: The growth factors, TGFc:x and gastrin, have been
reported to affect growth and differentiation of pancreatic islet B-cells.
Materials and Methods: The effects of systemic administration ofTGF
alpha/gastrin on islet cell growth and glucose tolerance were examined in non
diabetic, streptozotocin (STZ)-induced diabetic and diabetic Zucker rats. All study
animals were treated (daily i.p. injection) with a combination ofTGF-alpha
(4uglkg BW) and gastrin (4uglkg BW), or vehicle (PBS) alone, for 10 days.
Pancreatic immuno-histochemistry was used to quantitate B-cell neogenesis
(number of single B-cell foci expressed as a % of total B-cells) in lean and obese
diabetic Zucker rats.
Resnlts: No TGF-alpha/gastrin treated rats showed any changes in body weight or
fasting blood glucose levels compared to vehicle (pBS)-treated controls. TGF
alpha/gastrin treatment increased pancreatic insulin content, compared to PBS
controls, in non-diabetic (60.6+1-8.7 vs 20.6+1-6.0 ug insulin/mg protein; p<0.05)
and STZ-diabetic (26.7+1-8.9 vs 6.1+/-2.I ug insulinlmg protein; p<0.05) rats.
Glucose tolerance (IPGTT - 2g glucoseJkg BW) was normalised in S'I'Zsdiabetic
rats treated with TGF-alpha/gastrin, with blood glucose returning to fasting levels
within 2 hours ofreceiving a glucose load. TGF-alpha/gastrin increased B-cell
neogenesis, comparedto controls, in both lean (10.5+/-0.9 vs 3.9+/·1.1 %;
p<O.004) and obese (11.2+1-1.0 vs 4.2+1-1.1 %; p<0.002) Zucker rats.
Conclusions: Thus TGF-alpha/gastrin treatment appears to increase islet B-cell
growth and improve glycaernic control in diabetic animal models, suggesting a
possible therapeutic role in preventing the progression from impaired glucose
tolerance to overt disease in type II diabetes.
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DIFFERENT MAP-KL'lASE PATHWAYS INVOLVED IN ISLET CELL
DIFFERENTIATION INDUCED BY BETACELLULI.'i AND NEUREGULL'i-4

MA Huotarl, P.J. Miettinen, J. Palgi, 'D. Harari, 'Y. Yarden and T. Otonkoski,
Haartman Institute, University of Helsinki, Finland, and 'The Weizman Institute,
Rehovot, Israel

Background and Aims: We have previously shown that islet morphogenesis is
impaired and beta-cell differentiation delayed in mice lacking functional EGF
receptors (EGFR-I-). We have also demonstrated that the EGF-R ligand betacellulin
(BTC) and the erbB-4 ligand neuregulin-4 (NRG-4) direct the differentiation of
developing mouse islet cells towards beta- and delta-cells, respectively. The present
study aims to clarify the intracellular signalling pathways activated by BTC and
NRG-4.

Material. and Methods: Collagenase digested normal embryonic (E16) mouse
pancreatic tissue was cultured for 48 h, serum-starved and stimulated for 10 min with
100 nglm1 of either BTC, NRG-4 or EGF. Tissues were then lysed and resolved by
SDS-PAGE electrophoresis before transfer onto nitrocellulose. Tyrosine
phosphorylation ofthe MAP-kinases Erkll2, Akt, p38 and Jnk, and the p85 subunit of
PI3 kinase was studied by immunoblotting. The results are based on three
independent experiments.

Results: BTC, NRG-4 and EGF stimulated PI3Kp85 phosphorylation similarly (1.7 to
2.3-fold). While none of the factors significantly affected the phosphorylation of
either Akt, JNK or p38, Erkll2 was potently activated by EGF (l6-fold increase in
phosphorylation) and BTC (6-fold), but not by \I.'RG-4.

Condusions: BTC-induced beta-cell differentiation involves the Erkl/2 pathway,
whereas NRG-4 induced delta-cell differentiation does not Furthermore, though both
EGF and BTC activated Erkll2, only BTC stimulated beta-cell differentiation. Thus,
yet unidentified signalling pathways are involved in mediating BTC action.
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OVEREXPRESSION OF FGFIO IN THE DEVELOPING MOUSE PANCREAS
PERTURBS ENDOCRINE CELL DIFFERENfIATION.
Alan W. Hart, Stella Papadopoulou and Helena Edlund, Department of Microbiology,
Umca University, Ume!, Sweden. .
Background and Aims: FGF-signalling plays a key role in the development of the
mouse embryo and in particular the development of organs which derive from
epithelial-mesenchymal interactions. We have previously shown that key components of
the FGF family are expressed in the adult mouse pancreas and that impairment of
signalling via FGFRlc leads to diabetes as a result of b-cell dysfunction. Our aim was to
investigate the role that signalling via FGFR2b may play in the developing mouse
pancreas, by overexpressing FGFIO.
Materiah and Methods: The transgenic construct was made by inserting a 4.5-kilobase
(kb} NotI-Nael fragment located immediately upstream of the Ipfl/Pdxl gene into a
vector carrying a polyA site and a 750bp NotIlNcol mouse FGFIO cDNA (Ipfl/fgfiO).
We generated transgenic mice by pronuclear injection ofthe purified (NotI-BamHI) (1.8
ng/m\) into F2 B61CBA hybrid coeytes as described. Thegenotype was determined by
PeR analysis of genomic DNA extracted from tail biopsies. Immunohistochemistry and
in situ analysis was performed at various stages of pancreas development
R..u1I5: Ipfl/fgfiO mice were born alive where approximately 50"10 of all transgenic
offspring presented with severe hyperglycaemia (blood glucose levels were 18.4 +1-1.2
and 4.2 +1- 0.7 mM for Ipfl/fgfiO and wild type littermates respectively). The
remaining animals appeared healthy with fed blood glucose levels within the normal
range. However, upon examination of the pancreas, derived from both hyperglycaemic
and aormoglycaemic animals, (e13, IS, 17, PI and 7 weeks) the gross morphology
revealed an enlarged and condensed pancreas. Immunohistochemical analysis using a
battery of pancreatic markers revealed ductual h)perplasia in the transgenic pancreas,
which was most apparent from el5 onwards. The animals presentiog with
hyperglycaemia, had few differentiated glu+ and ins+ cells, which may explain their
elevated blood glucose lev-els. In addition female adult Ipfl/fgfiO animals had a fluid
filled cyst in the dorsal pancreas position. ThisCj.. t had a thin layer of tissue which, was
Ipfl, p48 and carboxypeptidase A positive, but very few insulin positiv-e cells were
detected. Both male and female derived ventral pancreas bad a condensed morphology
and appeared to harbour more insulin and glucagon producing cells as compared to the
dorsaIpancreas. However, very few Islet structures were observ-ed in both dorsal and
ventral derived pancreas, instead the cells were in a scattered arrangement
Conclusions: Overexpressioa of FGFIO in the developing mouse pancreas leads to
ductual hyperplasia and perturbed endocrine cell differentiation.
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Hepatocyte Growtb factor (HGF) induces differentiation of pancreatic ductal
cells into insulin-producing cells
E. Anastasi A Bulotta, S. Fallucca, R. Perfetti and U. Di Mario.
University of Rome "La Sapienza' Italy and Cedars-Sinai Medical CenterlUCLA. Los
Angeles.

Background and Aims. HGF and its receptor comet have been shown to be involved
in development, growth and regeneration of different organs and tissues. Data from in
vitro and in vivo studies suggest that the HGF-cmet system may playa role in
promoting beta cell neogenesis. The aim of the study was to investigate whether
pancreatic ductal epithelial cells could be induced to differentiate into insulin
producing cells by exposing them to hepatocyte growth factor (HGF).
Materials and Methods: Rat' pancreatic ductal cells (ARIP) were first examined by
immunohistochemistry for the expression of insulin and the HGF receptor, c-met. The
expression ofc-rnet was also evaluated by western blot analysis. In addition, RT-PCR
was performed to detect pancreatic-duodenal horneobox-I (POX-I) mRNA. ARIP'
cells were cultured at increasing concentrations of HGF and analyzed at different time
points for the expression of insulin by immunohistochemistry. In addition, insulin
released into the medium was analysed by radioimmunoassay (RIA).
Results: A positive immunoreactivity for insulin was detected in ARIP cells cultured
in the presence ofHGF (50 nglm1) for 48 hours; in contrast ARIP cells cultured with
vehicle alone were insulin negative. A positive immunoreactivity for c-met was
detected in ARIP cells treated with vehicle alone. The constitutive expression of c
met receptor was also demonstrated by western analysis. RT·PCR analysis showed
that PDX-I gene is constitutively transcribed in ARIP cells. When cultured in the
presence ofHGF, ARIP cells exhibited a dose-dependent response of insulin secretion
with a plateau of the response with 50 nglml of HGF. The analysis of the time course
of the insulin secretory response revealed a maximal secretion at 48 hours and a
plateau at 72 hours followed by an early decline at later time points.
Conclusions: We provide further evidence to support the observation that pancreatic
ductal cells in vitro could be trans-differentiated into insulin secreting-cells by means
of culturing with HGF.
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Restoration of glucese-respouslve insulin secretion following formation of cell
duslers in the poorly responsfve betaTC-3 cell line.
G.A. Roberts, K Lobner, A Hauge-Evans, M. Bearzatto, S. Persaud, P. Jones, M.R.
Christie. Department of Medicine at Guy's, King's and St Thomas' School of
Medicine and the Endocrinology & Reproduction Research Group, School of
Biomedical Sciences, King's College London.

Background and Aim" Investigation of molecular aspects of insulin secretion is
restricted by poor availability of human and animal islets of Langerhans. Insulin
secreting beta-cell lines have been developed, but these often show poor responses to
glucose when analysed as monolayers or cell suspensions. Normal islets also show
reduced secretory responses when dissociated into single cells. We investigated
whether formation of islet-like clusters increased the ability of the poorly responsive
betaTC-3 cell line to secrete insulin on stimulation with glucose or activators of the
cAMP pathway (forskolin plus 3-isobut)'I-I-methylxanthine (ffiMX» or of the
protein kinase C pathway (phorboI12-myristate 13-acetate (P~fA».
Materials and Metbods: Beta TC-3 cells were grown as mono layers, or formed into
clusters by culture on gelatin coated plates. Morphology of cells was investigated by
light and electron microscopy. Monolayers or cell dusters (0.5 million cell
equivalents) were perifused with sequential changes of medium from 0 m.\f glucose
to 20 m.\f glucose, then to 20 m.\f glucose with either 10 u.\f forskolin & 100 m.\f
ffiMX, or 5oon.\f PMA Medium was returned to 0 m.\f glucose and cells re
perifused with 20 m.\f glucose. Perifusates were collected every 2 min and assayed
for insulin secretion in a single radioimmunoassay with intra-assay CV of 5.2%.
Insulin secretion was expressed as % basal secretion.
Results: When grown on gelatin, beta TC cells formed islet-like clusters, which were
well granulated and demonstrated inter-cellular tight gap-junctions. Clusters showed
increased insulin secretion in response to 20 m.\f glucose (peak 53 1±61% basal,
p<O.OI), Forskolin + ffiMX (958±441, p<0.05) and PMA (735±1I6) compared to
rnonolayers (202±46, 144±19, and 214±17, respectively). Prior stimulation enhanced
the magnitude ofsubsequent stimulation (priming) in clusters, but not in monolayers.
Conclusions: The results demonstrate the importance of islet-like structure for
appropriate insulin responses to secretagogues. Formation of cell clusters may have
implications for function ofengineered beta cells for transplantation.
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UP-REGULATION OF E-eADHERIN SIGNALLING ELEMENTS AND
ThIPROVED SECRETORY RESPONSESOF MIN6 PSEUDOISLETS
M.J. Luther, A.C. Hauge Evans, S.J. Persaud and P.M. Jones, King's College
London, UK
Background and Aims: The MIN6 cell line forms three-dimensional aggregates
(pseudoislets; PIs) when grown on gelatin, We have previously shown that PIs
express more of the ea2

•-depcndent cell adhesion molecule, E-cadherin (ECAD)
and that they show improved secretory responses over monolayer (M) cells to
nutrient secretagogues. We have now investigated the time-courseof PI formation,
the change in expression of ECAD and c- and Jl-catcninsin PIs, and the secretory
responses of PIs to non-nutrient secretagogues. Materials and Methods: r-llN6
PIs were formed in gelatin-coated tissue culture flasks. ECAD, o-catenin and Jl
catcnin expression were detected by PAGE and Western blotting. Insulin secretion
from perifused M1N6cells and PIs '''IS measured by radioimmunoassay. Results:
MIN6 cells formed clusters that were visible as multi-cellularaggregates after 2-t
days in culture. By day 7 these aggregates were indistinguishable from primary
islets by light microscopy. Western blotting of protein-matched M andPI extracts
indicated that ECAD, Jl-catenin and oc-catenln expression were all up-regulated in
PIs harvested at day 7. ECAD expressionwas increasedwithin I day, and this was
maximal by day 4. The mcmbrane-depolarising stimuli KCl (20m.\1) and
tolbutamide (100;11'.1) beth caused rapid and sustained increases in insulin secretion
from PI (328±84% and 423±138% basal, respectively, n~4) which were
significantly (p<0.05) greater than those from M cells. Similar results were
obtained using the PKC activator PMA (500nM) and the adcnylate cyclase
activator forskolin (l0fl.\f), beth of which produced maintained elevations in
secretion from PI, but had only transient effects in M cells. Carbachol (500)J1>f)
caused a sustained plateau increase in 2001.\1 glucose-induced insulin secretion
from PI, but only produced a short (6 min) peak in insulin secretion from M cells.
Conclusions: These datasuggest thatthe up-regulationof ECAD, u-catcnin and Jl
catenin occurs over the same time-courseas pseudoislet formation, and that Jl-cells
within islet-like structures exhibit an overall enhancement of insulin secretion in
response to divergent extracellular signals.
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EXPRESS10"" OF ISLET MARKERS IN STEM CELLS.
Martin F., Bema G., Ensefiat-Waser R., Reig J.A. and Soria B.
Institute of Bioengineering, University Miguel Hernandez, San Juan
de Alicante, Spain, E-03550.
Background and aims: Stem cells have the ability to differentiate to
any cellular lineage, after a differentiation process. Developmental
studies have shown the involvement of some transcription factors in
pancreas development. The aim of this study is to investigate the role
of the above mentioned transcription factors in a mouse embryonic
stem cell line (D3) and in an adult human intestinal stem cell line
(HISC), in their process of differentiation to islet cells. Materials and
methods: D3 and HISC have been differentiated following a standard
differentiation process, consisting of embryoid bodies (EB) formation
and their subsequent culture in monolayer. The visualization of the
differential expression of the following genes, PDX-I, ngn-3, isl-I,
NeuroDlBeta2, Nkx2.2, Nkx6.I, Pa,,4, Pa,,6, p48, insulin, glucagon,
somatostatin, PP, glucokinase, GLUT-2 and SUR-I, has been done by
RT-PCR and immunohistochemistry. Results: Undifferentiated D3
cells show markers related with pancreas development, such as ngn-S,
lsI-I, NeuroDlBeta2, NKx2.2, Pa,,4 and Pa,,6. Moreover, these
undifferentiated cells also show markers from mature endocrine
pancreatic cells, such as PP and SUR-!. On the other hand. markers
like PDX·I appear in late differentiation stages. Undifferentiated
HISC cells show the same markers related with pancreas
development, except NKx2.2 and POX-!. On the contrary, HISC cells
are positive for glucokinase. Conclusion: These data suggest that
Undifferentiated D3 and HISC stem cells already express certain
pancreatic markers. On the contrary, the presence of other markers,
like POX-I and glucokinase, change in the different lines and along
the differentiation process, suggesting that differentiation and
maturation protocols can be used to guide these cells to a islet cell
precursor population.
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R£GUL\TlON OF IXSULL"i-LIKE GROWTH FACfOR-BL"iDING
PROTEIX-l SFCRETION IN THE GLUCOSE-SENSITIVE RAT
PANCREATIC BETA CELL LL"iEixs-i
M. Lewitt, P.-O. Berggren,K. Brismar.KarolinskaInstitutet, Institutionfor Molecular
Medicine,Karolinska Sjukhuset, Stockholm,Sweden

Background and Aims: Insulin-like growth factor-binding protein-I (IGFBP-I)
regulates the activity of the IGFs and has IGF-independent actions on cell motility
and apoptosis. We have previously characterised the regulation of rat !GFBP-I in
vivo and in vit:0' In 1l4-Il-E rat hepatoma cells, insulin is a potent inhibitor of
IGFBP-I secretion, glucocorticoids are stimulatory and glucose has no effect. We
have recently identified AMP-activatedprotein kinase (A.\.WK) as a novel regulatory
pathwayfor IGFBP-I, stimulatingits secretion in H4-U-E cells. IGFBP-I is known to
be expressed in INS-I cells, however little is known about its regulationin these cells.
The aim of this study was to detennine whether INS-! cells also secrete IGFBP-I and,
if so, to compare the pattern of regulation in a pancreatic beta cell line to that of
hepatic IGFBP-1.
Materials and Methods: Studies were performed in monolayer cultures of INS-I
cells. After a 6-h serum-freeperiod. cells were exposed to effectorsin the absence of
serum for a further 18h. Conditioned medium was collected and IGFBP-I measured
by sensitiveimmunoassayand by immunob!ottingafter 50S-PAGE.
Resuhs: IGFBP-! was secreted by INS-I cells. Immunoreactive IGFBP-I was
detected in the immunoassay and was also visualised by Western immunoblotting.
Under these culture conditions dexamethasone, lOOngfml, stimulated IGFBP-I
secretion4-fold, and increasing the glucose concentration from II to 20 O1.\f inhibited
lGFBP-1 by approx 50%. Activation of MIPK using 5-aminoimida.>:0Ie-4
carboxamide-ribosideinhibited IGFBP-I secretionup to 50%.
Condusions: (i) The glucose-sensitive pancreatic beta cell line INS-I secretes
IGFBP-I; (ii) similar to hepatic IGFBP-I, g1ucocorticoids stimulate pancreatic
IGFBP-I secretion; and (iii) in contrast to liver, glucose inhibits IGFBP-I secretion,
and activation of A.\IPK is also inhibitory. We speculate that IGFBP-I may playa
role in INS-I cell function, independentlyor by modulating local IGF activity.
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Gene Expression in Beta-Cells
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DIFFERENTIAL GEl'll: EXPRESSION IN GLUCOSE-RESPONSIVE Arm
NON-RESPONSIVE PANCREATIC Il-CELL (Mll'i'6) SUBLINES.
V. Lilla, J.-C. Irminger and P.A Halban. Louis-Jeantet Research Labs.• University
Medical Center, 1211 Geneva 4, Switzerland.

Background and Aims: To date only a few candidate genes have been proposed to
be involved in maintaining the differentiated state of a pancreatic ll-cell. To identify
genes involved in regulated insulin secretion, we have established and characterised
two sublines derived from the insulin-secreting mouse pancreatic ll-cell line MIN6,
designated B I and C3.
Materials and Methods: MIN6 cells were subcloned by limiting dilution. To study
their insulin-secretory properties, cells were incubated for 1 h in basal conditions (2.8
mmollL glucose) and subsequently for 1 h in stimulated conditions (except KCI = 10
min). Data are mean±SE. To identify genes differentially expressed in the two cell
lines we bave applied suppression subtractive hybridization (SSH).
Results: Bland C3 cells are morphologically different but do not differ significantly
in cellular insulin content (4.I±O.7 vs, 5.2±OA 11g11O<sup>6</sup> cells). BI
responded to glucose in a concentration and confluence-dependant manner. At 16.7
mmollL glucose, these cells at 75% confluence released 14.7±I.1% insulin content/h
vs. 3.3±O.I% at 2.8 mmollL glucose (p<0.01). C3 did not respond to glucose 2.8-16.7
mmollL regardless of cell confluence. Fold-stimulation of insulin release by other
secretagogues (at 2.8 mmollL glucose) was (BI vs, C3): 20 mrnollL leucine 4.6±0.2
vs. 0.8±0.1; 20 mrnollL arginine I.4±O.2 vs. 0.7±0.1; 1 mmollL IBMX3.6±0.6 vs,
2.3±OA; 100 nmol/L PMA 16.8±4.0 vs, 2.1±0.5; 30 mmollL KCI 42.8±5.2 vs.
15.6±5.2. By SSH we have identified two potentially interesting genes, which are
strongly under-expressed in the defective clone C3 as compared to BI. This was
confirmed by Northern blot and immunofluorescence. They code for the
neurofilament subunits NF-L and NF-M. which' belong to the family of intermediate
filament proteins. Such proteins are involved in cellular architecture and their lowered
expression could be implicated in the cellularls'e~rerory defects ofC3.
Conclusions: Secretion studies show an impaired insulin secretion in the C3 cells in
response to glucose and to the other tested secretagogues as compared to the B 1 cells.
These two sub lines should be useful for identification of genes indispensable for
normal regulated insulin secretion.
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TRANSCRIPTIONAL REPRESOR DREAl\I INFLUENCES
HUMAN INSULIN TRANSCRIPTION.
L.Wagner, F. Ledo", J. Neophytou, W. Gartner, B. Mellstrom", W. Waldhaeusl and
J.R. Naranjo'. Department of Medicioe m University of Vienna, Austria; Molecular
& Cellular Biology Opt. CNB-esIC Campus Cantoblanco Madrid, Spain'

Background and aims: Human DREAM has been identified as a
Ca'<dependent transcriptional repressor. It contains EF hand domains,
binds to specific sites in the DNA (the downstream regulatory element
DRE) and regulates transcription of c-fos and prodynorphin genes in
the central nervous system. The aim of this study was to investigate if
DREAM is expressed in cells of the islet of Langerhans and to analyze
a possible influence of DREAM on insulin transcription. Methods:
Tissue expression of DREAM was investigated by Northern blot and
immunohistochemical methods. In order to test involvement of
DREAM in the transcriptional control a luciferase reporter system
with the main part and various truncated versions of the human insulin
promoter were employed. Results: We demonstrate the expression of
DREAM in human pancreatic islets of Langerhans and in the rat
insulinoma cell line RIN-5F at protein and mRNA level. Furthermore
we identified a DRE site linked to the proximal CRE-element in the
human and rat insulin promoters. Using a luciferase reporter vector
(pGL3-lue) and the human insulin promoter as well as truncated
versions we demonstrate a strong influence of DREAM on insulin
transcription in cotransfection experiments. Conclusions: DREAM
might represent an important insulin transcription regulatory protein in
13-cells of the islet of Langerhans which itself is influenced by

cytoplasmic and nuclear Ca'<fluctuations. Interestingly, expression of
DREAM in 13-cells is influenced by secretagogin, a 13-cell- and

neuroendocrine cell-specific Ca'<binding protein.
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mGH GLYCAEIIHC V<llEX DIETS INDUCE CHANGES IN PANCREATIC
INSULIN SECRETION AIm GEI\E EXPRESSION
LJ. Aouad, C. Walker, 1. Phuyal, C Thompson, J. Bryson and I. Caterson. Human
Nutrition Unit, Dept Biochemistry, University ofSydney, Australia.

Background and Aims: Prolonged intake of high glycaernic index (Gl) diets increase
the pancreatic insulin response to glucose both in vivo and in vitro in rodents. TIlls
has been implicated in the development of insulin resistance. The primary and most
characterized pathway for glucose stimulated insulin release involves pancreatic
glucose metabolism. The two major components in this pathway. GLUT-2 and
glucokinase (GK) ('the glucose sensor') play crucial roles in the maintenance of
normal glucose stimulated insulin secretion. The aim of this study was to determine
the effect of high GI diets on GLUT -2 and GK expression.
Materials and Methods: Rats (n~12) were maintained on one of two diets (68%
carbohydrate) for 3weeks. Diets contained either low GI starch "amylose" (60"/0
amylose 40"/0 amylopectin) or the high GI carbohydrate "polycose" (100% polycosc
powder). Intravenous glucose tolerance tests (IVGTT) were performed (Ig glucose
/kg body "1) at 3 weeks. Expression of islet GLUT-2. GK and pre-proinsulingenes
were measured by RT-PCR (expressed as a ratio to b-actin).
Results: Compared to amylose, polycose diet significantly increased both plasma
glucose (AUC 25548 vs t55±53 mmol.l-LZh, p=O.Q2) and insulin (AVC 48 ±6.6 vs
25±4.7nmol.l-1.2h, p=O.03) when given as a single meal. At 3 weeks there was no
difference in glucose response to IVGTT between the two diets (AVC 320±48 vs
309±40mrnol.J-1.h, p=O.9). Fasting insulin was the same in each group (225±105 vs
105±15pmoVl, p=O.14) however, insulin response to IVGrr was elevated in polycose
rats at 2 minutes after glucose infusion (3900±675 vs 1350±90pmoVl, p=O.04).
Expression of GLUT-2 was significantly reduced in the polycose group compared
with amylose group (0.03±O.01 vs 0.3±O.09, p=O.02), as was GK expression
(0.0I±O.006 vs 0.2±0.05, p=O.OO6) Pre-proinsulin gene expression was not different
between groups (O.64±O.09vs 0.68±O.14, p=O.9).
Conclusions: This unexpected 90"t'o decrease in the expression of the "glucose sensa'
suggests an adaptive response to chronic, intermittent post prandial hyperglycaemia
and suggests an alternate pathway for the insulin hypersecretion that accompanies
high GI diets.
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TSC-22 (TGF-bcta-stimulated done-22) Represses tbe Transcription of Insulin
Geoe
Y. Ihara, Y. Yamada, K. Miyawaki, N. Ban, A Inada, A Kuroe, K. Nagashima, T.
Kurose and Y. Seino. Department of Metabolism and Clinical Nutrition, Graduate
School ofMedicine, Kyoto 'University, Kyoto, Japan

In order to identify the candidate genes for type 2 diabetes mellitus in the pancreatic
beta-cells, we performed fluorescent differential display with cDNAs derived from
the pancreatic islets of 8-week-old GK rats, a model of non-obese type 2 diabetes
mellitus, and Wistar control rats. We isolated 34 independent clones showing
differentially expression in the pancreatic islets of GK rats. The expression levels of
II clones among them were down-regulated and the levels of the others were up
regulated in GK rats. Among them, TSC-22 (TGF-beta-stimulated c1one-22) was
expressed uniquely in the pancreatic islets of GK rat. It was reported that TSC-22
encodes a leucine zipper-containing protein and has transcriptional repressor activity.
It was also reported that TSC-22 can homodimerize and heterodimerize with other
transcriptional family members. Therefore, we have examined the effects of TSC-22
on the transcriptional activity of insulin promoter. The 5'-frankling sequence of
human insulin gene was subcloned into a luciferase expression plasmid.; This
luciferase reporter plasntid was transfected into mouse derived insulinoma cell line
MIN6 cells With or without TSC·22 expression plasmid constructed with rat TSC-22
full-length eDNA and pCMV plasmid. After 48 hours, luciferase activity was
measured. The activity of insulin promoter was repressed to 58% of control by the
expression of TSC-22. The deletion analysis was performed to reveal the region of
insulin promoter that was interacted with TSC-22. It revealed that -170 to -88 of
insulin promoter was important for interaction withTSC-22. We conclude that TSC
22 may playa suppressive role in insulin gene transcription in the pancreatic beta
cells ofGK rats and also that it may be one ofthe candidate genes for type 2 diabetes
mellitus.
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GENE THERAPY OF PANCREATIC·DERIVED P-CELLS WITH GLP.I
RESTORES GLUCOSE·DEPENDENT INSULIN PRODUCTION.
R. Perfeni and H. Hui, Cedars-Sinai Medical CenterlUCLA. Los Angeles. CA.
USA

Background and Aims: Glucagon-like peptide-I (GLP-I) is an incretin
hormone derived from the preproglucagon gene. capable of regulating the
transcription of the three major genes that determine the pancreatic p-cell-specific
phenotype: insulin. GLUT-2 and glucokinase. The aim of this study was to
investigate the potential role of GLP-I for the gene therapy of a glucose
insensitive pancreatic p-cells. Materials and Methods: We transfected mouse
insulinoma (MIN-6) cells with a DNA fragment of the human preproglucogone
gene containing the nucleotide sequence encoding for human GLP-I. but lackinz
thecodig regionforglucagon.Two constructs weregenerated: in one of them, th~
expression of GLP-I was under control of the CMV promoter (CMV/GLP-I).
while in the second. the rat insulin II promoter (lns/GLP-I) regulated it. Results:
Northern blot analysis of the two cell lines revealed that both CMV/GLP·! and
Ins/GLP·I cells expressed a greater insulin mRNA levels when compared to
controls; however while CMV/GLP-I cells were glucose insensitive. Ins/GLP-I
were capable of regulating insulin and GLP-I gene expression based on the
concentration of glucose in the culture medium. Detection of the counterpart
proteins in the culture medium paralleled the observation derived from the
northern blot analysis. GLP-I action was mediated by an IDX-I-dependent trans
activation of the endogenous insulin promoter. as demonstrated by gel shift
analysis. This was further suggested by a significant increase of the glucose
dependent nuclear translocation of IDX-I protein in Ins/GLP-I cells. when
compared to CMV/GLP-I cells or parental MIN-6 cells. Finally. we observed that
GLP-I-dependent acquisition of glucose responsiveness was not affected by an
increased expression level for GLP-I receptor. Conclusions: In summary. our
study provides further evidence that GLP-I by restoring glucose-dependent
insulin production is a unique candidate for the therapy ofl)'pe 2 diabetes.
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PROTEmlE ANALYSIS OF ISLETS FRml RATS FETUS MALNOURISHED IN
UTERO
Thomas Sparre, IiBrigitte Reusens, CPeter Mose Larsen, cStephen Fey. IiCIaude
Remacle and 10m Nerup
Steno Diabetes Center. Gentofte, Denmark. #Laboratorie de Biologie Cellulaire, Uni
versite Catholique de Louvain, Belgium. C Center for Proteome Analysis. Odense,
Denmark.
Background: Maternal isocaloric protein restriction during pregnancy in rats impairs
islet cell proliferation as well as insulin secretion and increases apoptosis in the fetal 3
cells. Low protein diet (LP) in early life also increases susceptibilityof fetal3-cells to
nitric oxide (NO) and IloI3. Alm: To identify changes in protein expression levels in
islets from fetuses subjected to LP during gestation. Methods: Pregnant Wistar rats
were fed a LP diet (8% protein) or a control diet (20% protein) throughout gestation.
At day 21.5 of gestation islets were isolated. During 7 days of culture fetal islets were

neoformed. Fetal islets were labelled with [35S]-methionine for two-dimensional gel
electrophoresis. Each sample was run on isoelectric focusing (IEF. pH 3.5-7) and non
equilibrium pH-gradient electrophoresis (NEPHGE. pH 6.5-10.5) and analyzed on a
Biolmage computer program. Changes in expression levels of proteins were expressed
as percentage of integrated optic density and considered significant at p < 0.01 (Stu
dent's t-test), Significantly changed spots were identified by mass spectrometry. Re
sults: In total 2.810 protein spots were identified on the gels. Seventy of these spots
were significantly changed in LP islets compared to control islets. On the IEF side
1.916 spots whereof 55 were significantly changed and on the NEPHGE side 894 spots
whereof 15 were significantly changed compared to control diet. So far we have 5
identifications (elongation factor t«, HSC70-PSI. WDRI protein, albumin and fuse
binding protein 2). 3 good spectra but no identification and 3 with too few peptides.
Conclusion: LP diet during development significantly change the expression level of
70 spots out of 2.810 protein spots compared to control diet. These proteins might be
involved in the altered 3 cell mass and the increased susceptibility to NO and cytokines
in LP islets and therefore ofpotential interest for type I diabetes mellitus pathogenesis.
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REGULATION OF GLUCOil.,UASE GENE EXPRESSION L"i'PANCREATIC
B-CELLS BY RETL'iOIC ACID M'lJ VITAMr.'t DJ
T. Moede, I. Leibiger,P.O. Berggren, B. Leibiger. The Rolf Loft Center for Diabetes
Research, Dept. Mol. Medicine. Karolinska Institutet, S-I7176 Stockholm, Sweden

Background and Aims: Previous analysis of the B-cell active glucokinase gene
(bGK) promoter revealed cis-elements, TGGTl and TGGTI. showing a high
homology to binding sites for members of the nuclear receptor superfamily, such as
vitamin D3 receptor (VD3R) and retinoic acid receptor (RAR). Here. we studied the
involvement of VD3R, RAR and RXR in the regulation of the bGK promoter in
pancreatic B-cells.
Materials and lIlethods: To investigate the effect of RA and VD3 on the bGK
expression we performed comparative RT-PCR. bGK promoter (-278/+ 123) driven
reporter gene expression (CAT and GFP) was analysed in transient expression studies.
To determine the effect of 111M RA or 1On.\1VD3 on bGK promoter-driven GFP
expression, cells were stimulated for 25 min with either hormone. GFP fluorescence
was monitored online over a period of 4 hours. To analyse the role ofRAR, RXR and
VD3R complexes. these receptors were overexpressed together with the bGK-GFP
construct.
Results: Stimulation of islets or HIT cells with RA or VD3 lead to a 1.5 to 3 fold in
crease in mRNA levels. Online monitoring experiments revealed a 1.6+/-0.!- or
1.4+/-0.Ifold increase in GFP-fluorescence in response to RA- or VD3-stimulation.
Mutation of either TGGTl (at -90bp) or TGGTI (at -168bp) lead to a drastic
reduction in basic expression (to 34% or 28% of wild type. respectively) and to a
drastic reduction (in case of TGGT2) or complete loss of response to RA and VD3
stimulation. The hormone-stimulated bGK promoter activity was enhanced following
overexpression of VD3R (to 2+/-<J.2fold) or VD3R1 RXR (to I.7+/-<J.lfold) or of a
combination RARIRXR (to 2.15+/-0.3fold). RARIRXR had no effect on the VD3
stimulated expression, while VD3R had no effect on RA-stimulated expression
Conclusion: We demonstrate that the bGK expression in the pancreatic B-eell can be
stimulated by VOl or RA. While both regnlatory pathways seem to converge on the
samecis-elements.eachhormone uses itsown distinctivetrans-factors, RARIRXR for
RA and VDlR or VD3RIRXR for VDJ.
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I\UCROARRAY STUDIES OF AJliGIOGEl\L:IC FACTORS M'D
CHEMOKINES EXPRESSED IN MICROENCAPSULATED ISLETS OF
LANGERHANS.
A King, C. Carlsson and A Andersson. Dept. of Medical Cell Biology. Uppsala
University. Uppsala, Sweden.

Background and Aims: Microencapsulation of islets of Langerhans may provide the
means to transplant islets in the absence of immunosuppression. However. little is
known about the cell biology of microencapsulated islets. An increased expression of
chernokines in microencapsulated islets could induce an immune response against the
microencapsulated islets and angiogeneic factors may be expressed in response to
hypoxia. The aim of this project was to study the mRNA expression of chemokines
and angiogeneic factors in microencapsulated islets of Langerhans. Materials and
Methods: Islets were isolated from Balb/c mice and after 5-7 days culture,
microencapsulated in alginate/pcly-Lslysine/alginate capsules. Microencapsulated or
free islets were then cultured for an additional l-week period. Alternatively •.
microencapsulated islets were either syngeneically transplanted or cultured for 3 days.
To isolate RNA. islets were removed from the capsules, by means of microdissection,
and lysed in lysis buffer. RNA was then isolated using RNeasy kit. A microarray kit
(GeArray) was used to study the mRNA expression of a variety (23-24) 01
chemokines and angiogerieic factors, which were compared with beta-actin and
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphatase dehydrogenase (GAPDH) expression. Results: The
most abundant chemokines detected after I-week culture were macrophage
inflammatory protein Ialpha (Mll'-Ialpha). and to a lesser extent. 1-309 (or soya I;
small inducible cytokine Al precursor). both of which were expressed at similar
levels in free and microencapsulated islets. A variety of angiogeneic factors were
detected to similar extents in free and microencapsulated islets after l-week culture.
These included tyrosine kinase receptor I (Tie I). vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF). angiogenin, angiopoietin and the anti-angiogeneic factor endostatin.
However. transplanted microencapsulated islets had lower expression ofVEGF. Tie I
and angiopoietin compared with cultured microencapsulated islets. Conclusions: Islet
expression of a variety of chemokines and angiogenic factors was not altered by
microencapsulation. However, the expression of some angiogeneic factors was
decreased after transplantation of microencapsulated islets.
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ASSESSMENT BY D-['H]MANNOHEPTULOSE UPTAKE OF B-CELL
DENSITY IN ISOLATED ISLETS FROM GOTO-KAKJZAKJ RATS
L. Ladriere, A. Sener and \V.I. Malaisse. Laboratory of Experimental
Medicine, Brussels Free University, Brussels, Belgium
Background and Aims: The uptake of D-['H]mannoheptulose, as mediated
mainly by GLUT2, was recently proposed as a tool to assess the relative
contribution of insulin-producing cells to the total mass of isolated islets.
This procedure was so far only used, however, in a comparison between
control rats and animals injected with streptozotocin a few days before the
experiments. In the present study, the validity of this novel approach was
further explored by comparing the uptake of D-['II]mannoheptulose by islets
isolated from either control rats or hereditarily diabetic Goto-Kakizaki rats
(GK rats). Materials and Methods: Pancreatic islets isolated by the
collagenase procedure from fed female \Vistar rats or GK rats were incubated
for 60 min at 37°C in groups of 20 islets each in 0.1 ml of a salt-balanced
medium containing 8.3 mmol/l Dsglucose, 2.0 mmolll sucrose and 0.1
mmolll D-mannoheptulose mixed with tracer amounts of [U.14Clsucrose and
either 3HOH, D-[5-'lI]glucose or D-['II]mannoheptulose. The islets were
then separated from the incubation medium by centrifugation through a layer
of oil. Results: The extracellular [U.14C]sucrose and intracellular [3HOH]
spaces were not significantly different in control and GK rats. The
intracellular D-[5"H]glucose space was slightly lower in GK rats (1.83 ±
0.09 nllislet; n = 16; P < 0.05) than in control animals (2.12 ± 0.11 nllislet; n
= 16). The intracellular D-['H]mannoheptulose space was much lower in GK
rats (1.07 ± 0.06 nllislet; n = 15; P < 0.005) than in control animals (1.51 ±
0.11 nllislet; n = 16). Conelusions: The present data are in close agreement
with those of a prior morphometric study indicating that the density of B
cells in isolated islets from adult GK rats represents only 78.5 ± 2.5 % of the
mean corresponding control value (100.0 ± 1.3 %).

466
POTENTIATION BY METHYL PYRUVATE OF GLP-I INSULlNOTROPIC
ACTION.
I. Valverde,J. Cancelas,M.L. Villanueva-Pefiacarrillo and \V.J.Malaisse
Fundaci6n Jimenez Diaz, Madrid. Spain and Laboratory of Experimental Medicine,
Brussels Free University,Brussels, Belgium.

Background and Aims: Methyl pyruvate (MP) stimulates insulin release both in vivo
and in vitro. The present study aimed at investigatingwhether 1.11' is able to enhance
the B-cell secretory response to glucagon-like peptide (GLP-I). Materials and
Methods: Fed male Wistar rats anaesthetised with pentobarbital recieved
intravenously either saline or 1.11' diluted in saline (2 umol/g body wt in 30 S,

followed by I JimoVg per min to min 15). Either saline or GLP-I in saline (5 pmoVg)
was injected 5 min after the onset of the test. Plasma insulin and glucose
concentrations were measured in blood samples collected from a carotid artery. Data
are presented as mean±SRl 'Thestatistical significance of difference between mean
values was assessed by Student's t-test, Results: Two to five min after injection and
subsequent infusion of 1.11', the plasma insulin concentration was increased by
2.70±55 ng/ml (n~18). as compared (p<O.OOI) to a paired change of-O.14±O.28 ng/ml
(n~16) in the control experiments.The integrated GLP-I induced increment in plasma
insulin concentration (min 5 to min 20 inclusive) above the pair value recorded at the
5th min of the test, just before GLI'-I injection, averaged. in the presence of MI'.
102.8±24.4(ng x minYml,as compared to only 22.6±2.2 (ng x minYmlin the absence
of 1.11' (n~ in both cases, p<0.02). In these experiments, 1.11' increased the plasma
glucose concentration by O.52±I.l3 and 2.72±0.59 mmoVi(n~ and p<O.05in both
cases) at min 5 and 20, rspectively, whilst no significant change in plasma glucose
concentration was recorded in the absence of MI'. Nevertheless, the insulinogenic
index (paired ratio between plasma insulin and glucose concentration) was
significantly higher in the presence than in the absence of MI'. both at min 5 (486±98
vs 172±29 Jig/mol, n~8-9, p<O.02) and 2 and 5 min after injection of GLP-l
(2.31±0.3I vs 0.77±O.13 mg/mol, n~8, p<O.OOI). Conclusions:These findings
indicate that, under the present experimental conditions, 1.11' acts as both an insulin
secretagogue and g1uconeogenic precursor, and potentiates the B-<:e1I secretory
response to GLP-l.
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DISSOCIATED EFFECTS OF CYTOCHALASIN BAND D ON GLUCOSE
TRANSPORT, METABOLISM AND INSULINOTROPIC ACTION IN
ISOLATED RAT ISLETS
\V.J. Malaisse and A. Sener. Laboratory of Experimental Medicine, Brussels
Free University, Brussels, Belgium
Background and Aims: Cytochalasin B inhibits glucose metabolism, but
enhances glucose-induced insulin release in isolated islets. The significance
of these findings was investigated by comparing the effects of cytochalasin B
and D upon glucose transport, catabolism and insulinotropic action in rat
islets. Materials and Methods: The distribution space of 3-0-methyl-D
[U-"Clglucose was corrected for that of [U·"Clsucrose. both expressed
relative to the paired 'HOH space, in islets separated from the incubation
medium by centrifugation through an oil layer. D-[5-'H]gIucose utilization,
D-[U-"Clglucose oxidation and insulin release were measured over 90 min
incubation at 37°C. Results: Over 5 or 15 min incubation. cytochalasin B,
but not cytochalasin D (both 0.02 mmolll), decreased by 32-37 % the
intracellular distribution space of 3-0-methyl-D-[U-"Clglucose.
Cytochalasin B also decreased D-[5-'H]glucose utilization and, to a lesser
extent. D-[U-"Clglucose oxidation, whilst cytochalasin D failed to affect the
catabolism of Dsglucose. Yet. cytochalasin D was slightly but significantly
less efficient than cytochalasin B in augmenting glucose-stimulated insulin
output, whether at 8.3 or 16.7 mmolll Dsglucose and whether in the absence
or presence of forskolin (10 pmol/l), Such was not the case, however, when
comparing the effect of cytochalasin Band D upon insulin release evoked by
non-glucidic nutrients, such as 2-ketoisocaproate or the association of L-
leucine and L-glutamine (all 10 mmolll). Conclusions: The dissociated
effects of cytochalasin B and D upon the transport and further metabolism of
D-glucose and its insulinotropic action suggest a so-far-unidentified
interference ofcytochalasinB with the Bvcell glucose-sensing device.

467
SITE-DIRECTED MUTATIONS IN THE FAD-BINDING DOMAIN OF
GLYCEROPHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE: CATALYTIC DEFECTS
\VITII PRESERVED MITOCHONDRIAL ANCHORING OF THE
ENZYME IN TRANSFECTED COS-7 CELLS
M.E. Fabregat, M. Gudayol, I. Rasschaert", A. Sener", \V.J. Malaisse" and
R. Gomis. Diabetes Unit, Hospital Clinic, Barcelona, Spain; "Laboratory of
Experimental Medicine, Brussels Free University, Brussels, Belgium
Backgronnd and Aims: Single strand conformation polymorphism analysis
of mitochondrial FAD-linked glycerophosphate dehydrogenase (mGDH)
gene has revealed mutations in both the calcium- and FAD-binding domains
of this enzyme in some diabetic patients. It was now investigated whether
site-directed mutations in the FAD-binding domain of the mGDH gene may
affect the mitochondrial anchoring and catalytic activity of the enzyme,
Materials and Methods: COS-7 cells were transfected with plasmid cDNA
coding for either wild type or mutated human mGDH (G-4A substitutions at
positions 352, 355 and 364 and A-4C substitution at position 390) fused at
the N-terminus of green fluorescence protein. The activity of mGDH was
measured by both a radioisotopic ('HOH production from L-[2-'H]glycerol-3
phosphate) and colorimetric (iodoformazan formation) procedure. Results: In
cells transfected with the mGDHwt-EGFP or mGDHmut-EGFP constructs,
the fused protein was found by confocal microscopy exclusively in the
mitochondria, colocalized with a mitochondrial marker. In homogenates of
COS-7 cells transfccted with mGDHmut, however, the catalytic activity of
the enzyme was decreased. this coinciding with low ratios between both the
activities measured in the absence/presence of exogenous FAD and the
results obtained by the colorimetric/radioisotopic procedure. Conclusions:
Although the present site-directed mutations of the mGDH gene failed to
impair the mitochondrial anchoring of the enzyme, they led to catalytic
defects that were, in some respect, comparable to those previously
encountered in the lymphocytes or islets oftype-2 diabetic patients.
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Mitocbondria' metabolism sets tbe upper limit of fuel-stimulated insulin
secretion: Evaluation by computer simulation and engineered triose-stimulated
insulin secretion
Peter A Antinozzi',# and C1aesB. Wollheim"
'Division of Clinical Biochemistry, University of Geneva, Switzerland. #Center for
Learning, Organism, and Cell Simulations, www.clocs.com

Background and Aims: We have recently developed a computer model of beta-cell
metabolism to test theories of metabolism secretion coupling. Agreeing with published dataon
thehigheontrol strengthof glucokinase, this computational modeldemonstrates that glycolytic
metabolites andmitochondrial oxidationincreasewith increasingglucose concentrations until
reaching a plateau around 20mM glucose. Since glycolytic and mitochondrial poels of
metabolites increase similarly, it is difficult to discern their individual roles on insulin
secretion. Ourgoal inthisstudyis to discriminate theimportance ofthcse two metabolite pools
inmetabolism secretion coupling.
Materials and Methods: In silico experiments were performed with the CLOCS four
compartment beta-cell model.In vitro experiments wereperformed in INS·) celts treated with
glycerol kinase adenovirus. Metabolites were measured by spectrophotometric enzymatic
techniques and mitochondrial membrane potential by rhodamine·123 fluorescence.
Mitocbondrial calcium was measured with aequorin luminescence and insulin secretion was
monitored simultaneously froma pc:rifusion setup.
Results: Utilizing computer simulations. we devised a strategy to increase the triose pool
(DHAP, GleP) above levels achieved with a maximally stimulatory glucose concentration.
Expression of glycerol kinase was selected since beta-cells are permeaut to glycerol and
express suitable levels of glycerol phosphate dehydrogenase necessary to drive glycerol
phosphate into the lowerhalf of glycolysis. Transducing INS-I cells with the glycerol kinase
adenovirus andusing2m..\i glycerolachievesa triose concentration of 295 +/. 28 u.\i compared
to 112 +/- 40 uM with 16mMglucose. Fructose 1,6 BP levelsare >4-foldhigher with 2mM
glycerol(1287+/- 202 uM)versus 16mM glucose (305 +/- 175uM).Cellstreated with 2111.\1
glycerolsecrete3 timesmorelactate than cellstreatedwith 16111.\1 glucose. Despitetheselarge
increases inglycolytic metabolites, insulin output is no greater with2m..\iglycerolcompared to
16m..\i glucose. We therefore evaluated if mitochondrial metabolism limits insulinsecretion.
Mitochondrial membrane potential is similar between 2mM glycerol and 16m..\1 glucose
treatment as is the peakmitochondrial calciumconcentration, 768 +/- 196nM: versus 792 +/
218nM.respectively.
Conclusions: Based on these observations, we conclude that the capacity of mitochondrial
metabolism setsthe upper limitof fuel-mediated insulinsecretion.
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AN O)IEGA-6 Lll'OXYGENASE FATIY ACID METABOLITE
UFREGULATES THE NUMBER OF READILY RELEASEABLE INSULIN
GRANULES
X-I. "ling, R Ivarsson, A Salehi, B. Strandvik", M. Korotkova" and E. Renstrom.
'Lund University and Goteborg University, Sweden.

Background& Aims: Metabolism of the essential fatty acids(EFA) Iinoleate (omega-s) and
linolenate(omega-S]is suggestedbe important foradaptation of insulinsecretionunder various
conditions. Arachidonic acid (AA) is synthesised via the omega-6 pathway and is further
metabolised by lipo- & cyclooxygeaases. Here,we have elucidated the role of omega-S EFA
forBccellelectrical activity,single-cellreleasekineticsandinsulinsecretion.
Materials & Methods: Female Sprague Dawley rats were fed with a semi-synthetic diet
without either omega-6 EFA. Insulin release from isolated islets in static incubations was
measured usingRIA Single Bccellelectrical activitywas monitored using the patch clamp
technique combined with capacitancerecordings ofexocytosis,
Results: Glucose-stimulated insulinsecrctioo was suppressed by -30% in omega-6-deficient
(060) rat islets,in spiteof normalglucose-induced inhibition of ATP-sensitive K-channels and
evenslightlyaccelerated actionpotential firing ratein Bccellclusters from06D rats. Thelatta
effect could be explained by voltage-gated Ca2+-influx being almost 3-fold potentiated.
Integrated Ca2+currentselicitedbysingle500msdcpolarisatioos averaged 28+-10and 85+-11
pC in 060 and controlcells, respectively (P<O.OOI; n= 15 [060] & 12[control]). However,
depolerisation-evoked exocytosis in06D B-cellsaveraged only38%of that observed innormal
cells (P<O.05; n- 8[060] & 9[control]). Whereas a singledcpolarisation releases the readily
rclcaseable pool of insulingranules, intracellular dialysis of a Ca2+-containing pipette solution
elicits sustained exocytosis thatinvolves recruitment of new insulingranules for release. This
process waslikewiseinhibitedby -{ie'/' in060 rats (p<O.OI; n~ 12[060] & 15[control]). The
06D-induced suppression of exocytosis wasfullycounteracted by eitherlinoleicor arachidonic
acid(5 uM).Bycontrast,neitherexcessomega-S or thenon-met.abolisable AA analogue ETYA
(10 u.\.O could reconsitute cxocytosis. The AA·mediated potentiation of eX0C)1oSis was
prevented by the 12-lipoxygeoase inhibitor esculin(0.5 u.\I). In addition. the AA stimulatory
actiondepended on proteinkinaseC andwasabolished by bisindolylmaleimide.
Conclusions: An omega-6 lipoxygcnase metabolite is crucial for Bcell function by: I)
upregulating Ca2+-induced insulinreleasevia a PKC-depcndent mechanism. and 2) making
Ca2+-signalling moreefficient.Theseresultsfavour the ideas that omega-6metabolism plays a
role for enhancing GSIS with increasing insulin resistance and for protection against type I·
diabetes.
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DOES GLUTAMATE CO:WERSION TO GABA PREVENT TIlE
STIMULATIO)o/OF INSULL'! SECRETIO)o/ BY L-GLUTAMfNE IN ISLETS?
1. Tamarit-Rodriguez, S. Fernandez-Pascual, A Mukala-Nsengu-Tshibangu and R
Martin del Rio'. Biochemistry Department, School of Medicine,Complutense
University and 'Research Department, Hospital'Ram6n y Cajal', Madrid, Spain

Backgroundand Airns:It is generallyassumed thatthe allostericactivation of islet glutamate
(Glu)dehydrogenase by L-Ieucine increases L-glutamine (Gin)metabolism in the Krebscycle,
thereby stimulating insulin secretion.
Materials and Methods: We have investigated the effects of 10 mmolllt.-.lcucine (Leu) on
I4C02-production from L-[U-14C)glutamine [pmol/ug protein) aod on islet amino acids
(pmol/h x jtg protein) by means of their dcrivatization with o-phtalaldebyde and HPLC
separation of the Ilourescentderivatives.
Results: [U-14C)GIn conversion to 14C02 followed a hyperbolic relationship with the
concentration (0.1 to 1011111101/1) andthehalf-maximal rate was reached at 0.5 11111101/1. Gin was
also converted to otheramino acids .half-maximallevels of GABA werereached around 0.3
mmol/l and those of Asp and Glu at 0.5 and 1.0 11111101/1, respectively. Leu stimulated a
predominantlymonophasic release of insulin which became biphasic in the presenceof 10
mmol/l GIn(20.3±1.5,n--lI,vs. 9.8±1.8,n-13,p<O.OOl). Thissecretorysynergism betweenLeu
andGinwas suppressed by 1011111101/1 malonic acid dimethyl ester (a competitive inhibitorof
succinic aciddehydrogenase) (9.5±I.8,n:6, vs. 20.3±I.5,n-41;p<O.(1). Leudecreased the islet
content of Gin (55.6±3.5,n:6, vs. 73.9±3.3,n~6;p<O.(1) and GABA (43.5±3.4,n:6, \"S.

70.6±4.2,n~6;p<O.OOI) in islets incubated with 10 11111101/1 Gin but it didnot modifythe rateof
14C02-production from 10 11111101/1 [U-14C)GIn. At 0.5 11111101/1 GIn, the rate of 14C02
production was significantly decreased by Leu either in the absence (19.9±1.4,n~8, vs.
30.4±1.6,n~21;p<O.OOI) or presence (I6.I±I.1,n--l, vs. 27.5±2.4,n--l;p<O.(1) of 2 jtgimJ
oligomycin. The latter did not exert any significanteffect. Leu diminished significantly the
intracellular contentsof Glu (22.6±1.4,n:6,vs. 31.7±2.0,n~6;p<O.(1), Gin (3.3±0.4,n:6, \"S.

5.5±O.8,n=6;p<O.(5) andGABA(22.2±1.7,n;6, vs. 45.3±4.5,n~6;p<O.OOl) in islets incubated
with0.5 11111101/1 GIn.
Conclusions: 1. [U.14C]GIn conversion to 14C02 was Dotsensitiveto oligomycinand it was
mostlyaccounted for by islet GABA accumulation (Glu-<lccarboxylation).2. Leu induced a
parallel decrease of isletGABAaccumulation and 14C02-production from[U-14CIGIn.3. It is
proposed thatinhibition of GABA synthesisbyLeu, together with its well known activation of
glutamate dehydrogenase. diverts more Glu into the Krebs cycle and this accounts for the
observedsecretory synergism between LeuandGin.

471
CARBO~IC ANHYDRASE ACTIVITY IN PANCREATIC ISLETS
P. Courtois, A. Sener and W.I. Malaisse. Laboratory of Experimental
Medicine, Brussels Free University, Brussels, Belgium
Background and Aims: Carbonic anhydrase isoenzymes may participate in
nutrient-induced insulin release by coupling the exchange between influent
CO,H- and effiuent CI- to the intracellular conversion of CO,H- and H+ to
CO, and H,O, by providing bicarbonate for mitochondrial pyruvate
carboxylase and subsequent circulation in the pyruvate-malate shuttle and/or
by regulating mitochondrial Ca" concentration. The expression of carbonic
anhydrase in islet B-cells was recently documented by both
immunohistochemical staining and Western blot analysis. We have now
measured carbonic anhydrase activity in islet homogenates. Methods:
Carbonic anhydrase activity was judged from the rate of "CO, production
from "CO,H-, as catalyzed by islet or parotid cell homogenates. Results: In
islet homogenates, the generation of "CO, from "CO,H-, was proportional to
incubation time (3-9 min), bicarbonate concentration (0.05-0.5 mmol/I) and
islet number (30-60 islets). At an 0.5 mmol/I bicarbonate concentration, it
averaged 2.6 ± 0.6 pmol.mirr'' per Ilg protein, representing about 25 % of the
value in parotid cell homogenates, in which carbonic anhydrase represents an
export protein. Acetazolamide inhibited enzymic activity in both islet and
parotid homogenates, but differences in concentration dependency suggested
the participation of distinct isoenzymes, In intact islets, acetazolamide (0.1
5.0 mmolll), although causing a progressive increase in the ratio between D
[U-"C]glucose oxidation and D-[5-'H]glucose utilization, progressively
decreased insulin output evoked by D-glucose (16.7 mmol/l). Conclusions:
The present findings reveal that carbonic anhydrase activity in islet
homogenates would be sufficient to ensure full conversion ofglucose-derived
CO, to bicarbonate, and indeed suggest that integrity of the enzyme activity is
required 10 ensure a normal secretory response of the islet B-cells to 0
glucose.
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A N:\IR STUDY OF GLUCOSE AI\l> ALAl';I:>.>; MITABOLISM BY TIlE BITA
CELL U:>.U RL~m5FA,"'DBR£\'-BDII.
L. Brennanl, A Shinel, C. Hewagel, K M. Brindle2, J.P.G. Malthousel, N.R
McCIen:>ghan3, P. R. FIattJ and P. Newshclmef. \Department of Biochemistry,
UniversityCollege Dublin, Belfield,Dublin4, Ireland
2Departmcntof Biochemistry,Universityof Cambridge,CambridgeCB2 IGA, UK
3Schooolof BiomedicalSciences,Universityof Ulster,Coleraine,N. Ireland
Background and Aims: Despite many studies of glucose and amino-acid induced insulin
secretion little is known about the relative importanceof the various routes of metabolism
of these secretagogues. A study was designed to identify the key metabolic end-products
of beta-cell glucose and alanine metabolism. Although it is clear that metabolism of
glucose is required for insulin secretion it is not yet clear whethermetabolismof alanine is
required for the stimulatoryeffect of this amino acid Oninsulin secretion.
Matorials and Modlods: BRIN-BDll and RINm5F cells were grown in RPl\D media
supplemented with 10 % FeS. 2m.\! glutamine and antibiotics. Cells were subsequently
incubated in monculrureat a density of O.7.Q.8xI08 cells per 60mL KRB buffer pH 7.4
which was supplemented with either 1Om.\!3-13C labelled alanine or 16.7",,\1 1-13C
labelled glucose. The cells were extracted with 6 % PCA and debris removed from the
flask usinga ceIl scrapper. Aftercentrifugation the cell extracts were neutralised with
KOR The resulting supernatant was freeze dried A NMR sample was then prepared and
13C Nl\1Rspectra were acquired using either a Varian Unity Plus 400 MHz spectrometer
or a BrokerDRX 500 l.lliz spectrometer.
Rosults: Identificationof key metaboliteswas achieved using 13C Nl\1R.When beta-cells
were incubated in the presence of 16.7mM glucose the N1.1R detectable metabolic end
products included lactate. acetate, glutamate and alanine. When beta-cells were incubated
in 1Om.\1 alanine the N1.1R detectable metabolic end-products included acetate, lactate,
glutamate and aspartate. When both glucose and alanine were included in the incubation
medium the presence of alaninedramatically enhanced all aspects of glucose metabolism.
Conclusions: We detected similar key end-products of glucose metabolism by RISm5F
and BRIN-BDII cells. It has been suggested that Na+-a1anine co-transport is responsible
for alanine induced insulin secretion via depoJarisation of the plasma membrane.
However, we have demonstratedsignificantmetabolismof alanine by RINm5F and BRlN
BD11cells which may be related to the enhancedratesof insulin secretion observed in the
presenceof this amino acid Future work will involvedetermining theimpact of the rate of
generationof key end-productsof metabolism, to rates of insulin secretion from the intact
beta-cell cultured at high density in a purpose built bioreactor.

474
KAT,. CHANNElS ARE PRESDiT BUT DO 1'i'OT SEEM TO BE INVOLVED
IN THE STLWULAnON OF MOUSE PANCRA TIC ALPHA-CELLS
E. Vieira, Y.J. Liu and E. Gylfe. Department of Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala
University, Uppsala, Sweden

Background and aims: Relatively little is known about the signal transduction
underlying glucagon secretion. We now study the effect of natural stimuli like
adrenaline and amino acids On the cytoplasmic Ca" concentration ([Ca2+];), which
controls glucagon release from the pancreatic a-cell.
Materials and Metbods: Single cells were prepared from pancreatic islets of normal
mice.
[Ca'l, was measured with a digital imaging technique and the cells were then
identified by irnmunostaining,
Results: In the presence of 3 mmol/l glucose no insulin-releasing jH:ells and only
about 5% of the a-cells exhibited spontaneous activity with large amplitude
oscillations of [Ca'l, in the 0.2-0.5 lmin range. Previously silent a-cells but not !l
cells were found to react to adrenaline and low concentrations of glutamine and
glycine with elevation of rCa"~]; often manifested as oscillations. In contrast
practically all jH:ells but only about 6 % of the a-cells showed a rCa"~]; response to
tolbutamide, which inhibit ATP-dependent (KA1l' ) channels. The KA1l' channel
activator diazoxide and an inhibitor of voltage-dependent Ca" channels prevented the
maintained a-cell response to adrenaline and amino acids, but the inhibitory action of
diazoxide was reversed by tolbutamide. Nevertheless, diazoxide did not preclude the
initial [Ca"]; elevation of in response to adrenaline. The adrenaline effect was
mimicked by forskolin and antagonised by inhibitors ofprotein kinase A as well as by
the J>.adrenergicantagonist propranolol.
Conclusions: Mouse pancreatic a-cells have KA1l' channels although their function is
obscure. Adrenaline and amino acids act by raising [Ca'l, via influx through voltage
dependent channels. The adrenaline effect involves rise ofcAMP and mobilisation of
intracellular Ca".

473
ENZYMATIC ACTIVITIES IN TWO POPULATIONS OF PURIFIED RAT
ISLET B-CELLS
D. Mercan, A. Sener and W.I. Malaisse, Laboratory of Experimental
Medicine, Brussels Free University, Brussels, Belgium
Background and Aims: In tenns of glucose sensing by islet B-cells,
emphasis is often placed on both the role of glucokinase, with negligible
activity of low-Km hexokinase(s), and the prevalence of the oxidative
modality of glycolysis, a situation attributed by certain authors to a low
lactate dehydrogenase activity. Conflicting information is available,
however, on the activity of both 10w·Km hexokinase(s) and lactate
dehydrogenase in B-cell homogcnates. This issue was reinvestigated,
therefore, in two populations of purified rat islet B-cells selected on the basis
of their low (OL) or high (BH) content in NAD(P)H. Materials and
Methods: Rat islet B-cells were identified by their Flu03 fluorescence and
forward scatter of light. Their NAD(P)H fluorescence at 16 mmolll D
glucose was simultaneously measured, and the cells in the lower and upper
tertiles of NAD(P)H signal intensity sorted as the BL and BH cells. Results:
The mean size, protein content and activity of low-Km hexokinase, lactate
dehydrogenase, mitochondrial glycerophosphate dehydrogenase, glutamate
dehydrogenase, glutamate-alanine transaminase and glutamate-aspartate
transaminase was about twice higher in BH than OL cells. The activity of
glucokinase was comparable, however, in OL and OH cells. Even in BL cells,
the activity of low-Km hexokinase at 1.0 mmol/I D-glucose was not lower
than that of glucokinase at 10.0 mmol/I D-glucose. Likewise, even in ilL
cells, the activity of lactate dehydrogenase, although being assessed from the
unfavourable rate of L-Iactate conversion to pyruvate and when expressed as
D-glucose equivalent, was not significantly lower than that of glucokinase at
10.0 mmol/I D-glucose. Conclusions: A low expression of low-Km
hexokinase(s) and lactate dehydrogenase, as postulated by other authors, is
not evident in purified rat islet B-cells.
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ROLE OF TIlE SARCO-ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM CA'+-ATPASE
SERCA3 IN CA'+ SIGNALING IN MOUSE J3-CELLS.
A. Arredouaul', J.G. Pcrtusa', J.F. Rolland', J.C. Jonas', L.R. Liu', G.E.
Shull', J.C. Henquin' and P. Gilon'. 'University of Louvain, Faculty of
Medicine. Brussels, Belgium and 'Department of Molecular Genetics,
UniversityofCincinnati College ofMedicine. Cincinnati. USA.
Pancreatic islets express both the high Ca" -affinity SERCA2b and the low
Ca"-affinity SERCA3. Dysregulation of the SERCA3 activity has been
associated with type 2 diabetes in mice and humans. Wild type (+f+) and
SERCA3 KO (-f.) mice were used to evaluate the role of SERCA3 in J3-cell
[Ca'+], regulation and insulin secretion, and to estimate its contribution to
glucose homeostasis. Methods. rCa'"~ was measured (fura-PE3) in isolated
islets or clusters of islet cells, and insulin secretion was monitored from
perifused islets. Results. Stimulation with 15 mmolll glucose (G) induced an
initial, transient drop in [Ca"], ascribed to pumping into the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) because of its suppression by thapsigargin (TG). This drop
was unaffected by SERCA3 ablation. Mobilization of intracellular Ca'+ by
acetylcholine or TG was similar in +f+ and -f- J3-cells. rCa'"~ oscillations
induced by glucose or pulses of high K+ normally display a slow descending
phase caused by slow Ca'+ release from the ER. SERCA3 ablation (like TG)
increased the peak of rCa'"~ during the oscillations and accelerated the
descending phase. This indicates that Ca'+ released by the ER into the
cytosol at the end of each oscillation was pumped into the ER by SERCA3
during the upstroke phase. Average [Ca"], at 3 to 20 mmolll G was similar
in +f+ and -f- J3-cells. Biphasic insulin secretion in response to 15 mmolll
was not smaller in -f- than +f+ islets. Refeeding after 24h fasting did not
reveal impaired glucose homeostasis in .t: mice. Conclusions SERCA2b
pumps Ca" into the ER at basal [Ca'+], in J3-cells. SERCA3 becomes
operative when [Ca", is elevated during [Ca'+], oscillations. SERCA3
expression is not required for normal insulin secretion and glucose
homeostasis, and its defective expression does not contribute to development
of type 2 diabetes as previously suggested.

477
THE HUMAN PEPTIDE. alpha-ENDOSULFL'iE, DIRECfLY BLOCKS L
TYPE CA2+ CURRENTS IN MIX6 D-CELLS.
A. Virsolvy", PA Smith§. L. Heron", D. Bataille" and L. Gros", "INSERM U376,
MontpelIier, France. §GlaxoWellcome Institute of Applied Pharmacology,
Cambridge,UK.

Background and Aims:alpha-Endosulfme, a 121-amino acids I3-kDa protein which belongs
to thecAMP.reguiated-phosphoprotcin family, wasoriginally isolated as an endogenous ligand
for the sulfonylurea receptor. alpha-Endosulfinc baa been shown to displace sulfonylurea
binding, block ATP-sensitive K+-channels activity (KATP)and stimulate insulin secrction at
basalglucose concentrations. At stimulatory glucose concentration. alpha-cndosulfinc inhibits
insulin secrction and calcium intlux. This inhibition. independent of KATP blockade, is
observed on MIN6 ll-cclls and isolated perfused rat pancreas. We have investigated the
electrophysiological mechanism underlyingthis inhibitory effect-
Materials and Methods: Using the perforated-patchwhole-cell patch-damp technique, we
have recorded on M1N6 cells the effects of alpha-cndosulfine on membrane potential and
calciumcurrents.Eachvalue is quotedas mcan±S.C.Dl.

Results: In the absence of glucose, the membrane potential (Vm) of the M1N6 cell was
electrically silentat ~7±1 mY (n=16). Under theseconditions, the addition of I I'M alpha
endosulfine resulted ina rapiddepolarization of the membrane potential to a steady-state value
of -19±6 mY(n=3)and a transicnt firingof action potentials. Thepresence of 10m.\I glucose
depolarized the M1N6 membrane potential to -51±2 mYand induced actionpotential firing.
Subsequentaddition of I I'M alpha-cndosulfmc further depolarized Ymto -20±3.9mY(n=7);
this \\'3S associatedwith the abolition ofactian potentials.These effects were entirelyreversed
on removal of the peptide. Similarexperiments performed with200 ",\I tolbutamide showed
that the sulfonylureadid nOl mimicthe effectof alpha-cndosulfinc, but instead produced a
small depolarizationwhich was associatedwith a maintainedstimulationof electricalactivity.
Under voltage-clamp, characteristic inward Ca2+-currcnts flowing through Lrypc Ca2+
channelswereelicited at potentials positive to-M mYfromholding potential of -70 mY.At 0
mY, I I'Malpha-endosulfine blocked thepeak currcnt by 40±2.3% and thesteady-state current
by 85±4%(n=4). Thehlockwasindependent of bothuseand voltage.
Conclusions: The primary eventoccurring uponaddition of alpha-cndosulfmc to M1N6 cells
subjected to glucose stimulation. is inhihition of Ltype Ca2+-channcls. alpha-Endosulfme acts
as anopen Ca2+-channcl blockerreducing Ca2+influx andconsequently insulin secretion.
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Impaired transport or insulin secretory granules in the rat insulinoma cet! line
TI'lS-l upressing antisense Ca2+lcalmodulin dependent protein kinase II d2
(Ca:l-IKin II d2)
SWolter, #M.Osterhoff, #M.MoeWig, H.Schatz, #A. Pfeiffer
Rubr-University of Bochum, # German Institute of Human Nutrition Potsdam
Rehbrucke, Germany

Introduction: C""\1 Kin II d2 is supposed to play a role in stimulated insulin
secretion. Synapsin I mediated actin web debundling aller phosphorylationby CaM
Kin II d2 is one mechanism thought to be involved in the regulated refilling of the so
called readily releasable pool of insulin granules. We had shown a strong association
between insulin secretory granules and C""\1Kin 11 d2 by means of subcellular
fractionation and immunofluorescenceas well as coprecipitation of synapsin 1 and
C""\1 Kin II d2 in previous works. AnINS-I cell line overexpressing antisense C""\1
Kin Il d2 showed a decrease in CaM Kin II expression.
Aim: It was the aim of this study to investigate the distribution of insulin granules in
insulinomacells overexpressing C""\IKin II d2 by confocal microscopy.
Methods: INS-I cells overexpressing antisense C""\! Kin II d2 were grown in RPM!
1640 medium under standard conditions. Confocal laser immunofluorescence was
done 'with a Zeiss laser scanning microscope. Visualization was performed with a
anti-insulinantibody and anti-mouse secondaryantibody purchasedfrom sigma
Results: Confocal laser immunofluorescence of antisense cells showed a pattern of
insulin granule distribution distinct from wt INS-I cells. In contrast to the regular
submembraneous pattern of insulin secretory granules in INS-I there was a
perinuclear pattern of insulin secretion granules in -Ca.\! Kin II d2 antisense
expressingcells.
Discussion:These findings point toward a role of C""\1Kin II d2 in the modulationof
insulin granule transport to the plasma membrane. The transport defect may be the
consequenceof decreased synapsinI phosphorylation due to C""\1 Kin II d2 antisense
expression.

478
Palmitate potentiates glucose-induced insulin secretion by increasing cytoplasmlc
Ca2+ and electrical activity in mouse B-cells
C. Olofsson, A. Salehi,P. Rorsman
Departments of Molecular and Cellular Physiology and Pharmacology, Lund
University.Lund, Sweden

Background and Aims: It is well established that acuteexposure of pancreaticislets to free
fattyacidsleads to stimulationof insulin release. We have correlated the effects of palmitate on
insulin secretionto changes of thecytoplasmic freeCa2+ ([Ca2+]i) withthcgoalof identifying
the participating mechanisms.
Materials and Methods: Collagenase-isolated intact mouse pancreatic islets were used
throughout Changes in [Ca2+]i were recorded in fura-2 loaded islets using microlluorirneuy.
Insulin secretionwasassessedby radioimmunoassay. Electrical activitywas measuredapplying
the perforatedpatchwhole-cellconfigurationto B-cel1s in intact islets. Palmitatewas applied at
a concentration of 1 mMand wasdissolvedwith1% fatty acid freebovineserumalbumin.
Results: Palmitate had no effecton basal insulin releasemeasured at 3 mMglucose. Adding
palmitate to islets exposed to 7.5 or 15 m.\1 glucose increased insulin secretion by 40% and
85% respectively (n;8). The amount of insulin released in the simultaneouspresence of"1.5
m.\I glucose and palmitate approached thatobtained in response to 15m.\\ glucose alone. In
isletsexposed to 15roM glucose, [Ca2+)i oscillated between a plateaulevelanddiscrete peaks.
Thc frequcncy of theseoscillations (peak-to-peak) was 2.2W.58 min-I. Addition of I m.\1
palmitateslightly(.15%)elevated the plateau concentration andincreasedthe frequency of the
oscillations to 3.2W.46min-I (+45%). Occasionally (20"10), addition of palmitate suppressed
theoscillatory patternandproduced a sustained elevation of [Ca2+]i. [Ca2+]i rarely oscillated
in islet exposed to the subthresholdglucose concentration 7.5 mM but oscillations similar to
those seen at 15 mM glucose were then inducible by addition of palmitate. These effects of
palmitate on [Ca2+]i and insulin secretion correlated with stimulation of glucose
induced (15 roM) electrical activity and the normal bursting pattern was replaced by
uninterrupted action potential firing similar to what is observed at glucose concentrations '20
mM.
Conclusions: \Ve conclude that the ability of palmitate to stimulate insulin secretion involves
stimulation of B-cell electrical activity and elevation of [Ca2+)i. We further proposethat the
stimulatory action is secondary to increased generation of ATP, which promotes insulin
secrction by both closing KATP-channels (thusincreasing electrical activity and Ca2'-entry)
and providingthe metabolicenergy requiredfor insulin exocytcsisand/or mobilisationof new
granules for release.
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DIVERSE ACTlO"S OF PROTEIN KINASE C IN CARBACHOL
INDUCED CA'> SIGNALL'iG IN MOUSE BETA-CELLS
C. Scholl, S. Lange, A. von zur Muhlen, and G. Brabant, Abteilung
Klinische Endokrinologie, Medizinische Hochschule Hannover, 30623
Hannover, Germany

Background and Aims: The neurotransmitter acetylcholine (ACH)
increases [Cal'], by activating phosphatidylinositol breakdown thereby
generating IPJ and diacylglycerol, which activates protein kinase C (PKC).
In the present study the potential role of PKC for the generation of ACH·
linked Ca2+.signals was investigated. Materials and Methods: [Cal>], was

measured in single fura-2 loaded beta-cells of NMRI mice. Results: The
ACH analogue carbachol (311M) increased [Cal'], by 226 ± 45 nM (n = 25).
Pretreatment with the PKC activator ponu (100 nM), but not with the
inactive 4a-POO (100 nM), abolished the ACH-induced Cah-signal.

Inhibition of PKC activation by Ro 32-0432, G6 6976 or

bisindolylmaleimide I significantly diminshed the carbachol (3 IIM)-induced
Cal>-signal by about 40-50% (p < 0.01) demonstrating that receptor

mediated activation of PKC provides positive feedback on the generation of
the carbachol-induced Ci>-signal. In Cal'·free medium carbachol (10 11M)

caused a transient rise in [Cah], by 175 ± 24 nM (n = 12) reflecting IPJ

dependent mobilization of internal ci'. This was completely inhibited by

pretreatment with PMA (100 nM) and was somewhat enhanced by the PKC
inhibitors indicating that activation of PKC exerts negative feedback on
carbachol-induced internal Cal' mobilization. Furthermore, PKC activators
as well as PKC inhibitors inhibited both voltage-sensitive Cal>-influx evoked
by repetitive pulses ofhigh K> (45 mM) and capacitative Cal> influx through

non-L-Type channels evoked by thapsigargin (211M). Conclusions: In
mouse beta-cells activation of PKC plays an important role in the generation
of ACH-induced Ci>.signals by providing complex positive- as well as
negative-feedback. Supported by DFG grant Scho 46612·1.
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Depolarization causes eaklum-lnduced calcium release in insulinoma cells
TK Graves and P.l\l Hinkle, Dept of Pharmacology and Physiology, University of
Rochester Medical Center, Rochester, New York 14610, USA

Background and Aims: Ryanodine receptors have been identified in pancreatic beta
cells, but evidence of Ca2+-induced Ca2+ release from the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) is lacking. We asked how a depolarization-induced rise in cytoplasmic Ca2+
would affect ER Ca2+, and whether drugs that inhibit or activate the ryanodine
receptor could alter the response.
Materials and Methods: We verified the presence of ryanodine receptors in MIN6
cells (glucose-responsive mouse insulinoma cell line) by immunocytochemistry and
by BODIPY-FL-X-ryanodine binding studies. The cells were transfected with ER·
targeted'cameleon' Ca2+ indicators, which report changes in ER Ca2+ through
changes in fluorescenceresonanceenergytransfer between pairsof green fluorescent
proteins. Under illumination at 440 lUll, 535/485nm emission ratio, which reflects the
concentration of Ca2+, was detected in individual live cells, and the effects of KCI,
caffeine, and ryanodine were studied. We also examined cytoplasmic Ca2+ in cells
loaded with the Ca2+-sensing ratiometric dye Fura2-FF.
Results: With the baseline 535/485nm arbitrarily set at I, depolarization with 25 rn.\1
KCI caused a drop to 0.90 + 0.003 (P < 0.0001). This drop in ER Ca2+ was
reversible with diltiazem which blocks Lstype voltage-gated Ca2+ channels. Caffeine
(10 rn.'A) mimicked the effect of KCI causing a drop in the ratio to 0.85 + 0.006.
However, there was no significant drop in the 535/485nm ratio in cells treated with 10
rn.\I ryanodine (post-KCI ratio of0.98 + 0.012). The post-KCI 535/485nm ratio was
significantly higher in cells treated with ryanodine than in those treated with vehicle
(P < 0.0001), indicating a blockade ofER Ca2+ release. In the Fura-Ioaded cells, KCl
caused an increase in the 3401J80nm ratio from 0.26 + 0.004 to 0.38 + 0.002 in cells
treated with vehicle, YS. an increase from 0.27 + 0.008 to 0.32 + 0.012 in ryanodine
treated cells (P =0.009).
Conclusions: We have demonstrated that the ER can release Ca2+ in response to a
rapid increase in cytoplasmic Ca2+ due to depolarization of pancreatic beta cells. Our
data suggest that Ca2+-induced Ca2+release through the ryanodine receptor
contributes to the cytoplasmic Ca2+ signal generated by activation of voltage-gated
Ca2+channels.
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CALCIUM TRANSIENTS IN PANCREA TIC BETA CELLS ARE TRIGGERED
BY INHIBITORS OF CALCINEURIN AND SUPPRESSED BY LEPTIN

Eva Grapengiesser. Department of Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala University,
Sweden.

Background and Aims: Rise of cyclic AMP promotes IP,·mediated generation of
transients of cytoplasmic Ca" assumed to be involved in the synchronization of the
fl-cell activity in the pancreas. The aim of the study was to examine how calci
neurin-induced dephosphorylation and leptin affect the firing of these transients.
Methods: Single cells and small aggregates were repared from ob/ob, ob/+ and
mice lacking the ob gene. The cytoplasmic Ca > concentration ([Cal')i) was
measured with a digital imagingtechnique.Blockadeof the voltage-dependent Cal

+

channels with methoxyverapamil made it possible to examine [Ca"); transients due
to intracellular release without background of periodic Cal

+ influx. Results:
Glucose-induced transients of [Ca"); often appeared in synchrony with those in
other l3-cells separated by distances up to 80 urn. The frequency of the transients
was very low « O.OI/min), but increased dramatically when raising the cyclic AMP
content with glucagon, forskolin, theophylline or caffeine. The l3-cells from the
ob/ob mice were more active in generating [Ca2+]j transients than those from the
lean mice, resulting in frequencies of 0.2-{).5/min in the presence of 20 nmolll
glucagon. The calcineurin inhibitors cyclosporin A and FK506 increased the
number of [Ca"]; transients in l3-cells from ob/ob mice by 23% (P < 0.05) and 43%
(P < 0.00 I) respectively when added at concentrations of I0 umol/l to a glucagon
containing medium. Leptin (1 and 10 nmolll) reduced the number of transients by
15% (P < 0.025) and 23% (P < 0.01) respectively. Conclusions: Both cyclic AMP
phosphorylation of the IP, receptor and its dephosphorylation by calcineurin appear
to modify the generation of [Ca"). transients. Pancreatic l3-cells from ob/ob mice
are characterized by excessive firing of transients, probably due to the absence of
leptin.
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FThLLY Tm'.LD REGULATION OF STORE-OPERATED Ca'> Th'FLUX
ViTO MOUSE PANCREATIC /l-CELLS
O. Dyachok and E. Gylfe. Department of Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala University,
Uppsala, Sweden

Background and aims: A store-operated mechanism for depolarising entry ofcations
has been proposed to be a determinant of the electrical activity underlying insulin
secretion. The regulation of store-operated Ca" entry was therefore studied in
individual mouse pancreatic Il-cells.
Materials and Methods: The cytoplasmic concentrations of Ca" ([Ca'l;) and Mn'>
([Mn")j were measured with the fluorescent indicator fura-2. Influx trough the store
operated pathway was initially shut off by preexposure to 20 m.\l glucose, which
maximally stimulates intracellular Ca'> sequestration. To avoid interference with
voltage-dependent Ca'> entry the Jl-cells were hyperpolarized with diazoxide and the
channel blocker meth0xr.'erapamil was also present. Activation of the store-operated
pathway in response Ca 'depletion of the endoplasmic reticulum was estimated from
the sustained elevation of [Ca'l; or from the rate of increase in [Mn'l. due to influx
ofthese extracellular ions.
Results: Increasing concentrations of the inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate-generating
agonist carbachol or the sarco(endo)plasmatic reticulum Ca'>-ATPase inhibitor
cyclopiazonic acid (CPA) caused gradual activation of the store-operated pathway.'
Also the carbachol- and CPA-induced influx of Mnlo depended on store filling in a
graded manner. The store-operated influx ofCa"/ Mn" wasinhibited by ad)' and 2
arninoethoxydiphenyl borate, but neither of these agents discriminated between store
operated and voltage-dependent entry.
Conclusions: The store-operated Ca" influx into Jl-cells is regulated by Ca'>-store
filling in a graded rather than an all-or-non-fashion. The depolarising influence of the
store-operated current may be a determinant for the characteristic eJectrophysiological
bursting pattern.
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ME~I8RA:'\E STRETCIIIS A TRIGGER OF C.

2
> TR-I.:'\SIE:'\TS 1:'\ PA:,\CREATIC

f3 -CELLS BY ~IOBILIZI:'\G I:'\TR-I.CELLl:LAR C.2+ STORES

Bo lIellman, Eva Grapengiesser and Helene Dansk. Departmentof MedicalCell
Biology, Uppsala University, Sweden

Background and aims. Nonadrenergic, noncholinergic (NANC) neurons have
been proposed to synchronize the islets in the pancreas by triggering f3-cell

transients of cytoplasmic Ca2
+ via an IPl-dependent mechanism. It was tested

whether pancreatic f3-cell respond to stretch activation with similar types of

Ca2>signals and if these propagate to other f3-cells in the presence and absence of
cell contacts. J\tethods. Single cells andsmall aggregates were prepared from {3-cell
-rich islets from ob/ob-rnice. The cells were cultured and the cytoplasmic Ca

2>
con

centratian ([Ca2-+]i) was measured with digital imagingtechniquein the presenceof
20 mmolll glucose and 50 urnol/l methoxyveraparnil. Membrane stretch was
induced by osmotic swelling or focal touch stimulation. Results. Lowering the
external medium osmolarity with 100 mosmolll by removal of sucrose or by
mediumdilution resulted in 2·3 fold increasein the numberof transients. reaching
frequencies ofO.10-0.15/min during an initial 5 min period. In support for the idea
that the transients were generated by volume expansion. sucrose omission was
stimulatory also after isoosmolar replacement with readily penetrating urea. The
intracellular Ca2

+·ATPase inhibitor thapsigargin suppressed boththe spontaneously
occurringtransients and those activated by volume expansion. Touch stimuli in
duced [Ca2>]. transients, which rapidly propagated to cells occurring within the
same aggregate or lacking contact. The ability to .react to extracellular signals
generated by touch diminished with the distance to the stimulated cell. leaving the
amplitudes of the transients unaffected. Conclusions. Membrane stretch triggers
[Ca2+]i transients of intracellular originsimilar to those proposedto coordinate the
rhythmicity of the islets in the pancreas. Touch stimulation is a useful 1001 for
Investigating the propagation of [Ca2+]i signals between pancreatic '-'-cells lacking
contact.

485
I:'\'VOLVEMENT OF A STORE-OPERATED MECHANISM IN GLUCOSE
IXHIBmON OF GLUCAGON SECRETION
E. Gylfe, YJ. Liu and E. Vieira. Department of Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala
University, Uppsala, Sweden

Background and aims: Little is known about the mechanism underlying glucose
inhibition of glucagon secretion. We now study the effect of glucose on the the
cytoplasmic Ca" concentration ([Ca',;), which controls glucagon secretion.
Materials and Methods: Single cells were prepared from pancreatic islets of normal
mice.
[Ca',. was measured with a digital imaging technique and the cells were then
identified by immunostaining.
Results: About 5% of the a-cells exhibit spontaneous activity with large amplitude
oscillations of[Ca',. in the 0.2-0.5 Iminrange in the presence of 3 m.\1glucose. Most
a-cells react to 5 JllIloIJI adrenaline, 2-3 mmoIJI glutamine or glycine with oscillations
or sustained elevation of [Ca"), due to influx through voltage-dependent channels.
However, the adrenaline response involves also initial mobilisation of intracellular
Ca'>. Depending on stimulus, rise of the glucose concentration to 20 m.\I causes
partial or comf,lete inhibition of the [Ca'" response. Glucose also stimulates
intracellular Ca ' sequestration into the pool mobilised by adrenaline. Inhibitors of the
sarco(endo)plasmatie reticulum Ca" ATPase mimicks the stimulatory effects of
adrenaline causing oscillations or sustained elevation of [Ca")" which are inhibited
by hyperpolarisation or by blockers of voltage-dependenI Ca" channels.
Conclusions: Release of intracellular Ca2

+ causes depolarisation by activation of a
store-operated current in the a-cell. This effect alone is sufficient for activation of a
more prominent voltage-dependent entry of the ion. By stimulating Ca'> sequestration
in the ER. glucose can inactivate the store-operated current. We propose that this
effect may contribute to or explainglucose inhibition of glucagon secretion.
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EXPRESSION AND FUNCfION OF THE EXTRACELLULAR CALCIUM
SENSING RECEPTOR IN MIN6 CELLS
E. Gray, ·P.E. Squires, S.J. Persaud and P.M. Jones, King's College London,
UK; 'Wamick University, UK
Background and Aims: The extracellular calcium-sensing receptor (CaR) is
the mechanism through which cells involved in the systemic regulation of Ca'>
recognise and respond to changes in extracellular Ca'>. We have recently
demonstrated that f3-eclls in human islets of Langerhans express the CaR. We
have now investigated whether the mouse insulinoma MIN6 line also expresses
the CaR, and whether CaR activation influences MIN6 cell function. Materials
and Methods: Expression of CaR mRNA by MIN6 cells and primary mouse
islets was determined by RT-PCR, changes in [Ca")i were assessed by
microfluorimetry and insulin secretion from perifused MIN6 cells was
measured by radioimmunoassay. Results: MIN6 cells and mouse islets
expressed a mRNA species which amplified using PCR primers specific for the
mouse parathyroid CaR, giving a single product of the predicted size, identical
to that amplified in parallel from mouse kidney cm-lA. Single cell Ca'>
microfluorimetry demonstrated that increasing extracellular Ca2

' to activate the
CaR (0.5mM to lOa\{ Ca'., 2mM glucose) produced elevations in [Ca"); in
76% of t.UN6 cells in 3 experiments. CaR activation also had marked effects
on insulin secretion from p,erifused MIN6 cells configured as pseudoislets.
Increasing extracellular Ca > from 0.5 to IOmM caused a marked, prolonged
and fully-reversible inhibition 'of insulin secretion in the presence of both
substimulatory glucose (2m.\!, 27i5% control, 0=3) or stimulatory glucose
(20a\!, 50% control). Conclusions: MIN6 cells express the CaR and its
activation has effects that were similar to those observed in human primary
islets. These observations suggest a common function for the f3-ce1l CaR, and
confirm that MIN6 cells offer a useful experimental model in which to further
study the regulation of l3-cell function by CaR activation.
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Mediators of Beta-Cell Signalling
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EVlDEl'iCE THAT ATP PRODUCTION OF B-CELL MITOCHONDRIA AND
K'"ATP CHANNEL INHIBmON ARE LThXED BY CREATThT PHOSPHATE
P. Krippeit-Drews, M. Backer, 1\1. Durer and G. Drews, Auf der Morgenstelle 8,
Pharmazeutisches Institut, D-72076 Tubingen

Background and Aim" It has been shown that the ATP which closes K'ATP channels
in the stimulus-secretion coupling (SSC) of pancreatic B-cells exclusively derives
from cytosolic NADH production during glycolysis (cNADH). It is yet unclear how
the cells can discriminate between reduction equivalents generated in the cytosol or in
the citrate cycle. We propose that ATP derived from cNADH may be specifically
transformed into another K'ATP channel mediator.

Materials and Methods: Creatine phosphate (CrP;) was tested for effects on K'ATP
currents in inside/out-patches of native B-cells and on currents through B-cell K\TP
channels expressed in Xenopus oocytes, Effects of creatine kinase (CrK) inhibitors
were tested on cytosolic free Ca2

' concentration ([Ca2
' ] , ) by fura-2 fluorescence and

on L-type ea2
' channel currents in B-cells.

Results: K'ATP currents in OOC}1es appeared after poisoning the cells with 5 mM
NaN,. Subsequent injection of SOnI of a 100 mM ATP or CrP; solution diminished
the current at +40 mV from 3.lI±O.50 I1A to 1.20±0.15 I1A (n=IO) and from
3.40±0.59 'I1A to 1.18±O.16 I1A (n=14), respectively. Injection of creatine (n=9) or
phosphate (n=4) (100 m.\I each) was without effect. CrP, (ImM) alone had no effect
on single channel K'ATP currents (n~5), but reduced Po in the presence of ADP and
ATP (500 11Meach) by 85±4 % (n=17). This points to the involvement of a CrK in
this process. Consequently, substances known as inhibitors of CrK
(fluorodinitrobenzene, 30 11M; iodoacetarnide, 25 !1l\I) abolished glucose-induced
elevations in [ea2

' ] , (n=4 and 3, respectively), while having only slight effects on L
type Ca2

' channel currents at 100 !1l\Ior I mM (n~5 and 6, respectively).

Conclusions: Energy rich phosphate may be shuttled as CrP, between mitochondria
and the plasma membrane. The cells seem to transform mitochondrial ATP from
cNADH to cytosolic CrP; which is converted back into ATP close by the K\TP
channel.

488
Effects Of Leptin On Insulin Secrelion In Rat Islets In Vitro
D.Xie, H.Cheng, M.ru et al."Endocrinology Department of Internal Medicine,
Memorial Hospital, Sun Vat-sen University of Medical Sciences, Guangzhou 510
120, PR China.
Background and Aims: In recent studies there are some controversial results about
effects of leptin on insulin secretion in islets. We speculated that the reason might be
the differences of those experiments' designs. Our aim was to investigate the effects
ofleptin of various concentrations on insulin secretion in rat islets in vitro.
Material and Methods: Islets were isolated from SD rats and incubated in the
absence or presence of recombinant rat leptin (R&D, 0, 1,5, 10, 15,50 or 100ng/ml)
at either 5.6m.\I or 16.7m.\1 glucose for 10 min or 2h. After incubation, the medium
was removed and assayed for insulin by radioimmunoassay.
Results: At 5.6 m.\1 glucose, a 10-min incubation with lng/ml or 5ng/ml leptin
stimulated insulin secretion (26.47±2.47 and 26.54±1.79mUIL, respectively, P<0.05)
as compared to Ong/ml leptin (24.32±1.28mUIL), and a 2h incubation with 5ng/ml
leptin also stimulated insulin secretion (31.74±2.37mUIL, P<0.05), but a 2h
incubation with ~50ng/ml leptin inhibited insulin secretion (23.88±2.95 and
23.56±3.43mUIL, respectively, P<0.05) as compared to Ong/ml leptin
(27.58±2.53mUIL). At 16.7 m.\1 glucose, a IO-min incubation with ~50ng/mlleptin

inhibited insulin secretion (23.73±1.40 and 23.69±1.34mUIL, respectively, P<0.05) as
compared to Ong/mlleptin (8.29±2.53mUIL), and a 2h incubation with ~5ng/mlleptin

also inhibited insulin secretion (31.19±4.42, 27.44±1.83, 27.20±3.79, 26.37±2.43 and
24.37±0.57 mUlL, respectively, P<0.05) as compared to Ong/ml leptin
(35.06±4.33mUIL).
Conclusions: Recombinant leptin has a diphasic effect on insulin secretion in rat
islets in vitro, which can be influenced by several factors including leptin
concentration, circumstance glucoseconcentration andexposure time.

487
Diazoride inhibits ATP production in isolated ll-celJ mitochondria only in the
presence of extramitochondrial Mg-nueleotides
N. Lembert, L-A. ldahl and H.P.T. Ammon. Dept. of Pharmacology, University
Tubingen, Germany and Dept. ofIntegrative Medical Biology, Section for Histology
and Cell Biology, Umea University, Sweden

Background and Aims: Diazoxide (DZ) binds to the sulphonylurea receptor (SUR)
of ATP regulated potassium channels in the plasma membrane and prevents ll-cell
depolarization and insulin release. In addition, DZ impairs B-cell respiration and
mitochondrial Ca2+ handling. Mitochondrial SUR's have been identified in cardiac
myocytes and in hepatocytes thus mitochondrial effects in ll-cells might be mediated
by DZ binding to mitochondrial SUR as well. This study aims at characterizing the
effect ofDz on ATP production in isolated B-cell mitochondria.

Materials and Methods: Isolated ll-cell mitochondria were incubated for 10 min at
37 C with various substrates in the presence of DZ. Mitochondrial ATP production
(l\IAPR) induced by oxidative phosphorylation was normalized by ATP production
induced by mitochondrial adenylate kinase detected in the absence of substrates. ATP
was detected with a bioluminometric method.

Results: Dz (1O-loooI1M) had no effect on l-IAPR induced by pyruvate/malate
(1m.\1I1m.\1; 4.59±O.41 in the absence vs, 4.26±0.66 in the presence of 1000111.1 Dz),
a-ketoisocaproate/g1utarnate (0.lml\lII0m.\I; 2.45±0.66 vs 2.62±0.35) or glycerol 3
phosphate (10m.\1; 1.55±O.16 vs 1.46±0.23) excluding a direct but unspecific
inhibition of the respiratory chain. Addition of MgATP (211M) rendered I\IAPR
induced by pyruvate/malate sensitive towards DZ. A concentration-dependent
inhibition was observed at 100111.1 Dz (10%, p>0.05 vs ATP free control), 300111.1 Dz
(20"/0, p<0.05) or loool1M Dz (25%,p<0.05). Similar results were obtained with
MgCTP (I m.\I).

Conclusions: DZ inhibits ATP production in isolated B-cell mitochondria only in the
presence of (cytoplasmic) Mg-nucleotides. The requirement of MgATP is
characteristic for Dz binding to SUR indicating the presence of a functional active
SUR in the inner membrane ofJl..cellmitochondria.

489
LEPTIN Th<lIBITS GLUCOSE-STIMULATED ViSULIN SECRETION
WITHOUT DECREASII\G ADENOSINE 3',s'-CYCLIC MONOPHOSPHATE
LEVELS IN ISLETS
A. Mukala-Nsengu-Tshibangu, S. Fernandez-Pascual and 1. Tamarit-Rodriguez.
Biochemistry Department, School of Medicine, Complutense University, Spain

Background and Aims: It is debated whether leptin inhibits glucose-induced insulin
secretion and which its mechanism of action might be. It has been recently claimed
that leptin decreases cellular cAMP levels through the activation of the cyclic
nucleotide phosphodiesterase 38.
Materials and Methods: Therefore, we have studied the effect of mouse
recombinant leptin on the insulin secretory response (ngl30 min x I1g DNA) of rat
perifused islets to glucose. Moreover, the effect of Ieptin on glucose utilization
(3H20-production from D-[5-3H]g1ucose), glucose oxidation (14C02-production
from D-[U-14C]g1ucose) and islet cAMP levels (fmol/ I1gDNA; ELISA method) was
also investigated.
Results: The biphasic insulin response to 20 mmol/l glucose was significantly
suppressed by 5 nmol/l (33±3,n;8, vs. 90±4,n;8;p<0.00I) but not 1 nunol/l leptin.
The inhibitory effect of leptin was completely blocked in the presence of either 250
I1mol/l8-bromo-cAl\lP (103±7,n=9, vs. 125±II,n~8;N.S.) or 100 nmol/l trequinsin (a
specific inhibitor of the cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase 3B) (l34±8,n;lO, vs.
120±10,n~10;N.S.). However, 166 nmol/l wortmannin (a phosphatidylinositot 3
kinase inhibitor) did not modify the glucose response in the presence of leptin
(36±3,n=lO, vs. 39±3,n;IO;N.S.). A change of the glucose concentration from 3 to 20
mmol/l increased islet cA.\lP significantly (l212±99,n=9, vs.
531±3I,n=9;p<O.001).This stimulation was not decreased by leptin (l289±101,n=9),
neither increased by trequinsin (I 14I±116,n=9), but it was significantly enhanced by
the combination of both leptin and trequinsin (l785±1l9,n=9, vs.
1212±99,n=9;p<0.002). Leptin modified neither glucose utilization nor glucose
oxidation at either 3 or 20 mmol/l glucose.
Conclusions: Mouse recombinant leptin inhibits glucose-induced insulin secretion
without impairing glucose-induced increase of cAl\lP levels. Therefore, leptin
induced suppression of insulin secretion is not due to a decreased generation of
CAl\lP. The observed synergism between leptin and trequinsin on islet cAl\lP levels
speaks against an activation ofthe cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase 3B by leptin.
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CALCCUM SIGNALU1'lG VIA L-lYPE CALCCUM CHANNELS MEDLo\TES
IL-l-1:'Il>UCED AcnvATION OF C-JUN N-TERMlNAL KL"lASE Axn p38
IN PAJ'(CREATIC BETA-CELLS
1. Sterling, S. V. Zaitsev", N. 1\3. Andersen, 1.L. Kapelioukh", A E. Karlsen, P-O.
Berggren" and T. Mandrup-Poulsen, Stene Diabetes Center, Niels Steensensvej 2,
Gentofte, Denmark. "Rolf Lull Center for Diabetes Research, Department of
Molecular Medicine, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden.

Background and Aims: Interleukin-Ibeta (lL-lb), tumor necrosis factor-alfa (TNFa)
and interferon-gamma (IFNg) have been proposed as immune effectors of pancreatic
beta-cell death in type I diabetes mellitus. Activation of c-jun N-terrninal kinase
(JNK), extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and p38 mitogen-activated protein
kinases (MAPKs) and increased calcium signalling through T- and L-type calcium
channels are essential signalling elements in the beta-cell apoptotic pathway induced
by IL-Ib or a combination ofcytokines. We previously found that inhibition ofT-type
calcium channels does not affect cytokine-induced MAPK activity. In this study we
explored the putative involvement of L-type channel-mediated calcium signalling in
regulating IL-Ib-induced MAPK activation in beta-cells,
!\Iaterials and Methods: JNK, ERK and p38 activities in whole cell lysates from
isolated oblob mouse islets or mouse bela-TC3 cells were determined in a whole cell
lysate phosphotransferase assay using c-jun, Elk-I and heat shock protein 25 (Hsp25)
as substrates.
Results: Exposure ofoblob islets to 400 Ulm! oflL-lb induced a 2.3-fold (p<0.OO05)
increase in c-jun phosphorylation and a lA-fold (p<Q.OOO5) increase in Hsp25
phosphorylation, reflecting increased activities of JNK and p38, respectively. No
increase in Elk-I phosphorylation was observed, indicating that ERK was not
activated by IL-Ib. Combined inhibition of T- and L-type calcium channels using
mibefradil and nimodipine reduced Il.-Ib-stimulated JNK activity to 1.8-fold
(p<0.01) and completely prevented (p<O.OOI) p38 activation by IL-lb. Similar results
were obtained with beta-TC3 cells.
Conclusions: These results provide evidence thatlL-lb signal transduction leading to
JNK and p38 activation is dependent on calcium signalling through L-type calcium
channels in beta-cells.

492
PROTEIN 1:'I'HmrrOR OF NEURONAL NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASE IS
EXPRESSED ix RAT B-CELLS AND MODULATES INSULlN SECRETION.
AD. Lajoix, S. Dietz, S. Peraldi-Roux, T. Chardes, G. Ribes and R. Gross. CNRS
illoffi.5094, MontpelIier, France.

Background and Aims: In OUTprevious molecular studies, we showed the expression
of a neuronal isoforrn of nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) that controls insulin secretion
in rat pancreatic b-cells. PIN (protein Inhibitor of Neuronal NOS) is an endogenous
inhibitor of nc'lOS previously identified in rat brain. Our work was aimed at
investigating I) the presence of PIN in b-cells, 2) its subcellular localization and 3) its
role in theinsulin secretion.

Materials and Methods: Molecular and biochemical experiments were applied to
isolated rat islets and to the insulin-secreting cell line INS-I. For functional studies,
PIN was overexpressed in INS-I cells by transfection of an expression vector
containing PIN and insulin secretion was measured after incubation with Krebs
Ringer bicarbonate buffer containing 5 mM glucose during one hour.

Results: Using RT-PCR., we showed the expression of PIN mRNA in islets and in
INS-I cells. The presence of a protein of 10 illa identical to the brain PIN is
demonstrated by Western blot. Immunofluorescence studies performed in INS-I cells
with a PIN antibody showed a strong colocalization with the neuronal NOS staining.
This was confirmed by electron microscopy which evidences the presence of PIN in
the insulin granules as nNOS and to a lesser extent in the cytoplasm of the b-cells,
Furthermore, overexpression of PIN in INS-I cells (5 fold over an empty vertor)
induced a 75% increase of the insulin secretion induced by 5 mM glucose as
compared to control cells.

Conclusions: PIN, the endogenous inhibitor of nNOS, is expressed in rat b-cells, is
strongly colocalized with nNOS and appears to be a positive modulator of insulin
secretion.
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MODUL\TlON OF ISLET ISOrOR.'I1S OF NITRIC OXIDE SYNTIIASE BY
DIFFERENT Il'OSULlN SECRETAGOGUES
J. Jimenez, D. Henningsson, R. Henningsson and 1. Lundquist, lost of Physiological
Sciences, Dept of Pharmacology, University of Lund, Sweden

Aims. Nitric oxide synthase (NOS) has been detected in the islets of Langerhans and
NO has been implicated as a negative feedback regulator of glucose-stimulated
insulin release. We recently found that high concentrations of glucose stimulated the
activities of both constitutive NOS (cNOS) and inducible NOS (iNOS) in incubated
islets. The present study was performed to elucidate, whether non-glucose insulin
secretagogues might influence islet NOS activities in relation to insulin release.

Methods. Isolated mouse islets were incubated in the presence of different insulin
secretagogues; i.e. glucose, L- and D-arginine. L-Ieueine, a-ketoisocaproic acid (KIC)
and carbachol. Insulin release is assayed with RIA and islet activities of cNOS and
iNOS with a sensitive HPLC-method. Results Western blot revealed that the islets
incubated in a basal, non-insulin stimulating glucose concentration contained eNOS
but not iNOS protein, whereas high glucose increased both proteins. L-arginine
stimulated islet cNOS activity but did not affect islet iNOS activity. D-arginine
displayed a slight eNOS stimulating effect. Insulin release stimulated by glucose or L
arginine was potentiated by addition of a NOS-inhibitor. L-Ieucine and KIC
stimulated insulin release without affecting either islet cNOS- or iNOS-activity.
Similar to L-arginine, carbachol stimulated islet eNOS but induced in addition a very
slight iNOS activity. Carbachol-stimulated insulin release was potentiated by NOS
inhibition.

Conclusion. The present data suggest that glucose, among the tested secretagogues, is
a major inducer of islet iNOS activity and that the mitochondrial substrates KIC and
L-leucine exert their action downstream of glucose-stimulated iNOS induction in the
metabolic transduction pathway. The effect of L-arginine and carbachol on eNOS
activity is probably exerted by their action to stimulate an increase in intracellular
Ca2+, being stimulatory to the Ca2+/calmodulin dependent cNOS activity.

493
SECRETORY PHOSPHOLIPASE A2 IS RELEASED FROM PANCREATIC ll
CELLSANDPROMOTES INSULINRELEASE BY K"w-CHANNELCLOSURE
K Juhl, A. Efanov, H.L. Olsen, J. Gromada. Islet Cell Physiology, Islet Dis
covery Research, Novo Nordisk MS, DK-2880 Bagsvaerd, Denmark.

Aim: To measure the release of secretory phospholipase A. (sPLA.) from
pancreatic ll-cells and evaluate its role in modulation of inSUlin secretion.
Methods: A sPLA. fluorescent substrate, Bis-BODIPY FL phosphatidylche
line, loaded into the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane was used to moni
tor the release of sPLA. from single mouse ll-cells. ATP-sensitive ~ (K..TP)
channel activity and exocytosis were recorded using patch-clamp techniques.
Cytoplasmic free Ca>+'levels ([Ca'1,) were determined by microfluorometry.
Insulin was assayed by ELISA Results: Extracellular application of sPLA.
(0.1-5 IJM) stimulated insulin secretion from intact mouse islets at 3 mM
(>300 o/~) and 16.7 mM (>270 %) glucose. The insulinotropic action of sPLA2

was secondary to closure of K..TP-channels: the whole-cell K..TP-conductance
decreased from O.62±0.20 to 0.18±0.04 nS/pF in the presence of sPLA.
(p<O.Ol). Inhibition of K..rp-channel activity by sPLA. was associated with
gradual and irreversible increase in [Ca2

" that was mimicked with lyse
phosphatidylcholine (lyse-PC). In contrast, arachidonic acid (the other prod
uct of phospholipid hydrolysis catalysed by sPLA.) elicited a fast ~nd rever~i
ble increase in [Ca2] . Mixture of glucose and KCI induced an Increase In
BODIPY FL fluorescence due to release of sPLA. from ll-cells with conse
quent breakdown of the fluorescent substrate by the released enzyme. Sec
retory PLA2, as well as arachidonic acid and lyse-PC, did not affect Ca

2
. _

dependent exocytosls, measured as increases in cell capacitance. Conclu
sion: These data suggest that sPLA. is released from mouse ll-cells in re
sponse to cell stimulation and the released phospholipase A. might playa
role as a positive feedback signal to further enhance ll-cell exocytosis by in
hibition of KA'lP-channel activity.
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STIMULUS-RESPONSE COUPLING IN MIN6 CELLS OVER- M'D UNDER
EXPRESSING CYTOSOLIC PHOSPHOLIPASE A,
V.D. Belin, RM. Roderigo-Milne, P.E. Squires, C.P.D. Wheeler-Jones, P.J.
Marsh, M. Reid, P.M. Jones andS.1. Persaud, King's College London, UK
Background and Aims: Cytosolic phospholipase A, (cPLA,) has been implicated
in coupling increases in intracellular Ca" ([Ca"i) to the release of insulin. We
have now investigated the effects of over- and under-expression ofcPLA, on jl-cell
function. Materials and Methods: MIN6 cells were stably transfcctcd with sense
and antisense ePLA, vectors. ePLA, expression was determined by Western
blotting, changes in [Ca"i were assessed by microfluorimetry, insulin secretion
from perifused MIl-:6 cells was measured by radioimmunoassay and preproinsulin
(pPI) mRNA levels were determined by real-time PCR. Results; Western blotting
of stably transfected cell lines confirmed over- and under-expression of ePLA,.
cPLA, overexprcssion was without significant effect on loofll\ltolbulamide- or
20m." KCI-induced increases in [Ca"i (P>O.2). However, the responsiveness to
nutrients was dramatically reduced, with only 4% of cells showing a Ca" response
to 20m.'1 glucose and 8% responding to 1Om.'l KlC, compared with 61% and 94%
of control cells responding (n=28-52 cells, P<O.OO I). Inhibition of cPLA, activity
with 50fll\l methyl arachidonate fluorophosphonate partially restored glucose
induced elevations in Ca" (P<O.OI). cPLA, overexpressing cells were also
insensitive to 20m.'l glucose in terms of insulin secretion (sense: 109±15.2% basal;
controls: 326±24.9% basal. n=3, P<O.OI). Undcrexpression of cPLA, had minimal
effects on increases in [Ca'1i in response to nutrients and dcpolarising stimuli
(p>O.2 versus controls), and it did not affect the profile or magnitude of initial
insulin secretory responses. However, cPLA,-dcficient cells were unable to sustain
a secretory response upon prolonged stimulation. Insulin content was reduced by
90% following underexpression of cPLA, (p<O.OOI), but PPI mR.NA levels were
not significantly different (control: 16.6±2.8fg; antisense: I4.0±2.7fg, P>O.2).
Conclusions: These data suggest that overexpression of cPLA, inhibits glucose
handling by jl-cells without affecting downstream signalling events, and that
normal expression of cPLA, may be required for maintaining insulin stores.
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CULTIJRE OF RAT BETA-CELLS WITH IXCRETIN HOR..'W:,<'ES
PRESERVES THEIR SUBSEQUENT SECRETION RESPO;,\SIVENESS
D. Delmeire, D. Flarnez, D. Pipeleers and F. Schuit; Diabetes Research Center, Vrije
Universiteit Brussel, B-I090 Brussels, Belgium.

Background and Aims: We recently observed that 2-24 h exposure of rat beta-cells
to low (3 mmol/l) glucose, suppresses their subsequent capacity to release insulin. In
the present study we examined to which extent addition of the gluco-incretin
hormones GLP-I (glucagon-like peptide [7-37 amide]) and/or GIP (glucose
dependent insulinotropic peptide) could protect against this secretory failure.

Materials and Methods: FACS-purified rat beta-cells were cultured for 24 h in
control medium with alternating glucose concentration of 10 mmol/l (GIO: h 0-1, h 7
8 and h 17-18 of culture) and 3 mmol/l (G3: h 1-7, h 8-17 and h 18-24 of culture) as
well as in test media in which the G I0 condition was supplemented with GLP~I

and/or GIP. After culture, the cells were peri fused at 3 mmoIll glucose and stimulated
during 10 min pulses at G10 and at G10 with 10 nrnol/l GLP- 1. Insulin release was
measured during culture and during perifusion.
Results: Insulin release induced by GIO in beta-cells exposed for 6 h to G3 was
decreased by 88±7% as compared to the prior GIO stimulation (0.08±O.04 vs
0.65±O.04 ng.IO' ceIls'-h"; P<O.ool). Further incubation in G3 did not enhance the
secretory defect. The loss in secretory response was limited to 50±8 % by addition of
I nmol/l GLP-I to the G10 medium; even better protection was observed by addition
of a mixture of GLP-I and GIP (total concentration = 1 nmol/l) to the G I0 medium.
Addition ofthese peptides stimulated cAMP accumulation in the cultured cells but did
not alter their insulin content. The beta-cells which had been cultured in the presence
ofGLP-I/GIP.exhibited a stronger secretory response during subsequent perifusion at
10 mmoIll glucose (release ofO.060±O.007 % of insulin content vs 0.022±0.003 % in
control preparation; P<0.05). This was also the case when perifused at 10 mmol/l
glucose plus GLP-I (release of 0.86±0.08 % of insulin content vs 0.4I±O.06 % in
control preparation; P<O.05).
Conclusions: In a model of alternating exposure of beta-cells to 3 and 10 mmol/l
glucose, supplementing G 10 culture medium with incretins better preserves the
insulin releasing capacity of the cells than observed for cells cultured with glucose
alone.
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Establishment ofa 4-0H-Tamoxifen-inducible CalVi-Kinase II-MER fusion-protein
M. Osterboff J. Ortmann, M. Mahlig, A.F.li Pfeiffer

Background and Aims: Ca2+/calmodulin dependent protein kinase n (Ca.\lK Il) is
highly expressed in beta-cells and is thought to be involved in insulin-secretion and insulin
gene-expression. Previous reports showed activation of MAP kinases via Ca.\lK Il and
phosphorylation of CREB by constitutively active mutants of Ca.'lK Il, This raised the
question whether Ca.\lK n modulates gene expression at unclear sites in beta-cells. The
aim of this work was to establish a 4-01I-Tamoxifen inducible Ca.\IKll-construct by
cloning the kinase domain (aa 1-293) of the enzyme in front of a mutated estrogen
receptor (MER) and to explore whether this fusion-protein is functional and able to
activate MAP-kinase and CREB in an inducible manner. The mutated estrogen receptor
contains no nuclear-localisation-signal (NLS). The binding of heat shock proteins inhibits
the kinase-activity until 4-OH-Tamoxifen displaces them and thereby allows a rapid
activation of kinase-activity.
Materials and Methods: The kinase-domain of Ca.\lK n deIta2 was amplified by PCR
and cloned into a pcDNA3.I/His Bvvector (Invitrogen) containing the mutated estrogen
receptor (kindly provided by Prof. Dr. U. R. Rapp, Wuerzburg, Germany). The resulting
construct was transiently transfected into HEK293 cells by the calcium phosphate method.
The activity of the expressed kinase was determined by radioactive kinase-activity-assays.
The activation ofl-lAP·kinase, CREB and ATF-2 was measured by use of the PathDetect
System (Stratagene) and Dual Luciferase reporter-gene-assay (Promcga).
Results: The pcDNA3.IIHis B Ca.\lK Il MER-construct was found to be highly inducible
by 200 nmol/l 4-0H-Tamoxifen. Kinase-activity-assays revealed a 15 (p=O.OOI) times
higher activity in Ca2+ free buffer belonging to the Ca2+ independent activity of the
Ca.\lK n kinase-domain. Cotransfection of pcD:-IA3.I/His B Ca.\lK n MER and either
CREB, Elk-I (as a marker for f,1AP-kinase activation) or ATF-2 (the pathway which leads
to activation of ATF-2 is not characterized yet) did not lead to an activation of CREB,
MAP-kinase or ATF-2, respectively. In a control PKA caused a strong activation of the
cotransfected CREB demonstrating the correct function ofthe PathDetcct system
Conclusions: A highly 4-OH-Tamoxifen-inducible fusion-protein of the Ca.'lK Il kinase
domain and the mutated estrogen receptor could be established as determined by kinase
activity assays. The fusion-protein was not able to activate neither the MAP-kinase
cascade represented by Elk-I nor the eAl\IP pathway represented by CREB nor ATF-2
leading to the conclusion thatCa.'lK n does not directly phosphorylate nuclear proteins to
altergene transcription.
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SELECTIVE SIGNALING VIA A- AND B-lYPE INSULIN RECEPTORS IN
PANCREATIC B-CELLS L'''OLVES DIFFEJl.Er>'T PI3K
S. Kemper, B. Leibiger, T. Moede, J. Domin', P.O. Berggren and IE. Leibiger
Karolinska Institutet, Dept. Molecular Medicine, Rolf Luft Center for Diabetes
Research, Stockholm, Sweden, 'Imperial College School of Medicine, Division of
Medicine, Renal Section, London, UK.

Background and Aims: Pancreatic B-cells are targets for positive feedback action by
secreted insulin. We have shown that secreted insulin activates the transcription of its
own gene by signaling through insulin receptor (lR) A-type (Ex! 1-) and p70s6k while
it activates transcription of the B-cell glucokinase gene (bGK) via lR B-type (Ex II+)
and PKB(c-Akt). To start to understand the molecular mechanisms that underlie the
selective signaling via the two lR isoforrns we studied the PI3K involved.
Materials and Methods: As the readout for signaling via either lR-A or lR-B served
insulin promoter-driven DsRed expression and bGK promoter-driven GFP expression,
respectively, in co-transfected lilT-Tl5 and primary mouse B-cells. PI3K activity was
measured in IR imrnunoprecipitates (IPs).
Results: 25 I'M LY294oo2 or 50 nM Wortmannin in the culture medium blocked
insulin-stimulated insulin promoter activity. It needed 100 I'M LY294OO2or ISO nM
Wortmannin to block bGK promoter activity. PI3K activity in IR-A IPs was inhibited
by 5-10 nM Wortmannin as described for PI3K classes 1,n C2b and III. It needed 100
n.\lto block PI3K activity associated with IR·B, i.e. concentrations similar to those
that inhibit PI3K class 11C2a. Overexpression of the dominant-negative acting form
of the class la adapter protein p85, i.e. Delta-p8S, abolished insulin-stimulated insulin
promoter activity bUI had nOI insulin-stimulated bGK promoter activity. Western blot
analysis of IPs obtained with anti-PI3K C2a-antihodies revealed the presence oflR.
Conclusions: Our data suggest that one of the molecular mechanisms involved in the
selective signaling via the two IR isoforms in the pancreatic B-ceJl is the selective
activation ofdifferent classes ofPI3K. Whereas activation of the insulin promoter via
IR-A and p70s6k involves PI3K class 13, it requires activation of a class Il-like PI3K
to activate bGK promoter via IR-B and PKB(c-Akt).
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ROLE OF LOCALLY RELEASED GLUCAGON IN THE INSULIN
SECRETORY RESPONSE FROM THE Th'TACI PANCREAS
K. MOENS, D. Flamez, V. Berger, P. Huypens, C. Van Schravendijk, 1. Ahn", V.
Hruby", D. Pipeleers and F. Schuit; Diabetes Research Center, Vrije Universiteit
Brussel, B-1090 Brussels, Belgium; "Department of Chemistry, University of
Arizona, Tucson 85721, USA

Background and Aims: Glucagon is known as a potent stimulus of insulin release. It
is recognized by glucagon- as well as by GLP-I- receptors (R) on the B-cells. Locally
released glucagon uses both receptors to amplify glucose-induced insulin release in
isolated islet preparations. The present study examines whether this is also the case in
the intact pancreas.
Materials and Methods: Glucose-induced insulin release was measured in the
perfused dorsal rat pancreas in the presence or absence of glucagon- or GLP-I
receptor-antagonists, namely and, respectively, [des-llisl,des-Phe6,Glu9]-glucagon
NH2 (desHF-GLU 10 pmol/l) or exendin-{9-39)-NH2 (exendin I Ilmolll). Receptor
specificity and potency of both antagonists were determined by measuring cAMP
production, phosphorylase activity and insulin release in isolated preparations of rat
hepatocytes, transfected CHL-cells and rat B-cells.
Results: It was thus found that I) desHF-GLU, but not exendin, was an effective
antagonist of glucagon-induced cAMP production and phosphorylase activity in
hepatocytes, which express glucagon-R but no GLP-I-R 2) Exendin but not desHF
GLU, counteracted GLP-I- and glucagon-induced cAMP production in GIL-cells
transfected with the GLP-I-R gene. 3) Both desllF-GLU and exendin counteracted
glucagon-stimulated cAMP production and insulin secretion in purified B-cells. 4)
None of the two antagonists exerted an inhibitory effect on the biphasic insulin
release during pancreas perfusion at 20 m.\! glucose. On the other hand, they
antagonized the stimulatory effect of their respective agonists, decreasing the
potentiation of glucose-induced insulin reIease by exogenous glucagon by 82%
(p<0.02) or by exogenous GLP-I by 90 % (p<0.02). These antagonistic effects
indicate that both compounds reach and interact with their cognate receptors during
the perfusion experiment.
Conclusions: Under the present conditions of rat pancreas perfusion, glucose elicits a
typical biphasic insulin release with an amplitude that appears not influenced by
locally reieased glucagon.
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LXENDIX(9-39)AMIDE SUPPRESSES GLP-l INSULINOTROPIC ACllON
IN RATS INFUSED WITH DIMETHYL ESTER OF SUCCINIC ACID.
J. Cancelas, M.L. Villanueva-Peiiacarrillo, 1 Valverde and \V.I. Malaisse,
Fundaci6n Jimenez Diaz, Madrid, Spain and Laboratory of Experimental Medicine,
Brussels Free University, Brussels. Belgium.
Background and Aims: GLP-I is a nutrient-dependent insulin secretagogue and
markedly enhances insulin output from isolated perfused pancreas of normal and
diabetic rats in the presence of dimethyl ester of succinic acid (SAD); also, iv
injection of SAD potentiates the insulinotropic action of GLP-I in normal and
neonatally streptozotozin-treated rats. In this study we explored to which extent
exendin(9-39)amide [Ex(9-39)], a known antagonist of GLP-I, may oppose the
insulinotropic action of GLP-I in rats infused with SAD. Materials and Methods:
Anaesthetised fed male \Vistar rats (241±8 g body wt) received, for 10 min, a primed
constant infusion of SAD (0.5 IlmoVg followed by 0.25 umol/min, both per g body
wt) and, at min 5, GLP-I (0.5 pmoVg body wt} was injected iv. In control
experiments, the same volume of saline was administered instead of SAD and/or
GLP-!. In one set of SAD-infused rats, Ex(9-39) -a gift from Dr. J. Eng- was infused
(5 pmoVmin and per g body wt) from I min before to 3 min after GLP-I injection.
Blood samples (0.5 ml) were collected from a carotid artery for measurement 01
plasma glucose and insulin. Data are presented as mean±SEM. The statistical
significance of difference between mean values was assessed by Student's t-test,
Results: In control experiments (n-=4), plasma glucose and insulin concentrations
were little affected, with mean paired difference (min IS vs min zero) of -O.64±0.63
mM and -O.9O±!.04 nglml, respectively. In SAD-infused rats, GLP-I caused a
progressive decrement in plasma glucose (2.32±0.37 m.\1 at min IS, n=7, p<O.OOI),
which did not occur during Ex(9-39) infusion. SAD infusion provoked within 2 min a
pair increment in plasma insulin (6.62±O.90 nglml, n=12, p<0.OO5) which was
mantained at min 5, whereas in the presence of Ex(9-39) it decreased (3.22±0.99
ng/ml, n~5, p<0.05). GLP-I-induced integrated increment in insulin, over the firs 5
min, was 1!.93±2.73 (n=6), 40.16±6.60 (n=7) and 13.26±2.03 (n=5) ng x minlml in
saline-, SAD- and Ex(9-39)-infused rats, respectively. Conclusions: In SAD-infused
rats, Ex(9-39) infusion decreased plasma insulin before GLP-I injection, suppresssed
the B-cell response to GLP-l, and delayed and minimized its hypoglycemic action. It
is proposed, therefore, that Ex(9-39) could represent a tool in the treatment of
alimentary or reactive hypoglycemia.
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Evidence for regulation of glucagon release by protein tyrosine-phospbatases.
J. Chen, C.-G. Ostenson. Dept of Molecular Medicine, Karolinska Hospital,
Stockholm, Sweden

Background and Aims: Augmented glucagon release may contribute to
hyperglycaernia in diabetes, but the mechanism behind this phenomenon is unknown.
Hence, we have investigated whether glucagon release from the pancreatic A-cells is
regulated by protein tyrosine phosphatases~(PTPases) in isolated islets of the Gcto
Kakizaki (GK) rat, an animal model of hereditary type 2 diabetes.
Materials and Methods: Glucagon release was determined by radioimmunoassay in
batch incubations of isolated GK and control Wistar (W) rat islets. To assess the role
of PTPases in the regulation of glucagon secretion, a stable and selective inhibitor of
PTPases, bisperoxo-picolinato vanadate, or peroxovanadate (POy), was used.
Results: At 3.3 mmolll glucose, basal glucagon release was unaffected by 1-10
umol/l POV, while higher concentrations of the compound, 0.1-1 mmolll, enhanced
glucagon release 5- and 12-fold (n=5-7; p<O.OI), respectively, from GK islets. and 5
and 25-fold (n=4-7; p<O.OOI), respectively from W islets. Arginine (10 mmolll)
enhanced basal glucagon release 13.5-fold to 32.2 ± 4.3 pglislet per h in GK (n=8;
p<O.OOI) and 3.7-fold to 6.0 ± 0.9 pg/islet per h (n=9) in W islets. POV (100 umol/l)
inhibited arginine-induced glucagon release from GK islets (by 55%, n=8; p<O.05)
but did not significantly affect the release from W islets. At I mmolll POV, arginine
stimulated glucagon release was unchanged in GK islets (32.2 ± 5.4 pg/islet per h,
n=7), while it was enhanced 6-fold in W islets (33.8 ± 5.8 pg/islet per h, n=6; p<O.OOI
vs 10 mmoIII arginine).
Conclusions: PTPase activities in the A-cell may play important but complex roles in
the regulation of glucagon release, since inhibition of PTPase activity by POV 
depending on the concentration of the compound - either stimulates or inhibits the
release. The potent inhibition of arginine-stimulated glucagon secretion by 100 Ilmolll
POV in GK rat islets suggests abnormal PTPase activity behind the augmented A-cell
secretion in diabetes.
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PITUITARY ADENYLATE CYCLASE-ACTIVATING POLYPEPTIDE
MIMICKS THE ATP-SENSITIVE K-CHANNEL-INDEPENDENT ACTIO~

OF GLUCOSE AT WW GLUCOSE CONCENTRATIONS
A. Rosengren, K. Filipsson, B. Ahren and E. Renstrom. Lund University, Sweden.

Background and Aims: Pituitary-adenylate cyclase activating peptide (PACAP) is released
frOID intrapancreatie nerve endings. PACAP increasescytosolic cAMP and results in receptor
knock-out mice indicate its participation in phasic insulin secretion in vivo. Here we have
explored how PACAP interacts with the AIP-sensitive K channel (KATP cbannel)
independent stimulationby glucose on insulinsecretion.
Materials and Methods: The patch-clamp technique was used to monitor electrical activity
and Ca2+-<:urrents in clonal INS-! cells, ....ith exocytosis monitored as increases in cell
capacitance.
Results: PACAP(l00"-,\,f)had minimaleffectson glucose-inducedelectricalactivity. We then
exploredthe glucose-dependence of PACAP-mediated actions on voltage-gatedCa2+ currents
and exocytosiselicited by single 300 ms voltage-clampdepolarisations.At 3.3, 10 and 20 m.\1
glucose, exocytosis amounted 20+-4, 40+-5 and 81+-17 IF, respectively (P<O.05;n=24[3.3]
&25[10]; and P<O.05; n=25[10] & 12[20]). Since Ca2+-inIlu.x was unaffected, these results
demonstrate the KAIP channel-independent action of glucose. PACAP stimulated exocytosis
significantly at all glucose concentrations, but the effect was relatively largest at 3.3 m.\{
glucose and was 180% (p<O.OOI; n=24[control] & 17[PACAP]). PACAP also augmented
dcpolarisation-clicited Caz t-inffux. The Ca2+ current vs, exocytosis relationship was best
describedby a linear function,enabling us to use the ratio k of the two to quantify the Ca2+
efficacy of cx0C}1OSis. This comparison confirmed that. a) glucose increased the Ca2+~fficacy

of exocytosis in a concentration-dependent manner (p<O.OI; n=24[3.3] & 12[20]); and, b)
PACAPmimickedthis effect only at 3.3 roMglucose (p<O.05;n=24[control] & 17[PACAP]).
At higher glucose concentrations PACAP primarily acted by further increasing voltage
dependentCa2+ influx. The effects of PACAP were largely suppressed by Rp-8-Br-eAMPS,
indicating the involvement of protein kinase A. A role for PKA in the KATP channel
independent action of glucose was suggestedby the findings that: I) the phosphatase inhibitor
okedaic acid (100 nM) itself inereased exocytosis at 3.3 mM glucose by 92+l9'l. (p<O.OI;
n=5), and 2) that Rp-8-Br-eAMPS reduced the glucose mediated potentiation of Ca2+
dependentexocytosisby >60";"(p<O.05; for 3.3 to 20 m.\!, rr-S).
Conclusions:Thcse results suggest that PACAP mimicks the KATP channel-independent
actions of glucose at low glucose concentrations, whereas at higher glucose concentrations this
effect is not operative. Furthermore, PKA plays a pivotal role for both the PACAP· and
glucose-mediated actions.
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Acrrvxnox OF AN INWARD Na+ CURRENT BY ACElYLCHOLlNE IN MOUSE
PANCREATIC"IH:ELLS.
J.F. Rolland, J.C. Henquln and P. Gilon. Unite d'Endocrinologie et
Metabolisme, University ofLouvain,Brussels,Belgium.
Our aim was to identify and characterize the current by which acetylcholine
(ACh) depolarizes the plasma membrane of pancreatic p..cells. The
observations that this depolarization is abrogated by omission of Na+, and
that ACh increases cytosolic [Na+] suggested that the current is carried by
Na+. Methods: Both conventional and perforated whole-cell modes of the
patch-clamp technique were used in single mouse p-cells, voltage-clamped
at -80 mY. Results: In the presence of external Na+, ACh induced a
sustained inward current in intact P-ceIls (perforated mode), which was
reversible upon washout of ACh and fully prevented by the muscarinic
antagonist atropine, The maximal current was 0.77 ± 0.15 pNpF at 100
J.lmol!lACh, and the EC,o was observed at - 2.4 J.lmol!lACh. This current
was not mediated by the rise in [Ca'1, nor by intracellular Ca 2

' pool
depletion because it was unaffected by pretreatment of the cells with
thapsigargin (perforated mode) or by addition of 10 mmol!l EGTA to the
pipette solution (conventional whole-cell mode). Abrogation of the current
by omission ofNa+ from the medium suggests that the current activated by
ACh carries Na+. Surprisingly, ACh failed to induce an outward Na+
current when the electrochemical gradient for Na" was reversed (Na+-rich
pipette solution and Na+-free bath medium). It did not activate any outward
K current either (K'-rich pipette solution and (Na+,Kj-free bath medium).
Insensitivity of the ACh-activated Na+ inward current to tetrodotoxin
excludes the participation of voltage-dependent Na+ channels. When the
pipette solution contained GTP-y-S or GDP-[3-S instead of GTP, ACh still
activated a reversible inward current, suggesting that the current is not
activatedthrough a G protein. Conclusions: Muscarinic receptor activation
elicits a Na+ current in pancreatic [3-cells. By depolarizing the plasma
membrane, this current contributes to open voltage-dependent Ca"
channels, increase [Ca"], and eventually trigger exocytosis.
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DETERMINATIO;-.l OF THRESHOLD GROWTH nORMO:offi
CONCEl\lRATIO;-.l REQUIRED FOR INDUCING BENEFICIAL EFFECT
ON INSULIN SECRETION FROM HUMAN FETAL ISLETS DURING
LOXG-TER.'I-IINCUBATION
P.B. Djordjevic, N.M.Lalic, AJotic, I. Paunovic, N. Raketic, M, Zarnaklar, K. Lalic,
N. Rajkovic, Lj. Lukic, I. Markovic, Institute for Endocrinology. Belgrade.
Yugoslavia

Background and Aims: In our previous studies we have shown that long-term
incubation (15 days) with growth hormone (GIl) has a beneficial effect of preventing
the decline of insulin secretion capacity from isolated human fetal islets during
cultivation in vitro, but the ability of low GH concentrations to induce this effect
remains to be clarified. Therefore,the aim of this study was to determine the threshold
GH concentration required for achieving the beneficial effect of the long-term GH
incubation.
Materials and lIIethods: The islets were isolated by collagenase digestion, and
cultured in media with 10% fetal calf serum at 37C. 5%COZ. The effect on insulin
secretion was evaluated by using a 15 day incubation of islets with ZOO. 300. 400,
500, 600 and lOOOugil GH (Genotropin,KabiPharmacia) as well as without Gil The
insulin secretion capacity was evaluated by determining insulin levels in culture
media after I hr incubation sequentially with 1.67mmolll glucose and 16.7mmolll
glucose+5mmolll theophylline, and expressed as a percentage of the increase in
insulin levels after stimulation.
Results: We found that insulin response remained stable with 400ugil GH
(dayl:767.9+/-64.3%. dayl5: 761.6+/-69.7%; p=NS) and the response pattern did not
differ significantly when higher doses of 500, 600 or 1000 ugil GH were applied. In
contrast, the insulin response declined with Zoo(dayl:Z37.3+/-Z9.3.dayI5:124.2+/.
19.Z%; p<O.OI)and 300 ugil GH(dayl: 4Z1.6+/-38.2,day15:ZI3.4+/-Z8.I%.p<O.OI)
showing the response pattern similar to that of the islets incubated without GH
(dayl:Z23.5+/-Z4.7%. dayI5:118.1+/-14.3%; p<O.05).
Conclusions: Our results have demonstrated a threshold GH concentration required
for its potentiating effect on insulin secretion from isolated human fetal islets which
might be of relevance during islet preparationsfor clinical transplantation
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The prevalent Glyl057Asp polymorphism in the insulin receptor substrate ·2
gene is not associated with impaired beta cell function or development
W. Renn, A Fritsche,A Madaus, O. Tschritter, A Teigeler, M. Weisser,E. Maerker,
F. Machicao, H. Haring. M. Stumvoll. Medizinische Klinik, Abteilung fur
Endokrinologie, Stoffwechsel und Pathobiochemie, Eberhard-Karls-Universitat,
Tubingen, Gennany.

Background and Aims: Disruption of the insulin receptor substrate (00)-2 was
shown to cause type 2 diabetes in mice. This could be largely attributed to abnormal
beta cell development. In humans. a prevalent polymorphism in 00-2 (GlyI057Asp)
wasnot foundto be associated withtype 2 diabetesin linkageandassociationstudies.
We tested the hypothesisthat an extreme challenge of the beta cell might reveal subtle
abnormalities in carriers of this polymorphism undetected by conventional insulin
secretion tests.

Materials and Methods: In addition to assessing beta cell function by oral glucose
tolerance testing (OGTI) (n = 318. normal glucose tolerance) we measured the
secretory responseto maximalstimulation by hyperglycemia (10 10.\1).glucagon-like
petide (GLP)-I and arginine administered in an additive fashion (n = 77. non
diabetic). The allelic frequencyof the Asp allele was -37%.

Results: Neither the beta cell function indexes from the OGTI nor the secretory
response during the hyperglycemic clamp differed measurably between carriers and
controls. Moreover, maximal plasma C-peptide concentrations in response to the
combined glucose, GLP-I and arginine stimulus was not different between Gly/Gly
(10745 ± 1186) and XlAsp (10800 ± 490 prnol/l,p=O.99).

Conclusions: Our findings strongly suggest that the GlylO57Asp polymorphism in
OO-Z is not associated with beta-cell dysfunction. The normal maximal insulin
secretory response strongly indicates that this common polymorphismdoes not result
in developmentaldefects of the endocrine pancreas or reduced beta cell mass.
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MELATONIN RECEPTOR EXPRESSION BY HUMAN AND RODENT 13·
CELLS: FUNCTIONAL ROLE IN INSULIN SECRETION?
R.D. Jumaheer, D. Sugden, "P.E. Squires, G.C. Huang, P.M. Jones and SJ.
Persaud, King's College London, UK, "\Van,ick University, UK
Background and Aims: Melatonin secreted by the pineal gland entrains
circadian rhythms in many physiological processes through interaction with
two G-protein-eoupled receptors (Mfs), We have now investigated whether
pancreatic islets and l3-cellsexpress MTs and whether melatonin influences 13
cell function. Materials and Methods: Expression of MT mRNA and protein
by human and rat islets and MIN6 13-eclls was determined by RT·PCR and
Western blotting, as appropriate. Changes in intracellular Ca" ([Ca"]i) were
assessed by microfluorimctry and insulin secretion from pcrifuscd human islets
and MIN6 cells was measured by radioimmunoassay. Results: RT·PCR using
primers specific for MT, and t.IT, receptors amplified single products of the
appropriate sizes from mRNA isolated from rat (360 and 154bp) and human
islets (321 and 285bp). Receptor expression was confirmed in j3-eells using
RNA isolated from MIN6 cells. An anti-Ml', receptor antibody recognised the
60kDa t.IT, receptor in t.IT, rcccptor-overexpressing fibroblasts and MIN6
cells, and it also detected a 72kDa immunoreactive protein in human islet
extracts'. Melatonin evoked a dose-related increase in [Ca"), in MIN6 cells
(31% of cells responsive to InM melatonin; 73% responsive to 100.\1
melatonin), that was reversibly inhibited by blockade of voltage-operated Ca"
channels with IOj.1M nifedipine (30130 cells from 5 separate experiments;
P<O.OOI). Melatonin did not affect basal insulin secretion from MIN6 cells
configured as pscudoislets (2mM glucose: I05±2.7% control; +IOnM
melatonin: 123±20% control, mean±SEM, n=3, P>0.2), but 10nM melatonin
caused a small, sustained increase in insulin release from human islets at 2mM
glucose (peak: 250% basal, plateau: ISO% basal, n=2). Conclusions: These
data indicate that human and rodent islets and MIN6 cells express MT, and
t.IT, receptors and that interaction of melatonin with MT, and/or t.IT,
receptors can initiate insulin secretion from human islets, but not MIN6 cells.
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COl"OCAL L'IAGU'\G OF U'\SULIN GRANULE MOVEMENTS ALO:'i'G
THE CYfOSKELETON DURING PHASIC L'lSULIN SECRETION
R. Ivarsson, J. Galvanovskis, X-J. ling and E. Renstrom. Molecular and Cellular
Physiology. Lund University. Sweden

Background and Aims:Cumulating evidencesuggests thatfirst phaseglucose-induced insulin
secretioncorrespondsto the Ca2+-eliciteddischargeof a subset of insulin granules docked to
the Becell plasma membrane. Much less is known about how glucose stimulates granule
recruitment during second phase insulin secretion. Here.we have elucidated the role of pre~

exocytoticinsulin granule translocations inthisprocess.

Materials and Methods: Insulin granules, microtubules and the actin cetl cortex were co
labelled usingLysotrackerked, EGFP-tubulinand EGFP-actin,respectively.and visualisedby
confocal imaging. We also used the standard whole-cell configuration of the patch-clamp
techniqueto test the effects ofpotential cytcsolic regulators of granulemobility.

Results:Insulin granule motionwas intense already in the absenceof glucose. Three different
types of granule movements could be distinguished: a) random diffusion, b) slow directed
movements in the 2040 nm/s range. and c) fast directed saltatory jumps with velocities .
between 200 and 2000 nm/s. Double labelling experiments revealed that saltatory jumps
occurred exclusively along the microrubules, and disruption of the microtubule network
abolishedsaltatoryactivity. All three types of movementscouldbe observed sequentiallyin an
individualgranule.and bcfore granules were tetheredto the cytoskeleton, they diffused for an
average435+90run (n=14). Elevating glucosefrom 0 to 20 mM did not affect the velocity 01
the fast saltatory jumps or the diffusion coefficient. The slow directed movements were,
however, slightly accelerated from 32+1 to 38+2 nmIs (p<O.OI; n=22) and this effect was
evidentwithin I minafterglucose elevation. Interestingly. thesemovements OCClUTednearthe
plasma membrane wherethe actincortexis located andwere not microtubule-dependent. \Ve
theninvestigated the effectsof cytosolic factors on granule mobilityusing the standard whole
cell configuration. Immediately afterestablishment, granule movements wereunperturbed, and
changesintheintracellular ATP/ADP ratiohadDO acutee{fectson granule mobility. However.
a time-dependentrun-down of granule motionwas manifest after>5 min, suggestingthatan
intracellular constituent required forgranule motion waswashed out,

Conclusions: Glucose-mediated recruitment of insulin granules for releaseprimarily reflects
physical translocation of insulin granules that localise in the peripheral actin network. This
effect appears to depend on Ca2+-inlllL~ from the exterior.rather than a change in the Bccell
metabolic state.Microtubule-dependentsaltatory activity wasnotaffected by glucose.
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NSF IS PRESENT L"l RAT B-CELLS AND IMPORTAI"iT FOR THE
REFILLING OF THE READILY RELEASABLE POOL.
L. Eliassen, J. Schriever-Abeln and X. Ma, Department of Molecular and Cellular
Physiology. Lund University, Lund. Sweden

Background and Aims: Insulin is characteristically released in a biphasic pattern
where the first rapid phase is thought to be attributable to primed granules within a
readily releasable pool (RRP). and the second phase to the ATP-dependent
mobilisation ofgranules from a reserve pool. The aim of this study was to investigate
the role of NSF (l\'EM-sensitive factor) in the exocyrotic process prior to insulin
secretion using a monoclonal antibody against the protein (Mab 2E5).
Material and Methods: For the investigations of the exocytotic process capacitance
measurements were combined with the standard whole-cell configuration of the
patch-clamp technique. This technique allows an intracellular application of the
antibody.

Results: An -80 kD band corresponding to the size of NSF was found using Western
Blot analysis. Immunostaining on B-cells revealed the presence of NSF in the c)10s01
and NSF was shown to co-Iocalize with insulin, mainly close to the plasma
membrane. A train often 500 ms depolarising pulses from -70 to 0 mV was applied
on single rat B-cells. This allows influx of calcium through voltage-dependent
calcium-channels. which triggers exocytosis, The two first pulses in the train can be
used to estimate a size of the readily releasable pool whereas the following pulses
represent mobilisation of granules from a reserve pool. Under control conditions the
RRP was estimated to 227±22 IF (n=6). which was reduced by 35% to 147±18 IF
(n~7) in the presence of the antibody. A more pronounced decrease was observed
during the latter pulses where an 80% reduction in the increase in membrane
capacitance was observed in the presence of Mab 2E5 (11±5IF vs 57±17 IF under
control conditions). •

Conclusions: The data suggest that NSF might be involved in an early step ofgranule
recruitment for calcium-dependent exocytosis in rat pancreatic B-cells.
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In vivc imaging of ryanodine receptor-mediated calcium release from dense core
secretory vesicles in insulin secreting cells
K..Mitchell, A. Varadi, E. Ainscow, P. PintonH. T. Pozzanj], R Rizzutoj, and G.A.
Rutter. Department of Biochemistry. University of Bristol. BS8 ITO. U.K..
tDepartment ofExperimental and Diagnostic Medicine. Ferrara, Italy. HDepartment
of Biomedical Sciences. Padov.. Italy.

Background and Aims: Insulin secretory vesicles represent a large potential store 01
intracellular Ca2+ ions, whose mobilisation could increase cytosolic free Ca2+
concentration ([Ca2+]C) and hence contribute to the stimulation of insulin release.

Materials and Methods: In order to measure the free Ca2+ concentration in the
secretory vesicle matrix ([Ca2+ ]SV). and thus Ca2+ flux across the vesicle
membrane. we havoe generated a chimaeric eDNA encoding recombinant aequorin
(Aq) and vesicle-associated membrane protein-2 (VAMP2).

Results: In pancreatic islet-derived MIN6 B-cells. [Ca2+jSV was 5 I ± 7.5 m.\1 (mean
± S.E.r.l. n = 3), -5-fold lower than in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER; [Ca2+]ER,
249 ± 12.9 m.\i, n = 3). Secretory vesicle Ca2+ uptake was insensitive to inhibitors 01
the sarco-endoplasrnic reticulum Ca2+-AlPase (SERCA) pump activity. but sensitive
to the P-type Ca2+ pump inhibitor, orthovanadate.In contrast to the ER, the vesicular
Ca2+ store was unaffected by inositol (1.4,5) tris-phosphate in perrneabilised cells.
However. either caffeine or the ryanodine receptor agonist. 4-chloroe)1hylphenol.
induced Ca2+ release from the secretory vesicles and ER in intact cells. Cyclic
ADPribose also decreased both [Ca2+]SV and [Ca2+]ER in permeabilised cells. an
effect potentiated by palmitoyl CoA.

Conclusions: Secretory vesicles sequester Ca2+ via an ATP-dependent Ca2+ pump.
distinet from SERCAs. but with properties similar to that of the yeast Golgi Ca2+
ATPase, PMRI (human ATP2CI). The presence on vesicles of active ryanodine
receptors suggests that localised increases in free [Ca2+]C (e.g. close to sites 01
exocytcsis) may activate Ca2+ release from vesicles and could contribute to the
activationof insulin release by glucose and other agents.

509
SNAP·25 PIIOSPIIORYLATION IN INSULIN SECRETING CELLS
C. Gonelle-Gisperl, M. Costa, M. Takahashi. K. Sadoul' and P. A. Halban.
Laboratoires de Recherche Louis-Jeantet, Geneva, Switzerland. 'Institut Albert
Bonniot, Grenoble. France and Mitsubishikasei Institute of Life Sciences. Tokyo.
Japan

Background and Aims: The tSNARESNAP-25(SynaptosomalAssociatedProtein of 25 illa)
is necessary forregulated insulin secretion. Thepresent aim was to investigate whether SNAP
25 becomes phosphorylated in insulin secreting celts and if so to further characterise this
phosphorylation event

Materials and Methods: To lest for SNAP·25 phosphorylationby PKC, cells were treated
withthephorbol esterPMAandanalysed by immunofluorescence andWestern blotting using
anantibody recognising specifically SNAP-2S phosphorylatedat residue Serll1(consensus site
for PKC phosphorylation). The reversibilityof SNAP·25 phosphorylation was studied using a
water-solublePMA homologue,PDA.Phosphorylation of SNAP·25a and b was analysedafter
expression of themyc-tagged isoforms. GFp·SNAP-25 cysteinemutants, whichdifferin terms
of their palmitoylation and membrane association. were used to study whether SNAP·2S
phosphorylation takesplaceinthecytosoloronlywhenmembrane associated.

Results: SNAP·25is phosphorylated atresidue Serll1aftertreatment of insulin secreting (INS·
I) cells with PMA (I~M). Phosphorylation was detectableafter 5 min and increasedwith time
to a maximumaftcr I h. SNAP·25a and SNAP·25b isoforms are phosphorylated to the same
extent in INS cells. SNAP-25 phosphorylation is rapidly reversible, with little detectable
phosph<>-SNAP-25 30 min afterPDA removaland none after 1 h. The soluble(100%cytnsolic)
GFP.SNAP.2S CySasouo90092 mutant (lacking all 4 cysteines necessary for membrane
association) was not phosphorylated in contrast to the GFP·SNAP-2S wild-type fusion protein.
The single GFP-SNAP-2S Cyse mutant which is distributed equally between cytosol and
membrane, revealed thatonlythemembrane-associated fraction wasphosphorylated.

Conclusions:SNAP-2S is phosphorylated atSerm in insulin secreting cells after treatment with
PMAandthis phosphorylation is a rapidly reversible event The results further suggest that
SNAP.25needsto be membrane-anchored inorder to be phosphorylated.Studies arepresently
underway to determine what role phosphorylation of SNAP·2S may play in its biological
function andinparticular in insulin secretion.
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Phosphodiesterase 3B is activated by glucose and insulin in rat islets and
Involved in Ca2+-stimulattd exocytosis
LH. Harndahl, X. ling, E. Renstrom and L. Stenson Holst. Section for Molecular
Signalling, Cl\ffi and Dept of Physiology and Neuroscience, Lund University, Lund.
Sweden.

Background and Aims: cAMP is a potentiator ofCa2+ -Induced insulin granule exocytosis as
well as glucose-stimulatedinsulin release. Selective inhibitors of phosphodiesterase (POE) 3,
an enzyme which catalyzes hydrolysis of cAMP. have been usedto increase insulin release in
mouse models and human and rat islets. It is conceivable that increased PDE3 activity. on the
other hand. rnay confer inhibition or attenuation of exocytoticand secretory events. Little is
let known regarding which agents are capableof activating BccellPOBB. The aim of this
study was to investigate activation mechanisms for PDE3B in rat islets and the effect of the
POE3 inhibitorOPC3911on singleB-eellexocytosis.
Materials and Methods: Rat islets were isolated from collagenase-digested pancreas tissue
and incubated OVa" night in Krebs Ringer bicarbonate buffer. Following stimulation in the
presence or absence of Inhibitors, islets were homogenized and PDE3 activity was assayed
using 3H-cAMP as substrate. Single B-cell exocytosis was monitored as increases in cell
capacitance,
Results: In rat islet incubations, insulin secretion-stimulating concentrations (11·20 m.\f) of I).

glucose increased POE3B activity hy two-fold, whereas incubation with non-metabolizable1,
glucose had no effect. The activation was inhibited in the presence of 100 n1I.1 wortmannin and
0.1 m.\1 diazoxidc, respectively. indicating involvement of phospbatidyl-inositcl 3-kinase and
dependenceon functional ATP-seositivepotasssium channels. Interestingly, a dose-dependent
activation of PDE3B was also observed by stimulation of islets with increasing concentrations
of insulin (1-100 nM). We then addressed the role of POE3B in B-cell exocvtosis, In intact
eells (perforated-patchconfiguration),OPC3911increased exocytosis elicited by voltage-clamp
depolarisations by 41+-11 fF (P~.05; n=5). Surprisingly, OPC3911 retained a -30%
stimulatoryeffeet wbce exocytosis was elicited by intracellular dialysis of a Ca2+-and eAMP
containingpatch electrodesolution in the standard whole-cell configuration (P<O.05;n=15 and
17, in theabsence and presenceofOPC, respectively).
Conclusion: Mechanisms fOT activation of PDE3B in Bccells are poorly defined; our results
indicate both nutrient and hormonal control of POE3B activity. Local control of eytosolic
eAMP concentration by POE3B, rather than control of global eAMP, may play an important
role for modulation of exccytosisin Bccells.

512
SELECTNE INTERACTION WITH EXOCYTOSIS UNDERLIES GLUCOSE·
DEPENDENT INSULIN SECRETION BY THE IMIDAZOLINE COMPOUND
NNCn-0074
M. H"y, H.L. Olsen, P. Mackay. K. Bokvist, J. Gromada, J.S. Petersen. Novo
Nordisk MS, Bagsvaerd, Denmark.

Aim: To explore the effects of the novel imidazoline compound NNC77-o074
on insulin secretion in vitro and in vivo. Methods: All in vitro experiments
were performed on intact mouse islets or isolated l3-cells. Patch-clamp tech
niques were used to record electrical activity, ion channel activity and exocy
tosis. Cytoplasmic Ca'+ levels were determined by microfluorometry. Insulin
was assayed by ELISA Blood glucose and plasma insulin was measured in
fasted and postprandial Sprague Dawley rats. Results: Intravenous (lv.) ad
ministration of NNC77-o074 (20 mglkg) significantly increased plasma insulin 2
min later in postprandial rats (from 49.0 pmolllto 584.5) and lowered blood glu
cose levels (from 4.8 mmolllto 3.7 after 30 min, P<0.004). In contrast, in over
night fasted rats NNC77-o074 had no significant effect on plasma insulin (from
6.4 pmolll to 140.0) or blood glucose levels (from 3.4 mmolll to 3.0 after 30
min). In vitro, NNC77-0074 produced a concentration- and glucose
dependent stimulation of insulin release from intact mouse islets. No stimula
tion was observed at glucose concentrations :;5 mM, whereas a pronounced
stimulation (~100%) occurred at higher glucose levels. The insulinotropic
action of NNC77-o074 reflected stimulation of Ca'+-{!ependent exocytosis
(>100%; ECso=0.1IJM), measured as increases in cell capacitance. The abil
ity of NNC77-o074 to stimulate insulin release was not associated with inhibi
tion of ATP-sensitive K+ (K..TP)-channels, changes in membrane potential,
altered cytoplasmic Ca'+ levels or increased activity of voltage-dependent
Ca'+-channeis. The stimulatory action of NNC74-o074 was blocked by the
PKC inhibitors Calphostin C and Bisindolylmaleimide I but not by the protein
kinase A inhibitor Rp-cAMPS. Conclusion: These data demonstrate that
NNC77-0074 potentiates insulin secretion in a glucose-{!ependent manner
both in vitro and in vivo by KAw<:hannel independent acceleration of Ca'+
dependent exocytosis.
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Differential glucose responsith·ity in insulin-producing cell lines derived from the
L'iS-lline is associated with altered Ca2+ dynamics and Ca2+-e"oked esocytosls
S. Yang, B. Ahren, E. Renstrom, H.E. Hohmeier, C.B. Newgard. H. Mulder
Lund University, Sweden, and Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX

Background and Aims: Insulin secretion is impaired in Type 2 diabetes. To gain
insights into the mechanisms of this impairment, we have compared biochemical
variables in highly glucose-responsive (line 832113) and glucose unresponsive (line
83212) cell lines, which have been derived from INS-I insulinorna cells by a
transfection/selection strategy.
:'>Ialtrials and Metbods: Insulin secretion in static incubations was measured by
RIA. The cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentration [Ca2+]C)1 was determined by dual
wavelength excitation spectrophotofluorometry, using single cells pre-loaded with
FURA-2-MI (45 min). By usc of the standard whole-cell configuration of the patch
clamp technique, the exocytotic response evoked by intracellular dialysis with a
Ca2+/EGTA buffer (free cytosolic Ca2+-2m.\I), cAMP (0.1 m.\1) and AT!' (3 ,",\1)
was monitoredas increases in cell capacitance.
Results: Insulin secretion from 832/13 cells was stimulated 10-fold as glucose was
raised from I to 15 m.\1 (3.1 ± 0.17 versus 37.7 ± 16 ng/rng/h at I and 15,",\1
glucose, respectively; half-maximal response at 10 ,",\1). In contrast, 832/2 cells
maximally increased insulin secretion from 4.8±O.7 to only 7.3±1.3 ng/rng/h under
identical conditions. At 15 ,",\1 glucose, steady-state [Ca2+]cyt was 62±4 n.\1 in
832/13 cells (n=lI) versus 40±3 11.\1 in 832/2 cells (n=13; 1'<0.001); [Ca2+]C)1
oscillated with 1.4±O.3 pulses/IO min in 832/13 cells (n=11) versus 0.3±O.1/10 min in
832/2 cells (n=13; 1'=0.013). The oscillatory amplitude was similar in the 832/13 and
83212 line (93±41 versus l00±22 n.\1, respectively). Upon membrane depolarization
(20 m.\1 K+), [Ca2+]C)1 increased similarly to 228±32 11.\1 (832/13) and 173±15 11.\1
(832/2). Moreover, the Ca2+-induced eX0C)10tic response was 2-fold greater in
g32113 than in 83212 cells (35±7 and 17±5 fFls, respectively; 1'<0.01, n=1O and 12).
Conclusions: 832113 cells exhibit higher steady state [Ca2+]cyt and more frequent
Ca2+ oscillations than 83212 cells, as well as an exocytotic process that is sensitized
to Ca2+. These alterations may explain the differential glucose-responsiveness of the
novel beta-cell lines.
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ALTERNATIVE MDR SPLICING IS REQUIRED FOR DIRECT
POTENTIATION OF EXOCYTOSIS BY SULPHONYLUREAS
A. Wendt, S. Barg, F. Hallden, M. Braun", F. Thevenod", E. Renstrom and P.
Rorsman, Lund University, Sweden and • University ofManchester, U.K.

Background and Aims: Hypoglycaemic sulphonylureas (SU) initiate insulin secretion by
inhibiting the ATP-seositive K-channel. However, Stl-binding predominantly occurs on
intracellular membranes. including those of the insulin-containing granules. We have
previously demonstrated that SU also potentia-te Ca2+..<Jependent exocytosis in mouse Beells.
Thismechanism involves acceleration of granular chloride uptake and facilitatation of granular
acidification. The process involves a granular 65 kDa protein, related to the multidrug
resistance Pcglycoprotcin (MDR). Here, we have extended on this work and started to
characterisethe elusive intracellular Slf-rcccptor.
Materials and Methods: Northernblots and nPCR were performed on isolates from RlNmSF
and INS·I cells, SU-mcd.iated stimulation of exoeytosis and granule acidification were
estimated by capacitance measurements and LysnSensor microfluorimetry, respectively. ,50
binding wasinvestigatedusingphoto-affinity labelling (pAL) with 3[HJ-glibenclamide.
Results: 3[HJ-glibcnclamide binding 10 a granular 65 kD. protein was demonstrated in
RlNmSFcells and normal mouseislets, but not INS-I cells. In RlNmSFcells, tolbutamide (100
u.\f) stimulated exocytosis elicited by intracellular dialysis of a Ca2+-conuining patch
electrode solution (free C)1OSOlie (Ca2+)i 170 oM) by 92% (p~.OI; 21+1·8 and 12+1-4 IF/s;
n~8 & 7, with.& without tolbutamide, respectively). This effect was parallelled by a SU
mediated -50% stimulation ofgranule acidification (p<O.05; D'="S. in both groups), By contrast.
in INS-I cells SU failed to stimulate either exocytosis or granule acidification. The SU
mediated stimulation of exocytosis could be prevented by JSB-I or C219, functional antibodies
directed against the MDR. These Ab's recognise a 65 kDa protein, possibly representing a
splice variant of MOR, which lead us to explore MOR expression on the RNA level. In a
Northern blot using a probe against !\fOR we detected a 4600 bp band corrcspooding to full
length MOR in both cell lines.A prominent 2409 bp bandwas detectedin RlNmSFcells, which
can be predictedto produce a 65 kDa protein. Interestingly,thisband was absent in !:'lS-l eells.
We confirmedthe expressionof full-length MOR in both RlNmSFand INS-I, and a truncated
transcriptin RINmSFby nPCR.
Conclusions: These results indicate that the SU-mcdiatcd potentiation of granule acidification
andexocytosisrequires alternative MDR splicing, \Ve speculate: that the granular SU-binding
65 kDa proteinrepresentsa splice product of !\fOR.
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D1IDAZOLINES SlThWLATE CA'+-L"I1JUCED EXOCYTOSIS fROM SL'\'GLE
pAJliCREATIC Jl-CELLS BY A PLA rDEPElII1JElII'TMECHMIS~l
H.L. Olsen, M. Hoy, K. JuhI, N. Blume, J. Grornada, J.S. Petersen. Novo Nordisk
NS, Bagsvaerd, Denmark.

Aim: To explore if the stimulatory action ofimidazoline compounds on exocytosis is
dependent on phospholipase A, (PLA,) activity. Methods: Exocytosis was measured
in single mousepancreatic p-cellsas increases in tell capacitance using thepatch
clamp technique. Cytoplasmic free Ca"-Ievels were determined by microflurometry.
Results: Infusion of the imidazoline compound NNC77-0074 (100 I'M) into isolated
Jl-cells strongly stimulated Ca'+-dependent exocytosis (from 5.08±0.88 to 9.0±03
ff/s, P<O.OOI).This stimulatory action ofNNC77-Q074 on exocytosis was found not
to be associated with inhibition of ATP-sensitive K+-channels or changes in cyto
plasmic free Ca",levels. A similar stimulation of exocytosis by NNC77-Q074 (100
I'M) was observed in INS-I E insulinoma cells. Application of HELSS (30 uM) or
ACA (100 1111), inhibitors of PLA" abolished the stimulatory action of NNC77
0074 on exocytosis (from 9.2±1.3 ff/s to 4.8±1.I ff/s, P<0.05 and 5.06±0.88 ff/s,
P<0.05). Since neither HELSS nor ACA is specific for PLAz. INS-IE cells were
transfected with anti-sense against cytoplasmic PLA, type IV (5'
GTGCTGGTAAGGATCTAT·3'), Pl.Aj sense (5'-GTGCTCCTAAGTTTCTAT-3')
or unrelated oligonucleotides to confirm the PLA, dependence of NNC77-Q074
induced exccytosis. NNC77-0074-stimulated exocytosis was completely blocked to
background levels (sense transfected cells without NNC77-Q074 stimulation) by anti
sense PLA, transfection, 2.1±0.4 ff/s and 2.0±0.4 ff/s respectively. This was not
due to a general impairment in exocytosis since the anti-sense treated INS-IE cells
responded normally to high Ca" or tolbutamide-induced exocytosis, Insulin release
measured on transfccted INS-I E cells correlated with the exocytosis data.
Conclusion: These data demonstrate that NNC77-Q074 stimulates Ca"-induced
exocytosis through a PLA,-dependent mechanism, without interfering with the KATP

channel activity.

PS23
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ISOLATION AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISATION OF
INSULINOTROPIC PEPTIDES FROM BO.lfBINA VARIEGATA
Y.H.A. Abdel-Wahab, L. Marenah, C. Shaw and P.R. Flatt. School of
Biomedical Sciences, University of Ulster, Coleraine, N.lreland, UK.

Aims: To isolate and characterise insulinotropic peptides from the skin secretions
of Bombina varlegata frogs. Methods: Crude venom (5 mg; 5-10 frogs)
obtained by ntild electrical stimulation from the dorsal skin surface was purified by
reversed-phase HPLC on a semi-preparative Vydac CI8 column. Peaks were
assayed for insulin-releasing activity by acute 20 min incubations with glucose
responsive BRIN-BDII cells. Results: Three prominent fractions from a total
of 44 showed 1.4-3.3-fold increases in insulin-release (p<O.OOl, n;3) compared
with control (5.6 mmolll glucose alone). The viability of BRIN·BDII cells
assessed by neutral red assay (16 mmolll alloxan as positive control) was not
affected under these conditions. Elcctrospray mass spectrometry analysis of the
:hree major peaks revealed molecular masses of 1641.7, 1662.6 and 1619.8 Da
respectively. The amino acid sequences of these purified insulin-releasing peptides
were successfully completed in a single analysis revealing peptide structures each
Nith 14 amino acids. The database search of the amino acid sequences of purified
nsulin-releasing peptides revealed 100% homology of 1619.8 Da peak with
>ombesin. The two other peaks 1641.7 Do, and 1662.6 Da represented entirely
10ve1 peptides with 73-93% resemblance to native bornbcsin • To evaluate the
nechanism of action of the insulin-releasing pcptides, acute 20 min incubations
vere performed with each peptide alone or in the presence of either 300 J.1rnolll
liazoxide, 50 Ilmolll verapamil or 30 mmolll KCI. The stimulatory effects
nduced by the 1641.7 Da peptide on insulin release were reduced by 92% by
liazoxide (p<O.ool, n;4), whereas the stimulatory effects of other two peptides
vere abolished. Verapamil induced a 47% reduction in the secretory response to
>ambesin (1619.8 Da peptide) but had no effect on responses to 1641.7 and
.662.6 Da peptides. All three peptides maintained their ability to enhance insulin
elease in cells depolarised with 30 mrnolll KCI (p<o.ool, n~). Condus10n:
lbe skin secretions of Bombina variegata frogs contain novel peptides with
nsulin-releasing activity, which may be useful for exploitation of antidiabetic

igents.
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FATTY ACYL COA ESTERS ARE REQUIRED FOR THE L'I1IDAWLINE
INSULL'Il SECRETAGOGUE EFAROXAN TO ThITlATE L'\'SULIN
SECRETION
S.L.F. CHAN, D. Forrester & N.G. Morgan'. Institute of Cell Signalling, University
of Nottingham, U.K. and 'School of Life Sciences, Keele University. Staffs., U.K.

Background and Aims:The imidazolineefaroxan{efx}can potentiate insulin secretion,but it
fails to increase release when islets are incubated in the absence of glucose. The secretory
effects of eIX involve both the blockadeof K-ATP channels and the regulation of more distal
events in exocytosis, but it is not dear why the response exhibits such a strict glucose
dependence. A recent hypothesishasproposed that long chain fatty aC)'I-CoAs (LCCoAs) are
required for full induction of nutrient-induced insulinrelease. Thus, in this study, we have
investigated whether efx can initiate insulinrelease in the absenceof glucoseby manipulation
of intracellularfree fatty acid levels.
MaterialsandMethods:Isletsof Langerhans wereisolated fromWister ratsandused in static
incubation secretory studies. Insulin releasewas determined by RlA.
Results:At zeroglucose, islets respondedto palmitic acid (PA) with a dose-dependentincrease
in insuliusecretion.but failedto respondto efx (up to 100microM)under these conditions. By
contrast, whenincubated inthepresence of a non-stimulatory concentration of PA (IOmicroM),
ratislets responded to lOOmicroM cr.", witha robust increase in. insulin secretion(en alone:
052 ± 0.05; efx plus PA: 0.99± 0.02 n,!/ islet! b, p < 0.001). This responsewas attenuated by
150miCl'0~1 ccrulenin, an inhibitorofprotcin acylation(0.70 ± 0.03, p < 0.001) and by the fatty
acyl-Cox synthetase inhibitor triacsin C. cA~lP has been shown to increase intracellular
LCCoA levels but, in the absence of glucose, thc adcnylate cyclase activator, forskolin
(5micro~n failedto enhance insulin release. However,co-administration of forskolin with efx
resultedin an Increasein insulinsecretoryrate (from 0.51 ± 0.03 to 1.05± 0.07 ngfislctlh,p <
0.001),and thiswas antagonisedby ccrulcnin(0.76 ± O.Q.I) and by triacsinC (0.58 ± 0.05). The
imidazoline insulin secretagogue antagonist KUI4R also blocked the synergistic secretory
response inducedby forskolinand efx (0.76 ± 0.05). Equivalent results were obtained when
l00microMffiM)( was used in placeof forskolin.
Conclusions: In the absenceof glucose, efx can initiate insulinreleaseunder conditions wbea
intracellular levels of LLCoAs are elevated. Blockade of Iauy acid activation or protein
acylation antagonises thisresponse suggestingthat8C)"I-CoA moleculesmayrepresent critical
coupling factors thatarerequired for imidazoline-inducedinsulinsecretion.
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GHRELIN INHffilTS Th:SULIN SECRETION IN MICE.
Martina Kvist Reimer and Bo Ahren; Dept. Medicine. Luod University, Sweden

Background and Aims: The peptide ghrelin is expressed in stomach oxyntic cells
and is the endogenous ligand for the growth hormone secretagogue receptor.
Administration of ghreJin increases food intake and lowers energy expenditure,
causing adiposity in rodents. Furthermore, ghrelin plasma levels correspond to the
nutritional state in rats, being highest during fasting; thus ghrelin might be involved in
regulating metabolism.Our aim was to test the effects ofghreJin on glucose-stimulated
insulin release in normal and glucose-intolerant mice, the latter exhibiting
hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia caused by high-fat diet.

Materials and Methods: HealthyC57Bl/6Jmice weregiven ghrelin (0.5 nmollkg)duringan in
vivo glucose tolerance test (IVGTT, 1 g Dcglucose/kg). Insulin secretion from islets isolated
fromC57Bl/6Jmicewas testedin thc presenceof gbrclin.
C57Bl/6Jmice were given a high-fatdiet (58 % fat) or a control diet (11% fat) for 9 months,
whereafter animals where injected daily w'ith gbrelin (50 nmol/l i.p.) or saline for 7 days.
Insulinresponseto a gluccsestimuluswas assessedby NGTT on day 8.
PlasmainsuIin was measuredby RIA, glucosc levelsby the glucose-oxidasemethod.Statistics
werecalculatedby ANOVA.
Results:Ghrelincaused a significantinhibitionof the acute insulin response to iv glucose (179
± 61 pmol/l (5Onmollkg ghrelinj.tvs 573 ± 83 pmol/l in controls). An inhibitory effect on
insulin secretion was also seen in isolatedislets, where insulinsecretionwas greatlyreduced
(by 77%) in 22.2 mmol/l glucose (384 ± IQ.I pmol/l '·S. 1650 ± 503 pmol/l in controls; p<
0.001),when gbrclin was present at I nmol/l iu the medium. After 9 monthson high-fat diet,
micedisplayedweightincrease, hyperglycemiaandhypcrinsulinemiacompared to control mice
(54.3± 1.4 vs.26.6 ± 0.5 g; 10.2±0.5 vs 3.1 ± 0.3 m.\!; and 195.1± 29.7 vs. 34.5 ± 5.4 pmol/l,
respectively, all p<o.OOI). Sevendays of gbrclinadministrationdid not affect theseparameters.
However, reduced insulin secretionafter iv glucose in the group fed with normal diet (2Omin
insulin: 391± 58 vs, 917± 264 pmol/l,p"=O.02) in association with impaired glucose elimination
in ghrelin-treated high-fat fed mice (20 minvalue 32.3 ± 0.9 vs, 26.0 ± 3.0 mmol/l(p= 0.Q.l8)
wasobserved after ghrelin treatment.
Conclusions:Ghtelin potently inhibits insulin release in response to a glucose stimulus in
healthymice. Furthermore,in already glucose-intolerant, high-fat diet fed mice,ghrelin further
reduced glucose tolerance. Since ghrclin is associated to fasting,our resultssuggest thatthis
peptide contributes to the isletadaptation to fasting.
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Inhibilion of tetrahydroblopterin synthesis partiaUy reverses IL-l induced
inhibition of insulin secretion in rat islets of Langerbans
J.M. Cunningham and P. Stickings. School of Pharmacy and Biomolecular Sciences,
University ofBrighton, UK.

Background and Aims: Nitric oxide generated following cytokine induction of iNOS
is thought to mediate both functional inhibition and cytotoxicity in pancreatic beta
cells. We have shown previously that synthesis of the iNOS cofactor
tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4) is required for maximal IL-Ibeta-induced NO synthesis in
rat islets of Langerhans. The aim of this study was to assess the effects of the BH4
synthesis inhibitor 2,4-diamin0-6-hydroxy-pyrimidine (DAHP), on IL-I-induced
inhibition of insulin secretion. Materials and Methods: Rat islets of Langerhans
were cultured for 48h and then treated +1- IL-I (20U/ml) +1- DAHP (5m.\{) +1
sepiapterin (an alternative substrate for BH4 synthesis, 50u.\{) for 24h. Islets were
then pre-incubated in 2m.\t glucose for 30min prior to a challenge with 20mM
glucose for Ih. Insulin secreted was measured by radioimmunoassay. Results: Insulin
secretion in control islets was significantly increased followingchallenge with 20mM
glucose (2m.\t 0.61 +1-0.12ng insulinlislet, 20mM 1.74 +1-O.l1ng insulinlislet, mean
+1-SEM, n=5, p<0.0002). Treatment of islets with 20U/ml r.human IL-I abolished
this glucose-induced insulin secretion (2mM 0.34 +1-0.06ng insulin/islet, 20m.\t 0.37
+1- 0.05ng insulin/islet, n=5). The BH4 synthesis inhibitor DAHP significantly
reversed the inhibitory effect of IL-I on glucose-stimulated insulin secretion (IL-l +
DAHP: 2mM 0.29 +1- O.04ng insulinlislet, 2Om.\t 0.72 +1-0.12ng insulinlislet, n=5,
p<o.OI). When sepiapterin, which acts as a substrate for BH4 synthesis via a salvage
pathway, was included the effect of DAHP on cytokine-inhibited insulin secretion
was attenuated (IL-l + DAHP + sepiapterin: 2mM 0.38 +1- O.09og insulinlislet,
20m.\t 0.49 +1- 0.17ng insulinlislet, n=4). Conclusions: The effects of the BH4
synthesis inhibitor DAHP on insulin secretion correlate with our previous findings
showing that this compound significantly inhibits IL-I-induced NO generation in rat
islets. These findings support the hypothesis that IL-I-induced, NO-mediated
inhibition of insulin secretion is dependent upon synthesis of tetrahydrobiopterin.
Synthesis of the NOS cofactor tetrahydrobiopterin therefore represents a possible
target for intervention in cytokine-induced NO-mediated dysfunctional effects on beta
cells.
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Effects of chronic esposure of isolated human islets to glimepiride,
glibenclamide or chlorpropamide
S. Del Guerra, L. Marselli, R. Lupi, S. Del Prato, P. Marchetti. Dept of
Endocrinology and Metabolism, Metabolic Unit, University of Piss, Pisa-ltaly.

Background and Aims: The direct effects of prolonged exposure to sulphonylureas
on the function and survival of human islets (HI) are unknown, This study assessed
insulin content, glucose-stimulated insulin release and the occurrence ofapoptosis in
ill cultured in the presence of glimepiride (Gp), g1ibenclamide (Gb), or
chlorpropamide (Chl).
Materials and Methods: ill were prepared by collagenase digestion and density
gradient purification from 10 multiorgan donors, and were then exposed for 24h to
Gp (1.0 or 10 I'~{), Gb (1.0 or 10 ",\1) or Chl (200 or 600 I'M). Insulin content (IC,
by acid extraction), glucose (G)-stimulated insulin release (expressed as % of IC)
and the occurrence of'apoptosis (by an ELISA technique) were evaluated.
Results; IC in control ill was 142±411'Ulislet and was not significantly affected by
1.0 I'M Gp (81±18% ofcontrol ill). IC was significantly lower after exposure to 10
I'M Gp (64±IO% of control ill), 1.0 and 10 ~I Gb (58±15 and 69±43%), 200 and
600 I'M Chl (49±17 and 44±22'10). Insulin release from control ill in response to 45
min challenge with 3.3 and 16.7 mM glucose was 2.6±0.3 and 5.3±1.9'% (p<0.01).
This glucose responsiveness was maintained in ill pre-exposed to 1.0 ",\I Gp
(2.8±O.3 and 4.1±0.7% respectively at 3.3 and 16.7 m.\t glucose, p<O.OI), 10 I'M Gp
(3.4±1.0 and 4.6±I.7"Io, p<O.OI), and 200 I'M Chl (2.6±0.5 and 3.5±O.8%, p<0.05);
on the contrary, HI pre-cultured with 1.0 ~I Gb, 10 I'M Gb, and 600 I'M Chl
showed no increase of insulin release at 16.7 vs 3.3 m.\I glucose. The amount of
apoptotic cells (expressed as arbitrary OD units) did not differ significantly between
the experimental groups, and ranged 1.3±O.4 to 2.3±0.6.
Conclusions: Minimal disturbances of human islets function occurred after
prolonged culture with glimepiride, as compared 10 the alterations observed
following chlorpropamide and, more markedly, glibenclamide exposure. These in
vitro results raise the possibility that glirnepiride may have less adverse effects on
pancreatic beta-cells during treatment of type 2 diabetic patients.
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Tetracycline-Regulated Secretion of Mature Human Insulin in Traosfected
Primary Rat Myoblasls.
KT Scougall and JAM Shaw. Institute of Medical Sciences, University of Aberdeen,
UK..

Background and Aims: Long term constitutive secretion of insulin by host skeletal muscle
following transduction with an insulin gene construct offers 8 potential approach to gene
therapy for diabetes mellitus, circumventing the need for immunosuppression. Transfection
may be performed ex. vivo in primary myoblasts derived from muscle biopsy with subsequent
reimplantationby intramuscularinjectionor in situ by direct injectionof nakedplasmid D~A.
Therapeuticapplicability"ill however be critically dependent on a mechanismfor regulating
insulin secretion. The aim was to evaluate the potential for tetracycline-responsive
transcriptional controlof humaninsulinsecretionin primary musclecell cultures.

Materials and Methods: The human cm"As for wild-type proinsulin (hppl-I) and a mutated
construct (hppl-4), in which the dibasic PC2 and PO cleavage sites were altered to form
tetrabasic consensus sites for furin, were sub-cloned into a tetracycline-responsive plasmid
(PTRE).Transient transfections of the constructs with another plasmid, pTet-OfI(coding for a
transactivating protein) were performed in primary myoblasts cultures derived from adult
Sprague Dawley rat soleus muscle. Secreted prolinsulin levels were measured using 8 non
specific antibody, measuring total insulin-like immunoreactivity and a specific antibody,
measuringfully processed insulin.

Results: In the absence of tetracycline,peak profmsulin secretion was auained at 2448 hours
post-transfectionfor hppl-1 (1.1 nglmll24hours) and at 48-72 hours post-transfectionfor hppI
4 (0.338 nglmV24hours). ConversionofproinsuJin to insulin was low with hppl-I transfeeted
cells «20%) comparedto bppl-4 (> 80%).Tetracycline was added to fresh mediumat the start
of each 24 bour incubationperiod. In the presence of increasingconcentrations of tetracycline
(0.001,0.01 and 0.1 uglml), profmsulinsecretion was reduced to 66, 48 and 42%for hppl-I and
64,47 and39"10 for hppl-4, respectively compared to untreated cells (100%) during the 24-48
hour incubation. Following an additional 24 hour incubation (48-72 hour) with equivalent
tetracycline concentrations. pro/insulin secretion was reduced further to 67, 22 and 9% for
hppI-1and75, 32 and 11%for hppl-4 transfections compared to untreated cells(100%).

Conclusions: Regulated secretion of fully processed. hwnan insulin has been attained in
primary muscle cell cultures following in vitro transient transfection with a tetracycline.
responsiveinsulin construct.
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Electrical <oupling between B-<:ellsin intaet islets
M, Larsson, S. O. Gopel and P. Rorsman. Dept of Physiological Sciences, Lund
University, Sweden

Background and Aims: B-cclls within intact islets are electrically coupled. We applied the
patch-clamptechnique to intact islets in order to study electrical coupling and exocytosis in
functionallyidentifiedB-cells.

Materials and Methods: All experiments were performcd in the perforated patch
configuration.

Results: The total electrical coupling of B-cclls was estimated to -1.2 nS by measuring the
resting cooductance after blockage of KATP-cbannels and by recording currents leaking in
from bursting adjacent cells in the presence of 10 m.\{ glucose. In the presence of TEA (to
block outward K-t-currents), voltage gated Ca2+-channeIs were activated within a few ms at
voltages >-40 mY. At 15.7 +1- 3.7 mV (n-7) a secondary inward current was activated within
-l0-100ms. Thiscurrent is due to an action potential triggered in a neighbouring cell and was
only seen in functionally idcntifiedBccells,not in A- or D-cclls. Inthe presenceof20 m.\1TEA
and 5 mM glucose the resting potential was -68.4+1-2 mY. Whcn raising the glucose
concentrationto 10mM, B-cellsgeneratedaction potentialsstartingat -48+1-1.5 mV (n~8). The
voltage at which the secondary inward current appears thus indicates when the voltage pulse
applied to the patch-clamped cell caused dcpolarisation from -68.4 mV to 48 mV in the
strongest coupled neighbouring cell. From these data the electrical coupling between two cells
was calculated to 0.15+/-0.01 nS (n~7). Dividing the total coupling conductance with this
estimate gives that B-cells arc electricallycoupled to 7-8 cells. Application of voltage pulses to
·55 mV from a holding potential at .70 mV elicited a slow capacitive current with a time
constant of 13.8+/-1.7 IDS (n~5) due to charging of coupled cells. This slow component was
neither detectable in A· or D-cells within intact islets nor in isolated Bccells. This time constant
was 7 times larger than that for charging a single cell and docs thus not interfere with
capacitance measurements. EX0010Sis elicited by a voltage-pulse to 0 mV lasting 250 ms 'was
mice as large (n=13) in intact islets as in single B-cells.Voltagepulses to the Ca2+-equlibrium
potential at +<50 mV does not induce Cazt-influx into the voltage clamped cell but triggered
action potentials and hence exccytcsis in neighbouring cells. Exocytosis in the neighbouring
cell was not reflected in an increase ofcapacitance of thepatch-damped cell,

Conclusions: I) Only B-eells arc electrically coupled. 2) B-cells arc coupled to 7-8 cells. 3)
Electrical coupling docs not interfere with capacitance measurements. 4) B-cells within intact
islets have a stronger secretory response than dispersed B-eeIls.
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IN HUMAN PANCREATIC TISSUE SULFATIDE IS PRESENT
EXCLUSIVELY IN BETA CELLS AND IS SEEN IN THE L'iSULIN
SECRETORY GRANULES
T. Osterbye, THorn, P Fredman and K Buschard. Bartholin Instituttet; Herlev
Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark; and Sahlgrenska Universitetssjukhuset, Molndal,
Sweden.
Background and Aims: Anti-sulfatide antibodies have been detected in type I
diabetes patients and sulfatide has been found in rodent islets. In vitro studies have
demonstrated that sulfatide is capable of stabilizing insulin crystals and to promote its
rnonomerization. The aim of the present study was to investigate the localization of
sulfatide in human pancreatic tissue and to examine the influence of sulfatide on
insulin processing. Materials and Methods: Islets including some surrounding
exocrine tissue originating from a healthy 41 year old male organ donor were labeled
with a sulfatide-specific mAb Sulph I and examined ultra structurally. The tissue was
also analyzed for glycolipid content using thin-layer chromatography. Furthermore,
the effect of sulfatide on re-folding of denatured proinsulin was investigated in vitro
by alkylation of free cystine residues in reduced proinsulin followed by native acryl
amide gel analysis. Results: Electron micrographs clearly demonstrated the presence
of sulfatide in the beta-cell secretory granules, whereas neither alpha cells nor
exocrine tissue were labeled. The amount of sulfatide was determined to be3 pmol
sulfatide/ug protein, which is comparable to amounts found in rodents. In presence of
sclfatide, reduced proinsulin was found to fold momentarily into its native
conformation indicated by the formation of pro insulin dimers and hexamers. Without
sulfatide proinsulin oligomerization did not occur but remained denatured in its
monomeric form. Finally, molecular modeling of the interaction between insulin and
sulfatide demonstrates that sulfatide fits surprisingly well to insulin and is compatible
with sulfatide folding over the insulin molecule. The dimer-forming surface of insulin
is suggested to interact with the fatty acid in sulfatide, and insulin residue A8Thr
interacts with the sphingosine base. Hence, this model is in good concordance with
our previous data on monomerization. Conclusions: In this first study of sulfatide in
human pancreatic tissue, sulfatide is found exclusively in beta cells and is seen in high
concentrations in insulin secretory granules. In vitro studies with human (pro)insulin
show that sulfatide facilitates the folding of proinsulin, preserves insulin crystals, and
promotes insulin monomerization.
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ModeDing of Elimination Kinetics of Endogenons Insulin
O. Tschritter, A Fritsche, P. Tschritter, A Madaus, H. Haring, M. Stumvoll.
Department of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Eberhard-Karls-Universitat,
Tubingen,Germany

Background and Aims: Elimination kinetics of endogenous insulin covering the
extreme concentration range have not been determined in humans. The aim of this
study was to determine the model parameters wmch would best predict plasma insulin
concentrations using insulin secretion rates (lSR, from plasma C-peptide levels).

Materials and Methods: We performed a modified hyperglycemic Clamp (10 mM
Glucose, GLP-I infusion at 120 min, arginine bolus at 180 min) in 8 normal glucose
tolerant (NGT) and 8 impaired glucose tolerant (IGT) subjects. The insulin
concentration of a distinct time point was calculated as a function of the following
parameters: I. insulin concentration of the preceding time point, 2. ISR minus hepatic
extraction (first pass effect'); 3. systemic insulin clearance.

Results: In this Clamp insulin concentrations ranged from 72 to 1165 pM (glucose),
376 to 8295 pM (GLP-!) to a peak of 1485 to 15708 pM (arginine). A non-linear,
two-compartmental model of insulin distribution was assumed with the following
model parameters. 1. Systemic insulin clearance is a sigmoid function of the plasma
insulin concentration; 2. Hepatic extraction of secreted insulin ('first pass effect') is a
sigmoid function of ISR which serves as semi-quantitative index of portal venous
insulin concentrations; 3. Postulationof low affinitybinding-sites which cause a time
and concentration-dependent enlargement of the apparent distribution volume at high
plasma insulin levels. The difference of predicted vs. measured insulin levels was
20+/-10% (glucose), 4+/-13% (GLP-I) and 3+/-13% (arginine) in NGT and 22+/-11,
4+/-13 and 3+/-12 in IGT respectively

Conclusions: Our model for insulin elimination is the first one that permits prediction
of insulin concentrations from ISR (i. e. C-peptide) over the full physiologic and
supraphysiologic range of plasma insulin levels and ISR.
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF PANCREATIC ll-CELL RESPONSIVENESS
DURING MIT AND OGIT IN HEALTHY SUBJECTS
AIS Albarrak, SD Luzio, R Playle, R Hovorka and DR Owens (City

University, London; LIandough Hospital, Cardiff, UK)
Background and Alms: Insulin secretion model (ISM) quantifies fasting (Mo) and
postprandial (M,) prehepatic pancreatic Il-cell responsiveness during a meal
tolerance test (MTT). We aimed to validate ISM with the oral glucose tolerance
test (OGTT} and to compare reproducibility during MIT and OGIT. Materials
and Metbods: Healthy male subjects (N=9, age 27.6 ± 2.3 year, BMI 242 ± 0.5
kglm'; mean± SE) were studied after a 12 hours overnight fast in random order on
four separate occasions one week apart having either a 75g OGIT (2x) or a
500kcal M1T (2x). Fifteen samples were withdrawn every 5-30 minutes over four
hours to measure plasma glucose, insulin and C-peptide. Results: Validity of ISM
with OGIT was assessed and supported by the random distribution of normalised
residuals, non-significant results of Runs test, and excellent precision of parameter
estimates (CV for M, and Me < 4%). M, and Me were not reproducible.
Incremental area under curve 0-90 minutes of insulin (MUC,) but not glucose
(MUc.,) or C-peptide (MUCcl were reproducible. Conclusions: In conclusion,
ISM was validated during OGIT in healthy subjects. Fasting and postprandial
responsiveness were not reproducible due to the lack of reproducibility of glucose
and C-pepride profiles. MIT resulted in 1.5 fold higher postprandial pancreatic Il-
cell responsiveness than OGIT.

Mean±SE Withinsubjects variation "i~\Vbjects
as %of totalvariation

MIT OGIT MIT OG1T MIT OGIT
M,(IG~ x Ifmin) 9A±S.3' 32.5±2.8 39% 66% 36% 42%
~1(10" x l/min) 3.5±0.5 3.7±0.3 35% 45% 34% 33%
M~c.,(mmoW9Omin) 88±1l 189±18 31% 35% 36% 30%

Uec (pmolN9Omin) 58.4±5A 71.4±3.9 43% 72% 34% 37%
IAAUC~(;"Ulll9Omin' 2.6±0.4 2.8±0.4 16% 19% 26% 29%
'P< 0.01, MIT vs OGIT
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Relationsbips between age, proinsulin conversion and beta cen function in non
diabetic human.
A. Madaus, A. Fritsche, N. Stefan, o. Tschrltter, E. Maerker, A. Teigeler, H. Haring,
M. Stumvoll. Medizinische Klinik, Abteilung fhr Endolcrinologie, Stoffwechsel und
Pathobiochemie, Eberhard-Karls-Universitat, Tubingen, Germany

Background and Aims: Aging is a key determinant of type 2 diabetes. The aim of
the present study was to examine the relationships between beta cell function,
proinsulin conversion to insulin andage.

Materialsand Methods: We studied insulinandproinsulin secretionin non-diabetic
subjects during an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) using published indices ofbcta
cell function (N~379, age 16 to 68 years) and a modified hyperglycemic clamp (10
mM. additional GLP-I infusion, final arginine bolus; N=50, age 19 to 68 years).
Proinsulin conversion to insulin was assessed using proinsuIinlinsuIin (PIlI) ratios
immediately after an acute stimulus (OGT, 30 min; hyperglycemic clamp, 2.5 to 5
min after glucose and arginine).

Results: There was a negative correlation between age and beta cell function
(adjusted for insulin sensitivity, DMI, fasting glucose) in the OGTT (r ~ -0.21, P <
0.001) and 1st phase of the hyperglycemic clamp (r ~ -0.30, P ~ 0.03) but not 2nd
phase (r ~ -0.08, P ~ 0.6) and arginine induced insulin secretion (r = 0.06, p ~ 0.7).
There was a positive correlation between age and the PIlI ratio in the OGTT (r ~ 0.24,
P < 0.001). Analogously, there was also a positive correlation between age and the
PIlI ratio during 1st phase (r ~ 0.37, P = 0.009) and arginine stimulation (r ~ 0.33, p ~
0.01) of the hyperglycemic clamp. lst phase insulin secretion of the hyperglycemic
clamp was inversely correlated with the PIlI ratio (r = -0.60, P < 0.001). Interestingly,
adjusting 1st phase secretion rate for the PIlI ratio abolished the linear relationship
with age (r ~ -0.06, P =0.7).

Conclusions: Aging is associated 'With deteriorating beta cell function and
deteriorating proinsulin conversion to insulin. The age effect on insulin secretion
appears to be attributable at least in part to an impairment of proinsulin conversion to
insulin.
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FFA ELEVATIO:oi MODULATES THE HIGH-FREQUENCY Th"SULm
SECRETORY PATTERN IN A TIME DEPENDEl'.'T MANNER.
M. Hollingdal, C.B. Juhl, N. Perksen, 1. Sturis and o. Schmitz. University Hospital of
Aarhus and Novo Nordisk, Copenhagen, DENMARK.

Background and Alms: Free fatty acids (FFA) influence insulin secretion and insulin
sensitivity. The present study was undertaken to examine the effect ofphysiologic'
acute and short-term elevation of FFA (400 to 600 mmoVL) on high-frequency
pulsatile insulin secretion.

Materials and Methods: Eight lean, healthy, young volunteers were examined
during acute (I hour) and short-term (24 hours) infusion of intralipid/heparin
compared with infusion of saline. DIood was collected every min for two times 60
min (baseline and glucose entrainment (4 mglkg body weight every 10 min» to
establish insulin time-series, and finally a first-phase insulin secretion test was
performed (25 g glucose iv).

Results: Deconvolution analysis was used to determine basal (non-pulsatile) insulin
secretion (BS) and insulin secretory burst mass (B~1). Regularity was assessed by
spectral and autocorrelation analyses. During entrainment B~f significantly increased
after acute elevation of circulating FFA (BM: 25.7+/-5 vs, 45.2+/-9 pmollUmin;
p~.OI),whereas short-term elevation ofFFA significantly increased BS (BS: 6.0+/-3
vs. 9.0+/-4 pmollUmin; p~.005). No difference was observed in normalized spectral
poweror autocorrelation coefficient, in the basal or entrainment period.during acute
or short term elevation. First-phase insulin secretion, as measured by area under the
curve (AUC), was exaggerated during both protocols (p<0.05), hence indicating beta
cell compensation for insulin resistance.

Conclusion: Elevation of circulating FFA does not perrurb regularity of high
frequency insulin pulsatility but modulates basal secretion and insulin secretory burst
massina time-dependent manner.
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The Erred l>r Fat Inrusj,:m l>n Insulin Se<:retj,m in Elderly Obese Man at
Increased Risk of Developing Type 2 Diabetes
liS. Storgaard, CD. Jensen, Aa, Vclund, A. Vaag and S. Madsbad, Dept, of Endo,
Hvidovre Hospital, Copenhagen, Novo Nordisk, Gentofte and Steno Diabetes Center,
Gentofte, Denmark.
Background and Aims:Elevated plasma free fatty acids (FFA) are considered to play
an important role for the development of impaired insulin action (IA) and perhaps
insulin secretion (IS) in Type 2 diabetic patients.
Materials and methods: We studied the effect of a low grade 0, 2 and 24 hours
Intralipid infusion (intended 10"/0 increase of fasting pl-FFA) on IS and lA in 15
elderly obese men, 7 glucose intolerant (IGl) first degree relatives of type 2 diabetic
patients (57,2±2 years, B~n 32,0±1,2 kglm2) and 8 matched healthy controls (53±2
years, B~n 32,7±1,4 kglm2). Study day A and B were performed. A; an intravenous
glucose tolerance test (IVGTT) (0,3 g glucose/kg) to determine the first phase insulin
response and a 120 min. euglycaemic hyperinsulinaemic clamp (40mU/m21min) to
determine lA D; a graded glucose infusion to determine the dose-response (dose
response test (DORE» dependency of pl-glucose and insulin secretion rate (ISR)
ending with a 75 min hyperglycaemic (30 ~\1) clamp combined with arginine
injection (arginine test (ARGI). In order to evaluate IS in relation to lA a disposition
index (Di) was ealculated (Di;lA IS).
Results:ln the total study population and beth subgroups IA was reduced app. 30 %
from 0 to 2 and 24 hours fat infusion (FI). In the total study population and the
subgroup of controls IS wasn't affected by either 2 or 24 hours FI in any of the tests.
Within the group of IGTs, however, IS decreased significantly during the IVGTT
from 2to 24 hours ofFi (P<O.OI). When lA was taken into consideration there was a
decrease in Di in the total study population in all tests from 0 to 2 and 24 hours FI,
respectively; DilVGTT (7.85±1.48 vs. S.14±<l.81 vs. 4.9S±O.97; P<O.02), DiDORE
(4.34±<l.54 vs. 3.14±O.27 vs. 3.37±<l.44; P<0.02), DiARGI (1443±331 vs. 770%253
vs. 834±244; NS). The two subgroups displayed the same pattern for IVGTT and
DORE but the changes were only significant within the group of IGTs; DilVGTT
(Ovs24 P<O.OI) and DiDORE (Ovs 2 P<0.03). DiARGI was decreased near
significantly within the control group (p<0.08).
Conclusions: Fat induced insulin resistance is not balanced by a sufficient
compensatory increase in insulin secretion in elderly obese glucose intolerant male
relatives ofdiabetic patients and matched controls.
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L\'SULL'l SECRETiO:oi BEllAVIOUR L\' TYPE 2 Dl-\IlETES AKD
ABDmfL""AL OBESITY
S. Hussein, A. R. Popa and ilI.S. Albu, University of Oradea, Street V. Babes nr.8,
Bihor County, 3700, Romania
Background and Aims: We studied the behaviour of the insulin secretion during oral
glucose tolerance test (OGTf) in subjects with abdominal obesity, with Type 2
Diabetes obese or non-obese, comparatively with subjects of different age without
Diabetes Mellitus or abdominal obesity, but with other diseases . •lIaterials and
Methods: In the study 2 groups: the first one include 40 normoponderal subjects (20
subjects, without family or individual history of Diabetes Mellitus and 20 subjects
with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus); in the second group we included 40 obese subjects
(20 subjects, without family or individual history of Diabetes Mellitus and 20
subjects with Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus). All the subjects were submitted to an oral
glucose administration standard test with 75g glucose, at least 12h after the last meal.
11,e glycemia and the insulinemia were measured fasting. at I, respectively 2 h.
Results: Fasting insuJincmia was 7.90±1.89 uu'rnl, increased to 68.1±4.5flulml at l h
and 36.1±2.3 uu/ml at 2h, in norrnopoderal subjects. The statistical analyse showed a
fasting insulinemia significantly bighcr than (25.68±3.26) and, at 2h (44.5±3.8
p<O.ool), but less at Ih (39.5±3.2-p<0.001), In obese diabetics. In non-obese
diabetics, fasting insulinemia was lower (6.51±1.5), comparatively with the non
obese non-diabetics, but not statistically significant, In the non-diabetic obese
subjects, fasting insulinemia is significantly higher (25.68±3.26). at Ih (76.3±2.25;
p<O.ool), and at 2h (48.8±2.3; p<O.ool) comparatively with the normopondcral non
diabetic subjects. Conclusions: Abdominal obesity is characterized by an increased
level of tile fasting insulinernia, at I and 2 h. The obese Diabetes Mellitus is
characterized by a delayed increase of the maxim insulin concentration, and in non
obese Diabetes Mellitus, by a low insulin secretion at the onset of ti,e disease. 11,e
variations of the insulin secretion in subjects without Diabetes Mellitus or abdominal
obesity,but withothercardio-vascular, metabolic, renaldiseases, suggestvariations
of the insulin secretion linked to these diseases.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF GLUCOSE STI~IULATED INSULIN SECRETION

IN CHINESE INDIVIDUALS
Y.Q. Bao, W.P. Jia, K.S. Xiang, L. Chen, J.X. Lu and 1.L. Tang. Shanghai Diabetes

Institute, Shanghai No.6 People Hospital, Shanghai 200233, P.R.China

Background and Aims: To investigate glucose stimulated insulin secretionunder
various glucose tolerant status in Chinese. Materials and Methods: 634 individuals

(men 286, women 3~8) aged 58.34± 11.32 years were included. Individuals were

classified in two ways: l.Individuals were divided into normal weight(N\V) and

overweight!obese(OW/OB) group according to the obesity criteria of WHO(1998).

Both groups were further divided into 7 subgroups on the basis of fasting glucose

levels. 2.lndividuals were divided into 6 subgroups according to body mass
index(BMI) and glucose tolerant status: NW with normal glucose tolerance

(NGTj(NW-NGT), NW with impaired fasting glucose/impaired glucose tolerance

(IFG/IGT)(NW-IFGIIGT), NW with diabetes(DM)(NW-DM), OW/OB with NGT

(OW/OB-NGT), OW/OB with IFGIIGT(OW/OB-IFGIIGT), OW/OB with DM

(OW/OB-D~I). Mean insulin concentration during 2 hour OGTT was applied for

estimating glucose stimulated insulin secretion. Homeostasis model assessment was

used to assess the degree of insulin resistance. Results: 1.The relationship between

glucosestimulated insulin secretionand fasting glucoseconcentration was similar to
an inverted U-shaped curve. The glucose stimulated insulin secretion reached the

peak at fasting glucose level of5.9mmoVL in NW subjects. 2.The highest level of the

glucose stimulated insulin secretion was observed in OW/OB-NGT group. 3. In

OW/OB-IGT group, there was a decrease in glucose stimulated insulin secretion and

increase HOMA-IR. 4.0W/OB-DM group was related to a further decrease in

glucose- stimulated insulin secretion and worsening of the insulin resistance.
Cnnclusions: I.In Chinese individuals the relationship between glucose stimulated

insulin secretion and fasting glucose concentration was similar to an inverted U
shaped curve. 2. In the subgroups of NGT, IFGIIGT and DM, there were associated

withprogressive decrease in glucose stimulated insulin secretion and rise in insulin
resistance inChinese individuals withoverweightorobese.

Acute insulin responses in patients with congenital h)"J,erinsulinemia caused by
different K-ATP channel mutations
II. Huopio, 1. Jaaskelainen, J. Komulainen, M. Laakso, R. Voutilainen and 1.
Otonkoski. University Hospitals of Kuopio and Helsinki, Finland

Background and Aims: Mutations in the beta cell K-ATP channel genes (SURI,
Kir6.2) are the major cause ofcongenital hyperinsulinemia (CHI). The clinical course
of the disease varies in a remarkable way in patients with different genotypes. In
Finland,the SURI mutations VI8ID and EI506K explain 55% of all emcases. The
aim of this study was to investigate in vivo the acute beta cell responses of cm
patients with different genotypes.

lIIaterials and Methods: Acute (1-5 min) blood glucose. plasma insulin and e
peptide responses to an iv, bolus of calcium, glucose and tolbutamide were
investigated in 18 cm patients (age 1-28 yrs.). K-ATP channel mutations were
identified in 12 patients (E1506K. n=6; VI8ID, n~5; Kir6.2 compound heterozygote.
n=I). No K-ATP channel mutations were found in six patients.

Results: Plasma C-peptide and insulin responded significantly better to calcium
stimulation in the patients with, as compared without K-ATP channel mutations
(p<0.05). The plasma C-peptide responses to calcium were significantly higher in the
SURI EI506K patient group as compared with the SURI V18ID patient group
(p~.011). The C-peptide response to tolbutamide was lower in the patiens with K
ATP channel mutations (p~0.058). The results of intravenous glucose tolerance test
did not differ significantly between the study groups.

Conclusions: Our results show that sudden elevation of the plasma calcium level
stimulates insulin secretion in CHI patients with K-ATP channel gene mutations. This
result is in accordance with previous studies showing that beta cells with K-ATP
channel mutations have a constant activity of voltage-gated calcium channels,
possibly explaining why an increase in extracellular calcium could directly stimulate
insulin release. An impaired response to tolbutamide is consistent with the existence
of a K-ATP channel mutation. These findings support the usefulness of calcium and
tolbutamide tests in differentiating the cm patients with or without K-ATP channel
dysfunction.
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ORNHHINE a-KETOGLUTARATE POTENTIATES GLUCOSE-INDUCED
I;I1SULLl'l SECRETION IN I7VO
C. Schneid 12, J.P. De Bandtt.2, L. Cynober':", G. Reach' and S. Darquy'
'InsermU341, Hotel-Dieu, Paris, 'Lab. de Biologie de la Nutrition, Paris V, France.
Background and Aims: The anabolidanticatabolic properties of ornithine alpha
ketoglutarate (OKG), largely demonstrated in catabolic states, could stem in part from
its effects on insulin secretion and/or action. We have previously shown that OKG
promotes insulin secretion by peri fused and incubated isolated rat pancreatic islets.
The aim of this study was to confirm this observation under in vivo conditions and to
evaluate its influence on Glucose utilisation, Materials and Methods: Because of
hypoglycemia induced by OKG in fasted state, non fasted animals were used Male
Wistar rats (250 - 300 g) were injected in a single bolus intravenously either by NaCI
0.9% (C), Glucose (0.8g1kg) (Glc), OKG (12 rag/kg) (OKGl2) alone or in the
presence ofGlc (0.8 g/kg) (G1dOKGl2). Blood samples were collected at 19), 1,3,5,
7, 10, IS, 30, 45, 60 and 75 min. Insulin secretion and glycemia were evaluated,
Insulinemia was determined by RIA. Total insulin secretion is appreciated by the area
under the cw....e of insulinemia. Glucose utilisation following glucose load was
detertnined by calculating Kg. Results, presented as mean ,0 SEM, were compared
using ANOV A and Fisher t-test for comparison of insulin secretion and the non
parametric Mann-Whitney-test for statistical comparison of Kg. Results: Insulin

. in the diff fillsecretion in e 1 erent groups wereas a ows:
AUC (n-IO/group)

e 5933,0 800
Glc 10502,0 1824

OKGI2 9240,0630

GldOKGI2 I420H 710 .
p< 0.05 "s c, 0p<0.05 vs OKG 12 and G1c

Glucose utilisation was significantly increased by OKG (GIc: 125 ,0 0.13 %lmin;
GldOKGI2: 1.60,0 0.05 %1m in, p<O.05). At 45 minutes after injection glycemia was
indifferent compared to basal values In both groups (19) GIc: 9.5 ,0 0.4 rnrnol/l
GldOKGl2 8.9 ,00.4 rnmol/l and <-45 GIc 10.8,0 0.7 rnrnol/l GldOKGl2: I I.1 ,00.5,
1"'0.05 ns). Conclusions: Conftrrning in vitro experiments, OKG stimulates insulin
secretion in vivo. Moreover, OKG potentiates glucose induced insulin secretion
leading to a significant increase in peripheral glucose utilisation.
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CHRO:"/IC EXPOSURE TO IIlGH GLUCOSE OR FREE FATTY ACIDS
DIPAIRS L'iSULIN SECRETIO:,,/ BY INCRESIXG UNCOUPLING-2
PROTEIN (UCP-2) EXPRESSION AND AFFECTL'iG GLUCOSE
METABOLIS~I,

G. Patane, M. Anello, S. Piro, R. Vigneri, F. Purrello, and AM. Rabuazzo. Internal
Medicine, Endocrinology and Metabolism, Ospedale Garibaldi, University ofCatania,
Italy.

Background and Aims: Chronic exposure to high glucoseor frce fatty acids (FFA) impairs
glucose-induced insulin release in vitro. Under these experimental conditions we have recently
observedan impairment of glucoseoxidation.
Materials and Methods: To further investigate the mechanism of this alteration, we cultured
rat pancreatic islets with eitherhighglucose(16.7 m.\{,48 h) or high FFA (2m.\{, 72 h) and
then measured glucose oxidation (formation of 14C02 from U-14C-glucose), glucose
stimulated Pyruvate Dehydrogenase (pDIl) activity (Radiochemical assay: formation of C02.
from I-J4C-p)TUvate) and I1TU"ate Carboxylase expression (by Western Blot analysis). We
also measured ATPandADPlevels(biolurninomcnic assay),anduncoupling-2 protein(VCP
2) expression by Western Blot
Results: When compared to control islets,islets exposedto high glucoseor FFAshowed: I)
reduction of glucose(22.0 10.\1)oxidation (29.8±3.6or 35.0±22 pmo!flSletll20 min in islets
exposed to either glucose or FF~ respectively, vs 47.5±2.4 in control islets; rnean±SE, n""4,
p~.OI); 2) impaired glucose-stimulated pyruvatedehydrogenase activity (1.28±0.08 ~UrlSlet

and 1.49±0.22 in isletsexposed to eitherglucoseor FFA,respectively, vs 2.38±0.16 in control
islets; meon±SE, n=3, p~.05); 3) unchanged pyruvate carboxylase levels; 4). impaired
glucose-induced ATPproduction (' of increment over baseline: 0.7±0.5 and 0.5±0.3pmol/islct
in islets exposed to either glucose or FF" respectively, \'S 12.1 ±1.5 in control islets; 0==:);

p~.05). As a consequence, glucose-induced increase of the ATP/ADP ratio was reduced
(4.7±O.7 and6.6±0.5 in isletsexposed to eitherhigh glucoseor FFA.respectively,"S 13.8±1.5
in control islets; mean±SE. 0=3. p<O.Ol). Moreover. we found that chronic exposure of
pancreaticislets to eitherhighglucose or FFA induced overexprcssion of UCP-2(191%±29%
and197%'13% in isletsexposed to eitherhighglucoseor FFA, mcan±SE, n=4,p~.05).
Conclusions: These data indicatethat in rat pancreaticislets exposedto high glucose or FFA
the impairment of glucose oxidation is associated with (and might be due to) a reduction of the
ATP/ADP ratioandof glucosestimulated PDHactivity,while the expression of UCP-2protein
is increased. Therefore, the rat pancreatic islet response to fuel overload may occur via two
different mechanisms: an impairment of ATP production by a reduction of PDH stimulated
activity and an increase of energy expenditure by UCP-2 overexprcssion.
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FATTY ACID IlIlIIBITION OF HUMAN ISLET Arm BRIN-BDII CELL
FUNCTION: EVIDEI\CE OF A ROLE FOR NITRIC OXIDE.
RA Proctor, lEP Brown, S Thomas', and SJ Dunmore. Diabetes Research Group,
Division of Biomedical Sciences, University of WoIverhampton, WVI !DJ UK. '
Cellular Pharmacology Group, School of Life Sciences, Keele University, Staffs, SIS
5BGUK.

Background and Aims:Elevatedplasmafree fatty acid (FFA) levels may playa role in the
development of type2 diabetes, Long-chain FFAalter 6-<:<11 function possiblythrougha ninic
oxide (NO) dependent pathway, a mechanism also activated by cytokincs. Wc therefore
investigated the effect ofFFA and cytokines on insulin release/secretion and NO generation in
humanisletsandBRlN-BDIIcells.
Materials and Methods: Human islets (100 islet equivalents/well), obtained from UK
transplant prograDlS, or BRlN·BDll cells (-2.5xl05 cells/well) were pre-cultured in 24-well
platesin RPMI medium for24 h. The cellswerethen treatedat variousglucoseconcentrations
(5.5, II and22mmolJl) ±FFA (2 mmol/l,2:1,Oleate.Palmitate) or± combined cytokines(IFN.
r, 11.-16 and 'TNF-a, JOOpmolJl eacb) for 72 and 48 h respectively. Insulin release was
measuredby RIA, NOgeneration byGrcissassay.
Results:H= isletstreated with 2 mmolJl FFA showed a significant (p - ~.05) 50-75%
increase in insulin release(72-h)at 5.5 and II mmol/l glucose,with a significant (p - ~.05)

250/, decreaseobserved at 22 mmolJl. However, the insulinreleased in response to 2 mmolJl
FFA appeared maximal (at ~.OOng/isletl72.h), irrespective of the glucose concentration.
Subsequent I-h insulin secretion wasinhibited (-IO-foId)by FFAat allglucoseconcentrations.
BRIN-BDII cells wereglucoseresponsive;FFA significantly decreased insulin release (-7
foldover48-h) (p= ~.05) andsecretion (-5·fold Lh post secretion} (p - ~.05). A significant
increasein NO generation (p=< 0.05)-200-foldwas seen in the BRIN-BDIIcellstreatedwith
2 mmolJl FFA, anda 50%increase(N.S.)inhumanislets.
Conclusions: Incubation with 2 nunolllFFA caused a stimulation of insulin release (72-h) and
inhibition of subsequent acute insulin secretion in human islets. In BRIN-BDll cells an
inhibition of both insulinreleaseand secretion was seen. The resultssuggest that raised FFA
levelsnot only affect Ik::eIJ function in human islets, but also cause a significant decreasein
insulinreleaseandsecretion in BRIN-BDIIcells.Our resultssuggestthat this mayoccurvia a
NO dependent mechanism. This is therefore furtherevidencethat FFA playa role in lI-<:tll
dysfunction leadingto type 2 diabetes inbothhumanandanimalmodels.
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Lipotoxicity in human pancreatic islets and the effects of metformin.
R. LUp~ S. Del Guerra, V. Fierabracei, L. Marselli, M. Novelli, G. Patane, U. Boggi,
F. Mosca, S. Piro, P. Masiello, S. Del Prato, P. Marchetti. Dept ofEndocrinology and
Metabolism, Dept of Patology and Dept of Oncology, University of Pisa; Dept of
Endocrinology, University of Catania - Italy

Background and Aims: Experiments in rodents have shown that prolonged exposure
of pancreatic islets to high concentration of free fatty acids (FFA) causes alterations
of insulin release and reduced islet cell survival (iipotoxicity). We evaluated the
phenomenon oflipotoxicity in isolated human islets, investigated some of the possible
mechanisms and assessed therole of the antidiabetic drug rnetformin. Materials and
Methods: Isolated human islets were prepared from multiorgan donors and incubated
for 48h in the presence of 2.0 mmolll FFA (oleate to palmitate, 2 to I). Insulin
secretion was then assessed in response to glucose (3.3 and 16.7 mmolll), arginine (20
mmolll) and glyburide (200 "molll) during static incubation or by perifusion
experiments. Glucose oxidation and utilization, and intraislet trygliceride content
were also measured. Finally, the effect of metformin (2.4 pg/ml) was studied.
Results: Glucose (28.3±6.9 vs 56.7±12.6 pmoVislet/45min, p<O.OI),but not arginine
(50.4±12.6 vs 47.2±9.4 pmoVislet/45 min) or glyburide (53.5±11.6 vs 44.1±9.4
pmoVisletl45 min)stimulated insulin release was significantly lower from FFA
exposed islets as compared to control islets. Upon perifusion, it was found that
impairment of insulin sec:retionafter exposure to FFA was mainly accounted for by a
defect of early-phase release (total release: 34.8±5.9 vs 43.8±6.4 pmoVmin;0-10 min
release: 19.7±7.2 vs 66.6±16.2 pmoVmin; 11-30 min release: 12.6±1.8 vs 17.4±5.4
pmoVmin). In control islets, increasing glucose concentration was associated with an
increase in glucose utilization and oxidation, which were significantly decreased after
incubation with FFA. Islet triglyceride content increased significantly after FFA
exposure (25.4±2.5 vs J5.0±2.I nglislet; p<O05). Addition of metformin to high FFA
media prevented the impairment of glucose-mediated insulin release, the decline of
first-phase insulin secretion, the reduction of glucose utilization and oxidation,
without affecting triglyceride accumulation in the human islets. Conclusions: These
results show that lipatoxicity in human islets is characterized by selective loss of
glucose responsiveness and impaired glucose metabolism, with a main defect in early
phase insulin release; metforrnin prevents these deleterious effects, suggesting a direct
protective action on human beta-cells.
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LOCALIZATION OF AMYLOID POLYPEPTIDE IN OTHER ISLET SITES
THAN THE SECRETORY VESICLES OF BETA CELLS FRO'" 1\0:"/
DIABETIC SUBJECTS.
C. Van Schravendijk, X. Hou, B. Laube', Z. Ling, A Clark' and D. PipeIeers.
Diabetes Research Center, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Belgium, and
'Diabetes Research Lab., University of Oxford, Oxford 0X2 6HE, United Kingdom

Background and Aims: Islet amyloid deposits are present in more than 90"/0 of type
2 diabetic patients but can also occur in the pancreas of non-diabetic subjects. Little is
known about the mechanisms which underlie formation of islet amyloid polypeptide
(lAPP) fibrils in the islet. The aim of this study was to examine whether sustained
stimulation of human beta cells can lead to lAPP fibrils.
Materials and Methods: Isolated islet cell preparations from non-diabetic subjects
were cultured for 6 days in Ham's FlO medium at6 or 20 mM glucose with or without
isobutylmethylxanthine as potentiator of the beta cell secretory activity. After culture,
cells were fixed and embedded for electron microscopy. Immuno-gold labeling was
used to determine the presence of lAPP and N-pro-IAPP at the ultrastructural level.
Antibodies against insulin and lysosome-associated membrane proteins (LA~iP) were
applied to examine localization of the lAPP peptides in secretory vesicles or
lysosomes, .
Results: In all tested conditions, both lAPP and N-pro-lAPP were found in insulin
containing secretory vesicles. In beta cells, lAPP· but not N-pro-IAPP or insulin·
was also identified in fibrils and in lipid-storing vesicles, some of which were positive
for LMiP. In the islet interstitium, lAPP was often detected on electron-dense
structures of cellular debris, which were negative for N-pro-lAPP or insulin. With the
present techniques, we were unable to examine any quantitative differences in lAPP
distribution among the different culture conditions.
Conclusions: In beta cells from non-diabetic subjects, lAPP is found in other sites
than the secretory vesicles, namely lysosomes, cytoplasmic fibrils and extracellular
debris. It is still unknown whether environmental conditions influence this
distribution, and whether these sites contribute to amyloid formation in vivo.
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PRESENCE OF N-PROISLET AMYLOID POLYPEPTIDE
PRECURSORFOR.',{ IN ISLET AMYLOID OF TYPE 2 DIABETIC
PATlEr....rs,
x. Pottier. D. Pipeleers and C. Van Schravendijk. Diabetes Research Center, Vrije
Universiteit Brussel, Brussels, Belgium

Background and Aims: Amino-acid analysis of islet amyloid in type 2 diabetes has
identified islet amyloid polypeptide (lAPP) as its main constituent. ImmunochemicaJ
analysis has so far not been conclusive for the presence of prolAPP precursorforms.
Since we have previously noticed that proIAPP is the main lAPP form released by
human beta cells cultured at high glucose levels, we consider the possibility that lAPP
precursors might become incorporated in amyloid deposits. We therefore evaluated
the occurrence of prolAPP in islet amyloid of type -2-diabetic patients, using different
methods of tissue preparation.
Materials and Methods: Human pancreatic tissue, obtained at autopsy from type-z
diabetic patients (n=10) was formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded and/or unfixed
frozen, before sectioning and incubation with polyclonal antibodies to the N- or' C·
terminal flanking peptide of prolAPP (these antibodies were kindly provided by A.
Clark. Oxford, UK). To retrieve antigens, sections were heated in 0.6molll citrate
buffer. Antibody binding was revealed by fluorescence. Amyloid deposits were
visualized by Congo red fluorescence.
Results: In formalin-fixed sections that had not been heated, no C- or N-prolAPP
immunoreactivity (IR) was detected in the amyloid deposits. Heating revealed
positivity for N-proIAPP but not for C-proIAPP. In frozen sections, no pretreatment
was needed to detect N-prolAPP IR on islet amyloid, however, C-prolAPP IR
remained negative. N-prolAPP IR was completely blocked by synthetic N-terminal
flanking peptide.
Conclusions: Islet amyloid from type-2-diabetic patients contains N-proIAPP but no
C-terminally extended prccursorform. This observation is compatible with the
possibility that increased secretion ofN-prolAPP under chronic hyperglycemia results
in incorporation orIAPP precursor in islet amyloid of type-2-diabetic patients.
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EFFECTS OF LO:-iG-TER.'i EXPOSURE TO GLUCOSA."IINE 0:'01 RAT
PANCREATIC ISLET FUNCTION,
M. Anello, G. Patane, S. Piro, A.r-l Rabuazzo, R. Vigneri and F. Purrello.lnternal
Medicine, Endocrinology and Metabolism, Ospedale Garibaldi, University of Catania,
Italy.

Background and Aims: Since glucosamine competitively inhibits glucokinase
activity, its acute addition to isolated islets reduces glucose-induced insulin release.
The aim of present study is to investigate the effects of chronic exposure to
glucosarnine on pancreatic islets.
Materials and Methods: Rat pancreatic islets were cultured in CMRL medium
containing 5.5 mM glucose, with or without 10 m.\1 glucosamine, for 24 and 48
hours. At the end of the culture, islets were carefully washed to ensure that
glucosamine was completely removed from the medium. We then measured: a)
glucose-stimulated insulin release; b) glucokinase activity (by measuring the rate of
glucose-6-phosphate formation in a fluorimetric assay); c) glucose utilization and
oxidation rates (by measuring the formation of 3H20 and 14C02 from (5-3H)
glucose and (I4C)-glucose respectively).
Results: Glucose-induced (22.2 m.\1) insulin release was unaffected in islets pre
exposed for 24 h to glucosamine (820±109 vs. 883±38 pglislets/30min in control
islets, mean±SE, n=3), but significantly reduced in islets pre-exposed for 48 h to
glucosamine (362±104 vs. 787±63 pglisletl30min, mean±SE, n~3, p<O.05). The islets
insulin content was similar in the two experimental groups (30.8±4.8 vs. 39.2±9
nglislet, mean±SE, n~3). In the islets pre-treated with glucosarnine, glucokinase
activity was slightly but not significantly reduced as indicated by the enzyme Vmax
(82±10 vs. Il1±12 pmol/pg protein/90min, mean±SE, n=4). In contrast, glucose
utilization and glucose oxidation were significantly reduced in islets pre-exposed to
glucosamine for 48 h when compared to control islets (81±20 vs 175±20
p~10VisletlI20min, p<O.ool, and 46±6.4 vs, 65±5.6 pMoVisletl120min, mean±SE,
n=4, p<0.05, respectively).
Conclusions: In rat pancreatic islets 10 m.\1 glucosamine reduces glucose metabolism
and glucose-induced insulin release only after long-term exposure (48 h) These
effects are not dependent on the contemporary presence of glucosamine in the
incubation mediaandon its effecton glucokinase.
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REGUL\TION OF TIlE ENZYME IDURO:'olATE-2-SULFATASE (IDS) IN
HUMAN AND MICE PANCREATIC ISLET
I. C. Pons, M. E. Fabregat, M. Julia, A. Novials', R. Gomis. Endocrinology and
Diabetes Unit, Laboratory of Experimental Diabetes, IDIBAPS. Hospital Clinic,
Barcelona University;' Fundacio Sarda Farriol.

lAPP is the main peptide detected in pancreatic amyloid. Although factors involved in
amylin deposition are unknown, the presence of highly sulphated proteoglycans in
many forms of amyloid has suggested that they may playa role in amyloidogenesis.
The lysosomal enzyme iduronate-2-sulfatase (IDS), involved in proteoglycans
degradation, has been identified in human pancreatic islets. A defect in such enzyme,
might result in an abnormal proteoglycan metabolism in human islets and this could
contribute to amyloid formation. Aims: To investigate the expression and regulation
of IDS in human and mice pancreatic islets. Material and Methods: IDS mRNA
expression pattern was analysed by RT-PCR and PCR-in situ hybridization in human
pancreatic tissue. Human and mice pancreatic islets were isolated and cultured for 24
hours at 3, 11.1 and 24.4ml"l Glucose (G). Mice islets were also cultured for 24h in
the presence of 24.4mM Mannose (MN), I I.ImM Mannoheptulose (MH), 1m.\1
Glyceraldehyde (GL) or 24.4m.\1 6-Deoxyglucose (6-DG) IDS and lAPP mRNA
levels were quantified by real-time PCR. Results: PCR-In situ hibridization and RT
PCR experiments indicate that IDS is expressed in endocrine and exocrine cells.
Human pancreatic islets cultured for 24h in the presence of 11.1 and 24.4mM G
showed an increase in the IDS mRNA expression of 62% (p<O.OOI) and 38%
(p=O.005) respectively in relation to the control (3mM G). We also observed a 17 fold
(p<0.005) and 32 fold (p<O.OI) increase in the lAPP mRNA expression at II.I and
24.4m.\1 G, using the same control conditions. Mice pancreatic islets cultured at ILl
and 24.4m.\1 G, showed an increase in IDS mRNA expression of 38% and 120%
respectively in relation to the control (3m.\1 G). The addition of GL or 6-DG to the
culture medium (at 3m.\1 G) didn't Success any effect in the IDS mRNA expression.
On the other hand, when we incorporated MN in the same medium, there was an
increase in IDS mRNA levels of75%. The addition of MH to the culture at 24.4m.\1
G elicited a decrease of 98%. Conclusion: IDS is located in human pancreatic islets
and its mRNA expression is regulated by signals derived from glucose metabolism.
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Effects of insulin secretagogues on the viability of pancreatic B-eells
I.Rustenbeck. A. Krautheim, A. Jerns and RI. Steinfelder. Institute of Clinical
Biochemistry and Institute of A.natomy, Hannover Medical School, Germany.
Institute of Pharmacology, University ofGOttingen, Germany

Background and Aims: The sulfonylurea tolbutamide and several imidazolines have
recently been described to affect the viability of pancreatic B-cells and insulin
secreting cell lines by inducing apoptosis. It was checked whether the apparent
toxicity was related to the mechanism of action of these secretagogues and whether
the toxicity was specific for B-cells. Materials and Methods: Secretagogue-exposed
isolated mouse ,islets were examined by electron microscopy. The viability of
secretagogue-exposed HIT cells was checked by MTT·testing. DNA fragmentation
and DEVD-easpase activity in these cells were determined to distinguish between
apoptosis and necrosis. Results: In islets exposed for 18 hr to a maximally effective
concentration (100 u~1) ofidazoxan, phentolamine, alinidine, quinine and tolbutamide
(500 011) there was an increased percentage of damaged B-cells but not other islet
cell types. Depending on the secretagogue, 4 to 18% showed membrane ruptures and
swelling of the mitochondria, whereas in control-incubated islets less than 2% were
affected. To obtain a concentration-dependeney of the secretagogue-associated
toxicity HIT cells were exposed for 24 and 48 hr to 10, 100 and 1000 uM of the above
compounds. High concentrations of idazoxan, phentolamine and quinine led to a
virtually complete block of MTT conversion whereas alinidine and tolbutamide were
only moderately toxic. The reduction of r-m conversion in HIT cells correlated with
the number of damaged B-cells. Only idazoxan and phentolamine at 100 lL\1 caused
DNA fragmentation and increased caspase activity, indicating apoptotic cell death.
Diazoxide (300 ur-I) and D600 (50 lL\1) were practically ineffective to reduce the
number ofdamaged B-cells in secretagogue-exposed islets, to prevent the decrease in
r-m conversion or to diminish DNA fragmentation in Hl'I' cells. Conclusions: B
cells are particularly susceptible to the toxicity of the secretagogues at the tested
concentration. The toxicity varies widely between the secretagogues and involves
both apoptosis andnecrosis. Depolarization and calcium influx. are not essential steps
in the secretagogue-associated B-cell damage, thus the toxicity is not intrinsic to the
insulinotropic mechanism ofaction.
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CELL SURFACE TRAFFICKING OF FAS IN PANCREATIC BETA-CELLS:
DISSECTION OF FAS-EXPRESSION
P. Augstein, C. Salzsieder, R. Kubernath, J. Bahr, P. Heinke, G. Wachlin" and E.
Salzsieder. Institute of Diabetes'Gerhardt Katsch' Karlsburg e.V., Karlsburg;
·Institute ofPathophysiology of the University ofGreifswald, Germany

Background and Aims: Fas has been detected in a variety of organs including the
liver, kidney, intestine, lung and ovary but not in the pancreatic islets of normal
subjects. However, Fas has been identified exclusively in infiltrated islets of patients
with recent-onset of Type-I diabetes and the induction ofFas by cytokines released
from islet infiltrating cells was postulated. The aim of the study is to investigate the
relation of surface and intracelluar Fas expression in beta cells exposed to cytokines.
Materia!s and Methods: Transformed beta cells (NIT-I) were cultured with IL
IbIlFN-g (100/1000 U/mI) for 6, 12,24 and 48 h or kept untreated as controls (Co).
Surface and intracellular Fas expression (% ± SD) was analysed by flow-cytometry
using the antibodies J02, AAP-22 I and M-20 and confirmed by Western-blot
analysis.
Results: Surface Fas expression was induced after 6h culture (IL-lblIFN-g: 11.8 ±
4.2%; Co: 1.8 ± 2.6 %). Brefeldin A. a protein-secretion inhibitor, completely
abolished the induction Fas (IL-IblIFN-g: 0.6 ± 0.9 % ; Co: 0.6 ± 0.79"10). After 12h
NIT-I cells showed a constant level of surface Fas expression (12h: I3.l ± 3.8% vs,
0.7 ± 1.1%; 24h: 15.0 ± 6.9% vs. 2.1 ± 2.2%; 48h: 15.3 ± 6.2% vs. 0.5 ± 0.7%).
Intracellular Fas expression was comparable between cytokine-treated NIT-cells and
controls as detected by AAP-22 I (!L-lblIFN-g : 72.2 ± 7.7%; Co: 80.2 ± 7.5%) and
M-20 (!L-lbIlFN-g: 78.6% 9.7%; Co: 81.0 ± 11.0%). The independence of
intracellular Fas expression from cytokine exposure was confirmed by Western-blot.
Conclusions: Beta cells of infiltrated islets seem to get sensitive to Fas-induced
apoptosis by translocating the cysteine-rich domains to the cell surface. The results of
the intracellular Fas staining indicate that parts of the transmembrane domain and/or
intracellular death domain are expressed in beta cells independent of cytokine
exposure.
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SERUM SOLUBLE FAS AND FAS LIGAND PROFILES IN AUTO~~HJNE

DIABETES
J. Knezevic-Cuca, I. Misur, B. Rocie, A Radica", J. Pasini" and Z. Metelko. Vuk
Vrhovac University Clinic, Zagreb, Croatia, University Hospital Center Zagreb",
Zagreb, Croatia

Background and Aims:Beu cell apcptosisbasbeen associatedwith Type I diabetes onset. Fas
andFas ligandexpression was detected in inflamed islets in pancreas sectionsof patients with
recent-onset Type I diabetes mellitus.The aim of this study was to examine the balance
betweensoluble Fas (sFas) and solubleFas ligand(sFasL) and how that factors might reflect on
etiopathogenesis of autoimmune diabetes.

Materials and Methods: The study included20 recent-onset (RO; age 7.2+1-3.4 lTS,duration
0.4+1·0.2 mo), 20 long-standingType I diabetic patients (LS; age 22.3+/-10.2 lTS, duration
9.0+1-4.5 lTS), 21 first-degree relatives (FDR; age 15.9+/-12 lTS) double positive for two
disease-associatedautoantibodies(lCA and GAD) and 19 age-matched healthy controls (HC).
Circulating serumlevelsof sFas and sFasLweremeasured using a sandwich ELISA.

Results: In the LS group the levelof sFas correlatedwith age (p<O.05)and with the durationof
the disease (p<O.05). In the FOR group the level of sFasL inversely correlated only with age
(p<O.ooo I), while no correlation was found regarding ICA or GAD antibody titres. No such
correlation was found in the RO group.The groups were then compared using the Mann
\',bitncy U lcsL The 1",·e1 of sFas in the RO group was higher thanin the LS group of patients
(12.5+/-3.9 vs. 11.0+/-4.8 VIm!,p=N.S.)but the difIerencc was not significant.On the contrary
the levelof ofsFasL was higher in the RO group compared to LS group of patients (0.85+/-0.1
vs. 0.72+/-0.1 nglm!,1'<0.001). BothsFas and sFasL were higher in RO patients compared to
FOR subjects (12.5+1-3.9 vs. 8.4+1-4.3 U/m!, 1'<0.005; 0.85+/-0.1 vs. 0.76+/-0.1 nglm!,
1'<0.01) and He subjects (12.5+1-3.9 vs. 7.4+1-4.2 VIm!, 1'<0.005; 0.85+/-0.1 'S. 0.7+/-0.1
nglm!,1'<0.005).When LS group was comparedto FDR and HC groups only sFas was higher
in patients (Il.0+/-4,8 vs. 8.4+/-4.3 U/m!, 1'<0.05; 11.0+/-4.8 vs. 7.4+1-42 nglml, 1'<0.05).
Finally, although both sFas and sFasL were higher in the FDR group of subjects at risk
comparedto HC group, the difIrenccwas not significant (8.4+/-4.3 vs, 7.4+1-4.2 Vlml, p=N.S.;
0.76+/-0.1 vs. 0.7+1-0.1 nglm!,p=N.S.).
Conciusions:Both sFas and sFasL are significantly elevated at the onset of the disease
confirming the roleof this apoptosis systeminongoingtarget tissuedamage. Afteronsetof the
diseasethe level of sFasLdccreses while sFas level remains relatively high. However, the
relationship of sFas and sFasL with antibody markers of active autoimmunity was not
confirmed.
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SURFACE EXPRESSION OF FAS AND ICA.W-l ON PANCREATIC ISLET
BETA CELLS FROM DIABETES-PRO:'iE DB RATS
G. Wachlin, P. Augstcin", D. Schroder, B. Kuttler, I. Kloting and S. Schmidt, Insti
tute of Pathophysiology of the University of Greifswald, "Institute of Diabetes
"Gerhardt Katsch" Karlsburg e.V., Karlsburg, Germany

Background and Aims: Cytokines released by activated mononuclear cells sup
press ll-eell function and exhibit direct toxic effects on pancreatic islets. The aim of
our study was to investigate cytokine-induccd alterations of pancreatic islets from
diabetes-prone BB rats and possible involvement of Fas in this context. Materials
and Methods: Islets precultured for 3d were exposed to !L-Ill (10 UlmI) or !L-Ill
(10 UlmI)+IFN-y (500Ulml)+TNF-a (500 UlmI) for 24h or not (control islets).
After cytokinc treatment islets were used for functional tests. Surface antigen ex
pression was measured on single islet cells by FACS analysis using polyclonal
antibody against Fas or monoclonal antibodies rccogrtizing ICAM·I (lA29) and
P-eells (K14D10). Islet proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE followed by irn
munoblotting, Results: !L-Ill alone and in combination with IFN-y + TNF-a de
creased insulin content (p < 0.001) and insulin release to 20 mmolJl glucose
(p < 0.001) compared to controls. Whereas no membrane alterations of !L-Ill
treated islet cells were detectable combination of all 3 cytokincs eauscd damage of
cell membranes as measured by spontaneous "Cr-release (40.58 ± 2040% vs. 15.49
± 2.75% of controls) accompanied by impaired mitochondrial membrane potential
and increased percentage of hypodiploid nuclei. All 3 cytokincs together signifi
cantly diminished number ofll-<:ells (87.4 ± 2.6% vs, 95.6 ± 0.7 % of controls) and
increased ICAM-I+(p<O.OOI) and Fas+ ll-<:clls (65.9 ± 5.3 % vs. 33.8 ± 4.6 % on
!L-Ill treated islets \"S. 3.8 ± 0.9 % on controls) as well as ICAM-I (p<0.001) and
Fas antigen density (10.72 ± 0.5410gU vs, 8.77 ± 0.82 log U on !L-IP treated islets
vs, 3.09 ± 0.88 10gU on controls). In protein extracts of cultured islets Fas was
similarly detectable by immunoblotting in both cytokinc-treatcd islets as well as in
controls and in freshly isolated islets too. Conclusions: Our results suggest the
possibility that pancreatic ll-eells are destroyed by apoptotic mechanisms through
upregulation of the "death receptor" Fas and that simultaneous activity of proin
flammatory cytokincs (!L-Ill, Th'F-a) as well as ty1JC I cytokincs (IFN-y) enhance
risk of Fas-mediated ll-<:elldestruction.
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INBIBmON OF CYfOKINE-INDUCED FAS-EXPRESSION BY THE NO
SYNTHASE INHIBITOR AMINOGUANIDIN
B. Kuttler'], H. Wanka') and O. Morgenstern'): '1nstitute of Pathophysiology,
'Jrnstitute ofPharmaceutical Chemistry, University ofGreifswald, Germany,
Background and Aims' Aminoguanidin (AG) is well known as a potent inhibitor of
tbe inducible NO-synthase which was shown by inhibition of cytokine-induced NO
production by pancreatic islets and B-celllines. Other NO-synthase inhibitors prevent
cytokine-induced DNA cleavage and consequently apoptosis, which was correlated
with NO production. We investigated whether AG is able to prevent cytokine
induced Fas-expression of the B-cellline RIN5AH. Material and Methods' RIN-cells
(IO'/mI RPMl 1640, 10% FCS) were cultured as follows: (I) in medium alone
(control), (2) addition of IL-Ill (0.05 to 1.0 nglml) and IFN-y (100 IU/mI), (3)
addition of AG (5 mmoL1)and (4) addition ofIL-lll, IFN-yand AG. After 48h NO
production was determined in the supernatant (Griess reaction, ELISA). The cells
were harvested using trypsin and labelled for flow cytometry (FACS Calibur, BD)
with the following monoclonal antibodies: OXI8-PE o.mcI), IA29-PE (ICMI-I),
K14D1o-mC (B-cells) and anti-Fas (APo-I/CD95, detection wiih anti-rabbit-IgG
PE). Results: NO-production of control cells amounts to 0.5%0.2 nmolllO' cells
(n=9) which is not influenced by AG alone (0.2%0.1 nmolllO' cells). NO is
significantly induced by II.-llllIFN-y and is dependent on II.-Ill concentration
(I 19.3±3 1.3nmolllO' cells at 0.05 nglml II.-Illto 357.2.1.40.3 nmolllO' cells at 1.0
nglml IL-Ill, 1'<0.001). AG inhibited NO-production completely (3.9%0.7 nmolllO'
cells, p<O.OOI). More than 96% of the control cells are positive for KI4DIO,
98.6%0.3% express lime I and 77.6%2.3% express ICA"I-1. Fas was measured on
18.9%2.5% (n=16) of control celIs. IL-IlllIFN-y reduced the proportion of
K14DIO+cells to 80%, enhanced IA29+cells to 89.6%1.7% (p<0.001) and increased
Pas-expression to 56.7%3.6% (n=15, 1.0 ng/rnl IL-Ill, p<O.OOI). Increase of Fas
expression was dependent on IL-Ill concentration (0.1 nglml: 37.0%6.0%; 0.05
nglml: 18.7%2.9%). AG inhibited the c)1okine-triggered reduction ofKl4Dl0+celis
and reduced Fas-expression to control values at all II.-Ill concentrations
(22.2%1.8%). Conclusions· Prevention ofcytokine-induced NO-production by AG is
accompanied by an inhibition of cytokine-induced Fas-expression and suggests a
possible role ofAG in the prevention ofNO-mediated apoptosis.
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Evidence for a role of PKC delta in lipoapoptosis of beta-cells
K. Eite~A. Sobke, A. Hennige,IlU. Haring and M. Kellerer
University of Tuebingen, Department of Metabolism and Endocrinology, Otfried
MiHler-Str. 10 72076 Tuebingen

Background and Aims: Chronic incubationof isolated beta-cells of islets with FFAs
impairs insulin secretion and induces apoptosis. The molecular mechanisms for these
so called lipotoxic effects are poorly understood. Recent studies have shown that
protein kinase C (PKC)-delta is activated during apoptosis. Since the PKC-delta
represents the predominant PKC isoform being expressed in beta-eells we have
studied whether this PKC is involvedin lipapoptosisofbeta-eells.

Materials and Methods: The rat insulinomacell line RINI046-38 and primary beta
cells isolated from pancreas of mice were incubated with the unsaturated FFA
palmitate. Intracellular distribution of PKC-delta was detected with an isoform
specific antibody by confocal laser microscopy. Apoptosis was tested by D}/A
fragmentationassay.

Results: Palmitate (0.5 to 1 mM, 15 min.) induced a rapid translocation ofPKC-delta
from the cytosolic pool to the nuclear membrane both, in primary beta-eells as well as
RINI046-38 cells. Furthermore chronic incubation of RINI046-38 cells with
palmitate (>12 hours at 0.5 to 1 mM) resulted in a significant increase in apoptosis
measuredby DNA fragmentationwhich was 1.89 % in the basal condition and 7,2 %
after palmitate incubation (n=3, % oftota! DNA). Coincubation ofRINI046-38 cells
with rottlerinwhich specifically inhibits PKC-delta at the concentration we have used
(5 11M) preventedpalmitate inducedapoptosis.

Conclusion: These data suggest a role of PKC-de1ta for palmitate induced beta-cell
apoptosis. This mechanism may potentially be relevant for reduced beta-cell mass in
obese Type 2 diabetic patients as well.
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Inducible espresslon of BcI-2 using the Ru 486-regulated adenovirus vector
system: effects on beta-cell viability and mitochondrial membrane potential
A. Barbu and N. Welsh. Dept of Medical Cell Biology, UppsaJaUniversity, Uppsala,
Sweden.

Background and Aims:The beta-cellsin the pancreatic isletsof Langerbans arethe targetsof
selectiveandprogressive destruction in type I diabetesandbeta-celldeath is induced. at least
partially, via apoptosis. BcI-2 can inhibit apoptosis in pancreatic beta-cells suggesting its
potential as a tool for gene therapy. Previous studieshave shown thatthe protective effect of
BcI·2 may be correlated with preservation of mitochondrial membrane potential
Protonophores, suchas carbonyl cyanide p-triflucromethcxylhydrazcne (FCCP), collapse the
protongradient acrossthemitochondrial innermembrane, resulting in thecompleteabolitionof
the mitochondria! membrane potential. The aim of this studywas to obtainan efficient and
inducible transduction system for expression of the antiapoptctic Bcl-z gene in insulin
producing cells as a potentialtool for protecting againstpancreatic beta-cell death in type 1
diabetes.
Materialsand Mcthods:In this studywe genetically engineered insulin producing cells with
BcI-2 geneusingan adenovirus vectorsystem basedon the RU 486-regulatad progesterone
antagonist, Isolated pancreatic rat islet cells or rat insulinoma(RINmSF) cells were incubated
witha mixture ofpAdG5BcI-2 adenovirus, expressing theBel-2geneandpAdCMVProg helper
virusat different viralconcentrations (Mal) anddifferent Ru 486inducer concentrations. Bel-2
cverexprcssion was assessed by Western blot assay and the traosfection efficiency was
determined by FACS analysis, Bcl-Z-expressing pancreatic beta-cells weretreated with5m.\{
FCCP for 24 h and the viability of the cellswas assessed usingthe colorimetric assay(XTT
based)for cell viability. The mitochondrial membrane potential was assessed by using the
lipophiliccationic membrane potential-sensitive dye JC·!.
Results.Beta-cells fromdispersed pancreatic islets weretransfeeted with an efficiencyof more
than 60% (at 30 Mal). The Bel-2protein expression levels eouldbe adjusted by varying the
amount ofRU486inducer reaching at mosta lOO-fold induction in RINmSF celIs. BothJC-I
FACS analysis andXTTassaysshowed a significantly increased viability of Bcl-z-expressing
beta-cells, which though, did notprevent mitochondrial membrane potential collapse following
addition of FCCP
Conclusions: The system permitsan efficient and tight controloC Bet-2 gene expression in
insulinproducing cells, allowing further optimisations to an increased protection againstbeta
celldeathin~pe Idiabetes.
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Overerpressloa of NalCa eICbanger increases apoplosis by inducing
endoplasmic: reticulum stress and acth..ation or easpase-Iz in iosulin secreting
cells.
O. Diaz-Horta'§, F. Van Eylen", A. Herchuelz'
• Laboratory ofPbannacology, Free Universityof Brussels, Belgium.
§ National Institute of Endocrinology,Havana, Cuba.

Background and Aims: In the pancreatic B-cell, Ca2+ regulates a large number of
cellularprocesses, its concentrationbeing in tum finely regulated by various channels,
pumps and exchangers. In the Jl-cel~ Ca2+ has also been implicated in triggering
programmed cell death (apoptosis) and regulating death-specific enzymes. Therefore,
the development of strategies to control Ca2+ homeostasis may represent a potential
approach to prevent or enhance l3-cell apoptosis. In the present study, we examined
the effect of NatCa exchanger (isoform NCXI.7) overexpression on apoptosis in
insulin-secretingcells (BRlN BDl1 cells).
Materials and Methods: Rates of apoptosis were determined using the MTT assay,
nuclear chromatin staining, quantification of D}/A fragmentation and gel
electrophoresis of low molecular weight DNA. Cytosolic and endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) Ca2+ concentrationswere measuredusing fura-2 and furaptra, respectively.
Results: NCXI.7 overexpression significantly increased apoptosis in cells exposed
(48h) to ER Ca2+-ATPase inhibitors, thapsigargin (2 I'M) and cyclopiazonic acid (25
11M; P<O.OOI). No evidence of apoptosis was found after exposure to high
concentrations of glucose (22.2 111.\1) or glibenclamide (1011~1). NCXI.7
overexpression reduced the rise in cytosolic Ca2+ concentration induced by all agents
and depleted ER Ca2+ stores. This depletion was attended by the activation of the
ER-specific caspase (caspase 12), even in the absence of proapototic stimuli.
Thapsigargin and ionomycin increased caspase 12 activation but to a larger extent in
overexpressing than in control cells. Overexpression of NCXI.7 also sensitised the
cells to Ca2+ -independent proapototic signaling pathways, such as that mediated by
nicotinamide (50 1Th\1).
Conclusions: We show thatNatCa exchanger overexpression, by depleting ER Ca2+
stores, induces ER stress with resulting activation of caspase 12, and increase in
apoptotic cell death by Ca2+-dependentand independent pathways.
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Differential effects of genistein on NaF-induced apoptosis in primary islet cells \"S

RIXmSF cells
N.G. Morgan, 1. Elliott, I.H.B. Scarpello. School of Life Sciences, Keele University,
Staffs, ST5 5BG, UK.

Backgroundand Aims: Previousstudieshave revealedthatboth normalpancreatic isletsand
clonal RINmSF-cells canbe induced to undergo apoptosis uponincubation with NaFandthat
thisresponse isenhanced in cells treated withpertussis toxin.On thisbasis,it has beenassumed
thatR1NmSF cellsrepresent a suitable model for studyof the signalling mechanisms involved
in theregulation of islet epcptcsisby G-proteiD dependent pathways. In the present work,we
have investigated thisproposition further andshow thatthe responseof pertussis toxin-treated
human and rat islets differs markedly from that of RINmSF cells, when the effectsof the
t)rosine kinase inhibitor, genistein,arestudied.

Materials and Methods: Annexin-V was combined with carboxyfluorescein staining and
fluorescence microscopy to identify viable,necroticandapoptotic cells in isolatedhuman and
rat islets andinpopulations of cultured RINmSF eelIs.

Results: Treatment of either normal isletsor RINmSF cells with 5m.\1 NaF resulted in a
marked increasein apoptotic cells (from0.5+/-0.1%to 21+/-2% in ratislets;3+1-0.5% to 11+1
1%inhuman isletsand 1+/-0.1% to 12+/-2% inRINmSF cells;p<O.OOI ineachease). Addition
of lOOu.\f genistein alone, also increased apoptosisin each preparation (rat islets: 23+1-3%;
human islets: 17+1-2%; RINmSF cells: 7+1.2%; p<O.OOI). However, the combination of
genistein and NaFdramatically reduced the overall extentof apoptosis in RINm5F cells (to
control levels; p<O.OOI) while it provoked a Curther increasein apoptosis in rat(to 32+/·3%;
p<O.OI) andhuman (to 22+/-2%; p<O.OI) islets. Thisdifference couldnotbe accounted forby
any corresponding alteration in the numbers of necrotic cells in the various prcparatio~,

suggesting that the responseof normal islets to genistein is quite different from that seen 10

RlNmSF cells. In support ofthis, whereas theabilityof pertussis toxinto causean enhancement
of Naf-induced apoptosiswas antagonised bygenisteinin RINrnSF cells (from26+/-3%to 6+/·
1%;p<O.OOI) it wasfurther increasedinprimary islets(from14+/-2% to22+/-4%; p<O.OI).

Conciusions:Thcse resultsindicate thattherearemarked differences in theapoptotic responses
of RINmSF cells to stimulicontrolling Gcprotcin-dependcntmechanisms, by comparison ",~ith
normal ratandhuman islets. Theysuggestthatcautionshouldbe exercised whenextrapolating
conclusions abouttheregulation of apoptosis in cultured beta-cell lines toprimary isletcells.
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APOPTOSIS AND IL-IBETA mRNA EXPRESSION IN SYNGENEIC RAT
ISLET GRAFTS
M, Biarnes, M.Montolio, N.TeUez, lSoler and E.Montanya. Laboratory of Diabetes
and Endocrine Unit. CSUB-H.BeIlvitge. Barcelona.

Background: transplanted islets are particularly vulnerable in the first days after
transplantation (Tx) and it is essential to know and identify the mechanisms of beta
cell destruction and protection.
Aims: to determine in syngeneic rat islet Tx whether: I) beta cell apoptosis is
increased in the first days after Tx, 2) cytokine genes are expressed in islet grafts, 3)
insulin treatment has a beneficial effect in the outcome ofthe graft. Material and

Methods: two groups of streptozotocin diabetic Lewis rats were Tx with 500
syngeneic islets, an insufficient beta cell mass to achieve normoglycaemia. One group
was treated with insulin from day 7 before Tx to day 14 after Tx, and the other group
was not treated with insulin. Grafts were harvested 1,3 and 7 days after Tx. Apoptosis
was determined by TUNEL technique and expressed as percentage of positive beta
cells. The proinflammatory cytokine IL-I beta mRNA expression was mesured by
semi-quantitative RT-PCR and indexed to a housekeeping gene (cycIophilin)
expression.

Results: in insulin-treated group, when insulin was discontinued rats remained
normoglycaernic despite the Tx of an insufficient beta cell mass. As expected, the
non-insulin treated group remained hyperglycaemic throughout the study. Beta cell
apoptosis was increased on day three after Tx (0.34 ± 0.11%) compared to apoptosis
in pancreas of control animals (0.05 ± 0.02%). The expression of proinflammatory lL
1beta cytokine transcripts was increased in islet grafts on day I and 3 after Tx.

Conclusions: beta cell apoptosis was increased in the first days after syngeneic rat
islet Tx. The expression of IL-lbeta in these syngeneic islet grafts initially after Tx
suggests that proinflammatory citokines may play a role in beta cell apoptosis.
Normoglycaemia improved the prognosis of islet Tx in rats; we are currently studying
whether there are any differences in the expression of cytokines between
hyperglycaemic and normoglycaemic recipients.

PS27
Nitric Oxide and Free Radicals
in Beta-Cell Destruction
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INTERLEUKIN-Ill DECREASES TilE RESISTAl"CE OF RAT ll-CELLS TO
DIFFERENT AGEl'\'S.
V. Goranov, T. Mokhort and S. Melnov.
Research Institute of Radiation Medicine and Endocrinology, Minsk,Belarus.

The cytokine, interleukin-If (Il-Ill) has been implicated to play an important
role in the ll-cell damage of type I diabetes. Recent work has highlighted the
importance arras expressionis increased on p-cells, in responseto IL-1P treatment.
Here, we report that Il-I alone induces apoptosis in rat islets and we confirm, that
Il-I further sensitises rat ll-cell to the induction of apoptosis by a Fas-dependent
mechanism in case of subsequent influence of streptozotocin or Il-l, but not alloxan.

Isolated rat pancreatic islets were precultured for 6d and than exposed to Il-Ill
(10 U/ml) for 18h or remained untreated (control). Every other day (by 6'" d) after
cytokine treatment, cell viability was measured in colorimetry tests with neutral red.
C095 antigen was measured by FACS analysis on prepared with EOTA single islet
cells. On the fourth day after the moment of c}tokine treatment both experimental
groups of pancreatic islet cells were again treated by Il-Ill (I OU/ml) for 18h, as well
as by streptozotocin (O,lm:-I) or alloxan (1,0 mM) for O,5h. Part of the cells in these
experimental groups was left without repeated influence. The C095 antigen
expression was observed in I7±2, I% for interleukin treating cells, but in four days
its content was 5±O,I%. The repeated addition of ll-Ill or its combination with
streptozotocin caused a reduction of ll-cell number (p<O,05) (23±4,l% vs intact
cells culture and 40±6,3% vs once treated with interleukine cells culture). C095
antigen expression increased to 56±8% in these p-cells. Similar changes were
observedwhenstreptozotocin was used on the fourth dayafterinitialinfluenceof IL
Ill. But only 20±2% cells expressed C095 antigen in this case. The same regime
incubation with alloxan didn't demonstrate reliable difference of C095 antigen
expression vs control. But in this case observed reduction of ll-cells number
26±5,6% vs once treated with interieukine cells culture. It is possible to conclude
that interleukin-I p is not only cytotoxic for P-cells, but makethemmore sensitive to
cytotoxic agentssuch as streptozotocin, alloxanand also interleukin-IB itself. This
cytokine-induced decrease of of ll-cell stability is associated with changes in C095
antigen expression. But in case of alloxan It was realized by quite different
mechanisms of ll-cells destruction.
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HUJ\lAN BETA CELLS ARE HIGHLY RESISTANT TO STREPTOZOTOCL,\
L'iVIVO_
J.R Wright, Jr. and II. Yang, Pathology, IWK Health Centre, Halifax, Canada

Background and Aims: Strcptozotocin (STZ) is the prototype for beta cell death via DNA
damageprecipitatingpoly-ADP-ribosesynthetase activationfollowed by lethal NAO depletion.
a mechanism well-documented inrodents. Itis unclear whether human isletsaresusceptible to
this type of damage. For obvious reasons, no one has ever performed a dose response study on
humans. OW" aimis to studyhuman islets in vivo.
Materials and Methods: Islets were isolated from CO1 mice and Lewis rats (both sensitive to
STZl, tilapia fish (highly resistant], and from man (supplied by IDFI Human Islet Distribution
program) and were transplanted under the renal capsules of STz.<Iiabetie(non-fasting blood
glucose> 400 mgldl x I week) etbymic nude mice. Islet recipients were then followed for 30
days (blood glucose measurements3x1weck). Recipients that were uniformly normoglycemie
(blood glucose < 200 mgldl) and had normal glucose tolerance tests (GTfs) on day 30 were
randomly assigned into treatment gronps. We then injected the groups of recipient mice with
inaeasing intravenous (IV) doses of STZ, followed their blood glucose levels for one week.
and repeated the GTTs on any mice that were not overtly diabetic. Next, themice were killed
and graft-bearing kidneys and native panaeata processed for histology (including insulin
stains).
Results: Based upon 3 criteria (i.e., blood glucose levels, GTTs, and islet histology), the
following observations were made: (I) Recipientsof rat islets were uniformly resistant to 25
mglkg STZ (n~3) (i.e., by all 3 criteria) but were uniformly diabetic at doses of either 50 (n-3)
or 75 (1)'''3) mglkg IV. (2) RecipientsofCDlmousc islets wereresistant to 75 mglkg (n~3) but
were uniformly diabetic with doses of either 150 (n-3) or 200 (n~2) mglkg IV. (3) Recipients
of the tilapia islets were uniformly resistant to doses of 300 (n~3) and400 (n=3) mglkg STZ;
however, at a dose of 450 mglkg IV (n=l), 2 mice were non-diabetic, I had an abnormal GTT,
and 1 died while normoglycemic, (4) Recipients of human islets were reslstanr to 100 (ne l),
200 {n<I], 300 (n~2), 400 (n~3), and 450 (ne l} mglkg IV. Doseshigher than 450 mglkg IV
were not tested because of the finite solubility of STZ in citrate bulTerand the desire to avoid
marked hemodilution by injecting excessivevolume.
Conclusions: The results of STZ dose-response profiles in recipient nude mice bearing long
term Lewis rat, CD1 mouse, or tilapia islets were the S3IIlC as results of published dose
responsedata for each dnnorspecies. Therefore,we extrapolatethat our resultsbased on human
islet grafts in murine recipients closely reflects STZsensitivity in man. Vt/e conclude that
humanislets are highly resistant to STZ in vivo.
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QUANTIFICATION OF THE CO:>O'TRIBUTION OF PEROXYNfIRITE TO
MIXED RADICAL- AND NITRIC OXIDE-MEDIATED BETA CELL DEATH
B.S. Hosker, R.F. Bilton, G.M. Lowe and AC. Loweth, Liverpool John Moores
University, Merseyside, UK

Backgrnund and Aims: The mixed radicaldonor, SIN-I, and the pure nitric oxide (NO) donor,
S~nltrosoglutathione (SNOG)arewidelyusedto investigate therole of reactive speciesin beta
cell cytotoxicity,However, therelative contributionof thereactive speciesgenerated by these
compounds is little understood. We have quantified the levels of percxynitrite (PN) generated
by the radical donors using DCOHF oxidation and have used the specific PN scavenger,
FeTPPS,to investigatethecontributionofPN to SIN-I and SNOG-mediatedcytotoxicity.
Materials and Methods: RINm5F cells were treated for 24 hours with 500uM SIN-I (or
500u.\I SNOG) with andwithout 200.\\ or 400.\\ FeTPPS. The elTectson cell viability were
assessed by Trypanblue exclusion cell counts on detached cells and by acridine orange staining
and fluorescence microscopy. Formation of DCDHFsoxidation product, DHF,was measured
by spectrophotometricanalysis at 500nm.
Results: 200.\\ and 40uM FeTPPS completely abolishedthe cytotoxic effects of 5000.\1SIN-I
(Mean dead cellslml +I-SEI-.\ (n=8): Control: 6906 +1-125; +5000.\\ SIN-I: 25500 +1_ 1025';
+5000.\1SIN-I+200.\\ FeTPPS: 7813 +1- 427"; + 500u.\\ SIN·I+ 400.\\ FeTPPS: 6563 +1
319..0· p<O.ool \"S. control; .. p<O.OOI vs. 500uM SIN·I). 200.\\ and 400.\\ FeTPPS also
significantlyreduced the cytotoxic effect of Sl.;QG, althoughto a much lesser extent than that
seen with SIN-I (Mean dead ccllslmJ+1- SEI-.\ (ns8):

Conlrol:8219 +1- 238; +500u.\\ SNOG: 24938 +1- 1326,;0+500u.\1 SNOG + 200.\1 FeTPPS:
20000 +1.1502"; +500u.\1SNOG + 400.\\ FeTPPS: 18188+1- 1250". 'p<O.ool vs, control;
"p<O.OI vs. 5OOu/.l SNOG). The mixed radical donor, SIN-I was found to generate large
amounts of PN in total (in excess of 25uM generated from 1000.\\ SIN-I in 2hour 30 min).
More surprisingly, the pure NO donor, SNOG also led to significant amounts of PN being
formed, although over a slower time course (200.~\ from lOOuM SNOG in 7 hours).
Conclusions: Therelative difference intheeffectsofPN-sC3\'cnging by FeTPPS on SIN·I..and
SNOG-mcdiated cytotoxicity could therefore refleetdilferences in their dynamics of PN
generation or. equally. therelative contribution of NO andPN in mediating cell death. These
results demonstrate the potential of DCDHF and FeTPPS as tools in dissecting the roles 01
specificreactive speciesinbetacell death.
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REDUCED INDUCfION OF PROSTAGLANDIN E, FROM CYTOKINE
TREATED ~-CELLSDEFICIENT IN INDUCIBLE NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASE
A. K- Andersson and S. Sandler, DepartmentofMedical Cell Biology, Uppsala
University, Uppsala, Sweden
Background and Aims: In rodent islets, exposure to proinflammatory cytokines
including iaterleukin-Ijl (IL-P) and interferon-y (IFN-y) induces expression of
inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) and subsequent nitric oxide (NO) formation.
NO may suppress islet function, and the use of iNOS inhibitors or a deletion of the
iNOS gene has been shown to be protective both in vitro and in animal models of
type J diabetes. However, we and others have show" that cytokines may induceNO
independent suppression of islet function. In parallel to iNOS induction and NO
formation, IL-I~ induces cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) expression and prostaglandin
E, (PGE,) formation. PGE, is suggested to impair glucose stimulated insulin release.
COX-2 expression is activated by similar signalling pathways as iNOS, and NO may
affect COX-2 activity. The aim of the present study was to examine if iNOS
deficiency affects the PGE, formation from cytokine treated mouse islets. Materials
and Methods: Islets isolated from iNOS-f- and wild-type (M) mice were cultured
for 6-7 days and then exposed to IL-J ~ (25 UfmJ) or a combination of IL- I~ (25
UfmJ) and IFN-y (1000 UfmJ) for 48 h. PGE, content in culture medium was
measured by EIA, and NO formation was quantified using the Griess reagent
Results: IL- I J3 alone induced a significant increase in NO formation from "1 islets,
which was potentiated by IFN-y. Cytokine exposure to iNOS -f- islets did not induce
NO formation. In parallel to NO formation, IL-l~ and IL-IJ3+IFN-y induced a
significant increase in PGE, formation from "1 islets. In iNOS .t: islets, IL- I~ and
IL-IJ3+IFN-y induced PGE, formation, although this increase was about 80% lower
compared to \\1 islets. Wt islets: control 0.17±<l.I3; IL-IJ3 0.89=0.28-; IL-l~+IFN
Y1.2±<l.49- ng PGE,1l00 islets - 48 11, n=5, iNOS -f- islets: control 0.04±<l.03; IL-l~
0.19±<l.05·; IL-IJ3+IFN-y0.20±0.04- ng PGE/lOO islets - 48 11, n=5. ·=p<0.05 vs.
control (within the same strain), using ANOYA. Conclusions: We conclude that in
iNOS deficient mouse islets, IL-l~ or IL-IJ3 + IFN-y have a reduced ability to induce
PGE, formation.
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EFFICACY OF 1400W, A NOVEL INHIBITOR OF INDUCIBLE NITRIC OXIDE
SYNTHASE,IN PREVENTING RODENT PANCREATIC ISLET DAMAGE
T. Rydgren and S. Sandler. Department of Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala
University, Uppsala, Sweden.
Background and Alms: Nitric oxide (NO), produced by the enzyme inducible nitric
oxide synthase (iNOS), has been implicated as a mediator of destruction of Ikells in
type I diabetes. In vivo studies suggest that inhibition of NO formation might protect
against diabetes in animal models. However, inhibitors tested so far have not shown
a desired selectivity against iNOS. Our aim is to test if 1400W (N-(3
(Aminomethyl)benzyl)acetamidine), a new and selective inhibitor of iNOS can
prevent interleukin-Iji (lL-I/3) induced suppression of pancreatic islet function in
vitro and multiple low-dose streptozotocin (~ILDS) induced diabetes in vivo.
Materials and Methods: We exposed precultured rat pancreatic islets for 48 h to
medium with or without I, 10 and 50 J1.\! 1400W and in the presence or absence of
25 Ulmi IL-I/3. We did two in ";-"0 experiments in which male C57BUKs mice
received five daily i.p. injections with streptozotocin (STZ) while the inhibitor were
given i.p. for ten consecutive days (8.34 rng/kg body weight, once a day, in the first
experiment and 20 mgfkg body weight, twice a day, in the second). Statistical
analysis was done by ANOYA and data presented as means ± SEM. Results: The
inhibitor alone did not affect any of the islet functions analysed in vitro. However, at
50 vM, it fully counteracted both the suppression of glucose oxidation rate (control
437 ±30, IL-I/3 252 ±47-, IL-I/3 + 1400W 441 ±23# (pmolflO islets' 90 min.),
n=4, -=p<O.OI vs. control and #=p<O.OI vs, 1L-1/3) and the increase in NO
production (control 5.2 ± 3.1, 1L-1/3 10.7 ± 6.4-, IL-IJ3 + 1400W 6.0 ± 2.9#0
(pmolflO islets' h), n=5, -=p<O.OOI vs. control and #=p<O.OOIvs, lL-l/3) caused by
IL- I /3.The marked decrease, seen with IL-I/3, in glucose stimulated insulin release
was also counteracted by the addition of I400W (50 IIDI).In this case from -14 % of
the control value to -54 % (control 30.0 ± 2.4, IL-I~ 4.18 ± 1.2', IL-I/3 + 1400W
16.3 ±3.0# (ngllO islets - h), n=5, -=p<O.OOI vs. control, #=p<0.01 vs, control and
=p<0.05 vs. 1L-1/3). Mice treated in vivo with STZ gradually developed
hyperglycaemia and none of the concentrations of 1400W used was able to prevent
this. Condusion: 1400W could counteract the IL-I/3 induced suppression of rat
pancreatic islets in vitro, but failed to protect against MLDS induced diabetes in vim,
at least with the administration protocols used here in. The latter failure may be due
to a too short duration of 1400W in vivo.
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Inhibition of nitric uide synthase prevents Cal+-dependent apoptosis of
pancreatic btta-cdls in the ulmodulio-o,·rru:pressing transgenic mice,
I. Niki, W. Yo, T. Niwa, F. Horio, S. Teradaira, T. J. Ribar, A R Means and T.
Senda. Nagoya University Graduate School of Medicine and Graduate School of
Bioagricultural Sciences, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan, Duke University
Medical Center, Durham, U.S.A. and Fujita Health University School of Medicine,
Toyoalee, Japan.

Background and Aims: Beta cell-specific overexpression of calmodulin in
transgenic mice results in a sudden-onset of hyperglycemia associated with rapid
disappearance of beta cells. We investigated the mechanisms underlying the beta cell
loss.

Materials and Methods: Pancreata from nontransgenic or transgenic mice were
examined by light and electron microscopic approaches. Beta cell apoptosis was
detected by either the modified terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase mediated
deoxyuridine triphosphate nick-end labelling (TUNEL) method or electron
microscopy.

Resulls: Ultrastructural analysis of pancreata from the transgenic mice demonstrated
decreased size of beta-cells coupled and number of the insulin granules. Transgenic
bela cells appeared apoptotic but without necrotic changes of the cells or infiltration
of lymphocytes. injection of tolbutamide into the transgenic mice increased the
number of TUNEL-positive beta cells. Hyperglycemia in the transgenic mice was
prevented by injection of the nitric oxide-synthase (l'OS) inhibitor, Nw-nitro-I»
arginine methyl ester (L-NA.\lE) and beta cell size and granule number were retained.
Immunofluorescent staining demonstrated preferential distribution of neural nitric
oxide synthase (n.'\OS) in pancreatic beta cells.

Condusions: These results suggest Ca2+fcalmodulin-dependent NO-production by
nNOS may be involved in the generation of apoptosis in beta-cells of calmodulin
overexpressingtransgenic mice.
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2(S}-amin0-6-boronohn:anoic acid, an arginase inhibitor, increases cytokine
induced nitric oride generation in rat islets of Langerhans.
P. Stickings, l-L. Boucher- and J. M. Cunningham. School of Pharmacy, University
of Brighton, UK ·1.aboraloire de Chimie el Biochimie Pharmacologiques et
Toxicologiques,Universite Paris Y, France.

Background and Aims: Arginine-derived nitric oxide (NO) produced in response to pro
inflammatory cytokines is thought to play an important role in beta cell destruction. \Ve have
shown previously that islets express high levels of both isoforms of the arginine-utilising
arginases. While it is possible that NO generation can be restricted by a high rate of flux of
arginine through arginase, there is DO prev ious evidence from islet studies to support this
notion. Our aim was to assess the effect of the specific arginase inhibitor 2(S)-amin0-6'
boronobexaooic acid (ABH) on rat islet arginase activity and. to investigate the effect of
arginase inhibition on the rate of cytokine-inducedNO generation in islets.
Materials and Methods: Cytosolie extracts were prepared from freshly isolated adult male
Wister islets. Arginase activity in supernatants was measured by the conversion of 14C
guaoidioo-arginineto 14C02. For NO generation studies, islets were cultured in RPI.U 1640
containing l.Io1.\! arginine for 48h followed by 24h treatment with 20U/ml r.human Ils-Ibeta
in medium containing 1.101.\1,0.110.\1 or 0.01m.\l arginine. Nitrite in the culture medium was
measured using the Greiss assay.
Results: Addition of SOuM ABH to islet extracts significantly reducedarginaseactivity: control
96.8+f- 12.4 mU/mg protein, + ABH 27.4 +f- 2.7 mUlmg (mean +f- SEM, n=3, P<O.006). In
culture experiments, ABH significantly increased cytokine-induced NO generation by islets
cultured in medium containing 0.0110.\1 arginine (lL-I alone 37.7 +1- 9.5 pmolfugprotein. IL-l
+ ABH 64.6 +f- 9.2 pmolfug, n=S, p<O.OI). Culture of islets in medium containing 0.101.\1
arginine enhanced cytokine-induced nitrite generation and this was also significanLly increased
by treatment with ABH (lL-1 alone 63.6 +1_ 7.5 pmollug protein, lL-1 + ABH 79.6 +1- 4.8
pmollug,nz5, p<O.03). At l.lmM arginine, ABH did not significantly effect cytokinc-iaduccd
nitrite generation(IL-l alone 69.8 +f- 6.5 pmollug protein, lL-1 + ABH 84.5 +1- 12.7 pmolfug,
n=3).
Conclusions: These results are consistent with an Increased activity of islet nitric oxide
synthase due to an increased availability of a rate-limiting substrate following inhibition of
arginase by ABH. This effect was dependent on the concentration of arginine in the culture
mediwn. Genetic, physiological and pharmacological factors that affect islet arginase activit)"
mOlY therefore be of importance to the control of NO generation and subsequent beta cell
damage during insuIitis.
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CATALASE AND SUPEROXIDE D1SMUTASE ACTIVITIES IN DIABETES
PRONE BBIS RAT ISLETS
LAJ. Sigfrid, LAH.Borg, J.M.Cunningham, I.C.Green and AJ.Bone, University of
Brighton, East Sussex, UK and University ofUppsala, Uppsala, Sweden

Background and Aims: It has been proposed that low activity of antioxidant
enzymes, including superoxide dismutase and catalase in pancreatic beta cells may
increase susceptibility to autoimmune driven free-radical damage. Previous
measurements of islet superoxide dismutase are inconsistent and catalase has not been
estimated in an animal model of autoimmune diabetes. Our aim was to compare
antioxidant enzyme activities in islets from pre-diabetic diabetes-prone BB (BB DP),
diabetes resistant (BB DR) and Wistar control rats.
Materials and Methods: The BBIS colony of rats consists ofdiabetes prone (BB DP,
incidence 80"/0. onset 70-9Od) and diabetes resistant (BB DR, diabetes-free> 17
generations). Sonicated extracts were made from freshly isolated islets for
determination of activities of catalase, by conversion of methanol and hydrogen
peroxide into water and formaldehyde (54Onm), and superoxide dismutase measured
by its inhibition of the chemiluminescence ofluminol. Data are expressed as mean +1
SEM, statistical comparison by Student's t-test.
Results: Freshly isolated islets from 52d old BB DP rats had lower superoxide
dismutase activity compared to age-matched BB DR rats (1.1+/-0.26 vs 4.48+1-1.1)
mUlug protein, P<0.05, n=7-8.
Islets from 55d old BB DP rats had significantly lower catalase activity than islets
from age-matched Wistar rats (0.10+/-0.02 \"S 0.31+/-0.04) pkat/ug protein in extract,
P<O.OI, n=4-6. There was no difference in percentage insulin secretion between the
groups, however BB DP islets contained and secreted less insulin than Wistar islets.
Treatment of normal cultured Wistar islets and RINmSF cells with cytokines (IL-I,
IFN-g, TNF-a) or nitric oxide both decreased catalase activity to 70"/0and 50"/0oftha!
in untreated islets and cells.
Conclusions: Islets from diabetes-prone BB rats contain less catalase and superoxide
disrnutase activity compared to islets from BB diabetes-resistant and Wistar rats. This
may be the result of altered gene expression of either antioxidant enzyme or of
increased cytokine activity leading to nitric oxide-induced inhibition of catalase
activity.
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J:liK BUT :-;01' 1I1EKA.~D p38 1:-iIlIBITIO:-l REDI:CESIL-IIlI:-iDl:CED RIN CELL

DEATH I:-iDEPE:-iDE:-iTLYOF 1';0 PRODt:CTIO:-i.

N. Aa. Andersen, M. Nikulina, A. M. E. Sprinkel, C. Bonny' and T. Mandrup
Poulsen. Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark, 'Dhision of Medical Ge
netics, Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois-University Hospital, Lausanne,
Switzerland.

The aim was to investigate the effects ofa JXK inhibitor versus the effects of the
MEK and p38 inhibitors on IL-Ill induced cell death and 1\'0 production in rat
insulinoma (RIN) cells. Background: IL-l induced 1\'0 production and cell
death is decreased by inhibitors of the mitogen activated protein (MAP) kinases
ERK and p38 in rat islets of Langerhans. However, it has been suggested thatlL
I induced cell death in cell lines is preferably signalled via the MAP kinase INK.
Methods: RIN-5Al1-T2B cells (250.000 cells/mL) were seeded in RPlIlI+IO%
rcs and precultured for 24 hours. One hour prior to !L-I exposure the cells were
incubated with 10 11Mp38 inhibitor SB203580 (P38i) and 100 11MMEK inhibi
tor PD098059 (MEKi) or I 11\1JNK inhibitor tat-Jfll) (JNKi). Cells were ex
posed to 400-600 U/mL rhIloIIl for 24 hours (using MEKi and p38i) or 48 hours
(using D.'Ki). 1\'0 production was measured by Griess reaction, whereas cell
death was measured by Propidium Iodide (PI) or Hoechst/Pl staining. Results:
1\0 production was increased significantly after exposure 10 IL-l (P<O.OI).
MEKi and p38i significantly reduced IL-l induced 1\'0 production with 50%
(p<o.05) whereas JNKi had no effect on 11.-1 induced 1\'0 production. 11.-1 in
duced cell death (P<0.05 versus control) was increased by 100% by MEKi and
p38i (P<0.05), whereas JNKi reduced IL-l induced cell death by 50% (P<O.OOI).
Conclusion: We suggest that IL-l induced cell death in RIN cells is induced by
a high J}.lC activity relative 10 a low ERK and p38 activity, and further that J}.lC
signalling leads 10 cell death independently of1\'O production.
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HYDROGEN PEROXIDE-BASED SELECTION OF RINm CELLS
IMPROVES CELL RESISTANCE TO OXIDATIVE STRESS.
K.Bloch, M Vorobeychyk,and P.Vard!. The Laboratory for the Research
ofDiabctes and Obesity, FMRC, Tel-Aviv University,PctahTikva,
Israel.
Background and Aims:Bcta-eelllines constitute a potentialSOUrcefor
future transplantationofengineered, insulin-peoducing cells. The cell
defense system is believed 10 be crucial for post-transplantation long
tenn success. Following our recentfindings on selection of RINm cells
for SlZ and alloxan resistance(IJEDR, I: 2000), wc further analyzed the
effect ofhydrogen peroxide (HP}bascd selection on RINm cell defense
mechanisms against oxidative stress. Materials and Methods: Resistance
to lIP (RINmHP) was obtained by repeated exposure ofparen!al RINm
cells 10100 11M and 200 11M of lIP. Cell viability was estimated by the
MIT colorimetric method, while defense potential was estimated by
detcrmination ofcatalase activity and bydrogen peroxide degradation in
the cnltured cells. Cell functionalcapacity was evaluatedby insulin
response to glucose and ffiMX, and by dctennination of cell insu1in
content Results: We fouod thaIRINmHP resistance to 200 11M and 300
11M of lIP was3.5 and 5.S-fold higher when compared to that ofparcnta1
RINm cells(p<O.OI). In addition, the half-life ofllP in the RINmHP
culture medium was lower then that ofparen!al cells. These data
correspond with the 2-fold higher activity ofcataIase in RINmHP
compared to that obtained in parental cells. 'Thebetter defense properties
of the selected cells were not found 10be associated with any significant
changes in the cell's capacity to respond to stimulation. Conclusion: lIP
treatment can be consideredas a method to obtain insulin-producingcells
which areresistant to oxidative stressdue to their higher level ofcatalase
activity.
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COMPARISON OF TIIE FUl\CDONAL PROPERTIES OF ISLETS FRml
PREDIABETIC Arm DIABETIC PSAMO.ItMYS OBESUS
J.A.G.Perlusa'. R.!\eshe"', N.Kaise.... E.Cerasi'. J.C.I1enquin' and J.C..Jonas'.
'Endocrinology and Metabolism, University of Louvain, Brussels, Belgium and
'Endocrinology and Metabolism, Hadassah University Hospital, Jerusalem, Israel.
Background·Aim: When fed on a high energy (HE) diet, P. obesus rapidly develops
type 2 diabetes. Within 5 days of hyperglycemia, glucose-stimulated insulin secretion
(GSIS) is largely reduced, likely as a result of 13 cell degranulation. However, little is
known about 13 cell stimulus-secretion coupling in P. obesus, Methods: Islets isolated
from 12 prediabetic (low-energy LE diet) and 14 hyperglycemic (5 days HE diet) P.
obesus (blood glucose = 4.4 ± 0.2 and 19 ± I rnrnol/l, respectively) were cultured
overnight in either 5 mmol/l glucose (G5) for LE islets or G 10 for HE islets. Islet

NAD(P)H autofluorescence and cytosolic calcium concentration ([Ca"JoJ were
measured during perifusion with GO.5, 2, 4, 6, and 10, whereas insulin secretion was
assessed at G2, 6 and 10. Results: In LE islets, glucose dose-dependently increased
NAD(P)H with threshold, half-maximal and maximal effective concentrations of 2,

5.1 and 10 mmol/l. Corresponding values for glucose increase of [Ca"], were 4, 5.6
and 10 mmol/l. These metabolic and [Ca"), changes resulted in a dose-dependent
GSIS (-10 and 20 fold increase over G2 in G6 and GIO respectively). In comparison,

islets from HE animals had a significantly higher sensitivity to glucose for NAD(P)H
and [Ca'1, responses, with threshold, half-maximal and maximal effective
concentrations (mmol/l) of 2, 3.3 and 6 for NAD(P)II and 2, 2.7 and 6 for [Ca"],

respectively. Strikingly, [Ca"), was already found to oscillate in G2, resulting in a
18-fold higher rate of secretion compared to LE islets, despite a 4-fold reduction in
insulin content. However, raising glucose to 10 mmol/l did not further stimulate
insulin secretion. A similar shift in glucose sensitivity was observed in freshly
isolated islets. Conclusion: Our results suggest that the in "ivo defect of GSIS in HE

Piobesus results from the complex interplay between decreased maximal secretory
output due to 13 cell degranulation and increased glucose sensitivity as indicated by
maximal NAD(P)H and [Ca"), levels at low physiological glucose concentration.
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DISORGANIZATION OF CYTOPLAS~lIC Ca" OSCILLATIONS A.."ID
PULSATILE INSULIN SECRETION IN ISLETS FROM ob/ob MICE .
M.A. Ravler'', J. Sehlin' and J.C. Henquin'. 'Endocrinology and Metabolism
Urtit, University of Louvain, Brussels, Belgium; 'Departement of Integrative
Medical Biology, Histology and Cell Biology, University of Umcd, Sweden.

In normal mouse islets, glucose induces synchronous cytoplasmic [Ca"].

oscillations in all l3-cells, and each oscillation triggers a pulse of insulin
secretion. Chronically hyperglycemic and hyperinsulinemic ob/ob mice were
used to evaluate the impact ofan overstimulation of insulin secretion on this fine
regulation of islet function. Methods. Islets were isolated from 8-12 m-old
ob/ob mice and their age-matched lean littermates. After 18h culture in 10
mmol/l glucose, islet [Ca"]. was measured (fuca PE3 technique), sometimes
simultaneously with insulin secretion. Results. During stimulation with 9-12
mmolJl glucose, a lack of synchronization between [Ca"]. oscillations was
observed in only 6% of lean islets vs 65% of ob/ob islets. Culture of ob/ob islets
in 5.5 mmol/l glucose increased the incidence of desynchronization. In some
islets the desynchronization was subtle (missing oscillation or variable shift
between oscillations in different regions). In other islets, oscillations with
distinct periods and shapes continuously occurred in different regions.
Sometimes, the whole islet was crossed by [Ca2

' ] . waves with variable starting
points. Only small (40% of the volume of the others) ob/ob islets were
synchronized, but there was a large overlap between sizes of well synchronized
lean islets and desynchronized ob/ob islets. In lean and ob/ob islets stimulated
with 12 mmol/l glucose, regular and synchronous [Ca"]. oscillations were
accompanied by parallel oscillations of insulin secretion. In poorly synchrortized
ob/ob islets, the pattern of secretion was also irregular but followed the pattern
of the global [Ca"]. change in the whole islet. Condusions. Hyperstimulation
of p-cells and/or hyperplasia of the islets disrupt the regularity of [Ca"];
oscillations and associated pulsatility of insulin secretion. These observations
made in ob/ob mouse islets suggest a mechanism for the irregularity of insulin
oscillations in type 2 diabetic patients.
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Defective glucose-regulated insulin gene expression limits insulin production in
the Psammomys obesus model of type 2 diabetes.
G. Leibowitz, G Ockaya, A. Oprescu, E. Cerasi, D.J. Gross, and N. Kaiser.
Dept. of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Hadassah Hospital, Jerusalem, Israel

Background and Aims: Psammomys obesus (p. obesus), an animal model of type 2
diabetes. shows a marked depletion of insulin content in response to increased
secretory demand. We have previously shown that P. obesus islets fail to increase
insulin gene expression in response to glucose, probably due to the absence of the
conserved form of the transcription factor PDX·\. In the present study we have
evaluated the interrelationship between insulin gene expression. proinsulin
biosynthesis and immunoreactive insulin (IRl) content in islets from the diabetes
prone P. obesus and from the diabetes-resistant Sprague-Dawley (SD) rat.
Materials and Methods: Islets of P. obesus and SD rats were cultured at various
glucose concentrations (\.7 to 16.7 mmol/l) for 3, 6 and 24 h and then analyzed for
insulin mRNA by quantitative RT-PCR proinsulin biosynthesis by leucine
incorporation into proinsulin and 00 content and secretion by RIA.
Results: Insulin mRNA content was 2-3 fold higher in P. obesus islets cultured in 3.3
mmol/l glucose compared to islets in \.7 mmol/l glucose; no further increase was
observed at higherglucose concentrations. The failure to increase insulin mRNA in
response to glucose concentrations higher than 3.3 mmol/l was associated with a
blunted increase in proinsulin biosynthesis (-1.5 fold). In contrast, rat insulin '1
mRNA was augmented in a dose-dependent manner by a wide range of glucose
concentrations (-3 fold increase at 3.3 relative to \.7 mmol/l glucose and 2-4 fold at
16.7 relative to 3.3 mmol/l glucose). This was accompanied by a marked increase in
proinsulin biosynthesis (6 fold increase at 3.3 vs. \.7 mmol/l glucose and
approximately 9 fold increase at 16.7 vs. 3.3 mmolll glucose). Despite the 2-3 fold
higher insulin secretion at 16.7 mmol/l glucose in rat compared to P. obesus islets,
insulin content was significantly lower in P. obesus islets.
Conclusions: The attenuated insulin gene expression in response to g!ucose
stimulation in P. obesus is associated with a marked reduction in glucose-dependent
proinsulin production. These findings support the hypothesis that inadequate
regulation of insulin gene expression by elevated glucose contributes to the failure of
P. obesus to cope with increased secretory demand with depleted insulin stores and
diabetes as a consequence.
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Rescue of beta-cell exhaustion after tbe development of diabetes mellitus in
db/db mice
F. Kawasaki, M. Matsuda, K. Kohara and K. Kaku Kawasaki Medical School,
Kurashiki, Japan

Background and Aims: It has been shown that poor glycemic control results
pancreatic beta-cell damages. In this study, we demonstrated the possibility to rescue
an exhaustion of beta cells by reducing stresses of insulin secretion using diazoxide,
ATP sensitive K-channel opener, and pioglitazone.
Materials and Methods: 4 groups of db/db mice (n='6 per group): i) control db/db
mice (C), ii) db/db treated with diazoxide 30mglkg per day orally from 6 to 18 weeks
of age (Dz), iii) db/db treated withpioglitazone 100 rng/kg orally from 6 to 18 weeks
ofage (Pio) and iv) db/db treated with Dz+Pio, were studied. Body weight and fasted
blood glucose (FDG) was measured every two weeks, insulin concentrations (00) in
plasma and pancreas were also measured, and pancreatic tissue was stained immune
histochemically using antibodies to insulin all2 and 18 weeks of age.
Results: At 8 weeks of age, FDG in control mice readily showed higher than that in

other groups, and further increased in course of time. FDGs in treated groups were
lower compared with controls (Oz: 273±60, Pio: 177±59, Dz+Pio: I65±53 vs C:
386±103mgldl, p<0.05. at 12 weeks of age, and Dz: 284±87, Pio: 26O±30, Dz+Pio:
225±33 vs C: 722±83mgldl, p<0.05, at 18 weeks of age). Plasma 00 levels in treated
mice were higher than those in controls (Oz: 5.3±0.9, Pio: 6.4±1.1, Dz-Pio: 6.5±1.0
vs C: 5.&±\.2nglmL p-ns, at 12 weeks ofage, and Dz:5.5±0.9, Pio: 6.7±0.8, Dz+Pio:
7.4±1.1 vs C: 3.3±1.0nglml, 1'<0.05, at 18 weeks ofage). Pancreatie islets and insulin
positive cells in control mice were reduced in size and number, while islets were
swollen and insulin positive cells were well preserved in mice treated with Dz and/or
Pia. This effect on morphological findings was most significant in mice treated with
Dz+Pio.
Condusions: The present results demonstrate that both Dz and Pio prevent the beta
cell damage in db/db mice functionally and histologically, probably through
improving insulin over-secretion from beta-cells. Additional effects of Dz and Pio,
which mechanisms are different each other. further enlarge the possibility of
pharmacologieal Intervention to prevent the progress ofdiabetes mellitus.
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ALTERED ISLET 1I0R\'IO:\E SECRETIll:\ 1:\ GRP RECUTOR I)HKIE:\T MICE
K Persson', G Pacinf and B Ahren'.' Lund Univ .• Sweden. 'LADSEB. Padua. Italy
Background and aims: Gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP) is a ncuropeptide in islet
parasympathetic nerves and may therefore be involved in the neural regulation of
islet function. This is supported by a previous study where we showed that mice
deficient for the GRP receptor gene (GRPR·ko) display impaired glucose tolerance
and deficient insulin response after oral glucose. In this study we investigated
insulinsecretionand insulin sensitivityderived from the minimal model of glucose
disappearance after intravenous glucose. as well as glucagon and insulin secretion
after autonomic activation in GRPR·ko. Materials and methods The GRPR·ko and
controls were given iv glucose (Ig/kg), arginine (0.2Sg/kg). 2-deoxy-glucose (2DG.
O.Sg/kg) and carbachol (0.53J.lmoJ:kg). Insulin secretion was the suprabasal acute
insulin release the first S minutes (AIR) and glucose tolerance was the slope of
glucose disappearance in 20 min (1<,;); insulin dependent glucose disposal was the
insulin sensitivity index (S,). The effect of insulin was defined as the "disposition
index"(D1-AIR x SIlo Results: The GRPR-ko mice had enhanced insulin response
after iv glucose (AIR: 666±72 vs 317±87 pmol/l; p<O.OI). and a higher KG
(2.68±0.27% vs 1.81±0.28; p<O.OS), but comparable S,. The DI was enhanced in
GRPR·ko mice (7220±ISI0 vs 2970±740; p<O.OS). furthermore, the GRPR-ko mice
displayed deficient glucagon and insulin responses 10 2DG (AUC"",,",,: 41S0±490
vs 7230±7S0 pmol/l/SOmin; p<O.OI; AUC,,,,: 3S±9 vs 63±14 nmoL'I/SOmin:p<O.OS).
Glucagon release stimulated by the muscarinic receptor agonist carbachol was the
same (AUC"",,,",,: S90±143 vs 681±20S pmol/1/20min; n.s.) but the insulin response
was potentiated in GRPR-ko (AUC,,,,: 18622±2871 vs IIS80Jol203 pmol/1/20min;
p<O.05). In contrast, the insulin and glucagon responses to arginine were not
different between the groups. Condusions: GRPR·ko have an increased glucose
elimination after iv glucose duc to potentiated insulin secretion with preserved
insulin sensitivity. Increased sensitivity to cholinergic stimulus. aftera long-standing
glucose intolerance, might explain this potentiation. furthermore. GRPR is essential
for islet hormone release afterautonomicactivation.
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ALTERATION OF BETA-CELL CONSTITUTIVE NO SYNTIIASE IS
I:\'VOLVED IN THE ABNOR.~LL'\SULIN RESPONSE TO ARGIl'\INE IN
A NEW RAT MODEL OF TYPE 2 DIABETES.
A. Pocai (I), M. Novelli (I). A. Lajoix (2). D. Bezzi (I), R. Gross (2) and P. Masiello
(I). Dip. Patologia Sperimentalc, University of Pisa, Italy; (2). UMR 9921 du CNRS,
Univ. Montpellier I, France.

Background and Aims: We have previously obtained a new diabetic syndrome in
adult rats given streptozotocin and nicotinamide. characterized by reduced beta-cell
mass, partially preserved insulin response to glucose and tolbutamide and excessive
sensitivity to arginine. In this study, we explored the kinetics of glucose- and
arginine-stimulated insulin release in perifused islets as well as the effect of L-N-w
nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NA.\lli), inhibitor of constirutive NO synthase
(eNOS), to provide insight into the possible mechanisms responsible for the arginine
hypersensitivity observed in this and other models of type 2 diabetes

Materials and Methods: Perifusion of islets isolated from control and diabetic
animals by the collagenase technique.

Results: A reduced first phase and a blunted second phase were observed upon
glucose stimulation of diabetic islets, substantially confirming previous data in the
perfused pancreas. Exposure of diabetic islets to 10 mM L-arginine, at 2.8 m.\f
glucose, elicited a remarkable monophasic increment in insulin release, which peaked
at 639±31 pg/isletlmin as compared to 49±18 pg/isletlmin in control islets (p«0.01).
Furthermore, the insulin response to arginine was not modified by the addition of L
NMlli in diabetic islets, whereas it was markedly enhanced in control islets, as
expected in consideration of the documented inhibitory effect exerted by eNOS
activity in normal beta-cells.

Conclusions: Our results, obtained through a pharmacological approach, provide for
the first time evidence that functional abnormalities of type 2 experimental diabetes,
such as the insulin hyper-responsivenessto arginine, could be due to an impairmentin
eNOS activity ofbet a-cells.
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Insufficient bet.al cell proliferation in OLETF (Otsuka Long Ev3JlSTckushlma Fatty) rats
after partialpancreatectomy:Decreased proliferation or Increasedapoptosis?
SH. Ko, KH. YOOIl, S.H. Suit, Y.B. Ahn, S.J.Yoo, KH.Song, HS.SoIl, M.I.Kang,
B'y'Cha. K \V.Lee, II. Y.Son, S.KKang. Dept Endocrinology and Metabolism,
Catholic Research Institutes of Medical Science, The Catholic University of Korea,
Seoul, Korea

Background and Aims: Compensatory beta-cell proliferation for adapting to increased
insulin resistance might be achieved by neogenesis of beta-cell from duct cells,
replication of pre-existing beta cells and also inhibition of beta-cell apoptosis. This
study was designed to study about the mechanism of incomplete beta-cell
compensation in OLETF rat after partial pancreatectomy(Px).
Materials and Methods: Izweek-cld OLETF(Otsuka Long Evans Tokushima Fatty) rats
weighing 280-320g wereused.70%partial Px was done. Experimental animals were divided
into 4 subgroups by date ofkilling afterPx: O{PxO), 3(px3), 9O(Px9O), 120(Px120) days.After
glucosetolerancelCSt(GTf),pancreas remnant wasexcisedandimmunohistochemical staining
was done for insulin to quantifythebetacell mass by point-countingmethod and also observed
theamount of fibrosis of theisletsafter Masson's trichrome staining. Immunosuining withanti
BrdUantibody and propidium iodidc(Pl) of pancreatic islets was analyzed for evaluation of
beta-cell proliferation andapoptosis.
Results:We observed that impaired glucose tolerance or diabetes were developed after70%
Px. The mean value of AUCg of PxO,Px3, Px90 grnups in OLETf and LETO rats was 601.9+/
26.5, 756.6+/-136.9. 124S.9+/·219.9mg/dl and 594.5+/-3S.S, 737.3+/- 127.S, II01.3+/
206.7mg/dl respectively. In PxO, Px3, Px90 group, the mean value of beta-cell mass was
1.\0+/-0.3,0.61+/-0.3, I.3S+/-O.Smg in OLETF rats and 1.\3+/-0.3,0.49+/-0.2, 1.94+/-O.Smg
in LETO rats, but was not statistically different At Px3, the mean areas of duct cell
proliferation were not significantly different between OLETF and LETO rats. And rapidly
proliferating duct cells werreobserved in the adjacent areaof common pancreatic duet and
main duct even uptc 90days after Px, But the amount of fibrosis area in the islets were
significantly increased in OLETFrats. In addition, increased PI proportion of beta cells in islets
was alsoobserved.
Conclusions: Moresevere hyperglycemia and islet disorganization were apparent in OLETF
rats despite of existence of beta cell regeneration and renewal process. So it seemed that
hyperglycemia accelerated agingprocess or senescence of betacells in OLETF rats. Increased
apoptosis mightbean importantmech:mism forprogressionof hyperglycemia.
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A SIlJDY ON TIlE EFFECT OF JIo'EUROPEPIIDE Y ON PANCREATIC ISLET CELL
FUNCIlO:i' Dl NOR.\fALAND DIABETIC RATS AND ClilliESE HA.'l-ISITRS.
XIAN y.noo LI Xiu jon, FU Mao, and ZHAO Guizhi Endocrinology /lnternal Medicine,
First University Hospital, West China University of Medical Sciences, Chengdu, China

Background and Alms: The relationship of neuropeptide Y (NPY) and diabetes is unclear.
Thus, we conducted this study to explore the implications of NPY in the regulation of islet
cell function in normal and diabetic status. Material. and Methods: Pancreatic islets from
normal, SlZ diabetic rats and diabetic Chinese hamsters were isolated, purified and cultured.
Islets were subsequently subjected to stimulation of 1I.1mM glucose, and NPY in
concentrations ranging from 0.10<\1 to 10nM fnr normal islets,and lOOnMfor diabetic islets
by using a colum islet cell pcrifusinn system. Insulin and glucagon release in response to
glucose andNPY stimuli were evaluated sequentialIy and dynamically from each collection
of perifusate. Besides, islets from diabetic hamster incubated with anti-Nl'Y antibody, or
normal rabbit anti-serum for 2h were also pcrifuscd and hormonal release assessed in the

same ways. Results: I. Low dose (0.JnM) NPY stimulated (79.21±6.52 vs, I2I.OO± IS.20

mUll/50 islets. P<O.05), but high dose (>6nM) inhibited (79.21 ±6.52 \"5. 14.J2±2.23

mUll/50 islets, P<o.OI) glucose-stimulated insulin secretion, showing the dual regulatory
effects of NPY. on insulin release in a dose-dependent manner in beth normal rats and
Chinese hamsters. IOOnMof NPY remarkably inhibited insuIin secretion frnm islet cells in

beth normal rats andhamsters (I3I.47±24.60 vs. 6S.89± 10.70, and 92.8S±26.04 vs, 61.81

±8.18 mUll/SO islets, respectively, P<O.05) and their diabetic models (3I.S9±1O.34 vs.

14.72±S.S9, and 89.33±12.59 vs. S3.91±9.1S mUll/50 islets, respectively, P<O.05} 2.

Insulin release in response to 2.SmM and lI.1mM glucose in anti-NPY antibody pretreated
islets significanUy increased by 78% and 103%, respectively, compared with nnnna! rabbit
antiserum treated centroIs in diabetic hamsters. 3. High dose NPY (100n.\1) moderately

inhibited glucagon release in beth diabetic models (46.7S± 10.06 \'S. 44.4S±IO.J2 ngll/SO

islets, and 47.98±7.n vs. 44.11 ±9.60 ngll/50 islets, respectively), Conclusions: Our

results suggest thatNPY may play an important role in the regulation of islet function, and
may be involvedin the developmentof diabetes mellitus.(supported by grant of NationalNatural
ScienceFoundationof China, # 3m0351} "Presentaddress: SichuanProvincialHospital.
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DECREASED RESIDUAL INSULIN SECRETORY CAPACIlY IN A NOVEL
LARGE ANL'fAL MODEL OF TYPE 2 DIABETES
B. Rolin, M. Wilken. R.D. Carr and M.O. Larsen. Novo Nordisk NS, Bagsvaerd
Denmark

Background and Aims: A method for induction of impaired glucose tolerance and type 2
diabetes in the GOttingen minipig has previously been published. In the present study, the
insulinsecretorycapacityto glucoseand argininestimuli in this model was comparedto that of
normaland type I diabctieanimals.
Materials and Methods: Male minipigs, 11 months, 16-22 kg, were instrumented with
permanent jugular vein catheters. To induce diabetes. animals were dosed i.v. with either
nicotinamide(NA) 67mylg plus streptczotccin(STZ) 125mglkg(n-Ll) or STZ (125mylg)
alone (n=3). Fourteen animals served as normal controls. At least 3 weeks after induction of
diabetes a test of insulin secretory capacity was performed: Glucose injections of 300 mg/kg
and 600 mg/kgweregiven at baselineplasmaglucose(pG) and an arginine injection(67mylg)
was given at high PG levels (approx 20-25 m.\I), all injections were administered
intravenously. PG was measured during the whole test and glucose disappearance rates
calculated.
Results: Acute 10 min insulin responses(AIR)to glucose and arginine injectionsare expressed
as area underthe curve (AUC). Data are presentedas means ± SEM. Insulin secretorycapacity
in response to 300 rug/kg glucose was decreasedsignificantly in both NA+STZ (1I78 ± 197
prnolll'min, p<O.ool)and STZ (260 ± 127pmol/Pmin, p<o.ool) comparedto normal(3251 ±
215 pmolll'min). Similarly, the responseto 600 rag/kg glucose was decreased significantlyin
both groups:NA +STZ (1467 ± 311 pmolll'min, p<O.ool) and STZ (276 ± 16-1 pmolll'min,
p<o.ool) comparedto normal (3593 ± 335 pmolll'min). The response to arginine 67 mg/kg
was also significantlyimpaired in theNA+STZ group (1460 ± 303 pmol/Pmin, p<O.OI) and in
the STZ group(705 ± 618 pmolll'min, p<O.05) vs. normal animals (3283 ± 496 pmolll'min).
However. the values obtained for diabetic animals in the NA+STZ group were consistently
higher than those of the diabetic animals in the STZ group. The glucose disappearancerate
K<sub>G<lsub> as measuredduring 1-10min after the first glucose bolus of 300 mg/kg was
significantly decreased in NA+STZ (3.9 ±0.5 %/min, p<O.05) and in STZ (2.5±0.9 o/.tmin,
p<O.OI) as comparedto normal animals(5.4 ±O.2 o/.tmin).
Conclusions: The NA+STZ minipig, with decreased residual insulin secretory capacity and
impaired glucose tolerance. holds promise as a new large animal mood of type 2 diabetes and
could be l'CI)' useful in the development of new insulin sccretagogues or sensitizers for the
treatmentof type 2 diabetes.
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Impairment of induced T cell proliferatlon iD patients with type-I diabetes
G. Schernthaner, tol Spatz, N. Eib~ M. Eibi
I Med. Department, Rudolfstiftung Hospital and Immunology Outpatient Clinic,
Vienna, Austria

Background and Aims: Patients suffering from type-I diabetes have been assigned a
higher risk for certain infectious diseases although clinical data still remain
controversial. The aim of our study was to investigate a possible impairment of the
adaptive immune responses in vitro in patients with type-I diabetes.

Materials and Methods: A group of patients with type-I diabetes (n= 34; age: 31,7 +
8,8 yrs; HbAlc: 7,2 + 0,9"10; duration of diabetes: 14,6 + 9,8 ~TS) were compared to a
group of age matched healthy controls (n= 38). Monocyte derived dentritic cells
(MDDC) were used as antigen presenting cells (APe).

Results: A significant reduction in the proliferative response of CDH T cells to the
primary protein antigens keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH) and sperm whale
myoglobin (SWM) could be observed in patients with type. I diabetes compared to
controls (p<0,05). The stability of MHC class-Il-peptide complexes measured by
resistance to denaturation of the alfa, beta-dimer in SDS, was significantly reduced for
HLA·DRJ and/or DR4-peptide complexes in patients with type-I diabetes. After
stimulation of mononuclear phagocytes of patients with type-I diabetes with
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) significantly elevated amounts of the inhibitory cytokin
(11.).10 were produced (p<O,OI) while levels of1L-12 and the inflammatory cytokines
tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-alfa and 1L-Ibeta were comparable in both groups.

Conclusions: Taken together these data prove that an impairment of antigen induced
T cell proliferation is present in patients with type-I diabetes. The reduced stability of
the tolliC class-Il-peptide complex as well as an increased expression of the inhibitory
cytokine 1L-IO may help to clarify the underlying mechanisms of this finding
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Pancreatic ductular b-eells and extra-islet b-cell clusters are increased in obese
but not in diabetic 1Ilacac. mulatta monkeys.
IA. Ghani, 2N.L. Bodkin. 2B.C. Hansen. lA. Clark.
IDiabetes Research Laboratories, Oxford Centre for Diabetes, Endocrinology and
Metabolism, Oxford, UK, 20besity and Diabetes Research Center, University of
Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, 1110,USA

Background and Aims: Decreased b-cell mass or reduced neogenesis has been
proposed as causal factors for reduced insulin secretion in rodents models of Type 2
diabetes. Morphological data from human pest-mortem pancreas suggest that b-cell
mass is relatively unchanged in Type 2 diabetic subjects but that b-cell neogenesis is
increased. To determine the relationship of changes in the b-cel1 population to the
pathophysiology of diabetes, post-mortem pancreas from spontaneously diabetic
Macaca rnulatta monkeys was examined.
Materials and Methods: Pancreatic specimens taken at post-mortem from 18
monkeys (aged 10-18y) at different stages of the diabetic syndrome were examined by
quantitative immunohistochemistry. Animals were assigned to 3 groups defined by
their pathophysiology; Group I: non-diabetic lean (n=4), Group II: obese
hyperinsulinarnic, norrnoglycaemic (n=7), Group ill: Diabetic (DXn=7). Histological
sections were labelled for CKI9 (ductal cells) and insulin. Morphometry included
counting and area density measurement (!BAS system) ofductal b-cells, extra-islet b
cell clusters «10 cells) and islet areas which were expressed in relation to tissue
sectional area.
Results: Ductal b-cells and extra-islet b-cell clusters were present in all groups and
islet amyloid was present in Group III. There was no change in total islet
mass/pancreas in Group ill, compared to Group I, but there was a significant increase
in b-cell mass in group n (obese); both the ductal b-cell number and area density of
extra-islet b-ce11clusters was significantly increased in Group II compared to Groups
I and III (p<0.05). Extra-islet b-cell clusters correlated with fasting insulin (r=O.57;
1'<0.05)
Conclusions: Obesity and insulin resistance are associated with increased pancreatic
b-cell proportion, It is unclear if this increase results from hypenrophy or neogenesis
and if the extra-islet b-cells are functional and contribute to increased insulin secretion
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CLINlCAL REMISSION IN lYPE I DIABETES: ASSOCIAnON WITH
CHANGES IN CD4+ T CELLS SUBSETS AND NOT WITH ISLET CELL
ANTIBODY AIm GLUTAMIC ACID DECARBOXYLASE ANTIBODY
LEVELS
N.M. Lalic, JILL.Lukic, A.Jotic, tolzamaklar, KLnlic, LjLukic, N.Rajkovic, T.
Milicic and P.B.Djordjevic, Institute for Endocrinology and Institute for Microbiology
and Immunology, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

Background and Aims: It was previouslysuggestedthat appearanceof clinical remission(CR)
in recent-onset Type 1 diabetes depended on the changes in CD·H T lymphocyte subset ratio
and in beta cell-specificautoanulxxlylevels. The aim of this one year follow-up study in 61
recent-onsetType 1 diabetespatientswas to comparechanges in CD4+T cell subsets, islet cell
antibody(ICA) and glutamicacid decarboxylaseantibody (GADA)levels in peripheral blood
betweentwo groupsof thesepatients(pts), groupA: pis exhibitingCR(N=32) and group B: pts
not exhibitingCR (N=29)duringthe studY period.

Materials and Methods: In group A, the follow-up analysis was don: (a) in initial insulin
requiringstate (lRSIA I);(b) at day 30 ofCR, (c) in relapse of IRSafter CR (IRS/A 11) and (d)
at day 365 (IRS/A 1II).CR was defined as euglycemia without insulin lasting >30 days (CR
duration.127+/·53days). Ingroup B, the follow-upanalysis wasdone (a) in IRSIBI and (b) at
day 365 (IRSIB II). The percentageof memory(CD45RO+) and naive (CD45RA+) CD4+ T
cell subsets was analyzedby two-color immunofluorescenee stainingand Ilowcytometry. leA
levelsweredeterminedby indirectimmunofluorescence and GADAlevelsby El.ISA.

Results: We found that in CR percentageof CD4+CD45RG+ T cells was lower compared to
IRS/A I, IRS/A 11 and IRS/A III in group A (29.4+/-2.1 vs 35.3+/-2.3%, 3U+/-2.3% and
35.7+1-2.1%,rcspcetively, p<O.05) as well as to IRSIBI and IRSIB11 in group B (33.8+/-2.2%
and 32.8+/-2.8%,respectively,p<O.05). Moreover, in CR, percentageof CD4+CD45RA+T
cellswas highercomparedto IRS I/A,IRS/A 11 and IRS/AIII in groupA (25.2+/-1.6 '·S 22.6+/
1.4%,22.8+/-1.6%and23.0+1-1.5%, respectively,p<O.05)as wellas to IRSIBland IRSIB 11 in
groupB (21.9+/-1.6%and22.7+/.1.8%,respectively,p<O.05). The lCA and the GADA levels
did not differ betweenCR and neitherof insulin-requiring slatesduringthe wholestudy period

Conclusions: The results of our follow-up study have: shown that appearance of CR was
stronglydependenton decrease in CD45RO+ (memory cell) and increasein CD45RA+ {naive
cell) subset of CD4+T lymphocytesand it was nOlrelated neither to thc changes in ICA nor
GADAlevels.
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NK-CELLS AND MACROPHAGES INFLUENCE T-HELPER LYMPHOCYTE
MEDIATED B-CELL DESTRUCTION IN BB RATS
H. Wanka. I. Kloting and B. Kuttler; Institute of Pathophysiology Karlsburg,
University ofGreifswald, Germany
Background and Aims: Previous studies have shown that besides autoreactive TH

lymphocytes also NK-cells and macrophages have the potential to destroy
pancreatic B-cells. However, the relevance of NK-cells and macrophages for the
development of type-I diabetes is still unknow, Therefore, we investigated the
appearance of these B-cell reactive cell subsets in dependence on the age of
normoglycaemic (nEB) compared to newly diagnosed BB rats (dEB).~
and Methods: Splenic TH and NK-cells were enriched by magnetic beads loaded
with the monoclonal antibodies W3125 and lon8. Macrophages were vrepared by
peritoneal lavage. The cytolytic reactivity was measured with the 'Cr-release
assay using prelabelled pancreatic islets as targets. Reactivities of lymphoid cells
were calculated B-cell reactive if the "Cr-release was higher thanthe upper limit
of normal range (mean+2SD of cells from drLEW.IW rats).~: In 35 days
old nEB rats neither autoreactive TH nor B-cell reactive NK-cells or macrophages
were observed. At an age of 75 days, the incidence of rats with autoreactive TH

cells was 46%. It increased to 57%, 63% and 81% in 85, 95 and liS days old
nEB and to 88% in dEB rats. B-cell reactive NK-cells were detectable
preferentially in dBB. 95 and liS days old nEB rats (50%, 25%. 45%), however,
only in combination with autoreactive TH cells. Peritoneal macrophages with B
cell reactivity were observed in 33% of 95 and 50"/0 of liS days old nEB rats.
However, not in all these rats an additional TH cell autoreactivity was found.
Conclusion: We conclude that because of the discrepancy between the diabetes
incidence of 35% and the presence of autoreactive TH lymphocytes in nearly all
diabetes-susceptible rats, autoreactive TH lymphocytes are neccessary but not
sufficient for the diabetes manifestation. Additional factors possibly the activation
of other cells especially r.'K-ceIls may contribute to the diabetes manifestation by
the release of soluble mediators destroying B-cells or influencing the reactivity of
auto reactive TH cells.
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nL'I1UNOWGIC PHENOTYPE OF LYMl'HOCiTES L", OBESE AND LEAN
SUBJECTS WITH AND \\lTHOUT DIABETES MELLITUS
D.M. Koval, VALysenko, K.P.Zak. B.N.Mankovsky, M.AGruzov,
A.V.Kulikovskaya, and V.V.Popova Institute of Endocrinology and Metabolism,
Kiev,Ukraine

Background and Aims: Recently immunological abnormalities have been implicated
in the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes mellitus (NIDD~I) and/or metabolic syndrome.
However, the immunological phenotype of lymphocytes (IPL) in obese and non-obese
diabetic and non-diabetic subjects remains not investigated. Therefore, the aim ofour
study was to investigate IPL in obese and lean subjects with and without NIDD~t
Materials and Methods: We examined 32 obese subjects - 17 with NIDD~I (age 
53.9+2.2 years; BMI - 31.8+0.7 kglm2; mean+SE.\1) and 15 without NIDD~I (age
52.3+1.8; B~II -32.9+J.Jkg/m2) and 25 non-obese subjects - 13 with NIDD~I (age
48.5+2.1; BMI -24.5+O.6kglm2) and 12 without diabetes (age - 49.3+2.1; BI-II 
24.0+O.4kg/m2). IPL (CDH, CD4+, CD8+. CD20+, CD56+ cells) was analyzed by
fluorescence-activated flow cytornetry (FACS tar plus, Becton Dickinson, USA). The
number of large granular lymphocytes (LGL) was determined in the blood samples
painted by Pappenheim (pH - 6.85) calculating on 200 cells. Statistical analysis was
performed by Student's paired test.
Results: We found that the numbcr of COH, CD4+, CD8+ cells were significantly
higher in obese diabetic patients compared to either diabetic non-obese or obese non
diabetic subjects. However, there was no difference in number of these cells between
obese and lean non-diabetic people. The number of CD20+, C056+ cells did not
differ significantly between groups studied. The absolute number of LGL was the
highest in obese diabetic patients - 0.40+O.06xl09/L vs, O.24+0.04xl09/L in patients
with diabetes with and without obesity, and 0.17+O.0JxI09/L vs. 0.28+O.04xI09/L in
those non-diabetic ones with and without obesity, respectively (p<O.05 between obese
diabetic subjects and non-obese diabetics and obese non-diabetics).
Conclusions: NIDDM along with obesity could be associated with some
immunological abnormalities reflected by changes of IPL. The etiological
significance of these changes for the development of NIDD\I in obese subjects
remains to be established by funher studies.
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Analy,is of Structure and Function of the binding of an autoantigenic peptide of
insulin to CD8 T cells iu diabetes.
F. S. Wong, A Moustakas, L. Wen, G.K. Papadopoulos. and CA Janeway Jr
Department of Pathology and Microbiology, University ofBristol, UK, Laboratory of
Biochemistry and Biophysics, T.E.I. of Epirus, GR47100 Ana. GREECE, Sections
ofEndocrinology and Immunobiology, Yale School of Medicine, New Haven, USA

Background and Aims: C08 T cells play an important role in the early phases of
pathogenesis of type I diabetes. We have isolated a highly pathogenic CDS T cell
clone from the islets of young Non Obese Diabetic (NOD) mice found to recognise
insulin B chain amino acids 15-23 (LYLVCGERG) restricted by the MHC class I
molecule Kd. The recognition of~lIIC peptide complexes by T cells is governed by
structural considerations that are determined by the sequences of the individual
components and their interaction with each other. We have studied peptides that are
altered at different positions in the peptide sequence and related this to modelled
structures of the MHC peptide TCR complex. Homology modelling is a tried and
tested method ofapproximating the 3-dimensional structure of proteins.

Results: The insulin peptide seems to fit well into the MHC groove with the position
2 Tyr providing the primary anchor, and the position 9 Gly the secondary anchor,
mainly through its free carboxylate end. Binding of the native peptide to the MHC is
poor and we have shown that substitution of the peptide at positions 5, 7 and 9 is
possible due to interactions that stabilise peptide binding, but that alterations at other
positions along the peptide are poorly tolerated, related to the fact that positions I, 3.
4. 5, 6 and 8 appear to be TCR contact residues. Our models demonstrate why the
native peptide does not bind well to the MHC and indicate the reasons why it is not
possible to substitute particular amino acids in the sequence.

Conclusions: Our current studies have shown that the predictions seen in the models
correlate closely with the observed effects in functional assays and enables an
understanding of how the MHC, peptide, and TCR interact to be seen from a
structural point ofview and to be related to the function of these molecules.
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Can tbe Patieots witb tbe Antoimmune Hepatopathy Develop Type 1 Diabetes!
I. Dresslerova, I. Dufincova, P. Hulek, M Drahosova, z.Skrabkova.
1st Internal Clinic and Department of the Clinical Immunology and Allergology,
University Hospital, Department of the Medical Biophysics, Medical Faculty, Hradec
Kralove, Czech Republic

Backgrouod and Alms: Last year we detected an unexpectable high number of the
patients with the autoimmune bepatopathy (AH),who had positive markers of the
autoimmune insulitis.The aim of our next work was to detect an impaired first phase
insulin secretion in patients with AH and to compare the results of the patients with
positive andnegative markers of the insulitis.

Materials and Me1hods: We examined 38 patients with the primary biliary cirrhosis
(pBC) or the autoimmune hepatitis(AIH). We proved positive markers of the insulitis
in 22 (58%) persons.The detected markers were ICA·isIet cells annOodies,IAA
insulin autoantlOodies,GADA-giutamic acid dekarboxylase antibodies and IA·2A·
thyrosinphosphatase antibodies. We performed an intravenous glucagon test (lVGT) to
all 38 patients. I mg of glucagon(NOVO Nordisk) was administered intravenously and
C peptide levels were tested before and 6 minutes after the administration.The low
rise of C peptide (below 1,2 nmol/1) was an indicator of the impaired first phase
insulin secretion.

Results: 24 (63%) patients had a normal IVGT. 11 persons from this subgroup had
positive markers of the insuIitis and 13 persons had no marker of the insulitis.14
(37%) patients had an impaired NGT. 10 persons from this subgroup had positive
markers of the insulitis and 4 persons had no marker of the insuIitis (P--o,08). The
patients with GADA positivity had an impaired NGT in 6 cases from 9
<P=O,05).There was 00 significant difference in NGT in patients with ICA,IAA and
IA·2A positivityor negativity.

Conelusions: We proved a significant impaired first phase insulin secretion in
patients with GADA positivity. We did not prove this in patients with other markers
of the insulitis.Nobody of our patients have developed diabetes yet,
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EfTect of acutely induced hyperinsulinemia and hyperglycemia on phagocytosis
and oxidative burst of polymorphonuclear cells in healthy subjects.
V. Fejfarova, I.Hosova. A.Jirkovska. J.Kalanin. T.Pelikanova, I.Striz, P.Boucek,
J.Skibova
institute for Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Prague, Czech Republic

Background and Aims: High medium concentration of glucose impairs SOme functions of
polymorphonuclear cells (PMN) in studies realized in vitro. The effect of in vitro induced
hyperinsulinemia on ImmunefunctionsIus not beenwell documented yet The aim of our study
was to assess the effect of acutely induced hyperinsulincrnia and/or hyperglycemia on
phagocytosisandoxidative burst ofPMN in vivo.
Materials and Methods: Our study was performed on 10 healthy subjects (mean age 27±6
years, meanB~1I24±3 kglm2).Healthysubjectsunderwentfour different4 hours lastingclamp
studies. Acute hyperinsulinemia and/or hyperglycemia (17 mmolll) were induced by 1.
hypcrinsulinemic (60 mUll) euglycemicclamp (HEC), 2. by hyperglycemic hyperinsulinemic
clamp (llHC). 3. by hyperglycemic clamp with insulin secretion blockade (HC) following
somatostatin application. As a control damp study (4.). we used time and volume controlIed
saline infusion. PMN phagocytic activit)" (mom percentage of phagocyting PMN, mean
fluorescent intensity of phagocyting PM:-<j and oxidative hurst (mean percentage of active
p~m. meanfluorescentintensityof activePMN) weremeasuredbeforeand after clampstudies
by flow cytometry under basalconditionand after EscherichiaColi stimulation(PHAGOTEST,
BURSTTEST,Orpcgcc Pharma, Heidelberg, Germany).
Results: No significant diffcrcn«s in P~iN functions as parameters or PMN phagocytosis
(mean percentage of phagocyting PMN S.I±4% vs 5.6±S.2% (NS) and mean fluorescent
intensity of phagocyting PMN 171±457vs 282±573(without unit) (NS) under basal condition,
before vs after clamp study, respectively) and parameters of nL,< oxidative burst (mean
percentageof active PMN 3.7±2.S% vs 2.7±2.3%(NS) under basal conditionand 93.6±12.3%
vs 86.S±28.4% (NS) after E.Coli stimulation; mean fluorescent intensity of active PMN
329±I66 vs 433±350 (NS) under basal condition and 2362±1282 vs 1%0±1321 (NS) after
EColi stimulation, before vs after clamp study, respectively) were found during HEC.
Similarly, values of these parametersbeforeand after the HHC and HC clamp studies did not
differ significantly and were not different from control values found during controlled
saline infusion as well.
Conclusions: The: nonspecific immune functions of P~{N' (phagocytosis and oxidative burst)
were not influenced by short-time isolated hypcrinsulincmia, by simultaneous hyperglycemia
and hyperinsulincmia or by isolated hyperglycemia during in vivo clamp studies in healthy
subjects. Supportedby IGAgrant No.NB/5323-3of the Czech Ministryof Health
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GALACfOSYLCERA.\UDE (GAL-CER) INCREASES AND SULFATIDE
DECREASES CYfOKINE PRODUCfIO:-l OF WHOLE BLOOD CELLS.

A. Roeske-Nielsen, K. Bendtzen, P. Fredman, and K. Buschard. Bartholin
Institultet; Institute for Inflammation Research, Rigshospitalet, Denmark; and
Sahlgrenska Univertetssjukhuset, Molndal, Sweden.

Aim: To test the effect of sulfatide and its precursor gal-cer (galactosylceramide)
on cytokine production of whole blood culture from healthy donors. In p-cells
sulfatide and gal-cer are present in similar amounts, bUI sulfatide is known to be
secreted together with insulin.
Methods: PHA or LPS stimulated diluted whole blood cells were incubated with
30 ~oL1 of sulfatide or gal-cer, Furthermore. competition assays with both
sulfatide and gal-cer in various concentrations were performed. After 24 hrs
supernatants from the cultures were harvested and the levels of IL-IP, IL-6,
Interferon-y (INF-y), and TNF-a were determined using ELISA.
Results: Sulfatide decreased production of the investigated cytokines (all data in
percentage of control levels): IL-6: 42 %. and INF-y: 65 %. In contrast, gal-cer
stimulated cytokine production as compared to control levels: IL-IP: 371 %, IL-6:
312 %, iJ','F-y:489 %, and Th'F-P: 1528 %.
When sulfatide and gal-cer were present simultaneously in concentrations of 30
umol/I the cytokine productions were: IL-IP: 340 %. IL-6: 272 %, iJ','F-y:288 %.
and TNF-P: 1040 %. Sulfatide in concentrations of 120 IlM reduced the effect of
30 umol/l gal-cer to: IL-Ibeta: 278 %. IL-6: 222 %, INF-y: 194 %. and Th'F-a:
1010 % of control levels.
Conclusion: We have demonstrated that gal-cer increases and that sulfatide
decreases the production of cytokines known 10 be toxic to P-eells. Furthermore,
gal-cer seems to overrule the effect of sulfatide. We speculate that leakage of gal
cer in the islet environment might be potentially harmful to the p-eells.
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CYTOKINE PROFILES AlIiD IgG·IA SUBCLASSES RESPONSE IN

TYPE I DIABETIC PATIENTS TREATED WITH ORAL INSULIN.

L Monetini", MG. Cavallo'''. F. Sentinclli", L Stefaniniv", E. Bonifaciot. E.
Sarugerij, E. Bosij. P Pozzilli'w arl the L\IDIAB group. Universities of Campus

Bio-Medico-, La Sapienza", Tor Vergata*, Rome and San Raffaele Hospitalj ,

Milan, Italy.

Background and Alms. Tolerance to oral administered antigens may be geocr.Jlc<1

through the induction of Tb2fIh3 regulatory cells. We recently reported thaI oral

insulin administration (5 mg daily for one year) starting at the time of diagnosis in

Tlpe I diabetic patients had no effect on residual beta cell function. The aims of this

study was to evaluate whether the above treatment determined the induction ci
regnlatoryT cells as measured by cytokine profiles and a Tb2-like antibody response.

Malerials and Methods. IFNg, IL-4.lL-5 andTGFb cytokines were measured in

insulin and PllA stimulated lymphocytes supernatants by ELISA every 3 months.

IgG subclasses of insulin antibody were measured by RIA. Results. TGFb

production was statistically higher in patients treated with oral insulin (=11)

comparedwith patients receivingpleccbc (n--9) at 12 months from diagnosis (pco().OI

andp=O.OO4Ior Iymphocyics challenged with insulin or PHA, respectively), Levels

of IIA.lL-5 and IFN·g were similar between the two treated patient's groups both at

baseline ,..I after stimulus with the antigens. IgGl and IgG3 insulin antibody

subclasses were statistically lower in patients treated with oral insulin compared to

placebo control group after 12 months (p=O.02 and p=O.OI, respectively).

Conclusions. The higher level of TGFb in patients treated with oral insulin

showed that immunoregolatory T cells ac induccdby this treatment The lower IgG I

and IgG3 antibody response in oral insulil' treated-patients is consistent with a Tb2

deviation of the immune response. The failure to achieve any measurable clinical

benefit may be due to the timing of treatment implementation.
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n-L~IUJ\L RESPO:i"SES AGAL....ST RAT CYTOMEGALOVIRUS IN
DIABETES PRO:i"E AI\'D DIABETES RESISTANT DB RATS
N. van der Wen, I.L. Hillebrands, W.M. Bos, G. Leunk, B.W.A. van der Strate, FA
Klatter, C.A. Bruggeman & J. Rozing. Depl. Cell Biology, inununology Section.
Faculty ofMedical Sciences, University ofGroningen, Groningen, The Netherlands

Background and Aims: Recently, we showed that infection with RalCl10megaloyirus
(RCMV)of Diabetes Prone (DP) BB rats resulted in significantlyaccelerateddevelopmentof
diabetes. The mechanism by which RCMV accelerates the developmentof diabetes is still
unknown.however C)101l1ie infection of beta-cells is unlikely. Stimulator)" effects of RCMV
on the T cell repertoire of DP BB rats might influence the diabetogenicproccs. To further
characterize the immuneresponseagainstRC~fV, in vitro as wellas in vivo experimentswere
performedafter RCMVinfectionof DRand DPBB rats.

Materials and Methods: The in \'1VO immune response against RCMV was studied in
immunocompetent DR BB rats. Rats were left untreated or ip. infected with lxl0E6 pfu
RCMV(Maastrichtstrain).Animals were sacrificed6, 12 and 18days p.i. and Ilowcytomctry
was performedon spleaocytes and PB~lNC's using the following mAb's: R73 (TCR). mos
(C04) and OX8 (CD8). To further analyzeT cell responses in BB rats after RCMV infection,
in vitro proliferative responses of DR and DP splcnocytes were measured 21 days p.i. and
compared to the responses observed after ConA stimulation. Finally, the presence of anti
RCMVanubcdics in serumof DP and DR BBrats after RCMVinfectionwas determined,

Results-Although not significant, RCMV infection resulted in an increase in the percentage
CD8+ T cells 12 and 18 days p.i.. Three weeksp.i., DR splcaccytcs showed RCMV specific
proliferation after stimulation with fixed autologous infected fibroblasts (685±116 dps),
whereas stimulation with unifected fibroblasts did not result in T cell proliferation (49±7 dps,
background levels). DP BB derived splcnocytes did not show RCMV specific T cell
proliferation. The magnitudeof RCMVspecific T cell proliferation in DR BB rats was about
40-5CfJ. ofthc proliferation observed after polyclonal ConA stimulation. These results indicate
that a high proportion of the T lymphocytes is responsive to stimulation with RCr-.iV in vitro,
suggesting polyclcoal activation of T cells hy RCMV. Infection with RCMV resulted in
generation of significant titres of RCMV specific antibodies in bothDP and DR SB rats.

Conclusions: RC1o.fV infection of DR BB rats resulted in the generation of strong proliferative
T cells responses in vitro, suggesting polyclonal T cell stimulation. Although not detectable in
DP BB rats in vitro, such activation of (autoreacuve) T cell might be involved in the
accelerated development ofdiabetes in DP SB rats after RCl-.fV infection.
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Smoker! show a higher degree or immune acth'alion al each lenl of adiposity.

W. Ricart, Thl Fernandez-Real, M. Vayreda, M. Saez, C. Richart, 1.1. Broch, B.
Lainez, I. Vendrell.

Background and Aims: The independent contribution of smoking, as a confounding
factor of the relationship between fat mass and immune activation has not been
evaluated, despite the evidences that smoking alters cytokine production. As
obesity'per se' is recognized as a chronic inflammatory state, we speculated a higher
degree of immune activation in smokers at each level ofadiposity.
Patients and methods: We evaluated the serum concentration of soluble tumor
necrosis factor-alpha receptors (sThrRI and sTNFR2), insulin and leptin in a
population of264 healthy subjects.
Results: We found a steeper relationship between circulating sThrRI, sThrR2 and
body fatness among smokers. Smoking men were similar in age, B:o.n and \\1IR, and
had significantly lower fat mass, lower fasting glucose, insulin and leptin
concentrations than non-smoking men. Of note was that smoking men also showed
significantly higher circulating sThrR2 levels than non-smoking men (3.7+/- 0.8 vs
3.4 +/- 0.7 nglmL, p=O.03). A tendency towards lower fasting glucose and higher
sTNFR2 concentration were also observed in smoking compared with non-smoking
women. The relationship between B:o.U and sTNFRI was not statistically significant
amongnon-smokers,
Conclusion: Smokers show a higher degree of immune activation, as defined by
higher serum sTNFR2 concentration, at each level of adiposity. The findings of the
present study may help 10 understand the apparent paradox of increasing Thr-alpha
activity of obesity.
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oositive antibodies were found. No clinical evidence of thvreooathv was observed in

Autoimmunopathy (AIP) Number of Ab+ AIP Total
I 2 3 n{%)

TmelDM 8 16 8 32 (6-t)
Thvrcopathv 1 3 8 12 {2~

Coeliac disease 11 19 8 38 C76
PIswith resoective number of AIP 20 ~O"iol 19 38"10 8 16% -..

ASSOCIATIo.N OF AUTOIMMUNE MARKERS OF INSULITIS, THYROID
ANDCOELIAC DISEASES IN TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS
M Pniznj, J. Skrha, Z. Llmanov:i,Z. Vanlckovd and 1. Hilgertova, Dept of Internal
Medicine 3, Faculty of Medicine I, Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
Background and Aims: Type 1 diabetes mellitus as an autoimmune disease may be
accompanied by the presence of GAD or IA-2 antibodies. In addition, its association
with other autoimnnme disorders has been repeatedly observed. The aim oflhis study
was to evaluate the presence of autoantibodies as markers of insulitis, thyreopathy
and coeliac disease in Tn>e I diabetic patients. Patients and Methods: Fifty Type I
diabetic patients (20 menl30 women, age 37±1I}TS,diabetes duration 17±13 }TS, BM!
2~.4±2.6 kg.m·') were examined in present study. Autoantibodies (Ab) against
GAD65 and IA·2 as markers of insulitis, anti TPO and anti TG as markers of
autoimmune thyroid disorder and antibodies against gliadin (1gA, IgG), tissue
transglutaminase (ATTG) and endomysium (EMA) as markers of coeliac disease
were determined in all patients. RIA kits (SoIupharm and Immunotech, Czech
Republic) were used for the estimation of antibody concentrations. The results lll!ifer
than I U.m)'1 in anti-GAD65 andanti-IA-2, 50 Il.ml' in anti·TPO and 100 Il.ml in
anti-TG, 10 U.m)'l in ATTG and index higher than 30 in both IgA and IgG anti
gliadin antibodies were considered positive. RtsuIts: The presence of positive
antibody results (Ab+) in separate autoimmunopathies (AIP) as well as the presence
of at least one or more combined AIP are shown in the table, In three patients (6%) no

10 of 12 antibody posiuve patients before the biochernical exanunanon, The same
was true in 36 of 38 antibody~sitive patients screened for coeliac disease. In Iwo
patients (I m, BM! 18.6 kg.m /1 w, BM! 17.4 kg.m·') all four markers of coeliac
disease were positive and subelinical form of coeliac disease was diagnosed.
Conclusion: Antibody positivity against thyroid gland or intestine antigens is very
frequent in Type I diabetic patients without any evidence of clinical manifestation.
The regular screening for different antigens in these patients is therefore
recommended to disclose subelinical autoimmunopathy,

TIlE PREDICTIVE VALUE OF TIIYROlD-ANTIBODlES AND TSII-LEVELS
i:'<A LO~GITUD1NAL STIJDY OF FIRST-DEGREE RELATIVES OF TYPE I
DIABETIC PATIE:-ITS
E.Hatziagelakit, CiJaegeri, J.Seissler', W.Scherbaum', S.A.Raptisl and
R.G.Bretzel'. '2nd Department of Internal Medicine, Research Institute and
Diabetes Center, Athens University, Greece. '3'" Medical Department and
Policlinic, Justus-Liebig University, Giessen Germany, 'Diabetes Research
Institute, University ofDUsseldorf, Germany,
Background and Aims: Thyroid autoimmunity is often associated with
type I diabetes mellitus. We studied the prevalence of thyroid-Abs
(TGffiO) as well as the TSn levels basal and after 7)TS in first-degree
relatives of type I diabetic patients, in order to evaluate the predictive value
of these markers for impaired thyroid function in these subjects. Materials
and Methods: We determined islet-cell autoantibodies (ICA, IA-2ic, GAD
65), thyroid-Abs and TSH levels basal and after 7 years in 425 first-degree
relatives of type I diabetics (mean age 29.2±14.4 years). The distribution of
the relatives was: siblings/children 199 (group A) and parents 226 (group
B). Results: Thyroid-Abs were found positive in 50 cases overall, 24
(12.06%) in group A and 26 (11.5%) in group B. TSn basal levels were at
the upper limit of the normal range (2.5±1.8) for subjects with thyroid-Ab
positivity in comparison to those tested negative for TPO. In addition TSII
levels after 7yrs were increased to 3.6±1.9. In group A, a strong positive
correlation (r=O.45, p<O.OOI) was observed between TPD-Abs and TSH
basal levels, i.e higher TSH levels were observed in subjects with TPD-Ab
positivity in comparison to those tested negative for TPO. The above
correlation became stronger after 7 yrs (FO.53, p<0.001). In the same
group, a significant positive correlation was seen between 1A-2ic and TPO
Ab positivity (r=O.3I, p<O.OOI), which also became stonger (F0.42,
p<O.OOI) after 7 years. No significant correlation was observed regarding
the group B. In conclusion: Thyroid-autoimmunity has to be tested
regularly and on a long-term basis not only in diabetic patients but also in
their first-degree relatives who are at risk for type I diabetes mellitus.
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mGO PREVALENCE OF CELlAC AND AUTOL\1MU1\"E THYROID
DISEASES Vi SUBJECTS WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS.
B.n BelinchOn Sz.-Somoza and IA Hernandez Bayo.
Department ofEndocrinology, General Hospital of La Palma, CanaryIslands (Spain).

THYROGASTRIC AUTOIMMUNITY IN FIRST-DEGREE RELATIVES OF
TYPE 1 DIABETIC PATIENTS.
C. De Block, I. De Leeuw, C. Van Carnpenhout., ~1 Martin. K_ Decochez, F. Gorus
and the Belgian Diabetes Registry, Universities of Antwerp and Brussels, Belgium.

Background and Aims: Diagnosis of unrecognized celiac (CD) and autoimmune
thyroid (AID) diseases is potentially important. The prevalence of these diseases in
patients with Type I diabetes (O~I-I) is uncertain in our area. We report the
prevalence ofCD and AID among patients with D~I-I in La Palma island (730 Km2,
81.000 inhabitants).

Materials and Methods: Anti-endomysial antibodies (Em-ab) were measured in 100
subjects (52 males, 48 females) with DM-I (according to the WHO 1.985 or ADA
1.997 criteria) attending our clinic. Anti-peroxidase (TPO) and anti-thyroglobulin
(Tg) antibodies were measured as markers for thyroid autoimmunity. All those
subjects who tested positive for EM-ab underwent intestinal biopsy. Islet cell (lCA),
tyrosine phosphatase (lA2) and glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) antibodies were
measured as markers for islet cell autoimmunity. To compare variables the Sudent's t,
chi square or Fisher's exact tests were employed.

Results: The mean age of subjects was 27.8 years (range: 5-60 YT) and the mean
duration ofdiabetes was 10.2 yr (range: 0-45 yr). We found Em-ab in 6% of subjects
(4 male and 2 female). Only one patient had recognized CD prior study. No
differences were observed according to sex. There were no found significant
differences between subjects with or without AID and neither in relation to islet cell
autoimmunity. Thyroid autoimmunity were detected in 14% of subjects (14 TPO and
2 Tg). The prevalence of AID was higher in subjects with islet cell autoimmunity
(22% vs 6%; p"'O.021). No differences were observed according to sex and neither
between subjects with or without CD.

Baekground and Aims: Approximately 25% of type I diabetic patients exhibit
thyrogastric antibodies (aTPO,PCA) which may be accompanied by dysth)Toidism,
iron deficiency or pernicious anaemia. Immune, genetic and clinical factors may
help to predict autoantibody status. We studied the prevalence of thyrogastric
antibodies and (sub)ctinical thyrogastric disease in first-degree relatives in relation
to age, gender, 1!LA-DQ type, ll-cell antibodies (ICA, IA2A, GADA) and proband
thyrogastric antibody status. Patients and Methods: Sera from 272 type I diabetic
patients (M/F: 116/156; mean age: 21±18 y; duration: 10±9 y) and 391 first-degree
relatives (MIF: 1921205; parents/siblings/offspring: 48m2l121) were screened for
IA2A, GADA and aTPO by radiobinding assays and for ICA and PCA by indirect
immunofluorescence, In addition, a periperal haemograrn, iron, gastrin, TSII and
Cf4 levels were determined. Results: GADA were present in 68% and 5%, ICA in
36% and 2.5%, IA2A in 45% and 0.5%, aTPO in 21% and 4.5% and PCA in 18%
and 11% ofdiabetic patients and relatives respectively. aTPO-positivity in relatives
was associated with age (Jl"'O.22, 1F0.OO01) and proband aTPO status (1l~2.6,

p9l.002). The presence of PCA in relatives was determined by age (1l"'O.Q.l,
p=0.026). Moreover, PCA were more frequent in relatives of PCA+ probands than
in relatives ofPCA- probands (OR~3.0,1F0.OI).HLA-DQ type and ll-cell antibody
status showed no association with thyrogastric antibody status in relatives. In
relatives, (sub)clinica1 dysthyroidisro was diagnosed in 3%, iroo deficiency anaemia
in 12% (PCA+/PCA-: 260/..'90/0, 1F0.OO9),and pernicious anaemia in 0.5% (pCA+/
: 50/..'0%, 1F0.012).They had less thyroid dysfunction (p<0.0001) and pernicious
anaemia WO.O I8) than diabetic probands. Conclusions: Thyrogastric
autoimmunity is mere frequent in ty-peI diabetes than in their first-degree relatives.
Thyrogastric antibody status in relatives is determined by age and proband
thyrogasrric antibody status, but not by 1!LA-DQ type or ll-cell antibody status.

Conclusions: I) Both prevalences (CD and AID) are highers than in general
population, and at least the AID is more probable when islet cell autoimmunity is
present. 2) Because most cases are clinically unrecognized, consideration should be
given to serological screening using the IgA anti-endomysialtest (as well as study of
thyroid function) in all subjects with D~I-1.
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about positive All depending on the duration ofDM I arc presented in the ta c.

X, subgroup Frequency of positive autoantibodies. %
(duration ofD~lI, yr) AB-GAD AIl-IA2 AB-TPO All-TG

l. (0- I 100 58,3 8,3 25

2. (1- 2) 81.2' 50 18,8 6,3

3. (2-3) 53,9" A 46,2 38,S' 7,7

", _ p " 0,05 In companson WIth 1 subgroup (O-Iyr), - p < 0,01 In companson
with I subgroup (G-ljT), A - P < 0,1 in comparison with 2 subgroup (I-2YT)
Obtained results shown that frequency of positive All-GAD is significantly reduced
with increasingduration of D\11. The same tendency to decreasing of positive AB4
tA2 was observed,however statisticallynot significant. Also thesignificantgrowth of
registration positive AB-TPO was marked with increasing of D~ll duration.
Conclusions: Our data demonstrate that frequency of specific for D\II
autoantibodies reduce with the increasing of D~I I duration. At the same time the
levels of AB-TPO increased with the time of disease. We may suggest that this data is
the indirectproof of increasingrisk of autoimmune thyroiddisorders occurrence in
patients with increasing D~1 I duration.

REGISTRATIO:-i OF POSITIVE AUTOANTIBODIES 1:>1 YOU:>IG TYPE I
DIABETIC PATIENTS DEPENDI:-iG 0:>1DURATIO:>l OF DIABETES.
T.Mokhort, T.Vorontsova, N.Kariovich and E.Kuchinskaya.
Clinical Research Institute of Radiation Medicine and Endocrinology, Minsk.Belarus.
Background and Aims: The aim was to estimate and compare frequency of
registration specific for type I diabetes mellitus (D~11) autoantibodies (AB): to
glutamic acid decarboxylase (All-GAD), protein tyrosine phosphotase (AIl-IA2) and
non-specific All: to thyroid peroxydase (All-TPO), tyroglobulin (AB-TG) in young
patients with different duration DM!. Materials and Methods: We measured AB
GAD, AIl-IA2, AB-TPO and AB-TG levels by RIA in the sera of 85 patients
(39males, 46females) with DM!. Mean age was 12,I±O,35yrs (9-16), mean DMI
duration 1,65+0,13yrs (0,11-3). We estimate frequency of positive All levels in the
study group as a whole and after dividing an patients in 3 subgroups: 1-st - patients
with OM I duration less than IYT; 2-nd - with D~l I duration l-Zyr; 3-d with D~II

duration 2-3yT. Results: In the study group positive AB-GAD were determined in
83,3% of patients, AB-IA2-in 52,4%, AB-GAD and AIl-IA2 simultaneously-in
47,6%. The frequency of positive AB-TPO was 21,4%, AB-TG-14,3%. The data

bl

PREVALENCE AND CLINICAL APPLICATION OF ICA, IA2 AI\'D GAD
ANTIBODIES Vi DIABETIC PATIENTS DIAGNOSED BEFORE 40
YEARS OLD.
1.A. Hernandez Bayo and BM Belinch6n Sz.-Somoza.
Department ofEndocrlnology, General Hospital of La Palma, Canary Islands (Spain).

Background and Aims: To know the prevalence of islet cell autoimmunity -islet cell
(lCA), tyrosine phosphatase (1A2) and glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD)
autoantibodies (ab)- among diabetic patients under 40 years at the time of diagnosis
and to check his utility in diabetes (OM) classification.
Materials and Methods: A total of 125 subjects (60 males, 65 females) were
screened for islet cell autoimmunity (ICA, IA2 and GAD ab), All of them were
younger 40 years at diagnosis of D~L being de mean age at diagnosis 19.8 years
(range 0-44 YT). We compared the prevalence according to sex, age at diagnosis
groups (0-29 and 30-39 iT) and duration ofD~1 Alsowere compared the Body Mass
Index (B~U), age at debut and duration of D~I between the subjects with or without
autoimmunity. To compare variables were employed the Student's t, chi square' or
Fisher's exacttests.
Results: We found ab in 46.4% of patients (ICA 3.2%; IA2 20"10 and GAD 36.8%).
No differences were observed according to sex (46.7% in male, 46.2% in female) and
neither age at debut (51.6% in 0-29 age goup; 32.3% in 30-39 age group; p=O.054).
The prevalence according to duration of DM (0-1, 2-5, 6-10 and more than 10 YT)
was: 61.1%, 61.8%, 52% and 27.1% -(ICA 5.6%, 5.9'/0, 4% and 0%); (1A2 44.4%,
35.3%,12% and 4.2%) and (GAD 38.9'/0, 47.1%, 40% and 27.1%)-. The BMI, age at
diagnosis and duration of DM were smaller in subjects with autoimmunity -(22.1 vs
26.1 kgfm2; p<O.oool); (6.8 vs 12.9 yr; p<O.oool) and (17 vs 22.2 YT; p"'O.014)
respectively-.
Conclusions: I) The presence of islet cell autoimmunity in diabetic patients
diagnosed before 40 yr old is related with BMI, age at presentation and duration 01
disease. The ab have tendency to disappear, being the GAD ab the most prevalent and
persistent. 2) At least 1/3 of patients diagnosed between 30-39 yT have an
autoimmunity component. In this group, the presence of ab have direct implications
for adequate classification and treatment ofD~t
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Autoantibodies and C-peptide level in children ...itb ne.. ly diagnosed type I
diabetes
J. Bodalski, A. Zmyslowska, M. Abel, J. Bodalska-Lipinska, A Szadkowska. Institute
ofPediatrics, Medical University ofLodz, Poland

Background and Aims: To investigate whether the presence of autoantibodies at
diagnosis could be applied to predict the intensity of autoimmune beta-cell
destruction, concerning C-peptide levels as a marker of islets damage.
!\Iaterials and Metbods: 103 newly diagnosed type I diabetic children at the age of
2.3-18.2 years [mediarr- l 1.4) were studied. Islet cell antibodies (lCA) at diagnosis
were detected by indirect immunofluorescence test performed on human pancreas
sections, blood group O. Antibodies to glutamic acid decarboxylase (GADA) and
thyrosine phosphatase antibodies (IA2A) at disease ODSet were measured by
microradioimmunoprecipitation assay. Fasting C-peptide levels were examined by
radioimmunoassay at clinical diagnosis and after 10 days and after I, 2, 3, 6 and 12
months ofdisease.
Results: 81.5% of diabetic children were ICA-positive. 66% of children tested
positive for GADA and 62.1% for IA2A Only 4 sUbjects(3.9%) had no detectable
autoantibodies. Plasma C-peptide levels changed during the first year after clinical
diagnosis. Median C-peptide levels peaked at 3 months (p<O.OOI) and declined
thereafter. One year after diagnosis C-peptide levels decreased in ICA(+) patients
(p<0.05) but not in ICA (-) patients. The children initially positive for GADA had
also decreased serum C-peptide levels at 12 months (p<O.OI). There was no
significant difference between the IA2A-positive and negative subjects in the C
peptide levels at 12 months ofdisease.
Conclusions: We conclude, therefore, the presence of diabetes-related autoantibodies
may be associated with accelerated beta-cell destruction.

Supported by Polish State Committee for Scientific Research grant 1"0 4P05E 055 I6
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TITER A."'D CO:\IBIXATIO:"l OF ISLET CELL AUTOA.",.rnODIES
DISCRHIINATE TWO TYPES OF LATEl\,. AUTOI:\I:\I~EDIABETES IX
ADULTS
T. LoJunann (I), K. Kellner (I), H.-J. Verlohren (2), J. Krug (3), J. Steindorf(3), J.
Seissler (4). (I) Dept of Internall\ledicine III, University of Leipzig, (2) Diabetes
Speciality Practice Leipzig, (3) City Hospital Leipzig, (4) Diabetes Research
Institute, University ofDuesseldorf; Germany

Background and Aim" The aim of this study was to define immunological
parameters for the discrimination of patients with distinct metabolic features in adult
latent autoimmune diabetes.
Material and Methods: Sera of 312 patients with short-term diabetes (duration <5
years) diagnosed above age 35 years were screened for ICA, GAD- and IA2-Ab's by
workshop validated antibody assays, The antibody status was correlated with age,
body mass .index, residual beta cell function measured by fasting C-peptide, onset of
diabetes related complications and markers of the metabolic syndrome (hypertension
and hyperlipidemia).
Results: Fifty one antibody positive patients were identified. These patients had
lower fasting C-peptide (p<O.OI) and less neuropathy (p<O.OOS) and hypertension
(p<O.025) compared to matched antibody negative patients. However, only patients
with two or more antibodies had reduced residual beta cell function compared to
antibody negative (p<0.002) or single antibody positive (ICA or GAD-Ab's only,
p<0.005) patients. Patients with multiple antibodies were also leaner (p<0.005) and
had less frequently diabetes related complications (p<0.005) or hypertension
(p<O.OOS) compared to single antibody positive or antibody negative patients. IA2
antibody status did not contribute to diagnosis or differentiation of LADA patients.
Conclusions: The combined appearance of leA and GAD antibodies and high titer
of GAD antibodies are a hallmark for patients with insulin deficiency presenting
clinical features of type I diabetes (LADA-l)'Pe I). Single antibody positivity and
low titer antibodies are markers for LADA-l)'Pe 2 associated with the clinical and
metabolic phenotype of type 2 diabetes patients.
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CLIXICAL REMISSION IN TYPE 1 DIABETES: PREDICTIVE VALUE OF
CO,,"IBINED ISLET CELL AND GLUTAMATE DECARBOXYLASE
ANTIBODY TESTL'iG AT OI'iSET OF 'rrrz DISEASE
A Jotic, N.M.Lalic, UZanaaklar, M.Bukilica, KLalic, Lj.Lukic and P.B.Djordjevic,
Institute for Endocrinology, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

BACkground and Aims: Our previousdata have suggested that islet cell antibody (ICA) testing
at onsetof the diseasemight have a predictivevalue for appearanceof clinical remission(CR)
in recent-onset Type 1 diabetes. The aimof this study was to analyse the predictive value of a
combinedtwo beta-cellspecific antibodytesting at onset of disease.Therefore, we compared
(a) incidence of CR, (b) duration of CR and (c) rapidity of insulin secretion capacity (ISC)
decline of until complete insulin dependency among the following groups of patients
characterized by initial ICA andglutamate decarboxylase antibody (GADA) levels: group A
(ICMIGADA+,N-25), group B (ICMIGADA-,N=17), group C (ICA-/GADA+, N= 14) and
group D (lCA-/G~DA-, N= 13).

Materials and Methods: The follow-up of the patients was done during the first two yean or
the overt disease. CR was defined as cuglyccmia without insulin lasting >30 days. The
autoantibody levels were determined at onset of the disease (<6wk after diagnosis). ICA levels
were detected by indirect immunofluorescence on human pancreas cryostate sections and
GADA levels by ELISA. The rapidity of ISC decline was measured as a time period until the
detectionof complete insulindependency(fasting Cepcptidc(RIA) < 0.2nmolll).

Results: At onset, we did not find significant differences in leA levels between groups A and
B, nor in GADA levels between groups A and C. During the follow-up, we found that the
incidence of CR was significantly lower in groups A and B compared to groups C and D
(A:Sn5, B: 51l7,C: III I4, D: 9/13,A,B,., C,D p<005. A,., B = NS,C vs D = NS). Similarly,
thc duration of CR was significantlyshorter in groups A and B than in groups C and D (CR
duration :A:92+1-3S; B:106+1-32; C:lSH/-44; D:I97+/-42 day'S, A,B vs C,D p<0.05, A YS B =
NS, C vs D = NS). In groups A and B, the time period until complete insulin dependency was
significantlyshorter than in group B (A: 227+1-37; B: 243+1-45;C:39H/- 57days vs B: 407+1
49days; A,B vs C,D p<O.05,A vs B = NS, C vs D = NS).

Conclusions: Our results M\'C demonstrated that ICA·positi\ity at onset of the disease was
associated with lower incidence and shorter duration ofCR and with more rapid decline oflSC.
while the presence of GADA was not related to these parameters. The results imply that
combined. ICAand GADA testing did not improve the predictivevalue of leA detection alone
at onset of the disease.
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THREE PATIEl\,.S WITH I:\IMUXE MEDIATED CO:\IPLICATIOXS
ASSOCIATED WITH SUBCUTANEOUS IXSULI:'i THERAPY
C. Jaeger, 1.1. Eckhard, T. Discher, J. Schmidt and RG. Bretzel, Third Medical
Department and Policlinic, University ofGiessen, Germany

Background and Aims: Based on three s.c. insulin treated patients (Pat. I with type
I D.m., Pat. 2 with type 2 D.m., Pat. 3 with secondary D. m, due to partial
pancreatectomy) we suggest a diagnostic and therapeutic approach to deal with
subsequent immune mediated complications [e.g, insulin antibody (ab) formation
and/or severe skin reactions) resulting in poor metabolic control in all ofthe subjects.
Mtl!!!!!!LBeside routine c1inicalllaboratory testing including c-pcptide, IIbAlc etc.
we performed the following immunological evaluation: ~. Intradermal skin testing
(+1- controls, different insulin preparations, galenic components),!!. Quantification of
insulin specific IgG and 19E abs in the serum, £. To determine the clinical relevance
of these abs we analyzed the time-dependent binding/dissociation curves of the
insulin/abs complexes in an ex vivo/in vitro assay. Results: In all of the patients we
found high levels of insulin specific IgG abs (normal: <0.03mUlml), binding approx.
60-70% of the insulin with delayed dissociation (up to 6 hours). In addition, Pal. 3
generated insulin specific IgE abs exhibiting a severe/immediate local skin reaction
for all insulin prep. used. In Pat. 2 we identified protamine as the challenging antigen
for the local skin reactions. Interestingly, Pat 2 and 3 were found to have high plateau
levels of fasting/post-prandial c-peptides potentially induced through a relative insulin
shortage because of the large amount of antibody-bound/inactivated insulin

pos. intrad. insulin specific abs insulin labs c-pep.(n"'mt)
skin test in loG (mUlmO 1IoE (RAm bind, 1diss, fast. 1nost-n

Pat I - loG: 0.371 IoE: - 69 % 1 delaved <0.1/<0.1
Pat 2 orotamine loG: 0.27 1 llIE: - 65 % 1dela 'ed 9.7/9.8
Pat3 all ins. prep. loG: 0.43 1 IoE: 3 66 % 1delaved 4.1/4.5

For Pat.I we suggested CSJI with an insulin analog in order to adjust the insulin
delivery to steady state conditions. Pat. 2 was set on prandial insulin therapy (analog,
no protamine) only and Pat. 3 (proven to have an endogenous insulin production
despite partial pancreatect.) was set on max. OAD therapy without insulin. 1"0 more
skin reactions were noted and mctabclic control improved considcrably. Con<lU\ion:
The proposed combined approach allows differential diagnosis and adopted therapy
ofdifferent forms of immune mediated complications assoc. with s.c, insulin therapy.
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PS31
Metabolic Consequences
of Oxidative Stress
590 591
I:\"FLUENCE OF HYPERINSULL'I'AEMlA AND HYPERGLYCAEMlA ON
OXIDATIVESTRESS
Zourek M', Kyselova po, Trefil M", Racek J", Ru~avYZ', TeSinsky P'
, Department of Medicine I, Charles University Hospital, Pilsen,
" Department of Clinical Biochemistry and Laboratory Diagnostics, Charles
University Hospital, PHseIL
Background: Long-term hyperinsulinaemia and hyperglycaemia increase oxidative stress
by production of reactive oxygen species (ROS). The aim of the study is to compare
effects of short - term hyperglycaemia and short - term hypcrinsulinaemia on parameters
of oxidative stress in an animal model. Mothods: 40 male Wistar rats (aged 3 months,
weight 300-350g) were used in this study. 20 rats were infused simultaneously with
insulin and 30% glucose during the hyperinsulinaemic clamp (100 IUIL) in two different
glycaemia levels (6 and 12 nunoVL). 10 rats were clamped on glycaemia 6 mmoL'L
followed by 12 mmol/L, 10 rats were clamped on glycaemia 12 nunoL'L followed by 6
mrnol/l. 20 rats were used as a control group and they were infused simultaneously with
normal saline and 30"10 glucose as described above, Measured markers of oxidative stress
were malondialdehyde ~IDA), glutathion (GSH) and total antioxidarive capacity (AOC).
The M-value (numeric expression of pheriphcral tissue insulin resistance) was calculated
for quantification of glucose oxidation during the clamp. The results were correlated to
total plasmatie protein and compared with the control group. Statistical significance was
determined by one way analysis of variance (/\KOVA). Results: I. Total antioxidant
capacity increased significantly (p<0.05) according to the duration of the clamp and
independently on the sequence of hyperglycaemic clamp (15,13+-1,44 vs 16,84+-2,27 and
15,80+-0,45 vs 17,83+-0)4) and euglycaemic clamp (14,31+-1,10 vs 15,92+-2,10 and
15,20+-0,50 vs 18,48+-0,38). There is a statistically significant difference in comparison
with the control group (the second two values in the brackets). 2. Malondialdehyde
increased significantly (p<0.00 I) according to the duration of the clamp, especially at the
90th minute during hyperglycaemia (36,32+-6,12 vs 52,60+-7,45) in comparison with the
control group. 3. Significantly (p<0.001) higher levels of glutathion were found in
comparison with the control group during euglycaemia (1,47+-0,05 vs 2,80+-0,07 and
1,48+-0,10 \"5 2,66+-0,10) and hyperglycaemia (1,61+-0,19 VS 2,53+-0,35 and 1,49+-0,23
\"5 2,58+-0,07). 4. No significant changes in M-value were found in comparison with the
control group in both modifications of the clamp. Conclusions: The short-term exogenous
hyperinsulinaemia reduced the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) during
hyperglycaernia inan animalmodel compared with the control group.

ANTIOXIDAI'.'T VITAML~S SUPPLEMEl''TATIO:'i AMELIORATES
SERD:\I LIPID PROFILE AND PARAOXO:'iASE ACTIVITY IN
DIABETIC RABBITS
V. Poltorak, N. Gorbenko, Karachentsev Yu, A. Gladkich and O. Ivanova,
Institute of Endocrine Pathology Problems, Kharkiv, Ukraine.
Background and Aims: Oxidative stress has been recently implicated in the
pathogenesis of vascular complication in diabetes and HDL-associated
paraoxonase (PON) seems to playa major role in the protection of LDL
against peroxidation. The object of the study was to assess the impact of an
tioxidant vitamins supplementation (AVS) on serum lipid profile and PON
activity in diabetic rabbits. Materials and Methods: Male chinchilla rabbits
were rendered diabetics by i.v. injection of dithizone (35 mg/kg b.w.), Con
trol rabbits (C) were received vehicle alone. In a week after dithizone injec

tion D .were randomly allocated into two groups given AVS (a-tocopherol
100 mgrvitamin C 200 mg/kg b.wJday per os) and placebo (diabetic control
- DC) for 3 month. Fasting blood samples were used for glycemia, IRI, lipid
profile, conjugated dienes (CD), and NEFA levels determination. Serum
paraoxonase (PON) activity was evaluated using paraxon as substrate. Re
sults: AVS improved glucose control in diabetic rabbits reducing basal hy

perglycaernia (8.3±0.2 vs 15.6±2.7 mmoVI in DC, p<O.OI) and increasing
plasma insulin I .3-fold (p<0.05) as compared to DC. AVS produced signifi
cant decrease both in TG and LDL-C (by 28 % and 27 %, p<0.05 vs DC).
Following AVS decrease in TC (13 %, p<0.05) and NEFA (42 %,1'<0.02)
were also observed, In addition after AVS HDL-C was enhanced by 40 %
(1'<0.01) in comparison with DC. Moreover, AVS attenuated lipid peroxida
tion decreasing serum DC levels 2-fold and augmented PO;-./ activity

(59.8±0.9 vs DC: 37.6±2.2 UIl, p<0.02; C: 8L0±2.1 UIl). Conclusions: AVS
is possessed of favourable effect on atherogenic risk factors in diabetic rab
bits through improving glycemic control and lipid profile, attenuating lipid
peroxidation and increasing antioxidative defences. Using A VS may be
beneficial in prevention ofvascular complication related to diabetes.
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Before treatment 1 month insulin 3 months insulin
IIbAlc, % 14.3 ±3.65 9.6 ±1.9S' 5.9 ±1.01'

Tot chol, mmoVL 5.44 ±1.09 4.79 ±0.89' 4.80 ±I.l7'

a-toco, umol/L 33.5 ±12.1 28.11 ±6.85' 26.6 ± 7.03'

u-toco/ tot chol, 6.38 ±1.32 5.78 ±0.93' 5.69 ± 1.02'
Iumol/ mmol
(Mean :tSD, ' p< 0.05 vsbaseline, a-tocov a-tocopherol, tot cltol-totol cholesterol}
After six months a-tocopherol was still decreased compared to baseline levels (29.6
±7.4 but not significantly 1'<0.80). No significant changes in other plasma anti
oxidants were found. Conclusion: Insulin treatment and'or improved metabolic
control causes during the first months a significant decrease of vitamin E plasma
levels in new onset insulin requiring diabetes mellitus. May we conclude: Insulin
behaves as a pro-oxidant?

START OF INSULIN TREADIE:'\T A:'\D PLAS:\IA A.'UI-OXIDA:'\TS 1:'\
]\"EW O:'\SET INSULI:,\ REQUlRI:'\G DIABETES 1I1ELLlTUS
MJ Muis", RP Stolk', II:\IG Princen", mAssink, PS Van Dam',IIJG Bilo'. ' Julius
Centre for General Practice and Patient Oriented Research and' Dept. of Internal
Medicine, IDle Utrecht, 'Gaubius Laboratory Tlxff-PG, Leiden. 'Dept. of Internal
Medicine, Isa13 Clinics Zwolle, The Netherlands.
Backoround and Aims: Hyperglycacmia plays an important rote in oxidative stress,
which is probably involved in late diabetic complications. Oxidative stress can be
evaluated indirectly by measuring anti-oxidant levels in plasma. :\laf('Yial~ and
methods: 15 Patients with new onset diabetes mellitus, requiring acute insulin
treatment, aged 20-67 years, mean IIbAlc 14.3 ±3.65%, without taking vitamin
supplements, were included subsequently. We assessed plasma u-tocopherol. retinol,
p-carotene, uric acid and ceruloplasmin, before and monthly during six months of
intensive insulin treatment. Results: Before insulin treatment a-tocopherol (vitamin
E) levels in plasma were uot different compared to non diabetic subjects (33.5 ±12.1
vs 32.2 ±0.8 I'moL'L). After insulin treatment a-tocopherol decreased significantly as
shown in the table below:rotein) and MDA (nmcl/mz protein were measured by spectrophotometric methods.

Resulrs: C C+SThitE D D+ST Dhit-E D+ST+,itE
(n=8) (n=6) (n=lI) (0=13) (n=ll) In=lI)

G6PDII I S3±1.1 15.7±1.I 22.5±0.2' 22.8±I.I' 2S.8±O.7' 18.9±O.8"
6PGDH 6.58±O.5 6.59±O.7 6.SI±O.S 6.42±O.S 7.03±O.5 6.74±O.9
GR 15.1±O.6 IS.7±1.0 11.9±O.5' 18.I±O.5' 17.1±0.8 17.9±O.6
GPx 6.62±0.S 6.60±0.5 14.1±1.6' 9.67±O.6 7.72±0.8 6.9O±1.0
GST 88.M2.3 11O.6±9.S 70.7±S.5 96.7±3.8 97.6±8.2 10-I.4±8.3
SOD 41.2±2.8 41.9±2.9 40.3±1.8 40.3±3.7 43.2±4.9 46.00.7
MDA O.39±.1O O.29±.OI 1.36±0.2' O.S2±.OS 0.45±.10 O.4O±.06'

. ,

EFFECTS OF STOBADP.\E TREATMENT 0:-; PB;TOSE PHOSPIL\TE PATHWAY,
GLUTATIIIO~E-DEPEI\1)ENT ENZY:.IES, SUPEROXIDE D1S~1UTAS£, Al\1) LIPID
PEROXIDATlO~ N THEBRAN OF DIABETIC RAT;CO~IPARlSO~ WITIIVITA~IN E.
C.Karasu', N. Ulusu2

, A Aver', M. SahilIi\ O. Canbolar', G. Ozansoy', N. Ani, M. Stefek'4, S.
Stole" and A. Gajdosik'" Departments of Pharmacology and Biochemistry of Faculty of
Pharmacy' and Medicinc2.1, lIaccttcpc:1 and Ankaral,J Universities-Turkey, and Slovak Academy
of'Sclcncest-SlovakRepublic.
Backgrounds and Aims: Because oxidant stress may exacerbate some complications
of diabetes mellitus, this study investigated the effects of 10 weeks treatment with
stobadine (ST, 24.7 rng/kg/day, i.o.), a novel pyridoindole antioxidant, and vitamin E
(vitE, 400-500 Ilf/kg/day, i.o.), alone or in combination with each another on the
enzymes related to pentose phosphate pathway and glutathione metabolism, superoxide
dismutase (SOD) activity, and lipid peroxidation (MDA) in 10 weeks streptozotocin (55
mg/kg, i.p.j-diabetic (D) rats and age-matched control (C) rats. Materials and
;\Iethods: Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH), 6-phospho-gluconate
dehydrogenase (6PGDH), glutathione reductase (GR), glutathione peroxidase (GPx),
glutathione-S-transferase (GST) (each were expressed as U/g protein), SOD (U/mg

Mean±SHI, P<.OS \S C, P<.OS \S D,Al'OVA
Diabetic rats untreated or treated with ST or vitE showed increased G6PDH; this was
reduced with combined therapy. 6PGDH or SOD was not changed by diabetes or by
treatment. A decrease in GR of diabetic rats was prevented by ST treatment either alone or with
\'itE. Diabetes caused an increasein GP" and MDA, this was prevented by both antioxidants. ST
or \'irE stimulated GST activity either in control or in diabetic rats. The combined effect of ST
and vitE on aSl, GPx and ~1DA was gentlygreater than that ofST or \ ilE alone. Conclusion:
Results indicate that combined therapy with ST plus vitE is effective to prevent
diabetes-induced abnormalities in pentose phosphate pathway and glutathione redox
cycle activity and associates with protection against an oxidant-induced brain injury.
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STUDIES ON PLASMA LIPIDS AND OXIDIZABILITYIN DIABETES TYPE I
CO~IPLICATED BY I\'EPHROPATHY
J.Walewski, A. Czech and L'Iaton, Chair and Department of Internal Medicine
and Diabetology, Warsaw Medical University,Poland
Aim: Mortality due to ischacmic heart disease in IDDM complicated by
nephropathy is atlcast 9 timcs higher than in IDDM without albuminuria. One of
the important pathogenetic mechanism in this phenomenon probably are the
quantitative and qualitative changes in plasma lipids and in the oxidazibility of the
LDL fraction.
Methods: In 3 groups of the IDD~f patients: without microalbuminuria (20 cases),
with microalburninuria (20 cases), and with overt nephropathy (20 cases) the
plasma levels of thc total cholesterol, LOL,holesterol, total trigliccridcs and the
content of triglicerides in LDL fraction was assessed. Also the oxidizability under
action of Cu 2+ ions of thc separated by ultracentrifugation (Beckman) LOL
fraction in the pharmacokinctic system was studied by continuous registration of
absorbency with the Shimadzu apparatus and thc special computer program.
Results: When compared in the respect of the all parameters under study all 3
groups differed in a statistically significant manner. LDL oxidizability was lowest
in the IDDM group without microalbuminuria, higher in microalbuminurics and
the highest in overt nephropathy. Conclusion: Abnormalities in plasma lipids and
the increase of the oxidazibility of LDL fraction were parallel to the intensity of
albuminuria and the diabetic insult to the kidneys. Thcy have atherogenic
character and should became the objectof the therapeutic limitations.

PS32
Insulin and C-Peptide
596
DIPl and SF! p31 are novel Iateractlag proteins of the atypical protein kinase C
zela
K. Miissig,G. Niederfellner,H-U. Haring and R Lammers.
Medizinische Klinik IV, Universitatsklinikum Tiibingen, Otfried-Muller-Str. 10,
72076 Tiibingen, Germany

Background and Aims: The protein kinase C (pKC) family consists of 12 isofonns
which are classified into three subfamilies (classical, novel and atypical) based on
their structure and cofactor regulation. As serine/threonine kinases they play crucial
roles in many different signal transduction pathways. The atypical protein kinase C
zeta is a downstream target of the insulinlIRS-IIPI 3-kinaselPDK-1 cascade and is
involved in insulin-stimulated protein synthesis and translocation of GLUT4 to the
plasma membrane. Overexpression of atypical PKC isotype specific interacting
protein (ASIP), the human homolog of C.elegans' par-J, inhibits insulin-stimulated
glucose uptake. Until now, however, little is known how PKC zeta mediates insulin
specific signalling. The aim ofthe study was to further our understandingofPKC zeta
downstream events and to find additional interacting proteins.
Materials and Methods: A human skeletal musele cDNA library was screened for
PKC zeta regulatory domain interacting proteins using the yeast two-hybrid system.
To verify the interactions found in yeast, expression vectors encoding epitope tagged
forms of the identified proteins and ofPKC zeta were co-transfected in 293 cells. The
localization of the proteins in overexpressing NIHl3T3 cells was characterized with
immunofluorescence.
Results: Using the amino-terminusof PKC zeta as a bait in yeast two-hybrid system
DIPI and SF2 p32 were identified as interacting proteins. The interactions were
verified in 293 cells coexpressing the complete PKC zeta protein and DIPI or SF2
p32. To further demonstrate the relevance of the interaction, colocalization of the
proteins was demonstrated by immunofluorescence.
Conclusions: Although at the moment there is no hint that the described interactions
playa role in the insulinlIRS-llPl 3-kinaselPDK-1 cascade, our results may provide
new insights into insulindependent PKC zeta signal transduction. The nuclear protein
DIPI is involved in gene expression and differentation. SF p32 protein is a binding
protein for nuclear pre-mRNA splicing factor SF2 and numerous other cellular
proteins. By interacting with DIPI and SF2 p32, PKC zeta could directly effect gene
expression and pre-mRNAsplicing.

595
The bypolipidemic potential and insulin sensitizing effect of n-J PUFAs
and ITA is related to tbeir ability to stimulate peroxisomal fatly acid
oxidation b b
I. Klim<;~, J. Ukropec, aA. Rustan, E. Dcmcakova, L. Madsen, R.K. Berge
and E. Sebokova, Diabetes & Nutrition Research, Institute of Experimental
Endocrinology, Bratislava, Slovakia, aFaculty Ot Pharmacy, Umversity of
Oslo and bDepartment Clinical Biochemistry, University of Bergen, Norway
Background: The hypotriglyceridemic effect of rnanne fish oil (FO) and
tetradecyl-thio-acetic acid (ITA) is associated with a decrease in adipose
tissue mass and improvement of insulin action. The peroxisomal fatty acid
IFN oxidation is a key Plaier in metabolism of long chain FA and, therefore,
may control trigl -ceride G) metabolism. Thus, aim of this study was to
elucidate a posslb~e role 0 the peroxisomal FA oxidation for the whole body
insulin action. The effects of FO and TTA on the activity and gene
expression for the key enzyme of peroxisomal oxidation of FA, i.e. acyl-eoA
OXIdase IAOXI were, therefore, studied in the high fat (HF) diet-induced
insulin resistance ofrats. Metbods: Male Wistar rats were fed for 21 days a
high (70-cal%) fat (HF) diet. Two groups of them received a fish oil (HF/FO,
10 wt.) or TtA (I-IFmA, 150 mg/liglday) enriched HF diet. The AOX
enzyme activity was measured radiometrically in liver and skeletal muscle.
Northern blots were used for evaluation of the gene expression. Results: N-3
PUFA supplementation of the HF diet lowered plasma triglycerides ffGI by
70%. Liver AOX aftivitylrose by more than 140% (HF: 4.2±OA, HF/FO:
IO.2±O.l pmol.mg-·.min- 1'<0.05). This was accompanied by an 83 %
increase in the mRNA level for AOX (HF: 0.6±0.03, HFIFO: 1.I±0.03, AU,
1'<0.05). Very similar effects of n-3 PUFAs were found for both AOX
parameters in skeletal muscles. The in ,·i\"o insulin resistance leuglycemic
hyperinsulinemic clamp/ of rats fed the IIF diet was ameliorated by the n-3
PUFA supplement (HF: 15.7±OA, HFIFO: 22.3±0.7 mg.kg-I.min- I• 1'<0.05).
TTA supplemented IIF diet led to an 8i % decrease in t.lasma TG. Liver
AOX activity rose by 5-fold (HF: 4.2±OA, HFnTA: 2 .5±2.1, pmol.mg"l:min- l , 1'<0.05) and the AOX mRNA level went up by 136%. TTA
stimulated the activity and gene expression for AOX in the skeletal muscle as
well. Also in this case, TTA consumption normalized the whole body insulin
action. Conclusions: a) both investigated hypolipidemic compounds
stimulated peroxisomal FA oxidation, what b) may Derelated to their positive
influence on the overall insulin action in the HF diet-induced model of
insulin resistance. c) The more pronounced effect ofTTA on the peroxisomal
FA oxidation in the liver points toward a higher hypolipidemic potential of
TTA as compared to n-3 PUFAs. d) Nevertheless, such difference was not
found in the skeletal muscle.

597
C-PEPTIDE STIMUL\TES N.,K-ATPase THROUGH PKC PATHWAY Ell
THE MEDULL\RY THICK ASCENDL'iG LL'1B.
M. Tsimaratos, F. Roger, D. Mordasini, M, Rousselot,M. Bianchi,E. Feraille,
Laboratoire de Nepbrologie, Fondation pour Recherches Medicales, 64, avenue de la
Roseraie, CH-1211-4 Geneve, Switzerland.

Background and Aims: the connecting peptide (C-peptide), a cleavage product of
insulin secretion, exerts several biological effects, in part through stimulation of
Na,K-ATPase activity. The medullary thick ascending limb (MTAL) Na,K-ATPase is
the target of several hormones and neurotransmitters. This study was therefore
designed to evidence a specific physiological effect of C-peptide on Na,K-ATPase
activity in MTAL, and determine the signaling pathway involved. Materials and
Metbods: isolation of MTAL segments was obtained by microdissection from
collagenase-treated kidneys on male Wistar rats. The hydrolytic activity of Na,K
ATPase (Vmax conditions) and ouabain-sensitive rubidium (86Rb) uptake (rate
limiting [Na]i) were determinedon permeabilisedand intact tubules respectively.Cell
surface expression of Na,K·ATPase was determined by western blotting after a
biotinylation and streptavidin-precipitationassay. Results show that biosynthetic rat
C-peptide (II) dose-dependently stimulated Na,K-ATPase activity with a threshold
close to 10-9 M while the maximal effect was observed with 10-7 M. Kinetic studies
indicate that C-peptide (10-7 M) time-dependently stimulated Na,K-ATPase activity
after 5 min and reached a plateau after 10 min while longer incubation time (15-60
min) did not result in further stimulation. Incubationof tubules with 10-7M C-peptide
at 37 C for 15 minutes stimulated Na,K-ATPase activity (3067+278 vs 2182+136
pmol Pi.mrn-Lh-I, p<O.OJ) and 86Rb uptake (21.8+1.6 vs 16.7+1.32 pmol Rb.mm
lmin-I ; 1'<0.05)to the same extend, i.e. about 35 % of the control. The effects of C
peptide on Na,K.ATPase activity were completely abolished by GF209203Y, a
specific inhibitor of PKC. C-peptide induced a translocation of PKC alpha isoform
from soluble to particular compartment. In contrast, C-peptide did not alter adenylyl
cyclase and cell surface expression in 1fT AL. Conclusions : our study provides
evidence that C-peptide stimulates Na,K-ATPase activity within the physiological
rangeof concentration. Thiseffect relieson an increase in Na,K-ATPaseturnover rate
mediated by PKC alpha activation. Altogether, these results are consistent 'with a
contribution ofC-peptide to the stimulation Na,K-ATPase activity during non-fasting
periods in MTAL.
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Ceramide induced inhibition of PKB signalling in skefetlll mnscle cells: a role for
atypical PKCs!
DJ. Powell, E. Hajduch, H.S. Hundal. School of Life Sciences, University of Dundee,
UK.
Background and Aims: One of the main physiological responses to insulin is the
stimulation of cellular glucose uptake in skeletal muscle. This stimulation is mediated
in a phosphatidylinositol 3-kinasc (pI3K)-dependent manner, and increasing evidence
suggests that activation of Protein Kinase B (PKB) which lies downstream of PI3K is
also a key component of the Signalling cascade that induces an increase in glucose
uptake. We have recently shown that the insulin mediated activation of PKB and
glucose transport are substantially reduced by the sphingomyelin lipid derivative
ceramide which has been implicated in the pathogenesis of insulin resistance. The
precise mechanisms by which ceramide attenuates insulin action are unclear.
However, recent work has suggested that ceramide activates atypical PKC
zetallarnbda, and that this kinase can negatively regulate PKB signalling In this study
we have assessed whether inhibition of PKC isoforms using selective inhibitors (Ro
31-8220, GF 109203X) can prevent the hormonal loss in the activation ofPKB and
glucose transport by ceramide in cultured muscle cells. Materials and Methods:
PKB activity and phosphorylation state was assessed in L6 myotubes using a
synthetic peptide substrate and phospho-specific antibodies, respectively. Glucose
uptake was assayed using [3H]-2DG as a tracer. Cells were treated with ceramide
(IOOmicro:-'1, 2h), and/or insulin (IOOnM 10min) in the absence or presence ofPKC
inhibitors prior to assaying PKB activity and 2DG uptake. Results: Insulin induced a
IS-fold increase in PKB activity and glucose uptake, which was lost completely upon
prior incubation ofcells with cerarnide. Both Ro 31-8220 and GF 109203X prevented
the cerarnide-induced loss in PKB activation in a dose-dependent manner. The effect
of both compounds was evident at concentrations that reportedly inhibit the activation
of atypical PKCs (i.e PKC zetallambda). This effect was not observed at
concentrations that inhibit conventional and novel PKCs. At the effective
concentration Ro 31-8220 (5 microM) also prevented the loss in the hormonal
stimulation of glucose uptake. Conclusions: These findings indicate that the role of
ceramide in the development and progression of insulin resistance in skeletal muscle
may arise through its ability to activ.. te atypical PKC zeta/lambda, which may act
negatively on insulin signalling to end point responses such as glucose transport.

600
Impaired insulin sigualtransduction and glucose transport in the type 2 diabetic
heart
Martine Desrcis, Robert J Sidell, Linda M King, Dominique Gauguier, George K
Radda and Kieran Clarke. Department of Biochemistry, University of Oxford, South
Parks Road, Oxford OXI 3QU, England.

Background and aim: The relationship between insulin resistance and cardiovascular
risk is well established but, little is known about the molecular mechanisms involved
and, in particular, about alterations in the insulin response which may underlie the
abnormalities observed in diabetic heart. The purpose of this study was to determine
the response to insulin and initial insulin signaling steps in the heart of a polygenic
model of type 2 diabetes. the GK rat.
Materials and methods: We measured the initial steps of the insulin signaling
pathway after insulin infusion via the caudal vena cava as well as 3H glucose uptake
after insulin stimulation in hearts from the male Wistar and spontaneously diabetic
GKrats.
Results: Insulin injected into the caudal vena cava caused maximal tyrosine
phosphorylation of myocardial proteins within 90 s. We found a 33% decrease in
insulin receptor b content (p < 0.000 1) in the GK rat heart, associated with 41% lower
(p < 0.02) insulin-stimulated tyrosine phosphorylation of the insulin receptor b
subunit compared with control hearts. Insulin-stimulated tyrosine phosphorylation of
IRS-I and its association with the p85 subunit of PI 3-kinase were reduced in GK rat
heart by 54% (p < 0.01) and 57"/0 (p = 0.02) respectively, which correlated with a
41% decrease in IRS-I content (p <0.001) in the GK rat heart. However, protein level
and insulin-stimulated phosphorylation of AktllPKBa and MAPK 1/2 were the same
in both GK and control rat hearts. Measurement of 311glucose uptake showed that the
GK rat hearts had basal glucose uptake similar to the control rat hearts but insulin
stimulated glucose uptake was 20% lower (p < 0.05) in the GK rat hearts compared
with normal rat hearts. A 28% decrease in total GLUT4 protein content (p < 0.01) was
found in the GK rat heart, with normal total GLUTI protein.
Conclusion: We conclude that insulin-stimulated glucose uptake is reduced in type 2
diabetic heart due to impaired insulin signal transduction and a loss of GLUT 4
protein.
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I:'i"SULL'I RECEPTOR L''HER.'1ALIZATlO:'i AND ISTRACELLULAR
SORTL'iG ARE REGULATED BY PROTEIN KL'lASE C-ZETA AND
PROTEL'l KINASE B/A]"cr,
P. Formisano, F. Fiery, F. Oriente, S. Santopietro, 1\1. C. Allocca, C. Romano, M.
Caruso, C. Miele, G. Condorelli, and F. Beguinot. Dipartimento di Biologia e
Patologia Cellulare e Molecolare & Centro di Endocrinologia ed Oncologia
Sperimentale del C.N.R., Federico II University of Naples, Italy

Background and Aims: Insulin receptor (IR) tyrosine kinase activity is essential for
insulin internalization. However, the molecular mechanisms controlling IR
endocytosis and further intracellular sorting remain poorly defined.
Materials and Methods: We have addressed this issue by following radiolabeled
insulin internalization and sorting in L6 cells expressing human insulin receptor
(L6hIR), which have been treated or not with selective pharmacological inhibitors.
Results: We found that insulin internalization was inhibited by about 50% in cells
treated with wortmannin (WM) or LY294002, which block phosphatydilinositol, 3
kinase (P13K). Internalization was not affected by bysindolylmaleimide and
PD98059, which inhibit conventional protein kinase C (pKC) isoforms and
MEKt:-.lAPK, respectively. WM and LY294002 inhibited insulin retroendocytosis by
70% and insulin degradation by only 20%, thus impairing normal intracellular sorting.
The effect of PI3K inhibitors on insulin internalization was mimicked by transient
transfection of either a dominant negative PKCzeta mutant and PKCzeta antisense
oligonucleotides. However, both insulin degradation and retroendocytosis "ere
reduced by 50"10 when PKCz was blocked. Conversely, overexpression of wt-Pk.Czeta
in L6hIR cells increased by >2-fold insulin internalization, degradation and
retroendocytosis. At variance with PKCzeta, expression of wt and constitutively
active AktIPKB had no effect on insulin internalization and increased by 2,5-fold
insulin retroendocytosis with minor changes of insulin degradation.
Conclusion: Thus, PI3K controls different steps within insulin endocytic itinerary.
PKCzeta appears to mediate P13K effect on insulin internalization while AktIPKB
directs intracellular sorting toward retroendocytosis.

601
GLUTS expression and fructose transport in rat adipocytes; e/fecls of age and
insulinresistance
E. Hajdueh, G.J. Litherland, AS. Blair, GW. Gould" B.S. Hunda!. School of Life
Sciences. University of Dundee, 'Di\ision of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology,
University ofGlasgow, UK

Background and Aims: We have previously shown that rat adipocytes express the
GLUTS fructose transporter in the plasma membrane. However little is known about
the exact role of this transporter and the extent to which fructose transport is
important for the metabolism of this sugar in adipose tissue. In this study we have
investigated the effects of age and insulin resistance on transporter expression and
fructose metabolism in adipose tissue of Zucker rats. Materials and Methods: Young
(age 5 weeks) and mature (age 15 weeks) lean and obese Zucker rats were used in this
study. Adipose tissue was excised and processed for either isolation of subcellular
membrane fractions (plasma membrane, PM; light rnicrosomes, LD~f; and heavy
microsornes, HOM), or used in studies of fructose uptake, lactate production, and
lipid synthesis using [14C]- labelled fructose. Results: (I) Effects of age: Analysis of
GLUTS protein expression in adipocytes isolated from young and mature lean
animals revealed a 78% decrease in transporter expression in the mature compared to
the young lean rats. This loss in GLUTS expression was associated with a 50%
reduction in fructose uptake between the two age groups. (2) Effects of insulin
resistance: The young obese animals presented increased blood insulin compared to
their lean littermates (5.18 +/- 0.94nglm1 versus 1.95+/- 0.53nglml (p<0.05),
respectively) but did not show any significant increase in blood glucose indicating
that these animals were insulin resistant at 5 weeks. Immunoblot analysis revealed a
1.8-fold increase in GLUT5 expression in the PM of the young obese animals
compared to corresponding lean controls. This up-regulation in GLUTS was
accompanied by an increase in fructose uptake. lactate production and lipid synthesis
by - 3-4 fold. As with the lean animals, obese animals showed an age-related loss in
GLUTS expression (-84%), and although differences in GLUTS expression were
observed between lean and obese at 5 weeks, this was not observed at 15 weeks.
Conclusions:The findings provide further evidence that GLUTS is responsible for
fructose uptake in adipose tissue, and that modulation of its expression results in
associated changes in the metabolism of fructose in response to ageing and insulin
resistance.
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Chronic Angiotensin D Receptor Antagonism Enhances Skeletal Muscle GLUT
4 Protein Expression and Glucose Transport Actj,~ity in the Obese Zucker Rat.
T.R. Kinnick, S. Jacob, M.K. Teachey,M. Krekler, and E.I. Henriksen. Department
of Physiology, University of Arizona College of Medicine, Tucson, AZ USA;
Department of Endocrinology, Eberhard-Karls University, Tubingen, Germany; and
Bristol-MyersSquibb, Munich, Germany.

Background and Aims: Recent evidence supports a role of angiotensin II (ATil) in
the pathogenesis of skeletal muscle insulin resistance. In the present study, the effects
of chronic administration of an ATII (selective ATI·subtn,e) receptor antagonist
(irbesartan) on glucose tolerance, insu1in action on skeletal muscle glucose transport,
and muscle GLUT-4 glucose transporter protein expression were assessed in the
insulin-resistantobeseZucker (fa/fa)rat
Materials and Mcthods: Female obese Zucker rats were treated with 50 mg/kg
irbesartanby gavage for 21 consecutivedays. An oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT;
I glkg; 120 min) and determinationof insulin-stimulatedglucose transport activity (2
deox..yglucose uptake; 1 mM) in isolated epitrochlcarisand soleus muselcs were then
completed.GLUT-4 protein levels in muscleand heart were also measured.
Results: Chronic ATII receptor antagonism was associated with an 18% reduction
(p<O.05) in heart mass and a 14%diminution(p<0.05) of fasting plasma glucose. The
glucose and insulin responses (areas under the CUTve (AUC» during tile OGTT were
reduced by 19% and 21%, respectively(both p<0.05), in the irbcsartan-treated group
compared to vehicle-treated controls. Thc glucose-insulin index (the product of the
glucose and insulin AUCs during the OGm was reduced by 34% (p<O.05) in the
irbcsartan-treatcd obese group, indicative of an increase in whole-body insulin
sensitivity. Insulin-mediated glucosetransport was significantly elevated in both type
1 soleus (73%) and type lib epitrochlearis (32%) museles from irbcsartan-trcated
animals. The irbcsartan-induced modification of whole-body insulin sensitivity was
significantlycorrelated with the increased insulin-mediatedglucose transport in both
epitrochlearis (r=~.677, p<0.05) and soleus (r=~.892, p<0.05) muscles. Chronic
ATII receptor antagonism was also associated with smaIl, but significant (P<0.05),
increases in GLUT-4 protein expression in tile soleus (22%), plantaris (20%), and
myocardium(15%).
Conclusions: In insulin-resistant obese Zucker rats, chronic antagonism of ATII
receptors (ATl-subtype) lowers fasting plasma glucose and improves glucose
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Disordered Kinetics of Erogenous Insulin in Type 2 Diabetes: A Stndy of Insulin
Volume of Distribution snd Metabolic Clearance in Diabetie and Non-Dlabetie
Subjects
M.R. Smith,V. Anyaoku,D.G. Johnston and S. Robinson, Deptof Metabolic Medicine,
ImperialCollegeSchoolof Medicine, London, UK.
Background and Aims: There is evidence in both type 2 diabetes and normoglycaemic
insulinresistant states thatthe metabolicclearancerate (MCR)of insulinis slowerthan in
insulinsensitiveindividuals. The importanceof this is not fully understood. In addition,
thereare differences between diabetic andnon-diabetic subjectsin theapparentvolumeof
distribution (Vd) of insulin, but the data are not consistentand appear conflicting, We
aimedto clarify the kinetics of exogenous insulinunderfastingconditions in relation to
insulin sensitivity.
Materials and Methods:Wehaveperformed a seriesof short insulin tolerancetests using
0.02UiKg of intravenous human aetrapid in 16 patients with type 2 diabetes and 12
normoglycaemiccontrolsubjects. All diabetic patientswere controlled on diet alone and
werenot receiving anyantihypertensive medication, Insulin sensitivity was measured by
therateof decreaseinplasma glucoseconcentration over 15minutes. Specificinsulinwas
measured by an ELISAwith negligible cross reactivity with all insulinprecursors. Non
linear regression was used to fit a biexponential curve to the insulin decay profile,
described by y=Ae(-Bt}+C.e(-Dt)+E, assuming a two compartment model. A frequent
sampling protocol ensuredaccuracy of the y interceptand integration of the regression
plot Non-parametric analysis wasusedto assesssignificance of thedata
Results: Diabetic subjects had greater fasting hyperinsulinacmia (median 4.95 prnol/l
[interquartile range 3.41-10.38] v 1.95 [1.37-2.28]; p<O.05), and hyperglycaemia (6.97
mmol/l [5.75-8.07] v 5.25 [5.0--5.45]; p<0.05), and were more insulin resistant than
controls. TheVd of insulinwasless in diabetes than controls(555.2mL'kg (359.1-740.5]
v 924.7 [682.5-1608.6]; p<O.05). The MCR of insulin was slower in diabetes (206.9
mlImiru1<g [124.3-241.0] v 531.3 [257.2--694.7]; p<0.05). There was no identifiable
difference in insulinmeanresidence time,disposal rateor half lifebetweengroups.
Conclusions:Under fastingconditions, the Vd of exogenous insulinin type 2 diabetes is
decreased compared to the insulinsensitive stare, Wehaveconfirmed that insulinMeR is
slower in type 2 diabetes. Impaired insulin deliveryto target sites may contribute to
peripheral insulin resistance. Similarly, insulin degradation occurs at target sites and
impaired delivery alsomayunderlieslov..'erclearance rates.
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Evidence (or a common step in arsenite- and insulin-induced glucose uptake in
3T3-Ll adipocytes
M. Bazuine,D.M Ouwens,and lA. Maassen
Leiden UniversityMedicalCentre,Molecular cell Biology,Leiden,The Netherlands.

Background and Aims: Insulin and stress-related stimuli like hyperosrnotic shock
and muscle contraction stimulate GLUT4 mediated glucose uptakc in muscle cells
and adipocytes, Most studiesindicate that these stimuli induce the translocationof the
main insulin-responsive glucose transporter GLUT4 to the plasma membrane,
suggestive of convergence with the insu1in-induced signal transduction pathway.
Remarkably, in contrast to insulin,glucose uptake inducedby these stimuliwas found
to be independent of PI-3' kinase activation. The mechanism underlying glucose
uptake mediated by these stimuli is only partially understood.To analyse in detail the
mechanism of stress- induced glucose uptake, we have compared the signaling
intermediatesthat areactivatedby arsenite, an inducerof chemical stress, and insu1in.
Malerial. and Methods: In this study we used 3T3-L! adipoeytes as a tool to
compare stress- and insulin-induced glucose uptake. Apart from subcellular
localisation of GLUT4 upon stimulation with either arsenite or insulin, we
investigated the activation of several components of the insulin induced signal
transductionpathway,as well as the effect of pharmacological- and peptide-inhibitors
on arsenite-, osmotic shock and insulin-inducedglucoseuptake,
Results: Like insulin, arsenite stimulates basal glucose uptake, concomitant with
translocation of GLUT4 towards the plasma membrane. However, arsenite did not
activate early steps of the Insulin Receptor signal transduction such as Tyrosine
phosphorylation of IRS-lor -2 and activation of PI-3' kinase. Furthermore, arsenite
induced glucose uptake was insensitive to inhibition of PI·3' kinase by wortrnannin,
However, we did find that Ro3I-8220 was capable of inhibiting insulin- as well as
arsenite- or osmotic shock induced glucose uptake. Ro3I-8220 inhibited glucose
uptake with an IC50-valuesuggestiveof the involvementof atypical PKC·Iambda in
this process. Moreover, a myristoylatedpeptide-inhibitorthat has been shown to act
as a PKC-Iambdapseudosubstratealso inhibited insulin- as well as arsenite induced
glucose uptake.
Conclusions: These data indicate that arsenite activates a signaling pathway
downstreamof PI-3' kinasein the insulin signal transductionpathway that is sensitive
to commonlyused Inhibitorsfor atypical PKC-Iambda.
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IMPORTANCE OF GLU 27 FOR C-PEPTIDE BINDING TO CELL
MEMBR.ANES
Z Zhong. K Ekberg, A Prarnanik, 1 Shafqat, 1 Johansson, H Jornvall, R
Rigler and 1 Wahren. Depts of Surgical Sciences and Medical
Biochemistry and Biophysics, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden

Background and Aim. Besides its role in facilitating proinsulin folding
C-peptide has been shown to exert cellular effects. When given to
patients with type I diabetes, C-peptide stimulates blood flow and
improves renal and nerve function. Binding of C-peptide in the
nanomolar concentration range to cell membranes has been demonstrated
using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS). In this study we
examine the structural requirements for cellular binding of C-peptide and
its pentapeptide.
Methods and Materials. Binding of 5 n~I tetramethyI rhodamine
labeled human C-peptide (RhCP) to human renal tubular cells in primary
culture and its displacement by different peptides was studied using FCS.
Competitive displacement of bound RhCP by the C-tenninal peptide
E27GSLQJI. derivatives thereof in which all residues were sequentially
replaced by Ala, and fragments of C-peptide was studied.
Results. Bound RhCP was displaced to 80-90% within 60 min after
addition of 5 flM unlabeled C-peptide or EGSLQ. AGSLQ did not elicit
detectable displacement. EASLQ gave rise 10 approximately 80%
competitive displacement and incubation with EGALQ, EGSAQ and
EGSLA resulted in intermediate displacement values of 28%, 20% and
42%, respectively. Incubation with 5 ~lM Glu elicited 50% displacement,
while GZKSLQ.lI, EIILGGGPGAG,., or (1-26) C-peptide all failed to
elicit displacement of bound RhCP. It is concluded that Glu 27 is of
critical importance for Cvpeptides binding to cellular targets.
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C-PEPTIDE AND ITS ANALOGUES STIMULATE INTRA
CELLULAR Ca2+CONCENTRATIONS
J Shafqat, L Juntti-Berggren, Z Zhong, J Johansson, K Ekberg, r-o
Berggren, II Jornvall, J Wahren. Depts of Medical Biochemistry and
Biophysics, Molecular Medicine and Surgical Sciences, Karolinska
Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden
Background and Aims. Proinsulin C-peptide shows specific binding to
cell membranes followed by activation of a G-protein coupled membrane
receptor and stimulation of Ca 2+ dependent signaling pathways. This
study aims to further define the ability of C-peptide and its analogues to
increase intracellular Ca 2+ levels.
;\Iethods and Materials. Human renal tubular cells in primary culture

were exposed to fura-2/AM. (2 ftr>1, 35 min) The changes in intracellular
Ca 2+ concentrations, [Ca 2+)" presented as the 340/380 nm fluorescence
ratio were measured by microflurometry after exposure of the cells to 10'
"_10.7 M C-peptide, its C-terminal pentapeptide (human and rat) and
derivatives of the pentapeptide obtained by stepwise substitution with
Ala.
Results. Human C-peptide and its C-terminal pentapeptide (E 27GSLQJ I)'
but neither (1-26) C-peptide nor randomly scrambled Cvpeptide, elicited
a significant rise in intracellular Ca 2+. EGALQ showed similar effects as
the native pentapeptide, EALSQ and EGSLA had slightly lower effects
and AGSLQ had approximately half of the native pentapcptides's effect.
Preincubation of the cells with pertussis toxin (I ug/ml, 3 h, 37"C)
abolished the Ca2+ stimulatory effect of C-peptide and the pentapeptide.
Both rat C-peptide and rat pentapeptide (E 27VARQJI) elicited a Ca 2+ rise
similar to that for the corresponding human peptides. It is concluded that
('-peptide and its Cvterminal pentapeptide are equipotent in stimulating
increments of intracellular Ca 2+, and that Glu 27 is of importance for this
effect.
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ROLE FOR SAM68 AS A DOCKING PROTEIN IN INSULIN
RECEPTOR SIGNALING
V. Sanchez-Margalet and S. Najib. Dept MediC31 Biochem & Mol
Bioi, Medical School, Univ Hospital Virgen Macarcna, Seville, Spain

Background and Aims: The 68 kDa Src substrate associated during
mitosis (Sam68) is an RNA binding protein with Src homology (SH) 2
and 3 domain binding sites. We have recently found that Sam68 is a
substrate of the insulin receptor (IR) and that Tyr-phosphorylated
Sam68 associates with the SH2 domains of p85 PI3K, in vivo and in
vitro. In the present work we sought to study the association of Sam68
with the Ras-GAP pathway by assessing the interactions with the SH2
domains ofGAP and the Sill domains ofGrb2.
Materials and Methods: We employed GST-fusion proteins of SH2
domains of GAP (N or C) and Sill domains of Grb2 (N or C),
recombinant Sarn68 and purified IR for in vitro studies. In vivo studies
ofprotein-protein interaction were assessed by co-immunoprccipitation
experiments with specific antibodies anti- Sarn68, GAP, Grb2, Sos and
phosphotyrosinc; and by affinity precipitation with the fusion proteins
(SH2-GAP or Sill-Grb2).
Results: Insulin stimulation of HTC-IR cells promotes
phosphorylation of Sam68 and its association with the SH2 domains of
GAP. Sarn68 is constitutively associated with the SH3 domains of
Grb2 and it docs not change upon insulin stimulation, but Sam68 is
Tyr-phosphorylated and promotes the association of GAP with the
Grb-Z-Sos complex. In vitro studies with fusion proteins showed that
sam68 association with GAP and Grb2 arc preferentially mediated by
the C-terminal SIll and SH3 domains ofGAP and Grb2 respectively.
Conclusions: Sam68 is a substrate of the IR and may have a role as a
docking protein in IR signaling, recruiting GAP to the Grb2-Sos
complex, and in this way it may modulate Ras activity.
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Effect of C-peptide on Glucose Metabolism in Type I Diabetic Patients
T. Forst, K. Rave, A. Pfuetzner, R. Buchholz, F. Flacke, M. Loebig and L.
Heinemann. Institute for Clinical Research and Development, Mainz and Profil
GmbH, Neuss,Germany

Background and Aims: Cspeptide stimulate glucose transport in human skeletal
muscle and increases glucose utilisation in STZ-induced diabetic rats in an NO
dependent manner. However, the effect of C-peptide on glucose metabolism in
humans is still a matter of debate.
Materials and Methods: In a double blind, placebo controlled, two-way cross-over
study we investigated the glucodynamic effects of an intravenous infusion of C
peptide in two different doses (2 pmollkglmin for 90 min and 8 prnol/kg/rnin for
another 90 min). Ten type I diabetic patients (6 malel4 female; aged 25 to 45 years;
duration of diabetes 15±10 years) participated in an euglycaemic glucose clamp
(continuousinsulin infusion of 0.2 mUlkglmin,blood glucose 5.5 mmol/l).
Results: C-peptide infusion resulted in an increase of serum C-peptide levels during
the low infusion period from 0 to 0.58±0.20 nmollL [mean±SD) and to 2.3±O.67
nmollL the high infusion period. In comparison to the metabolic effect observed
during the placebo infusion periods, the glucose infusion (AUC) necessary to keep
blood glucose constant was lower during the low C-pcptide infusion period (25.5 (6
73.5) vs. 69.0 (33.0-132.0) mglkglmin; p<0.05 [median (interquartile rangej] and
tended to be lower during the high infusion period (28.5 (10.0-103.5) vs. 83.0 (63.0
119.5) mglkglmin; IFO.07). Total glucose consumption during both C-peptide
infusion periods was lower (79.5 (25.0-144.0) vs. 157.5 (75.5-251.0) mglkglmin;
p<O.05). Serum insulin levels were not different during placebo and C-peptide
infusionperiods (12.6±7.7 vs. 11.4±7.7fllUlmL,n.s.).
Conclusions: In contrast to results obtained with isolated human muscle strips and in
STZ-induceddiabetic rats, our study could not demonstrate an activation of glucose
metabolismduring short term C-peptide supplementation in type 1 diabetic patients.
Beside its well known vascular effects, C-pcptide seem to have no stimulating effect
on glucose metabolismin type 1 diabetic patients.
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Identification of a ds-acting element and a trans-acting factor which regulates
the tissue specille insulin receptor gene in he-pltOC)·tes.
T.Shirotani, K.Yoshizato, N.Furukawa, T.Taguchi and E.Araki.Department of
MetabolicMedicine, Kumamoto UniversitySchool of Medicine, Kumamoto,Japan.

Background and Aims: The insulin receptor is present in almost all cells and tissues,
but its expression varies among the tissues. Especially in liver, muscle and fat cells,
expression of insulin receptor is abundant. The liver is one of the major target organs
of insulin and is important for glucose homeostasis. However, the mechanism of liver
specific expression of the insulin receptor gene has not been well elucidated. In this
study,we analyzed the tissue specific regulationofthe insulin receptor gene in liver.

Materials and Methods: To determine the promoter region required for expression
of the tissue specific insulin receptor gene in HepG2 cells, plasmids containing
various lengths of the human insulin receptor promoter gene upstream of the
chloramphenicolacetyl transferase(CAT) gene were constructed. The CAT activity of
these plasmids were assayed in HepG2 cells. To clarify whether nuclear proteins can
bind to the tissue specific cis-acting element of insulin receptor promoter gene,
electrophoretic mobility shift assay(E.\ISA) were performed with nuclear extracts
obtained from HepG2 cells and rat hepatocytes, Moreover, UV crosslink assay was
performed to determine the molecular weight of the nuclear protein in HepG2 cells
that binds to the tissue specific cis-acting element of insulin receptor promoter gene.

Results: In CAT assay with chimeric plasmids containing various deletions and
insertions of the human insulin recepter promoter 1CAT gene, a hepatocyte specific
cis-acting element was identified nt -592 to -577 of the promoter region. In E.\ISA
and UV crosslink assay, a 35kDa nuclear protein that bound to 5'-TCCCTCCC-3'(nt
583 to -581) sequencewas identified in HepG2 cells and hepatocytes.

Conclusions:This novel nuclear protein identified in this study, may play an
important role for tissue specific expressionof the insulin receptor gene in the liver.
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17 Il-ESTRADIOL DECREASESHUMAN INSULIN RECEPTOR mRNA LEVELS
AND INSULIN RESPONSIVENESSIN U-937 PROMOl'OCYTIC CELLS.
S.Molcro, B.Maestro, M.C.Carranza, S.Bajo and C.Calle. Dept. Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology. U.C.M. Madrid. Spain.
Background and Aims: Earlier studies of our laboratoryand others have demonstrated
regulation of insulin receptor (IR) gene expression in established cell lines by steroid
hormones such as mineralocorticoids, glucocorticoids, progestins and androgens.
Nonetheless, there are no studies demonstrating effects of estrogens on IR gene
expression. For these reasons, in the presentwork we analyze theeffect of171l-estradiol
(E,) on IR mRNA levels and insulin action in terms of glucose oxidation in U-937
human prornonocyticcells. This cell linepossesses estrogen receptor a and Ilas well as
IRs and is considered to be an usefulmonocyte-likemodel to studythe modulationoflR
gene expression and insulinactivityby diverse hormones.lIlaterials and Methods: U
937 cells were treated for24 h with increasingconcentrationsofE, (from 10"0M to 10"
M) and the IR mRNA levels determined by Northern blot assays. To assess the time
course of estrogen effect on IRmRNA levels, the cells were treated for 15,24,36 and48
h with 10" ME,. Measurementsof glucoseoxidation were carried out in both untreated
and cells treated for 24 h with 10" M E, in the absence/presence of increasing insulin
concentrations (from 10·'01.1 to 10"1.1).Results: Northernassaysshowedthat the levels
of the two major IR-relatedmRNA species of approximately II kb and 8.5 kb in size
present in these cells were decreased about 12% upon treatment with 10"0 1.1 E"
reaching minimum values (30%decrease) with 10-9 1'-1 E2• andreturning tonearnormal
levels at higher concentrationsof E,. This inhibitionwas also time-dependent reaching
minimum values (34% decrease) 36 h after addition of E,. Basal values of glucose
oxidation decreased by 24% after treatment for 24 h with 10" 1.1 E,. Insulin stimulated
glucose oxidation in a dose-dependent manner in both treated and untreated cells.
However, the maximal response at 10.1 M insulin was 69% lower in treated than in
untreated cells indicatinga decrease in responsivenessinducedbyE,.ln conclusion, our
results demonstrate for the first time an important role for E, as inhibitor of IR gene
expression in U-937 human cells. This effect was accompanied by decreased insulin
responsiveness of these cells.

612
EFFECTS OF INSULINGLARG[\"E ONCULl'L'REDBUMA."<
SKELETAl. MUSCLE CELLS: COMPARISO:'\S wrra[\"Sl'LlS A.'\"D
IGF-I.
T. Cim.ld], L C'rlet, S.Mudaliu andR.. Henry.SanDiego.CA.

Blckground and Alms: insulin glarginc (Lantus*)i. a humanin!U1in =108 with
• prolongeddurationof action,'Ibl. stwlycompared the effe<:19 of insulin glargine
(10) with human insuli~ (Hl) and IGP-!, MaterWo and Method" E~dpoir.ts

examined were receptor binding, glucose tlptake, 'H-lh)Widine uptake and
activationof signallingmoJecul.. in diifereatial<d H'ollIW1 Skdmt Muscle Cen.
(HSMC). IlSMC wereobtained from bolhbulthy individuals(n>eanllM12S.I:!:I.3
kg/o', fastingblood glucose (FBG 4.9:±O.1 mMJ and patientswithtype 2 diebctcs
(mean 1l~1I 35.2±2.! kg/o'. FBO 8.1j:O.6 1:'.11). Rtsllll8: IG and Hi were
equipotentin their ability10 competefor bindinSto lhe insulin receptor, whereas
IGf-1 bound with only 1% of the .fflcity ofinoulin. 10 and III displaced IGF-'
from it3 receptor with very low affinjty (10<0.5% affitity of lOP.!). The
sensitivitycf glucoseuptake was greatest l:Jr:.;pense to 101'·1 and was lower and
equal for IG and HI. Maximalstimulationof ghzcose uptakeover basal levels was
simllcr ill response to all threeligandsin noa-diab<tic co];s.but higher in respcase
10 IOF-! in diabeticcells,SlinrJlaticnofAlupho,phor}'latioD woomoreresponsive
to 101'·1, compared with 10 and HI, with sensitivities .iml'.ar to those Cor
sliJnU1ation of glucose,,;:take. Thyoidine uplllke wu only marginally stimulated
by 10 and HI. comparedto the potentresponse to IOF-!. MArK phosphorylation
was stimulatedto. similardegreeby all three ligends,ConclUJion: We conclude
that10 is equivalentto III "'ith respectto metabeliereepcnses and doe; I10t display
augmented mitogenic c:ffeets b skelc:Al ttIUSctc.
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TRANSCRIPTIONAL ACTIVATION OF THE HUMAN INSULL'II
RECEPTOR GENE BY !,25-DIIIYDROXYVITAMIN D,.
B. Maestro, S. Melero, N. Davila, S. Bajo and C. Calle. Dept. Bioquimica. Fac.
Medicina. U.C.M. and Hospital C.P.H. Madrid. Spain.
Background and Aims: We previouslydemonstratedthat I,25-Dihydroxyvitamin 0,
(1,250,) increased insulinreceptor (lR) gene expressionand insulinbindinginU-937
human promonocytic cells. RNA stability resulted unaltered suggesting an effect on
transcription. 1.2SDJ-treatment also causedanincrease intheinsulinresponsiveness
of these cells to both glucose transport and glucoseoxidation.With theseantecedents,
inthepresent workweextendourprevious studiesanalysing thepossibleexistence of
a direct transcriptional effect of 1,250, on IR gene expression in U-937 cells. In
addition, we study whether the potentiation of insulinaction by 1,250, is associated
to the activation of the insulinsignalling systemat the level of phosphatidylinasitoI3
kinase (PH-kinase) in these cells. Materials and Methods: The -1819 to -271
promoter fragment of the IR gene cloned in Bgl Il site of pCAT3M vector, kindly
provided by Drs S.Y. Tsai and G. Elberg, was subcloned into the Bgl11 site of a
pGI2-basicvector (Promega)to create the reporterplasmidphIR(1.5)-GL2.Transient
transfections with this and other positive and negativecontrol plasmids were carried
out byelectroporation of20 x 10' U-937 cells at 250 V, 960 I'F. After restingfor24 h
the transfected cells were either untreated or treated for 24 h with 10" 1.1 1,250,.
Then, the cells were collectedby centrifugation and the luciferaseactivityquantified.
Glucose transport and glucoseoxidationwere measuredat theconcentrationof insulin
giving the maximal response: 10" M and 10-1 1>1' 'respectively, and in the
absence/presence of two concentrationsof the Pl.I-kinasc inhibitorwortmannin:0.4 x
10" M and 10" M, using both untreated cells and cells treated for 24 h with 1,250,.
Results: Treatment with 1,250, caused a 1.8-fold transcriptional activation of the
human lR gene. Thisactivation seemsto potentiate themaximal insulinresponse to
both glucose transport (1.3-fold) and glucose oxidation (1.6-fold) in these cells.
Wortrnannin caused a greater inhibition of the insulin response to both glucose
transport and glucose oxidation in 1,25D,-treated (0.2 - O.5-fold)than in untreated
cells (0.1- 0.3-fold). This suggestsan activation of PH-kinaseactivityby 1,250, that
could mediate the potentiation of the insulin response.
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rns SUBCELLULAR DISTRIBUTION Of INSULIN RECEPTOR SUBSTRATE
I IS MODIFIED IN ADIPOCYTES FRO:'-.I AGED RATS
M.Villar',C.Martinez',J.M.Carrascosa' and A.And,,!s'. Area de Bioquimica.Facultad
de Quimicas,Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha.Ciudad Real'; Departamento de
Biologta Molecular (CB\I-UAM),Univ.Aut6noma, Madrid', Spain.
Background and Aims: Insulin receptor substrate (IRS) proteins are major substrate
of the insulin receptor (IR), and it has been suggested that the intracellular location of
IRS proteins is regulated in a way that may infiuenee insulin action. In adipocytes,
short term insulin stimulation triggers the release of IRS-I from the low density
microsome fraction into the cytosol. Then, defects within the subcellular
localizations of IRS-I protein may account for the development of insulin resistance.
The aim of this work was to determine the subcellular localization and redistribution
of IRS-I after insulin stimulation of adipocytes in an insulin resistance state, as
aging. Materials and Methods: Adipocytes from male Wistar adult (3-months) and
old (24-months-old) rats were prepared from epididymal and retroperitoneal fat pads.
After preincubation for 15 min, the adipocytes were stimulated with SOnM insulin for
the indicated times. Cytosol and internal membranes (LD:'-.I and 110M) were isolated
by differential centrifugation. Cytosclic protein (500l'g) was immunoprecipitated
with anti-IRS-I and/or anti-PY antibodies. Imrnunoprccipitates and internal
membranes (75I'g) were analyzed by Western blotting with anti-IRS-I and anti-PY
antibodies. The bound antibodies were visualized using the ECL method, and bands
intensities were quantitated by scanning densitometry of autoradiographs whose
exposure was in the linear range. Results: Under basal conditions. the contentof
IRS-I in the adipocytes of old rats is 15% lower and 10% higher in the internal
membrane (1M) fraction and the cytosol, respectively, as compared to adult rats.
Insulin promotes the traslocation of IRS-I from the 1M fraction into the cytosol in
both cases. However, the tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-I was decreased by 45%
and 60% in the 1\1 fraction and the cytosol, respectively, in response to insulin in old
adult rats. Conclusions: In aging, the inappropriate accumulation of IRS-I in the
cytosol maydisengage thisprotein fromthe JR, resulting in a significant reduction in
tyrosil-phosphorylated IRS-t that may cause a state of insulin resistance.
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EFFECTS OF m:~lA.lI( I!'iSULL'i' A.'IiD INSULDlA."iALOGUES ON TIlE
Il\'SL"LDI RECEPTOR SJGXALIXGCASCADI:
G Seip:",..~d J Sandcw.F"ml<fut t-~{ain, Ge:v=a."}'.

n.cl'l:round and .ims: L'\3:lli::l gla:si=e is a h:::UXl ins:':::' aJ:aloS"e wit!: a
prolongedd1:ratOll of llCtiO:l. The aim of this S"JJdy was to comparethe effeotl of
insulinglargine, hu= inSlllin (lm. Bod llto insulin~gue Asp(BIO) (",!:Johhas
been G~O'W:l to hav~ Increasedrnitogenie effectsvia the Insulinreceptoe, in variocs
in vitro .ssay sys_.s; ttl .d'poeyte,. ra:-I fibrnb!a.l" over-exp:essing the human
ir.sulin receptor and. at the pu:ir"d h"= insulin receptor). M.tari.ls and
Methods: l!lsulin~eplllr hi=.d:ng wassllldicdill rat-I fibroblasts ever-expressing
t.ie human Insulin receptor end ,vith putif!ed hUtl".a:1 insulin receptor. L"\S~~

receptor a.ctiva~on was assessed L"\ rat..I tibrob!asts and in rata&poci"t:e£. Results:
11lS"1in g!argi.'1', HI ead Asp(B(0) i::suEIl were shown to have similar i&su!i:l
receptor associatioa kir.et:cs. Insuln gJargiu had sligl:tly slcwer dissociation
kineticseon:p.red \Vi:hHI, which;' consistent,,·i!." sazhtlydecreaseds:cady ,:ate
bic<!ing a!(mi:y end netabolic ....-tivily. In oontns~ Asp(BIO) iIl.suliu hul dt:l'yed
eissoci.:ion ki:1eti::, ando:uy parti.>1 dissoc:..tion over60 raiautes. In.s:llin rectpto:
.utophos;>l:otyl.:ion klcetics were ,L"";'::11" for insulin llarg'.n: elld HI, hi were
d:layed and pralar-ged in response to A'p(BIO) i::sulin. A similar pattern w..
observed (or tha d.phcs;>horylatio:l Jtinoti.s of fie L"lS'.llin receptor and ins"llil
receptor S"!>,tn:~ IRS-I. lr.s:>li:l glc:gir.e was similar to HI i:lt:r= of thymidt.:
iaccrpcratioa indue:d via i:l'ulin I<c:ptolac:iv.:icn in rat-I fibroblasts. A.,p(BIO),
however,L'lduced a hit:er level ofthytl:iC:::e i::corpcration. Caoclusl.n; The deta
presented her: sMW thll t1:e characteristics of insulin gJ~-gine w'uh respect to
insulin ie copter b"di:;g, ..tivation of initial signalli."la events, metabclic eetivity
Ice insulin receptorlUdi3:t:d thyr::i<fule i:1cOl1'OratiOll are comparablewith IMse
of HI. In olear ccatrast, A,p{BIO) insulin haJ sIo..-erre«ptor dissociatio" r:::"
prolor.ged pho,pboryla:ion of the ins:Jl;n receptoread its ."hs:r.tesaI:d incr....ed
pctearlal for i.:tduci:\g mi!02en1c effec:.s.
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DEFECTS OF LIVER GLYCOGEN METABOLISM IN PATIENTS WITH
AGENESIS OF THE DORSAL PANCREAS
It Stingl', W.J. Schnedl', M. Krllik', E. Bemroider', MG. Bischof', G. Pacini',
W.WaldMuslt, and MRoden'. 'Depl Int. Med. 3, Univ. Vienna; 'Depl Int. Mod,
Univ. Graz, Austria; 'Institute of S)·stemsScience and Biomcd. Engin., Padova, Italy
Background and Aims: Hepatic glycogenmetaboli.m was studied in a family v.ith
complete agenesis of the dorsal pancreas. The mother (49 y; BMI: 22.3 kglm';
HbA,,: 7.5%; -22 units insulin/day) dl:\'e!opcd insulin-<!ependent diabetes mellitus
at the age of 39 years, while both of her sons presenl with nonnal glucose tolerance
(21 and 25 y; 21.8 and 21.6 kg/m', HbA,,: 5.0 and 5.3%). Materials and Method.:
Plasma glucose profiles were obtained in the patients and in se:,,-, age-, and BMI
matched healthy subjects (CON; HbA,,: 5.4iO.2%) for 24 h, during which they
ingested 3 standard mi'<edmeals. Hepatic gl)-co£enconcentrations were determined
non-invasiyely during nighttime using in vivo I C NMR spectroscopy (3 TI 80 cm,
Broker, Ettlingen, FRG). Net rates of hepatic gl)'cogen synthesis and breakdoy,n
were calculated by linear regression of glycogen concentration-timecon·es. Rates of
f,luconeogenesiswere ealculated from thedifference of glucose production (0-[6,6
H,]-glucose) and glycogen breakdown. Frequently sampled intravenous glucose

tolerance tosts were performed to assess model-deriyed parameters of insulin
sensiti,ity and secretion. Results: Mean plasma glucose was higher in the diabetic
mother (12.9iO.4 pmolll) than in her sons (6.liO.2 pmolll) and in CON (5.6iO.1
mg/dI). Only postprandial peak plasma insulin concentrntions were lower in the
diabetic mother (217 pmolll) than in her sons (352±60 pmolll) and CON (369±26
pmolll). Plasma glucagon was not different between patients and CON. Peak hepatic
glycogen was lower in all patients (282±7 YS. 331±8 mmolll, p<O.OOI). Similarly,
glycogen S)nthesis was reduced by -55% (I51±23 YS. 350±70 J11llol·rt·min-t,
p<O.05) and glycogen breakdO\m by -10% (107±7 ,·s. 184±19 J11llol·r'·min-

I,

p<0.02) compared with CON. The fractional contribution of gluconeogenesis was
higher in patients thanin CON (72±2 % vs. 51±6 %; p<O.05). Insu1in sensiti\i~ was
lower in the diabetic mother than in her sons and controls IS,:0.8 ''S. -2.6 x 10 min
'/(IIU/mI)]. Hepatic insulin clearance was higher in patients compared with controlS
(6.8±1.3 YS. 2.8±1.0 ml·min-I·kg-'). Conclusion: Patients \\ith complete agenesis of
the dorsal pancreas exhibit marked defects of hepatic glycogen metabolism which
are present l:\-enin the glucose tolerant nondiabeticoffspring.
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PROUFERATlO:-l AIo:DIGF-BlNDl~G PROTElloiS PRODUCTIO:-l BY FETAL HEPATOCYTE
rsCD:oHROLLEDBY THE DIET OF TIlE DAM: A:-II.VV[fRO STUDY
I. EI Khattabi, B. Reusens, F. Gregoire and C. and Remacle, Laboratoirede Biol
gie Cellulaire, Universlte Catholique de Louvain, Belgium.
Background: Maternal low protein dier (LP) during pregnancy in rats leads 10 low
birth weight, less circulating IGF-I and less IGF-I and -II in pancreaticislet. in the
fetus. Insulin-like growth factors (lGFs) and their binding proteins (IGFBPs) play
an central role in growth and development. Both proteins are produced by liver
cells and they are modulated by insulin and glucocorticoids, which are altered by
the maternaldiet. Aim: To study the effect of maternal LP diet on proliferationand
IGFBPs production by fetal hepatocytes and the regulation by hormones, Methods:
Pregnant Wistar rats were fed a control (C) diet (20% protein) or a low protein diet
(8%) throughout gestation. At day 21.5, fetal hepatocytes were cultured during four
days. Hormones wereadded from day 0 to day 4. Western Ligand Blot (WLB)
using ["'Ij-IGF-II as ligand and immunoblotusing anti-IGFBP-I and -2 antibodies
were made on 24h culture media.The bands were quantified by densitometry in
image analysis. DNA synthesis was estimated by DAPI (diarnidinophenylindole)
method and by the incorporation of ['Hl-th)midine over 24 h periods. Results:
WLB analysis revealed a band 000-34 KDa(IGFBP-I and/or 2) in C as well as in
LP group which is however IwO times enhanced in the LP group (p<O.OO 1). The
immunoblots for IGFBP-I (p<O.OI) and IGFBP-2 (p<0.02) confinned this pattern
of increasein LP group. By contrast, maternal LP diet caused a significant 30"10
decreasein DNA synthesis (p<0.05). Addition of insulin at 200 and 1000 n~1 to
the culture medium ofC hepatocytes induceda decrease in the expression of the 30
KDa band and an increase in D:'<A synthesis (p<O.O I), while 10 and 100 nM cf
dexamethasonemarkedly increased IGFBP production and reduced D:'<A synthesis
(p<O.OI). Addition of IGF-I and'or IGFBP-I revealed that IGFBP-I alone or in
presence of IGF-I led to a significant decrease in DNA synthesis, mimicking dex
amethasone effect. Conclusion: Maternal LP diet induces an ovcrexpression in
IGFBPs associated with an impaired D:'<A synthesis. These effects are modulated
by insulinand glucocorticoids which have been found modified by maternal malnu
trition. These results also suggest that the activity of these two hormones on fetal
hepatocyte proliferation may involve the regulationoflGFBPs production.
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CONTROL OF MUSCLE GLYCOGEN SYNTHASE THROUGH GLYCOGEN
PHOSPHORYLASEAND PROTEINTARGETINGTO GLYCOGEN
C. Lerin, E. Montell, M. Garcia-Rocha, J.J. Guinovart and A.l-t Gomez-Foix,
Departamentde Bioqulmica i Biologia Molecular, Universitat de Barcelona, Marti
i Franques 1,08028 Barcelona, Spain.
Background and Aims: Muscle gly'cogen s)nthesis is activated by
dephosphorylation-activation of gl)'cogen s)nthase (GS), which is mostly
attributed to protein phosphatase I (PPI). PPI acti\ity is regulated by target
proteins, such as protein targeting 10 gl)'cogen (pTG), that detennine its location
and affmity for substrates. PTG directly binds substrate enzymes for PPI, namely
GS and gly'cogenphosphorylase (GP), independentlyof gl)·cogen.lbis binding is
presumablyregulated but little is kno\m of its mutual interaction and operational
capacity in vim. We have previously sho\\n that overexpression of PTG in
skeletal muscle cells clearly modified the GS activation state, whereas GP was
only slightly inactiyated. Here, we have further examined the interaction between
PTG and GP in vim by co-expression of these two proteins. Materials and
Methods: Studies have been performed in human muscle cultured cells
transduced\\ith adenoviruses.Results: Co-overexpressionof GP and PIG caused
minor changes in GP activation in glycogen-repleted and -depleted cells,
reinforcing the notion that PTG does not promote PPI action on GP in muscle
cells. In contrast, delivety' of PIG and GP caused a marked acti"ation of GS,
above that attained in cells overexpressingeither PTG or GP alone. The effect on
GS was more appa:ent in gIY'cogen-depleted cells and was correlated to a
downwa:d shift in the electrophoretic mobility of GS, indicating
dephosphorylation of the etlZ)me. ConeJusions: GP enhances PTG-mediated
activation of GS, although GP itself is not dephosphorylated. Our data suggests
that interaction of GP \\ith PTG constitutes a stimulatory signal of glycogen
s)nthesis, which is ma.ximally operative at low glycogen content. This mechanism
may contribute to enhancing glycogen res)nthesis in muscle.
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CRARATERlSATIO:-l OF lSOFAGOML'iE'S L'iH1BITORY EFFECT 0:-1
GLyCOGEN PHOSPHORYL\SE AlI<IJ GLYCOGENOLYSIS L'I PRIMARY
RAT HEPATOCYTES.
B. Andersen, E.G. Mortensen. M Winther and N. Westergaard. Department of
Hepatic Biochemistry, Novo Nordisk.
Background and Aims: Hepatic glucose production is significantly increased in
patients with type II diabetes and is therefore an important target for lowering blood
glucose. Inhibition of liver glycogen phosphorylase (GP) is one approach to lower the
increased hepatic glucose production. The effect of Isofagomine, a potent GP
inhibitor, has been characterized in vitro. Materials and Methods: Glycogen
phosphorylase (GPa: the phosphorylated form; GPb: the unphosphorylated form)
activity was assayed in the direction of glycogenolysis and glycogen synthesis.
Primary hepatoeytes were isolated from male Sprague Dawley rats and cultured.
Glycogen synthesis was induced with insulin and glucose and subsequently basal and
glucagon-stimulated glycogenolysis was measured. Results: When analyzed in the
direction ofglycogenolysis Isofagornine was found to be a potent inhibitor of rat and
pig liver GPa with an IC50 of 697 ± 85 n.\1 and 773 ± 9 11."1, respectively. Also,
AMP-stimulated rabbit muscle GPb was inhibited with an IC50 of 1.21 ± 0.18 ~~l

Remarkably, the IC50 value was increased to 279 ± 37 11'''1 when pig liver GPa was
analyzed in the direction of glycogen synthesis, The mode of inhibition was found to
be non-competitive with respect to glucose and caffeine, Likewise, the inhibitory
effect of Isofagomine was not potentiated in the presence of either glucose or
caffeine; glucose antagonized the effect of Isofagomine. In primary cultured rat
hepatocytes Isofagomine inhibited basal and glucagon-induced glycogenolysis dose
depcndently with an IC50 ofJ.O ± 0.4 ~M and 2.0 ± 0.5 ","I, respectively. The effect
of Isofagomine on glycogenolysis was observed with respect glucose production.
lactate formation, and glycogen levels. lsofagomine had no effect on the enzymes
involved in the covalent modification of GP: phosphorylase kinase and protein
phosphatase I. Moreover, Isofagomine had no effect on phosphorglucomutase,
glucose-o-phophatase, while the debranching enzyme was inhibited 10 % at 200 ~M
of lsofagomine. Condusions: lsofagomine is a potent and selective inhibitor of GP
and glycogenolysis in hepatocytes, Inhibition of glycogenolysis is a potential means
whereby the overproduction of glucose by the liver in the diabetic state may be
reversed.
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Pharmacodynamic profile of the glycogen phosphorylase inhibitor I,4-dideoxy
1,4-imino-D-arabinitol (DAB) in glucagon-ehallenged rats, rabbits aod dogs.
P. Mackay, E. Gammelgaard and A. Gjedsted, Novo Nordisk, Bagsvaerd, Denmark.

Background and Aims: It has previously been shown that DAB inhibits
glycogenolysis in rat hepatocytes in vitro and reduces glycogenolysis and BG
excursions in glucagon-challenged oblob and lean mice. Here we studied the
pharmacodynamic effects of DAD in glucagon-challenged rats, rabbits and dogs.
Materials and Methods: DAB was administered at 0.04-24mglkg i. v. to
postabsorptive anaesthetised male Sprague Dawley rats just before an i. v, glucagon
challenge or p. o. to conscious rats IS min before a s. c. glucagon challenge and BG
was monitored to identify £0100 values. Those values were used to study the
pharmacodynamic tr., by each route by dosing 5-90 min (i. v.) or 15-120 min (p. o.)
before a glucagon challenge. Danish Land Race female rabbits were dosed i, v. with
O.I-IOmglkgDAB 10 min before an i, v. glucagon challenge and the EDlOo value was
subsequently used to assess t,.,. In female Beagle dogs DAD was administered at
4mglkg p. o. 2-5h before i. v. glucagon and the t .., was estimated from the AUC of
BG. '
Results: A log-linear DAB i. v. dose response relationship was observed in i. v,
glucagcn-challenged rats and 1-2mg/kg completely suppressed the 3-4mmolJI DG
excursion seen with glucagon alone. The BG lowering effect of a DAB dose of
1.6mg/kg i. v. had an estimated t", of 50 min. When dosed p. o. to rats a log-linear
dose response was observed, again with I-2mg/kg DAB completely suppressing the
BG excursion. A p. o. dose of 1.2mg/kg DAB had an estimated t." of 60 min. These
data suggest very high oral availability of DAB in rats. In rabbits 3mglkg DAD
completely suppressed the 3mmolJI glucagon-induced BG excursion. The estimated
t" of this dose was 5 h. When dogs were dosed p. o. with 4mg/kg of DAB 2 or 3 h
before glucagon the 3.5mmolJIBG excursion was nearly completely suppressed, with
lesser effect when dosed 4 or 5 h before. Tt., was estimated to 4h from the AUC.
Condusions: These data suggest that inhibition of hepatic glycogen phosphorylase
may constitute a novel therapeutic principle in type 2 diabetes patients where elevated
plasma glucagon reportedly contributes to excessive hepatic glucose output.
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INHIDITIO:-.l OF GLYCOGENOLYSIS HAS NO EFFECT ON

GLUCONEOGENESIS AND GLYCOGEN SYNTHESIS IN FASTED RATS
KeId Fosgerau, Jens BreinhoIt, Kent E. Pedersen, and Niels Westergaard

Novo Nordisk AIS, DK-2760 Maalocv, Denmark.
Background and Aims: Suppression of glycogen breakdown may take place via
allosteric inhibition or by dephosphorylation of glycogen phosphorylase a. The
latter results in activation of glycogen synthase dependent on the maintenance of
glucose 6-phosphate level" 1.4.dideoxy-I,4.imino-D-ar1bin;to! (DAB), which
represents a. novel class of potent glycogen phosphorylase inhibitors, was
previously shown to inhibit glycogenolysis in vim without a compensatory
increase of gluconeogenesis. This may reflect that gluconeogenic glucose was
stored as glycogen. We therefore investigated the effects of DAB on glucose
production and glycogen synthesis from gluconeogcnic substrates in primary rat
hepatocytes and in 2~-h fasted rats in vim. Materials and Methods: Hepatocytes
were incubated in the presence of 15 m;>,1 IYC-glucose and 10 nM insulin for 2~
h. Subsequently the cells were incubated in a new medium containing 3 mr.-I 2·
"C.glycerol, no glucose +/- 2 n\1 glucagon. In rats "C-enriched lactate (30%) was
infused to obtain a plasma level of 5 m~1 together with somatostatin and
replacement levels of insulin. "C-fiItered 'H N~IR was applied to identify and
quantify the position of "C-enrichment in glucose and lactate. Results: The
experimental set up in hepatocytes allows estimation of both glycogenolysis and
gluconeogenesis. The data demonstrated that 25 ~M DAB efficiently inhibits
glycogenolysis by 70% whereas gluconeogenesis appears to be virtually
unaffected. In ,,';vo we observed no difference in DCcontent of glucose (p = n.s., n
= 5) with (1.41 ± 0.11 %) or without (1.47 ± 0.03 %) DAB. Further, we observed
no differences in total hepatic glycogen levels with or without DAB in fasted rats.
Conclusion: DAB inhibited glycogenolysis with no effect on glucose production
or glycogen synthesls from glycerol and lactate in vitro and in ,·im. These results
suggest that inhibition of glycogenolysis could be an effective anti-diabetic
treatment.
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DlURt~AL CHANGE IN MUSCLE GLYCOGEN IN TYPE 2
DIABETES AND IN NORMAL SUBJECTS
P.E. Carey,l.E.M. Snaar, 1. Gerrard, P. Morris And R. Taylor.
Department of Diabetes and Metabolism, University of Newcastle
and Department of Physics, University of Nottingham.

Background and aims: To determine diu mal change in tissue glycogen
stores in relation to insulin sensitivity, subjects with type 2 diabetes of
over two years duration and age and weight matched controls have been
studied metabolically and by magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Methods:
After breakfast and lunch gastrocnemius muscle glycogen was measured
2 hourly by magnetic resonance spectroscopy at 3.0 Tesla. On a separate
day, a short insulin sensitivity test (0. I units/kg) was carried out with
fasting calorimetry basally and repeated 20 min after insulin injection.
Results: After breakfast and lunch muscle glycogen increased above
basal concentration by 30.2 and 54.3% respectively in normalsubjects
but by only 12.4 and 37.9% respectively in diabetic subjects. In a
separate group of young healthy volunteers muscle glycogen increased
above basal concentration by 37.1 and 99.0% respectively. This
subnonna1 muscle storage of glucose as glycogen in type 2 diabetes was
related to insulin sensitivity. Mean Km in the diabetic group was less
than 50% of that of the controls (0.93 :t O.4lmmoll1/min and 1.97:t 0.58
mmol!I/min; p<O.OI). Glucose oxidation increased from 0.97:t 0.47 to
2.02 ± 0.74 glmin in the diabetic patients, and from 1.26 ± 0.52 to 2.83 ±
0.36 glmin in controls. Conclusions: The extent of slow and incomplete
storage of meal-derived glucose as muscle glycogen in type 2 diabetes
and its relationship to in vh'o insulin sensitivity has been shown for the
first time.
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Muscle glycogen accumulation correlates with exercise activity irrespective of
dietary fat content
K.B. Rooney, S. McEwan, A. Buckley, J. Phuyal, J. Bryson and C. Thompson. The
Department of Biochemistry, Sydney University, Australia.

Background and Aims: Impaired muscle glucose uptake and a reduced ability to
store glucose as glycogen are central to insulin resistance. Exercise improves insulin
sensitivity and increases insulin stimulated glucose uptake and glycogen synthase
activity. IIigh fat feeding bas the opposite effect. This study investigated the effect of
the amount of exercise on glycogen accumulation in quadriceps muscles of rats fed
either a high fat or normal diet. Malena" and Melhod" 16 male wistar rats were fed
a standard chow diet with (TC) or without (SC) access to running wheels, 16 others
were fed a high fat diet (59"10 fat) with (TF) or without (SF) access to running wheels.
An oral glucose tolerance test (OGTf) (3g glucose/kg body weight) was performed
on day 25 and plasma glucose area under the curve response (GAUC, mM.min)
assessed. Three days later quadriceps muscle was removed for assessment of glucose
6-phosphate (G6P) and glycogen content, active (O.lrn.\1 G6P) and total (10m.\1 G6P)
glycogen synthase (GS) activity, GS fractional velocity and glycogen phosphorylase
a (GPa) activity. Results: Distance travelled was not different between the trained
groups. Fat feeding increased the GAUC (SC 1112 ± 28 vs SF 1231 ± 31 p = 0.02)
and training decreased the GAUC (SC vs TC 970 ± 43 p = 0.02, SF \"S TF 1082 ± 33,
P =0.01). Training significantly increased the quadriceps glycogen content (umols 1g
dry weight) of both groups (SC 105 ± 13 vs TC 143 ± 9 P =O.oJ, SF 78 ± 6 vs TF 107
± 6 p = 0.003). The quadriceps glycogen content in trained rats was significantly
positively correlated to the distance run over the 28 day period (TC R = 0.82, P =
0.01, TF R = 0.73, P = 0.04) in both chow and fat fed rats although fat feeding
produced less glycogen accumulation (p = 0.003). G6P content, total GS and GPa
activities were similar in all 4 groups. GS fractional velocity decreased in both
groups, (SC 0.65 ± 0.1 vs TC 0.39 ± 0.1 p = 0.02). Neither the GAUC nor enzyme
activities correlated with the distance run. Conclusions: Quadriceps glycogen content
increased proponionally to the distance traveled, irrespective of the diet. These
increases in glycogen cannot be simply explained by alterations in GPa GS or G6P.
Since previous studies have shown increased insulin stimulated glycogen synthase
activity after training, insulin regulation of glucose uptake and glycogen synthase
must be critical to the accumulation of glycogen in trained animals.
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FENOFIBRATE DIRECTLY I:'iHIBITS GLYCOGEN SYNTHESIS OF
ISOLATED RAT SKELETAL MUSCLE.

A.Lest, B.Brunmair, S.Polster, M.Roden, and C.Fiimsinn
Dept.Med.ID, Div.Endocrinol.Metab., Univ.Vienna, Austria

Aim" Fibrates are used for the treatment of lipid disorders and have been
demonstrated to carry an insulin-sensitizing potential. This study was to investigate
the direct effects of librates on skeletal muscle glucose metabolism. Materials and
Methods: Soleus muscle strips from Sprague-Dawley rats were incubated for 90 min
or 24 h in the presence or absence of fibrates. During the last hour, rates of glucose
metabolism were determined in the presence of insulin. Glycogen content was
measured after the experiment. Results: 90 min exposure of muscle specimens to
fenofibrate dose-dependently inhibited insulin-stimulated glycogenesis, which
resulted in decreased glycogen content (% of an intraindividual control incubated in
the absence of fenofibrate: net glycogen svnthesis: 101111, -12±5%, p<0.05; 251111.
-16i6%, p<0.05; 50",\1, -13±5%, p<0.02; 1001111, -26i4%, p<O.OOI; 200",\1.
-18±5%, p<0.001; glycogen contenr. 10",\1, -4±3'10, us; 25",\1, -13i4%, p<0.02;
501111, -7±3'10, p<0.05; 10011-\1, -13±3%, p<O.OOI; 2001lM, -IOi4%, p<0.02).
Inhibition ofglycogen synthesis by fenofibrate persisted after prolonged exposure for
24 h (net g/vcogen svnthesi... 101111, -7i14%, ns; 251111, -9i15%, ns; 501111, -20i8%,
p<0.05; 10011-\1, -17i7%, p<0.05; 200",\1, -27i7%, p<0.005; glycogen mntenr.
1011-\1, -819%, us; 2511-\1, -9i10%, ns; 5011-\1, -22±5'10, p<0.001; 1001111, -20±5%.
p<O.OOI; 200jJ.1-I, -28i4%, p<O.OOI). Glucose oxidation, anaerobic glycolysis, and 2
deoxy-glucose transport were determined in parallel, but remained unchanged, and
other librates failed to exhibit glycogenolytic action (exposure to 10011-\1 of the
respective fibrate for 90 min: net glyr.ngen SYnthesis: clofibrate. -7i14%, ns;
ciprofibrate, -9i15%, ns; bezafibraie, +13±21 %, us; glyc.ngen contenr. clofibrate, -2i
7%, us; ciprofibrate, -6±5'10,ns; bezafibrate, -3±14%, us). Conclusions: Fenofibrate
directly inhibits glycogenesis in skeletal muscle in vitro. Failure of other librates
suggests a fenofibrate-speeific mechanism of action, and, hence, the involvement ofa
pathway different from that addressed by all fibrates to improve lipid metabolism.
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Insulin interaction with prior exercise in promoting glycogen syothesis in
different muscles and Iiverr implications for exercise-mediated changes in insulin
sensitivity.
S. Pye and J. Radziuk. Dept. of Medicine, Ottawa Hospital, Ottawa, Canada
Background eed Aims: Exercise is thought to improve insulin sensitivity. Following
acuteexercise,this observation hasnot been consistent To determine whether this might
be due to a summation of non-uniform effects in different tissues. glycogen synthesisin
response to insulin was evaluated in different muscles and liver in rats, following a 4h
swim. Materials and Methods: Four groups of Sprague-Dawley rats (200-230g)
underwent: (i) a 4h swim followed by a 3h recovery, SR; (ii) a 4h swim followed by a 3h
insulin infusion (29pmoVkg-min), SI; (iii) 4h rest + 3h 'recovery'. RR; (iv) 4h rest + 3h
insulin infusion, RI. Glucose was clamped at basal during insulin infusions and [6
3H]glucosewas infusedduring thestudy.Plasmatracer andglucoseweremeasured during
the3h recovery or insulininfusion. At termination. the rats weresacrificed andsoleus(S).
white (WO) and red (RO) gastrocnemii, and liver were freeze-clamped. Total and labeled
glycogen were determined. New synthesis was calculated from [3H) glucosyl content of
glycogen divided by glucose specific activity during recovery (+1. insulin). Insulin
sensitivity was estimated from the ratio of glucose metabolic clearance (MCR) and insulin
levels. Statistical analysiswas performed using one-wayanalysisof variance. Results:
After exercise, insulin was similar: 511+/-177 p~f for RI vs S67+1·105 for 51 (p>0.1) but
MCR increased from 26+1-4 to 41+1-4mL'kg-min (p<0.05), indicating an increase (-SO%)
in insulinsensitivity (p=O.08). Totalglycogen rose or remained unchanged afterexercise
(relative to RR) in all muscle groups, except in SR where it decreased. New glycogen
synthesis (mg/g tissue) in liver, soleus, RG and WG was found to be as follows: RR:
0.1+/-0.1,0.9+/-0.2,0.3+/-0.1 and 0.1+/-0.1; RJ: 0.5+/-0.2, 3.0+/-0.4, 3.0+/-0.8,0.4+/-0.2;
5R: 0.4+/-0.2, 0.7+1-03, 1.2+1-0.4" and 0.9+/-0.2"; SI: 1.9+/-0.4, 3.0+1-0.4, 8.8+/-0.8
and 5.1+/-0.2. To determine any synergistic effects of insulin, SI was also compared to the
additive effects of prior swimming and insulin (SR+RI-RR): 0.8+/-0.2', 2.8+/-0.4, 3.9+1
0.8', 1.2+/-0.2' (' p<O.OS, 51 vs 5R+RJ-RR, " p<O.OS, SR vs RR). Cooclusions:
Insulin-stimulated new glycogen synthesis was enhanced synergistically (2·3 fold that
expected from additive effects alone) by prior exercise in those muscle groups (WO and
RG) where exercise alone increased glycogen synthesis. The effect was present but
smallerin liver.Thus the differential nature of the effect of exerciseon insulinactionon
glyocgen synthesis in different tissues, likely attenuates the overall change in systemic
insulinsensitivity.

625
QUANTITATION OF GLYCOGEN PHOSPHORYLASE ISOFORMS
EXPRESSION IN NORMAL AND INSULIN RESISTANT RAT
TISSUES
T.Gorman and I.D.Waddell
Cardiovascular & Gastrointestinal Research Department, AstraZeneca
Pharmaceuticals, Mereside, A1derley Park, Macclesfield, Cheshire.
SKIO4TG U.K.
Aims: Glycogen phosphorylase (GP) is a key enzyme in the regulation
of hepatic glucose output. This work aimed to determine the level and
pattern of expression of the liver, skeletal muscle and brain isoforms of
glycogen phosphorylase within normal AP Wistar and insulin resistant
Zucker rat tissues. Materials and Methods: Isoform specific
quantitative RIPCR was carried out on cDNA synthesised from total
tissue RNA using a Lightcycler machine (Roche). Tissues studied were
liver, skeletal muscle, brain, heart, kidney and lung. Results: The major
isoforms expressed in liver, skeletal muscle and brain tissues were liver
(76% AP/57 %Zucker). skeletal muscle (73%AP/50%Zucker) and brain
(62%AP/51%Zucker) respectively. The isoforms were differentially,but
also simultaneously expressed in all tissues studied. There was no overt
difference in the pattern or level of expression of any of the isoforms
between normal and Zucker rat. Conclusions: The insulin resistance
and impaired glucose tolerance seen in the Zucker fa/fa rat is not
associated with any alteration in GP isoform mRNA expression levels.
The presence of multiple enzyme isoforms in the tissues studied would
suggest attempts to reduce hepatic glucose output by specific inhibition
of the liver GP isoform could result both in additional effects on the
isoform expressed elsewhere and sub-maximal inhibition of hepatic GP
activity due to compensatory action of the non-targeted isoforms.
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IN VIVO AND L'l VITRO EFFECTS OF THE HEPATIC GLUCOKL'lASE
GENE PROMOTER -258 A VARIAl\T ON PROMOTER ACTIVITY AND
IXSULm SENSITIVITY· CO:-'TROVERSY REVISITED
N. WaH,W Zhangl, M Zhangl, ED Janusz,SSM Chung), KSL Laml
Department of Medicine I, Clinical Biochemistry Unit2 and Institute of Molecular
Biology3, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, China

Background and Aims: The ·258 G-A variant of the glucokinase (GCK) gene hepatic
promoterhas been reportedto be associatedwith impairedpromoteractivity in vitro and insulin
resistance in vivo in a small cohort of African-Americans with normal glucose tolerance
(NGT).In this study, we haveat tempted to resolvethe controversyof non-reproduciblein vivo
findingin other ethnicpopulations.Materials and Method.:We studied318 unrelatedChinese
subjects (aged 50.7+/-12.0)"ears;mean+/-SD) with NGT (MJF=43%:57"1o) according to WHO
(1985) diagnosticcriteria.fasting and 2-hourplasmaglucose and insulin levels were measured
during a 75-g oral glucose tolerance test, The Homeostasis Modcl Assessment of insulin
resistance (HO:-'iA.IR), was calculated. Genotype frequency was determined by Accl
restriction fragment length polymorphism, PGL3 vector [with a luciferase report gene
containing a 0.7 kb (.1 to 700 including the mutant site) or a 1.7 kb fragment (including an
upstream liver specificenhancer ·1000 to -700) of glucokinasepromoter was transfected into
HepG2cells along with pGLJ-GCKpromoterclones and pCMVb-galinternal control plasntid.
The wild-type(WT) and mutantclones wereconfirmedby sequencing. Cells were harvested in
lysate buffer containingproteaseinhibitorsafter 72-hour transfcction. The Jucifcraseand b-gal
activitieswere assayedusing Promcga assay kits. Results:The meanpromoter activity was
3058 U' (100%) in the (WI) (00) and 1788 U (58%) in the mutant (AA) for the 0.7kb
fragment(n=3); 6934 U (100%)in the WT (00) and 6958 U (100"1.) in the mutant(AA) for the
1.7kb fragment (n=2). fasting and 2-hour insulin levels and HO~·IR were not significantly
different between subjects with the A allele (allele frequency 0.24) (5.50 +/- 0.32 vs 5.36+/
0.23 mUlL for 00, 51.20+/· 5.61 \"S 53.49+/· 3.82 mUlL for 00, 1.25+/.{).07,'s 1.21 +/.{).05
for 00 respectively;mean+/-SEM) and those with the GG genotype.Cnnclusions: These data
suggest that the -258 hepatic glucokinasegene promoter variant is not associated with insulin
resistance in Chinese subjects with normal glucose tolerance, similar to finding in Danish
Caucasians. In thehepaticglucokinase gene, whilea shortfragment of promoter containing this
variant hasdecreased promoter activityI anyupstream liver specific enhancer in the promoter
can lead to the negation of thiseffectresulting in no observablereduction in insulin sensitivity
in vivo.
• arbitrary unitafteradjustment forb-galactcsidase activityandamount of protein
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Do postprandiallipoproleins regulate adbesion mo1«uJes ?
S. Moreno, BS Battula, D. Owens, P. Collins, Gil Tomkin. Department of
Biochemistry Royal College of Surgeons, Department of Diabetes and
Endocrinology, Trinity College Dublin., Adelaide and Meath Hospital Dublin

Baekground and Aims.Type 2 diabetes is associated with up to 5-fold increase in
atherosclerosis. Adhesion molecules are a marker for atherosclerosis.. Regulation of
gene expression by fatty acids depends on fatty acid structure. and we have previously
demonstrated major alterations in the postprandial lipoproteins in diabetic patients
particularly on a linoleic acid diet. The purpose of this study was to explore the
relationship between postprandial lipoproteins and adhesion molecules on different
fatty acid diets. Malerials and Methods: Nine type 2 diabetic and 9 non-diabetie
subjects (HbAlc 7.0±1.0%) were examined 4 weeks after the start of a diet enriched
with either oleic or linoleic add in a randomised cross-ever study. Fasting and
postprandial blood samples were taken following an 1100 kcal fat-rich meal at the end
of each dietary period. Vascular cell adhesion molecule-I (VCAM-I), intracellular
adhesion molecule-I (lCMI·\) and e-selectin were measured by Elisa. Apo B48 and
apo Bloo were measured by gradient gel electrophoresis following
ultracentrifugation. Results: Adhesion molecules were not significantly different
between diabetic and control subjects. For the diabetic patients ICAM on the linoleic
add diet was 317±44 nglml plasma vs 290±35 nglml plasma on oleic acid. VCMI
was 388±73 on linoleic acid vs 403±123 nglml on oleic acid and e-selectin was 49±20
on linoleic acid vs 54±28 nglml on oleic acid. There was a significant increase in
chylomicron apo B48 (p<0.05) and therefore of chylomicron number, in diabetic
patients on the linoleic acid diet. There was no correlation between HbAlc or blood
sugar and any of the adhesion molecules. There was a significant positive correlation
between postprandial chylomicron apo B48 and e-selectin on linoleic acid (<=0.47,
p<0.(5) and oleic acid (<=0.49, p<0.(5) diets and also between postprandial
chylomicron apo Bloo and e-selectin on linoleic add (<=0.45, p<0.(5) and oleic acid
(<=0.5, p<0.05). Chylomicron apo B48 was significantly related to ICAM on oleic
acid diet (r=0.68. p<0.001). There was no significant correlation between any of the
postprandial lipid components of the chylomicron and the adhesion molecules
measured. Concluslens.This study suggests that adhesion molecules may in part be
regulated by postprandial lipoproteins and that the fatty acid composition of the diet
may influence this regulation.

627
REGULATION OF BLOOD GLUCOSE METABOLISM IN MICE
EXPRESSING HIGII AND LOW HEPATIC GLUCOKINASE ACTIVITY

B Leighton, A.A. Atkinson,H. Vertigan, K.J. Brocklehurst and J.D. Waddell.
CV&GI Discovery Department, AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals, Mereside,
Alderley Park, Macclesfield, Cheshire. SKIO 4TG U.K.

Background and Alms: Glucokinase (GLK) is a key regulatory enzyme in
hepatic glucose storage and pancreatic insulin secretion and enzyme
mutations can cause a form of \\I0DY. Strains of mice have a two-fold
difference in hepatic glucokinase activity, with C31I being high and C58 is
low. Oral fructose administration to mice will lower blood glucose levels
immediately after an oral glucose load (possibly via release of GLK from its
regulatory protein (GLKRP)through formation of fructose-l-phosphate). We
determined the effect ofan oral fructose administration to C31I and C58 mice
on plasma glucose levels and related these results to levels of GLKRP levels
in the liver. Both strains of mice were given, orally, glucose (2 g/kg) or
glucose and fructose (both at 2 g/kg). Results: The plasma glucose levels
after glucose administration were 20.83 ±.0.97 versus 18.32 ± \.00 m~1

(P<0.09) in C3H and C58 mice respectively. Fructose significantly lowered
the glucose levels in the C3H mice from 20.83 ± 0.97 to 17.22 ± \.03 m.\!
(P<0.009) but did not significantly lower blood glucose levels C58 mice
(18.32 ± \.00 versus 16.41 ± 0.78 (P<0.075). Plasma lactate levels were
significantly higher in C3H mice versus C58 mice (6.20 ± 0.60 versus 4.02 ±
0.34 (P<0.005). Administration of fructose did not affect plasma lactate
levels in either strain ofmice.

Conclusions: Mice (C31I) with higher levels of liver glucokinase activity
were able to decrease elevated blood glucose levels when given fructose
orally. C3H mice have also higher expression levels of GLKRP than C58
mice which suggests that the level of expression GLK and GLKRP may play
a role in hepatic glucose handling.

629
Title: STL\!ULATION OF HUMAN MUSCLE GLYCOGEN
PHOSPHORYLASE GENE EXPRESSIO~ BY UNSATURATED FATIY
ACIDS.
M. Marotta and A M. Gomez-Foix, Departament de Bioquirnica i Biologia
Molecular. Universitat de Barcelona. 08028 Barcelona. Spain.
Background and aims: Muscle glycogen phosphorylase (MGP) expression
is elevated in obesity-associated human type 2 diabetes. Hormones, such as
epinephrine or insulin, have been suggested to participate in the induction of
the gene. In this study, we examined the possibility that increased MGP gene
ex..pression was due to regulation b)' unsaturated fatty acids and the
mechanism of such effect. Methods: Muscle cultures were established bv
growth and differentiation of myoblasts obtained from human hiopsies; total
MGP activity was determined in total cell extracts in tile presence of the
activator AMP; [U-"C]-glycogen was isolated from totat cell extracts by
precipitation in cold 66% ethanol. Results: When human skeletal muscle
cells were incubated for 16 h with 0.5 nL\1 oleate sodium salt, total MGP
activity was increased from 46 ±3 to 69 ±5 mUlmg protein, whereas
treatment with palmitate had no effect. Consistently, [U."C]-glucose
incorporation into glycogen decreased in oleate-treated cells. Sequence
analysis of the human MGP promoter revealed the presence of a putative
peroxisomal proliferator response element (PPRE) that could be involved in
such effect. Thus, the modulation of MGP activity levels in respense to
peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (pPAR) ligands was studied.
Incubation of cells with a selective PPARgamnu ligand increased MGP
activity, whereas a PPARalpha ligand showed no effect. A MGP promoter
GFP reponer construct was delivered to muscle cells by means of adenov'irus.
The promoter activity was increased after treatment with oleate, linoleate or
PPAR agonists. Conclusions: Our data shows that MGP gene expression is
stimulated by unsaturated fatty acids. The presence of a PPRE in the MGP
promoter and its sensitivity to PPARs suggests that the effect of unsaturated
fatty acids involves PPAR-mediated transcriptional effects.
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Allered postprandial responses in "'pe:: diabetes
N Mohanlal and R R Holman.
Diabetes Trials Unit, OCOEM, University ofOxford, UK

Background and Aims: People with type 2 diabetes are at increased risk of coronary
heart disease (CIID), which may in part be due to altered postprandial metabolic
responses. Alterations in lipoprotein clearance have been demonstrated in diabetic
patients with fasting hypertriglyceridaemia, however a standardised method of
examining postprandial lipaemia is not available. We have developed an Oral
Triglyceride Tolerance Test (OTTT) which has been used to investigate post
challenge metabolic changes in patients with stable type 2 diabetes. Materials and
Methods: A 200 ml test drink containing 50g long chain triglyceride emulsion and
50g rnaltodextrin was administered to 30 type 2 diabetic subjects treated with diet
alone (n=IO), sulphonylurea (n=IO), or metformin (n=lO) and 20 non-diabetic
subjects. Plasma lipid profiles, non-esterified fatty acid (NEFA), glycerol, glucose and
insulin levels were measured fasting and post challenge two hourly for eight hours.
Results: The diabetic and non-diabetic subjects were, respectively, mean (SO) age
55.5 (7.4) and 52.1 (9.0) years, B~fI 32.7 (6.2) and 27.9 (5.6) kg/m2, geometric mean
(ISD range) triglyceride 1.47 (0.91 to 2.4) and 0.80 (0.52 to 1.25) mmol/L with, in the
diabetic subjects, mean lIbAlc 7.6 (1.2) % and fasting plasma glucose 9.1 (2.7)
mmol/L. Diabetic subjects exhibited significantly higher geometric mean triglyceride
levels at all time points compared to non-diabetic subjects, the greatest difference
being at six hours (1.96 (1.2 to 3.3) vs 1.05 (0.6 to 1.8) mmol/L, p=O.OOO2). Six hour
triglyceride correlated strongly with fasting triglyceride (r=O.89, p<O.OOOI) and
incremental triglyceride AUC correlated with fasting plasma glucose (r=O.28,
p=O.O·13). Diabetic subjects had higher mean glycerol at six hours (13.4 (5.5) vs 9.3
(2.0) mg/dL, p<0.002) and higher incremental mean AUC ?\lOFA (p<O.OI). Post
challenge geometric mean insulin levels were highest (peak 300.3 (184.5 to 488.7) vs
192.4 (90.4 to 409.5) pmol/L, p=O.025) at two hours and more prolonged in diabetic
subjects, but returned to baseline by eight hours. Conclusions: Exaggerated post
challenge triglyceride, glycerol, ?\UA and insulin changes are evident even in
patients with moderately well-controlled type 2 diabetes. Metabolic abnormalities in
the postprandial state may contribute, through accelerated atherogenesis, to the
increased risk ofCl1D seen in these individuals.

632
HYPERLIPIDEMIA AND GLUCOSE LEVEL CO:-ITROL IN TYPE 2
DIABETES MELLITUS PATIENTS FROM WEST OF MEXICO.
P. Nufio-Gonzalez, B. Ruiz, S. Godinez, 1. Segura and A. Panduro. Departments
of Molecular Biology in Medicine, Gastroenterology, and Endocrinology. Civil
Hospital of Guadalajara, and Department of Physiology, Health Sciences Center,
University ofGuadalajara. Mexico.
Background' The most common pattern of dyslipidemia in type 2 DM is
increased triacylgliceride levels and decreased HDL cholesterol. Also it is
believed that control of glucose levels may improve the dyslipidemic stage. The
aim of this study was to determinate the different hyperlipidemias present in
patients with type 2 DM from the west of Mexico and analyze the lipid profile
associated to serum glucose levels. Materials and methods' One hundred six
patients (55.3±10.4 years old) with type 2 DM and 436 healthy volunteers (HV)
(45.92 ±16 years old) were studied. Serum lipid profile, glucose and HbAlc
were analyzed using conventional biochemical methods. Patients were classified
in groups according fasting serum glucose levels: I) <140 mg/dI; 2) 141-180 and
3) > 180 mg/d!. The hyperlipidemia was analyzed according to Fredrickson
classification. Results' Eigthy three percent of patients with type 2 OM presented
dyslipidemia vs 39.4% in IN group (p<O.OOOOOI). Twenty six percent of the IN
group presented type II hyperlipidemia, whereas in diabetic patients
hyperlipidemia type III and IV were more common with 28% and 23%
respectively. The frequency of hyperlipidemia in patients with type 2 DM was no
different between groups according to glucose levels. A negative relationship
was found between glucose levels and apo A-I (correlation coefficient = .().59,
p<o.OI). Conclusions' Control of glucose levels not necessarily improves the
dyslipidemia, suggesting that specific measures have to be taken for
dyslipidemia treatment in type 2 D~{ patients. This study also suggest that lipid
glucose level facilitate HDL uptake by the liver, decreasing apo A-I levels and
increasing the risk for cardiovascular disease.
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ROSUVASTATIN ALONE AND IN COMBINATION WITH FENOFIBRATE
IN HYPERLIPIDAEMIC PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DL\BETES4 ,
P. Derrington', A. Hamann', 1. Tuomilehto', K. Sntith4 and D. Kal1end. University of
Manchcster, Manchester, UK; 'Universitiit Heidelbe~. Heidelberg, Germany;
'National Public Health Institute, Helsinki, Finland; Astrailneco, Alderley Park, UK.
Background & Aims: This double-blind multinational, multicentre study
(45221l1OO36) compared the efficacy of;osuvastatin (ROS; Crestor"") in reducing
triglyceride (TG) levels with that of fenofibrate (FEN) and 2 ROS+FEN combinations
in Type 2 diabetic 'patients with hypertriglyceridaentia. Materials & Methods: After a
6-wkdietary lead-in, 216 diabetic men and women ~18yTS; fasting TO ~2.26 but '
s').03mmol/L; total cholesterol (TC) ~5.17mmol/L; HbAlc <10%) were randomised to
ROS 5 or IOmg, or 1 of2 placebo (PLA) arms for 6wks. Patients with low-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) ~1.3 mmol/L were then force-titrated in an 18-wk,
open-label phase as follows: PLA group I received ROS (three 6-wk periods at 10,20,
then 40mg/d);P~ group 2 rec~ived FEN 67mg (od, bd, then tds); and ROS 5- and
I(}.mg groups continued to receive the same dose plus forced-titrated FEN 67mg.
Pairwise t-tests (ANOV A) were used to compare force-titrated ROS with other
treatment regimens. Results: At wk 6, ROS 5 and 10mg significantly reduced TG,
LOL-C, TC, and Apo B and increased high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HOL-C)
over combined PLA gr0'!P (p<0.001). Lipid results at wk 24 of the forced-titration
phase are ShOWl1 below (Table). All treatments, including ROS+FEN combinations,
were well tolerated over 24wks. Conclusions: The ROS IOmg+FEN combination
yielded a greater reduction in TG than those seen with the other treatments, with a
significantly greater reduction over force-titrated ROS. Force-titrated ROS and FEN
were sintilarly effective in reducing TO levels, Both ROS 5 and IOmg improved the
atherogenic lipid profile in Type 2 diabetic patients.

ROS FEN ROS 5rng od+ ROS 10rng od+
Lipid 40mg od 67mg tds FEN 67rng tds FEN 67mg Ids
Parameter (n=51) (n=-l9) (n=60) (n=53)
TG BL (SD) 3.6 (1.0) 4.2 (1.8) 3.5 (1.2) 3.5 (1.3)
Wk 24 %&(SE) -30 (4) -34 (4) -41 (4) -47· (4)
LDL-C BL (SD) 3.7 (0.7) 3.7 (0.8) 3.9 (0.8) 3.9 (0.8)
Wk 24 %&(SE) -47 (3) I· (3) -34· (3) -42 (3)
TC BL (SD) 6.2 (0.7) 6.3 (0.9) 6.5 (0.8) 6.4 (0.9)
Wk 24 %&(SE) -37 (2) -7· (2) -31 (2) -36 (2)
HDL-C BL (SD) 1.0 (0.2) 1.0 (0.2) J.I (0.2) 1.0 (0.2)
Wk 24 %&(SE) 6 (2) 9 (2) II (2) 12 (2)
·pgJ.017 Vi ROS 40mgod~"B: Prespecified level ofstatisticaJ significancecontrolled formultiple
comparisons]; BL= baseline[NB: Baselinevaluesin nunoUL]; %A=pen:enuge changefrombaseline
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INSULIN FAILS TO NORMALIZE FREE FATTY ACID CLEARANCE fN TYPE
2 DIABETES: A POSSIBLE FACTOR FOR PREMATURE ATHEROSCLEROSIS
C. Meyer, H.J. Woerle, E. Papa, J. Dostou and J. Gerich. University of Rochester,
NY, USA
Background and Aims: Premature atherosclerosis frequently occurs in type 2
diabetes (TIOM) despite near optimal glycemic control. This has been partially
attributed to persistently impaired metabolism of triglyceride rich lipoproteins (TRL)
due to elevated plasma free fatty acids (FFA). Increased fasting plasma FFA in
TIOM are due to reduced FFA clearance (C) since FFA release has uniformly been
shown to be normal. We therefore assessed whether acute insulin infusion, which
produces normoglycemia, would also normalize FFA C in TID~I. Materials and
Methods: We determined plasma concentrations, systemic turnover (T) and C of
glucose and FFA ~ .ing tracer techniques (6 'II glucose and 9,10 'II palmitate) in 28
subjects with TID~I with (DM+, n ~ 10) and without an algorithm based variable
overnight insulin infusion (O~I-, n = 18) to restore fasting normoglycemia as well as
in 24 matched nondiabetic controls O'C). Results: Overnight insulin normalized
plasma glucose in O~I+ (5.3 ± 0.1 vs 9.3 ± 0.6 in O~I- and 5.2 ± 0.1 mM in NC) and
resulted in -2-fold greater plasma insulin levels (-135) compared to OM- and NC
(-60 pM). Glucose T and C were normalized by insulin in DM+ (10.1 ± 0.7 and 1.93
± 0.16 vs 14.6 ± 0.8 and 1.63 ± 0.08 in DM-, both p < 0.0 I and vs 10.6 ± 0.4
umol, 'kg/min and 2.05 ± 0'.06 mL'kg/min in NC, both p > 0.7). Plasma FFA decreased
in D~I+ (450 ± 45 vs 613 ± 33 pM in D~I-, p < 0.05) and were comparable to values
in NC (476 ± 42 pM, P > 0.9). In contrast, FFA C remained -50% reduced in DM+
(7.2 ± 1.0 vs 11.4 ± 1.2 mL'kg/min in NC, p < 0.05) and was similar to D~I- (7.3 ±
0.5 ml/kg/rnin). The reduction in plasma FFA in DM+ was due to the suppression of
FFA T below normal (4.04 ± 0.45 vs 5.40 ± 0.27 in D~I- and vs 5.25 ± 0.25 in NC,
both p < 0.04). Conclusions: Infusion of insulin, which restores normoglycemia,
normalizes glucose T and C but fails to normalize FFA C in TIO\I. This may be an
important factor for premature atherosclerosis and suggests a fundamental defect in
TIOM.
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Gene Expression 01 C,iosoJic Phosphoenolpyruvate Carbo:lJlJl1ase in Subcutaneous
Adipose Tissue Positively Correlates with Body Mass Inde, aod Plasma Triglyceride
Level
T.J.Cbang. W.J.Lee, L.~tCbuang. Departmentof Internal Medicine and Graduate Institue of
Clinical Medicine, College of MEdicine, NatioJUlTaiwan University, Taipei,Taiwan
Backgrouod and Aims: Increased visceral adiposity is a strong risk factor for insulin
resistance, diabetes, and mortality from arterioscelerotic disease. Free fatty acids (FFA) and
glycerolreleased by increased omental fat is alsoa risk factor for insulin resistance syndrome,
Onthe other hand,phospbocnolpyruvateearboxykinase(PEPCKj is therate-limiting enzyme o(
gluconeogenesis in the liverandkidney andof glyceroneogenesis in whiteandbrown adipose
tissueunder tissue-specific regulations. Glyceroaeogenesis is required for re-esterification of
FFA to maintain an active of level of triglyceride synthesis even during period of oct lipolysis.
Based on our understanding of insulin resistance syndrome, we will test whether PEPCK gene
expression in visceralfatorsubcutaneousfatis different between obesepatients andnon-obese
patients without diabetes andwhether PEPCK gene expression correlates with serum level of
insulin, triglyceride, fasting glucose, and the degree of insulin sensitivity, Mterials and
Methods: Twenty-two non-obese non-diabetic subjects undergoing laparotomy for the benign
intra-abdominal diseases were recruited. Seventy-six obese (BMI>~30) non-diabetic subjects
undergoing laparotomy for gastric partitioning were recruited. During laparotomy,
subcutaneous andvisceral fatwereobtained. Thenreal-time quantitativereverse transcription
polymerasechain reaction (RT-PCR) for cytosolic PEPCK gene were performed to quantify the
geneexpression level of PEPCK gene in thetwo dill'erent adiposetissues. Results:Thereare
higher expression level of PEPCK gene in subcutaneous adipose tissue (obese: 4.6±7.6, non
obese: 1.46±1.6), B~U (obese: 40.0±6.0, non-obese: 23.3±3.6), fastirg plasma sugar level
(obese: 9S.4±12.8, non-obese: 92.6±13.I), fasting cholesterol level (obese: 199.5±32.8, non
obese: 156.7±25.6), fasting triglyceride level (obese: 193.7±I28.2, non-obese: 68.3±24.9),
fasting insulin level (obesc: 21.3±II.8, non-obese: 15.4±15.7), and HO~IA IR index (obese:
5.1±2.9, non-obese: 3.6±3.6) in obese subjects than that in non-obese subjects. PEPCK gene
expression level was positively correlated with B~II (Rl.324, p=O.OOl) and fasting triglyceride
concentration (Rl.278, p=O.OI4). Conclusions: In this study, obese subjects have higher
PEPCK genc expression in subcutaneous adipose tissue, fasting plasma sugar level, fasting
triglyceride level, and HO~IA IR index than that in non-obese subjects, Besides, PEPCK gene
expressice Jcvcl in subeutanoousadipose tissue was positively correlated with B~II and fasting
triglyceride level. Therefore, we inferred that PEPCK gene expression in adipose tissue may
playa roleonthepathogenesis of insulin resistance.
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Protein bound but not free Jeptin is related to sympathetic outflow in non-obese
subjects.
G. Brabant', J. Jordan#, R. Hom', E. Kruck', AM. Shanna#, F.C. Luft#, 1. Tank#
Dept. of Endocrinology', Mrl-Hannover and Clinical Research Center#, Franz
Volhard Clinic, Humboldt University, Berlin, Germany

Background and Aims: Animal studies suggest a strong dose-dependant interaction
between leptin and sympathetic nervous system activity (SNS). In humans data on a
correlation of Ieptin levels and SNS activity are conflicting. Here we tested the
hypothesis that components of the leptin system levels are related to basal
sympathetic activity.
Materials and Methods: In 14 healthy subjects (10 male, 4 female, 27±7 yrs, BMI:
23±3 kgfm2) free and protein bound Icptin was measured by specific RIA as
previously described. Basal and stimulated SXS activity was determined by
microneuronographic measurement of muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA). In
addition ECG, blood pressure, and respiration were measured continuously. Subjects
underwent handgrip testing (3 min, 30 % maximum voluntary contraction), cold
pressor testing (I min), and incremental sodium nitroprusside infusions (snp; 0.2, 0.4,
0.8, and 1.6 "glkgfmin). Total, free, and bound plasma leptin levels were measured at
baseline, before and immediately after handgrip testing, 10 min after handgrip testing,
and after snp infusion.
Results: The R-R interval decreased from 98410125 ms at baseline to 689±69 ms
during snp (P<0.001). Blood pressure was 113±7/68±8 nunHg at baseline and
104±3/51±3 nunHg during snp. MSNA increased to 210±77 % during snp infusion.
Neither total nor free or bound leptin concentrations change during stimulation.
However, MSNA (bursts/loo heart beats) was significantly correlated with bound
leptin concentration (r2=O.48, P<0.05) but not with free leptin levels (r2=O.oo, n.s.).
Conclusions: Our data suggest that bound but not free or total Jeptin levels are
correlated with basal sympathetic outflow in normotensive, non-obese subjects. This
fits to the close correlation demonstrated previously between bound leptin and resting
energy expenditure and suggests that bound leptin may reflect basal SNS activity.

635
Insulin Resistance and Postprandial Upoprotein Remnant Panicle Accumularion
Precedes other metabolic and Body Compositional Changes in the Pre-Diabetic men.
E.R Johanson, U. Smith, I\tR. Taskinen, PA Jansson, L LOon, M. Axelsen. Lundberg
Laboratory for Diabetes Research, Dept of Body Composition and Metabolism,
University ofGOteborg, Goteborg, Sweden.

Background: Several perturbations are demonstrated in first-degree relatives of type 2
diabetes. Correctly defining the primary defect O13y improve the means of intervention in
order to prevent type 2 diabetes and its sequels.
Malerial and Metbods: In this cross-sectional study we recruited 17 non-diabetic men
with at least tv." first-degree relatives with type 2 diabetes. They were individually
matched with 17 control subjects without known diabetes heredity for: age (4S±5 vs. 48±7
y), body mass index (26.6±2.5 vs. 26.m.5 kg/m2) and fasting triglyceride level
(1.07±O.38 ,'S. 1.02±O.3I mmol/l). The fasting glucose level at screening was normal in
both groups (4.8±O.3 vs, 4.7±O.5 mmolll). The investigations performed were intravenous
glucose tolerance test (lVGIT), euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp (60 mU/m2Imin), 8-h
meal tolerance test (919 kcal, 51 g fat) during which lipoproteins were separated by
density gradient ultracentrifugation, peak V02 and computerized tomography (CT).
Results: Despite rigorous marching the relatives exhibited a 30% reduction in insulin
sensitivity compared to the controls (Insulin Sensitivity Index; 0.09±0.01 vs. O.I3±O.OI
mg'mlIkgLB~I'min'"U, p=O.031). In contrast, the relatives had normal first-phase
insulin secretion (441±98 vs, 48810107 "UlmI, ns), fasting insulin level (9.6±O.9 vs,
8.7±O.8 "U/mI, ns),IIDL cholesterol level (1.39±O.05 vs, 1.47±O.09mmoL1, ns), free fatty
acids suppression during the clamp (0.12±O.02~. O.l2±O.02 mrnoL1, ns) and peak V02
(36.2±J.1 vs, 37.2±1.5 ml/kg/min,ns). Moreover, abdominal fat mass was similar whether
expressed as WIH-ratio (0.95±O.01 vs. 0.95±O.0I, ns) or visceral adipose tissue area at the
lumbar a level (118±12~. 127±10 cm2, ns). Notably, the relatives hada 30% higher level
of chylomicron remnants after the meal tolerance test (VLDLI apoD48 AUC 901±117~.

625±90 rng,1, p=O.022), in spite of normal triglyceride AUC. This in tum was weakly
related to the degree of insulin sensitivity (r2= -0.14, p=O.OSO).
Conclusion: Insulin resistance and accumulation of small, atherogenic lipoprotein
particles precedes typical alterations in the early course of development of type 2 diabetes
in men. However, the exact nature of the relationship between these, and whether
normalized insulin sensitivity will correct the lipid disturbance, remains to be established.
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Predictors of muscle oxygen supply in adolescents
F.E. Arrowsmith, J Ward, K Pronk, AD Kriketos, LA Baur and CH Thompson
Depts Paediatrics and Child Health and Biochemistry, University of Sydney, and
Garvan Institute ofMedical Research, Darlinghurst, NSW, AUSTRALIA

Background and Aims: Muscle blood flow affects insulin sensitivity in both healthy
and hypertensive or insulin resistant subjects. The aims of this study were to assess
the importance of muscle oxygen supply in predicting insulin sensitivity and to assess
the predictive factors defining muscle oxygen supply in late adolescence.

MateriaIs and Methods: We assessed forearm muscle of 40 healthy subjects (15
18)TS, 20 male) using near infra-red spectroscopy. Muscle reoxygenation half-time
after ischaemic exercise (a nitric oxide-mediated phenomenon independent of
subcutaneous fat superficial to the muscle) was related to the subjects' anthropometry,
fasting plasma glucose, insulin and leptin levels, % body rat (from 5 skinfold
thicknesses) and abdominal fat volume (from magnetic resonance imaging), estimates
of dietary intake and physical activity (from diary records) using Pearson's correlation
then stepwise regression analyses.

Results: There were no significant relationships between re-oxygenation rate and the
BMI, waist circumference, abdominal visceral fat volume, physical activity or dietary
intake. Significant correlations with muscle re-oxygcnation half-time included: fasting
insulin (R=O.64,p < 0.001), fasting leptin (R=O.93, p<O.ool), % body rat
(R=O.71,p<O.ool), abdominal sub-cutaneous fat volume (R=O.S4,p=O.003). Step-wise
regression analysis could not improve the association between leptin and muscle re
oxygenation rate.

Conclusions: Muscle reoxygenation rate in normotensive adolescents is related to
insulin action and can be best predicted by measuring leptin levels. While Icptin is
reported to have differing acute effects on peripheral vasculature in vivo and in vitro,
hyperleptinaemia in vivo is associated with reduced muscle perfusion.
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Low circul.ting free fatty-aclds reduce eapressiou of Ibe ob-gene in wbile
adipose tissue in posl-obesity sl.lus
Mingrone G,Manco M, ·Rosa G,# Vettor R.Capristo E, ·Castagneto M, Greco AV.
Istituto di Medicina Interna and ·Clinica Chirurgica & Centro di Fisiopatologia dello
Shock CNR, Universita Cattolica S. Cuore, Rome, Italy;
# Departmenl of Medical and Surgical Sciences, the Endocrine-Metabolic Laboratory,
University ofPadua, Padua, Italy.

B.ckground and Aims:Recent studies indicate a tight association between obesity
and high levels of leptin either mRNA or protein. Plasma leptin values in humans
decrease after bariatrie surgery (Bilio Pancreatic Diversion: DPD). Aim of the present
paper was to investigate the regulation of the gene expression of leptin in
subcutaneous adipose tissue biopsies from 14 morbidly obese women (BMI: 51.6±8.2
kgfm2) before and 6 months after BPD.
Materials and Melbods: Using reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction
analysis, the mRNA expression of leptin was investigated in adipose tissue. Plasma
leptin was measured by radioimmunoassay; plasma insulin by microparticle enzyme
immunoassay. Free fatty acids (FFA) were measured using a colorimetric kit.
Results: A significant decrease in Ieptin mRNA level was observed in comparison
with pre treatment in BPD patients (59±34 vs 143±85 RA.; p<O.OI). A strict
relationship between adipose tissue mRNA leptin and plasma leptin (R2 = 0.86,
p<O.OOOI) and between plasma FFA concentration and insulin (R2 = 0.92,
p<O.OOOI) was observed.
Condusions: These data demonstrate a high correlation between leptin mRNA
expression in adipose tissue and plasma leptin in postobese subjects after BPD. The
significant relationship between leptin mRNA of adipose tissue and plasma leptin
with insulin suggest that leptin expression might be regulated by circulating insulin.
Finally, plasma FFA concentration seem 10 act as a first step on the insulin and
subsequently in the leptin secretory pathway.
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Gbrelin in human obesity across • range of glucose loltrance from normal 10
diabetes:effect ormasslveweight reduction.
B. Geloneze, J.e. Pareja, V. Pilla, E.t-t Repetto, S.R Geloneze, t-tA. Tambascia
Service of Endocrinology • University of Campinas - UNICAMP - Campinas - BRAZIL
Background and Aims: Ghrelin, an endogenous ligand for growth hormone secretagoge
receptor (GHS-Rs), regulates pituitary growth hormone secretion. Peripheral
administration of Ghrelin caused weight gain in mice and rats. Intracerebroventricular
administration of Ghrelin generated an increase in food intake and body weight Observ1ng
these interesting points and the possible interaction of Ghrelin in buman obesity and
metabolism, we performed a studyconcerning Ghrelin concentrations in severe human
obesity ranging from normal glucose tolerance to diabetes before and after massive weight
reduction,
Malerials and Methods: Longitudinal clinical interv·ention study, in 14 severely obese
women (B~1l 56.3 ± 10.2 kgfm2), classified according to glucose tolerance (8 normal 
KGf group, and 6 type 2 diabetes - D:\I group), age: 32·55 years. Groups were matched
for age and B~U They had their levels of insulin. leptin and ghrelin evaluated by
commercial RIA (Linco for insulin and leptin, and Phoenix for ghrelin) at baseline and I·
year after a bariatric surgical approach (vertical banded gastroplasty Roux-en Y gastrie
bypass). Insulin resistance was assessed by Homa model
Results: At baseline. there was a significant difference in Homa-IR between groups (NGf
~ 14.3 ± 3.2 x 0:\1 = 20.3 ± 4.4, p<0.05), but not in insulin, leptin, and ghrelin levels.
After surgery, we found a massive weight reduction similar in both groups (final D~lI ~
36.2 ± 7.8 kglm2, p<O.OI).Homa-IR had a marked reduction after surgery in KGf (3.0 ±
2.1, p<O.OI),as well in DM (2.8 ± 0.8, p<O.OI),being both groups with similar lIoma-IR
at I-year follow-up. Insulin decreased in KGf from 44.1 ± 7.7 to 14.7 ± 3.8 uUlm!
(p<O.OI), and in the D~I group from 59.4 ± 12.8 to 15.5 ± 10.7 uU/m! (p<0.01). Leptin
decreased in KGf from 74.5 ± 24.9 to 20.9 ± 13.2 nglm! (p<O.OI), and in the D~I group
from 82.9 ± 41.2 to 18.4 ± 10.1 nglml (p<0.01). Ghrelin did not show any differences
between groups and did not change after weight reduction (KGf: 21.3 ± 6.7 to 29.4 ± 4.9
pg/ml, and DM: 27.7 ± 4.9 to 24.0 ± 2.3 pglm!). Finally, using univariate regression
analysis we did not find correlation between ghrelin and other parameters.
Conclusions: Ghrelin were affected neither by glucose tolerance status, nor by weight
ebanges in severely obese women. Despite these results, the role of ghrelin in human
obesity. food intake regulation, and weight changes remains to be clarified
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Gbrelin, a gul bormone, correlates negatively 10 leplin in bumans
M. Tambascia, B. Geloncze, E.M. Repetto, J.C. Pareja, V. Pilla and S.R Geloneze
Service ofEndocrinology - University ofCamp inas • Brazil

Background and aims » Ghrelin, a novel gut-brain peptide, acts in the regulation of
growth hormone secretion. As it was isolated from the stomach both in rodents as
well as in humans there are evidence of its participation also in energy metabolism.
Ghrelin gene expression was increased by fasting and decreased by leptin. Human
obesity has been considered as a leptin resistance stale as serum levels are elevated in
obesity matched by body mass index. The aim of this study is to verity the
relationship ofghrelin and leptin in a wide variation ofB~1I in humans.
Malerialand Melbods· We studied 14 severe obese patients and 14 normal controls.
Ghrelin was measured by radioimmunoassay using a commercial kit provided by
Phoenix. Intra-assay variation coeffieient was13.3 %. Leptin was analyzed using a kit
provided by Linco Co with intra-assay variation coefficient of 10.5 %. We also
analyzed insulin resistance by 1I0ma model.
Results • Normal controls have B~II of 24.2 ± 1.5 , leptin levels were 7.0 ± 3.9,
ghrelin of67.1 ± 11.9 and Homa-ir of2.6 ± 1.0. The severely obese patients have the
B:\II of 56.3 ± 10.2,leptin of 80.2 ± 30.2, ghrelin of23.2 ± 6.7 and de Horna-ir of
16.2 ± 9.5. Multivariate analysis have shown an inverse correlation of ghrelin and
leptin, r - 0.5 I (p<0.01).
Conclusions • We obse ....·ed in this study that ghrelin, a gut-brain peptide is
maintained blunted in severely obese patients and correlated to leptin levels. We can
assume thai in severely obese patients, leptin, a good marker of fat tissue size can
interferes to this signalizing brain peptide in the central regulation of feeding.
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MATERNAL LEPTIN ADMINISTRATION INDUCES RESISTANCE TO DIET·
INDUCED OBESITY OF EARLY GROWTH RESTRICTED RATS
C. Stocker, E. Wargent, M. Sennitt, A. Nolan, J. O'Dowd, K. Subrarnaniam S. Wang,
and M. Cawthorne. The Clore Laboratory. University ofBuckingham MKI8 lEG, UK
Background and aims: Epidemiological studies highlight the relationship between
maternal protein restriction, early growth retardation (EGR) and an increased
occurrence of adult disease. In rats, offspring of protein-deprived mothers show
decreased Il cell mass at birth, early onset of abdominal obesity and diabetes. We
have previously demonstrated thai leptin can induee proliferation of pancreatie Il
cells. Thus we examined the effects of leptin on the development of obesity in rats
which were EGR during fetal and early post-natal life. Malerials and Methods:
Pregnant rats were fed either a control diet (20% protein) or an isoealorifie diet
containing 8% protein throughout pregnancy and lactation. On day 14 of pregnancy,
rats (n=8) were assigned: control 20% protein group (NP), 8% protein group (LP) and
8% proteinlIeptin group (LPL). Each rat received a continuous infusion of saline or
Ieptin for 28 days via a s.e. mini-pump. Pups were weaned at day 21 onto the control
diet and at 6 weeks males (n=6·8) were transferred to either control or a high fat diet
until 8 months of age. Results are expressed as mean (SEt-I). Results: Leptin infusion
elevated plasma levels in LPL rats (p<o.OOI) [14840(933), 3742(429), 3255(527)
pgfml: LPL, LP and NP respeetively). Leptin signifieantly (p<o.OOI) reduced food
intake during pregnancy [13.2(1), 22(1.3), 21(1) g: LPL, LP and NPl, and body
weight (p<0.001) following birth [204(6), 232(7), 257(9) g: LPL, LP and NPl. Both
LPL and LP pups were significantly (p<O.OOI» smaller than NP pups at birth
[5.9(0.1),6.1(0.3),7.3(0.1 )g: LPL, LP, NPl. By 8 months, both the bigh fat fed NP
(p<O.05) and LP (p<O.05), but not the LPL group, had increased body weight as
compared with the chow controls [634(20)v574(6):NP, 485(10)v444(19):LP, 431(11)
\'432(3) g:LPLl. This was associated with increased epididymal fat pad weights
[8.8(0.3), 6.5(0.4), 5(0.3) g: NP, LP and LPLJ although food intake did not differ
between the high fat groups. ConclusIon: Leptin administration during pregnancy and
lactation can inhibit abdominal obesity aeeelerated by high fat feeding ofEGR rats.
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PRO-OPIO~IELANOCORTI~ GENE HAPLOTYPE IS ASSOCL\TED WITH
SERU~I LEPTL'I/ LEVELS I~ LEAN BUT NOT IN OBESE INDIVIDUALS
M. Ridderstrale, E. Suviolahti, M. Klannernark, E. Carlsson, 0. Melander, M.
Carlsson, J Hedenbro, L. Groop and M. Orho-Melander. Department of
Endocrinology, Wallenberg laboratory, Lund University, Malmo, Sweden.
Background and Aims: Mutations in the pro-opiomelanocortin (PO~IC) gene cause
monogenic obesity and the PO"IC locus (2p21) has been linked to leptin levels and
B~fr. The aims of the present study were to determine frequency of monogenic
obesity due to mutations in PO~IC or melanocortin 4 receptor (MC4R) genes among
morbidly obese Swedes, and to study whether common POMC gene variants are
associated with BMI or serum leptin levels among obese and lean individuals.
Materials and Methods: 102 obese individuals from Sweden (mlf 20/S2, Age
40111 y, BMI 41.3±5.0 kg/m'), all treated with gastric banding, were screened for
mutations in the PO~IC and MC4R genes using SSCP and sequencing. Frequencies
of the detected (POMC) variants and the PO"IC 5'UTR Rsal polymorphism were
further studied in liS lean control subjects (mlf 4SnO, Age 56111 y, BlIII 22.611.3
kg/m'). Results: No cases with monogenic obesity due to mutations in PO~IC or
MC4R genes were identified. Three common PO"IC gene variations were found; a
9bp insertion at codon 56 (ins56), a OIul88Gly in exon 3 and a C8246T substitution
in 3'UTR. None of these variants nor the Rsal polymorphism were associated with
obesity (5.5 % vs 3.9%, p=O.44; 2.5% vs 2.0% p=O.6S; 15.3% vs 18.6%, r--Q.35;
30.9% vs 31.8%, p=O.84, for allele frequencies of ins56, Glul88Gly, C8246T and
Rsal in control and obese groups) or BM!. Lean carriers of the 8246-CC genotype
had higher serum Icptin levels compared to CTITT carriers (9.716.6 vs 6.714.4 Ilgll,
p=0.036), especially lean females (I3.6±5.8 vs 8.5t4.4 Ilgll, p=O.OO21), and lean
female carriers of a CS246T(CC)/Rsal(·) haplotype (14.914.5 vs IO.8±5.7Ilgll,
p=O.OO 17). Neither the CS246T variant nor the C8246T(CC)/Rsal(.) haplotype were
associated with serum leptin levels in obese subjects (32.4tI2.2 vs 33.7t11.9 Ilgll,
p=0.62 and 33.4t11.9 vs 32.7±12.4 "gil, p=O.79). Conclusions: Monogenic forms
of obesity due to mutations in PO~IC and MC4R are rare in Swedish obese patients.
PO).lC gene variants contribute to normal variations in leptin levels in lean but not in
obese individuals.
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THE EFFECT OF GROWTH HOR.'fO:'iE ox GLYCOGEN SYNTHESIS m
PRIMARY RAT HEPATOCYITS
I.K. Lund, B. Andersen', and B. Sehcsted Hansen'. 'Department of Hepatic
Biochemistry and 'Depanment ofDyslipidemia Biology, Novo Nordisk AlS.
Background and Aims: Hepatic glycogen synthesis is reponed to be increased in
hypophysectomized rats, and the aimof this study was to investigate ifGH has any effect
on hepatic glycogen synthesis, and to elucidate if the putative effect of GH is a direct
effect on hepatocytes or mediated through the increased availability of free fatty acids
(FFAs) from adipose lipolysis in animals treated with GIL Materials and Methods:
Primary hepatocytes were isolated from male and female Sprague Dawley rats and
cultured. Glycogen synthesis was induced with insulin and glucose ± GIl and/or FFAs.
Insulin binding was performed in the presence or absence of either GH or ITAs (palmitic
acid). Results: The glycogen synthesis in the hepatocytes was stimulated by GH "hen
incubated for 20 hours, whereas no effect of GH was observed after only 4 hours.
Furthermore, GH potentiated the effect of insulin on glycogen synthesis in male and
female hepatocytes incubated for 4 and 20 bours. To examine this effect we looked for a
change in insulin receptor binding. In accordance with the observed effect, incubation of
the hepatocytes with GH for 20 hours resulted in a significant increase in specific binding
of insulin, corresponding to an increase in Bmax values (female: 27.4 ± 0.8 \'S. 33. Ii.0.8;
male: 23.1±O.6 vs, 28.9±1.1 fmoVmg protein). The stimulating effect of GH on insulin
binding sites and insulin-stimulated glycogen synthesis after 20 bours is speculated to be
associated with an effect of GH on de novo protein synthesis of the IGF-I andlor the
insulin receptor. The effect of GH on glycogen synthesis in the absence of insulin might
be a result of increased IGF·I synthesis and release, resulting in an interaction of IGF-I
with the insulin receptor. GIrs ability to stimulate insulin-induced glycogen synthesis at4
hours was speculated to be a direct effect through increased phosphorylation of insulin
receptor substrate 2. When bepatocytes were incubated with FFAs GH and insulin
stimulated glycogen synthesis was decreased. We tested, if the insulin binding was altered
and we showed that male hepatocytes pre-incubated with ITAs for 3 hours exhibited a
reduced insulin binding corresponding to a reduction in the number of receptors
(29.36±1.5 \'S. 20.l±O.5 finol/Illg protein). FFAs have previously been show to reduce
insulin-stimulated glucose upL1ke in muscle, and here we show that they also affect
hepatic glycogen synthesis by decreasing. Con<lusions: The study shows that GH
regulates hepatic insulin sensitivity in primary hepatoeytes, measured as glycogen
synthesis, both directly and indirectly (through ITAs) by regulating the amount of insulin
receptors.
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Is a low te""f'1 of plasma. leptin in severe female obesity associated ltitb metabolic risk
racton!
M. Guldstrand,B. Ahren and U. Adamson. Medical Dept Danderyd Hospital, Stockholm
and Medical Dept Lund University Hospital Lund, Sweden.
Background and Aims: Leptin is rnultifactorally regulated and following weight
reduction (WR) leptin is reduced. We speculate if differences in leptin before and
following WR in severe obesity are associated with a metabolic profile compatible with an
increased cardiovascular risk.
Materials and Methods: 13 female non-diabetic patients, aged 34±4 yes with body mass
index (B~fi) ranging from 40.5 to 57.0 (mean 46.4±5.5) were studied before and after
bariatric surgery. 2-be glucose was assessed with OGTT. Fasting levels (at 08.00) of p'
leptin, triglyceride (fG), lIDL cholesterol, insulin and HmtA IRI (homeostasis model
assessment of insulin resistance index) were measured before and after 25% WR. Insulin
secretion (AIR) was studied after iv arginine (5g) at fasting glucose and at p-glucose (pG)
levels of 14 and >25 mmolll.
Results: At 7-15 months after bariarric surgery, B~lI was reduced to J5.0±5.7 kg/m2
(p<O.ooI), leptin from 67.5±I7.2 to 20.5±II.0 ng/m! (p<O.ool), TG from 2.O±I.2 to
1.0±0.4 mmolll (p<O.OI), 2-h glucose from 7.6±0.4 to 5.5±O.2 mmoL'I (p<0.01). insulin
from I46±I to 63±5 pmolll, (p<O.OJ) and HO"tA IRI from 35 (J8-44) to II (8-21),
(p<0.OO5). There were no alterations in WHR (from 0.82±0.04 to 0.85±O.I, p=/>S) and
HOL (from l.1±O.4 to 1.2±O.3mmolll, p=NS). In relationship there was clearly a positive
correlation withTG and 2-h glucose (r=O.67, p<O.02 and r=O.61.p<O.04;before and after
WR resp.), and with delta TG and delta AIR at PG>25 mmolll (r=O.75, p<0.02). Leptin
showed an inverse correlation with WIIR (r=-O.65, p<0.02 and r=-O.65, p<0.03; before
and after WR resp.) and a direct association with HDL cholesterol (r=O.76. p<o.OI and
r=O.67,p<0.048; before and after ViR resp.). Leptin had a tendency to correlate inversely
with TG before \\'R (r=-O.55, p<O.077).The reduction of Ieptin was inversely associated
with the reduction of TG (r=-O.67. p<0.03), In a forward stepwise regression model to
predict delta leptin, delta HO~tA IRI and delta insulin were by far the strongest factors
(p<0.OO79 and p<O.OI.resp.), (whole model R square 0.95).
Conclusions: Our results suggest that in severe obesity a low level of leptin is related to
metabolic risk factors that is only partly compensated after 25% WR. The alterations in
Jeptinis highly dependent of alterations in insulin resistance. The relationship between TG
and 2-h glucose and TG and AIR.suggest a role for TG in the deterioration in glucose
toleranceas wellas stimulationof maximalinsulin secretion.
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TAURI:'iE REDUCES GLUCOSE ~IETABOLlS~1 DISORDER

INDUCED BY GROWTH HORMO;';E IN RATS

Xiaohui Guo and Lihong Zhang Department of Endocrinology, Peking University

First Hospital; Beijing 100034, P.R. China

Abstract Background and alms: To investigate whether the taurine (Tau) can

prevent the glucose metabolic disorder induced by growth hormone (Gil) in the

rats. Materials and Methods Male rats were randomly separated into groups

receiving GH, GH+Tau, Tau and vehicle (n=7, respectively). The rats in GH

group were -treated with Img GH injection, twice a day, for 5 days; the rats in

GII+Tau group, apart from lmg GH injection, were treated with feed water

including 2% Tau. Oral glucose tolerance test was given to all the rats in each of

the groups at the 6th day. Insulin releasing stimulated by glucose, skeletal muscle

glycogen synthesis, cndothelin (E'I) and nitric oxide product 0--:0,) were

examined. Results The basal and 30-min post glucose tolerance glucose level was

significantly higher in GIl group than that in control (vehicle) group. The insulin

levels before and after glucose load were significantly increased in GH group

when they were compared those in control group (basal: 17.17±3.44 vs 8.19±

1.03, p<O.OI; 30'. 38.88±5.02 vs 19.73±2.80, p<O.OI; 60': 29.23±8.15 vs

13.23 ± 3.5S,p<0.01; 120': 13.16 ± 3.16 vs S.Ol ± 1.63,mmoL'L, p<0.05).

However, the decline of skeletal muscle glycogen synthesis in GH group (Gil:

I7.05± 1.96 vs Con: 22.69±3.0S, nmoL'mg ww; p<O.OI), was especially evident

when insulin was present (GIl: 49.60±9.I8 vs Can: 95.S5±5.75, nrnoVmg ww;
p<O.OI). GIl treatment resulted in a higher level of plasma ETcompared with that

treated with vehicle in control group. The taurine treatment significantly

improved the above changes, and the glycogen synthesis stimulated by insulin

was increased more than that in GIl group (70.3±S.31 vs 49.60±9.18 nmol/L

ww; p<O.OI) in particular. Conclusion The taurine treatment could reduce the

glucose metabolism disorder induced by GH treatment.
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GH RESPONSE TO GHRH + GHRP~ DURL~G EUGLYCEMIC AND
HYPERGLYCEMIC CLAMP IN TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS
D. Micic, A. Kendereski, M. Sumarac-Dumanovic, Dj. Macut, D. Zivkovic-Miele, G.
Cvijovic and D. Pejkovic. Institute of Endocrinology, Dr Subotica 13, Beograd,
Yugoslavia

Background and Aims: Conflicting results have been reported on the growth
hormone (GH) response to GH secretagogues in patients with type 2 diabetes
mellitus. The aim of our study was to investigate the GH response to GHRH +
GIIRP-6 during euglycemic (EC) and hyperglycemic clamp (HC) in type 2 diabetic
patients.
Materials and Methods: 12 male patients with type 2 diabetes (mean age: 54.08+1
1.45 years; B~ll: 25.58+1-0.39 kglrn2; mean HbAlc: 8.79+1-0.42%) were
investigated. Gil (fluoroimmunoassay, Delfia, mcgll) response to stimulation with
G1lRH (GRF 1-29 NIU, Geref Serono, Spain; 100 meg i.v.) plus GIIRP-6 (His-D
Trp-Ala-Trp-D Pbe-Lys-Nltz, Peninsula Labs, Heyerside, UK; 90 meg i.v.) was
measured at -30; -15; 0; 15; 30; 45; 60; 90 and 120 min. Gil was measured twice in
the same patients, first during EC and week later during HC. Each clamp lasted 4
hours and Gil response was measured in last two hours of the clamps. Data are
presented as the mean +1·SE.\1. The areas under the secretory curve (AUC) for GH
(mcgIVl20 min) was calculated by a trapezoidal method. Wilcoxon test was used for
statistics.
Results: Mean glycaemia in EC was 4.93+/-0.05 mmoll1, in HC: 12.19+/-0.07. Basal
GH did not differ between EC and HC (2.9+/-0.99 vs. 1.48+1-0.44 rncg/l, p>O.05).
Peak GH was higher in EC than in HC (151.06+/-16.86 vs. 112.45+/-14.45, p<0.05).
AUC for GH in EC was higher than in HC (9560.75+/-1140.64 vs. 6974.49+/
1001.95, p<O.05).
Conclusions: Gil response to GHRH + GHRP-6 is significantly lower in patients
with type 2 diabetes during hyperglycemic clamp in comparison with euglyccmic
clamp, indicating significant influence of glucose levels on GH response to applied
secretagogues.
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Distinct Responses to Glucose of Free ATP Concentration Imaged D)·namically
in Hypothalamic Neurones and Glial cells.
Edward K Ainscowj, Shirin Mirsharnsij, Michael L.J.Ashfordt and Guy A. Ruttert
[Department ofBiochemistry, School of Medical Sciences, University of Bristol, BS8
lTD UK and tUniversity of Aberdeen, Department ofBiomedical Sciences, Institute
ofMedical Sciences, Foresterhill, Aberdeen, AB25 2ZD

Background and Aims: Changes in the activity of neurones in the ventre-medial and
arcuate nuclei of the hypothalamus are important for regulating feeding and satiety.
These cells respond to changes in blood glucose and leptin concentrations either with
increases or decreases in electrical activity, though the molecular mechanisms
involved are unclear. Since increases in the ratio of free ATP / ADP concentration in
islet Ikells are considered important for detecting changes in blood glucose
concentrations, we determined whether similar changes may be involved in
hypothalamic neurones.
Materials and Methods: Hypothalamic regions were isolated from 2-4 day old rat
pups, dissociated into individual cells and cultured for 10 days, before 48 h infection
with adenovirus expressing cytosol-targeted recombinant firefly luciferase. Changes
in intracellular [ATP] were monitored by imaging bioluminescence with an inverted
optics microscope (2Ox objective) and ultra-sensitive charge-coupled device camera.
Results: Glucose-responsive neurones were morphologically distinct from other
neurones and glial cells after 10 days culture. Transfer of the luciferase gene into both
cell types was efficiently achieved with the adenoviral vector. Stepped increases in
glucose concentration from 0 to 3 and 3 to 15 mM glucose had no significant effect on
light output from glucose-responsive neurones (-0.7 ± 4.0 % and +0.5 ± 5.1 %,
respectively; n ~ 20 cells from 3 separate preparations). However, neighbouring glial
cells gave a small increase in response to 3 rn.\{ glucose (+1.8 ± 1.6 %; n = 68) but a
large increase at IS mM glucose (+12.5 ± 2.3 %; p < 5 % vs. neurones).
Conclusions: These data suggest that nutrient sensing by hypothalamic neurones may
be different from that in pancreatic Ikells. In particular, changes in intracellular
[ATP] in glial cells may playa previously unsuspected role in the regulation of
hypothalamic neurones by glucose, and thus in feeding behaviour.
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BEACO;ll, A NOVEL PEPTIDE -!'vIAY HAVE A CENTRAL Ar..'D

PERIPHERAL ROLE ON El'"ERGY !'vlETABOLIS~I.

NJ Goddc, TG Sunderland, G Angert, L Kantham, and GR Collier. Metabolic
Research Unit, School of Health Sciences, Deakin University, Waurn Ponds, 3217,
Australia.

Background and Alms: Beacon is a novel gene discovered by differential display
PCR as overexpressed in the hypothalamus of obese vs. lean Israeli Sand Rats
(Psammomys obesus), a unique animal model of obesity. Beacon gene expression in
the hypothalamus was shown to be positively correlated with percent body fat When
administered by ICY, a chemically synthesized peptide corresponding to N-terminal
33 amino acids of Beacon protein increased the food intake and bodywcight of
animals. Here we report the findings on Beacon protein expression in different
tissues using recently made polyclonal annbodies.

Materials and Methods: The 219 bp long eDNA coding for full length (putative
73aa) beacon was cloned into a pGEX2T vector, expressed and purified as a GST
fusion protein. The GST tag was removed by Thrombin cleavage and the
contaminating Thrombin was removed by treatment with benzarnidine-sepharose.
Rabbits were immunized with GST-beacon or cleaved beacon conjugated to
diphtheria toxoid. Beacon specific antibodies were affinity purified using beacon
immobilized on Aminolink or Tetralink resin. Beacon expression in various sandrat
tissues was analyzed using affinity purified anti-beacon antibodies.

Results: Recombinant GST·beacon and GST-free beacon protein samples produced
were homogeneous (>95% pure). Affinity purified antibodies facilitated qualitative
expression analysis of endogenous beacon protein. Expression of Beacon in a wide
variety of tissues, in the expected molecular size was observed,

Conclusions: Results implicate a role for beacon in the central as well as peripheral
tissues. An understanding of the precise nature of these roles and their impact on the
control mechanisms involved in energy homeostasis will require further studies.

649
EFFECT OF a-MELANOCYTE STIMULATING 1I0RMONE ON

GLUCOSE TRANSPORT IN RAT ADIPOCYTES

R. Araki-Sasaki, Y. Sumida, A. Katsuki, M. Hayashi, T. Ideno, T. Tanaka,

M. Furuta, K Nakatani, Y. Hori, Y. Yano and Y. Adachi. Third Department of

Internal Medicine, Mie University School of Medicine, Tsu, Mie, 514-8507, Japan.

\\l: have previously reported that the plasma levels of a·melanoe,te stimulating

hormone (a -MSH) are significantly increased and that they are correlated with

insulin resistance in obese men. Alms: To assess the direct effect of a
melanocyte stimulating hormone on insulin-stimulated glucose transport and on

translocation of insulin-regulatable glucose transporter (GLUT4) in rat adipocytes.

Material and Methods: Adipocyteswell: isolated from epididymal adipose tissue

from Sprague-Dawley rats. Melanocortin receptor expression in adipocytes was

examined by RT·PCR analysis. Adipocytes were incubated with or without various

concentrations of ?-<1e', D-Phe7-a-MSH, a synthetica-MSH agonist. followed by

incubation with or without IOn.\{ insulin. The glucose transport activity was

measured by determining the uptake of 3-0-[met)"I-3H)-D-glucose, and the

translocation of GLUT4 was measured by immunoblot. Results: Melanonortin 5

receptor was detected in rat adipocytcs by RT-PCR. Nle" D-Phe7-a.MSH didnot

affect the based glucose transport but reduced the insulin-stimulated glucose

transport in adipccytes in a dose-dependent manner About 45% of inhibition was

observed with In.\{ Nle', D-Phe7-a·MSII under insulin stimulation. 1'-.1e" D

Phe7-a -MSH didnot affect the insulin-stimulated translocation of GLUT4 from the

intracellular pool to the plasma membrane. Conclusion: Adipocytes express

melanocorlin 5 receptor a -MSH reduced insulin-mediated glucose transport at the

post-receptor level without affecting the translocation activity of GLUT4 from the

intracellular pool to the plasma membrane in rat adipoc)tes.
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L\lPACT OF DIETARY NPROVED GLUCOSE CO:ITROL ON SEX HOR
MONES IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES.

H. Rau, K. Schmidt', N. Kha)T, T. Martin, A. Schoneberger", K.H. Usadel and K.
Badenhoop. Medical Dept, I, University Hospital Frankfurt/Main, 'KVB-Klinik
KonigsteinrTaunus,Germany.

B.1ckl!found and Aims: Evidence for an associationbetween sex hormonesand in
sulin sensitivity is provided by severalcircumstances witha development of insulin
resistancein responseto inappropriate sex hormone levels, e.g, women with hyper
androgenic conditions. such as polycystic ovary syndrome. the surgically post
menopausal cynomolgus monkey, anabolic steroid abusersand transsexuals under
testosterone or ethinyl estradiol treatment. After several cross-sectional studies have
documented inappropriate sex hormone levels in female and male patients with type
2 diabetes (decreased androgens in males and increased androgens in females, low
SIIBG in males and females), we have now investigated the effect of dietary im
proved glucose control on sex hormones in such patients.
Materials and Methods: 72 subjects with type 2 diabetes were studied before and
after four weeks of moderate caloric restriction (471\1/25F; age: 63±lyears (38
79years); duration of diabetes: 5.2±O.7years; IlbA.,: 7.7±0.2 % - mean±SEM).
None of the patientsrequired insulintherapy norwas positive forantibodiesagainst
glutamate decarboxylase, insulin or islet cells.
Results: A mean weight loss of2.3±O.3kg (p<O.OOOI; M: 2.5±OAkg; F: 1.8±O.3kg)
was associated with a significant improvement of glucose homeostasis: HbAl e:
-0.5±O.1 % (p<o.OOOI); fasting glucose: ·12±5 mg/dl (p=0.OO3); postprandial glu
cose: -23±6 mg/dl (p=O.OOI). Insulin and c-peptide as well as 17J3-estradiol con
centrations remained unchanged. Testosterone levels fell in the female patients
(-5±2ng/dl, p=0.018), whereas testosterone concentrations significantly rose in the
male subgroup (56±25ng/dl, p=O.028). Significant changes were also documented
for DHEAS (-1I9±42ng/mI, (>=0.004) and SIIBG (+55±2.lnmolll, p=O.034), but
only in the female subgroup.
Conclusions: Dietary controlof glucose metabolism improves inappropriate andro
gen levels in female and male patients with type 2 diabetes.

652
Age dependent decline of serum testosterone and its potential implication for
general and seIual ..ell being in diabeti< men.

E. Leifke, J. Schwandt, K-Il.Schwandt, H-I. Balks, A v .z. Muhlen. G. Brabant Abt.
K1inische Endokrinologie, Medizinische Hochschule Hannover. Germany

Background and Aims: Men with diabetes have a high prevalence of sexual
dysfunction. Data conceming the age-trend of testosterone in men with diabetes
compared to healthy men and its importance for general and sexual well being in
diabetic men are conflicting. The aim of the study was to compare a large group of
patients with recently diagnosed type 2 diabetes mellitus to healthy controls.

Materials and Methods: Serum levels of free testosterone were determined in
diabetic men (n« 132; age: mean = 61±9,4; 30-79 ys) and compared to serum levels
of healthy controls between 20-80 years ofage (n= 572). In addition. in diabetic men
general and sexual well being were assessed by standardised questionnaires and the
results were investigated with respect to serum levels of testosterone, medication and
comorbidity.

Results: Mean serum levels of testosterone were lower in diabetics than expected for
the same age in healtby men (p<O.OOI).There was a slight but significant steeper age
trend for testosterone in diabetic as compared as to healthy men. In diabetic men
testosterone levels were positively associated with self-rating scores of constructs of
sexual function (p<0.01) and libido, but not with constructs of general or social well
being. Serum levels of free testosterone did differ between men treated with insulin
and men controlled with oral antidiabetics (p<O.OOI). Cardiovascular comorbidity
was predictive for lower levels of testosterone and lower scores in sexual and general
well being (p<O.OOI).

Conclusions: The study demonstrates a more rapid decline of testosterone with age
in diabetic as compared as to healthy men. This might be aggravated if cardiovascular
comorbidity is present. The results confirm earlier reports on the association between
low androgen levels and sexual dysfunction and complains in diabetic men.

651
HYPOlHAlAMIC·PITUITARY·TESTICULAR AXIS (RPTA) FUXCTION IX
WELL-CONTROLLED AND POORLY·CO:'loTROLLED TYPE 1 DIABETIC
MEN
IC Lopez Alvarenga', T Zariii.in, JP Mendez, FJ Gomez-Perez", 1 Gonzalez
Barranco', A Ulloa-Aguirre. 'Dept. of Endocrinology. Instituto Nacional de Ciencias
Medicas y Nutricion SZ; Research Unit in Reproductive Medicine, Instituto
Mexicano del Seguro Social, Mexico City. Mexico.

Background aod Aims: The impact of poor glycemic control on the HPTA function
in patients with type 1 diabetes-mellitus (OM·I) is unknown. We analyzed the
function ofHPTA in uncomplicated D~f·1 patients.
Materials and Methods: Eleven poor controlled (P-C) (llbAlc >10"10) and 8 well
controlled (W-C) (llbAlc <8%) D~I-I patients (both with <7}T ofD~I-I), and 9 age
and BMI-matched controls, underwent blood sampling at ID-min intervals for lOb
before and after consecutive iv administration of two 10 ug doses of gonadotropin
releasing hormone (GnRH). Leydig cell function was assessed by measuring serum
testosterone CD before and after a single im administration ofcboriogodatropin (hCG)
(40 IU/kg).
Results: Baseline levels of LH in samples collected during a 6-h period were
significantly decreased in P-C (12±4 lUlL; mean±SE,\1) as compared to W-C (19±5)
and controls (I9±5). The magnitude of the LH response to the first GnRH stimulus
was similar among groups, whereas the response to the second stimulus was
significantly decreased in P-C [deltaLH=48±7 lUlL. area under the curve
(AUC)=8342±958 IUIL/min] compared to W-C (deltaLH~l±13 lUlL,
AUC=8342±958 IU/L/min) and controls (deltaLII~3±19 lUlL, AUC=7671±1275
IUIL/min) (p=O.029 and p=O.031, respectively). Although baseline T levels were
decreased in P-C subjects (21±3 nmoVL), the difference between these levels and
those exhibited by W-C (29±2) and controls (26±2) was not statistical significant; the
early (6h) and late (3 days) response to hCG were also similar among groups, albeit in
the P-C group the late response was significantly (p=O.04) increased (2.0±0.2times to
basal vs l.5±O.1 times in W-C and control subjects)..
Conclusions:Thesc data indicate that subtle abnormalities in HPTA function (from
hypothalamic origin), are present in patients with D~I-I during periods of poor
glycemic control. (Study supported by a CONACyT award toIC LA No. 116515)

653
DIFFERIXG EFFECTS OF GLUCOCORTICOIDS ON METABOLIC AND
VASCULAR L'iSULL'l SENSITIVITY
C Penyl, A Spiersl, SI Clelandl, JR Petrie2 and I~IC Connell).
IDepartrnent of Medicine and Therapeutics, Western Infirmary, Glasgow 2
Department ofMedicine, Glasgow Royal Infirmary

Background: Previous studies have shown a relationship between insulin action in
metabolic and vascular tissues. Common intracellular signalling intermediaries have
been identified in adipose tissue, muscle and the endothelium, providing a potential
mechanism through which insulin action in these tissues may be linked. We
hypothesised that modification of metabolic insulin sensitivity by glucocorticoid
administration would be accompanied by similar changes in insulin action in the
vasculature, Aim: To examine whether low dose dexamethasone administration is
associatedwitha reduction in bothmetabolicand vascularinsulinsensitivity.
Methods: 20 healthy volunteers were recruited into a double-blind, randomised
placebo controlled trial, consisting of two six-day pbases of oral dexamethasone or
matched placebo. The ethics committee of the West Glasgow Hospitals University
NIlS Trust approved all aspects oflbe study. After eacb phase, volunteers underwent
buttock biopsy to obtain small resistance arteries (200-400mm internal diameter).
followed by a euglycaemic hyperinsulinaemic clamp. The vessels were mounted on a
"ire myograph and underwent a standard normalisation protocol prior to assessment
of ex vivo insulin-mediated attenuation of norepinephrine-induced vasoconstriction.
Results: Dexamethasone treatment was associated with a reduction in insulin

sensitivity (M value on placebo 10.12 +/. 0.45 mg/kg/min vs. 7.2 +/- 0.55 mg/kg/min
on dexamethasone, p<0.01). During both phases, pretreatment with physiological
insulin concentrations resultedin vasodilation; therewas no difference in magnitude
between study phases.
Conclusions: Despite glucocorticoidadministration causinga substantial reduction in
whole body insulin sensitivity, there was no associated reduction in the response to
insulin in the vasculature. This suggests that, in this model. metabolic and vascular
insulin sensitivity are differentially regulated.
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Dexamethasone impairs IRS-I, PI J-kinase and Protein kinase B expression as
wen as gtucose transport and this occurs independent of glucose and insulin
levels,
1.Buren, II·X. Liu and J.W. Eriksson, Dept ofMedicine, Umed University, Sweden

Background and aims: Excess endogenous secretion or exogenous administration of
glucocorticoids promotes insulin resistance. This study explores the effects of
glucocorticoids on the glucose transport system in rat adipocytes and the interaction
with high levels of insulin and glucose. Materia" and Methods: Isolated rat
adipocytes were cultured for 24 h at different glucose concentrations (5 and IS mM)
with or without the glucocorticoid analog dexamethasone (0.3 u.\1) and insulin
(10,000 uU/m1). After the culture period, the cells were washed and then basal and
insulin-stimulated 14C-glucose uptake, 1251-insulin binding as well as cellular
content of insulin signaling peptides (IRS-I, IRS-2, PI 3-kinase and PKB) and
GLUT 4 were measured. Results: Dexamethasone in the medium markedly decreased
both basal and insulin-stimulated glucose uptake compared to control cells at both 5
and IS m.\1 glucose (by -40-50 %, p<O.OOI and p<0.05, respectively). Combined
long-term treatment with insulin and dexamethasone exerted additive effects in
decreasing glucose uptake (by -50 % compared to dexamethasone alone, p<O.OI), but
this was seen only at 15 m.\1 glucose and not at 5 m.\1. Furthermore, insulin binding
was decreased (by -40 %, p<0.05) in dexamethasone-treated cells independent of
surrounding glucose concentration. Following dexamethasone treatment a -75 %
decrease (p<O.OOI)in IRS-I protein abundance in total cell lysates and an increase in
IRS-2 (by -150 %, p<O.OOI)was found. Dexamethasone also induced a subtle but
consistent decrease in PI 3-K (by -15 %, p<O.OI) and a substantial decrease in PKB
(by -45 %, p<O.OOI). Dexamethasone did not alter the amount of total cellular
membrane-associated GLUT4 protein. The effects of dexamethasone per se on
glucose transport and insulin signaling peptides were mainly unaffected by the
surrounding glucose and insulin levels. Conclusions: Glucocorticoids impair glucose
transport capacity in fat cells independent of the surrounding glucose and insulin
concentration. This is not due to alterations in GLUT4 abundance, but the
demonstrated decrease in the insulin signaling peptides IRS-I and PKB may play an
important role. Decreased insulin binding capacity might contribute to a reduced
insulin sensitivity of the glucose transport system.

656
ACUTE HYPERCORTISOLE.:"IA IXCREASES VlTERSTITL\L
GLYCEROL L'l SUBCUTAl\'l:US ADIPOSE TISSUE
C.B. Djurhuus, C.1l. Gravholt, S. Nielsen, N. Moller, J.S. Christiansen, O. Schmitz

Background and Aims: The glucoregulatory hormones, cortisol, epinephrine,
glucagon and growth hormone (GH), control fuel homeostasis in the fasting state.
FF A dominates the energy supply to resting striated and cardiac muscle as well as to
the kidneys and liver. Whether cortisol similar to Gil and epinephrine possesses
lipolytic actions is however still controversial

Materials and Methods: We applied the recently introduced microdialysis technique
in 7 healthy lean males after an overnight fast in a placebo controlled randomised
cross-ever design with either hydrocortisone or saline infusion. Two microdialysis
catheters were inserted at t=-150 min and perfused with Ringer solution. At t=-120
min a pancreatic-pituitary clamp was initiated using somatostatin (330 ug/h), insulin
(0.08 mUlkglmin), Gil (2 nglkglmin) and glucagon (0.5 nglkglmin). Plasma glucose
was maintained above 4.5 mmoVl by glucose infusion. At t=O infusion ofeither saline
or hydrocortisone was commenced. Arterialised blood samples were drawn every
30min and analysed for FFA, glycerol and hormonal concentrations.

Results: During hydrocortisone infusion serum cortisol was more than threefold
higher as compared to placebo (888±12 vs, 245±7 nmoVl). Similarly serum FFA and
blood glycerol were significantly elevated during hydrocortisone exposure
(0.612±0.01 vs, o.nO±o.ol mmoVl; P=O.015 and 51± 3 vs. 34±3 mmolll; P=O.054).
Substantial increase in interstitial glycerol was seen during hypercortisolemia in both
abdominal (nO ±11 vs. 150±9 mmolll ; P=O.046) and femoral (169 ±9 vs. 99 ±6
mmoVl ; P=O.047) subcutaneous adipose tissue.

Conclusiono: The present study supports the notion that high physiological
cortisolemia exerts lipolytic properties in subcutaneous adipose tissue.
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Epinephrine stimulates insulin secretion in a Ca2+/calmodnlin-dependent
protein lUnase n delta2 deficient rat insuliooma cell line L'IS d-W12
1.Schumacher, M. OsterholT, A.F.H. Pfeiffer
German Institute ofHuman Nutrition, Potsdarn-Rehbnlcke, Germany

Background and Aims: In normal INS-I cells Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein
kinase 11 delta2 (Ca.\1K II delta2) is the major subtype. We reported about a Ca.\1K II
delta2 deficient cell line called INS d-W12 previously which we obtained from INS-I
cells by a stable antisense RNA approach. In the present work we investigated the
effect of various alphal-, alphaz- and beta-receptor agonists and antagonists on the
glucose-dependent insulin secretion in INS-I and VlS d-W12 cells.
Materials and Methods: INS-I rat insulinoma cells and the antisense cells INS d
WI2 were cultured at 37 C, 5% C02 in RP~II 1640 media containing 10"10 FBS, 2
mmolll i.-glutarnine, 2 mmolll pyruvate and I mmoVl 2-mercaptoethanol. They were
pre-incubated in Ca2+-<:ontaining Krebs-Ringer-buffer for 2 h and finally treated with
different stimulants for 1 h in Ca2+-<:ontaining Krebs-Ringer-buffer. The secreted
insulin was measured in the media by insulin RIA.
Results: The INS d-W12 cells revealed a rather unexpected behavior concerning
epinephrine-dependent insulin secretion. While in normal INS-I cells epinephrine at a
concentration of 10 urnol/l suppressed the glucose-dependent insulin secretion it was
increased in INS d-W12 cells (p=O.OO4). Pertussistoxin (PTX) an inhibitor of GO and
Gi blocked the alpha2-mediated epinephrine effect in INS-I cells but had no effect on
ms d-W12 cells. Propranolol a beta-receptor antagonist had no effect on the insulin
secretion in both INS-I and INS d-W12 cells. Clonidin an alpha2-receptor agonist
was able to inhibit insulin secretion in VlS-I cells by 30"10 at concentrations of I
"moVl (p=O.OO2) hut had no effects in INS d-W12 cells insulin secretion was not
inhibited.
Conclusions: These findings show that epinephrine unexpectedly stimulates insulin
secretion in INS d-W12 cells while they confirm the known inhibitory effect via
alpha2-receptors in INS-I cells.The stimulatory effect did not involve beta-receptors
as shown by propranolol and was apparently mediated by a PTX independent
pathway.
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Hepatic and Intestinal Glucose Uptake
657
INTESTINE-SPECIFIC ACTIVITY OF THE GLUCOSE-6 PHOSPHATASE GENE
PRmlOTER IS REGULATED BY THE HmIEODO:\IAIN PROTEDI CDXI.
F Rajas, C. Demon-Dell", A. Gautier, S. Montano, J-N. Freund', G. Mithieux,
INSER.\1 U.449, Lyon, and 'D1SERM U. 381, Strasbourg, France.
Background and aims· Glucose-6 phosphatase (G6Pase) confers on gluconeogenic
tissues the capacity to release glucose in blood. The expression ofits gene is restricted
to liver, kidney and small intestine, and is increased during diabetes and fasting, in the
three tissues. The aim of this study was to identify transcription factors involved in
the intestine-specific expression. Materia], and Methods· The -1640/+60 bp G6Pase
gene region was cloned upstream of a luciferase reporter gene. G6Pase promoter
activity was assessed by transient transfections in intestinal CaCo-2 cells, hepatoma
HepG2 cells, and in HeLa cells. Results: We previously showed that G6Pase gene
was expressed in HepG2 cells and in enterocyte-differentiated CaCo-2 cells (post
confluence cultures) but not in undifferentiated CaCo-2 and in HeLa cells. All
promoter constructs (from -I 640/+60bp to -80/+60bp) were highly active in HepG2
cells but have no activity in HeLa cells. A vel)' weak promoter activity was detected
in undifferentiated CaCo-2 cells. However, the co-expression of hepatocyte
transcription factors, 1I:'.'FI or HNF4, was sufficient to restore a high G6Pase
promoter activity in HeLa and CaCo-2 cells. The expression of the cdxl (caudal
related homeodomain protein specifically expressed in intestine) recombinant protein,
in H~'F4- and/or ~'FI-<:xpressingHeLa cells, repressed the G6Pase activity of the
fragments -I 640/+6Obp to -16O/+6Obp. There was a vel)' weak (2-fold) induction of
the fragment --80/+60 bp activity. In contrast, cdx2 did not modify the promoter
activity of any construct. In bandshift assays, we showed that cdxI and cd.x2 bind to
the TATA box. The mutation of the TATA box in the -5OO/+60bp promoter construct
resulted in the activation of the G6Pase promoter in HeLa cells. Conclusions: These
results indicate that the binding of cdxl on the TATA box is critical for the inhibition
activity of the distal region on the G6Pase promoter. Because ~'FI and 1I:'.'F4 are
also expressed in enterocytes, cdxl could be the intestinal factor involved in the
down-regulation of the expression of the G6Pase gene in enterocytes, accounting for
the lower G6Pase expression in enterocytes as compared to hepatocytes.

659
Effects of insulin on glucose uptake and glJcogen sJnthesis in the perfused rat
liver. Possible role of glaceneogenesls,
J. Radziuk and Z. Zhang. Dept of Medicine, Ottawa Hospital, Ottawa, Canada.
Background and Aims: Insulin is a major stimulatory factor in the synthesis of hepatic
glycogen. Glycogen synthesis has been linked to the parallel formation of glueose-6
phosphate by gluconeogenetic pathways (gep-neogenesis). However insulin is also
considered an inhibitor of gluconeogenesis which would not be consistent. with this
observation. The effects of insulin on these processes were therefore examined in the
perfused rat liver.
Materials and Methods: Fifteen 24h-fasted Sprague-Dawley rats were donors of livers
for recirculating perfusions (1I.5ml1min) using erythrocytes in plasma from donor rats.
Initial glucose levels were --6mmolJl. [6-3H)g1ucose was added and lactate (Img/min)
along with [U-14C)laetale was infused continuously for 120mi1L Insulin was infused to
maintain levels of 0, 70 and 135pmolll (n=5 each). Total and gluconeogenetic glucose
production was determined from inflow - outflow differences of glucose and
[14C)glucose, and lactate specific activity. Glucose uptake was determined from
differences in [6-3H)g1ucose.Total and labeled glycogen was measured in freeze-clamped
liver biopsies at the end of the perfusion, Direct and gluconeogenetic fractions were
estimated from the incorporation of glucose label and gluconeogenic flux to glucose-6
phosphate from the glucose uptake, production and these fractions. Statistical comparisons
used one-way analysis of variance.
Results: Actual insulin concentrations were 0, 77+/-14 and 189+/-35 p:\1. Glucose fell
from 12.8+/-0.5 to 9.8+/-0.8 01.\1 at the "higher dose (p<O.05). Lactate levels did not
change with insulin dose. The fraction of glycogen synthesis that arose directly from
glucose was 0.4 and remained unchanged by insulin (p>O.5). Mean glucose uptake over
120min was 2.6+/-0.4, 3.0+/-0.9 and 4.6+/-0.5 umoVrnin with increasing insulin. G6p
neognesis also increased from 1.51+/-0.04 to 1.85+/-0.21 mmolover 120min (p<0.05),
paralleled by an increase in glycogen from 21+/-3 to 40+/-6 mg (p<0.05). Modeling the
relationship between [14C)-labeled glucose, lactate and glycogen, further indicated that
the flux from lactate to glucose is unchanged by insulin, suggesting that the increase in
glucose uptake accounts for most of the change in perfusate glucose.
Conclesices: Since the highest insulin dose used, corresponds to the ED50 of the effect of
insulin on glucose production by the liver. these data suggest that at non-saturating. supra
basal insulin concentrations. gluconeogenic flux to glucose-6-phospate continues unabated
and appears to be stimulated. This increase parallels the increases in glucose uptake and
glycogen synthesis and may contribute to the determination of these fluxes.
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REGULATION OF L''HESTL''<AL GLUCOSE PRODUCTION IN LO:i"G •
TER.~ FASTED RATS
I. Bady, M. Croset, C. Zitoun and G. Mithieux. INSERM U. 449, Faculte Laennec,
69008 Lyon, France.

Background and Aims: Glucose-6 phosphatase (Glc-6Pase) is the last enzyme of
gluconeogenesis and glycogenolysis. It is only expressed in the liver, the kidney and
the small intestine (SI) and confers on these organs the capacity to produce glucose in
blood. SI GIc-6Pase is induced in diabetic and 48h-fasted rats. In both situations, it
has been shown that significant intestinal glucose production (IGP) takes place. We
have tested the hypothesis that IGP is correlated with the GIc-6Pase gene induction
during fasting in rats.
Materials and Methods: Fed postabsorptive and 24 -, 48 -, 72 - and 96h-fasted rats
were anesthetized and infused by 3-3H Glucose for 90 min, IGP and total endogenous
glucose production (EGP) have been determined using a combination ofarteriovenous
balance and isotopic dilution techniques, from the specific activities and
concentrations of glucose in arterial and portal blood. Glc-6Pase activities were
determined in jejunum fragments, which were rapidly sampled and frozen at-196 C.
The respective abundances of Glc-6Pase and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase
(pEPCK) mRNAs were quantified using northern blot.
Results: In fed and 24h-fasted rats, SI did not release glucose in blood. Glc-6Pase
activity was not signifieatively altered in SI in both groups. After 48h of fasting. IGP
was 8.5 +/. 1.4 I1moleslkglmin (mean +/- SO, n-S), representing 21% of total EGP.
IGP was maximum in 72h-fasted rats: 19.2 +/- 4.8 I1moIlkglmin (n=8), plateauing at
96h. This represented 40% of EGP. After 48, 72 and 96h of fasting. SI Glc-6Pase
activity was markedly increased by 2-3 fold. At the mRNA level, the expression of
GIc-6Pase and PEPCK genes was strongly increased from 24h of fasting, and was
maximum (12 fold) after 48h up to 96h of fasting.
Conclusions: Our results strongly suggest that the induction of the GIc-6Pase gene
plays a crucial role in the induction ofiGP. Further investigations of the mechanisms
of regulation of IGP will likely allow a better understanding of the mechanisms by
which EGP is increased in type 2 diabetes.

660
EFFECTS OF ORAL METAVANADATE TREATMEr.. ON LIVER
GLUCOSE-6-PHOSPHATASE L"< BB RAT

D. Iordachescu, D. Cheta, T. Nicolae, S. Buligescu, MEnache, V. Tica and G. Or3~U
[University of Bucharest, Bucharest 5, Romania)

Background and Aims: Glc6Pase - a multifunctional enzyme involved in the last step
of gluconeogenesis and glycogenolysis is thought to play an important role in glucose
homeostasis. The aim of this study was to investigate the long-term effect of vanadate
treatment on the hydrolitic and phosphotransferasic activities of liver GIc6Pase in
diabetic and non-diabetic BE rats. Material and Methods: BE-DP rats (mean aged 40
days) divided into 4 similar groups - VI, V2, V3 and C - have received three doses of
NaVO, (0.1, 0.2 and 0.7 mg/ml) and respectively NaCI (0.5 mg/ml) in drinking water
for 7 days. After this treatment, all animals were monitored over a 90-day period for
changes in weight, glycemia and glucosuria to detect onset of diabetes. Hydrolytic and
phosphotransfcrasic activities of GIc6Pase were assayed as described by Nordlie and
Arion [Methods in EnzymologyVo1.9, pp. 619-625, 1965) in isolated microsomes. The
assays were made in the beginning and the end of vanadate treatment and aftcr 83 days.
Results: Some toxic effects in BB rats treated with 0.7 mg/mI metavanadate were
noticed. Treatment caused a reduction in incidence of diabetes, increasing the age
when the rats become diabetic, proportionally with dosc applied. The Glc6Pase and
CP:GIcPTase activities were 0.99±O.12 and 0.16±O.03 I1moleslminlmg protein
respectively, in non-diabetic BB rats before treatment. After diabetes onset, the
hydrolase and transferase activities were elevated 3.8 and 2.2 fold, respectively,
Treatment with mctavanadate decreased the both activities, proportionally with dose
applied but was more potent inhibitor of CP:GlcPTase activity, After 90 days in non
diabetic animals, the GIc6Pase activity is restored but the CP:GIcPTase activity remain
increased (0,35 ± 0.04). Conclusions: Elevated CP:GlcPTase after 83 days from the
treatment ceasing may explained the success obtained in postponing of diabetes onset.
Vanadate treatment restored GIc6P level in liver and decreases hy-perglycemia.
Abbreviations: GIc6P (glucose-6-phosphate); Glc6Pase (glucose-6-phosphatc
hydrolase); CP:GlcPTase (Carbamyl phosphate: glucose phosphotransferase activity),
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SL\JlLAR CO:olTRmunON OF GLUCONEOGENESIS TO FASTING
GLUCOSE PRODUCTIO:i AT LOW AND HIGH GLUCOSE
CONCENTRATIONS IN PATlE.NTS WITH TYPE I DL\BETES MELLITUS
P. Staehr, O. Hothcr-Nielsen, B.R. Landau, V. Chandramouli, 1.1. Hols~ H. Beck
Nielsen
Odense, Denmark; Cleveland, Ohio, USA and Copenhagen,Denmark

Background and Aims: Elevated rates of gluconeogenesis are believed to play an
important role in the pathophysiology of hyperglycemia in patients with diabetes
mellitus. We therefore assessed glucose production (GP) and the contribution of
gluconeogenesis (GNG) in fourteen type I diabetic patients, at a low glucose level
(LO, n=7) and a high glucose level (Ill, n=7».
Materials and Methods: Subcutaneousinsulin was withdrawn 24 hours prior to each
study, and the subjects were fasted overnight while their plasma glucose
concentrations were maintained at the LO or ill levels by intravenous insulin
infusion. GP was determined in the postabsorptive state by infusions of 6,6-2H2
glucose, and GNG was estimated by the deuterated water method. Glycogenolysis
was calculated as the difference between rates of glucose production and
gluconeogenesis.
Results: Fasting plasma glucose levels were higher in the HI than in the LO group
(11.1.100.7 vs. 6.2±0.2 mM, p<O.OOI) due to lower plasma insulin levels (39±5 vs.
66±8 p~f, p<O.OI). In both groups, glucosuria was less than 2 mg/m2lmin. Plasma
free fatty acids (FFA) were similar in the III and LO groups (0.5.100.05 vs. 0.5.100.05
m.\!, NS), whereas plasma glucagon levels were higher in the LO group (7.9±0.4 \"5.

5.1.100.6 p~f, p<0.02). Despite these differences, rates of GP in the ill and LO group
were equal (81.104.2 vs. 81.103.8 mg/m21min, NS). Furthermore, % GNG (55.103 vs,
57.102%, NS) as well as rates ofgluconeogenesis(44±3.4 vs. 44.102.2 mgfm2lmin,NS)
and glycogenolysis (37±3.5 vs. 37±3.2 mglm2lmin, NS) were similar in the ill and
LO group, respectively. In both groups, rates of GP, GNG and glycogenolysis were
independentof the plasma levels of glucose, insulin,glucagon and FFA
Conclusion: In type I diabetic patientswithout significant glucosuria, fasting rates of
glucose production and the contributions of gluconeogenesis. are similar at low and
high glucose levels.

663
REGULATION OF GLUCOSE PHOSPHORYLATION BY
TRANSLOCATION OF GLUCOKINASE BETWEEN NUCLEUS
AND CYTOPLASM IN HEPATOCYTES
I. Miwa and Y. Toyoda. Department of Pathobiochemistry, Faculty
ofPharmacy, Meijo University, Japan
Aims: The implication of glucokinase (GK) in the regulation of
hepatic glucose metabolism still remains elusive. We studied the role
of the translocation of hepatic GK between the nucleus and the
cytoplasm in the regulation of glucose phosphorylation. Materials
and Methods: Distribution of nuclear and cytoplasmic GK in cultured
rat hepatocytes or rat liver sections was quantitatively estimated by
analysis of confocal images of cells or sections stained by the
immunofluorescence technique. Intracellular glucose
phosphorylation was measured from the rate of release of 31£20 from
D-[2}Hjglucose by cultured hepatocytes. Results: Both the
translocation of OK from the nucleus to the cytoplasm and the rate of
glucose phosphorylation in cultured hepatocytes were increased as the
mediwn glucose concentration was increased from 5 mMup to 40 mM.
There was a good correlation between the increase in cytoplasmic GK
induced by fructose, which sugar is known to stimulate glucose
phosphorylation, and that in the glucose phosphorylation rate induced
by fructose. A linear relationship between the cytoplasmic GK
activity and the rate of glucose phosphorylation over various glucose
concentrations was also observed either in the absence or presence of
fructose. Oral administration of 2.5 ml of 20% glucose, 2.5%
fructose, or 20% glucose plus 2.5% fructose to 24-h fasted rats induced
translocation of GK from the nucleus to the cytoplasm in hepatic
parenchymal cells by 30 min after sugar loading. Conclusions: The
data indicate that hepatic glucose phosphorylation depends on GK
activity in the cytoplasmic compartment and is regulated by the
translocation ofGK.
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TRANSCRIPTIO:"AL REGULATIO:" OF THE GLUCOSE-Ii PHOSPHATASE
GENE L'l STABLY·TRANSFECTED CaCo-2 CELLS DURING
ENTEROCYTE DIFFERENTIATIO:".
A Gautier,S. Montano, G. Mithieux, and F. Rajas, INSERM U.449,Lyon, France.

Background and Aims: Glucose-6-phosphatase(G6Pase) is a key enzyme in glucose
homeostasis,which catalyzes the terminal step of gluconeogenesis.The expression of
the G6Pase gene is restricted to the liver, the kidney and the small intestine, and is
increased during diabetes and fasting in all three tissues. In order to study the
transcriptionalregulation of the G6Pase gene in emerocytes, we have taken advantage
of the human colon adenocarcinoma CaCo-2 cell line, which is able to differentiate
into enterocyte-like tells after several days ofculture at post-confluence. At this time
only, they express the endogenous G6Pase gene.
Materials and Method.: The ·1640/+60 bp region cfthe G6Pase gene was cloned
upstream of a luciferase reporter gene containing a selectable marker conferring
resistance to puromycin. G6Pase promoter constructs were transfected in
undifferentiated CaCo-2 cells. The stably-transfected clones containing the G6Pase
promoter were selected using puromycin and called CaCo-21G6Pase-prom. cells.
Promoter activity was assessed by luciferase activity corrected by proteins
concentration.
Results: In CaCo-21G6Pase-prom cells. G6Pase promoter activity was low until the
time of confluence and increased 2-fold after I week and up to 4 weeks after post
confluence. Moreover, at this time, the G6Pase promoter activity was significantly
stimulatedby 1.4 and 2 fold in the presence (for 48h) of I0-6M and 10-511.1 forskolin,
respectively.
Conclusions: These results indicate that the G6Pase gene expression is induced by
farskolin in enterocyte, like in hepatocyte,The CaCo-21G6Pase-prom. cell line will be
a useful tool to study the regulation of the G6Pase gene transcriptionin enterocyte.

664
Elucidation of the molecular' Interaction between glucolJnase and glucolJnase
regulatory protein
F. Francini, S. Baltrusch,M. Tiedge and S. Lenzen, Institute of ClinicalBiochemistry,
HannoverMedical School, 30623 Hannover,Germany

Background and Aims: The low-affinity glucose phosphorylating enzyme
glucokinase (GK) regulates glycolytic flux at millimolar glucose concentrations in
liver and pancreatic beta cells. Hepatic GK activity is modulated on the
posttranslational level through an interaction with a regulatory protein (GRP). Most
recent studies demonstrate, that the GRP is responsible for the intracellular
translocation of GK. We could recently identify an asparagine-leucine consensus
motif within the GK protein by phage display library screenings which confer the
binding to GRP. It was the aim of this study to characterize the molecular
mechanisms underlying the interaction between GK and GRP. Materials and
Methods: Site-directed mutagenesis of selected amino acids in the GRP and GK
protein was performed by the Altered Sites II in vitro Mutagenesis System. Protein
interactions of wild type and mutant proteins were characterized by the
MATCmtAKER GAlA Two-Hybrid System 2 and verified by growth selection and
quantitative chemiluminescence lJ-galactosidase assays. GK enzyme activities were
measuredby a photometric assay. Results: An asparagine-leucineconsensus motif of
GK for interaction with GRP could be localized in three areas of the protein, Leu
309/Asn-313 (A), Asn-350ILeu-355 (B) and Leu58/Asn-204 (C). Binding motif A is
part of a proposed nuclear export signal whereas motif C is located within the
substrate binding site of GK. Only the double mutation of the amino acids Leu
58/Asn-204inside the substrate binding site of the GK protein resulted in a complete
loss of the interaction with GRP. In addition, we found that also the single mutations
of Leu-58 and Asn-204 resulted in a complete loss of binding to GRP. In enzyme
activity studies these mutations showed a significant loss of GK affinity for the
substrate glucose. In contrast, the double mutation Asn-350/Leu-355 and the single
mutation Leu-355 retained a significant interaction of GKlGRP in the range of 50 %
of the wild type GK protein. Conclusion: The amino acids Leu-58and Asn-204 of the
GK protein play the most important role for the interaction betweenGK and GRP. As
Asn-204 is localized in the substrate binding site the interaction of GK with GRP
affects the catalytic function.
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PROTEIN EXPRESSION LEVELS OF THE HEPATIC
GLUCOKINASE REGULATORY PROTEIN (GLKRP) VARY IN A
RANGE OF ANIMAL MODELS OF TYPE 2 DIABETES.
H. Vertigan, I. Gurrell, KJ. Brocklehurst, B. Leighton and 1.0.
Waddell.
CV&GI Discovery Department, AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals,
Mereside, Alderley Park, Macclesfield, Cheshire. SKIO 4TG U.K.
Aims: We used a new monospecific antisera to the glucokinase
regulatory protein (GLKRP) to determine expression levels in differing
animal models of diabetes. These included ob/ob and db/db mice and
Zucker and Zucker fatty Diabetic (ZDF) rats. In addition we tested high
and low glucokinase (GLK) expressing mice C3H and C58 for GLKRP
expression. Materials and Methods: Recombinant rat GLKRP was
used to immunise 3 New Zealand White rabbits. Each animal received
4 doses over a 20 week period. Liver samples were run on 8-16% Tris
Glycine gels. After transfer to nitro-cellulose membrane and blocking
of the membrane, GLKRP was detected using the purified antisera. The
protein bands were visualised using a Western Breeze kit (InVitrogen).
GLK antisera was from SantaCruz. Results: In mice the highest
expression of GLKRP was in ob/ob and db/db. However db/db mice
expressed significantly less GLK than either ob/ob or control mice.
C3H expressed significantly more GLK than C58, as was expected, and
a similar pattern was observed for GLKRP. In the rat models both the
Zucker and the ZDF expressed significantly more GLKRP than controls
however both contain marginally less GLK than controls. Conclusions:
We conclude from these results that careful consideration should be
given to the selection of the appropriate animal model, based on
expression of GLK and GLKRP when testing agents which affect the
early steps of hepatic carbohydrate metabolism.

PS39
Molecular Insulin Resistance
667
Skeletal muscle cell. (rom insulin Rsistant (non-diabetic) indnidnals are
susceptible to insulin desensitization by fatty adds
C. Kausch, 1. Krutzfeldt, S. Matthaei, H.-U. Haring and M. Stumvoll, Medizinische
Klinik, Abt. IV, Universitat Tubingen, Germany

Background and Aims: We recently demonstrated that insulin sensitivity in cultured
skeletal muscle cells was not different between insulin sensitive and insulin resistant
subjects (Diabetes 2000; 49, 992-998). One possible interpretation of these findings
was that insulin action or signalling in these individuals was not primarily defective.
In the present studies therefore, we tested the hypothesis that incubation of isolated
skeletal muscle cells with fatty acids has an effect on insulin action which differs
between insulin sensitive and insulin resistant subjects.
Materials and Methods: 5-day fused myotubes from 6 lean insulin-resistant (IR) and
6 carefully matched insulin-sensitive (IS) subjects (metabolic clearance rates of
glucose detennined by euglycemic-hyperinsulinemic clamp: 4.5 ± O.OJ\'S.I J.8 ± 1.95
ml kg- I min -I; P < 0.001) were incubated in the absence or presence of palmitate, 2
bromo-palmitate and linoleate for 20h.
Results: Insulin-stimulated (100 n.\!) glycogen synthesis decreased by 46 ± 1 % in
cells from IR subjects but remained unchanged in cells from IS subjects (p vs IR ee

0.02). PI-J kinase activity decreased by J6 ± 2 % in cells from IR subjects, but was
not different in cells from IS subjects (p vs IR =0.07; n =4 pairs). PI J-kinase p85
protein expression was unaltered. No significant differences were found for glycogen
synthesis and PI J-kinase activity after linoleate and 2-bromo-palmitate treatment.
Furthermore, insulin activation of PKB/Akt, GSK-J, and the respective protein
expression were not different after palmitate, linoleate or 2-bromo-palmitate treatment
(n ~ 4 pairs).
Conclusions: Palmitate but not2-bromo-palmitate incubation impaired insulin action
in cells from IR but not from IS subjects. Our data thus provide preliminary evidence
that insulin resistance of skeletal muscle does not necessarily involve primary defects
in insulin action but could represent susceptibility to the desensitizing effect of fatty
acids (and possibly other environmental factors). This effect appears to be coupled to
fatty acid metabolism.

666
Pancreatic Glucose and Methionine Uptake in Vi\'o in Healthy Men and Men
with Newly Diagnosed Type 1 Diabetes.
T. Kalliokoski, O. SimeIl, K. Virtanen, S. Erkkila, P. Savolainen, K. Vesalainen, H.
Minn, K. Nlgren, 1. Knuuti, T. Ronnernaa and P. Nuutila. Departments of Pediatrics
and Medicine, and PET Centre, University ofTurku, Turku, Finland

Background and Aims: Because activated lymphocytes utilize up to 50 times more
glucosethan resting cells, we evaluated possibilities to visualizeinsu1itis in vivo with
positron emission tomography (pEn using I8F-2-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (FOG)
and 11C-methionine as uptake markers.
Materials and Methods: Nine male patients with newly (J ± 2 months) diagnosed
multiple autoantibody positive type 1 diabetes and 6 age-matched healthy control
males were studied during euglycernia after an overnight fast. For definition of the
regions of interest (ROIs) in the main body of pancreas, the organ was first localized
with MRI and with 11C-methionine, which showed high uptake to the exocrine
pancreas and accurately visualized the pancreas also in the PET. The accumulated
ruG and II C-methionine data were analyzed graphically.
Results: Fractional IIC-methionine uptake, which especially in the body of the
pancreas was intense, was slightly lower in the pancreas of the patients with diabetes
than the controls (Ki =0.13 ± 0.05 vs. 0.19 ± 0.09, p=O.08). Fractional ruG uptake
was not significantly different between the patients and the controls (O.OOJJ ± 0.0010
vs. 0.0026 ± 0.0013, p=O.I5), but plasma glucose -corrected ruG uptake was higher
in the patients with diabetes than in the controls (2.0 ± 0.7 vs. 1.3 ± 0.6 mmoUIOOg
of tissue/min, p=O.OJ). The ratio between glucose and 11C-methionine uptake in the
pancreas was twice as high in the patients with type I diabetes than in the controls
(p<0.05).
Conclusions: We conclude that adult men with type 1 diabetes show slightly lower
pancreatic methionine uptake, but glucose uptake to the pancreas is enhanced. The
data suggest that proper cellular or membrane markers of T cell activation may
produce signal intensities in PET that allow in vivo visualization of insulitis at least
when the islet infiltrating cells remain functionally active.

668
DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF FArrY ACIDS 0:" RI:"M5F CELLS
DEPEND 0:" SATURATIO:" AND CHAI:" LENGTH
N. Beeharry and 1. C. Green, School of Pharmacy and Biomoleeular Sciences,
University of Brighton, Sussex, U.K.

Background and Aims: Saturated fatty acids, such as palmitic acid, have been shown
to induce nitric oxide synthase and apoptotic cell death in some tissues. In this study,
we determined whether saturation and chain length of fatty acids influences RINm5F
cell function, survival and expression ofinducible nitric oxide synthase (iXOS).
Methods: RINm5F cells were exposed for I2-72h to six fatty acids which were.
saturated - palmitic acid C16:0 (PA) or stearic acid C18:0 (SA), monounsaturated 
palmitoleic acid CI6:I (POA) or oleic acid CI8:I (OA), and polyunsaturated 
linoleic acid CI8:2 (LA) or docosahexaenoic acid C22:6 (DHA). Cell viability and
insulin secretion were measured. iNOS protein was quantified by Western blotting;
Hoechst-propidiurn iodide staining was used to determine apoptosis and necrosis.
Results: Exposure only to saturated fatty acids (50-200fL\!) decreased RINm5F cell
survival> untreated cells J 1.3 ± J.J; (pA 50Jl~!)8.7 ± 2.0 P<O.OOI and (SA 50Jl~!)

IO.2±1.8 mg cell protein P<O.OOI. Apoptosis rose from 0.4 % to 9.1% (PA) and
8.1% (SA) respectively. Western blot analysis confirmed that iJl;OS protein was not
expressed in response to PA, POA, SA, or DHA treatment for 24h. However,
interleukin-IB-indueed iNOS expression was down-regulated and nitric oxide (nitrite)
formation decreased by DHA (l50rn.\!) (117 vs. 52 integrated density units). DHA
also normalised the IL-I effect on insulin secretion.
Conclusions: The deleterious effects of fatty acids on RINm5F cells are specific to
saturated forms. Saturated fatty acid cytotoxicity does not involve induction of iNOS
but, unexpectedly, the polyunsaturated C22:6 fatty acid docosahexaenoic acid was
found to down regulate the expression ofi1':OS.
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Tumor necroses faclor-a1pha inhibits insulin-.timulated glutose uptake in human.
e. Rask Madsen, H. Dominguez, N. Ihlemann, L. Kober, e. Torp-Pedersen. Department
ofCardiology, GentofteUniversity Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Background and aims. In patients with insulin resistance, obesity, and type 2 diabetes,
adipose tissue overexpress tumor necrosis factor-alpha (!NF), and circulating Th'F
concentrations are elevated. Furthermore, Th'F has been shown to inhibit insulin
stimulated glucose uptake in animal models and in vitro, and may thus be a mediator of
insulin resistance. The aim of this study was to examine whether Th'F acutely inhibits
insulin-stimulatedglucose uptake in lean, healthy humans.
MateriaJs and metbeds, Male, lean, healthy volunteers were examined at two different
occasions sepcrated by >3 weeks, starting in the moming in the fasting state. The perfused
forearm method was used by infusing drugs into the brachial artery and measuring forearm
blood flow by venous occlusion plethysmography. Glucose uptake was measured as the
product between the arterial-venousdifference of plasma glucose and forearm blood flow
and is expressed below as micromoles per 100 mI tissue per minute. Insulin 0.05 mUfmin
wasinfused for20 minutes; we havepreviously shown that this increases serum insulin in
the perfused arm by a factor - 10 with a marginal increase in systemic serum insulin. After
60 minutes with saline infusion only, human recombinant Th'F was infused for 10
minutes. Subsequently, TNF infusion was continued witheo-infusion ofeither insulin (day
HI, n~12) or vehicle (dayT, n=9) for 20 minutes.
Results. insulin stimulation increased glucose uptake 98% (from 0.8±Q.1 to J.6±O.2,
pooled results from both days, (PO.OOI). As expected, glucose uptake at baseline before
TNF infusion (1.2±O.1) was higher than at baseline before the primary insulin stimulation
(0.8±O.I), although not significantly SO (IPO.09). Th'F infusion alone raised plasma Th'F
from J.4±O.5 to 134±36 in the perfused arm and to 6.5±1.4 ngll in the contralateral arm,
but did not significantly change glucose uptake on either day (from 1.2±O.2 to 1.0±0.I,
(PO.3). Repeated insulin stimulation during eo-infusion withTNF (day T+I) resulted in an
insignificant 36% increase in glucose uptake (from 0.9±O.2 to 1.2±O.I, p-O,18). After eo
infusion of TNF with vehicle (day T), glucose uptake decreased insignificantly (from
1.2±O.3to 0.9±O.2,(PO.09).
Conclusions. To our knowledge, this is the first direct demonstration that Th'F inhibits
insulin-stimulated glucose uptake in humans. The results support the concept that Th'F
may mediate insulin resistance in individuals with obesity and type 2 diabetes.

671
PRE-HYPERGLYCAE~nC EFFECfS OF A mGH FAT DIET IN THE VERVET
MONKEY
S. Wolfe-Coote, 1. Louw and C. Woodroof, Diabetes Research Group, MRC,
Tygerberg, Cape,South Africa.
Background and Aims: The transition from rural to urban life of the South African
black populations is associated with an increased incidence of obesity and type 2
diabetes. Evidence suggests that this is related, in part, to increased fat
consumption, possibly exacerbated by in utero programming for the limited diet
available in rural areas. The aim of this study is to emulate the dietary changes
associated with this transition in the Verret monkey and monitor the long-term
effects on weight, glucose clearance and plasma levels of insulin, pro-insulin,
glucagon, free fatty acids (FF As), Ieptin and cholesterol. Materials and Methods:
A group of monkeys (n=5) is being maintained on the same quantity of a high fat
(43%) diet (HFD) as fed to a control group on a maintenance (20%) diet. Weight,
GTTs and plasma analyses were recorded at regular intervals. Results: A rapid
initial effect was observed; at 17 days, of reduced insulin levels and glucose
clearance rates and raised levels of glucagon, FFAs, plasma and LDL cholesterol
and leptin. Insulin, glucose clearance rate and leptin levels returned to normal after
four to five months but then became progressively unstable in two of the monkeys.
Fasting pro-insulin: insulin ratios progressively increased after 7 months of diet in
three monkeys. The highest weight increases of 52% and 59% were in the two
monkeys most compromised by the diet. Despite all of these changes, fasting
glucose levels remained within the normal range after two years of a HFD although
fasting HbAle values in all of the monkeys steadily increased after 19-21 months of
the HFD. Conclusion: A IIFD appeared to have a rapid and sometimes sustained
effect on all of the parameters measured in this study. Not every monkey exhibited
the same combination of effects and the individuals with the largest weight gain
appeared to be most compromised by the diet. Glucose levels remain in the normal
range after 2 )TS of diet but HbAle values were increasing above the normal range
in all five monkeys after 18 months of the diet.
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LIVER FAT CORRELATES wrrn FEATURES OF D;SULL,\ RESISTANCE
L'\llEPE:'>llEJI.'T OF OBESITY L'\ PRE\10US GESTA TIO:>O'AL DL\BETES
III. Tiikkainen, III. Tamminen, R. Bergholm, S. Vehkavaara, A.-l\I.
Hakklnen, A, Rlssanen, J. Halavaara, K. Terarno and H. Ykl-Jarvlnen,
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
Background and aims: Extra-adipose tissue lipogenesis in muscle has been
associated with insulin resistance of glucose uptake. \Ve determined whether
ectopic lipogenesis in the liver is associated with insulin resistance of hepatic
glucose production in previously gestational diabetic obese women. Material
and methods: We recruited 26 obese (age 37±1 )TS., B~II 28-35 kg/m')
previously gestational diabetic women. Liver fat content was determined by
proton spectroscopy. insulin sensitivity by using the euglycernic insulin clamp
technique, glucose tolerance by OGrr and large artery stiffness, a recently
described feature of the insulin resistance syndrome, by measuring the
augmentation index withpulse wave analysis.
Results: Within this group of obese women, the % liver fat was not correlated
with either BMI (r=O.26, NS) or the waist to hip ratio (r=0.29, N5). The % liver
fat correlated, however,with several features of insulinresistance: fastingserum
insulin (r=0.53, 1'=0.006), the 2 hr plasma glucose concentration (r=O.49,
1'=0.01), serum triglycerides (r=0.50, 1'=0.01) and whole body insulin sensitivity
(r=-0.41, 1'=0.03). Liver fat content also correlated with large artery stiffness
(r=0.61 for the augmentation index, 1'=0.001). Conclusions: Clinical and
biochemical features of insulin resistance correlate with liver fat content
independent of obesityamongstobese womenwithpreviousgestational diabetes.
These datademonstrate thatsome womenhave a stronger tendency to depositfat
outside adipose tissue ('ectopic lipogenesis') than others.These women have a
more adverse cardiovascular risk profile than those who can keep fat where it
belongs.
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Muscle Mass Heavy Chain (MHC) Gene Transcripts in Type 2 Diabetes
P.G. Halvatsiotis, Jill Schimke, K.S. Nair
Endocrinology Division, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, IIIN 55905

Background and Aims: Association of reduced skeletal muscle fiber type I and
increased type lib fibers have been reported to occur in people with type 2 diabetes
and their non-diabetic first-degree relative with insulin resistance. It is unclear
whether glycemic control causes these changes or the fiber types cause insulin
resistance. Muscle fiber types are determined by the relative expression of IImc
isoforms. We investigated the role that glycemic control and plasma insulin levels
play in the ~mc isoforms gene expression.
Materials and Methods: We determined IImc isoform gene transcript levels in
vastus lateralis needle biopsy samples, using a real-time QPCR technique. We studied
71)1'e 2 diabetic patients (B~U=30.9+/·OA kg/m2) once after 2 weeks off treatment
(02-) and another time following II days of intensive insulin treatment (D2+) and in
control subjects matched for age, gender and weight (C) (BMI = 30.2 +/. 0.4).
Results: Plasma glucose (D2- = 10.5 +/- 0.88 mmo/l, D2+= 4.9 +/- 0.21 mmol/\, C =
4.8 +/- 0.12 mmoIII) and insulin (02- = 27.6 +/- 4.22 pmol/\, 02+ = 70.3 +/- 10.72
pmol/\, C ~ 40.8 +/. 12.68 pmoIII) levels, as well as their insulin sensitivity (D2- =
3.21 +/. lA, D2+ = 3.16 +/. 0.7, C= 5.28 +/- 1.2), were different among the groups
(p<O.OI). IImc I was lower in D2- (28.0 +/- 6.7 AU) than C (55.3 +/- 12.7) (p<O.04)
and insulin treatment (02+) (76.7 +/- 17.0) abolished these differences. MHC lIa was
higher in D2+ (3.95 +/- 0.8 AU) than in 02- (2.3 +/- 0.5) (P<O.04). MHC Ilx was
higher in D2+ (5.8 +/- OA AU) than D2- (2.3 +/- 0.5) (P<0.07) MHC isoform gene
transcript levels are varied based on circulating insulin levels and glycemic control.
Conclusions: The altered ~mc isoform gene transcription in skeletal muscle in
people with type 2 diabetes is related to their treatment status and is unlikely to be the
basisof their muscleinsulinresistance.
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Hexosamine biosJlltbesis patbway intermediates and protein kinase C-isoforms in muscle
and fat tissue or Zucker diabetic fatty rats
R-R- Bos<h(nS.W.J. IanSS<IJ(2,4). P.N.Span(l),AI. Oltha.1r{I). S.E."an Ernst-de Vries(J),
P.H.G.M. WiIlcms(J). G.I.M. M.men«4). AR-M.M. Ilcrmus(2) and C.G.J.Sweef{l).
(I)D<jxJrtmcnt of Chemical Endocrinology, (2)Th.'partrnent of Endocrinology, (3)Dcpartment of
Biochemistry, University Medical Centre Nijmegen, The Netherlands, (4) Department of
Animal Physiology, Faculty ofScience, University ofNijmegen, TheNetherlands.

Background and Aims: Many studies suggest that insulin resistance develops and/or is
maintained by an increased fluxof glucose through the hexosamine biosynthesis pathway. In
addition, it is suggested &.31 this pathway attenuates insulin-stimulated glucose uptake by
activating protein kinaseC(pKC). In general, it is believed thatPKC playsa pivotal role in the
cellular effects induced with hyperglycemia. We investigated 1) by HPLC analysis the
concentrationof the majorhexosaminemetabolitesand 2) by western blotting the ex-pression
levels of PKC-isoforms in Zucker Diabetic Fatty(ZDF)rats, an animal model for type 2
diabetes mellitus.
Results; At the age of 6 weeks these rats were normoglyccmic. While control rats remained
normoglycemic, theZDFratsbecame clearly hyperglycemic withblood glucose concentrations
of approximately 25 m.\! at 12 weeks of age and older. First. the amount of uridine
diphosphatc-Ncacctyl-glucosamine (UDP-GIcNAc) and undine diphosphate-N-acetyl
galactosamine (UDP-GaINAc), the major end-products of the hexosamine biosynthesis
pathway,was determinedin muscletissue ofZDF rats at 6, 12. 1& and 24 weeks or age. Despite
the chronichyperglycemia, whenZDF rats were 12 weeksof age andolder. no increase in the
amount of the two UDP~lirJ\ed bexosamines was detected. Moreover, the concentration of
UDP-GIcNAe and UDP-GaL'lAe did not differfrom {normoglycemic) control rats. Finally,
maintaining the blood glucose concentration at 7 mM of WF rats by administration of
phlorizin did not affectthe levels of UDP-GIcNAc and UDP-GaINAc. Second, we assessed
which PKC·isofonns ere expressed in muscle and fat tissue, and whether their levels were
affected inWF rats.In muscle andfattissues from (normoglyccmic) 6 and(byperglycemic) 24
weeksoldWF rats, PKCalpha, delta,epsilon and zetaarc expressed, but not PKCbeta and
gamma. A similar pattern was observed in tissues from control rats of identical age. By
comparisonofZDF and controlratsat 24 weeksof age \\C observedno difference in expression
levels ofanyof the PKC-isoforms inbothmuscle andfattissue.
Conclusions:ln summary, our data do not support a prominent role for the
hexosamine synthesis pathway and PKC in the development or maintenance of the
insulin-resistant stateof muscleand fat tissue in the ZDF rats.

675
Simultaneous treatment of isolated skeletal muscle ...ith interJenkin 6 and
tumour necrosis ractor decreasn Insulin stimnlated glycogensynthesis
AL. Thompson,L.V. Campbell,G.!. Cooney.Garvan Instituteof Medical Research,
38.t VictoriaStreet. Darlinghurst,NSW,Australia
Background and Aims:A primarydefectof insulinresistantskeletal muscleis decreased
insulin-mediated glycogen synthesis but the mech:misms responsible for this decreaseare
not completely understood. Insulin resistance is also present with inflammation and
infection. Recently. small increases in concentrations of cytokines such as tumour necrosis
factor(TNF) and interleukin 6 (IL6)has beenobservedin insulinresistant conditionssuch
as type IT diabetesand obesity. It has been reported that Th1' docs not affect glucose
metabolism in isolatedskeletal musclebut the effect of IL6 on insulinaction in isolated
skeletalmusclehas notbeeninvestigated. The aim of this studywas to determine whether
IL6 by itself or in combination with TNF has any effect on insulin action in skeletal
muscle. Materials and Methods: Soleus muscle strips isolated from male Wistar rats
were incubated for four hours in vitro in the absence ofcytokines (control), in the presence
of IL6 (100, 200, 500pg/mL) and'or Th"F (IOng/mL) in Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer
containing 5.5m.\1glucose in an atmosphere of 95%02: 5%C02. Muscles were then
incubated in similar media that also contained insulin (10 or lOoo11U/mL) and tracer
quantities of 14C-glucose and 3H-2-dcoxyglucose for one hour. Insulin-mediated glucose
transport/phosphorylation and glycogen synthesis were then determined. All results are
expressed as mean±SEM in IlmoL'hIg wet wt, Results: Insulin (IOOOllU/mL) caused a
significant increaseabovebasal in the rates of glucosetransport/phosphorylation (2 fold;
p<O.ool) and glycogen synthesis (6 fold; p<0.001). There was no effect of cytokine
treatment on the insulin stimulated rate of glucose transport/phosphorylation (control
3.48±{).17; TNF 3.43±{).22; IL6 3.56±{).17; combination 3.2.t±{).1I). 1L-6 alone
(SOOpg/mL) or Th'F alonedid not affect insulinstimulated glycogensynthesis. However,
the combination oflL6 (500pg/mL) and Th1' (IOng/mL) significantly decreasedinsulin
stimulated glycogensynthesis (control 2.50±0.J2cf combination: 1.69±O.14 p<O.OI). In
the presence of TNF, 1L-6decreased glycogen synthesis in a concentration dependent
manner (Opg/mL: 2.32±O.21; lOOpg/mL: 2.47±{).04; 200pg/mL: 1.95±{).20; 500pg/mL:
1.7\±0.15 p<O.05). Conclusions: This study shows that "hen combined, Th'F and IL6
impair insulinstimulated glycogen synthesis. Th'F has been reponed to upregulate IL6
receptors in myocytes, The lattermay be the basis for the combinedeffect on glycogen
synthesisand providea mechanism by whichthesecytokines havea direct role in altering
skeletal muscle insulin action in vivo.
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HYPERGLYCEMIA-L,\,DUCED L'\'SULL'i RESISTANCE IS NOT CAUSED
BY OVERACfIVITY OF THE HEXOSAML'iE PATHWAY L'i TYPE 2
DL\BETES
P. Span I, M. Pouwels2,3, C. Taek 2, A Olthaar I, F. Sweep I, F. Huvers 2,5, B. v.
Engelen 4, LLutrerman 2 and A. Hermus 3. 1 Dpt of Chemical Endocrinology, 2
Division. of General InternalMedicine and 3 Endocrinology, Opt of Medicine,4 Opt
of Neurology, University Medical Center St Radboud, PO Box 9101, 6500 HB
Nijmegen,5 St. MaartensKliniek Nijmegen; The Netherlands.
Background and Aims: Animal studies suggest that overactivityof the hexosamine
pathway, resulting in increased UDP-hcxosamine levels, is a major mechanism by
which hyperglycemiacauses insulin resistance. This study was performedto test this
hypothesis in diabetic patients. Material. and Methods: Protocol A: 8 obese, insulin
resistant patients with uncontrolled type 2 diabetes despite insulin treatment (B~{\
38±5.8 kg m-2, HbAlc 12.0±1.7%, insulin dose 1.92±O.65 Ulkglday) were treated
with insulin i.v. for 280<6 days aimed at strict euglycemia. Before and after treatment,
insulin sensitivity was measured using a hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp, and a
muscle biopsy (m. vastus lateralis) was taken for measurementof metabolites of the
hexosamineroute. protocol B: In 8 diabetic (type 2) and <U;nondiabeticpatients, who
underwent hip replacemeot surgery, muscle tissue (m, gluteus maximus) biopsies
were obtained.Results: ProtocolA: After euglycemia,hyperglycemia-induced insulin
resistance reversed, as demonstrated by an increase in whole body glucose uptake
during the clamp from 12.7%5.6 to 22.3±8.8 micromolkg-l min-I and a decrease in
insulin requirementfrom 176±88to 115±70U/day,while metaboliccontrol improved
(HbAlc levels decreased to 8.6±1.1%). UDP-glucose (substrate for glycogen
synthesis)Wasundetectablebefore and after treatment, UDP-hexosamine levels (end
products of the hexosamine pathway) increased significantly from 13.30<1.8 to
18.1%4.0 nmol g tissue-I (P<O.OI). ProtocolB: MeanUDP-glucoseconcentrationwas
lower (5.6±3.4 nmol g tissue-I) in the diabetes group compared to the nondiabctes
group (15.8±8.4nmol g tissue-I(p< 0.01», and UDP-hexosamine concentrationswere
not significantlydifferent. Conclusions:After ameliorationof hyperglycemia-induced
insulin resistance, end products of the hexosamine pathway increased in skeletal
muscle of patients with type 2 D~I (protocol A). Hexosamine pathway metabolites
were similarbetween diabeticand non-diabeticpatients(protocolB). These results do
not supportthe hypothesisthat hexosamine metabolicendproductsare involvedin the
pathogenesisof glucose-inducedinsulin resistance in patientswith type 2 D~1.
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INCREASED TU~IOR NECROSIS FACTOR-a SYSTEM ACTIVITY IN
OBESE SUBJECTS WITH IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE.
S. Dzienis-Strqczkowska, M. Straczkowski, A. Stepien, M. Szelachowska, I.
Kowalska and I. Kinalska. Department of Endocrinology, Medical Academy,
Bialystok, Poland.
Background and aims: Tumor necrosis factor-a (TNFa) may be one of the
factors linking obesity with type 2 diabetes. However, data about TNFa system
activation in impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and diabetes are controversial.
The aim of the present study was to evaluate plasma levels of TNFa and
soluble fractions of TN Fa receptors (sTNFRI and sTNFR2) in obese subjects
with normal glucose tolerance (NGT) and IGT and to examine whether those
levels are related to insulin sensitivity. Materials and methods: We examined
I I obese subjects with IGT and 16 with NGT. 13 healthy lean subjects served
as a control group. In all the subjects anthropornetrical and biochemical
parameters and plasma levels ofTNFa, sTNFRI and sTNFR2 were measured.
Hypcrinsulincmic euglycernic clamp (insulin infusion: 50 mU x kg" x hour')
was performed to determine insulin sensitivity, Results: Anthropometrical
measurements did not differ between the two groups of the obese subjects.
Plasma TNFo. and sTNFR2 were markedly higher in both groups of obese
subjects in comparison to controls and in the IGT vs NGT group (p<0.05 in all
cases). Plasma sTNFRI did not differ between the studied groups. IGT subjects
were also more insulin resistant in comparison to NGT group (p<O.OOI) and
controls (p<0.0005) and the NGT subjects were more insulin resistant than
controls (p<0.01). Plasma sTNFR2 were markedly related to insulin scnsitivity
when all the study population was analyzed (r=-0.64; p<O.OOI) and also in the
IGT (r=-0.81; p<0.005) and NGT (r=-0.52; p<0.05) groups. Those relationships
remained significant after adjustment for BMI, WHR, percent of body fat and
plasma glucose. Conclusions: Our data suggesl that TNFa system contributes
to the development of insulin resistance in glucose intolerant subjects.
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PLAS~fA TUMOR 1Io"ECROSfS FACTOR-ALPHA LEVELS AND L'I'SULL'I'
RESISTANCE IN I\O:"lDIABETIC HYPERTENSIVE SUBJECTS
B. DE?>URBAS,S. GULER, B. CAKIR, I. SAHIN, C. CULHA, Y. ARAL
Ankara Education and Research Hospital, Department of Endocrinology, Ankara.
TURKEY.
Background and Aims: Recent studies have shown that tumor necrosis factor-alpha
(TNF-alpha) is associated with insulin resistance. However, whether TNF-alpha is
related to insulinresistance in hypertensive subjectsis still controversial, The aim of
this study was to determine the status of ThTf-alpha and insulin resistance in
hypertension.
Materials and Methods: Newly diagnosed nondiabetic 17 essentially hypertensive (6
men, II women) patients, and II control healthy subjects (5 men, 6 women) are
involved. in the study. Body mass index (B~D), waist! hip ratio (WHR), insulin,
subcutaneous fat tissue thickness, fasting blood glucose, cholesterol, triglyceride, and
Th'F-alpha levels were measured. Insulin resistance is assessed according to
homeostasis model ofassessment (HOMA-IR).
Results: Serum insulin (8.4±2.7 vs. 6.1±1.4 mIU/ml; 1'<0.01), triglyceride
(245.0±39.9 vs. 193.0±22.8 mg/dl; 1'<0.01), and TNF-alpha (4.1±1.4 vs, 1.7±1.7
pg/rnl; 1'<0.001) levels, and HmIA-IR (2.0±0.8 vs. 1.3±0.3; 1'<0.001) were
significantly higher in the hypertensive patients compared to the normotensive control
group. There were positive correlations between Th'F-alpha levels and body mass
index (r-O.5, p<O.OI), subcutaneous fat tissue thickness (r-O.56, p~.002), cholesterol
(r-O.5I, ~.006) and triglyceride (r-O.57, ~.002) levels, and positive correlations
between HO~IA and subcutaneous fat tissue thickness (r-O.43, 1'<0.03) in the whole
study group. However there were no correlation of either TIW-alpha or HO~IA-IR

with any of the study parameters when hypertensive and normotensive groups are
analyzed separately.
Conclusions: Our data revealed that hypertensive patients have insulin resistance and
higher TNF-alpha levels, but there is no relation between ThTf-alpha levels and
insulinresistance.

PS40
Experimental Insulin Resistance
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Actlvatlen of Protein Kinase C delta by a distinct pathway mediates Tumor
Necrosis Factor-alpha inhibition of IDsulin Receptor signaling.
T. Rosenzweig, L. Braiman, A. Bak, A. All, T. Kuroki, S.R. Sampson. Laboratory of
Cell Physiology, Faculty of Life Sciences, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan, Israel.

Background and Aims: Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF)""lpha, a multifunctional
cytokine thought to be involved in the development of insulin resistance, hasbeen
shown to inhibit insulin receptor (IR) signaling. The mechanism of this effect is not
clear. Studies from our laboratory have shown that certain protein kina", C (pKC)
isofcrms are involved in the mediation of insulin effects in skeletal muscle. The
purpose of this study was to examine the possibility that TNF-a1pha may affect IR
signaling \13 effctson specific PKC isoforms,
Materials and Methods: Experiments were done on primary cultures of skeletal
muscle, age 5-6 days in culture, obtained from newborn mice.
Results: TNF-a1pha given S-min before insulin nearly completely prevented tyrosine
phosphorylation of both IR and IRS-I, and caused a delay in insulin-induced IR
internalization. Both TNF-a1pha and insulin tyrosine phosphorylated and activated
PKC delta. but the effects of TNF·a1pha and insu1in together were less than those 01
either substance alone. Insulin caused specific association between IR andPKC delta.
an effect prevented by TNF-a1pha. To further investigate the role of PKC delta in
TNF·a1pha inhibition of IR stinmlation, we studied the effccts of PKC delta
overexpression and blockade. Ovcrexpression of PKC delta increased IR tyrosine
phosphorylation and abrogated the inhibitory effects of TNF·a1pha on IR tyrosine
phosphorylation, whereas overexpression of kinase inactive PKC delta inhibited both
basa1 and insu1in-induced IR phosphorylation, The results indicate that tyrosine
phosphorylation of PKC delta by insulin andTNF-a1pha involve different pathways.
This is supported by findings that inhibition of Src tyrosine kinase reduced tyrosine
phosphorylation of IR.PKC delta. andIR-PKC delta association induced by insulin
but not by TNF-a1pha.
Conclusions: PKC delta is important for insulin-induced IR tyrosine phosphorylation
and the continuation of IR signaling. Prior activation of PKC delta by TNF-a1pha
interferes with the role of PKC delta in IR signaling. We conclude that tyrosine
phosphorylation of PKC delta induced by TNF-a1pha occurs on different sites from
those in response to insulin. The identification of these sites is currently under
investigation.
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Reduced glucose uptake in skeletal muscle of partially bexolJnase II deficient
mice.
S_ Heikkinen-n, A. Virkarnakio, E. Pirinen-n, J. Jarmen, and M. Laakso", -Dept of
Medicine and #A.I.Virtanen Institute for Molecular Sciences, University of Kuopio,
FIN-70211, and aDept ofMedicine, University ofHelsinki, FIN-00290, Finland

Background and Aims: Type 2 diabetes is characterized by decreased rates 01
insulin-stimulated glucose uptake and utilization, reduced hexokinase II (HKIl)
mRNA and enzyme production, and low basal levels of glucose-6-phosphate in
insulin-sensitive skeletal muscle and adipose tissues where 1IK11 is primarily
expressed to catalyze the phosphorylation of glucose to glucose-6-phosphate. We
have previously generated HKII knock-out mice and shown that, although 100"/0HKJI
deficiency (HKII-/-) leads to early embryonic lethality, 50% HKII deficiency
(HKIl+/-) does not impair glucose tolerance of anesthetized mice, even if they were
challenged with a high-fat diet. In this study, we investigated the effect of reduced
mGI enzyme activity on tissue-specific glucose uptake.
Materials and Metbods: An intraperitoneal glucose tolerance test (2mg/g glucose)
with non-metabolizable radioactive tracer (0.27IlCilg 2-deoxy.D-[1.3H]glucose
(20G» was performed on female wild type and HKII+/- mice (N~6+6) at IS wk of
age without anesthesia. For the analysis of tissue specific glucose uptake (Gupt;
IlmoVminlmg protein), blood samples, collected at 0, 15, 30, 60, 90, and 120min,
were analyzed for plasma glucose and mean glucose specific activity (mGSA), and
tissues, excised from mice killed at 120min, were analyzed for the accumulation of
20G-6-phosphate (20GP). Glucose uptake for each tissue was calculated by dividing
the 2DGP content with mGSA, and normalized for brain Gupt,
Results: In HKII+/- mice, the accumulation of 2DGP was reduced by 40% in
quadriceps ~.012). In keeping with the phosphorylation defect, serum glucose
concentration declined from IS min to 120 min significantly slower in HKII+/- mice
than wild-type mice (69±23 vs, 105±28IlmoWmin, 1'<0.05).
Conclusions: In this study, we show that the 50% HKII deficiency leads to reduced
glucose phosphorylation in skeletal muscle, indicating impaired glucose uptake,
which in turn might result in a mild defect in glucose metabolism. Although the 50"/0
HKII deficiency is not likely to lead to insulin resistance or type 2 diabetes, our data
suggest that after a glucose challenge in awake, partially HKll deficient mice, glucose
phosphorylation appears to be a rate-limiting step for glucose metabolism.

680
INOSITOL PHOSPHOGLYCANS AND INSULIN SENSmVITY OF
ADIPOCYTES FRO~ITWO STRAINS OF RATS; RELATION TO OBESITY.
S. Kunjara, AL. Greenbaum. P. McLean and TW. Rademacher. Department of
Molecular Pathology, University College London Medical School, WIP 6DB, UK
Background and Aims: An insulin second messenger, inositol phosphoglycan A
type (IPG·A), regulates key enzymes of lipogenesis. Evidence exists for its
involvement in NIDOM and obesity. Our observations that adipocytes from two
normal strains of Wistar rat (suppliers: Harlan Olac (HO) or Charles River (CR)
exhibited markedly different rates of lipogenesis from glucose in response to insulin
and IPG-A in vitro, and that the accumulation of visceral fat was also different.
prompted this study of the biochemical profiles of these two nominally similar
strains of Wistar rats in order to throw light on the regulation of obesity and visceral
fat accumulation. Materials and Methods: Adipocytes from the two Wistar strains
(130-140g weight) were used to measure the effect of insulin (1n.\I) or IPG-A on
lipogenesis. Leptin release and blood levels were measured using a RIA kits.
Results are meanstSEM of not less than 6 separate experiments. Results:
Lipogenesis from [U-"C] glucose was stimulated +668±72% and +264±45% with
insulin in adipocytes from CR and HO rats respectively; theequivalent values for
IPG-A stimulation were +23±4% and +99±9%; the tissue content of IPG-A was 3.5
times higher in CRIHO rats, in line with the basal rate of lipogenesis being 2-fold
higher in adipocytes from CRlHO. Enzymes of lipogenesis (ATP citrate lyase,
malic enzyme, acetyl CoA carboxylase, fatty acid synthase) were all significantly
higher (150-200%) in CRlHO; the rate of lipolysis CRIIIO was + 160% (p<O.05).
The respective fat pad weights were 0.49I±O.0I7 and 0.616±O.029 (P<O.OOI);
DNA (mglg fat pad) and blood glucose were not different Other changes were the
lower cAMP content of adipose tissue and the higher plasma leptinlinsulin ratios in
CRlHO rats. Conclusions: The apparent anomalous result of a higher rate of
lipogenesis and response to insulin combined with a lower accumulation of fat pad
lipid in CR group is interpreted as being due to a faster turnover of lipid, both
synthesis and lipolysis, which, combined with the known effects of leptin in raising
fatty acid oxidation by muscle and depressing insulin secretion, could be central to
the lower rate of accumulation of visceral fat
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Oral Treatment "ith a GIJcogen Syethase Kinase-3 Inhibitor Improves
Glucose Tolerance and Skeletal Muscle Glucose Transport Acth'ity in ZUcker
Diabetic Fatty Rats
E.J. Henriksen, K W. Johnson, T.R Kinnick. M.P. O'Keefe, and S.D. Harrison.
Dcpanmcnt of Physiology, University of Arizona College of Medicine, Tucson, AZ
USA; and Chiron Corporation, Erneryville, CA, USA.
Background and Aims: Recent evidence has demonstrated a link between elevated
glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSKJ) activity and insulin resistance in skeletal
muscle of type 2 diabetic subjects, and we have shown that in vitro inhibition of
GSKJ activity enhances insulin-mediated glucose transport activity in skeletal
muscle of the markedly insulin-resistant Zucker Diabetic Fatly (ZDF) rat In the
presentinvestigation, we have assessed the effects of acute oral treatment of ZDF
rats with a novel small organic GSKJ inhibitor (Cf98023) on glucose tolerance and
skeletal muscle glucose transport activity.
Materials and Methods: Male ZDF rats (9-10 weeks old, -330 g) were dosed
twice by gavage over a 3.5-hour period with either vehicle (I% CMClO.l% Tween)
or 30 mglkg Cf98023. An oral glucose tolerance test (OGTf; 1 glkg; 120 min) and
assessment of insulin-stimulated glucose transport activity (2-dcoX}'g1ucose uptake;
1 DL\l) in isolated epitroehlearis and soleus muscles were then completed.
Results: The levels of Cf98023 were enhanced in plasma and skeletal muscle by
the treatment The glucose and insulin responses during the OGIT were reduced
by 45% and 75%, respectively (both p<O.05), in the GSK3 inhibitor-treated
animals. Thirty minutes after the final GSKJ inhibitor treatment of the ZDF rats,
stimu1ation of glucose transport with either submaximally effective (100 I'UlmI) or
maximally effective (5 mUlml) insulin concentrations was significantly enhanced in
isolated epitrochlearis (50''/0 and 57%) and soleus (40"10 and 43%) muscles. Two
hours after the final GSKJ inhibitor treatment, maximal insulin-mediated glucose
transport in the soleus muscle, but not in the epitrochlearis, was still significantly
elevated (26%) relative to vehicle-treated control.
Conclusions: Oral treatment of insulin-resistant ZDF rats with a novel specific
GSKJ inhibitor markedly enhances oral glucose tolerance and whole-body insulin
sensitivity, at least in part because of an improvement in insulin action on skeletal
muscle glucose transport activity, In vivo inhibition of GSKJ activity appears
promising as an intervention against the glucose intolerance and insulin resistance
of skeletal muscle glucose disposal associated with the ZDF rat.
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InnammaHon as a part orthe metabolic syndrome
T. Temelkova-Kurktschiev, M. Keiser, C. Koehler, E. Henkel. M. Hanefeld. Centre
for Clinical Studies, Technical University Dresden. Germany

Background and Aims: Recently chronic subclinical inflammation was suggested to
be a part of the metabolic syndrome. The aim of this study was to examine the
relationship of inlanunatory variables, such as C-reactive protein (CRP), leucocytes
count and fibrinogen to parameters ofthe metabolic syndrome.

Material. and Methods: A total of 782 subjects, aged 40 to 70 years, were analysed
from the Risk factors in IGT for Atherosclerosis and Diabetes (RIAD) study. Plasma
glucose, lipids, fibrinolytic and coagulation parameters and inflammatory variables
were measured by conventional methods; proinsulin and real insulin by highly
specific enzyme immunoassays and albuminuria by nephelometry.

Results: Subjects with increased CRP exhibited significantly higher body mass index
(B~U), waist to hip ratio (\\'1IR), fasting and postprandial (Pp) plasma glucose and
glycemic spikes, insulin resistance (HOMA), free fatty acids, insulin (fasting and pp),
plasminogen activator inhibitor, fibrinogen and microalbuminuria. Leucocytes count
significantly correlated to blood pressure, B~U, WHR, triglycerides, high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol. insulin resistance (HO~IA), fibrinogen, plasminogen activator
inhibitor, tissue plasminogen activator, microalburninuria and low physical activity, as
well as to fasting and pp levels of plasma glucose, proinsulin and specific insulin.
Fibrinogen was significantly related to blood pressure, B~U, total cholesterol.
triglycerides, insulin resistance (HO~lA), plasma glucose, plasminogen activator
inhibitor, tissue plasminogen activator and low physical activity.

Conclusions: Our data support the hypothesis that inflammatory processes are
interrelated with the metabolic syndrome.
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Metformil1 corrects insulin resistance Induced by chronic hyperinsulinism in
HepG2 cells.
A. Hamann, L.Yuan, A Schonbeck, M. Schlimme, H. Munzberg.
Department ofMedicine, University of Heidelberg, Gennany.
Background: A decreased hepatic glucose output is mainly responsible for the
antidiabetic effect ofmetformin (MET), but the molecular mechanisms involved herein are
insufficiently understood. We therefore characterized the effect of MEr on insulin
signaling in the human hepatoma cell line lIepG2, both under regular conditions and in
cells in which insulin resistance had been induced.
Methods: HepG2 cells were incubated without or with MET (IOI1-\I-IOm.'1) for 16h
and/or stimulated with insulin (100n.\1) for 1 min Protein amounts of insulin receptor
(IR), IRSI, IRS2 and p85 subunit of PI3-kinase (P85) were determined in total lysatcs,
while phosphorylated IR, IRSI, 1RS2 and p85 interaction with IRSI and 1RS2 were
detected after immunoprecipitation, for the seccnd set of experiments, cells were
incubated with (I OIL\I)or without insulin for 16h, together with (1011-'1) or without MET.
After washing of the cells, acute stimulation with insulin (100n.'1) was performed, before
amount and phosphorylation of signaling proteins were determined.
Results: Under regular conditions, MEr had no effect on total amounts of signaling
proteins. 10 and 10011-\1 metformin had no significant effect on insulin-stimulated
phosphorylation oflR, 1RSI,IRS2 and the interaction of IRS I and IRS2 with p85. Higher
concentrations resulted in a significant reduction of activation by 74% (IR). 82% (lRS1)
and 73% (lRS2) along with reduced association ofp85 with IRS I (-69%) and 1RS2 (-63%;
all p<O,05). Chronic preincubation with insulin caused a reduction of insulin's acute effect
on phosphorylation oflR (-73%), IRS I (-78%) and 1RS2 (-77"10; all p<O,05). Simultaneous
preincubation withMET eliminated most of this effect and resulted in a reduction ofacute
insulin-stimulated phosphorylation of IR by only 20%, of IRS I by 22% and of IRS2 by
16%. A reduction of the total amount of IR, IRS I and 1RS2 after chronic pretreatment
with insulin was almost normalized by metformin. While chronic insulin treatment
reduced the p85-association of IRS I to 30 % and of 1RS2 to 34% of control level,
coincubation with MET restored the p85-association of IRS I to 91% and with IRS2 to
92% of controlleve\.
Conclusions: Under normal conditions, increased expression or phosphorylation of insulin
signaling proteins does not seem to play a role in the effect of therapeutic MET
concentrations on heparocytes. Pharmacologic concentrations have inhibitory effects on
signaling. The suppressing effect of chronic hyperinsulinism on amount and
phosphorylation of insulin signaling proteins is almost normalized by metformin in HepG2
cells. indicatinz how the drua could imorove heoaric insulin resistance in tvoe 2 diabetes.
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Basal Glycaemia and Glucose Tolerance is Improved after Resiniferalolln in male
Zucktr Diabetic Fatty rat.
DX GRAM, A.1.Hansen, C.L.Brand, R.D.Carr,1.I.Wilken and B.Ahren
Royal Veterinary and Agicultural University and Novo Nordisk, Denmark and University
of Lund, Sweden.
Background and Aims: It is known thar sensory nerves are of importance for glucose
homeostasis and insulin secretion We have previously demonstrated that sensory
denervation accomplished by capsaicin improves glucose tolerance and might prevent
deterioration oftype 2 diabetes in Zucker Diabetic fatty (ZDF) rats. Resiniferaroxin, RTX.
is an ultra potent capsaicin analogue. efficient after a single and 1000 fold lower dose than
capsaicin and is generally better tolerated. No previous studies have investigated RTX'
influence on rodent l)-pe 2 diabetes and we therfore explored the hypothesis that sensory
denervation accomplished by RTX improves type 2 diabetes in male ZDF rats, Materials
and Methods: Two groups of overtly diabetic male ZDF rats (17 w, n={i) with matched
fasting blood glucose (FBG) levels (FBG:l0.9±1.8 \'S. 12.5±I.7 mmolll, p=O.525) and DIal
glucose tolerance (0GIT-AUC-BG:0-120 min: 222U325 vs 2263±189 mintmmcl/,
p=O.9l9) were given either a single subcutaneous injection of RTX (0.1 mg/kg, sc) or
vehicle (VEH: saline and ethanol). Body weights were monitored during two weeks after
which an OGTT "<IS performed (samples: 0, 30, 60 and 120 min). Islets of Langerhans'
were then isolated and used fOI in vitro studies of glucose stimulated insulin secretion.
Results: Data are me.an±SE (FBG: Students t-test and AUC: Mann-Whitney U test), Two
weeks after RTX or VEIl, weight curves were indifferent between groups. However, FBG
was decreased after RTX (FBG:7.5±O.9 \''S 10.0±0.8mmoLIf, p= 0.073) and oral glucose
tolerance "<IS improved (OGTT-AUC-BG:Q-120 min: 1J66±218 vs 1873±121
mintmmol/, p=O.055). This improvement ,,<IS paralleled by a higher 3Q-min insulin
response in RTX treated rats (OGTT-AUC-Jro.'S:0.30 min: 23750±7090 \''S 11248±1585
minspmol/l, p=O.025). The ratio between blood glucose and plasma insulin fOIthe first 30
min after oral glucose was also significantly lower after RTX (AUC-BG!INS(Q
30min):02I±O.006 vs O.04I±O.OO6, p~.029). Glucose stimulated insulin secretion from
isolated islets "<IS not affecied hy RTX. Conclusions: Sensory denervarion by RTX
improves the stale oftype 2 diabetes in severely diabetic male ZDF rats by reducing basal
glycaemia and improving glucose tolerance partly due to a higher insulin secretion. Since
a potentiation of the ghrccse-stimulated insulin secretion is not observed in isolated islets,
we suggest that the glycaemic effect observed in vivo results after improvement of
hormonal and/or neural stimulatory influences on beta cell function following the 'sensery
dcnervarion.
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DECREASED GLUCOSE UPTAKE AND GI,YCOGEN SYNTHESIS IN
CULTURED HUMAN SKELETAL MUSCLE CELLS AFfER CHROXIC IGF
t-STThfULATlO;ll
Krutzfeldt J, KauschC, HaringHU,andStumvoll M.
MedicalClinicIV, University of'Tubingen, Tubingen, Germany

The effectsof chronicinsulingrowthfactor-I (IGF-I) stimulation of skeletal muscle
cells were studied. Cultured human myoblasts were incubated for a 4 day-fusion
period with or without recombinant IGF-I (60 ngfml). Acute IGF-I effects were
endedby a serum-free incubation for5 h. Subsequently, cells werestimulated withor
without100nmol/linsulinfor measurements of insulinsignalling, glucoseuptakeand
glycogen synthesis. Chronic IGF-I treatment increased proteinsynthesis(1.14±0.03
vs. 0.S6±"O.03 relativeunits [relUjper cellculturedish,IGF-I vs. control,p<0.05) and
enhanced myogenic differentiation (creatine kinaseactivity: 1.20±0.04 vs. O.SO±O.04
relU, p<O.05; a-sarcomeric actin-content: 1.39±0.09 vs. 0.61±0.09 reJU, p<0.05,per
mg of protein). IGF-I decreased absolute basal (0.79.i0.03 vs. 1.01±0.04 relV,
p<0.05)andinsulin-stimulated (0.91±0.05 vs, 1.26±O.05 relU,p<0.05)glucose uptake
as well as absolute basal (0.53±0.02 vs. 0.77±0.03 relU, p<0.05) and insulin
stimulated (1.0S±0.09 vs. 1.62±O.06 reJU, p<0.05)glycogen synthesis, but did not
influence insulin responsiveness, Chronic IGF-l·stimulation decreased insulin
stimulated serine phosphorylation of protein kinase B (PKB) (l.3ll0.08 vs.
2.I9±O.OS relU, p<0.05) and PKB protein-content (0.95±0.01 vs. 1.05±O.01 relU,
p<0.05). 1\0 significant reduction was measured for insulin-stimulated insulin
receptor-substrate-I associated phosphatidylinositol 3··kinase activity(O.SS±O.IS vs.
I.Ill0.IS relU, p=D.52). These data suggest that the beneficial effects of IGF·I
treatment in insulinresistant stalesare not explained by chroniceffectsof IGf- I on
glucosemetabolism in skeletalmuscle.

687
Chronic Hyperinsulinism Affects Insulin Receptor Intracellular
Processing in Cultured l\Iuscle Cells.
Luca BENZI, Paolo CECCHETTI, Anna BERTACCA, Margherita
MAFFEI, Lara BALDACCI, Azzurra CECCHETTI, Graziano DICIANNI,
Laura VOLPE, Stefano DEL PRATO, Annamaria CICCARO}ffi. Pisa, Italy

A crucial issue in the interpretation of the derangements of insulin
insulin receptor complex in cells from type 2 diabetic patients is the
role played by hyperinsulinemia. We examined the effect of chronic
hyperinsulinism (3-6 weeks) on insulin receptor (lR) cellular
trafficking in skeletal muscle cells (SKMC), grown in media
containing 43-47 pM (N) or 1.07-1.43 nM (H) insulin. Chronic
hyperinsulinism decreased significantly insulin-IR binding (1.8±0.5%
vs 4.3:0.9%, p<O.OI) but not hormone internalization. IR expression
evaluated by immunoblotting with anti insulin receptor B-subunit
antibody was superimposable in Nand H. Internalized insulin-Ik
complex which remains undissociated was higher (p<0.05) after 15
min in SKMC-H (42.6:1.16%) than in SKMC·N (30.85:2%) but the
values become similar after 45 min. Moreover, SKMC-H showed a
complete but slower (p<0.05) recycling of IR back to plasma
membrane (tl/2= 20 min vs SKMC-N t1l2= 7 min). Intracellular
insulin degradation was not different in the two experimental
conditions. As a consequence the concentrations of total intracellular
insulin measured by HPLC were significantly (p< 0.01) lower in H
than in N cells. We conclude that continuous exposure to high insulin
levels induces in cultured SKMC a down regulation of insulin binding
and some alterations of intracellular insulin-IR complex processing.
These features do not resemble those reported in ceIls from patients
with type 2 diabetes meIlitus.
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IN VIVO 'H-NMR SPECTROSCOPY FOR DETERMINATIO~ OF
INTRMIYOCELLULAR LIPIDS IN ZUCKER DIABETIC FATlY RATS
C. Franke, J. Kuhlmann, U. Belz, J. Kalisch, W. Kramer, H·P. Jurctschke,
and AW. Herling
AVENTlS PHARMA Deutschland GmbH, Frankfurt, GeJl11.1t1y
Background: There is growing evidence that increased levels of lipids in
muscle cells (IMCL) are involved in insulin resistance. The aim of the present
study was to usc the 'H-NMR spectroscopy technique at high magnetic field
strength (7T) for monitoring l~lCL in vivo in ZDF rats over 16 weeks (age: 6
to 21 weeks) and to correlate IMCL to the insulin sensitivity measured by the
euglycemic-hypcrinsulinernicglucose clamp technique.
Material and Methods: 15 male obese ZDF rats (fa/fa) and 15 lean control
rats (+/?) were used. 5 rats per group were clamped at the age of 6 weeks to
determine their insulin sensitivity (insulin: 4.8 and 9.6 mUlkgfmin). IMCL of
the other rats were monitored by 'H-Nl\lR spectroscopy several times until
they were 18-21 weeks old. At the end of the study insulin sensitivity was
measured by another glucose clamp study.
Results: At the age of 6 weeks the glucose infusion rate (GIR) in obese ZDF
rats was 2.7 and 8.9 mglkgfmin for the low and high insulin infusion rate, re
spectively (control: 20 and 28 mg/kg/min), indicating insulin resistance in
prediabetic obese animals. 'H-NMR spectroscopy measurement of l~lCL at
that age demonstrated already a 2.3 times higher l~lCL signal in obese ani
mals compared to lean control rats. IMeL increased during the study period
up to IO-fold in obese vs lean rats. At the end of the study insulin resistance
was confirmed functionally in obese ZDF rats compared to lean control rats.
Conclusion: It is concluded that monitoring of l:\lCL signals by 'H-NMR
spectroscopy in rats might be a useful method for the longitudinal characteri
zation of new drugs affecting muscle lipid metabolism and thereby influencing
insulin sensitivity.

688
PREVENTIO~ OF DIABETES IN THE PSAMMO.lll'S
OBESUS BY VANADIUM CmIPLEX.
I. Goldwaser**, E. Ziv*, H. Bar On*, M.Fridkin**, Y.Shechter** and E.
Shafrir* Diabetes Research Unit*, Hadassah University Hospital
Jerusalem and Lapid Pharmaceutical Ltd" Rehovoth, Israel
Aims: To demonstrate the preventive effect of vanadium complex L·
glutamic-acid(y)monohydroxamate (LP-100) on nutritional diabetes in
Psammomys obesus. Methods: Male Psammomys aged 3 months, kept
on low energy (LE) diet, were placed on high energy (HE) diet. Each
animal was returned to LE diet after 3·5 consecutive blood glucose
tests were>12 mmol/l, Animals remained on LE diet at least 5 days at
which time they returned to normoglycemia «5 rnmol/l). In the second
stage the same animals were divided into control and LP-IOO groups
(n=lO) and transferred to HE diet. They received by gavage, water or
LP-IOO, 32 mglkg, for 7 days with blood glucose levels and weight
monitored daily, then kept on HE diet for additional 14 days. The two
groups, were compared, each animal serving as its own control at the
first stage on HE diet. Results: The mean time needed for the
Psammomys to become hyperglycemic (>12 nunol/I) during the first
period on HE diet was 4 days. All animals in the control group
developed hyperglycemia during the second period on HE diet, most
(7 of 10) at a very similar time. None of animals in the LP-IOO group
became hyperglycemic during the treatment period. During the post
treatment period animals remained normoglycemic for at least 5 days.
There was no change in the mean weight gain during or after the
treatment. Conclusion: Diabetes in Psammomys obesus is induced by
liE diet, whereas 7 daily oral doses of 32 rng/kg LP-100 prevented and
delayed the development of the diabetic state even when fed the HE
diet. The insulin sensitizing vanadium salt protects this animal with
innate insulin resistance from nutritionally induced diabetes.
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HJll~rinsulin~mia upregulates pbosphodiesterase 3B and inbibits Iipoljsis in
3TJ-Ll Adipocytes: a potential link between insulin resistance and obesity
J. Mei, L. Stenson-Holst and E. Degerman, Section for Molecular Signalling, C II
B~IC, Lund University, Lund, Sweden

Background and Aims: Obesity is often associated with hyperinsulinemia and
insulin resistance. The mechanism by which an enlarged adipose tissue mass that
defines obesity causes systemic insulin resistance remains uncertain. However.
impaired insulin action coupled with hyperinsulinemia has been suggested to lead to a
variety of abnormalities, including elevated triglycerides and enhanced secretion of
VLDL. Aim of this study is to investigate the potential mechanism of impaired insulin
action in adipocytes induced by hyperinsulinemia, with focus on lipolysis and cyclic
nucleotide phosphodiesterase 3B, a key enzyme for the antilipolytic action of insulin.
Materials and Methods: Differentiated 3T3-LI adipocyte was used in this study. The
medium was collected for lipolysis assay. The cells were homogenized, the membrane
fractions was prepared for detennination of the activity and protein expression of
PDE3B. Results: Incubation onT3-LI adipocytes with 10, 100 and 1000 0.\1 insulin
plus high glucose (25 m.\1) for 24 h resulted in a dose-depended increase of PDE3B
activity and protein expression. Increased PDBB activity was also found in cells
treated with 100 0.\1 insulin plus high glucose for 48 and 72 h (103±3.5 and 137±3 vs
44±2.1 and 67±2.4 pmoVminlmg protein, p<0.05). Treatment of cells with 100 0.\1
insulin plus low glucose (5.5 m.\l) resulted in an increased activity of PDE3B by
1.28-, 2.1- and 2.2-fold compared to the cells treated with low glucose without
insulin. This increased PDBB activity accompanied an elevation of PDBB protein
expression. However, there was no significant increase in PDBB activity in the cells
cultured either with low glucose or high glucose in the absence of insulin. In
agreement with the change ofPDBB, 100 0.\1 insulin plus high glucose significantly
decreased the lipolysis after treatmen for 24, 48 and 72h (3.5±0.6 vs 1.7±O.II,
7.21.0.39 vs 3.6±0.4 and 8.9±0.61 vs 4.3±0.32 "moVmg protein,p<0.05) when
compared to high-glucose treated cells. Furthermore, treatment of cells with insulin
plus low glucose also decreased lipolysis compared to low-glucose treated cells.
Conclusion: Taken together, these results suggest that the up-regulation ofPDBB by
hyperinsulinemia could be one the reasons for increasing adipocyte triglyceride
storage, thus promoting insulin resistance in obesity.
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Glucose and lipid IlU'tabolism in obese Black and Wbite Sonlb African Type 2
diabetic pau...ts
C. Punyadeera", N.J. Crowther, M-T. van dcr Merwe", M. Toman, AR ImmeIman, and
IP. Gray. Departments of Chemical Pathology, SAThIR and * Medicine, University of
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa and "Department of Histopathology,
University of Maastricht, Holland.
Background and Aims: Studies have shown that obese Black women are more insulin
resistant and have lower Jl-cell secretory activity than obese White women. Our objective
was to determine whether sueh differences occur in Type 2 diabetics and to what extent
they contribute to differences in disease pathology in Black and White South African Type
2 diabetics.
Materials and Methods: Various metabolic indices and honnone levels were measured at
fasting and during a 7-hour OGIT in 8 diabetic Black women (DBW), 7 diabetic White
women (DWW), 10 obese non-diabetic Black women (OBW) and 9 obese non-diabetic
White women (OWW). In vivo glucose oxidation was evaluated from the level of
breath13C02 following ingestion of [I-I3e] glucose. Subcutaneous and visceral fat area
(VF) were assessed via Cf-scans. Results: VF was higher in OWW than DBW (184±12
vs 143±14 cm2; p=O.05) and in OWW than OBW (140±11 vs 72±4 cm2; p<0.01) and
higher in diabetics than non-diabetics. Insulin resistance (HOMA) showed greater
differences between OWW and DWW (2.55±O.58 vs 5.23±O.78 respectively; 1'<0.01) than
between OBW and OBW (3.19±O.39 vs 3.80±0.93 respectively; p=NS). Total (area under
the curve [AUC)) insulin levels were lower in DBW than OBW (58±13 vs 115±16 0.\1
respectively; p<0.05) but were not different between DWW and OWW (81±16 vs 113±20
0.\1 respectively; p=NS). Total glucose oxidation was lower in each diabetic group than
the respective non-diabetic group (p<0.01 for both) and correlated negatively with visceral
fat area (~.49, p<O.OI). Triglyceride levels correlated positively with visceral fat area
(ll=O.53, p<0.01) Total lactate levels were higher in DWW (680±140 mM; 1'<0.01 vs
OWW and p<0.05 vs DBW) and DBW (470±30 m.\l; p<O.05 vs OBW) than OWW
(290±10 mM) and OBW (310±20 mM). Conclusions:The progression from obesity to
type 2 diabetes in the Black population seems to involve a greater fall in Jl-cell function
than inWhitesubjects inwhoman increase in insulinresistance seems moreimportant, In
both populations Type 2 diabetes leads to a fall in glucose oxidation which is associated
with an increase in visceral fat area Non-oxidative glucose metabolism as assessed from
plasma lactate levels was higher in the diabetics. This is probably a result of the mass
effect of high blood glucose levels in combination with increased insulin resistance at the
level of pyruvate dehydrogenase. Visceral fat has negative influences on Jl-cell activity
and intennediary metabolism in both populations.

690
Effects of Cbolec)"stokinio octapeptide on the pancreas or type 1 and t)"pe 2
diabetic rats.
E. Kuntz, M. Pinget and C. Damge, European Center for the Study of Diabetes,
Strasbourg, France

Background and AIm!: Cholecystokinin (CCK) regulates the release of pancreatic enzymes
and modulates the growth of thepancreas. In diabetes, thesensitivity of the pancreas to CCK is
decreased. Thus the aimof this study was to investigate theeffects of increasing concentrations
of CCK-<>etapcptide (CCK-8) on the pancreatic content and to evaluate the role of the CCK
receptor in the loss of sensitivity in diabetic rats.
Materiah and Methods: Type I diabetes was induced in adult Wistar rats by an LV. injection
of 65 mg/kg strcptozotocin. Type 2 diabetes was obtained by an IP. injection of 260 mg/kg
nicotinamide given 15 minbefore streptozotocin. 14 days thereafter, CCK-8 (I, 2 and 4 mglkg)
or saline (control group) were injected S.C., three times daily, for 8 successive days, in 7
animals per group. After sacrifice, the pancreas was excised for biochemical analysis. CCK
receptors were characterized by binding assays.
Resul ..: CCK-8 exerted a biphasie action on the control group as well as on thediabetic group.
In the control group, CCK-8 increased significantly the pancreatic weight, its content in
proteins, RNA and enzymes (amylase, lipase), wita a maximal effect (31, 74, 45,57 and 46%
respectively, p<O.OOI) observed with of I mg/kg CCK-8. The dose-inhibition curve ofCCK-8
inhibiting binding of 125I-CCK-8 was significantly best lit by a two-site model with high
affinity site (Kd=3.03±O.16n.\f, Bma.x=1I3.27±1O.3fmoUmgprotein) and a low-affinity site
(Kd=90.96±9.38 nM, Bmax=I042.5±76.47 finoUmg protein). In streptozotocin-induced
diabetic rats, glycemia was approximately 455 mg/d1. The most marked effect was a strong
reduction in pancreatic amylase (-98"10, p<O.OO1) content CCK-8 administered to these rats
also increased pancreatic weight and its content in proteins, nucleic acids and enzymes but the
dose-response curve was shiftedtoward the higher concentratious ofCCK-8 (4 mgIkg). In this
model, Scatchardanalysis was compatible with a one-class of binding site on the pancreas:
Kd=6.53±1.180 nM, Bma,=2057.43±68.58 fmoUmgprotein. In nicotinamide treated diabetic
rats, glycemia was slightly higher than in normal rats (+26%, p<O.05).The pancreatic amylase
content was reduced by 47% (p<O.Ol).The maximal effect was observed withthe concentration
of I or 2 mg/kg CCK·8, according to the analysed parameter. The data could be best fit to a
one-binding site model : Kd=103.94±lg.42 nM,Bmax=1455.82±IOO.33 finollmg protein.
Conclusions: CCK exerts a biphasic growth response on the pancreasof diabetic rats, mediated
by one class of CCK·A receptors.

692
EFFECTS OF WEIGHT REDUCTION ON L'lSULL'l RESISTANCE AND
GLUCOSE TOLERANCE WITH ORUSTAT TREATMENT IN OBESE
PATIENTS
E.M. Ozer, M.Ayter and 6.Giiven, Department of Endocrinology and
Metabolism, PTT State Education Hospital, Istanbul, Turkey
Background and aims: Orlistat (ORL) is a gastrointestinal lipase inhibitor that
reduces dietary fat absorption, promotes weight loss and may reduce the risk of
developing type 2 diabetes mellitus. Our aim was to compare the efficacy of ORL
in conjunction with hypocaloric diet versus hypocaloric diet alone in weight loss,
in insulin resistance (IR) and glucose tolerance status. Materials and methods:
A total of 256 obese patients (mean age 48.2±2.1 years) with a body mass index
(BMI) of 30-46 kg/m' were evaluated in randomized, clinical trial of two groups;
ORL 120 mg tid plus hypocaloric diet (n:154) and hypocaloric diet alone (500
800 keal daily deficit) (n:l02). All the patients were followed-up to twelve
months. A standard 2-hour oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) was performed at
the beginning and at the end of treatment Fasting glucose and insulin values were
monitored to measure IR index using the homeostasis model assessment (HOMA
IR) formula. Changes in body weight, glucose tolerance status and IR index were
measured. Results: Subjects who were treated with ORL plus hypocaloric diet

lost more weight (mean '" SD, 7.23 '" 0.58 kg from initial weight) than subjects
who received hypocaloric diet alone (3.24 '" 0.41 kg; 1'<0.(01). A smaller
percentage of subjects with impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) at baseline
progressed to diabetes status in the ORL (2.5%) vs hypocaloric diet alone (6.2%)
group. Conversely, among subjects with IGT at baseline, glucose levels
normalized in more subjects after ORL treatment (465%) vs hypocalcric diet
alone (32.2%; 1'<0.05). HOMA-IR was improved more with ORL treatment

(from 3.12 '" 0.26 to 2.56 :<0.23 (17%) vs from 3.03 '" 0.27 to 289 '" 0.21
(4.6%); 1'<0.(01). Conclusions: Orlistat in conjunction with a hypocaloric diet
promotes a significant weight loss in obese patients and contributes to improve
the glucose tolerance status and IR than diet alone.



693
Variants in lbe genes encoding UCPI and UCPJ: potential role in early-onset
obesity.
1. Tafe~ M Schlimme, H. Munzberg, I. Branscheid, K Tbomitzek, P. Algenstaedt, A
Rinney,1. Hebebrand, A Hamann.
Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism, University of Heidelberg, Germany;
Department ofMedicine, University of Hamburg, Germany; Department of Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry, University ofMarburg, Germany.

Background and Aims: Uncouplingproteins (UCPS)constitutea family of mitochondrial
transmembrane carriers involvedin theregulation of energyhomeostasis. Onceactivated,
they facilitate the dissipation of the eIectrochemical proton gradient across the inner
mitochondrial membrane, thereby allowing stored energy to be converted to heat While
UCPI is uniquely expressed in brown adipose tissue, UCP is mainly found in skeletal
muscle. Genetically determined differences in the expressionof UCPI and'or UCP3 could
affect thermogenesis and predispose an individual towards the development of obesity.
We therefore investigated the possible association of polymorphisms in the regulatory
sequenceof the UCPI and UCP3 genes with early-onsetobesity. Malerials and Methods:
Genomic DNA was obtained from a cohort of 294 extremely obese children and
adolescents and from a group of 134 underweight control subjects. Genctyping was
performed by PCR amplification with specific oligonucleotides, restriction enzyme
digestion and agarose gel electrophoresisto assess allele and carrier frequencyof the A/G
variant at position -3826 in the promoterof the UCPI gene and the crr variant at position
-55 bp in the promoter ofthe UCP3gene. Results: The G allele in the UCPI promoter was
found with a frequency of 0.273 in obese and 0.184 in lean subjects (p ~ 0.017). Carriers
of the G allele (homozygotes + heterozygotes) were significantly more frequent among
obese children and adolescents compared10 lean controls (49.2 % vs. 36.9 %; p = 0.018).
In the promoter of the UCP3 gene, the T allele was found with a frequency of 0.226 in
obese and 0.309 in Jean subjects (p =0.012}.lIomozygous + heterozygouscarriers of the
T allele in the UCP3 gene were significantlymore frequent among lean compared10 obese
individuals (54.5 % ,"S. 38.8 %; P = 0.0033). Conclusions: The variant G allele at -3826
bp in the UCPI gene was found 10 be associated with early-onset obesity. In Contrast,the
variantT allele at-55 bp in the UCP3 promoter was found at a markedly lower frequency
in obese compared to lean subjects, suggesting a role of the'wildtype' C allele for obesity
predisposition in childhood and adolescence.Our datasuggest that polymorphisms in the
UCPI and UCP3 genes are involved in energy homeostasis and body weight regulation.
potentiallyvia an impact on UCPI and UCP3gene expression.

695
Genes on chromosome 4 determine an incomplete mdaoolic syndrome: Lessons
from BB.LL rats,
B. Radovic, 1. van den Brandt and I. Kloting
Department of Laboratory Animal Science, Medical Faculty, University of
Greifswald, Karlsburg .

Background and Aim' :The lymphopenia (II) is essential for development of insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus in the BB rat. To study the phenotypic consequence of a
non-Iymphopenic BB rat, the region containing the lymphopenia gene of the BB/OK
rat was replaced by that of the non-Iymphopenic and hypertensive rat, SHR, (I IeM,
)).t~lit6-LL-Npy-Spr). The resulting congenic strain termed BB.ll. was non
Iymphopenic. did not develop diabetes and showed significantly elevated body weight
and serum lipids at an age of 12 weeks compared with BB/OK. That prompted us to
study longitudinally BB.ll. and BBJOK.
Materials and Methods: 12 BB.ll. and 12 BBJOK male rats were studied for traits
with pathophysiologic relevance to the metabolic syndrome from 3rd to 15th months.
Results: Most traits studied were significantly different between both, BB.ll. and
BB/OK and showed age dependence. At an age of 15 months BB.LL rats were
markedly heavier than BB/OK (590±28 vs. 485±30 g). Serum leplin (14.8±2.7 vs,
4.6±L2 ngJmI), triglycerides (2.8±O.4 vs. 1.4±O.2 mmolJl), total cholesterol (5.0±0.4
vs, 4.2±0.7 mmolJl) and insulin (3.5±1.2 vs.1.4±O.5 ngJmI) were significantly higher
in BB.LL than BB/OK. Despite higher values at an age of 12 weeks, no significant
differences were found between BB.LL and BBJOK in urea excretion of total protein (
22±11 vs, 37±27 mgJ24h) and in the creatinine clearance (0.41±0.06 vs. O.44±0.08
mVmin/loog) at an age of 15 months.
Condusions:These findings clearly show I) that congenic BB.LL rat' develop an
incomplete metabolic-like syndrome and 2) that within the transferred region one or
more gene(s) must be located causing this phenotype.
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IDENTIFICAnON OF NOVEL STO~IACHGENES I:,\'VOLVED

IN THE DEVELOPl\IEi'<i OF OBESITY Arm DIABETES
J. Miller, J. Trevaskis, J. Mc~fillan, K. Walder and G.R. Collier. Metabolic Research
Unit, School of Health Sciences, Deakin University, Waum Ponds, Australia.
Background and Aims: Several peptides expressed in the stomach in
response to feeding or distention are known to be involved in the

regulation offood intake. We hypothesise that there are multiple
signals acting between the gastro-hypothalamic axis to regulate
feeding behaviour. The aim of this study was to identify differentially

expressed genes within the stomach between groups ofanimals that
were subject to varying degrees of distention induced by ad libitum
feeding, fasting and refeeding after a fast. To do this we utilised

Psammomysobcsus, a unique animal model ofobesity and type 2
diabetes. Materials and Methods: Animals were divided into 3 groups:

Group 1 (n-15) were fed ad libitum, Group 2 (n=14) were fasted for
16 hours, Group 3 (n=l3) were fasted for 16 hours followed by I hour
ad libitum access to food. This achieved varying levels of stomach

distention as evidenced by stomach conlent weight (Group I 2.57 ±
0.06 g, Group2 1.48 ±0.07 g, Group 3 3.76 ±0.14 g, p<O.OOI by
ANOVA). RNA was extracted from the upper area of the stomach and
utilised for differential display RT PCR. Results: To date, 5 genes

have been confirmed as being differentially expressed using Sybr

Green''" real-time PCR and are undergoing further investigation. Of

these genes, 3 demonstrated increased expression and 2 showed
decreased expression with stomach distention. Conclusions: The

identification and characterisation of these genes may clarify their role

in the regulation of food intake, and provide a potential therapeutic

target for the treatment ofobesity.

696
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN URIC ACID AND VISCERAL FAT IN
OBESE AND NON-OBESE TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
Vcl.Pankiv, IJ.Sydorchuk and M.D.Kyryliuk, Central Regional Hospital,
KoJomyja; Bukovinian Medical Academy, Chernivtsi, Ukraine

Background and Aims: Hyperuricemia is suggested as an additional
component of the metabolic syndrome. The aim of this study was to
investigate possible associations between uric acid metabolism and body
composition in obese and non-obese type 2 diabetic patients. Materials and
Methods: Parameters of uric acid metabolism, glucose metabolism and
body composition were assessed in 152 type 2 diabetic patients (65 men and
87 women). Results: Mean serum uric was 5.1±IJ mgJdl, mean 24-hour
urinary acid excretion was 627±246 mgfdl. All 24 patients with serum uric
acid levels above 7.5 mgfdl were overweight (BMI>25 kg/m" Of the 39
patients with urinary uric acid excretion higher than 750 mgfdl, all but two
were overweight. These patients with an elevated urinary excretion gad
significantly higher total fat mass, fat free mass, and more visceral fat than
the patients with normal uric acid excretion, while no difference in
subcutaneous fat was seen. Serum uric acid was correlated with weight
(r=0.22), BMI (r=0.27) and fat mass (r=0.21) (all p<O.OI), but not with fat
free mass (r=0.01). Strong correlations were found between urinary uric acid
excretion and weight (r=0.46), BMI (r=OJ2), fat free mass (r=OJ9) (all
p<O.OOI) as well as fat free mass (r=0.23; p<0.05). Significant correlations
were found between serum uric acid and fasting insulin (r=0.27), but no
correlation between uric acid excretion and insulin levels was found.
Conclusions: Hyperuricemia occurs in 15.7%, and increased urinary acid
excretion in 24.3% of overweight type 2 diabetic patients. Both seem to
depend on body composition: serum uric acid being associated with BMI,
urinary excretion with fat mass as well as fat free mass.
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INTRA-ABDO~IINAL FAT MEASURED BY ULTRASOID.n ESTI~IATES
TIlE METABOLIC SThnRO~IEBETTER THAN WAIST CIRCUMFERENCE.
R.P. Stolk, W.P.Th.M. Mali, Y. van der Graaf, on behalfofthe S~IARTstudy

group (Secondary Manifestations of ARTerial disease). Julius Center for Patient
Oriented Research, University Medical Center Utrecht, the Netherlands.

Background
Recently we developed an ultrasound technique to assess the amount of intra
abdominalfat which is moreaccurate thanwaist/hip circumferences, and simpler
than CTIMRl scanning.
Methods
This ultrasound measurement was performed in 17I consecutiveparticipants of the
S~IART study, a cohort study in all patients who presented for the first time with a
cardiovascular disorder or cardiovascular risk factor at the tn-IC Utrecht. Mean
age was 56.1 years, 32.2% were women, mean B~ll was 27.l kgfm'.
Results
Intra-abdominal fat increases with age (ultrasound: ",,0.35, p<O.OOI, waist/WHR:
f"'O.21, p=O.OI). Women have less intra-abdominal fat (both ultrasound and
waist/\VHR p<O.OOI).There was no association between B~1l and age or gender.

Increased intra-abdominal fatwasassociated with increased plasma
triglyceride, total cholesterol, HOL-cholesterol and glucose levels. The partial
correlation coefficients, adjusted for age and gender, of the ultrasound
measurement were 0.45 (p<O.OOI),0.19 (p=O.OI), -0.32 (p<O.OOI),and 0.29 .
(p<0.001), respectively. The coefficients ofwaist/\VHR were 0.24 (p=O.OI), 0.10
(p=0.28), -0.25 (p=0.01), and 0.39 (p<O.OOI),respectively.
Conclusion
These results confirm the findings ofCT/MRl investigations that intra-abdominal
fat increases with age and is strongly associated with metabolic risk factors. The
associations are stronger whenultrasound measurements areused.whichsuggests
that the amount of intra-abdominal fat can be more reliable assessed by ultrasound
than by waist circumference or \VHR.

699
TUNGSTATE TREATMENT REDUCES BODY WEIGHT m DIET
L.'iDUCED OBESITY
UClarct, H.Corominola, R.Casamitjana and ROOmis. Endocrinology and Diabetes
Unit, Laboratory of Experimental Diabetes, Institut d'Investigacions Biornediques
August Pi i Sunyer (IDIBAPS), Hospital Clinic, Barcelona University.
Baekground and Aims: Oral administration of sodium tungstate (Na2W04) to
experimental animal models of diabetes nonnalises glycaemia. The amelioration of
the diabetic phenotype is accompanied by a significant decrease in body weight (bw)
without modifying energy intake (ei). Aims: a) to investigate the effectiveness of
Na2W04 as an anti-obesity agent in an intact model of rat dietary obesity and b) to
determine the putative involvement of uncoupling proteins (Ucps) on this effect.
Material and Metbods: Obesity was induced in Wistar rats by feeding with
a'cafeteria diet' for 30 days and maintained with this diet until the experiment was
completed. Afterwards animals were treated with 2 g Na2W0411 (drinking fluid)
(n=12) or untreated (n=13) for 32 days. Following treatment, rats from each
experimental group were submitted to a recovery period for 35 days. Ei and bw of all
animals were recorded daily. Foeces lipid content, blood glucose, insulin,
tryglicerides (TG), free fatty acids (FFA) and leptin plasma levels were determined at
the end of the treatment. Ucp I and Ucp3 gene expression was analysed in
interescapular brown adipose tissue (iDAT) and gastrocnemius muscle (gM) by
Northern Blot. Results: Na2W04 treatment decreases body weight gain signiftcantly
(289.4±29.0 vs 409.8±16.2 g, p<0.05) without modifying neither ei (9610±265 vs
993O±J41 KcalIKg bw) nor foeces lipid content (12.8±O.7 vs I2.1±0.7%). Moreover,
TG (2 I1.0±46.3 \'S 379.6±40.8 mgfdl), FFA (0.6±O.1 vs 0.9±0.1 nmol/ul) and insulin
(2.5±O.9 vs 3.5±0.8 ug/l) plasma levels were significantly lower in treated rats
(p<O.05). No differences were observed in blood glucose (107.9±3.3 vs 108.9±2.4
mg/dl) and Jeptin (J.7±O.1 vs l.3±O.2 nglmVg white adipose tissue) plasma levels
between treated and untreated groups. On the other hand, Na2W04 treatment
increases mRNA levels of Ucp3 in gM (63%) and iTAM (16%), likewise Uepl in
iTAM (35%). Recovery period rats increase its body weight fastly, suggesting a
reversibility and no toxic effects of'treatment. Conejuslcns: These results suggest that
Na2W04 could be a useful agent to treat diet-induced obesity. Gene expression
changes of Uep I and/or Ucp3 may play a role in the bw reduction induced by
Na2W04 treatment.
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SHORT- AND LO:\G-TER.'I RESPO:\SES TO VL.CD zx OBESE PATIE1\,S
WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES IN SECO:-iDARY FAILURE

P DIIINDSA, AR SCOTT & R DO:'l'NELLY Division of Vascular Medicine,
University of Nottingham, and J. O'Neill Diabetes Centre, Southern Derbyshire
Acute Hospital Trust

Background & Aims: The best management for obese patients with type 2 diabetes
(T2D~1) in secondary failure is unclear, but very-low-calorie diets (VLCDs) are often
not considered because of concerns about safety/supervision and weight regain. To
evaluate the effects of VLCOs on weight, glycacmic control and cardiovascular risk
factors in obese patients with poorly controlled type 2 diabetes.
l\Iethods: Forty patients with symptomatic T20~1 (mean age 52 yrs, v,1115kg, BMI
40, Fructosarnine 389) in secondary failure undertook 2-months of VLCD therapy
(SIimFast VLCD + fruit &. vegetables, 700kcals'day). Cardiovascular risk factors,
symptom status and metabolic control were assessed at baseline and after 2-months
(n=40), and follow-up data at I year are available for the first 20 patients.
Results: VLCD treatment was well rolerated with no patient withdrawals. Diabetic
symptoms, and both oral and insulin therapy requirements, decreased substantially.
Average \\1 loss was 12kg after 8 wks, and mean B~II fell from 40.0:±5 to
36.0:±4.9kgm-1• Additional changes after 2 months: BP152182 to JJ9n6 mmHg;
Fructosamine 389 to 341; and total cholesterol 6.0 to 504m.'l. After I year (n=20),
there were still worthwhile benefits: mean "1 and B~II were 107.3 tl5.0kg and
36.8±4.4kgm·'. respectively, and none had started insulin.
Conclusion: VLCO therapy is safe and effective for dietician use in obese T20M
patients in secondary failure. Short-term effects on symptoms and CliO risk are
impressive, and residual benefits are still apparent I-yr later, Annual pulsed VLCD
therapy may be an option for some patients.

700
ADIPOSE TISSUE BLOOD FLOW A,'iD GLUCOSE UPTAKE ARE
DECREASED ix OBESITY
K.A Virtanen, P. Peltoniemi, M. Asola, R. Parkkola, T. Ronnernaa, R. Huupponen, J.
Knuuti and P. Nuutila. Turku PET Centre and Departments of Internal Medicine,
Radiology and Pharmacology and Clinical Pharmacology, Turku, Finland.

Background and aim>: Reduced glucose uptake has shown to exist in isolated
adipocytes from insulin-resistant animals and humans. In the present study we
determined how insulin resistance in obesity influences perfusion and metabolism in
subcutaneous andvisceral adipose tissuein vivo.
Materials and methods: Blood flow and glucose uptake (GU) were measured with
[150l-H20. [18F]-FDG and PET in 10 obese male subjects (age 32 ± 2 years and
B~n 30 ± I kgfm2) and 10 healthy age-matched (B~n 23 ± I kglrn2) subjects during
euglycemic hyperinsulinernic conditions (serum insulin -70 mUlL). Magnetic
resonance images were used for adipose tissue localisation.
Results: As compared to non-obese subjects, whole body GU was decreased by 36 %
(p< 0.01), subcutaneous GU by 70"10 (5.2 ± 004 vs, 17.6 ± 3.4 mmolJkg tissue min, p
< 0.01) and visceral GU by 59% (13.2 ± l.J vs. 32.4 ± 3.4 mmolJkg tissue min; obese
vs. non-obese, p< 0.01) There was a correlation between whole body glucose uptake
and GU in subcutaneous (r = 0.68, P < 0.05) and visceral fat (r = 0,78, P < 0.05).
Simultaneously, subcutaneous adipose blood flow was 38% (2.8 ± 0.2 vs. 4.5 ± 0.7
mlllOOg min; p < 0.05) and visceral adipose flow 47% lower in obese than in non
obese (3.1 ± 0.3 vs. 5.9 ± 1.I mVlOOgmin; p< 0.0'5). Adipose tissue flow correlated
with adipose GU both in subcutaneous (r = 0.68, P < 0.05) and visceral deposits (r =
0.58, P < 0.05).
Conclusion>: This data shows that insulin resistant obese men exhibit insulin
resistance in adipose tissue, which appears as decreased blood flow and GU in
subcutaneous and visceral abdominal tissue.
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Correlatjon be""·un insulin resistanceand 'trt HI'ntri('ular mass in uncomplicated
ebeslty
G. Iacobellis, MC Ribaudo,A Zappaterreno, U Di Mario and F. Leonetti. Endocrinology,
Department of Clinical Sciences, 'La Sapienza' University of Rome, Italy
Background and Aims: Obesity is a heterogenous metabolicsyndrome in which insulin
resistance is a key feature but not always present In the uncomplicated obese subjects
with insulin resistance cardiac morphology and function may be different than in those
with preserved insulin sensitivity. In the present study we evaluated the influence of
insulin on Left Ventricular Mass (LVM) and LV geometry in uncomplicated obesity.
Material, and Methods: We selected 40 obese patients (BMl>30 Kglmq), 29 women,
mean age 38+1-IO,B~1l 39+/-6.5 Kglmq, with normal blood pressure (BP), glucose
tolerance, plasma lipids and with a history of far excess ofleastlO years. 21 lean normal
subjects (12 women,mean age 32.7+1-10.4, B~ll 23.1 +1-1.4 glmq) formed the control
group. Each subjects underwent euglycemic insulin clamp (7 pmol min Kg) associated
wiih indirect calorimetry to evaluate insulin sensitivity (M index) and Resting Metabolic
Rate (R.\IR), bioelectrical impedance analysis to estimate Free Fat Mass ~I),waist hip
ratio (\\1IR) measurement and echocardiograrn to calculate LVM, LVM indexed for
FThlkg (LVWFThlkg) and body surface area (LVMi), LV diastolic and systolic
diameters (LVEDD,LVESD). Results, The M index value of 21 normal subjects was
7.34+/-0.32mg Kg min. We used M index of6.34 mg Kg min (7.43 -Jsdjas threshold of
insulinresistanceforobesepatients. According to thesecriteria we obtained two groupsof
obese subjects.29 obese patients were insulin resistant(IR) with M index= 4.4+/-1.31 mg
Kg min, II obese subjects were classified with normal insulin sensitivity (IS) with M
index =8.03 +1-1.52 mg Kg min. IR obese patients hadhigher LVM, LVMi, LVM'FThlkg
( P =O.ool,p =0.001, P =0.05 respectively) than IS patients; LVEDD and LVESD were
also greater in IR compared to IS subjects ( p = 0.005, P=0.03 respectively). M index and
LVM were inversely correlated (R = - 0.520 P =0.006). In a multivariate analysis M index
and FThI were the only independent correlates to LV1\! IR showed slightly higher B~ll

than IS subjects (37.2+/-10.7vs 34.1+/-4.0p =0.03). No differences in age, WHR, BP and
R.\IR bern'een IR and IS obese groups were observ-ed Conclusions. Uncomplicated
obesity is characterized by a great variability of the insulin sensitivity degree. Our data
show that insulin resistance induces an increase of LVM, remaining into normal range,
and precocious changes of LV geometry. True LV hypertrophy probably occurs in obesity
only if insulin resistance is associated with hypertension

PS42
Conditions Affecting Insulin Sensitivity
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Infleence of Ethnicity and Familial Diabetes on Peripheral and Hepatic Insulin
Action
A. Gastaldelli, M. Matsuda, Y. Miyazaki, R. DeFronzo, and E. Ferrannini.
Metabolism Unit, CNR Institute of Clinical Physiology and Department of Internal
Medicine, University of Pisa, Italy, and Diabetes Division, Department of Medicine,
UIHSC at San Antonio, Texas.

Background and Aims: Risk of developing type 2 diabetes is higher in some ethnic
groups, and familial diabetes (FHD) generally enhances the risk. Our aim was to test
the hypothesis that insulin resistance> peripheral or hepatic 0 is the clinical phenotype
expressing such risks. Materials and Methods: We studied 268 Mexican-American
~IA] and 95 Caucasian [C] subjects living in San Antonio, TX. All subjects
underwent a 75-g OGTT, and were classified as normal glucose tolerant (NGT, 96
t.1A and 47 C), impaired glucose tolerant (IGT, 42 t.1A and 7 C) or diabetic (0, 146
MA and 41 C). On a separate day, all subjects received a [311]-g1ucose infusion for
the measurement of fasting endogenous glucose output (EGO). In a subgroup of 269
subjects of either ethnicity, insulin sensitivity ~I) was measured by a
hyperinsulinaemic euglycaemic clamp (40 mU.min-I.m-2) on another day. Results:
While fasting plasma glucose was comparable in t.1A and C (5.1%0.1 vs 5.1±0.1 rn.\1
NGT; 5.3%0.1 vs 5.3±0.\ IGT; 9.0±0.2 vs 9.4±O.4 D), fasting plasma insulin was
consistently higher in t.1A than C both in the fasting state and during the OGTT. EGO
was similar in t.1A and C across glucose tolerance status (15.5±0.2 vs 15.5±0.4 vs
15.8±O.2 umol.rnin-Lkgf'Flvl-I). When estimated as the product of EGO and fasting
insulin, hepatic insulin resistance was highest in D and intermediate in IGT as
compared to NGT (p<O.OI) after adjustment for age and B~ll (47"/0 of variability
explained), but neither ethnicity nor RID were significant correlates. In contrast, age
and Bt.U-adjusted M was significantly lower in t.1A than C (p<0.01) across glucose
tolerance status (lowest in D, intermediate in IGT), while FDH was independently
associated with lower M in C but not t.1A (53% of variability explained).
Conclusions:InMexican-Americans, peripheral insulinresistance withcompensatory
hyperinsulinaemia is more severe than in Caucasians living in the same areaeven in
the absence of FIlD. Hepatic insulin resistance is worsened by obesity and diabetes,
but is not affected by ethnicity or RID. Peripheral insulin resistance is the phenotypic
expression of the higher risk for type 2 diabetes of Mexican-Americans of Southem
Texas.
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IS BEACON, A NOVEL PEPTIDE WITH A ROLE IN OBESITY 
AN Il\lRACELLULAR OR A SECRETED PROTEIN?

Authors: T. Sunderland, N. Godde, L. Kerr, J. Tenne-Brown, G. Augen, L. Kantham,
G. Collier. Deakin University, Pigdons Road, Geelong, Victoria. AUSTRALIA, 3217

Background and Aims: Beacon, discovered. in Psammomys obesus, a unique
polygenic animal model for diet induced obesity and diabetes, is a novel neuropeptide
found to be involved in the regulation of energy balance. In this animal model,
positive correlation was observedbetweenthe level of beacongene expressionin the
hypothalamus and the percent body fat Beacon is a small protein (73aa) and is
highly conserved between species. Peptide hormones such as insulin or NPY or
peptides of melanocortin system are synthesised as large precursors and carry a signal
sequence for secretion. The sequence of events involving their synthesis. storage.
conversion from inactive precursor form to active peptides and release from
intracellular stores OCCurs in distinct stages and each step of the process is highly
regulated. In contrast, beacon has no predictable signal sequence for secretion, nor
transmembrane regions nor glycosylation sites. To better understand beacon's role in
the regulation of energy balance, we have designed experiments to address the
question whether beacon is a cytoplasmic intracellular protein as predicted by
bioinformatics or an actively secreted protein. Materials and Methods: The beacon
cDNA has been cloned into mammalian expression vectors withand without epitope
tags. Beaconexpressionin different cells was analysedwithantibodies to the tags or
beacon itself. Results: Mammalian cells expressing c-myc and IIA tagged beacon
stained intensely with antibodies to the tags, Celllysates on Western blots revealed a
distinct immunoreactive band of expected size (-9 illa) withanti-beacon and anti-tag
antibodies. In addition both types of antibodies consistently detected protein bands of
-15, 22, 40, SOill. molecular weights. In the culture medium, beacon protein was
undetectable compared to a positive control. Conclusions: Beacon expressed in the
cells is predominantly intracellular, results indicate its association with other proteins.
It is possible that beacon's actions are mediated from within the cell. On the other
hand, as with other hormones mobilisation of beacon into extracellular space could be
a highly regulated process and requires special physiological conditions. Future
studies will examine this aspect in more detail.
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RATES OF INSULIN SECRETION AND PERIPHERAL GLUCOSE DISPOSAL

AFTER A MIXED MEAL IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES

V. Larnbadiari, G. Dimitriadis, P. Mitrou, E. Hatziagelaki, and S.A. Raptis, 2"

Departrnentlntemal Medicine, Athens University Medical School, Athens, Greece

Background and Alms: In type 2 diabetes (l\lDD~f), there are defects in secretion
and peripheral action of insulin. To evaluate their relative contnbution to the
pathogenesis of hyperglycemia, we assessed postprandial (a) insulin secretion, and
(h) insulin effects on glucose disposal (GFLUX) in muscle (M) and adipose tissue
(AD). Patients and Methods: A standard mixed meal was given to 14 NIDD~I

patients (age 51±3)TS, B~1l 25±0.8, fasting blood glucose 7.8±0.3rn.\f, HbA I •

7.3±0.1%) rendered euglycernic overnight with i.v. insulin, and 6 controls (C, age
47±5)TS, B~U 27±1). Plasma samples for measurements of glucose (G) and insulin
(I) were taken for 360min from veins (V) draining the anterior abdominal
subcutaneous AD depot and the forearm M, and from an arterialized hand vein (A).
With each blood sample, blood flow (BF) was measured in AD (with IJ3Xe) and M
(with strain-gauge plethysmography). Calculations: GFLUX=[G(A-V)] x [BF);
Clearance ofG (GCL)=[GFLUXIG in A]; G fractional extraction (GF)~[G (A-V)!G
in A]. Postprandial changes are presented as area under curve (0-360 min). Results:
In NIDD~I vs C: (I) Preprandialarterialized G (5.8±0.3 vs 5±0.3 rn.\I) and I (45±6
vs 40±13 p~l) were not different (2) Postprandial increases of arterialized G were
higher (3.7±0.27 vs 1.97±0.05 J.l-\frnin, p<0.05); those of I - because of
disappearance of 1Sl phase insulinsecretionand increaseof 2nd

- were not different
(74±10 vs 72±12 n.\lrnin). (3) Postprandial BF (1766±133 VS 1978±165
mlIloo",tissue in M, and 1084±146 vs 1138±157 mlIlOO",tissue in AD), and
GFLUX (1026±109 vs 872±40 I1molllOO",tissue in M and 538±97 vs 442±27
I1mollloo",tissue in AD) were not different (4) Postprandial GCL and GF in M
were lower (25±9 vs 139±30 mlIlOO",tissue, p<0.05, and 22±3 vs 4l±5 %, p<0.05,
respectively); respective values in AD were not different. Conclusions: In NIDD:\f,
in the postprandial state, there are defects both in the secretion and action of insulin
in muscle. The latter can be corrected, at least in part, by hyperglycemia.
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PL\SMA TISSUE PL\SML'iOGEN ACTIVATOR IS HIGHER L'I SOUTH
ASL.\!'iS VERSUS EUROPEANS AND ASSOCIATED WITH THE L'iSULL'I
RESISTANCE SYNDROME IN BOTH ETIL'iIC GROUPS
N.G. Forouhi, N. Sartar, A. Rumley, G. Lowe, and P.McKeigue. Epidemiolgoy Unit,
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, UK and Departments of
Pathological Biochemistry and Medicine, Glasgow Royal Infirmary, Glasgow, UK.

Background and Aims: Elevated plasma concentration of the haemostatic factor,
endogenous tissue plasminogen activator (t-pa), is predictive of future coronary heart
disease (elill) in European descent populations. South Asians (SA) are a group of
people with as yet unexplained high risk of insulin resistance, diabetes and CIID. It is
not known if SAs have elevated t-pa and what its correlates are. We wanted to test if
t-pa is (i) elevated in healthy SAs relative to Europeans, and (ii) associated with body
fat distribution andinsulinresistance.
Material. and Method.: We performed a cross sectional study in London. In 111
healthy SA and European men and women aged 40-55 years over a wide range of
B~{1 (17 - 34 kg/m2) we measured percent body fat (OEXA scan), visceral and
subcutaneous fat (single slice abdominal CT scan), anthropometry, glucose, insulin,
lipids (fasting and postprandial), and t-pa
Results: T-pa was elevated in SAs [mean (sem) 10.6 (0.6) ng/rnl] vs. Europeans [8.2
(0.4) ng/ml], ~.oo I. This ethnic difference was significant in both men and women
~.026 and ~.011 respectively), T-pa was significantly positively correlated (p
<0.05 -<0.0001) in both ethnic groups with fasting insulin, fasting glucose, fasting
and 8h triglyceride, total cholesterol, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, B~{I, waist
girth and waistlhip ratio, visceral fat but not subcutaneous abdominal fat or total
percent fat. In multivariate analyses adjusted for age, sex and smoking the ethnic
difference in t-pa [ll=2.33, se=O.82,~.005, adjusted R2=16%] persisted after further
adjustment for all the metabolic and fat distribution variables [B =2.12, so=O.73,
p=o.005, adjusted R2=38%].
Conclusions: These novel results suggest that (i) South Asian ethnicity is
independently associated with elevated t-pa Concentration in both men and women,
and (ii) t-pa is a correlate of the insulin resistance syndrome in both ethnic groups.
Future studies should examine the role of the haemostatic factor t-pa in the increased
risk for insulin resistance, diabetes and CIID in South Asians.
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BETA-ADRENERGIC RECEPTOR AGO:,\,ISTS I:'\'HIBIT GENE
EXPRESSION A!\l) SECRETION OF THE ADIPOCYTE-SPECIFIC
SECRETORY PROTEL'I, ACRP3Q
M.L. Delporte, M. Takahashi, T. Funahashi, Y. Matsuzawa, and S.M.Brichard. Unite
d'Endocrinologie et Metabolisme, University of Louvain, UCL 5530, Brussels,
Belgium and Osaka University Medical School, Osaka, Japan
Background and Aims: ACRP30, the adipocyte complement-related protein
(30KDa) is a secreted protein expressed exclusively in differentiated adipocytes, This
novel hormone controls body weight, lipid and glucose metabolism in mice.
Although catecholamines playa major role in fuel homeostasis, the regulation of
ACRP30 by these hormones has not yet been explored. In this study, we investigated
the regulation of ACRP30 gene expression, content and secretion in mouse in vivo
and in vitro. Materials and Methods: Explants from visceral and subcutaneous
adipose tissue were cultured in ME.\! supplemented with 0.5% BSA and the indicated
agents for up to 10 h. For in vivo studies, mice were injected with BRL37344
dissolved in saline (2 mg/kg body weight s.c., twice at 8 h interval) and control mice
received the vehicle only. mRNA levels of ACRP30 were measured by Northern-blot
and protein concentrations by Western-blot analysis. Results: We first tested cAMP,
the second messenger of catecholamines. The addition of 1m.\! cAMP to the culture
medium for 10 h strongly (by 90%) decreased ACRP30 mRNA levels in explants
from both visceral and subcutaneous adipose tissue. This was accompanied by a
similar decrease of ACRP30 content in tissue homogenares (mainly at the expense of
the 0)10so1 fraction) and by a 50 % reduction of ACRP30 secretion. These effects
were time-dependent, occurring from 3 h (mRNA) and 6 h (protein) of culture
onwards. The addition ofactinomycin D, an inhibitor of transcription, to the medium
did actually increase ACRP30 mRNA. This suggests that cAMP exerts its inhibitory
effect mainly by decreasing the stability of ACRP30 mRNA. The in vitro effect of
cAMP was partiy reproduced by isoproterenol, a non-specific beta-adrenergic agonist
or BRL 37344, a selective beta3-agonist (60% and 45% decreases ofACRP30 mRNA
after 10 h with 10 I'M isoproterenol or 10 I'M BRL, respectively). Administration of
BRL 37344 to mice caused a 40-50 % reduction of ACRP30 mRNA levels in visceral
and subcutaneous adipose depots and a 40 % decrease in plasma ACRP30 levels,
Conclusions: The decrease in ACRP30 may be a novel, beta-receptor-mediated
mechanism, by which catecholamines affect fuel homeostasis.
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Insulin resistance', beta-cell dysfunction and nou-obeisry are characteristic in
Japanese Type 2 diabetes
'Lwatanabe, S. Midorikawa, D. Yamada, W. Sato, K. Shimada, S. Neugebauer, H.
Ishii, T. Baba, Third Dept. of Internal Medicine, Fukushima Medical University,
Fukushima, Japan.

Background and Aim: There is a growing number of diabetic patients in Japan,
which is estimated to be over 7 in 1999. Many of the Type 2 diabetes are non-obese,
implying the possilbe pathogenetic contribution of beta-cell dysfunction. The study
was designed to evaluate the roles of insulin resistance and beta-cell function in
Japanese Type 2 diabetic patients.

Patient. and Methods: One-hundred and four Japanese Type 2 diabetic patients with
normal kidney function (43 women and 61 men, Age 54.7 [51.8 - 57.6] years old,
known diabetes duration 7.4 [6.1 .8.7] years, body mass index [B~II] 23.5 [22.7·
24.3) kglm2, mean [95 % confidence interval]) and 10 healthy control subjects
participated in the study. We assessed the insulin resistance by determining the
steady state plasma glucose (SSPG) and beta-cell function by measuring serum C
peptide level after intravenous dose ofglucagon.

Results: The mean SSPG was 12.3 (11.5 - 13.1) rnmol/l, and 87.5 % of patients
exceeded 6.8 mrnol/l, the level 2 SD higher than the mean of 10 healthy subjects. The
6-minute serum C-peptide after glucagon was 1.19 (1.06 - 1.33) nmo1ll,and the levels
in 90.1 % of patients were below 1.95 nmoll1(the reported mean level in non-diabetic
Japanese subjects). About 14.5 % of the patients showed no response to glucagon «
0.60 nmoll1). SSPG correlated with serum free fatty acids significantly (Rs = 0.309, P
= 0.0022), but not with B~II. Urinary C-peptide excretion was the most predictive
indicator for insulin treatment.

Conclusions: The results suggest that Japanese Type 2 diabetic patients, living in
Japan, are characterized by increased insulin resistance, relative beta-cell dysfunction
and non-obesity. Serum free fatty acids level may be causally related to the insulin
resistance in thesepatients.
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SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTE:\-I Acn\1TY IN OBESE SUBJECTS
WITH INSULIN RESISTANCE AND aYPERriSULINAEMIA
L. Majk01.-ska, P. Mol~da, A. Stefanski, D. Krzyzanowska, K. Pilarska
Dept. of Endocrinology, Pomeranian Academy of Medicine, Szczecin, Poland.

Knowledge on the sympathetic alterations in the obese state is still controversial.
Hyperkinetic circulation is a reliable marker of increased sympathetic tone. Aim of
study: to evaluate heart rate and norepinephrine (NA), epinephrine (A) and
dopamine (OA) plasma levels in obese subjects characterized by different degree of
insulin resistance and hyperinsulinearnia. Material and methods: investigation was
conducted in 3 groups of obese, borderline hypertensive subjects: 11 newly
diagnosed diabetics (OM), 14 insulin resistant (IR) non-diabetic subjects and 14
insulin sensitive (IS) non-diabetic subjects. Control group (C) consisted of 10
healthy, non-obese subjects. Insulin resistance was assessed by insulin-supression test
with somatostatin. Insulin secretion was measured as area under the curve AUC"o
during OGTT. In all subjects 24-hour blood pressure (81') and heart rate (HR)
monitoring was performed. Fasting blood samples for NA, A and DA levels were
taken in supine position on a low-, normo- and high sodium diet. Results: Insu1in
resistance measured as steady-state glucose levels at the end of insulin-suppression
test were in D~I, IR, IS, and C groups: 214±7, I74±5. 105±9 and 63±3 mg/dl,
respectively. Insulin secretion AUC.,. was:78±II, 108±9, 76±8 and 46±5 mUll/min,
respectively. BI' values registered in 24-hour record were within the normal range in
all investigated groups, however in D~! patients daytime diastolic pressure and MAP
were significantly higher than in controls. Significantly higher HR (day and night
time) was observed in D~! group and tendency to higher HR was observed in 1R and
IS subjects. NA, A and DA levels were significantly lower in 1R than in IS subjects.
Condusions: 1. Higher HR observed in D~! patients seems not to be related to
hyperinsulinaemia and may reflect a primary increase in sympathetic tone 2.
Increased sympathetic tone can playa role in a pathogenesis of insulin resistance and
rise of blood pressure. 3. Sympathetic activity should be checked by other methods
than measurements ofplasma catecholamines.
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EFFECTS OF OBESITY 0:>1 METABOLIC L'WICES OF GLUCOSE
DISPOSAL IN WOMEN WITH PRIOR GESTATIO:>lAL DIABETES.
A. Turn. G. Pacini, K. Thomaseth, A. Marl, O.E Wagner', W. WaldMusl' and A.
Kautzky-Willer". LADSEB-CNR, Padova, Italy. 'Department of Medicine 3,
University of Vienna, Austria.
Background and Aims: Obesity is the most prominent risk factor for type 2 diabetes.
Thus, it is important to study its impact on glucose disposal and the intcrplay between
insulin secretion and insulin sensitivity in women with former gestational diabetes
(GD~f), which often precedes type 2 diabetes. Materials and Methods: 60 GD~I

were studied by 75-g OGTT with frequent measurements (in a 180 min interval) of
glucose, insulin, and C-peptide concentrations 3-4 months after delivery. According
to their B~n (cut-off value: 27.5 kglm A2) GD~I were divided into an obese (OB,
N~28, B~n 31.4±O.8 kgfm A2; basal glucose, insulin, C-peptide: 5.54±0.17 mmol/\,
73.2±7.2 pmol/\, 1037.7±182.7 pmolll) and a normal-weight (NW, N=32, B~n

23.7±O.4 kglm A2; 4.81±0.06, 42.6±4.2, 534.9±35.7, p<0.02) subgroup. Total insulin
secretion (TIS) and insulin sensitivity (OGlS) during the OGTT were derived from
mathematical modeling analysis, overall glucose disappearance was described by the
disposition index (D1=OGlS x deltaAUCins, with deltaAUCins the incremental
OGTT-stimulated component of the insulin area under the curve). The ability of the
Bccell to adapt to insulin resistance was estimated by the adaptation index (AI=OGIS
x deltaTIS, with deltaTIS the incremental component of TIS). Results: Glucose and
insulin levels were higher in OB (glucose AUC: 1.42±O.07 molll min vs U4±O.O-t,
p~.OOO6; insulin AUC: 65.7±7.1 nmolll min vs 44.9±4.5, p=0.015) as was TIS
(35.2±4.6 nmolll vs 24.3±1.7, p~.02): the latter was mostly due to an increased basal
component (65.2±11.6 pmoWmin vs 3 L5±2.1, ~.004), while the dynamic phase
did not differ significantly. Despite markedly reduced insulin sensitivity (OGIS OB:
393±15 m1/minlmA2, NW: 448±12, p~.OO6) overall glucose homeostasis was not
significantly different as shown by similar metabolic indices D1 and AI (01: 20.3±2.1
nmoVmA2 in OB vs 16.2±1.3 in NW; AI: 9.3±1.3 nmoVminlm A2 in OB vs 8.I±O.5 in
NW, p>O.09). Conclusions: In obese GDM, insulin secretion increases adequately for
marked insulin resistance, avoiding a completely deranged glucose metabolism.
However, Bscells cannot entirely compensate for prevailing hyperglycemia that,
together with hyperinsulinernia, may increase the risk for manifestation of type 2
diabetes.
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MUSCLE LIPID IN ADOLESCENT MALES: ASSOCIATIO!llS WITH
ANTHROPOMETRY, L'iSULIN SENSITIVITY AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY.
K.A. Mehalski", A. Buckley', T. Enright#, P. KellyA, K. Rooney", L. Seccornbe",
R'Octavianus'", M. Peters" and C. Thompson'. 'Human Nutrition Unit and #lnsUtute
for Magnetic Resonance Research, The University of Sydney; A Dept of Respiratory
Medicine, Concord Repatriation General Hospital, Sydney, Australia.

Background and Aims: Insulin resistance of skeletal muscle is one of the factors
implicated in the development of the 'l\Ietabolic Syndrome', which encompasses obesity,
diabetes and cardiovascular disease. Previous studies have shown that intramyocellular
lipid (IMCL) levels as determined by III magnetic resonance spectroscopy (III MRS)
reflect insulin sensitivity determined by hyperinsulinaemic-euglycaemic clamp in the
soleus muscle. However, people with Type 2 diabetes, whose muscles are resistant to
insulin, have high ThICL levels, while highly-trained athletes, whose muscles are very
sensitive to insulin, also have high IMCL levels (determined by biopsy). Matentis and
Methods: We took 22 males aged 16 to 21 years and compared their B~n, waist
circumference, waist to hip ratio, sum of 5 skinfolds, physical activity hours per week,
Peak V02 on a treadmill, maximum heart rate, ventilatory threshold and homeostatic
model assessment (I10MA) to their IH MRS ThICL levels in the vastus lateralis and
soleus muscles. Participants hadB~n values between 17.9 and 30.1 kgfm2, and V02
Peak values between 40.7 and 62.4 m1/min/kgbody weight Results: HO~1A (R29l.736,
~.OOO), sum of 5 skinfolds (R29l.665, p= 0.(01), B~n (R2= 0.507, p=O.OI6)and waist
circumference (R2~.414, ~.(44) were significantly positively correlated with m, vastus
lateralis ThICL. No significant associations were found between these variables and ThICL
content of the soleus muscle. In a stepwise multiple regression analysis, IIDl\1A is the
only significant predictor ofm, vastus lateralis ThICL content There were no significant
associations between physical activity indicators and IMCL content of either muscle,
Conclusions: The m, vastus Iateralis ThICL content was significantly associated with
insulin sensitivityas measured by HO~IA, whereas the soleus muscle demonstrated no
such association. This may be due to differing oxidative and muscle fibre-type
characteristics between the two muscles. The results of this study would suggest that the
vastus lateralis muscle is a more sensitive and more applicable muscle in which to study
IMCL content with respect to insulin sensitivity, anthropometry and treadmill exercise.
We conclude that in adolescent males, insulin sensitivity is the strongest predictor of
vastus lateralis musele ThICL content, and that physical fitness indicators (particularly
aerobic fitness levels) are not influential.
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Variants in I"" 8-adrenergi< receptor geees in obese children and ac!oleKents.
n Munzberg, J. Tafel, I. Branscheid, B. Skwarna, V. Bellou, P. Algenstaedt, A llinney, J.
Hebebrand, A. Hamann.
Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism. University of Heidelberg, Germany;
Department of Medicine, University of Hamburg, Germany; Department of Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry, University of Marburg, Germany.
Background and Aims: B--adrenergic receptors play an important role in the regulation of
lipolysis and thermogenesis by catecholamines. Genetic defects in expression or function
oflll-, 02- and/or 03-adrenergic receptors could affect energy homeostasis and predispose
an individual towards the development of obesity. We therefore investigated the possible
association ofpolymorphisms in the B--.drenergicreceptor genes with early-onset obesity.
Materials and Method" Genomic D:"IAwas obtained from 294 extremely obese children
and adolescents compared to 134 underweight control subjects. Genotyping was
performed by PCR amplification with specific oligonucleotides, restriction enzyme
digestion and agarose gel electrophoresis to assess allele and carrier frequencies of the
following variants: Arg/Gly in codon 389 of the oI-adrenergic receptor, Arg/G1yin codon
16 and Gln/Glu in codon 27 ofthe 1l2-adrenergic receptor, Trp/Arg in codon 64 of the 1l3
adrenergic receptor.
Results: The Gly389 allele in the Ill-adrenergic receptor was found with a frequency of
0.319 in obese and 0.328 in lean subjects (p~.802). Glyl6 in the 1l2-adrenergic receptor
was found with an allele frequency of 0.590 in obese and 0.611 in lean subjects (p=0.591l
The G1u27allele in the 1l2-adrenergic receptor was found with a frequency of 0.380 in
obese children and 0.420 in Icon controls (p9l.298). The Arg64 allele in the IlJ-adrenergic
receptor was found with a frequency of 0.077 in obese and 0.065 in lean subjects
(p9l.554). No significant differences were found for the individual genotype frequencies.
Furthermore, no significant differences were found between obese and lean subjects
regarding the distribution of individuals with variants in none, one, two or all three fl
adrenergic receptors.
Conclusions: To our knowledge, this is the first study to assess the frequency of variants
in all B--adrenergic receptors in cohorts of different body weight extremes. Neither did we
find a significant association of a single polymorphism with obesity nor was there
evidence for an additive or even synergistic effect of multiple variants within two or three
adrenergic receptors in one individual. Therefore, our data make it rather unlikely that
genetic variants in fl-adrenergic receptors are involved in the pathogenesis of early-onset
obesity.
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Insulin semiti,'ity towards glycemia and blood free fatly acids, a. deduced from
basal data or oral glucose tolerance test values, in various disease states
F, Belfiore, A Cavaleri, M, Camuto, S, Fagone and P, Milazzo, Dept. Internal
Medicine, University ofCatania, Osp. Garibaldi, Catania, Italy

Background and Aims: To measure insulin sensitivity towards glycemia and blood
free fatty acids (FFA) in patients with variousdiseases,
Materi.l. and Methods: Insulin Sensitivity Indices concerning the insulin effect on
both glycemia and blood FFA, named ISI(gIy) and ISI(fTa), were obtained by using
the following formulae:
ISI(gIy)= 2I[(INSp x GLYp) +1], and ISI(fTa)= 2I[(INSp x FFAp) +1], where INSp,
GLYp and FFAp = insulinemic, glycemic and FFA areas (A) during OGTT (75 g
glucose, suggested sampling at 0, I and 2 h) or basal values (B). Areas and basal
levels are expressed by taking the mean normal value as I, so that in normal subjects
ISI(gIy) and ISI(fTa) are always close to I, with maximal variations between 0 and 2,
Results: In normal subjects (n= 36), both indices were close to L In obese subjects
(n= 30), ISI(ffa)-A was more severely reduced than ISI(gly)-A (values: 0.57±0,04 and
0,46±O,04, respectively). A similar behavior was shown by ISI(fTa)-B and ISI(gly)-B,
In obese-diabetic patients (n= 14) all four indices were markedly lowered (mean
values between O,4M,4-l). In obese diabetic patients, treatment with metformin
(Ug/day, n= 12) for 10 days improved insulin sensitivity of blood glucose [ISI(gIy)
A by 45% and ISI(gly)-B by 54%] but not that of blood FFA. Hypertensive-obese
subjects (n= 13) compared to matched obese without hypertension (n=15) showed
marked reduction in both ISI(gIy) and ISI(fTa) (mean values between 0,54-0,65), with
a trend to prevalent impairment of the latter, For all changes, the'p' range was 0,05
0.001.
Conclusions: Our Indices are simple to perform and are carried out under
physiological conditions, thus being suitable for clinical and epidemiological studies,
They allow to compare the behavior of insulin sensitivity of glycemia and that 01
blood FFA in various disease states,

714
AGING, NOT INSULIN RESISTANCE, IS

DETERMINANTS OF AORTIC PULSE WAVE

NORMOTENSIVE NONDIABETIC SUBJECTS

W H-II Sheu, W-J Lee and Y-T Chen, Taichung Veterans General Hospital,

Taichung, Taiwan

Background and aims: Previous studies have shown that aortic stiffness,

expressed by higher values ofpulse wave velocity (PWV), is associated with

aging and diabetes, However, the role of insulin resistance in mediated

vascular sclerotic change in nondiabetic subjects remains largely unknow'n.

Materials and methods: Insulin resistance, assessed by insulin suppression

test, and aortic distensibility, expressed by aortic to femoral PWV, were

determined in 24 nondiabetic, normotensive subjects with (mean+SEM) age

43±2 years and body mass index (B~lI) 23,6±0.6 Kgslm'. Results: Values

of PWV showed a positive correlation with age and degree of insulin

resistance, expressed as steady state plasma glucose (SSPG) levels, but not

with BMI, blood pressure, fasting glucose, insulin or lipid concentrations,

Multiple regression analysis showed that age (P=0.033) was independently

associated with values of PWV but SSPG values (P=0,356) was not. When

the SSPG concentrations were divided into three tertiles, the PWV values

(9,8+0.8 versus l l.Je l.I versus 10,0+0,8 mis, p=0,452) were not different

across these three subgroups. Conclusion: Age, but not insulin resistance,

is the major determinant of aortic distensibility in a group of normotensive,

nondiabetic subjects.

713
RATES OF IXSULIN SECRETIO:-; AND PERIPHERAL GLUCOSE DISPOSAL

AFTER A MIXED MEAL IN PATIENTS wrrn HYPERTHYROIDIS~I

P. Mitrou", G, Dirnitriadis", V. Larnbadiari", E, Koukkou', M. Tzanela", N, Bikas,

N, Thalassinos' and S.A. Raptis, 2" Department Internal Medicine Athens

University", and Departments of Endocrinology '''Eyangelismos'' and '''Elena

Venizelou" Hospitals, Athens, Greece

Background and Aims: Glucose intolerance is common in hyperthyroidism but the
mechanisms are unclear. Insulinsecretionhas been found increased or decreased.
Increased glucose production due to insulin resistance is firmly establishcd but the
effects of insulin on peripheral glucose utilization are variable. The aim was to
assess in hyperthyroid patients (HYPER) postprandial (a) insulin secretion and (b)
insulin effects on glucose disposal (GFLUX) in muscle (M) and adipose tissue
(AD). Patients and Methods: A standard mixed meal was given to I I HYPER
(age 36~4)TS, B~II 24~1) and 6 controls (C, age 41~5)Ts, BMI 22~1), Plasma
samples for measurements of glucose (G) and insulin (I) were taken for 360rnin
from veins (V) draining the anterior abdominal subcutaneous AD depot and the
forearm M, and from an arterialized hand vein (A), With each blood sample, blood
flow (BF) was measured in AD (with "'Xe) and M (with strain-gauge
plethysmography). Calculations: GFLUX~[G (A-V)] x [BF]; Clearance of G
(GCL)~[GFLUXIG in A], Postprandial changes arc presented as area under curve
(0-360 min), Results: In HYPER vs C: (I) Arterialized G was not different (368±54
vs 345~63 m.\lmin), whereas I was increased (81~7 vs 56~9 n.\frnin, p<0.05), (2)
BF was increased in M (2968~323 vs 2000~201 mIIIOO«tissue, p<0.05) and AD
(1728~204 vs l133~131 m11100«tissue, p<O,05). (3) GFLUX was not different in
M (630~J40 vs 1055~189 !'It1oIlIOO«tissue) and AD (413~94 vs 290~57

I'moIllOO«tissue). (4) GCL was decreased in M (107~25 \'S 193~30m11100«tissue,
p<0.05) whereas the respective values in AD were not different (83~20 vs 5 I~IO
m11100"tissue). Conclusions: In hyperthyroidism, in the postprandial state: (I)
Insulin secretion is increased. (2) Insulin stimulation of glucose disposal in muscle
is impaired; this defect is corrected, at least in part, by increases in blood flow.

715
OBSTRUCTIVE SLEEP APNEA SThllRO!'>JE 'PER SE' rnPAIRS v/SULJN
SENSITIVITI'
F. Tassone, L. Gianotti, S. Pivetti", F. Lanfranco, S. Gronoli, C. Origlia, V. Martina,

V. Gai", E. Ghigo, M, Maccario, Division of Endocrinology, Department of Intemal
Medicine, University of Turin; 'Department of Emergency Medicine, Azienda
Ospedaliera S. G. Battista, Ospedale Molinette, Turin, ITALY

Background and Aims: Visceral obesity, along with the other metabolic
abnormalities of the 'insulinresistance' or 'metabolic' syndrome, is associated with
increased risk of cardiovascular diseases (CVD). Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome
(OSAS) is commonly associated with obesity and is connoted by specific worsening
in endocrine and metabolic abnormalities (such as GII/IGF-I, HP A, thyroid and
gonadal axis as well as glucose metabolism), In fact, further increase in cerebro- and
cardio-vascular risk in patients with OSAS is indicated by retrospective studies and
could be indipendent of overweight. Studies of the relationship between insulin
sensitivity and OSAS are scanty. Materials and Methods: The insulin resistance
index 1I0:-IA-IR (Homeostasis Model Assessment) was determined in 25 male obese
patients with OSAS (mean±ESM, age: 55.7±2.04 years; Bl\ll: 35,8±J.07 kglm2;
Apnea-Hypopnea Index, Alil: 4 L8±5,4-l), in 24 male patients with simple obesity
(On, age: 49.7±2,02 years; BM1: 39.2±J.6 kglm2; Alfl: <5) and in 153 normal
subjects (NS,. 153; age: 42,8±1.32 years; BM!: 23.3±O,32 kglm2). In all obese patients
nocturnal polysomnography was also performed to determine the Apnea-Hypopnea
Index (normal value: < 5). The statistical analysis was performed by means of
Analysis of Covariance (AJ'(COVA) with age, B:'1I and Waist-to-Hip Ratio (WIIR) as
covariate variables, and Neuman-Keuls test where appropriate, Results: HOMA
estimation of insulin resistance was different among the three groups (ANCOVA:
p<O,OOOO6). HO:-IA-IR values in OSAS were greater than those in on (8,90±0,76 vs
5.09±O,47, p<O,OOOOI) which, in turn, were higher than in NS (5,09±0,47 vs
3, 1&±O,15, p<O.0063). It has to be emphasized that overweight in OSAS was higher
than in on (p<O,OO4), Conclusions: Obese patients with obstructive sleep apnea are
more insulin resistant than patients with simple obesity. Thus OS AS further impairs
insulin sensitivity in obesity independently of the degree of adiposity. The worsening
in insulin sensitivity in OSAS patients could reflect the hypoxic state and would
account forthe increased vascular riskin this condition.
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DlSULIN RESISTANCE IS A PRO~lmENT FEATURE OF CHRONIC HEART
FAILURE INDEPENDENT OF THE UNDERLYING AETIOLOGY.
S.TOURNIS',A.MELIDO:'lIS',A.STEFANIDlS',S.HANDANIS',S.IRAKLIANOU'
A.TSATSOULIS', I.GOUDEVENOS', S.FOUSSAS' and D.SIDERIS'.
I.D1ABETIC CENTER, 2.CARDIOLOGY CLINIC, TZANIO HOSPITAL 3.
CARDIOLOGY CLINIC, UNIVERSITY OF 10ANNINA, 4. ENDOCRINOLOGY
UNIT, UNIVERSITY OF 10ANNINA, 10A!\']';INA, GREECE.
Background and Aims: To investigate abnormalities regarding insulinsensitivityin
patients with chronic heart failure (CHF) and their relation to the underlying
aetiology. ;\Iaterl.1s and Methods: Twenty male patients (group A) with stable
CHF of more than 6-mo duration (A I: 10 due to ischemic heart disease, A2: 10 due
to non-ischemic cardiomyopathy, comparable according to EF and functional class
NYHA) and ten male control individuals (group B) were recruited. Insulin sensitivity
was assessed by euglycaernic hypcrinsulinaemic clamp technique (40mUfm'/min) by
estimating the average glucose infusion rate (M value: umolfKgfmin) and insulin
sensitivity index (lSI) during the last hour of the test. Patients with diabetes mellitus,
impaired glucose tolerance (after oral glucose tolerance test), impaired fasting
glycaemia, hepatic, thyroid and renal dysfunction were excluded from the study.
Results: The three groups were comparable according to age, B~ll and WHR.
Patients with CHF had higher insulin levels (137.1 ± 18.3 prnol/L vs. 75.1 ± 6.7
pmolfL, I' ~ 0.022). Insulin sensitivity was significantly impaired in patients with
CHF compared to eontrols [M value: 23.0 I ± 1.2 umolfKgfmin \'S. 34.08 ± 1.7
umolfKgfmin, I' < 0.001, lSI: 29.8 ± 2.9 \'S. 48.28 ± 2.74, p < 0.001]. Regarding the
underlying aetiology both ischemic and non-ischemic CHF were associated with
impaired insulin sensitivity compared to controls (M-value: ANOVA: I' < 0.001; AI
vs, B: I' <0.001; A2 vs, B: I' ~ 0.001; and lSI: I' < 0.01; AI vs. B: I' < 0.001; A2 vs,
B: p = 0.01) with ischemic CHF patients significantly more insulin resistant
compared to non-ischemic (AI vs A2: p ~ 0.027; AI vs A2: I' < 0.01, for M-value
and lSI respectively). Regression analysis revealed that the presence of both ischemic
(SC ~. 0.894) and non-ischemic CHF (SC = - 0.522) and fasting triglycerides (SC =
• 0.301) were independent predictors of impaired insulin sensitivity (adjusted R'=
0.711, p<0.001). Condusions: Insulin resistance is a prominent feature in patients
with CIIF. Although ischemic heart disease is associated with more marked insulin
resistance, the presence of chronic heart failure, independent of the underlying
aetiology, is associated with impairment of insulin-mediated glucose disposal.

718
Development or diabetes in hepatltis C "ims infected patients: The role or insulin
resistance and autoimmunity
S Salman, Y Tutuncu, K Demir, M GUljen, F Selcukbiricik, AO Gurol, F Salman, K
Karsidag, N Din..ag, I Satman, A Okten and MT Ydmaz. Istanbul University Faculty
of Medicine, Department oflntemal Medicine, Division of Diabetes and
Gastroenterohepatology.

Background and Aim: The rate of diabetes increases in patients with Hepatitis C
virus (HCV) chronic infection. Although, autoimmune diseases are induced by HCV
infection, this relationship remains controversial for diabetes yet. The aim of the study
was to evaluate the development ofdiabetes in HCV infected patients whether due to
autoimmune Beta cell damage or insulin resistance seen in hepatocellular
insufficiency.
Material and Methods: The prevalance of islet cell autoantibodies (Glutamic acid
decarboxylase antibodies-GADAs and Islet Cell Antibodies-iCAs) were assessed in
63 nonselected HCV infected patients (47 diabetic, 16 nondiabetic) and in 24 age, sex
and B~n matched control subjects (nonHCV infected, diabetic). Beta cell secretion
capacity (HO:\1A-B) and insulin sensitivity index (HO~1A·S) were performed by
using Homeostasis Model Assessment (1I0:\1A).
Results: GADAs were detected in 3 of 47 (6 %) HCV (+) diabetic patients, 1 of 16 (6
%) HCV (+) nondiabetic patients, and 2 of 24 (8 %) in HCV (.) diabetic control
patients (p=NS). ICAs were positive in 3 of47 (6 %) HCV infected diabetic patients
and 1 of 16 (6 %) HCV infected nondiabetic patients on the other hand negative in
lICV (.) diabetic control patients (P=NS). HO:\1A·B ofHCV (+) nondiabetic patients
were found significantly higher than lICV (+) and HCV (-) diabetic patients (331 .10
128% vs 210 .10 97 %, 1'<0.001, and 331.10128 % vs 54.1047 %, 1'<0.001, respectively).
There was also significant difference between HCV (+) and HCV (.) diabetic patients
(p<0.001). In addition, HOMA·S results showed no difference between HCV (+)
nondiabetic and diabetic patients (12 .10 7 % and 12.106 %, p=NS), but significantly
higher values in HCV (.) diabetic patients (41 .10 37 % vs 12.107 % and 12.106 %,
1'<0.001 for both).
Conclusion: Our results suggest that Beta cell autoimmunity is not associated with
HCV infection. So the increased diabetes mellitus prevalence among HCV infected
patients could be mediated by insulin resistance generally seen in hepatocellular
insufficiency.
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Insulin resistance and h)'pt'randrogenemia. The impact or metrormin therapy
R.lIelmer, C. Terkamp, A. von zur Muhlen, G. Brabant, C. Schofl Abt. Klinische
Endokrinologie, Medizinische Hochschule Hannover, Germany

Background and Aims: Hyperandrogenernia and menstrual disorders are
increasingly recognized to depend on insulin resistance. Here we prospectively
investigated women referred to our Department for menstrual disorders or hirsutism
as to their frequency of insulin resistance and tested the effectiveness of metformin
therapy under these conditions.
Materials and Methods: 55 patients were included in the study (age 31.5.107.4 yrs;
B~U 33.8±7.0 kglm2). Insulin resistance was tested using the HO~IAfCIG~1A model.
Serum levels of insulin, LlL'FSII, 17-0H progesterone, total and free testosterone
and androstendion were measured using commercially available RIA's. 16 subjects
received metformin therapy (850 mg trice daily) for a minimum of 6 months; 8
subjects served as controls.
Results: According to HO~WCIG;\1A 25 subjects were insulin resistant with an
insulin sensitivity of< 70"10. The B~ll ofthcse subjects was >30 kgfm2 in 65 %, 25·
30 kgfm2 in 9% but in 26 % lower than 25 kgfm2. Metfonnin significantly reduced
the LlIIFSH ratio, insulin levels. 17-0H progesterone, androstendione, total and free
testosterone (p<0.02 - 0.001) whereas control subjects did not change. Menstrual
cycles improved in 14 of the subjects under metformin whereas 2 of 8 controls
showedsomeimpro...'ement.
Conclusions: API'. 45 % of our patients presenting with hirsutism and/or menstrual
disorders were insulin resistant according to HO;\WCIG~IA testing and 25 % of
these (i.e. app. 11%) had normal body weight. Insulin resistance was functionally
important as shown by the successful treatment by metfonnin. These data support the
close link between PCO, hirsutism and menstrual disorders with insulin resistance and
indicates that these symptoms serve as a marker for insulin resistance even in normal
weight subjects.

719
Peripheral Glutose Metabolism in Patients ~itb Pscriasls
R~t Montenegro Jr.,Leonor ~tFB. Gouveia, Gloria UFG. Paccola, Carlos E. Piccinaro,
Norma T. Foss, Milton Cesar Foss. Division of Endocrinology, Department of Internal
Medicine, School of Medicine of Ribeirilo Preto • University of Sio Paulo. Ribeirao Preto
• Sio Paulo, Brazil

Background and Aims: The present study was designed to determine the effect of
psoriasis on peripheral glucose metabolism.
Materials and Methods: Ten non-obese patients with psoriasis vulgaris (psoriasis Area
and Severity Index of 10.1 .10 2.1 scores) and I I healthy non-obese controls marched for
age and B:\II were studied after an overnight fast (12·14 h) and for 3 hours after ingestion
of7S g of glucose. Peripheral glucose metabolism was evaluated by the forearm technique
to estimate muscle exchange of substrate combined with indirect calorimetry. Arterial and
venous blood samples were collected by deep vein catheterization of the dominant forearm
and the contralateral brachial artery under basal conditions and at 30, 60, 120 and 180
minutes after ingestion of 7S g of glucose for the determination of glucose, insulin, free
fany acids, and 02 and C02 levels. Arteriovenous differences associated with blood flow
measurements by capacitance plethysmography allowed the quantification of muscular
metabolic flows, and carbohydrate and lipid oxidation rates were quantified by indirect
calorimetry. Data were analyzed statistically by the Mann-Whitney test (p<O,05).
Results: Increased serum insulin (71 .10 8 vs. 49 .10 8 pmolfL) and normal glucose levels
during fasting were observed in patients with psoriasis vulgaris compared to controls.
After the glucose overload, blood insulin and glucose concentrations, and glucose uptake
and oxidation did not differ significantly between groups. However, the patient group
presented a delay of insulin secretion, with the maximum increase occurring at 120
minutes. Muscular glucose utilization in non-oxidative metabolism was also significantly
decreased in psoriatic patients when compared to controls (3.9 .10 0.8 vs, 6.0 ± 0.6
mm01lloo mI forearm-I x 3 h-I). Both free fatty acid levels and lipid oxidation rates were
similar in normal subjects and psoriatic patients and declined in a similar fashion after
glucose ingestion, suggesting an adequate insulin sensitivity of adipose tissue.
Conclusions: Thesedata maysuggesta preliminary stateof muscular insulin resistance in
patients with psoriasis manifested by impaired non-oxidative metabolism and delayed
insulin response to glucose overload The increased fasting insulin levels observed in the
psoriatic group may indicate thathepatic insulin resistance also plays a role in the insulin
resistance foundin thisdisease.
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EVALUATION OF INSULIN SENSITIVITI' AND BETA CELL FUNCTION
IN WOMEN WITH POLYCYSTIC OVARY SYNDRO:loIE
B. Bcndlova,J. Vrbikova, M. Hill, M. Villova, K. Vondra, L. St.irka
Institute ofEndocrinology, Prague

Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is often connected with decreased insulin
sensitivity (IS) and disturbances of jJ-ccll function (jJF). The aim ofour study was to
evaluate the IS and the jJF in a brood spectrum of PCOS women (B:>n 18.7-47.4
kg/m') using fasting, oGTI and insulin-tolerance test (lTD derived indices, to
compare them with healthy' eumenorrhocie women (C) and to find the best predictive
variables of the impaired insulin action in the PCOS patients.
Method.: 22 healthy control women with negative family history of PCOS and
diabetes. aged 28 ± 6.8yTS,and 54 women with PCOS, aged 25 ± 6.4yTS(mean ±
SD) were studied. In the early follicular phase of menstrual C)'CIe 3-hour oGTT with
estimation of blood glucose (G), insulin (I), C-pcptide (Cp) and proinsulin (PI) in 0,
30, 60, 120, 180 min, IS-min ITT (Km, Gmmrrr, AUC-Grrr) and anthropometric
parameters were detennined. After the adjustment to B:>n, ANCOVA was
performed (Statgrnphics Plus 3.0). In addition, logistic regression and ROC curves
were used (NCSS 2000). Remits: In PCOS, significantly higher waist/hip ratio
(WHR, p<o.oooI), G,.o (p<O.05), 130 (p<O.05), I,,,, (p<O.05), 6.V6.G"O-O) (p<O.ool),
CPo (p<O.ooI), Cpiso (p<O.05), Km (p<O.05), the Gm.mrrT (p<O.OI) and AUC-G m
(p<o.oooI) were found. TIle best discrimination of PCOS from C was achieved
using combination of WHR and G""m. The final model correctly classified 91.7%
of patients (r=0.713, p<O.oooI). The physiological hyperbolic relationship was
found in all tested combinations of IS and jJF indices. TIle PCOS differed most
pronouncedly from C using the combination of 6.V6.G'30-0) and AUC-Grrr
(p<O.oooI). Conclusions: In our PCOS patients, the increased jJF was found. TIle
impaired insulin sensitivity was evident especially after insulin stimulation during
the m. The best discrimination of PCOS from healthy C was achieved using
combination of WHR and m.
Supported by IGA 48-17-3,/GA 5395-5},flI CR, Mil 00000001376/.
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Effects of hlperinsulinemia ,,"ithrugJ"cemic .sd f'u·aminoaddemicconditions on
fibrinogen synthesis in type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (T2D!\I).
E. Kiwanuka, R Barazzoni, M. Vettore, M, Cristini, D. Valbusa and P. Tessari. Dept.
of Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Chair of Metabolism, University of Padua;
Italy.
Backgrounds and Aims: Fibrinogen is a strong cardiovascular risk factor in the
general population, and increased fibrinogen plasma concentrations have been
reported in T2D:>t However, the mechanisms leading to hyperfibrinogenemia in
TID:>I are not known. In normal subjects insulin (hyperinsulinemic, hypo
aminoacidemic clamp) inhibits fibrinogen fractional synthetic rate (FSR). However,
the effect of insulin on fibrinogen synthesis in T20:>1 is not known.
Materials and Methods: To address this question, fibrinogen FSR was determined in
8 male T2D:>1patients and 7 non diabetic matched Controls (C) using leucine isotope
precursor.product relationships, in the basal state and following a 4-hr euglycernic
hyperinsulinemic (100 uUlml) clamp. Amino acid concentrations were maintained at
the basal level in the hyperinsulinernic state using i.v amino acid infusions.
Results: In the basal stale, fibrinogen concentrations in the TIO:>I (363±42 mg/dl)
were greater (p<0.05) than in C (25S± I 7). Fibrinogen FSR was not different between
T20M (24.4±3.2 percentlday) and C (21.I±2.2). During the clamp, FSR increased
(p<0.01) to 35.6±4.4 percent/day in T20~1 whereas it did not change in C (to
22.6±2.6). A negative correlation was found between insulin-mediated glucose
disposal and the increase in fibrinogen FSR (r=-O.58, p<0.05).
Conclusions: I) Physiologic hyperinsulinemia with euglycernic and eu
arninoacidemic conditions stimulates fibrinogen FSR in T2D:>f. 2) In control subjects,
euglycemic hyperinsulinemia with eu-aminoacidernia does not decrease fibrinogen
FSR, as opposed to previous clamp studies with hypo-aminoacidemia. 3) The increase
in fibrinogen FSR may be associated with insulin resistance. 4) Plasma amino aeds
may modulate the effects ofinsulin on fibrinogen FSR

721
The ElTect Of Acute Il)'perinsulinaemia On EJ')1hrogte Membrane Ion
Transport And Relation To Insulin Action In Offspring Of Hypertensive Parents
G. Suchankova', Z. Vlasakova', J. Zicba', M. Vokurkov,z, Z. Dobesova' and T.
Pelikanova', 'instiMe for Clinical and E.xperimental Medicine and 'Institute of
Physiology AS CR, Prague, Czech Republic

Background and Aims: Several erythrocyte membrane ion transport abnormalities
and insulin resistance (IR) are exhibited in patients with essential hypertension Aims:
alTo assess erythrocytemembrane ion transport in offspring of hypertensive parents
and healthy controls, b) to test in vivo effect of acute hyperinsulinaemia and c) to
evaluate relation to IR
Materrials and Methods: We measured the activities of Na-K' pump, Na-K'
cotransport and Na-U' countertransport and passive membrane permeability (leak)
for No, Rb' and Li' in offspring of hypertensive parents (n~12; OHP) and healthy
controls (n=14; C). Ion transport was assessed before and in fifth hour of
hyperinsulinaemic euglycaemic clamp (HEe) lasting 10 hours (insulinaemia 75
IlU/ml) and compared to that found under isoinsulinaemie isovolurnic conditions.
Insulin action was measured as glucose disposal (M) and insulin sensitivity index
(Mil) in period 280-300 min ofHEC.
Results: MJIwas significantly lower in OHP compared to C (0.12±0.07 vs 0.20±0.09
mg. kg", min·'.IlLT1ml; p<0.05). Elevated Na+-Li' couotertransport (O.OSO±O.OM vs
0.06S±0.003 mmoU-1h"; p<0.05), ir leak (0.106±0.OM vs 0.093±O.003 mmol.r'.h·
'; p<O.05; p<0.05) and Rb+ leak (0.16O±O.OI4 vs 0.120±0.007 mmoU-1h"; p<0.05)
were found in OHP, but there were no significant differences in other transport
activities. M correlated in all patients with Li' leak after HEC (r=-O.424; p<0.05), in
OHP with Na+ leak (r=-O.727; p<0.05) before HEC and in C with Li" leak (r=-O.736;
p<0.01) after HEC. Acute hyperinsulinaemia did not modify significantly any of the
investigated transport parameters.
Conclusions: OHP displayed higher insulin resistance, enhanced activity of No
Li+counlertransport and augmented passive membrane permeability for monovalent
cations. Negative correlation was noticed between insulin action and membrane leaks.
Acute hyperinsulinaemia did not modify any RBC ion transport. (Supported by grant
IGA MZ CR:l'.'B/6682-3)
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Effects of short-duration skektal muscle eaereise on gl)'cogen synthesis during
hyperinsulinemia. A study using J3C-Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
UI. De Haan.,AJ. van den Bergh', P. Smitss, A Heerschap", c.J Tack-
UMC Nijmegen. ' Radiology, + General Internal Medicine, # Clinical Pharmacology

Background and Aims:Bothexerciseandinsulinstimulate glucoseuptake in skeletalmuscle,
by translocation of GLUT 4 protein to the plasma mcmbrane. Little is know about the
additional effect of exercise upon insulin stimulated glucose uptake. I3C-MRS enables
continuous. non-invasive measurement of glycogensynthesis in skeletalmusclein humans. In
this study,we measured the effectof a short bout of exercise on insulin-induced glycogen
synthesisandbloodnowin skeletal muscle.

Malerials and Methods: Five healthy subjects (age 20.2±1.8 YTS. B~II 21.3±1.4 kglm2)
underwent a euglycemie hyperinsulinemic (430 pMlm2Imin) clamp, using 1-13C-glucose
labeledinfusion for 150min, withsimultancous measurement of glycogenin skeletalmuscle.
Measurements wereperformed 00 a 1.5TMRI(Siemens Visioo, Erlangen), adapted to measure
I3Carl>oo, with a home-build quadrature III, circular I3Ccoil (Settings: Tr 180ms, continuous
wave dceoupling turoedon during60 ms at 30 W.Numberof scans 5000and2500. Glycogen,
glucose and creatin levels were determined at the calf muscle. Glycogen synthesis tate,
determined as the increasein glycogen signalin timewascorrected for plasma1-13C-g1ueose
enrichment,Also Cl-glucosc anomer signalsweredetermined. Afterbaselinemeasurements,
acutelocalexercisein the calfmuscleat 50%maximumvoluntarycontraction was performed
byone leg toe liftingfor 1 min, twice.MRSmeasurements werecontinued foranother 60 min.
On a separateday,thewholeexperiment wasrepeated, withmeasurement of bloodnow at both
legsandonearm beforeandafter exercise,

Results: Baseline insulin-stimulated glycogen synthesis was 0.332± 0.08 AU/min; exercise
increased glycogensynthesis substantially to 1.013± 0.286AU/min <P<O.On, relativeincrease
3.09± 0.92.Afterexercise, calf bloodnowin theexercised leg increased from 1.4± 0.310 18.1
± 5.3 mUdUmin,but blood now returoed to 2.9 ± 0.6 ..ithin 30 min, wbile the increasein
glycogensynthesis wasstable andoogoing. TheCt-glucosc shewed a significant increase after
exercisefrom40.6± 11.3to 59.8± 5.8(p<0.05),a relativeincrease of 1.5.

Conclusions: In bumans,a very short boutof exerciseduringhypcriasulinemia,substantially
increases glycogen symhesis rate. Although exercise was also a strong stimulus for
vasodilatation(explaining the increase in glucose content), the lack of a temporal relationship
betweenthe increase in blood 110w and the increase in glyeogen synthesis argues against a
direct causal effect.

725
The Use or CSA Accelerometen To Investigate tbe Relationsbip of Pbysical
Acthity to Insulin Reslstance in Five-Year-Old Children
B.S. Metcalf, 1..D. Voss, SM Howdle, AN. Jeffery, T.J. Wilkin. University Medicine,
Dcrriford Hospital, Plymouth, UK.

Background and Aim!: Low levels of physical activity (PA) have been blamed for
increasing childholld obesity, insulin resistance (IR) and its metabolic complications,
which include type 2 diabetes. Electronic accelerometers are revolutionising our
ability to profile children's physical activity,
Materim and Methods: Earlyflird is a prospective cohort study monitoring the
physiognomy, health and lifestyle of 300 healthy school entrants (mean age 4.8
years). Each has worn a CSA accelcrmometer (validation reported elsewhere) for
seven ccnsccturive days to monitor activity both during a school week and at the
weekend. PA is expressed in arbitrary units, resolved into low, medium and high
intensity activity, IR was measured by homeostasis model assessment (HOMA) and
visceralfat by ultrasound,
Results: (n=loo): Eo). totalled more daily PA than girls, both during the school
week and at weekends (p<O.OS), and the difference was almost wholly accounted for
by high intensity activity, There was a weak (positive) relationship between current
weight and total PA (max FO.11). Significantly more (p<O.OS) PA was recorded on
weekend days (S.llxlO" S units) thanon school days (4.73xIO"S) in both sexes. The
rangeof mean daily counts rose from 2.2-fold (2.9IxlO"S-6.50xIOAS) on school days,
to 4.6-fold (I.94xlO"S-8.84xIO"S) at the weekend. Most importantly, there was a
strong relationship (FO.65, p<O.ool) between a child's PA on a school day and on a
weekend day, making it possible to identify the 'physically inactive phenotype'.
OYera11, there was no relationship at Sy between total PA and IR. In boys ouly, there
was an inverse relationship between high intensity PA and visceral fat (F ~.40,

p<o.OS)and a directrelationship between IR and visceral fat (r=O.33,p<0.05).
Conclasiens: 1) Five-year-old school children are generally more active at weekends
than during the school week, 2) Differences between individual children are striking.
An 'inactive phenotype' can be identified. C\-en at Sy - the child who is inactive
throughout the school week as well as at weekends. 3) IR is related to body weight at
5y only in girls (reported elsewhere), an obvservation which could be explained by
the greater amount of high intensity PA recorded among bo)'s.
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Role of pb)'skal acti\'ity, resting energy expenditure and diet-induced
thermogenesis in ,,"eigbtloss achk\'tment.
A Giancaterini 'A De Gaetano, A V. Greco, '5. Marino, M. Manco, "5. Carnastra,
"A Gastaldell~"E. Ferrannini, '1.1. Castagneto, G. Mingrone.
Institute of Internal Medicine and 'Center for the Physiopathology of the Shock,
CNR, Catholic University, Rome, Italy; ,. Institute of Internal Medicine, .Center of
ClinicalPhysiology, Pisa, Italy.

Background and aims: Obesity results from an imbalance between increased energy
intake and reduced energy expenditure. A low resting energy expenditure (REE) has
been shown to predict weight gain and obesity. Several cross-sectional studies have
reported a blunted diet-induced thermogenesis (DIT) in obese people, leading to the
hypothesis that defective thermogenesis may contribute to the development of
obesity. Furthermore, decreased fat oxidation has been documented in reduced-obese
subjects. but in those studies only fasting RQ was measured; a definitive assessment
ofthe ability to oxidize fat in reduced-obese requires measuring fat oxidation over 24
hours,
Materials and methods: We measured REE, DIT, physical activity (PA), substrate
oxidation and EE during moderate exercise with the use of a respiratory chamber, in
20 morbidly obese subjects (B~II:>40 kglm2) undergoing either bariatric surgery
(bilio-pancreatic diversion) or low-caloriediet.
Results: Pre-Post weight loss differences in DlT were significantly higher (P=O.034)
in the BPD group (0.15+/~.05) compared to the dieting group (~.03+/~.05).

Furthermore, all patients showed a significantly (p------1).003) higher average rate of
carbohydrate oxidation after weight loss (pre-Post=-O.12+/~.03). Furthermore,
weight loss was also explained by the increased physical activity, as resulted from
regressionanalysis (P=O.O165).
Conclusions: The present study provides no evidence to support the hypothesis thata
lower than expected REEis an inescapable consequence of weight loss. Although we
cannot exclude the possibility that there isan increased energy efficiency after weight
loss in some subjects, the results we have obtained suggest that many people have a
normal REE after weight loss. Comparing BPD patients and dietary-restricted patients
it is likely that many subjects who rail to maintain weight loss do so primarily because
they are not able to maintain dietary and physical activity patterns that are different
from those that prevailed in their overweight state.

726
COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTS OF E.,'(ERCISE AII"D L'\'SUUN ON
MUSCLE GLUCOSE UPTAKE AND PERFUSIO:,/ Vi TYPE 2 DIABETES
K. Larmola, K. A Virtanen, T. Ronnernaa, J. Viikari, F. A Lonnqvist, J.
Kemppainen, K. Stolen and P. Nuutila. Turku PET Centre and Department of
Medicine, University of Turku, Finland, Huddinge University Hospital, Karolinska
Institute, Stockholm, Sweden.

Background and aims: Insulin resistance is a pivotal underlying metabolic
abnormality in most patients .. ith type 2 diabetes. but the mechanism of insulin
resistance in humans is not fully understood. We have investigated whether insulin
and exercise stimulated muscle glucose uptake and perfusion in patients with type 2
diabetes are decreased.
Materials and Methods: For this purpose, muscle glucose uptake ([18F]-FOG),
blood flow ([150j-H20) and oxygen consumption ([150j-02,) were measured with
positron emission tomography (PET) in 8 patients with dietary treated type 2 diabetes
(age 58±2 years; n~1I 32±1 kglm2) and 9 healthy age-matched subjects during
euglycernic hyperinsulinemie conditions (insulin infusion rate I mUlkgxmin) and one
legged isometric exercise (anteromcdial muscle compartment, 10 % of maximal
power).
Results: Muscle oxygen consumption was -I S-fold higher in the exercising muscle
compared to the resting contralateral muscle and similar during exercise in both
groups. Insulin stimulated muscle glucose uptake was 36 % lower in the patients with
type 2 diabetes (l4±1 urnol/kg muscle-min) than in the healthy subjects (22*3,
p<0.05). Furthermore, exercise stimulated glucose uptake to a lower extent in the
diabetic group than in healthy subjects (21±6 vs S1±14 prnol/kg muscle-min,
p<0.05). Blood flow rates in resting muscle was not different between the two groups
(21±2 vs 36±9 mIlkg muscle-min, patients with type 2 diabetes vs healthy subjects,
1'0'5). However, in exercising muscle healthy subjects had higher blood flow rates than
patients with type 2 diabetes (l36±11 vs I89±20 mUkg musclexrnin, p<0.05).
Conclusions: These results demonstrate that the response to exercise is impaired in
type 2 diabetes. This is caused by both a decreased muscle perfusion and a decreased
glucose uptake.
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TEMPORAL CIIANGES IN METABOLIC FITNESS WITII MODEST
WEIGIIT LOSS.
Krebs JD, Mishra G and Jebb SA. MRC Hum an Nutrition Research, Elsie
Widdowson Laboratory, Fulbourn Rd, Cambridge, UK.

• Variable was logged for analysis. (Chol ~ Cholesterol)
After acute weight loss, there are significant improvements in metabolic fitness.
However despite maintenance of more than 5% weight loss at one year only
improvements in blood pressure remain significant. COXCLUSIOXS: This study
highlights the need for maintenance programmes to consolidate improvements in
health in this group of modestly obese otherwise healthy women.

Background and Aims: Current guidelines for obesity management emphasise the
improvements in metabolic fitness associated with weight losses of 5-10% initial
weight. However most of the data is derived from periods of acute weight loss and
may not represent the true effect in the longer term. Methods: 57 overweight
women (Age 43.7 ±9.1 yrs, mean BMI 31.7kg/m', range 27.2-38.5kg/m') with no
other significant medical history, entered a milk-based low energy weight loss
programme for 12 weeks and were then monitored without further intervention until
52 weeks. weight, fasting plasma insulin. lipids and blood pressure were measured
at 0, 12, 24 and 52 weeks. Results: The mean weight change in sequential periods
was -11.6% (p<O.oool), +l.I% (p~0.02) and +5.2% (p<O.OOOI). The change from
baseline at one year being -6.0% (p<O.oool). The table shows the baseline and
mean change in metabolic parameters at 12 and 52 weeks (paired t-test).
variable units 'reck 0 \\'eek 12 p yalue "'cek "2
Weight kg 85.9 -9.93 <0.0001 -5.16
Insulin pmoVl 51.9 -15.2 <0.0001 -3.8
Total Chol mmoVl 6.23 -0.37 0.0003 0.18
LDL Chol rnmol/l 4.30 -0.29 0.011 0.066
IIDL Chol mmoVl 1.30 -0.Ql 0.70 0.061
Triglceride" mmoVl 1.38 -0.17 0.050 0.15
Systolic BP mmHg 129 -7.2 0.0062 -6.8
Diastolic BP rnml-la 86 -6.9 <0.0001 -5.5

PYil Ille

<0.0001
0.20
0.21
0.63
0.27
0.049
0.0006
0.0002

EUGLYCEMlA L\lPROVES HYPERGLYCEML\·L,\l>VCED INSVLL\,
RESISTANCE L'i PATIENTS WITH VNCOSTROLLEDTYPE 2 DIABETES
M. Pouwels''>, C. Tack', A Hermus' and J. Lutterman'. 'Divisions of General
Internal Medicine and 'Endocrinology, Opt of Medicine, University Medical Center
St Radboud,PO Box 9101, 6500 HB Nijmegen,The Netherlands.
Background and Aims: Chronic hyperglycemia causes insulin secretion defects and
aggravates insulin resistance.This so-called glucose toxicity is reversible by any therapy
achieving euglycernia The duration of treatment, required for ameliorating
hyperglycemia-induced insulin resistance is unknown in diabetic patients who are
insufficiently controlled despite large doses of s.c. insulin (and thus are severely insulin
resistant). This category of patients represents a true clinical problem. We investigated
whethera period ofeuglycemiaobtained by i.v. insulin treatment, followed by continuous
subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSll) with a short-acting insulin analogue, could improve
metabolic control and insulin sensitivity in patients with uncontrolled diabetes type 2,
despite treatment Materials and Methods: 8 Patients with type 2 diabetes (F:M~6:2, age
5HU yrs, B1>U 38M kg m-2), who were in bad metabolic control despite s.c. insulin
treatment with a four-dose regimen (insulin dose 1.9llO.65 UIk~lday, HbAlc 12.0±1.7
%), were admitted for 37±12days and treated with i.v. insulin for 31±1O days, foJlowed
by CSII, using insulin Lispro, They also received education, diet and exercise instructions
and metformin treatment, Blood glucose (BG) was measured 4 times daily. Insulin dose
was individually titrated Glycemic treatment goals were fasting and premeal BG 4.0-6.5
mmol/L. Before and after 28M days, a hyperinsulincmic euglycemic clamp (insulin 120 V
m-2 min-I) was performed After discharge they were followed frequently in the
outpatient department. Results: Aner 15M days of treatment, patients were euglycernic
and remained euglycemic while admitted Insulin dose required to remain euglycemic
decreased from 1.7±O.9 to 1.l±O.6 VIKyday (p<0.OO5)- This period of euglycemia
improved insulin sensitivity substantially: whole bodyglucose uptake, measured with the
clamp increased from 12.7±5.6 to 22A±8_8 micromoL'kg/min (p<0.OOO5)_ HbAlc
decreased from 12.0±1.7 to 8.6±1.l% (p<O.OOOI) after 28 days, to 7.3±O.8% after 3
months (n~8), to 7.3±O.6 after 6 months (n:6) and to 7.8±1.1 after I year (n:6). Lipid
levels Improved as welt Mean weight did not change after 3 months and after I year.
Conclusions: A period of strict metabolic control achieved by i.v. insulin foJlowed by
CSII using insulin analogues ameliorates the chronic hyperglycemia-induced insulin
resistance. Remarkably, this improved metabolic control in our patients was sustained up
to at least one year.

729
Transjugular intrabepatic Portosl'slemic sbunt trentes insuJinemia witbout any
influence on insulin resistance

Dufincova J., Dresslerova I., Hulek P_Fejfar T., Safka v.: Stef"anekJ.
Ist Dept. of Internal Medicine, University Hospital Hradec Kralove
Dept. Of Physiology, Medical faculty, Hradec Kralove

Background and aims: Liver cirrhosis (LC) is characterized by insulin resistance
(IR) and hyperinsulinernia (Hl). Both, a higher insulin secretion rate and a reduced
insulin hepatic clearance (IlK), contribute to Hl, A decrease in mc may be due
either to hepatocellular dysfunction or to portosystemic shunting. TIPS (transjugular
intrahepatic portosystemic Shunt) takes an important part in the treatment of portal
hypertension in patients with LC and presents a model situation for a sudden change
in portal pressure. Aim ofstudy was to find the answer to the question: Is HI and lR
influenced by TIPS?
Materials and. methods: Our study group consisted of 22 patients with LC (13
diabetics and 12 without D~I). We analyzed insulin and C-peptid levels in periferal
blood samples (IRMA method) and lR by euglycemic insulin clamp method before
TIPS, Iday, I week and 1 month after TIPS. We uscd Wilcoxon test for statistical
analysis.
Results: The insulin levels increased I hour after TIPS (121 vs 265pmoJIL)
(p---{),OO2) and this level was stable to I month after TIPS. There were no diferences
between group of patients ",ith and without D~1. There were no changes in C-peptide
level. The average metabolic clearance of glucose (M) was 1,7mg/kglmin in diabetics
and 3,7mg/kglmin in patients without D~I <P='O,03). There were increase of lR I day
after TIPS <P='O,02) and decrease of lR I week after TIPS <P='O,03). We did not find
any significant changes in M I month after TIPS. The results in diabetic patients
were the same as in nondiabetic.
Conclusions: TIPS augments hyperinsulinemia in patients with LC by decresing mc.
TIPS does not aggravate the insulin resistance.
Supported by lOA MZ CR NA 4558-3 and CEZ:J 13/98: oo3סס1115

730
A 3-DAY INSULIN-INDUCED NORMOGLYCEMJA ~IPROVES

CARBOHYDRATE OXIDATION IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC SUBJECTS.
V. Rigalleau , C. Rabemanantsoa, and H. Gin. Nutrition-Diabetologie, Hopital Haut
Leveque, 33600 PESSAC, France.
Background and aims: 2 months of a better glycemic control improve carbohydrate
oxidation in type 2 diabetes, however this benefit is uncertain for a shorter duration:
hyperglycemia promotes glucose oxidation, and post-challenge glucose oxidation is
reduced after a 3-day fast in such patients. We tested the effect of 3 days of
normoglycemia induced by insulin infusion. Materials and methods: Ten type 2
diabetic subjects (age: 56±3}'rs; B~U: 30,0±I,I; HbAIC: 10,1±0,5) were studied
mice, before and after normal glucose levels were maintained by a 72 hours
intravenous insulin infusion. Indirect calorimetry was performed I hour before (basal)
and during the 3 hours after (post-prandial) the ingestion of a standard meal
(carbohydrates: 72g, fat: 21g, protein: 32g), at 12 a-m.. Carbohydrate storage was
calculated as: ingested carbohydrate-(postprandial glycosuria- suprabasal post
prandial carbohydrate oxidation). Comparisons were performed by one-way ANOVA
for repeated measurements. Results: After normoglycemia, glucose and triglyceride
levels were decreased (Basal glucose :13,8±I,1 mmoJIL to 8,8±0,5; post
prandiall4,9±O,9 to II,O±O,5; Basal triglycerides 2,2±0,1 rnmollL to 1,6±O,2; post
prandial2,7±O,2 to 1,9±0,2; all p<O,OI), Cpeptides were unchanged. Glycosuria
(before: 0,30 mg/kglmin) was abolished after normoglycemia. Basal carbohydrate,
lipid, protein oxidation and energy production rates were unchanged. Post-prandial
carbohydrate oxidation was increased after normoglycemia (before: 1,33±O,38
mg/kglmin, after: 1,77±0.42; p<0,05). Lipid oxidation and plasma free fntry acids
tended to be more suppressed by the meal after normoglycemia (NS). Carbohydrate
storage (before: 67,5±4,6g, after: 65,7±3,6; NS) and diet-induced thermogenesis did
not change after normoglycemia. Conclusions: Short-term insulin-induced
normoglycemia improves the post-prandial oxidation of carbohydrates, but not their
storage. Differing effects on lipid metabolism may explain why fasting and insulin
improve carbohydrate metabolism via opposite mechanisms.
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NICOTINE INFUSION ACUTELY IMPAIRS INSULIN SENSITIVITY
IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS BUT NOT IN HEALTHY SUBJECTS
B Eliassen, T Axelsson, P-A Jansson and U Smith. Lundberg Laboratory for
Diabetes Research, Sahlgrenska University Hospital, S-4J3 45 Gcteborg, Sweden.
Back·round and aims: The aim of this study was to examine if an acute nicotine
infusion alters insulin sensitivity to a similar degree in Type 2 diabetic patients as
in healthy control subjects.
Materials and Mcthods: This is a double-blind, cross-over, placebo-controlled,
randomised experimental study. Nicotine 0.3 Ilglkg x min or NaCI was infused
(two hours) during a euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp (four hours) to assess
insulin sensitivity. Six male and female Type 2 diabetic patients (D~12; age 54±10
(mean±SD) years, B~lI 25.6±2.9 kglm2) treated with diet or one oral hypoglycemic
agent and six age- and B~lI-matched control subjects (Ctr). Nicotine and FFA
levels, pulse rate and blood pressure were also measured.
~: The infusions produced similar nicotine levels levels in both groups. In the
absence of nicotine, DM2 were more insulin resistant than Ctr (6.7±OA vs 1O.9±0.3
mg/kg LBM per min, respectively, p<o.OOOI).This insulin resistance was further
aggravated by the nicotine infusion in D~12 but not in Ctr (4.6±0.3 vs 10.9±0.3
mg/kg LBM per min, p<O.OOOI).Only minor differences were seen in FFA levels,
pulse rates and blood pressure.
Conclusions: At this low infusion rate, nicotine aggravated the insulin resistance in
DM2 but not in Ctr, This finding may be due to the (dysmetabolic) diabetic state
per se or to an increased sensitivity to environmental factors associated with a
genetic predisposition for Type 2 diabetes. These results show that diabetic subjects
are particularly susceptible to the detrimental effects ofnicotine.
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Daily rhythms in plasma glucagon are mediated hy the biological clock and
independent of food intake.
M. Ruiter, A Kalsbeek and RM. Buijs. Netherlands Institute for Brain Research,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Background and Aims: Previously we showed the existence of an endogenous
rhythm in rat plasma glucose, independent of the timing food intake. The glucose
rhythm was shown to be generated by the hypothalamic biological clock, located in
the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SeN). At present it is not known, however, how the
SCN effectuates its control. Glucagon is a pancreatic hormone strongly related to
plasma glucose concentrations. Our goal was to determine whether plasma glucagon
levels display a daily rhythm and, if yes, whether this rhythm is controlled by the
SCN.

Materials and Method.: Male Wistar rats, equipped with permanent silicon heart
catheters, were fed ad libitum or fasted for 32 hours. Plasma glucagon concentrations
were determined in blood samples taken every hour for a duration of24 hours.

Results: In ad libitum fed rats, a clear difference between glucagon concentrations in
the light (mean 78 +/- 5 pg/ml) and dark (mean 90 +/- 5 pg/ml) period was shown.
Food restriction starting at the beginning of the dark period caused a gradual decrease
in glucagon levels from 81 +/- 8 pg/ml in the middle of the dark period (6 hour fast),
to a nadir of56 +/-7 pg/ml in the middle of the light period (19 hour fast). Although
food was still absent, glucagon concentrations gradually increased thereafter to a peak
of 97 +/- II pg/ml at the start of the following dark period. In the light period,
glucagon concentrations in fasted animals were significantly lower that those in fed
animals. There was no significant difference between glucagon levels of fed and
fasted animals in the dark period.

Conclusions: Plasma glucagon concentrations show a daily rhythm in ad libitum fed,
but also in fasted rats. The latter finding indicates the presence of an endogenous
glucagon rhythm, independent of food intake. We suggest this rhythm is generated by
the SCN. This hypothesis will be tested in further experiments. This work was
supported by the Dutch Diabetes Foundation.
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The effect of ramipril 00 glucose tolerance and insulin sensith·ity in animal
model(OLETFILETO rats)
KH Yoon, S.HKo, S.JLSuh, Y.B.Ahn, S.1.Yoo, KHSong, U.S.Son, M.I.Kang,
B.Y.Cha, K,W,Lee, H.Y.Son, SKKang. Depatment of Endocrinology and
Metabolism, Catholic Research Institutes of Medical Science, The Catholic
University of Korea. Seoul, Korea

Background and Aims: Angiotensin-convetting enzyme inhibitors(ACE[) are known
that reduce the rates of death, myocardial infarction, stroke, heart failure as well as the
risk of complications related to diabetes and ofdiabetes itself. But any proof is shown
that ACE! improve glucose tolerance or insulin sensitivity or reduce the incidence of
onset of diabetes.
Materials and Methods: To study about this issue, 4 groups ofrats were studied in
parallel for 6 months. OLETF rats were randomized to treat with water solution of
ramipril(5mglKg) daily(n=IO) and with saline(n=IO, control group). LETO rats were
also randomized as OLETF rats. We have assessed blood level of glucose, body
weight, systolic and diastolic blood pressure every I month. After sacrifice, pancreas
was obtained for the evaluation of the difference oftheir islet architectures.
Results: At 6 months, 24hrs urine protein level was measured and insulin tolerance
test and oral glucose tolerance test were done for all experimental groups. Ramipril
treatment for a period of 6 months significantly improved the mean value of
AUCg(571.9+/-72.2 vs 629.1+/-79.0mgldl), systolic blood pressure(108.2+/-10.6 vs
I 53.5+/-9.OmmHg), diastolic blood pressure(87.0+/-9.0 vs 121.9+/-8.4mmllg) and
Kitt(9.87+/-1.2 vs 8.97+/-1.9) in OLETF rats(p<0.05). Such a similar beneficial
effects were also observed in the caseof LETO rats. In morphologic study, prominent
destructive changes of islet including islet fibrosis were observed in control groups.
Conclusions: The observed beneficial effects of ramipril on insulin sensitivity in
experimental rats suggest that ramipril, long acting angiotensin-converting enzyme
inhibitor, may contribute to preserve the beta cell mass and prevent the onset of
diabetes itself in addition to development ofdiabetic complications.

734
Characterization of a minigluragon-generating aclil·ity in the GH4Cl ceUline
GFO:rrES, F.BERGERO:-<, S.DALLE, V.HOSPITAL', APRAT*, N.SEIDAH-,
D.BATAILLE. Inserm U376, OJU-Amaud-de-ViIleneuve, 34295 Montpellier Cedex 05,
France and -IRCM LaboratoireI.A de seve de biochirnie neuroendocrinienne, Montreal,
Canada
Background and Aims: Miniglucagon, the C-terminal (19-29) fragment of glucagon,
processed from the mother-hormone at the Arg17-Arg18 site and present in glucagon
secreting A-eells, displays original biological activities. In particular, it inhibits at very
low doses (sub-picomolar) secretagogue-induced insulin secretion. A miniglucagon
generating endopeptidase (MGE) activity was shown to be present in various tissues,
including liver and heart and partially characterized. However, the precise nature of MGE
is still unknown,

Materials and Methods: GH4CI cells were incubated in serum-free D~[EM containing
4.5 gil glucose for 2-hour periods. The conditionned media were pooled and, after
concentration by centrifugal filtration, incubated with glucagon for various periods of time
and conditions. The miniglucagon production was measured using a specific radio
immunoassay.
Results: A MGE activity is present in the GIl4CI pituitary cell line and secreted into the
medium. The activity, showing an optimal pH of 7.5, displays the features of a zinc
metalloprotease: inhibition by metal chelators such as I, I0 phenantroline (inhibition >90%
at 0.1 roM) or EDTA (inhibition >60"/0 at I ml\1) and by phosphoramidon (inhibition
>60% at 50 ""'I), restoration of the activity by addition of zinc), while addition of large
amounts of zinc in the absence of chelator inhibits the enzymatic activity (>50% at to
rn.\I), as observed for several zinc-rnetalloproteases. A weak inhibitory effect was
observed with serine-proteases inhibitors such as P:<.ISF (15% al 0.1 rn.\I), while a modest,
yet significant effect of Ieupeptin wasobserved (30% at O.I rn."), suggesting the presence
of a free thiol residue close to the active site. A prominent feature of this MGE activity is
its ability to be inhibited by insulin (36% inhibition at 100 0.", >60% at 400 nM). Finally,
the miniglucagon-producing activity is very sensitive to aminopeptidase A and B
inhibitors such as amastatin (inhibition >60% at 1 ,,"'I) and bestatin (inhibition >60% at 30
,,"\1).
Conclusions: Altogether, our data suggest that MGE is a complex of two metalloproteases
: a zinc endopeptidase that cleaves between the two Arg residues, and an aminopeptidase
that eliminates the Ncterminal Arg residue of the C-terminal fragment Such a two-step
peptide processing was previously described for the !'o'RD ccnvertase + Aminopeptidase B
complex from testis, suggesting that MGE uses the same type of processing mechanism.
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GLP-I II'iDUCES PI3K ACHVATION IN RAT ADIPOCYTES
A. Redondo, N. Gonzalez, M.V. Trigo, V. Sancho, I. Valverde and M.L.
ViIlanueva-Peilacarrillo. Fundaci6n Jimenez Diaz, Madrid, Spain.

Background and Aims: GLP-I has shown to be lipogenic, and also -at higher
concentrations- lipolytic, in rat and human isolated adipocytes; at high doses, it
provokes an increase in cAMP content, whereas no change is detected at
lipogenic and non-lipolytic concentrations; in 3D-L1 cells, a decrease in cAMP
levels was documented with GLP-I, exendin-4 (Ex4), and exendin 9-39 (Ex9)-a
known antagonist of pancreatic GLP-I receptor-, which led to the concept that in
these cells the GLP-I receptor is different from the pancreatic one. In this work,
the role of PI3K activation in the signal-transduction pathway leading to the
effects of GLP-I and exendins, in rat adipocytes, was investigated. Materials
and Methods: Adipocytes were isolated by enzymatic digestion from normal
Wistar rats. Lipogenesis was measured as "C-Na acetate incorporation in 2
hours, at 37°C, in the absence (control) and presence of I0·Il_10·9M Ex4 or Ex9,
or 10.

,
°_10.9M GLP-I or insulin, and without and with IO-6M wortrnannin (PI3K

inhibitor). Glycerol release was measured in the absence and presence of 10.9 M
GLP-I, without and with wortmann in, during 60 min at 37OC. PI3K activity was
measured as PIP3 formation in cells incubated during 3 min in the absence and
presence of 1O.9M GLP-I, Ex4 or Ex9. Results: Ex4 and Ex9, both significantly
stimulated lipogenesis from already IO·IlM (Ex4: 124±7% of control, p<0.005;
Ex9: I25±4, p<0.01; both n=5), reaching their apparent maximal value at 10·loM
(Ex4: l43±1O, n=6,p<0.02; Ex9: 141±6, n=5,p<O.01), and being the stimulus at
1O.loM similar to that exerted by GLP-I (137±7, n=4, p<o.OI) or by insulin
(124±5, n=5, p<0.02).The presence of wortmann in abolished the lipogenic action
of GLP-I as well as that of insulin or either exendin. The effect of 1O.loM GLP-I
on glycerol release (223±15% of control, n=5, p<O.OOI) was reduced in the
presence of wortmannin (l42±14, n=5, p<0.05, and p<0.05 vs GLP-I). Also,
1O.loM GLP-I, Ex4 and Ex9, as insulin, induced a significant (p<O.OI, or lower)
activation ofPI3K. Conclusions: In rat adipocytes, the lipogenic affect ofGLP-I,
as that of insulin, requires the activation of PI3K, whereas its lipolytic effect is
only partially reduced in the presence of wortmann in. Ex4 and Ex9, both induce
lipogenesis, and for their lipogenic action the activation ofPI3K is also required.

737
THE CEPHALIC INSULIN RELEASE IS CHOLINERGIC AND NON
CHOLINERGIC AND OF PHYSIOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE IN HUMANS
B. Ahren and J,J. Holst, Lund University, Sweden, and Copenhagen University,
Denmark
Background. The preabsorptive insulin response to meal intake has in animals been
demonstrated to be cholinergieally mediated. However, its nature as well as its phy
siological relevance for the glucose homeostasis have not been established in humans.
We therefore studied the mechanisms and physiological relevance of the cephalic
insulin response to meal ingestion in twelve healthy volunteers.
Subjects and methods. Twelve healthy women (age 63±OA years, BMI27.7±1.7
kg/m') were given either the ganglionic antagonist, trimetaphane, which impairs neu
retransmission across parasympathetic andsympathetic autonomic ganglia, or
atropine or saline during the first 15 min after ingestion ofa standard meal (350 kcal).
Frequent samples were taken for analysis of glucose, insulin and the gastrointestinal
hormones gastric inhibitory polypeptide (GIP) and glucagon-like peptide-I (GLP-I).
Results. During saline infusion, insulin increased during the first 10 min after meal
ingestion, whereasthe firstincrease in glucosewas evidentat min 15.The preabsorp
tive 10 min insulin response was reduced by 73±ll% by trirnethaphane (P=O.009),
which was accompanied by impaired reduction of glucose levels from min 25 to 60
after mcal ingestion (Aghrcosewith saline -1.27±0.5 mmol/l versus +0.1±0.4 mmol/l
with trimetaphane, P=0.008). This 25 to 60 min reduction in glucose levels correlated
significantly to the 10 min insulin response (r=0.65, P=0.024). The 10 min insulin
response to meal ingestion was also reduced by atropine, but only by 20±9%
(P=0.0~5), which was lower than by trimetaphane (P=O.004). The preabsorptive insu
lin response was not accompanied by increases in GIP or GLP-1.
Conclusion: I)The early preabsorptive insulin response to meal ingestion in humans
is largely due to autonomic activation mediated by both non-cholinergic and choliner
gic mechanisms, 2)this cephalic insulin response is required for a normal glucose
tolerance, and 3)GIP and GLP-I do not contribute to the preabsorptive cephalic phase
insulinresponse.

736
ETHANOL EXAGGERATES POSTPRA:'iDL-I.LTRIGLYCERIDE LEVELS Arm
DEALYS GLP·t RESPO:'iSES L~ TYPE-2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
M Dalgaard, C. Thomsen, B.M. Rasmussen, U. Holst' and KHermansen. Dept of
Endocrinology and Metabolism, Aarhus Amtssygehus, Aarhus University Hospital; Dept,
of Human Physiology, Panwn Institute, University of Copenhagen', Denmark.
Background and Aims: Alcohol is known to increase triglyceride levels in both healthy
and diabetic subjects. Increased fasting triglyceride concentrations are found to be an
independent risk marker of cardiovascular disease. Our aim was to study the impact of
alcohol on postprandiallipeamia in type-2 diabetic subjects by comparing the postprandial
responses og triglycerides, NEFA, glucose, insulin and the ineretins, glucagon-like peptide
I (GLP-I) and gastric inhibitory polypeptide (GIP), to three fat rich test meals. Material
and Methods: In a randomised cross-over trial 11 subjects with type-2 diabetes(62.8 +/
7.lyears; B~II 28.9 +/- 3 kglm2; HbAle 6,4+/- 0.8 %) were studied on 3 seperate days,
where the following meals were ingested in a random order: 100 g butter (control). 100 g
butter+~O g alcohol and 50 g carbohydrate (alco), 100 g butter+120 g carbohydrate
(CliO). The alco and CHO were isoenergetic. The postprandial test period was 8 h.
Repeated Measurements of ANOVA was used for statistical calculations. Results: Alco
induced significantly higher triglyceride responses at 6 h and 8 h compared with the two
other test meals which did not cause different responses. Mean values +/- SO at T=360
min: (alco:4.0+/-2.3; control:2.8 +/- 1.7; CliO: 3.2+/-L9)mmoVL Mean values +/- SO at
T=480 min: (alco: 3.8+/- 2.3; control: 2.2 +/- 1.2; CHO: 2.4 +/- 1.8)mmoL'L. Incremental
area under the postprandial 8 h curve ( IAUC-8h) for the serum glucose curve was
increased by 3.8 times to CHO and by 2.0 times to alco compared to the control(p<0.05).
IAUC-8h for insulin was 3 times higher to CHO compared to control (P<0.05); no
significant difference between control and a1co.IAUC-8h for GIP to CHO was 1.7 times
higher compared to control and 1.5 times greater than a1eo. No statistical significant
difference was seen between control and CHO. GLP-l was significantly suppressed by
alco at T=60 mincompared with control and CHO. mean values +/- SO: (A1co: 16+/· 6;
Control: 27+/- 12; CHO: 30+/- 9) pmoVL At T=480 min the GLP-I response was
significantly increased compared with control and CHO (alco: 33 +/- 14; control: 20 +/-4;
CHO: 18 +/- 10) pmoVL Conclusion: Supplementation of a fat rich meal with alcohol in
type-2 diabetic subjects increased the triglyceride responses and suppressed the GLP-I
responses without affecting insulin levels. Whether this reflects a direct alcohol-induced
suppression ofGLP-1 which in tum cause an impairment of triglyceride clearance in type
2 diabetic patients remains to be elucidated.

738
DIPEPTIDYL PEPTIDASE IV INHIBITION PROMOTES DIFFERENTIATION
OF NEW BETA CELLS IN 60% PANCREATECTOMISED RATS
U. Ribel, E. Bentsen, J. Remer, B. Jergensen, P. Rothe, K.E. Pedersen,
K. Wassennann, M. Wilken and R. D. Carr. Novo Nordisk, Denmar1<
Background and aims: Inhibition of dipeptidyl peptidase IV (OPPIV) Is known
to protect the endogenous intact biologically active fonn of glucagon-like pep
tide 1 (GLP·1) from degradation, and to have an ameliorative effect on glu
cose tolerance in rats. Since GLP-1 is believed to have an effect on beta-cell
mass, we have investigated the effect of valine pyrrolidide (VP) in 60% pan
createctomised rats. Materials and Methods: Male Sprague-Dawley rats
(100 g) were subjected to 60% pancreatectomy and allowded to recuperate
for 4 days. Animals were divided into two groups (n=6) with matched oral glu
cose tolerance (OGTT, 2g1kg) on day 4 and were then treated with VP 20
mglkg or vehicle (water) p.o. twice daily for 4 days. On day 8 a second OGTT
was perfonned, and, on day 9 a blood sample was drawn and remnant and
regenerated pancreas was removed and immunostained for insulin. Results:
The area under the glucose curve during OGTT (0-120 min) is reduced signifi
cantly in the VP treated animals to 51 :I:32% of pre-dose OGTT (p<0.05). The
vehicle lreated group showed an unchanged area, 100 ± 35%. The single
blood sample drawn just before sacrifice showed elevated plasma GLP-1 con
centration level in the VP treated group (25 :I:6 pM vs. 15 :I:2 pM, p<0.05) and
slightly elevated insulin concentration level too (191 ± 81 pM vs 131:1: 17 pM,
ns.). Histological evaluation revealed that in 5 out of 6 VP treated animals, ln
sulin expression in beta-cells was greater in islets located in the regenerating
tissue. In the vehicle group insulin expression was detected in only 1 out of 6
animals. Conclusion: The results indicate that the DPPIV inhibitor VP accel
erates the differentiation process in the regenerating tissue, leading to in
creased fonnation of new beta-cells. This result Is consistent with the signifi
cant decrease of the glucose excursion observed with VP treatment in this
model.
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Cultured pancreatic ductal cells undergo cells cell cycle re-distribution and beta
cell-like differentiation in response to GLP·1.
A Bulotta, Hui H., Anastasi E., Di Mario U. and Perfetti R. Cedars-Sinai Medical
CenterlUCLA, Los Angeles, CA and University of Rome'La Sapienza'

Background and Aims: The intestinal hormone GLP-I has been shown to promote
an increase in pancreatic beta cell mass via proliferation of islet cells and
differentiation of non-insulin secreting cells.In this study we characterize some of the
events that lead to the differentiation of pancreatic ductal cells in response to
treatment with human GLP-J.

Material. and Metbods: Rat pancreatic ductal ceUs (ARIP) were cultured in the
presence of GLP-! and analyzed for cell cycle distribution, expression of growth
arrest molecules p2! and p27, and transcription ofbeta-eell-specific genes.

Results: Exposure of ARIP cells to 10 n,\{ of GLP-I induced a cell cycle re
distribution leading to a significant growth arrest of cell in culture. Comparison of
serum-starved cells with GLP-!-treated cells (for 12 h) showed a significant decrease
ofcells in S-phase. This was associated with a symmetrical increase of the percentage
ofGLP-I-treated cells in GO-G1-phase of the cell cycle. Western-blot analysis for the
growth arrest signaling proteins p2! and p27, demonstrated that GLP-I induced an
up-regulation of both factors. A significant increase ofp211evel was observed within
the first 12 h from the beginning of GLP-I-treatrnent, while p27 reached its highest
expression level at 24h. As cells slow down their proliferation-rate, GLP-I induced a
time-dependent expression of various beta-eell-specific mRNAs. The glucose
transporter GLUT·2 was always the 1st of those factors to be expressed (24 h ofGLP
I treatment), followed by insulin (4S h) and finally by the glucose phosphorylating
enzyme glucokinase (56 h).

Conclusions: The present study elucidates some the biological steps that lead a ductal
cell to acquire a beta-eell-like phenotype.

741
1:'iIJlBITORY EFFECT OF GIIRELJ:"/ 0:"/ I;>iSULJ:'i SECRETlO:,,/ 1:"/
TilE RAT PA1'\CREAS.
E.M. Egido, J. Rodriguez-Gallardo, E. Gutierrez, P. Garcia, R.A. Silvestre and J.
Marco. Clinica Puerta de Hierro and Department of Physiology, Universidad
Aut6noma de Madrid, Spain.

Background and Aims: Ghrelin is a novel 2S amino acid peptide identified in
bothratandhuman stomach whichactsas an endogenous ligand for the growth
hormone secretagogue receptor (GHS-R) and stimulates growth hormone (GH)
release. GHS-R is expressed in a number of tissues including the pancreas.
Ghrelin has been found in peripheral blood. Interestingly, in the rat, plasma
ghrelin levels are increased by fasting. In the present study we have investigated
the effect ofghrelin on insulin and glucagon secretion in the isolated perfused rat
pancreas. Materials and Methods: Perfusate consisted of Krebs-Henseleit buffer
supplemented with dextran (4%), albumin (0.5%) and glucose (5.5 mmoIJI).
Hormones were measured by RJA. Results: Infusion of ghrelin at 2 nrnol/l
significantly reduced the late phase (from 5 to IS min) of the insulin response to
increasing perfusate glucose level from 5.5 to 9 rnmol/l (incremental area: 34±6
ngilO min, Mean±SEM, vs. SO±I6 ngilO min in control experiments; p<0.05). At
10 nmoIJI ghrelin markedly inhibited both phases of the insulin response to
glucose [incremental areas: First phase (0-5 min): 11±2 ngl5 min vs. 27±4 ngl5
min, in control experiments; p<0.05. Second phase (5-15 min): 43±14 ngilO min
vs. 79± 10 ngilO min in controls; p<0.05]. Ghrelin also reduced the late phase
(from 5 to IS min) of the insulin response to 10 rnmol/l arginine (incremental
area: 78±16 ngilO min vs. 176±33 ngilO min in control experiments; p<0.05).
Ghrelin did not significantly affect the glucagon response to arginine.
Conclusion: Our findings are consistent with a direct inhibitory efTect of ghrelin
on the B-cell. At present, conjecture about the implication of this peptide in the
regulation of insulin secretion would be highly speculative. However, when
considering ghrelin as a pharmacological agent - by virtue of its GH releasing
activity, its diabetogenic (insulinostatic) efTectshould be taken into account.
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EVIDENCE FOR EARLY L'1PAIR.\lENT OF L'I\CRElTh'-INDUCED
L'I\SULIX SECRETION IN TYPE 2 DIABETES.
A Dei Cas, R.Lugari, D.Ugolotti, L.Finard~ A.L.Barilli, ·C.Ognibene, ·A.Orlandin~

"R.Zandomeneghi and AGnudi. Department of Endocrinology, University ofParma,
Italy, "Department of Internal Medicine, University ofModena, Italy.

Background and Aims To investigate a possible role of an entero-insular axis
involvement in the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes, plasma Glucagon-Like Peptide I
(GLP- I) 7-36 amide response to nutrient ingestion was evaluated in type 2 diabetics
affected by different degrees of beta-eell dysfunction. Material. and Method. 14
patients on oral hypoglycaemic treatment (Group A: HbAIC=S. 1±l.8%) and II age
matched diabetics on diet only (Group B: HbA!C=6.4±O.9) partecipated in the study.
10 healthy volunteers wcre studied as controls. In postabsorptive stale a mixed meal
(700 KCal) was administered to all subjects and blood samples were regularly
collected until ISO' for plasma glucose, insulin, glucagon and GLP- I determination.
Results In the control group the test meal induced a significant increase in plasma
GLP-I at 30' and W (p<O.O!), returning then the peptide values toward basal levels.
B-eell function estimation by HO~{A score confirmed a more advanced B-eell
involvement in Group A with respect to Group B (p<O.OI), insulin resistance degree
resulting, by contrast, similar between the groups (HO~lA-R). In Group A first phase
postprandial insulin secretion (0-60') was, as expected, significantly reduced with
respect to healthy subjects (AUC: p<O.ool). In the same patients mean fasting GLP-I
values was similar to controls, but the meal failed to increase plasma peptide levels,
which even tended to decrease during the test (p<0.01). In group B food-mediated
early insulin secretion was increased with respect to group A (AUC: p<O.ool), even
though significantly reduced when compared to controls (p<O.OI). Similarly 10 group
A, no GLP-I response to food ingestion occurred in Group B patients, in spite of
maintained basal peptide secretion. Whereas in the control group the test meal did not
significantly modify plasma glucagon levels, in both groups of diabetic patients
glucagon concentrations increased a130' and 60' (p<0.01). Conclusion. I) the incretin
effect, in terms ofGLP-1 secretion, results to be seriously impaired even in condition
of mild diabetes; 2) the early entero-insular axis dysfunction could playa role in the
progressive B-cell deterioration towards overt type 2 diabetes.

742
Effect or lenin-8 OD pancreatic hormone secretion in the ra: pancreas.
1. Rodriguez-Gallardo, E.M. Egido, E. Gutierrez, P. Garcia, R.A Silvestre and J.
Marco. Clinica Puerta de Ilierro and Department of Physiology, Universidad
Aut6noma de Madrid, Spain.
Background and Afms: Xenin is a 25 amino acid peptide of the
neurotensin/xenopsin family identified in gastric mucosa and brain in various
mammals including man. In healthy subjects, plasma xenin immunoreactivity
increases aftermeals. Moreover, in dogs, i.v, xenin infusionraises plasma levels on
insulin and glucagon and stimulates exocrine pancreas secretion. The latter effect has
also been demonstrated for xenin-S, the C-terrninal octapeptide of xenin. We have
investigated the direct effect of xenin-S on insulin, glucagon and somatostatin
secretion.in the perfused rat pancreas.
Malerials and Metbods: Pancreases were isolated from fed normal Wistar rats.
Perfusate consisted of Krebs-Henseleit buffer supplemented with dextran (4%),
albumin (0.5%) and glucose (5.5 mmoIJI). Xenin-S (peninsula Labs.) was tested aI

100 nmoIJI. Hormones were measured by RIA.
Results: Xenin-S infusion induced a prompt, short-lived increase in insulin secretion
at 5.5 mmoIJI glucose (FIO,50=2.51; p<0.05) and potentiated the insulin response to
increasing perfusate glucose concentration from 5.5 to 9 mmoIJI (incremental area:
56±3 ngll5 min, Mean±SEM. vs, 32±5 ngll5 min in control experiments; p<O.OI).
The inhibition of glucagon release induced by such glucose increase (FI5,45=3.01;
p<0.05) was not observed when xenin-S was simultaneously infused (F15,75=O.77;
n.s.). Xenin-S failed to significantly modify somatostatin release (FIO,4(F().2; n.s.).
Conclusions: In the ral pancreas, the C-terminal octapeptide of xenin stimulates
insulin release, counteracts the glucagonostatic effect of increasing glucose level and
does not affect somatostatin output. Our findings support the concept that the
reported'in vivo' effects of xenin on insulin and glucagon plasma levels represent a
direct influence ofthis peptide on B- and A-cells.
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Lowered blood glucose, hJ'p.rglucagon.mia and pancreatlc alpba-cell
hyperplasla in glucagon receptor deficient mice.
Gelling RW, Huang If. Romer, Du XQ, Cui 1., Nishimura E, and Charron r-U.
Departments ofDiabetes Biochemistry and Metabolism, Pharmacology, and Diabetes
Biology, Novo Nordisk A/S, Mil"", Denmark, Department of Biochemistry, Albert
Einstein College ofMedicine, Bronx, NY. USA

Background and Aims: Glucagon, the counter regulatory hormone to insulin, is
secreted from the pancreatic alpha-cells in response to low blood glucose. The main
function of glucagon is to stimulate hepatic glucose production. However, glucagon
receptors (GR) are found on a number of extra-hepatic tissues suggesting other
regulatory roles. To examine in detail the role ofglucagon in glucose homeostasis we
generated mice homozygous for a null deletion ofthe glucagon receptor (GR-I-).
Mat.rials and M.tbods: Mice homozygous for a null deletion of the GR were
generated using standard gene targeting technology. In all studies described here,
GR-I-, GR+I- and Iittermate wild type (WI) control mice back-crossed (F3-F6) into
the C57BL6 background were used. All studies were carried out follow-ing the NllI
Principles of laboratory animal care.
Results: GR-I- mice appeared normal and had similar growth curves to both WT
control and GR+I- mice. Northern analysis of liver RNA, 125I-g1ucagon binding
studies of liver membranes, and conscious glucagon challenge experiments all
indicated that GR-I- mice lacked functional GR. Mean daily blood glucose levels in
GR-I- mice were 68% of that seen in WT or GR+!- mice, and fasting blood glucose
levels were 4.1 ± 0.2 mM for GR-I- compared to 6.9 ± 0.3 mM in age, sex matched
WT control mice. Serum glucagon was elevated to supra-physiological levels in GR
I-mice: GR-I-, 23500 ± 590 pglml vs. WT, 60 ± 6 pglml. Immunocytochemical
examination revealed vast alpha-cell hyperplasia in the pancreatic islets of GR-I
compared to either WT controls or GR+I- mice, with the alpha-cell mantel of most
islets accounting for approximately 60-80 % of the total islet mass.
Conclusions: Preliminary characterization of GR-I- mice indicates that while these
mice are viable they display lowered blood glucose throughout the day. In addition
serum glucagon levels are extremely elevated due to substantial hyperplasia ofalpha
cells within the pancreatic islets. Studies are underway to more fully characterize
alterations in glucose homeostasis in GR-I- mice and to determine the molecular
mechanism responsible for the alpha-cell hyperplasia.

PS46
GIP Analogues
745
A fast GIP bolus injection test to eharacterize insulin secretory defects in first
degree relatlv•• of type 2 diabelic patients
B. Gallwitz, J.J. Meier, N. Siepmann, W.E. Schmidt. lJ. Holst, M.A. Nauck. St.
Josef-Hospital, Ruhr-University Medical School, Bochurn and Diabeteszentrum Bad
Lauterberg, Germany, Dept. Medical Physiology, Panum Institute, Copenhagen,
Denmark

Background and Aims: Since the responsiveness of insulin secretion to exogenous
Gastric inhibitory Polypeptide (GIP) is reduced in normal glucose-tolerant first
degree relatives under hyperglycaemic clamp conditions, the question arose whether
simpler tests might be applicable.
Patients and M.thods: 25 first-degree relatives of type 2-diabetic patients (age 44 +
Ily., BMI 25.7 + 4.4 kg/m2) and 14 healthy control subjects (negative family history,
45 + 12 y., B:-1I 25.7 + 2.8 kglm2) were examined with an oral glucose load (75 g)
and an intravenous bolus injection of synthetic human GIP, 20 pmollkg body weight
administered on different occasions in the fasting state. Blood was drawn over 35
min. for plasma glucose (glucose oxidase), insulin, C-peptide (specific
immunoassays). Statistics: RM-A1'\OVA
Results: Insulin secretion (insulin, C-peptide plasma levels) was stimulated
significantly with exogenous GIP (p<O,OOOI). The insulin response was reduced in
first degree relatives compared to normal subjects (p<O,005) and a significant
proportion of first degree relatives fell below the 95% confidence intervall of healthy
subjects. Similar results were obtained with C-peptide. However the difference was
not significant while the pattern was identical.
Conclusion: In line with a lower insulin secretory response to exogenous GIP under
hyperglycaemic clamp conditions, our quick bolus injection test identified subjects
with a reduced insulin secretory response towards GIP in a similar way. Such a test
may be of value to detect early insulin secretion defects in a population at risk for
developing type 2 diabetes.

744
CHARACfERIZATION OF GLUCAGON RECEPTOR KKOCKOUT MICE.
J.C. Parker, K.M. Andrews. M.R. Allen, J.L. Stock, M.D. Carty, W.C. Soeller, K.A.
Martin and J.D. McNeish. Pfizer Global Research & Development, Groton
Laboratories, CT, USA.
Background and Aims: The action of glucagon in the liver is mediated by G-coupled
receptors coupled both to adenylate cyclase and to the hydrolysis of inositol
phospholipids. In order to examine the role of glucagon in glucose homeostasis we
have generated mice in which the glucagon receptor was inactivated (GR" mice).
Moterio!s and Methods: The targeting vector was constructed by cloning 8.4 Kb of
S'homology and 2.9 Kb of 3'homology from a DBA/I Lad murine genomic phage
library into a pJNS2 (pGK·l\'EOIPGK-TK) backbone vector. The glucagon receptor
knockout vector replaced - 1.8 Kb of genomic locus, corresponding to amino acids
56-303. Deletion of the glueayon receptor W:lS confirmed by RT-PCR using liver
tissue and by measurement of [ 25I]-gIucagon binding to liver membranes.
Results: GR" mice were of similar body weight to age-matched wild-type (\Vf)
animals. Fasting blood glucose levels were somewhat elevated in GR" mice relative
to Wf (83 ± 5 mgldl in WF, 136 ± 7 mg/dl" in GR") as were fasting plasma insulin
levels (0.42 ± 0.07ng/ml in WT, 0.66 ± 0.18 nglml' in GR'). All data are means ±
SEM for 4-14 male animals, , indicates p < 0.05 vs. \Vf by totes!' The
corresponding values in fed mice were blood glucose 104 ± I mgldl in WT, 119 ± 3
rng/dl> in GR"; plasma insulin 2.85 ± 0.94 nglml in WT, 0.86 ± 0.15 ng/rnl" in GR".
There was no significant effect on fasting plasma cholesterol (156 ± S mgldl in WT,
140 ± 9 mgldl in GR) or triglyceride levels (197 ± II mgldl in WT, 159 ± 26 mgldl
in OR) associated with deletion of the glucagon receptor. Glucose tolerance, as
assessed by an oral glucose tolerance test, was normal. Plasma glucagon levels were
strikingly elevated (160 ± 21 nglml in \VT, 4222 ± 487 ng/ml" in GR" when fasting,
and 62 ± 9 nglml in WT, 1891 ± 324 ng/ml> in GR' when fed.
Conclusions: Mice in which glucagon receptors are not expressed maintain near
normal glycemia and normal lipidcrnia, in the presence of circulating glucagon
concentrations that are elevated by 2 orders of magnitude.

746
DPP IV RESISTANT N-TERMINALLY MODIFIED GIP
ANALOGUES WITH ENHANCED INSULINOTROPIC ACTIVITY
F.P.M. O'Harte, V.A. Gault, P. Harriott, J.C. Parker and P.R. Flatt, School of
Biomedical Sciences, University of Ulster, Coleraine, N. Ireland, BT52 ISA

Aims: To examine the plasma stability and biological activity in vitro of two
novel Nvterminallymodified analogues ofGIP, acetylated GIP (Ac-GIP) and
pyroglutamyl GIP (pGlu-GIP). Methods: GIP, Ac-GIP and pGlu-GIP were
synthesised by Fmoc solid-phase peptide synthesis, purified by HPLC and
identified by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry. Degradation studies
were carried out by incubating each peptide (n~3) with either DPP IV or
human plasma. Insulin releasing ability (mean ± SEM, n~8) was assessed by
acute 20 min incubations with clonal pancreatic BRIN·BDII cells. Cyclic
AMP production was assessed (n~6) in Chinese hamster lung fibroblast
(CHL) cells transfected with human GIP receptors. Results: GIP was rapidly
degraded by DPP IV and plasma, the half-lives being 2.3 and 6.2 h,
respectively. In contrast, no degradation product GIP(3-42) was observed
following exposure of Ac-GIP or pGIu-GIP to DPP IV or plasma even after
24 h. Native GIP dose-dependently stimulated insulin secretion by 1.2 to 1.8
fold over the concentration range 10·1) to 10.8 molll at 5.6 mmolll glucose.
Both Ac-GIP and pGlu-GIP were more potent at stimulating insulin release
between 10.11 to 10.8 mmolll when compared to the native GIP (P<O.OOI),
with lA-fold and 1.3-fold increases observed for Ac·GIP and pGlu-GIP at
10.

8
mol/l, respectively. Both Ac-GIP and pGlu-GIP were extremely potent

(P<O.OOI) at stimulating cAMP production with EC,o values of 1.9 and 2.7
nmolll, respectively, almost a ID-fold increase when compared to native GIP
(18.2 nmolll). The maximal cAMP production when compared to GIP for
both Ac-GIP and pGlu-GIP were 165.7 ± 1.3% and 183.9 ± 5.7%,
respectively. Conclusions: N-terminal modifications of GIP confer not only
resistance to plasma degradation but significantly increase biological activity
in vitro, raising the possibility ofuse in therapy of type 2 diabetes.
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GIP ANALOGUES SUBSTITUTED AT Ala1 EXHIBIT IMPROVED
PLASMA STABILITY AND INSULIN-RELEASING ACTIVITY
V.A. Gault, P. Harriott', P.R. Flatt and F.P.M. O'Harte, School of
Biomedical Sciences, University of Ulster, Coleraine, N. Ireland and 'School
of Biology and Biochemistry, Queen's University of Belfast, N.lreland.

Aims: To determine the plasma stability, insulinotropic activity and cyclic
AMP production of two novel analogues of G1P substituted at the
penultimate Ala

1
by Gly or Ser. Methods: G1P, (Se~)G1P and (Gll)G1p

were synthcsized using standard Fmoc solid-phase peptide synthesis, purified
by reversed-phase HPLC and characterised using electrospray ionization
mass spectrometry. Peptide degradation was determined by incubation in
vitro with both dipeptidylpeptidase IV (DPP IV) and human plasma. Insulin
release (mean ± SEM, n=8) was measured from clonal pancreatic BRIN·
BOIl cells following acute 20 min incubations. Intracellular cAMP
production was measured (n=6) using Chinese hamster lung fibroblast (CHL)
cells stably transfected with human G1P receptors. Results: Incubation with
DPP IV showed the half-lives of (Ser2)G1P and (GII)G1p to bc significantly
greater than native G1P 4.8, >12 and 2.3 h, respectively. In human plasma,
the half-lives were 9.8, >12 and 6.2 h, respectively. Native G1P dose
dependently stimulated insulin secretion by 1.2- to 1.8-fold over the
concentration range 10. 13 to 10'8 molll at 5.6 mmolll glucose. Both (Gl!)GIP
and (Ser

2)G1P
were more potent at stimulating insulin secretion when

compared to the native G1P (P<O.OOI), with 1.2·fold and I.5-fold increases
observed at 10.

8
molll, respectively. Upon binding to CHL cells, G1P,

(Se~)GIP and (Gl!)GIP evoked a marked stimulation of cAMP production.
The calculated EC so values for these peptides were 18.2, 15.0 and 14.9
nmolll, respectively. Conclusions: Substitution at the penultimate Ala1 in
G1P by Ser or Gly not only improves stability to plasma degradation by DPP
IV but enhances biological activity in vitro suggesting a possible role in type
2 diabetes therapy.

749
The eITectof gastric inbibitory polypeptide on 3TJ.-LI adlpocytes,
Y. Tsubamoto, Y. Hayashi, A.Tashita, Y. Kobara, T, Jinnouchi, Y. Yamada, Y. Seino
and T. Jomori. Sanwa Kagaku Kenkyusho Co., Ltd., Mie, Japan and Depanment of
Metabolism and Clinical Nutrition, Graduate School of Medicine, Kyoto University,
Kyoto, Japan

Background and Aims: Gastric inhibitory polypeptide (GIP) is an insulinotropic
peptide released from intestinal K cells after absorption of glucose or fat. We have
revealed that GIP is essential in promoting obesity when fed a high fat diet using GIP
receptor deficient mice. In this study, we have examined the direct effects of GIP on
adipocytes by using differentiated 3T3-L1 cells.
Materials and Metbods: 3T3-L1 cells were differentiated with insulin, IDMX and
dexamethasone. The cMIP content of the cells was measured after 30-min incubation
with or without GIP. The uptake of 2-deoxyglucose was measured by using 2
[3H(G)]dcoxyglucose. Lipoprotein lipase (LPL) activity was measured in medium
after 3-h incubation with or without GIP followed by addition ofhcparin.
Results: GIP failed to affect the c,\,\IP levels in undifferentiated 3T3-L1 cells.
However, the c,\,\1P production in adipocytes derived from 3T3-L1 cells was
increased to 8.4-fold by the stimulation of I I-L\IGIP. In contrast to the case of GlP,
glucagon-like peptide-I (GLP-!), another incretin, had no effects on cAMP levels
even in differentiated 3T3-LI cells. GIP also significantly increased 2-deoxyglucose
uptake in 3T3-L1 adipocytes both in the absence (54.8 ± 2.2 p~l/minlwell at 0 M GlP
vs, 66.9 ± 5.0 at 100 0.\1 GIP) and presence (109.3 ± 8.2 vs. 174.7 ± 13.6) of I nM
insulin. Moreover, GIP at I n.\1 increased an activity of the LPL on 3T3-L1
adipocytes by 57%.
Conclusions: The results in this study suggest that the stimulation by GIP could
increase lipid accumulation in 3T3-L1 adipocytes through the production of cMIP.
These effects of GIP on adipocytes indicate that GIP promotes obesity not only
through stimulation of insulin secretion from pancreatic Il-cells but also through a
direct effect on adipocytes,
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ANTAGONIST ACTl010lS OF NOVEL (Pr01GIP ANALOGUE AND GIP(3
42) 0101 CYCLIC AMP PRODUCf101oI AND L...-SULIN SECRETl010l
P.R. Flatt. V.A. Gault. P. Harriott and F.P.M. O'Harte, Schooi of Biomedical
Sciences, University ofUlster, Coleraine, Northern Ireland, U.K.

Aims: To determine the biological activity of a truncated and a structurally
modified GIP analogue on cyclic AMP production and insulin secretion.
Methods: GIP(I-42), (Pro')GIP and GIP(3-42) were synthesised by Fmoc
solid-phase peptide synthesis, purified by HPLC and characterised by
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry. Both GIP and (Pro')GIP were
tested for stability by incubation (n=3) with pooled human plasma and
dipeptidylpeptidase IV (DPP IV). Insulin secretion (mean ± SEM) was
assayed using cultured glucose-responsive BRIN-BDII cells during acute 20
min incubations (n=8). Intracellular cAMP stimulation at the GlP receptor
was measured using Chinese hamster lung fibroblast cells (n=6) transfected
with the human GlP receptor. Results: G1P was rapidly degraded by DPP IV
and human plasma with only 62 ± 5% and 23 ± I% remaining intact after 4
h. (Pro')GIP proved to be a DPP IV resistant analogue and remained intact
over the 24 h incubation as determined by HPLC. In clonal BRIN·BDII
cells, G1P (IO'" to 10'8 molll) stimulated insulin secretion (1.2- to 1.8-fold;
P<O.OI) compared to control incubations (5.6 mmolll glucose alone, n=8).
Both (Pr03)G1P and GIP(3-42) were significantly less potent at stimulatin§
insulin secretion (P<O.OI) compared to control. In the presence of G1P (10'
molll) both (Pro')G1P and GIP(3-42) dose-dependently inhibited (P<O.OOI)
insulin release compared to native G1P. At 10'8 molll (Pro')G1P and G1P(3
42) exhibited 1.7- to 1.8-fold decreases in insulinotropic activity compared to
native G1P. G1P was able to stimulate cAMP production with an ECso value
of 18.2 nmolll. (Pro')GIP and G1P(3-42) onl~ very weakly stimulated cAMP
production and antagonised the effects of 10' molll native G1P. The maximal
stimulatory values compared to GIP (100%) were 9 ± 2.1% and 25 ± 2.5%,
respectively. Conclusions: (Pro')G1P and G1P(3-42) acted like GIP receptor
antagonists, inhibiting G1P mediated insulin release and cAMP production.

750
Quantification of tbe incretin effect in first-degree relatives of Type 2-diabetic
patients compared to healthy control subjects
MA Nauck, B. Gabrys, 1. Holst, 1. Meier, B. Gallwitz, W.E. Schmidt.
Diabeteszentrum Bad Lauterberg, Dep. of Med. I, St-Josef-Hospital, Ruhr-Univ.
Bochurn, Germany and Dep. ofMed. Physiol., Panum Institute, Univ. of Copenhagen,
Denmark
Background aod Aims: A reduced responsiveness ofinsu1in secretion to exogenous
Gastric Inhibitory Polypeptide (GIP) has not only been demonstrated in Type 2
diabetic patients, but also in their normal glucose-tolerant first-degree relatives, who
are characterized by a high risk to develop Type 2-diabetes later in life. It was the aim
to investigate the integrity ofthe entero-insular axis in such subjects.
Materials and Methods: Seveteen first-degree relatives of Type 2-diabetic patients
(5 male, 12 female, age 50 ± II y., B~U 26.1 ± 3.8 kglm2) and 9 healthy control
subjects (negative family history, 5 male, 4 female, p = 0.23; 45 ± 13 y., P = 0.32;
25.7 ± 4.3 kglm2, P = 0.74) were examined with an oral glucose load (75 g; 0) and
an'isoglycaernic' intravenous glucose infusion (IV) copying the same glycaemic
profile on separate occasions starting in the fasting state. Blood was drawn over 240
min for plasma glucose (glucose oxidase). insulin, C-peptide. GIP, GLP-I, and
glucagon (specific immunoassays). Statistics: RM-ANOV A, regression analysis.
Results: Insulin secretion (insulin, C-peptide plasma levels) were stimulated
significantly more by oral as compared to intravenousglucose in both groups. The
percent contribution of the incretin effect ([O-IV]!O ' 100 [%]) was similar in both
groups (C-peptide: 62.5 ± 5.1 vs. 63.6 ± 7.1 %, P = 0.90; insulin: 74.2 ± 3.3 vs. 74.7 ±
5.3 %, P = 0.97). A tendency towards higher GIP and lower GLP-I responses after
oral glucose was not significant (p = 0.79 and 0.80, respectively). Integrated
incremental insulin secretory responses and incretin effects correlated more
significantly with GIP than with GLP.l responses, the relations being stronger in
healthy subjects than in first-degree relatives.
Conclusions: Despite a lower insulin secretory response to exogenous GlP, incretin
effects are similar in first-degree relatives of Type 2-diabetic patients. This is not
explained by the compensatory hypersecretion of GlP or GLP-l. GIP appears to be
the more important incretin (vs. GLP-l), especially in healthy subjects.
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GLP·l Analogues
and Glucagon Antagonism
751 752
Sustained appetite suppression and wright Joss in obeserhesus monktJs treated 'Mith
a long·acting GLP·! derivative, J\;:'ol22l1
B.C. Hansen, C. Bjenning. L. Bjerre Knudsen. Obesity and Diabetes Research Center,
University of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD, USA and Health Care
Discovery, Novo Nordisk NS, Denmark
Background and Aims: In rodents and pigs, the long-acting GlP-1 derivative, NN2211,
has been reported to have potentially important clinical properties, including glucose
lowering, and attenuation of diabetes development. as well as appetite suppression and
lowering of body weight. We have examined the efficacy ofNN2211 to alter ad libitum
food intake levels, and to reduce body weight in adult rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta)
with spontaneous nararally-occurring middle-age onset obesity.
Materials and Methods: Five non-diabetic monkeys with a mean(±SE) body weight of
15.8±1.2 kg (body fat >25%) were provided monkey chow ad libitum, with biscuits
counted two times per day to assess intake in the first 1.5 bours afterdosing and during the
total 8 hour food intake period. The protocol included five test periods: initial vehicle
(three weeks), to be followed by NN22 I I (30~glkg b.i.d.) administered by subcutaneous
injection, a washout period. a second dosing level (lO~glkg b.i.d), and a final washout
period.
Results: Mean food intake during the predosing period was 722 ± 31 kcal/day (X±SE),
equal to an average intake of 48.6 kcal/kgper day (range 40.1 to 53.8 kcaL'Jcgfday). The
30~g/kgfday dose of NN2211 produced an immediate and sustained reduction in food
intake to less than 10% of baseline intake [mean intake M±9.1 kcal/day; 3 kcal/kgfday),
accompanied by significant weight loss of 0.4 kg (p';O.03)over 4 days. This dose was
selected based on acute studies, but produced very low intakes and was therefore halted
Food intake then recovered NN2211 was resumed at a dose of 10~g/kg b.i.d for 16 days
(after 6 days one monkey'S dose was further reduced to 5~g,'kgfday due to excessive food
intake reduction). NN2211 (10~glkg b.i.d.) produced a sustained reduction in food intake
to 457±52 kcal/kgfday, 38% below baseline intake (p.;O.05), "ith weight loss during the
16 days of 0.42 kg (p.;0.05). Immediately after termination of dosing food intake
recovered fully (701±46 kcal per day). Body weight was regained during the month of
follow up after the end of dosing. At all times the behavior of the monkeys appeared to be
normal, withno signs of illness.
Conclusions: This GLP·I derivative. NN2211. appears to have sustained activity to
reduce food intake over at least 8 hours and to produce weight loss in obese rhesus
monkeys, indicating strong potential for clinical efficacy in humans.

NXC25-2504, A Potent Glucagon Receptor Antagonist
L. Bjerre Knudsen, C. L. Brand, P. Madsen, U. G. Sidelmann, A. Ling. K.Teston and
J. Lau. Dept of Molecular Pharmacology, Novo Nordisk, Maaloev, Denmark.
Background and Aims: Increased hepatic glucose output is of major importance for the
continued hyperglycaemia in type 2 diabetes, and glucagon antagonists have been
discussed as a possible new therapy for years. In the absence of orally available
compounds. intravenous administration of monoclonal antibodies against glucagon has
been used successfully to validate the concept Non-peptide glucagon antagonists have
been reported. and one compound has also been in the clinic, but presently, no glucagon
receptor antagonists seem to be in clinical trials. NNC25·2504 has an affinity for the
cloned human glucagon receptor of 2.3 ± 0.6 n.\l (100). It has been shown that the
compound has an acceptablekinetic profile, and that it can prevent glucagon induced
hyperglycaemia in rats. We have observed large variations in the glucagon receptor
binding affinity of non-peptide glucagon antagonists among different species, representing
a problem when testing the compounds in different animal models. We have addressed the
species differences using isolated liver plasma membranes. Materials and I\tethods:
Livers were isolated from fats, mice. pigs. dogs and rabbits and plasma membranes were
prepared The human receptor "'35 analyzed using plasma membranes from BIlK cells
expressing the receptor. Competition receptor binding assays and adenyl ate cyclase
experiments were carried out using standard techniques. Results: The affinity (IC50) for
the rat receptor was 0.43 ± 0.099 n.\1, the mouse receptor 0.51 ± 0.057 n.\1, the pig
receptor 0.68 ± 0.1111.\1, the dog receptor I.l ± 0.16 n.'1 and the rabbit receptor 23 ± 6.7
11.\1. This compound was then characterized by a retained potency for most species, except
the rabbit receptor. Thus, rabbits should be avoided as animal model for this 1)1'e of
compounds. Whentested for its ability to antagonizethc effect of glucagon on the cloned
human receptor. the antagonist dose-dependently right-shifted the glucagon dose-response
curve. but also lowered the maximal response thus behaving as a non-competitive
antagonist, The KB was calculated to be 0.76 ± 0.18 Ih\f. At the isolated rat liver receptor
only the maximal response "'35 lowered, N1\C25·2504 behaving as a true non-competitive
antagonist. The antagonistwas selective for the glucagon receptor compared to the closely
related GLP·I receptor (lC50 406 ± 69 n.\1). In the presence of 2.5% albumin, the affmity
for the human glucagon receptor "'35 decreased to 69 ± 28 nl'.1.
Conclusions: NNC25·2504 is a potent glucagon receptor antagonist that can be used for
further validation of the concept of glucagon antagonism and maybe useful for the
treatment ofhyperglycemia in 1)1'e 2 diabetes.
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t p<O.OI, t p<0.05, § p<O.I, 3-0~IG - 3-0MO methyl glucose

A favourable pharmacokinetic profile suitable for once daily dosing (t.=1 0.0±3.5h,
lm.,=12.4±1.7h) was found. Conclusion: NN2211 effectively reduces fasting as well
as meal-related plasma glucose by modifying insulin secretion, suppressing glucagon
secretion and delaying gastric emptying.

BED-mIE AD~lll'ISTRATIOl' OFA l'.'l'I22I I, A LOl'G-ACTC'G Glp·I DERIVATIVE, RESULTS 1)./

ASUBSTA:\'TIAl REDUcnW 1)./FASID:G AXD POSTPRA."DIALor.VCAEMIA tO'l ITPE2 DIABETES
C.B. Juhl, M. Hollingdal, N. Porksen, J. Sturis, G. Jakobsen and O. Schmitz, Medical
Dept. M, Arhus University Hospital and Novo Nordisk NS, Denmark

. Background and Aim: GlP-1 is a potent glucose-lowering agent of potential
interest for the treatment of type 2 diabetes. The aim of this project was to evaluate
the glucose lowering action of NN22II, a GlP·I derivative, in 1)1'e 2 diabetes.
Materials and Methods: II patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus, age 59±7years
(mean±SD), B~lI 28.9±3.0kgfm', HbAlc 6.510.6% were examined in a double
blind, placebo-controlled crossover design. A single sc, injection (IO~gfkg) of
NN2211 was administered at II pm and profiles of circulating insulin, c-peptide,
glucose and glucagon were obtained, A standardized mixed meal was served at
11.30am. Efficacy analyses were performed for the fasting (7·8am) and mealtime
(11.30am - 3.30pm) periods. Glucose pulse entrainment (6mg/kgfmin/IOminutes,
9.30-10.30am) was evaluated by one-minute insulin samplings. Statistical analyses
were performed by Al\OVA.

t

t
t

8.1±1.0
163166
69±l6

Placebo

10.0±1.8
106127
71±15
11O±18

7.7±0.6
118132
67±l6
100121

6.9±1.0
179±70
66±12

NN2211
Fasting values

plasma glucose (m~1)

insulin secretory rate (pmoL'min)
glucagon (pgfml)

Meal related AUCIJ.J().JlJO
plasma glucose (mmoL'L4h)
insulin secretory rate (nmol)
glucagon (pgfmI4h)
gastric emptying, 3-0~IG (mg/dl-th)

Glucosepulse entrainment
spectral power 7.3±3.9 4.912.3
autocorrelation coefficient 0.16±0.13 0.11 +0.17

Results

l\c;2211, A LONG-ACTL'iG GLP·! DERIVATIVE, A:WEUORATES
GLYCAEMIA AND REDUCES TRIGLYCERIDE LEVELS V; PRE-DIABETIC
ZDF RATS IN THE ABSENCE OF INCREASED b-CELL MASS.
C.F. Gotfredsen, B. Rolin, 1. Sturis, M. Wilken, H. Nygaard, RD. Carr and L. Bjerro
Knudsen, Novo Nordisk AlS, Bagsvaerd, Denmark

Background and Aims: GLP-I has several effects desirable for the treatment of type 2
diabetes but has a very short half-life. NN2211, a long-acting derivative of GLP·I, is
designed for once daily administration in humans. This study compared the effect of
NN2211 on glycaemia, insulin and lipid levels, body weight. and b-cell mass in young
ZDF rats after 2 weeks dosing.
Materials and Methods: Male pre-diabetic ZDF rats. 8 weeks old, received 200 ~gfkg

NN2211 or vehicle (veh) s.c, twice daily (n=IO). Blood glucose and plasma insulin were
measured during an OGIT after I and 26 doses (day 13). Basal (unfasted) levels of
insulin, glucagon, fructosamine,triglyceride and total cholesterol were measured after 15
doses (day 8). Body weight was measured before the study start and at the end of the study
period (day 13).
Results: NN2211 did not affect the BG response during OGIT after I dose, but
significantly lowered AUC for glucose after 26 doses (1194±50 nunalll'min vs 1682±117
mmoL1'min p=O.OOI2). Delta peak insulin was significantly increased with NN2211
(743±137 pmolll vs 174±82 pmolll, p=().OO3). Basal insulin was significantly lower with
l'.'N2211 (742±78 pmoL1vs 1151±80 pmalll, p=O.OOI7). Fructos:unine levels (128.5±2.4
umol/l vs 169.7±9.3 I'molll, p<O.OOI)and triglyceride levels (3.I±O.2 mmolll vs 9.8±1.l
mmolll, p<O.OOI) were also significantly reduced with NN2211 compared with vehicle.
Body weights were significantly lower in the NN2211 treated group at the end of the study
period (319±5 g vs. 347±4 g, p<O.OOI). b-ceU mass "''35 lower in the l'.'N22 I 1 treated
group (6.2±0.6 mg vs 9.0±0.6, P<O.OO7) and Ihe BrdU index ofb-cells "'35 similarly lower
in this group (O.13±O.O4% vs 0.46±0.07%, P<O.OO5).
CondUllions: NN2211 ameliorated glycaemia and potentiated insulin secretion during
OGIT in young pre-diabetic ZDF after 13 days of dosing. The basal levels of insulin and
triglyceride were lower after NN2211, and body-weight gain "'35 markedly reduced.
However, the b-cell mass was lower than in the vehicle group, indicating thatthe powerful
effects of NN2211 on insulin, triglycerides and body-weight were sufficient to control
blood glucose resulting in a lesser need for an increased b-cell mass. Therefore NN2211
could be a promising drug for treatment of type 2 diabetic patients.
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NN2211, A LONG-ACTING GlP-1 DERIVATIVE, DECREASES BLOOD
GLUCOSE AND STIMULATES P-CEll PROLIFERATION IN DBIDB MICE
M.O. Larsen, C.F. Gotfredsen, B. Rolin, M. Wilken, and L. Bjerre Knudsen. Novo
Nordisk NS, Bagsvaerd, Denmark
Background and aims: NN22 I I is a long-acting derivative of GlP-I with kinetics
suitable for once daily administration to humans. The present study compares the
efficacy of NN2211 and exendin-4 (ex-t), a shorter acting GlP·I analogue, on
blood glucose (BG) and p-cell proliferation and mass in db/db mice, an animal
model of type 2 diabetes. Materials and methods: 30 female diabetic db/db mice,
13 weeks old, received 200 flglkg NN2211, 100 ug/kg ex-4, or vehicle s.c, twice
daily (n= I0). The ex-t dose was slightly higher than the reported maximally
effective dose in db/db mice. Both compounds were dosed twice daily because of
more rapid metabolism in rodents. The 24-hour BG profile was measured in non
fasting mice on day 1,8 and 15. On day 16 mice were given BrdU (100 mg/kg i.p.)
before sacrifice. p-cell proliferation rate was estimated from incorporation of BrdU.
p-cell mass was estimated stereologically. Results: Both NN221 and ex-t lowered
AUC BG on day I and 15, but only NN221 had significant effects on day 8 (Table
I). The effect of NN2211 was more marked than ex-4 on day I and 8. Il cell
proliferation rate increased from 0.42 ± 0.05% in vehicle to 1.27 010 O.I6% (P<O.OO 1
vs. veh., P<O.OI vs. ex-t) and 0.68 010 0.11% (P<0.05 vs. veh.), in NN2211 and ex-t
groups respectively. p cell mass increased from 5.20 ± 0.66 mg to 8.54 010 0.61 mg
(P<O.OI vs, veh., ns vs, ex-4) and 6.70 ± 0.96 mg (ns vs, veh.) in the NN2211 and
ex-4 groups, respectively. Conclusions: NN2211 has a longer lasting blood glucose
lowering effect man ex-4 following a twice-daily dosing schedule and increases p
cell mass by stimulating proliferation rate to a greater extent than ex-4 in the
diabetic db/db mouse. This can be explained by the longer half-life of NN2211.
Assuming that these data are predictive of clinical efficacy, NN2211 is a promising
candidate for once daily treatment of type 2 diabetes
Table I: Mean 24-hour AUC BG (mmol*hour)(data: Mean ± SEM)

Day ofdosing Vehicle NN2211
I 389 ± 16 193 ± 24'"
8 415 ± 11 278±28"'
15 467 ± J7 373 ± 24'

: level of significance by Kruskal-Wallis test compared to vehicle
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Exendin-4
233 ± 20'
332±22

366 ± 18"

Effect oftbe long-acting GLP-l derivative 1\:"2211 in 60 % pancreatectomized rats
1.Romer, E. Bentsen, J. Damgaard, B. Jorgensen, KE. Pedersen, P. Rothe, L. B. Knudsen,
K Wassermann, U. Ribel, Health Care Discovery, Novo Nordisk AIS, Copenhagen,
Denmark

Background and Aims: NN22 I I is along-acting, metabolically stable.Gl.Pvl derivative
designed for once-daily administration. In addition to its other effects, Glp·I may have a
direct effect on the beta-cell mass. We have therefore investigated the effect of l'.'N22II,
in 60 % pancreatectomized rats. Materials and Methods: Male Sprague-Dewiey rats (100
g) were subjected to 60 % pancreatectomy and allowed to recuperate for 4 days. Based on
an OGTT at day 4 the rats were divided in three matched groups (n~8) and were injected
se. twice daily with a) NN2211 (150 mglkg/day), b) vehicle and pair-fed or c) vehicle
from day 4 to day 8. At day 8 a second OGTTwas performed. BrdU (100 mg/kg, i.p.) was
administered 4 hours before sacrifice. ReTTU13rlt and regenerated pancreas was removed
from rats treated with two doses of l'.'N22I I (100 or 150 microglkglday) or vehicle, and
the tissue was irnmunostained for insulin and BrdU. Results: l'.'N221I treatment resulted
in a significantly lowered area under the curve (deltaAUCO-120 min)in the OGTT at day
8 compared with both the pair-fed and vehicle treated groups. The deltaAUCO-I20 min in
the pair-fed vehicle-treated group was significantly higher than the NN221 I group and
significantly lower than the vehicle treated group. Consequently the blood glucose
lowering effect ofNN2211 in the pancreatectomized rats is partly independent of the food
intake lowering effect of NN2211. Immunohistochemical staining for insulin points to an
increase in beta-cell mass in the remnant pancreas of NN2211 treated animals, as
evidenced by many considerably enlarged islets in this area. A semi-quantitative
measurement revealed an approximately two-fold increase of the total beta-cell area in the
NN22 I I-treated animals. There wasno visible difference in the size of islets located in the
regenerated area between the vehicle and NN2211 treated groups. Immunostaining for
BrdU revealed a marked proliferation mainly in exocrine cells located at the border of the
regeneration zones in both vehicle and NN2211-treated animals.At this timepoint (9 days
after pancreatectomy) there was no effect ofNN221 l-treatment on the proliferative index
in isletsor inany otherareasof remnantor regenerating pancreas. Conclusions:NN2211
lowers blood glucose after an oral glucose-load in 60"/0pancreatectomized rats, apparently
due to an increase in the total beta-cell mass, The mechanism behind the increased beta
cell mass seen after l'.'N221I-treatment appears to be proliferation or anti-apoptosis in the
remnant isletsrather than acceleratedneogenesis in thezoneof regeneration.

758
GlP-I EFFECT 0:" GLUCOSE TRANSPORT I:" MYOCYTES FRO:l-t
NOR:l-tAL AND TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS.
N. Gonzalez, A. Martin-Duce, O. lozano, M.V. Trigo, t. Valverde and M.L.
Villanueva-Pcnacarrillo. Fundacion Jimenez Dfaz and Hospital Principe de
Asturias, Madrid, Spain.
Background and Aims: In rat and human rnyocytes, GlP- I stimulates glycogen
synthesis; in the skeletal muscle, GlP- I was also shown to increase glucose
transport in pieces of mouse tissue, and when infused in diabetic rats. In this
work, we have studied, in primary cultured myocytes from normal and Type 2
diabetic patients, the action of GLP· I, and that of Ex-4 and Ex 9·39 (Ex-9) -both
agonist of GlP-1 actions in l6 myoblast and 3T3-L1 adipocytes-, on glucose
transport (GT), and that of GlP-1 on glycogen synthesis (Gly), compared with
insulin. Materials and Methods: Myotubes were established from satellite cells
of dissociated "astus Iateralis, from 7 Type 2 diabetic patients (6FI2M; age: 81±2
)T; fasting plasma glucose: 240±24 mg/dl) and 2F normal subjects (age: 83±4 yr;
fasting plasma glucose: J32±8 mg/dl), previous informed consent given,
undergoing surgery; GT and Gly were measured in the absence (control) and
presence of the peptides. Results: In normal subjects, IO"M GlP-1 increased GT
[48±13%t. of control (II.I±I.I pmol!2xlO' cells in 5 min, n=4), n=4, p<0.05],
although in a lower magnitude (p<o.05) than that induced by IO"M insulin
(l42±31%t., n=6, p<O.OI); when insulin was tested in combination with GlP-I,
no fUrther increase was detected; 10"M Ex-4 (62±12%t., n~6) and IO"M Ex-9
(9~±18%t., n=5) both produced a similar increment (p<0.02 and p<o.OI,
respectively) to that exerted by GlP-1. In Type 2 diabetics, while 10"M insulin
apparently failed to affect GT, 10-11\1 GlP- I [96±20%t. of control (8.4± 1.6
pmol!2xlO' cells, n=7), n=4, p<0.05], 10"M Ex-4 (90±27%t., n=6) and 10"M
Ex·9 (78±28%t., n=6), significantly (p<0.05 or lower) increased GT, to the same
extend as in normal subjects; the respective increments on Gly by 10"oM insulin
[14±2%t. of control (1O.5±0.9 nrnol/mg, n=5), n=5, p<0.02] or 1O-9M (19±3%t.,
n=5, p<0.05), and by 10·,oM GLP·I (18±2%t., n=5, p<O.02) or 1O.9M (24±4%t.,
n=5, p<O.05), were reduced (p<O.05 or lower) respect those previously observed
in normal subjects. Conclusions: GlP-1 equally increases GT in myocytes from
normal as well as from Type 2 diabetic subjects, supporting its proposed
therapeutic use. The similarincreasing action of both exendins on GT reinforces
the view of a muscle GlP-I receptor different from the pancreatic one.

Exendin-4 tnjection.: Ameliorated Progression of Fasting Hyperglycemia,
Elevation of Fructosamine HbAlc, Total Cholesterol and Increased C-peptide
Level in Prediabetic Zucker Diabetic Fatty Rats
B. Gedulin, P. Smith, A. Young, Amylin Pharmaceuticals Inc, San Diego, CA

Background and Aim.: Exendin-4 (AC2993), a 39 amino acid peptide, is reported to
have a number of antidiabetic actions that include glucose-dependent stimulation of
insulin secretion, modulation of nutrient assimilation and inhibition of glucagon
secretion. Diabetes is commonly associated with various lipid disorders, which may
be primary or secondary to diabetes. The purpose ofthe present study was to evaluate
the effect of exendin-4 injections on the progression ofdiabetes in prediabetic Zucker
diabetic fatty (ZDF) rats.
Materials and Metbods: Beginning at age 7 weeks, rats were injected twice daily for
8 further weeks with saline (n=6), twice daily with lug exendin-4 (n~7), or once daily
with l pg exendin-4 (n=4). Fasting plasma glucose, fruetosamine, IIbAIc, total
cholesterol concentrations were measured from tail blood samples every 2 weeks and
C-peptide level after 8 weeks of studies.
Results: In saline-treated control rats, fasting plasma glucose increased by
278.8o/o±I0.5% over 8 weeks, HbAlc by 6.2±0.46 percent units, fructosamine from
147.3±1.2 IlmoW. to 226.6±6.5llmoW., and plasma total cholesterol from 106.2
±4.6mg/dL to 226.8±3 1.4 mg/dl., In contrast, rats injected twice daily with exendin-4
showed increase in fasting glucose of 72.4% ± 8.5% of pretreatment values (P<O.OOI
vs control), and an increase in HbAlc of LOI ± 0.32 percent units (P<O.OOI vs
control), no increase in plasma fructosamine level 149.1 010 1.31lmoW. "S 149.3±6.13
pmol/l, (P<O.OOI for increment vs control), and a lesser increase in fasting total
Cholesterol (from 109.6 ± 3.5 to 163.3 ± 5.4mgIL) than did saline controls (P<O.OOI).
Reduction in these measures of diabetes progression was intermediate between these
responses with once daily exendin-4 injections. Respective C-peptide levels after 8
weeks, for saline, once daily and twice daily treatment were 688.501080.2,
1586.t±205.6, 2983.4±541.5 pM (P<OOOI, P<O.OOI vs saline controls)
Conclusions: In this ZDF rat model oftype 2 diabetes, exendin - 4 reduced measures
ofprogression ofdiabetes and ameliorated the associated hypercholesterolemia.
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Continuous Infu,ion of Exendin-4 Lowered HbAlc at Least as ElTccti"ely as
Twice Daily Injection. in Diabetic Fatty Zucker (ZDF) Rat s,
S. Bhavsar, C. Jodka, P. Smith, B. Gedulin, A Young, Amylin Pharmaceuticals Inc,
San Diego, CA

Background and Aims: In previously reported studies done in Diabetic Fatty Zucker
(ZDF) rats, daily peripheral injections of synthetic exendin-4 (AC2993) lowered
hemoglobin Alc (HbAlc). In rats, HbAlc is a useful index of blood glucose averaged
over -4 weeks. Some hormones are only fully effective if delivered in a pulsatile
manner. The purpose of the present study was to compare the effect on HbAlc of
continuous infusion of exendin-4 versus the same dose delivered by mice daily
injection, and thus determine if continuously present exendin-4 was associated with a
diminished glycemic effect.
Materials and Methods: Three groups of animals (n=5/group) were each implanted
with Alza pumps (delivering 601'U24 hours) and were injected i.p. twice daily
(30I'llinjection). Control animals (CONT) received vehicle by pump and i.p.
injection; continuous infusion (INF) animals received exendin-4 via A1za pumps
(181'g/601'U24 hours) and vehicle via mice daily i.p. injections; the pulsatile
injection (lNJ) group received the same dose via two 91'gI30l'llinjections each day
for 28 days. HbAlc was measured weekly.
Results: Entry IIbAlc of the 3 treament groups were indistinguishable (range 9.30
9.38%; n.s.). After 28 days of treatment, HbAlc had fallen from 9.32±OA6 to
8.70±0.33% in CONT (n.s.), from 9.30±0.37to 7.74±0.63 in INJ (P=O.07), and from
9.38±0.41 to 5.64±0.76% in 1h"F (P=0.003). Thus, after 28 days of treatment, the
mean decrement in HbAlc of the INF group (3.74±OA8) was greater than that of the
INJ group (1.5&±0.93, P=O.07).
Conclusions: Continuous infusion of exendin-4 was effective in lowering HbAlc in
ZDF rats, and this effect was at least as great as that of the same dose given as a
twice-daily injection. Thus, in this experimental model of type 2 diabetes, hormonal
action of exendin-4 was not diminished by its continual presence.

761
LIPOLYTIC EFFECT OF GLP-I IN ISOLATED ADIPOCYTES FROM
MORBIDLY OBESE SUBJECTS.
M. V. Trigo, N. Gonzalez, A. Martln-Duce, O. Lozano, J. Puente, M. L.
Villanueva-Pcftacarrillo and I. Valverde. Fundaci6n Jimenez Diaz and Hospital
Principe de Asturias, Madrid, Spain.
Background and Aims: GLP-I, at doses higher than 1O.,oM, exerts in rat and
normal human adipocytes a concentration-related lipolytic effect. In this work, we
have studied the effect of 10"1.1GLP-I on lipolysis, in isolated adipocytes from
morbidly obese patients, as well as that of glucagon and insulin. Materials and
Methods: Adipocytes were isolated by enzymatic digestion from subcutaneous
fat tissue, obtained, previous informed consent given, from six morbidly obese
female patients undergoing bariatric surgery (age: 48±2 yr; BMI: 54±3 kg/rrr';
fasting plasma glucose: 115±14 mg/dl; cholesterol: 202±16 mg/dl; triglycerides:
l46±20 mg/dl; IIDL: 43± I mg/dl), Lipolysis was measured as the glycerol
released by 10' cells, incubated for two hours in the absence (control) and
presence of 10"1.1 GLP-I or glucagon, and without or with 10"1\1 insulin. Data
are presented as mean±SEI\I; the statistical significance of difference between
mean values was assessed by Student's r-test, Results: In obese patients, lO

o'M

GLP-I induced a highly significant increase in glycerol release [83±10%.1 of
control (17 A± 1.5 nmoll 10' cell), n=6, p<O.OO1], which was of the same
magnitude as that induced by IO"M glucagon (89±7o/.,j" n=6, p<O.OOI), being
both higher (p<o.05 or lower) than that previously observed in five normal
individuals of similar age (43±14%.1 and 45±12%.1, respectively); 10"1.1 insulin
significantly decreased the lipolysis control value (-38±7%.1, n~5, p<o.OI), and
also abolished the stimulus induced by either GLP-I (-32±7%d, n=5, p<O.OI,and
p<O.OOI vs GLP-l) or glucagon (-40±7%!1, n=5, p<O.OI, and p<O.OOI "S

glucagon). Conclusions: In isolated adipocytes from morbidly obese patients,
GLP-I, atlO"M, produced a lipolytic effect, similar to that of the equimolar dose
ofglucagon, and apparently higher than in those from normal subjects. The effect
of both peptides was abolished by the simultaneous presence of the equimolar
dose of insulin.

760
EXENDlN-4[1-391 I;,\CREASES I;,\SULI;,\-;\lEDIATED GLUCOSE
UPTAKE IN L6 & 3T3 CELLS VIA A PI-3-KINASE-DEPENDENT
MECIIANIS~1

I lORIS, D PATIAG, S GRAY, and R DO;'liNELLY Division of Vascular
Medicine, University of Nottingham, and J. O'Neill Diabetes Centre,
Southern Derbyshire Acute Hospitals Trust

Background and Alms: The primary antidiabetic mechanism of glucagon
like peptide-I (GLP-I) and its long-acting analogue, exendin-4[1-39],
involves stimulation of pancreatic insulin secretion, but additional metabolic
effects have not been fully investigated.
Methods: The effects of exendin-I on insulin-stimulated 2.JH]deoxyglucose
(2DOG) uptake were examined in fully differentiated L6 myotubes and 3T3
adipocytes. Cells were incubated with insulin IOOn~f and varying
concentrations of exendin-4 (1-100nM) or GLP-I, and separate eo
incubations with wortmannin 100nM (a PI-3-kinase inhibitor) and PD098059
(a MAP-kinase inhibitor) were perfonncd.
Results: In L6 myotubcs, both GLP-I and exendin-s significantly augmented
insulin-stimulated glucose uptake: cg, uptake was 100% (basal) vs 126%
(insulin) and 171% (insulin + GLP-I), p<O.OOOI; and corrcspondingly 100%
(basal) \"S 110% (insulin) and 134% (insulin + exendin-4), p<0.05. The
insulin-sensitizing effect of exendin-4 was abolished by wortmannin and
PD098059. In contrast, GLP-I had no effect on 2DOG uptake in 3T3
adipocytes, whereas exendin-4 enhanced insulin sensitivity via a pathway
inhibited by wortmannin but not by PD098059.
Conclusions: Thus, GLP-I increases insulin sensitivity in L6 myotubes, but
not 3T3-adipocytcs, whereas exendin-4 enhances insulin-stimulated glucose
uptake in both cell types. The insulin-sensitizing effects of these incrctin
molecules are PI-3-kinase-dependent.
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Recombinant glucagon-like peptide-I JIllvers fasting plasma glucose in a broad
spectrum of type 2 diabetics
M.R. Ehlers, 11.0. Kay, R.E. Harley and L. Klaff BioNebraska, Inc., Lincoln, NE.
and Rainier Clinical Research Center. Renton, WA, United States

Background and Aims: GIucagon-like peptide-I (7-36)amide (GLP-I) has great
promise as a novel therapeutic for type 2 diabetes. Clinical development of the
natural peptide has been hampered, however, by its high cost and the lack of a
clinically useful formulation and delivery system. We administered recombinant
GLP-I (rGLP-I) subcutancously (sc) to 40 type 2 diabetics in a double-blind,
placebo-controlled, cross-over trial, in which we evaluated the efficacy of injection
versus infusion and the response ofearly-to late-stage patients.
Materials and Metbods: Four groups of 10 patients were recruited: (I) diet, (2)
sulfonylurea (SU), (3) metformin (MET), and (4) insulin; pre-existing treatment was
not withdrawn. Prior to randomization, all patients received two sequential bolus
injections of rGLP-1 (1.5 nmol/kg) 2 hours apart after a standard meal, and were
followed for 4 hours. After the test day, each patient received several doses of rGLP
I in random order by two routes: (a) injection phase: 2 injections (0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5
nmol/kglinjection) after the evening meal; (b) infusion phase: continuous sc infusion
ofrGLP-1 (0, 1.5,2.5,3.5,4.5 pmol/kg/min) for 12 hours overnight starting after the
evening meal.
Results: During the test day, all patients, including the insulin cohort. showed
increased insulin and decreased glucagon levels and concomitant reductions in plasma
glucose levels following the rGLP-1 injections. The diet, SU, and MET cohorts
showed modest (15 mg/dL) reductions in fasting plasma glucose (FPG) levels
(p<0.05) during the injection phase, and dose-dependent reductions in FPG (up to 44
mg/dL, p<O.OOI) during the infusion phase. The insulin cohort showed a significant
reduction in FPG (29 mg/dl., p--o.OO4) at the highest infusion dose. rGLP-1 also
dose-dependently reduced fasting plasma glucagon (p<0.05) and increased fasting
plasma insulin (p<0.03) levels. No serious or unexpected adverse events were
recorded; there was one case of biochemical hypoglycemia (44 mg/dL). Gl-related
symptoms were dose-related and 81% associated with injections.
Conclusions: We conclude that rGLP-leffectively and dose-dependently lowers FPG
in a broad spectrum of type 2 diabetic patients when administered by continuous sc
infusion.
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Prevention or res I.no'i. artor balloon injury or carotid art.ry by lroglitazo... in
OLETFrals
M-K. Lee, K. ~l Min, S. W. Park, D. K. Kim, M-S. Lee, K-W Kim. Division of
Endocrinology & Metabolism. Department of Medicine, Sarnsung Medical Center,
Sungkyunkwan University School of Medicine, Seoul, Korea

Background and Aims:Thiazolidinediones (TZD) are a new class of antidiabetic agents
which act through binding to a nuclear receptor peroxisome proliferator. activated
receptor-r (pPAR·r). PPAR-r has been known to be involved in chronic inflammation and
atherosclerosis, Most of the actions of PPAR-r are preventive but it also facilitated the
uptake of cholesterol by scavenger receptors and promoted the foam cell formation, We
performed this study to investigate the effects of PPAR-r ligand, TGZ, on the restenosis
after balloon injury of carotid artery in Dtsuke Long-Evans Tokushima Fatty (OLETF)
rats, a type 2 diabetic animal model.
Mal.rials and M.thods: Male OLEIF rats (n~20) were divided into 2 groups. Group I
(rr- I0) was fed with normal rodent chow and group 2 (n~lO) was fed with TGZ as 0.15%
food admixture ad libitum from 16 weeks of age. I week later, balloon injuries were made
to left carotid arteries of 2 groups ofrats and 2 weeks after ballon injury, animals were
sacrificed after taking blood samples and Doppler ultrasonography. Histornorphometry of
the carotid arteries was done after H & E staining.
Results: Fasting plasma glucose level was not significantly different between 2 groups
(23.6 +- 2.3 ''324.5 +- 2.8 mmoLL). Plasma insulin level was significantly higher in group
I compared to group 2 (1.9 +. 0.3 \'3 I.3 +-0.3 ng.ml, p<0.05). Plasma total cholesterol
level was higher in group 1 compared to group 2 (198 +. 29 ''3 97 +- 32 mgfdl, p<O.OOOI)
and so was triglyceride level (210 +- 32 \'3 87 +- 29 mgfdl, p<O.OOOI). Blood flow
velocity measured by Doppler echocardiographywas significantly decreased in left carotid
arteries of group I compared to thJ1 of group 2 (0.65 +- 0.08 ''3 0.91 +- 0.09 m/sec,
~.0004). Neointimal are. of left carotid arteries measured by histomorphomctry was
significantly decreased in group 2 compared to group 1 (0.19 +-0.02 vs 0.13 +- 0.02 mm2,
p=O.O(2). Neoiatima/media ratio was also significantly decreased in group 2 compared to
group 1 (1.7 +- 0.2 ''3 1.2 +- 0.2, p=O.OOO4) TGZ, when directly incubated with rat
vascular smooth muscle cells in vitro, significantly decreased insulin-stimulated
proliferation at concenrrations of 10 and 20 ugfml (p<0.05 ''3 100 ngfml insulin
stimulation].
Conclusions:These resultssuggest that PPAR-r ligandsmightpreventthe restenosisafter
balloon injury of carotid arteries in type 2 diabetic animal models.

765
Rosiglitazene prevents ischaemic injnry in the obese Zucker rat heart
R. J. SIDELL, M. A. COLE, N. J. DRAPER, K. CLARKE and R. BUCKINGHAM.
Dept Biochemistry, University ofOxford, UK and Glaxo Smithkline, Harlow, UK.

Background and Aims: Type 11 diabetic patients have higher mortality than non
diabetics post myocardial infarction. Rosiglitazone (RSG) is a PPARg activator that
decreases plasma fatty acid concentrations and improves tissue insulin sensitivity. As
high fatty acids increase ischaernic injury, we hypothesized that RSG would be
cardioprotective in obese Zucker (OZ) rat. a highly dyslipidemic animal model.
Materials and methods: Lean Zucker (U) and OZ rats (12 mo) were treated for 7
14 d with RSG 3 mg/kg p.o, or vehicle (n ~ 7 per group). Hearts were perfused ex
"YO with buffer (11 mM glucose) and subjected 10 low-flow ischaemia (0.5
ml/minlgww) followed by reperfusion. 3H-glucose was used as a tracer of glucose
utilization during ischaemia and 31P mlR spectroscopy was used 10 follow
myocardial pH and energetics. Total GLUT-4 heart content was determined by
Western blotting.
Results: Initial contractile function was the same for all hearts. AI reperfusion, the
final recovery ofcontrol OZ hearts was (mean ± SEM) 52 ± 10% of initial contractile
function, significantly lower than RSG-treated OZ hearts (81 ± 7"/0;p < 0.05) or LZ
controls. U hearts were unaffected by RSG. Tbe reduced recovery of OZ hearts was
associated with fibrillation (86% vs 0% in LZ hearts). RSG feeding reduced the
incidence of fibrillation in OZ hearts (26%). Glucose uptake during ischaemia was
lower in control OZ hearts than control LZ hearts (11.6 ±0.7 vs 14.7 ± 0.3 mrnol; p <
0.05), but was normalized by RSG (I4.8±0.7mmol). Total GLUT-4 content in OZ
heart. was 30 ± 11% lower than in U hearts, and was restored by RSG treatment.
Loss of cytosofic ATP during ischaemia was greater in control OZ hearts (-0.11 ±
0.02 mmol/gww/min) than RSG-OZ hearts (-0.03 ± 0.06 rnmol/gww/min; p < 0.05),
leading 10 a 50% lower end-ischaemic ATP. End-ischaemic pHi was also significantly
lower in control than in RSG-treated OZ hearts (6.31 ± 0.06 vs 6.63 ± 0.09; p<0.05).
Conclusions: RSG prevented the increased ischaernic injury seen in OZ hearts,
probably hy normalizing glucose uptake during ischaemia and thereby increasing
glycolytic ATP production, limiting ATP loss and fall in pHi. This work indicates that
PPARg may have cardioprotective properties for the OZ rat heart and a potentially
important effect ofRSG.
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ROSIGLITAZONE REDUCES MYOCARDL\L INFARCTION AND
IMPROVES CO:ITRACTILE DYSFUNCTION IN AN IN JIlVO RAT
ISCHAEMIAIREPERFUSION L>iJURY MODEL
T-L. Yue, J. Chen, W. Bao, P.G. Lysko, W. Jiang, J-L. Gu, A. BriL and E.H. Ohlstein.
SmithK1ine Beecham, King ofPrussia, PA. USA
Background and Aim" Diabetes is associated with increased risk of mortality as a
consequence of acute myocardial infarction. This study determined whether
rosiglitazone (RSG), a new thiazolidinedione antidiabetic agent, could reduce
myocardial infarction after ischaemialreperfusion injury.
Malerials and M.thod" Male Lewis rats were anaesthetised, and the left anterior
descending coronary artery ligated for 30 minutes. Following reperfusion for 24
hours, the ischaernic and infarct sizes were determined.
Results: RSG at 1 and 3 mg/kg given intravenously, half the dosage prior to
ischaemia and half following reperfusion, reduced infarct size by 30% and 37"/0,
respectively (p<0.01 vs vehicle). Pretreatment with RSG (3 mglkgfday) orally for 7
days also reduced infarct size by 24% (p<0.0 I). RSG also improved
ischaemialreperfusion-induced myocardial contractile dysfunction. Loft ventricular
(LV) systolic pressure, and positive and negative maximal values of the first
derivative ofLY pressure (+dp/dl and -dp/dt) were significantly improved in RSG
treated rats. RSG reduced the accumulation of neutrophils and macrophages in the
ischaemic heart by 40% and 43%, respectively (p<0.01) Ischaemialreperfusion
induced upregulation of CD11b1CDI8 and downregulation of L-selectin on
neutrophils and monocytes; these effects were significantly attenuated in RSG-treated
animals. Likewise, intercellular adhesion molecule-I expression in ischaemic hearts
was markedly diminished by RSG, as was the ischaemialreperfusion-stimulated
upregulaticn ofmonocyte chemoattraetant protein-I.
Conclusions: The present study suggests that the cardioprotective effect of RSG
might be due to inhibition of the inflammatory response. The cardioprotective effect
of RSG would benefit the diabetic patients for whom myocardial dysfunction is a
common life-threatening complication.

766
CmfPARATIVE EFFECTS OF THIAZOLlDn-.'EDlO"ES 0" PLAS~IA

GLUCOSE AND TRlGLYCERIDES IN A MOUSE MODEL OF DIABETES
S. Ishii, H. Tanaka and M. Shiraishi, Mitsubishi-Tokyo Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Background and Aims: The effects oflbe PPARaly modulator RWI 24 I9-t7/MCC
555, troglitazone, pioglitazone, and rosiglitazone on plasma glucose, triglycerides
(TG), and IIbA" were compared. Malerials and Melhods: Drugs were administered
orally for 8 weeks 10 dbfdb mice, a model of type 2 diabetes. Results: At the highest
dose, RW124 I947, a novel insulin sensitizer W11b modulatory activity at PPARll and
PPARy, decreased plasma glucose and TG in a time- and dose-dependent manner, 10

about the level ofdb/+ mice. Troglitazone lowered glucose but the effect was not
significant or dose dependent Pioglitazone decreased glucose significantly,
Rosiglitazone lowered glucose and TG significantly. RW12419~7 reduced IIbA" in a
dose-dependent manner, and the decreases were significanlal 10 and 30 mgfkg
(p<0.01). Rosiglitazone also lowered IIbA" significantly (p<O.OI).Troglitazone and
pioglitazone did not decrease HbA" significantly.

\Veight gain p1Jsma glucose andtriglyceridesafter8 weeks
Weighl gain (gl Glucose (mgldL) TG (moldT.l

db/+ 4.8 207.4 136.2
db/db control 3.9 754.6 280.5
RW1241947 1 mgfkgfd 2.7 711.3 310.6
RW12419473 mgfkgfd 11.4 565.1 170.5
RW1241947 10 mgfkgfd 18.3" 487.3' 117.7
RW1241947 30 mgfkgfd 28.1" 175.5" 89.4'
Troglitazone 200 mglkgfd 11.0 607.7 115.6
Troglitazone 400 mglkgld 11.3 631.1 123.7
Pioglitazone 30 mgfkgfd 15.4" 552.1' 148.5
Rosiglit.zone 30 mglkgld 24.5" 231.9" 48.4"
• p<O.05; •• p<O.OI versus db/db control
Conclusions: The PPARll and PPARy modulotor, RW1241947, al30 mgikgfd, and
rosiglitazone 30 mgfkgfd effectively lowered plasma glucose and TG.
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RAPID REVERSAL OF HEPATIC STEATOSIS BY ROSIGLITAZO:'lE
R.E. Buckingham,J. Birmingham,P. O'Brien.J. Osborne,C.N.Toseland,P. Overend,
N. Saeed,K. Changaniand P. Hockings.SmithKlineBeecham,Welwyn,UK.

Background and Aims: Obesity with or without Type 2 diabetes is frequently
associated with hepatic steatosis, which may pre-dispose to serious liver injury.
Rosiglitazone(RSG) reduces hepatic steatosis in humans, though the time to onset is
unknown.
Materials and Methods: Zucker fatty (ZF) rats (faJa), aged 12 weeks (IPS/group),
were given RSG (3 mglkg/dayp.o.) (ZF-RSG)or placebo (ZF-CON)for 13 weeks at
matched levels of food intake, and repeat proton-magnetic resonance spectroscopy
was used to monitor time to, and durabilityof, effect on hepaticsteatosis.Zucker lean
(ZL) rats (fa'?) served as normal controls (I/=S). Plasma insulin and lipids were
measuredserially.
Results; Very low levels of liver fat «1%) were present in ZL rats throughout, but
the fat.water ratio (%; mean±SD)in ZF-CON rats was persistentlyelevated: 1O.6±J.3
(week -I), 15.0±3.4 (week +2), 13.4±5.3 (week +4), 11.4±3.2(week +9), 14.S±5.8
(week +13). In ZF-RSG rats, this ratio fell from 7.S±2.2 at week -I (p>0.05 vs ZF
CON) to 3.1±1.I (;><0.0005 vs ZF-CON for change from week -I), 2.3±O.7 (;><0.05),
2.7±0.S(p>O.05) and 3.7±1.4 (;><0.01) at week +2,4,9 and 13, respectively.Further,
liver volume (ml) escalatedin ZF-CONrats (from 20.7±1.6 at week -I to 24.J±1.J at
week +13) but fell in ZF-RSG rats (from 19.2±2.2 at week -I to 17.8±1.J at week
+13;p<0.05 vs ZF-CON for change from week -I). The RSG-mediatedreductions in
hepatic fat/volume coincided with reduced hypcrinsulinaemia, but were inconsistent
with changes in plasma lipids.For plasmainsulin(meaD±SD; ng/ml),ZF-CON values
were maintainedat 6O.0±19.2 (week -I), 53.9±I7.0 (week +4), 65.0±30.3 (week +9)
and 59.6±16.J (week +13). In ZF-RSG rats, plasma insulin fell from 3S.8±IS.7 (week
-I) to 4.2±1.2 (week +4; p<0.05 vs ZF-CON for change from week -I), 12.S±3.9
(week +9;p<0.05) and 7.S±2.5(week +13;p<0.02).
Conclusions: RSG rapidly and durably reverses hepatic steatosis and hepatomegaly
in ZF rats. This effect occurs with improved insulinaemia but is seemingly
independentof plasma lipids,perhaps suggestinga direct mobilisingeffect ofRSG on
liver fat.
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Up-regulation of mitochondrial fatly acid oxidation pathway after PGZ
treatment may prevent tissue TG accumulation and improve insulin
se~siti\'ily in HF diet-induced JR.
E.SebOkovi, J. Ukropec, E. Derncakova and I. Klimes, Diabetes & Nutrition
Research, Institute of Experimental Endocrinology, Bratislava, Slovakia
Background and Aims: Pioglitazone (PGZ), the newly approved insulin
sensitizing thiazolidinedione, has also a hypolipidemic potential, which is
still under investigation. The aim of this study was to analyze the possible
mechanisms responsible for its beneficial effect on lipid metabolism in the
high fat (HF) diet-induced insulin resistance (IR). Material and Methods:
Male Wistar rats were fed for 21 days a HF diet (70 cal%). A half of them
was simultaneously treated with PGZ (6 mg per kg BW once daily by gava
ge). Rats fed a standard lab chow were used as control (C). Triglyceride
(TG), non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA), glycerol and insulin levels in serum,
and tissue TG content were determined using commercial kits. Hepatic and
muscular J}-oxidation rate and activities of the key enzymes of mitochondrial
(camitine palmitoyl- transferase-I ICPT-II) and peroxisomal (/AOX/ acyl
CoA oxidase) fatty acid oxidation were determined radiometrically.
Results: Feeding rats the lIF diet led to hypertriglyceridemia (C: 2.0±O.2 vs.
HF: 5.0 ±O.8 mM) and elevated liver (C:6.4± 1.1 vs, lIF: 16.0±3.0 /-lmol.g-I)
and skeletal muscle (C:2.4± 0.4 vs. 7.7±1.2) TG content. PGZ treatment
normalized all blood and tissue lipids, and the in \'im insulin action (as
assessed by euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp) as well. These effects were
associated with an increase of hepatic (HF: 17S±20 vs, lIF+PGZ: 448±24
pmol.mg-I.min- I , p<O.OOI) and skeletal muscle (HF: 130±13 vs, lIF+PGZ:
212±15, p<0.005) J}-oxidation. Measurements of enzyme activities in skeletal
muscle revealed that PGZ stimulates mitochondrial (CPT.I, HF: 450±50 vs.
HF+PGZ: 720±110 pmol.mg-I.min- I, p<0.05), but not the peroxisomal
(AOX, HF: 28.3±4.5 vs. HF+PGZ: 24.3±2,4 pmol.mg-Imin- I, p =NS) fatty
acid oxidation. No changes in activities of CPT-lor AOX were found in the
liver. Tissue lipid content correlated negatively with J}-oxidation in both liver
(r= -0.75, n=17, p<O.OOI) and muscle (r= -0.71, n=17, p<O.OOI).
Conclusions: Our data indicates that an up-regulation of the J}-oxidation
pathway after PGZ treatment may prevent the tissue TG accumulation in the
HF diet-induced IR. It is likely that the mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation
could be one of the important targets for pioglitazone action.
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·p<0.05; ··p<0.01; tS subjects completed,one lost to follow-up.
Conclusions: Consistent with itsType 2 diabetes effects,RSG substantially
improves insulin sensitivityand reducessystolic and diastolicABP in IGT.

ROSIGLITAZONEThlPROVES INSULIN SENSITIVITYAl'.'D24-HOUR
A~mULATORY BLOOD PRESSUREIN SUBJECTSWITII IGT
S..'.1.A. Bennett', N.P. Jones', A. Agrawal', H. Elasha],M. Walker', and J.
Wilding]. 'University of Newcastle,Newcastle-upon-Tyne, UK; 'SrnithKline
Beecham, Harlow, UK; ]UniversityHospital Aintree,Liverpool,UK.
Background and Alms: Rosiglitazone (RSG) improvesinsulinsensitivityand
reduces ambulatoryblood pressure (ABP) in Type 2 diabetics,but has not
previously been studied in subjectswith IGT. Materials and Methods: In a
double-blindstudy, IS subjectswith persistent IGT were randomisedto receive
RSG (4 mg twice daily) or placebo for 12 weeks. Euglycaemic hyperinsulinaernic
clamp was used to derive the insulin sensitivity index(lSI), and 24-hour ABP was
monitored Results: Baselinesystolic and diastolicABP were higher in the RSG
group, and there was a trend to greater insulin sensitivityin the placebo group.
RSG significantly improvedlSI compared with baseline(BL,p=O.025, mean 36%
increase)and placebo (p=0.OO03), and significantlyreducedsystolic and diastolic
ABP vs BL and vs placebo. Data below are mean or, for change from baseline,
mean±SD:

ROSIGLITAZONE TREAlMENT OF PATIENTS WfIR SEVERE PRIMARY
INSULIN RESISTANCE AND DIABETES MELLITUS HAS NO EFFECTS ON
GLUCOSE ANDLIPID METABOLISM. II. Vestcrgaard',S. Lund' and O. Pedersen',
'HerlevHospital, University ofCqJcnhangen,'Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark
Ba<:kground and Alms: Rosiglitazooe (Avandia)increasesinsulinsensitivitybyreducing
levels of p-NEFA, lriglycerides (TG), glucose and insulin. Rosiglitazooe treatment
decreases insulin resistance in type 2 diabetic patients, but no data exist coocerning
rosiglitazooe treatment of patients with syndromes of severe insulin resistance. To
evaluatewhetherhyperglycaemiain two patientswith primary severe insulin resistance
and diabetes mellituscould be reducedby supplement of rosiglitazooe and secondary, to
evaluatethe effects00 p-NEFA, TG, Ape B, PAl-l and insulin.Malerlals: Bothpatients
(brothers)haveknown mutatioosin the insulinreceptoe(IR) genelocalized to the tyrosine
kinasedomainand a deletioo ofexcn 17 in panof their1RmRNA.Priocto the studythe
HbA,c>IO% in both patients foc morethan 12 mooths during treatmentwith regular
insulin (BC: 3.5 Ulkg/day; KC: 4.7 Ulkg/day) and metfmnin (l500mg/day).Resu1ts:
After 180daysofmax. rosiglitazoae supplement (8 mg/day), no changeswereobserved in
fastingp-glucose(BC: 11.7, 13.6, 11.5and 11.9 m.'.1 day 0,45,90 and 180; KC: 15.5,
13.1,15.7and 15.4mM day0,45,90 and ISO) and HbA,c(BC: 10.9%,11.2%,10.8%,
11.6%day0, 45, 90 and 180;KC: 11.2%,11.4%,11.1%,11.3%day0, 45, 90 and ISO).
Incremental p-glucose areas WIder thecurves duringan75 g OGIT wereunchanged (BC:
2492,2532and 26-UmMx2-lOmin, day0, 45 and 180;KC: 1594,1472and 1448mM x
2-lO min, day 0, 45 and ISO). likewise, no improvements were seen in either I. oc 2.
phase insulinsecretion duringan 0.3 glkglVGTT.Fastingp-caolcsterol (total, LDL-and
HDL),TG and Ape B levelsWCTe unchanged, Fastingp-NEFAincreased 51% in KC
after 90 days of treatment, and after 180 da~ p-l'."EFA was still 26% higher, when
compared to pretreatmentlevels.lnBCan initial 16%decrease wasseen in p-NEFAafter
90 da~ of treatment P1asma NEFA was increased14% after ISOda~ of treatment,
whencomparedto pretreatment levels. but35%whencanpared to day90. PlasmaPAl-l
docreascd in both patients after 45 and 90 days of treaancnt but the decrease was
maintainedooIyin KC (47%).Conclusions: Rosiglitazooe treatment, in canbinatioo with
insulin and metfmnin, of patientswith SC\'CTe primary insulin resistance and diabetes
mellitus,bas no effects00 glucose and lipid metabolism. Rosiglitazooe may reduce the
cardiovascular risk in thepatientsby reducing PAl-I.

lSI BL
(J.lglkg/minlpmolll) Change vs BL

Change vs placebo
24-hour ABP, systolic BL

(mmJIg) Change vs BL
Change vs placebo

24-hour ABP, diastolic BL
(nunHg) Change \'S BL

Change vs placebo

Placebo (n=9)
9.94

-1.82 ± 4.4S

120.S
2.7 ±5.7

6S.S
2.6±5.5

RSG(n-S)t
7.09

1.72· ± 1.72
2.26··
132.0

-7.0·· ±4.S
-9.S··
75.9

-6.4· ± 5.2
-S.O·
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MECHAJliIS:\IS BY \\'lIICH ROSIGLlTAZO:-iE IMPROVES GLYCAEl\IIC
CO:\"fROL L'i TYPE 2 DIABETES
I. Gerich', J. Dostou', N.lslaml

, C. Meyer', H.!. Woerle', C. Sparks', J. Sparks', S.
Winlin', G. Dabiri', and A. Anderson'. 'University of Rochester, Rochester, NY;
'SmithKIine Beecham, Philadelphia, PA.
Background and Aims: The mechanisms by which thiazolidinediones (TZDs)
improve glycaemic control are poorly understood. It is not clear whether TZDs act
principally via decreasing glucose production, improving glucose disposal, or
solely by improving insulin sensitivity. Materials and :\-Iethods: We studied
various aspects of fasting (F) and postprandial (PP) glucose and lipid metabolism in
30 subjects with Type 2 diabetes before and after raodomisation to 3 months'
treatment with placebo (pBO, 11=15) or rosiglitazone(RSG, 4 mg twice daily,
11=15). Results: Compared with the PBO group, RSG responders (RR, .J. in
IlbA,?O.3% or I in F glucose >10%, II~12) decreased their HbA

",
F and mean PP

plasma glucose by 1.0%, 40 mg/dl and 43 mg/dl respectively (all p<0.03). Both F
and PP plasma free fatty acids also decreased in RR (bothp= 0.011). Insulin
sensitivity (IS) and beta-cell function (j}-fn)(1l0l\1A) improved, in RR only, by
32±5% (p=O.Ol») and 27±8% (p=O.026), respectively. Similarly, F and PP
endogenous glucose production (double-isotope technique) decreased in RR
(p=O.OIand 0.023) whereas none of these parameters changed in the PBO group.
PP but not F gluconeogenesis C'C-bicarbonate} decreased in RR (p=O.033, one
tailed). Neither F nor PP tissue glucose uptake and oxidation (calorimetry) were
altered in RR, but both F and PP glucose clearance increased (p=O.04 and 0.007). F
and PP HDL-cholesterol increased significantly in RR (p=O.039 and 0.014); neither
triglycerides nor LDL-cholesterol changed. Conclusions: In responsive patients
with Type 2 diabetes, RSG improves glycaemic control by increasing both IS and
j}-fn.The actions ofRSG primarily result in glycogenolytic and gluconeogenic
reductions in glucose production and, to a lesser extent, more efficient glucose
disposal.

Long-term losulin and Rosiglitazooe Mediated Regulatioo of LPL, IISL &
Lipolysis io Human Adipose Tissue
P.G. McTernan(I), AL. Hane(I), A.II. Barnen(I), M.e. Eggo(I), S. Smith(2) & S.
Kumar(I). (I) University of Birmingham, Birmingham, U.K.;(2) Glaxo-SmithKline,
Harlow. Essex U.K.
Background and Aims: Lipolysis is an irnportnat process detennining fuel metabolism
and insulin regulates this process in adipose tissue. The aim of this study was to
investigatethe long-termeffectsof insulin(1-1OOOn."f), an insulinenhancer (rosiglitazone:
RSG), and both in combination, on the regulation of lipolysis and lipogenesis in human
adbominal subcutanoeusfat.
Materials and Methods: Lipolysis and lipogenesis were assessedby Western analysis of
hormone senstive lipase (HSL) and lipoprotein lipase (LPL) respectively. Lipolytic
activity was assessed by glycerol release assay and tumour necrosis factor alpha (TKF
alpha)by ELISA (n=12).
Results: In Subcutaneous adipocytes increasing insulin (Ins) stimulated LPL expresssion
with maximal stimulation at lOOn."1 «Control: 1.00+/-0.0(mean+1- SE, protein expression
relativeto control) Ins 1n."I:O.S7+/-o.13; Ins 100n."1: 1.6S+/-o.19***; Ins lOOOn."I: 1.4+/
0.07; "'p<O.OOI). In contrast, insulin altered HSL expression in an opposite pattern to
LPL, with maximal reduction of HSL observed at lOOn."l insulin treatment (Control
1.00+/-0.0; Ins 100n."1:0.49+/-o.os*; 'p<O.05). However, higher insulin doses (500n."1
lOOOn."1) stimulated both LPL and HSL expression (p<0.05). The addition of RSG
induced a shift in response to the left in the dose response to insulin for LPL (Ins In,\!:
1.09+/-0.36,Ins 1Oo."IZ.Z6+/-o.4S' Ins lOOn."II.S+/-o.3'; Ins 10000."1: 1.18+/-0.13) and
IISL (Ins In.''!: 2.92+/-o.4S; Ins IOn,\!: 1.4+/-0.25; Ins lOOOn."1 4.48+1-1.J2*; Ins
1000n.\l: 7.10+/-2.09'). In adipocytes treated "ith RSG alone there was a dose-dependent
increase in LPL expression (RSG 10-5'\!: II.20+/-2.4Z'; RSGIO-lOl\!: 6.2S+/·1.43') but
a dose-dependent decrease in IISL expression (RSGI0-6l\1: 2.13+/-0.16'''; RSG 10
10M: 9.07+/-1.79"; "p<O.OI). High levels of insulin stimulated glycerol release
(Control: 244.3+/-ZIumol; Ins lOOn."!: 364.3+/-52umol'; Ins 1000n."1: 493.7+/
SOumaI") correlating with IISL expression studies. Insulin stimulated TNF·alpha
secretion in a dose dependent manner (p<0.01) while the presence of RSG (IO-S:\I)
reducedTNF-alphasecretion(p<0.05).
Conclusions: Long-term insulin treatment of human adipocytes stimulates lipolytic rate.
in a dose dependent manner. Co-treatment with RSG sensitises the effect of insulin to
further alter LPL and HSL protein expression. These data, therefore. suggest an
explanation for insulin resistance and hyperinsulinaemia paradoxically co-existing with
increased c:ircnlating non-esterifiedfaftyacids in obese and/orbme2 diabeticnarients
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IMMEDIATE O}lSET OF DIABETES IN ZDF RATS AFTER
TERMINAnON OF TREATMENT WITH ROSIGLITAlONE
H.-J. Burger, E. Kleinschmidt, M. Stein, W. Kramer, and A.W. Herling
AVENTIS PHAJU.1A Deutschland GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany
Background: It is well established that rosiglitazone, a thiazolidindione, in

duces adipocyte differentiation by binding to and activation of PPARy. The
in-vivo effect of this drug is characterized by an increase in body weight, a
fall in triglycerides and free fatty acids and increased insulin sensitivity. Male
Zucker diabetic fatty (ZDF) rats are insulin resistant and develop diabetes at
around 10 weeks of age presumably due to lipotoxic destruction of pancreatic

P-cells. Aim of the study was to investigate the diabetes prevention properties
of rosiglitazone and the effect of termination of treatment on diabetes devel
opment.
Material and Methods: Insulin resistant ZDF rats (fa/fa) were used (n=32).
Rats were treated with rosiglitazone (3 mglkg orally) starting at thc age of 6
weeks (n=16). At the age of 19 weeks rosiglitazonc treatment was terminated
in 8 rats and the observation period was prolonged for further 6-weeks. A
group of 16 rats without treatment served as control. Blood parameters and
body weight were determined throughout the study.
Results: Treatment with rosiglitazone caused a fall in plasma triglyceridcs
and free fatty acids whereas cholesterol and glycerol increased. Treatment
prevented the onset of diabetes at the age of 10 weeks and caused a trcrncnde
ous increase in body weight up to 682101I g and 824±11 g at the age of 19
and 25 weeks, respectively. Corresponding body weights of control rats were
465±ll g and 459±18 g. After termination oftrcatment there was an immedi
ate onset of diabetes within I week with increased triglyccridcs and free fatty
acids and subsequent reduction in body weight.
Conclusions: It is concluded that termination of rosiglitazone treatment in the
insulin resistant prediabetic disease stage might cause an immediate transition

to overt diabetes.

-
Dose G (mg/dl) IIbAlc l%) TG(mg/dl) Responders
Vehicle 472 ± 14.8 9.04 ± 0.15 893 ±90 0/8
GW072 100glkg 279 ± 6Z.5 7.06 ± 0.67 624 ±97 4/8
GW8450.3mglkg 264 ± 64.3 6.55 ±0.68 420 ± 101 5/8
GW845 Imglkg 135 ±3.6 5.36±0.Z5 114 ± 6.5 8/8

Analysis of gene expression m the responders showed that G\\OO72 did not
upregulate lipid storage genes in fat (e.g. GPAT and FABP) to the same extent as
GW7845, but showed equivalent regulation of genes in muscle involved with
glucose disposal (e.g. PDK4). Conclusions: The SPARlII, GWOO72, showed
antidiabetic activity through tissue selective regulation of gene expression in a
subset of ZDF rats and may be an effective therapy to improve glycemic control in
patients with T)'Pe 2 diabetes.

ANTIDIABETIC EFFICACY OF GW0072, A SELECTIVE PPARy
MODULATOR, IN ZUCKER DIABETIC FATTY RATS.
W.W. Harrington, J. Way, P. Novak, N. Milliken, J. Binz, T. Smalley, J.
Collins, K.K. Brown, S.A. Kliewer and T.M. Willson. GlaxoSmithKline,
Research Triangle Park, /\'C, USA.
Background and Aims: GW0072 is a high affinity Selective PPARr Modulator
(SPARM) that inhibits PPARr-induced adipocyte differentiation as; reSUlt of its
unique receptor-binding mode. The purpose of this study was to compare the
antidiabetic effects of the SPAJU.I, GWOO72, to that of the full PPARr agonist,
GW7845, at a dose providing comparable glucose (G) lowering. Materials and
Methods: The Zucker diabetic fatty rat (ZDF) is a genetic model of Type 2
diabetes, becoming progressively insulin resistant, hyperglycemic and
hyperlipidemic as they age. 40 male ZDF rats (9 wk ofage) were dosed with either
vehicle (pEG400), GWOO72 (100 mglkg bid) or GW7845 (0.3 or I mg/kg bid) for
21 d. Results: ZDF rats treated with GW7845 decreased non-fasted G at both
doses. Rats treated with GWOO72 lowered G to the level of the low dose ofGW845
(279 ± 62.5 v. 264 ± 64.3 mg/dl). GWOO72 also produced effects on
hemoglobinAlc (HbAlc), triglycerides (TG), free fatty acids, and insulin that were
equivalent to the low dose of GW7845. Notably, only 4/8 animals treated with
GWOO72 or 5/8 treated with the low dose of GW7845 responded to treatment (G <
250 mg/dl), yet those that did responded maximally compared to the high dose of
GW7845. Results from glucose-matched groups of all non-fasted ZDF rats are
shown below (mean + SEM)
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TlIL\ZOLIDINEDlO:'\ES llAVE A DISTmCf L'iFLUENCE 0:'/ PLASMA
STEROIDS I:'l OBESE ZUCKER RATS (fa/fa).

C.Fiimsinn, P.Nowotny, B.Brunmair,F.Gras,W.Waldhausl,and H.Vierhapper.
DepartmentofMedicine3, Div.EndocrinoI.Metab., Universityof Vienna,Austria.

Background aod Aims: Thiazolidinediones (fZDs) have been reported to affect
steroid synthesis in vitro.This study was to examine the potential influenceof TZDs
on circulating plasma steroidsof obese Zucker rats in vi,·o.Materials and Methods:
8 months-old male geneticallyobese Zucker rats (fa/fa) receiveda food admixture of
rosiglitazone(ROSI; 0.0I% wtl\\1;n=6) or troglitazone(fRO; 0.3% wt/wt; n=10) for
S weeks, and were compared to untreated obese Zucker rats (fa/fa; n=12) and to
untreated Jean Zucker rats (Fa/-; n=12). Results: ROSI and mo ameliorated the
insulin resistance and improved the plasma lipid profile of obese rats (e.g, plasma
triglyceridcs, mgidl: ROSI, 213±40, vs mo, 238±28, vs untreated obese, 7S1±107,
vs untreated lean, 69±6; p<O.OO 1 each vs untreated obese). Both TZDs markedly
increased plasma 17-QH-progesterone (ngidl: ROSI, 48±9, vs mo, 46±5, vs
untreated obese, 27±3, vs untreated lean,S8±\0; p<O.OS each vs untreated obese), but
failed to affect plasma pregnenolone (ngidl: 18±2 vs 20±3 vs 19±1 vs 16±2; n.s.).
While only a tendency to decrease plasma testosteronewas observed (ngidl: 123±35
vs 123±12 ,'S 162±29 ,'S 148±33; n.s.), both ROSI and mo blunted plasma
dihydrotcstostcroneby -50% (ng/dl: ROSI, 44±3, vs mo, 38±4, vs untreated obese,
76±9, vs untreated lean, 59±7; treated ,'S untreated obese, p<O.OI each; untreated
obese vs lean, n.s.), It is of note that 1ZDs reduced plasma dihydrotestostcrone in
obese rats beyond the concentrationsprevailing in healthy rats, which contrasts with
partial restoration of fuel metabolism and hence argues for different underlying
mechanisms. Conclusions: ROSI and mo have a similar and distinct influence on
plasma steroids of obese Zucker rats. The precise mechanismsresponsible for TZD
induced changes in the steroid profile of insulin resistant rats await to become
clarified,but our data Suggesta TZD group effect,which is not secondaryto improved
fuel metabolism. No conclusions can be drawn as yet regardingthe extent, to which
our data relate to circulatingsteroid hormones in TZD treatedpatients.
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mSULI:'i SENSITIZATIO:,/ BY PROLOXGED TROGLITAZO:'\E
EXPOSURE OF RAT SKELETAL r.ruSCLE IN VITRO.
B.Brunmair, F.Gras,A.LeS!, M.Roden, W.Waldhausl,and C.Fiimsinn
Dept.Med.Ill, Div.EndoerinoI.Metab., Univ.Vienna.Austria
Aims: It is unknown, whether thiazolidinedioncs trigger insulin sensitization of
skeletal muscle directly or indirectly, i.e: via their actions on adipose tissue. We
examined the direct effectsof troglitazoneon skeletal muscle in vitro.Malerials and
Methods: Freshly isolated soleus muscle strips from Sprague-Dawley rats were
incubated with or without troglitazone. Since the induction of insulin sensitivity by
troglitazone in \'ivo is a slow process, prolonged exposure periods of 73 h were
employed. During the last hour, basal and insulin-stimulated(100 nmol/l) rates of net
glycogen synthesis and glucose oxidation were determined. Glycogen content was
measured at the end of the experiment.Results: Troglitazoneexposure for 73 h dose
dependently increased insulin-stimulated glycogen synthesis and glucose oxidation of
isolated muscle (% change vs, intraindividual troglitazone-free control; glycogen
synthesis: O.I!1M, +14±12%, ns; O.3!1M, +1±lI%, ns; 1!1M. +49±13%, p<O.OJ; 311-\f,
+104±22%, p<O.OI; glum" oxidation; 0.111-\1, +19±l4%, ns; 0.311-\1, +14±15%, ns;
111-\1, +57±l J%, p<O.OOI; 3!1M, +93±29%, p<O.OI; glvcogen content O.l!1M, +IO±
8%,ns; O.3!1M, +IO±lI%, ns; 1!1M, +33±8%, p<O.OOI; 311-\1, +58±24%, ns). Another
experiment revealed that troglitazonc's effect on glycogen synthesis depended on the
concomitant presence of insulin (% change induced by 1!1M troglitazone:basal,-4±
6%, ,cr. insulin-stimulated, +57±15%, p<O.OI), while the troglitazonc-induced
increase in glucose oxidation was insulin-independent (basal, +62±22%, vs. insulin
stimulated, +56±18%, ns), Conclusions: Long-term troglitazone exposure of native
muscle specimens leads to insulin sensitization of the glycogenic pathway
accompanied by an insulin-independent increase in glucose oxidation. The observed
changes exactly match the pattern of responses described for muscle specimens as
prepared from rodents after oral thiazolidinedione-treatrnent. Our findings therefore
suggest that troglitazone-inducedinsu1in sensitization in vivomay at least in part be
caused by direct interactionwith skeletalmuscle.
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ModifJing effect! of \'itamin 1\ in c:ombio.2tiao ,",'ith tbiazolidinediooe treatment
Y. Itoh", S. Katoh", Y. Yamazaki", J. Yokoyama' and N. Tajirna".
'Jikei Univ. Sch, of Med., Tokyo. "Kawaguchi Municipal Medical Center,
Kawaguchi, Japan

Background and Aim.: We already reported thiazolidinedione treatment increases
fat deposition in muscle and decreases fat deposition in liver accompanied with body
weight gain. Vitamin A is reported to contribute to fat deposition in muscleand liver,
We evaluated modifying effects of vitamin A in combination with thiazolidinedione
treatment on fat deposition in wister rats with high-fat, high-sugar feeding (26% fat.
32% sugar) without food intake restriction. Material. and Methods: Thirty male
wister rats were randomly divided into three groups and followed for 16 weeks.
Group T (n~JO) was treated with 0.2% troglitazone. Group TA (n=IO) was treated
with 0.2% troglitazone and vitamin A (approximately 500IUlbody/day). Group C
(n=IO) was a control group. Results: Although there were no significant differences
in food intake (g) between three groups after 16 weeks, body weight significantly
(p<0.01) increased in group TA compared with those in the other groups. Body
weight in group T also significantly (p<O.OI) increased compared with group C.
Triglyceride deposition in liver and psoas muscle in group TA (I2±6 and 8±6J-lgimg,
respectively) were significantly (p<O.OI)increased compared with those in group T
(3±1 and 3±3J-lgimg, respectively) and group C (3±1 and I±IJ-lgimg, respectively).
Although triglyceride deposition in psoas muscle also increased in group T compared
with that in group C, it was not significantly different. Fasting IRI significantly
decreased in group TA compared with those in group T and group C (group TA vs
group T and group C: 2.3±0.7 vs 5.3±1.6 and 6.1±1.8J-lUlml, p<O.OI and p<O.OI,
respectively). FPG significantlyincreased in group TA compared with those in group
T and group C (175±21 vs 129±22 and 139±40mgidl, p<O.OI and p<0.05,
respectively). Although portal FFA significantly (p<O.OI) decreased, serum
triglyceride significantly (p<O.OI) increased in group TA compared with those in the
other groups. Conclusions: Vitamin A treatment enhanced the effects of
thiazolidinedioneto decrease hyperinsulinemia and FFA, it resulted in fat deposition
spoiling hypoglycemiceffect. This may be a key mechanismofa secondary failure of
thiazolidinedione treatment. These results indicate vitamin A has modifying effects
on insulin sensitizer.
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ACANTHOSIS N/GRICANS (AN) IN OBESE WOMEN OF AN
AFRICAN AMERICAN ANCESTRYPOPULATION. LM.B. Araujo, A.
M. C. Viveiros, R.C. lopes, M. V. Porto, M. J. Urslch. Faculdade
de Medicina da UFBA,Bahia, Brazil & USP. Slio Paulo.

AIMS: To study the prevalence of AN and metabolic disturbances in
a population of obese women from Salvador, Bahia, Northeast of
Brazil, a population predominantly of African ancestry. CASUISTIC
AND METHODS: A total of 481 obese women of an outpatient
obeslty clinic was studied: with AN, group AN, n=388, and without
AN, group NAN, n=93. The mean age of this population was 30.6 :!.
10 years and mean 8MI was 40.4:!: 6.4 kg/m2. Except for those who
were diabetic, all patient were refered to an oral glucose tolerance
test (75g) and had plasma glucose determined by enzymatic method.
Insulin resistance was evaluated by HOMA model. RESULTS: The
prevalence of ANwas 66.9% in patients wtth white skin color, 86% in
mulattos and 90.6% in blacks, strongly higher in black and mulatto
versus white (p = 0.000001 and 0.00002). The AN group was older,
and heavier, they had a higher waist, waist-hip ratio (WHR) and
HOMA insulin resistance than NAN group. In contrast, fasting insulin
levels were similar between groups. The frequency of diastolic
hypertension was higher in AN than NAN group (p = 0.05). The
frequencies of central obestty (WHR > 0.85), type 2 diabetes and
impaired glucose tolerance (according WHO cnterla) in AN group
were 38%, 11,1% and 14.9% higher than 29.7%, 4.3% and 9.7% in
NAN group, but these differences were significant for diabetes only
(p<0.01). The frequencies of high total and lDL-cholesterol, low
HDL-cholesterol and high triglycerides of AN group were similar to
NAN group. CONCLUSION: AN is a marker of some clusters of
metabolic syndrome, especially in a multiracial population.
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SUCCESSFULSCREENTh:G FOR fNSULINRESISTANCEUSfNG1Im.1A
TOGElHER WIlli A SIMPLE HEALlli EXAMINAITON
N. Kanamori,G. Murasaki, N. Okayama,M. Shimizuand M. Itoh, Japan
Background: Insulin resistance(IR) is a vel)' important risk factor for many
metabolic disorders. Therefore earlier detection and prompt educational
interventionare desirable to reducethe prevalenceof further metabolic
diseases and their complications.Aims: We have assessed whether individuals
at high risk of IR could be identifiedfollowinga health examinationand
postprandial blood testing. Materials and Methods: Two hundred and
eighteen asymptomatic, undiagnosedmale workers (aged 21 -GI) who were
found to have glucosuria in an annual health examinationwere enrolled in this
study. All underwent physical examination,75g0GTI, and blood examination
in fasting and postprandial state. Homeostasismodel assessment (HOMA-IR)
was calculatedusing the results of75g0GTI. IR ""35 definedas values above
the 85'"percentile. Results: The prevalenceofiR in 20 - 29 age group was
higher than in 50 - 59 age group (27.6%vs. 4.3%, P =0.0003). Discriminant
analysis \\"35 performed by the stepwise method using HOMA·IR as the
dependent variable, and age, BMI, systolicblood pressure, diastolic blood
pressure (D-BP), postprandial blood data as the independent variables. The
coefficientswere -0.053 for age, 0.254 for BMI, 0.027 for D-BP.and -5.934
for constant (Wilks' lambda 0.641, p<O.OOOI). The discriminant scores (IR
risk scores) were computed using the coefficients.When subjects were
discriminatedby the score, the sensitivityand specificity in this study were
89.7%, and 78.8%. Conclusions: IR could be predicted with considerable
accuracy from age, BMI, and D-BP.without the need for any blood data. This
method should be useful to identifyapparently healthy individualswith IR,
especially younger individuals, after a simple health examination. facilitating
early educational intervention to prevent many metabolicdisorders.
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METABOLIC I;\IPROVEMENT IN OVERWEIGHT MEN
FOLLOWING EXPOSITION TO MODERATE ALTITUDE
M. Lechleitner, E. Humpeler, W. Schobersberger, F. Hoppichler
University ofInnsbruck, Austria
BackQround and Aims: The metabolic syndrome is associated with an
increase in sympathetic nervous activity, which is known to be
modulated by a stay at different altitudes, but until now no data are
available about the influence of altitude on parameters of the
metabolic syndrome.
Methods: 22 male subjects with a metabolic syndrome were selected,
and, after baseline investigations, these participants spent 3 weeks at
1700 m altitude simulating a holiday stay. Fasting glucose, glycated
hemoglobin (HbAlc) and lipid values were determined according to
routine procedures. As a measurement for insulin resistance
Homeostasis Model Assessment (HOMA) was used. Statistic values
are given as medians, for' univariate testing the paired t-test was
applied.
Results: Fasting plasma glucose levels decreased from
I09.2±33.6 mg/dL at the baseline control to 102.1±61.8 mg/dL after
the stay at moderate altitude, and HbAlc levels decreased
from 6.3±1.5% to 4.6±0.53% (p<0.069). Fasting insulin levels
were 16.2±1 1.3 lIU1mL at the baseline control, and I 1.6±5.9 IIU/mL
after the stay in the mountains, which was paralleled by a decrease in
the HOMA index from 4.8±4.1 to 3.3±1.9 (p<0.036). Serum
triglyceride levels decreased from 218.6±135.5 mg/dL to
96.3±1 16.9 mg/dL, while HDL-cholesterol revealed an increase
from 45.5±12.3 mg/dL to 54.7±4.6 mgldL (p<O.OOI).
Conclusion: These results indicate that a stay at moderate altitude
might increase insulin sensitivity in overweight men.

781
Validation or an insulin resistance score calculated from clinical parameters in a
heterogeneous populationwitb prior gestationaldiabetes,
AGy. Tabak, Zs. Kerenyi andGy.Tamas. Nat.CentreDiab. Care, 1stDept. ofMed.,
Semme1weis Univ., Med. Faculty, 4th Dept. of Med., St Imre Hosp., Budapest,
Hungary
Backgroundand Aims:Sinceexactestimation of insulinresistance requires invasiveand
expensive techniques, it would be important to find easily obtainable parameters to
estimate this cardiovascular risk factor. Recently an insulin resistance score(IRS) was
developed andvalidated in type I diabetes (TID~I) in the EDC Study. Ouraimwasto
calculate thisparameter andvalidate itusingdifferent measures of insulin resistance from
an oGIT (homeostatic model assessment [lIO~IA], Matsuda composite index,
Cederholm, and Stumvoll estimation) in a heterogeneous population. Materials and
Methods: Weexamined 84prior GD~I women (age38.6[6.3; SD] yrs,HbAlc6,4[1.9]
%,n~n 26.8[6.1] kg/m2, 22,4% hypertensive) 7.7[2,4] yTS after delivery. Almost halfof
thepatients had normal glucose tolerance, 18% had impaired glucose tolerance and31%
diabetes at reclassification (VvllO criteria), HO~lA score wascalculated on all subjects
using fasting serum insulin andfasting plasma glucose, while theother measures of insulin
resistance werecalculated using blood glucose andserum insulin levels measured on a
mixed subgroup of thepatients (n=43) during a 75goaIT. To estimate IRS, each patient
was categorized into risk teniles according to waist to hip ratio (VvllR), triglycerides,
HDL-cholesterol, andHbAIc levels. Hypertension (HIN) andknown diabetes in first
degree relatives was considered as a high risk, theirabsence as a lowrisk factor. These
scores were than averaged creating ascore between I (lowrisk) and3 (high risk). Results:
IRS correlated well with all the insulin resistance measures: with HO~fA scores,
composite index, Cederholm andStumvoll estimation (r-O.57, 0.4-1, 0.39, 0.33, P<O.OOOI.
P<O.Ol, P<0.05, P<O.05, resp.). It even correlated well with HO~tA Score in different
subgroups with no substantial difference in younger (r=O.37, P<0.05) or older (r=O.76,
P<O.OOt), obese (r-O.41. P<O.05) or non-obese (r-O.47, p<O.OOI), diabetic (r-O.43,
P<O.OOI) or non-diabetic (r-O,46, P<O.05), and in normotensive (F0,42, P<O.OOI) or
hypertensive subjects (r=O,48, P<O.05). ROC curve analysis alsorevealed that IRS score
could also well differentiate between diabetic andnon-diabetic women (AUC= 0.82, 95%
CI:0.72-0.91, P<o.OOOI) with a sensitivity of 88%anda specificity of 66% at a cut-off
value of 1.77. Conclusions: Ourresults might support theprevious observation that easily
measurableclinical parameters may estimate insulin resistance. Thecalculated score could
help in large-scale epidemiologicalstudies even inheterogeneous populations.
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Assessment oCinsulin sensitivity in children and adolescents. Comparison of
quantltatlve approaches. . .
Potau N Ibanez L Sanchez-Ufarte C, Ong K, DungerD, Rique S, Vicens-Calvet E,
~sa A. Ho;Pital Matemo-Infantil Vall. d'Hebron, Barcelona. Hospital Sant
Joande Dell,Barcelona PediatricDept, Cambridge, UK

Background and Aims. We have compareddifferentmethodsof calculating insulin
sensitivityfrom glucoseand insulinbasal values andfrom an oGTTin order to have
an alternative approaeh of euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp for routine
measurement in populationstudies.
Materials and Methods. b-cell function was obtained from fasting glucose and
insulin,Homa index (B%)and from an oGTT,the insulinogenic index (insulin area
divided by glucose area) and MSI (mean sennn insulin, the area under the insulin
curve divided by 120 minutes). Insulin sensitivity was assessedby the homeostasis
model assessment (HomaS%), a well validated method, which has been compared
with quantitativeinsulin sensitivity index (QUICKI), fasting insulinresistance index
(FiRJ), glucoseand insulin ratio (G/I), fasting glucoseand insulinratio (FGffi) and
insulinsensitivityindexcalculated frombasaland oGTT(ISlb and ISla).
The population included were 51 girls diagnosed of premature pubarche, studied
longitudinally at prepubertal, pubertal and postpubenal stages and 68 matched
controlsfor age, sex and pubenalstages.
Results. High correlation coefficients (ranging from 0.S7 to 0.92) were found
betweenHomaS% and the other insulin sensitivityindexesadjustedeither linearlyor
as a hyperboliccurve.Assuming that the relationshipbetween insulin secretion and
insulin sensitivityis represented by a hyperbolicfunction,we found three acceptable
adjustments, between B% and GII, MSI andISla and the insulinogenie index with
ISla. The best adjustmentfittinga hyperbolicrelation was consideredto be between
MSIand ISla (r2 = 0.90).
Conclusions.Accordingto our results it maybe consideredthat SO/e, GIl and ISla the
most advantageous calculations to representa simplevalue of insulin sensitivityin a
populationfrom which a subset of them could be submitted to a more accurate an
sophisticated method.

784
INSULIN SECRETION ANDINSULIN RESISTANCE IN IMPAIRED GLUCOSE
TOLERANCE
T.Tankova,L.Dakovska, G.Kirilovand D.Kocv,Clinical Center of Endocrinology,
MedicalUniversity,Sofia,Bulgaria

Backgroundand Aims:The studywas designedto investigateinsulin secretionand
insulin resistancein normal-weight subjectswith impairedglucosetolerance(IGT).
Materials and Methods: 114 normal-weight subjects (64 males and 50 females)
were enrolled in the study - 39 subjects with IGT (mean age 39.2iS.3years); 41
newly-diagnosed type 2 diabeticpatients (mean age 3S.5i7.9ycars) and 34 healthy
controls (mean age 37.4±9.lyears). First (FPIS) and second (SPIS) phases of
insulin secretion were studied during IVGTT. Insulin resistance was estimated
using the homeostasismodelassessment(HOMA-ffi). Plasma insulin concentration
was measured by MEIA, using a commercial kit (Abbott) (normal range - 2
2SmU/I). Statisticalanalysiswas performedwith a SPSS9.01 package.Results:As
far as their response during IVGTT is concerned, the subjects with IGT were
divided into two subgroups: with normal FPIS (n~22, IOS.4±27.9mU/I); and with
reduced FPIS (n~17, 26.7i8.2mU/I vs Il4.4HI.2mV/I in the controls, p<O.OOI,
and p<O.05 as compared to the diabetie patients) and reduced AVe for insulin
secretion(16Il.7±48 1.9vs 23IS.Si734.9mU/I.hin the control group,p<O.OOI), the
pattern of insulin secretionbeing quite similar to that of type 2 diabetic patients.
The SPISof the two IGT groupsdid not differ from that of the healthycontrols. IS
of the subjects with IGT were with normal insulin sensitivity (HOMA-ffi)
(2.43±O.S9 \'S 2.0SiI.4mmolJl.mU/I in the control group, p:>O.I); 21 of them
showedinsulin resistance(4.l3iI.4, p<O.OI as comparedto the control group),but
they were less resistant than the newly-diagnosed type 2 diabeticpatients (p<O.05).
Having combined the two defects,23.1% of IGT subjectsappeared to have both
reduced FPIS and insulin resistance; 20.5% - only reduced FPIS; 30.S% - just
insulin resistanceand25.6%· both normal insulin secretionandinsulin sensitivity,
Conclusions' Our results demonstrate that both insulin secretion and insulin
sensitivitydefectsmay bepresentin normal-weight subjectswith IGT.

783
PROTEASE INHIBITORS CAUSE INSULIN RESISTANCE AND IMPAIR BETA CELL
FUNCTION: AMODEL TOSTUDY THE PATHOGENESIS OFTYPE 2 DIABETES
P. Mariuz', H.J. Weer/e!, C. Meyer!, E. Pcpat, and J. Gerich!, Departments of Infectious
Diseases'andEndocrinology!, University ofRochester, Rochester, NY, USA
Background: There is evidence thatProtease inhibitors (PI), drugs commonly usedforHIV
infection, may be diabetogenic. However, no prospective study has examined this.
Furthermore it is notclearwhat effects. ifany, PItreatment may haveon insulin release (IR)
and insulin sensilivily (IS). Wetherefore undertook a 12week prospective studytodetermine
whether PI treatment impairs glucose tolerance as reflected by changes in fasting plasma
glucose (FPG) and,ifso, themechanism(s). Methods: We measured FPG, betacell function
(BCF) andISbefore andafter12weeks PIfrealment, using both theHOMA model and the
hyperglycemic (180mg/dl) clamp technique in 10 HIV positive otherwise healthy suhjects.
With the damp technique, IRwascalculated as the average plasma insulin concentration
during thelast60 min of the3 hour clamp. ISwascalculated bydividing glucose clearance
during the last 60 min of the clamp by the corresponding plasma insulin concentrations.
Results: FPG increased from 89±4 to98±2mg/dl p=0.OO9. Fasting plasma insulin increased
from 92±14 to 108±12 pM, p=0.028. The HOMA model indicated that IS decreased from
0.6±0.1 to 0.3±0.1 Ipmol"mol-' p=O.004 whereas BCF remained unchanged (204±13 vs.
191±15 pMmM'. p=0.52), indicating lack of appropriate BCF compensation. With the
hyperglycemic clamp: IS decreased from 11.9±2.2 to 8.9±2.7 mlkg'min"nM', p=0.OO6.
Although IRincreased from 642±104 to 1101±370 pM, p=0.02 this was notappropriate for
the decrease in IS since the disposition index (ISxIR) decreased from 4913±192 to
3963±318, p=O.Ol. There was a significant correlation between the decrease in insulin
sensitivily determined with the HOMA and the hyperglycemic clamps r=0.74, p=O.OOO4 as
well as for changes in BCF r=0.69 p=0.029. Conclusions: Protease inhibitor treatment
reducesglucose tolerance. Both HOlM modeling and hyperglycemic clamp experiments
indicate thesedrugs reduce insulin sensitivily and prevent appropriate compensauon inbeta
cell function. Since these changes mimic those involved in obesily and Type 2 diabetes
mellitus, thesedrugs mayhe useful tools tostudy thepathogenesis ofT2DM.
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AIIDO~IINALSAGITTAL D1MIETER IS STRO:,\GLY RELATED TO
I:'\SULIN RESISTAI\CE IN MEN WITII TilE METABOLIC SYNDRmlE
U. Riscrus, L. Berglund and B. Vessby. Dept of Public lIealth and Caring
Sciences 1Geriatrics, Faculty of Medicine, Uppsala university, Sweden

Background and Aims: Abdominal sagittal diameter (SAD), an estimate of
visceral fat, is strongly related to cardiovascularand metabolic risk factors, but its
association with insulin resistance (lR) has not been examined using clamp. Here
we compared simple anthropometric measures and their association with IR.
~Iaterials and Methods: In a homogeneous sample of 59 men with the
metabolic syndrome (mean±SD; 53±8.2 )TS, BMI; 30.6±2.3, waist to hip
ratio; 1.01±0.02) euglycaernic hyperinsulinemic clamp (M; mglkg bw/min) were
assessed. and correlations between anthropmometricsand the Msvaluc were
analysed.
Results:
Anthropometric ,'ariablc Correlation coefficient, r ')-\'aluc
Abdominal sagittal diameter -0.57 P<O.OOOI
Body mass index -0.46 P=0.002
Waist circumference -OAI P=O.OOI
Waislto hip ratio -OAI P=0.003
In addition, SAD was the strongest correlate for fasting insulin,glucose and M
corrected for insulin levels (Mil).
Conclusions: Despite the homogenous group, SAD was the best correlate of IR,
which probably reflects the important role of visceral fat in IR, but also the high
measurement reliability of SAD compared to other anthropometrics. These results
indicate that among prediabetic men, SAD identifies the most insulin resistant
individuals and may have higher predictive value for NIDDM compared to l3~lI,

waist circumference and waist to hip ratio.

787
INSULIN RESISTANCE IS ASSOCIATED \\lTII PLATELET
RESISTAKCE TO ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID IN VIVO IN OBESITY
1'11. Tamminen, J. Westerbacka, R. Lassila and II. Ykl-jfirvlnen, University
of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
Background and Aims: Resistance to insulin's amiaggregatory effects in "iITO

characterize platelets of obese subjects but it is unknown whether obesity also
influences the sensitivity of platelets to acetylsalicylic acid (AS A) in \';vo.
Materials and methods: We determined insulin sensitivity of glucose uptake by
using the euglycernic insulin clamp technique, and ASA sensitivity of platelets by
measuring aggregation responses to 4 doses (0.5, 0.75, I and 1.5 rnmol/l) of
arachidonic acid (AA) before and I hour after ingestion of 50 mg ASA in eight
non-obese (age 4913 yTS, Bl\lI 2511 kg/m") and seven obese subjects (age 50±3
)TS. B~n 32±1 kg/m2

) . /11 \';tro platelet aggregation was measured with an
aggregorneter using platelet rich plasma and Born's turbidornetric method. The
average of the percent changes in maximal aggregation recorded at the four doses
of AA was calculated (ASA sensitivity). Results: Whole body glucose uptake
was 48 '7c lower in the obese (3.910.8) than the non-obese (7.510.6 rug/kg-min,
p<O.Ol) subjects. AA induced maximal aggregation in all subjects before ASA
(9311 '7c in non-obese and 9HI % in obese, KS), After 50 mg oral ASA,
maximal aggregation decreased to 19± 3 % in the non-obese but only to 7916 '7c
in the obese subjects (p<O.OOOl).There was significant correlation between body
mass index and inhibition of aggregation by ASA (r=O.72, p=0.OO24). ASA
sensitivity was also significantly correlated with insulin sensitivity (r:;:;-0.61,
p;O.OI4S). Condusions: These data demonstrate that insulin and ASA
sensitivity are interrelated in vivo in non-diabetic individuals. ASA resistance
could contribute to the increased risk of atherothrombosis in insulin resistant
individuals. Insulin resistant obese subjects need a greater ASA dose than
normal-weight subjects.
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URINARY ACTMTY OF N-ACETYL DETA-GLUCOSA.\In.WASE (NAG) IS
AN Il\TIICATOR OF SHORT AND LO;';G-TERM METABOLIC CONTROL
V. Dimitrijevic Sreckovic, P. Djordjcvic, LJ. Mandie>, Institute for Endocrinology,
Diabetes and Metabolic Diseases, Clinical Center, Faculty of Medicine and Faculty
of Chemistry" • Belgrade, Yugoslavia
Increased secretion of lysosomal enzimes into extracellular fluids does not have to
be only the result of cellular desintegration, but may occur due to alterations in
intracellular transport and release. The aim of the study was to examine
significance of urinary and serum NAG activity as the parameter of metabolic
control. The study included 70 patients: 30 Diabetes mellitus type 1 (D\I 1) newly
diagnosed and patients without complications, 20 Diabetes Mellitus type 2 (D\I 2)
patients without cornpications, unsatisfactory metabolic control and 20 healthy
control patients.NAG in the serum and urine has been determined
spectrophotometrically with substrate glucopiranozide, Glucosylated haemoglobin
(HbAIC) by spectrophotometric method and glucosylated proteins (GP) by
thiobarbituratic acid have been determined as glucoregvlation parameters.
RESULTS:Corelation of NAG serum and urine activity with parameters of long
term metabolic controm ( HbAIC and GP) in the D~I 2 patients without vascular
complications has shown corelation of NAG serum activity with HbAlc r; 0,82 ,
1'<0.05 and GP r=0.84, p<O.05. and corelations of NAG urine activity with HbAIC r
=0.98, 1'<0.05 and GP r= 0.98 p< 0.05. Corelation of NAG urine activity with
parameters of short-term metabolic control (basal glycaemia) in the newly diagnosed
D~II patients and patients without vascular complications r= 0.79. p< 0.05. These
results confirm that NAG urine activity is an indicator of short and long- term
metabolic control, and serum NAG is an indicator of long-term metabolic control in
patients without vascular complications.The corelations between elevated urinary
NAG and hyperglycaernia may indicate that the tubular cells are sensitive to plasma
glucose or increased tubular glucose reapsorptions.

788
EVALUATION OF GLUCOSE METABOLISM IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
MELLITUS
A.L. Davydov, N.T. Starkova, E.1. Mayevsky, A.N, Zyakun and E." Sokolov,
Moscow State Medical Stomatological University, 20/1 Delegatskaya st., 103473
Moscow,Russia
Baekgound and Aims: Glucose metabolism in the body determines in many
respects the energy metabolism level. The aim of the study was to investigate the
rate of glucose oxidation and to evaluate the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex state
in patents with type 2 diabetes mellitus (D~I) by stable isotope methodology.
Materials and Methods: Glucose oxidation rate was studied based on mesurement
of "c isotope concentration in expired air by the mass spectrometry method ("CO,)
and simultaneous measurement of lactate and pyruvate levels in 7 patents with type
2 DM and 4 apparently healthy subjects aged 35 to 55 years.
The type 2 diabetic patents had compensated carbohydrate metabolism (HB A" ;
6.8 ±0.59%). All the subjects studied received 20 mg, 109 and 20g of "c glucose
per os at ditTerent days at an interval of2-3 days Results: See the Table below.

He Rate of glucose Lactate [rnmol/l] Pyruvate[umol/l]
glue. oxidation [I x10"1
dose

Healthv DM Healthv D~l Healthv D\l
20mg 8J±0.25 4.310.17' 1.2+0.25 1.9+0.2* 57.2±5.3 6.1+7.1

109 9.5±0.33 5.1±0.67* 1.3+0.11 1.8+0.3' 65.1+6.6 56.9±9.2

20g 11.9± 3.95 1.610.21 2.5±OA' 78.1±7.2 54.318.1

0.51 +0.57*

p' <0.05
Conclusions: Glucose oxidation rate in healthysubjects increaseswith glucose test
load and they have increased pyruvate level without hypoxy shift. Patents with type
2 DM show decreased rate ofglucose oxidation as glucose load increases with sharp
increase of tissue hypoxy evidence and signs of pyruvate deh)'drogenase complex
fermentative systems depletion (increase of lactate and decrease of pyruvate level in
blood), that demonstrates an important role of this complex in carbohydrate
metabolismregulationprocesses.
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METABOLIC CONTROL AND SPLANCHNIC GLUCOSE UPTAKE, INSULIN
SENSITIVITY AND GLUCOSEABSORPTIONTIME IN TYPE-I DIABETES
P. Georg, A. Kautzky-Willer, K. Mahdjoobian, A. Hofer, R. Prager, W. Waldhaeusl
and B. Ludvik. Department of Internal Medicine III, Waehringer Guertel 18-20, 1090
Vienna. Austria.
Background and Aims: Insulin sensitivity and splanchnic glucose uptake (SOU) are
important regulators of postprandial glycaemia. While SOU is decreased in type-2
diabetes, existing data on the extent of SGU following oral glucose administration in
type. I diabetic patients are controversial, which might be caused by the different
glycaemic control in the subjects investigated. The aim of the following study was to
determine SGU, peripheral glucose uptake and the time required for glucose
absorption in type- I diabetic patients in relation to metabolic control using the 00
Clamp method.
Material and Methods: An OO-Clamp was performed in 8 type-I diabetic patients
with good metabolic control (DO, HbAI~.1±0.5 %, BI\II=23.9±1.I kglm'), in 8
type-I diabetic patients with poor metabolic control (OP, HbAIc~8.s±0.s%,
BMI=25.5±I.5 kglm') and in 9 healthy, matched control subjects (C). The non
invasive OG-Clamp, which has been validated against conventional methods,
combines a hyperinsulinernic clamp (120 mU/m'/min)with an oral glucose load (75g)
during steady state of glucose uptake and yields SOU, peripheral glucose uptake and
the time required for glucose absorption in one experiment.
Results: SOU was not different between the respective groups (13.7±6.2 % in C,
17.8±3% in DO and 18.9=4 % in OP, p-ns), Peripheral glucose uptake was slightly
decreased in OP compared to C (7.6±I vs. 9.3±0.7 rng/kg/rnin, p=0.08). The time
required for glucose absorption was 140±6 min in C, 156±4 min in DO and 143±7
min in DP (p=ns).
Conclusions: In contrast to ty·pe·2 diabetic patients, SOU and the time required for
glucose absorption is not different from healthy controls in patients with type- I
diabetes regardless of glycacmic control. In the patients with poor metabolic control,
peripheral glucose uptake was slightly, but not significant decreased.

791
In ,'i\'o imaging of insulin receptors by positron emrssron tomograph)': pre
clinicalevaluation of \124)·;odine and of \124]·;odine-labelled buman insulin
P. Iozzo, S. Osman, M. Glaser, M. Knickmeier, V.W. Pike, P.G. Carnici, M.P. Law
and E. Ferrannini. l\IRC, Clinical Science Centre, Hammersmith Hospital, London,
U.K., and C N R Institute of Clinica! Physiology, Pisa, Italy

Background and Aims: To date, only indirect measures have been obtained to
characterise insulin receptor binding properties in vivo in humans. We carried out ex
vivo and in vivo animal studies to investigate whether positron emission tomography
(PET) could be a suitable technique for the assessment of insulin receptor distribution
and insulin binding in ';"'0.
Materials and Metbods: Human insulin was labelled with [125]-1sodium iodide or
cyclotron-produced \124]-1sodium iodide at the AI4 tyrosine residue, and injected (1
. I - 1 .4l\ffiq . kg-I) into adult male Sprague Dawley rats. Animals were sacrificed at
different times after the injection. Arterial blood and tissue samples were collected to
determine radioactivity for information on biodistribution, time course, and
metabolism. Pre-dosing with unlabelled insulin (10 IU i.v.) was exploited to
determine the magnitude of specific receptor binding of insulin tracers in each tissue.
In vivo studies were conducted using an ECAT EXACT HR++ scanner. A
transmission scan was followed by a 6()'min emission scan after injecting the animals
with [124]-I-labelled insulin (1.5 - 3.0 l\ffiq).
Results: Distribution and clearance of the two tracers were comparable. Plasma
clearance of radioactivity was fast. Uptake of radioactivity in myocardium. liver,
pancreas, and gut was reduced by pre-dosing. Maximal specific uptake was achieved
10 min after injection in the myocardium and much earlier in the liver. Uptake in the
brain was low but was halved by pre-dosing. Radioactivity in the kidney was
increased after pre-dosing, PET imaging showed diffuse distribution of the tracer and
allowed clear identification of myocardium, liver and kidneys.
Conclusions: In the rat, plasma insulin crosses the blood-brain barrier to bind to
specific receptors in multiple brain areas. [124]I-insulin is a potential radioligand for
in vivo quantification of plasmainsulinbindingto tissue receptors in humans.

790
Thermic effect or glucose in diabetes mellitus
Z. Rusavy, Z. Jankovec, P. Tesinsky, S. Lacigova, D. Cechurova
Department of Medicine I, Charles University Hospital, Plzen, Czech Republic

Backgroud: Thermic effect of food is the amount of energy, which is necessary for
its oxidation. In a mixed meal it is calculated as 10"10 of the contents of energy and this
ratio is similar in parenteral and enteral nutrition. The values of thermic effect of
nutrients are approximately 5% for glucose, 24% for protein, and 15 % for lipids
Aim of study: To compare the thermic effects of glucose in diabetic patients and
normalvolunteers.
Patient. and methods: 26 diabetes mellitus type 2 patients (age 54.5+-8.5 years,
BMI 29.7+-5, fasting blood glucose 7.5+-2.6 mmolll, fasting insulinaemia 24.9+-20.1
mlUlI, JIbAlc 7.9+-1.5 %) and 12healthy controls were enrolled into the study. A 3
hour oral glucose tolerance test (75 g glucose) with frequent blood sampling (insulin,
glucose) associated with indirect calorimetry measurement for 20 minutes in a canopy
mode (Deltatrac, Datex) was performed in the morning hours in a fasting state. The
variables were tested at the times 60, 120, 180 min. after the ingestion of glucose.
Insulin resistance severity was calculated from the insulin and glucose blood levels
(Matsuda, 1999) and it was correlated to energy expenditure (EE/rn2), C02
production and respiratory quotient (RQ).
Statistical analysis: Means +- SO were calculated for the group specification and the
non - paired Wilcoxon test and analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used for the
statistical analysis.
Results: In the basal state, the EElm2, C02 and RQ values were comparable between
the groups. In diabetic patients, the EElm2 showed no significant differences in time
(953+·95.6,964+-101.4,944+-86.0,935+.78.1). In volunteers, EElm2 increased at 60
min. (909+-166.3, 985+-174.9; p<O.OOI), it decreased at 120 min. (951+-156.0;
p<0.05) and it dropped to the basal value at 180min. (908+-129.9; p<O.OOI). The C02
production and RQ values had similar characteristics. The correlation between the
parameters of insulinresistancewas not significant.
Conclusion: The EElm2, C02 production and RQ were comparable in diabetic 2
patients and volunteers in a fasting state. The EElm2, C02 and RQ in healthy people
increased significantly after ingestionofglucose with normalisation after 3 hours. The
thermic effect of glucose was very low in diabetic patients. Nevertheless, this
difference could not be explained with insulin resistance in this study.

792
PARTITIONING GLUCOSE TRANSPORTIDISTRIBUTION AND
DISPOSAL DURING EUGLVCAEMIC CLAMP
F Shojaee-Moradie, PV Carroll, LJ Chassin, IJ Gowrie, NC Jackson, RH
Jones, RS Tudor, AM Umpleby, R Hovorka, St Thomas Hospital, London,
City University, London, UK
Background and Aims: We have separated the effect of insulin on glucose
transport/distribution (GT) and glucose disposal (GO) during glucosa clamp
using a dual tracer dilution methodology. Materials and Methods: 6 healthy
male subjects (age 33±3 yr, BMI22.7±O.6kg rn"; mean±SE) underwent a 4h
two-stage (subjects 1 & 2: 1 and 8mU kg"min", subjects 3-6: 0.5 and 2.5mU
kg"min"; insulin infusion) double-tracer (background infusion of and cold
glucose spiked with D.[6,6}H,lglucose and 3-Q-methyl-D-glucose)
euglycaemic clamp preceded by a 2h basal period (both tracers
administered) and followed by a 2h recovery period. Overall 98 samples
were taken every 2·10min and were analysed for insulin, glucose, 0-[6,6
'HiJ9lucose, and 3-Q-methyl-0-glucose. A new two-compartment model
described kinetics of the two glucose tracers and represented the effect of
insulin on Gr and GO. Results: Modelling 3-0-methyl·0-glucose showed
that insulin stimulation of GT is saturable. GO could be represented as a
non-saturable process. The model gave dose response curve of glucose
clearance (Vmax -20mI kg-'min", Km - 70mU~) and partitioned insulin effect
into two components representing insulin sensitivity of GT (SiT) and insulin
sensitivity of GO (5'0)' At basal insulin, S'T was higher than 5'0 (39.3±5.6 vs
11.3±2.7xl0" ml kg"min" per mUll at 10mUn). With increasing insulin, S'T
decreased faster than 5 '0 with a point of intersection at -7QmU~ (S'Tand 5 '0

5.2±1.lxl0·'ml kg"min" per mU~). At higher insulin S'T was smaller than 5 '0

(1.0±O.3 vs 1.5±O.4xl0·'ml kg"min" per mUll at 200mU~). Conclusions: In
healthy subjects, saturability of glucose clearance at euglycaemia can be
fully explained by saturability of GT. At plasma insulin below 70mU~, insulin
acts primarily by stimulating GT, at higher insulin by stimulating GO.
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SUPPRESSION OF SPLAJliCHNIC GLUCOSE PRODUCTI01'/ BY L'iSULIN
DETEMIR L'i HUMANS REFLECTS CHANGE L'i NEFA AVAILABILITY.
M.Hamilton-Wessler, TABuchanan, H'Haahr", S.Hanks, RBajwa, F.Benios, E.Ross,
S.Nakao and RN. Bergman. USC Keck School of Medicine, Los Angeles, USA and
'Novo Nordisk NS, Denmark.
Background and Aims: Between-meal blood glucose control is due in part to control
of glucose production by basal insulin. Fatty acid acylated insulins have been
developed for reproducible basal insulin replacement in patients with diabetes
mellitus. A soluble insulin analog, LysB1'J-(N"""OO-tetradecanoyl) des(BJO) human
insulin (or insulin detemir, ill), binds to albumin resulting in protracted action. We
examined splanchnic glucose balance (5GB) and non-esterified fatty acid (NEFA)
extraction during peripheral ill or human insulin (HI) infusion. Materials and
Methods: Paired experiments of ill or III infusion at 10.8 pmollmin/kg for 540min
(n~IO normal healthy males, age 29-48 years) were performed. Splanchnic A-V
differences and blood flow were measured via femoral artery and hepatic vein
sampling. D-g1ucose-6,6-d2 was infused throughout for glucose turnover assessment.
Euglycemia (93±1 mgldl) was maintained by labeled glucose infusion. Results:
During ill infusion, splanchnic NEFA extraction decreased from basal ofO.10±0.02
to steady state of O.OHO.OI mmoVmin (p<O.OI); and during III from 0.09±0.02 to
0.00I±O.002 mmol/min (p<0.01 vs. basal and ID). Consistent with the protracted
action, ill dynamics (halftimes) for suppression ofNEFA extraction were slower vs.
III (57±10 vs. 21±3 min; p<O.OI). Tracer-estimated whole body glucose production
(EGP) was equally suppressed to 26±5% of basal for ill and HI. Concomitant SGB
declined during ill from basal of 1.4±O.1(production) to -O.3±0.2 mglmin/kg (uptake)
at steady state; and during III from 1.6±O.1 to -O.8±0.2 mglmin/kg (p=NS between
groups). Dynamics ofEGP and SGB suppression were similar to dynamics ofNEFA
extraction, albeit protracted for ill vs. III (43±5 min vs. 23±2 min; p<0.01). A
change in SGB was closely associated with a change in splanchnic NEFA extraction
(?9l.79 for ill, ?9l.90 for Ill; p<0.05 for both). Condusions: These data show I)
protracted action of ill suppression ofglucose production and NEFA extraction, and
2) for both ID and HI, a decrease in splanchnic NEFA extraction is associated with a
decrease in splanchnic glucose production. In humans, control of splanchnic glucose
production by III and ill appears closely linked to NEFA availability.

795
EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF 6-MO:\'TH TREATMENT WITH L'iSULIN
DETEMIR m TYPE I DIABETIC PATIENTS ON A BASAL-BOLUS
REGIMEN
A. Roberts, E. StandI, T. Bayer, E. Munksgaard and H. Lang. Ashford, Australia;
Institut fur Diabetesforschung, Germany and Novo Nordisk, Denmark.

Backgronnd and Aims: Insulin detemir is a soluble, basal insulin analogue with
neutral pH. The efficacy and safety of insulin detemir was compared to NPH in a 6
month, multi-centre, multi-national, open, randornised, parallel trial in Type I diabetic
patients on a basal (mice daily)-bolus regimen with human soluble insulin as bolus
insulin.
Materials and Methods: A total of 460 patients with no clinically significant
diseases or diabetic complications were exposed (287 men and 173 women).
Results: Mean (SD) age: 39.2 (12.9) years; mean duration of diabetes: 14.7 (10.0)
years; mean B~U: 25.3 (3.3) kglrn2: mean HbAlc: 7.6 (1.2) %.421 (91.5%) patients
completed the trial (insulin detemir: 212, NPH: 209). Insulin detemir provided similar
g1ycaemic control when compared to NPII, as measured by HbAlc, 9-point blood
glucose profiles and fasting plasma glucose (FPG) after 6 months of treatment.
HbAlc was comparable for insulin deternir and I\'PH with an absolute mean
difference between treatments (insulin detemir-NPI!) of0.08% point and a 95% CI of
[-0.05; 0.22]. No statistically significant difference in FPG was found between
treatments (p9l.78). and 9-point blood glucose profiles for insulin detemir and 1\'PH
were comparable. There was a tendency towards lower intra-patient variation in
fasting blood glucose (FBG) for insulin detemir indicating more predictable FBG
levels (not statistically significant, p9l.06). The safety profiles were comparable
between the two treatments, with no safety concerns. The number of patients with
hypoglycaemic episodes was not statistically significantly different between the two
treatments.
Conclusions: Insulin detemir provided comparable glycaemic control and a similar
safety profile when compared to NPH in patients with Type I diabetes on a basal
bolus regimen.
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DOSE RELATlONSlllP BETWEEN INSULIN DETE.MIR M'D NPH: A MULTI
CENTRE, OPEN, nVO-PERIOD TRIAL IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
O. Schmitz', R. Grar, A. Kristensen', A. Qwist' and M. Axelsen'. 'Aarhus University
Hospital, Denmark; St. John'sHospital, United Kingdom; 'Novo Nordisk, Dcnmark.
Background and Aims: Insulin detemiris a new soluble. basal insulin analoguewith
neutral pHdeveloped to cover basal insulinrequirements. Previousclinical trialshave
suggested that the molar dose of insulin deternir should be higher than that of NPH to
obtain the same blood glucose (BG) control. The primary objective of this trial was to
estimate the ratio between doses of insulin detemir and NPH required to give com
parable mean BG profiles. Materials and Methods: 58 Type 2 diabetic patients (30 on
NPII and 28 on human pre-mixed insulin (Pre-Mix» were enrolled in the trial. which
comprised two treatment periods: Period 1 (2 weeks) on NPII or Pre-Mix once or twice
daily (patient's usual regimen) and Period 2 (up to 5 weeks) where patients on 1\'1'11
were transferred to insulindetemirand patientson Pre-Mix were transferred to insulin
deternir + human soluble insulin. The regimen remained unchanged throughout the
trial. The dose of insulin detemir was adjusted to provide a mean BG profile equal to
that obtained with I\'PH or Pre-Mix (± 10%). The following endpoints were analysed:
The doses and the ratio between doses of insulin deternir and NPII required to obtain
comparable BG profiles, the mean BG level following insulin deternir and NPH
treatment, the incidence of hypoglycaemia and adverse events, and standard safety
parameters. Results: Comparable mean BG profiles were obtained with insulin dcternir
and NPH in both treatment groups. The mean BG level was approx. 9.4 mmoVL at the
end of each treatment period. The absolute mean difference (insulin detemir-NPII) in
BG level at the end of each treatment period was 0.02 mmoVL, 95% CI [-0.22; 0.25]
for the NPII group and 0.08 mmol/L, 95% CI [-0.15; 0.31) for the Pre-Mix group. The
mean ratio between molar doses of insulin deternir and NPH was 4.06. 95% CI [3.23;
5.11) for the NPII group and 3.60. 95% CI [3.19;' 4.07) for the Pre-Mix group.
Conclusions: Comparable mean BG profiles could be obtained, when approx, 4 times
highermolardoses of insulin detemirwere used. Standard safety parameters and oc
currence of hypoglycaernia and adverse events were similar for both treatment groups.
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LESS SYMPTOMATIC HYPOGLYCEMIA WITH L'iSULm GLARGTh'E
COMPARED TO NPH IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES.
V. Fonseca, D. Bell, and T. Mecca. Tulane University, New Orleans, LA, USA

Background and Alms: Insulin glargine (LantusE), a human insulin analog that
provides constant peakless insulin absorption from the injection site, has a prolonged
duration of action compared to NPH human insulin.
Materials and Methods: In a multicenter, randomized, parallel group study, insulin
g1argine was compared with NPH in patients with type 2 diabetes previously treated
with once a day NPH. Patients received a once a day dose (at bedtime) of either
insulin gIargine or I\'PH and were allowed to usc prcprandial regular insulin as part of
their daily regimen. A total of 100 patients (mean age 57.9 years, mean
glycohemoglobin (GHb) 8.40/., mean fasting blood glucose [FBG) 9.3 mmoVL) were
treated for upto 28 weeks.
Results: Patients treated with insulin glargine and NPH achieved similar reductions
from baselinefor Glib (-0.35% \'S. -0.440/., respectively) and for FBG (-0.95 mmoVL
\'S. -1.13 mmoVL, respectively). The percentage of patients reaching target FBG of
<6.66 mmoVL at endpoint was also similar for patients treated with insulin g1argine
(29.5%) compared to patients treated with NPH (22.7%; p9l.613). In addition, there
was no difference between insulin glargine and NPII in theproportion of patients who
achieved a GHb of either <7% or <8%. The baseline and endpoint mean total daily
dose of insulin glargine (27IU, 33IU,respectively) was similar to NPH (26IU,
30IU,respectively). However, fewer patients reported at least I episode of
hypoglycemia symptoms with insulin glargine (46.2%) than those treated with NPH
(60,4%; p--o.0488). Furthermore, the percentage of patients reporting a symptomatic
hypoglycemia event confirmed by a blood glucose value of <2.8 mmoVL was less
with insulinglargine (17.3%) than with NPH (31.3%; p9l.oo17). A similar percent of
patients treated with insulin glargine (15.4%) reported nocturnal hypoglycemia
symptoms compared to NPH (27.1%; p--o.0805).
Conclusions: Bedtime insulin g1argine was as effective as bedtime I\'PH in improving
glycemic control, but with fewer patients reporting hypoglycemia symptoms and
confirmed hypoglycemia events.
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A bedtime earbobJdrate snack for the prevention of nocturnal bJ'pogIJ'eaemia in
Type I-dlabetie patients treated witb once daily insulin glargine
A Lueg, S, Schnar, B. Willms, MA Nauck.
Diabeteszentrum Bad Lauterberg, Germany.

Background and Aims: The typical insulin concentration peak of NPH-insulin 3-4
hours after injection led to the recommendation of a bedtime snack in order to avoid
nocturnal hypoglycaemia. The profile of insulin glargine is a constant insulin
concentration over 24 hours. It was the aim to study. whether a bedtime snack has
also to be recommended when using the long acting analogue.
Materials and Methods: 20 patients with Type I diabetes (12 female. 8 male; age 47
% 14 years, diabetes duration 17 % 13 years, B~1l26.6 %3.5 kg/m') were studied twice
(crossover-design). In a randomised protocol they received a bedtime snack (20g
carbohydrate as coarse wholemeal bread) or not From 6:00 p.m, to 8:00 p.m, of the
following day blood glucose was frequently measured and between 10:00 p.rn. to 8:00
p.m. of the following day symptomatic and chemical « 2,8 mmol/l) hypoglycaemic
episodes were recorded, Statistics: RM-ANOVA and Fisher's exact test.
Results: The plasma-glucose profile with and without bedtime snack was
significantly different (1'<0.0001), The differences (lower values without bedtime
snack) were evident at 0:00 am. (5.94 ± 0.56 mmol/l vs, 8,39 % 0.5 mmol/l; 5.17 %
0.56 mmol/l vs. 7,83 % 0.61 mmol/l; both I' = 0.003). While only one case of
symptomatic hypoglycaemia was recorded with a bedtime snack, 9 patients had
symptomatic hypoglycaemia (2,33 % 0.11 mmol/l) and one has non-symptomatic
hypoglycaemia (2,78 mmol/l; I' = 0.008).
Conclusions: Nocturnal blood glucose decreases even with the once daily injection of
insulin glargine. Nocturnal hypoglycaemia can be prevented with bedtime snacks. If a
patient wtshes to leave out bedtime snacks, this has to be tested individually.

799
Comparison Between Different Regimens of Basal Insulin Supplementation in
tbe Prevention of Nocturnal Hypoglycemia in Intensive Treatment ofT! DM
F. Porcellati, S. Pampanelli, CG. Fanelli, P. Rossetti, E, Torlone, E. Costa, C.
Cordoni, P. Brunetti and G.B. Bolli

To compare different options of replacement of basal insulin in TI D~l, 29 TI D~f

patients on intensive treatment were randomized to receive either: i)four daily NPH
administrations (at each meal, in combination with insulin lispro, and at bed-time,
N=IO); ii)glargine once daily at dinner-time (N=IO), and iii)continuous subcutaneous
insulin infusion (CSII, N=9) for four weeks. All groups received lispro insulin at
meal-time. During the last week of treattnent, the patients were monitored overnight
on two occasions, after either the usual dose ofbasal insulin, or, 2-4 days apart, after a
15% increase in the dose of night-time basal insulin aiming at normal fasting plasma
glucose (pG). On the first occasion, with 1'<1'H, plasma insulin peaked at 02:30 h to
192%13 pmol/l and thcn decreased to 64104 pmol/l at 08:00 h. PG initially decreased
to a nadir of6,I±O,6 mmol/l at 03:30 h, and then increased to 8.2±0.7 rnmol/l at 08:00
h. Three patients had asymptomatic hypoglycemia (pG <4.0 rnmol/l) between 02:00
and 04:30 h. After the usual dinner-time glargine dose and usual rate of CSII,
overnight plasma insulin and PG remained nearly flat, no patient had hypoglycemia,
and at 08:00 h PG was 7.3±OA and 7.2±0,2 mmol/l, respectively (p<0.05 vs NPH).
On the second occasion, after the 15% increase in NPH dose, PG decreased to a nadir
of 4.6100.7mmol/l between 04:00 and 05:00 h, and was 6.9±0.9 mmol/l by 08:00 h.
In 7 patients glucose had to be infused from 02:00 to 07:30 h to prevent PG <2,8
mmol/l, With the 15% increase in the dose ofglargine and rate ofCSII, PG decreased
between 24:~8:oo h from 7. aOA to 5.8±O.2 mmol/l and from 6.2±0.2 to 5.6100.2
mmolll, respectively (P=NS). No patient had hypoglycemia Intra-patient coefficient
of variation (CV) of plasma insulin was lower in both study occasions ....ith glargine
(12±3% and 10±2%) and CSII (8102% and 10±2%) vs 1'<l'H (32%2% and 27%4%)
(p<O.05), as it was the CVofPG (glargine 7±1% and IO±I%, CSII 7%1% and IO±I%.
!'<l'H 15%4% and 23±2%) (p<0.05, glargine and CSII vs NPII), It is concluded that
s.c. NPH insulin is a suboptimal approach as compared to glargine insulin and CSII to
near-normalize PG in the post-absorptive state because of the high risk for nocturnal
hypoglycemia. S.c. glargine insulin and CSII appear similarly suitable approaches to
intensify blood glucose control in the post-absorptive state ofTi OM
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KL'\1:UCS A."ID METABOLITE l'ROmE OF L"Sl'LIN GLARGr.\"E
(LA1'frUS<lI)
O.U. Kuuzel, 1. Sandow, G. Seipke, A.M. Leng, I. M.>s and H,], Skrz.iyczyk.
A"en:is Pcarma, F=I<f\Jrt-M1i:l, Oo=y
Background and Aims: IDsullo glargi:>., a once-daily depot i"lSulin,provides •
b..el iesulin s,,!,ply for 24 bell.rs followj,,~ su:cotl:.eous i:Jjectio:1. H.xa.."er
eor.plexes at the injection site graduallydissolve, Clesoluble "",,,,,mer i. absorbed.
Kinetics and m::.aboHsm were: st.'.died in moese, rat, rabbit, dog acd 1:.:man.
Miterlals and Mecbods:Anir:'\.ills were treated by intuvenow.ar.d subcutaneous
injections. Insulin gurg/no a:;d active metabcliies were ",.. asured by RIA us;r.g a
Epceifich:J= insulin antibody wit!> 56% cross-react\'i!}' for i:lsuliJ:glargine (MO)
and 47-55% foe i:s active ",.tabo!i:os (l.f1. M2). In some s~es, free i",o!i.1
gIargiJ,: was measured &fier r:mo\i"6 eadogenoes an:jbod:~ by precipitation,
Ill!ulin antoodies were c!:t=lincl by a validated t:ilcer-bi:ld:n; test. Results:
After i v. il:jectiOI; icsuliI:glargine rlisappe.red rapidly from the circnlatlea sL-ni!3r
to regula: humar insulin, Afl..-r s.e. L'\iec:ion, "'I-labelled in.rJlir. g1argines\:owed a
sig:ili1=Uy de1llyed elimination, up to 24 hours, depMding on spe:ies. The tic""
course Was closely correlated "it.; tlle p!lanI:a<odynaDli:s of blood glucose
lou·etlr.g ~etivity. In repeated dose sl:!Cie. ir dogs, tbe.~ was no accumulation of
insulin glargine, aI:dDO tntibcdy fcrmarion, Invirra and t.• vivometabelism stldic.
in&:>led tl!J:t degradation proceeds via C-tenninal eleavage of l!'-" (E31, 332)
ugici::es fol1cwed by cleavage of the [El29-Lys,D30·ThrJ bond. Degrodation
products detected in the vuiJ>us studies were [A2I<lly,B31-As:gj-lnsalin. [All
Gly]·bsub (MI) and [A2I-Gly,B3Q-(desThr)]-insulin (M2). Parent compound ad
metabolites MI, M2 are biologically active. Pl:wno of ra:. lll'.d doss cOIIl.ined
more degra.d..ation p~dl.:;:tJ than bema,.., plasma, Active i:l1IIlue.isatio:1 studles in
aoiIr.als showed lcwer cr lirnllar i:nmunog!n:c potential thanhumaa, porc~ aad
bovine in.olin. Conclaslon; lr.su!in glargL1elus a slower .bsorption and prolonged
d'l.1r&~o:t of actio%:. than conventional bs:t!.l.:1 dl.pot preparations. Metabolite9 arc
closely related to m.r:'.l!1l insulil:.
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ElIremely Prolonged Action of the Diearho,)'lic Acid ACllaled Insulin Analog 0346
after Intra""nous Injection in Dogs
~t Ellmerer,~t Hamilton-Wessler, S.P. Kim. MK. Dea. E. Kirkman,
A. Perianayagam, DA Davis, J,Markussen, RN. Bergman.
USC LosAngeles. CA and Novo Nordisle,Denmark

Background and Aims: Development of soluble human insulin analogues with a very
prolonged and reproducible action is cruci.al for the provision of stable basal insulin and
normalized glucose homeostasis in diabetes management, In the present study we
examined metabolic effects and plasma and interstital fluid (ISF) kinetics of fatty acid
acylated insulin, Lys'"(N'''''''''-omega-carboxy-nonadecanoyl) -desBJO human insulin
(0346) an analog of the B29 lysine acylated family ....ith very high albumin binding
affinity (36 • I05 ~fl; 37C).
Materials and Methods: Euglycaemic clamps ....ith somatostatin (0.8mg/min per kg) and
basal replacement insulin (0,2mU/min per kg) infusion were carried out in 13 male
mongrel dogs under inhaIent anaesthesia 3-3H-D-glucose was infused to deteonine
glucose turnover. Saline control (n~3), or intravenous injection of 0346 (15UIkg, n~8)
experiments were performed for a period of 8h. Plasma and \SF insulin concentration data
was fit to a 2 comparnnent (plasma and \SF) model.
Results: After intravenous injection a h. for the clearance of 0346 from plasma of 420
min and a tL• for the appearance of 0346 in ISF of 150 min was measured. Glucose
disposal was 'well correlated ....ith the \SF 0346 concentration (r=O.87. p<0.001) as
previously reported for native insulin as weUas analogs ....ith affmity for albumin less than
0346 (e,g,;NN304). Glucose disposal "ith 0346 was increased 4-fold over basal at t=480
min compared to pre-injection (1=0 min) or saline control (t=480 min). 0346 Plasma
elimination and transendothelial transport was 0.2% and 3.5% of regular insulin 2% and
50"10 ofNN304. Combinstion of in ,ivo results and comparnnental modelling suggest that
0346 has about 20"10 of the potency of regular insulin in dogs. Maximal stimulation of
glucose disposal was estimated to occur I Dhafter intravenous injection of the analog,
Conclusions: This study demonstrates that the dicarboxylic acid acylated insulin analog
0346, ....ith very high binding affinity to albumin, is active in dogs. The compound acts
very s10,,1y,but its effect on glucose disposal rate can be maintained for at least 8 hours.
0346 kinctics suggests that the plasma comparnnent acts as a storage compartment for
0346 from which the analog is slowly released to insulin sensitive tissues. The reason for
the lower potency of the analog remains to be elucidated
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A RANDO:\HZED TRIAL OF I:"SULIN ASPART WITH I:"TENSIFIED
BASAL r;PH INSULIN SUPPLDIENTAnON 1;<; TYPE I DIABETES
J.H. DeVries', A. Lindholm', R.J.lleine' and P.O. 1I0me' for the Tri-Continental
Insulin Aspart Study Group; 'vuMedical Centre, Amsterdam, NL; 'Novo Nordisk
NS, Bagsvaerd, OK; 'The Medical School, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK

Background and Aims: Insulin aspart (aspart),a rapid-acting insulin analogue, has
been shown to result in improved postprandial glycaemiccontrol. We tested the
hypothesis that aspart combined with intensified basal NPII insulin supplementation
results in improved overall glycaerniccontrol, compared to human insulin and
standard NPII insulin. Materials and Methods: People with type I diabetes were
randomized to 15 months treatment withaspart (80%of previous human insulin
dose) as mealtime insulin with additional NPII doses if meals were >5 hours apart
anda 25%increase inbedtimeNPH(0=187). orhuman insulinwithonce or twice
daily NPII insulin (n=181). Efficacy and safety were evaluated at 3 months (primary
evaluation period) and 15 months. Results: An algorithm-driven reduction in
mealtimeinsulindoseby 13%andan increase in basalinsulindose by35%resulted
in a non-significantly (p=0.22 and p=O.I3) lower IlbA" in the aspart group (-0.09%,
95%CI .Q,23% - +0.05%, and-0.14%.95%CI ..Q.32% - +0.0-1%. at 3 and IS
months). Postprandial glucose values at3 months were lower in the aspart group
than in the human insulin group; post-breakfast 8.27 ± 0.32 vs 9.31 ± 0.32 mmol/l
(±SEM) (p=0.0137), post-lunch 7.4 ± 0.25 \'S 8.37 ± 0.25 (p=O.0037), post-dinner
8.22 ± 0.28 vs 8.87 ± 0.28 (p=0.081). The differences at 15 months were similar. No
significant differences were found in hypoglycaemia or adverse event rate. There
was no difference in treatment satisfaction (WHO Diabetes Treatment Satisfaction
Questionnaire) and health related quality of life (Diabetes Health Profile) at three
months, but at 15 months treatment satisfaction was higher in the aspart group;
difference 1.57 points (95%CI 0.49-2.6~ ,p=O.OO~).Conclusions: Improved
postprandial glycaerniccontrol and treatment satisfaction with insulin aspart were
confirmed, Intensified basal insulin supplementation resulted in a similar IIbA"
decrement as previously found with aspart and NPH insulin once or twice daily.
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The E/Teel or Insulin Asparl on Postprandial Melabolism and Metabolic Outcome in
Type 2 Diabetes,
A Gallagher and P.O. Home. Human Metabolism and Diabetes Research Centre.
University ofNewcastle upon Tyne, Newcastle uponTyne, UK.
Background and Aims; Type 2 diabetes is associated with a wide variety of metabolic
and haemostatic abnormalities including dyslipidaemia, raised albumin excretion rate
(AER), excessive fibrinogen and low fibrinolytic activity with high plasminogen activator
inhibitor I (pAl-I) levels. Elevated markers of endothelial dysfunction such as E-selcctin
and high levels of homocysteine are also thought 10 contribute 10 the adverse risk of
arterial disease in Type 2 diabetes. We aimed 10examine whether the restoration ofa more
physiological insulin profile, using rapid-acting insulin aspart to reduce postprandial
hyperglycaemia, would have any effect on the metabolic and haemostatie abnormalities in
Type 2 diabetic patients.
Malerials and Methods; Insulin-treated Type 2 diabetic patients (n=21), mean age 66 ± I
yr, B~n 30 ± 0.5 kglm2. duration of diabetes II ~ I yr, were recruited into a single centre.
randomized, crossover, double-blind study. After a -l-week run-in period patients were
randomized to human unmodified insulin or insulin aspart before main meals, both with
basal NPI!, for 6-week study periods. Treatment targets were 4.0-<;.0mmolll preprandially
and 5.()"7.5mrnolll postprandially in the absence of hypoglycaemia At the end of each 6
week treatment period metabolic control was assessed and a test meal study performed
Fasting levels of metabolic parameters were measured and AER was estimated using the
results of three timed overnight urine collections. Patients were crossed over to the
alternative pre-meal insulin for a further 6 weeks.
Results; There W<lS no difference in HbAle {mean ± SE; 7.04 ± 0.13 vs 7.15 ± 0.11 %,
p=O.06O) or fruetosamine (362 ± 9 vs 371 ± 13 IlrooL1. p=O.312) with insulin aspart
compared to unmodified human insulin. Postprandial blood glucose at 90 minwas lower
with insulin aspart than with unmodified human insulin (8.4 ± 0.5 vs 9.2 ± 0.6 mrnol/l,
p=O.(46). No significant differences occurred in fasting levels of total cholesterol. IIDL
cholesterol, triglyceride. apolipoprotein AI, apolipoprotein B, fibrinogen, PAl-I, E
selectin, or homocysteine between the two groups. AER was only significantly reduced
(median(range); 4.7(2-2473) vs 8.0(2-3298 Ilglmin), p=O.039) in patients with improved
postprandial control on insulin aspart (n=15).
Conclusions: Insulin aspart use thus resulted in improved postprandial glycaernic control
when compared to human insulin in Type 2 diabetic patients. This was associated with
reduced AER, but W<lSwithoutchanges in other markers ofvascular risk.
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ViSULI:'i ASPART SAFE FOR LO:'iG-TERM TREATMENT
S. Arniel, P. D. Home, J. L. Jacobsen and A. Lindholm; for the insulin aspart study
group; King's College School of Medicine and Dentistry, London, United Kingdom,
Human Diabetes and Metabolism Research Centre. University of Newcastle upon
Tyne,United Kingdom and Novo Nordisk NS, Bagsvaerd, Denmark

Background and Aims; Previous anempts to improve glyeaemie control with
intensive therapy of type I diabetes have been associated with a three-fold increase in
severe hypoglycaemia. Intensive therapy with the rapid acting insulin analogue,
insulin aspart, has been shown 10 be associated with a small reduction in HbAle over
6 months compared with human soluble insulin without any adverse impact on major
hypoglycaemia. We hereby report on the efficacy and safety of insulin aspart in a
three-year study. Malerials and Methods: The study was a multi-centre, open
labelled, parallel-group, 2V, year extension study in adult patients with type I
diabetes. In the initial six-month trial patientswere randomised 2; I to insulin aspart or
unmodified human insulin before meals, with t-Il'H-insulin as basal insulin. 753
subjects continued their allocated treatment in the extension trial. Efficacy and safety
were evaluated for 2V, years of exposure. The main outcomes measured were
hypoglycaemia, classified as major (requiriog third party intervention) or minor,
adverseevents, and blood glucose control as assessed by HbAI c. The relative risk of
major hypoglycaemic episodes was estimated from acomparison of the frequencies of
episodes with insulin aspart and human insulin in a longitudinal generalised linear
Poisson regression model. HbAle was compared using a repeated measures Ar;OVA
model. Results: Mean HbA Ic, adjusted for baseline, country and total daily dose, was
0.17 absolute percentage points lower with insulin aspart than with human insulin
(95% CL-o.32 to -0.02, P=O.028). The risk of experiencing a major hypoglycaemic
episode with insulin aspart was the same as with human insulin; The relative risk was
1.00 (95% Cl: 0.72-1.39, NS). The relative risk of experiencing a minor
hypoglycaemie episode was reported to be 1.24 with insulin aspart: (95% CL 1.09
1.39, P = 0.02). Only 1% of the subjects in each treatment group withdrew due to
adverse events; relation 10 trial drug was unlikely in all cases. Overall, more patients
on human insulin than on insulin aspart withdrew from the study: 59 (32% of
subjects) vs. 96 (17% of subjects). Conclusions; Insulin aspart was proven safe for
long-term use. UhAle was maintained with insulin aspart withoutany adverse impact
on the rate of major hypoglycaemia.

804
L',SULL~ ASPART EFFICACY AND SAFETY COMPARED TO HUMAN
SOLUBLE L~SULI)olAND HUMAN PREMIX ViSULIN (30nO) IN PATIENTS
WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS
RG. Bretzell, J. Medding2, S. Hirschberger2, T. Linnl, IThird Medical Department,
Justus-Liebig University, Giessen, Germany; 2Novo Nordisk, Mainz, Germany.

Aims: The aim of the present study was, in an open-labelled, randornised, 3-arm
parallel-group design including a 1-3 weeks titration period and a 3 months
maintenance period to compare in patients with OHA or premix insulin treated type 2
diabetes the efficacy and safety of (I) preprandial insulin aspart (lAsp) (with or
without bedtime NPH insulin), (2) preprandial human soluble insulin (III) (with or
without bedtime hl'H insulin), (3) with human premix insulin IJ-IDQ (once or twice
daily).
Patients and Mctbods; 231 (130 MIIOI F) type 2 patients from 30 centres with a
mean age of 62.2 (SO 8.8) years, Body Mass Index (B11J) 29.3 (SO 3.6) kglm2,
HbAlc 7.81 (SO 1.12) %, diabetes duration 10.2 (SO 7.3) years were randomised to
either JAsp (n=75), III (n=80) or MIX (n~76), 2W patients completed the trial
according to the protocol. I!bAlc, 7-point blood glucose (BG) profiles, fasting blood
glucose, insulin dosage, hypoglycacmicepisodes, adverse events and standard safety
parameters were measured. The primary efficacy endpoint was the change of HbAle
from baseline to the last visit. Analysis for equivalence was performed by T-tests with
alpha = 0.83% for each of3 subtests.

, Results; Equivalence with regard to HbAlc between the 3 therapies could not be
demonstrated. HbAle decreased by 0.91% (SEM 0.12) in the IAsp group, by 0.73%
(SEM 0.10) in the III group and by 0.65% (SS\i 0.13) in the ~UX group.
Postprandial BG levels decreased most pronounced in the IAsp group; 8 10 more than
30 mgldl when compared 10 the III group, and 20 to more than 30 mgldl when
compared to the ~UX group. The mean preprandial insulin doses per injection were
similar in the IAsp (10-13 units) and the III group (1()"14.5 units). The hypoglycaemia
ratio! month exposed was 0.56 in the III group, 0.40 in the IAsp group and 0.19 in the
J"UXgroup.
Ccncluslon: Equivalence could not be shown between the 3 therapies. However, in
this study population IAsp lead to better g1ycaemie control in terms ofJIbAlc and
postprandial BG levels when compared to III and MIX. The treatment with IAsp
revealed to be very safe and well tolerated.
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Insulin aspart reduces the frequency of nocturnal h)l>oglycaemia in patients
with Type I diabetes
S. Colagiuri, S. Heller, S. Vaaler, BRR Wolffenbuttel, K. Koelendorf, HH. Friberg,
K. Windfield, K. Soendergaard and A Lindholm. Prince of Wales Hospital,
Randwick, Austra\ia; Nonhero General Hospital, Sheffield, UK; Solli Klinikk,
Jessbeim, Norway; Academisch Ziekenbuis, Maastricht,The Netherlands; Roskilde
Amtssygehus, Koge,Denmark.

Background and Aims: Trials with rapid-acting insulin analogues in basal bolus
regimens have generally produced modest reductions in the rate of hypoglycaemic
events and have been criticised for not being blinded. Previous non-b1inded studies
with insulin aspart have indicated a reduction in the rate of night time hypoglycacmic
events. This double-blind, randomised, crossover trial compared the rapid-acting
analogue insulinaspart (!Asp)andsoluble human insulin(Ill) with respect to the rate
ofhy"pClgIycaemicevents in an intensive basal-bolus setting.
Materials and Methods: A total of ISS patients with Type I diabetes were
symmetrically randomised to two l6-week treatment periods on either IAsp or ID,
both injected 0-5 minutes before meals. The treatment period was preceded by a 6
week run-in period During the treatment periods, NPH insulin was given as basal
insulin once or twice daily as needed, and insulin dosages were adjusted regularly
using predefined algorithms to maintain light glycacmic control. Treatment periods
were separated by a 4 week wash-out period.
Results: The rate of major (requiring third-party intervention) nocturnal
hypoglycaemic events (2400.{)6()()h)was substantially reduced with !Asp treatment
oompared with ID treatment (0.017 v 0.056 events/month, p<O.OOS). Total major
hypoglycaemic event rates tended to be lower with IAsp (0.071 v 0.093 events/month,
NS). Furthermore, there were fewer minor hypoglycaemic events with !Asp treatment
(2.98 v 3.19, p<O.OS). No differences were found in HbAle following the two
treatments.
Conclusions: IAsp oompared with ID showed a marked 72% reduction in the relative
risk of experiencing a major nocturnal hypoglycaemic event and also a significant
reduction in the rate of minor hypoglycacmic episodes. This reduction was achieved
with maintained glycaemic control. Thus these data dcmonstrate a clinically
significant advantage of using insulinasprt in basal-bolus treated patients with Type I
diabetes.
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EQUIVALEIH GLYCEMIC CO.\JROL WITH PRE-MEAL OR POSTMEAL
HUMAWG® M1X25'" IN ELDERLY PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES.
M. Herz, B. Sun, Z. Milicevie, and the Mix25 Study Group. Eli Lilly and Company,
Indianapolis, IN, USA

Background and Aims: Postrneal insulin injections could be a useful option for
elderly patients who forget a pre-meal injection or whose eating habits are
unpredictable. We compared the effects on glycemie control of pre-meal injections of
Hurnalog Mix25 (Mix25; 25% insulin lispro, 75% NPL). known as Humalog
Mix75125"T>l in the US, to those of postmeal injections of Mix25 in elderly patients
with type 2 diabetes and inadequate control with sulfonylurea (HbAlc >1.2-fold of
upper limit ofthe normal range).
Materials and Method.: This open-label, 16-week, parallel group study randomized
patients (60 to 80 years old) into one of two groups: Mix25 injected either
immediately before (0=37) or within 15 minutes after (n=35) the start of the breakfast
and evening meals. Mean HbAle, blood glucose (BG), and body weight in the two
groups were not significantly different at baseline.
Results: Endpoint IIbAlc was similar in the pre-meal and postmeal groups
(8.54leO.22% [mean±SEM] vs, 8.74±0.26%, P=.557). At endpoint, the daily BG
profile showed these mean BG values (leSE.\f) (m.\I) for pre-meal and post-meal
injection, respectively: fasting, 8.27±O.34 and 8.07±O.3I, P=.673; 2 hr after breakfast,
9.32±0.44 and 10.13±O.60, P=.280; pre-dinner, 9.72±0.52 and 9.81±0.40, P=.897; 2
hr after evening meal, 9.79±0.42 and 10.45±O.47, P=.386; overall daily BG,
9.27±0.42 and 9.61±0.39. P=.555. Mean insulin doses in the pre-meal and postmeal
groups were 0.42±0.03 Ulkg and 0.51±0.03 Ulkg, respectively (P=.033). The
endpoint hypoglycemia rate (symptoms or BG<lm.\I) was low (0.56±O.42
episodesl30 days vs, 0.06±0.04 episodes/30 days, P=.236). The groups did not differ
significantly in body weight change from baseline to endpoint (P=.727).
Conclusion.: We conclude that in an elderly population, the injection ofMix25 either
pre-meal or postmeal resulted in comparable overall glycemic control (HbAle) with
a low frequency of hypoglycemia. The postmeal injection of Mix25 is a safe
therapeutic option that may be panicularly useful for elderly patients with type 2
diabetes.
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Impact of conversion to insulin lispro therapy in obese patients ,,"ith diabetes
mellitus type 2 - an observatlonal trial
C. Kazda. T. Forst, K. Helsberg, U. Gudat and II. Lehnert. Lilly Deutschland, Bad
Homburg and Dept. Endocrinology, University Magdeburg. Germany

Background and Aims: A couple of new treatment opportunities for the treatment of
type 2 diabetes have been developed during the recent years: This uncontrolled
prospective observational study was performed to gain experience regarding the
efficacy and safety of prandial insulin lispro treatment in obese patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus under routine conditions.
Materials and Methods: 4931 patients treated by 1087 physicians were "included
(2433 male, 2498 female; mean age 59.6+/-10.8 years (mean+l-SD); mean duration of
diabetes 8.8+/-5.7 years; mean body mass index 31.2+/-4.6 kg/m'). Patients were
observed for a mean duration of50.1+/-30.2 days.
Results: Self measured blood glucose values improved significantly at all time points
during the day (p<O.OOI)witha mean reduction of highest blood glucose values from
16.2 +/-3.8 to 11.1+/-2.3 mmollI (p<O.OOI). Mean HbAle levels decreased from
9.2+/-1.5 before starting insulin lispro to 7.9+/·1.2 % at the end of the observational
period (p<O.OOO. During the 4 weeks before starting insulin lispro, hypoglycaernic
episodes had been reported in 132 patients (mean incidence: 2.1 episodes per patient);
during the first 4 weeks after stan of insulin lispro in 66 patients (mean incidence: 1.5
episodes per patient) (p<O.OOI). Mean body weight declined from 89.4+/-14.9 kg
before conversion to insulin lispro to 88.2+/-14.7 kg at the end of the observational
period (p<O.OOI).
Conclusions: Switching to prandial insulin lispro therapy in obese patients with
diabetes mellitus type 2 improves metabolic control without increasing body weight
or hypoglycaemic events. The results of this observational trial, performed under
routine conditions, confirm the beneficial effects of insulin lispro in type 2 diabetes
observed in previous well controlled clinical studies.
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BJPHASIC L..,SULIN ASPART AND BII'HASIC HUMAN INSULIN
CO,,"PARED Vi TYPE 2 DIABETIC SUBJECTS.
Bernhard Boehm, Philip 1I0me, Niels Kamp, Anders Lindholm, Universitatsklinikum,
VIm, Germany, University of Newcastle, Newcastle upon Tyne, England and Novo
Nordisk NS Krogshoejvej 51, 2880 Bagsvaerd, Copenhagen, Denmark

Background and Aims: The long-term safety of biphasic insulin aspart 30 (BlAsp
30) was compared with a similar biphasic formulation of human insulin (BID 30). The
mixtures consisted of 30"10 soluble and 70"10 protamine-bound insulin. Rates of major
hypoglycaemia and adverse events, antibody formation and clinical laboratory
parameters (CLP) were addressed.
Malerials and Methods: This was pan of a 24-month randomised, open-label
parallel group study comparing BIAsp 30 and BID 30 taken mice daily before meals.
125 subjects with Type 2 diabetes (58 in the B1Asp 30 and 67 in BID 30 group)
entered the trial. Major (requiring third party help) and minor (self treated)
hypoglycaemic episodes were recorded from subject diaries. Antibody formation and
CLPs were followed during treatment.
Results: Ninety-five patients (76%) completed the 2-year treatment period. The
frequency of major hypoglycaemic episodes was low, and decreased during the trial
First treatment year: Four episodes in the B1Asp 30 and II in the BID 30 group.
Second year: Zero and 8episodes, respectively in the two groups (p = 0.02). Minor
episodes were also fewer in the BlAsp 30 group, especially in the second treatment
year (p = 0.05). The number of adverse events (AEs) was similar in the two groups.
Drug related AEs, Serious AEs, and diabetes related AEs were few and similar in both
groups. Cross-reacting insulin antibodies increased initially, decreased later and were
not statistically different in the treatment groups at end of trial. Mean values and
standard error of means (SEM) were: 14"8 (3.1) in the BlAsp 30 group and 11.6 (2.5)
in the Bill 30 group at end of trial. CLPs remained normal and stable in both
trearment groups throughout the trial. Glyeaemic control as assessed by HbAle did
not differ between groups: mean and (SEM) were 8.25 (0.14) in the B1Asp 30 group
and 8.21 (0.13) in the BID 30 group at 24 months.
Conclusions: These results confirm the long-term safety and efficacy with BIAsp 30
treatment in T}l'e 2 diabetes. Over a 2-year period, the frequeney of major episodes
was lower than after treatment with BID 30.
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POSTPRANDIAL OOSL';G OF THE "LOWMIX" BIPHASIC INSULIN ASPART
Christoph Kapitza', Leszek Nosek', Anders Lindholrnf, Grete Leth 2, Silvia G. Co
doni, Tim C. Heise'.
'Profil Institute for Metabolic Research, Neuss, Germany; 2Novo Nordisk NS,
Denmark.
Bachround and Aims: We compared the effect of I1llliprandial dosing of biphasic
insulin aspart 30 (BIAsI') with preprandial or prandial dosing of BIAsI' or Biphasic
Human Insulin 70/30 (BIII) Onglucose excursions. Materials and Methods: Thirtyone
type 2 diabetic patients (57±6 years; 21 men; B~lI 29:!:4 kgim2; HbA" 8.7±1.3'70
(meaO:!:SD» received a standard breakfast in an open-label randomized four-period
crossover study. Postprandial BIAsp...15min was compared with prandial BIAspomin~

BHlomin and preprandial BHllSmino Insulin doses were chosen individually but were
kept constant in each patient. Results: Serum glucose AUC corrected for baseline over
5 h showed significantly lower values with BIAspomi. compared to BIAsP."mi. (ratio
1.11, 95'1CI: 1.04-1.18; p<O.OI(ANOVA». Postprandial BIAsp."."" was comparable
10 prandial BHIomi• (ratio 0.95, 95'1CI: 0.89-1.02; NS) and preprandial BHL"mi. (ratio
0.99, 95'1CI: 0.93-1.05; NS). Conclusions: Postprandial injection of biphasic Insulin
Aspart as a new treatment option offers more flexibility to type 2 diabetic patients and
does notimpair postprandial bloodglucoseconcentrations compared to human insulin.
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Oral and Pulmonary Insulin Delivery
810 811
IXHALED IXSULIN WITH AN I~IPROVED SPIROS" DRY POWDER
I:\"HALER: DOSE·RESPOXSE AI\l> TIME·ACTIO:'iI PROFILES
Klaus Rave', Douglas Muchmore/, Celedon Gonzales', Jenny Y. Chien2

, C. Steven
Ernest112

• LeszekNosek', LutzHeinemann'
'Profil Institute for Metabolic Research, Neuss, Germany; 'Eli Lilly and Company,
Indianapolis, IN, USA
Background and Alms: This euglycaernic glucose-clamp study investigated the
pharmacokinetics (PK). pharmacodynamics (PD), safety and tolerability of human
insulin inhalation powder (HIIP) delivered by an Spiros" dry powder inhaler system in
healthy subjects. Materials and Methods: Twelve healthy, non-smoking volunteers
(age 30:!:7y; B~II 23.5±2.7 kgim2

; me=SD) with normal pulmonary function (FEV,
and FVC) participated in an open-label. randomised, 6-period crossover trial. Each
subject inhaled (lNH) 4 different doses of HIIP (2. 3, 4, and 5 blisterwells (B)) on
separate occasions. For comparison, 2 doses of subcutaneous (SC) regular human
insulin were injected (8. 14, or 20 U). Results: On average, serum insulin with inhaled
insulin peaked 60 min earlier (insulin T_; median (range» than with SC injected
insulin. Following inhalation GIR= peaked 70 min earlier than with SC insulin
(1'<0.04). The dose response relationships of PK and PO were linear and were similar
betweeninhaledandSC insulin.Dosing was well tolerated in all subjects.

insulinCm:u; insulinTIIlU GIR= GIR T=(min)
(uU/ml) (min) (m!!lkg/;run)

8USC 31±7 120 (90 -150) 4.1+1.3 227+153
14USC 34+11 105 (30 -300) 5.1+2.7 241+73
20USC 59±22 120 (20 -150) 6.1+2.5 241+29
2BINH 24+11 30(10-90) 2.0+0.8 187+136
3B INII 31+14 20 (10 -150) 3.3+ 1.8 129+86
4BINH 38±17 45 (10-120) 3.4+1.7 161+129
5 B INII 46+22 20(10-240) 4.2+1.9 162+118

Conclusions: This study demonstrated that oral inhalation of human insulin via the
Spiros~ DPI provides a promising and safe alternative method for administration of
human insulin.

TIME ACTION PROFILE OF I:'illALED INSULL'l VIA SPIROS DRY
POWDER INHALER IS CONSISTEr....r AMONG USER INHALATION
TECH:\"1QUES
J.Y. Chien, S. D. Wise, K. Sathirakul, K. P. Yeo, D. Muchmore and R. P. Aftring.
Lilly-NUS Centre for Clinical Pharmacology, Singapore and Eli Lilly & Co" USA

Background and Aims: This study investigated the impact of breath-hold (BH) and
inhalation duration (I) On the effect of insulin delivered via a novel breath-actuated,
palm-sized, aerosol system that administers insulin upon inspiration, independent of
tbe inspiratory flow rate. The Spiros OPI system is designed to deliver consistent
insulin dosing independent ofuser inhalation technique.
Materials and Methods: The cuglycemic clamp technique was used to define tbe
time-action profile following inbaled human insulin in a group of 6 healthy
nondiabetic subjects aged 24+1-3}TS with a B~1l of23+1-I.7kgim2. The study used a
randomized crossover design where each subject received a single dose of inhaled
insulin (2.3 Img emitted) on 4 occasions. Standard dosing technique, I for 6 sees and
DH for 10 sees (16BHiO); alternative conditions tested were 16BHO, 16BH20, and
I3BHIO. Doses were given after a IO-hour fast, followed by a IO-hour glucose clamp.
Samples were collected for insulin and C·peptide. Pharmacokinetic (PK) parameters
were derived from serum insulin concentration vs time profiles. Pharmacodynamic
(PD) parameters were derived from glucose infusion rate vs time profiles.
Results: There were no statistically significant differences in PK or PO parameters
between the various inhalation techniques. Standard dosing technique showed a
profile of early action reflected in both PK and PD parameters. PK: mean peak
insulin concentration (Cmax) 1.13+/-0,59 ngimL; mean time of peak (Tmax) 30 (15
90) min. PD: time of onset of insulin action (tonset) 16 (10-53) min; peak glucose
infusion rate (Rmax) 235+1-92 mg/min; time to peak (TRmax) 112 (42.240) min;
time to 50% peak (TRmax/2) 35 (18-51) Dosing was well tolerated in all subjects.
Conclusion: Inhalation of human insulin via the Spiros DpI produced a favorable
time-action profile. Wide variations of inhalation duration and breath-hold parameters
did not impact this profile. demonstrating consistent performance of the inhaler
system and supporting further development ofthis promising drug delivery system.
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InO eenee ofsmall dose i.,'.,s.e, and pulmonary insulin rreatmeat 00 prandial glucose
control in patients with Type 2 diabetes
A Pfutzner, L Heinemann, S. Steiner, T. Forst, T. Heise, and K. Rave, PDC, New York,
USA, IKFE GmbH, Maim and Profil GmbH, Neuss, Germany

Background and Aim.: The lack of the first phase insulin release is one of the first
deteriorations in Type 2 diabetes. The goal of this study was to explore the effect of a
restoration of this rust phase release with small doses of preprandial insulin on
postprandialglucosecontrol usingi.v. insulintreatment as comparator.
Material. and Methods: TIlls open randomized four-way crossover study was conducted
with 12 patients (2 female. 10 male. mcan(STD): age: 62(6) yrs, duration of diabetes
10.5(8.3) yrs (range 2 - 21 yrs». Before the uptake of a standardized meal, the patients
received smaIldosesof insulin formulations witha knO\\TI fastonsetof action: 3 ru of i.v.
regular insulin (Trnax: -10 min). 6 JUofs.c, insulin lispro (Trnax: -45 min), and 12 JU,or
24 JU of pulmonary Technosphere/lnsulin (Tmax: -IS min). Observation parameters for
the following six hours after the meal were: blood glucose, insulin. C-peptide, proinsulin,
glucagon and free fatty acids.
Results: The patients reaeted differently to the intravenous therapy. While postprandial
glucose values stayed below 180 mg/dl in five patients (mean maximal value: 155.6 (30.2)
mg/dl.'reponders', R), they exceeded this arbitrary lintit in the other seven patients (210.1
(49.3) mg/dl, p<O.OI,'Kon-responders', l\'R). A tendency for higher pancreatic secretion as
indicated by higher second phase insulin, proinsulin and C-peptide concentrations was
observed after about3 h in the l\'R group (4h values, insulin l\'R: 25.6 (8.6) I'Ulml. R 16.5
(14.1) I'Ulml (n.s.); proinsulin l\'R: 63,9 (24.1) p~lol, R: 42.5 (16.0) pMol (p=O.1I6;
p<0.05 at 6h); C-peptide l\'R: 4.8 (1.6) ng/ml, R: 3.7 (2.3) ng/ml, n.s.}. The free fatty acid
levels as well as the glucagon concentrations tended to be more elevated in the NR group
during the entire experiment No significant differences were seen in any of the
observation parameters "hen the i v, treatment was compared to any of the other three
treatment arms withfast acting s.c, or pulmonary insulin formulations.
Conclusions: In this exploratory pilot study it could be shown that preprandial insulin
treatment with small doses of fast acting insulin formulations may be a suitable treatment
for at least a subgroup of patients with Type 2 diabetes, most likely those in an earlier
stage of the disease. Further research work is required to investigate the clinical
specifications of the patients and the optimal therapeutic approach. Given the
pharmacokinetic profile and the convenience of application. pulmonary
Technosphere/lnsulin may be an attractive candidate for this type oftreatment.

INTRA-SUBJECT VARIABILITY OF PULMO~ARY L'ISULIN VIA THE AERX"
INSULIN DIABETES MANAGEIIIENT SYSTHI VERSUS SUBCUTM'EOUS
INSULIN.
III. Hompesch', C. Kapitza', B. Scharling', L.K. Thomsen', and T. Heise'. 'Profil
Institut fur Stoffwechselforschung GmbH, Neuss, Germany, 'Novo Nordisk NS, Co
penhagen. Denmark.

Background and Aims: This trial was aimed to compare the intra-subject variability
in postprandial serum insulin (INS) and serum glucose (GLU) concentrations after
pulmonary administration of an aerosol of liquidhuman insulin via the AERx'Xl iDMS
(insulin Diabetes Management System) and after regular s.c. insulin. lIIaterials and
lIIethods: In this parallel. randomised, open-labelled trial 17 non-smoking male Type
I diabetics (mean age 28 years [range 21 - 38]. HbA,< 7.7'lo ± 0.8'lo [mean ± SD])
received a standard breakfast on four identical treatment days. The subjects received
their usual insulin dose either as pulmonary insulin via a handheld AERx" iD~IS
(immediately before the meal, 9 subjects) or as s.c. insulin injection (30 minutes be
fore the meal, 8 subjects). INS and GLU were measured predose and regularly during
six hours postdose. Results: There was no statistically significant difference in the
intra-subject variability for any of the INS and GLU variables investigated (see table).
AUCo-,60. L'5 for pulmonary insulin was 135 ± 46 mUlL" hour vs, 143 ± 39 mUlL •
hour for s.c, insulin. Adverse events were few and mild, and no clinically relevant
deterioration in pulmonary function was detected. Concluslon; The intra-subject
variability in serum insulin and serum glucoseconcentrations for pulmonary insulin
wascomparable to s.c. insulin.Pulmonary insulindelivery was safe and well tolerated
in Tvne I diabetic subiects,

End ooint Intra-subiect Coefficient of Variation (CV) ('.<)
Pulm.I:'<S. s.e, INS. Ratio (PIS) 95'loCJ. Pvvalue

AUC,~, 24% 20'70 1.20 0.66; 2.06 0.54

Cm3~ I,,\;S 23'lo 22'.< 1.03 0.64; 1.62 0.90
AUC,L 30% 23% 1.30 0.84; 1.98 0.23
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REPRODUCffiILITY OF INHALED A!'m SUBCUTM'EOUS INSULIN L'I TYPE
2 DIABETIC PATIENTS.
AD. Perera', C. Kapitza", L. Nosek", LW. Heinemann", D.A. Shapiro', R.S.
Fishman', T.C. Heise'. ' Aerogen, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA, ·Profil Institute for
Metabolic Research. Neuss, Germany.
Background and Aims: Dose-to-dose reproducibility is a crucial component of
insulin therapy. We compared the reproducibility of the pharmacokinetic (PK) and
pharmacodynamic (PD) responses to inhaled insulin (lNH) delivered via the
Aerodosef" Inhaler to that of subcutaneous regular insulin (SC) in Type 2 diabetic
patients under glucose clamp conditions. Such a comparison of INH and SC has not
been previously reported. Materials and Methods: Fifteen patients (non-smokers,
10 male, 5 female, age 60±9 years, [mean±SD], B~II 30B kg/m', diabetes duration
9±4 years) each received two doses of 240 U 1:'<11 and two doses of 24 U SC on 4
separate study days under euglycaernic glucose clamp conditions (180 min baseline,
clamp level 6.1 mmol/L, continuous i.v, insulin infusion at 0.3 mUIkg/min). Glucose
infusion rates (GIR) and serum insulin concentrations were monitored over the
following 8 h. Comparisons of intra-patient coefficients of variation (CV) were used
to assess the reproducibility of INH vs SC at 0-3 h (the anticipated time of meal
coverage) and 0-8 h. Results: INH showed a relative bioavailability (0-8h) of 16'lo
and relative biopotency of 13%. There were no significant differences between INII
and SC in the CVs for Insulin-AUC and GIR-AUC (p>O.2, table),

INII exhibited a significantly shorter time to peak insulin concentration (T~, L'l1I:
76±51 vs SC: 193±66 min. p<O.OOOI) and lime to peak metabolic effect (TGIR~..

170±53 vs 244±75 min, p<O.OOOI) as compared to SC. No adverse events were
observed during the study. Conclusion: The comparable dosing reproducibility vs
SC and shorter time to peak action suggest thai the Aerodose Inhaler may provide
suitable pre-prandial dosing of insulin to Type 2 diabetic patients.

Mean Intra-natlent CV, %
11\11 SC II\H SC

Insulin-AUCo-, (mU'mL' 'min) 12.2±8.2 4.9±2.1 18.5 22.5
Insulin-AUCo-. (mU'mL- 'min) 22.0±13.7 13.7±3.8 22.0 16.3
GIR-AUCo-J (gfkg) 0.7±O.3 0.4±O.2 18.8 21.5
GIR-AUCo-. (gfkg) 1.7±O.5 1.3±O.4 21.0 18.6

Numbers are median [I - 3 quartile]

Insulin dose AVCiu.I(0-10b) C ....... (mUIL) AUCGIRCD-IOh) GIRma.,
(mUIL"h) (!!Ike) I (me! exmin)

AERx U2 168 156:235 29.6 23.5:32.1 2.17 1.40;2.91 6.35 4.10;8.54
AERx U4 162 139;237 33.1 23.7;41.2 2.31 1.61;2.61 6.90 4.20;8.83
AERx U 6 210 163;253 40.3 31.3:46.8 2.60 2.23:3.21 8.12 6.50;9.92
AERx U 8 236 200:303 47.1 37.3:59.8 3.13 2.12;3.48 8.70 6.63;11.1
s.c.61U 204 173;279 33.3 28.5:42.7 2.59 2.24;2.69 7.75 6.67;9.46.

Background and Aims: This study was aimed to investigate the pharmacokinetic
(PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD) dose response relationship of a liquid pulmonary
insulin aerosol applied by means of the AERx iD~IS (Insulin Diabetes Management
System). Materials and IIIethods: Seventeen non-smoking, healthy male subjects
(mean age 29.9 years [range 23 to 37]; BMI median 25.0 [range 18.0-29.9])
received 2, 4, 6 and 8 AERx units (one AERx unit being approximately equivalent
to one s.c, unit) and 6 IV of s.c, soluble insulin on 5 study days in this euglycaernic
glucose clamp study (clamp level 5 mmoVl, clamp duration 10 hours after drug
administration). Results: Insulin endpoints were derived from measured insulin
concentrations. GIR endpoints were derived from total GIR profiles. A clear dose
response relationship was demonstrated for both PK and PD characteristics across
the four different pulmonary insulin doses; the time to maximal action was not
affected by the dose. No drug-related adverse events were observed. Conclusions:
Pulmonary insulin delivery with the AERx~ iD~IS showed a clear dose-response
relationship. Insulin administration was convenient, safe and well tolerated in
healthy subjects.

DOSE·RESPO:\SE OF PUDIO:\ARY I:\SULIS \\1TH THE AEIU.'*
I:\SULIN DL\BETES MANAGE~IEl\1SYSTEM 1:\ HEALTHY SUBJECTS
T. Heise', B. Scharling', S. Bellaire', C. Tusek1

, and S.BOllt, tprofil Institut fur
Stoffwechselforschung, Neuss, Germany; 'Novo Nordisk NS, Copenhagen. Den
mark
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PHARl\IACOKINETICS OF PULl\IO:,/ARY INSULL'" IN IIEALTIIY
S\IOKERS AND NON·S\IOKERS
r.Jendle', A. Himmelmann', A. Mellen', P.Wollme,J, A.H. Petersen' and U.L. Dahl'.
'TreIIeborg Hospital, Sweden; 'Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Sweden; 'University
of Lund, Sweden; 'Novo Nordisk NS, Denmark
Background and Aims: The AERx~ iDMS (insulin Diabetes Management System)
is a potential diabetes treatment option for delivery of an aerosol of liquid human
insulinto thedeep lungforsystemicabsorption. The aimof thistrial wasto assess
pharmacokinetics (PK) of pulmonary insulin in healthy smokers and non-smokers.
Materials and I\lethods: On two consecutive days, 27 smokers and 16 non-smokers
(I8l\1I25F, mean age 26 y, Bl\n 23 kg/m') received single doses of pulmonary insulin
(33.75 U). Glucose infusion was given in case of hypoglycaemia. Results: PK results
were derived from exogenous insulin profiles corrected for baseline Cvpeptidc.Total
insulin absorption (AUC(Q.6h» was significantly greater in smokers. while peak
concentration was higherandearlierin thisgroup.

Non-smokers Smokers Mean
PK Variable Mean <N=13)Mean 0"=23) Ratio 95% Col. p-value
AUC'Q.6h1 (mUIUh) 40.0 63.2 1.58 1.20; 2.08 0.0017
C.~ (mUll.) 13.9 42.0 3.02 1.9~; 4.70 <0.0001
t.,." (min) 53.9 31.5 -22.4 -3~.2;-1O.6 0.0003

Estimated means, ratios.confidenceintervals (C.I.)andp-valucsbasedon ANDVA with log
transformed response,adjusted for sex andperiod; for~ basedon meandifference.
Evaluable subjects: N;36.

No safetyissuesarose;adverse events werefewandmild.Thirteen subjectsreceived
glucose infusion due to induced hypoglycaemia. Neither changes nor differences
between groups wereseen in lung function. vital signs or lab values. Conclusions:
Absorption of pulmonary insulin was significantly greater in smokers, with a higher
AUC W_6hl• a higherCmJ.l and a shorter tmu- Dosingof pulmonary insulin 'with the
AERx" iDl\IS was safe and well-tolerated.

ORAL SPRAY INSULIN IN PATIENTS \\'TfH TYPE 1 DIABETES:
COMPARISO:,/ WITH REGULAR INSULIN

MG Cavallo, G Coppolino, S Romeo, S Manfrini, P Modi", P PozzilIi
University Campus Bio-Medico - Rome, Italy,

'Generex Biotechnology Corporation - Toronto, Canada
BACKGROUND & AlMS: A new oral insulin spray formulation has been
developed consisting of rapid insulin delivered by aerosol spray with a RapidMist
device. Such a formulation allows insulin to enter the blood stream through buccal
mucosa absorption. The aim of this study was to test the efficacy of oral spray
insulin to control blood glucose levels in patients with Type 1 diabetes,
METHODS: Patients with Type 1 diabetes [ne 9) aged between 20-36 years (mean
age 30 years) with a mean diabetes duration of 4.7 years and mean HbAlc of 6%
were recruited in the study. This consisted of two days of follow-up comparing
subcutaneous insulin treatment with oral spray insulin. On day 1 patients received
tbeir usual dose of subcutaneous regular insulin while on day 2 subcutaneous insulin
was replaced with the equivalent dose of oral spray insulin. On both days, capillary
blood glucose (Glucocard memory PC Menarini), venous blood glucose (by
reference laboratory), plasma insulin and C-peptide levels (by RIA) were measured
every 30 minutes for two hours and then every 60 minutes up until the fourth hour.
RESULTS: Results of this study showed that were no significant differences in
blood glucos';-or insulin levels throughout the 4 hours after insulin administration
between patients receiving the oral spray or the subcutaneous insulin formulation
(BG at4 hours; oral insulin = 101 mgldl :!:3~ SO; subcutaneous insulin = 115.7
mg/dl :!:50 SO). Insulin levels at4 hours: oral insulin= lOA ullml :!:3.3 SD;
subcutaneous insulin = 13.6 ullml :!:5.9 SD. No episodes of severe hypoglycaemia
wereobserved.
COSCLUSlON: Insulin administered via the buccal spray formula is effective in
lowering blood glucose levels in patients with Type 1 diabetes similarly to insulin
given by the subcutaneous route.
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ConclUSIons: We conclude that the oral msuhn absorption was comparable to
s.c injection as seen from the above data. This conclusion " as supported by
the statistical showing no significant differences between the treatments for
glucose (p<0.314), insulin (p<O.810) and C-peptide (P<O.182). Oralin can be
used safely in place of s.c. injections to treat diabetes.

LONG-TERM EFFICACY OF ORAL INSULIN AND PIOGLITAZONE
COMBINATION THERAPY FOR TREATMENf OF TYPE-2 DIABETES
A. Lewinand P. Modi, Los Angeles, CA, U.S.A.
Back<rroundand Aims: Insulin injections possess the biggest challenge in
the treatment oftype-2 diabetes "ten oral agents fail and glucose levels are
not controlled. Most patients refuse to take injections due to its invasive
nature. An alternative to this is the introduction of needle free oral insulin
(RapidMist) formulation. This system is based on the unique liquid aerosol
formulation. This oral insulin formulation is rapidly absorbed through the
buccal mucosal lining. The goal of the study"as to evaluate the long-term
(12 weeks or more) efficacy of the low dose of oral insulin (7Wlits,
absorbable) in combination with pioglitazone (30 mg) against placebo puffs
+ pioglitazone to improve the HbAlc in type-2 diabetic patients. Materials
and Methods: In a double blind, randomized study, type-2 diabetic patients
failing 011 oral agents received oral insulin (7units, absorbable) via the
RapidMist device or placebo formulation in combination with pioglitazone
tablets. The HbAlc levels were measured every 2-4 weeks. Results: The

bl bel h IIbAI fil led'

Conclusions: We conclude that the HbAlc levels significantly improved
(1.1%. p<O.oool) in the group receiving oral insulin + pioglitazone "ten
compared to the baseline, where HbAlc levels worsened with pioglitazone
alone (up by 1%, p<O.1I08). Thus, oral insulin can be used safely on a
long-term basis without any adverse effect to treat diabetes in place of
injections.

ta e ow s OVIS C ro I e at se ect times.
Time (wceks) Owceks 2 weeks 4 weeks 8 weeks 12weeks

%IIbAlc %IIbAlc %IIbAlc %HbAlc %1IbAlc
Pioglitazone+ 9.6 10.0 10.1 10.3 10.6
Placebo Duffs
Pioglitazone+ 9 8.8 8.7 8.2 7.9
oral insulin

REPLACEMENT OF SUBCUTANEOUS INJECTIONS WITH ORALIN IN
TREATMENT OF DIABETES

M. Mihic and P. Modi, Toronto, Canada

Background and Aims: Some diabetic patients refuse to lake injections "ten
oral agents fail. The alternative to this is the RapidMist, a novel Diabetes
Management System. This system is based on the unique liquid aerosol
formulation, which allows a precise insulin dose delivery in the form of fine
aerosolized droplets directed in the mouth. This oral aerosol insulin
formulation is rapidly absorbed through the buccal mucosal lining and in the
oropharynx regions. The goal of this study was to evaluate the efficacy ofthe
oral insulin (7 units, absorbable) versus s.c, injection (8 units) to control post
prandial glucose in l)pe-2 diabetic patients after a standard meal challenge.
Materials and Methods; In a single blind, randomized, crossover study, II
lype-2 diabetic patients received oral insulin (7 units, absorbable) via the
RapidMist device or s.c. injection (8 units) followed by a 360 calorie Sustacal
meal, 15 mins after the dose. Patients received both treatments in replicate
dosing. Results: The table below shows sennn glucose, insulin and C-peptide

rchances from the baseline after the dose of oral insu in or s.c, injection.
Time Glucose Iosulin C-peptide

mgdl prooUl prooUl
mins Iniection Oral Injection Oral Injection Oral

0 147 177 40 57 784 813
15 148 177 77 75 758 831
60 218 228 207 271 1464 1435
120 212 228 133 197 1495 1404
240 143 152 51 67 779 763
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Influences of oral insulin on carbohydrate, protein and lipid metabolism in
the post weaning period in Balb/e mice.
N. Shehadeh, R. Weiss, R. Shamir. Pediatric Division, Rambam Medical Center,
Haifa, Israel.

Background and Aims: Insulin is naturally present in human breast milk and has
been demonstrated to posses trophic effects on the gut mucosa in suckling
animals. These effects are localized to the gastrointestinal tract. The effects of oral
insulin on mature animals have not been studied. We postulated that oral insulin
supplementation would have a systemic metabolic effects on mature mice.
Material! and Methods: Twenty Balblc mice were put on oral insulin
supplementation within drinking water (I Unit of regular insulin/ml of drinking
water) for 40 days after weaning. The control group received tap water. Both
groups were fed on regular chow. The systemic effects tested included a lipid
profile, prandial and fasting blood glucose levels, liver weight and protein
content. Local effects tested included small intestinal weight and an histologic
inspection on the intestine. Results: Total triglyceride level in the study group
was significantly lower as compared with controls (130.40 mg/dl +/- 32.44 vs.
193.60 mgldl +/- 48.47, P <0.02). Total cholestero!!eve! in the study group was
significantly lower than levels of the control group (83.66 mgldl +/- S.7S vs,
93.38 mgldl +/- 7.94, P <O.OS). Fasting glucose levels were significantly lower in
thc study group (mean + S.D were 116.S3 mg/dl +1- 10.78 compared with 143.92
mg/dl +/- 2S.48 in controls, p <0.001). Prandial glucose levels were measured on'
day 59 at 08.00am and levels were lower in the study group, similar to the fasting
measurement (123.14 mgldl +1- 12.25 vs, 145.16 mg/dl +1- 18.08, P = 0.03). Liver
weight was elevated in the study group (0.75 gr +/- 0.11 vs. 0.67 gr +1- 0.09, P ~

0.048) and so was the liver protein contcnt (0.72 ng prot/mg tissue +/- 0.08 vs.
0.66 ng prot/mg tissue +/- 0.077, P = O.O!). Condusions: Oral insulin
supplementation had a significant influence on carbohydrate, protein and lipid
metabolism. These effects have not been demonstrated before in mature animals.
These observations may suggest some of the effects of insulin found in breast
milk on breastfed infants beyond the neonatal period. Further studies are needed
in this animal model to uncover the mechanism and explore the potential benefits
oforal insulin supplementation to infant formulas.

PS55
Clinical Application of Insulin
Secretagogues
(Sulphonylureas and MetigiinidesJ
822
EFFICACY M'll SAFETY OF NATEGLL'lIDE tx PATIENTS WITH MILD
HYPERGLYCAEMIA
'C. Saloranta, 'D. Holmes, 'M BaI~ 'So Dickinson and 'K. Hcrshon. 'Helsinki
University Central Hospital, Finland, 'No"ams Pharmaceuticals, East Hanover, Ncw
Jersey, USA and 'North Shore Diabetes and Endocrine Association, New Hyde Park,
New York, USA.
Background and Aim,: Diabetes patients with low fasting plasma glucose (FPG)
levels may have significant prandial glucose excursions. Optimal treatment regimens
when diet and exercise fail arc not known, but nateglinide - which stimulates early
insulin secretion with a fast-on, fast-off mode of action thercby lowering prandial
glucose - may be clinically beneficial. A 24-week, multicentre, randorniscd, parallel
group, double-blind study was conducted to evaluate thc efficacy and safety of
nateglinide in patients with mild hyperglycaemia, Materials and Methods: Patients
(n;67S) with mcan fasting plasma glucose (FPG) 7.0-8.3 mM were randomised to
natcglinidc 30 mg, 60 mg, 120 mg or placebo before 3 main meals (a.c.). Baseline
mcan values were: FPG, 7.6 1lli\1;HbA I " 6.S% (range 4-9.1%); BMI, 29 kglm' and
diabetes duration, 3.6)"=s. Results: Mean (±SE) efficacy parameters (intent-to-trcar
population), as well as the plasma glucose (pG) and insulin response to a standard
mcal (assessed as area under the curve IAUC] from (}-4 hours) in a patient subset
(n=127) are shown below'
Nateglinidelplaccbo 30 mg a.c. 60 mg a.c 120 mg a.c. Placebo a.c.

6HbA,,(%} -'1.10±Q.05·1 -0.15 ±O.04·! -<>.23 ±O.OS"t 0.16±Q.OS"

6FPG(mM) 0.08±0.121 O.01±O.lI t -0.14 ±Q.12t 0.S9 ±O.I2'

6PG AUea...., (b·mM) -1.97 ±1.49! -3.63 ±1.43·t -3.9S ±1.47·t 3.15 ±1.33·

6 Insulin AUc"...,. 36.95 ±18.87 t 16.97 ±17.76 46.78 ±19.72·t -12.60 ±16.60
(b·mUIL)

p<O.OS "S. baseline; lp<O.OS vs, placebo
Confirmed hypoglycaemia (symptoms with PG$3.3 m..\l)occurred in 2.4, 4.0, S.3 and
1.2% of patients on nateglinidc 30,60. 120 mg a.c, and placebo, respectively. The
overall incidence of adverse events was similar in all treatment groups. Weight
increased with both nateglinide (0.S-o.65 kg) and placebo (0.3 kg). There were no
other clinically significant changes in the safety parameters, Concluslense These
results indicate that patients with early diabetes can be safely and effectively treated
with agents such as nateglinide that target prandial hypcrglycacmia.

821
POLYMERIC NANOPARTICLES FOR ORAL DELIVERY OF INSULIN IN
DIABETIC RATS.
C. Damge', N. Uhrich'. E. Kuntz', M.C. Kaltenbacber", D. Allivi', V. Hoffart'. M
Pingel' and P. Maincenr', 'European Center for Study of Diabetes, Faculty of
Medicine. Strasbourg, France and 'Laboratory of Galenic Pharmacy. Faculty of
Pharmacy, Nancy. France.
Background and alms : The most physiological and convenient route for the
administration of insulin is the oral route. However, two main problems have to be
overcome: (a) the degradation of insulin in the gastrointestinal tract by proteolytic
enzymes and (b) the low intestinal absorption of insulin, a 5 I amino acid peptide.
Thus. we have associated insulin to nanoparticles (NF) composed of a biodegradable
polymer. poly (epsilon caprolactone) (PCL) and a polycationic non biodegradable

polymer of a poly acrylic nature, Eudragit@RS. The aim of this work was to analyse
the biological effects of these NP given by gavage to diabetic rats. Material. and

Method.: PCLlEudragit~S insulin loaded NP and empty NP (for control

experiments) were formed by a water/oil!water solvent evaporation technique. Thcy
. were administered by gavage in streptozotocin induced diabetic rats. Blood glucose

and insulin levels were measured up to 24 hours after gavage. Oral glucose tolerance
tests were performed 4 and 8 hours after gavage with NP. Results : I) The size of
insulin loaded NP was 358±12 urn while that of empty NP was 331±11 urn. 2) The
yield of encapsulation of insulin was superior to 98%. 3) Insulin NP (100 Ulkg body
weight) administered by gavage to fasted diabetic rats, significantly reduced blood
glucose levels by 36% (p<o.05), 57% (p<O.OI), S7% (p<o.OI) and 14% (p<O.05)
respectively 4. 6, 8 and 24 hours thereafter. when compared to rats treated with
empty NP. Insulinemia was inereased at the same periods with a maximal effect 8
hours after gavage (+87%, p<O,05). 4) Peroral insulin NP (100 Ulkg b.w.) lowered
the glycemic response to the oral glucose cha1lenge (2 g glucoselkg b.w.) performed
4 hours later by 60% (p<O.OI), and by 38% (p<o,05) during the 8 h test. Giving
insulin alone perorally at the same concentration had no effect on glycemia.

Conclusion: Insulin-loaded nanoparticles prepared with PCL and Eudragit®RS

exert an antidiabetogenic effect when administered perorally in diabetic rats. These
results may be explained by the mucoadhesivc properties of the polycationic
polymer and the release of encapsulated insulin by the biodegradation of
poly(epsilon caprolactone), a non toxic polymer.

823
NATEGLINIDE INDUCES EARLY-PHASE INSULIN IN PORTAL VEIN,

WIIICH CONTROLS THE POSTPRANDIAL STATE IN RATS

Y. Kitahara, T- Mine, K. Miura, A. Okano. N. Kondo, A. Oonuki, A. Mitsui

and R. Kawamori. Ajinomoto Co., Inc., Juntendo University, Japan

Background and Aims: Postprandial hyperglycemia and hyper

triglyceridernia are independent risk factors for cardiovascular disease in
patients with type 2 diabetes. In the present study, we investigated the roles

of early-phase insulin induced by nateglinide (NAT) on the postprandial

glucose and lipid metabolism in normal and diabetic rats. Materials and

Methods: NAT (50 mg/kg, p.o.) was administered to the rats with or without

oral loading of glucose (Iglkg) or fat emulsion (2g;kg). The levels of portal

insulin, blood glucose, plasma TG and gene expression in the liver were

examined. Results: NAT remarkably increased the ponal insulin levels

with a peak at S min after oral administration. Blood glucose levels were

lowered with the transient increase in glucokinase and decrease in glucose-e

phosphatase mRNA in the liver. NAT also lowered the peak glucose levels

in glucose-loaded rats. In contrast, insulin (O.Su,1<g) administered

subctaneously did not lower the peak glucose levels after glucose loading as

NAT did, although it showed same hypoglycemic efficacy as NAT did in

fasted rats. In addition, NAT also significantly suppressed the transient

increase of plasma TG after fat loading (toAUC [O-4hr]: IS±69 vs. SOI±1I2

mg • hldl in Zucker fatty rats, 81±22 vs, 164±17 mg • hldl in GK rats; n~ I0,

p<O.O I). The decrease of TG was mainly at the origin and the pre /3
subfraction on agarose gel electrophoresis (including chylomicron and

VLDL). Conclusions: These data indicate that the transient increase in

ponal insulin levels plays an important role in controlling postprandial state.

Therefore, nateglinide may be effective for reducing both the postprandial

hyperglycemia and TG-rich lipoproteins in patients with type 2 diabetes.
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NATEGLlNIDE EXHIBITS GLUCOSE-SENSITIVE KATP CHANNEL·
DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT INSULINOTROPIC ACTIONS

N.H. McClenaghan, AJ. Ball and P.R. FIatt, School of Biomedical Sciences,
University of Ulster, Coleraine, BT52 ISA, N. Ireland, U.K.

TARGETL"G POSTPRAl"iDIAL HYPERGLYCAEMIA L" PATIElI.'TS "lUI
TYPE 2 DIAllETES: NATEGLL"IDE VS ACARBOSE
'D. Holmes, 'D. Raccah, 'F. Escobar-Jimenez and 'E. Standi on behalf of the
Nateglinide vs Acarbose Investigator Team in 'Novartis Pharma, Basel, Svvitzerland,
'Marseille, France, 'Granada, Spain and 'Munich, Germany.

Aims: To examine the KAn--Channel-dependent and KAn--Channel
independent insulin-releasing actions of nateglinide. Materials and
l\lethods: Insulin release (mean :t SEM) from clonal glucose-responsive
BRIN-BDII cells was measured during acute 20 min incubations (n=6).

Results: Incubation with 50-200 ~molll nateglinide evoked 1.5-2.0-fold
(p<O.OI-p<O.OOI) insulin-secretory responses at 1.1 mmolll glucose (1.79 :t

0.11 ng/IO' cells/20 min). The insulinotropic response to 200 Jlmolll
nateglinidc exhibited a glucose-dependent pattern with progressive 1.2-1.7
fold increases (p<O.05-p<0.001) in insulin secretion from 5.6-30 mmolll
glucose. Under depolarizing conditions (16.7 mmolll glucose plus 30 mmolll
KCI; 10.59 ± 0.43 ng/IO' cells/20 min) 100-200 urnol/l nateglinide evoked a
1.4-1.5-fold (p<0.05-p<0.001) increase in insulin output. Nateglinide (200

umol/l) potentiated the insulinotropic effects of 5.6-30 mmolll glucose by
1.3-1.4-fold (p<0.001) under depolarizing conditions. Prolonged (18 h)

culture with 100 urnol/l nateglinide did not alter basal insulin release, at 1.1
mmolll glucose, but abolished the insulinotropic effects of 200 umol/l
tolbutamide or glibenclamide. However, insulin-secretory responses to 200

Jlmolll nateglinide, 20 mmolll leucine or 20 mmolll arginine, although
diminished were retained (p<O.OI-p<O.OOI). Interestingly, insulinotropic

actions of 200 ~molll efaroxan, 25 mmolll forskolin or 10 nM PMA were
unaffected by 18 h nateglinide culture. Conclusions: Nateglinide exhibits
both KATP channel-dependent and K ATP channel-independent insulin
secretory actions in BRIN-BDII cells. The enhanced insulinotropic
responses of this drug with increasing glucose concentration supports the
antihyperglycaemic actions of nateglinide in type 2 diabetes.

Background and Alms: The prandial glucose response depends on glucose
absorption and suppression ofendogenous glucose production. In patients with type 2
diabetes, absorption is normal but suppression of glucose production is diminished
due to impaired early phase insulin secretory responses. The clinical utility of
acarbose, which decreases glucose absorption, and nateglinide, which increases early
phase insulin secretion, were compared in a double-blind, randomised 24-week trial in
patients with type 2 diabetes. Materials and Methods: Patients with type 2 diabetes
(179 men and women ~30 years who had undergone diet and exercise treatment for at
least 2 months before study entry) were randomised to receive either nateglinide (120
mg before 3 main meals, n=87) or acarbose (50 mg tid for 4 weeks followed by 100
mg tid, reduced again to 50 mg tid if necessary, n=92). Baseline HbA ,o values were
comparable in the two treatment groups (7.75% and 7.87% for nateglinide and
acarbose, respectively). A total of 144 patients completed the 24 weeks of treatment
(70 on nateglinide; 74 on acarbose). Results: At the study endpoint, HbA ,Ohad been
similarly reduced in both nateglinide and acarbose treatment groups, by 0.42% and
0.39%, respectively (p9l.74 for difference; intent-to-treat population and last
observation carried forward). In patients completing the study, an I!bA ,o level of <7%
was achieved by 60% (42170) of the patients receiving nateglinide, compared with
38% (28n4) receiving acarbose. Overall, adverse events were reported by 65% of
patients receiving acarbose, compared with 49% of those receiving nateglinide. The
incidence of gastrointestinal adverse events (mostly flatulence and diarrhoea) was
greater in the acarbose-treated patients than in the group receiving nateglinide (42 YS

18 reports, respectively). Reports of symptoms suggestive of hypoglycaernia were
recorded by 5.7% of patients (5/87) on nateglinide and 2.2% (2192) on acarbose.
Conclusions: Targeting post-prandial hyperglycaemia to control HbA ,Oto levels
below 7% is possible with suitable treatment. While nateglinide and acarbose
demonstrated comparable efficacy, nateglinide may be preferable because of its
superior side-effect profile, which rnay be a reflection of its more physiologically
relevant mode of action.
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AN L\filROVEMENT IN !:'lSUUN RESISfA.'\CE AFIER TIffi
ADMIlI.'ISrnATIO~OFWJEGI.l1\1DE

T.Sluba,MitoJiMemociaIH~Tci.yo,J8iB'l

Aims: Nateglinide isa newlyadministered active insulin secretagoguewhich stimu1ates
theacuteinsulin response inpIlimlswilhtype2 diabetes. \\'e examioo:I tromechanism
aod evaluated the effect of nateglinide II1 the glycemic ClI1lroI of types 2 diabetic

patients beinglreatfdII1 anWpatier4 basis. Materials and Methodo: A series of 28
l}pe 2 diabetic patientsvisitingerroolj:OietJtclinic\\00 agreed to takenateglinide wac
examioo:I before aod aboot 3 to 4 IIIlI1lhs afterregularly~ of nateglinide (270
"'8"day) irdudingthestandard meal test(460Kca\). The BM!, IRJ, blood gheose aOO
HbAlcleyels weremeasured, andHOMA-R and HOMA- /3 werecaIculaIedaccocding
to the HOMA-=del. RaaaIts: About3 to 4 IIIlI1lhs later, nateglinide significantly
decreased themeanareatmder the ceve (AVC) fer glucoseduring err standard meal
testandasignificant increase introAUC ferIRIwasobserved. ThewluesofFBG, lh

PG (I -h:us]XlSl-p-aOOial glucose), 2h-PG and HbAI c irrq:roved fran 165±25, 234 ±

39, 229±48 ("'8"dl) and 75±0.9 (%) to 148±22, 192±35, 178±41 aOO 6.7±0.7

befireand after the above _ regimen, respectively (MEAN±SD). When the

patients weredivided intotwo groops, ioch.>fulg insulin resistant (IR: HO~fA-R>2,

lF2O) and ncn-insulin resistant pIlimls (NIR: HOMA-R~2, rrS),the FOO only
imlrovedsignificantly in theIR whereas the Iil-PG, 2h-PG and HbAlc levels impuved

in bciligroops. Aftertroadminis!raticn of nateglinide the HOMA-R level irrpuved

significantly fran 4.0±20 to 3.0±1.6 (p<O.02)inthe IR,Wtnct inthel'-lR (fran 12

±02 to 19±0.9). Ree/Irding i=lin. secretioo, HOMA- /3 inJIro',rosignificantly only
intheNlRfran 16.4±7.8 to 26.9±9.9 (p<O.02),Wtnctin trolR(fran 32.3±17.4 to

326±19.0).CoIlcIusiom: Naleg!inide wast!Jerefcrefrorrl to beeffecti\\': incootroIling
thebloodglucose levels intype2 diabeticpllimlsby I) inJIro',ingthe insulinre:sista=
in IR patimtsby amelicrating glucose toxicity, and 2) inJIro',ing the blood glucose

levelsinNlRpatientsby stimula!ing insulin secretion

.____u•.
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Conclusions: Nateglinide is as effective as metformin in initiating and sustaining
improved glycemic control, indicating that nateglinide may be an appropriate
alternative initial pharmacological therapy for type 2 diabetes.

BDTIIl'iATEGLI;laDE A."iDMETFOR.'I1Il'i SUSTAL" IIbA
"

LDWERIl'iG
OVER 52 WEEKS L....DRUG-NAiVE TYPE 2 DIAllETES PATIE1","rS
IJ.E. Foley, 'M. Gatlin, 'F.L. Dunn and 'E.S. Horton, 'Novartis Pharmaceuticals, East
Hanover, New Jersey, USA; 2Joslin Diabetes Center, Boston, Massachusetts, USA.
Background and Aims: Metformin is frequently used as initial therapy for type 2
diabetes due to a sustained reduction in HbA ,o with little or no hypoglycemia and
weight gain, but it is inappropriate for use in some patients. Nateglinide is a new oral
antidiabetic agent derived from the amino acid D-phenylalanine, which acts directly on
the pancreatic p-ceIIs to rapidly potentiate meal-induced insulin secretion thereby
ameliorating postprandial glucose levels. Nateglinide is associated with <I kg weight
gain, <0.3% of patients dropping out of studies due to unassisted hypoglycemia and
with no other treatment-emergent differences from placebo. This study compares the I
year efficacy of natcglinide and mctformin as initial therapy. Materials and Methods:
Prospective, double-blind, placebo-controlled study in which drug-naive patients (post
hoc analysis) with ;8 months' disease duration and mean baseline HbA,o 8.1-8.3%,
were randomized to placebo (n~96), nateglinide (120 mg before meals [ac), n=97) or
metformin (5oo mg tid, n=97) following a 4-week placebo run-in period (n=33, 42, 46
at 52 weeks, respectively). Results: No significant differences were apparent in HbA,o
between nateglinide and metformin over the 52-week study period (AKCQVA).

u u
w...
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EFFECTS OF GLIBEl\CLAMIDE 0:"( HE:l-IODYNA:\IIC AND METABOLIC
STATUS AFTER MYOCARDIAL ISCHEMIA L'lISOLATED RAT HEARTS
RJ Legtenberg, RJF Houston, A Heerschap, B Oeseburg and P Smits. Dcpts. of
Physiology, Pharmacology-Toxicology, Radiology and Internal Medicine. UMC
Nijmcgen, PO Box 910 I, 6500 HB Nijmcgen, The Netherlands

Background and Aim" It has been shown previously that the sulfonylurea derivative
glibenclamidc may improve post-ischemic cardiac functional recovery. Although KA,.

channel blockade is a possible explanation for this observation, an alternative
mechanism may be operative. Therefore, we simultaneously recorded cardiac function
and the intracellular concentration of ATP, PCr, P; and pH before and after ischemia in I
the presence of glibenclamide or vehicle. Materials and Method" "P magnetic
resonance spectroscopy on erythrocyte-perfused, isolated working rat hearts was
performed. 4 umol.L" glibenclamide or vehicle alone were tested (both n=5). The
following protocol was used: 8 min performance assessment, 10 min drug treatment, 12
min global ischemia. 20 min reperfusion with drug treatment and 8 min functional
recovery assessment, Results: Glibenclamide significantly decreased coronary blood
flow as compared with vehicle: 59.5 ±7.0 % v. 94.3 ± 1.3 % (p=O.008). At the end of
rcperfusion, after ischemia. this vasoconstrictive effect of glibenclarnidewas even more
pronounced (45.6 ± 5.4 % v. 104.4 ± 5.9 %; p<O.OOOI). Further, glibenclamide
significantly dcereased the ischemia-induced cardiac functional loss as compared with
vehicle (7.4 ± 1.3 % v. 18.8 ± 3.3 %; p=0.019). During ischemia the intracellular
acidosis was significantly attenuated in the presence of ghbenclamide (final pH 6.75 ±
0.01 v 6.43 ± 0.03 for vehicle,p=O.005). In addition, intracellular ATP tended to deplcte
more rapidly during ischemia in the presence of glibcnclamide, however this did not
reach statistical significance (p=O.ll). Conclusion" Glibenclamide reduces coronary
blood flow which may completely be attributed to vascular KA,. channel blockade.
Glibenclamide also reduces the myocardial functional loss after ischemia with
preserving intracellular pH but not intracellular ATP levels during ischemia. This
suggests that the beneficial response to glibenclarnide is probably not the result of
myocardial KA,. channel blockade, but may be explained by inhibition of glycolysis.

Beneficial effects of insulin H. sulphonJlurea treatment early in lJpc 2 diabetes
on stimulated C-peptide and metabolic control
M. Alvarsson, K. Berntorp, E. Forbes, V. Grill, I. Lager, L. Steen, G. Sundkvist and
T. Om from Depts of Endocrinology at Karolinska Hospital and Malmo General
Hospital and Dcpts of Medicine at Eskilstuna, Karlskrona, Kristianstad and Visby
Hospitals
Background and aims: Traditionally, insulin treatment is instituted in type 2 diabetic
patients only after life style measures and oral pharmacological agents, such as
sulphonylureas, have failed to achieve acceptable metabolic control. Based on animal
studies and studies in type I diabetes we hypothesized that a relative beta cell rest in
type 2 diabetes would be advantageous for endogenous insulin secretion in
comparison with continuous stimulation with sulphonylurea. The aim ofthe study was
to investigate whether treatment with insulin started soon after diagnosis of type 2
diabetes is advantageous compared with glibenclarnide treatment.
Materials and Metbods: A Swedish multicenter 2-year open randomized clinical
trial in 41 patients with ICA-negative non-insulin-dependent diabetes diagnosed 0-2
years before inclusion. Patients received either 2 daily injections of insulin Mixtard
30nO or g1ibenclarnide (3.5-10.5 mg daily). C-peptide-glucagon tests were performed
yearly in duplicate after 3-4 days of temporary withdrawal oftreatment.
Results: A questionnaire indicated no difference in well-being related to treatment.
After one year the glucagon-stimulated C-peptide response was increased in the
insulin-treated group by 0.1 I nmol/J (95% CI -0,06 to 0,2S, p<0.065), whereas it was
decreased by 0.09 nmol/l (95% CI - 0.27 to O.OS) in the glibenclamide group. The
difference between groups was significant, p<0.046. After two years the respective
effects were +O.OS for the insulin group and -{).02 for the glibenclamide group with
no significant differences remaining between groups. HbA I c levels declined during
the first year in both groups (-1.26% (95% CI -1.93 to -{).59 in the insulin, -1.04%
(95% CI-1.58 to -{).50 in the glibencla.mide group). At the end of the second year
HbAlc was similar in the insulin group (+0.06) but rose in the glibenclamide group
(0.71 (95% CI 0.15 to 1.26». The difference in evolution oflIbAlc during the second
year were significant between groups, p=O.O13.
Conclusions: Early insulin treatment vs. glibenclamide treatment in type 2 diabetes
may prolong endogenous insulin secretion and promote better metabolic control.
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Improved Insulin Secretion and Sensitivity by Glimepiride in New Onset Type 2
Diabetes Mellitus.

Background and Alms: The exact role of Glimepiride in improvement of
glycemic control in Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus (D~I) is unclear although its
properties in enhancing glucose transporters and as an insulin secretogogue are
documented. Therefore, insulin secretion and sensitivity were assessed in new
onset Type 2 D~I prior to (Pre) and after (Post) achieving desirable glycemic
control (HbA,C <7.0%) with Glimepiride treatment (Rx). Methods:
Determination ofplasma insulin (I) and glucose (G) after an overnight fast (F) and
at every 15' for 2 hours after oral ingestion ofglucose, 75 g (OGTT). Expression
of I) I (UIL) and G (m.\l/J )responses during OGTT as (a) cumulative response
(CR) calculated by adding the differences between levels at times of
determinations and F level; (b) difference between peak (P) and F levels (A). 2)
Early insulin secretion as CRl over 30' and 60'. 3) Total insulin secretion during
OGTT as MlAG and CRlJCRG (U/m.\l/J). 4) Insulin sensitivity as a product, FI x
FG (U x m.\III). Results: Pre-Rx FG, 14.0 ± 0.7 and PG, 26.0 ± 1.2 declined to
6.3 ± 0.2 and 15.3 ± 1.0 Post-Rx (p<0.0001 for both). Pre-Rx F I (16 ± 2) was
markedly elevated and declined to II ± I post-Rx (p < 0.01), but did not
normalize (6 ± I). However, early insulin secretion normalized (30', 00, Pre-Rx,
6 ± I vs. 51 ± 7 Post Rx p<O.OOI N, 52 ± 6; 60' CRl Pre-Rx 20 ± 3, vs. 136 ± 16
Post-Rx, P < 0.001; N, III ± 12). Moreover, total insulin secretion improved but
did not normalize: A U AG, pre-Rx, 0.96 ± 0.2 vs. Post-Rx, 8.9 ± 1.8, P <0.001 vs.
N, 14.3 ± 2.1 P <0.01 and CRlJCRG, Pre-Rx 0.75 ± 0.2 vs. Post-Rx 7.4 ± 1.1,
p<O.OOI,vs. N, 19.8 ± 2.8, p < 0.01). Finally, pre-Rx insulin sensitivity index
(241 ± 43) declined significantly post-Rx (65 ± 5) and normalized (29 ±3) in 6 of
14 subjects with Type 2 D~1. Conclusion: Glimepiride improves early and total
insulin secretion as well as insulin sensitivity while achieving desirable glycemie
control in new onset Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus.

illl Kabadi and MU Kabadi VA Medical Center, Phoenix, AZ and University of
Arizona, Tucson, Arizona USA.
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POSTPRANDIAL AcnVATION OF COAGULATION IS I~"HIBITED Bur
FIBRJl'jOLYSIS IS NOT ALTERED B\' ACUTE GLiMEPIRIDE
ADMINISTRATIO:'ol L'I/TYPE 2 DL-\BETlC SUBJECTS,
L loannidis, C. Tsoukalaz, K. Markakis2, L Anastasopoulou2, P. Xiarchopoulou2, A
Karafoulidou 2, E.Maglaraland N.Katsilarnbrosl I. FIfSlOpt Propaedeutie Medicine,
Athens' University Medical School and 2. 2nd Regional Transfusion Center-Haernostasis:
lab., Laiko General Hospital, Athens Greece.
Background and aim. : Several abnormalities of coagulation and fibrinolysis are known
to occur in diabetic subjects at the fasting stale as well as postprandially. The aim of this
study was to investigate the effect of the administration of a single dose of glimepiride on
the postprandial activation of the coagulation and on fibrinolysis as compared to placebo.
Materials and Methods: We designed a crossover randomised study. In the morning after
an overnight fast, each diabetic subject (n=12 ,age 52-64 yr.) received a standard meal
(600 Kcal, Carbohydrates 40"10 Lipids 50"10 Proteins 10"10) preceeded by one tablet of
glimepiride (G, 2mg) or placebo (PI). The two tests were performed randomly, with an
interval of 7 days. Blood samples were collected at baseline as vvellas 2 and 4 hours after
the meal to measure blood glucose, insulin, and fibrinogen ,d-dimers, FI+2 (prothrombin
fragments 1+2), PAl-I and tPA Non parametric statistics were used for analysis. Results:

Baseline 2 hours 4 hours
19S±S9 220±57 198±59

I97±46 217±S1 221±33
0,2±O,030,25±O,03O,38±O,04·
O,2±O,09 O,23±O,09 O,20±0,OS·
9,94±I,78 11,3±2,01 15,8±I,97·
9,33±S,5~9,96±6,07 9,56±S,09·
74,0±27,O66,0±33,O77,7±34,O
5S,9±40,O60,8±45,7 33,7±23,4
13,2±3,1 I1,4±I,3 I1,6±2,1
I1,0±3,79,6±3,9 15,8±9,1

FI+2

PAl-I

mg% PI
G

Ilglml PI
G

PI
G

nglml PI
G

nglml PI
G

Placebo vs. Glimepiride ·p<O.05
Glucose levels were lower and insulin levels higher after G administration. In these
diabetic subjects postprandial levels of d-dimers, FI +2 (indexes of coagulation activation)
increased significantly after the meal consumption. PAl-I and tPA (indexes 01
fibrinolysis) did not change significantly postprandially. Acute administration of
glimepiride reduced this activation 4 hours after meal consumption (Table). Conclusions:
Acute administration of glimepiride, has an inhibitory effect on the postprandial
activation of the coagulation but did not alter fibrinolysis.
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Clinical Hypoglycaemia
(Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes)
832
n,-pogl,-caemia in patients with Type 2 diabetes in the UKPDS
Carole A Cull (I), Alex D. Wright(I), Kenneth M. Maclcod(2) and Rury R
Holman(l) forthe UKPDS Group
Diabetes Trials Unit, OCDEM, University of Oxford, UK(I)and Diabetes,
Endocrinology and Vascular Health, Exeter Postgraduate Medical Centre, UK(2)
Background and Aims: The UKPDS demonstrated that a more intensive blood
glucose control policy can reduce the risk of diabetes related complications in patients
with type 2 diabetes. The DCCT similarly showed that an intensive blood glucose
control policy was beneficial in type I diabetes. In the DCCT however,
hypoglycaemia rates of 61 per 100 person years (py) were associated with the
intensive glucose control policy, and the rate increased with decreasing levels of
concurrent haemoglobin Alc (HhAlc). We have examined the self-reported
hypoglycaemia rates seen in UKPDS patients and investigated the relationship to
concurrent HbAIc and other factors oyer the first six years following diagnosis of
diabetes. Materials and Methods: 2928 UKPDS patients randontised to an intensive
glucose control policy following their dietary run-in period were included. Patients
were asked specifically about hypoglycaernic episodes (graded from I to 4) at three
monthly clinic visits and the grade of the most severe recorded. Episodes requiring
remedial action by the patient or a third parry (grade 2 or more) havebeen analysed.
A binontial regression model was used to calculate absolute risk rates in relation to
current HbAlc, concurrent therapy and sex. Results: Hypoglycaemia rates (95%CI)
for intensively treated patients, allocated to and remaining on either insulin or
sulphonylurea, were 3.3 per 100 py (0.1 to 45.4). In patients treated with
sulphonylurca alone there was a progressive reduction in hypoglycaemia rates with
increasing HbAlc from 1.5 per 100 py (0.3 to 5.9) for concurrent HbAlc <6 % to 0.6
per 100 py (0.3 to 1.3) for HbAlc =>9 %. The reverse was seen in those treated with
basal insulin where hypoglycaemia rates increased from 3.2 per 100 py (1.8 to 5.5) to
7.7 per 100 py (6.3 to 9.5) oyer the same HbAlc range. Female patients reported
higher hypoglycaentia rates than males (3.0 (2.6 to 3.6) vs 2.2 (2.0 to 204) per 100 py,
p<O.OOOI). Conclusions: Hypoglycaemia rates in patients with type 2 diabetes treated
with a more intensive glucose control policy were higher in females, but overall, rates
were substantially lower than those seen in intensively treated patients with type I
diabetes, even when type 2 patients were treated with insulin. Concern about
hypoglycaemia should not be a major limitation to implementing more intensive
glucose control in people with type 2 diabetes.

834
The effect of hypoglycaemia visual and auditory processing in man: a
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging Study
J. Miranda Rosenthal, V. Giampietro, E Bullmore , D. Hopkins, M. Evans,
C. Andrew, L. Yaguez, S.C.R. Williams, SA Arnie!.
Department of Medicine, Kings College london, UK

Background and Aims: Hypoglycaemia with cognitive dysfunction is a
feared side effect of insulin treatment. The performance of an action and
the avoidance of danger in everyday life requires intact visual and auditory
processing. We examined the effect of acute mild hypoglycaemia on visual
and auditory processing in the brain using functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging.
Materials and Methods: Right handed volunteers were exposed to a
visual and auditory stimulus dt,Jring a euglycaemic- hypoglycaemic
(5mmolll and 2.4 mmolll, n=5) and euglycaemia (5mmolll, n=5) clamps.
Brain activation was measured by functional magnetic resonance imaging
(Blood Oxygen Dependant Imaging).
Results: There was a reduction in brain activation in the Primary Visual
Cortex (Tailarch co ordinates: -9-81-7 voxel size2 & 40-72-7 voxel size1 &
14-94-2 voxel size1, and 3-72-7 voxel size4,. The Inferior Temporal lobe: 
52-53-7 voxel size1 & 52-5-2 voxel size1) Increased activation was seen in
the parastriate visual cortex:-38-75-7 voxel size2) All analyses run at a p
value of O.OO5.No global reduction in activation was identified, with most
areas remaining unaffected.
ConclusIons: We conclude that visual and auditory processing is
preserved during hypoglycaemia, the brain areas involved demonstrating
a very limited reduction in activation. The appreciation of these sensory
modalities during hypoglycaemia is unlikely to be the limiting factor which
results in cognitive dysfunction during hypoglycaemia.
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SEVERE HYPOGLYCAEML\ AND UNAWARENESS L'l CHILDREN AND
ADOLESCENTS TREATED AT SWEDISH GENERAL HOSPITALS
S. Nordfeldt, C. Johansson, G. Lundstrom, J-A. Hamrnersjo
Division of Pediatrics and Center for Medical Technology Assessment, Dept of
Health and Environment, Faculty of Health Sciences, Linkoping, and the hospitals of
Jonkoping, Kalmar and Vastervik, Sweden

B.~kgrouod and Aims: Treatment resources per Swedish diabetes patient have been
gradually reduced during the 90ies along with the increased incidence of type I
diabetes. The aim of this study was to investigate occurrence of self-perceived
unawareness related to severe hypoglycaemia in type I diabetes children and
adolescents treated at general hospitals in Sweden.
Materials and Methods: A geographic population of 333 intensively treated patients
aged 3.9-20.1 years, (median 13.9), with duration 1.8-18.3 years (median 504), year
mean HbAlc 4.7-1304% (median 7.6, mean 7.8, SO lA, ref range 3.7-5.0, method
level 1.15% below DCCT), was asked to complete a questionnaire regarding severe
hypoglycaernia during the last 12 months. Self-perceived unawareness was estimated
using the previously used question "Can you feet when you are low in blood
glucose?" Patientsresponding ....always... were classified as having nonnal awareness
and those responding "usually", "occasionally" or "never" were classified as having
impaired awareness.
Results: Data were obtained from 74% ofpatients. A mean of2.5 physician visits per
patient had taken place during last 12 months (range 1-5). A total of 81/247 (33%)
reported having had one or several events of severe hypoglycaernia that required the
assistance of another person during the preceding 12 months. Severe hypoglycaemia
was reported from 62/152 patients reporting impaired awareness, but from 19/95 with
normal awareness (p=O.0002).
Conclusions: A high proportion of this population with infrequent visits and
suboptimal metabolic control reported impaired unawareness, and as expected their
incidence ofsevere hypoglycaentia was higher. Structure ofcare need to be improved,
aiming at good metabolic control and prevention ofsevere hypoglycaemia,

835
Effect Of Rale Of Fall Of Blood Glucose 00 Cognith'e Function In T1 DM
Patients Aware and Unaware of H)llOgl)'cemia
C. G. Fanelli, S. Parnpanelli, F. Porcellati, P. Rossetti, E. Costa, E.F1oridi, L. Bartocci,
P. Brunetti and G. B. Bolli. DlMI, University ofPerugia, Italy.

Previous studies indicate thaI rate of blood glucose (8G) fall does not affect
counterregulatory/symptom responses 10 hypoglycemia (H) in humans, but a faster
fall ofBG impairs cognitive function (CF) more than slow fall in TI DM (Diabetes 49
(Suppl.l): AI33, 2000). Aim of the present study was to assess whether a fast fall of
BG differentially affects responses to H in aware vs unaware TI DM patients. 12 TI
OM patients were classified as aware (N=6) or unaware (N=6) based on symptom
responses to a previousstepped hypoglycemic clamp. All patients were studied on
two occasions, during postpraDdiaI H plateau (8G 44 mgldl for 30 min) with the
hyperinsulinernic G clamp. In the slow-fall study, rate of BG fall was 0.6 mgfdl/min
and H induced oyer 90 min, in the fast fall study late of fall was 1.84 mgfdl/min and
H induced in 30 min. Results (mean±SE): The late of G fall did not affect
counterreguIatory hormone responses to If, except adrenaline andcortisol responses
were greater in aware as compared to unaware patients in both studies (p<O.05). As
expected, symptom score was also higher in aware than unaware patients (12.2±2.6 vi
4.37±1.53, p<O.05). CF (trail making A and B, PASAT, digit span backward, digit
vigilance test, verbal memory test), expressed as z score, deteriorated at the end of H
plateau vs baseline euglycemia in the slow-fall study to a similar extent both in aware
and unaware TI DM patients (z score, -1.59±O.30 vs -1.6O±0.54, p=NS). In the fast
fall study, CF deteriorated more than in the slow-fall only in aware (-3.30±0.50,
(p<O.05), but not in unaware (-1.89±O.40, p=NS). Single tests affected were Trail
Making A (attention ) (-1.56%0.80 vs -7.3S±2.0, p<O.05, unaware and aware
respectively), Trail Making B (complex/divided attention) (-1.50±0.40 \"5 -3.04±OA9,
p<O.05), PASAT 2 sec. (information processing) (.Q.3I±O.32 \"5 -I.5S±O.4I, p<O.OS)
and digit span backward (attention/memory rctricyal)(.QAO±O.26 \"5 -1.98±O.32,
p<O.05). Thus, during If, not only the BG Ievel achieved, but also the rate of BG fall
exerts effects on CF in TI O~l The observation that this occurs primarily in aware
patients indicates that unaware patients are'brain protected' against factors
deteriorating CF such as fast fall of BG.
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REDUCTIO;,\, IN SEVERE HYPOGLYCEMIA fOLLOWL'iG USE Of
CO:ITL'iUOUS GLCCOSE MO:-iITORL'iG: A PILOT STUDY.
P.C. Davidson, II. Sabbah, K. McCulloch and B.W. Bode. Atlanta Diabetes
Associates, Atlanta. Georgia. USA

Background and Aims: Severe hypoglycemia is a major obstacle 10 achieving
intensive treatment goals in type I diabetes. The limitations of self-monitored blood
glucose (S1>ffiG)10 detect asymptomatic hypoglycemia. especially at night, contribute
10 the problem. In contrast, continuous glucose monitoring provides a dramatic
increase in the amountofdata available to the clinician attempting10 minimize risk of
severe hypoglycemia. This pilot study was conducted to delermine if a reduction in
the incidence of severe hypoglycemia could be achieved by using the Continuous
Glucose Monitoring System (CG~IS, MiniMed Inc.) in patients with a history of
severeevents.
Materials and Methods: 10 patients with a history of severe hypoglycemia (at least I
event in Ihe prior 3 months) wore the sensor for two evaluation periods. After each
sensor wear, the glucose profiles were reviewed and therapyadjustmentswere made.
The incidence of severe hypoglycemia was recorded al 3 months and l-year follow
up.
Results: The 10 patients were 32 ± 16 years old with a 17 ± IO year history of
diabetes. Incidence of severe hypoglycemia decreased significantly after CG:\IS use
for both the 3-monlh (IOta! number of hypo events: 24 pre vs. I post, p=O.oo7) and 1
year (41 events pre vs. 8 events post, p=O.oo7) periods. No significant changes in
either HbAlc (7.2±0.9 vs. 7.2 ± 0.8, p=O.942) norinsulin dose (28.5 ± 7.7 vs. 28.0 ±
5.2, p=O.794) were observed over the same time periods.
Concluslons: These results demonstrate thai use of the CG:\IS can have a marked and
long lasting impact in reducing the risk of hypoglycemia even in well-controlled
diabetic patients prone to severe hypoglycemia.

838
Patlent Treatment Satisl'action is Not Affecled by' Frequency of H)l)oglycaemia
In Ty-pe 1 Diabeles: 1n\"Cstigation witb ContiDuous Subeulaneous Blood Glucose
MeasuremeDt
K. Howorka, 1. Pumprla, M Gabriel andIt Grillmayr,
Institute ofBiomedical Engineering and Physics, University of Vienna, Austria.
Background and Aims: To investigate relationships among reported frequency of
symptomatic hypoglycemia, low blood glucose (BG) values in self-monitoring/in
continuous subcutaneous glucose measurement and treatment satisfaction in type I
diabetes. Materials and Method.: Prospective pilot study in sixteen type I diabetic
patients (age: 4H9 SO, diabetes duration: 18±1O years) using functional insulin
treatment (fIT: basal, prandial and correctional dosages). Observation period was
181±1\ days. Patients reported 27 (median, 6-98) symptomatic hypoglycemic
episodes, which have always been accompanied by a BG self-measurement and
documentation of symptoms, Self-monitoring (6,2±1,9/day) was performed with
Accutrend Sensor Complele1li glucometer. HbAlc (6.8±0.7%), ref 4.2-6.0%, and
treatment satisfaction have been investigated repeatedly. The follow-up included
subcutaneous measurement via glucose sensor (CG.\-IS MinimedE) for 73±28 hrs.
Results: In selfBG monitoring, 1.3% values were below 40, 2.9"/0below 50 and 3.9%
below 60 mg/dl, whereas 22.6% of all values were above 200 mg/d1. HbAlc
correlated (0.75, p=O.ool) with perceived number of symptomatlc hypoglycemia and
with Dumber of BG readings above 200 mg/dl, Frequency of BG readings above 200
mg/d! correlated (0.53, p=O.03) with that of symptomatic hypoglycemia. CG~1S

confirmed that subjective perception of hypoglycemia diverges from objectively
recorded low BG values, Ten percent (I0±8o/.. range 0.3-23%) of the sensor recording
time displayed BG values below 40 mg/d!. Treatment satisfaction assessed with
DTSQ questionnaires showed no relationship neither with perceived (.Q.3, p=0.9) nor
recorded hypoglycemia, bul was significantly inversely related to frequency of high
BG readings (.Q.5, p=0.05). CooclusioDS: A higher HbAlc and frequency of
hyperglycemia is associated with more frequently perceived bypoglycemia. No
relationship exists between perceived hypoglycemia frequency and hypoglycemic
values in self BG monitoring, as well as in CGMS. In type I diabetic patients with
m, glycemic control assessed by HbA I c and frequency of perceived and/or recorded
hypoglycemia does not influence patients treatment satisfaction.

837
Continuous glucose monitoring can belp to decruse frequency' of .,.mptomatic
h,.pogIycaemia ln patlents ...itb tJpe 1 diabetes treated ,,·itb CSII
J. Broz, Ts. Altannavch, MAndel
Centre of Diabetology, 2nd Department of Internal Medicine, faculty Hospital of 3rd
Medical Faculty of Charles University,Prague,Czech Republic

Background and Aims: Availability of continuous glucose monitoring system
(CGMS, MiniMed Inc.) offers the possibility 10 obtain 288 blood glucose readings a
day through a 72 hour period. Previously published data showed better diabetes
control when CGMS was used to identify appropriate therapy adjustment
We wanted to determine if the use of CGMS in patients with type I diabetes treated
with continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion will result in decreased number of
symptomatic hypoglycaemias.
Materials and Metbods: 9 patients (I female and 8 men, age 38,4,± 9,3 (mean ±
SEMJ) with type I diabetes (duration 15,3 ± 7,38, HbAIC 7,7 ± 0,630/.. 9,0 ± 3,8
symptomatic hypoglycaernias per month- during previous 4 months, total of 7
nocturnal episodes, no severe event) treated by csn (duration 2,4 ± 1,46). Each
patient wore CGMS for 3 working days during his normal activity.Important events
including insulin, exercise, meals and hypoglycemic episodes were self-recorded.
After CG~1S use continuous glucose profiles were reviewed to identify changes in
therapy. Therapy adjustment included changesto insulin dosage, diet and treatment of
high and low blood glucose values, Symptomatic hypoglycacmic episodes were
recorded for next 8 weeks and HBA Ic \ alues were obtained in week 8.
Results: We found a decrease in number of symptomatic hypoglycaemias per month:
5,11 % 1,76 (no nocturna1 or severe event) "S. 9,0 ± 3,8 in previous period (7
nocturna1, no severe episode), p< 0,05. We also found a decrease in HBAlc: 6,77 ±
0,6% in week 8 v.s, 7,7 ± 0,63% at baseline, p<O,09.
ConclusioDs: Continuous glucose sensing provides meaningful data for individuals to
personalize their pump insu\inregimen to reduce risk of symptomatic hypoglycaemia
and to obtain better diabetes control.

839
RisJ.1' Detection Delay of fast Blood Glucose ChaDges by Glucose MonitoriDg 81the
Ann.
T. Koschinsky and K. Jungheim, German Diabetes Research Institute, Duesseldorf,
Germany
Backgrouod and Aims: Alternate site glucose monitoring of capillary blood glucose.
(BG) is an attractive Dewoption in addition 10 measurements at the finger. But patients
with diabetes reported discrepancies between clinical symptoms of hypoglycaemia and
normoglycaemic values at the arm during self-monitoring. As technical and handling
problems could be excluded, we examined the question whether fast BG changes over a
large range result in clinically relevant BG differences between arm and finger and
whether local rubbing at the arm could influence such differences. Materials and
Methods: Capillary BG samples were taken from the fingertip and the forearm of 23
diabetic patients on intensified insulin treatment (diabetes type 112:18/5, age: 18-62 years.
diabetes duration: 0.1-28 years) using the following meters: FreeStyle (TheraSense. USA).
Soft-Sense (MediScnse'Abboll, USA) and OneTouch Ultra (Lifescan, USA) according to
the following protocol: After an overnight fast the usual pre-breakfast insulin was omined
and the breakfast was replaced by an oral glucose load (equivalent 10 75g glucose) (Dextro
O.G-T., Roche, Germany) to achieve BG values of 30D-400 mg/dl. Then the patients'
usual short acting insulin was given intravenously at an individual dose (6-40
IUflOjection). The capillary BG was followed every IS min until either steady state or
hypoglycaemia «60 mg/dl) was reached Resuhs: There have DOt been any device
specific differences. At the fasting steady state the BG values at the finger (mean±SD:
129±33 mg/dl) and at the arm (121±32 mg/dJ) were similar for all patients. The fiG
increase at the arm (15003 mg/dJ) was smaller than at the finger (205±36 mg/dl within
86±22 min) (p<0.01). During fast BG increase the arm BG ,....as lagging behind the fmger
BG by 30 minutes (range: 6-91) at 250 mg/dJ. During fast BG decrease [3.1±1.0
(mg/dlYminute] the arm BG was lagging behind the finger BG by 37 minutes (range: 19
67) at 100 mg/dl. At the first hypoglycaemic fingertip value (44-63 mg/dl) the arm BG
differed by a mean of ~62 mg/dl (range: ~26 • ~I06)(p<O.01). for the 3 patients with
hypoglycaemic unawareness. the first asymptomatic hypoglycaemic values at the finger
(44/51/53 mg/dl) were accompanied by normogIycacmic values at the arm (106/142/159
mgldJ). Rubbing decreased the observed differences on average by half bUI with a large
intra- and interindividual variability. Con<!usiOIlJ:To avoid risky delays of hyper- and
hypoglycaemia detection fiG monitoring at the arm should be strictly limited to situations
in which ongoing fast BG changes can be excluded
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Sustained hormonal response to bypoglycemla in t)"pe-l diabetes is associated
with residual C-peptide
T. Linn, B. Santosa, 1. Schafer, R G. Brctzel
Medical Clinic & Policlinic III, Justus-Liebig-University Hospital, Giesscn, Germany

Background and Aims: We had reported before on complete lack of severe
hypoglycemia in a cohort of adult patients with newly diagnosed type-I diabetes
(Linn 1996, 1999). We studied differences in the hormonal response to hypoglycemia
in type-I diabetic patients with residual C-peptide mobilised by a stimulus compared
to patients with residual C-peptide not responsiveto this stimulus.
Materials and Methods: Hypoglycemic clamps (blood glucose 2.6 mmolll at 135
ISO min) were performed in non-diabeticcontrols (n=6), type-I diabetic patients with
C-peptide response to I mg i.v, glucagon (responders, R. n=6) and patients (n=6) not
responding (NR) to glucagon. Subjects were matched for age and weight, patients also
for diabetes duration. Mean stimulated C-peptides were control: 1.3 ± 0.5, R: 1.2 ±
0.8, and ""R: 0.2 ± 0.1 mmol/1. Cortisol, glucagon, epinephrine, norepinephrine, and
growth hormone (GH) were measured every IS min. Autonomic and neuroglycopenic
symptoms were assessed at eu- and hypoglycemia. ANOVA for repeated measures
and multiple linear regression was carried out using SPSS.
Results: Patients had diabetes for J.1 ± 0.7}"ears, GHb 7.3 ± 1.6 %, and daily insulin
dose 0,45 ± 0.1 Ulkg. These parameterswere not different between R and !'oR Mean
glucagon response was significantly higher in R compared to NR (112 ± 13 vs.91 ± 3
pg/m!, p<0.001). Mean GH secretion in R was lower (9,4 ± 7.1 vs, 15.2 ± 9 ng/ml,
1'<001). Neither autonomic nor neuroglycopcnic symptom score was significantly
different. Glucagon release subsequent to hypoglycemia was positively related to
stimulated C-peptide. Interestingly, GH response was decreased in the Regroup.
Conclusions: We cannot decide whether these effects arc directly dependent on C·
peptide action or other mechanisms associated with persisting insulin reserve of the
endocrine pancreas.

Plasma glutose disappearance rate and restoration of euglycemia are not
affected by repeated insulin-induced b)"pogl)'cemia in normal "oIuntters
M. Manco, G. Mingrone, Del Parigi, IA De Gaetano, A., E. Capristo and A.V.
Greco. Department of Internal Medicine; I CNR Centro di Studio per Ia Fisiopatologia
dello Shock; UCSC, Rome, Italy.

Background and Aims: Hypoglycemia represents a major acute complication of type I
diabetes mellitus and its therapy, contributing to both its morbidity and mortality.
Aim of the study was to evaluate in eight healthy male volunteers the effect of rapid
impulsive, sequential perturbations of the glucose-insulin system produced by 1.V. boluses
of rapid-acting insulin (0.025, 0.05 and 0.1 ulUJ1<gbw insulin received in randomly
sequence).
Materials and Methods: Each subject ( mean age 25 ± 3 yrs; B~lI 22.8 ± 2.0 kglrn2)
received the three doses of insulin in three successive periods, separated by suitable
recovery times. Glycemia was analyzed at -10, -5, and 0 min. every I min for 30 minutes,
and every 5 minutes thereafter, until plasma glucose level returned to 80"/0 of the basal
value; insulin at -10, -5, 0, and 5 min, and every IS minutes thereafter for the entire
experiment Counterregulatoryhormone peaks(epinephrine, norepinephrine, cortisol, GIl,
and glucagon) were alsomeasured For each period, the first decreasing portion of the
glucose curve, from period baseline to the period Nadir, was fined by ordinary least
squares to a monoexponential decay giving the parameter KITT. The parameter T80 was
estimated by linear interpolation of neighboring concentration points and expresses the
time needed for recovery from Nadir to 80"/0 period baseline.
Results: KITT was not significantly affected by the amount of insulin injected nor by the
period. Plasma glucose Nadir significantly (P = 0.022) decreased with higher administered
insulin doses. Higher doses of injected insulin resulted in longer TBO values (P = 0.(02).
The peak height of counterreguJatory hormones was not significantly dependent either on
the period examined or on the dose of insulin administered. Epinephrine peak levels were
negatively correlated with the Nadir level (R = -0.429, I' = 0.037), and positively
correlatedwith T80 (R = 0.484, I' = 0.017).
Conclusions: The present study indicates that plasma clearance of glucose after different
1.V. doses of insulin is a constant for a given subject, while the Nadir is dependent on the
amount of insulin administered Furthermore, the recovery of plasma glucose
concemrarion to at least 80"/0of the basal value is always reached after 600 minutes of
fasting and three doses of insulin. indicating that at least in healthy subjects there is no
exhaustion of counterregulatory hormone response.

842 843
RECOVERY OF GLUCAGON RESPONSES TO HYPOGLYCEMIA OCCURRING
IN THE POST-PRANDIAL STATE INTI D~l

S. Pampanelli, C. Fanelli, F. Porcellati, E. Floridi, P. Rossetti, P. Brunetti and G.B.
Bolli, Di.MJ., University ofPerugia, Italy
Glucagon (IRG) responses to hypoglycemia (H) seem irreversibly blunted/absent in
the natural history of TJ DM with progressive loss of pancreatic D-cell f\mction. If it
were possible to recover IRG responses to II. safety of intensive insulin therapy in
TI DM would increase, Aim of these studies was to assess whether IRG responses to
H recover in the postprandial (PP) vs fasting (F) state. 5 patients with TI OM (age
31±J y'ears, diabetes duration 17±J, C-peptide <0.02 nmol/l, IibA., 7.1±O.2) and 5
nmdiabetics were studied on 2 random occasions, in F and PI' (mixed meal4·tJ Kcal,
46% CHO, 22% protein, 32% lipids) state. On both occasions, H was induced by i.v,
insulin (2 mUIkg/min for 205 min) + variable glucose infusion to clamp the full of
plasma glucose (pG) from baseline euglycemia (E) to 44 mg/dl in 90 min, to maintain
the plateau PG of 44 mg/dl for 30 min, and to recover PG to E in 70 min. Results of
IRG (pg/ml):

DOES LO:\'G-TER."I THEOPHYLLL'IE TREATMENT nJPROVE
HYPOGLYCEMIA UNAWARENESS IN TYPE I DIABETES!
B.E. De Galan, C.J. Tack, JA Lutterman, and P. Smits. Depts of Medicine and
Pharmacology-Toxicology, University Medical Center Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The
Netherlands

Background and Aims: In type I diabetic patients, single-dose administration of the
adenosine receptor antagonists theophylline or caffeine has been shown to improve
metabolic responses to and awareness of hypoglycemia. Long-term use of these
agents has been associated with development of tolerance, restricting its potential
efficacy in treating hypoglycemia unawareness. We therefore investigated the effect
of long-term theophylline on responses to hypoglycemia in type 1 diabetic patients
with hypoglycemia unawareness.
Materials and Methods: Twelve patients participated in a randomized placebo
controlled doubleblind cross-ever study. Slow-release tablets containing either 250
mg theophylline or placebo were used twice daily for 2 weeks. Thereafter,
hyperinsulinernic (60 mUlm21min) hypoglycemic (4.8-3.4-2.4 11h\1) glucose clamps
were performed, During the clamps, both objective (glucose infusion rates [GIRl,
hemodynamics, and sweat detection using dew point electrode) and subjective
(symptoms using checklists) parameters were recorded.
Results: During theophylline, hemodynamic responses to hypoglycemia were more
pronounced for heart rate (+10±4 vs +2±2 bpm, 1'<0.05), pulse pressure (+3±2 vs 
1±2 mm11g,1'<0.05), and pressure-rate prnduct (+708.±538 vs -371±273 bpm*mmHg,
1'<0.05) compared to placebo. With theophylline, sweating responses tended to occur
at higher glucose levels (2.52±O12 vs 2.28±O.08 IIL\!, P=O.08). Finally, GIR at
hypoglycemie nadir was lower during theophylline as compared with placebo
(2.4±O.5 vs 3.0±O.3 mglkg/min, 1'<0.05), indicating augmented counterregulatory
hormone release. In contrast, subjective symptom scores were not significantly altered
by theophylline.
Conclusions: During long-term treatment with theophylline, we still observed an
augmented counterregulatory response to hypoglycemia, which may help recovery
from and perception of hypoglycemia. The negative results on subjective symptoms
indicate that the benefit of theophylline treatment may be further improved by
awareness training focussed on the hemodynamic and sweating responses to
hypoglycemia.

102±11
127±41

Recovery Eugl)ti'mia

118±14
195±45*o

Basal Eugl)"temia

110±13
122±19

TlDM
Fasting
Postprandial
l\iOlldiabetits
Fasting 195±J0 215±J6 154±29
Postprandial 212±26 400±42*o 265±J5
(*p<O.05 vs basal and recovery euglicemia; °p<0.05 vs fasting hypoglycemia)
Adrenaline responses to H were increased by meal in nondiabetics (-50%) and TI
OM (-15%). Thus, in both nondiabetics and TI D~!, IRG responses to" increase in
PPsUte. This is likely the result ofmeal aminoacid (AA) stimulation of pancreatic A
cell although a contributioo by increased adrenaline on A-cell cannot be excluded. In
noodiabeties, PI' state exaggerates IRG responses which do occur in F state, In TI
D~!, PP stale recovers the missing responses in the F slate. Because in T1 DM in the
PI' state fRG responses increase in II, but decrease to baseline after recovery of E,
whereas AA remain increased in both II and E, it is concluded that AA do not
stimulate pharmacologically the A-ceII. but exert a permissive role for responses of
IRG specifically during H.
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Clinical Effects ofThiazolidinediones
in Type 2 Diabetes
844
Patient characteristics and drug treatment patterns associated "itb use of newer
thiazolidinediones.
V.F. Schabertl, C.A Neslusanl, 1. Conklinl, O. Espositoz. IR.W. l0hns0n
Pharmaceutical Research Institute, Raritan, Nl, USA; 2The r-lEDSTAT Group, Santa
Barbara, CA, USA

Background and Aims: One of the newest drug classes used in the treatment of type 2
diabetes is the thiazolidincdiones (flOs). The first lZO (troglitazone) was approved in
tile U.S. in 1997 but removed from the market in 2000. Two newer lZOs (rosiglitazone
and pioglitazone) were approved in the U.S. mid-year 1999. This study examines the
patient characteristics and prior drug treatment patterns associated with receiving a
prescription for a newer lZO after U.S. approval. Materials and Melbods: Health plan
enrollment data, medical claims, and pharmacy claims from the MarketScan databases
were used to construct a sample of patients receiving drug therapy for diabetes. The
sample included 42,53 l type 2 diabetes patients who received at least one prescription for
an anti-diabetic drug and were continuously enrolled between 1/1/1998and 5/24/1999 (the
study pre-period). Of these, 21,427 also hadclaims and enrollment data from 5/2511999
through 6fJ0/2000 (the study follow-up period). We excluded an additional 220 patients
who initiated troglitazone during the follow-up period. Results: The final sample included
21,207 patients; 6,302 of these received a newer lZO during the follow-up period. Mean
age of patients was 63.5 years (SO~II.5); 11,443 patients (54.0"1.) were male. Logistic
regression results indicated thatlZO use was significantly higher (p<.05) among patients
with pre-period use of troglitazone (odds ratio [ORI~.J), sulfonylureas (OR~1.6), alpha
glucosidase inhibitors (OR~I.5), or metiglinide analogues (OR~2.0). It was also
significantly higher for patients with more pre-period diabetes drug use (OR~1.03 per 30
days), patients without diabetes complications (OR~l.l), and those with prior coronary
artery disease (OR~l.I). TZO use was significantly lower among patients with pre-period
use of insulin (OR~.6) and biguanides (OR~.6). Age has an inverted u-shape
relationship with lZO use. The odd-ratios associated with age and aged squared are 1.5
(per 10 y-ears of age) and 0.96 (per 10 years ofage, squared), respectively. lZO use was
not associatedwith patient sex or with insurance type. Conclusions:This studyprovides
an early look at the characteristicsof patients whoare being prescribed newer lzOs. lZO
use is associated with prior diabetes drug treatment patterns, diabetes severity, and
comorbidities. These factors may confound observed differences in outcomes between
patients using lZOs and other anti-diabetic drugs.

846
Muscle fat content predicts clinical efficacy of pioglilazone in type 2 diabetie
patients
T. Kamada, T. Kamikubo, T. Tokuda, A Nakashima, 1. Hashiguchi. Imamura Bun-in
Hosp. and Tempozan Clinic, Kagoshirna, Japan,

Background and Aims: We have previously reported that computer tomography
(CT) density of skeletal muscle strongly predicts the clinical efficacy of troglitazone
in type 2 diabetic patients, suggesting that muscle fat palys an important role in the
mechanism of thiazolidenedione derivatives on glucose metabolism. To confirm this
observation, we assessed how regional body fat affected the improvement ofglycemic
control induced by pioglitazone in type 2 diabetic patients.
Materials and Methods: Both visceral and subcutaneous abdominal fats as well as
muscle fat were determined with CT scanning' in 20 type 2 diabetic patients (9 men
and 11 women, age: 60.0+2.4, B~n: 25.6+0.7Kg/m2) who were poorly controlled
with sulfomyluria or diet (HbAlc: 8.3+0.3%). Muscle fat content was assessed from
the density values of cross-sectional IT in hip and thigh muscle. Pioglitazone (30
mg/day) was supplemented for up 10 6 months, and then we evaluated how each
regional fat content affected improvement ofHbAlc (altered % of initial values).
Results: Supplementation of pioglitazone decreased HbAlc to 80.7+2.1% of the
initial values, but there was a wide dispersion from 94.1 10 63.6%. Simple linear
correlation analysis revealed that both initial thigh and hip muscle IT densities and
initial HbAlc levels were significantly correlated 10 the improvement ofHbAlc after
the supplementation of pioglitazone (thigh: R~.64, p<0.OO5, hip: R~.53, p<O.05,
HbAle: R=Q.74, p<O.OOI). However, none ofage, Br-n, initial fasting 00, abdontinal
visceral or subcutaneous fat area were related to the improvement of HbAlc. In
stepwise multiple regression analysis using variables, age, BMI, fasting 00, initial
IlbAlc, abdontinal visceral and subcutaneous fat area, and muscle IT density, three
variables entered the regression equation for the improvement ofHbAlc; the first was
initial HbAlc (R.2=Q.48),the second was thigh muscle IT density (R.2~.59), and the
third was hip muscle IT density (R.2~.72) showing that these three factors accounted
for 72% ofvariances in the improvement ofHbAlc.
Conclusions: We conclude that muscle fat content strongly predicts the clinical
efficacy ofpioglitazone in type 2 diabetic patients. We thereby suggest that muscle fat
content is important in Ihe mechanism of thiazolidenedione derivatives.

845
OioicaJ Trial Experience or Risk for Liver- ERZ)·me Elevation 1\·itb Concurrent
Pioglitazone and H~G-CoA Reductase Inhibilors.
M.A. Khan, 1.V. St.Peter, Jay L. Xue, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MX, Hennepin County
Medical Center and University ofr.IN, Minneapolis, M~, USA

Background and Aims: The relationship between use of thiazolidinediones (flO) and
liver enzyme elevation is of clinical importance. Troglitazone, the firstlLO marketed,
was removedfrom use due to liver toxicity. While no predictive relationship between liver
enzyme (LFT) elevation and lZO-related toxicity was defined, routine LFT monitoring is
recommended for other TZDs in hopes of early detection of any serious liver toxicity.
Patients with Type 2 diabetes are at greater risk for a variety of liver disorders and are
routinely exposed to multiple pharmacologic agents. In a cohort of patients treated "ith
troglitazone in combination with an 1V>IG-CoA reductase inhihitor (statin), we recently
described a 9-fold increased risk versus troglitazone alone, for LFT elevations greater than
3x the upper limit of normal (ULN). Thus it appears that concurrent statin and lZO use
may represent a potential risk for development of significant LFT elevations.
Materials and Methods.Liver enzyme activity (ALT & AST) in patients with Type 2
diabetes "ho participated in 6 clinical trials using pioglitazone (FlO) was compiled
Demographic and concurrent lipid lowering drug therapies were tabulated PIO doses used
in these trials ranged from 7.5 to 45 mg per day. -Complete data was available for
1519/1524 patients (676 female, 843 male). LFT were measured at baseline and 7.3 ± 1.7
times during PIO exposure in each patient Since PIO is approved for clinical use in doses
ranging from 15 to 45 rng per day, patients with PIO exposures less than 15 mg per day
and those with LFT elevations greater than ULN at baseline were excluded Data are
mean±SO with significance per t-test or Chi-squared test if appropriate.
Results: Initially, I.5x ULN elevations in ALT or AST occurred in 128/1519 (8.4%) with
Jx ULN elevations in 6/1519 (0.4%). The final cohort had 1.5x ULN LFT elevations in
2711223(2.2%) of patients and 3x ULN elevations in 2/1223 (0.2%). PIO exposure was
113M\ days with no difference (p>O.2) between statin user and nonuser groups. Gender
mix was similar (p>o.6) between statin users (80 F, 108 M) and nonusers (457 F, 578 M).
B~U was no different (p>O.I), starin users 3 1.4±5.\ kg/m2, nonusers J2.0±5.5 kg/m2. No
difference (p=Q.09) in 1.5x ULN elevations was detected between statin and non-statin
users. There were no LFT elevations 3x ULN noted in the concurrent statin group.
Condusions: Contrary to findings with troglitazone and starin use, no increase risk of
LFT elevation was noted at approved PIO doses with concurrent stalin use "hen those
with abnormal baseline LFT are excluded from analysis.

847
Pioglitazone reduces intra-abdominal fat
M.E.l. Lean, M. Priest, S. Stump, M. Martin, C. Slater, C. Gibson', G. Edwards"
Human Nutrition at Glasgow; 'HCI Clydebank; "Takeda Europe R&D Centre

Background and Aims: Type 2 diabetes and the metabolic syndrome are
underpinned by insulin resistance and characterised by obesity and central fat
distribution. Howeverincreased insulin sensitivity promotes lipogenesis. This study
tests the hypothesis that pioglitazone, an insulin sensitising agent, might have adverse
effects on body fat

Materials and Methods: A randomised placebo-controlled trial of pioglitazone 45
mg/day for 18 weeks in type 2 diabetic patients treated only with diet aimed at weight
maintenance.

Results: In controls (n=12) there was no change in body weight (0.0, CI -1.1 10 1.0
kg) but patients treated with pioglitazone (n~lJ) gained 2.5 (CI 0.7 to 4.2) kg, of
which 2.2 (CI 0.610 3.9) kg was fat (deuterium dilution method). Intra-abdominal fat
mass, however, showed a significant reduction of 0.12 (CI -0.19 to -0.06) kg
compared to controls (Magnetic Resonance Imaging). There were significant
increases in triceps and biceps skinfold thicknesses and in hip circumference amongst
patients treated with pioglitazone compared to controls, but no significant differences
in waist circumference or waist/hip ratio. These body composition changes were
associated with significantly reduced HbAlc (-1.5%) and fasting glucose (-2.4
mrnol/ljccmpared to placebo. Reductions in triglycerides (-1.22 mmol/l) and LOL
cholesterol (-1.8 rnrnol/l) on pioglitazone were not significantly different from
placebo.

Conclusions: Although pioglitazone treatment is associated with whole-body
lipogenesis, intra-abdominal fat is reduced, in keeping with its central role in the
metabolic syndrome, and an effect of pioglitazone on PPAR gamma principally in
subcutaneous adipose tissue. Future studies should combine glitazone treatment with
a weight loss programme.
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TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS DISEASE PROGRESSION AND TREATMENT
WITH PIOGLITAZO:-.1E(ACfOS~): A POPULATION MODEL APPROACH.
J. Dclongh', D. Eckland', R. Heine] and M. Danhof", 'LeidenlAmstcrdam Center for
Drug Research, Leiden, The Netherlands; 'Takeda European Research and
Development, London, U.K.; ]Institute for Endocrinology, Reproduction and
Metabolism, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Background and Aims: Treatment efficacy in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus
is usually evaluated by analysis of variance with "last observation carried forward"
approaches that cannot discriminate between inter- and intra-individual variability of
observations. The present study contains a population model approach for evaluation
of glycaemic control with a mechanism-based model. Materials and methods: Data
from a 6-month randomized, placebo-controlled monotherapy study (7.5-45
mg/day) :"ere evalua.ted using a non-linear mixed effect model. Glyeaemie control,
characterized by fasting blood glucose (FBG) and IIbAIC levels was described as
zero-ord:r FBG influx and first order decrease with time-dependent rate, leading to a
pathological state. HbAIC levels were described as a delayed function of FBG.
Treatment effects were expressed by counteracting the decrease of the glucose
removal rate up to 100%, depending on the patient's observations. Results: The
population model gave an adequate description of the data. After accounting for
inter-individual variance, the residual error for the model fit ofHblAc observations
was smaller than for the FBG observations (0.1 \'$.0.6 %). A delayed response of
Hb lAc to FBG changes was observed, with a half-life of 2.5 weeks. In addition,
simulations showed that a number of 50 patients per treatment group is sufficient for
identification of the significance (P<0.05) between placebo and the lowest active
drug treatment group. Conclusions: A good description of glycaemie control before
and during treatment of type 2 diabetes mellitus was achieved with the present
approach. The model brings observations for FBG and HbA Ie under a single,
common denominator with a high precision for both types of observations. The
combination of population statistics and mechanism-based modelling increases the
sensitivity for evaluation of the significance ofdifferent treatment regimes.

PIOGLlTZO;l;E DECREASES I:\SULI;I; RESISTA."\CE IN PATIE1\TS
WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES 0;1; :\IETFOR.'\II;I;
C Sanes-Miller,' MH Tan,' D Johns,' I\"BGlazer,' and Pioglitazone Study 027
Group. ITakeda Pharmaceuticals NorthAmerica, Inc., Lincolnshire,IL, USA and
'Eli Lilly and Co., Indianapolis, 1:'1, USA.
Background and Aims: Pioglitazone (PIO) is a thiazolidinedione that targets
insulin resistance and lowers plasma glucose and insulin levels inpatientswith
type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2D~I). Recently, QUICIG {I/[Iog(fasting insulin x
fasting glucose)]}, was shown to correlate well with the hyperinsulinemic
euglycemic clamp method. We studied the effect ofpioglitazone therapy on
insulin sensitivity, by the QUICK! method, in patients with T2D~1 currently
treated with metforrnin (MET) and not in good glycemic control (HbA,,;>; 8.0%).
Materials and Methods: The QUICKls of patients with T2D~1 who participated
in a multicenter,double-blindclinical trialwere calculated andcomparedfor
treatment effects. Aftera 6-week run-in period,patientswere randomized to
placebo in combination with MET (n;148) or PIO 30 mg QD in combination
with !\lET (n~157).Patients remained on the assigned treatment for 16 weeks.
Fasting blood samples were obtained for HbA ,,, plasma glucose, and insulin. An
analysis of covariance (with treatment, center.and baseline includedas a
covariate)of percent change (%~) frombaseline (last observationcarried
forward) in QUICKI was performed. The least-squares mean %... for the
PIO+MET group was compared with that of the Placebo+MET group.
Results: The results for QUICKI are shown:

PIO + MET 0.295 5.4% 0.57 P=O.OOOI P-OOOOI
In addition, PIO lowered IIbA" by 0.83% points and FPG'by 2.36 mmollL,
compared with placebo.

Conclusions: In this study QUICK! proved to be capable ofdetecting differences
in insulinsensitivity between pioglitazone and placebo in patientswith T2D~1
currently treated with ~IET. Based on the QUICKI methodology, pioglitazone
significantly improves insulin resistance,comparedwith bothbaseline and
placebo.

850 851

OGIT: insulin AUC (0-3 h) Baseline 1617 1698
(pmol/lth) Change vs baseline 66 ± 666 (2.9%) -608 ± 601 (-33.4%)·

Change vs placebo -665'

Background and Alms: Rosiglitazone (RSG) reduces the glycaemic response to a
mixed meal tolerance test (MTT) in patients with Type 2 diabetes, but has not
previously been studied in subjects with IGT. Materials and Methods: In a
double-blind, randomised study, 18 subjects with persistent IGT received either
RSG 4 mg bd or placebo for 12 weeks and underwent an OGIT and MIT to derive
post-prandial AUC profiles. Results: Data are presented as mean or, for change
from baseline, mean ± SD and % change ('0.05$p<0.10; ·p<0.05: ··p<O.OI):

Placebo (n-9) RSG (n-9)

ROSIGLITAZO:m L\IPROVES GLYCAEMIC AND INSULINAEMIC
RESPOXSES 1:'1 SUBJECfS WITH ThIPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE
H. Elasha'. A. Agrawal', N.P. Jones', S.M.A. Bennett', M. Walker' and J. Wilding'.
;Unh'ersity Hospital Aintree, Liverpool, UK; 'SmithKIine Beecham, Harlow, UK;
Universityof Newcastle,Newcastle-upon-Tyne, UK.

MIT: insulin AUC (0-4 h) Baseline 981 1203
(prnol/Ph) Change vs baseline 77 ± 179 (9.8%) -326 ± 274 (-27.5%)"

Change vs placebo -354··

MIT: glucose AUC (0-4 h) Baseline 26.0 27.3
(mmol/Ph) Change vs baseline 2.7 ± 4.3 (10.7%) -1.6 ± 2.4 (-5.8%)

Change vs placebo -3.2·

OGIT: glucose AUC (0-3 h) Baseline 27.5 27.8
(mmol/Ph) Change vs baseline 0.4 ± 3.2 (1.1%) -3.4 ± 3.8 (-12.5%)·

Change YS placebo -3.6·

Of the 9 subjects in the RSG group, 8 improved their 2-h OGIT glucose values, 4
developed normal glucose tolerance and 5 retained IGT (p=O.OO7 \"S placebo). In the
placebo group, 1/9 subject worsened to diabetes and 8/9 retained IGT. Conclusions:
Consistent with its effects in reducing insulin sensitivity, RSG substantially improves
the glycaemie and insulinaemie response to OGIT and MIT in subjects with IGT.

PIOGLITAZO"E REDtCES ATIIEROGE;,\IC I:'iDEX OF PLAS~IA 1:'\PATIE;,\TS
WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES 0:-1 SULPHO:-lYLUREA
MH Tan,' D Johns,' NB Glazer' and Pioglitazone Study 010 Group. 'Eli Lilly and
Co., Indianapolis, IN, USA and 'Takeda Pharmaceuticals North America, Inc.,
Lincolnshire, IL, USA.
Background and Aims: The Atherogenic Index of Plasma (AlP) is Log (TgIIIDL
C) and correlates inversely with LDL particle size (r - - 0.78). Cohorts with low risk
for coronary heart disease (CHD) have below zero AlP values and those with high
risk have positive values. People with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2D~1), at high risk
for CIID, have higher AlPs than their matched controls. We studied the effect of
pioglitazone (PIO), a thiazolidinedione, on AlP in patients with T2D~1 currently
treated with sulphonylurea (SU) and not in good glycemic control (HbA,,:z: 8.0%).
!\Iaterials and lIIethods: The AlPs ofT2D~1 patients who participatcd in a
multicenter,double-blind clinical trialwere calculatedandcomparedfor treatment
effects. After a 6-week run-in period, patients were randomized to placebo (n=175),
PIO 15 mg QD (n=I71), or PIO 30 mg QD (n=179); they remained on the assigned
treatment for the next 16 weeks. Fasting blood samples were obtained for HbA,,,
plasma cholesterol (total-C, LDL-C, and HDL-C), Tg, glucose, and insulin. The
least-squares mean change (t.) in lipids, HbA", and AlP from baseline (last
observation carried forward) for each group was obtained from analysis of
covariance model withtreatment, centerandbaselineincluded as a covariate.
Results: Compared with placebo plus SU, the 15 and 30 mg QD doses ofPIO + SU
lowered HbA" by 0.88% points and 1.3% points and Tg by 16.6% and 26.1 %,
raised IIDL-C by 5.1% and 12.2% respectively, and had no significant effect on
total-C or LDL-C. The results for AlP are shown below:

PIO 30 mg QD + SU was supenor to PIO 15 mg QD + SU in providing an unproved
AlP (P~O.OOOI). Conclusions: Pioglitazone significantly reduced AlP, in a dose
dependent manner, in patients with T2D~1 on sulphonylurea. Because ofthe inverse
relationship between AlP and LDL particle size, this decrease in AlP may be
extrapolatedto reflect an increase in LDL particlesize.

Baseline AlP Meant.A1P SEM P·value vs P·value vs
Baseline elacebo

Placebo +SU 0.33 <0.01 0.013 P=0.33
PI015mo+SU 0.35 -{l.07 0.013 P=O.OOOI P-0.OOO1
PIOJOmo +SU 035 -{l.14 0.013 P=OOOOI P-OOOOI..
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ROSIGLITAZOXE ~lAY REDUCE INSULIN RESISTANCE-RELATED
CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE RISK IN TYPE 2 DIABETES PATIENTS
T. Leonard, A. Bakst, G. Warsi, and E. Bonora. SmithKline Beecham,
Collegeville, PA, USA, and Verona, Italy
Background and Aims: Insulin resistance, as estimated by the Homeostasis !\lode!
Assessment (HO~lA), has been reported to be an independent predictor of
cardiovascular disease in Type 2 diabetes mellitus. One unit increase in log
1l0:\lA-IR was associated with a 55% increase in cardiovascular disease during a
4-year follow-up of96O patients from Verona, Italy. Materials and Methods: The
effect ofrosiglitazone (RSG), a PPARy agonist, on insulin resistance was studied in
Type 2 diabetic patients participating in three trials. In a 52-week trial, RSG was
compared with glyburide (GLYB) as monotherapy. In two 26-week trials, RSG, in
combination with maximal doses of sulphonylurea (SU) or metformin (MET), was
compared with SU or !\lET alone. Results: The results are summarised in the
Table. Condusions: The RSG-mediated decrease in insulin resistance in TY'Pe 2
diabetes patients translate into a 9% to 27% reduction in cardiovascular disease.
Long-term interventional trials involving RSG are currently underway to assess
whether the amelioration of insulin resistance produces a reduction in
cardiovascular events.
Regimen (no. of subjects)

RSG 4 mglday (152)
RSG 8 mglday (146)
GLYB(158)
RSG 2 mglday + SU (198)
RSG 4 mglday + SU (183)
SU (192)
RSG 4 mglday +MET (I 15)
RSG 8 mglday +MET (109)
!\lET (\ 13)

854

!\lean change in log 1l0:\lA-IR from
baseline (95% en

-0.270 (-0.358, -0.181) p<0.0001
-0.491(-0.578, -0.404) p<O.ooOI

0.030 (-0.043, 0.103) p~NS
-0.162 (-O.236, -0.088) p< 0.0001
-0.344 (-0.425, -0.263) p< 0.0001

-0.005 (-O.074,0.064) p=NS
-0.220 (-0.317, -0.122) p<0.0001
-0.389 r-o.soo, -0.278) p<O.OOOI

-0.063 (-0.133, 0.008) p~NS

ROSIGLITAZO:-1E REDUCES C-REACTIVE PROTEIN, A MARKER OF
SYSTEMIC L"FLAl'tL~TIO:-lI:-1 TYPE 2 DL\BETIC PATIENTS
A. Greenberg', S. Haffner', W. Weston', D. Fuell', 1. Christal', N.P. Jones",H. Chen',
andl\lI. Freed'. 'Boston, l\lA, 'San Antonio, TX, 'Collegeville. PA, 'Harlow, UK

Background and Aims: Markers of systemic inflammation have been associated
with risk of progression to diabetes and the development of cardiovascular disease.
Included amongst these markers are Cvreactive protein (CRP) and white blood cell
count (WDC). We set out to determine the effect of rosiglitazone (RSG) on these
markers in diabetic patients.
Materials and Methods: From a group of >350 patients who completed a study
comparing RSG 4 mglday and 8 mglday with placebo (PBO), CRP and IL-6 were
measured from frozen samples obtained at baseline and following 26 weeks'
treatment. Effects ofRSG and PBO on WBC, CRP and IL-6 were assessed.
Results: At baseline, CRP correlated significantly (p<0.05) with gender (r=0.275),
B~U (r=O.300), WBC (r=O.276), and log HmlA%S (r=-O.217), a measure of insulin
resistance. After 26 weeks, treatment with PBO was associated with small, non
significant decreases from baseline in CRP (-13.9"/o [95% CI, -26.7, 1.2]).
Conversely, statistically significant decreases from baseline were seen at both RSG
doses without evidence of a dose response (-38.1% [95% CI, -44.8, -30.6] for the
combined RSG treatment groups). Differences from PBO were also significant (.
30.3% [95% CI, -42.2, -16.0]). The mean % change (l\.) from baseline in IL-6 was
small and similar in the RSG and PBO groups (-5.8% RSG, -5.0% PDO). There was a
small mean deerease in WBC on RSG (-O.59xlO'/mm') but not on PBO. In RSG
treated patients, l\.CRP correlated significantly with l\,IL-6 (r=O.5601) and l\.WBC
(r=O.2927). Weaker but statistically significant correlations were observed in the RSG
group between l\.CRP and l\.weighl, M1'As, and Masting insulin; and in the PBO
group between l\.CRPand l\.IL-6.
Conclusions: RSG treatment is associated with reductions in the pro-inflammatory
markers CRP and WBC. These effects may be related to change in insulin resistance
or to inherent anti-inflammatory properties of RSG and could have beneficial
consequences for metabolic progression and long-term CVD risk.

CmlBINED EFFECTS OF ROSIGLITAZO:-'c AND ATORVASTATm 0:-1 THE
DYSLIPIOAEl\IIA ASSOCIATED WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES
!\I. Stewart', N.P.lones', M. Kreider', B. Cohen', M. Freed', N. Biswas', R. Rattner'
1. Brunzell",SmithKline Beecham, 'Harlow, UK, 'Collegeville, PA, 'Medlantic
Clinical Research Center, Washington DC, 'University of Washington, Seanle, WA
Background and Aims: TY'Pe 2 diabetes is commonly associated with a complex
dyslipidaemic profile. This study evaluated the effects oftreatment with
rosiglitazone (RSG) and add-on 3-hydroxy-methylglutaryl CoA reductase inhibitor
therapy on the lipid profile ofpatients with Type 2 diabetes. Materials and
Methods: Lipid-lowering agents were withdrawn for 4 weeks prior to 8 weeks of
single-blind treatment with RSG 4 mg twice daily. Patients with LDL-cholesterol
(LDL-C) <160 mgldl and triglycerides <500 mgldl were then randomly allocated to
the addition of placebo or atorvastatin (ATV) 10 mg or 20 mg once daily for 16
weeks. Complete lipid profile and density gradient ultracentrifugation were obtained
at 0, 8 and 24 weeks. Results: There was an 8% increase in LDL-C during the first
8 weeks of the study. Thereafter LDL-C levels remained stable in patients taking
RSG alone. Compared with RSG alone, LDL-C decreased by -33% and -40% in
those taking ATV 10 mg and 20 mg respectively. In each group, changes in LDL-C
were mirrored by changes in apolipoprotein B after 24 weeks. Improvements in
LDL density (R,) were greatest in the first 8 weeks of the study when patients were
taking RSG alone. After 16 weeks of add-on ATV, improvements in LDL density
were similar to those seen with RSG alone. With RSG alone, a 7% increase in
HDL-C was associated with a 17% increase in HDL2 by week 8. Compared with
RSG alone,IlDL-C increased by 6-7% in the patients taking add-onATV. After 16
weeks ofadd-on ATV, there was a minimal change in HDL21evels compared with
RSG alone. The proportion of patients reporting adverse events was similar for all
treatment groups. Conclusions: RSG causes a potentially favourable,
antiatherogenic change in LDL and IIOL heterogeneity in patients with Type 2
diabetes. In addition, ATV-mediated improvements in cholesterol subfractions are
sustained when added to RSG treatment
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OSITOPENL\ L'" DL\BETES MELLITUS: CORRELATIO.'iS TO IGF-I,
IGFBP-l,IGFBP-3,IGFBP-4 MiD IGFBP-5.
A.Ugarph, Mohan S. Brismar K
Karolinska Institute!, dept of Molecular Medicine, unit of Endocrinology and
Diabetology, Karolinska hospital, SE-171 76 Stockholm, Sweden

Background and Aims: Osteopcnia independent of age hasbeen shown in the foot
and the hip in diabetic patients. The cause of this is not clear. IGF-I has important
effects on bone metabolism and in diabetes mellitus components of the IGF-I system
are altered. IGF binding proteins modulate IGF actions. IGFBP-I and IGFBP-3
inhibit IGF's biological activity in general and IGFBP-4 inhibits and IGFBP-5
stimulates IGF-I actions in bone. The aim of this study was to correlate bone density
measured by DEXA Dual energy X-Ray Absorptiometry) to IGF-I and the binding
proteins IGFBP-I, -3, -4 and -5.
Malerials and Metbods: 26 patients, 81ype I and 18 type 2 diabetics, were randomly
selected for examination with DEXA and blood sampling, IGF-I and IGF binding
proteins were analysed using radioimmuno assays.
Results: Serum levels oflGF-1 were positively correlated to bone density in femural
neck (Twalue) (r=O.3, p<0.01) and to IGFBP-5 (r=O.4, p<0.02). There was a negative
correlation between bone density in spine (T-value) and IGFBP-I (r=-O.4, p<0.02).
The females had higher IGFBP-llevels than the males (p<O.OI). Type I diabetics had
higher IGFBP-I levels (p<O.OO8) and lower IGF-I levels (p<0.02) than subjects with
type 2 diabetes. The duration ofdiabetes was inversely related to IGF-I levels (r=O.2,
p<0.03) and positively related to IGFBP-Ilev'els (r=O.4, p<O.OOI).
Conclusions: Osteopenia measured as low bone density was associated with low IGF
I and IGFBP-5 and high IBFBP-I levels. This indicates that changes in the IGF
system may influence bone metabolism in diabetes. Impaired metabolic control
including insulin deficiency may explain the low IGF·I and high IGFBP-I level

857
ANDROGENS AND SEX HORMONE 81NDING Gl08ULlN IN WOMEN WITH
TYPE 1DIABETES.
O.Alexopoulou, J. Jamart', D. Mailer, M.8uysschaert Service d'Endocrinologie et
Nutrition, UCl54.74, Cliniques Universitaires Sttuc, 8-1200 8ruxelles et 'Centre de
8iostatistiques, Cliniques Universitaires de Mont-Godinne, 8-5530 Yvoir, Universite
Catholique delouvain, 8elgique.
8ackground and Alms: Insulin has been demonstrated to stimulate adrenal and
ovarian androgen production both invitro and invivo. Insulin also downregulates sex
hormone binding globulin (SH8G) which modulates androgen delivery to tissues.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to analyse androgenic profile and SH8G in a
group of type 1 diabetic women and to assess whether androgens and/or SH8G
were influenced byinsulin dose and/or glycaemic control. Materials andmethods:
29 type 1 diabetic women aged 50(46-60) years [median (percenUies 25-75)1 with
diabetes duration of23(14-33) years and body mass index (8Mi) 23(21-27) kg/m'
were studied. C peptide levels were 0.05 (0.03-0.07) pMand HbA,c was 9.0(7.9
9.7)%. Daily insulin dose was 0.53 (0.46-0.58) Ulkg 8W. Pre- or postmenopausal
status was assessed onthebasis ofestradiol, lH and FSH. Antiadrenal antibodies
were negative. No women received estroprogestative treatment Plasma levels of
androstenedione (A,), dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), DHEA-sulfate (DHEA-S),
total testosterone (TTl and SH8G were evaluated. Results: Steroid hormones were
notincreased in this group: thus A" DHEA, DHEA-S and IT were 2.6(2.0-3.1) nM,
7.0(3.3--10.6) nM, 3.0(1.9-3.6) IJM and 1.4 (0.9-1.8) nM, respectively. Univariate
statistical tests indicated an inverse correlation of A, (P=0.005) and DHEA-S
(P=0.003) with age. There was noassociation of androgens with diabetes duration,
insulin dose and/or glycaemic control. SH8G was 82(67-110) nM(normal range: 35
90) and was negatively correlated with 8MI (P=0.05), daily insulin dose (P=0.03) and
HbA,c (P=0.05). When major confounding factors were considered in a stepwise
multivariate analysis, we found a decrease of A, (P=0.038) with postmenopausal
status and of DHEA-$ (P=0.012) with age, while SH8G remained negatively
associated with HbA,c (P=0.047). ConclusIons: In type 1 diabetic women, adrenal
androgens decrease with age and/or postmenopausal status, without influence of
insulin treatment or glycaemic control. However, SH8G levels are inversely
correlated toquality ofglycaemic control.
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TIIE POSTMENOPAUSE IN DIABETES: BONE QUANTITY AND QUALITY
D.J.Hadjidakis,A.E.Raptis, A.Mylonakis, P.Katsavochristos, MSfakianakis, S.A.Raptis
2nd Department of Intemal Medicine--Propaedeutic, Research Institute and Diabetes
Center, Ath..,s University, «Evangelismos» and «Evgenidions Hospitals, Athens,Greece
BackgrOUDd and Alms: Diabetes mellitus is known to influence bone metabolism in
different ways. Photon absorptiometry estimates bone mass whereas u1trasonometry is
believed to reflect both bone mass and ardlitecture.We attempted to investigate diabetes'
effects according to bone composition and loading in the postmenopausal phase.
Malerials and Methods: We studied 74 postmenopausal women (37 with type II
diabetes and 37 normal ones with similar anthropometric characteristics by person 10
personmatdling).In diabetic women age was 60.lU4.6 years (mean %1SD), years since
menopause (YSM) 9.5%404 and BM! 27.3%4.4 kgfm' while in normal women 59.9% 5.2,
8.1% 4.7 and 26.9%4.1 respectively. Duration of diabetes was 8.3±42 years. BOlle
mineral density (BMD) was measured at L2-L4, proximal femur (PF) by the DEXA
method and at Os Calcis (OC) by DEXA and u1trasonometry (BUA, SOS). None of the
women had received any medication or suffered from any disease affecting bone
metabolism. Results: No significant differences were observed between the 2 groups in
regard either to absolute or age adjusted BMD values of L2-U or PF areas. Calcaneal
BMD was significantly higher in diabetic women (0.5lUO.I vs 0.50±0.1 gfcm2,IF(l.Ol)

while neither BUA nor SOS differed significantly. In normal women a significantly
positive correlation was observed between PF, OC BMD or BUA and BMI (r=O.35 10
0,41, p<O.05) while in diabetic ones only regarding OC BMD and BMI (FOAl, p<O.05).
Duration of diabetes correlated positively 10 vertebral and PF BMD (r=O.31 to 0,33,
p<O.05). No correlation were observed between either HbAlc or osteocalcin and BMD,
BUA or SOS in diabetic women. Conclusions: Postmenopausal women with type II
diabetes do not differ in their bone density ofeither trabecular or mixed bone compared
to normal ones. In contrast loaded trabecular bone mass is augmented in diabetic women
but its architecture as reflected by u1trasonometry seems to lack this benefit. In diabetic
women obesity affects positively bone mass of loaded trabecular bone. Glucose control
does not appear to influence any of the absorptiometric or u1trasooometric parameters.

858
MENSTRUAL DlSTURBA..1I(CES ix PATIENTS WITIl lYPE I DL\BEITS
MELLITUS.
Atadzhanova MM., Turakulov YaH, Sadykova M.SIt Institute of Endocrinology,
Public Health Ministry Tashkent. Uzbekistan.

BACKGROU.'iDS AND AIMS: Menstrual abnormalities are more common in
diabetic women. We studied pituitary-ovarian system in patients with type I diabetes
mellitus (D~l).

l\IA ITRL\LS A:\D METHODS: We examined 105 patients aged 15-25. The
control group included 20 healthy women of similar age. The patients were divided
into two groups: I) patients with regular menstrual cycles (n={)2) 2) patients with
amenorrhea (n=43). Clinical, gynecologic examination was performed; FSH, LH,
prolactin (pRL), estradiol and progesterone levels were measured
radioimmunologically. The patients were inspected with due regard of menstrual
cycle: women with regular pcriods - between day 6-9, 13-14 and day 20-23 of
menstrual cycle, those with amenorrhea being examined twice, with 7-IO-day
interval,
RESULTS: The more pronounced disorders. that is low level of FSH (3,8+0,68 lUll),
LH (2,3+0,51 lUll) and estradiol (117,8+32,6 pmolJl) have been seen in patients with
amenorrhea. PRL level was confidently lower than the one in the control group
(139,4+19,7 vs 242,4+14,5 mlUII, p<O,OI). In patients with regular menstrual cycles
in compare with control group the reduced level of FSH (3,8+0,5 vs 7,7+1,0 lUll,
p<O,OI), til (2,9+0,42 vs 8,1+2,2 lUll, p<O,OI)and estradiol (237,6+57,2 vs
620,2+60,9 pmolJl, p<O,OI) has been revealed at the phase of ovulation. PRL level
was comparable 10 the control one. Progesterone at the luteal phase was lower versus
the one in the control group (5,7+1.49 and 13,8+2,67 nmolJl respectively, p<O,05).
CO.'iCLUSIO.'iS: Thus, the findings imply that D~f affects both pituitary and
ovaries. Low PRL level can also be the evidence for disorders in hypothalamus
pituitary axis. More severe D~f was typical for patients with amenorrhoea than for
those with regular ones. Strict control ofD~f in some patients withamenorrhea led to
restoration of menstrual cycles, but not in all women. Hence, the long-term D~f

control is the primary task in correction of menstrual function disorders, but in the
view of its insufficiency we recommend the estrogen therapy for the rehabilitation of
the menstrual cycles.
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ALDOSTERO:-lE AND CORTISOL OYNMUCS OURING ORAL GLUCOSE
TOLERANCE TEST IN MILO TYPE II DIABETES MELLITUS
Z.Ancstiadi, V.Anestiadi· Medical University, Chisinau; 'Centre for Pathology,
Chisinau, Republic of Moldova
Background and Aims: The aim of this study was to evaluate the dynamics of
plasma aldosterone (AL) and cortisol (CL) during the standard oral glucose
tolerance test (OGTI) in patients (pts) with early mild. uncomplicated 1)1'" II
diabetes mellitus (0:-'1). Material and Method.: Study group I was composed of
30 normal subjects (l3-maIe), mean age = 50.90±2.05. Study group 2 consisted of
25 pts with 1)1'" II OM (12-male), mean age = 48.72±1.66. Mean OM duration was
=5.44±O,61 years, Patients with obesity, large vessel atherosclerotic disease,
bypcrlipoproteinaemias, renal failure or other severe 0~1 complications were
excluded from this study. Hormones were determined by radioimmunoassay'.
Results: In normal subjects the AL level at 1st OGTT hour was lower than at
OGTT start (p<O,05), At 2nd OGTT hour the AL Ievel came back to initial level. In
pts with OM the AL level at 1st OGTT hour did not differ statistically from the one
at OGTT start. At 2nd OGTT hour the AL level came back to initial Ievel. In pts
with OM the AL levels during OGTT hour did not differ. In normal subjects the CL
level at 2nd OGTT hour was lower than at OGTT start (p<O.05). In pts with 0:-'1
the CL IC\'e1sduring OGTT hour did not differ. In 0:-'1 the IC\'e1s of CL at 1st
OGTT hour were statistically higher than in normal subjects (p<O.05).

ALDOSTERONE CORTISOL
Normal Ty1'" II 0:-'1 Normal
(pmol/l) (pmol/l) (nmol/l)

OGTTtime
ohrs 329.44±S4.74 245.16±33.40 388.03,1,28.31 393.15±38.15
1 hrs 176.23±23.94 202.5003.40 308.91±34.32 439.87±S0.33
2 hrs 20SA5±22.76 204.35,1,24.02 301.92±28.07 387.15,1,42.05
Conclusions: The results obtained suggest that in 1)1'" II 0:-'1 patients the OGTT
glucose load docs not suppress the secretion of such anti-insulin hormones as
aldosterone and cortisol.

861
COMPLEXIrl OF Il'iFECTIOSS IN PATIENTS WITH DIABETES

IIIELLITUS TYPE 2 NOT REFLECTED BY PATTERl'iS OF ANTIBIOTIC

ORUGUSE

J.A Erkens"', O.H. Klungel', R.P. Stolk', S.V. Belitser', J.A. Spoelstra''>, O.E.
Grobbeef and H.G,M. Leufkens'. I Department ofPhmnaeoepidemiology and
Pharmacotherapy, Utrecht University, Utrecht, the Netherlands. ' Julius Center for
General Practice and Patient Oriented Research, University Medical Center Utrecht,
Utrecht, the Netherlands.
Background and Aims: It's general belief that diabetes mellitus patients are more
susceptible to more severe and complex infections, although this is not supported by
strong evidence. The aim of the study was to analyse and compare patterns of
antibiotic drug use in diabetes mellitus ty-pe2 patients in order to identify possible
patterns of antibiotic drug use reflecting complexity of infections. Materials and
Methods: In this cohort study, 2,771 incident diabetes mellitus type 2 patients and
2,771 age, sex, index date and pharmacy matched nondiabetic subjects were identified
in the PHAR110 Record Linkage System, comprising pharmacy records and
hospitalizations for all 320,000 residents of six Dutch cities. Patterns of antibiotic drug
use were evaluated with a first-order Markov model. Results: From this cohort, 1,765
(63.7%) diabetes mellitus type 2 patients and 1,660 (59.9%) nondiabetic subjects
received at least one antibiotic drug between 1991-1999. Initiation of antibiotic drug
use was slightly lower in diabetes mellitus type 2 patients (63.1%) compared to
nondiabetic subjects (67.1%). Switching of antibiotic drugs was significantly lower in
diabetes mellitus type 2 patients (45.1 %) compared to nondiabetic subjects (49.0%).
More repeats of antibiotic drug prescriptions were observed in diabetes mellitus type 2
patients (55.0%) compared 10 nondiabetic subjects (5\.0%). Conclusions: Although
we applied various in depth methods to identify possible differences, the results of this
study did not show any important differences in antibiotic drug use between diabetes
mellitus type 2 patients and nondiabetic subjects. The small differences we found were
probably not clinically relevant and therefore do not confirm earlier findings of
OCCW'Tence of more serious infections andmore episodes of infections among diabetes
mellitus type 2 patients.

860
A COMPARISON OF Il'lSULIN LISPRO MIX 25 AND HUMAN INSULIl'l
JiJ170L~ THE TREATMENT OF TYPE 2 DIABETES DURING RAMADAN
V.M ~1ATTOO,Z. Milicevic', J. K. Malone', M Schwarzenhofer", A Ekangaki",
L.K. Levitt', L. H. C. Liong", N. Rais .., H. TOWlSi+, 'Eli Lilly and Company,
"Cho\\p.1tty Medical Centre, India, +University Hospital Ibn Rochd, Morocco
Background and Aims: Ramadan is a basic principle of Islam that is strictly
observed by approximately I billion people worldwide, Ramadan occurs on the ninth
month of the Islamic year when followers of Islam must fast from dawn to sunset for
one lunar month. In addition to changes in dietary pattern, there may also be an
increased intake of fat and carbohydrates. These changes in dietary habits can result in
large postprandial glucose (pPG)excursions that have been linked to cardiovascular
morbidity in patients with 1)1'" 2 diabetes. The primaryobjective of this study was to
compare insulin lispro Mi'<25 (Mix25) and human insulin 30nO (30170) in evening
postprandial glucose (pPG) control in patients with 1)1'" 2 diabetes who wished to fast
during andduring Ramadan.
Materials and Methods: Mi'<25and 30nO were compared in an open-label,
rnndomiscd, crossover study inYohing 15I outpatients who had received insulin
therapy for at least 2 months prior to entering the study. Mi'<25 was administered
immediately before the morning and evening meals; 30nO was administered before
the same meals using the patients' usuaI pre-study injection-to-meal interval. Each
treatment period had a duration of 14 day's, Blood glucose was self-monitored before
and 2 hours after the morning and evening meals on 3 day. within the last 5 day's of
each treatment period.
Resehs: The 2-hour PPG excursion following the main evening final meal after
sunset was significantly lower (p=O.OO2) with Mix25 (3.4 ,I, 2.9 mmol/l) compared
with 30nO (4.0 ,I, 3.2 mmol/l). The evening pre-meal fasting blood glucose values
were also significantly lower (p=O.042) with Mi.'<25 (7.1 ±2.2 mmolll) compared with
30170 (7.5 ,I, 2.6 mmol/l),
Conclusions: During Ramadan, treatment with Mix25 resulted in better glycemic
control before and after the evening meal compared with treatment with 30170.
Therefore, patients with type 2 diabetes who fast during Ramadan, may be better
managed with Mi.'<25.

862
ULTRASOlliOGRAPmC ASSESSEMENT OF SUBCUTANEOUS
LIPOHYPERTROPHY AT INSULIN INJECTIO:-l SITES.
P.Stefansk.!, M.Elwertowski, T. Kasperska-Czyzyk, Central Clinical
Hospital MSWA, Warsaw, POLAND
Background and Aims: The objective of the study was to evaluate the
usefulness of the nltrasonographic (Usa) examination for the diagnosis and
description of morphological picture of subcutaneous lipohypertrophy resulting
from insulin injections. Materials and Methods: The study group included 30
patients (16 men and 14 women) with diabetes (10 patients with type I diabetes,
18 with type 2 diabetes and 2 with secondary diabetes), aged mean 60±2 (SEM)
yTS, with HMI mean 27±O,8kglm'. All the patients received insulin (10: highly
purified porcine insulin, 20: biosynthetic human insulin) for the period mean
9,8±I,7 yTS. Most often they injected insulin twice daily (21) at sites easily
accessible to injection but did not follow the recommended rotation system. In
all the patients Iipohypertrophy was initially deemed as visible and palpable
increase in subcutaneous fat. All the lipohypertrophied sites were assessed using
the ultrasonograph of the Power Vision Toshiba with high frequency linear
transductor (7,5 MHz). Results: The usa examination visualed lesions at 34
sites, and were qualified as hypertrophy of the adipose tissue, vascular
proliferation, and fibrosis: out of those 7 sites showed only lipohypertrophy, 5
sites disclosed Iipohypertrophy and angiogenesis, 5 sites presented
Iipohypertrophy and fibrosis, at II sites all the three processes were noted, at 3
sites only fibrosis was present and 3 sites showed vascular proliferation and
fibrosis. In summary, the USG examination showed that the most frequent sites
of the above mentioned lesions were the abdominal wall (n=21), followed by the
tighs (n=7) and the upper arms (n=6).
Conclusions: The usa examination of the subcutaneous tissue is an objective
nontraumatic assessement of the presence and type of morphological lesions
occurring at sites of insulin-induced lipchypertrophy, suitable for the follow-up
its progress.
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INCIDENCE OF COLO:'i CANCER AMOi\G PATIENTS

WITH TYPE II DIABETES MELLITUS

C. Pata, A. Yazar, K. Konca and A. Halla. Department of Internal
Medicine, University of Mersin, Icel, Turkey

Background and Aims: The pathophysiology and etiology of
colorectal cancers are not well-established but it is thought that
hypertrigliceridcrnia, long colonic transit time, presence of excess bile
acids in the intestine, obesity and hyperinsulism, which may accompany
diabetes mellitus, may be involved in development of colorcctal cancer.
The aim of this study was to determine whether incidence of colorecral
cancer was high among patients with type Il diabetes mellitus. Materials
and Methods: Thrcethousandsixtcen patients with type IT diabetes
mellitus and randomly selected 300 controls were included in the study.
Tests for carcino-embryonic antigen and carbohydrate antigen 19-9 were
carried out and fecal occult blood determinations performed once daily for
three consecutively days . When the results were not in normal ranges,
patients underwent colonoscopy and biopsies were obtained when
necessary. Results: Carbohydrate antigen levels were abnormal in four
diabetics and three controls. Levels of carcino-embryonic antigen were
found to be abnormal in eight diabetics but it was so in only two controls
(p<0.05). Similarly, fecal occult blood test was positive in 43 diabetics but
it was so in 19 controls (p<0.05).Fourtyfour diabetics and 20 controls
underwent colonoscopy. Eight diabetics hadcolorectal cancer but only one
control patient hadcolorcctal cancer. After adjustment for age, body mass

index and smoking habit, relative risk was estimated to be 6.98 (95% Cl=
0.928-56.284, p<0.05). Conclusions: Diabetics were found to have a
high incidence of coloreetal cancer. Therefore, they should be screened
with tests for fecal occult blood test and carcino-embryonic antigen on a
regular basis.

Oinical Variability of Familial Partial Lipod"slrophy (Kobberiing-Dunnigau
Syndrome) in 3 Families from tbe Ribelrao Preto Reglen, Sao Panlo, Brazil
M.C. Foss, R.M. Montenegro Jr., GM.F.G. Paccola, L.M.F.B. Gouveia, AX. Acosta.
Division of Endocrinology and Metabolism; Department of Clinical Medicine;
Faculty of Medicine ofRibeirao Preto • University of Sao Paulo; Ribcirao Preto, SP,
Brazil

Background and Aim" Familial partial lipodystrophy, first described by Dunnigan
(1974) and Kobberling (1975), is a rare syndrome with only a few families reported
since then.
Materials and Methods: Description and clinical characterization of 14 patients that
belong to 3 generations of 3 different families with FPL from the Ribeirao Preto
region, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Results: All patients were females (8 adult!6 children) ranging in age from 3 to 59
years. Two families appear to be of the type 2 variant. The other family most closely
resembles the type I variant. Besides lipodystrophy, all adult patients present an
androgenic phenotype, phlebomegaly, muscular hypertrophy, waist-hip ratio> 0.85,
breast hypotrophy, and hyperinsulinernia. None of the patients is obese. Broad and
round faces, excessive fat on the face, neck and supraclavicular fossae, acanthosis
nigricans, menstrual irregularity, diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, altered liver
function, and hyperandrogenisrn occur to varying extents among families. Alopecia
was observed in all of the adult members of one family (type I variant). In children,
the more evident clinical findings were hyperinsulinemia and acanthosis nigricans.
The latter manifestation was detected in all children ofone type 2 FPL family.
Concfustous: These observations suggest that FPL has an extremely variable clinical
spectrum. Alopecia found in one of the families represents a new finding of this
syndrome, since it has Dever been described before in FPL patients. Considering that
the clinical expression of this syndrome usually starts after puberty, and before this
period clinical signs of the disease are less evident, the measurement of insulin levels
in children of familial partial lipodystrophy families seems to be useful for the early
identification ofaffected individuals.
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HYPOGLYCEMIC, HYPERINSULINEMIA-ThIPROVING AND HYPOLIPIDEMIC
EFFECTS OF A NOVEL INSULIN SENSITIZER IN KK-A' MICE
II. Tanaka, S. Ishii and M. Shiraishi, Mitsubishi-Tokyo Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Background and Alms: Insulin resistance is a fundamental pathophysiological factor
in the development of type 2 diabetes. RJW24 I947/MCC-555, a Dovel insulin
sensitizer that modulates both PPARa and PPARy, is undergoing investigation as an
oral hypoglycemic agent. This study compares the metabolic effectsof this agent with
those of glibenclamide (GLIB), an oral sulfonylurea, and control in KK-A' mice, an
animal model that exhibits hyperglycemia, hyperinsulinemia, hyperlipidemia and
insulin resistance. l\Iatcrials and ~Iethods:Male KK-AYmice (n=5 in each treatment
group) were give an oral daily dose of test dIU&. (1,3,10 or 30 mg/kg) or GLIB I
mg/kg for 4 days. Blood was taken on the day after last administration and tested for
glucose, insulin, triglyceride (TG), total cholesterol (TC) and free fatty acid (FFA)
levels. Results: RWJ241947/MCC-555 lowered plasma glucose, insulin. TG and FFA
levels in a dose-dependent manner.Significant differences in these variableswere
consistently observed between the 30 rag/kg/day and control groups. No changes in
plasma TC Ievet were observed between the 30 rug/kg/daygroup and the control
group. No significant differences were observed between the GLIB and control
groups for any study variables.
Plasma Variable

Control I
Glucose (mg/dL)~ 500
Insulin (mU/mL) 345 290
TG (mgldL) 720 620
FFA (mEqlL) 3150 3050
TC (mgldL) 185 195
·p<0.05 vs control; '·p<0.01 vs control
Conclusion: RWJ241947/MCC-555, a novel oral insulin sensitizer which modulates
PPARa and PPARy, lowered plasma glucose, insulin, TG and FFA levels in this
animal model, whereas GLIB did not.

EFFECf OF REPEATED ADMINISTRATION OF RWJ241947/MCC-555, A NOVEL
INSULIN SENSITIZER, ON SERUM LIPOPROTEIN LEVELS IN db/db WCE
M. Shiraishi, S. Ishii and H. Tanaka, Mitsubishi-Tokyo Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Backgronnd and Aims: Patients with type 2 diabetes commonly have abnormal
lipoprotein metabolism cbaracterized by elevated triglycerides (TG) resulting from
increased very low-density lipoproteins (VLDL). RWJ241947/MCC-555, a novel insulin
sensitizerwith modulatory activity at PPARa andPPARy.is underinvestigationas an
oral hypoglycemic agent that improves insulinresistance. The effect ofrepeated oral
administration of this new agent OD serum TO, VLDL and VLDL-TO was assessed in
db/db mice. Materials and Methods: Test drug was given for 2 weeks at daily doses of
1,3,10 and 30 mglkg. Control groups includcd both db/db and db/+ mice (n~8 in each
treatment group). Results: Serum TG and lipoprotein levels were significantly higher in
db/db than in db/+ mice. Serum TG, VLDL and VLDL-TG levels were consistently and
significantly (p<O.OI)lower in the db/db 30 mglkgld group than in the db/db control
group. Serum VLDL and VLDL-TG levels were also significantly (p<O.05) lower in the
10 mg/kgld group than in the db/db control group. At 30 mglkgld, RWJ241947 reduced
VLDL-TG to levels similar to those observed in the db/+ control group. Total food
consumption throughout the treatment period was greater in the db/db control group than
in the db/+ controlgroup,however, no significantdifference"..as foundbetweenthe
db/db control group and the RWJ241947 treated groups.

Controls RWJ241947 (mglkglday)
(mg/dL) dbl+ db/db 1 1 lQ 12
TG 49.9 239.4· 255.8 215.9 153.1 75.3t
VLDL \350.4 7152.1· 6747.9 4712.7 4110.6t 1943.9t
VLDL-TG 30.4 142.0· 119.2 88.2 59.7t 19.6t
·p<O.OI vs db/+ control; tp<o.05 vs db/db control; tp<o.OI vs db/db control
Coneluslon; RWJ241947, a novel insulin sensitizer with modulatory activity at PPARa
and PPARy improved mean serum TG,VLDL and VLDL-TG in a dose-dependent manner
indbIdbmice, suggesting thatthisagent may be useful in improvement of abnormal
VLDL lipoprotein metabolism.
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GLUCOSE TOLERAl'\CE IN A!'I(I:I1AL MODELS OF TYPE 2 DIABETES
MELLITUS GIVEN TOPIRAMATE
K. Demarest, B. Conway,M. Osborne and X. Chen. Raben WoodJohnson
Pharmaceutical Research Institute.Raritan, New Jersey, United States.

Background: Preclinical data indicate that the favorable effects of the novel
neurotherapeutic agenttopiramate (TPM; synthesized from fructose) on biological
markers of type 2 diabetesmellitus may occur independentlyof beneficial effects
resulting from a loss of body weight alone. Materials and Methods: This study
assessed the in \./\'0 efficacy ofTP:'.l (30 or 100 rng/kg/d) on bloodglucose and oral
glucose tolerance (OGn in female db/db mice (7-8 weeks old) treated with TPM
orally for II days, and on OGT in female Zucker diabetic fatty (ZDF) rats (II
weeks of age) treated with TP:'.lorally for 16 days. Results: A significant reduction
in fasting plasma glucose (FPG) levels and suppressed elevated blood glucose levels
induced by oral glucose challenge was seen with TPM. In db/db mice, FPG
(mgldL±SEM) was 261±24, 188±17,and 160±13(P<O.OI vs. control) for vehicle
control and TPM 30 and 100mg/kg treated groups, respectively (n=7 for each
group). Blood glucose levels (mg/dL±SEM) at 60 min after oral glucose challenge
(2 glkg) were 448±27, 295±32 (P<O.05 vs. control), and 271±53 (P<0.05) for
vehicle control and IPM 30 and 100 mglkg treated groups, respcctively; whereas at

'120 min after challenge, the values were 270±24, 12H20 (P<O.OI), and 184±32,
respectively. In ZOF rats, bloodglucose levels (mgldL±SEM)at 60 min after the
oral glueose challenge were 474±25, 342±32 (P<0.05 vs, control) and 333±32
(P<O.OI) for vehicle control, and TPM 30 and 100 rng/kg treated groups,
respectively (n~8 for each group). At 90 min after oral glucose challenge in ZDF
rats, the values were 434±25, 269=32 (P<O.OI vs, control), and 242±28 (P<O.OI).
respectively; whereas at 120 min, they were 357±30, 206±26 (P<O.O I), and 173±23
(P<O.O I), respectively. Conclusions: Oral TPM may improve glucose tolerance
and/or insulin sensitivity in these animal models. Further studies will determine the
potential efficacy ofIPM asan antidiabetic agent in humans.

869
NOVEL ANTIOXIDANT L-2264 PREVENTS INSULIN RESISTANCE
DEVELOPMENT IN DEXAMETHASO:\'E-TREATED RATS
O. Ivanova, V. Poltorak, N. Gorbenko, V. Lipson and Z. Leshchenko. Insti
tute ofEndocrine Pathology Problems, Kharkiv, Ukraine.
Background and Aims: Accumulating evidence suggests a link between
increased oxidative stress in diabetes and insulin resistance. The aim of the
study was to explore the effect of the new antioxidant L-2264 (heterocyclic
amide of phenylpropionie acid) on the insulin resistance development in
dexamethasone-treated rats. Materials and Methods: Male Wistar rats (3
mo-old) were injected dexamethasone (D) (0.125 rng/kg s.c. 13 days). Con
trol rats (C) were given vehicle alone. One group of D-treated animals re
ceived L-2264 (200 mg/kg) starting 4 days after the first D-injection and an
other group was given placebo (CD). At the end of the study fasted rats were
subjected to the GTT (3 g/kg i.p.), HOMA algorithm was used to estimate
insulin resistance (IR). Oxidative status ofexperimental animals was assessed
by determination of malonic dialdehide (MDA) contents in liver homogenate.
Results: At day 14 after the first D-injection there were no differences in ba
sal blood glucose levels between all experimental groups. However, basal
hyperinsulinemia was observed in CD rats (211.5±9.2 pmol/l vs C: 67.2±6.2
pmol/I, p<0.05). GTT revealed impairment of glucose tolerance in rats after
D-administration (AUCl2h over GTT was 1245±52 vs C: 960±48 mrnol l",
p<O.OI). L-22M-treatment prevented D-induced glucose intolerance deve
lopment reducing AUC over GTT by 40 % (p<0.05) in comparison with CD
rats. After L-2264 administration basal hyperinsulinernia and IR were signifi
cantly decreased (all p<0.05) in comparison with CD. In addition, L-2264.
supplementation reduced NEFA levels in plasma 2.S-fold (p<0.05) and sup
pressed oxidative stress in diabetic animals reducing MDA contents in liver
homogenate 2-fold (p<0.05) compared to CD rats. Conclusions: This data
indicate that L-2264 prevents development ofdexamethasone-induced insulin
resistance decreasing hyperinsulinemia, NEFA levels and attenuating lipid
peroxidation in rats.

868
GLYCDlIC CO:iTROL A!'I(O TRIGLYCERIDES I~IPROVEWITII
TOPIRAMATE IN Al'\I~IAL MODELS Of TYPE 2 DIABETES
M.C. Osborne, X. Chen, B. Conway and K. Demarest.Robert Wood Johnson
PharmaceuticalResearch Institute.Raritan, New Jersey, UnitedStates.

Background and Aims: Topiramate (TPM) is a novel neurotherapeuticagent
synthesized from fructose. Reports with Wistar and obese Osborne-Mendeland
obese Zucker rats have shown that. in addition to decreasingbody weight gain,
TPM has a tendency '0 normalizeelevated bloodglucose levels, insulin and/or
triglycerides. Materials and .Methods: This study evaluated the in vivo efficacy of
TPM on blood glucose and triglycerides in nonfasted,diabetic, homozygous female
db/db mice (48 days old) treated with eitherIPM (10, 30,100, or 300 rng/kg/d; n=7
or n=8 per group) or rosiglitazone (RSG) (10 mgkg/d; n=7) orally for I I days
(Study I), and in Zucker diabetic fatty (ZDF) rats treated with TPM (30, 100, and
300 mg/kg/d; n=7 or n=8 per group) or RSG (3 mg.kg/d: n=8) orally for 14days
(Study 2). Results: A significantdose-dependent decrease in blood glucose was
seen with IPM in Study I: 27% (P<0.05 vs. vehiclecontrol), 35% (P<O.O I), 37%
(P<O.OI), and 61% (P<O.OI) for 10, 30,100, and 300 mglkgldIPM, respectively,
vs. 66% (P<O.O I) in the RSG-treatedgroup. TP~' also significantly (P<O.O I)
decreasedplasma triglyceride levels by up to 42% versus diabetic controls at 100
and 300 rng/kg, In addition, the effect ofIPM in db/db mice was not associated
with significant body weight changes. In Study 2, TPM significantly decreased
blood glucose levels by 25'%-50%(P<O.O I); moreover,the reduction at 30 rng/kg/d
occurred without a significant change in body weight. At doses of 30 and 300
mg/kg/d, TPM also decreased plasma triglycerides (20% and 30%; P<0.05and
P<O.OI, respectively). Conclusions: These findings in db/db mice and ZDF rats
indicate that IP:'.l may be an effective treatment for pathologicalhyperglycemia,
with favorable effects on triglycerides, Further studies will elucidate its potential
efficacy in treating type 2 diabetes mellitus in humans.

870
A novel insu)io·sensitizing agent, JIT..501, inhibits expression or the
phosphotnolpyrovate <arbG.ykinase gene via Akt pathway,
E. Nakashima, J. Nakamura, R Mizubayashi,Y. Yasuda,Y. Hamada, K. Kato, K. Miwa,
It Kamiya and N. Hotta, The 3rd Departmentof InternalMedicine, Nagoya University
Schoolof Medicine,Nagoya,Japan.
Ba<kground and Aims: The expression of the gluconcogenic enzyme
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase(pEPCK) is inhibitedby insulin and is regulated at
the level of gene transcription. In diabetes patients, enhancedhepatic PEPCK expression
contributeto an increasein the hepaticglucoseoutput resultingin fastinghyperglycaemia
Pre\10US reports showed that some thiazolidinediones inhibit the gene expression of
PEPCK by insulin-dependent or -independent mechanism It has been reported that an
isoxazolidinedione m-501 (ITn, a novel insulin-sensitizing agent. accelerates insulin
signallingcascade from insulin receptor to phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (pl3-kinase) in
adipocytes and skeletal muscle.However, the effect of m on the cascade beyond PIJ·
kinasein the liver has not been investigated. In this study, the effect of m on the hepatic
PEPCK gene expression and phosphorylation of Akt were examined to evaluate the
molecularmechanismof the insulin-sensitizing actionof m using primarilycultured rat
beparocytes andstreptozotocin(STZ)-diabeticrats livers.
Materials and Methods: I) in vivo study; After treatmentofSTZ-diabetic rats with m
(100 mglkglday)for 7 days, liver samples were dissected Total RNA and protein were
extractedfrom liver samples. Northernblot analysesof PEPCK and an assay of PEPCK
acuvrtywereperformed, 2) in vitro study; Hepatocytesfrom Wistar rats were isolatedby
collagenase. Primarilyculturedhepatocytes were treatedfor 8 hr with either 500 microM
dibutyrylcycliC-AMP (cA.\IP), 1011.\1 insulin. 100 microx!m, I micro:'.'wortmannin
(WRn. or various combinations thereof:Cells were harvestedand total RNA and protein
were isolated Northernanalysesof PEPCK and westernblot analysesof phosphorylated
Akt wereperformed
Results: Treatmentof diabeticrats ",ith m decreasedmfu'1Aexpressionand activitiesof
hepatic PEPCK by 60"10 of those in untreated diabetic rats. m decreased the PEPCK
mRNA expression in cultured hepatocytes as insulin did. cA.\IP-induced increase in
PEPCK mRNA expressionof hepatocyres was also decreased by either m or insulin.
These effects of m on PEPCK mRNA expression were prevented by WRT. The
expressionof phosphorylated Akt was increased by treatmentwith m, which was also
preventedby WRI.
Concl~ions: These obser"ati~ suggest that m may exert its anti-diabetic action by
decreasingPEPCK gene expression through the Pl3-kinase-Akt cascade, which is similar
to thatby insulin.
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HYPOGLYCEMIC EFFECT OF Bridelia ndelensis BARK EXTRACT IX
TYPE 2 MODEL DIABETIC RAT
S.D. Sokengl, D. Rokeya2, P. Kamtchouingl, L. Ali, N. Nahar3 and M.
l\IusihuzzamanJ. IDepartment of Biological Sciences, University of !'gaoundere,
Cameroon, 2Research Division, BIRDEM and 3DcpJrtment of Chemistry, Dhaka
University, Dhaka. Bangladesh

Background and Aims: Bridelia ndelensis is a medicinal plant traditionally used in
Cameroon for the treatment of diabetes. To the best of our knowledge there is no
published report on the antidiabetic properties of this plant. In this work the
hypoglycemicJantihyperglycemic effects of the ethanol extract of Bridelia ndelensis
bark was explored along with its possible effects on glucose absorption in the gut.
Materials and Methods: Type 2 diabetes was induced by a single intraperitoneal
injection of streptozotocin (90 rng/kg body weight) to 48 hour pups of Long-Evans
rats. Three groups of rats (n:8 in each group) were used. Extraction was done with
80"/0 ethanol and freeze-dried extract was administered to diabetic rats at a dose of
1.25 g1kgbody weight in two prandial stales (fasting and simultaneously with glucose
at 2.5g1kg). A control group (only water as vehicle) and glibenclamide (5mglkg )
group were included. Blood collected at O.60 and 120 min (for fasting) and 0, 30 and
75 min (for postprandial) were analyzed for serum glucose (glucose oxidase method).
Inhibition of intestinal glucose absorption was investigated by a timed analysis of the
concentration ofthe sugar after oral load in nondiabetic rats.
Results: The extract bad no effect on blood glucose when fed in fasting state (Glucose
at 60 min; M ± SEM, mmol/l, Control; 8.90±0.36, Extract: 9.13±0.35 and
GIibenclamide: 6.0ll0043; 1'<0.001 for Control vs Glibenclamide). However. a
significant effect was obtained in the glucose fed state at 30 min (Control vs Extract
and Glibenclamide: 26.5ll1.35 vs l8.03±1.I7, and 20.95±I, 1'<0.05 in both
cases). The amount of glucose remaining in the intestine was significantly lower in
the extract group compared to Control (M±SEM, rng, 9.82±Oo47 vs 1.48±0048,
1'<0.001). But, it was not paralleled by an increase in blood glucose level.
Conclusions: The ethanol extract of Bridelia ndeIensis contain antihyperglycemic
principle(s) which does not work through inhibition of glucose absorption from the
gut.

873
MECRANIS:\l OF HYPOGLYCAE;\IIC ACTION OF AVERRIIOA
BILlJIBl LV. STREPTOZOTOCL'i-DL\BETIC RATS

P. Pushparaj, C.H. Tan and B.KoR. Tan" Department of Biochemistry,
Faculty of Medicine. National University of Singapore, Singapore-II9260
"Department of Pharmacology, Faculty of Medicine, National University of
Singapore, Singapore-I 19260.
Aim: In the present stud)'. we have examined the possible mechanism of the
hypoglycaemic action of semi-purified fractions of an ethanolic extract of
Averrhoa bi/imbi Linn (Oxalidaceae) leaves (ABe) in streptozotocin-diabetic
male Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats. Materials and Methods: Male SD rats aged 10
weeks (200-250g) were made diabetic by injecting a single dose of 60mg of
STZlkg i.p after a 2~-h fast. The leaves of A.bi/imbi were exhaustively extracted
with 80% ethanol, concentrated at ~O°C using a rotavapor and partitioned
successively with butanol, ethylacetatc and hexane to get aqueous (AF), butanol
(BuF), ethyl acetate (EF), and hexane fractions (HF). The fractions were freeze
dried to obtain powders of each. The hypoglycaemic property of each fraction
(125mglkg p.o.) was determined by performing OGIT in diabetic rats. To
investigate the effect of long term administration of the hypoglycemic fractions,
diabetic animals (n:5-6) were treated with vehicle (distilled water), AF
(125mglkg BW) or BuF (125 mglkg BW), twice a day for I~ days. Results: In
OGTT, AF and BuF showed marked hypoglycaernic property, The long-term
administration of AF and BuF lowered the blood glucose concentration by 38 %
(p< 0.05) and 2~ % (p<0.05) respectively when compared with vehicle. The
serum insulin level was significantly increased in the AF-treated diabetic rats on
day I ~ when compared to the vehicle-treated diabetic rats (P< 0.05). 1110hepatic
glucose-6-phosphatase activity was significantly lower (P<0.05) in AF-and
metformin-treatcd groups, but not in BuF-treated groups, compared to the
vehicle-treated diabetic group. Moreover, there was no change in hepatic
glycogen content in AF-, BuF- and metformin-treated groups compared to the
vehicle-treated group. Conelusion: These results indicate that AF is more potent
than BuF in the amelioration of diabetes mellitus in STZ-<liabetic rats and
therefore a potential source for the isolation of new orally active agent(s) for
anti-diabetic therapy.
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Long-term effects of stevioside on the type 2 diabetic Goto
Kakizaki (GK) rats: Potential as a new antidiabetic drug.
Jeppesen P. B., Gregersen S., Hermansen K. Dept. ofEndocrinology and
Metabolism C, Aarhus Amtssygehus, Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus,
Denmark.
Extracts from leaves of Stevia rebaudiana Bertoni (SrB) have been used in
traditional medicine in Paraguay and Brazil in the treatment of diabetes. Recently,
we demonstrated that one of the constituent, the glycoside stcvioside exerts a direct
insulinotropie effect in isolated mouse islets and in vivo in diabetic rats. Aims: To
explore if long-term intake of steviosidc exerts anti-hypcrglycaemic, glucagonostatic
or anti-hypertensive effects in diabetic rats. Methods: In a controlled, 6 weeks
investigation Goto-Kakizaki (GK) rats received 0.Q25 g1kg BW lday of the
glycoside stcvioside (purity>99 %) in the drinking water. The tail blood pressure
was measured every week. At week 5 an intraarterial catheter was inserted in the
rats. After 6 days recovery animals were exposed to an i.v glucose tolerance test (2.0
g1kg BW) and blood samples were drawn during a 180 min period. Results:
Stevioside caused a suppression of plasma glucose (incremental area under the
CWYe (lAUC»: 985±20 (stevioslde) \'5 1575±2l (control) mM x 180 min, 1'<0.05).
Corresponding to this stcvioside fed animals had enhanced first phase insulin
responses compared to controls (fAUC: 3~3±33 (stevioside) vs 136±2~ (control) I'U
insulin X 30 min, 1'<0.05). In both groups second phase insulin responses occurred
to be steadily increasing during the entire observation period. Interestingly,
steviosidc caused a suppression of the glucagon level corresponding to the first
phase of the insnlin response (IAUC: 2026±2H (stevioside) \'S 3535±282 (control)
pglml x 180 min, 1'<0.05). From week one and onwards a 7 to 9 % decrease in both
the systolic (p<O.OI) and diastolic (p<0.05) blood pressure appeared in response to
stcvicsidc, Conelusions: Stevioside normalizes first phase insulin responses and
possesses anti-hypcrglycaemic, insulinotropic and glucagonostatie effects in the
diabetic GK rats. In addition, steviosidc caused a pronounced blood pressure
suppression. Consequently, stevioside may act as a useful drug in the treatment of
l)'jlC 2 diabetes and the metabolic syndrome,

874
IXSULIN RELEASIXG EFFECTS OF SOME PURE COMPOUNDS FROM
PTEROSPER.'\fUM SEMISAGIITATUM LEAVES ON ISOLATED RAT
ISLETS
B. Roke)a, S.Il Khanl, N.S. Chowdhuryl, L. Alii, N. Nahar2, A.K. Azad Khanl,
and M Mosihuzzaman2. IResearch Division, BIRDEM, Dhaka-IOOO; 2Dept of
Chemistry, University of Dhaka, Dhaka-IOOO, Bangladesh

Background and Aims: Methanol extract of Pterospermum semisagittatum leaves (a
plant material used by traditional practitioners for the treatment of diabetes) have
earlier been shown to have antihyperglycemic properties both in nondiabetic and
diabetic (type I and type 2) model rats. Three compounds from the leaves (PSOI &
PS02 from methanol extract and PS03 from chloroform extract) have now been
explored for their possible effect on insulinsecretion in vitro from isolated rat islets.

Materials and Methods:The compounds were isolated from I' semisagiltatum leaves
by water-acetate or water-butanol partition followed by repeated column
chromatography, and those were identified and characterized by spectroscopy.
Batches of 8·10 islets (isolated by collagenases digestion from Long-Evans rats) were
studied under static incubation at 370C for 60 min in ~00mI HEPES buffered
medium (pH 704)supplemented with Imgfml bovine serum albumin. The compounds,
all of which were water soluble, were used at a final concentration of 1m.\1 with 3 or
IIIlli\1 glucose. Insulin concentration in the medium was measured by an ELISA
technique with a rat insulinassay kit

Results: In response to an increase in glucose cone from 3 m.\1to 11m.\1, there was a
3 fold increase in insulin (nglislel, M±SD; 0.16±O.06 vs 0.45±O.17). The compounds
PSOI & PS02 resulted in significant rise in insulin concentration at 3m.\1 glucose
(ng/islet, M±SD; control \'5 PSOI; 0.16±O.06 \'5 0.36±O.17; p<O.OOl and \'5 PS02;
0.32±O.18, 1'<0.05). However, at 1Im.\1: glucose none of the compounds had any
significant effect on insulin release.

Conclusions: The results show that the antihypergtycemic properties of P
semisagittatum may be, at least, partly due to the insulin releasing properties of the
compounds PSOI and PS02.
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EFFECT OF HEMID.ESMUS II\"DICUS ROOT OX PLASMA LIPID AIm
FREE FATlY ACIDS DllYPE 2 DIABETIC MODEL RATS
S. Murshed, B. RokeyaI, 1.. Alii, N. Nahar2, AX Azad Khanl and M.
Mosihuzzaman2 !Department of Biochemistry & Metaholism, DIRDEM, Dhaka;
2Dept of Chemistry, University of Dhaka, Bangladesh

Background and Alms: Hemidesmus indicus is used in Indian traditional medicine.
Recently its hypoglycemic activity was reported, but their effects on plasma lipid in
diabetic model rats has not yet been studied. In the present work we have investigated
the effect of methanol extract of Hemidesmus indicus (ill) root on plasma glucose,
lipid and free farty acid levels in rats oftype 2 diabetic model.
Materials and Metbods: Type 2 diabetes was induced by single intraperitoneal
injection of streptozotocin (90 mg/kg bw) to 48 hours old pups. The rats (n~9) were
fed with freeze-dried methanol extract of III root (1.25 g/kg bwllO m1 water) once a
day for 28 days with consecutive feeding. The Control rats (n- I0) were fed only with
deionized water. Blood was collected at the beginning of the study period from tail
tips and at the end by decapitation ofthe rats. Plasma glucose, lipid and free fatty acid
compositions were measured by enzymatic and gas chromatographic methods
respectively.
Results: III significantly lowered fasting (p<O.OOI)and postprandial plasma glucose
(p<0.001). It also lowered TG (1.07±0.04 vs 0.73±0.04; p<O.OOI), total cholesterol
(2.27±0.08 vs 1.82±0.10; p<0.003), and LDIrC (1.88±O.17 vs I.49±O.105; p<O.OI)
concentrations (mmoVl M±SD,) respectively when compared to Control. However
there was no change in IIDIrC concentration. The antiatherogenic ratios (HDIr
C:LDL-e, HDIrC:Cho~HDL-C:TG) were increased significantly (p<0.001). III also
increased the essential fatty acids (linoleic, acid, linolenic acid, arachidonic acid and
docosahexaenoic acid) and decreased the saturated farty acids (palmitic acid and
stearic acid) significantly as compared to the Control.
Conclusions:The results suggest that the methanol extract of III root affects the lipid
and fatly acid level of type 2 diabetic model rats in a manner which counteract
atherogenesis.
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SUB-OPTI""'L GLUCOSE CONTROL L" HOSPITALIZED PATIENTS. USE
OF A SIMPLE ALGORITH:\t TO BETTER COl-iTROL
I.F. Liberty, A. Tirosh and I. Harman-Boehm. Department of Internal Medicine and
Diabetes Unit, Soroka University Medical Center, Beer-Sheva, Israel

Background and Aims: Hyperglycemia in hospitalized patients significantly effects
the outcome of hospitalization. Even mild elevations of blood glucose have been
shown to adversely effect the hospital Course and mortality of patients following
myocardial infarction, CVA, and cardiac surgery. Data exist which strongly suggest
that optimization of glucose control may reduce morbidity and mortality in
hospitalized patients. To date few if any proven guidelines for optimization ofglucose
control on general internal medical wards have been developed. Known diabetics are
monitored using finger-stick glucose determinations. Oral medications and insulin are
adjusted accordingly. Lack ofawareness ofthe importance of glucose control and fear
of hypoglycemia have hindered glucose control during hospitalization.
Materials and Methods: We determined the percentage of hyperglycemia (>250
mg"lo)and low glucose «80 mg"lo)in two general internal medicine wards over a two
week period. The staffof both wards were given a one-time instruction in the use ofa
simple algorithm to improve glucose control using regular insulin: 06:00 to 20:00;
glucose of 250-350 mg"lo: 0.1 unit/kg, and glucese>350 mg"/.: 0.15 unitlkg. After
20:00 glucose>350 mg"/o: 0.1 unit/kg, Glucose 250-350 mg% after 20.00, no added
RI, NPH only. The percentage of hyperglycemia and low blood glucose before and
after use of the algorithm was compared.
Resulu: Before instruction 71 patients in ward A with It72 glucose determinations
and 28 patients in ward B with 342 determinations had 39% and 29% hyperglycemia
respectively, 3% and 1.2% low glucose respectively. After instruction 60 patients in
ward A with 576 glucose determinations and 23 patients in ward B with 470
determinations showed a reduction of hyperglycemia to 22% and 21.7% respectively.
Percent low glucose rose to 6% aand 2.1% respectively.
Conclusions: Use of a simple algorithm can significantly improve hyperglycemia but
also increases low blood sugars. Use of analogue insulins might prevent low glucose
and further improve control.
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Effects of MO-II0, a newly synthesized thiocarbamate, on glucose transport in
1.6 myoc)"tes
C.K. Moon, S.O. Jung, K.S. Lee, S.H. Chae, S.D. Jeon, II. Y. Han, D.H. Kang, J.H.
100and H.K. Han'
Department of Hygienic Pharmacy, College of Pharmacy, Scoul National University,
Seoul, Korea
'Life Science Division, Korea Institute ofScience and Technology, Seoul, Korea

Background and Aims: MD-IIO, a newly synthesized thiocarbamate, was tested for
its glucose transport stimulating-activity using L6 myocytes. As Phosphatidylinositol
3-kinase (pIJK)-dependent signaling, ~IAP kinase-dependent signaling and calcium
dependent PKC activation were known as the major mediatory routes for glucose
transport stimulated by insulin, we investigated the stimulating-mechanism of glucose
transport induced by MD-II 0 using the inhibitors of key enzymes which are involved
in the pathways ofglucose transport.
Materials and Methods: Glucose transport stimulating effect of MD-110 was
evaluated by 2-deoxy-D-[JH]glucose (2-DOG) uptake assay and its cytotoxicity was
tested by ~fIT assay. Its stimulating mechanism ofglucose transport was investigated
by using enzyme inhibitors and calcium modulators.
Results: MD-IIO increased the rate of glucose transport in a dose- and time
dependent manner with maximal stimulation at 25 11>\1 and showed no cytotoxicity at
the effective concentrations. The increase in glucose uptake induced by MD-ll 0 was
totally inhibited by 10 11>\1 phenylarsine oxide, a disrupter of trans-Golgi network,
indicating that MD-l1 0 enhanced the translocation of glucose transporters from
cytosol to plasma membrane. Blockade of protein synthesis by cycloheximide also
inhibited glucose uptake in 1.6 myocytes. Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase inhibitor and
MAP kinase inhibitor didn't exert any significant effect on MD-l IO-induced glucose
transport in 1.6 myocytes. MD-IIO-induced increase in glucose uptake into 1.6 cells
was inhibited by intracellular calcium depletion, inhibition of protein kinase C (pKC).
Statistical analysis was performed according to Student's t-test.
Conclusions: The ahove results suggest that MD-ll 0 might enhance glucose
transport by the stimulation ofglucose tranporter synthesis and translocation induced
by calcium-dependent PKC activation in 1.6 rnyocytes.
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Improving The Treatment Of DKA Using Bedside Capillary Ketone
Metiortment
Khan ASA. Tieszen K, Gibson 1M, New JP. Department of Diabetes, Hope hospital,
Salford, UK.

Aims: To define the normalisation time of blood glucose & blood
betahydroxybutyrate (DOIID) levels in patients admitted with diabetic ketoacidosis
(DKA) and compare this to normalisation of blood glucose and urinary ketones.
Methods: Seven patients (61.1and IF) mean age 36 (range 21 - 46) years admitted
acutely with clinical & biochemical features of DKA were studied. All patients were
treated using standard guidelines for the management of DKA. Blood BOI-ID &
glucose concentrations were measured using a Precision Optium electrochemical
sensor (MediSenseiAbbott) and urine ketones with reagent strips (Bayer PIc).
Results: The presenting biochemistry was: glucose 36.6±8.8mmolll, (mean±SD), pH
7.12±0.ll, venous bicarbonate 9.1±4.5 mrnolll, arterial bicarbonate 6.0±4.4 mrnolll,
and BOHB 4.2±0.9 mmoVl. The mean time to normalisation of blood glucose was
9.7±2.1h and for BOHB 14.9.±9.4h. By comparison urinary ketones only became
negative after 53 hours± 39; 38h.±30 after normalisation of BOHB concentrations (p
= 0.028). Assuming patients are converted to a QDS insulin regime, the next injection
being after normalisation of both glucose and BOHB at the next usua1time (at 0800,
1200, 1600 or 2200 hrs), then iv insulin would be required for 17.7±12 hours, .
compared to conventional treatment (49.5±10.3h), potentially saving 34 ±10.8h (p
=0.008) of iv insulin.
Conclusion: This study shows that in patients with DKA, bedside measurement of
blood BOHB, instead of ketonuria, identifies normalisation of metabolism
significantly earlier than conventional monitoring. This would allow patients to be
safely converted to sc insulin considerably earlier. Wider application of this method
would be expected to result in substantial economic savings and patient benefits.
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BLOOD GLUCOSE SELF-MONITORING IN DIABETES CONTROL IN
NON-INSULIN TREATED TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
U. Schwedes, M. Siebolds2 and G. Mertes', Allg. Krankenhaus Barrnbek,
Hamburg, 2Kath. Fachhochschule Koln, 3Ba)'e r Vital GmbH, Leverkusen,

Germany

Background and Aims: To investigate the effect of blood glucose self
monitoring (BGSM) on diabetes control in non-insulin treated type 2 diabetic
patients. Materials and Methods: A total of250 patients (45-70 years ofage,
treated with diet or oral antidiabetics) was included in a prospective,
multicenter, randomized group-comparison study. Patients allocated to BGSM
were asked to measure blood glucose (device with sensor disk) six times
(beforefafter main meals) on 2 days per week (1 working dayfi weekend day)
and to record the values measured in a combined blood glucosefeating diary.
Patient acceptance was documented over 6 months at 4-weekly visits
according to a defined counseling algorithm (4 questions every 8 weeks) and
the accuracy of the measurements controlled (wet chemical analysis) or
laboratory controls performed (every 8 weeks HbA,<> body weight, lipids,
microalbumin). General well-being (WBQ) and treatment satisfaction (DTSQ)
were determined before the start and after completion of the study. The
intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis comprised 239 patients (122 BGSM) and the
per-protocol (PP) analysis 223 patients (113 BGSM). Results: HbA,<
improved without and with BGS~1 by a mcan of 0.5 ± 1.4 and 1.0 ± 1.I %
points respectively (p = 0.003; end values: 7.9 and 7.4; ITT = PP). The quality
of life improved markedly with BGSM (p = 0.053) and significantly with
respect to the sub-items depression and negative well-being (p = 0.03).
Treatment satisfaction was equal in both groups (p = 0.9). In the BGSM
group, IIbA,< did not improve in 24%, improved continuously from 8.4 to 6.8
in 58% and with delayed success from 8.5 to 8.0 in 18% of the patients.
Conclusions: Meal-related nGSM within a structured counseling program
improves diabetes control in non-insulin treated type 2 diabetic patients.
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WITHIN-SUBJECT VARIATIONS OF PLASMA GLUCOSE AND INSULIN
FOLLOWING A SPONTANEOUS MIXED MEAL: CONSEQUENCES FOR
THE POSTPRANDIAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST
DIDIER CHAPELOT, CORINNE MARMONIER AND PAUL VALENSI.
LABORATOIRE DE NUTRITION ET MALADIES METABOLIQUES, UFR
S~rnH LEONARD DE VINCI, BOBIGNY, FRANCE
Introduction - It has been suggested that a test meal would be more appropriate than
an oral glucose test (0Gl) for the diagnosis of diabetes. However, the pattern and the
reproducibility of the glucose response to a spontaneous meal has not been established
even in non diabetics. In this study, we assessed the relevance of different time points
to accurately predict the postprandial glucose and insulin concentrations.
Method. - Subjects were eleven healthy male subjects (mcan age 22 ± I )TS and BMI
21.7 ± 1.8 kgfm'). On two test days (01,02) separated by a week interval, plasma
glucose, insulin and free fatty aeids (FFA) were measured from lunch up to the
following 240 min. Lunch consisted of a pasta dish and a dessert. 11 was consumed ad
libitum on 01 and served in the same amount on 02. Using a double IUD3Cn catheter,
blood was continuously withdrawn and collected with a frequency of I tube every 5
min. Tested points were the usual OGT time points (0, 60, 120 rnn),the glucose peak
level (GPL) and the the lowest coefficient of variation for glucose (GLCY).
Result. - Mean energy intake at lunch (ElL) was 3425 ± 196 kJ. The most relevant
time point for GPL was 45 ron (46 ± 3 ron,6.5 ± 0.2 mmol/l). The GLCV was found
at 205 ron (5 ± 1%). The CV of GPL was negatively correlated with ElL, and more
specifically the dessert item (r = -0.81, P < 0.(05). This correlation was not found for
the other time points. The CV of the area under the curvefor glucose (G-AUC) was 8
± 1%. The 120 ron time point showed the strongest correlation with G-AUC (r ~ 0.91,
P < 10") and allowed the best predictive equation with glucose, insulin and ITA as
factors (? = 0.89, P < 10"). Using only glucose, the AUC constructed with the 0-45·
90 and 120 ron time points provided the most accurate estimation ofG-AUC (r ~ 0.94,
P < 10"). For insulin, the peak delay was found at 41 ± 2 rnn (91.8 ± 12 I'UfmL) and
the lowest CVs at 45, 80 and 180 rnn (17 ± 3%). Interestingly, insuIin and ITA at
45 rnnwere strong predictive factors of the AUC of insulin (? = 0.73, P < 10-').
Conclu.ion • Measuring glucose 45 min after the onset of a test meal allows to
determine the postprandial peak level and improves the evaluation of the glucose
response. Its reproducibility is better if the energyintake at the test meal is high. Last,
plasma ITA seem an important factor in the glucose and insuIin responses to a meal.
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A SL'iGLE M£ASUREME1';T OF BBAlc OR FASTL"iG BLOOD GLUCOSE
IN THE EARLY PHASE OF ITPE 2 DIABETES PREDICT LOXG TER.\f
GLYCAEMIC CONTROL
P. Thorsby, B. Kilhovd, K. I. Birkeland, Mer- UJleval diabetes research centre,
Hormone laboratory, Mer university hospital, Oslo, Norway

Background and Aims: I) To investigate whether one measurement of HbAle or
fasting blood glucose (FBG) could predict average HbAle over a IO-year period in
type 2 diabetes (T2DM). 2) To study whether HbAle reflected primarily fasting or
non-fasting blood glucose. It has been suggested that achieving glyeaemie goals is
easier in some patients with T2D~1 than others irrespective of the treatment given and
the efforts used. A study in type I diabetes reponed that a single measurement 01
HbAle predicted long-term glycaernic control. Furthermore, the value of self
monitoring of blood glucose (S:\ffiG) in T2D:\1 has been debated. Materials and
Methods: In a IO-year prospective study we investigated 31 men and 24 women with
T2D~1. At start, their mean (S.D.) age was 59,3 (6,2) years, duration of diabetes 7,3
(3,1) years, BMI 26,7 (3,7) kgfm2, baseline HbAle 8,6 (1,5) %, and FDG 11,1 (2,6)
mmoIJI. The patients were originally randomly assigned to stan insulin treatment or
continue on oral hypoglyeaemic agents, but all except two were eventually treated
with insulin due to symptomatic hyperglycaernia or HbAle >10"/0. We recorded
HbAle and three 4-point 5MBG-profiles each six moths throughout the study period.
Results: A single measurement of FDG and HbAle before treatment allocation.
correlated positively and significantly to the mean HbAle over the 10 year period
(r=O,43, p=O,OO4 and r=O,38, p-----o,OI respectively). Body mass index, fasting C
peptide levels or insulin sensitivity and b-cell function measured with the homeostasis
model assessment at study start, did not show significant correlations to mean HbAle.
Fasting values for 5MBG correlated stronger to mean HbAle over the lO)'ear period
that non-fasting SI-rnG (r=O,51, p=O,OOI versus r=O,35, p=O,02), indicating that FDG
is a more important determinant of HbAle than non-fasting blood glucose levels.
Conclusions: A single measurement of HbAle or fasting blood glucose in an early
phase of type 2 diabetes may indicate which long-term glycaemie control that can be
achieved. Levels of HbAle reflect non-fasting blood glucose levels poorer than
fasting levels, emphasising the importance of SI-rnG given the possibility that post
prandial glycaemia may be of importance in the development of diabetic late
complications.
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CAN GLUCAGON-STIMULATED C-PEPTIDE LEVEL BE A SUFFICIENT
INDICATOR OF SECONDARY FAILURE TO ORAL ANTIDIABETIC AGENTS7
S.Upk. B.azlOrk. A.Sengiil, GTiirke$. B.armeei. G.Serin and Y.AHunta$

SiSli Etfal Education and Research Hospital, Department of Endocrinology and
Diabetes. Istanbul-Turkcv.
Aim: TIle purpose or our study was to evaluate the factors affecting secondarv failure
to oral antidiabetic agents by assessing fasting and glucagon stimulated 611i minute
C-pcplide levels. Malerial and methods: One hundred and thirty two type 2 diabetic
patients were included in this study and divided into two groups. Group I consists of
1114 patients, 35 to 76 years of age. dural ion of diabetes ranging from I to 29 years with
secondary failure to oral antidiabetic agents (lIbA Ic>6.5) and group II consists of 2&
patients, 3&·73 years of age. dnralion of diabetes ranging from I to 25 yearswithout
secondary failure to OAD (llbAle ~ 6.5). Measuring C-peplide levels after 12 hours
of fasting and the 6'" minute of IV bolus injectiou of I rug glucagon assessed bela cell
reserve, Correlations between fasting (F-C) and glucagon stimulated C-pcptide (S-C)
levels and age. the age al OllSCI of diabetes. duration of dinbctcs. genetic density. 13M!.
HbAIc. blood pressure. serum lipids were evaluated. Results: Increase of Cvpcptidc
Icvcls more than S01J'n of basal levels after glucagon stiumlation which is accepted as
sufflclcut for bela cell reserves. were seen in 51,}~ of patients in group J and 75% of
patients in group II. Whcu the patients \\ ho displayed 1\10re than SO% increase ill C
peptide levels were compared. the percentage of increase in group 2 was significantly
higher than that of ill group I (%7&.R6±50.3R"S 56.39± 311.93 respectively. p=O.OO~).

\\'e found that the duration of diabetes in group I was significantly longer than in group
" ill patients who had ;III increase ill C-peplide levels more than 50% of basal levels
(9.R3±6.7R vs 3.24±1.92 years. p=O.OOOI). BMI was positivelycorrelated with F-C and
SoC levels(r-ll.32l. p=ll.Olll. r-ll.JJ9. p=O.OOOI respectively). Patients with I3MI<27.
had lower F-C and SoC levels (2.56±1.0R. 4.12±l.7ngfml. r-0.43. p-O.OOl. r-0.317.
p=O.llIR. respectively). In hypertensive patients, F-C and S·C levels were fonnd 10be
significantly higher (r=0.379 r-0.4114. p=O.OOOl. respectively). Beta cell reserves were
not affected by genetic density, duration of diabetes and age of diabetes onset.
Conclusion: Secondary failure 10 OAD can also occur in spite of good beta cell
reserve probably due 10insnlin resistance, Beta cell reserve was not corrclaled either to
the duration of diabetes or the age at diagnosis of the patients, Glucagon stimulated C
peptide levels is 1I0ta valuable marker to demonstrate secondary failure to OAD agents
even though the response 10glucagonstimulationis sufficient,
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USEfULNESS OF GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST FOR D1AG:I"OSI?\G
DL\BETES -ANALYSIS OF 12,156 CASES
M. Akao, N. Okayama, M. Shimizu, K, \maeda, M.Okouchi. H. Omi, T. Kato, H.
Uranishi, H. Kimura' and M. Itoh. Dpt of Internal medicine I, Nagoya City
University Medical School and 'NIT Tokai Health Care Centre, Nagoya, Japan
Background and Aims: Recently, the necessity of ora! glucose tolerance test
(OGTI) to diagnose diabetes has been under discussion. The aim of this study was to
estimate the usefulness and indication ofOGTI.
Materials and Methods: In 12,156 subjects of our institutes from 1993 to 1999, we
analysed body mass index (B~U), fasting plasma glucose (FPG), triglyceride (TG),
total cholesterol (TC), hemoglobin AIc(IIbAlc) and 75g OGTI. We diagnosed
diabetes by the criteria of\VHO 1998. Statistical analyses were made by a regression
analysis and Student's unpaired t-test.
Results: 744 subjects were diagnosed as diabetes. Surprisingly, 65 % of those patients
(477 subjects) showedd high 2-h plasma glucose in the OGTI (2h-PGs) (>200 mgldl)
although their FPGs were less than 126 mgldL A regression analysis on this group
reveald that FPG 103 mgldl corresponded to 2h-PG 200 rng/dl, indicating that the
subjects whose FPGs ranged between 103 to 125 mgldl (border FPG group) were
highly recommended to undergo the OGTT. Interestingly, in the border FPG group,
B~U (diabetic, 24.76 +/- 0.15, n = 304; non-diabetic, 23.74 +/- 0.05, n = 2724,
P<0.05; mean +/- SEM). TG (diabetic, 184.3 +/- 6.0 mgldl, n = 304; non-diabetic,
149.79 +/- 1.8 rng/dl, n = 2724, P<0.05; mean +/- SE.\I), and IIbAlc (diabetic, 5.72
+/- 0.04 %, n = 190; non-diabetic, 5.21 +/- 0.0 I %, n = 1964, P<0.05; mean +/- SE.\I),
but not TC, of diabetic group (2h-PG >/= 20Omgldl) were significantly higher than
those of non-diabetic group (2h-PG < 200 mgldl) respectively. Another regression
analysis showed that B~U 24.2, TG 160 mgldl and IIbA I c 5.5 % corresponded to 2h
PG 200 rng/dl, suggesting that mu 24.2, TG 160 mgldl and HbAlc 5.5 % are
thought to be useful values for the indication ofOGTI.
Conclusions: The diagnosis of diabetes by only the value of FPO would be
insufficient and an OGTI is effective for precise diagnosis of diabetes. We
recommend the indication of an OGTI for the subjects whose FPO ranged between
103 and 125 mgldl and whose BMI, TO or HbAlc showed abnormally high valuc(s).
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Low-calorie-diet reduces the antilipolJtic action medialed by alpha 2-adrenergic
receptors in adipose tissue in obese women- microdialysis study in situ.
V. Stich', F. Marion-Latard", J. Hejnova", M. Majercik*, Z.Stichova*, M.
Lafontan" and M Berlan"
'Department of Sports Medicine, Third Faculty of Medicine, Charles University,
Prague, Czech Republic, "INSER.\1 Unite 3 I7, Laboratory of Clinical
Pharmacology, Faculty ofMedicine, Toulouse, France.

Background and Aims: Alpha2-adrenoceptor (a!pha2-AR) stimulation was shown to
blunt lipid mobilization during exercise in subcutaneous abdominal adipose tissue
(SCAAT) in obese men, The aim of this study was to investigate the alpha2-AR
involvement in the control of exercise-induced lipolysis in SCAAT in obese women
and to evaluate whether the alpha2-AR- mediated action can be modulated by a low 
calorie-diet (LCD).
Materials and Methods: Ten obese women (age 37,2± 5,5, body weight 99.1±4.6
kg, body mass index 34.3±1.I kg/m2) were submitted to LCD (5.5 Ml/day) for 10
weeks. Using the rnicrodialysis method, the exercise-induced alpha2-adrcnergic
antilipolytic effect was investigated in SCAAT before LCD and during the last day of
the diet. Changes in extracellular glycerol concentrations (EGC) and blood flow were
measured in SCAAT at rest and during 45 min exercise bouts (50"/0 of heart rate
reserve) in a control microdialysis probe and in a probe supplemented with the
alpha2-AR antagonist phentolamine.
Results: Plasma norepinephrine, epinephrine and insulin levels at rest and their
exercise-induced responses were not different before and during LCD. Before LCD,
the exercise-induced increase in EGC was higher in the probe supplemented with
phentolamine compared with the control probe (area-under-curve (AUC): 9211±1223
vs 5831±729 umol/l/ 45 min, respectively, p<O.O(4). During LCD, no differencies in
the exercise-induced responses between the phentolamine-supplemented and the
control probe were found.
Conclusions:These findings suggest that the antilipolytic action mediated by a1pha2
ARs is involved in the control of exercise-induced lipolysis in SCAAT in obese
women. This anrilipofytic action is reduced during low-calorie-diet,

The study was supported by a grant of the Trant Agency of the Czech Republic
303/00/0649.
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METABOLIC TREATMENT TARGETS ACIllEVED IN PATIENTS
WITH DIABETES OVER TIlE AOE OF 70 YEARS
A.P. BROOKS, D. WEBB, K. FAYERS AND 1.S.W. LI vooxCHONG.
ROYAL IIAMPSHlRE CO HOSPITAL, WINCHESTER. llAMPSIURE,
S022 500, UK.
BackgrOUDd and Aims: There is limited dab on metabolic targets achieved
in patients with diabetes mellitus (DM) over 70 years compared to younger
populations as in DCCT and UKPDS.
Malcrial and Methods: 567 of 1627 patients attending a seeondary care
diabetic clinic for annual revieware over 70 years and form 5 treatment
groups (aHe). These 5 groups comprise, according 10treatment, and by age
(mean ± SD) yrs and duration ofdiabetes (mean±SD)yrs: (a) 61 patients
with I)pe 10M, aged 76±5, duration ofDM 24±15, (b) 39 pts with type2
DM, diet treated, aged 75±4, duration ofDM 8±5, (c) 301 pts with type 2
D~1 on oral agents, aged 76±5, duration I 1±8, (d) 156 pts with D~1 requiring
insulin, aged 76±5, duration 17±9, (e) 10 pts with type 2 DM on insulin and
metforrnin, aged 75±5, duration of OM 16±8.
Results: Total cholesterol did not differ betweentreatment groups, being
lowest in group (b) 4.8±1.0 mmolll and highest in (e) 5.2 ±0.9 mmolll..
Likewise for serumcreatinine, lowest in (b) 104±21, and highest in (d) at
I 16±37Ilffiolll. Mean HbAIC increased from 7.3 ±1.3 % in group (b) to 9.8
±1.3 % in (e). Mean IIbAIC in ty-pe I patients over 70 years of age (8.8
±1.5%) was the same as in438 type I patients under 70 years (8.8 ±1.8%).
B~U (kg/m') increasedfrom 26±5 inType I patients (group (a» 1034±8 in
group (e). Conversely the lowest mean systolic BP (142±19) mmHg and
diastolic BP (77±13 mmHg) were in group (e), and highest (l50±18 and
83±15 mmHg respectively) in group (b). Type I patients over 70 years had
mean BP 146±21n6±l0 mmHg, the systolic pressure being significantly
higher (p<0.05)than in Type I patients under 70Y'ears (mean 128±17n&i:9
mmHg).
Conclusion: Metabolic targets achieved in patients with DM over 70 years
vary according to treatment groups. They are close to those in younger
patients except for systolic BP in Type I DM. They are also close to
suggested targets, except for %HbAIC which exceeds 7.0% in all groups.
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I?\CREASI?\G FIBREA.lI,l) DECREASr.-iG FAT I:\-rAKE LOWERS TIlE BLOOD
GLUCOSE CO:\"CENTRATIO:l" rx O\'ER\HIGfIT SUBJECTS wrnr STABLE
WEIGIIT
J. Lindstrom, A. Louheranta, M. Rastas, V. Salminen, M, Mannelin,1. Tuomilehto and M,
Uusitupa for the Finnish Diabetes Prevention Study Group. National Public Health
Institute, Helsinki; Dept of Clinical Nutrition, University of Kuopio; Socii! Insurance
Institution, Turku; Institute of Nursing and Health Care, Tampere and Oulu Deaconess
Institute,Oclu, all in Finland.
Background and Aims: Weight reduction is recommended to subjects who are
overweightand have high blood glucose. Weight reduction, on the other hand, is difficult
to achieve and maintain, The aim of this study \\115 to assess the relationship of dietary
changes and glucose tolerance in subjects "no were not able to reduce their weight during
a two-year follow-up. Material' and Methods: 522 overweight subjects wiih IGT were
randomised into the intervention (IG) or the control group (CG) of the Finnish Diabetes
Prevention Study (DPS). The main components of the life-style intervention were weight
reduction, exercise, and low-fa, high-fibre diet. All subjects received advice about healthy
diet and exercise habits; in the IG the intervention was intensive and individualised
counselling. An oral glucose tolerance test was carried out and weight measured annually.
Subjects with weight change from baseline to both l-year and 2-year examinations < ± 3%
were classified as 'no-weight-change group' (n~148). In order to control for the effect of
exercise on glucose values, subjects were classified into three categories according to
leisure time exercise habits: 'no exercise', 'moderate exercise >4 hours/week' or
'conditioning exercise>3 hours/weeki. Diet was assessed with3-day food records, and the
changes. in intakes from baseline to year 2 were calculated Differences in glucose
concentrations by dichotomised changes in nutrient intakes (median value as cutpoint)
were analysed by ANOV A. Results: In the lowest exercise category (n=32), the change in
carbohydrate intake was negatively associated with the change in fasting (p=O.OI54) and
post-load (0.0441) glucose, and the change in fat intake was positively associated with the
change in post-load glucose concentration (p=O.0386). In the middle exercise category
(n=89) the change in total fibre density (p=O.0063), water-soluble fibre density
(p=O.0337), and carbohydrate intake (p=O.0276) were negatively, and the change in total
fat (p=O.03&9) and saturated fat (p=O.0284) were positively associated with the change in
post-load glucose concentration. Conclusions: If weight reduction cannot be attained
while aiming to control high blood glucose values, a significant reduction in blood glucose
concentration can still be achieved by decreasing fat intake and increasing carbohydrates
and fibre intake.
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I:",'TESIFIED LlFESfYLE L'o'TERVENTION OR L'I;SULI:"I TREATMENT IN
TI"PE 2 DLUETIC PATlE1WS WITH FAILURE ON ORAL HYPOGLYCEMIC
AGL"fIS - WHICH IS BEST!
AM. Aas, L Bergstad, O.lohannesen and KJ. Birkeland, Dep. of Clinical Nu;ntion, Dep.
of Medicine and Hormone Laboratory, Aker University Hospital, 0514 Oslo, Norway

Background ....d Aims: The aims of this study was to assess whether, in type 2 diabetic
patients with inadequate glycaemic control with oral hypoglycaemic agents (OIlA) , an
intensified lifestyle intervention program I) was as effective as insulin treatment in
controlling blood glucose, blood lipid and blood pressure during one year, and 2) could
prevent the weight gain usually accompanying the introduction of insulin treatment in
such patients.
Materials and Methods: Thirty-eight subjects with type 2 diabetes treated with OHA,
HbAlc 8-10.5% and B~lI 26-40 kg/m2, were randomized to the following treatments I)
intensified lifestyle intervention (Life), 2) Life + insulin treatment (Life+lns) and 3)
Insulin treatment (Ins). The one-year Life-program consisted of a "lifestyle course" and
group exercise twice a week. Data are given as median (inter quartile range).
Results: Twenty-six % of the randomized subjects dropped out because of illness or non
compliance. Among those who completed the intervention according to the protocol, the
Life group reduced their weight by 3.0 (4.0) kg (p<O.05), while the Life+1ns and Ins
groups increased weight by 3.5 (3.4) (p<0.05) and 4.9 (6.9) kg (n.s.), respectively. Body
mass index, total body fat and abdominal fat (measured by DEXA) changed similarly to
body weight There was a significant difference between the changes in the Life group and
the two insulin-treated groups in all anthropemetric measurements except for changes in
fat-free body mass. The Life+1ns showed an increase in fat-free body mass with 1.7 (2.0)
kg (p<0.05), wbile the Life group and Ins group showed no change. The levels ofHbAlc
were significantly reduced in the Life and Life-Ins groups, by 1.2 (1.0) o/o-peints and 1.0
(1.7) o/o-peints, respectively (both p<O.05). There was a similar, but non-significant trend
in the Ins group by 1.5 (2.5). The cholesterol/ HDL-eholesterol ratio was lowered in all
groups (p<O.OI in groups I and 2). There were no significant differences between the three
treatment groups in the changes achieved in blood glucose regulation, blood lipids or 24
hour blood pressure during the intervention year.
Conclusions: Intensified lifestyle intervention was as effective as insulin treatment in
improving glycacmic control and also in controlling lipids and blood pressure levels in
poorly controlled subjects with type 2 diabetes, and prevented the weight gain observed
with insulin therapy. The lifestyle intervention program was not able to prevent the
weight gain thataccompanied insulin therapy.
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ORUSTAT PROMOTES WEIGHT LOSS A:\"D ["PROVES GLYCAEMIC
CO:",'TROL IN OVERWEIGHf PATIElIITS WITH TIPE 2 DL\BETES
Hanefeld M" Platon l' and Sachse G. Centre for Clinical Studies, GWT-Technieal
University Dresden, Dresden'; Hoffmann-La Roche AG, Grenzach-Wyblen', and Stifumg
Deutsche Klinik fur Diagnostik GmbH, Wiesbaden', Germany.
Background and Aims: The effects of treatment with orlistat on body weight, glycaemic
control and other cardiovascular risk factors were investigated in a l-year study of
overweight or obese patients with type 2 diabetes. Materials .... d Methods: Overweight
or obese adults (B~n >28 kg/m2) with type 2 diabetes were eligible for inclusion if they
had an HbAlc of 6.5-1\% and were either newly diagnosed and not receiving any
antidiabetic medication or had received sulphonylurea therapy for at least 2 months prior
to the study. Patients treated with anti-diabetic medications other than sulphonylureas
were excluded. After a 4-week, single-blind, placebo lead-in period. patients were
randornised to double-blind treatment with orlistat 120 mg or placebo three times daily in
conjunction with a mildly reduced-calorie diet (600 keel/day energy deficit, <30"10 of
calories as fat) for 48 weeks. Results: A total of 383 patients were randomised to

treatment, of wbom 180 in the placebo group and 189 in the orlistat group were eligible
for m analysis; 65% of patients were sulphonylurea-treated After I year, patients in the
orlistat plus diet group lost significantly more weight than patients in the placebo plus diet
group (-5.4% vs -3.6%; p<O.OI). Moreover, a significantly higher proportion of patients
achieved weight loss of 5% or more with orlistat compared with placebo (51.3% vs
31.6%; p='O.OOOI). Furthermore, reduction in waist circumference was almost 2-fold
greater in orlistar-treated patients compared with placebo-treated patients (-5.5 em \"S -3.0
em; p='O.002). Patients treated with orfistat had significantly greater improvements than
placebo-treated patients in HbAlc (-0.9% \"S -0.4%; p<O.ool), fasting glucose (-1.63 \"S 

0.7\ mmoVL; p<0.01) and postprandial glucose (-1.81 \"S -0.53 mmoVL; p<O.OI). In
addition, patients treated with orlistat achieved a greater reduction in mean daily
sulphonylurea dose than patients treated with placebo. Orlistat was also associated with
significantly greater improvements than placebo in total cholesterol (-2.3% \"S +1.8%;
p<0.01) and LDL-eholesterol (-2.0"10 vs +5.1%; p<0.05). Orlistat had a similar safety
profile to placebo, with the exception of a higher incidence of generally mild and transient
gastrointestinal events known to be associated with the mode of action of orlistat,
Conclusions: Weight loss with orlistat in conjunction with a mildly reduced-ealorie diet
improves gjycaemic control and reduces sulphonylurea requirements in overweight or
obese patients with type 2 diabetes.
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Intensive Lifestyle Intervention is Necessary to Improve Insulin Sensitivity
K.A McAuley, 11 Mann. Department of Human Nutrition, University of Otago,
Dunedin, New Zealand.
Background and aim.: Degree of adiposity, level of physical activity and diet
composition are determinants of insulin sensitivity This study compares the effect on
insulin sensitivity of current dietary and exercise recommendations and a more
intensive intervention in normoglycaemic insulinresistant individuals.
Materials and Mcthods: 79 normoglycaemic insulin resistant (determined by the
euglycaemic insulin clamp)men and women were randomised to a control group or
one of two combined dietary and exercise programmes. One group (modest level)
based on current clinical recommendations and the other on a more intensive dietary
and exercise programme. Pre and post measurements (at 4 months) included: insulin
sensitivity using a euglycacmic insulin clamp, body composition using dual-energy
absorptiometry (OXA), aerobic fitness using a submaximal V02 test, a 4 day diet
record, anthropomorphic measures, fasting glucose, insulin and a lipid profile.
Results: Only the intensive group showed a significant improvement in insulin
sensitivity (23% increase compared to 9% in the modest group, p9l.01). This was
associated with a greater weight loss (4.6kg versus 4kg from total fat and 3kg versus 2
kg of truncal fat) and a significant improvement in aerobic fitness (11% increase in
the intensive compared to 1% in the modest, p9l.O-l) and a greater fibre intake in the
intensive group, but no difference in reported total or saturated dietary fat.
Conclusions: Current dietary and exercise recommendations do not significantly
improve insulin sensitivity, however a more intensive programme does. Weight loss
and improved aerobic fitness, rather than diet composition appear to be the most
important determinants ofthe programme.
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EFFECT OF ORLISTAT IN OVERWEIGHT AND OBESE TI"PE 2
DIABETES PATIENTS TREATED WITH METFORl\t1N
1. Miles, L. Aronne, P. Hollander and S. Klein. Kansas City, MO; New York, NY;
Dallas, TX and St. Louis, 1\10. USA.
Background and Aims: Weight loss has known beneficial effects on glycemic
control and cardiovascular (CV) risk factors in type 2 diabetes (0), but sustained
weight reduction is difficult to achieve. Metformin results in less weight gain than
insulin or sulfonylureas, and is therefore often used preferentially for obese D
patients. The objective of the present I-year multicenter, randomized, double-blind,
placebo-controlled trial was to assess the effect of orlistat (ORL), a gastrointestinal
lipase inhibitor, on body weight, glycemic control and CV risk factors in obese D
treated with metformin (1000-2500 mg/d) alone or combined with other oral agents.
Materials and Metbods: Patients with a B~n 28-43 kg/m2 and an HbAlc of 7.5
12.0"10 were randomized to a hypocaloric diet plus ORL (n=249) or placebo (pL;
n=254).
Results: After I year, mean (±Sal) weight loss was significantly greater in ORL
than PL (-4.6±0.3% vs -1.7±0.3% of initial weight; p<O.ool), and a greater propertion
ofORL achieved 5% weight loss (39.0"10 vs 15.7%; p<O.OOI), and 10"10 weight loss
(14.1% vs 3.9%; p<O.OOI).More ORL compared with PL had a decrease in HbAlc of
0.5% (61% vs 43%; p<0.01) and 1.0"10 (46% vs 29%; p<O.OI). In addition, more
patients treated with ORL than PL decreased or discontinued at least one anti-diabetic
medication compared with PL (17% vs 8%), while fewer ORL than PL patients
increased their medication dose or added another anti-diabetic medication (12% vs
22%); p<O.OOI for the difference between ORL and PL in medication changes.
Compared with PI., patients treated with ORL had greater decreases in fasting plasma
glucose (-2.0±0.2 vs -O.7±0.2 mmoVL; p=O.ool), total cholesterol (-4.I±O.9 vs
+2.6±1.0"1o;p<O.OOOI), LDL-eholesterol (-2.8±2.3 \"S 3.9±2.7%; p<0.05), LDUHDL
ratio (-o.6O±O.07 vs -o.46±O.08; p <0.05), and systolic blood pressure (-2.UO.8 vs 
0.4±O.9 mm IIg; p<0.05). Overall, more PL than ORL withdrew prematurely from the
study (44% vs 35%, p<0.05); of these patients, more ORL than PL patients (10"10 vs
5%) discontinued treatment because ofan adverse event.
Conclusions: These data demonstrate that orlistat is a useful weight management tool
that results in improvement in glycemic control, lipid profile and blood pressure in
obese patients who are being treated withmetformin for type 2 diabetes mellitus.
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Latin-American Mnlticenlric Stndy with Orlistat in O"ent'eight or Obese
Patients with Type 2 Diabetes
A Halpern. Hospital das Clinicas da FMUSP. Sao Paulo. Brazil.
Backgronnd and Aims: A 6-month, multicentre, randomised, plaeebo-rontrolled
study was conducted in 5 Latin-American countries in order to assess the effect of
orlistat on weight loss. glyeaemie profile and other obesity-related cardiovascular risk
factors in overweight or obese patients with type 2 diabetes.
Materials and Metbods: Patients aged 18-70 years with a B~U >27 kglrn2.
diagnosed type 2 diabetes, and HbAlc of6-11% were enrolled into a 2-week single
blind placebo lead-in period, at the start of which they were prescribed a mildly
reduced-calorie diet (600 kcaVdayenergy deficit, 30''/0ofcalories as fat). Patients who
completed the lead-in were then randomised to treatment with orlistat 120 mg or
placebo three times daily in conjunction with diet for 6 months. Concomitant
treatment with any antidiabetic medication except insulin or acarbose was permitted
during the study.
Results: A total of 365 patients were enrolled. of whom 338 entered double-blind
treatment and were eligible for intent-to-treat analysis (orlistat, n~I64; placebo,
n=174). After 24 weeks, the orlistat plus diet group had significantly greater weight
loss than the placebo plus diet group (4.7% vs 3.0%; p=O.OOO3). Almost twice as
many patients receiving orlistat plus diet lost 5% or more of initial body weight
compared with placebo plus diet (30"10 vs 17%; 1'=0.003). Orlistat was associated with
a significant improvement in glycaemic control compared with placebo, as reflected
by greater reductions in HbAlc (-0.6% vs -0.2%; p--o.06), fasting plasma glucose (
1.00 vs -0.01 mrnol/L; p=O.04) and postprandial glucose (-1.06 vs +0.17 mmol/L;
1'=0.05). Orlistat was also associated with significantly greater improvements than
placebo in total cholesterol (-4.2% vs +1.9%; p=O.OOOI) and LDL-cholesterol (-3.6%
vs +4.7%; p=O.OOO2). Orlistat was well-tolerated. Gastrointestinal events were more
frequent in the orlistat than placebo group (65% vs 37% of patients) but these were
generally mild to moderate in intensity, transient and limited to 1-2 episodes per
patient.
Conclusioos: Treatment with orlistat plus diet promoted clinically significant weight
loss and improved glycaemic and lipid profiles in overweight or obese patients with
type 2 diabetes.
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RELATION BETWEEN BODY MASS INDEX AND ITS VARIABILITY
AND MORTALITY IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
G.Zoppini, G.Verlato, E.Brun, C.Zamboni,E.Bonora and M.Muggeo
The relation between body weight and mortality in type 2 diabetic patients is not
clear yet, The aim of the present study was to evaluate the impact of body
weight and its variability over time on mortality in a well characterized type 2
diabetic cohort. In the frame of the Verona Diabetes Study. we examined a
cohort of 3475 type 2 diabetic patients, whose weight and height were available
in 1986 (baseline). Body Mass Index (BMI) variability and its prognostic
significance was evaluated in a subgroup of 2039 subjects who had at least two
BMI determinations during each of the years 1984, '85, '86. For this purpose,
the mean. the coefficient of variation and the slope of B~II was calculated for
each individual. During the 10 years of follow-up, 1253 deaths (670 women,
583 men) were identified in the population under study. In the Cox proportional
model (adjusted for: age, duration of diabetes. treatment, smoking, hypertension
and fasting plasma glucose) analysis leaner women (i.e., those of the first
quartile). but not men, showed a significantly lower survival probability than
women of third and fourth quartiles. Since the interaction between B~II and age
was statistically significant in bith sexes, the relation was studied separately in
people aged < 65 and > 65 years (median age of the cohort). Under 65 yrs, BMI
was directly related to mortality from all causes in both sexes, although the trend
achieved the significance only in men (p~0.014). After 65 yrs, higher body
weight was associated with a better outcome. especially in women (p=O,012).
BMI variability was associated with a significant risk of death. mainly due to
cardiovascular diseases, in women and with a similar, although not significant,
trend in men. In conclusion, we documented that in type 2 diabetic patients a
stable or a moderate excess weight improves survival, while fluctuations of body
weight, especially in women, is detrimental to survival.
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GLYCEMIC INDE..X, L,"SULIN L,"DE..X AND NEFA Th'DEX OF RICE A."'D
CHAPATI L'l TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS SUBJECTS
S, Parvin, • P..IA Hannan and L Ali, Department of Biochemistry and Metabolism,
BIRDE.\I, 122 Kazi Nazrul Islam Avenue, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Background and Aims: Plasma glucose, plasma insulin and NEFA responses to a
food are important determinants for the suitability of that particular item for diabetic
patients, Glycemic Index (GI). Insulin Index (II) and NEFA Index (Nl) are useful
measures for the plasma glucose, insulin and r>"EFA responses of a dietary
component. This study was undertaken to determine those indicators in two of the
most popular starchy foods in Bangladesh.
Materials and Methods: Parboiled rice, (BR32 and BR25) and chapati (parboiled.
chapati I and non-parboiled, chapati 2) were used as test meal and white bread was
used as the reference food. Seventeen subjects consumed equi-carbohydrate ofthe test
meal with a run-in period of 5 days between the consecutive items. Plasma glucose
was measured by glucose oxidase method, I\bAlc and NEFA by colorimetric method
and plasma insulin by a fluorimetric microparticle enhanced fluorescent immunoassay
(EL\IA).
Results: The patients had HbAlc 7.7 ±O.7% (~HSD), Two varieties of chapati
lowered the GI values compared to that of bread and pressure parboiled rice (iAUC.
Mean±SD, 516±177 in BR32. 531±25l in BR25. 477±235 in Bread vs 399±174 in
chapati 1 and 384±164 in chapati 2; BR32, BR25 vs chapati 2, p=O.003; 1'=0,038).
The GI values of rice and chapati were also higher in BR32: 141±96, BR25: 131±73.
chapati I: 1I6±109 and chapati 2: 105±89; BR32 vs chapati 1,1'=0,008. II values
were also higher in BR32 (127±87. 1'=0,033), BR25 (122±7I. 1'=0.019) compared to
chapati 2 (92±54). Chapati I (IOl±59) showed lower II than that ofBR32 and BR25
though the difference was not significant. Nl of BR32 (256±193) was higher
compared to that of BR25 (165±107, p=O.040), Chapati I (148±108, 1'=0,042) and
Chapati 2 (163±132, 1'=0.046).
Conclusions: a) Equi-carbohydrate amount of chapati produces lower glycemic
responses as compared to Bread and Rice b) Chapati is a better choice than rice from
the standpoint ofInsulin and NEFA responses c) GI, II and N1 are more useful marker
in ranking the carbohydrate containing food compared to the absolute blood levels of
those parameters.
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ROSIGLlTAZO:-ffi PLUS GLICLAZIDE I~IPROVES GLYCAE~IIA IN TYPE 2
DIABETICS CO~fi'ARED TO DOUBLING THE GLlCLAZIDE DOSE
R.E. James', S. Wright', B. Zhou', R.A. Mather', and N.P. Jones'. SmithKline
Beecham, 'Harlow, UK, 'Collegeville, PA, USA
Background and Aims: This study evaluated the efTectof rosiglitazone (RSG)
plus half-maximal dose ofgliclazide (GLlC) in reducing liliA,c in Type 2 diabetics
compared with the uptitration of GLlC alone. Materials and Methods: In a 26
week study,patientswererandomlyassignedto receive eitherRSG4 mg twice
daily plus GLIC 160 mglday, or GLlC uptitrated to a maximum of 320 rug/day. At
baseline, all patients were receiving GLlC 160 mglday and had equivalent fasting
plasma glucose (FPG) values. Results: RSG plus GLlC produced significantly
greater decreases in HbA,c and FPG than uptitration ofGLlC and was safe and well
tolerated. The numberof patients withhypoglycaemiaand severeoedema was low
(RSG+GLlC [n=231] 6.1% and 0.9% respectively; GLlC [n=2~2]2.1% and 0.0%
respectively). Conclusions: 8 mg/day RSG is safe, well tolerated and significantly
more effective when added to a half-maximal dose of GLlC than uptitrating GLlC
to a maximum dose in improving glycaemia in Type 2 diabetics.

GLYCDHC CO:'iTROL rx TYPE ZDIABETES IS mPROVED BYLO:,\G-TEIUI
PIOGLITAZO:'iEiSULfO:'iYLUREA CO~BI:'IATIO:'l THERAPY
M Kipncs' and A Boss.' 'Diabetes & Glandular Disease Clinic, San Antonio, TX,
USA, and >rakeda Pharmaceuticals North America, Inc., Lincolnshire, IL, USA.

Background and Aims: The durability of glycemic effects of pioglitazone HCI \
(PIO)/sulfonylurea (SU) combination therapy was studied in patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus. One-hundred twenty-nine patients who completed a long-term,
open-label extension (OLE) trial following a 16-week, randomized, double-blind
(DB), multicenter trial of PIO in combination with SU vs SU alone were evaluated.

Materials and Methods: On completion of the DB phase, patients entering the
OLE from either DB treatment group (ie, PIO/SU; SU alone) started the OLE with
PIO IS mg once daily for 4 weeks, after which the dose could be titrated to 30 or 45
mglday if needed. The SU dose could be decreased or discontinued, if necessary, in
response to hypoglycemia.

Results: Primary glycemic data for a total of 88 weeks are shown':

. IBaseline I~nd 010a Itfter 24weeks of Itfier72week, ofOLE
("eek 16) OLE (.eek (0) (.eek66)

PIO/SU (n~92) {Ictal of66weeks' combina"", Itle",py)
HbAoc(%) 1 9.83 I 8.56(-1.28lt 1 8.28(-1.55)H 1 8.20(-1.64)H
FPG (rJ'9Idl) 1 237.5 I lBO.6 (-56.9lt 1 174.8 (-62.6lt 1 171.2 (-66.3)t

SUalone for16-week DB;SUlPlO forOLE(n-37)(Total of72weeks' COmbitajon Itle~;::y)

HbAoc(%) I 9.27 1 9.13(-0.14) I 7.97(-1.29)H I 8.02(-1.25)H
FPG (mgJdL) I 222.4 1 218.6 (-3.9) I 163.2 (-592)H I 164.7 (-57.7)H

Values reported as Mean (Mean 6. vsBaseline), t p<0.01 vsbaseline. t p<0.01 vsendofDB

Patients who had received combination SUIPIO therapy during the DB phase
demonstrated continuedimprovements inHbAle andsustainedimprovements in
FPG throughout the 72-week OLE. Patients who had received only SU during DB
treatment showed significant improvements in glycemic control when PIO was
added; these changes were evident by 24 weeks and were maintained throughout the
OLE.

Conclusions: Long-term combination therapy with PIO/SU is an effective treatment
option for improving glycemic control in patients with type 2 diabetes and is
associated withsustainedimprovementsover time.
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HbA,c(%)
Mean baseline
Mean t. from baseline ± SD
Difference from uptitrated GLlC
% with reduction~ 0.7%

FPG(mgldl)
Mean baseline
Mean t. from baseline ± SD
DifTerencefrom uptitrated GLlC
% with reduction :2: 30 mgldl

'p<O.OOOI, "p=O.OOOI
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RSG + GLlC Uptitrated GLlC
n 218 n 233
8.53 8.59

-1.22' ± 1.100 -f{).07 ± 0.906
·1.32" NA
64.7% 20.6%
n=225 n=2~1

185.1 184.2
-43.4' ± 43.06 +9.2 ± 47.48

-53.9" NA
64.4% 18.7%

LO:'iG-TER'I PIOGLlTAZO:'iE / I:'\SULI:"lCO:\IBI:'IATIO:'i THERAPY
I:\IPROVES GLYCnHC CO:\'TROL 1:'1 TYPE 2 DIABETES
S Rosenblatt,' S Cichy,' C Sanes-Miller.i and The Pioglitazone 031 Study Group.
'Irvine Center for Clinical Research, Irvine, CA, USA and "Takeda Pharmaceuticals
Korth America, Inc., Lincolnshire, IL, USA.

Background and Aims: The durability of glycemic effects ofpioglitazone HCI
(PIO)/insulin (INS) combination therapy was studied in patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus. One-hundred fifty patients who completed a long-term, open
label extension (OLE) trial following a 16-week. randomized, double-blind (DB),
multicenter trial of PIO in combination with INS versus INS alone were evaluated.

;-'laterials and Methods: On completion of the DB period, patients entering the
OLE from either DB treatment group (ie, PIO/INS; INS alone) started the OLE with
PIO IS mg once daily for 4 weeks, after which the dose could be titrated to 30 or 45
mglday if needed. The INS dose could be decreased, if necessary, in response to
hypoglycemia.

Results: Primary glycemic data for a total of 88 weeks are shown below':

IBaseline I End ofDB IAfter 24~ks of IAfter72 weeks of
(week 16) OLE (week(0) OLE (.eek 66)

PIO/INS (n=104) [Ictal of66weeks' comcina:ioo 1tle:a;y)
HbA,c(%) I 9.56 I 8.38(-1.18)t I 8.32(-1.22)t I 826 (-I·30lt
FPG (r.-gfdL) I 2122 1173.4 (-38.7)t I lBO.3 (-51.0lt 11529(-59.3l1t

INS alone for16-week DB; INSI PIQ for OLE (n=46) (Tolal of12....ks'ccrn,inalon 1tlerapy)
HbA,c(%) I 9.43 I 9.17(-0.26) I 8.21 (-1.22lH 18.26(-1.17)H
FPG (rJ'9Idl) 1 217.8 I 1939(-24.0) 1166.2 (-51.6lt 1169.5(-48.4lt

Values reported as Mean Wean6. vsBasel:ne), t p<0.01 vsbaselne; t p<0.01 vsendofDa

Patients who had received combination PIOIlNS therapy during DB treatment
showed sustained improvements in glycemic control throughout the 72-week OLE.
Patients who had received INS alone during DB treatment showed significant
improvements in glycemic control when PIO therapy was added; these
improvements were evident by 24 weeks and were maintained throughout the OLE.

Conclusions: Long-term pioglitazone/insulin combination therapy is effective in
providing sustained control ofHbA,c and FPG.

rx PATIE:"lTSWITH TYPE 2 DIABETES 0:'1 METfOR:\I1:'1, PIOGLITAZO:'lE
REDUCES TIlE ATHEROGENIC I:'\DEX OF PLAS:\IA
D Johns,' MH Tan,' NB Glazer,>and Pioglitazone Study 027 Group, 'Eli Lilly and
Co., Indianapolis, IN, USA and >rakeda Pharmaceuticals North America,Inc.,
Lincolnshire, n, USA.
Background and Aims: The Atherogenic Index of Plasma (AlP) is Log (TglHDL
C) and correlates inversely with LDL particle size (r = - 0.78). Cohorts at low risk
for coronary heart disease (CHD) have AlP values <0; those with high risk have
positive values. People with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) are at high risk for
CHD and have higher AlPs than their matched controls. We studied the effect of
pioglitazone (PIO), a thiazolidinedione, on AlP in patients with T2D~1 currently
treated with metformin (MEn and not in good glycemic control (llbA'c;;,8.0%).
lIIaterials and Methods: The AlPs of patients with T2D~1 who participated in a
multicenter, double-blind clinical trial were calculated and compared for treatment
effects. After a 6-week run-in period, patients were randomized to either placebo
with MET (n=143) or PIO 30 mg QD with MET (n=158). Patients remained on the
assigned treatment for the next 16 weeks. Fasting blood samples were obtained for
HbA,c> plasma cholesterol (total-C, LDL-C, and HDL-C), Tg, glucose, and insulin.
The least-squares mean change (t.) in lipids, HbA,c> and AlP from baseline (last
observation carried forward) for each group was obtained from analysis of
covariance model with treatment, center and baseline included as a covariate.
Results: Compared with placebo, PIO lowered HbA,c by 0.83% points and Tg by
16%, raised HDL-C by 8.7%, and had no significant effect on total-C or LDL-C. The
results for AlP are shown below:

P=0.93
PIO + MET 0.37 -0.09 0.016 P~OOOOl P=O.OOOI

Conclusions: Pioglitazone added to metformin significantly reduced AlP in patients
with T2D~1. Because of the inverse relationship between AlP and LDL particle size,
this decrease in AlP may be extrapolated to reflect an increase in LDL particle size.
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GLYCAEMIC EFFlCACY AND WEIGIIT REGULATIO:"l I:"i PATIE1\7S 0:"1
SULPHO:'>1'LUREAS: A UfILITY FillICTIO:"l TO QUA.'\lIFY OUTCO:l<IE
P Lehert,' M Maitre; J Da\idson,' A Gnbcr" T AIlavoine; H Howlett,2F POIle; M
Comes,2 M-J 0Janut' and M Marre.' 'Faculty of Economics, Mons, Belgium, 2Men:k
Lipha, Lyon, Frarce,'Em:x:rn.: & Diabetes Association of Texas, Dallas, USA, 'Baylor
Collegeof Medicine,Houston,USA,'univeI>itaireX Bichat, Paris,France.
Background and Aims: Body mass index does not predict adverse cardiovascular
outcome, but weight gain during therapy (e.g. with sulphonylureas) may impair quality
of life. Sulphonylureas, however, remain effective and necessary therapy for many
patients. Distinguishing the best overall patient outcome between therapies can be
difficult where HbAlc decreases andweight may increase. We present a novel utility
function (Wh) that identifies the best overallpatient outcome in such situations.
Materials and Methods: Data were analysedfrom a 20-week, double-blind trial in 806
diet-failed patients randomiscd to receive fixed combinations of metformin
ghbenclamide (M-G) 2SOmg!I2Smg or SOOmg/2.Smg, ghbenclamide (G) 2.5mg,
metfonnin (M) sOOmg, or placebo. Wh is definedas follows:

\Vh =[(fmal HbAlc/baseline HbAlc) x (finalweight/baseline weight) - I].

Effects of decreases in HbAle (efficacy) on Wh are opposed by increases in weight, so
that larger negative \\b values suggest better treatment,overall
Results: \Vb was distributed normally(overall mean -0.14, SD 0.12). One-way analysis
and multiple comparison t-Test of Student-Newman-Keuls revealed three different
categories of treatment, corresponding to the two M-G combination groups (mean \Vb =
-0.18 for each), lbe G andM monolberapy groups (\Vb =-0.14 and-0. IS), and placebo
(\Vb = -O.OS). Multiple regression showed that effects on Wh ofM-G 2SOmgll2Smg
andSOOmg/2.5mgwere generally superior to those of G (p=O.038and p=O.OOS) andM
(p=O.066 and p=O.OII). Age, gender, initial B~1l, duration of diabetes or race did not
have a clinically significant influence on \Vb.
Conclusions: The novel composite utility function, Wb, shows that combination
therapy with M-G is associated with a better overall balance between control of
HbA Ic andweight gain than monotherapy with either M or G.
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Comparison of glimepiride & gUclalide in metformln-treated patients with type
2 diabetes: a double-blind, crossover study of vascular Iunctlon,

K DAVIS, P mIINDSA, M HOLT, R DOm;ELLY, University of Nottingham,
Division of Vascular Medicine, Southern Derbyshire Acute Hospitals Trust, Derby

Background & Alms: Sulphonylureas (SUs) have differential binding properties to
cardiovascular KAT> channels, but the comparative effects of Glimcpiride (GU~I)

and Gliclazide (GUC) on micro- and macrovascular function have not been
previously reported in patients with type 2 diabetes (T2D~I).

!lIethod: Twelve patients with T2D~1 and suboptimal glycaemic control despite
rnetfomtin 500mg bid participated in a double-blind, randomised crossover study of
additional GUM 2mg ad and GUC 80mg bid, each for 4 wks, with a 4-wk washout.
Results: Metfomtin continued unchanged, and patients attended 4 study days after I"
dose and 4-wks administration of each SU to assess metabolic changes
(Fructosamine, lipids), arterial stiffness (Augmentation index [AI,], pulse wave
analysis), microvascular reactivity (Peak laser doppler responses to cutaneous
iontophoresis of acetylcholine [Ach] & nitroprusside [SNP]) and pressor
responsiveness to iv infusions of angiotensin 11 (All) and norarenaline (NA).
Parameters GLI~I GLIC DifT.±SE P

IlCdose I mth I-dose I mth
Fructcsamine 329.6 313.7 330.S 318.5 11.8±2~ 0.6
AI. 9.8 9.1 10 9.8 1.214.7 0.8
Lascr(Ach) SS.7 78.54 4.l.8 66.8 -1.8141 0.96
Laser (SI\"P) 96.8 82.t tOl.9 109.5 45.7187 0.6
Conclusion: Despite experimental evidence of different KAT> binding profiles, there
were no clinically significant differences between GUM & GUC in terms of
metabolic control, and micro- or macrovascular vasodilator and vasoconstrictor
reactivity,
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Conclusions: M-G combinations reduced FPG more effectively than M, and 2hPPG
more effectively than M or G. M-G combinations alleviated the total glycaemic
burden more effectively than monotherapy with M or G.

MANAGI:"iG THE TOTAL GLYCAEJI,llC BURDEN IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
wrra Jl,IETFOR,'\1I:"I-GLIBENCLA.,"UDE COMBI:"iATION THERAPY
F Porte,' A Garber; H Howlett,' M Maitre,' JDavidson,' T Allavoine,' P Lebert," M
Comes' and M-I Chanut.' 'Merck Lipha, Lyon, France, 'Baylor College of
Medicine, Houston, IX, USA, 'Endocrine & Diabetes Association of Texas, Dallas,
IX, USA, 'Faculty ofEconomics, Mons, Belgium.
Background and Aims: Tight control ofHbAlc has been linked to a reduced risk of
diabetic complications including mortality. Elevated fasting and 2-hour postprandial
plasma glucose (FPG and 2hPPG) contnbute to the total glycaemic burden, A
double-blind trial in diet-failed patients has evaluated theeffects of glibenclamide (G)
and mctfonnin (M), alone, and in fixedcombination o.l-G), on FPG and 2hPPG_
Materials and Methods: Patients (n~806) were randomised to G 2.Smg, M sOOmg,
M-G 2SOmgll2Smg or SOOmgl2.Smg, or placebo (P) for 20 weeks.
Results: All treatments reduced FPG and 2hPPG vs, placebo (Table I). M-G
2SOmgl1.2Smg and sOOmgl2.Smgreduced FPG more effectively than M (treatment
differences -1.1 19S%CI -I.S,-O.7] and -1.0 [-1.4,-0.7] mrnol/l) and reduced 2hPPG
significantly vs, M (-1.1 [-1.8,-0.5] and -1.0 [-1.7,-0.3] mmol/l) and G (-1.0 [-1.7,
-0.4] and -0.9 [-1.6, -02] mmol/l), The magnitudes of glucose excursions (2hPPG
FPG) were reduced significantly by M and M-G. Effects at 20 weeks on FPG and
2hPPG were larger in patients with more severe diabetes (I IbA1c>8%) at baseline.

Table I, Mean changes from baseline (mmolll, means [SED
P G M M-G

2.5mg 500 mg 250mg/I.25mg
FPG 0.3 (0.1) -2.0 (0.1)" -1.2 (0.1)" -2.3 (0.1)"'
2hPPG 0.3 (OJ) -2.4 (0.2)" -2.2 (02)" .3.4 (0.2)"11
PPG-FPG 0.0 (0.2) -0.4 (0.3) -0.8 (0.2)" -1.2 (0.2)"
Significantly (p<O.OS-O.OOI) more effective than "P, 1M, 'G.

M-G
500mg/2.5mg

-2.2 (0.1)" i

-3.3 (0.2)"11
-1.0 (0.2)"

THE COMBINED MErFORMIN & SULFONYLUREA THERAPY DOES NOT
INCREASE THE RISK OF DEATH IN TYPE 2 DIABETES MELUTUS
Janeczko D, Kopczynski J, Janeczko-Sosnowska E, Tuszynska A,
Lewandowski Z
Chair & Department of Gastroenterology & Metabolic Diseases, and of
Epidemiology, Warsaw Medical University,Poland
Background: Evidence has been presented suggesting a higher mortality risk
brought about by SU (sulpho!)1urca) and MF (metformin) in combination in
type 2 diabetes. Materials & methods: Among ~19 type 2 diabetic patients
with the disease of up to to years' duration, the fmal therapy had been
prescribed prior to the onset of the long follow-up: insulin alone; insulin +oraI
agents; SU only; BI (biguanidcs)+SU; BI only; and diet alone. After 26-years'
follow-up (1973n4-1999) 37S4 deaths were ascertained. Cox multiple
regression models were used in assessing the relative odds of deaths from: all
causes, coronary heart disease (CIID), and cerebrovascular disease (CVD).
Different therapies were represented by a set of dummy variables, with SU
therapy used as standard. Results: In the Table relative odds are presented for
other adjusted risk variables, and 95% confidence intervals.

use nsu n nsu n+ + ony
treatment only oral ag,
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IU:PAGLVilDE PLUS METFORMIN:THERAPY EFFECTS ON INSULIN
SECRETION AND SENSITIVITY IN TYPE 2 DIABETES.
N. Roudovitch,M. LeyckDieken' and A.F.H. Pfeiffer',
'Clinic B. Franklin, Free University of Bertin and DIFE, Potsdam; 'Novo Nordisk
Pharma GmbH,Mainz, Germany,
Background and Abm: Repaglinide (REP) is a novel rapid-acting oral anti-diabetic
agent It acts directly on the pancreatic Becells to stimulate insulin secretion,The primary
objectiveof this study was to evaluate the hypoglycemic potential of REP WIder hyper
and euglycemicclamp conditions. Secondly, asses' the impact of replacing!restoring early
glucose dependent insulin release. Thirdly, the evaluation the effects of REP in
combination with mctformin (MEl) on insu1in sensitivity.
Materw. and Methods: We quantified B-cell secretion and insu1in sensitivityfollowing
hyperinsulinemic, euglycemic(EC)(at 4.5 mmoL1)and hyperglycemic clamp (HCXat II.I
mmollI.) in I I patients with nOM (IOM/f; age 58.8±9 yr., x±SE; BMI 32.2±6 kg/m';
HhAlc 7.6±1 %; diabetes duration 8.2±5 yr.) in randomised placebo-controlledstudy 0[2
weeks duration. Two dose, of REP I mg or PL were given in randomorder at -30 and 60
min ofthe clamp. B-cell secretion"11' determined in the HC as the acute insu1in response
to glucose (AlRglu) over first 10 minute, and second phase of insulin secretion (l HC 25
180). Insulin sensitivityindex (lSI) Wl1S measured during the least 30 min of the EC. C
peptide as a marker of insulin secretion in euglycemia W1lS measured under basal and
under steady-stateconditions. Values are listed as the mean ± SEM. Statistical significance
was determined using paired t-test and/or Wilcoxon-test,
Results: The AlRglu and second phase of insulin secretion under hyperglycemic
conditions were significant increased in HC with REP (AlRglu 1.23%0.4 ,'S. 0.73%0.4
b·mU/L. p<O.OI and I HC (25-180) 95.8±25.7 ,'S. 52%16.5 h'mUIL, p< 0.01). The C
peptide concentrations under steady-state conditions were lower in EC with PL (501±41
,'S. 94S±77pmollI., p<O.05). The basal C-peptide concentrations in EC with REP were
significantly higher compared to C-peptide concentrations in steady-state (127.2%122 ,'S.

945±77 pmollL, p<O.05). Insulin sensitivity index was increased after 1 week
combinations therapy: REP plus PL compared to lSI after I week therapy: PL plus MET
(6.67±1.8 \'S. 4.96±1.3 mgper kg'min!mU, p<O.05).
CooclusiolU: REP increased first phase and stimulated second phase insu1in responses
under hyperglycemic conditions, without markedly enhancing insulin secretion in
euglycemia. REP improved the early phases of insulin secretion in subjects with TIDM
REPplus METcombination therapy produced a significant enhancement of lSI compared
to MET alone, suggesting a synergistic effecton insulin sensitivity,
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ROSIGLITAZONE IN COMBL....ATION wrm GLlBENCLAMlDE PLUS
METFOR.'\IVi IS EFFECTIVE Al'<l) WELL TOLERATED IN TYPE 2
DIABETES PATIENTS
N. Jones', T. Jones', L. Menci', J. Xu', M. Freed' and M. Kreider'. SmithKline
Beecham, 'Harlow, UK. 'College,;lle, PA. USA.

Background and Aims: Owing to the progressive nature of Type 2 diabetes (T2D)
and the proven benefits of tigbt glycaemic control, the need for treatment with two or
more anti-diabetic agents is increasing. Rosiglitazone (RSG), a potent PPARy agonist,
has been shown to produce significant dose-dependent reductions in HbA" and
fasting plasma glucose (FPG) in combination with metforntin (MET) or
sulphonylureas (SU) compared with baseline or comparator alone. This study
evaluated the efficacy and tolerability of RSG as triple therapy in T2D patients
inadequately controlled on maximum doses ofSU + MET.
Materials and Metbods: Patients on at least half-maximal doses of glyburide (GLB)
and MET were titrated to maximal doses of both agents (20 mg/day GLB + 2 g/day
MET) and entered into a 4-week single-blind, placebo (PBO) run-in period. A total 01
837 patients with FP~140 mg/dl and 5270 mg/dl were randontised to either PBO,
RSG 4 mg/day or RSG 8 mg/day, in addition to maximum doses of GLB+MET, for
26 weeks.
Results: FPG and HbA

"
were approximately I\.2 mmoL1 and 8.7%, respectively, at

baseline. Following 26 weeks' treatment, significant reductions in mean HbA" and
FPG from PBO were observed for RSG 4 mg/day (-0.58%, -1.7 mmoL1) and for RSG
8 mg/day (-1.09"/0, -2.9 mmoL1). In the RSG 8 mg/day group, 49% of patients
achieved an FPG<140 mg/dl, and 63% had a decrease in HbA,.20.7%. Symptoms 01
bypoglycaemia, effectively managed by reducing the doses of GLB and/or MET,
were more commonly reported in the RSG groups. Mild-to-moderate oedema was
also reported more frequently in the RSG treatment groups but infrequently resulted
in withdrawal from therapy.
Conclusions: RSG (4 and 8 mg/day) triple combination with GLB + MET was
efficacious and well tolerated, producing marked improvement in glycaernic control
in patients with T2D previously inadequately controlled on GLB +MET.
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Loag-Term Efficary of Triple Oral Therapy tor T"pe 2 Diabetes Mdlitus
R. Sandoval. F. Ovalle and D.S.H. Bell, The University of Alabama at Birntingharn,
Birmingham, Alabama, U.S.A.

Background and Aims: We previously reported the efficacy of the addition of a
tltiazolidinedione (initially troglitazone, later rosiglitazone) to the regimen of patients
failing metformin and sulfonylurea therapy. We now repon the status of these
patients three years after the initiation of triple oral therapy

Materials, Methods and Results.At a mean follow up of37 months (range 18 to 45).
26 (74.3%) of 35 patients remained well controlled on triple therapy with an average
HhAlc of 6.9%0.3% (upper limit of normal 6.5%); the 9 patients who failed did so
after a mean duration of tberapy of 30 months (range 18 to 42) with an average
HhAlc of8"8±0.5%. Both groups gained similar amounts of weight during the study
period (14.4±2.1 vs. 1\.6±3.8 Ibs, p=O.54). A search for potential predictors 01
success and/or failure revealed that botb groups had similar baseline characteristics
including, age, duration ofdiabetes, weight, B~U, IlbAlc and baseline stimulated C
Peptide, and none of these demonstrated a significant correlation with the response to
tberapy. The only significant difference found between these groups was a significant
increase in the stimulated C-Peptide levels during follow up in the group that remain
controlled on triple oral tberapy (form 3.6±0.9 to 5.2±l.1ng/ml, p=O.OO2), compared
to no significant change during follow up in the group that failed (from 3.7±0.8 to
4.2±0.4ng/ml, p--il.46).

Conclusions: Triple oral therapy is therefore a viable long-term therapy for a
significant proportion of those patients who achieve initial control, particularly those
who demonstrate improvement of their pancreatic insulin secretory capacity after the
addition ofa tbiazolidinedione.
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New Glucose-Lowering Possibilities
Human Studies
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ACUTE EFFECTS OF THE DITERPENE GLYCOSIDE STEVIOSJDE ix
TYPE II DIABETIC PATIENTS.
S. Gregersenl, K. Hermansenl, P. B. Jeppesenl, J.J. 1l01st2. Dept. of Endocrinology
and Metabolism CI, Aarhus University Hospital, Aarhus and Dept. of Medical
Physiology2, The Panum Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Background and Aims: Extracts of the plant Stevia rebaudiana Bertoni (SrB) have
been used for many years in the treatment of diabetes in South America, however,
without clinical substantiation. We have previously demonstrated that Stevioside, a
diterpene glycoside present in the plant SrB, possesses insulinotropic, glucagonostatic
and anti-hyperglycaemic potentials in animal studies. The question arises whether
Stevioside also in type 2 diabetes exerts beneficial effects on the glucose metabolism.
Hypothesis: Stevioside added to a test meal reduces the postprandial blood glucose
levels, stimulates insulin and suppresses glucagon levels.
Materials and methods: An acute, paired, cross-over study was carried out in twelve
type 2 diabetic subjects (4 femalesl8 males) with a mean glycated hemoglobin AIC of
7.4±O.4 %. A standard meal (1725 kJ) was supplemented with either I g of Stevioside
or I g of gelatine (placebo). Blood samples were drawn from an antecubital vein 30
minutes before and 240 minutes after ingestion ofthe test meal. Students paired t-test
was used for comparing the effects of stevioside with placebo on the parameters
measured.
Results: Compared to placebo, stevioside reduced the incremental area under the
glucose response curve with 18% (IFO.013), the area under the glucagon response
curve by 19"/0 (IFO.02), and the glucagon like peptide-I (GLP-I) response by 31%
(IFO.044). Stevioside did not significantly alter the area under the insulin and
glucose-dependent insulinotropie polypeptide (GIP) curves and no differences in the
postprandial levels of free fatty acids (FFA) and triglycerides were found.
Conclusions: Stevioside reduces postprandial blood glucose and glucagon levels in
type II diabetic patients. This indicates that Stevioside has beneficial effects on the
glucose metabolism and may be advantageous in the treatment oftype II diabetes.
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Achieving goals metabelie control in type 2 diabetes mellitus by treating
posprandial hy'perglycaemia with Miglitol.
Puig-Domingo M, Pallardo LF, Garcia Mayor R, Benito P, Faure E, Mesa J, LOpez
JS, Artes M, Ravella R, on behalfofthe MIDIA investigators group

Background and Aims: To evaluate the effectivity of l\liglitol in glucose control and to
identify factors related with the treatment response in a population of type 2 diabetes
melllitus (D~I) patients.
Materials and Methods: 5.395 out-patients with type 2 D~I participated in a prospective,
observational and multicentre study performed in Spain. Once included, they could be
treated with l\liglitol (alone or in combination with other antyhiperglucemic drugs) if
HbAlc > 6.5% with the intention to achieve blood glucose control ("low risk") according
to the European Diabetes Policy Group'98-99 (£OPG'98-99): HbAle <= 6.5%, fasting
glucose < 110 mgIdl (6.0 mmol/l) and posprandial glucose < 135 mg/dl (7.5 mmoL1).
After 12 months of treatment with Miglitol in a dose up to 300 mg/tid, a multivariate
logistic regression analysis was performed
Results: At the inclusion visit 91.5% of patients with type 2 D~I showed "microvascular
risk" according to EDPG'98-99: HbAle > 7.50/0, fasting glucose> 125 mg/dl (7.0 mmoL1.)
or posprandial glucose >160 mg/dl (9.0 mmol/l). Recently diagnosed patients (less than I
year) had an average I!bAlc of 7.0"10 (SD 1.3) in comparison with previously diagnosed
patients (more than I year) "he presented an average HbAlc of 7.6% (SD 1.4). Maximum
effectivity of l\liglitol was observed in patients with I!bAlc >7.5% at baseline (mean
decrease -1.8%. CI 95% -1.67 to 1.86%) and among those practising physical exercise
(OR: 1.67; CI 95% 1.15 to 2.42). Multivariate analysis showed that a good response to
treatment was not associated with age. gender, smoking habits or hypercholesterolemia at
diagnosis. 74% of recently diagnosed patients achieved blood glucose control according to
£OPG in comparison to 50% of previously diagnosed ones (p< 0.001). Patients treated
with Miglitol in monotherapy showed bcner results in comparison with those treated with
combination therapy (66% vs 440/0, p< 0.001). The percentage of bad controlled patients
wasalsoreduced from 91.5% at baseline to 48% at the end of the study. At inclusion visit,
27% of patients had posprandial glucose below 180 mg/dl (10.0 mmol/l) and moved up to
70"/0after 12 months of treatment withMiglitol.
Conclusions:l\liglitol is effective in the treatment of type 2 D~I patients, particularly in
those with a worse metabolie control "no reach good HbA Ic and blood glucose values
after 12 months of treatment
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6 MO:-.rrn EFFICACY AND SAFElY OF BENFLUOREX vs, PLACEBO AND
l\IETFORMIN IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS.
S. Del Prato', D.W. Erkclcnsl, M Leutenegger' and the Mediator" Study Group.
'Canedra di Malattie del Metabolismo, Padova, Italy; 'Academish Ziekenhuis,
Utrecht, the Netherlands; 'university Hospital, Reims, France.
Aims: 6-month efficacy' of Benlluorex (Mediator") (I5Q-.l50 rag/day) was assessed
in a double-blind multicentre study vs. Placebo and "s. Metformin (850
2550 mg/day). Materials and metbods: After a 2-month run-in period of strict
dieting, 722 type 2 diabetic patients were randomized (1:2:2) to Placebo (pI; n=IH),
Benlluorcx (BF; n=29~) or Metformin (MF; n=28~). After a 5-week dose-finding
phase, the efficacy of BF was compared with PI (test for difference, main analysis)
and MF (non-inferiority test, secondary analysis) during a 6-month fixed dose
treatment. Results: At entry after strict dieting there was no difference for HbA" (Pl:
7.HI.5, BF: 7.7±1.6, MF: 7.8±1.6%) and fasting plasma glucose (FPG; PI: 9.7±2.3;
BF: 10.0±2.0; l\1F: 1O.2±2.5 mmol/l). At the end of the dose-finding phase. mean
dose was PI: 2.7ItabJd; BF:2.65 tab/d (397.5 mg/d); l\1F: 2.50 tab/d (2125 mg/d). At
the end of treatment (ITT). HbA" level decreased by 0.60% (p < 0.001) in BF
patients and increased by 0.50% (p < 0.001) with PI; mean endpoint difference -0.86
(0.17)% (p < 0.001). FPG decreased by I.2H2.30 mmol/l with BF and increased by
0.36±2.73 mmol/l with PI; mean endpoint difference -1.33 (0.28) mmol/l (p < 0.001).
In patients treated with l\1F, HbA" level decreased by 0.60% (p < 0.001); mean
endpoint difference vs, BF was 0.28 (0.12)% (90"/0CI: 0.07; 0.48]. With l\1F, FPG
decreased by 1.2~±2.30 mmol/l (p < 0.001); mean endpoint difference with BF: 0.6~

(0.19) mmollI (90% 0: 0.33; 0.951. Fasting plasma insulin. total and HOL
cholesterol, and triglyceride concentrations were not different among treatments.
Treatment with BF was well tolerated; 22% of BF patients reported one or more
adverse events (Pl: 17%; MF: 23%) and only two patients suffered a treatment
related, serious adverse event. Conclusion: This study demonstrates that BF I.
significantly reduces HbA

"
and FPG when compared to placebo; 2. has a good safety

profile; and 3. has relatively lower potency as compared to l\1F, though a non
inferiority test (equivalence limit for HbAlc of 0.5%) was not different.
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EFFECT OF MIGLITOL ON TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
N, Sailer,E. Stavridis, C. Ihonston, F. Xavier, J. Barron, G.S. Spathis
St. Helier Hospital, Carshalton, Surrey, UK
Background and Aims: Miglitol is a new a-glucosidase inhibitor.
Aims of the study :To evaluate the effect of miglitol on glucose and
lipid profiles in type 2 diabetics and to asses drug tolerability.
Metirials and Methods: Following a two-week run-in period, 20
Type 2 diabetics, (10 males) with diabetes of at least 6 months
duration (or stabilized for at least 3 months), 40-75 years, non obese,
with HbAl>8% on diet (n=5) or sulphonylureas (n=15) were blindly
randomized to receive either placebo or miglitol 50 mg Ids, for 4
weeks with a 2 week wash-out period on placebo (double blind,
placebo controlled, crossover trial). Adverse event monitoring was
done at each visit Results: At the end of the placebo period mean
fasting blood glucose=13.4±3.4mmolll, HbAI=9.5±2.8%,
fructosamine=3.2±O.56mmolll, total cholesterol=6.59±1.28mmolll,
triglycerides=1.9±1.02 mmolll, body weight=74.7±14 kg. At the end
of the actual therapy mean fasting blood glucose=12.8±3.2mmolll,
HbAI=9,86±2,8%, fructosamine=3,I±O,56 mmolll, total
cholesterol=6,7±1,2mmolll, triglycerides=2,02±1,25mmolll, body
weight=74,7±14,4 kg. There was no statistical difference between
miglitol and placebo in fasting blood glucose (P< 0,99), HbAI
(p<O,99), fructosamine (P<l), total cholesterol (pel), triglycerides
(p<O,99) and weight=74.7±14.4 (p<l). The most frequently adverse
events reported were flatulence and meteorism which occurred 55%
more frequently in miglitol vs. placebo treated patients (p<O,002).
Nobody stopped the drug due to adverse events. Conclusions: there
are no benefits from this drug but only adverse reactions.
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IGF-IIBP3 (Somatokine) is well tolerated and is biologically actlve in patients
with type 2 diabetes mellitus receiving insulin,
A Moses, 0, Clemmons, A Sommer, W, Jacobson, Joslin Diabetes Center, Harvard
Medical School and Insmed Incorporated,
Baekground and Aims: Previous studies clearly demonstrated the efficacy of
recombinant human insulin-like growth factor I (rhIGF.I) in subjects with type I and type
2 diabetes, rhIGF-1 decreased HbAlc in both types of diabetes and reduced insulin
requirements in type I diabetes, It also increased insulin sensitivity in subjects with type 2
diabetes and in severe insulin resistance, Concerns have been raised about the dose
dependent side effects produced by rhIGF-L In a short-term. proof of concept study, we
previously demonstrated that an equimolar ratio ofrhlGF-1 and rhIGFBP-3 (Somatokine)
was biologically active in patients with type I diabetes.
Materials and Methods: In the current study, subjects with type 2 diabetes were exposed
to 4 dosage regimens of rhIGF-IIBP-3 determine pharmacokinetics and
pharmacodynamics, clinical effects, and the adverse event profile, Somatakine was
administered in one of 4 regimens: I) twice daily sc at a dose of 2 mg/kg/24 hr; 2) as a
continuous sc infusion of 2 mg/kg/24 hr; 3) as a 6 hr overnight sc infusion of total dose of
2 mg/kg/24 hr; and 4) as a single sc injection of I mg/kg/24 hr. Endpoints included mean
24 hour blood glucose, MAGE, and 24 hour insulin dose,
Results: Each dose produced a statistically and clinically significant reduction in insulin
requirements and improved glycemic control. Importantly, each dose was well-tolerated
There were no drug-related serious adverse events in any study group, despite the fact that
the dose of total IGF-I ranged up to 2,5 times the dose that was poorly tolerated in
previous studies of free rhIGF-l One subject did develop a mild Bell's Palsy which
resolved spontaneously, The adverse events reported most frequently included headache
(9/12 group 2 and 7114 group I) back pain (3/12 group I and 7114 group 2) and vomiting
(2113 group 3 and 2/16 group 4), No subjects discontinued from the study because of
adverseevents.
Conclusions: These data are consistent with earlier trials of Somatokine in other patient
groups without diabetes, but distinctly different than studies with free IGF-L For
Sornatokine, there appears to be a dissociation between doses that produce a clinically
significant effect from those that produce serious adverse events, Larger scale clinical
trials are underway to determine the full dose response of Somarokine in diabetes both for
clinical efficacy and tolerance, but the current datasuggest that Somatokine may have a
significant place in the therapy of diabetes mellitus, The safety profile of Sornatokine is
superior to that ofrhIGF-I alone,
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Am)'lin replacement with pramlintide as an adjanet to insulin therapy facilitates
a combined improvement in glycemlc and weight control in type 2 diabetes,
DG Maggs, C Weyer, T Burrell, AD Gottlieb, LZ Shen, OG Kolterman, Amylin
Pharmaceuticals, Inc" 9373 Towne Centre Drive, San Diego, CA 92121, USA.
Background and Aims: Among the most prominent limitations of insulin therapy in
type 2 diabetes are undesired weight gain and failure to achieve satisfactory glycemic
control, especially during the postprandial period, Amylin, a beta cell hormone that is
co-secreted with insulin in response to nutrient stimuli, reduces food intake in rodents
and complements the effects of insulin in postprandial glucose homeostasis by
regulating the rate of glucose influx after meals, Postprandial amylin responses are
markedly impaired in insulin-treated type 2 diabetic patients, Three randomized
controlled clinical trials have consistently shown that preprandial s.c, injections of
pramlintide, a synthetic analogue of human amyl in, as an adjunct to insulin therapy
result in significant mean reductions in both HbA Ic and body weight in patients with
type 2 diabetes, To further characterize this dual effect ofpramlintide, we conducted a
pooled analysis ofall three clinical trials,
Materials and Methods: Type 2 diabetic patients treated with either placebo+insulin
[n=207, baseline HbAlc 9.3±L2%, body weight 90,9±19,7kg, (mean±SD») or
pramlintide 120 microgram BID+insulin [n~22I, baseline HbAle 9,I±Ll%, body
weight 92,3±20,Okg) were stratified based on the changes (decrease or increase) from
baseline in HbAlc and body weight after 26 weeks,
Results: Twice the proportion ofpatients in the pramlintide+insulin group achieved a
reduction in both HbAle and body weight compared to the placebo-insulin group
(51% vs. 26%, p<O,OOOI). Of the placebo+insulin treated patients, 21% experienced
an increase in both HbAlc and weight, compared to only 10"10 in the
pramlintide+insulin group (P<O,OOOI). Overall, 90% of pramlintide+insulin treated
patients achieved a reduction in either IIbAlc, weight, or both. Stratification by B~n

and occurrence of adverse events revealed that the weight lowering effect of
pramlintide was most pronounced in obese patients and unrelated to the occurrence of
nausea, the most commonly observed side effect,
Conclusions: The addition of pramlintide to insulin therapy, i.e. the replacement of
both amylin and insulin responses at mealtime, facilitates a combined improvement in
glycemic and weight control in patients with type 2 diabetes,
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Twelve Woeks or Continuous AdministratioD of GLP-I in Elderly Diabetic
Patients .
G,S. Meneilly, I,},L Egan, N, Greig, I, Veldhuis, IE Habener, and 0, Elahi,
University ofBC, John Hopkins Bayview Medical Center, University of Virginia, and
MA General Hospital.
Background and Aims: The established insulinotropic effect of GLP-I had not been
confirmed in elderly type 2 diabetes patients for a prolonged period,
Materials and Methods: We examined regulation ofglucose homeostasis by GLP-I
(7-36 amide) before and after 12 weeks ofcontinuous subcutaneous administration of
GLP-I (0,1-0.4 nmollkglh) in 7 elderly type 2 diabetic patients (age=72,6±L3,
B~n=27.4±L3). No other agent for regulation of glucose was used in this group, A
control group, n=5, was also examined before and after 12 weeks of usual therapy
(age=72,2±L6, B~II~28,0±L3),Diabetes was diagnosed 14±5 )TS, prior to the study
in each group, A hyperglycemic clamp (5,4 mmoVl above fasting) was performed for
Ih followed by return to fasting level for Ih, immediately followed by a euglycemic
clamp (480 pmoIlm21min) for 2h before and 12 weeks after administration ofGLP·L
During the euglycemic damp, plasma glucose was allowed to fall to 5,3 mmolll and
then maintained. In both groups hypoglycemic agents were withheld for 3 days prior
to each clamp, except for GLP·I in the post damp,
Results: In the control group 1st phase insulin (00) response was absent in the initial
and final hyperglycemic damps and in both clamps, 2nd phase insulin responses were
only 50 pmolll above fasting levels, In euglycemic damps, 181}-240 min 1RI levels
were 1700 pmoVl in all damps, In the GLP-I treated group, 1st phase IRI response
was absent in the pre-damp and improved in the post-clamp wbile second phase 1RI
levels increased by 85±36 pmoVl from the first damp, In 4 individuals who received
GLP-I treatment, we obtained 2-min samples during each of the hyperglycemic
damps and insulin pulse profiles were analyzed with multiparameter deconvolution
technique. Insulin burst amplitude increased from 9.4 ±Ito normal values of 3 L2±2
pmollIlmin. Fasting plasma glucagon levels (IRG) were lower in the GLP-I group
after 12 weeks but not in the control group (17 v 24 pmol/l), IRG levels during the last
h of the damp were 14 v 18 pmol/l, M values decreased in the post hyperglycemic
damp in the diabetic control group and slightly increased in the GLP-I group (both
NS), During euglycemia a similar change in M was observed,
Conclusions: We conclude that GLP-I is well tolerated for a prolonged period in
elderly type 2 diabetic patients and is as efficacious as the usuaIoral agents,

912
Am)'lin replacement ,,'ith pramlinlide as an adjunct to insulin therapy facilitates
a combined Improvement iD glycemic and weight control in type I diabetes,
C Weyer, DG Maggs, M Fineman, AD Gottlieb, LZ Shen, OG Kolterman. Amylin
Pharmaceuticals, Inc" 9373 Towne Centre Drive, San Diego, CA 92121, USA.
Background and Aims: Type I diabetes is characterized by an absolute deficiency of
two beta cell hormones, insulin and arnylin, Attempts to restore near-norrnoglycemia
with insulin replacement alone fail in the majority of patients, and are accompanied
by an increased risk of hypoglycemia and undesired weight gain (DCCT). Amylin
reduces food intake in rodents and complements the effects of insulin in postprandial
glucose homeostasis by regulating the rate of glucose influx after meals, Three long
term clinical trials in patients with type I diabetes have consistently shown that
preprandial s.c, injections ofpramlintide, a synthetic analogue of human amylin, as an
adjunct to insulin therapy result in significant mean reductions in both IIbAlc and
body weight in patients with type I diabetes, To further characterize this dual effect of
pramlintide, we conducted a pooled analysis ofall three clinical trials.
Materials and Methods: Type 1 diabetic patients treated with placebo+insulin
[n=393, baseline HbAlc 8,9±L2%, body weight 75,7±14Jkg, (mean1SD») or
prarnlintide (30/60 microgram TID/QID)+insulin [n=496, baseline I1bAlc 8,9±L2%,
body weight 77,0±14,7kg) were stratified based on the changes (decrease or increase)
from baseline in I1bAlc and body weight after 26 weeks,
Results: Twice the proportion of patients in the pramlintide+insulin group achieved a
reduction in both HbAlc and body weight compared to the placebo+insulin group
(44% vs. 22%, p<O,OOOI). While 27% of the placebo+insulin treated patients
experienced an increase in both HbAlc and weight, this proportion was less than 9%
in the pramlintide+insulin group (p<O,OOOI), Thus, more than 90% of
pramlintide+insulin treated patients achieved a reduction in either IIbAlc, weight, or
both, Stratification by B~n and occurrence of adverse events revealed that the weight
lowering effect of pramlintide was most pronounced in obese patients and unrelated to
the occurrence ofnausea, the most commonly observed side effect,
Conclusions: The addition of pramlintide to insulin therapy, i.e, the replacement of
both missing beta cell hormones at mealtime, facilitates a combined improvement in
glycemic and weight control in patients with type I diabetes,
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GLYCATED HAEMOGLOBIN ANDCONTINUOUS GLUCOSE
MONITORING.
SharpP.S., KrishnaS. and RainbowS.J. Northwick Park Hospital,
Middlesex,UnitedKingdom.
Background. Glycated haemoglobin (HbAle) is the standardby
whichglycaemiccontrolof diabetesis assessed. Previousstudies
haveexaminedthe correlations betweenvariousmarkersof glucose
controland HbAlcs but new technologyallowsbetterassessmentof
this issue.Patients and Methods. 19 patientswith insulintreated
diabetes(I IF, 8M,meanage 41.2years, range20 • 77 years)were
studiedwith the continuous glucosemonitoringsystem(MiniMed
Inc.).This systemmeasuressubcutaneous glucoselevelsat 5 minute
intervalsthroughout the studyperiod,whichlevelscorrelateclosely
with capillaryglucose. Results. Duringa mean studyperiodof2.7
daysper patient (range 1.5-4.2), HbAlecorrelatedwithmedian
glucoselevel (r =0.53,p=O.02). Peak glucose,quantitatedas time
(hours/24 hours)duringwhichthe glucoselevelwasabovean
arbitraryfigureof ISmmol/l,also correlatedwith HbAle(r =0.49,
p=O.03S). Variability in glucose,measuredas the interquartile range
for measurements, did not correlatewith HbAlo(r =0.02,p=O.9).
Neither was therea correlationbetweenany isolatedblood glucose
valueand HbAlo(fastingglucoser =0.23,p=O.3S), (2 hour
postprandialglucose, r = -0.14,p=O.56). Conclusion.HbAle
correlateswith medianand peakglucoselevels, but says little about
variabilityin glucosevaluesor any individuallevel.This
fundamental pointshouldbe taken into accountwhenusingHbAle
to assesseffect of therapeutic agentsor adjustinginsulinregimens.

915
Continuous glucose monitor system in children with diabetes mellitus type 1
J.V. Varvarovska, R. Pomahacova, F. Stozicky. Pediatric Department, Charles
University Hospital Plzen, Czech Republic

Background aud Aim"Continuous glucose monitor system is a progressive method
in diabetes eare. The authors summarized their first experience with continuous
glucose monitor system in children.

Malerials and Methods: 14 children (Thoys, 7 girls) aged from 4 10 13 years were
examined by means of continuous glucose monitor system MiniMed. 13 patients
suffered from diabetes mellitus type I with unstable control, I non-diabetic girl was
suspicious of fasting hypoglycemia. Monitor was applied with the previous informed
consent ofthe patient's parents, Glucose monitor sensor was introduced into the right
or left upper abdominal quadrant subcutaneously and the system was initializod
within the next one hour. Glycemic values were then registered every 5 minutes by
monitor system without the possibility of patient's visual control and after the
maximum of72 hours displayed on PC equipped with a special software.

Results: Monitoring was successful in II children from the total 14. I boy refused the
monitor after its initialization. In 2 patients small bleeding in the site of sensor
application was observod and consequently discontinued monitoring due to blood
coagulum in sensor cannula. Successful measurements proved nocturnal
hypoglycemias in 5 diabetic children. The remaining 5 diabetic patients had high
glycemias at night and in the morning but hypoglycemias in the afternoon. In I non
diabetic girl hypoglycemia after fasting was found out at night. All performed and
successful monitorings contributed to the insulin dosage modification in diabetic
patients and stabilized glyccmias. In I non-diabetic girl with fasting hypoglycemia the
diet containing maltodextrine was applied for hypoglycemia prevention.

Conclusions: Continuous glucose monitor system has contributed to the adequate
insulin dosage and to the improved diabetic contro!. It could be also used for the
diagnostics ofhypoglycemias ofdifferent causes.

914
L'TIIAL EXPERIENCE wrrn THE coxnxous GLUCOSE
MO);ITORING SYSTEM
A Novials, M. Subira, A Chico.
Diabetology Unit. Fundacio Sardo Farrio!. Barcelona, Spain.

Background and Aim" Relevant prospective studies (DCCT, UKPDS) have demonstrated
that a goodmetaboliccontrolof D~f decreasesthe risk of complications. Sometimes..intensive
insulin therapy plus frequent self-monitoring of blood glucose arc not enough to improve
glycemiccontrol. The Mini.\ledil Continous Glucose MonitoringSystem(CG~IS) offers more
detailed information of glucose profile. The aim oC the study was to evaluate benefits and
problemsrelated with the useoCCG~IS.
Materials and Methods: II patients with badly controlledD~l and/or frequent hypoglycemias
(glycatcdhemoglobin8.23±1.6%)were monitorizedwiththe CG~IS Cor 3 day' (5 <$ and 6 \1; 5
type I and6 type 2; age 53.5±15 years; D~l evolution 16.7%9 years). All subjects were treated
with insulin (9 with multiple injections and2 with insulin pump). All CGMS were installed by
the same instructed nurse following the recommendations of the system. Patients were
Instructedadequately and encouraged to maintain thcir 1lSU.1! lifestyle and \IC3t1llenl, and they
used the same glucometcrduring the monitoring period.

Results: CGMS register duration was 66±7 hours. Technicalproblems observed were: I) In I
caseweneeded to replace the CGMS I hour after it "as installeddue to an "error" message; 2)
in anothercase an alarmwasstarteddue to a big discrepancy betweenmeterglucoselevels and
sensor glucose levels; 3) and in 3 cases the CGMS interrupted the register Cor I to 5 bours
without any apparentreason or alarm.Non-optimalcorrelations betweenmeterglucose/sensor
glucosewere observed in all patients in I 0 more day, oCthemonitoringperiod. We observed 2
especially relevant discrepancies: 1)'"Falsenegati...·e of hypoglycemia": clinical hypoglycemia
confIrmedby the meter not detected by the CGMS; 2) And,"false positi...e of hypoglycemia":
normal meter value whereas sensor value was <40 mg/d1 in the absence of symptoms of
hypoglycemia.The CGMS was comfortable and not painful,andpatients felt confident and
satisfied with its use. Only I patient showeddifficulties in understanding the CG~IS. Glucose
profile obtainedwas vcry informative and useful to modifytreatmentadequately,

Conclusions: The CGMS is. useful tool for mndif)ing treatmentof patients with D~l, but the
number DC technical problemsobscr..ed needs 10 be considcred.
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AMBULATORY CO:ITLxL'OUS SUBCUTA"''EOUS GLUCOSE SENSOR L....
ADOLESCENT WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES: A BEl'I'EFiClAL TOOL.
P.Schaepelynck-Beticar, Ph.Vague and V.Lassmann-Vague. Timone Hospital,
Marseille, France

Background: Puberty is commonly associated with a deterioration of metabolic
control in adolescence with type I diabetes for physical and psychological reasons.
Capillary glucose monitoring is rarely performed and not sufficient to evaluate
glycemic control. Hospitalization is often rejectod and then modical follow-up
difficult in these yOung patients. Aim of the study: To examine the help providod by
ambulatory continuous SC glucose monitoring for the care of diabetic adolescents
during their usual lifestyle. Patients: Eligibility criteria include adolescent with type 1
insulin-dependent diabetes and HbAlc greater than 8%. M"thod. : At the beginning
of the study (MO), SC glucose sensor (CGMS, Mimined, Sylmar, USA) is usod for 3
days. HbAle and Low Blood Glucose Index (LBG!) are determined. After download
to a computer, data are examined for evaluation of glycemic variations and discussod
with the patient. Then insulin treatment is modified. Two months later (M2) the same
procedure is usod and all studied parameters are re-evaluated. Results: Ten
adolescents (5 girls, 5 boys) with type I IDDM have been includod (mean age (+ SD):
16.7+1.2 years, mean duration of diabetes: 5.1+3.3 years, mean I!bAlc during the
previous year: 10.2+0.8%). At inclusion, treatment consists in 2 (n~3) or 3 (n~) daily
insulin injections or CSII (n~!). In 9 patients, variations of glycemia are really
revealed by CGMS but do not appear with capillary measures. In 7 patients day-to
day reproducibility ofglycemic fluctuations is supposed to be related to inappropriate
treatment. HbAle significantly improves from MO to 1.12 (10.3+1.1 vs 9.1+0.9"/0).
LEG! does not significantly change (2.2+1.1 vs 3.2+1.4). Modification. of insulin
treatment consist in intensification (n ~3), change in insulin doses (n=l) or insulin
type (n=3). Daily sensor data are not optimal in 40 % of cases. This is related to the
patient (50 %) or to the device (50 %). Conclusion: CG~IS provides the basis for
discussion, motivation and adjustment of insulin treatment leading to improvement of
metabolic control in ambulatory adolescent patient with type I diabetes. It appears
then as a very useful tool in these patients.
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ACCURACY OF ML'iUIED CO:\TL'iUOUS GLUCOSE MO:-lITORL'iG
SYSTDt DURI:-IG HYPOGLYCADIL-\
D. Kerr, E. H. Cheyne, M. Weiss, 1. Ryder, D. A. Cavan. Boumemouth Diabetes and
Endocrine Centre, Royal Boumemouth Hospital, Boumemouth, U. K.

Background and Aims: The concept of glucose sensing is an important development for
patients with diabetes as it provides moreaccurate information about excursions above and
below target levels. Clinical experience with the Mini~led continueus glucose monitoring
system has revealed a surprising level of previouslyunrecognised hypoglycaemia. Available
evidencesuggeststhat subcutaneous glucoselevels closely mimicbloodglucose levels witha
lag timeof onlya few minutes. However, no studieshavebeenpublished to showhow well the
sensor performsin sustainedhypoglycaemia and in recoveryfrom hypoglycacmia. The aim of
OW" studywasto evaluate theaccuracy of the Mini~fcd subcutaneous glucosesensor during and
in recoveryfromcontrolledhypoglycaemia,
Material. and Method.: A hypcrinsulinaemic glucosedamp (6OmU/ml)was used to study 8
healthyvolunteers.2 glucosesensorswere inserted the day before the study and calibratedwith
pinprick measurements. Onthedayof the study thesensors werecalibrated withglucosevalues
from a yellowspringsglucose analyserat the start of the studyand at the end of the study. One
of the sensors was alsocalibrated during hypoglycaemia Bloodglucoselevels weremaintained
at euglycaemia for the first 60 mins, then decreased to 2.5 mmoL1 for 60 mins and finally
restoredto euglycacmiafor a further60 mins.Arterialiscdblood taken was analysedfor blood
glucoseevery5 mins. At the end of the study,sensor readingswere comparedto bloodglucose
readings.
Results: Seven sensorsdid not provideusabledata. The other 9 sensor profiles showed good
agreement with bloodglucose levelsateachafthe threeplateau's with a correlationcoefficient
of 0.79 and mean absolutedifferenceof7 % (351 pairedreadings.)Regressionanalysis- slope
=O"81~ intercept =0.4-1 mmoL1. Thesensorreadings didbavea tendency to readlowerthanthe
actual blood glucose levels.Average readings at (A) Euglycacmia, (B) Hypoglycacmia (C)
Euglycacmia - recovery: Sensor readings:(A) 4.20 +/- 0.60, (B) 2.50 +/- 0.38, (C) 3.95 +/
0.71. Bloodglucose: (A) 4.47 +/- 0.27, (B) 2.58 +/- 0.19, (C) 4.48 +/- 0.17. The sensor drop
closely matchedthe drop in blood glucosebut the recovery from hypoglycacmia was a little
more variable. The time taken for the sensor to achieve a reading > 4mmoVl after
bypoglycaemiawas delayedby an averageof 30 mins(range0 - 55 mins).
Conclusions: In general thesensorperformed well although therewas variationinperformance
betweensensors. Theyprovedeffectiveat recognising theonsetof hypoglycacmia, butmaybe
over-estimating the degreeof and durationcf hypoglycacmia.
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A RMUO~UZED, CONTROLLED STUDY: USE OF A COYfIXUOUS
GLUCOSE SE:>1SORI:\IPROVES BBAIC LEVELS.
H. Sabbah, B.W. Bode, K. McCullocb. Atlanta Diabetes Associates, Atlanta, Georgia,
USA

Background and Aim" Earlier results of nonrandomized pilot studies suggest that
continuous glucose monitoring (CGMS, Mini~led Inc.) can be used to guide therapy
adjustments and reduce HbAle levels. To more rigorously evaluate this question, we
undertook a randomized, prospective study in patients with poorly controlled Type I
diabetes.
Materials and Method.: To be eligible, HbAle levels had to be >~ 8% despite at
least one year of intensive insulin therapy with MOl Or CSU, frequent self-monitored
blood glucose (SMBG) tests, quarterly follow-up visits with review of meter
downloads and education on self-adjusting insulin. Patients were assigned to one of
two methods of therapy adjustment. The CG~IS group wore a sensor during Week I
and Week 3, with each use followed by clinician review and therapy adjustments
based on glucose profiles, diet logs, and meter downloads. The Meter group had
clinician review and therapy adjustments also at Week I and Week 3, but using only
data obtained from their meter downloads and diet logs. HbAle measurements were
obtained at Baseline, Week 8 and Week 12.
Results: Twenty patients with an average age of36 years (range, 19 to 61 years) and
with 21 ± 9 years history of diabetes, completed tbe study. The average HbAlc
[CG:-'IS vs. Meter] was not different at Baseline [9.1 vs. 8.9, p9l.68J). However, the
average IIbAlc was significantly lower for the CGMS group at Week 8 [7.9 vs, 8.6,
p=O.064] and Week 12 [7.9 vs. 8.8, p9l.026]. There was a trend towards greater
reduction from baseline in HbAle at Week 8 [-1.2% vs. -0.3%] and Week 12 [-1.2%
vs. -0.1%] when therapy adjustments were based on continuous glucose data versus
when they were based on meter data alone.
Conclusions: These results confirm that the CGMS is an effective means of reducing
HbAlc, especially in patients wbo have failed to achieve control despite frequent
blood glucose monitoring.
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Repeated use of eontinuous glucose monitoring in children and adolescents
improved metabolic control without increasing hnlOgl)·cemia.
J. Ludvigsson, R. llanas, A. Ter Veer, C. Andreassen, E. lsaeson and E. Johansson

Background and Aims: The CG~IS sensor (Continuous Glucose Monitoring System,
MiniMed, USA) monitors interstitial subcutaneous glucose (scGlueose) levels (2.2-22
mmollL), which is said to reflect blood glucose, every 10 seconds and records an
average value every 5 minutes. The data is downloaded to a computer providing a
continuous tracing of blood glucose values. The aim of this study was to evaluate tbe
possible improvements in metabolic control in children and adolescents when using
CGMS.

Material. and Methods: 27 diabetic patient. aged 12.8 ± 3.6 (5-20) years and with a
diabetes duration of 7.0 ± 3.8 (2 • IS) years (mean + SD) were randomized to use
CG~IS for 3 days every fortnight in a 6 month cross-over study. Half the time CG~IS

was used in'blind' mode, i.e. neither the patient nor the diabetes team took part of the
results.

Result" The sensors gave valid reading. for 2.1 ± 1.0 days. In both groups there was
a decrease in HbAlc during the first 3-month period. After cross-over the now open
group bad a further decrease in HbAlc (caused mostly by a decrease in nigbttime
scGlucose) while the now'blind' group leveled ofT.Altogether there was a significant
decrease in HbAle during the open arm when there was access to the CG~IS data
from 7.6 to 7.2% (p=O.012) wbile the decrease during the'blind' arm was from 7.6 to
7.5% (p=n.s.). There were 1.5 episodes/day of daytime and 0.6 of nighttime high
scGlucose (> IS mmollL). 26/27 patients experienced daytime low scGlucose « 3,0
mmollL, 0.8 episodes/day, duration 58 ± 29 min) and all patients bad at least one
nighttime episode of low scGlucose (0.4 episodes/night, duration 132 ± 81 min). We
found no difference in low scGlucose frequency between the treatment arms.

Conclusions: Using CGMS in the pediatric age group detect. wide swings in
scGlucose, sometimes with very low values. With repeated use of this device it was
possible to lower HbAlc without increasing the frequency of low scGlucose «
3mmoL1;reflecting hypoglycemia).
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Variables related to insulin sensitivity during buman non-diabetic pregnancy.
M.C. Breschi, G.Seghieri, R Anichini, A De Bellis, F.Franconi, and L. Ahiggi.
Dept. of Internal Medicine and Diabetes Unit, Presidio Ospedaliero USL n.3,
Pistoia,and University of'Sassari, Italy.

Background and Aims: Insulin resistance is raised during the last trimester of
pregnancy. Aim of this study was to estimate the set of clinical variables mostly
associated with the 'physiologic' insulin resistance related to the pregnant status.

Materials and Methods: The study group was composed of 436 women who were
classified as nondiabetic after having been tested by means ofa 1000g OGTT between
the 24th and the 28th gestational week,as suggested by the ADA clinical practice
recommendations (Diabetes Care 23 Suppl.I:S77-79,2000).Insulin sensitivity was
measured using the index of Matsuda and DeFronzo (I0,OOO/square root of[fasting
glucose x fasting insulin]x[mean glucosexmean insulin during OGTTD, and validated
for pregnancy by Kirwan JP (Diabetes 49 Suppl. I :A3,2000).

Results: By univariate analysis the insulin sensitivity index (IS!) was inversely
related to both pregestational (r=-O.27; p<O.OOO I) and actual body mass index (r=
0.27; p<O.OOOI), week of test (r=-O.IO; p9l.03), as well as to mean blood pressure (r=
-0.16; p9l.0008), whie no significant relationship was present with age, parity or
family history ofdiabetes. Gestational week oftest,body mass index (EMI) at onset of
pregnancy and mean blood pressure remained significantly related to lSI after a
multiple regression analysis model including as covariates age, parity and body
weight increase (p<0.05).

Concluslons: In this group of women with normal glucose tolerance: a)insulin
sensitivity changes significantly during the period 24th-28th week of pregnancy since
the later oral glucose tolerance is being tested, the higher is insulin resistance
(resulting raised ofabout tbe 25% from week 24 (18.6+/-9.4 SD) to week 28 (14.8+/.
7.9; p=().OI), b) insulin sensitivity appears lower in woman who are fattier before
pregnancy, independently ofgestational weight increase., and finally c) blood pressure
is independently related to degree of insulin resistance, similarly to what described in
non-pregnant people.

MEMBRANE LIPIDABNORMALITY IN GESTATIONAL DIABETICS,
K Ghebremeskel', C Lowy', Y Min', B Thomas', B Offley-Shorc', and MA

Crawford'. 'Institute of Brain Chemistry and Human Nutrition, University of
North London.Department of Endocrinology , Diabetes, Guy's, King's and St
Thomas' School of Medicine, St Thomas' Hospital, London, SEI 7EH.

Background and Aims: The polyunsaturated fatty acids, arachidonic (AA) and
docosahexaenoic (DHA), arevital structuraland functional components of cell
membranes. In human (type I and 2) and experimental diabetes, membrane
levels of AA and DHA are depressed, Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) is
characterised by insulin resistance, impaired glucose tolerance, receptor and
,-aSCUI.1r dysfunction. But membrane composition is less well characterised. We
have investigated membrane lipid integrity in GDM and control women.
Materials and Methods: Fasting blood samples were obtained from untreated
GDM (n=46) and healthy controls (n=~~) aftcr 29 weeks of gestation. Percent
fatty acid composition of plasma choline phosphoglyccridcs (pCPG) and red
cell choline (RCPG) and ethanolamine (REPG) phosphoglyceridcs were
analysed by Gas Chromatography and expressed as Mcans±SD. Results:
Relative to the controls, the GD:>1s had higher level of AA (8.5±2 vs 1O.5±2.2,
P<O.OOOI) and comparable DHA values in PCPG fraction. In contrast, in thc
RCPG of the GD~1s both AA and DHA were lower (8.2±3.0 vs 1O.3±2.I,
P<O.OOOI) and (3.3±1.9 vs 4.9±1.9, P<O.OOOI) respectively, Similarly; the
REPG of the GD:>1swere lower than the controls (AA, 13.9±3.4 vs I5.8±2.I,
P<O.OOI) and (oHA, 7.9± 2.3 \"S 6.3±2.8, P=0.OO3). Conclusions: Despite
adequate levels ofAA and DHA in plasma CPG, red cell membrane content of
these two fatty acids was reduced in the untreated GD:>1s compared with
women with normal glucose tolerance. These membrane perturbations may
account for the recognised alterations in receptor function and impaired
transport.
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a nor eptin eve s corre ate siam icanny WI 1plate et aeareeauon.
A2e n:>11 Leptin Th1'a ADPI I ADP2 I ADP5
\TS ker/rn nz/ml nc/ml Aaereaation (% increase)

Non-P 32±2 27.1+1.5 11.5±5 2.3±O.2 2±1 I 10±2 I 42f5
Preg 33±3 26.5fIA 19.8±3" 3.5±O.3" 6+1" I 25±3" I 56±3"
GD:>I 3~±3 28.0fI.3 19.0±4" 3.1+0.2" 9±2" I 34+4"' I &lf2'!. < <

NORMAL AND GESTATIONAL DIABETES PREGNANCY ARE ASSOCIATED
wrrn n;-CREASED PLAS:>IA TNFa LEVELS A..'ID PLATELET AGGREGATION
C. Tsigos,' E. Yfanti, I I. Elmatzoglou, I M. Souvatzoglou.i T. Demirtzoglou,' A.
Krirniz.1s,' I. Kyrou,' P. Tsiotra,' E. Papageorgiou,' E. Anastasiou' and S.A. Raptis,'~

'Hellenic National Diabetes Center, 'Dept. of Endocrinology, Alexandra Hospital and
'2" Dept. of Internal Medicine, Research Institute and Diabetes Center, University of
Athens, Athens, Greece.
Background and Aims: Pregnancy, especially during the second half, is associated
with increased insulin resistance, as well as increased coagulability and thrombotic
tendency. Increased leptin and TNFa production from the placenta may contribute to
both abnormalities. We examined whether platelet aggregation is deranged during
pregnancy and whether this might relate to circulating TNFa and leptin levels.
Materials and Methods: We studied 26 women with normal pregnancy (Preg), 30
with gestational diabetes (GD}'I) and 22 non-pregnant control women (Nea-P), all
matched for age and B:>U.All pregnant women were studied during the 2" trimester.
We measured fasting plasma glucose, insulin, leptin (by RIA) and TNFa (by Elisa), as
well as platelet aggregation in response to increasing doses ofADP (I, 2 and5 p:>l/L)
in a platelet aggregometer (BJO/DATA Corporation). Results: Both normal
pregnancy and GD:>I were cltaracterized by significant increases in platelet
aggregation and leptin and TNFa levels compared to the non-pregnant controls
(Table), despite their comparable BMls. TNFa and leptin levels, but not platelet
aggregation, correlated significantly with fasting insulin levels (p<0.05). Neither
TNF leoti I I I d sianifi I ith I I .

, P 0.05 vs Non P, , P 0.05 \S Preg
Conclusions: Human pregnancy is generally associated with: a) elevations in
circulating leptin and TNFa levels, most probably deriving from the placenta and
contributing to the development of insulin resistance and b) increased platelet
aggregation, which is more pronounced when GD~I develops, and apparently
contributes to the hypercoagulability observed in these conditions.

Background and Aims: Serum Leptin concentrations are positively correlated with
serum insulin concentraions in obese and non-obese subjects. Normal pregnancy is
associated with higher leptin concentrations together with hyperinsulinaemia and
insulin resistance, but gestational diabetes (GDM) is also associated with impaired
insulin secretion. We investigated serum leptin, insulin and weight gain in pregnancy,
both in normal women and those with GDM.
Materials and Methods: Thineen women with GD:>1, aged [mean (SO)] 32 (5.1)
years with a mean body mass index (EM!) 30.8 (5.1) kg/m2 and pregnancy duration
of27.7 (3.5) weeks and 59 pregnant women with normal glucose tolerance, aged 30.9
(4.9) years with BMI 30 (6.1) Kglrn2 (p=NS) and pregnancy duration of 26.6(4.5)
weeks were studied. Fasting serum leptin was measured by readioimmunoassay
(Lince Research, SI. Louis, Mo.) and insulin by ELISA Leptin concentrations were
not normally distributed and were therefore logaritlunically transformed: between
group comparisons were made by t test.
Results: Leptin concentrations were significantly lower in GD:>I patients [median
(range)] [13.2(2.7-21.9) nglmL] than controls [19.1 (3.5-87.0)nglmL p<O.OOOI].
There was no difference in the baby's weight in GD:>I [3.85(0.57) Kg] and control
mothers [3.7 (0.46) Kg], but maternal weight gain was significantly higher in GDM
mothers [13.1 (3.6) vs 11.1 (3.7) Kg, p<0.OO6]. Multiple regression analysis showed
that maternal weight gain (p<0.02), insulin concentration (p<O.018) and duration of
pregnancy (p=().04) were significantly related to the logarithm of the serum leptin
concentration (R29l.504). However, insulin was positively correlated with leptin in
normal, but not GD:>I mothers.
Couclusions: GD:>I is associated with relative hypoleptinaemia and greater weight
gain. This may be related to an altered relationship between insulin and leptin in
GDM.

Lower rasting leptln in gestational diabetes meDitus is related to increased weight
gain
AI-Daghri N, Bartletl WA, Al-Attas 0, AI-Rubean K, Jones AF and Kumar S.
Departments of Clinical Biochemistry and Medicine, Birmingham Heartlands
Hospital, Birmingham, UK and King Khalid University Hospital Diabetes Centre,
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
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Serum bomoc):sttine is related to glucose tolerance and insulin sensith,ity in
diabetic and non-diabetic pregnant women..
G. Seghieri, R.Anichini. M.C. Breschi, ADe Bellis, APezzatini. F.Franconi and L.
Alviggi, Dept. ofIntemal Medicine and Diabetic Unit, Presidio Ospedaliero USL n.3,
Pistoia and University ofSassari,Italy.

Background and Aims:Serum homocysteine levels (sHcy) have previously been
found reduced during pregnancy, as well as associated to adverse pregnancy outcomes
or early pregnancy losses, while contrasting data exist about sHey and insulin
sensitivity or glucose tolerance in both diabetic and nondiabetic pregnant womenTo
evaluate this, we measured sHcy in two groups of diabetic and nondiabetic pregnant
women.

Material. and Method.: We studied two groups of women classified as nondiabetic
(n~35) or affected with gestational diabetes mellitus (GD~I, n=25)by means of a 100
g OGTI performed between the 24th and the 28th gestational week, measuring
insulin and sHcy both basally and at 2 hours, other than basal serum folate and
vitBl2.

Results: Both basal and 2-hr sHcy were significantly higher, in the group ofdiabetic
women (5+/-2.25(SD)umolll vs 4.03+/-1.06 umolll and 4.54+/-2.01 umolll vs 3.7')+/
1.07 umolll;p<0.05 for both).In both groups basal sHcy was higher than 2-hr-sIlcy by
about the 9"10 (p'9l.000 I, by paired t test) and either basal or 2-hr-sHcy were inversely
related to serum folate (r>-OAO;p<O.OI in both).Only in diabetic women both basal
and 2-hr-sIley were significantly related to 2hr-plasma glucose (r'9l.50; p---{).Ol for
both),even after adjusting for serum folate (p'9l.03). In both groups no relationship
was observed between sIley and serum vitBl2, basal or 2-hr-plasma insulin, HOMA
indices for insulin sensitivity or beta cell function.

CouclusHlfu: Our findings suggest that:a) GD~I is characterised by a significant
increase of about the 20% in basal and 2-hr sHcy; b) sHcy appears modified by
plasma glucose concentrations, being reduced at 2 hours after a standardised oral
glucose load; c) glucose tolerance, as expressed by 2-hr-plasma glucose during the
OGTI, is significantly related to both basal and 2-hr sHcy, independently on the
prevailing insulin sensitivity only in women with GD~t

926
~IPAcr OF THE CHAJliGES LV THE GESTATIO:'iAL DIABETES
DIAG:"OSTIC CRITER.IA
P. POtter, P. Navarro", M. Mauri, I. Eleno, R. Alfayate and A Pic6·. Laboratorio de
Hormonas. Secci6n de Endocrinologia", Hospital General Universitario, Alicante,
Spain

Background and Aim.: To asses the impact due to the change ofgestational diabetes
mellitus (GD~I) diagnostic criteria: the currently used National Diabetes Data Group
<r-'DDG)diagnostic criteria in front ofthe Carpenter and Coustan diagnostic criteria.
Materiab aod Metbod" Data from 1309 pregnant women all of whom were subject
to the O'Sullivan test and, when it was indicated, also subject to the oral glucose
tolerance test (OGTT), for diagnosis of GDM in our IIospital during the last 5 years
(1996-2000) were anaIized.
Result" O'Sullivan: From the 1309 patients subject to the O'Sulliva test, we obtained
the following glucose levels, < 130 mgldL, 131-139 mgldL and > or = 140 mgldL in
609, 151 and 548 patients, respectively. According to r--'DDG, a 100 g OGrr was
performed in 41,9% ofthese patients. This percentage would then tise to 53,4% when
the new Carpenter and Coustan diagnostic criteria are applied.
OGTI: During the same time a total of 678 pregnant women were submitted to the
OGTI, resulting that when we applied the NDDG diagnostic criteria, 221 (32,6%)
patients are diagnosed as GD~I, 178 (26,3%) had only one increased level and 279
(41,1"I.) were normal. However, when the Carpenter and Coustan diagnostic criteria is
applied results show: 316 (46,6%) would have been diagnosed as GD~I, 162 (23,9"10)
would have had only one increased level and 200 (29,5%) would have been normal.
With the new diagnostic criteria, there is an increase in the number ofwomen who are
diagnosed as GD~t The number ofOGrr that we must repeat decrease by 2,4% also
decreasing the pregnant women considered normal by 11,6%.
Conclusions: Application of the new GD~l diagnostic criteria would involve an
increase of the additional OGTI that must be performed. The percentage of patients
diagnosed as GD~I rises. Therefore, these additional patients must be included in
treatment and care programmes which would involve an increase in the global cost
and cause inconvenience to the patients. Nevertheless, it must be assessed Ihe clinical
repercussion of these changes.
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ATIITUDE TOWARDS ORAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST WITH O:"E
ALTERED POrnT rx GESTATIO:'iAL DIABETES MELLITUS. UTILITY OF
A SECOND ORAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST
I. Eleno, P. Navarro", R. Alfayate, P. Potter, M. Mauri, A.\I. Pic6·.
Laboratorio de Hormonas. ·Servicio de Endocrinologia. Hospital General
Universitario de ALicante

Background and Aims:
According to the criteria of American Diabetes Association (ADA) for the diagnosis
of gestational diabetes mellitus (GD~I) two or more altered results 011 oral glucose
test tolerance (OGTT) were diagnostic criteria ofGD~1 and those with none altered is
normal. However, it is not clear how would to act when there is only one abnormal
point. The present study analyses the results obtained in a second OGTI realised in
women with one altered result in the first OGTI.

Materials and Method"
We analysed the results of all OGTI performances to pregnant women during five
consecutive years (1996-2000) in our laboratory. According to National Diabetes
Data Group, the OGTI is performance with 100 g of glucose administrated oral and
in fasting conditions and venous glucose levels are measured at 0, I, 2 and 3 bours
after test. Normal values are 105, 190, 165 and 145 mgldl respectively. In our hospital
we advise to repeat this test when one altered result appears.

Result"
During this five years period we realised 678 OGTI, of whom 178 had one altered
result. We performed 88 repetitions of this lest and obtained: 30 normal gestant
(34.1%),24 women with one altered result again (27.3%) and 34 women diagnosed as
GDM (38.6%).

Conclusions:
The repetitions of OGTI seems necessary because the diagnosis shows an elevated
percentage of women with GDM whom could not be diagnosed with the first OGTI
and could not be treated adequately. The question, now, is what is the attitude to
adopt when in the second repetition one altered result persists.

927
ISLET AUTOIMMUNITY IS UNCOM:o.10N IN ASIAN WOMEN WITH
GESTATIONAL DIABETES.
AC Thai', WY Ng', CL Teoh' and TM Chua'. 'Departments of Medicine,
'Obstetrics and Gynaecology, National University of Singapore and 'Diabetes
Clinic, National University Hospital, Singapore.

Background and Aims: Gestational diabetes (GD~I) complicates 3.2% of all
pregnancies in Singapore women (ethnic Asian Chinese, Malays and Indians).
The associated risk factors for GDM include age, family history and body
weight. Affected women may need insulin treatment to achieve
normoglycaemia. In most cases, glucose intolerance reverts to normal after
childbirth but some are at risk of later development of diabetes mellitus. Islet
autoantibodies are causally associated with immune-mediated type 1 diabetes
and have also been shown to be detectable in subjects with pre-type I diabetes.
In this study, we aim to determine the frequency of autoimmunity to islet
antigens in our pregnant women with GDM. Materials and Melhods: We
studied a series of211 consecutive women with historical risk factors for GDM
who participated in a glucose tolerance test with 75g oral intake. The 2hr plasma
glucose level :':7.8mmoL1was diagnostic for gestational diabetes. The diabetes
associated autoantibodies tested were ICAs (immunofluorescence), GAD65ab
and IA-2ab (radioimmunoassay). Results: The group of211 women comprised
of 118 Chinese, 70 Malay and 23 Indian. The glucose tolerance test identified
101 women (47.9%; mean:tSD age 32.8:t5.7yr) with GDM (59 Chinese, 33
Malay and 9 Indian). Prevalence of seropositivity to either one the 3
autoantibodies were found in 4 (4.0%) women with GDM. One woman was
positive for GAD65ab, a 41)T old Chinese with thyrotoxicosis, and required
insulin treatment to achieve nonnoglycaemia. Threewomen, 2 Chineseand I
Malay, had detectable IA-2ab and all were on diet treatment. ICAs were not
detected in any GDM patient. At six weeks post-natal, 2 of the 4 Women with
positive autoantibodies remained glucose intolerant. None of the women with
normal glucose tolerance had evidence of islet autoimmunity. Conclusions: Islet
autoimmunity is an uncommon occurrence in Asian women with GDM. A
history of GDM is associated with initial presentation or risk of future
development of autoimmune type I diabetes mellitus in only 4% of the patients.
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ITATURES Al'iD EVOLUTlO:-i OF PREGlolANCIES COMPLICATED WITH
GESTATIOlolAL DIABETES Al'iD GLUCOSE L'1TOLERAl'iCE.
A Chico, V. Lopez-Rode", M.C. Cespedes"", I. Rojas. J.Mallafre", A Novials.
Diabetology Unit, Fundacio Sarda-Farriol. Depts, of Obstetrics" and Pediatricst ",
Institut Universitari Dexeus. Barcelona, Spain.
Background and Aims: Gestational diabetes (GD~l) is associated with the presence of

. perinatal complications. The aim is to examine the outcome of the pregnancy in women
with GD~1 and glucose intolerance (GI) compared with pregnant women with normal
glucose tolerance. Malerials and Methods: GD~I/G!was diagnosed with 3h ! OOg-OGIT
(24-28,32-35 weeks). Patients were treated with diet following ADA recommendations,
and insulin was added if glucose levels I h after meals were >140 mg/d\.. Results: 4039
pregnancies were attended from 1999 to 2000; 226 women developed GD~t'G! (5.6%).
Gmt'G! patients were older than non-GD~t'G! (33.7±4 vs 32±6 years;p<0.05). In
GD~I/Gl patients, family history of diabetes was present in 59.7"/0and personal history of
GD~I in 9.3%. Maternal family history was more prevalent than paternal or both together
(52.7 vs 36 and 11.3%, respectively; p<o.OI) Previous obstetric complications were
present in 32%. 54 women received insulin (23.9"/0). Patients taking insulin developed
GD~1 before patients treated with diet (27±5 \"5 31±5 weeks; p<O,OI) but pregnancy
evolution was the same. HbAlc and fruetosamine levels were 4.3±O.6% and 203±47
mmcl/L. Week of delivery was 38.9±1.7. Delivery was spontaneous in 66% of cases with
GD~t'G!, and in 90% of cases without GDM'G! (p<O.OI).The proportion of cesarean
delivery was the same in GD~I/GI and non-GDM'G! patients (28% '"5 26%). The
incidence of fetal macrosomia was higher in GD~t'G! group compared with normal group
(4.4 vs 1.65%;p<O.05). Patients submitted 10 in vitro fertilization (lVF), were more in the
group ofGD~t'G! than in the non-GD~t'GI (12 \"54.8%;p<o.05).Womcn with lVF were
older (36±4 vs 33±3 years;p<O.05) and GD~I'Gl was diagnosed before (28±6 '"531±5
weeks; p<0.05). Birthweight correlates with mother weight and weight gain during
pregnancy (p<0.05). The commonest complication of babies was jaundice (7"/0).
Hypoglycemia was rare (4.4%). In women (n=49) with G! the proportion of patients with
insulin and pregnancy evolution were the same. We have 26 OGIT after delivery (11.5%):
I diagnostic of D~l and 9 of glucose intolerance. Condusioos: Family history of D~I

(specially maternal) and previousobstetric complications are frequent in GD~t'Gl women.
The proportion of women with insulin and evolution of pregnancies with GD~I and GI is
similar:good and with a low incidenceof complications. The rate of macrosomia is low
but higher than observed in newborns of non-GD~I!GI women. Birthweight correlates
with previous mother weight and weight gain during pregnancy.

PS66
Diabetes and Pregnancy: The Newborn
930
r.;EO~ATALHYPOGLYCAnnA RELATES TO CO:\'TROL IN
LABOUR r.;OT HBAlc IN TYPE I DIABETIC PREGNAr\CY
R. Taylor, C. Lee, D. Kyne-Grzebalski, S.M. Marshall and J.M. Davison.
Departments of Medicine and Obstetrics, Royal Victoria Infirmary,
Newcastle upon Tyne, U.K.

Background and aims: The outcome of 109 consecutive pregnancies in
type! diabetic women managed in a single clinic between 1994 and 1999
were examined to determine predictors of neonatal hypoglycemia and
macrosomia, Methods: Case record review. Results: The mean HbAlc

throughout pregnancy was 7.2±O.8%. The duration of diabetes was

12.9±6.8y and 45 were primigravidae, There was no relationship between
neonatal blood glucose (checked before the second feed) and HbAlc at
any point in pregnancy or mean pregnancy HbAlc (R=O.20; p>O.I).
However, there was a negative correlation between neonatal blood
glucose and maternal blood glucose during labor (r=..Q.25; p<0.OO5). If
maternal blood glucose during labor was greater than 9m.\1, neonatal

blood glucose was always less than 2.5 m.\1 (mean I.7±O.4m.\I). There
was no relationship between mean HbAlc and birthweight (R=O.02;
p>O.I) nor maximum insulin dose and birthweight (R=O.09; p>O.I). Fetal
abdominal circumference measured by ultrasound at 34 weeks correlated
strongly with birthweight (R=O.72; p<O.OOI) and abdominal
circumference over 340mm was a strong predictor of macrosorrtia (mean
birthweight 4229+157g). Conclusions: Neonatal hypoglycerrtia correlates
with maternal hyperglycemia in labor, not with HbA lc during pregnancy
in the range of control achieved. Macrosomia does not correlate with
HbAlc during pregnancy. Fetal abdominal circumference at 34 weeks
predicts macrosomia and complications at delivery.

929
Sbort term follo,,-up io Lombardia: prelimioary results oflbe GD~-2000study
N. Dozio, G. Calori, M. T. Castigliani, M. Bonomo, D. Balestreri and the GD~I-2000

study group" "Busto Arsizio: Lodi G; Como-Valduce: Orsenigo, Corbella P; Crema:
Cazzalini C, Sbernini; Garbagnate: Mastropasqua; Lodi: Cellarti F; Mi-Niguarda:
Mion E; Mi-San Raffaele: Poloniato A, Alrnirante G, Sioli S; Monza: Roncaglia,
Arrighini; Rho: Bianchi A, Montoli; Sondrio: Rodolfi M, DeLuca; Varese: Crorni,
Franzetti I; Vimereate: Gaiani F; Voghera: Rebagliati M.

Background and Aims: The WHO 1999 report on Diabetes Mellitus and the ADA
guidelines recommend that women with Gestational Diabetes undergo an OGTT 6-8
weeks after delivery for a correct reclassification ofthe metabolic state. Several recent
reports confirm that compliance of women and of physicians to such
recommendations is generally low. A prospective multicentric study in the Region of
Lombardia was designed 10 define the fraction of women with glucose tolerance
impairment one year after delivery of pregnancy with GD~1. Malerials and
Metbods: All women with GD~1 followed during pregnancy and delivered at each of
the 13 participating centres and giving their informed consent were enrolled. Data
were recorded during pregnancy on a data sheet containing !69 items including
family history for diabetes and personal history of weight, previous and current
pregnancy. Mode of treatment and delivery and neonatal data were registered and the
women were telephonically contacted to obtain data of post-partum OGTT and one
year after delivery OGTT. Over 400 data sheets were collected. Results: The short
term OGTT at 11.3 + 7.9 weeks after delivery in 192 women showed that 2% had
lFG, 8% had lGT and 4% diabetes. Sixty-two percent were breast feeding at the time
of OGTT. Women with abnormal glucose tolerance at follow-up had more frequently
first degree relatives with diabetes (58% vs 33%), had more frequently had an
abortion (39% vs 20%), had higher pre-pregnancy B~U (27.6 + 5.8 vs 24.0 + 4.8), had
earlier diagnosis (22.4 + 7 vs 27.3 + 5 weeks) with higher plasma glucose at OGTT,
had more frequently cesarean delivery (61 vs 21%) had higher capillary glucose levels
after delivery (90.1 + 14.5 "S 80.9 + 13.1 mg/dl), had heavier babies (3391 + 472 vs
3198 + 4-16 g). Conclusioos: Glucose tolerance at postapanum evaluation is abnormal
in 14% of women with GD~I at a mean age of 33 years. Follow-up protocols should
be established to better define natural history of GD~I and implement measures to
possibly prevent disease progression.

931
Diabetic pregnancy and feral congenital malformations

Ewa Wender-Ozegowska, Katarzyna Wroblewska, Marek Pietryga, Dorota
Szyrnanska, Wojciech Seniuk, Karolina Szymanska, Jerzy Szczapa, Ewa
Bieganska, Romulad Biczysko,
Karol Marcinkowski University School of Medical Sciences, Poznan, Poland

Maternal diabetes induces changes in the metabolism of the fetus and in tum
causes a number of complications resulting in malformations. The frequency of
anomalies in fetuses of diabetic pregnant women ranges from 4-9%, in
comparison with the overal population from 1·2%. The aim ofour study is an
analysis of the prevelance and possible causes of fetal malformations in diabetic
pregnancies. To determine it, we followed two groups of newborns delivered in
our department by patients with prcgestational diabetes over the two periods:
first-1988-93 (N~209) and second- 1994-1999 (N= 198) and 4700 infants born to
healthy mothers in this second period in our hospital (conlTol group). Among
newborns delivered in the first of analyzed periods 13 (6,2%) manifested
congenital malformations. but in the second group 17 (8,58%) (p-NS). In the
control group the number of malformations W3S significantly lower- 3,8% (odds
ratio 2,26; p<O,05).
Glycated hemoglobin (HbA IC) level during the first trimester was not
significantly higher in women whose infants were malformed. We proved
however, that when the IlbA IC value exceeded considerably the standard
(>9.3~o) the risk of malformations was greater. There was however a strong
correlation between malformations rate (MR) and mean glucose levels in the first
trimester of pregnancy.The malformations rateswere significantlyhigher among
offsprings of mothers with mean glycemia above 100 rng/dl, than among those
women in whom this level remains below 100 mg'dl (odds ratio 1,9; p<O,05). The
MR in White Classes D-Il was higher, but not significantly than inclasses B-C.
The most frquent anomalies were as follows: cardiovascular, genitourinary,
central nervous system and skeletal.
Conclusion: Our results confirm that diabetic pregnancy despite the better
metabolic control still induces alterations in fetal development, but especially in
the group of patients with tendencies to very hesitant glucose levels.
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EFFECT OF SOCIAL STRESS ANn GESTATIO:'<AL L"iSULL...
DEFlCIEl\:CYO~ GLUCOSE nm'1EOSTASIS IN MALE OFFSPRL"iG
N.Krasova·, V.Poltorak", Z.Leshchenko·, L.Sergienko· and A.Zagay
ko'', 'Institute of Endocrine Pathology Problems, bKharkiv National
University, Kharkiv, Ukraine.
Background and Aims: We have previously shown that maternal so

cial stress (MSS) enhanced gestational insulin deficiency (GID)
induced glucose intolerance in \Vistar rats male offspring (F I) at pu
berty. The study was conducted to evaluate the impact of stress and
gestational insulin deficiency on glucose homeostasis in male F, at the
sex-maturity period. Materials and Methods: For MSS creation rats
were transferred daily from one association to another within 2nd_8 th

day of pregnancy, GID was rendered by a single streptozotocin injec
tion (45 mg/kg b.w., i.p.) on the second day of pregnancy. The mater
nal cohort consisted of 50 pregnant rats exposed to MSS, GID,
MSS+GID and controls (C). An i.p. GIT (3g/kg b.w.) was performed
in male FI (n=32) at 90 days of age. Liver glycogen (G1) contents, glu
cose-e-phosphatase (G-6-Ph) activity and fasting plasma NEFA levels
were measured in F1 by spectrophotometry. Results: Decrease in GI
contents observed in GlD F l was more pronounced in MSS+GID FI:

26.0±1.7 vs 15.6±1.l rng glucose/kg, respectively (p<0.001), in com
parison with 45.7±2.0 mg glucose/kg in CF t (p<O.OOI). Plasma glucose
(AUC/2h over GIT), NEFA levels and liver G-6-Ph activity in the
MSS+GID F, were increased by 10.4, 22.4 and 22.2 % respectively

(p<O.OI), compared to the GID F1 and by 141.3,89.2 and 102.6 % re

spectively (p<0.001), compared to the CF,. Conclusions: Thus, mater
nal social stress strengthened glucose homeostasis disturbances in
duced gestational insulin deficiency in first generation rats male off
spring at the sex-maturity period,

934
Witbout confounding factors, blrthwelght remains a strong determinant of
metabolism even In prematurit:r
I.P. Gray, NJ Crowther,B Corey, P Cooper,M Toman
Universityof the Witwatersrand, SouthAfrica.

Background and Alms: Therelationship between birthweight and disease in laterlife is
well-established, although studieswhichrepudiate this relationship still appear. In South
africanot onlyis lowbirthweight common, but hypertension, obesityand diabetes are on
theincrease. In addition premature birthis alsoconunon. Thisstudyaimedto establish the
relationship of the thrifty phenotype with prematurity, but also to start unravelling
considerations for the design of interventions.
Materials and Methods:Westudied85 infants (46girlsand39 boys)betweenthe 1stand
60th day of life (median 17 daysj.Each individual was givena standardised milk feed
(2lmMcg Nanf.) after a 4 hour fast Bloodwas takenusinga heelprick at fasting and 60
minutes afterthe feed.Eachchild was measured at birthand at the time of the tolerance
lest:parameterswereweight.length.headcircumference, tricepsand subscapular skinfold
thickness, and crown-rump and sacrum-heel lengths. Theponderal indexwas calculated at
bothstudytimes.
Results: Birthweight and weightat timeof the meal tolerance correlated negatively with
the glucoseat 60 minutes(r=-Q.34. p='O.002 and r=-Q.33, p='O.(05). Weightat the timeof
the tolerance test correlated with the fasting insulin (r=-Q.35, p='O.OOI). Sacrum-heel
lengthat birthcorrelated negatively with 60 minute glucose (r=-Q.37, p='O.OI). Birthweight
was the strongest determinant of the glucose concentration. Weightvelocity correlated
negatively wiih birthweight (r=-Q.55, p<O.(05) and HOMA (r ~.32, p <0.01).
independent of one another The lowest birthweight children had the highest weight
velocity and/orthe greatestinsu1in sensitivity (lowestweightvelocity quartile\"S highest
quartile: 0.16kg/day ,'S 0.007kg/dayp<O.OOOI. HOMA, lowestquartile ''S highest: 0.23\'S

0.94. p<O.OOOI). A proxy measureof "brain sparing", head circumference: birthweight,
correlated withinsulinsensitivity (r-O.76, p<O.05).
Conclusions: These data show a clear relationship between birthweight and glucose
tolerance. In addition insulinsensitivity is a strongdeterminant of theneonatalresponse to
lowbirthweightWhilstthis suggeststhat intervention at this stage is possible, onemust
take the otherpossibleconsequences intoconsideration. For example,in a separate study
ofchildrenagedsevenyears,we showedthatgrowthvelocity beyondthatpredicted bythe
birthpercentile hada detrimental effect uponglucose tolerance. Thusintervention needsto
be plannedwithcarelestthe treatment outweighs theeffect oflow birthweight
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INSULIN RESISTANCE DEVELOP~IENTI~ OFFSPRING OF
STRESSED GESTATIO~ALDIABETIC RATS
Z. Leshchenko, V.Poltorak, N.Krasova and L.Sergienko. Institute of En
docrine Pathology Problems, Kharkiv, Ukraine.
Background and Aims: It was revealed insulin resistance in adult off

spring (F1) of pregnant streptozotocin diabetic rats. The effect of gesta
tional diabetic mothers stressing on insulin sensitivity in F1 is still un
kn0\\11. The aim of the study was to investigate the impact of mate mal so
cial stress (MSS) against the background of gestational diabetes (GD) on
insulin resistance and beta-cell function in rats male F1 at puberty. Mate
rials and Methods: For MSS creation rats were transferred daily from
one association to another one within 2nd_8th day of pregnancy, GO was
rendered by streptozotocin injection (45 mg/kg b.w., i.p.) on the 2nd day of
pregnancy. The maternal cohort (n=25) was divided into 4 groups exposed
to MSS, GO, MSS+GO and controls (C). An i.p.GTT (3 g/kg b.w.) was
performed in F1 (n=32) at 45 days of age. Fasting plasma samples were
analyzed for NEFA by colorymetry and insulin by RIA. Homeostasis Mo
del Assessment (HOMA) was used to estimate beta-cell function (DCF)
and insulin resistance (lR). Results: Plasma glucose, IRI and NEFA levels
in MSS+GO F1 were increased in comparison with GD F1 (AUC/2h over
GTI: 1118.4±15 vs 933±21 rnmol-l"; IRI: 300.0±4.3 vs 230.3±4.3 pmolll;
NEFA: 820±51 vs 650±47 umol/l, respectively, p<0.05) and CF 1

(AUC/2h over GTI: 716±11 mmol-l"; IRI: 7L4±4.0 pmolll; NEFA:
370±61 umol/l, respectively, p<O.OOI). HOMA-IR and 1I0:-'1A-DCF indi
ces were enhanced in both GO F1 and MSS+GD F1 compared to CFt. but
more pronounced in MSS+GD F, (IR: 7.9±0.3 and 9.7±0.39 vs 2,4±0.09
in CFt. respectively, p<O.OOI; BCF: 51 L4±46.7 and 914.2±168.8 vs
392.3±73.9 in CFt. respectively, p<0.05). Conclusions: The maternal so
cial stress heightened GO-induced insulin resistance and strengthened
beta-cell function in the first generation rats male offspring at puberty,

935
PREDICTORS FOR NEONATAL HYPOGLYCEMIA IN
LARGE -FOR-GESTAT10NAL-AGE NEWBORNS
UM Schaefer-Graf, A Wilke, SL Kjos, F Jochum, JW Dudenhausen
Department of Obstetrics and Neonatoloy, Charite, Berlin, Germany
Background and Aim' Testing for neonatal hypoglycemia is recommended
for large-for-gestational-age newborns (LGA). We investigated the rate and
timing of hypoglycemia in LGA newborns and whether any maternal or
neonatal parameters were predictive. Materials and Methods: In a
retrospective study of 1094 LGA newborns (birth weight::: 90th percentile)
maternal parameters (age, parity or B:-'I1; history of macrosomia, stillbirth or
gestational diabetes (GDM); current GD1'-1 (n=148), C-section and gestational
age (GA) at delivery) and neonatal parameters (Apgar/5 min, cord ph, ratio
of head/abdominal circumference, rate of neonatal BMI or Ponderal Index :::
90th or LGA ::: 95th percentile) were correlated with the rate of neonatal
hypoglycemia, defined as capillary glucose :s 30mgldl. Glucose testing was
performed at I hour of life (II) with subsequent evaluations based on clinical
findings. Deliveries before 34 weeks of GA were excluded. Stepwise regression
and ROC analysis was used to evaluate predictors. Results' Hypoglycemia
within the first 24 hrs occurred in 16.3% (178), intravenous (IV) glucose was
required in 12 % of these (21/178).70.8% of the cases were diagnosed at the
IH, 7.8% at 211, 2.8% at 311, 3.9 % at 411 and 14.6 % in the remaining 20 II.
IV-glucose was required less frequently with HI hypoglycemia versus later
(8.7 vs 19.2%, p= 0.04). GA at delivery was the only predictor (p= 0.002)
with the threshold for prediction at 39 weeks (48.7 \'S 33.8% for <39
compared to :::39 , p<O.OOO I). In a subgroup analysis of 306 women with
antenatal oGTT performed the I hr post challenge glucose value was the
only predictor (p< 0.0001). The best cut offs were 120 mg% (0% vs 15.9%
fllr < 120 compared to::: 120, p= 0.005) and 200 mg% (10.0 % \'S 26.8% for
< 200 compared to ::: 200, p= 0.0004). ConclusjoQ'Routinely postnatal
testing of LGA newborns appears to be indicated with a 16% prevalence of
neonatal hypoglycemia. No clinically useful maternal or neonatal predictors
for hypoglycemia were identifiable unless antenatal oGTT testing was
performed, The III oGTT value was useful to discriminate ben, een newborns
at minimal, intermediate and high risk for hypoglycemia.
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GLUCOSE Il'o10LERAl'iCE IN OFFSPRL'iG OF DIABETIC MICE
A. Buckley, K. Rooney, J. Phuyal, J. Bryson, I. Caterson and C. Thompson.
Human Nutrition Unit, The Unlverslty of Sydney, Australia.
Background and Aims: Fetal environment and genetic influences may predict
health in adult life. The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of maternal
hyperglycaemia and hyperinsulinaernia on the glucose tolerance of offspring
independent of their genetic susceptibility to diabetes. Materials and Methods: 56
CBAlT6 mice (28 females) were injected with either goldthioglucose (GTG)
(O.5mg/g body weight) or saline (CON).· 6 weeks post-injection. mice were
subjected to an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT, 50% glucose. 3g1kg). 4 breeding
groups (each of 7 pairs of the 4 possible combinations) were set up I week later. At
12 weeks of age the offspring of these rnatings were weighed and subjected to an
OGTT. Results: No offspring resulted from any breeding pairs that included GTG
males. The CON breeding pairs produced 3 litters (9 female, 7 male) and the GTG
female/CON male breeding pairs produced I litter (7 female, 2 male). Prior to
breeding, every GTG female was significantly heavier and more glucose intolerant
than the CON females (>2 50's above mean). 12 week old female offspring of GTG
mothers had significantly higher body weights than the female offspring of CON
mothers (l9.5g ± 0.4 cf 18.0g ± 0.4, I' = 0.01). The body weights of the male
offspring were similar (22.5g ± 2.6 cf 22.3g ±0.5, I' = 0.94). The glucose tolerance
of the female olfspring from GTG mothers was impaired compared to those from the
CON mothers (Total AUC = 1070mIII.min ± 52 cf 662mM.min ± 112, I' = om,
Figure I), and no difference was seen in the male offspring (Total AUe =
875mM.min ± 70 cf 741m.\l.min ± 65, I' =0.25). Conclusions: Independent of
genetic diabetic susceptibility, fetal environment did predispose the female offspring
of overweight, diabetic mice to gain more weight and develop glucose intolerance.
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Current Weight, not Birth Weight of 'Catcb-up' Weight, Accounts for Insulin
Resistance in Healthy Five-Year-Olds
T1 Wilkin. L 0 Voss, A R Jeffery,S III Howdle, B 5 Metcalf and M M Murphy.
Peninsula Medical School, Plymouth Campus, United Kingdom.
Background and Aims: The 'Fetal Origins' hypothesis is predicated on well
established associations between low birthweight (BW), insulin resistance (IR) and
metabWic disturbances later in life. Gestational quality, however, has greatly
improved since the original Barker studies. Furthermore, BW correlates as much with
post-natal as with pre-natal size, so that W achieved at 5 years may be as important a
risk factor for IR as poor gestation. The objective is to establish the relative
contributions of current W, W 'catch-up' (centile-crossing) and BW to metabolic
status at 5 years ofage.
Materials and M~tbods: EarlyBird is a prospective cohort study of 300 healthy
school entrants. Data on baseline anthropometry and IR by homeostasis model
assessment (HO~1A) are presented here from the first 100 recruits (mean age 4.8
years), and BWs from 2017 contemporary births of 1995 to quantify low BW
frequency.
Results: Only 2.5% of the 217 binhs were of low BW (<25OOg)at term. There was
no correlation between IR at 5y and BW in the study cohort (PO.07). IR & current W
correlated (PO.4I, 1'<0.001) as did IR & W 'catch-up' (number ofW 50S crossed) at
age 5y (PO.3I, 1'<0.05), though only in girls. However, W 'catch-up' did not improve
on (ie co-correlated with) current W in the prediction of IR Most importantly, IR
was the same in children of lighter BW who experienced 'catch-up' as in those 01
heavier BW matched for current W at 5y, whose W SDS had not changed. IR, even at
5y but again only in girls, correlated with glucose and LDL cholesterol.
Coalusleas: I) Low BW at term is now rare in the UK and probably irrelevant to IR
(Barker's studies were based on low BW frequencies reaching 10% in the pre-war UK
cohorts). 2) IR in the contemporary 5-year-old is unrelated to BW, and is best
predicted by current W. 3) Centile-crossing appears to be more a phenomenon of
excess weight-gain than one of physiological 'catch-up'. 4) 'Catch-up' W does not add
to current W in the prediction of IR. 5) The implication that the IR-related metabolic
disturbances already present at 5y are (avoidably) related to the early overfeeding 01
healthy infants "ill be of imponance to public health policy-makers in modifying
nutritional behaviours.

937
Correlation between low birth weight and obesity/overweight in the adult age.
R. Anichini, G. Seghieri, AOe Bellis, e. Nardo, G Fabbri, G. Petrini, R. Malagoli, C.
Breschi and L. A1viggi. Dept of Internal Medicine and Diabetes Unit, Presidio
Ospedaliero, Pistoia, Italy

Background and Aims: Clinical correlates of metabolic syndrome ("IS) such as
obesity, impaired glucose tolerance, hypertension or dyslipidaemia are singularly or
globally related to a small birth weight in agrrement with the hypothesis ofthrifty
phenotype'. Since there are, however, conflicting data about the entity of such
relationship, this study was conceived to evaluated in our population the grade 01
association of birth weightwith entityof overweight andco-presence of one or more
correlates of1.15in adulte age.
Materials and M~thods: We measured fasting plasma glucose, triglycerides and
blood pressure in 357 overweight-obese outpatients (163M/194F) with BMI >25
kglm2 who consecutively came to our observation and whose birth weight and at age
of 18 years were precisely known, being this group compared with 42 normal-weight
age and sex matched controls. MS was scred as 0: (l\IS-O) if at the time plasma
glucose was < 6 mmoVl, systolic blood pressure was <140 mmllg or was diastolic
<90mmllg, and triglycerideswere <1.92mmol/l; scored ast: (1.15-1) or 2 (1\15-2) if
oneorrespectively two of moreabovementioned aspectswere present.
Results: No difference in mean birth weight value was observed in the overweight
group (B~n between 25 and 30 kglm2, n=I78, 3682+/-740 (SD) gr) as compared to
the obese group (B~n >30 kglm2, n=179, 3656+/-816 gr) or to normal-weight
controls (n=42; 3602+/-642 g; p-ns after A.'10VA). Birth weight was significantly
lower in MS-2 patients (n=6; 2883+/-1686 gr) as compared to MS-O (n=208, 3670+/
774 gr) and 1.15-1 patients (n~143; 3712+/-879 gr; 1'<0.05, after ANOVA);being the
odds ratio of having a full-blown MS in those with a birth weight <2500 gr=7.8
(CI95% 2.25-27.04) after adjusting for age and sex (p~O.OI)Finally birth weight was
unrelated to B~n, blood pressure, and plasma lipids, resulting weakly related with
mn at 18 years (PO. 13; 1'>0.05)
Conclusions: according to the present results a):obesity seems to be'per se' unrelated
to a small birth weight, b)obesity or overweight are associated with a small birth
weight only in copresence ofat lest two correlates ofMS (impaired glucose tolerance,
hypertension or dyslipidaemia).
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THE PHENOITPE EXPRESSION IN WOMEN WITH DIABETES
MELLITUS WITH OR WITHOUT FETAL MACROSOMIA
I. Filipl, A. Dial, G. Constantincsul, E. Titan2, R. Lichiardopo13, C. Gujal, e.
Ioncscu-Tirgoviste l. l-Clinic of Diabetes, Institute "N. Paulescu" 2-Acadcmy of
Economic Studies; 30Ciinic of Diabetes, Hospital "N Malaxa" - Bucharest, Romania

Background and Aims: Fetal macrosomia is a well-known risk factor for diabetes.
The aim of this study was to establish if there arc any phenotypic differences between
diabetic women who gave birth to macrosom or nonnosom children.
Materials and Methods: The study cohort comprised 560 diabetic women divided
into two groups: Group I: 279 women with macrosomic births (birth weigh! '4000 g)
- 35 T10MI244 T2DM, mean age 58.1±1O.8 )T. and Group II: 281 women with
normosom births - 40 TJDM/241 T20~f, mean age 58.9±JJ,5 )T. We roade a
retrospective analysis of the clinical and metabolic characteristics of the two groups.
For statistical analysis we used c2 and Student's t tests.
Results: We found significant differences between the two groups for the following
parameters: age at diabetes onset (48.4±13.2 )T. for Group I; 51.4±12.3 )T. for Group
II, jPO.OJ); maternal history of diabetes (%) (57.5±24,4 vs, 76.8±17.8, jPO.OOOI),
prevalence oforal agent treatment (%) (48.7±25 H. 6.4±6,1F0.0001); B~U (29.7±5.3
vs, 28.7±4.7, p--o.05); waist circumfercucc (ern) (104±13.5 '"S. 97.4±9.2, jPO.oool);
HbAlc (11±2.4% \"S. 1O.3±2.6'Yo, 1F0.002); total cholesterol (mg/dI) (229.6±37.6 \"5.

215.6±72.I, jPO.OOOI); HDL Cbo!. (59.5±6.3 vs, 37.6±7, p=0.0001); LOL Cho!.
(139.5±27.7 \"S. 149.6±46.5, p=0.01); triglyceridcs (mg/dI) (l53.2±17.8 vs,
141.3±9O.4, jPO.05); albumin excretion rotc (mg/24h) (63.7±61.2 vs, 25.7±16.4,
p=0.0001); diabetic nephropathy prevalence (%) (13.75±11.86 vs, 6.4±6, jPO.OI);
prevalence ofarteriopathy ("10) (25±18.7 vs. 6.4±6,1F0.0001).
COllcluswns: The phenotype characteristics of women with diabetes who gave birth
to macrosom children are: a lower age at onset of the diabetes and the presence of the
main features of insulin resistance syndrome suggesting that this is the main
underlining pathologic meehanism of fetal macrosomy in diabetic WOmen.
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Glucose Tolerance and Pregnancy:
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A Survey on Contraception in a Cohort of Italian Diabetic Women.
Napoli', AColatreila', R.Botta+, G. Di Cianni , F.Fallucca', D. Fedele", RFresa§,
S.Gamba', S.ltalia±, D.ManninoO, I.Piva 0, C.Suraci', L.TonuttiO, E.Torlone€,
C.Tortul«, A Lapolla",
Italian Diabetic Pregnancy Study Group (S.I.D.): Rorna", Palermo+, Pisa , Napoli§,
Torino', Siracusa±, Reggio CalabriaO, VicenzaD, UdineO, Perugiaf', Monfalcone
(Trieste) «, Padova",

In the spaceof one lear (from 1999to 2000),a survey on contraception and obstetricalhistory
was performedon a cohortof fertilediabeticwomen.
Methods: we distributed an anonymousquestionnaireto 667 Caucasiandiabetic women (466
!DDM and 201 NIDD~I, c2=O.0001) autnding 13 diabetes centres located throughout thc
national territory.Patients' characteristicf;age 34.75±8.9)T(range 17-52)T) (!Dml32.09±7.6
vs N!DDM 42.01±8.5, ANOYA p=O.oool), BMI 24.9±5.1(IDDM 23.19±3.7 vs N1DD~1

29.3±5.7, ANOYA p=O.OOOI), diabetesduration 12.41± 8.85)T (IDD~I 14.1±9 vs NlDml
7.5±5.8,ANOYAp=O.OOOI) Each centre was asked to contributeto the study, with at least 50
questionnaires; as a result 37.03% of surveyswere gathered in the north, 36.43% in the centre
and26.43%in the Southof Italy.
Results 96.85% of our population had their first sexual intercourseat the age of 19.68±3.16.
Contraception: 30.35% of these women used hormonal contraceptives, 11.99"1, IUD, 9.59"1,
declared they used no contraception, 48.2% only utilised bonier and/or natural mcthods.
However, irrespective of their previous contraceptive strategy (pill, IUD, barrier, natural),
8.84% of ail the studiedpopulationwassurgicallysterilized during a caesareansection.Pattern
of contraceptivepractice:54.2% of the womenchose their contraceptivepractice autonomously
and/or with their partners, 33.90/. received their advice from gynaecologist, 4.4% from
diabctologist,7.1% from both the specialists,0.4 % from G.P. or others. Among those who
chose a hormonal contraception, 60.4% were prescribed by a gynaecologist, 11.2% by a
diabctclogist, 15% by both of them, 13.40/. by others. Diabetes treatment:29.950/.of insulin
treated ".."omen and 27.61%of womentreatedwithdiet and/ororal hypoglycacmic agents used
O.C. Smoking habits: 26.98 of women taking hormonal contraception were smokers.
Educational level: 36.62% (2617I)graduatcd, 32.420/0(95/293) high school, 28.370/0(59/208)
secondaryschool, 15.5%(7145)primaryschool used O.C. ObstetricalHistory:The average of
deliveries was 1.14±1.1(LC. t95%=1.1-1.2),ofmiscaniages wasl.3±0.7 uc.t950/.= 1.2-1.4)
and ofinduccd abortionswas 1.2±0.5(I.C. t950/.= 1.1-1.2).Plarmingof at 1= onc pregnancy,
was reportedin 29.8% patients.
Conclusion: future work needs to increasemerole of diabctologistin educatingfertilediabetic
women aboutcontraceptionand pre-pregnancy counselling
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THE EFFECf OF BODY MASS ViDLX OS BbAlt LEVELS IS l'iOR-,"AL
AND GESTATIONAL DIABETIC PREGNANT WO~IEN
E. Anastasiou, E. Souvatzoglou, M. Alevizaki, E. Loukari, G. Philippou, and A
Souvatzoglou.
Ist Endocr. Section - Diabetes Center, Alexandra Hospital, Athens GR
Background and Aims: There are no sufficient data regarding the effect of the B~II
of women before pregnancy on the HbAle levels during normal and gestational
diabetic (GD~1) pregnancy. This study assesses I!bAle levels according to
prepregnaney B~n and trimester (tr) in normal and GD~I pregnancy. Materials and
Methods: In accordance with ADA-2000 criteria, 2249 were Normal (N) (I st tr
n=105, 2nd tr n=1140, 3rd tr n=IOO4) and 1079 were diagnosed as GD~l. From the
GDM group 656 women were treated with diet only (GDM-D) (2nd tr n~283, 3rd tr
n=373) and the remaining were treated with insulin as well (GD~I-I) (2nd tr n~235,

3rd tr n~188). All pregnant women were divided in three subgroups according to
prepregnancy weight: (i) Normal weight group (B~IIl) 18.5-24.9kglm2, n~1829; (ii)
Overweight (B~II2) 25.0-29.9, n=884; (iii) Obese (BJ-U3) >30, n=515.ln all pregnant
women J!bAlc levels were measured (HPLC-Menarini) at the time the OGIT was
performed. Results: The HbAle (%) levels per diagnosis, trimester and B~11

subgroup were: N: 1st tr Bl\II1: 4.I±OA, B~II2: 4.I±OA, B~I13: 4.2±0.3, 2nd tr
BJ-II1: 3.8± OA, B}'I12: 4.0iO.4, B~Il3: 4.I±O.4, 3rd tr BJ-IIl: 4.0±0.4, B~II2:

4.I±OA, axrn. 4.2±OA, GD~I-D: 2nd tr B~I1I: 3.9±0.4, sxnz. 4.I±OA, BMB:
4.2±OA,3rd tr B}'I1I: 4.2±0.5, BMI2: 4.3±O.4, BMB: 4.5±0.5, GD~I·I: 2nd tr Bl\I1I:
4A±0.7,B~I12: 4A±0.6, B~I13: 4.6±0.6, 3rd tr BM1I: 4.6±0.7, Bl\II2: 4.9±0.8, nxrn:
4.9±0.6. HbAle levels were significantly higher (p<O,OOI)GDM-I compared with N
and GD~I·D as well as GDM-D compared 'lith N (p<O,05) in all respective B~1l

subgroups in the 2nd and 3rd tr, In N, GD~I-D, GDM-J groups HbAle levels were
significantly higher (p<O,OOI)in the 3rd tr compared to the 2nd in all BM! subgroups
Finally, in all categories HbAle levels were significantly higher in the BMB
subgroup in the 2nd tr and 3rd tr (p<O,OOI)compared to B~nl. Conclusions: At the
time of diagnosis GDM women, and especially the insulin treated group, had
significantly increased HbAle levels. Obese pregnant women irrespectively 01
glucose tolerance had significantly higher HbAle levels. Hence, the optimal HbAle
targets for women 'lith pre-gestational and gestational D~I have to be defined
according to prepregnaney B~H and trimester of pregnancy.
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ELEVATED HAEMOGLOBI:"I AIC 1:"1 THE THIRD TRI:Io1ESTER IS
REL\TED TO PRETER..'\:I DELIVERY 1:"1 TYPE I DIABETIC WOMEN.
P. Ekbom, P. Damm, B. Feldt-Rasmussen, U. Feldt-Rasmussen and E. R Mathiesen,
Obstetric Clinic and Dept. of Nephrology and Endocrinology, The National Univer
sit)' Hospital (Rigshospitalct), Copenhagen and Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte,

Denmark.
Baekground and Aims: High I!bAle in early pregnane), and elevated urinary albu
min excretion (UAE) :::30 mgl24 h have been associated with preterm delivery in
type I diabetes. However, the influence of metabolic control during prcgnanc), on the
increased risk of preterm delivery is not well described. The aim was to investigate
the importance of HbAlc at 28 weeks of gestation in relation to HbAle in early
pregnancy as a predictor of prctcrm delivery in women with type I diabetes. Matcri
als and Methods: A prospective study including 213 consecutive pregnant women
with type I diabetes and normal UAE. Miscarriages «22 weeks of gestation), twin
deliveries and pregnancies beyond first delivery in the inclusion period were ex
eluded. HbAle (normal range 4.1-6.4%) at JOand 28 weeks of gestation were used
for analysis. Pre-eclampsia was defined as development of BP >I40/90 accompanied
by proteinuria >300 mgl24h later than 20 weeks. Pretcrm delivery was defined as
delivery before 37 completed weeks. Results: Seventy women (33%) delivered pre
term and 143 at term. The 2 groups were comparable regarding age, B~I1, duration
of diabetes, retinopathy, BP, and parity. HbAle at JO weeks was 7.3(1.0) \"5.

6.9(0.9)% (p<0.01) and at 28 weeks 6.7(0.8) vs. 6.1(0.7)% (p<0.001) and develop
ment of pre-eclampsia occurred in ! 1% \"5. 3% (p<0.05). Using multivariate logistic
regression analysis (after testing for linearity) HbAle at 28 weeks was the only inde
pendent variable associated with preterm delivery (p>0.001). The odds ratio pr, 1%
increment in HbAle at 28 weeks was 3.1 (CI 2.0-4.9). Conclusions: HbAle at 28
weeks is the best predictor of preterm delivery in women with type I diabetes and
normalUAE.

943
LO:'lGER GESTATION PERIOD Am> BEITER GLYCEMIC CO:-iTROL
WITH L'i'SULlN LISPRO TREATED PREGNAJliCIES Vi TYPE I DIABETES
K. Garg, S. Ani!, P. Gottlieb, T. MacKenzie, and W. Jackson, Denver, CO.

Background and Aims: To determine the safety and efficacy of insulin lispro during
pregnancy,
Materials and Methods: Ail women with type I diabetes were followed during their
pregnancy at the Barbara Davis Center for Childhood Diabetes, University of
Colorado Health Sciences Center. Care was delivered by a multidisciplinary team
that included endocrinologists, nurse educators, nutritionists, and social workers.
Subjects received either insulin lispro (LP) or regular human insulin (R) as a short
acting insulin. Ultra Lente or NPH were the basal insulin received. Ninety-five
pregnancies (33 using R and 62 using LP) were closely followed for diabetes care
parameters, progression of diabetic retinopathy and albumin excretion rates (AER),
development of toxemia of pregnancy and fetal outcome (especially for birth weight,
length of gestation and the need for caesarian sections).
Results: M= age and duration of diabetes in the two treatment groups were similar.
M= glycosylatcd hemoglobin values were significantly lower throughout pregnancy
in the insulin lispro treated subjects when compared with tile R treated group (7.0%
vs. 8.6% around conception, 6.0% vs. 7.3% at 20 weeks, and 5.9% vs. 7.3% at the end
of the pregnancy). Fetal birth weight when controlled for gestational age was not
significantly different in the LP group when compared with the R treated group.
However, the LP treated pregnancies had a significantly longer gestational period
(36.9+/~.2 vs. 35.6+/-0.5 wks, p<0.04, t-test). The number of severe hypoglycemic
episodes was significantly lower during tile LP treated pregnancies (0.56+/-0.16 \"S.

1.55+/~.38 episodes/patient, p~0.02, t-tcst). Mean eye grades before and after
delivery were better for the LP treated group.
Conclusion: We conclude that better glycemic control can be achieved with
significantly less hypoglycemia, and the gestational age is significantly longer in
insulin lispro treated pregnancies.
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Abnormal glucose challenge test predicts fetal macrosomia in nonnotolerant
pregnant women
I. Casadidio, L. Volpe, M.Lorenzett~ C. Lencioni, L. MarseIli, A. Boldrini, G. Teti",

S. Del Prato, G. Di Cianni. Department of Endocrinology and Metabolism,
"Department Obstetrics Gynecology, Neonatology Unit Care, University of Pisa,
Pisa-Italy

Backgroundand Aims:Ininfant of womenwith Gestational Diabetes Mellitus (GD~f), fetal
overgrowth is thought occur becauseof fetal hypcrinsulincmia due to an excess supply of
nutrients such as glucose. Whether the fetal macrosomia is present also in infants of mothers
with abnormal oral glucose challange test (GCn in ebscnsc of GD~I is not clear. Aim of this
studv is to evalucte maternal-neonatal morbidity in pregnant womenwithan abnormal SO-g 1
hr Glucose Challange Test (GCn and a normal 100-g, 3-hr OGTT, who are not considered to
h3\·cGD\1.
Materials and :'o'letbods: This study retrospectively evalucics the neonatal and materna!
outcome in normotolcrant pregnants withabnormal GCT(GCT+). Theresults werecompared
with a group of 491 women (CON), with normal GCT, matched for age, parity, family history
of diabetes, prcprcgnancy body weight and BMI, pregn:mcy weight gain and gestational week
atscreening test,
Results: Screening for Gestational Diabetes with a Glucose Challenge Test (GCT-50 g.) was
performed in 3159 womcn: 1089 (36,4%) had abnormal GCT (I hr plasma gluocose =140
mg/d1)and 622 (19,6%) had normal glucose tolerance aftcr three-hour glucose tolerance test
Therelationship between GCTand birth weight was thenassessed in 365 womenout of the
laucr 622 women (GCT+). Their main clinical features were: 32±4.6 years old. primiparous
52.3%, prcpregnancy weight 60.1:5.7 kg, BMl 22.5±3.8 Kg/m2 , weight gain 8.1:5.4 Kg..
CGT+ showed an higher incidence of macrosomia (10.2% \"S 9.1%; p< 0.00(1) and Large for
Gestational Agc (LGA: 18.4% \"S 14.8; p< 0.00(1). The incidence of Cascarcan Sections as
well was higher in GCT+ (25.7% vs 24.1%; p<O.OOOI).ln GCT+, birth weight correlated with
prepregnancy weight (r-O.22; p<O.OOOI), maternal weight gain (r=O.15;p<OJJOl)and plasma
glucose values observed at fasting (pO.13; p<O.OI), after GCT (r=O.14; p<O.03) and GCT
increment above basiline (r=O.16;p<O.03).Onmultivariate analysis only preprcgnancy weight
and maternal weight gain remained significantly associated with birth weight (r2 0.77)_
Conclusion .wc confirm that caucasian women with an abIlOfIIlJ.I GCT but normal l()()..g
OGTT~ i.e. non diagnostic GestationalDiabetes, have an increased incidence of macrosomia.
Preprcgnancyweightandweightgainaredeterminant of theriskof macrosomia in womenwith
nondiagnostic test forGestational Diabetes

946
Characteristic features of the metabolic syndrome in women with prior GD;\-I:
Circulating leptin concentrations during oGTI.
Gy. Tamas, A.Gy. Tabak, E. Madarasz, G. Speer, G. Beko, 1. Nagy-Szabo, P. Lakatos
and Zs. Kerenyi, Natl. Centre Diab. Care, Ist Dept. Med. Semmelweis Univ, Med.
Faculty, 4th Dept. Med., Szent Irnre Hosp., Budapest, Hungary

Background and Aims: Gestational diabetes (GD~I) is known to be a predictor or an early
manifestation of the metabolic insulinresistance syndrome. Ouraim was to studythe clinical
and laboratory constituents of this syndrome and their relationship with circulating leptin
during an oGTT in women with prior GD~1.

Materials and Methods: B~II. waist-to-hip ratio (WIH), blood pressure, PAl I, fibrinogen,
HbAle, lipoprotein lipids (toeal-,HDL- and LDL-<:holesterol, triglyceridcs) anduric acid were
measured in 54 women with prior GD~I at a follow-up investigation 3.4±O.4 [±SD] )TS aflcr
delivery. Their mean age was: 35.8±5.7 )TS; B~II: 27.8±7.1 kglm2; 25 ofthcm were on insulin
during index pregnancy, and 25 had Gl (D~I or IGT or IFG) at reclassification (WHO criteria).
Blood glucose (BG), immunoreactive insulin (lRI; RIA), C-peptide (CP; RIA) andJeptin (RIA,
normal values in women: -c 11.1 ng/l) concentrations in the fasting state and during a 75 g
oGTT were also determined A metabolic score (Ito 3; higher values at the pathological cnd)
using tcrtilcs of WIH, systolic blood pressure, PAl I, fibrinogen, HbAlc, uric acid, HDI.
cholesterol and fasting IRI was calculated. For statistical analysis different correlation methods
andmultiple logisticregression wereused.

Results: An elevated fasting Icptin level (I8.9±12 vs, 15.0±9.5), and a slight, but non
significant increase of the 120min Icptin bel (22.7±15A vs, 16.9±9.6) in the GI group
compared to metabolically healthy women was observed during the 180min oGTT. The
analysed fasting. 90min and l20min lcptin were significantly higher in patients with a
metabolic score above 2 (n324; P<O.OO5). These leptin values were also associated with B\1l
(P<O.OOI), WIH (P<o,OI), HDL-<:holestcrol (P<O.05),HbAlc (p<O.05),fasting and 120min IRI
(<0.05), and gamma-glutamyl transferase values (p<O.OI). Using multivariate analysis thc
independent covariates of the different leptin levels were: WIH and PAl 1 for fasting leptin,
HDL-<:holesterol and 120min IRI for 90min leptin, and WIH and120min IRI for 120min leptin.
Othcr variables available for the model were: fibrinogen, fasting IRI, and HbAIe.

Conclusions: The associations foundsuggest thatcirculating Icptin m:ly have a role in the
metabolic syndrome in womenwithprior GD~t 120min IRImight bea factor or a marker in
the development of the insulin resistance syndrome. determining also changes in circulating
lcpun during oGTT.
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THE EFFECf OF MICRO- AND MACROALBUML'i"URL-\ OX THE COURSE
OF PREGNANCY AND PERI:'oIATAL OUTCOME.
N.Asatiani,R.Kurashvil~~I.Natsvlish,ili,~I.Dundua,E.Shelestova,T.Chanturia,~I.Hod

" and H.ltarneri". Georgian Diabetes Center, Tbilisi; "Dep.of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, Rabin Medical Center, Tel-Aviv, Israel; "No,·o Nordisk AIS, Denmark.
Baekground and Aims: To study the effect of micro- and macroalbuminuria on the
course of pregnancy and perinatal outcome. Materials and Methods: Sixty-six
women with pregestational diabetes mellitus (Type I) were enrolled to the study.
Strict metabolic control and fetal surveillance were performed. Pre-pregnancy
microalbuminuria was detected in 10 women (urinary albumin excretion (UAE) <
3OOmg\24h), their number increased to 14 (1st trimester -tr), and then to 18 (27.2"10)
by term. Those patients comprised Gr.1.Prior to conception macroalbuminuria was
observed in 4 women, there were 6 such patients (9%) in the 2nd tr. By term their
UAE was> 2g\24h. Those patients were included in Gr.2.Forty two patients with
norma-albuminuria throughout the pregnancy comprised Gr.3. Results: The patients'
diabetes duration (yrs) was 11.0±6(Grl), 18.7± 7(Gr2) and 7.7±3(Gr3). We did not
register statistically evident difference in HbAlc (%) between the groups: Gr.1 
7.6±0.5(lst tr); 7.2±OA(2nd tr); 7.2±0.4(3rd tr); Gr.2 - 7.51.0.5, 7.0±0.6, 6.8±0.4, and
Gr.3 - 7.41.0.3, 7.I±OA, 7.0±0.2,respecth·ely. The highest insulin requirements
(U\kg)were observed in all the patients throughout the 3rd tr - Gr.I, 0.751.0.15; Gr.2,
0.681.0.04, Gr.3, 0.97±0.06. Preproliferative retinopathy was found in ten Gr.1
patients (55.5%), two Gr.2 patients (33.3%), and two Gr.3 patients (4.7%). Four Gr.2
patients had proliferative retinopathy (66.6%). There was no retinopathy progression
observed after delivery. In Gr.2 patients anti-hypertensive therapy was used from the
2nd tr, There were no intrauterine or perinatal deaths. Gestational week at delivery
(GWD)was 37-39 in Gr. I. In 38.8% ofcases Cesarean section was performed. Infants'
bitth weight (lBW) was 3100±450gr. In Gr.2 GWD was 34-38. All the patients
(100%) underwent Cesarean section, lBW· 2800±2oog. Three newborns had
respiratiry distress syndrome. In Gr.3 G\\U was 38-40, Cesarean section was
performed in 14% of cases, IBW-3500±640g. In 8 newborns hypoglycemia was
observed. Conclusious: When women with diabetic nephropathy were well
controlled during the pregnancy, renal function deterioration was not associated with
retinopathy progression. Presence of macroalbuminuria may predict fetal hypotrophy,
respiratory distress syndrome and pre-tenm delivery.
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BIRTHWEIGHT Axn SVBSEQUEIH GROWTH I:-.TERACTIOX
AMPLIFIES WW BIRTH WEIGHT PHENOITPE EFFECf ON BLOOD
PRESSURE AND INSULIN RESISTANCE
N.S.Le-.itl, E.V. Lambert, D. Woods, CN. Hales and JR Seckl, Universiy of Cape
Town, South Africa, Universities ofCambridge and Edinburgh,UK.

Background and Aims: Low birth weight is associated with an increased risk of
insulin resistance, increased blood pressure and cardiovascular disease in adult life.
We examined whether the extent of subsequent growth (ie higher adult weight)
affected expression ofthis phenotype in disadvantaged urban South Africans.
Materials and Methods: Twenty year olds (n=132) with birth weights either <10th
centile (UFA) or between 25th and 75th centile (AFA) for gestational age at full-term,
had anthropometry, blood pressure, lipids and glucose tolerance measured. Insulin
sensitivity (IR) and secretion (B) were assessed using the HO:\IA model. Gender
specific median B:\U for all subjects was used to define subsequent growth providing
4 groups: UFA-BMD (n~ 43) UFA-AMD (n= 25) AFA-B~ID (n= 23) and AFA
A.\ID (n=1I). Analysis ofvariance was used to assess group differences.
Results: Birth weights were lower in both UFA than both AF A groups (2.3±0.2 vs
3.11.0.2 kg, p<0.03). Maternal B~U did not differ within birth weight groups but was
lower in UFA-B\ID than the two AFA groups (p<O.OI). Subjects current B:\U was
19.51.1.5, 24.6±3.0, 20.2±2.0 and 25.2 ± 4.8 kglm2 in UFA-BMD, UFA-AMD, AFA-·
B~ID and AFA-A.\ID groups (p<O.OI between B\U groups). Systolic BP was higher
in UFA-A.\ID than UFA-B:\ID, AFA-B~ID and AFA·BMD (130±16 vs 124±1l,
1191.10, 124±12mmHg, p<0.02). I1O\IA IR was higher in UFA-A.\ID (2.51.1.2) than
UFA-BMD (1.61.1.0) and AFA-B~ID (1.5±O.8) groups (p<O.OI). Triglycerides were
higher in UFA-MID than UFA-B\ID and AFA-A.\ID ( 0.9±O.6 vs 0.6±O.2,
0.7±O.2mmolll, p<0.02). Maternal smoking, education and housing density at birth,
current housing density and level of education did not differ between groups.
Diastolic BP, glucose levels (fasting and post OGTI"), HO:\IA B and cholesterol were
also not different between groups.
Conclusions:These data indicate that the interaction between birth weight and
subsequent growth defined by adult B:\U amplifies the expression of the chronic
disease phenotype associated with low birth weight, at least in this cohort.
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CAN ACTIVIN A AND INHIBIN A PREDICT DEVELOPMENT OF PRE·
ECLN\IPSL\ IN WOMEl'i WITn TYPE I DiABETES?
E. R. Mathiesen, P. Ekbom, N. E. Skakkcbak, A.-~l. Andersson, U. Feldt-Rasmussen
and P. Damm. Obstetric Clinic, Dept. of Nephrology and Endocrinology and Dept. of
Growth and Reproduction, The National University Hospital, Copenhagen and Stene
Diabetes Center, Gcntofte, Denmark.
Background and Aims: It has been shown that maternal serum concentrations of
activin A and inhibin A arc elevated in women without diabetes subsequently devel
oping pre-eclampsia. Our aim was to determine ifactivin A and inhibin A can predict
development of pre-eclampsia in type I diabetes. Materials and Methods: In a pro
spcctive study maternal serum was analysed for activin A and inhibin A in 115 type I
diabetic women at 10,14,20,28 and 34 weeks of gestation. Twin deliveries were ex
cluded. Pre-eclampsia was defined as BP >140/90 and proteinuria >300 mg/24h later
than 20 weeks. Results: Fourteen women developed pre-eclampsia (week 30-37) and
101 did not. The two groups were comparable regarding age, B~f1 and diabetes dura
tion. Booking BP was 130(lO)n9(5);1l4(1l)/68(8) mmHg (p<0.001) and 6(43%);
6(6%) (p<0.001) had urinary albumin excretion ::30 mg/24h. HbAlc at gestation was
8.0(0.9);7.5(1.2) % (NS). Four(29%);3(3%) (p<0.01) delivered preterm <34 weeks.

Table. Maternal serum coneentrations of acthin A and inhibin A during pregnancy.
Activin A (ng/rnl) Inhibin A (pg/ml)

Weeks of Pre-eclampsia No Pre-eclampsia No
gestation pre-eclampsia pre-eclampsia
Wcek 10 0.9 (0.5-1.6) 1.0 (0.4-5.5) 269 (132-184) 328 (124-902)

Week 14 1.4 (0.7-2.7) 1.2 (0.6-3.9) 251 (132·747) 231 (84-1381)

Week 21 2.0 (1.3-1.2) 1.5 (0.7·3.9) 285 (96-1421) 242 (99-829)

Weck 28 5.4 (2.4-16.4) 4.6 (1.9-11.9) 769 (224-8220) 709 (260-2844)

Week 34 12.1 (404·92.0) 12.1 (404-39.9) 1441 (488·13024) 1653 (504-5192)

Values arc medians and (range). Differences between the 2 groups were NS.

Conelusions: Maternal serum concentrations of activin A and inhibin A arc not use
ful as predictors of pre-eclampsia in \)1'" I diabetes.
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There was no Increase, neither In patients With type 1 nor type 2 d.abetes, In the
prevalence of long-term complications (nephropathy, retinopathy, neuropathy).
Coneluslons: During the last decade there was a substantial improvement in the
quality of diabetes control. The broad implementation 01 specialised care,
structured TTPs, intensified insulin therapy and blood glucose self-monitoring for
patients with type 1 and 2 diabetes meilitus seems to be major comer stones for
the improvement of the quality of diabetes care.

lucaooniniection, :01 ketoacidoses/comata with hosnitalisation):
Diabetes m. Tvoel Tvpe2

1989190 1994195 199912000 1989190 1994195 199912000
No. n 131 127 114 59 117 147
BGST nld 1 0-28 25 Q.49" 28 0-70- a 0-21 14 0-35" 21 (0.46)-
ICT '!o). 5.3 80.3- 94.7" 3.4- 30.8- 48.3-
TIP(% 0 73.2- 87.7" a 69.7- 966-
ReI. HbAlc 1.52...+0.3 1.65±0.4- 1.48+0.3" 1.78+0.3 1.75±0.4 1.47±0.2"
Hvooolv.' 0.08 0.13 0.16 0.02 0.04 0.01
Coma 0.015 0.016 0.018 a 0008 0

Improvement of the quality of diabetes care - JEVIN, a population-based
survey with 10-years-folJow-up: 1989/1990 -1999/2000

R. Schiel, A. Braun, A. Rillig, U. Voigt", I.S. Ross'" and U. A. MOiler,Univ. of
Jena Med. School, Dept. of Int. Med. II, "Dept. of Ophthalmology, Jena,

Germany and ""Univ. of Aberdeen, Dept. of Clin. Biochemistry, Aberdeen, UK
Background: JEVIN <J&.na's St. Vincent Trial) is a prospecUve, lO-years-follow
up, population-based survey of all insulin treated patients with type 1 and type 2
diabetes meliitus aged 16 to 60 ys and living in the city of Jena (100,000
inhabitants). Methods: In 1989/90 190 patients (83% of the target population) and
in 1994/95, following the decentralisation of the health care system, 244 patients
(90%) were studied. During the following5 ys specialised diabetes care units were
re-established and structured treatment and teaching programmes (TTP) were
implemented. Up to 1999/2000 the target population increased to 401 patients
(patients aged 16-60 ys [n:291] and patients which were examined in 1989/90
and/or 1994/95 and were older than 60 ys [n:ll0]). Now 90% (n:3621401
patients) of the target population were examined. Results for patients 16-60 ys
(type 112: age 42.5±11/52.2±7 ys, reI. HbAlc:HbAlc1mean normal [HPLC,
Diamat®], "p<0.05, l:blood glucose seir-tests. 2:intensified insulin therapy,
':participation in 5 a TTP, ':incidence of hypoglycaemia with glucose- or

WHO ~USSES ROUTINE REVIEW? - IlI.'FOR.\1ATJON FRO~I A DISTRICT
DIABETES REGISTER
A.Collier', A Jaap', N. MacPherson', A. Anderson', and J. McCarlie' Ayrshire
and Arran Acute NHS Hospital Trusts' and Ayrshire and Arran Primal)' Care
Trust', Ayrshire, Scotland.
Background and Aims: Following recommendations from the Scottish
Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN). a district diabetes register was
established in Ayrshire and Arran,Scotland- This Register hasbeen analysed to
give information on the population not accessing routine diabetes care. Materials
and Methods: Information for the register has been collected from the Diabetes
Care System used in the Hospital Diabetes Clinics, General Practices,
biochemistry laboratory, accredited optometrists, and the Social Work Department
register of blind and partially sighted. The local population with diabetes who had
not had HbAle measured or dilated fundoscopy undertaken in the previous year
(1999-2000) were identified. A number of demographic factors including age,
socio-economic status (denoted by the Carstairs DEPCAT score derived from
postcodc) along with sex were investigated for those patients not accessing the
diabetes service. A third group of diabetic patients who smoked were identified
and assessed by socio-economic status to allow comparison between the diabetes
register population and other populations for whom this \)1'" of analysis has been
undertaken. Results: Of the 7573 patients, 10.5% (796) had no record of HbAle
and of the 7498 patients eligible for fundoscopy 2404%(1834) had not had dilated
fundoscopy performed. Patients under 30 years (p<0.01) and Over 80 years
(p<O.OI)were more likelyto miss HbAlc check and fundoscopy. Patients with
DEPCAT score 1&2 (P<O.OI) plus 6 (p<0.01) were more likely to miss HbAlc
check and fundoscopy. There was no significant difference in uptake by gender.
TIle register demonstrated an increasing prevalence of smoking with increased
deprivation. Conclusion: The data held on the Ayrshire and Arran Diabetes
Register suggests that age and socio-economic status influences the uptake of a
routine diabetic service, Planners of health care need to give consideration to the
requirements of different age and socio-economic groups.
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Quality of Care of elderly type 2 diabetics in general
practice: results from the French Adage 65+ Study
I. Tauveron, F. Desbiez, N. Cugnardey-, M.L. Guest·, Ph. Thicblot,
E. Albulsson- Dpt of Diabetes and Biostatics·, CHU Clermont
Ferrand and Merck Lipha-, Lyon, France

Aims and Methods: The national study Adage 65+ was performed by 456
French general practitioners to analyze the state of health and quality of care
of 1349 type 2 diabetics over the age of 65 years receiving oral antidiabetic
drugs. Each practitioner was asked to fill a questionnaire and data were
analyzed by a single statistical center.
Results: This study concerned patients with a mean age of 71.6 ± 5.7 years
(56% male - 44% female) and an average duration of the disease of II years.
A high prevalence of cardiovascular risk factors is noted: smoking (36%),
obesity or excessweight (79%), mostly android (63% of men, 75% of
women), hypertension (80%) or drug treated hyperlipidemia (58%).
Metabolic control remains inadequate: fasting glucose 153 ± 43 mg/dl,
IIbAlc 7.5 ± 1.5% (the latter was only determined among 65% subjects).
Similar findings are observed for other risk factors: blood pressure is
controlled in only 20% of patients, although over 2f3 of patients receive
antihypertensive drugs. LDL cholesterol is only occasionally determined.
Degenerative complications are surprisingly uncommon: coronaropathy 17%,
arteritis 15%, retinopathy 13%, neuropathy 7%, diabetic foot 5%,
nephropathy 5% (while urinalysis is performed only among 27% patients),
suggesting a poor detection of complications. Finally, multidisciplinary
diabetes care seems improved whcn compared to previous French studies:
92% of patients per year are referred to ophthalmologists, 71 % to
cardiologists but only 23% lDdiabctologists,
Conclusion: Elderly type 2 diabetics present with clinical characteristics
similar to middle age diabetics. Since type 2 diabetes is a complex disorder,
our study emphasizes the need for early and rnultispccialized overall care of
type 2 diabetic patients regardless their age.

953
A CO;\IPARISOS OF 1 PAEDIATRIC AUDITS L'i YORKSHIRE, UK
FELmOWER RG, STEPHENSON CR. HOLLAND P, MCKINNEY PA
Paediatric Epidemiology Group, Leeds University; Generallnfirmary at Leeds.

Background and Aims: In 1992 an audit of service delivery for paediatric diabetes
recommended improvements in the ranges of hospital support and delivery of care
from a trained paediatrician. In 1997 a further audit established these
recommendations had been implemented. This study aimed to investigate whether
improved health care in clinics across the Yorkshire region was actually reflected in
improved diabetic control as measured by HbAI c levels ofthe patients.

Material. and Melhods: Demographic and clinical details were collected by a single
data collector on a cross section of 798 children (0-18 years) attending 24 clinics in
1992 and 650 children at IS clinics in 1997. Mean HbAlc levels and insulin dose/kg
were compared between audits.

Results: There was no difference in age distribution either at diagnosis or at the time
of the audit between 1992 and 1997 with 32% in 1992 and 37% in 1997 being under
5 years of age al diagnosis. There was a significant reduction in HbAlc of 1%
(P<0.01) from 9.8% to 8.8%. There was no significant difference in the average daily
dose of insulin/kg between audits. In 1997, the mean dose increased from 0.77
units/kg/day in 0-4 year olds to 1.16 unitslkgfday in 10-15 year olds.

Conclusions: This study has demonstrated that more specialised and focused delivery
ofcare appears to improve diabetic control in a large clinic population representative
ofthe spectrum of diabetes.

952
STAGED DIABETES MANAGEMENT VERSUS TRADITIONAL

APPROACH IN THE TREATMENT OF DIABETES IN ST-PETERSBURG.
AZalevskaya, V.Brcgonky, and I.Karpav-a. City diabetes center, St-Petersburg,

Background and Aims. Staged Diabetes Management (SDM) represents a systemic
approach to the diabetes management nnd its efficacy hasbeen proved in countries
with different health care systems, To implement the SDM in St-Petersburg we
performed its adaptation 10 local health care andpharmacy system,The aim of the
present study was to compare the efficacy of SDM with the traditional treatment
regimen ofDM in selected out-patient diabetes clinics. Materials and Methods. 110
patients with DM (type I • 50, type 2 - 60) were recruited in 6 out-patient centres.
The randomisation (2:1) was performed per centre: the SDM group « 80 pis and
control group' 30 pts. The physicians. randomisedfor SOM, contrary to control
group were specially trained for SOM algorithms. All patients were equally
equipped with strccps for self-control and passed a standard education course
according to local practice. The efficacy criteria were: fasting glycemia, HbAI
(N:5-7%), total insulin dose (Uikgfday) or oral hypoglycemic agents (OHA)
requirement, intensity of treatment (number of visits per I pt per 6 months), and
frequency of hypoglycemias, All tests were collected at baseline, at 3 and 6 months
of the follow-up. Rcsults. The median of fasting blood glucose decreased in beth
groups: SDM • 9,4-7,0-7,0 mmolll; controt , 8,85-7,0-7,3 mmolll (for SOM and
control p<O.05). HbAI decreased in SDM group (8,6 - 8, I - 7,4 %, p<O.05),
whereas in control group it remained unchanged (7,8 • 8,2 - 7,8 %). Intensity of
treatment in type I DM was higher in SDM group (7,3 \"S 5,2 \isitsllpt/6 months in
control group, p<O.05). The total insulin dose and frequency of hypoglycemias did
not changed significantly in beth groups. Intensity of treatment in type 2 OM was
higher in controls (7,6 \S 6,8 \isitsllpl!6 months). At the same time, in 24%
patients with type 2 OM of SDM group the OHA doses were lowered. In control
group there was no decrease of OHA dose and in 30% cases one OHA was changed
to another without effect. Conclusions. The treatment according to modified SDM
algorithms lead to significant improvement in glycemic control and was superior
compared to traditional treatment, The improvement of treatment of DM in SO~i

group was predominantly achieved by optimisation of treatment schemes while
increase of intensity of treatment was unfrcqucnt
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EFFlCACY OF A STRUCTURED PATIE:"."T ~iA.'iAGE:\IENT SYSTDI
FOR DIABETIC PATIE:"."TS
\Y. Piehlrneier', R. Renner', \V. Steines2, A. KOnig" M. Gottsmanrr',
R.llardenberg', J. von Hubbener', R. Landgraf'
'Diabetes Centre, Dept. oflntemal Medicine "Inoenstadf', University of Munich,
'Oiabetes Centre Municb-Bogenhausen, 'County Hospital Traunstein,
'Henriettenstift Hospital, Hannover, 'Diabetologisl, Hamburg

Background and Aims: Prospective analysisof theeffects of a patientmanagement
system on cardio-vascular risk profile in diabetic patients. Patients and l\Ielhods:
The structured system aims at optimization of glucose metabolism, blood pressure
and lipid profile, dietary adaptation and cessation of smoking. Physicians are
provided with guideline-based diagnostic and therapeutic recommendations. Every 3
months structured data are imported into a central database, and for each patient a
separate analysis containing comments and alerts is generated. 3.949 diabetic
patients from 202 primary care offices were included into the system, 2066 patients
with an observation period of >6 months were divided into 2 groups: 696
normoalburninuric patients (Group A) and 1370 patients with rnicroalbuminuria
(Group B; defmition: no exclusion criteria, ~O mgll in at least 2 of 3 samples of
first morning obtained within one week, no positive result for protein in urinalysis,
normal serum creatinine level). Basic data in Group A (B) were (mean±SD): age
44% (52%) male, age 63.0±11.8 (63.0±12.3) yTS, known diabetes duration 8.0±8.7
(9.l±9.8) yTS. Results: After 16.9±8.0 (17.5±S.5) months values compared to
baseline values were: HbAlc 7.2.101.4% vs. 7.5.101.5%, p<O.OI (7.3±1.4% vs.
7.7.101.7%, p<O.OOOI). RRsyst 141.1017 vs, 14~±I9 nun!lg, p<O.OOI (141.1017 vs.
146.1020, p<O.OOOI). RRdiast 81.109 vs. 82.1010, n.s. (SO±9 vs, 83.1011, p<O.OOOJ).
Total serum cholesterol 217.1038 vs. 223.1040 mg/dl, p<O.OOI (213.1044 vs, 222±44,
p<O.OOOI). Triglycerides 170±105 vs. 179.10125 mg/dl, n.s. (179.10116 vs, 201.10145,
p<O.OOOI). At the end of the intervention period 69% (37%) were
normoalburninuric, 23% (48%) microalburninuric, 6% (11%) macroalburninuric, and
2% (4%) showed an increased serum creatinine. Conclusion: This system
implementing methods of quality management into routine diabetes care showed a
significant reduction of the cardiovascular risk profile.
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CARDIOVASCULAR MORBIDITY AND RESOURCE CO;llSUMPTION: AN
ASSESSMENT OF THEIR AVOIDABILITY IN TYPE 2 DIABETES.
A. Nicolucci, G. De Berardis, M. Franciosi, M. Belfiglio and the QuED Study Group.
Consorzio Mario Negri Sud, S.Maria Imbaro (Ch).
Background and Aims: In the framework of a nation-wide outcomes research
program in type 2 diabetes, we assessed the avoidability of cardiovascular (CV) events
related to the implementation of the existing guidelines for the management of
hypertension and dyslipidcmia. The excess of resource utilisation related to the
development of CV eventswas also estimated.
Materials and Methnds: Type 2 diabetic patients younger than 75 years and free from
major cardiovascular diseases were ineludcd in this study. By applying the
Framingham equations, we estimated their 10 year CV risk and then calculated the CV
risk reduction that could be achieved by pursuing different therapeutic targets,
Furthermore, in 821 patients with a history of CV disease. resource utilisation in the
previous year was evaluated in terms of disability days, hospitalisation days, number of
clinical visits anddiagnosticprocedures.
Results: Overall, 1689 patients were eligible for this study. The mean risk of
developing a CV event during 10 years was 18.9±8.7%. The number of avoidable
events during 10 years was strongly related to patients' baseline risk. By decreasing
systolic blood pressure to 130 rnmllg, the number of events avoided (per 1000 treated
subjects) would be 6 in low risk patients (risk<15%) and 34 in high risk ones (risk
>30%). Similarly, by decreasing total cholesterol levels to 150 rng/dl, 25 events would
be avoided in low risk patients and 76 in high risk ones. The maximum risk reduction
rate, corresponding to 38% (105 avoided e"entsllooo treated subjects), would be
attained by aggressively treating both risk factors. If applied to the Italian population,
these figures would translate in over 40.000 CV events avoided during 10 years.
Excess resource consumption in patients with a history of CV disease was the
following (per 1000 patients/year): 444 hospitalisation days. 6850 disability days, 2078
e1inieal visits, and 2112 diagnostic procedures.
Conclusions: A strict control of blood pressure and hypercholesterolemia, in
agreement withexisting guidelines. could lead to a substantial decrease in morbidity,
social and economical costs related to diabetes.
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Why is the eardiovaseular risk profile in type 2 diabetes so hard to improve!
L.J. Ubink-Veltmaat, N. Kleefstra, S.T. Houweling, K.lt Groenier, B. Meyboorn-de
Jong and ltJ.G. Bilo. lsala clinics, Weezenlanden location, Zwolle and University of
Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands.

Background and Aims: Improving the cardiovascular risk profile is an important
aspect in the treatment of type 2 diabetes as 70"10 of these patients die of
cardiovascular disease. A vcry important key to success in improving the risk profile
is motivation of the patient. The latter is highly dependent on expectations regarding
the improved Quality of Life (QoL) that may be felt as a consequence of the effects
from changes in behaviour or treatment. We studied the relationship between
cardiovascular risk factors and QoL.

Materials and Methods: In the shared care diabetes project ZODIAC (Zwolle
Outpatient Diabetes project Integrating Available Care) QoL is assessed using the
Rand-36, a generic questionnaire. For this cross-sectional study 1012 questionnaires
from 1155 patients were included; non-parametric tests were used for analyses.

Results: Mean lIbAlc was 7.5%, total cholesterol s.? mmol/L, blood pressure 155/84
mmllg, and 19% of the patients smoked. Only one (health change) out of 9 scales of
the Rand-36 showed a significant negative relationship with Hba lc (IFO.OO5). No
significant relationship was found between any of the scales and total cholesterol, nor
with blood pressure or smoking.

Concluslens: An important explanation of the fact that it is difficult to improve the
cardiovascular risk profile in t)'J'C 2 diabetic patients is that there is no direct
relationship between the degree of regulation of these risk factors and QoL.
Acknowledgement of this fact by caregivers might lead to efforts to motivate patients
to change behaviour in other ways than by highlighting possible changes in QoL.
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CARDIOVASCULAR THERAPIES m 106 DIABETES CLI:'lICS: A
PHAR.'lACO-EPIDEMIOLOGICAL ANALISYS.
M.Maggini, C. Giorda, E. Mannucci M.Velussi, A.Avogaro, S.Turco, R.Raschetti
On behalf of the DAI STUDY Group, Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Roma, Italy
BACKGROUND: Several studies have shown how guidelines are poorly
implemented in clinical practice. Out-of-pocket cost for medication, load of daily
tablets, tightened drug-budget control, and physicians' prescription attitudes are
some of the possible explaining factors. AThl: To evaluate how primary e
secondary prevention of cardiovascular (CY) disease has been carried out in over
time in a large sample of Italian diabetic clinics. MATERIALS AND
METHODS: The source of data was the database of the DAI study at 6-month
and 12-month follow-ups. The DAI Study is an observational study on
maeroangiopathy in type 2 diabetic which randomly selected 24056 patients from
201 italian diabetic clinics. Data on treatment are being collected every 6 months.
After a detailed descriptive evaluation in several subsets of patients, certain cost
were calculated in 106 clinics. RESULTS: On average, in primary prevention
11.5% of patients were on antiplatelets, 23% on lipid-lowering and 57% on
antihypertensive therapies. In secondary prevention 46% of patients were on
antiplatelets and 33% on lipid-lowering therapies. In the period of time Jan 1999
Jan 2000 a fair increase in the propottion of treated patients was recorded,
especially for statins (+ 24%). This trend was particularly apparent in subjects who
developed cardiovascular events in the same period oftime. The mean expense for
cardiovascular treatment per patient was 236 Euros per year, An appropriate link
between CV risk, calculated by using Framingham score equation, and drug
expenditure was found. However, the ratio between number of treatments and
number of patients who would need it, in every center , showed that drug
utilisation was very varied among clinics. CO:'lCLUSI01'iS: As regards effective
treatment to prevent CV disease in diabetic patients, a positive trend over 1 year
was found in this representative sample of diabetic clinics. Recent cardiovascular
events sensitize doctors to start effective therapies. Prescription attitudes are
anyway varied among clinics, there is a sort of here-and-there pattern of
prescription On the whole, treatment of cardiovascular risk factors in diabetic
patients warrant further efforts.
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An innol'atil:e experience of nutritional education at primary school
C. Godenir, B. Dumain, X Debussche, M Roddier, E Rachou and S Besson. ClIO
Felix Guyon-Saint-Denis, La Reunion 97405 Cedex france.

Background and Aims: weight excess and obesity constitute a growing widespread
health problem. The present action aimed to experiment an educational program for
nutrition at primary school for 9-11 )TS children. Materials and Methods: 5
practitioners, 10 nurses from the school health promotion and I I teachers followed a
training program (2x4 hrs): nutritional balance and repartition, common health
messages and pedagogic tools. The education phase was conducted (Jan-Juri 2000) by
the trained teachers in I I classes. Body Mass Index was determined in 198 children
(Group E) before (to) and at the end (tl) of the education phase, children perceptions
on health and food were assessed by the means ofa 10 items questionnaire. The same
data were collected at to and tJ in a non educated control group (Group C, n~191)
from the same schools. Groups E and C were not different concerning age and sex
(M: 46%; F: 54%). Results were analysed using chi-2 and variance analysis. Results:
at to, weight excess (B~fi > 90th percentile) was present in 31.8% (n"'63) children in
group E and 30,9"/0(n~59) in group C, obesity (B~fi>97Ih percentile) in 20.7 % (E,
n~l) and 19,4 % (C, n=37). Children perceptions were identical at to in the 2 groups
: healthy role ofdairy products, fruits or vegetables, and importance of breakfast were
correctly reported (>80 %), but errors predisposing to obesity were frequent: 80 %
thought that a large amount of meat is necessary, up to 20 % did not perceive the
dangerous effect of sources of non-visible lipids, 50 % thought that sugar and
sweetened products are indispensable to growth, At t l, weight excess was present in
29.6% (E: 33.3%, n~66; C: 25.7%, n~9, ns), obesity in 16.2% (E : 17.2%, n=34; C
: 15.2%, n=29, ns). Overall, there was no significant differences at II vs to, albeit the
numbers of obese boys tended to reduce in group E (9.4%, n=9 vs 17.7%, n~I7).

Amelioration of perceptions was noted in the 2 groups at t l, but was better in group E.
Conclusion. Introduction of nutritional education at school is feasible, provided that
action is prepared in the context of a structured network of nutrition experts, school
health professionals, and institutional covering of a designed project. The effect of
such an action is not obvious as regards to anthropometric data at the end ofeducation
period, but perceptions of educated children seem to improve. An additional
evaluation has to be done at one year (t2, June 2001), and the actual impact on
behavioural changes needs to be assessed.
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THE DETMOLD DIABETIC EMERGEI\CIES PROJECT-
A POPULATlO~·BASED INTERVENTION STUDY TO I~IPROVE THE
QUALITY OF PREHOSPITAL MANAGEMENT OF DIABETIC EMERGEI\CIES

A. Plaschke, M.-Y. Vogel, E.-H. Egberts, A. IIolstein
I· Department of Medicine, Klinikum Lippe, Detmold, Germany

Alms: Studies have revealed deficits in the pre-hospital management of diabetic
emergencies. An intervention study was performed to evaluate prospectively the
effects of diabetological training of the emergency medical team, blood glucose
screeningof all emergencypatients and standardized therapy of diabeticemergencies.
Methods: After initial diabctological training of all emergency physicians and
emergency medical technicians, a standardized protocol was introduced for the pre
hospital emergency therapy of severe hypoglycaemia and diabetic coma in a German
emergency medical service district with 180,000 inhabitants in the period from 1997
2000. for sensitive detection of diabetic emergencies, a rapid blood glucose test was
performed in all emergency patients with the exception of small children,
resuscitations and deaths. Indicators of structural, processand treatment qualitybefore
and after intervention were compared. Results: A rapid blood glucose test was
performed in 6631 (85%) of all 7804 emergencies. The prevalence of acute diabetic
complications was 3.1%. 213 cases of severe hypoglycacrnia and 29 cases of diabetic
coma were recorded. Compared with a retrospecti ve analysis of the 204 diabetic
emergencies of the period 1993·1996 in the same district there was a continuous
increase in diabetic emergencies. The training of the emergency team led to a
significant Improvement in the quality of treatment. In hypoglycacrnia largervolumes
of intravenous 40% glucose were administered (50±20 ml vs. 28±20ml; p<O.OOI). In
50 diabetic patients with sulphonylurea-induced hypoglycaemia the mandatory
additional glucose infusions and hospitalization for further observation reduced
mortality from 4.9% to currently 0%. Insulin-treated patients well educated about
diabetes were more often treated at the emergency scene only after severe
hypoglycaemia (25% \'S. 8%), hospitalization was avoided without complications. For
the first time emergency medical technicians independently treated hypoglycaemia
before the arrival of the emergency physician. Conclusions: The diabetological
training of the emergency team is effective and efficient, it improvesthe quality of
treatment, the prognosisandtheeconomic variables of diabetic emergencies.

959
KNOWLEDGE OF THE FINDIl'IGS OF THE UK PROSPECTIVE
DIABETES STUDY (UKPDS) AMONGST UK GENERAL PRACTITIONERS
A.M.Emslie-Smith, J.M.M.Evans, G.P.Leese and A.D.Morris for the
DARTS/MEMO Collaboration, NincwellsHospital & Medical School, Dundee, UK.
Background and Aims: To assess UK General Practitioners' level of knowledge of
the findings of the UKPDS. Materials and Melhods: 25 questions, based on
UKPDS findings, were posted, in June 2000, to all 109General Practitioners, and to
two Diabctologistsin the city of'Dundee,UK. Results: 61 questionnaires (56%) were
returned. Mean score = 25.6% (range 0-68%). There was no significant difference in
mean score between those in Practices of a certain size, Training Practices or
Practices with dedicated diabetes clinics, nor between GPs who subscribed to the
British Medical Journal, were members of the Royal College of General Practice or
who were GP Trainers, and those who were not. GPs who were actively involved in
diabetes care in their Practice (n~30, mean score 31.4%) scoredbetter (p=0.01) than
those who were not (n=3I, mean score 19.5%). There was no significant difference
in correct answers to questions relating to glycaemic control (n> 12, average %
correct 26.0%) compared with those relating to blood pressure control (n~JJ,

average % correct 24.9%). 37.7% (46.7% if active in diabetes care, 29.0% if not)
knew that UKPOS was restricted 10 Type 2 diabetes. Questions on different drug
treatment approaches showed correct knowledge in 18.0% (25.0% ifactive, 11.3% if
not) of respondents for glycaemic therapy and 39.3% (46.7% ifactive, 32.3% ifnot)
for blood pressure therapy. Correct knowledge of targets for control of glycaemia and
blood pressure, developed as a result of UKPDS, was shown by 34.4% (46.7% if
active, 22.6% if not) and 47.5% (63.3% if active, 32.3% if not) respectively. Both
Diabetologists answered 24 questions correctly (96%). Conclusions: General
Practitioners provide most Type 2 diabetes care in UK. However, their level of
knowledge of the UKPDS findings appears to be low. The significant difference
between those active in diabetes care and others, demonstrates the trend towards sub
specialisation within General Practice. If evidence-basedmedicine is to be practised,
new methods must be found to more effectively educate Grs of trial findings.

961
UTILlSIXG MICROALBIDfIXURIA AS A SPECIFIC RISK MARKER lIAS
AN ADDITIONAL TREATMEl'IT EFFECT L'I ITPE 2 DIABETIC PATJElHS
T. Drivsholm, N.D.F. Olivarius, II. Deck-Nielsen, All. Andreasen. Central Research
Unit ofGeneral Practice, University ofCopenhagen, Denmark.

Background and Aims: To assess the effect of focusing on microalbuminuria in a
multifaceted intervention directed at general practitioners to improve care of type 2
diabetic patients.
Material and Methods: 474 general practitioners participated in a pragmatic, open,
controlled trial with randomisation of practices to structured personal care
(intervention group) or routine care (control group). 874 (90.1%) of970 patients aged
40+ years diagnosed with diabetes in 1989-91 and surviving until 6-year follow-up.
Intervention included regular follow-up and individualised goal-setting supported by
prompting of doctors, clinical guidelines, feedback and continuing medical education.
In the annual patient reports sent to doctors no specific advice concerning treatment
were given except for patients with microalbuminuria for whom doctors were asked to
consider treatment of even Slight hypertension. Urinary Albumin Concentration
(UAC) in a freshly voided morning urine sample was analysed centrally using a RIA
at the diabetes diagnosis. The patients (n) of the intervention and control group,
respectively, were: normoalbuminuric (292/275), microalbuminuric (127/106) and
proteinuric (19/19), defined as a UAC (mgll) of<15, 15·<200 and >200, respectively.
Results: After 6-years of follow-up the systolic blood pressure (medians, mmHg) in
the intervention and control group, respectively, were 145 vs, ISO (p<O.oool,
Wilcoxon test), while the diastolic blood pressure were 80 vs. 84 (p~.23). Stratified
by normoalbuminuria, microalbuminuria and proteinuria at baseline, the systolic
blood pressure in the intervention and control group, respectively, at follow-up were
146.5 vs. 150 (p~.015), 145 vs. ISS (jrO.OO3), 150 vs. '160 (p=0.12) in the three
groups, while the diastolic blood pressure were 80 vs. 81 (jrO.71), 80 vs, 85
(p=O.060), 85 vs. 85 (p~.36).

Conclusions: Judged from the effect of this multifaceted intervention on blood
pressure of type 2 diabetic patients, patient-specific written medication-advice to
doctors of patients with microalbuminuria has an additional beneficial and clinical
important treatment effect.
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There were no dLfferences In tncidences of hypoglyceamla, coma and foot
ulcera at re-examination, Conclusions: Elderly patients with impaired
cognitive function should take part in a special adapted TIP. This shows
equal, conceming "diabetes-self-rnanaqernent", even more efficiency with
better acceptance of the patients.

Structured teaching and treatment of elderly patients With type.2
diabetes mellitus and impaired cognitive function- the DikoL.
intervention trial
Braun A, Schiel R, Siefke S, Franke I, Helbig C, Drewelow S, Leppert K',
MOiler VA. University of Jena Medical School, Dept. of tnt. Med. II and 'Inst.
for Med. Psych., Jena, Germany.
Structured teaching and treatment programmes (TIP) should be offered to ail
patients with diabetes, After participation in a TIP, 50% of the elderly
patients are still inadequately trained (Schiel et al. , Diab Stoffw 2000; 9: 227.
233). They often need third party assistance leading to impaired quality of life
and increased welfare costs. Thus, it was the aim of this intervention trial to
develop a structured TIP for elderly patients with impaired cognitive function.
Methods: 106 patients with type-2 diabetes older than 55 participating in a
TIP for conventional insulin therapy in 1999 were examined. Patients with
less than 91 la-points were randomised: They either took part in the TIP
according to Berger et al. (standard group) or in the special adapted DikoL
TIP (no pathophysiology, urinary- instead of bloodglucose-self-monitoring,
more practical exercise). Results; GroupNB: n=35/34, age 67,6±8,9/
70,7±8,2 ,p=0.14, diabetes duration 11,6±8,3/11,1±7,4 ys., p=O,80, HbA1c
10,3±2,O/10,7±1,8% IHPLC, Diamat®.NR 4.5-6,3%), P=O,33, cognilive
function 81,5±5,ln8,8±6,7 to-poiras, p=0.07. After the TIP and Y. year later
patients' knowledge and ability of diabetes self management were tested
Baseline Standard(n=30) DikoL (n 26) p-value
KnOWledge(points) 10,9±2.6 12,2±2,7 0,08
Handling (points) 14,2±3.3 15,9±2,5 0,17
HbAlc (%) 10,4±2.1 10,4+1.5 0,90
Re-examination
KnOWledge(points) 8,8±5,O 8,7±5.1 0.97
Handling (points) 12,4+4,1 15,9±2,5 0,001
HbAlc (%) 8,4+1,4 8,5±1.3 0,77

Comparative analysis of conventional and adaptive computer-based
interactive hypoglycaemla education programs

Nebell-T. Klemm Th, Paschke R
III. Medical Department, University of Leipzig

Objective: Conventional computer-based education programs do not take
into account interpersonal differences among patients such as different skills
using computers or different diabetes knowledge. Our aim was therefore to
overcome this disadvantage by creating an adaptive, interactive computer
based training program which can be personalised to the patients' specific
needs and skills. To test whether this aim can be achieved we therefore
compared a conventional with an adaptive computer-based hypoglycaemia
education program With regard to parameters like increase in diabetes
knowledge or user friendliness. Research Design and Methods: The
patients were confronted with a hypoglycaemic situation and asked to
overcome this situation by choosing the most helpful actions from a variety of
opportunities provided by the computer program. 120 randomised diabetic
patients were enrolled in this study. Firs~ we compared the results (number of
mistakes) obtained with the conventional and the adaptive computer program.
Second, we determined the Ume patients needed to finish the different
exercises. Third, the user friendliness of the two programs was evaluated by
means of a questionnaire. Differences among the two groups were tested for
statistical significance using the Mann-Whitney-U-Test for independent
groups. A p value <0.05 was regarded as statistically significant. Results;
Patients using the adaptive computer-based hypoglycaemia education
program had significantly better results (p=O,037) as compared to those using
the conventional training program. Furthermore, the user friendliness of the
adaptive computer program was rated as significantly better (p=O,015) by the
patients. Conclusions; The adaptive, interactive computer-based
hypoglycaemia education program is more effective and better accepted
compared to a conventional training program. Therefore, this adaptive
education program might be a helpful adjunct to the current hypogiycaemia
education of diabetic patients.
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QUALnY OF LIFE FOLLOWIl\G AN EDUCATIOl\AL I~"TERVENTJOS

S. Szabo, l\!.Pibemik-Okano,ic, l\I.Prasek, I. Pavlic-Renar and Z.Metelko, Vuk
Vrhovac Instirute, Zagreb.Croatia

Background and Aims: Quality of life (QoL) is an important outcome measure in
diabetes care. nus study Was aimed to examine the long-term effects of a team
educationalintervention on the patients'quality oflife.

Materials and Mttbods: 395 patients(212 females, aged39.2 +/-15.1 )TS, suffering
from diabetes for 11.4 +/-8.7 )TS, treatedwith insulin in 89"/ocases, having baseline
HbAIC values8.6% +/- 2.3, educated at primary level in 10.4%.secondary in 66.6%
and university in 23%), were included in a 5-day educationalcourse, structuredas a
small-group educational and psychological workshop. The groups were invited for
medical check-ups and educational refreshments at 3-month intervals, and assessed
regarding their QoL prior to the course, and after follow-up periods of 3 and 18
months.The WHOQoL-BREF,a 26-item generic QoL instrument was used. The
instrument covers four QoL domains: Physical, Psychological, Social relations and
Environment. Paired t-tests and correlations were employed to compare QoL
indicators at different assessment points.

Results: Wben compared with baseline indicators, the patients' QoL indicators
improved after 3 months with regard to thcir overall QoL (r- -u p=.OOO),
satisfaction with health (t= -8.5 p=.OOO). Physical domain (t- -6.44 p=.OOO),
Psychological domain (I=' -4.29 p=.OOO), Social domain (I=' -3.25 p=.OOI) and
Environment (t= -4.69 p=.OOO). The improved QoL remainedstableafter 15 months
for all the four domains,while the subjectiveevaluationsof overall QoL and general
health further improved. The indicators of metabolic control were improved after 3
months to 8.0% +/.1.8, and 7.8% +/-1.6 after 18 months. The associations between
glycemic control as measured by IlbAIC and QoL were shown to be significant for
physieal and psychological domains at baseline (F -.13 F -.11). for physical,
psychological and social domainsat the 3-month follow-up pcriod (F -.11 F -.17
F •. (2) and for physical domainafter a 18-monthfollow-up period (F -.29).

Conclusions: A team educational intervention followed by regular check-ups has
long-term positive effects on the patients'quality oflife.

PERCEPTION OF RETJiIOOPATHY AND SCREENJiIOGPROCEDURES AMO~G
DL-\BETIC PEOPLE
M. Trento, M Bajardi, P Passera, Ml\laurino, S Carbonari, S Dil\liceli. A Cenci, IR
Gibbins. \DR Owens, 2F Cavallo and M Porta, Diabetic Retinopathy Centre, Dept of
Internal Medicine, University of Turin, Italy, and IBro Taf Health Authority, Diabetic
Retinopathy Screening Service(DRSS).Llandough Hospital.2Dept of Public Health and
Microbiology,UniversityofTurin, Italy.
Background and Aims: Managing chronicdiseases requires that patientshave correct
perceptions of their condition and how to prevent complications through appropriate
healthbeliefs, lifestyle changes andcontrolof healthpractices. Diabeticretinopathy (DR)
is likely to occurduringapatient's lifetime andregularscreening prevents visual loss.nus
studywasdesigned to verify how patients perceive DR, its screening andtheir own role in
preventing blindness. Methods: A questionnaire was administered to 258 consecutive
patients afterscreening for DR, according to theEuropean FieldGuide-Book procedure, in
Turin (n=130) andWales (n=128, Group W). All Welsh patients and 70 in Turin (TI)
wereonstandard medicalcareandeducation at their clinic or general practitioner, whereas
the other 60 in Turin (TI) were on a pennancnt programme of diabetes care delivery
throughgroup tutoring.Statistical analysis wascarriedout first by comparing TZ patients
with all thoseon standard medicalcare(TI- andW) and thenthe latter with eachother.
Comparisons weredoneby chi-square teston a 2,a table.Results:Diabetes may damage
the eyesaccording to 100%and84% of patientsin groupsTZ andTl, respectively, and
50%in Wales(p<O.OI vsTI andTZ). DR hadbeenheardof by 100%(TI). 61'/0(TI) and
48% (W) (p<o.OI vs T1 andTZ). In groupTZ. 82% of patients could give a meaningful
description of DR, thoughonly 11'/0couldusecorrectly theword "retina",but only 18%
and16%in groupsTI andW (p<O.OOI ,~TI): these patients eithcrdid not know theword
"retina"orbelievedit Was outsidetheeye (e.g. it wasthewholeeye or even the screening
operator or the camera). In groups TI and W, respectively 51'/0 and 41'/0 of patients
believed theycouldnothelp with eyecare, whereas 78%in TZ repliedtheyshouldcontrol
their diabetes and20% that their eyes shouldbe checked regularly(p<O.OOI). Regarding
reasons for screening. lOOO!cJ of patients in groupn answered "prevention and checks".
against 61% in TI (p<O.OOt vs TZ) andonly 9"/0 in W (p<0.001 ,~TI). In groupsTI and
W, 33%and31'/0saidthat theydid not know why they werebeingscreened while all T2
patients did know. Conclusions: These preliminary data suggest that correct health
perception and internal control mechanisms l113y be activated by permanent interactive
education much more effectively than through infornurion given during standard
consultations.
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Socioeconomic Aspects of Diabetes
966
Economic consequences of controlling botb Ubalc and Post-Prandial Glucose in
type 2 diabetes
M. Salas, G. Raggio, J. Ishak, J. Sung. J. O'Brien and 1. Cam. Caro Research
Institute, Concord, MA and Montreal, QC.

Background aod Aims: Recent studies report correlation of the 2-hour postprandial
glucose level (pPG) with the risk ofcardiovascular disease. To explore the economic
implications of controlling both HbA Ic and PPG, we developed a short-term model
that examines the efficiency of attaining this treatment goal in patients with type 2
diabetes.

Materials and Methods: A model of glycemic control, therapeutic decisions, and
associated costs from the perspective ofa comprehensive payer was developed using
a Markov process. This process allows movement between various clinical states:
glycemic control defined as control of either PPG or HbAlc or both, lack of control,
and death. American Diabetes Association guidelines were considered for treatment
goals or to take an action in relation to HbA Ic. Visit rates were estimated based on
guidelines. Costs are reported in 2000 US dollars discounted at 3%. Analyses were
carried out comparing nateglinide to mctforrnin based on the results of a randomized
clinical trial.

Results: Simulation over a three-year time frame of a cohort of 10,000 drug-naive
diabetic patients starting with HbAlc z 8.0, showed that those starting on nateglinide
would attain 21 months with dual control compared to 18 months for those starting on
metforrnin. Total savings of USD S295 with incremental savings of USD SI22 per
month with dual control were projected on nateglinide treatment, mainly resulting
from fewer visits and treatment changes. This finding was sensitive to the price of the
drug and the starting HbAlc.

Conclusions: Achieving dual glycemic control can be more efficiently attained by
starting patients on nateglinide than on metformin and this can yield savings in the
costs of managing patients with type 2 diabetes.

968
T'ARDIS: The economic Impacts of Type 2 Diabetes on tbe indhidual and
their carer are far reaching
IJ Bottomley, 's Gillam, 'J Holmes, 'MMurphy and 'R Williams (on behalfof
The T'ARDIS Steering Committee and UK centres): 'Gla.~oSmithKline, Welwyn
Garden City, UK; 'The King's Fund, London; 'Economists Advisory Group,
London; 'Diabetes UK, London, 'Nuffield Institute for Health, University of Leeds

Background and Alms: Type 2 diabetes is a life-long commitment for patient and
family. The aim of the T'ARDIS (!Yre 2 diabetes: ~ccounting for a major
Resource Demand In Society) survey was to estimate the total cost of care for
different g70ups of people with type 2 diabetes by assessing all direct and indirect
costs and the intangible costs or quality ofJife (1,2,3). The focus is the person
with diabetes and their carer rather than the cost ofdiabetes per se.
Material and Methods: A cross-sectional postal survey ofa random sample of
3000 people with type 2 diabetes and their carers in four centres with diabetes
registers was undertaken. Personal expenditure by patients and their carers, hours
of informal care, health-related quality of life, the impact on the carer and levels of
state benefits received were reponed.
Results: 1578 patients and 500 carers responded to the survey. Mean personal
expenditure for the individual with a carer was significant and exceeded £500 per
year. Microvascular and lormacrovascular complications increased personal
expenditure over 3-fold and doubled the likelihood of having a carer, Almost half
the patients reported problems of mobility or self-care yet few (9%) accessed
Social Services. One fifth of carers of patients with long-term complications
provided over 60 hours of dedicated caring per week. Nearly two thirds ofcarers
reported emotional, financial and physical strain. Over 70% of patients and carers
reported receiving no statebenefits.
Conclusions: The impact of type 2 diabetes is frequently viewed in terms of the
costs to the NBS. T' ARDIS has shown the pervasive impact of the condition on
individuals and their carers. Complications exacerbate this impact Resources and
systems mustbe set in place to preventcomplications,therebyimprovingthe lives
of people with type 2 diabetes, reducing the strain on their carers and potentially
reducing the impact on the NBS. The diabetes National Service Frameworks in
the UK expected later in 2001 may provide such an opportunity.

967
QUALITY OF LIFE IN TYPE 2 DIABETES: THE CODE-2 EXPERIENCE.
R. Mera, A.W. Bakst, and M. Auland. SmithKline Beecham, Collegeville, PA.
Baekground and Alms: The Cost of Diabetes in Europe-Type 2 (CODE-2) was a
prevalence-based study designed to quantify independent predictors of health utility
scores (economic and humanistic costs) as derived by the EuroQol, a self
administered questionnaire. Materials and Metbods: Data were collected from
4 I89 patients with Type 2 diabetes (T2D) from Belgium, Italy, The Netherlands,
Spain, and Sweden. Results: Derived EuroQol scores for patients with
macrovascular and microvascular complications were analysed (uni =univariate,
multi =multivariate). Conclusions: Independent predictors ofquality oflife, in
order of importance, are: neuropathy, stroke, heart failure, retinopathy, dialysis,
nephropathy and hypertension. These factors explain 77% of the variability of the
EuroQoI. Data from this study can be used for pharmacoeconomic assessment of
new antidiabetic agents.

E uroQol score Uni,p Multi,p
All TID patients 0.69 (0.68-0.70)
No complications 0.78 (0.76-0.79) 0.000
Retinopathy 0.60 (0.58-0.62) 0.000 0.000
Blindness 0.55 (0.47-0.62) 0.000 0.228
Neuropathy 0.56 (0.54-0.58) 0.000 0.000
Microalbuminuria 0.62 (0.59-0.64) 0.000 0.156
Nephropathy 0.51 (0.47-0.56) 0.000 0.010
Dialysis 0.43 (0.34-0.50) 0.000 o.oos
Angina 0.63 (0.61-0.66) 0.000 0.103
PTCA 0.65 (0.58·0.71) 0.174 0.568
Hypertension 0.67 (0.66-0.68) 0.000 0.010
Coronary heart failure 0.58 (0.54-0.61) 0.000 0.000
Myocardial infarction 0.67 (0.64-0.70) 0.049 0.096
Stroke 0.51 (0.47-0.56) 0.000 0.000
Micro-macro 0.56 (0.54-0.59) 0.000

969
I~IPACT OF CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE ON MEDICAL CARE
COSTS IN PERSONS WITH AND WITHOUT TYPE 2 DIABETES
G.A. Nichols and J.B. Brown, Portland, Oregon, USA

Background and Aims: Diabetes (D~I) and cardiovascular disease (CVD)
greatly increase medical care costs. However, the impact of CVD on types of
cost andon cost profi1es has not been describedin contemporary settings.
Materials and Methods: We compared the prevalence of CVD and 1999
medical care costs among persons with and without CVD in (I) all 16,180
full-year members of a large HMO who had diagnosed type 2 DM and (2) a
like number of control members matched on year of birth and gender. We
compared the distribution of costs (inpatient, outpatient, and pharmacy)
among those with and without CVD and DM. We then profiled costs for
diabetic subjects with and without CVD along the dimensions of age, gender,
duration of diabetes and glycemic control.
Results: CVD was 76% more prevalent in persons with diabetes than in the
control group (28.7% vs. 16.3%, p<.OOI), and those with D~I were more
likely to have multiple CVD conditions (14.2% vs, 6,7%, p<.OOI). Inpatient
costs accounted for 31% of total costs in persons without CVD, but 51 % of
the total when CVD was present, regardless of D~I status. Although costs
were considerably higher across all strata when CVD was present, patterns of
costs across dimensions differed. For example, costs among those with CVD
peaked in the 55-64 age group and then declined with age. Among those
without CVD, however, costs grew steadily with age. Differential cost
profiles also emerged across duration of diabetes and glycemic control
categories.
Conclusions: Although prior studies have established the excessive costs of
CVD and D~I, the current study provides important new information about
the differential impact of CVD on medical care costs. CVD affects the
distribution of cost components as well as producing cost profilesacross
patient characteristics that differ from those of patients without CVD.
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SOCIOECONO:\1IC DISPARITY 1:-1 CORO:-lARY HEART DISEASE
MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY AMONG DIABETIC PEOPLE IN FINLAJIOD
E. Forssas, I. Keskimaki, S. Koskinen, and A. Reunanen. STAKES, Outcomes and
Equity Research; National Public Health Institute, Department of Health and Disability.
Background and Aims: Coronary heart disease (CHD) is an importantcomplication of
diabetes mellitus and the main reason for the increased mortality among diabetic people.
The study analyses excess CHD morbidity and mortality and their patterning according
to socioeconomic status (SES) in a nation-wide cohort of diabetic people.
Materials and Methods: Data on Finns aged 35-74 entitled to reimbursement for
antidiabetic medicines (n=62503) and on non-diabetic referents (n=123709) came from
the 1990 Social Insurance Register. The data were individually linked to 'he 1991-1996
Social Insurance Register on chronic diseases, and National Hospital Discharge and
Causes of Death Registers. SES data were obtained from the population censuses.
Results: In 1996 the prevalence of persons entitled to reimbursement for CHD
medicines was almost three times higher among diabetic women (8.3%) and over two
times higher among diabetic men (12.3%) than among referents. Compared to 1990
figures the highest increase in prevalence was in female lower white-collar (9%) and in
male blue-collar workers (11%) with diabetes. Overall CHD incidence and mortality
rates decreased markedly in 1991-1996. From 1991-1993 to 1994-1996 CHO morbidity
and mortality disparities increased in diabetic women according to disposable family
income but remained stable according to social class and education. Among diabetic
men no change in SES disparities occurred in the follow-up. In 1994- I996, the CHD
incidence and mortality rate in the lowest income quintile related to the two highesl
quintiIes were 1.63 (95%-CI:1.37-1.94) and 1.74 (1.47-2.07) for diabetic women, and
1.34 (1.15-1.55) and 1,48 (1.30-1.68) for diabetic men. In general, SES differences in
CHD incidence and mortality were larger among non-diabetic than diabetic people.
Conclusions: The prevalence of CHD increased in diabetic and non-diabetic people,
although CHD incidence and mortality decreased. Overall CHD morbidity and mortality
were markedly higher bUI their SES differences smaller among the diabetic than non
diabetic people. SES disparities among diabetic pcople remained stable, except in the
lowest income quintile, where womcn's risk for CHD morbidity and mortality increased.

TIlE RELATIO~SIlIP BETWEEN CARDIOVASCULAR RISK AND
1I0SPITAL BED UTIL1SAnON IN PEOPLE WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES

C.l. Currie" P. McEwan', P. Hopkinson', and I.R. Peters'. 'University Hospital of
Wales, Cardiff, UK; 'CardiITUniversity, UK; 'Glaxo Welleome, London, UK
Background and Aims: The purpose of this study was 10 classify patients with
Type 2 diabetes (TID) by their predicted aID risk using the Cardiff Risk
Function, and to estimate the associated UK hospital utilisation of the various risk
groups, as a proxy for financial treatment costs. Materials and Melhods: Using
the Cardiff Risk Function and data abstracted from the Cardiff Diabetes Database,
patients with TID were classified into three groups based on their four-year
predicted probability (Pp) ofa OlD event. Low risk was defined as a four-year
pp:5.0.17, medium risk as 0.17<pp:5.0.25 and high risk was defined as pp>o.25. The
mean number ofdays spent in hospital from 1996 to 1999 inclusive was used as a
proxy for hospital costs for all admissions for macrovascular disease events.
Results: Results are reported using the mean number of bed days by category,
cross-tabulated by risk and gender. Of the 2718 patients studied. 56% had at least
one hospital admission during the period. There were 1480 males (mean four-year
pp=O.23 [SD=O.IO]) and 1238 females (mean four-yearpp=O.19 [SD=O.09]). Mean
bed days per risk category are tabulated below. Conclusion: There is a defined
utilisation- thuscost- gradient associated withcategories of cardiovascular riskin
patientswith TID. This study demonstrates that significant cost savings could be
achieved by reducing the prevalence and severity of CHD complications associated
with TID.

Low risk, Medium risk, High risk, All,
mean (SO) mean (SD) mean (SD) mean (SD)

Male 8.7 (27.1) 14.2 (29,4) 22.7 (45,4) 16.1 (36.8)
Female 12,4 (29.9) 17.3 (28.7) 28.7 (45.8) 18.1 (36.4)
All 10.6 (28.7) 16.0 (31.9) 24.7 (45.6) 17.0 (36.6)
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-3.5
-0.5
-1.7
-3.2

-8.9 (.38.6%)
14.1

-3.5
-0.5
-1.7
-4.8

-10.5 (-45.5%)
12.5

Expected QALYs (non-diabetic patients) 23.0 23.0
QALYs lost to T)1,e 2 diabeles

Reduction in life expectancy
Living with diabetes (no complications)
Living with diabetes (single complication)
Living with diabetes (2+ complications)
Total

Expected QALYs (Type 2 diabetic patients)

TYPE 2 DIABETES L\IPACf ON QUALITY-ADJUSTED LIFE EXPECfAKCY
A. Bagust', P.K. Hopkinson', R. Mera', A.W, Bakst' and C. Currie'', 'Health
Economics Consortium, York University, UK; Glaxo Welleome 'Greenford, UK
and 'Philadelphia, USA; 'University Hospital of Wales, Cardiff, UK.
Background and Aims: To estimate the effect ofType 2 diabetes in terms of
quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) lost. MaterIals and Methods. EuroQol scores
obtained in the Cost of Diabetes in Europe-Type 2 (CODE-2) study were applied to
estimates of life expectancy and the prevalence of complications, produced by an
established computer model ofType 2 diabetes, for a typical cohort of newly
diagnosed cases followed until death. These were compared with results generated
for a similar non-diabetic cohort. Two aspects of uncertainty were addressed by
sensitivity analysis: the mean EuroQol score appropriate 10 the non-diabetic cohort,
and the effect of multiple complications on the combined EuroQol score. Two
methods of calculating scores for multiple complications were used: using the worst
score for the complications present, and multiplying together the incremental effects
of each complication. Results: Varying the EuroQol score for non-diabetic patients
had only limited effect on the size of the effects, and did not alter the relative
importanceofcomplications. Conclusions: When expressed in QALYs, the effect
on patients ofType 2 diabetes is very large compared with non-diabetic patients,
The imporlance of mulliple complications reinforces the need for early intervention.
Basis for estimating EuroQol score for Multiplying Using worst
multiple complications (per patient) incremental effects score

THE VALIDITY OF THE UKPDS RISK EQUATIO:-l FOR PREDlCTL'iG
THE LIKELIHOOD OF CARDIOVASCULAR HEART DISEASE EVENTS L'I/
TYPE 2 DIABETES
P. McEwan', A. Bagusl', P. Hopkinson' , 1.R. Peters' , and C.J. Cunie·. 'Cardiff
University, UK; 'Heallh Economics Consortium, York University, UK; 'Glaxo
Wellcome, Greenford, London, UK; 'universily Hospital of Wales, Cardiff, UK.

Background and Aims: The Framingham risk function has been demonstrated 10 be
unreliable for predicting the likelihood of CHD events in Type 2 diabetes (T2D).
Data from the UKPDS have been used to derive a risk equation specifically for people
with T2D. The purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that the UKPDS risk
equation would beuer predict the likelihood of CliO events in a T2D population than
would the Framingham equation.
Material< and Methods: Data were abstracted from the Cardiff Diabetes Database
that respected the age restrictions for the respective risk functions (IP507). The
register had no exclusion criteria. Of 101 CIID events, 35% were in female subjects.
The predicted probabilities of a CliO eventwere derived and evaluated using receiver
operator characteristic (ROC) cu....-es. The predictive value of a positive lest was
determined using the upper quartile of risk for each equation 10 compensate for
differences in scale.
Results: The area under the ROC curve was 0.64 for the original Framingham
equation, 0.65 for an optimised Framingham equation, and 0.62 for the UKPDS
equation. An equation derived on these data returned an ROC value of 0.68. In the
same respective order, the predictive value of a positive test was as follows: 0.29,
0.26. 0.26, and 0.32. The null hypothesis was therefore accepted,
Conclusions: It was concluded that the UKPDS risk function did not offer any
notable improvement on the Framingham risk equation in predicting the likelihod of
CIID events in TID. due to the age restrictions for the UKPDS risk function, 56% of
subjects with TID were excluded from use in the UKPDS equation. Twenty-eight
percent of patients in the Framingham equation were excluded. All three equations
had limitations and require identification and incorporation of additional risk
components to improve their predictive ability.
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EVIDENCE FOR SPATIAL HETEROGEr-.HTY IN INSULIN· AND
EXERCISE INDUCED INCREASES IN GLUCOSE UJYfAKE
P Peltoniemi, H Yki-Jarvinen, H Laine, V Oikonen, T Ronnernaa, K
Kalliokoski, 0 Raitakari, J Knuuti, P Nuutila, Turku PET Centre and
Department of Medicine, University of Turku, Turku, Finland, Department of
Medicine, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
Background: It is unknown whether resistance to insulin- or exercise
stimulated glucose uptake reflects a spatially uniform or nonuniform decrease
in glucose uptake within skeletal muscle. Materials and I\Iethods: We
compared the distributions of muscle glucose uptake and blood flow in eight
patients with type I diabetes (age 24±1 years, BMI 22.0±0.8 kglm') and seven
age- and weight-matched normal subjects using positron emission
tomography, [18F]-fluoro-deoxy-glucose and [''OJ-water. Both groups were
studied during euglycemic hyperinsulinemia and one-legged exercise.
Heterogeneity was evaluated by calculating relative dispersion (standard
deviation divided by mean-loo %) of glucose uptake (RDg) and flow (ROc) in
all pixels within a region of interest in femoral muscle. Results: The exercise
induced increment in glucose uptake but not in blood flow was significantly
lower in the type I diabetic patients than in the normal subjects (94±21 vs 186
±29 umol/kg-min). RD., but not ROcwas increased in the insulin resistant type
I diabetic patients both at rest (RD. 31±I vs 25±2 %, patients with type I
diabetes vs normal subjects, p<0.05) and during exercise compared to normal
subjects (27±1 vs 21±2 %, respectively, p<Q.05). Exercise increased both
glucose uptake and blood flow several-fold and significantly decreased both
RD. and RDc. RD. was inversely associated with total glucose uptake (r=
0.54, P<O.OO I, pooled data) and was highest in the most insulin-resistant
patients. Conclusions: We conclude that both glucose uptake and blood flow
are characterized by heterogeneity in human skeletal muscle, which magnitude
is inversely proportional to respective mean values. This implies that an
increase in glucose uptake in human skeletal muscle is not a phenomenon,
where each unit increases its glucose uptake by a fixed amount but rather a
spatially heterogeneous process.

976
EFFECT OF EXERCISE TRAINP.'iO ON TU~IOR I'ECROSIS FACTOR-a
SYSTEM, INSULIN SENSITIVITY ANDPLAS~IA LEPTIN INOBESEwoxtan,
1\1. Straczkowski, S. Dzienis-Straczkowska, A. Stepien, I. Kowalska, M. Szelachowska
and I. Kinalska. Department ofEndocrinology,l\Iedical Academy, Bialystok, Poland.
Background and aims: Tumornecrosis factor-a (mFa) mayplay an important role
in the pathogenesis of insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes, Plasma levels of the
solublefractions ofTNFa receptors, especially sTNFR2, are goodindicators ofTNFa
systemactivation in obesity. The aim of the presentstudy was to assess the effect of
exercise trainingon mFa systemand to evaluate the relationship with the changesin
insulin sensitivity andplasma leRtin. J\~aterials and methods: Six.tee? ove.rweight and
obesewomen(BI\II>27.8 kg/m ): 8 With normal (NOT)and 8 With impaired glucose
tolerance (lOT), participated in the exercise training program, which lasted for 12
weeksand included exercise performed on bicycleergometer at an individual intensity
of 70% maximal heart rate, 30 min 5 days a week. Anthropometrical measurements and
bloodbiochemical analyses wereperformed, and plasma TNFa, sTNFRI, srnFR2 and
leptin levels were assessed. Insulin sensitivity was evaluated using the
hyperinsulinemic euglyccmlc clamp technique (insulin infusion: 50 mU x kg' x hour")
and normalized for fat-free mass. Results: At baseline, despite similar
anthropometrical parameters, lOT subjects were markedly more insulin resistant and
had higher TNFu and sTNFR2 concentrations. Exercise training increased insulin
sensitivity and decreased mFa and srnFR2 levels, while srnFRl remained
unchanged. Decrease in srnFR2 was significantly related to the increase in insulin
sensitivity (r=-O.70; p<O.005), and to the decrease in plasma leptin (FO.51; p<O.05).
The relationship between changes in srnFR2 and insulin sensitivity remained
significant after adjusunent for the concurrent changes in B~lI, WHR,percentof body
fat, plasma glucose and free fatty acids. Conclusions: Regular physical exercise
decreases rnFa system activity and that decrease may be responsible for the
concurrent increase in insulin sensitivity.
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EfTICT OF EXEROSE 0:\ BODYFAT M-\SS, SOLUBLE FRACTIO:-l

OFTh"FRECEl'rORS,LEPTIXA"\TII1\SULI:-lSEJ'\SITIVI1Y

RKomatsu,S.Ohara, K.Mori,K.Yoneda, Y.Katayama, B.Kishino and
1. Matsuyama
Rinhl.t General ~fedicm Center, Osaka, JAPAN

Aims: Obesity and type 2 diabetes are associated withincreased resistanceto
insulin Tumor necrosis factor-a (INF-a) was reported to inhibit insulin
action and to play a role in insulin resistance. The soluble fraction of the
Th'F receptors I and 2 (s1NFRI and sTh'FR2) are thoughtto reflect the
degree of activation of the 1NF system. We studied the effect of exercise
training on body fat mass, the Th'F system and insulin sensitivity using
euglycenic hyper-insulinemic damp combined with an oral glucose.
Methods: Subjects were divided into two groups: Fifteen patients were
managed by diet alone (Diet group), and twenty-one patients were managed
by diet and exercise (Exercise group). We calculatedinsuIin-mediatedglucose
uptake by the liver and peripheral tissues before and after treatment
Results: Body weight, B~1I, total grams offat and lean tissue mass, FPG,IRI
and serumtotal cholesterol were decreased significantlyin both groups after
treatment While the %fat ofbody composition decreased significantly33.6
±3.4 % to 31.3±3.6 (Mean±SE) in the Exercise group, but remained
unchanged in the Diet group after treatment The glucose infusion rate
increased 4.1 ±OJ mg/kg/min to 4.8±OJ in the Exercise group, but
remained unchanged in the Diet group. Hepatic glucose uptake and
Th'F-a remained unchanged in both groups. Plasma concentrations of
sTh'FRI and leptin decreased significantly in both groups.
Conclusion: Weight loss induced the decrease of s1NFRI and leptin
Furthermore, exercise training decreased % Fat of body composition and
improved insulin sensitivity in peripheral tissue.

977
I HOUR A WEEK OF LXERCISE IS ENOUGH: A STUDY OF A 3 AND 6
MO:'oo"TH EXERCISE PROGRA:\IIN PATIENTS WITH DL-\BETES.
J.B. Holland, IT Furness, SA Griffiths, E Mudge, VJ Parfitt and RC Andrews.
Diabetes Centre,FrenchayHospital, EXTEl\"D andUniversity of Bristol,BristolUK.

Background andAims: Reduced physical activity basbeen identified as a major risk factor for
Coronary Heart Disease (CHD), with its contribution being as great as smoking and
hypcrlipidacmia. The exact intensity and frequency of activity needed to offset this risk is not
knO\\TI_ In thisstudywe aimedto assesswhethera onceweeklysupervisedexerciseclass would
be sufficient to improve cardiac risk factors in patients with diabetes and if so at what time
interval improvements wouldbe seen.
Materials and Methods: Patients who expressed an interest in attending a supervised exercise
programwere referred from their diabetic clinics. No exclusioncriteria were applied and places
on the program were offered 00 a first come first served basis. 20 people at time were cnrolIcd
into the program which consisted of an hour long exercise class followed by half an hour of
education each week The first programran for 6 months and the subsequent three programs for
3 months. Priorto and on completion of the exerciseprogrampatientsaucnd for measurement
of height, weight, waist circumference, HbA Ic and cholesterol concentrations and completed a
well being questionnaire.
Results: 56patients (40F)participated in the3 month program. Mcau agewas 60(34-73) and
52badtype 2 and4 type I diabetes. This exercise program significantly improved well being
(22+1 Vs27+1, p<O.ool) andwaist circumference (42.9-Kl.97 V41.8-Kl.96, p<O.OOOOI). Body
mass index (B~II) showed a trend towards improving(33.9-Kl.96 V 33.4-Kl.91, p=O.IO), but
exercise hadno effect on HbAlc (8.4-Kl.2 V 8.3-Kl.2, p=O.35) or cholesterol (5.4-Kl.16 V
5.1-Kl.I3, P=O.I8). 18patients (13F) took partin the6 months exercise program Mean agewas
62 (45-77) and13 hadtype 2 and5..hadtype I diabetes. This exercise program significantly
improved well being (43+3 V 54+3, p<O.OI), waist circumference (40.7+1.6 V 38.9+1.6,p<
0.001), body mass index (31.3+1.5 V 30.8+1.6, p<O.05). cholesterol (5.5-Kl.3 V 5.2-Kl.23,
JrO.05) andHbAle (8.9-Kl.3 V 8.4-Kl.3, p<O.OI). Triglyceridcs also showed a trend towards
improving (2.28-Kl.26 V 1.98-Kl.23, p~O.I3). Gender orType ofdiabetes was notpredictiveof
the response to exercise but those who started with the lowest well being score improved the
most (r=O.94, p <0.001).
Conclusions: 1 hour a week of supervised exercise is enough to significantly improve many
riskfactors forCHD. provided exercise iscontinued forat least 6 mouths. What percentage of
individualspersist with this exercise pattern once they arc left on their own still remains to be
determined.
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY BEHAVIOUR MiD CORRELATES OF LOW PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY LEVELS IN PEOPLE wrmTYPE 2 DIABETES.
Kirk A, McKay 1.1, Hughes A, Fisher 1.1, MurrieN, Hillis S and Macintyre P. Centre
for Exercise Science and Medicine, University ofGlasgow, Scotland.
Background and Aims: Physical activityis important for Type2 diabetes
management. This study evaluates physical activity and related factors in people with
Type 2 diabetes. Materials and Methods: 36 people with Type 2 diabetes (21M 15F,
age S6.9±7.4years) completed physical, metabolic and quality oflife assessments. Peak
va, (ml/kg/min) was assessed and physical activity was measured by 7-day recall,
stage ofexercise behaviour and an accelerometer. Results: Participants achieved on
average 102±152 minutes of moderate activity/wk and a peak va, of20.6 ± 6.1.
Participants in preparation stage ofexercise behaviourrecorded higher moderate
intensity activity/wk (p=O.02) and activity counts/wk (p=O.oo) than participants in
contemplation stage, no difference was shown in peak va,. The strongest positive
associations were minutes of moderate activity/wk with positive well-being, total
general well-being and physical functioning. The strongest negative associations were
total activitycounts/wkand peak va, with B~II(see table). Conclusions: Participants
were inactive with low cardio-respiratory fitness. Findings suggest B~U and quality of
life are important determinants of physical activity in people with Type 2 diabetes.

.Jable - Variables as~ociated with physical a~~.leveis. ~.l'<O.OS; '~PI:..<o-=.oo=I _
Variable Moderate activity/wk Activitycounts/wk Peak va,
B~U ---=O.30--.-------:O:S.·---.---~O.S".---

Depression -0.4" -0.2 -0.06
Anxiety -0.3" -0.2 -0.08
Energy 0.3 0.4" 0.2
Positive well-being O.S' -0.002 -0. I
Total general well-being 0.5' 0.3 0.06
Physical functioning 0.5' 0.2 004"
Energy/vitality 004' 0.1 0.3"
Less pain 0.3" 0.2 _._........2:.!..._
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Catch-up growth and glucose tolerance in children
N.J. Crowther, N Cameron', J Trusler and IP Gray. Chemical Pathology, SAThlR,
University of the Witwatersrand and 'Department of Human Sciences, University of
Loughborough, UK.
Background and Aims: Childhood catch-up growth (CUG) occurs between birth and 2
years of age and is a response to poor fetal growth. Studies have shown that rapid weight
gain between birth and 7 years in low birth weight children has a negative effect on
glucose tolerance. Therefore, the aim of this study was to determine if CUG affects
childhood glucose tolerance.
Materials and MethOOs: Oral glucose tolerance tests were performed on 7-year-<>ld
children from the Birth to Ten (BIO) study who displayed catch-up growth (n=23), normal
growth (KG; n=29) and catch-down growth (COG; n=29). Blood samples were taken at 0,
30 and 120 minutes and analysed for insulin, glucose, proinsulin and des-3l, 32
proinsulin. The B10 study is a longitudinal investigation of childhood health and welfare
in 4000 children born in the Soweto-Johannesburg conurbation. The cohort used in our
study was selected randomly from African children for whom birth weight and weight and
height at 2, 4, 5 and 7 years of age were available. Head circumference and skinfold
thickness were available at 2, 4 and 5 years of age.
Results: (mean±SD): Birth weight was lower in the CUG than CDG group (2.9±O.5 vs
3.5±O.4 kg; p<O.OOI) whilst weight at 2 was higher (13.5±1.9 v.. 10.6±1.3 kg; p<O.OOI).
Weight velocity between 1 and 2 years of age was higher in the CUG than CDG group
(3.1±1.2 vs 1.4±1.0 kg/year; p<O.OOI) whilst weight velocity between 2 and 4 years was
lower (1.2±1.3 vs 2.3±O.8 kg/year; p<O.OOI). No differences in height or head
circumference were noted at any age however arm circumference (17.0±1.1 vs
15.6±1.2mm; p<O.OI),tricep (6.6±2.4 v.. 5.2±1.5mm; p<O.05)and subscapular (6.9±1.8 vs
5.&±I.Omm;p<0.05)skinfold thickness' were significantly higher in the CUG th311 CDG
children at 2 years. The NG children had values intermediate between those of the CDG
and CUG groups for all these variables. Weight at 7 was the same in all 3 groups. The
fasting, 30 and 120 minute insulin, proinsulin, des-H, 32 proinsulin and glucose levels
were not different between the groups.
Conclusions: CUG and COG are 1113inJy due 10relative changes in soft tissue mass. CUG
is followed by a period of slower and CDG by a period of faster growth after the age of 2
resulting in similar weights for the 3 groups by the age of 7. Neither CUG or COG affects
glucose tolerance. Therefore, CUG on its O\\TI does not have a negative effect on
childhood glucose tolerance. This suggests that the poorer glucose tolerance observed in
the low birth weight children who display relatively high childhood weight gain may be
the result of a sustained neriod ofranid erowth which exceeds that ofC.(J(j.
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Insulin Resistance and its Metabolic Impact In Flv e-Year-Old Children
L.D. Voss, T.3. Wilkin, S.M Howdle, A.N. Jeffery, B.S. MetC3lfand ~Ut Murphy.
Derriford Hospital, Plymouth, UK.

Background and AJms: Insulin resistance (IR) is believed to underlie type 2 diabetes
and the metabolic syndrome, but it is unclear how early in life IR is acquired nor how
strong its impact The h)pothesis is that IR.andthe metabolic disturbances it causes,
are acquired (rather than progranuned) early in childhood and are, as such,
preventable.
Materials and Methods: Earlyflird is a prospective cohort study monitoring 300
healthy children from school entry at 4/S years through childhood. The cohort was
reviewed at six-month intervals for anthropometry and measures of IR by homeostasis
model assessment (HO:-'1A), glucose, blood pressure and lipids. Physical activity
(CSA accelerometer) and resting metabolic rate (indirect calorimetry) are added
annually. Baseline data from the first ISS children (mean 4.8 ).) and their parents are
presented here.
Results: The girls (G) were of the same body weight (mean 19.5 kg), but of higher
B:-'U with lower waist/hip ratios than the boys (B), and were significantly more
insu1in resistant (p<O.ool). There was no correlation between IR at Sy and
birthweight in either sex. There were, however, strong correlations between IR and
current weight in mothers (FO.66) anddaughters (FOAl), less so in fathers (FO.S2)
and sons (FO.II). Fasting insulin levels correlated strongly with IR over the range of
IR in the children (FO.98, p<O.ool) but decreasingly so in those adults with higher
IR. Glucose (B FO.33; G FO.28) and LDLChol (0 FO.2S) were significantly
correlated with IR at Sy (p<O.05), and variably with current weight
Conclusions:l) Weight-related metabolic disturbances are already detectable at
school entry. 2) Weight at birth does not predict IR in today's children, while current
weight best predicts IR. 3) The relationships at Sy between IR and body size, and
between IR andmetabolie disturbance, were confined to girls. The reasons for sexual
diversity at such a young age are not clear, although differences in physical activity
(also measured by the EarlyBird Study) may be a factor. 4) IR, and the metabolic
disturbances which result, are potentially preventable by avoidance of early weight
gain.
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The National Paedialrie Diabetes Andil
AH.K. Smith. Research Department, Diabetes, London. UK

Background and Alms:The NationalPaediatricDiabetesAudit was initiatedin July 1999 by
Diabetes UK with the overall aim of facilitating. within the next 5 YeMS, a national audit
mechanismto developa cycle of continuous quality improvementin paediatric diabetes OMe
throughout the UK. The projectaims to comparecare provision for childrenwith diabetes in
different areas of the UK, 10 monitor Dec1aration of Kos targets, 10 measure intermediate
outcomesrelevant to children(HbAlc, hypos,hospitaladmissions) and10provide a resource
for investigations into effectiveauditmethodologies for diabetesin children& adolescents.
Materials and Methods: Anonymous demographic dataandsimple intermediate outcomesin
the year 2000 for children aged 0-16 were collected and aggregated centrally. Data was
collectedfrom 49 centreswithinthe UK, creatinga cohortof 5023 patients. Informedwritten
consenlwas gained frompatients. Data fieldsweredate. NHS number,postcodeat diagnosis,
ethnicity,sex, truncated date of birth, truncateddate of diagnosis, type of diabetes, current
postcode,deathduringtheyOM, numberof admissions "ith diabeticketoacidosis (DKA)during
the audit year, number of severehyposduring the audit year, the latest IIbAlc result and the
DCCT status of the testing laboratory. Postcodes were converted to Carstair's deprivation
quintiles.Datawas analysed usingSPSS.

Results: The mean age is 11.4:3.5 years (n=5023), and the meanduration of diabetes is
4.5:3.4 years (n=4919~ The mean age at diagnosisis 7.4±4.0 years (n=49s.t). 59.8% have
ethnieity reconded (n=3OOO~ Of these, 90.2% are Caucasian (n=2705~ 46.9% are female
(n=23S-l~ g8.5% have 1)1'"of diabetes recorded (n=4+l~ Of these, 98.6% have Tj1'" I
diabetes(n=4386~ 55.7% bave a DCCT-standardised HbAle result (n=2797),55.6% have a
record of "tether they have been admitted for DKA (n=2795)and 51.9"10 have a record of
"tether they have experieneed a severe hypo (n=2605).No patientshave died. Significant
associations with increasingHbAle level are foundfor centre(p<O.ool), ethnicity(any ethnic
minority \"S. white, p<O.oool), deprivation (the 2 most deprived quintiJes vs, the 2 least
deprivedquintiJes, p=0.002),increasingage (15-16years vs,0-4 years.p<O.oool)and duration
of diabetes (10 years \"S. I year duration. p<O.oool). Deprivation significantly affects the
numberofadmissionsforDKA(the2 mostdeprivedquintiles'"S. the 2 leastdeprivedquintiles,
p=O.ool~

ConclusIons: Poorer outcomes for children with diabetes are associated with increasing
deprivation. inercusingage, increasing duration of diabetes. and non-white ethnicity. These
results"ill be fed backto participatiag centres,allowingthemto focusthe care theyprovide.

983
INSULIN AUTOANTIBODIES AS AN AGE DEPENDENT RISK MARKER
fOR TYPE I DIABETES IN CHILDREN Of DlffERENT POPULAnONS
W. STANKIEWICZ, P.F1CHNA, E.KORMAN and M.REWERS' - Institute of
Pediatrics, University School of Medical Sciences, Poznan ( Poland ) and
'Department of Preventive Medicine and Biometrics, University of Colorado, Denver
(USA)

Background and Aims: 10sulin is only one specificautoantigen for B cells.So, its prediction
powerfor type 1 diabetesseemsto be higherthanother markersare. Aimof this study was to
compareinsulinautoantibodies ( IAA) appearance in newlydiagnoseddiabeticchildrenfrom
populations which are characterised by differentincidencerate for 1)1'"1 diabctes in 0-15 jT.
oldchildreni.e. Colorado18-201100,000 yr.and Wiclkopolska 8.61loo,lJOO./jT.

Malerials and Methods: ncwly diagnosed diabetic children ( 0-15 years old ) from
Wielkopolska (Poland)andColorado(USA)weredividedinto subgroups according to sex and
age. Sera from patients. as well from their siblings and parents, were Investigated for IAA
presence. IAAweremeasuredbyradioimmunoprecipitation methodusing1125labelledinsulin
Badresults ( expressed in arbitraryunits - AU ) were positive wbca exceeded 42 AU/ml
Anotherautoantibodies ( GADab,lCAS 12)wereestimatedtoo.

Results: IAA as only one autoantibody (10.3% vs, 5.3%) or even coexisting with others (
65.4%\"S. 51.11%)werefoundmorefrequently in Coloradothaain Wielkopolska children(:<2
test),however,theirappearance wasdominating in the youngestsubgroups in both populations:
in Colorado0-4 years old: 90.9"1., 5-9)T.: 76.7%,10-15jT.: 53.8% and in Wielkopolska 100'/.,
60''10,41.8% respectively. Beys seemed to be more prooc thaa girls to reveal IAA in both
cohorts.however without statistic significance.Additionally, IAA sennn level (AU mean +/
SD) was highest in the youngestchildren in Colorado( 0-4 years old: 1413+/-12gl, 5-9)T.:
693+/-732, 10-15jT.: 343+/-563), "hen in childrcnfrom Wielkopolska its conccntrations were
highestin the oldest subgroup (0-4jT.: 288+/-193,5-9)T.: 6Ig+/-73I, 10-15jT.: 1105+/-1455)
if evaluated by Mann-Whitney statistics, When IAA were found together with other
autoantibodies, their age dependent profile overcame characteristicsspecific for GADab and
lCAS12distribution.

Conclusions: fAA arc the most predictive risk marker for l)pc 1 diabetes in the youngest
children. Their appearance is in relation to type 1 diabetes incidence rate in different
populations.
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CLINICAL A1'm SUBCLINICAL ORGAN-SPECIFIC AUTOI~~IUNE

MANIFESTATIONS IN TYPE I DIABETIC CHILDREN
A. KOmer, A. Arat6 and L. Madacsy, I" Dept. Pediatrics, Scmmelwcis University,
Budapest, Hungary
Background: Autoimmune disorders (AD) are known to be c1ustcred in the same
person. The aim of the study was to evaluate the prevalenceof other AD in our
patients with type I D~1. Material and Methods: Four hundred children (age: 1.1
19.25 years) with type I D~l have been Investigated. Diagnosis of diffcrent AD
was made either by clinical symptoms or by specific serological screening.
Screening for celiac disease (CD) was performed in 194 diabetic children by anti
endomysium antibody (AEA) test. In subjects, tested positive for AEA. diagnosis
of CD was confinncd by jejunal biopsy. Screening for thyroid disease (TD) was
performed by anti-thyroglobulin and anti-thyroid peroxidase antibodies in 90
diabetic patients parallel to the determination of serum thyroid hormone and
thyroid stimulating hormone levels. Results: Overall, 42 (21.6 %) AEA positive
subjects were detected. Diagnosis of CD was conJinned by jejunal biopsy in 31
children (16 %). High titers of at least one thyroid related auto antibody were
present in 12 out of 90 diabetic children (13.3 %). Among those, tested positive
for anti-thyroid antibodies, hyperthyroidism was diagnosed in 2 children (2 %)
and hypothyroidism was found in 6 patients (6.7 %). In the "hole diabetic
population 29 children (7.3 %) had vitiligo, and juvenile rheumatoid arthritis was
diagnosed in I child. Co-occurrence of type I D~I with other AD was observedin
62 children (15.5 %). fifty five diabetic patients (13.8 %) were suffering from I; 6
patients (1.5 %) in 2 additional AD. One diabetic patient had type 3 polyglandular
syndrome. Age at onset of diabetes appeared to be significantly (p<O.05) lower in
patients with multiple AD than in children with D~l alone. Conclusions: In
diabetic children, the most prevalent autoimmune manifestations arc celiac
disease and thyroid disorders. Both diseases can be initially clinically silent,
detected only by specific screening tests. Early onset type I DM confers an
increased risk for multiple autoimmune disorders.
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CHARACfERlL\TIO:'i Of 48 PAEDIATRIC PATIENTS WITH DOWN
SYNDROME AND DIABETES MELLITUS.
R.W. IlolI, A Thon, M Grabert, AG DoS!, B Ramiand E Schober for the DPY-Wiss
Group, Universities ofUlm, Hannover, Giessen and Vienna.

Background and Aims: While most paediatric patients with diabetes are type-I, rare
fonns of the disease do exist in childhood and adolescence. An increased incidence
of diabetes is well recognised in patients with Down syndrome (trisomia 21),
currently classified as type-J diabetes.'other genetic syndromes associated with
diabetes'. While several case-reports illustrate this association, few reports on large
groups ofpatients with Down syndrome and diabetes mellitus do exist so far.

Materials and M~tbods: In Germany, most paediatric diabetes centres use a common
structured prospective documentation system, DPY. Anonymized data are available
for centralized descriptive analyses, By March of200I, this database consisted of 15
126 diabetes patients younger than 20 years of age, which were treated at 117
paediatric centres in Germany and Austria.

Results: 48 patients (20 boys, 28 girls) were diagnosed with Down syndrome. These
patients were compared to 14809 patients with Ij'Pe-1 diabetes (7713 boys, 7096
girls). The mean age at diagnosis in patients with Down-syndrome and diabetes was
7.25 years compared 10 7.98 years in paediatric patients with type-I diabetes (n.s.).
At the most recent exam, age averaged 14.4 years (13.0 in type I diabetes). Height
SDS was -2.47 ± 1.09 for D~l-T21 (+{).30±I.I6 for Tl-Dxf), BMI > the 90th
percentile was present in 20.8 % of DM-T21 (17.9 % in Tl-D~l). Insulin dose
averaged 0.86 Ulkg and day in D~l-T21 (0.83 Ulkg in Tl-Dvl). On average, patients
with T21-D~l received 3 injections per day compared to 3.5 injections in TI-D~l

(p<O.OOOI). Metabolic control tended 10 be better in D~l-T21 (mean HbAlc:
7.63±1.37 %) compared to Tl-ml (g.22±1.93 %; p=().06).

Conclusions: In a large paediatric sample, diabetes in Down syndrome follows type
I, typc-2 and CF-related diabetes in prevalence. Patients with Down syndrome are
significantly smaller and tend to be more overweight. While more patients are on
conventional therapy, insulin doses and metabolic control are similar.
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Infantile Type I Diabetes Mellitus and Acute Liver Failure. A New
Mitochondrial Depletion SJndrome!
KJ. Bodansky, D. Haigh. S.R Gorman, P. Holland, C. Bennett. General Infirmary at
Leeds, St. Luke's Hospital, Bradford, St, James' University Hospital, Leeds.

Background and Alms: Insulin-requiring diabetes presenting in the first few months
of life is rare, with an incidence in the first 3 months of I in 450,000. At leased 50"10
of these children have only transient insulin requirements. Of those with permanent
diabetes, only three sets of siblings have been described in the literature.

Materials and Metbods: We report a consanguineous pedigree with four children:
non-identical twins in one family and a sib pair in the second.

Results: All developed insulin-requiring diabetes within the first four months of life.
Three of the four affected individuals developed acute liver failure during intercurrent
viral illnesses and died. Post-mortem histology revealed acute fatty degeneration of
the liver in all three children, as well as a reduction in the size of the Islet cells within
the pancreas. The fourth ehild now aged lOis still insulin dependent, has growth
failure, chronic renal impairment, and liver disease which has been shown to be
exacerbated by intercurrent infections. We found no reports of Type I diabetes and
coexisting liver disease in the literature.
Extensive investigation of the affected sib pair hasshown a Mitochondrial Depletion
Syndrome. Mitochondrial DNA levels were reduced to 16% of normal values, in
muscle tissue, obtained from the sibling of the surviving child.

Conclusions: TIlls is the first report of permanent early onset Type I diabetes and
liver dysfunction in association with a Mitochondrial Depletion Syndrome

987
IMPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERANCE, INSULIN RESISTANCE AND
INFLAW.fATORY ~fARKERS IN OBESE CHILDREN.
C. Invitti', G.Guzzaloni', L Gilardini', F. Morabito' and G.C. Viberti', 'Dept
Diabct. Metab., Istituto Auxologico Italiano, Milan, Italy; 2 Dept. Auxology, Istituto
Auxologico Italiano, Piancavallo, Italy; 'Dept. Diab. Endocrinol., King's College
London, Guy's Hospital, London, UK.
Background: Type 2 diabetes is a growing problem in childhood and seems to be
related to an increasing rate of obesity. Alms: In a cohort of obese children of
Caucasian origin we have a) studied the prevalence of IGT, IFG and diabetes, b)
determined the contribution of insulin resistance/secretion to glucose tolerance and
c) examined inflammatory markers related to risk of diabetes and cardiovascolar
disease. Subjects and Metbods: 574 obese children (282 males, 292 females), mean
age 14 yr (range 6.3- I7), mean relative body weight (RBW) I83±29% were studied
between 1994 and 2000. A 75g OGTT was performed and samples for estimation of
blood glucose (BG), insulin, lipid profile, fibrinogen (Fg) and C reactive protein
(CRP) were taken. Insulin sensitivity was calculated by HO~-IR and Il cell
function by insulinogenic index: insJO'.insO'/glu30'-gluO' (A130/AGJO). Results:
None of the children had diabetes, 24 (4.2%) had IGT, 2 of whom also had IFG.
Compared to NGT subjects, IGT subjects showed female preponderance (J.7:1),
were slightly older (15±2 vs 14±3yT, p<0.05), had a stronger family history of type
2 diabetes (70 vs 50%, NS) and similar RBW. Tanner II-IV stages were 21% in
IGT and 27% in NGT{NS). In a multivariate regression analysis, J10~fA-IR was
positively and A130/AG30 was negatively and independently correlated with the
2hBG (p<0.000 I for both). Fasting lipids, Fg and CRP were not correlated with
2hBG, but total trygliccrides (TG) and Fg showed, in a regression model, a
significant correlation with HOMA·!R (p<0.0001 and p~O.042 respectively). There
was no correlation between these indeces of inflammation and A130/AGJO. TG and
Fg increased with pubertal development and with increasing RBW. Cooelusi<MIs: In
obese children the prevalence of IGT is high and appears to be dependent on
derangements of both insulin sensitivity and insulin secretion. Levels of
inflammatory proteins and triglyccrides are not directly related to glucose
intolerance, but TG and Fg are associated with the degree of insulin sensitivity. This
suggests an aggregation and possible pathogenic sequence of risk factors for both
diabetes and cardiovascolar disease in obese children.
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PREPRANDfAL VERSUS POSTPRANDL\L L'ISULIN ASPART
TREATMENT rx TYPE 1 DfABETIC CHILDREN MiD ADOLESCEl'I"TS
T. Danne, J.Aaman, E.Schober, D.Deiss, J.LJacobsen, KHFriberg for the ANA
1200 Study Group, Kinderkrankenhaus auf del' Bull. Hannover, Germany

Backgrouad and Aim.: While insulin is usually injected preprandially (PREP) to
obtain adequate postprandial glycemic control, postprandial (POP) injection would
offer the advantage of meal size adjusted dosage. This trial compared the glycemic
control of PREP vs. POP injection ofinsulin aspart (lAsp) in children and adolescents
with type I diabetes.
:\1aterials and Methods: 76 children (6-12 years) and adolescents (13-17 years)
were randomized to PREP and POP treatment with IAsp as part of a basal-bolus
regimen in a rnulticentre study (9 pediatric centers in Austria. Germany and Sweden)
with an open labeled, two period cross-over design (six week periods). PREP being
immediately before meal start, and POP after the meal (max. 30 min. after meal start).
Baseline characteristics were: 55% <13 years; 49% boys; diabetes duration: 3.7 (I.Q
9.4) years; baseline HbAle: 7. 6 (4.7-11.4)%. Standard dose-adjustment algorithms
were used for dose optimization based on self-measured blood glucose levels.
Results: Glycemic control for POP treatment was non-inferior to PREP treatment as
assessed by fructosarnine (Ovs. 6 weeks: PREP: 367±74 vs. 378±90; POP 383±83 vs.
385±77Ilmoll1;p=O.24) and HbAlc (pREP: 7.9±J.5 vs. 8.0±J.5%; POP 8.0±1.4
vs.8.3±1.5%, p=O.14) . Also, the average blood glucose concentration on profile day
(pREP vs. POP: 8.5±0.3 vs. 9.2±0.4 mmoll1;1'=0.08), and the average prandial blood
glucose increment (-O.28±0.23 vs, -Q.IO±O.38; p=O.74) was comparable. Three
severe hypoglycemic episodes occurred (pREP: n~2; POP: n~I). A total of 1007
hypoglycemic episodes (blood glucose <3.9 mmoll1) were recorded during the study
with no difference between treatment regimens {relative risk PREP to POP 1.1 (0.9
1.3), p=O.3I). No significant differences were found between children and adolescents
in any of the parameters above. No safety concerns were raised during the trial
(frequency of drug related adverse events or changes in hematology/biochemistry).
Treatment satisfaction was equally high in patients and parents with both regimen.
Concluslcns: Although preprandial administration oflAsp generally is preferable, our
study shows that in children and adolescents postprandial administration of fAsp is a
safe and effective alternative.

988
Changiag phenotype: Are more youngsters with IOD," obese at onset?
I. Libman, M.Pietropaolo, S. Arslanian, R LaPone, D. Becker, University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA, U.S.A.

It is generally believed that children diagnosed with insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus (IDD~I) are not obese at onset. In order to evaluate if there has been a
change in this assumption, we compared the prevalence of obesity (PO) (defined as
B~U > 85th percentile) at onset in all Blacks < 20 years of age matched with Whites
by age and year of diagnosis, diagnosed during two different periods: 1979-1989
(Period I) and 1990-1998 (period ll) and its relationship with demographic and
autoimmune characteristics. There were 71 children diagnosed during Period I and
1I5 diagnosed during Period Il.

The prevalence of obesity increased from 12.7% (Period I) to 36.5% (Period Il)
<p=o.OOO4). The same increase was seen in both males and females. The prevalence
ofobesity in Whites increased from 2.8 (I) to 16.4% (II) (p=O.04) and in Blacks from
22 (I) to 55% (Il) <P=O.OOI). In the younger age group (< I I years), PO increased
from 2.8% to 16.6% (p=O.06) and in the older age group from 22% to 48% (p=O.OO9).
In children who were positive for at least one islet cell antibody (either ICA, GAD65
or IA-2) (86%), PO went from 8.2 to 29.9% <P=O.OOI). However, PO in the group
that had no autoantibodies (J4%) was not significantly different between the two
periods. In the multivariate logistic regression, period of diagnosis as well as race,
age at onset and autoimmunity, were associated with obesity.

It is concluded that,at onset of IDD~f, prevalence of obesity has more than doubled
from the 1980's to the 1990's. This increase was seen in males and females, Whites
and Blacks, adolescents and in children with evidence ofautoimmunity. This leads to
speculate that obesity may be an accelerating factor at onset of the disease and may be
contributing to the increasein incidenceseen in some populations.
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The role of self-efficacy in self-management of type 1 diabetes: Development and
validation of the Conftdence In Diabetes Self-care scale (croS) in Dutch and US
patients.
N.C.W. van der Ven, K. Weinger, J. Vi, F.J. Snoek, Department of Medical
Psychology, Vrije Universiteit Medical Center, Amsterdam, the Netherlands,
Behavioral Research Section. Joslin Diabetes Center, Boston MA, USA.

Background and Aims: Self-efficacy, the individual's perceivedability to perform diabetes
self-care tasks. is predicitive of actual self-care behaviour andof clinical outcomes in persons
with diabetes. The objective of this study is to examine the psychometricproperties of the
Confidence In DiabetesSclf-eare (CIDS) scale, a newly developed instrument to assess self
efficacyin patientswith type I diabetes in DutchandUS patients.
Materials and Methods: The CIDS,containing20 items reflectingaUaspectsof self-care,was
completed by 151 Dutch (NL) and 190 US patients. Other measures ineluded the Problem
Areas in Diabetes(PAID)and the H)poglyccmla Fear Survey (HfS). DiJrerentmeasureswere
used to assess self-esteem, self-care behaviour, anxiety and depression (all scores were
transformedto a 0-100scale).HbAle was assessed.
Results: Samples show very similar characteristics(Age NL 43.2 sd 13.4; US 42.6 sd 13.1;
Durationof OM NL 21.8 sd 13.0;US 22.2 sd 13.5;% FemaleNL 51.7; US 60.5; HbAlc NL
8.1 sd 1.3; US 8.3 sd 1.5;HFSwony NL 28.0 sd 16.8;US 30.7 sd 20.3; All NS; PAID NL 21.5
sd 16.0; US 36.0 sd 24.0; p=.OOO) and CIDS scoring panems (NL 83.0 sd 11.5; US 85.0 sd
12.5;NS). Scoresindicatehighlevelsof self-efficacy,with USmensearing significantlyhigher
than US women (87.6 sd 11.2 vs, 83.4 sd 13.01'=.02). Internalconsistencyof the CIDS was
high in both samples(Cronbacb'sa NL .85; US .89).Moderatecorrelationswith other measures
in the expected directions (pAID NL -.45"; US -.51"; HFSworry NL -.03; US -.34")
support construct validity while indicating that the CIDS reflects a unique construct ('1'<.05
"p<.OI). Other constructs alsoshowed moderate significant correlations with CIDS scores
(Self-esteemNL .16'; US .36'; Self-carebehaviourNL .47"; US .47"; Anxiety NL -.23";
US -.29"; DepressionI-o'L -.17'; US -.29"). HbAIc was significantlyassociated with CIDS
scores in the US sample only (NL .09 NS; US -.36"). CIDS scores in a sample of type I
patients in poor glycemiccontrol takingpart in a RCT aimedat improvingHbAlc by meansof
CognitiveBehaviouralGroupTrainingwere significantlylower(72.4 sd 12.8;p=.OOO; 0=39).
Conclusions: The Dutch and US "mien of the CIDS demonstrated high psychometric
equivalency, allowing for cress-cultural comparison. Lower CIDS scores in a sample of
patients in poor control support the usefulness of the CIDS as a sercening tool to identify
patientswithsuboptimallevelsoC self-efficacy.

991
The quality of life of patients with type 1 and type 2 diabetes mellitus and

impact on quality of diabetes care - JEVIN, a population-based survey
A Rillig, R Schiel, A Braun and U. A. MOiler, University of Jena Medical

School, Department of Internal Medicine II, Jena, Germany
Background: JEVIN ~na's SI. Vincent Trial) is a prospective, lo-years-follow
up, population-based survey of all insulin treated patients with type 1 and type 2
diabetes mellitus aged 16 to 60 ys and living in the city of Jena (100,000
inhabitants). Methods: In 1989/90 190 patients, in 1994/95 244 patients and in
199912000 362 patients (90% of the targel population) were examined. Quality of
life and treatment satisfaction were assessed using standardised questionnaires
according to Bolt et al. (subscales: social relations, leisure time flexibility, physical
complaints, worries about future, diet restrictions, daily hassles, well-being, fear of
hypoglycaemia). Results: Type 1: In 199912000 questionnaires of 1021133
pattents (77%, age 44.4±12.3, diabetes duration 17.8±12.2 ys, BMI 26.0±3.6
kg/m', HbAlc 7.89±1.53% [HPLC, Diamat:!), normal range 4.5-6.3%) were
analysed. The diabetes duration was associated with social relations (R-square=
0.057, 11=0.24, p=0.02), symptoms of neuropathy (examined according to Young et
al.) were associated with physical complaints (R-square=O.034, 11=-0.21, p=0.042)
and both parameters were associated with worries about future (R-square=0.098,
diabetes duration 11=0.23, p=0.031, symptoms of neuropathy 11=-0.28, p=0.009).
Patients with an HbAlc below 7% had a better well-being (80.7±19.3% [n=47] vs
70.7122.4% [n=55], p=0.018). There were no associations between the number of
insulin injections/day, the frequency of blood-glucose self-moniloring or intensified
insulin therapy and quality of life. Type 2: Questionnaires of 192/229 patients
(84%, age 56.8±7.6, diabetes duration 14.118.4 ys, HbAlc 8.09±1.37%) were
analysed. Patients with more than 2 insulin injections had a lower quality of life
(58.0±20.9% [n=94] vs 65.5±19.2% [n=98], p=O.Oll) and poorer results in the
subscales fear of hypoglycaemia (53.4±28.7% vs 64.0±25.4%, p=0,008), social
relations (67.8±25.2% vs 76.2121.5, p=0.014) and worries about future
(41.8124.1% vs 49.7126.0%, p=0.031). There was a positive correlation between
the quality of life and the frequency of blood-glucose seif-monitoring (r=0.2,
p=0.005). Conclusions: In patients with type 1 diabetes Intensified insulin therapy
is not accompanied with lower quality of life, but with better quality of diabetes
control. Patients with type 2 diabetes and more than 2 insulin injections per day
had a lower quality of life. For these patients therapy should follow the mosl easy
insulin regimen. Neuropathic complainls need a consequent treatment strategy.
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RAJo.,'DO~nSED TRJAL OF PROBLEM ORIENTED PSYCHOTHERAPY
FOR TYPE I DlABETICPATIENTS WITH CO~IPLlCATIONS.

P.T. Sawicki"'. J. Kruse', N. Schmitz', P. Stucckenschneider' and U. Didjurgeit l
.2.

ISt.Franziskus Hospital, Cologne and 'I!.-I!. University of Duesseldorf. Germany.
Ba,kground and Aims: The presence of diabetic complications is significantly
associated with psychosocial problems, lower quality of life and depression. Such
patients often suffer from poor self-care resulting in sub-optimal metabolic control,
Therefore, we rove performed a randomised controlled trial on the effects of a
problem-oriented, short-term psychotherapeutic intervention on self-defined
psychosocial problems and metabolic control in Type I diabetic patients with
microvascular complications. Materials and Methods: 46 Type I diabetic patients
with diabetic nephropathy, retinopathy and neuropathy participated in the study. H
patients (age 36±9 years (mean±SD ), 14 women, diabetes duration 23±9 years,
HbAI, 9.1±2.0%) were randomised to receive a structured, problem-oriented, short
term psychotherapeutic intervention (Intervention Group = IG). 22 patients were
randomised to the Control Group (CG) (41± toyears, 13 women, diabetes duration
25±tO years, HbAl, 8.7±l.7%), who received medical care in a specialised diabetes
university clinic, Each patient could define up to three psychosocial problems (no. I,
nO.2and no.3), the severity of the problems was measured on a Ito 10 graded scale.
Severity ofdisease related symptoms was assessed using the Symptom-Cheek-List
90-R, quality of life was measured using the IRES questionnaire and depression was
evaluated according to the ZERSSEN questionnaire, Two patients (one in each
group) died during the study period. All remaining patients were followed for six
months. Results: Problem scores were high at baseline in both groups: IG/CG:
problem no.l: 7.8±2.0/8.3±1.7; problem no.2: 7.7±2.3n.6±l.8and problem no.J:
7.7±2.3nA±2.6.At follow-up, all problems were significantly lower in the
Intervention Group: IG/CG: problem nO.I: 4.3±2.9/6.8±3.0, p~0.03; problem no.2:
3.9±2AI5.8±2.8,p=O.03; problem no.3: 4.7±2A/6.8±2A, p=O.02). HbAlc decreased
in the Intervention group by O.6±l.2% and increased in the control group by
0.1±0.7'Yo, p~0.OI6. inpatients with HbAlc values above 8%, HbAlc decreased by
1.0±1.2 % in the IG and increased by 0.I±O.7% in the CG.l'~O.OIl. Severity of
disease symptoms, quality of life and depression scores were not significantly
different. Conclusions: A structured problem-oriented short-term psychotherapeutic
intervention decreases the severity of psychosocial problems and improves
metabolic control in Type I diabetic patients with microvascular complications.

992
THE EFFECT OF COPING ON GLYCEMIC CONTROL, COMPLICATIONS,
AND SELF-eARE IN TYPE I AND TYPE 2 DIABETICS
B. Turan, Z. Osar", I.M. Turan, T. Damci", and H. Ilkova'. Institute for Behavioral
Studies.Tstanbul University, Cerrahpasa Medical Faculty Diabetes Division, Turkey
Aim: Coping is defined as the behavioral and cognitive efforts used to deal with
stressful events. In this study, we aimed to explore how coping with the disease
affects the following health outcomes in type I and type 2 diabetic adults: treatment
adherence, glycemic control, and complications, Materials and Methods: Self
report questionnaires were completed by 1071)1'e 2 (age 59.3±11.I) and 891)1'e I
patients (age 29.0±1l.0) treated with insulin. Coping was measured with the
Diabetes CopingMeasure, 'vhichhas foursubscales: avoidance. passiveresignation,
tackling spirit, and lack of integration. Adherence to insulin injections (All), home
blood glucose measurements (AHBGM), and diet (AD) was measured with a
modified version of the Summary of Diabetes Self-Care Activities Questionnaire.
The questionnaire also included questions about acuteand chronic complications.
Glycemic control was assessed by HbA,< (HPLC-Hitachi). The association between
the coping strategies and the outcomevariables were tested by partial correlation
analyses as well as by obtaining two second-order copingfactors andentering those
into multiple regression equations predicting the outcome variables. Results: Partial
correlation analyses (controlling for age. years since diagnosis, marital status, and
gender) suggest that coping is an important predictor of outcome, and this
relationship is stronger for type I patients. With type I patients 12 out of 20
correlations (r's between 0 and .37) were significant, whereas with type 2 only 4
correlations were significant (r's between 0 and .26). In the regression analyses the
factor labeled negative coping was significantly but modestly related to all of the
outcome variables in expected directions (p's between .16 and .33). On the other
hand, the positive coping factor was associated with only adherence to diet and
adherence to injections, again in the expected directions (JJ's between .15 and .17).
The interaction terms were not significant for any of the outcome variables except
for injection adherence, suggestingthatcopingis moreimportant in type 1 only for
injection adherence. Mediation analyses revealed that adherence only partially
mediated the relationship between negative coping and glycemic control,
Conclusions: Coping with illness is an important factor in diabetes, especially in
type I diabetes. Therefore, intervention programs may benefit from including a
module about coping with diabetes.
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The relationship beh...en insulin-treated diabetes, job characteristics and health
outcomes
I. Weijman (I), W.J.G. Ros (I), GEJUl Rutten (I), W.n. Schaufcli (2), 1.1.1.
Schabracq (3) and JAM. Winnubst (I). I University Medical Center Utrecht, 2
Utrecht University, 3 University ofAmsterdam.
Background and Aims: Because employees with diabetes have to cope both with
their disease and their work, they are at greater risk ofdeveloping health complaints.
The aim of our study is to gain more insight into the relationship between job
characteristics (workload and decision latitude) and the health status of employees
with insulin-treated diabetes.
Materials and Methods: 293 employed insulin-treated persons with type-I (n=162,
response rate 58,9%) and type-2 (n=I3I, response rate 52,8%) diabetes from three
hospitals completed questionnaires which assess job characteristics (Questionnaire on
the Experience and Assessment of Work) and health outcomes: fatigue (Checklist
Individual Strength), burnout (Maslach Burnout Inventory, 3 subscales) and
depressive symptomatology (CES-D). Data were analyzed using t-tests and Pearson
correlations.
Results: Compared to Dutch reference values for each questionnaire, employees with
diabetes reported a higher workload (t=4.014; p=.OOO), more autonomy (t=-6.754;
p=.OOO), more involvement (t=-4.139; p=.OOO), more fatigue (1=13.462; p=.OOO),
more exhaustion (t=3.382; p=.OOI)and a higher level ofdepression (t~5.407; p=.OOO).
No differences were found with respect to the burnout components depersonalization
(1=.303; p=.762) and personal accomplishment (t~2.016; p=.(45). Furthermore,
higher decision latitude and lower workload were related to better health outcomes.
Compating the working situation and health status of type-I and type-2 patients, type
2 patients only report more exhaustion (t~2.092; p=.037).
Conclusions: The data indicate high levels of health complaints in diabetic
employees, as well as a relationship between job characteristics and health outcomes.
This especially emphasizes the need of increasing the decision latitude to promote
better functioning at work and to minimize fatigue, burnout and depression.

995
Determinants of Adherence to Preventative Foot Care: a self-regulatory
approach.
L. Vileikyte, H. Leventhal, A. Findlow, M Hankins, C. Bundy, C.Waterman,
M. Becker, J. UIbrecht., P.R. Cavanagh and A.J.M.Boulton. Dept. of Medicine,
Manchester Royal Infirmary, Manchester, UK and Dept. of Psychology, Rutgers
University, New Brunswick. USA
Background and Aims: To examine the determinants of reported use of effective,
preventative foot care behaviors (PFCB) in patients with diabetic peripheral
neuropathy (ON) at high risk ofdeveloping foot ulcers. Materials and Methods: Use
of PFCB was related to demographic factors, disease characteristics, and three types
of psychosocial factors: social compliance, beliefs about ON and personality traits.
Twelve items assessed use of PFCB. DN was defined by a Vibration Perception
Threshold of >=25 volts and a Neuropathy Disability Score of >=3. Five items
assessed social compliance. A theory-based measure assessed 5 areas of common
sense representations of ON (CiDN) and two, emotional responses to ON (EiDN).
The 5 cognitive domains were: I) identity beliefs (correct and incorrect perceptions of
ON); 2) time-line (beliefs about DN duration); 3) cause; 4) cure/controllability; 5)
consequences and emotions of worry and anger. Cronbach's alphas range: 0.60-0.89.
Personality traits were assessed with a 44-item version of the Big Five Inventory
(BFI) and negative affect with the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS).
Results: 188 patients completed psychological assessment (mean age=62 years,
diabetes duration =18 years, 71% type 2,71% male). No BFI or HADS scores were
associated with PFCB. Female gender, social compliance and CiDN scores were
significantly associated with PFCB before controlling for other factors. Controlling
for gender and social compliance, all 5 CiDN beliefs scores and EiDN were
significantly associated with PFCB (rp range: 0.17 - 0.29; p<0.05). Initial multivariate
analysis showed that gender and social compliance accounted for 5.2% of the
variance in PFCB, and CiDN and EiDN an additional 12.1%. The two strongest
predictors were perceived ON-eonsequences (beta=O.16; p=O.(42) and worry about
foot problems (bcta=O.17; p=O.(43). Further analyses ,,111 examine the possible
mediating-moderating effects of CiDN and EiDN on adherence to preventative foot
care. Conclusions: ON-related cognitions (beliefs) and emotional responses are
important determinants of adherence to PFCB and should be addressed when
designing behavioural interventions in a group of ON patients at high risk of foot
ulceration.
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A POPULATIO~ BASED STUDY OF FUNCTIO~AL HEALTH STATUS
AND WELL BEING IN ADOLESCENTS WITH TYPE I DIABETES.
M.Graue'·' B.R.Hanestad' T.Wentzel-Larsen' and O.Sovik' 'Inst of Social Sciences
and Social Medicine, University of Bergen 'Center for Clinical Research, Haukeland
Hospital, 'Oept of Pediatrics, Haukeland Hospital, University of Bergen, Norway.
Background and Aims: In adolescents with type I diabetes, living with the
disease and efforts to obtain and maintain good metabolic control may have
negative impact on the patients emotional and social well being. The
objective of the study was to describe functional status and social well being
in diabetic adolescents from a well defined geographic area, using both
generic and diabetes-specific instruments. Material and Methods: All
diabetic adolescents I I- 18 yrs old attending the pediatric outpatient
department at Haukeland University Hospital; Bergen, Norway, were invited
to participate. To assess the broad impact ofdisease and treatment on
satisfaction and functioning in daily life, both generic (Child Health.
Questionnaire, CHQ-CF87) and diabetic (Diabetes Quality of Life
Questionnaire, DQOL) measures were used. Results: Of a total population
of 131 diabetic adolescents, 116 (88.5%) participated. 50% were girls, mean
agc 14.8 yrs (range 11-18), mean diabetes duration 6.9 yrs (1-16), mean
HbAlc 9.3 (6.2-14). Diabetes-related quality of life explained 66% of the
variation in general mental health. Neither age, gender, insulin regimen
or HbAle could explain more of the variation. While most of the variance
in mental health assessed by CHQ-CF87 is explained by the diabetes-related
quality of life, age seems to be an important additional covariate in self
esteem. The effect of age on self-esteem is significantly nonlinear,
with lowest self-reported self-esteem being estimated at J5.6 yrs.
Conclusions: Psychosocial support for adolescents with type I diabetes
seems particular important around the age of 15. Generic instruments
like CHQ-CF87 add another dimension to the evaluation of satisfaction
and daily functioning in diabetic youths.
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L'(FLUE:'I"CE OF LOCAL DELIVERY OF VEGF 0:'01 TilE VIABILITY OF
E:,\CAPSULATED P'\:'o1CREATIC RAT ISLETS DURI:'o1G TR~l'\SPLA:'o1TA TIO:'o1
S. Sigrist' , A. Mechinei , K. Mandes', V. Calendal., lP Bellocq', G. Legeay", A.
Belcourt', 1\.1. Pjnget', L. Kessler' ·CeeD, , 2Service d'Anatomie Pathologique, H6pital
deHautepierre, 'Transgene, Strasbourgand 'Ctn.I, Le Mans,France.
Background and Aims: Transplantation of encapsulated islets was proposed as a
treatment for type I diabetes to limit rejection. A significant obstacle to successful
transplantation is the low vascularization of the graft during the first few days after
implantation leading to the dysfunctionand death of islets. The aim of our study was to
evaluate the effect of Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) on the angiogenesis
of epiploic tissue surrounding the encapsulation device and consequently on the islet
survival. Materials and Methods: 24 hours after culture, 50 islets immobilized into
collagen in the presence or not of VEGF (100 pg/ml) were encapsulated (AN69
membrane, HOSPAL) and implanted in the peritoneal cavity of Wistar rats (n=6).
Devices containing collagen supplemented or not with VEGF (100 pg/ml) served as
controls. After 7, 14 and 28 days of implantation, encapsulation devices with
surrounding epiploic tissue were removed. lIistological analysis of this tissue was
performed to determinethe number and the diameter of vascular buds, the surface of the
angiogenic pedicle, and the distance between the device and the buds. Cellular reaction
at the membrane surface was analysed by scanning electron microscopy and the cellular
type characterized by a phagocytosis test. Morphological aspect of islets was analysed
by phase contrast and light microscopyand their functionalityevaluated by the measure
of insulin secretion in response to glucose stimulation. Results: At each step of the
study, the number of buds increasedby 49.5% in the epiploic tissue surrounding the islet
containing device supplementedwith VEGF. After 7 days, VEGF increased significantly
(i) the bud diameter: 15.4±4.9 vs 5.3±2.4 Jlm (p<O.OOI), (ii) the surface of the
angiogenic pedicle from 2.82±2.02 to 195.38±45.22 JlID' (p<O.OOI). The presence of
VEGF decreased significantly the distance between devices and buds: 16.2±5.6 vs
51.6±IO.l JlID (p<O.OOI). Furthermore, the control revealed an increase in buds
formation under the influence of VEGF that was emphasized by the presence of islets.
The angiogenic effect of VEGF on the epiploic tissue reached a plateau after 14 days
after implantation. Membrane surface analysis showed a decrease in macrophage
adhesion in presence of VEGF. Islets examination exhibited in presence of VEGF a
preservation of their structure without central necrosis. After 7 days, insulin release in
response to glucose increased significantly from 33.69±1.52 to 138.84±5.13 JlUlIOO
islets when VEGF was added and only from 7.36±0.82 to 26.9±2.5 JlUlIOO islets in its
absence (n=3, p<0.05). Moreover, 28 days after implantation, islets encapsulated with
VEGF exhibited a preservation of their stimulation in response to glucose (121.44±2.01
vs 20.72±1.22 JlU/IOO islets) compared to islets alone (14.2±1.02 vs 5.65±0.99 JlUlIOO
islets). Conclusion: Stimulationof angiogenesisof epiploic tissue induced by VEGF is
associated with a preservation of morphologyand functionalityof encapsulated islets.

998
CHARACTERISTICS AND TRANSPLANTATION OF THE PORCINE
NEONATALPANCREATIC CELL CLUSTERS.
J-H. Juang', CoHo Kuo', B. R-S. Hsu', SoH. FU', "W-C. Lee', **N-K Yao'.
'Chang Gung Memorial Hospital and 'Industrial Technology Research
Institute, Taiwan.

Background and Alms: Porcine neonatal pancreatic cell clusters (NPCCs)
isolated from 1- to 3-day-old pigs (I-A) have cured diabetic nude mice within
8 weeks after transplantation. To shorten the latent period between
transplantation of these cells and the reversal of hyperglycemia, we studied
NPCCs isolated from l-month-old pigs (I-B).
Materials and Methods: One- to three-day-old and l-month-old pig
pancreata were cut into fragments, digested by collagenase, cultured for 6
days, and then studied for islet characteristics. Besides, 300 cultured islets
were transplanted under kidney capsule of nondiabetic nude mice. Atl and 3
months after transplantation, the grafts were removed, and insulin content
and ll-<:ell mass were measured by radioimmunoassay and point counting
morphometry, respectively.
Results: Soon after isolation, I-B was larger than I-A (0.211±0.006 vs.
0.189±0.003 mm', P=0.0003). After6-dayculture,I-B contained more insulin
than I-A (6.8±1.4 vs. 2.3±0.2 Jl9/150 NPCCs, P=0.02). However, the
stimulation indices of I-A and I-B during static incubation with 500 mg/dl
glucose (26.5±3.2 vs. 23.9±1.7) or 500 mg/dl glucose plus 50 moVl IBMX
(62.2±14.0 vs. 41.9±4.4) were not significantly different. (P>0.05)
Furthermore, both I-A and I-B had no first or second phase insulin secretion
during sequential perifusion with 100 and 300 mg/dl glucose. The insulin
content of the graft at 1 month after transplantation was 0.331±0.031 and
0.333±0.133 Jlg, and ll-<:ell mass of the graft at 3 months was 0.069±0.022
and 0.067±0.023 mg in recipients with I-Aand I-B, respectively. (P>0.05)
Conclusions: NPCCs isolated from 1- to 3-day-old and l-month-old pigs
had different characteristics but similar effects on transplantation.

997
SUCCESSFlJL INTRAHEPATIC TRANSPLANTATION OF PANCREATIC
ISLETS ENCAPSULATED IN ALGL'lATE MICROCAPSULES m DIABETIC
RATS.
S. Schneider, P.J. Feilen, V. Slotty, O. Kraus and 1. Beyer. Dept. of Endocrinology
and Metabolism,UniversityofMainz, Germany

Background and Aims: The functionality of encapsulated islets transplanted into the
peritoneal cavity is limited, based on an insufficient oxygen supply. Therefore,
research should focus on finding a transplantation site, which permits closer contact
between the encapsulated islets and the bloodstream. In this study, the effect of
intraportal injection of encapsulated islets under different experimental settings was
evaluated.

Materials and Methods: Therefore 1500 islets each were isolated from Lewis rats,
encapsulated in 350 Jlm alginate capsules of different quality and quantity and
transplantedintraportallyin streptozotocin-diabetieSpraque Dawley rats.

Results: Concerning the insulin secretion to a glucose challenge no difference could
be detected between islets encapsulated in a high purified alginate (A) and those
encapsulatedin a non-purifiedalginate (B) (1.57±O.28 vs. 1.6±0.5 ng/islet; n.s.). Islets
encapsulated in a high purified alginate (A) show only a slight foreign body reaction
after intraportal injection compared to islets encapsaulated in a non-purified alginate
(B) (50±25Jlm21capsule vs. 345±59Jlm21capsule; p<O.OOI) Above a critical capsule
mass (> 8000) the intraportal transplantation of encapsulated islets (A) leads to a high
intraoperativeletalityof the animals (4 from 5) due to occlusion of big portal tracts. In
contrast to this, the transplantation of lower yields of capsules leads to no
complications(5 from 5 vital). Furthermore, the intraportal injection of encapsulated
islets (A) succeed to restore norrnoglycemiain streptozotocin-diabeticrats (O' 5d).

Conclusions: For the first time it could be demonstrated, that the intrahepatic
transplantation of encapsulated islets without concomitantly immunosuppression
succeed to restore normoglycemiain diabetic rats.

999
PANCREAS TRAl\SPLANTATIO:"/ L"ITIPE 2 DIABETES: IS C-PEPTIDE
A RECIPIENT SELECTION CRITERIOl\'?
C.Dieterle, H. Schiffl ,R.Landgraf. Departmentof InternalMedicine, Klinikum
Innenstadt, Universityof Munich.
Background and Aims: Incidence andprevalence of secondary complications in
patients with type 2 diabetes (OM 2) are increasingsteadily. Thirty to 50% of all
patients with endstage renal disease entering chronic dialysis are D~f 2. Recently
manifestation of type 2 diabetes has been observed in young populations and
therefore many patients will suffer from diabetic complications much earlier in
life. Since the long-term survival of pancreatic grafts in patients with type I
diabetes are excellent (one-year graft survival 80-90%) Eurotransplant started to
consider D~f 2 for simultaneous pancreas/kidney transplantation, however
excluding those patients with basal C-peptidc <0,8 ng/ml and glucagon-stimulated
values three times above baseline. Methods: In order to select type 2 diabetic
patients for a pancrcaslkidney transplantation programme we analyzed Cspeptidc
in 25 non-diabetic patients (age: 61,4±9,8; blood glucose:84±10 rng/dl: B~II

23,3±2,1 kglm'; HbAlc: 5,O±O,3%) and compared them with 13 insulin-treated
type 2 diabetic patients (age: 65,/±IO,2; blood glucose: 167±43 mgldl; BM/:
24,3±4,3 kglm'; HbAlc: 7,4±I,O%). Both groups suffered from end-stage renal
disease and were under chronic hemodialysis in average 23 months. Results: c~
peptide under fasting conditions were very similar in both groups: non-diabetic
versus insulin-treated diabetic patients: 9,6±3,6 vs. 9,5±5,5 nglml. Postprandial C
peptide levels in non-diabetic dialysis patients were 15,7±6,l ng/rnl indicating
good prandial response. In a subgroup of diabetic subjects (n> 10) C-peptide was
analyzed before 7,1±3,3 nglm1 and after I mg glucagon i.v, to 8,8±4,1 ng/rnl.
Basal blood glucose of 125±23 mgldl was stimulated by glucagon to 146±18
mgld!. Concluslonse From these data it can be concluded that Cvpeptlde analysis
under basal conditions and after glucagon stimulationare not eligible parameters
to assess insulin resistance and secretory response in uraemic type 2 diabetics.
Consequently C-peptide is not a suitable criterion for pancreas transplantation in
insulin-treatedD~f 2.
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Nephropathy: Genetics and Epidemiology
1000
OIEMOKL"r; RECEPTOR CCR5 PROMOTER GL'IOTYPE ASSOCIATED
"'TIH DIABETIC NEPHROPAlHY IN TI'PE2 DIABETIC SUBJEcrs
K. Nakajima, Y. Tanaka and R.Kawamori, Dept. of Medicine, Metabolism

and Endocrinology, Juntendo University School of Medicine, 2-1-1
lIongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Background and Aims: Macrophage infiltrations in renal glomerulus of
diabetic patients with nephropathy were reported. Recently, chemotactic

cytokine receptor 5 (CCR5) promoter 59029G/A polymorphism was
identified, and the higher number of the CCR5 on circulating monocyte in
the subjects having 59029 A(+) type was observed. Thus, the aim was to

evaluate the effect of CCR5 59029 genotype on diabetic nephropathy.
Subjects and Methods: A total 401 type 2 diabetic subjects showing

serum cretinine;;;;2.Omg/dl were recruited. CCR5 promoter 59029 G/A
genotype was determined by PCR-RFLP. Stage of nephropathy was
determined by urinary albumin creatinin ratio (ACR (mg/gCre» at least
two measurements, and classified into normoalbuminuria (ACR<30, ONO
group), microalbuminuria (30 ;;;; ACR<300, DNI group), and
macroalbuminuria (ACR ~ 300, DN2 group). Results: The allele
frequency of 59029A was 54% and the clinical characteristics except

ACR were not different bctween the subjects with or without 59029 A.
The frequencies of A(+) type were 75% in the ONO group, 86% in the
DNI group, and 87% in the DN2 group (DNO vs. ONI, P=0.03, X

2=4.794; DNO vs, DNI and DN2, P=0.0095, x 2=6.734). From logistic

regression analysis, 59029A was an independent risk factor for
microalbuminuria from normoalbuminuria (O.R.~2.26, P~0.009), but not

for macroalbumionuria from microalbuminuria. Conclusions: CCR5
promoter 59029 A genotype may associate with development of early

nephropathy.

1002
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE GENE POLYMORPHISMS AND
ALBUMINURIA: THE MEXICO CITY STUDY.
M. Nannipieri, R Posadas, E. Politi, K. Williams', C. Gonzales§, M.P. Stem', and
E. Ferrannini . Department of IntemaI Medicine, University of Pisa, Italy,
'Department of Medicine University ofTexas, San Antonio, USA, §American British
Cowdray Hospital, Mexico City, Mexico.
Background and Aims:Atriai natriuretic peptide (ANP) infusion has been found to
increase urinary albumin excretion rate (AER) in diabetic patients with
rnicroalbuminuria as well as in healthy subjects. Because Seal and Bstxl
polymorphisms at the ANP gene have been found to be associated with albuminuria
in diabetic subjects, we evaluated the relationship between the two polymorphisms
and the presence of albuminuria in the Mexico City Stody, a population with a very
high prevalence of rnicroalburninuria has been reponed. Materials and Methods:
Allelic and genotype frequencies of these polymorphisms were studied by RFLP
analysis with Seal eOZ)lIlC (wild: A2 \'5 mutated: AI) and BstxI enzyme (wild: C708
\'5 mutated: n08) after amplification of two fragments of ANP gene. Results: Of 614
subjects (254 men, 360 women), 276 had rnicroalbuminuria (ItA) and 60 had
established macroalbuminuria (MA); hypertension was present in 71 subjects andtype
2 diabetes in 108 subjects. In the whole cohort, the wild/mutated alleles had
frequencies of 0.93/0.07 and0.96/0.04, respectively for Seal and Bstxl, Frequency' of
A2/AI alleles was 0.93/0.07 in NA subjects; 0.96/0.04 in ItAand 0.98/0.02 in MA
(p<O.05 x2= 6.9, for the difference between MA and the other groups). Frequency of
C708lT708 alleles was 0.94/0.06 in NA subjects, 0.97/0.03 in ItAand 1.0/0.0 in MA
(p'=O.03, x2=7.5, for the difference between MA and the other groups). The two
polymorphisms were in linkage disequilibrium (p<O.OOOI).· No associations were
found between Seal and or BstxI polymorphisms and presence of diabetes,
hypertension, stroke and myocardial infarction. In a norninallogistic model adjusting
for gender. age, obesity, diabetes, and hypertension, the AI andn08 allele were
independently associated with macroalbuminuria. Conclusions: In the Mexico City
population, the association between polymcrphisms of ANP gene and albuminuria 
previously described in Caucasian patients with 1)')lC I or type 2 diabetes - is
confirmed despite the very high background prevalence of albuminuria Thus, these
polymorpblsms may play a role in protecting subjects against development of
albuminuria not only in diabetic subjects but also in the general population.
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1001
POLYMORPHISMS IN THE UCPI-3 GENES ARE NOT ASSOCIATED
WITH DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
E.Lindholm, M.KJannemark, E.Agardh, L.Groop, C-D.Agardh From the Wallenberg
Research Laboratory, University Hospital MAS, Malmo Sweden.

Background and Aims: It was recently shO\\TI that normalizing mitochondria
superoxide production blocks three pathways of hyperglycemic damage. The human
uncoupling proteins, UCPI, UCP2 and UCP3 can uncouple respiration and thereby by
reducing the electrochemical potential in the mitochondria and reduce superoxide
production. Our aim was to study the association between known UCPI, UCP2 and
UCP3 polymorphism. and diabetic nephropathy.
Materials and Methods: 218 diabetic patients with micro- or macroalbuminuria
(ALB) and 218 with persistent normoalbuminuria (NOR.\I) with at least 10 years
diabetes duration were matched for age, sex, type of diabetes, mean IlbAlc levels
during the past four years and diabetes duration. 123 of the patients in each group had
type I diabetes, 88l)'Pe 2 diabetes and 2 had unclassified type of diabetes. UCPI A-G
polymorphism at -3826, ucn insertion/deletion (lID) polymorphism and UCP3 C-T
polymorphism at -55 were genotyped,
Results: The frequencies of the GG, AG and AA UCPI genotypes in the r-;ORM vs
ALB group were 7.3 % \'S. 6.4 %, 37.2% \'S. 32.6% and 55.5% vs. 61.0% for AA
(p~NS). The frequencies of the UCP2 lID polymorphism were 6.9"10 vs. 8.3% for III,
45.9"10 vs. 40.3% for lID and 47.2% vs. 51.4% for DID genotypes in the "ORM \'S

ALB groups (P=NS). Neither did the genotype frequencies for UCP3 CoT
polymorphism differ between NORM and ALB patients, i.e. 9.2% vs. 9.7% for TT,
38.5% \'S. 41.5% for CT and 52.3% \'5. 43.3% for CC.
Conclusions: These data suggest that polymorphisms in the UCP genes are not
associated with diabetic nephropathy in this Scandinavian population.

1003
SA GENE POLYMORPHISM - RELATIONSHIP WITH 1'I'EPHROPATHY
AND HYPERTENSION IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
E. Zukowska-Szczechowska, J. Gumprecht, MI. Zychrna, K. Strojek, I. Szymkowicz,
W. Grzeszczak. Dept of IntemaI Medicine, Diabetology and Nephrology, Silesian
School of Medicine, Zabrze, Poland.

Background and Aims: It has been demonstrated, that high blood pressure remains
one of the major factors of progression of various nephropathies. SA gene locus has
been identified as being overexpressed in kidney's of spontaneously hypertensive rats
(SHR). SA gene Pstl polymorphism was found to be associated with the presence of
hypertension in non-diabetic subjects. The aim of the study was to test the association
between the SA gene Pst! polymorphism, the presence of rnicroalbuminuria and/or
overt nephropathy, or the presence or absence of high blood pressure in type 2
diabetes.
Materials and Methods: SA gene polymorphism was determined in 693 1)')lC 2
diabetic patients. 127 were classified as having overt nephropathy (ON), 323 had
rnicroalbuminuria (M), while 243 patients with normoaiburninuria and diabetes
duration of at least 10 y1'5 were considered a control group (N).
Results: SA Pstl (AIAI/AIA2/A2A2, %) genotype distributions did not differ
between the study groups: N- 83.1114.412.5, M- 79.3/18.9/1.7, ON- 73.7/20.5/0.8. A
distortion in genotype distributions was found between hypertensive (lIT) and
normotensive (N1) subjects (Chi-square test with 2df, p<O.05). Genotype frequencies
in the normoalbuminuria group were: (AIAIIAIA2/A2A2, %): lIT- 86.8/12.5/0.7,
NT- 77.8/17.215.0, while in the micrcalbuminuriarcvert nephropathy group: lIT
81.0/16.7/2.3, NT- 75.0/25.0/0.0. Moreover, subjects homozygous for the A2 allele
had lowest blood pressure values (systolic and diastolic), homozygous for the AI
allele - highest blood pressure, with heterozygotes presenting intennediate values,
Conclusions: The SA gene Pst! polymorphism was found to be associated with high
blood pressure in l)')lC2 diabetic subjects, but with no impact on the development of
incipient or overt nephropathy in these subjects.
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1004
GNB3 POLYMORPHISM ALLELE TRANSMISSION TO OFFSPRING
AFFECfED WITH END-STAGE RENAL DISEASE OR DIABETIC
NEPHROPATHY
MJ. Zychma, 1. Gumprecht, K. Strojek, W. Gneszczak. Dept of Int Medicine,
Diabetology and Nephrology, Silesian School of Medicine, Zabrze,Poland

Background and Aims: Arterial hypertension is an independent predictor of
progression of nephropathies of various etiologies. It has been pointed, that parents of
type I diabetie patients with nephropathy have higher blood pressure values, and
more frequently have hypertension, then parents of patients without ncpropathy. It is
thus postulated. that genetics of hypertension, diabetic nephropathy and progression
of chronic renal failure may overlap. Recent reports have suggested, that a molecular
variant of the guanidine nucleotide binding protein ~, subunit (GNB3) - C825T is
associated with the increased risk of the development of hypertension. The aim ofthis
study was to assess whether GNB3 C825T polymorphism is associated with the
increased risk of the development of end-stage renaIdisease in non-diabetic patients,
or diabetic nephropathy in l)1>C I diabetic subjects. The hypothesis was tested using a
family-based study design- transmissionldisequilibriwn test.
Materials and Methods: GNB3 polymorphism was determined in: (I) 200 non
diabetic patients with end-stage renal disease, either conservatively treated (with
creatinine clearance <30mYmin), or submitted to chronic renaI replacement therapy'
(heme- or peritoneal dialysis); (2) 47 l)1>C I diabetic patients with end-stage renal
disease, as well as in 28 microalbwninuric or overt proteinuric l)1>C I diabetic patients
with normal renaIfunction. GNB3 polymorphism was also determined in beth parents
of the examined patients, and observed and expected (random) transntissions were
compared using a Mac Nemar's statistics.
Results: errallele transmission (%) in non-diabetic, end-stage renal disease patients
was 48/52, in l)1>C I diabetic patients with end-stage renaIdisease - 50/50, while in
type I diabetic patients and microalbwninuria or overt proteinuria - 44/56, and these
differences were not significant1ydifferent in MeNemar's test.
Conclusions: Results of the present study provide evidenceagainst major impact of
the GNB3 polymorphism on the development of nephropathy in l)1>C I diabetic
patients, as well as end-stage renal disease in non-diabetic subjects.

1006
Impact of renal impairment on the death rates of people with diabetes
N.A. Roper, N.C. Unwin,R W. Bilous, W.F. Kelly and VM. Connolly
Diabetes Care Centre, MiddIesbrough General Hospital, TS5 5AZ, UK

Background and Alms: To investigate, in people with diabetes, differences in all cause
mortality between those with and without renal impairment. Materials and Methods:
All people with known diabetes, in South Tees, UK, alive on the 1st 1anuary 1994 were
identified. tagged with the UK Office for National Statistics and followed up until 31st
December 1999. Data on mortality was collated from death certificates. A threshold for
creatinine of 150 umol/l was used to divide the cohort into those with normal renal
function and those with renaIimpairment, at the start of the study. Age specific death
rates were calculated for each group, with 95% confidence intervals, using a person years
method. Results: O\-.:raII 104 of 153 (68.0%) of people with renal impairment died
compared to 1101 of 4688 (23.5%) people with normal renaI function. People with renaI
impairment made up 3.2% of the diabetic population but accounted for 8.6% of the
deaths. Of 104 deaths in people with renaI impairment only 5 had renaIdisease certified
as the underlying cause of death, cardiovascular disease accounted for 75% of deaths,
compared to 58% in those people with normal renaIfunction, p=O.OO I. Death rates per
1000 person years (95% Cis) are shown below:

Male Female
Diabetes Ad. e_nIne C.....,nine Creatinine Creatinine

Type Band <150umol/1 >150umolll <150umoL1 >150umolll
1 20-39 3.0106 0 2 1105 0

40-59 19 11102 65 24 to 107 15 1024. 126 6710186
00-79 54 341074 131 3710224 82 6110102 343 55 to632

2 40-59 21 171025 95 8110lOB 10 81014 403 010836
00-79 54 5110571 174 145to 203 49 4e to53 232 18410299
eo_ 143 13210153 373 24eto 501 132 12510138 189 13810242

Conclusions: People with and diabetes and renal impairment account for a
disproportionate number of deaths from the total diabetes population. Reliance on death
certification data to estimate the contribution of renaI failure to mortality \\iII lead to
significant underestimation of the impact of renal failure. Creatinine IC\-.:1 is a simple,
cheap, and easily available, marker that identifies a subgroup of people with diabetes
who have increased mortality rates, compared to the high death rates of people with
diabetes.

1005
ALLELE 5 OF THE ANGIOTENSI:-iOGEN MICROSATELLITE MARKER IS
ASSOCL\TED WITH DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY.
A. Mollsten, G. Dahlquist, 1. Kockum, M. Svensson, 1. Eriksson and S. Rudberg.
Dept. of Clinical Sciences, Dept. of Public Health and Medicine. Ume! University
and Dept. of Molecular Medicine, Dept. of Woman and Child Health, Karolinska
Institutet, Sweden.

Background and aims: Both lifestyle related factors such as smoking, hypertension
and elevated IIbAI c and genetic factors are important for the development ofdiabetic
nephropathy (D~. Several genetic polymorphisms in the renin-angiotensin system
have been identified and suggested to be associated with DN. The aim of this study
was to investigate ifgenetic markers located near the angiotensinogen (Ang) gene, the
angiotensin IT type-I receptor (AGTR I) gene or the ACE-gene give an increased risk
for developing D:-I,and ifany of these polymorphisms show interaction with smoking
and poor metabolic control.
Materials and methods: The genetic markers we focused on were the
insertion/deletion (lID) polymorphism in the ACE-gene. the M235T polymorphism in
the Ang-gene and two microsatellite markers, one located near the Ang-gene and the
other located near the AGTRJ-gene. D:-IA samples were collected from 190 type-I
diabetic patients. Patients with diabetes duration of 15 to 20 years or more, without
albuminuria. were considered as controls (n"'90). Albumin excretion rate 20
200ng/min was considered as incipient nephropathy (n~3) and albumin excretion
rate over 200ug/min was considered as overt nephropathy (n~37). Smoking habits and
HbAlc values were obtained from questionnaires and hospital records.
Results: Allele 5 of the Ang-gene microsatellite was significantly associated with an
increased risk for DN. crude OR=2.27 (95% CI 1.04-4.95). Smoking was associated
with anincreased risk for DN, OR~2.46 (95% CI 1.23-4.93). Among smokers allele 5
was still significant but did not increase the OR, OR=1.32 (95% CI 1.09-1.60), this
was also the caseamong patients >75th percentile in BbAlc, OR=1.54 (95% CI 1.12
2.12). In this material, no association between D:-I and genotype was found with the
lID or M235T polymorphisms or with the AGTRI-gene microsatellite.
Conclusions: Allele 5 of the Ang-gene microsatellite marker is associated with
increased risk for D:-I. No interactions between this allele and smoking or poor
metabolic control were found.

1007
THE RESULTS OF LONG-TERM MICROALBUMIN"URIA SCREENING IN

CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS WITII TYPE 1 DIABETES.
1.Nazim, H.Dziatko\\iak
Endocrinology Department, Polish-American Children's Hospital, Krak6w, Poland
The aim: to analyse the results of prospective study of urinary albumin excretion
rate (UAER) in diabetic children and adolescents. Patients: 528 children (261 boys,
267 girls), aged 3 - 25 years (522 i.e. 98.8% under the age 19 years). Diabetes
duration at the beginning of the study I month to 20 years (317 children i.e. 60%
were observed from the onset of diabetes). The period of follow-up was I - 13 years
(median 5.4 years) Methods: UAER was determined by radioimmunoassay in
overnight urine collections. MicroaIbwninuria (MA) "as defined as UAER >15
Ilglmin in at least two of three urine samples. Results: L At the onset of the study
MA was found in 48/528 (9%) children (21 boys and 27 girls). The frequency of
MA increased significantlywith age (we didn't observed MA in youngest group - 0
4 years) and with diabetes duration and was as follows: 0-4 years - 6.60/0, 5-1 I years
- 9.50/0, 12-17 years - 11.8% and >17 years of diabetes - 30.8%. In children who
developed diabetes under the age 5 yearsMA was found only in the pubertal age
(>1 I years). Patients with MA had significantly higher mean HbAlc (9.1 vs 9.8%,
p<O.OI) and HbAlc at the beginning of the study (11.12% \"5 12.I7%).The risk
factors for MA development were: age> I I years (OR 13.3, 95%CI 2.8-64), diabetes
duration (OR 1.1, 95%CI 1.1-1.3) and mean HbAlc (OR 1.3, 95%CI 1.1-1.7) At
follow-up MA persisted >3 years in 12 of 48 patients with MA at the onset of the
study n. During the follow-up of 443 patients with normal UAER at the onset,
normoaIbwninuria was observed in 318 (71.8%) of diabetic patients, MA was
detected only once (in one urine sample) in 95 (21.5%) of children. In 20 (4.5%) of
patients MA was observed for 1-2 years and in 10 patients (2.2%) persisted for at
least 3 years. In comparison to normoalbwninuric children, patients with persistent
microalbuminuria had significant1y worse long term glycemic control (higher mean
HbAlc from the onset of diabetes 9.8% YS 9.0"10). Additionally, they had
significantly higher UAER at the beginning of the Slndy. The highest incidence of
persistent MA was found in patients with diabetes onset at the age S - I I years.
Conclasloes: children andadolescents with type I diabetes should be screened for
microa1buminuria earlyin the course of the disease andthey required good glycemic
control to minimise the risk of diabetic nephropathy development.
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Albuminuria in a population based study of Danish patients with type 1 diabetes
mellitus: Prevalence, clinical characteristics add risk facton
O. Eshoj, K. Botch-Johnsen, B. Feldt-Rasmussen, AK. Sjolie and II. Beck-Nielsen.
From Department of Endocrinology, Diabetes Research Centre, Odense University
Hospital, Odense, Department of Endocrinology, Hvidovre Hospital, Copenhagen,
Steno Diabetes Centre, Gentofte, Department of Nephrology, Rigshospitalet
University Hospital, Copenhagen end Department of Ophthalmology, Odense
University Hospital, Odense,Denmark.
Background and aims: The urinary albumin excretion rate (UAER) has proved to be
one of the most important prognostic factors in the secondary prevention of several
chronic complications of type I diabetes mellitus. Thus, it is our aim to present data
regarding prevalence, clinical features and possible predictors of albuminuria in a
cross sectional study ofa well defined cohort ofpatients with type I diabetes mellitus.
Materials and methods: The study is population based and the patients identified by
means of insulin prescriptions"-itha degree ofascertainment of97%. The population
consisted of 681 patients with type I diabetes mellitus, 281 females and 357 males.
Median age was 34 years (range 7-79), median duration of diabetes 17 years (range 0
63). The method for determination of UAER was based upon three overnight urine
collections.
Results and conclusion: We found a prevalence of microalbuminuria (95% CI) of
12% (9.6, 14.6), and for macroalbuminuria of 8.6% (6.4, 10.8). The prevalence of
microalburninuria increased by duration ofdiabetes until 20 years of duration. where
after it remained constant. A steady increase in the prevalence of rnicroalburninuria by
increasing HbAlc levels as well as by increasing diastolic and systolic blood pressure
was observed. The blood pressure was within the normal range in patients with
microalburninuria Glomerular filtration rate as estimated from measurement of
creatinin c1earenee was stable in patients with microalbuminuria but decreased in
patients with overt nephropathy. An analysis of possible risk factors in a multivariate
model revealed that age, duration of diabetes, blood pressure, HbAIe, serum
cholesterol and current smoking were all significantly associated to increased levels
ofalbuminuria

PS76
Nephropathy: Pathology
1010
RENAL STRUCTURE IN TI'PE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH
ALBUMINURIA
O. Torffvit, J. Tapia, J. Tencer, B. Rippe, 1. Willner, G. Nyberg and R. Osterby,
Departments of Medicine, Nephrology and X-ray, University Hospital, Lund,
Transplant Unit. Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Goteborg, Sweden, and Electron
Microscopy Laboratory, University Institute of Pathology, Aarhus Komrnunchospital,
Denmark.

Background and Aims: Renal biopsies were obtained from TylJC2 diabetic patients
with elevated albumin excretion. The aim was to obtain quantitative structural data for
the study ofcorrelation with clinical findings,
Materials and Methods: Biopsies from 27 patients were analysed and data compared
with those obtained in 13 non-diabetic cases. Stereological methods were applied by
light- and electron microseopy.
Results: Diabetic patients showed quantitatively markedly expressed diabetic
glomerulopathy but also an increase in glomerular volume, prevalence of glomerular
occlusion and in interstitial volume fraction A significant correlation was not
observed between the degree of interstitial and glomerular involvement. The
glomerular hypertrophy is interpreted as a compensatory phenomenon, leading to
preservation of filtration surface in thc open glomeruli. Close correlation was seen
between glomerulopathy and glomerular function, and also with the stage of
retinopathy. Signs of non-diabetic glomerulopathy were not observed, but various
atypical ultra-structural changes accompanying the advanced stages are illustrated.
Conclusions: Our present findings correspond to data from TylJC I diabetic patients.
It is emphasised that all compartments of the kidney are affected by the diabetic state.
It is suggested that the interstitial and glomerular lesions arc influenced by mutually
different factors.
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1009
POPULATIO:-l SCREENING TO DETECT "cPHROPATHY 1:-1
SINGAPOREANS WITH DIABETES OR HYPERGLYCEMIA
SPB Ramirez, SI-lIllsu and RS Mazzc,Singapore
Background and Aims: A population-based program for the early detection and
interventionof \)lJC 2 diabetes (0:-'1), hypertension (HTN) and renal disease was
initialed in Singapore. One clement of this program was to determine the level of
glycemic control and blood pressure control in individuals with known D:-'I and in
individuals at risk for D:-'1 Materials and Methods: Singaporeans .:::18 years old
were screened by questionnaire (demographics, prior medical history including type
2 diabetes (0:-'1) and hypertension (HTN), family history and lifestyle habits), BP
according to established national guidelines, random capillary blood glucose (CBG)
and urinalysis from January 2000 to September 2000. Nephropathy was defined as
proteinuria (PR) of .:::30 mgldL or.:::1+ on dipstick analysis. Hyperglycemia (HPG)
and systolic hypertension (SIITN) were defined as a CBG ':::8.9mmolJL and systolic
BI':::130 mmHg. respectively. Results: Two thousand subjects completed the
screening (53% l\V47"1o F). Seventy-sixpercent were Chinese, with the remainder
Malay, Indian or other. The mean age was 40.6 years. Known disease was found in
64 cases (3.2%) of whom -16had D:-'I and 18 had D:-'I and IITN. In those with both
HTN and D:-'1, 67% had HPG and 72% had SHTN. Among those with known D:-'1
alone, 50% had HPG and 50% had SIITN. Eleven percent of those with both HTN
and D:-'I had significant PRo reflecting previously undetected nephropathy.
Undetected HPG was present in 38 subjects (1.9%); an additional 38 subjects (1.9%)
were found to have undetected HPG with SIITN. Among those with HPG alone,
2.8% had significant PR. Among those with both HPG and SHTN, 12.1% had PRo
This was significantly higher than the prevalence of PR among those with neither
HPG nor SHTN (1.80/0, p<O.OOOI). Conclusion: Individuals known to have D:-'I with
or without HTN were found to have elevated blood glucose and systolic blood
pressure, associated with a high prevalence of prey'iously undetected nephropathy.
Furthermore, a high percentage of individuals with previously undetected
hyperglycemia, with or without SHTN were found to have established renal disease.

1011
SIGI....IFICANT CORRELATION OF TRANSFOR.\l.ING GROWTH FACTOR
6 WITH METABOLIC CONTROL AND SYSTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE IX
TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
Abrahamian II., Mauler H., Exner M., Grimm A, Wagner 0., Irsigler K., Prager R.
3. Medical Department and Ludwig Boltzmann-Institute for metabolic diseases, City
Hospital Vienna Lainz, Wolkersbergenstrasse I, 1130 Vienna, Austria

Background and Aims: Transforming growth factor beta (TGF-D) is a cytokine,
which plays a major role in the regulation of cell proliferation and seems to be an
important determinant of diabetic glomerular injury. This hypothesis has been
supported by the detection of increased concentrations and enhanced expression of
TGF-D in and from the target tissues ofdiabetic long-term complications.
Materials and Methods: To analyse the association of urinary TGF-D excretion with
degree of hypertension and quality of metabolic control we studied this correlation in
a type 2 diabetic study population with normo-, micro- and macroalbuminuria. In this
cross sectional analysis urinary levels of TGF-D were measured in 39 type 2 diabetic
patients, 27 male and 12 female, age: 63±9 years. duration ofdiabetes:I2±7 years.
Results: We found a significant correlation of urinary TGF-D excretion rate with
systolic blood pressure (r-O,54, p<O,OOOI), with metabolic control (r-O,33, p<O,03)
and with urinary albumin excretion rate (r-O,43,p<O,007). The correlation with
glomerular filtration rate was also significant (r=-O,42, p<O,OI). We could not
demonstrate any significant correlation with age, diabetesduration and sex .In contrast
to published study results from type I diabetic patients wc could not detect an
association between ACE-inhibitor medication and TGF-D excretion rates. This
implicates that rather the level of blood pressure and not the kind of medication seems
to be essential in treating hypertension in diabetic patients.
Conclusions: TGF-D might be an useful indicator of glomerular injury in longterm
follow up in type 2 diabetic patients.
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1012
I:\T1MAL MEDIA nnCKNESS DOES NOT DIFfl:R IN WPE 2 DIABETIC

PATIENTS WITH DIFFERENT DEGREES OF ALBUMINURIA.

V.Vijay, C.Snehalatha, B.Mamtha, K.Shina,ARamachandnm.
Diabetes Research Centre, Royapuram, Madras India.

Background: Intimal media thickness (lMT) of common carotid artery
(CCA) has been widely used as an index of atherosclerosis. Diabetes
and diabetic nephropathy are conditions associated with accelerated
atherosclerosis. AIm: The study was done to assess the IMT in type 2
diabetic patients with different degrees of albuminuria to see whether
albuminuria influenced IMT. Material and methods: IMT of CCA was
measured in 264 type 2 diabetic subjects with ;::5 years diabetes duration,
using high resolution B mode ultrasonography. Subjects with

normoalbuminuria «30 fIg albumin fmg creatinine) (NAU) (n=91),
microalbuminuria (30-300 fIg albumin fmg creatinine) (MAU) (n=92)
and clinical proteinuria (>500 mg/day) (prot) (n=90) were studied.
Results were compared with 99 age matched non-diabetic subjects. All
subjects had measurements of anthropometry, biochemical parameters
including lipids and HbA Ic and blood pressure. Statistical comparisons
between groups were done using students t' test and multiple linear
regression analysis. Results: The mean age-adjusted IMT value in
diabetic subjects was significantly higher (0.88 ± 0.3 nun) than in non
diabetic subjects (0.57 ±0.34mm) (p<o.OOI). Mean IMT in NAU (0.87 ±
0.26mm), MAU (0.90 ± 0.33rnm) and Prot (0.86 ± 0.39mm) were not
significantly different from each other. Multiple regression analysis
showed that male gender, age, diabetes and total cholesterol were
independently associated with IMT. Duration of diabetes, hypertension
and HbAlc did not show independent association with IMT although
they were significantly higher in diabetic subjects. Condusion: Diabetes
was a major contributing factor for higher IMT. However, within the
diabetic subjects, presence of albuminuria did not have additional
influence on the IMT.

1014
Different effect of melatonin and glutathione on adenosine metabolism in
rat glomerular mesangial cells cultured under high glucose conditions
Kocic G, Vlahovic P, Djordjevic V, Kocic R, Pavlovic D, Jcvtovic T. Medical
Faculty-lust. ofBiochem and Clin, for Endocrinology, Nis Yugoslavia

Glomerular mesanaial cells playa major role in glomerular haernodynarnics, but they
are also considered as antigen-presenting cells participatino in immune response. It IS
the site of typical lroliferative lesions m diabetic glomeru10pathy. Adenosine, a local
hormone, produce by rnesangial cells is a metabolic rezulator of renal blood 1I0w,
capable of decreasing glomerular filtration rate -(GFR), but exerts also
immunosupressive. antiproliferative and anti-inflamatory properties. Aim: Since it was
well established that antioxidants confer protection aaainst increased oxidative stress
that occurs in diabetes, in this work we have locked for the potential efectivity of
melatonin and glutathione to ameliorate adenosine metabolism. Melatonin exerts
immunoenhancin,g effect, mediated through specific receptors and cellular signals, but
it is also an efficient antioxidant, acting by itself, rather than through specifiC binding
sites. Methods: Glomerular rnesanc ra1 cells obtained from collagenase treated
glomeruli. isolated from renal cortex of Sprague-Dowley rats were cultured in RPMI
IMO medium at 37"C, supplemented with fO% FCS and 20mmol HEPES pH~7.2.
After two passages confluent cells were grown under high glucose conditions
(30mmo"') as a model of diabetic microenvironment. The activity of adenosine
metabolizing enzymes: 5'·nucleotidease (5'-NU) responsible for its production and
adenosine deaminase (ADA)· responsible for its degradation were investigated during
exposure to melatonin (10" mol) and reduced glutathione (GSII 10.2 mol). Results:
lIyperglycaemic conditions led to decreased adenosine production via 5'·NU
(4AO±I.27 vs 11.29±1.22U1g prot. p <0.001 of control cells cultured under
normoglycaernic (5mmot'1) conditions, that resulted in its decreased removal via ADA
(I 3.20L 1.01 vs contr!,123.75±2.0IUlg prot. p<O.OI. This event may contribute to the
loss of afferent arteriolar contractility. mesangioproliferative activit~ and c~1osceletal
dysfunction. When control cells were exposed to melatonin (from 10 to 10 rnol/l) 5'
NU activity increased (from 13.90± 1.22 to 24.93±3.30 p<O.05). while ADA activity
was not changed significantly, implicating on increased adenosij" production. Similar
results were obtamed after exposure to ,-,SII (from 0.5·2 x 10' mol) for 5'-NU (from
13.95±1.34 to 38.23=3.5 p<O.OOI) and for ADA (25.2±3.15 to 25.11±2.40). But when
hyperglycaemic cells were exposed to melatonin 5'-NU decreased significantly
(3.25±1.01, but ADA did not change significantly implicating on decreased adenosine
metabolism. and observed effect may"be explained by increased protein kinase C
signaling pathway by h)'pergl)'~aemia. \\ hich can decrease melatonin action. GSII
ameliorated adenosine metabolism (5'·NU was 9.32±1.22 and ADA 15.9L2.26).
Conclusion: Presented results confirm recent findings that the potential value of
melatonin supplementation during diabetes is still ~ uncertain and awaits future
investigation.

1013
[fFECf OF APO E2-REMNANT LIPOPROTEINS ON PKC ACIlVITY AND
TGF·b AND PROTEL'l MATRIX SYNTHESIS IN MESANGIAL CELLS
M. Saito, M. Eto, F. Kawasaki, K. Kohara, M. Yoneda, M. Matsuda,
M. Matsuki, K. Kalcu, Kawasaki Medical School, Kurashiki, Japan

Background and Aim: Lipid abnonmalities are associated with macroangiopathy and
microangiopathy including diabetic nephropathy (DN). Apolipoprotein (apo) E2
causes an increase ofremnant lipoproteins in plasma. We previously reported that apo
E2 allele contributes to the progression of DN (Atherosclerosis 107:203-211,1994,
Clin Genet 48:288-292.1995). Recently this finding has been supported in Caucasian
diabetic patients (Diabetes. Oaibetes Care 1998). However. the mechanism by which
apo E2 promotes DN is not known. In this study we examined the effect of apo E2
remnant lipoproteins on PKC activity and TGF-b and protein matrix synthesis in
human rnesangial cells (ill.fCs).
Metbods: Plasma samples were collected from Type 2 diabetic patients with apo
E2I2, EJ/2 or EJ/3. IOL (density 1.006-1.019) was isolated from the plasma by
ultracentrifugation. Nonmal fThtCs were incubated for 24 hrs with IOL (50 mg/ml
protein) in the medium. After the incubation, PKC activity was assayed using
BIOTRAK, and the concentration of TGF-b and protein matrix in the medium was
measured by ELISA method.
Results: IOL from diabetic patients with apo E1J2 or EJ/2 stimulated PKC activity
more significantly than that with apo EJ/3 (343% or 174% vs 100%) after incubation
with fThlCs. Furthermore, IOL from diabetic patients with apo E212or EJ/2 caused a
significant increase in TGF-b, type IV collagen and fibronectin synthesis by fThtCs.
Conclusiens: Apo E2·remnant lipoproteins from diabetics stimulate PKC activity and
TGF-b and protein matrix synthesis in fThlCs, and may cause mesangial strecthing,
glomerulosclerosis and ON. Apo E2 contributes to the progression of ON at least
partly through remnant lipoproteins.

1015
Lovastatin inhibit Insulin-like growth factor-I expression on cultured mesangial
cells
C. Lin, T. Yang, J.W. Chen, C.P. Liu, Department of Endocrinology, First Affiliated
Hospital ofNanjing Medical University, Nanjing, China

Background and Aims: Insulin-like growth factor-I(lGF-I) is a marker of
glomerular hypertrophy in the early stage of diabetic rats. H~tG-CoA reductase
inhibitor have suppressive effect on transforming growth factor-Bl (TGF-~I) and
cultured mesangial cells. This study examined the effect of Iovastatin on IGF-I
expression ofmesangial cells.

Malerial. and Methods: Human mesangial cells were cultured in O~IEM containing
low glucose (5.6~tm), high glucose (30mM) with 10vastatin(IO~I) for 48 hours,
respectively. IGF-I, TGF·~I rnRNA expression of cultured mesangial cells were
tested by RT-PCR and TGF-~I, fibronectin, Iaminin, type IV collagen in supernatant
were determined using RIA and ELISA techniques.

Results: TGF-~I, fibronectin, larninin, type IV collagen and IGF-I, TGF·~I rnRNA
expression were increased in the mesangial cells cultured in high glucose as compared
with low glucose. Doth TGF·~I and IGF-I rnRNA expression in cultured mesangial
cells in high glucose condition were suppressed by lovastatin. In the cultured,
mesangial cells with high glucose and lovastatin, the decrease afTGF.~I, fibronectin,
laminin and type IV collagen proteins were also observed as compared with cells in
high level ofglucose without lovastatin.

Condusions: Lovastatin suppresses fibronectin, laminin, type IV collagen products
and expression of IGF-I, TGF-~l mRNA in cultured mesangial cells. This study
suggests that the preventive effect of lovastatin on diabetic nephropathy result not
only from the suppression of TGF-~I, but also from its inhibitory effect on IGF-I
expression.



1016
TRASFORMING GROWTH FACTOR-rJl (TGF-I'I) COUNTERACTS THE
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF VASCULAR ENDOTHEl:JAL GROWTH FACTOR
RECEPTOR 2 (VEGFR-2) IN HU~tAN GLO~lERULAR ENDOTHELIAL CELLS
(GENC).
L.Pala, B. Cresci, S.Giannini, C. Manuelli, P. Cappugi and CM. Rotella. Department of
physiopathology, theaching of Metabolic Diseases, University of Florence.
Background and aim: two major VEGF receptors have been identified and cloned:
VEGFR-I( Flt-I) and VEGFR-2 (KDRlflk-I). They are mostly expressed in endothelial
cells. In the rat VEGFR-2 has been identified in glomerular endothelial cells and a role
in diabetic nephrophaty has been proposed. In human diabetic neprophaty the role of
VEGF and its receptors have not been dearly dcmostrated, \\'e investigated the
presence ofVEGF receptors and their modulation in human glomerular endothelial cells
\\ ith particular regard to the linkage with TGF-rJ I. ~laterials and Methods: for binding
experiments GENe navebeen grownat confluenceandserum free in 24-well plates for
2~h then for 2~h with serum free and stimuli (TGF-rJl 100n~') performing families of
displacement curves between ["'ljVEGF and increasing concentrations of cold VEGF.
RT-PCR was performed by using primers previously' designed for VEGF receptor
subtypes. For the proliferation assay GENC were seeded in 2~·well plates for 24 h in
serum free and incubated with appropriated stimuli and 'H-Thimidine. Nitric oxide
(1\0) synthase has been quantified with a commercial kit evaluating the conversion of
I'H1L-arginine to I'H1L-citrulline. Results:using scatchard analysis we has shown the
presence of VEGF receptors in GENe.The mathematical model suggested the presence
of one class of binding sites with a binding capacity of29.27±12 fmolesllE6 cells and a
Kd of 0.35±O.19 n~1. The receptor number was not significantly affected by the
presence of heparin (O.lng/ml); however, a slight decrease of about 14%of binding
sites was observed. RT-PCR has shown the predominant presence ofVEGFR-2 with no
apparent signal for VEGFR-1. VEGF was able to stimulate (38% vs control) thimidine
incorporation and, in preliminary results, the production of NO (55% vs control). The
mitogenic action of VEGF was counteracted by the addition of TGF-rJ I. Furthermore.
mathematical analysis of multiple homologous curves for ["'ljVEGI indicated that the
TGF-l} I treatment induces a decrease (80%) in VEGFR-2 specific binding capacity
\\ ithout Changing the bindingaffinity.Conclusions: we dernostrated for the firsttime.
the presence of VEGFR-2 in GENC. Since VEGF induced a proliferative effect and a
direct control of NO production, these data suggest that VEGF could act as survival
factor for GENC and this effect is inhibited by TGF-rJ I.

1018
Protectlre effects of Llthospermate B on diabetic nephropathy
GT. Lee, M.G. Chung, C.W. Ahn,H.l. HaandH.C. Lee
Yonsei University Medical Research Center Seoul, Korea

Background and Aims: ROS generation and PKC activation have been observed in
mesangial cell cultured under high glucose and in the kidneys of experimental
diabetic animals. Lithosperrnate B (LAB), a recently isolated component of S.
miltiorrhizae, hasbeneficial effect on renal function of nephrectomized rats possibly
through the reduction of ROS generation. In the present study, we have investigated
whether LAB can ameliorate diabetic nephropathy.
Materials and Methods: To in vitro system. murine mesangial cells were grown in
DMEM media. Near confluent rnesangiaI cells were incubated with serum-free media
for H hours to arrest and synchronize the cell growth. Then, the media was changed
to serum-free DMEM containing different concentrations of glucose in the presence
or absence of LAB. After LAB treatment, ROS generation, PKC activity, and TGF
beta I and fibronectin protein syruhesis were detected.
To in \ ivo system, four experimental groups were formed: STZ·induced diabetic rats
(STZR; n =6), age-matched control rats (CR; n =6), diabetic rats treated with LAB
(LAB + STZR; n = 6), and control rats treated with LAB (LAB + CR; n = 6). After
treatment of LAB for 16 weeks, 24 hours urinary albumin excretion was measured.
Results: LAB inhibited ROS generation (normal control mesangial cell: 100%,
100u.\i m02 treated mesangial cell: 148.64 ± 9.250/0, 100u.\l ID02 + 20ug/m1 LAB
treated mcsangial cell: 53.72 ± 8.4Wo, alI P < 0.05) and PKC activation (normal
control mesangial cell: 1000/0,high glucose treated mesangial cell: 148.35 ± 19.850/0,
10ug/m1 LAB + high glucsoe treated mesangial cell: 35.46 ± 3.98"/0, all P < 0.05) in
mesangial cells cultured under high glucose. And effectively protected \be
progression of albuminuria in diabetic rats (control diabetic rat: 221 ± 34 mg/day,
LAB treated diabetic rat: 43 ± 33 mg/day). At the general characterization of
experimental rat, plasma glucose Im:1 was not effected by LAB between STZR and
LAB + STZR. Kidney weight/ 100g body weight was increased at STZR compared
with normal CR. anddecreased at LAB + STZR compared STZR.
Conclusions: This study provides an evidence that LAB, an active components of S.
miltiorrhizae radix, could be a new therapeutic agents for the t reatmcnt of diabetic
nephropathy.
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1017
MetBbelic vs, bcmod)"llamic facton in tbe pathogeMsis of diabetic glomerulopathy:
studies in the Milan ral model
G.Pugliese, F. Pricci, C. lacobini, G. Leto, L Amadio, P. Barsotti, M. Valeri, M. Sorcini,
F. Pugliese and U. Di Mario
La Sapienza University and Istituto Superiore eliSanita, Rome, Italy

Background and Aims: Rats of the Milan normotensive strain ~t:'iS) develop an age
dependent glomerulosclerosis (GS), although they maintain normal blood pressure (BP)
levels, whereas rats of the Milan hypertensive strain ~lHS), developing moderate fonm of
arterial hypertension (All). are resistant to GS, possibly due to hypertrophy of intrarenal
arteries protecting glomerular capillaries towards increased BP. This study was aimed at
testing the hy-pothesisthat diabetes accelerates the development ofGS in the MNS and'or
remove protection from renal disease in the ~lHS. Maleriab and Meth<lds: MNS and
~ms rats (aged 3 months) were rendered diabetic (D) by streptozotocin (55 mg/kg i.v.)
and killed 6 months later, together with age-matched nondiabetic controls (h'D) for the
assessment of metabolic control, BP and renal function and structure. Three-month-old
rats were also sacrificed for time 0 evaluation, Results: BP was nonmal in ~L'lS and
elevated in MRS rats and was not influenced by diabetes. Serum creatinine and proteinuria
increased in MNS, with no difference between D and l'-'D (49.3±7.2 vs, 44.5±3.7 IlmoL1
and 802±125 \"S. 762±J20 mg/die), whereas they did not change in both ~lHS-D and r..'D
(H.0±5.7'"S. 33.1%6.8and 13.4±4.3 \"S. 16.7±2.1). Glomerular disease was detected in the
MNS, with diabetes accelerating lesions typical of diabetes, i.e. increased glomerular area
(I 1252±886112 in D vs. 9875%691in r..'D, p<O.OI),fractional mesangial area (9.4±1.8% in
D '"S.4.m.9"/o in NO, p<O.OOI) and GB~I thickness (275±15 run in D '"S.223±13 run in
r..'D, p< 005), but not of those characteristic of the age-dependent GS of thisrat strain, i.e.
glomerular sclerosis (18.0%12.3% in D '"S. 20.6±10.3% in r..'D) and scoring of tubule
interstitial d:unage (2.29±J.J0 in D \"S. 2.14±O.71 in r..'D). In contrast, the ~ms rats
showed no renal disease, as assessed by the above morphometric parameters, even after 6
months of uncontrolled diabetes; thiswas associated with renal arteriole hypertrophy in
both D and NO groups, as shown by the increased thickness (7.7±O.8 and 7.4±O.6 11 vs.
6.2±O.5 and 6.4±O.4 in the ~L"S), ratio to lumen and cross area of the media.
Conclusions: The fact that metabolic injury accelerates kidney disease in the GS-prone
strain by superimposing diabetes-specific lesions, but is not able to produce renal lesions
in the GS-resistant strain, due to the hypertrophy of intrarenaJ arteries, points to the
importance of hemodynamic \"S. metabolic factors in the pathogenesis of diabetic
glomerular disease. In addition, it further supports a role for genetic predisposition,

1019
Combination of Slmvastatin and Cilazapril have preventive effect on diabetic
nephropathy in Diabetic Rat and Cultured Mesangiat Cell.
T. Yang, l.W. Chen, c.P. Liu, Department of Endocrinology, First Affiliated Hospital
ofNanjing Medical University, Nanjing. China
Background and Aims: Diabetic nephropathy is a leading cause of end-stage renal
disease and is characterized by excessive deposition of extracellular matrix (ECM)
proteins in the glomeruli. Transforming growth factor-jil (TGF-rJl) is the major
mediator of excessive accumulation of ECM proteins in diabetic nephropathy through
upregulation of genes encoding ECM proteins as well as downregulaton of genes for
ECM-<legrading enzymes. It has been shown that lovastastin, an inhibitor of 3
hydroxy-methylglutaryl CoA reductase, delays the onset and progression of different
models of experimental nephropathy. On the other hand, cilazapril, an inhibitor of
angiotensin converting enzyme(ACE) can decrease albuminuria and delay progression
ofdiabetic nephropathy as well.
Materials and Methods: To evaluate the effect of simvastatin(3.6mgkg-l.d-1 by
gavage) and combination of sirnvastatin and cilazaprilf l.Omg.kg-Ld-I by gavage} on
the development and progression of diabetic nephropathy, streptozotocin-induced
diabetic rats were studied for 8 weeks. To elucidate the mechanisms of the renal
effects of simvastatin and cilazapril, human mesangial cells were cultured in control
(5.6 m.\t) or high (30m.\1) glucose with sirnvastatin (IOI1M), cilazapril (101'-\1) or
both. .
Results: Compared with untreated diabetic rats. both simvastatin and cilazapril
Significantly decreased urine albumin/creatinine excretion rate(p<O.OI), suppressed
TGF-rJl mRNA expression(p<O.OI), TGF-Ill, fibroncction, laminin and type IV
collagen levels(immunohistochemistry} in renal cortex, especially in combination
group. Under high glucose, TGF-rJl mRNA and TGF-Ill, fibronection, laminin, type
N collagen proteins were upregulated. These high glucose-induced changes Were
suppressed by either simvastatin alone or combination of simvastatin and cilazapril.
Conclusions: These results suggest that simvastatin has a direct cellular impact
independent of a cholesterol-lowering effect and delays the onset and progression of
diabetic nephropathy through suppression of glomerular expression of TGF-1l1 and
reduction of fibronection, laminin and type IV collagen proteins in renal cortex.
Combination of sirnvastatin and eilazapril can increase the effect by different
mechanisms.



A - wersll3 controls(p <O.OJ). b vernu controls& normoatbumtmata(p<O.OOJ) d: m,croalbulffinuna
(p < 0.05)
Weobservethe rising CD 54 expression tendencyin microalbuminuric and especially
in proteinuric patients, reflecting the increased aetivative and adhesive ability of
leucocyteson these stages. There needs further investigation of this mechanism, its
correlatioawithmetaboliccontroland DN prognosis.
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L 'lIIPlroCl1u (%)

CDJ4"" IHOE.j5 14.9Ziii.67 36.9IE9" 8.33E.01
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ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE INCREASESURINE ALBUMIN
EXCRETION IN MICROALBUMINURICSUBJECTS WITII TYPE 2
DIABETESMELLITUS.
Kn Moore,K McKenna. A Glenn,W Tocmey and 0 Thompson. Department
of Diabetes, BeaumontHospital, Dublin9, Ireland.
Background: Atrial natriureticpeptide(ANP)bas beenbnplieatedin the
pathogenesis ofmicroalbwninuriain l)'Pe I diabetesmellitus. Thisstudy
aimedto demonstratethealbuminuric effectof atrialnatriureticpeptidein
patientswith type 2 diabetes. Method., 7 malepatientswith microalbuminuric
l)'Pc2 diabetes (age SO± 8.8,durationof diabetes6.86±2.67yrs) underwent a
two limb,singleblind, placebocontroIledstudy. Afterovernightfast, patients
were fluid loadedoraIly (20mli1<g tap waterand thenreplacingurinarylosses)
to achievesteadystate diuresis. Plasmaglucosewas maintainedin the
euglycaemlc range usingintravenous insulininfusion. Onceeuglycaemic and
in steadystalediuresis,patientsreceivedan intravenous infusionof either
placebo(SOmIs ofO.9%Nacl) or atrialnatriureticpeptide(O.02SUg/kglmin in
SOmis of 0.9%Nac!) for6Omins. Resultswereanalysedby ANOVA. Results:
Baselineparametersweresimilaron both studydays. Plasmalevelsof ANP
increasedsignificantlyduringthe ANPinfusion,but remainedunchanged
duringtheplacebolimb, (p<0.00I), Urinary albumin-creatinine ratio
(ACR) increased significantly during ANI' infusion whcn compared to
placebo (63.3±42.3 to 869.1±805.2 V 77.39±72.3 t078.42±,,733mg/g creat,
~<0.0001) as did urinevolume(Ur voIX13.72 ±2.79 to 28.11± 11.8V 10.97
± 3.72 to 14.08± 3.2 mL'min 1'<0.001) and urinarysodiwn (UrNa)(I6.14±
6.12 to 44.28± 29.84 V 20.28± 9.1 to 17.57± 8.ImMolIL, 1'<0.001). No
changesin ANP,ACR,UrNaor Ur Volwereseenduringplaceboinfusion.
Conclnsion: Intravenous infusionof atrialnatriureticpeptide inducesan
increasein ACRin microalbuminuric patientswith l)'PC 2 diabetesmellitus.
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ThIPAIRED RFSPONSE OF ALDOSTERONETO ACTIi INDEPENDENTLY
PREDICfS END-STAGE RENAL DISEASEIN TYPE2 DIABETES.
T, Kigoshi, M. Fukuda, T. Ito, A Nakagawa, S. Nakano and K. Uchida.
Kanazawa Med, University, Uchinada, Japan
Background and Aims: We hypothesized that an impairment of aldosterone
response to ACTII could predict a group of type 2 diabetic patients who will
rapidly reach end-stage renal disease (ESRD).To test our hypothesis, we as
sessed the association between the responsiveness of plasma aldosterone to
ACTIi at a much earlier stage before renal failure and the risk of ESRD.
Materials and MeLhods: The subjects studied were 78 type 2 diabetic pa
tients (46 men and 32 women, 5-l±1 years) who were initially admitted to our
hospital between April 1986 and December 1989. We excluded patients with
hypoalbuminemia (serum albumin<36 g/I) or renal failure (serum creatinine
>110 I1mol/I). The observation period was defined as the number of days
from the date of A,CTIi to the date of introduced hemodialysis or 31 Mauch
2000. ACTIi injection was started after overnight recumbency. A blood
sample for assays of plasma corticosteroids was obtained before and 30 and
60 minutes after the injection. Each value of (aldosterone AUC above base
line)/15 was treated as continuous variable in the statistical analysis (rang
ing from 0 to 67,1). Renal survival curve was estimated using the Kap
lan-Meier product-limit method and compared by the log-rank tesl The ef
fects of prognostic factors on the outcome were evaluated by the Cox pro
portional-hazards model. Results: Of the 78 patients, 17 (21.8 %) were in
troduced to hemodialysis during the follow-up period (10.4 ± 0.4 years).
When parameters selected in the univariate analysis were included in a
stepwise Cox regression model, (aldosterone AUC above baseline)/15 and
proteinuria were identified as the independent predictive factors of renal
survival (relative risk=0.906,95% CI; 0.849-{).%6 and relative risk=5.165, 95%
CI; 1.275-20.935, respectively). Conclusions: The present study for the first
time indicates that an impainnent of aldosterone response to ACTIi is an
independent and powerful predictor of ESRDin lype 2 diabetes without az
otemia.

1022
ROLE OF THE INTERCELLULAR ADHESION MOLECULE - 1 ( IeAM 
I, CD 54 ) IN THE COURSE OF THE DIABETIC NEPHROPATIIY IN TYPE
1 DIABETES MELLITUS ( DM ) M.Shestakova: L.Chugunova: M.Shamkchalo~
T.Kochemasova"! E.Polosukhina,'ABaryshnikov'and I.Dedov1 ( Russian Research
Centre forEndocrinology:N.N.Blokchin CancerResearch Centr~, Moscow,Russia).
Badg,oulItI utiAilllS : Cell adhesionmolecules( CAMs) have been demonstrated
to be increasedin diabetesmellitusand implicatedin the development of micro- and
macrovascular complications. Intercellular adhesionmolecule- I (ICAM - I, CD 54
) is expressedby differentcell types,The aim of the studywasto evaluate the clinical
significance of the ICAM- I (CD 54) expressionon ICUCOC)tes ( lymphocytes and
granulocytes ) in Type I Diabetesand diabeticnephropathy (ON).
Materials and Methods: the cohortincluded41 patients( 16 males& 25 females,age
mediana26,4 years) withT)'Pe I Diabetesand DN. Personswith other autoimmune,
inflammatory,oncological and hematological diseases were not included into the
study. Healthy controls ( n = 17 ) filed the study inclusion criteria. The CD 54
expressionm the surfaceof the blood lymphocytes and granulocytes was examined
by flow cytometry using FACScan (Becton - Dickinsoo) . The data achieved
presentedon the Table 1.
Results & Conclusion
Table 1. lCA.M- 1 (CD U) Expressionon LymphoC)'les and GranuloC)1u in PaJUntJ Jfilh Type 1
D
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SERUM CYSTATIN C IN TYPE 2 DIABETES: A RELIABLE MARKER
FOR EARLY GLO:\1ERULAR DYSfU"CTlON

Mostafa, N.A.; Fawzy, F. and Magd, Y. Internal Medicine and Biochemistry
Departments, Zagazig University, Egypt.

Background and Aims :, Human cystatin C (Cys C), previously named r trace
has been proposed as a suitable marker for glomerular filtration rate (GfR). This
study was conducted to determine the potential of Cys C as compared to serum
creatinine (S.C.) as a screening test for glomerular function in type 2 diabetics
with variable degrees of renal affection. Subjects and Methods :, This study
included eighty subjects: forty six males and thirty four females with age range
17-64 years (M ± SD 40.86 ± 11.50 years) were enrolled and subjected to
complete clinical, urological, sonographic and histological examination. They
were classified into 4 groups. Group I : 20 control subject, group II : 20 diabetics
with over renal failure undergoing conservative treatment, group III : 20
diabetics with end stage renal disease undergoing regular hemodialysis and
group IV : including 20 diabetic patients, 10 of them with microalbuminuria
forming group IV-A and 10 patients with macroalbuminuria forming group IV
B. Results :, Both S.C. and Cys C, were equally significantly elevated among
group II and group III with P values <0.01 for both parameters in both groups.
Both S.C and Cys C showed an equal negative correlation to either of creatinine
clearance (Cr c1)and GfR in the same groups II, III (P<O.OI for both) Cys C was
significantly higher in diabetic patients with early nephropathy (group IV)
compared to the control group I (P<0.05), with non significant elevation of S.C.
(P>0.05). In patients with microalbuminuriagroup IV-A S.C. did not correlate to
either ~f Cr cI or GfR (P>0.05 for both) while Cys C showed significant
correlation towards the same items with P value <0.05. In patients with
~icroalbuminuria sensitivity of S.C in reflecting GfR was 95%, 100% and 60%
m groups II, III and IV versus sensitivity of 100%, 100% and 80% for Cys C in
the same groups in order. Specificity of S.C. and C)'SC was almost equal in all
groups. Conclusion :, This study confinned the reliability of Cys C as a marker
for GfR in diabetic patients with different stages of nephropathy, It is as good as
S.C in follow up of overt renal failure patients but Cys C is a better marker than
S.C in early detection of GfR changes in diabetic patients.

1025
Impact of Sodium Intake on 24hr-B100d Pressure and Albuminuria in T)'J" 2
Diabetic Patients.
M. Vedovato, A Coracina, C. Mazzon, E. Jon. G. Lepore, A. Tiengo, S. Del Prato
and R. Trevisan, Department of Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Padua and U.O.
Diabetologia, Bergamo, Italy.
Background and Aims: The effect of sodium intake on 24hr-blood pressure, albumin
excretion rate, insulin sensitivity and kidney haemodynarnics was examined in 20
Type 2 diabetic patients with (0\12+) and 21 without microalbuminuria (0\12-)
well matched for metabolic control, B\fi and blood pressure.
Mat.rials and Methods: The patients underwent two consecutive 7 days periods on a
high- (250 rnEq) or low-sodium (20 rnEq) diet. Body weight, 24hr-blood pressure,
and albuminuria were measured in the last 3 days of each diet period. Insulin
sensitivity (euglycaemic insulin clamp; 2 mUlkgfmin) and kidney haemodynamics
were measured at the end of high-sodium diet in 9 D\I2+ and 7 D\I2-.
Intraglomerular pressure was calculated from glomerular filtration rate, renal plasma
flow, plasma protein concentration and pressure-natriuresis relationships.
Results: In D\I2+, switching from a low- to high-sodium intake resulted in an
increase in 24hr-blood pressure (+7.4+/-4.7 mrnHg; p<O.OOI), while no change
occurred in D\I2- (+1.3+/-3.4). Aftcr high-sodium diet, D\I2+ gained more weight
(+1.9+/-0.4 vs +0.6+/-0.3 Kg; p<o.05). Albuminuria did not change in D\I2- (from
8mcgfmin[I-18][mcdian and range] on low-sodium to II [3-27] on high-sodium diet),
but increased in DM2+ from 80[31-183] to 101[27-965]; p<O.O. Insulin sensitivity
was lower in D\I2+ (5.0+/-0.5 vs 7.2+/-0.7 mglkgfmin; p<O.OI). D\I2+ also bad
greater intraglomerular pressure than D\I2- (48+/-3 mrnHg vs 37+/-1; p<O.OI).
Urinary albumin excretion (r = 0.52; p<0.05) and insulin-sensitivity (r = -0.59;
p<0.01) were correlated with intraglornerular pressure, but not with systemic blood
pressure.
Conclusions: High salt intake in D\I2+ caused an increase in 24hr-blood pressure
and albuminuria. These responses were associated with insulin resistance and
increased intraglomerular pressure. Insulin resistance may contribute to greater salt
sensitivity, increased intraglomerular pressure and albuminuria. The results
underscore the therapeutic importance of regulation of salt intake in preventing renal
damage in T)-pe2 diabetic patients.
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ELEVATED TRIGLYCERID LEVELS ARE A SIGNIfiCANT RISK FACTOR
FOR EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY IN TYPE Z
DIABETIC PATIENTS
MAULER 11., ABRAHAl\UAN 11., KAIDA A, RABENSTEINER D., IRSIGLER
K.,PRAGERR.
3rd medical department and Ludwig Boltzmann-Institute for metabolic diseases, City
hospital Vienna Lainz, Wolkersbergenstrasse I, 1130 Vienna

Background and Aims: Age, duration of diabetes, glycemic control and hypertension
are established risk factors for the development of microvascular complications in
type 2 diabetic patients. Complication free duration of diabetes is variable in different
patients, the protecting or promoting mechanisms are not completely elucidated.
Animal and in vitro data suggest that dyslipidemia plays a major role in the initiation
and progression of nephropathy. The aim of the following study was to identify type 2
diabetic patients with early onset of nephropathy and to analyse the contributing risk
factors.
Material. and Methods: A total of 171 patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus
participated in this cross-sectional and longitudinal analysis (Age:48±10 years, m1f:
97n4, 51% had a co-existence of hypertension), 44% of patients got nephropathy
after a duration of diabetes of 13±9 years. The investigated risk factors were: Age,
glycemic control, cholesterol, triglycerides, ACE-polymorphism, gender and co
existence of hypertension at diagnosis of diabetes.
Results: The univariate models showed a statistically significant effect of age
(p<O,OOOI) and triglycerides (P<O,OOO5) at diagnosis on early development of
nephropathy. Comparing patients with triglycerides of 250 mg/dl to patients with
triglycerides of 150 mg/dl, relative risk was 1,4. The multiple regression model
showed an independent significant effect of age (p<O,OOOI) and triglyccrides at
diagnosis (p<O,OO5) and also gender (p<O,03) on the incidence of nephropathy.
Glycemic control, cholesterol, a coexistence of hypertension at diagnosis and ACE
polymorphism did not have any influence on early onset of nephropathy.
Conclusions: Our results show, that elevated triglycerid-levels, established markers
for insulin resistance, predict an increased risk for nephropathy. The early and
aggressive treatment of hypertriglyceridemia could probably decrease the risk for the
incidence of renal damage. .

1026
RENAL HEMODYNAMIC IN PRECLINCAL NEPHROPATHY IN
DIABETES TYPE I MEASURED BY COLOR-DOPPLER ULTRASOUND
S. Acquati, F. Pellicano, A. Vanini", F. Dal Pane, J.L Zappi", D. Manservigi
and P.L. Pareschi- Department for diabetes and "Department of vascular
diagnostic, Sant'Anna Hospital. Ferrara, ITALY
Doppler sonography has been used clinically to examine intrarenal
hemodynamic abnormalities. Few reports describing the application of
doppler sonography in patients with diabetes mellitus have been published.
Aim of this study was to evaluate the possible correlation between resistive
index (RI) of renal artery and inlrarenal vessels and the presence of diabetic
nephropathy in 40 patients affected by diabetes type I. Patients and methods
We divided the patients in two groups in relation to the urinary albumin
excretion (UAE) values.e group 1: 20 patients (6F 14M; age 36±6 yrs,
duration of diabetes 18±5 yrs) with UAE <20 Jlglmin • group 2: 20 patients
(8F 12M; age 33±5 yrs; duration of diabetes 22±6 yrs) with UAE ~O and
<200 ug/min, All group 2 patients underwent ACE irthibitors therapy.
Ultrasound examination was performed by a triplex doppler apparatus (HDI
ATL 3000). All measurements were performed by the same examiner who
was unaware of the subject's characteristics. Results We observed that both
intrarenal vessels RI and renal artery RI values were significantly higher in
group 2 than those in group I. Itt particular intrarenal vessels RI was
0.60±O.04 in group I and 0.&4±O.04 in group 2 (p=0.003) and renal artery RI
was 0.64±O.04 in group I and 0.69±O.04 in group 2 (p=O.OOI). We also
analyzed the intima medial thickness of the common carotid arteries (lMT)
and we found that it was higher in group I (0.76±O.1 mm) than in group 2
(O.69±O.1 rum) but this difference was not statistically significant. When we
compared IMT and RI values we didn't find any correlation between them.
Conclusions These results demonstrate that: I) I)'pe I diabetics with a
preclinical nephropathy show a different intrarenal hemodynamic compared
to those without renal complications; 2) no correlation exists between renal RI
and carotid IMT, marker of macro vascular damage, in diabetes type I.
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RENAL DUPLEX DOPPLER SONOGRAPHY IN PATIENTS WITH INSULIN
DEPENDENT DIABETESCOMPLICATED BY EARLY NEPHROPATIIY

I.Simeonov, Laboratory of cr, University School of Medicine, 5800 Pleven,
Bulgaria

Background and Aims: Diabetic nephropathy affects a subset of about 40% of
patients with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (lDD~I) and 30-50% of patients
with non insulin dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDD~I), after a period of 15-20
years. It is usually divided in 5 stages: the first 3 are characterized by renal
hypertrophy and increased glomerular fillration surface area (I stage) followed by
glomerular histological lesion (II stage) and early nephropathy with
microalbuminuria (III stage). At these stages nephropathy is still reversible by
medical treatment (ACE inhibitors) and good metabolic control. Aim of this study
was to assess the usefulness of Duplex sonography with Doppler waveform analysis
in the evaluation of early diabetic nephropathy, in order to detect patients at risk for
irreversible renal disease. Materials and Methods: Fifteen patients (10 males, 5
females) aged 28-46 years, affected by IDDM were studied; 15 healthy subjects (7
males. 8 females) aged 20-45 years composed the control group. All of them
underwent Duplex Doppler sonography of kidney; a scanner with 3.5 Mhz
transducer (Toshiba 270 SSA) was used. All patients had renal function tests within
normal range. Pulsatily index (p.I.) and Resistive index (R.l.) of Doppler waveform
were obtained at the interlobar arteries; the average value of 3 bilateral
measurements was taken. The same author without knowledge of the studied group
(patient or control) did Doppler sonography. Results: Both indexes (P.I. and R.I.)
showed higher values in patients with IDD~I compared to controls: P.I.=1.46±O.30
vs, 1.07±O.06, p<fl.05; R.I.=O.77±O.09vs. 0.6O±O.03,p<fl.05. Conclusions: Even if
our data have to be confirmedby further studies, they suggest that Duplex Doppler
sonography may be useful complementary test in the evaluation of diabetic
nephropathy, even in early stages.

1029
CLL'1ICAL VARIABILITY DI URINARY ALBUML'1:CREATL'1L''l:
RATIOS

E. CHAPMAN and J.D. WALKER
Department of Diabetes, Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh

The diagnosis of microalbuminuria is of major clinic importance in diabetes.
Due to the variability ofurinaryalbumin excretion an abnormal ACR needs
to be confirmed. We assessed the variability of ACR in 3 early morning,
first-voided urine samples in a hospital diabetes clinic setting. 228 patients,
139 men, 89 women, aged 58 (11-85 years) (median (range», with a clinic
ACR in the microalburninuric range were studied. The median (range) of the
3 ACR levels was 2.8 (1.0 - 49.6) mg/mmol. The CV of the collections was
15 (0-117)%. The variability was similar between men and women (13 (0
III) vs 18 (0-117)%, respectively). Mean ACR values were divided below
(LOW) and above (IUGH) 4.0 mg/nuno!. The median (range) CV of the
LOW group was similar to that of the HIGH group (12 (0-117) vs 19 (1
111)%, n.s.). In a second experiment the variability "hen only 2 ACR
results were used was compared with the variability when 3 results were
used. The median (range) of the CV for each set of 2 collections was 13 (0
107)% compared with 15 (0-117)% for 3 ACR values. Again the samples
were divided below and above 4.0mg/nunol. In the LOW group the median
(range) CV when only 2 ACRs were used was 9 (0-91)% compared with 12
(0-73)% when 3 results were used. For the HIGH group the results were 18
(0-106)% and 19 (1-111)% when 2 and 3 ACR results were used
respectively, Gender had no effect whether 2 or 3 collections were used. In
summary this large clinical survey has shown a lower variance in ACR
levels in the microalbuminuric range compared to published series. Two
ACR measurements in first-voided early morning urine samples provides the
same information as three measurements.

1028
INSULL'i SENSITIVITY AS A PREDICTOR OF TYPE 2 DIABETIC
NEPHROPATHY: RESUI.TS FROM A CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY
P. Ruggenentil, A Parvanoval, R. Trevisan2, B. D. Dimitrovl.J, I. Ilievl, A. FliSsil,
A. Pernal, F. Arnoldii. M. Vedovat04, A. Tieng04 and G. Remuzzil,5 IMario
Negri Institute for Pharmacological Research, Villa Carnozzi, Ranica (BG). Italy;
2Department of Diabetology, Ospedali Riuniti, Bergamo, Italy; 3Department of
Social Medicine, Higher Medical Institute, Plovdiv, Bulgaria; 4Unit for Metabolic
Diseases, Policlinico Universitario, Padova, Italy; 5Division of Nephrology, Ospedali
Riuniti,Bergamo, Italy

Background and Aims: Impaired insulin sensitivity (IS) clusters with type 2 diabetes
mellitus, hypertension, obesity, dyslipidemia and increased cardiovascular risk. In this
cross-sectional pilot study we examined the relationship between IS and other
putative risk factors and markers ofdiabetic nephropathy (age, B~Il. diabetes duration
[DURI. BP. HbAlc, AER, GFR., creatinine, total cholesterol [CH), LDL-CH and
triglycerides [TG)).
Materiols and l\lethods: IS was measured by h)-perinsulinemic euglycemic clamp
(insulin 80 mUfsq.mJrnin) in 122 type 2 diabetic patients with norrno- (n=31), micro
(n=56) and rnacroalbuminuria (n=35). GFR was measured by iohexol plasma
clearance, Data were analysed by descriptive statistics and regression analysis. DUR,
AER and TG were Iog-transformed.
Results: Age, B~1l and HbAI c were similar in the three groups Norrnoalbuminurics
showed higher IS (1\1-value,mean 7.13, SD 2.89 mg/kg/min, p<005) than micro- and
macroalbuminuricpatients (5.58, 2.19 and 4.75,1.71, respectively). Maeroabuminurlc
patients showed highest BP in spite of treatment, highest plasma levels of TG, LDL
cholesterol and total CH as well as longest DUR (p<0.05). In patients with increased
InAER, IS was not significantly related to GFR.,HbAlc, total CH and TG.
Condusions: A greater insulin resistance characterizes type 2 diabetic patients with
abnormal AER regardless of diabetes duration, metabolic control and other
concomitant risk factors. Despite the limitations of this cross-sectional design, these
data suggest that insulin sensitivity might be an independent predictor of diabetic
nephropathy and its cardiovascular complications.

1030
THE ROLE OF THE PROLYL ENDOPEPTIDASE L'l DIABETIC
NEPHROPATHY
W. Grzeszczak, DK Moczulski, E Zukowska-Szczechowska and
S Gorczyska-Kosiorz, Department of Internal Medicine and Diabetes, Silesian School
ofMedicine. Zabrze, Poland

Background lind Aims: Prolyl endopeptidase (PREP) is involved in degradation of
angiotensin I (Ang I) and angiotensin II (Ang II) to angiotensin-{I-7). The process of
cleaving of Ang I and Ang II to angiotensin-{I-7) by prolyl endopeptidase may be
involved in the pathogenesis of diabetic nephropathy. The aim of the study was to
find a genetic variant in the prolyl endopeptidase gene and examine its role in diabetic
nephropathy.

Materials and Methods: We compared all eDNA sequences of the PREP gene from
the available databases and found a frequent NG polymorphism in the last exon of
the gene, which changed valin to isoleucin. The polymorphism was confirmed by
direct sequencing. A PCR-based RFLP protocol was designed with the Sall
restriction enzyme. We collected two groups of type 2 diabetes patients: 294 patients
with normoalbuminuria and 280 patients with nephropathy. Each patient was
genotyped for the NG polymorphism in the PREP gene and the frequency 01
genotypes was compared between the study groups.

Results: The genotype frequency was similar in the group with and without
nephropathy. When we included in the normoalbuminuria group only those patients
who were free ofrenal complication after at least 15 years ofknown diabetes duration
we found a positive association between diabetic nephropathy and the NG
polymorphism in the PREP gene. The frequency of A allele carriers (AA and AG
genotypes) was higher among patients with nephropathy than in patients with
normoalbuminuria (30% vs 18%; 1'9>,039).

Condusions: The present study indicates that the A allele of the Sail polymorphism
in the prolyl endopeptidase gene is a risk factor for nephropathy in patients with type
2 diabetes.
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- p<O.05 v, s. control, - p<O.05v. s. control and DN- group, Mean±SEM
Both I.E correlated positively with albuminuria (p<0.001) and vWF (p<O.OI).
Correlation between I.E and GAG was significant (p<0.02) in DN+ group only. The
main urinary GAG in the control was chondroitin sulfate. Two DN· and 22 DN+
patients had increased heparan sulfate excretion and demonstrated the highest NAG
and p-galactosidase activity (l486±63 and \.87±O.19 nmolxh'lxml" respectively).
Conclusions: High lysosomal glycohydrolase serum activity in complicated type I
DM is associated with albuminuria, endothelial dysfunction and increased urinary
GAG (mainly heparan sulfate) excretion, suggesting that I.E may be involved in the
pathogenesis of diabetic nephropathy.

Resalts: The high I.E activity, vWF level and GAG-uria was found in ON+ patients:
DN- DN+ Controls

NAG (nmolxh"xmr') 875+59' 1267+67" 668+32
B-<!alaetosidasefnmolxh"xmr')' 1.35+0.16 1.73+0.23' 0.90+0.16
vWF(%) 109.3+5.9 139.9+4.5" 101.7+1.3
GAG (mg/mmol creatinine) 5.29+0.69' 6.22+0.55' 232+0.19, ."

SERUM ACTIVITY OF LYSOSOMAL ENZYMES AND URINARY
GLYCOSAMINOGLYCAN EXCRETION IN DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
V. Klimontov, I. Bondar, G. Paul and A. Pupyshev. Novosibirsk State Medical
Academy, Novosibirsk, Russia
Backgr~d ~nd Alms: ~e increased serum activity of lysosomal enzymes (LE)
was found m diabetes mellitus (OM). It has been proposed that degradative action of
circulating I.E on endothelial and basement membrane glycoconjugates may be
important in the pathogenesis of diabetic vascular complications. We studied the
relationships between serum activity of I.E, endothelial dysfimction and urinary
glycosaminoglycan (GAG) in OM patients with and without nephropathy (ON).
Materials and Metbods: 46l)pe I OM patients (25 M, 21 F; age 30.3±\.7 }TS) and
25 healthy controls were studed. 14 diabetes patients were normoalbuminuric (ON·),
32 micro- or macroalbuminuric (ON+). The activity of N-acetyl-glucosaminidase
(NAG) and ll-galactosidase in serum, the level of von Willebrand factor (vWf)
antigen in plasma, the content and composition of GAG in urine were analysed.
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COURSE OF 1'<'EPHROPATHY AND PROGNOSIS OF PROTEINURIC
TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS OVER 3 DECADES (1970-2000)
C. Hasslacher., S. Koops, F. Ruderich, D. Weise, Dept ofln!. Medicine, St
Josefkrankenhaus Heidelberg, Germany
Background and Aims:Diabetic nephropathy (ON) is the most common
cause of renal replacement therapy although treatment modalities have
significantlyimproved in recent years, We investigated quality of treatment
and course ofnephropathy during the last 3 decades. Patients and methods:
70 l)]JC 2 diabetic patients with macroalbuminuria who were treated in the
1970s (n=22),1980s (n = 22) and 1990s (n=22) in Heidelberg. The following
parameters were investigated: metabolic control (blood glucose HbAlc)
blood pressure and lipid levels (cholesterol, triglycerides), loss of kidney
function (creatinine clearancej.Type 2 diabetics without DN treated during
the same time period(n=20/2~/23) served as controls. The mean duration of
observation was 5~ months. Results: Patients with DN showed a clear
improvement in the 1980s and the 1990s compared to the 1970s with respect
to metabolic control, blood pressure control and lipid levels. There were no
significant differences between the patient group of the 1980s and the 1990s.
20% of patients with DN in the 1980s but 93% in the 1990s were treated with
ACE inhibitors. Loss of kidncy function was diminished in patients with DN
during the observation periods: -6,4 ml/min/year in the 1970s, - 4,4 and -3.0
ml/min/year in the 1980s and 1990s respectively. The corresponding figures
of the controls were :.<),7/- 0,3/- 1,6 ml/min/year, There was no significant
difference in loss of kidney function between patients with and without DN
in the 1990s. Life prognosis improved markedly over the decades in patients
with DN: Five-year actuarial survival was 350/.,75%,100%; the
corresponding figures in controls were 83%195% 1100%. Thus in thel990s
there was no difference between both groups Conclusion: renal and life
prognosis could be markedly improved during the last 3 decades as a result of
an intensified metabolic and blood pressure treatment, The improvement of
prognosis in the 1990s may be due to a general use of ACE inhibitors in
proteinuric patients.

Five-yean incidence and determinants of renal inwfficieDC)' in type 2 diabetes:
tbe Casale MonfelTato Study.
G. Bruno, P. Cavallo Perin, a.Bargero, S. Ferrero, E.Venturi, F. Pasini, E.Gandolfo,
G.Pagano. Dept Internal Medicine, University of Turin and Santo Spirito Hospital,
Casale Monferrato, Italy.

Background and Alms: Diabetic nephropathy is becoming the leading cause of end
stage renal disease. Few follow-up studies have been conducted in Caucasians
populations SO that the natural history of the disease is poorly known. We have
previously identified a large population-based cohort of type 2 diabetes and classified
them according to overnight albumin excretion rate (AER) in normoalbuminuric (n.
765), microalbuminuric (n.488) and macroalbuminuric (n. 268). Aims of this study
were to assess in a 5-yrs follow-up the cumulative incidence and the determinants of
rcnaIinsufficiency (plasma creatinine values>177 umolll).
Materials and Methods: Baseline examinations were centralized. The time period
was calcuIated from the baseline study (1991-92) to the follow-up examination (1996
98). Censored observations were patients who died and those who moved from the
area; for them, medical records (hospital discharges, computerized data of centralized
Iaboraory) were examined. Independent predictors of progression to renal
insufficiency were identified with logistic regression.
Results: The follow-up examination was performed in 1356 patients (86% of the
cohort); out of the remaining, 109 were dead and their death certificates were
analyzed, 109 could not be traced. Mean (SO) follow-up was 4.8 (1.8) yrs, with
median 5.27, giving a total of 6503.7 person-years of observations; 72 new cases of
chronic renal insufficiency were found (mcidence 11,000 11.07,95% CI 8.79-13.95).
Rates were higher in macro- than in micro- and normoalbuminuric patients:
37,7511,000, (27.47-51.88) vs 10.33/1,000 (6.86-15.45) and 3.36/1.000 (1.86-6.G7).
The RR of the upper ,'S the lower tertile of HbA1c was 1.85 (0.97-3.51). In logistic
regression, after adjustment for age, sex and antidiabetie treatment, the following
variables were independently associated with progression: microalbuminuria (RR
3.12, 1.48-6.55), macrocrnaIbuminuria (RR 11.00, 5.35-22.59); systolic blood
pressure >=179 vs <=138 mmHg (RR 2.25.1.03..4.89); fibrinogen>=U \'S <=2.3 gil
(RR 2.69, 1.24·5.85) and uric acid >=381 \'S <=256 umolll (RR 2.62, 1.16-5.88).
Conclusion" This population-hased study shows that 5-yrs cumulative incidence of
rcnaIinsufficiency is relevant and that macroalbuminuria is the strongest predictor.
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The progression of glomerulopathy during 8 )'ean in young patient. with Type 1
diabetes and microllbuminuria.
II.J. Bangstad, R. Osterby, S. Rudberg, A. Hartmann, K.f. Hanssen. Ullev!1 and Mer
University Hospitals, Rikshospitalet, Oslo. Norway. Karolinska Institute, Stockholm.
Sweden, and Aarhus Kornmunchospital, Aarhus, Denmark

Background and Aims: Investigate prospectively the relationship between renal
function and structural glomerular changes in young patients with Typel diabetes and
microalburninuria,
Material. and Method.: An 8-years prospective study. 18 patients, age (mean) 20.1
yrs, duration of diabetes 11 yrs, I!bAle 10.1~', albumin excretion rate (AER) 45
ug/min, GfR 140 mIInlinll.73sqm. BP 125181 mm IIg. Kidney biopsies were taken at
baseline (B) and after 8 yrs (f). Glomerular ultra structural parameters were analysed
with stereological methods.
RMUIt.: (mean and 9S% CI). During the study mean IIbAlc was 9.3 (8.7-10.0)%,
and AER and BP did not change. GFR decreased from 143 (l30-IS6) 125 (1 I4-I3S)
mVnlinll.73sqm (p<O.OS) Glomerular volume (GV). matrix [Yv(matrix/glom)] and
mesangial [Yv(meslglom)] volume fraction, and basement membrane thickness
(B~IT) showed a higly significant increase during the 8 years. Mean 8'years IIbAle
was associated with structural change (delta) during the study Y,(meslglom), r--{).56.
p='0.02, negatively with GFR-F. r- - 0.61, p-=O.Olanddelta GFR, r= - 0.49. p<O.OS
(i.e, high IIbA Ic ~ large decline in GFR). Delta AER during the study was correlated
to Y,{matlglom)-f, r--{).S2,p<O.OS.BMT-F. r=O.49,<0.OS, GY-F. r=O.62, p<O.OI and
delta GY. ~.S8. p-=O.OI. With AER·f as the dependent variable. mean 8-yrs I/bAle
(p<0.03), Y,(matlglom)-B (p={).QO.l) and B~IT-B (p<O.OOS) contributed significantly.
With GfR-f as the dependent variable, only mean 8-years I!bAlc contributed
significantly. p<0.01. For delta GFR mean 8-yTS IIbAlc and GFR-B was of
significance (sqR ~ 0.62). However, when GFR-B was excluded from the analysis.
smoking, mean IIbAlc and Yv(meslglom)-B contributed significantly to the model
(sqR ~ 0.S9). With change during the study in Y,(meslglom) as dependent variable
and mean 8-yTS I!bAlc, mean systolic BP and smoking during the study as the
independent variables, only IibAlc contributed significantly. p <0.01.
Conclusions: Long term hyperglycaemia, smoking, the degree glomerulopathy at
baseline, and previous hyperliltration predict the kidney function after twenty years
duration ofdiabetes.

DL\BETIC NEPHROPATHY: VASCULAR DISEASE AND SURVIVAL

N Joss. KR Paterson" and ~I Boulton-Jones. Renal and Diabetic" Unit, Glasgow
Royal Infirmary, Glasgow, Scotland

Background and Aim.: Diabetic nephropathy results in incr eased cardiovascular
morbidity and mortality. One of the policies of our combined diabetic-renal clinic is
aggressive management of cardiovascular risk factors. The aims of this study were to
determine the prevalence of cardiovascular disease at referral to the clinic and to
determine which factors predicted death.

Materi.1s and Metbod.: A retrospective audit of patients with l)pe 2 diabetes and
nephropathy attending a combined clininc was performed. Survival curves were
derived from Kaplan Meier technique and the importanceof factors influencing death
were assessed by Cox regression analysis.

RMults: 126 patients were identified (SO"lo female. mean age 6O.2y, median serum
creatinine 19SumollJ, median albumin:creatinine ratio 293mglmmol). 68.3% had a
documented clinical history of vascular disease at referral. Parameters at referral: BP
I6S/87.IIbAlc 8.2%, cholesteroI6.4mmollJ. The median number of anti-hypertensive
drugs prescribed was 1.41% of patients were prescribed ACE inhibitors, 14% statins
and 46% aspirin. During follow up improvements were seen in blood pressure and
cholesterol (BP ISSn7. p<O.OOS; cholesterolSmmollJ, p<O.OOS). No change was seen
in glycaemic control. The median number of anti-hypertensive agents prescribed
increased to 3. 74% were prescribed ACE inhibitors, 31% statins and 68% aspirin.
Median patient survival (9S%CI) from time of referral was 61 months (46.3.7S.7);
death rate was 10% per year, 73% of deaths were the consequenceofa vascular event.
factors predicting death on multivariate analysis were low haemoglobin, high
albuminuria, female sex and the lack of use ofaspirin at referral.

Conclusions: Patients with type 2 diabetes and nephropathy have well established
vascular disease at referral to a combined clinic. Despite improvements in risk factor
profile while attending the combined clinic. survival was poor. These patients are high
risk patients and should be offered aggressive cardiovascularprotection early.
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DIfFEREi'lT METABOLIC Al'iD REl'iAL EHTCTS Of L'I'SULL'/ LISPRO L'I'
MICRO AND MACROALBu:\Ul'iURIC lYPE 2 DL\BETICS
C. Arcs", P. Ruggenenti" , G. Gilardelli", C. F1ores•• A R. Dodesini • A Spalluzzi •
f. Arnoldi", D. Cattaneo" and G. Rernuzzi" . Ospedali di Treviglio, Bergamo e S.
Giovanni Bianco; ·Islituto di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri. Bergamo, Italy
Background and Aim.: Insulin Lispro (L), by limiting post prandial hyperglycemia,
might reduce glucose-induced hypcrliltration, a possible determinant of diabetic
nephropathy. In two separate occasions two weeks apart we compared post prandial
metabolic and renal response to a standard meal (692 kcal, S4.2~·~ carbohydrates,
17.4% proteins, 28.4% lipids) after the s.c. injection of0.1 Ulkg body weight ofL or
Regular (R) insulin in 21 (11 macro and 10 microalbuminuric)type 2 diabetics with
serumcreatinine< 1.5 mg/dl,
Materiak and Melhods: Mean arterial pressure (MAP), blood glucose (BG), GFR
and RPF (inulin and PAil renal clearances), and urinary albumin excretion were
measured over 2 h before and 6 h after the meal. Filtration fraction (Ff), renal
vascular resistances (R VR) and albumin fractional clearances were calculated by
standard formules.
Resulls: In macroalbuminurics, BG levels were significantly lower (p<O.OS) with L
than with R from minutes 60 to 180. Percentual changes vs. basal with L and R at
hours 2. 4. 6 were respectively: MAP: 0.8(S.9) \'S -3.9(7.7). 6.1(11.5) vs -1.6(11)
(p<O.OS),8.9(12.4) vs 2.S(9.9); GFR: -6.3(4.7) vs 5.8(S) (p<O.OS).0.7(S.I) vs 11(6.8)
(p<O.OS),4.4(3.4) vs 11(8.1); RPf: -4.9(19.2) \'S S.9(21.6), -4.S(22.4) \'S 9.0(19.3),
0.9(28.1) vs 13.1(36.1). FF: -O.OI(O.OS) \'S -O.OI(O.OS), 0.01(0.06) vs -O.02(O.0-l),
0.03(0.07) vs -0.01(0.07); RVR: 10(7) 'S -S.6(S), 18(10) vs -8(S) (p<O.OS), 19(1) \'S

0(11); albumin fractional clearance: 26(20) vs 42(31), 13(18) vs 4~(3~), 36(38) vs
117(74). Percentual changes in GFR (r: -0.84) and RPF (r:-0.77) were significantly
correlated (p<o.OS) with L plasma levels. but not with R and DG. All patients had
supressed c-peptide. Changes inmicroalbuminurics weresimilar, butnotsignificant.
Conclusions: L prevents postprandial hyperglycemia, renal vasodilation and
hyperfiltration, and tends to limit albuminuria more effectively in macro than in
microalbunlinuric type 2 diabetics. Mechanisms additional to improved metabolic
control are likely involved in renal response to L.

e C aractenstics 0 our stUJVDOellJUanwere:
Men Men Women Women

withD:-< without D); withD:'< without D~
Patients 41 S4 33 98
HbAlc (%) 6.8=1,7 6,HI,9 78tl.9 6,411.4
Duration of D~I (yTS) 10,716.3 10,016.3 16.4t6,7 94163
Age (YTS) 66,O±8,8 6S,3+7,7 6S 3±9,5 62.217,5

PROTECfIYE ROLE OF FnlALE SEX IN TIlE DEVELOP~IENT OF
!\'EPIIROPATHY 1:-< TYPE 2 DIABETICS WITH HVPERTEl"SIO:-<
A.E.Raptis. A.G.Yalouris. G.Dimitrbdis, N.Tounlas. P.lIalvatsiotis, c.Sotiropoulos,
and S.A.Raplis. Second Dept. of Internal Medicine. Research Institute and Diabetes
Center. Athens University. Evangelismos Hospital. Athens, Greece
Background and Alms: The coexistence of arterial hypertension and diabetic
nephropathy (D:-"')in type 2 diabetic patients is very common. In order to investigate
the probable influence of sex in the development ofdiabetic nephropathy we studied
226 hypertensive type 2 diabetic patients of our diabetic center. 1\laterlals and
~Iethods : D:-< was diagnosed by the measurement of the albumin/creatinine ratio
in a morning urine sample (normal values: men <2,S and women <3,S mglnunol).
Th h .. f d I'

Results . There \\61S a statistically significant difference In the percentage of
development of D~ between hypertensive men and women (43.1~-~ versus 25,2%,
p=O.OOS). Hypertensive women who developed D:-< had significantly higher values
of IlbAlc (P~O,OOS. F=-I.44) and duration of diabetes (p<O.OOI. F=10.0S) as
compared to hypertensive women without D:'l and the men of both groups. It must
be noticed that in the population without D:-< there was not any significant difference
between men (22 out of 54) and women (S4 out of 98) who Were treated with ACE
inhibitors for their hypertension. Conclusions: The development of DN in
hypertensive type 2 diabetic patients is significantly more frequent in men than in
women. For the development of D~ in hypertensive diabetic women a more
prolonged course of diabetes and a less sufficient glycaernic control seem to be
required.
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EFFECT OF PROTEIN RESTRICTION ON PROGNOSIS IN TYPE I
DIABETIC PATIEi"TS WITn DIABETIC NEPIIROPATIIY
H. P. Hansen, E. Tauber-Lassen, 13. R. Jensen and H.-II. Parvinz, Stcno
Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark. -
Background and aims: Protein restriction improves survival and delays the
progression to end-stage renal disease (ESRD) in non-diabetic nephropathies.
The aims of the study were to determine the effect of protein restriction on
the decline in GFR and the development of ESRD or death in diabetic
nephropathy. l\Iaterial nnd methods: We performed a 4-Y'ear prospective,
randomised, controlled trial comparing the effect of a low-protein diet (0.6 g
protein/kg/day) with a usual-protein diet. Eighty-two type I diabetic patients
with progressive diabetic nephropathy (pre-study mcan decline in GFR of 7.1
(5.8 to 8.5) ml/min/year) consecutively entered the study. Protein intake (24
hr urinary nitrogen excretion), GFR ("Cr-EDTA), AER (ELISA), OP
(random zero sphygmomanometer) and HbA" (IIPLC) were measured. Data
are means with 95 % CI. Results: At baseline, patients in the two diet groups
were comparable regarding protein intake, BP, GFR, AER, HbA", lipids,
previous cardiovascular disease (CVD), antihypertensive therapy and
smoking habits. During follow-up the usual-protein dict group consumed
1.02 (0.95 to 1.I0) g of protein/kg/day, as comparcd with 0.89 (0.83 to 0.95)
in the low-protein diet group (p~0.005).The mean declines in GFR were 3.9
(2.7 to 5.2) nil/min/year in the usual-protein diet group and 3.8 (2.8 to 4.8) in
the low-protein diet group (NS). Death or ESRD occurred in 27 % of patients
on usual-protein diet, as compared with 10 % on low-protein diet (log-rank
test; p~0.0.j2).The relative risk of death or ESRD was 0.23 (0.07 to 0.72) for
patients assigned to low-protein diet, after adjustment for the presence at
baseline ofCVD (p~O.OI). DP, AER, HbA", lipids, antihypertensive therapy
and smoking habits were comparable in the two diet groups during follow
up. Conclusion: Moderate protein restriction improves prognosis in type 1
diabetic patients with progressive diabetic nephropathy.
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I3ENEFICIAL EFFECT OF ACEI AND PENTOXYPIIYLlNE VERSUS ACEI
IN HYPERTENSIVE. MICROALI3UMINURIC TYPE II D1AI3ETICS
T.Da~lilrk, S.Seber,&~, D.Ozlilrk. G.Tilrkc~.M.I,en, and Y.Altnnta~
Si~li Etfal Edncation and Research Hospital, Department of Endocrinology and
Diabctcs.Tstanbul-Turkcy,
Dael,gronlld and Ain..:11I advanced diabetic nephropathy, combined treatment
with ACE inhibitors (ACEI) and pentoxyphylinc seems to offer a highcr
rcnoprotcctlon than ACE inhibitors alone. The aim of this stndy was to evaluate
beneficial effect of pcutoxyphylinc additiou to ACE inhibitor treatment in type II
diabetic patient with hypcrtcusicn and persistent microalbnminuria (MCA).
Materials and ~Iethod: Fifly type II diabetic hypertensive patients with MCA
(30-300 mgl2~ hrs in two measurements) offcr at least 6 months AeEI treatment
were idcutiflcd (scnun creatinine >ISU nunol/l, or advanced heartinsufficiency
were exclusion criteria). Patients were randomized: group .I (n= 25; Iisinopril)
and group II (n= 25; lisinopril plus 600 mg pcntoxyphyliue), Lisinopril dose was
individualized in both groups according to blood pressure. All patients
completed 6 months of follow np. 1lI00d pressure (BP), DMI. urinary albumin
excretion (UAE) and /IbAlc were monitored. Results were analyzed with SPSS
9.01 ANOVA and t-tcsts were used,
Results: Both groups were initially similar in tcrms of sex. age (58.7 vs. 58.3
yrs), diabetes duration (12.7 vs, 12.9 yrs), 13MI. DP (systolic 149 vs. H8 mmllg,
diastolic 82 vs. 83 mml lg), IIbAlc (7.7 vs. 7.9%). cholesterol, creatinine and
smoking habits. Initial UAE were also similar (228 vs. 2U8mglH hrs), 9 months
after randomization IJAE had decreased 10mean H8-mglH hours (p<O.UUI) in
group I and to mean 128-mgl2~ hrs.lp<O.OOI) in group II. The othcr parameters
remained similar in both groups, particnlarly or (systolic 147 vs. 146, diastolic
80 '·S. 79 rumllg) and IlbA Ic (7.6 '·S. 7.8%).
Conclnslon: In type II diabetic patients with h)'perlension and persistent MCA
despite ACEI trcauucnt, the addition of pcntoxyphylinc was associated with OJ

better decline in UAE. This effect was independent ofDP and metabolic control.
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Beneficial E/Tectof Thlazelldine Derivatives On UrirnJry Albumin Excretion In Type
2 Diabetes
T.1l Haga, 1\L Nakae, N. Kimura, R lmamine and 1\L Nagashirna, Medical Dept,
Kainan Hospital. Aichi,Japan
Background and Aims: Recently effectsof thiawlidine derivatives(lD) on nephropathy
of diabetic animals have been reported.This study was aimed 10 investigatewhether TO
had a protectiveeffecton diabeticnephropathy.
Materials and MetbOOs: Subjects were 178 type 2 diabetic outpatients of Kainan
hospital. They were treated with TO. alpha-glucosidase inhibitors (aGI), insulin or
sulfonylurecs(SU). Urinaryalbumin/creatinine ratio (ACR). HbAle, B).U,blood pressure
were observed for three months. Because ACRs were not normallydistributed, its natural
logarithm(LnACR) was used for analysis. Data were shown as means+/- sd. Results: L
Patients characteristics were age 59.3 +/- 10.4 years old, diabetes duration 8.4 +/- 7.3
years, ACR 65.9 +/- 129.9 mglgCr. HbAlc 9.1 +/- 1.7 %, B).U 23.3 +/- 3.4 kg/m2 and
systolic and diastolic blood pressure 136.0 +/- 18.1 and 75.1 +/- 11.0 mm!Ig. These
indices of TO treated patients were not significantly different from those of aGI or SU
treated patients. But some of these indices of insulin treated patients were significantly
differentfrom those of the others; HbAlc was 10.1 +/- 2.2 % (p<0.05vs. the others), B).U
21.4 +/- 2.3 kglrn2 (p<O.05~. the others).£. Basal I!bAle of TO, aGI, insulin and SU
was 8.9 +/- 1.0, 8.8 +/- 1.5, 10.1 +/- 2.2,8.8 +/- 1.9"10, respectively. HbAlc after each 3
months treatment was 8.2 +/- 1.2, 8.1 +/- 1.5. 7.8 +/- 1.5, 7.3 +/- l.l%, respectively.
Improvementof HbAlc of TO and aGI was significantly lower than those of insulin and
SU (p<0.01).J." BasalLnACR of TO, aGI, insulinand SU was 3.48+/- 0.92. 3.17 +/- 1.09,
3.49 +/-1.50. 3.15 +/- 1.28%,respectively. LnACRafter each treatmentwas 3.24 +/- 0.90,
2.98 +/-1.09, 3.16 +/-1.28 and 3.05 +/-1.26, respectively.SignificantdecreaseofLnACR
was observed in TO and insulin treated patients (p<0.05), but not in aGI and SU treated
patients. Decrement of LnACR by treatment was not significantly different from each
other, which was thoughtto be due 10 a small nwnber of patients of each group. :L Blood
pressurewas not significantlydifferentbetweenbefore and after the each treatment ACE
inhibitors andangiotensin 2 receptor antagonists wereusedto treat hypertension insome
patients, however, its frequency of usage was not significantly different between before
and after each treatment,Conclusions: It was observed that TO hada beneficial effect to
decreaseACR in 1)1'e2 diabetic patients in 3 months treatment,whereas it had a weaker
effect to improve HbAlc than SU and insulin. This observation suggests that TO is an
expectable agent not only to control l)-pe 2 diabetes but also to treat their diabetic
nephropathy.
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URINARY TRACT INFECTIONS (UTI) IN DIABETIC PEOPLE: THE POSSIBLE
ROLE OF THE METABOLIC CONTROL.
E Boldrini, OMBonadio, °A Vigna, os Mori, G Forotti, F Marchini, E Matteucci and
o Giampietro.
°Infectious Diseases Section and Diabetes Outpatient Clinic, University Hospital, Pisa,
Italy.

Background and Aims. To check the frequency and eventual risk factors for UTI in
diabetic patients.
Materials and Methods. Between Jan 1997-Dec 2000, 395 diabetic patients (229
females, 166 males, 84 type I, 311. type 2, 14-88 age years), attending the Diabetes
Outpatient Clinic of the Pisa S.Chiara Hospital, together with 252 non-diabetic control
subjects (146 females, 106 males) from an Ambulatory Cardiologic Unit, were screened
for significant UTI (presence of at least 10' CFU/ml in a culture of clean voided
midstream urine). Identification of urinary isolates was performed by conventional
methods and the in vitro susceptibility to antimicrobials was tested by the Kirby-Bauer
method.
Results. The frequency of significant UTI was 13.9% (55/395) in all diabetics, 17_9%
(41/229) in females, 8.4% (14/166) in males. In the control subjects, UTI frequency
was 14.3% (36/252), 18.5% (27/146) in females, 8.4% (9/106) in males.
The UTI frequcncy was 13.5% (7/52) in type I diabetic females, 19.2% (34/177) in
type 2 females, 6.2% (2132) in type I males, 8.9% (12/134) in type 2 males. E.Coli was
the causative organism of significant UTI in more than 55% of cases both for diabetic
and non-diabetic subjets. No differences were observed as to the frequency of various
isolates and their patterns of antimicrobial susceptibility between diabetic and control
people.
When multivariate regression analysis (for age, duration and quality of metabolic
control of diabetes, microalbuminuria, leukocytosis and glomerular filtration rate) was
employed, the presence ofhigher HbAlc levels resulted a significant risk factor for UTI
occurrence only in type 2 diabetic females.
Conclusious. In our experience, in malesthe same prevalence of significant UTI occurs
both in diabetic as well non-diabetic patients. Contrary to recent findings, the frequency
of bacteriuria is also similar in diabetic and non-diabetic females. In type 2 females, the
UTI prevalence is significantly influenced by the impairment of the long-term (lIbAlc)
metabolic contro!.
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PPARy ACTIVATlO:-<WITH FARGLITAZAR DECREASED BLOOD
PRESSURE IN NOR.\1AL AND sroxrANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RATS
K. Brown. P. Novak, W. Oliver, J. Saintillan, and E. Mayoux. Glaxo Wellcome,
Research Triangle Park, KC, USA, and Les Ulis, France.
Background and Alms: Elevated BP and impaired endothelial-dependcnt
vasorelaxation arecommon findings inpatients withinsulin resistance, metabolic
syndrome, and Type 2 diabetes. Pharmacological therapy that enhances the action
of insulin may have beneficial effects on BP regulation. Materials and Methods:
To evaluate clinically significant effects of farglitazar (F), a PPARy agonist, on
heart rate (HR) and systolic (SBP) and diastolic BP (DBP), normotensive (NTR)
male Sprague Dawley and spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR) were
instrumented for direct measurement ofSBP, DBP and HR in the conscious state
by radiotelemetry. The experimental design was as follows: (i) a baseline run-in
period, (ii) 7-day dosing and (iii) 7-day recovery period. NIR (n~6/group)were
treated with vehicle (V), I or 3 mgfkg F twice daily by oral gavage and SHR
(n~8/group) received 5 mgfkg F twice daily. Data for each animal were evaluated
by comparing the changes from the predose 12 h daytime (inactive period, InP) and
nighttime (active period, AcP) averages with the equivalent averages for each
treatment day. Results: There were decreases in SBP and DBP in both NIR and
SHR within 24 h of the start ofdosing. Maximum changes were evident by 72 h
and maintained throughout dosing. The maximum % decreases from pretreatment
averages in NTR were 4.4 and 9.4% for DBP and 3.4 and 5.4% for SBP in the I
and 3 mgfkg groups, respectively. BP in V rats increased slightly over the
treatment period by a maximum of3.3% (DBP) and 3.9% (SBP) during the AeP.
In the SHR, the maximum % decreases in the AcP were 20% (DBP) and 13%
(SBP). Heart rate changes were variable and showed no clear treatment-related
effects. In NTR and SHR, BP-Iowering effects of F were more apparent during the
AcP than the lnP. Conclusions: These data suggest that PPARy activation is
associated with BP lowering, possibly by interfering with endogenous pressor
systems and enhancing responsiveness to or production of endogenous vasodilators.
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IIYPERINSULll\"EMIA, ARTERIAL RIGIDITY AND SYMPATIIETlC
ACTIVITY IN HYPERTENSIVE OBESE AND TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS.
II. Dabire, M. Brahimi, l.R Attali and P. Valensi, Department of Diabetology, Jean
Verdier Hospital, Bondy.INSERM U 337, Paris 6 University, France.

Background and aims: A poor cardiovascular prognosis has been attributed to an
increase in arterial rigidity. An increase in sympathetic activity may be involved in
hypertension. The aim of this study was to compare cardiovascular vagosympathetic
activity in normotensive and mildly hypertensive obese and type 2 diabetic patients,
and to investigate the relationship between pulse pressure (an index for arterial
rigidity) and sympathetic activity in this population.
:\Iaterials and :t.lethods : Seventy normotensive and 32 hypertensive obese patients,
and 18 normotensive and 14 hypertensive type 2 diabetic patients were compared to
21 healthy subjects, Heart rate (IIR) and blood pressure (BP) variations were studied
by spectral analysis (Finaprcs),
Results : In the four groups, during a 6-rnin period of controlled breathing rate, the
high frequency peak of fiR variations (vagal activity) was significantly reduced (p <
0.(01) and the ratio midfhigh frequency peak of HR variations (vagosympathctic
balance) was significantly increased (p < 0.(01). The MF peak of systolic BP
variations in the standing position (sympathetic activity) did not differ between the
four groups of patients and controls. In the normotensive and hypertensive obese
patients, the MF peak of BP variations correlated positively with insulincmia and
insulin resistance index (flO~IA) (p < 0.03 to < 0.(06). In the hypertensive obese and
diabetic patients, this peak correlated significantly with pulse pressure (p < 0.05 and
< 0.0001, respectively).
Conclusions: These results strongly suggest that I) cardiac vagal activity is reduced
in hypertensive obese and type 2 diabetic patients like in normotensive patients; 2)
vascular sympathetic activity may be increased by insulin resistance-induced
hyperinsulinemia and the increase in sympathetic activity is an important factor
involved in arterial rigidity and hypertension in this population.
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• p<O,OI vs IGT and controls
Conclusions: IFG subjects show blunted 24-hour blood pressure rhythm, which
may suggest that even borderline glucose intolerance may have detrimental effect on
the cardiovascular system. However, the findings of this study require confirmation
in larger cohorts.

BORDERLINE GLUCOSE INTOLERAt\CE AND H-HOUR BLOOD
PRESSURE RHYTHM
M. Saryusz-Wolska, L. Czupryniak, A. Kropiwnicka, and J. Drzewoski.
Diabetology and Gastroenterology Department, Medical University 01 Lodz, Lodz,
Poland
Background and Alms: 24-hour blood pressure rhythm, with at least 10% blood
pressure fall at night, is impaired in diabetes mellitus. It has not been established
whether the subjects with impaired fasting glucose (IFG) or impaired glucose
tolerance (IGn also show disturbed circadian blood pressure rhythm, Materials
and Methods: The study subjects were 47 normotensive persons in whom WflO
oral glucose tolerance test (75 g) was performed in previous 3 months. They were
divided into three groups according to OGrr results: group! - 18 IGT subjects
(mean age 48.2±7.7 yrs); group 2 - 14 IFG subjects (mean age 51.0±8.9 yrs); group
3 (controls) - 15 healthy subjects (mean age 47.5±1O.4 YTS). Day/night blood
pressure variation was examined using ABP-Monitor Mobil-O-Graph (I.E.M.,
Stolberg, D), validated according to the British Hypertension Society and US
Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation criteria. Recordings
were made at 20 min intervals during daytime and 30 min intervals during
nighttime. Daytime was defined as a period between 6.00 am and 10.00 pm; and
nighttime - between 10.00 pm and 6.00 am. Results: Mean 24-hour systolic (SBP),
diastolic (DBP), nighttime fall in systolic (lISBP) and diastolic (lIDBP) blood
pressure values are presented in the table.
group SBP (mmHg) DBP (mmHg)

IGT 123.1±8.2 72.6±5.8
IFG 126.8±7.7 73.9±7.0
controls 121.0±7.2 69.4+4.9

lISBP(%)

12.7±4.0
15.4±6.2
13.1±4.8

lIDBP (%)

13.3±6.9

7.3±3.2 •
15.2±7.6

SERUM LEVELS OF FlBRUWGEN. PAl-I AI1lD PLASML"\OGEN 1.'1
TYPE-2 DIABETIC SUBJECTS WITH CARDIAVASCULAR DISEASE AND

HYPERTENSIOS
AP.Antonopoulos,P.Georgoutsou",C.Pavlopoulos,K.Lavda·,G.Panoutsopoulos,
C.Manti·. Diabetic Unit. Dept. of Hematology", Thriasio General Hospital, 19200
AthensGreece
Background and Aims: Abnormalities in the fibrinolytic system have lx:cn
associated with an increased risk for cardiovascular disease (CVO) in diabetic and
non-diabeticsubjects. Aims of the present study were to investigate serum levels of
Fibrinogen (F), Plasminogen Activator Inhibitor-I (pAl-I) and Plasminogen (P)
in Type-z Diabetic subjects with either CVO or Hypertension (H) and to detcrnlnc
its association with CVD risk factors. Materials and Methods: We studied 65 (26
men, 39 women) Type-Zdiabetic subjects randomly selected from the Outpatient
Diabetic Unit at Thriasio General Hospital in Athens, Greece. They were divided in
three groups according to the existence of CVD (in terms of coronary heart disease,
stroke and peripheral vascular disease) and H (defined according to WHO criteria).
Thirteen (5 men, 8 women) subjects without CVD or H served as the Control group
(C), CVD+ group consisted of 30 (12 men, 18 women) subjects and H+ group
consisted of 22 (9men, 13 women) subjects. Venous blood samples were drawn after
an overnight fast for various analysis included F, PAl-I, P, PT,AP'IT, HbAle.
Results: All groups were comparable regarding sex, age, WHR, DBP and HbAle.
BMI and SBP were significantly higher in either CVD+ or H+ groups than C group
(p=O.028, p9l.004, p9l.oo8, p=O.ooo respectively) Duration of diabetes was also
significantly greater in CVD+ group than C group (r>=0.003) or H+ group (0.016).
Serum Fibrinogen levels were significantly increased in H+ group compared to C
group (H+:427.95±132.21 \"5 340.61±45.41, p=O.017). Serum levels of P, PAI·I,
PT and APlT did not differ among studied groups (p>0.05). When all subjects were
considered, linear regression analysis revealed that F was strongly correlated with P
and PT (p=O.OOO, p=O.046 respectively), PAl-I with DBP and WHR (p=O.OI3,
p='0.036 respectively) and P with F (p='O.OOO). Conclusions: I.Serum levels of
Fibrinogen are increased in Type-z diabetic subjects with H as compared to those
without H, 2. P and PAI·I do not differ in Type-Z diabetic subjects with CVD or H
as compared to those without CVD or H. 3.Serum Fibrinogen concentration was
strongly correlated with P and PT. 4. Serum PAl-I concentration was strongly
correlated with diastolic blood pressure and WHR
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RClIOprot«tivc effccll of InleDsi,'c aatibJpertenshe trealmcntln type 2 diabetic!
- goals aad compUaDCe of pltients
S.D. Jclic, S. Dimkovic,N. Kostic, Z. Caparevic,G. Boikovic,University Clinic for
lnlemal Medicine, 01C' Dr DragisaMisovic', Belgrade, Yugoslavia
Backgroond ODd Alms: Different profcssional associations determined quite
different cut-off values for tight control of blood pressure in diabetic patients - less
than 150190 nunHg, less than 130185 nunHg, andrecently diastolic pressure values
even less than 80 nun IIg. Is there some level of blood pressure control \\ hich may be
considered'toolow or too risk)' for renal function in this population? What we can do
to improvethe compliance of Out patients with antihypertensive treatment modalities?
Mlltrials ODdMethods: Seventy(30 femaleNO male; mean (SO) age of 58 (lOA)
years) hypertensive l)'PC 2 diabetic patients were assigned to intensive
antihypertensive treatment aimed at attaining the goal blood pressure of 130185
nunHg or less. Among them 20 (28.57%) patients were non-complying with any
antihypertensive treatment Nephropathy progression parameters (average annual
increment of microaJbuminuria anddeterioration of glomerular filtration rate) were
followed-up for a period of5 years.
Results: In patients non-complying with antihypertensive treatment microalbumirruria
(MA) progressed annually on average of 14.91 ± 4.95% while glomerular filtration
rate (GFR) deteriorated by -7.99 ± 2.03 ml/minlyear. In 23 (32.86%) patients blood
pressure values of less than 150/90 nunHg were achieved, That was enough to slow
down MA progression to 4.77 ± 9.90% peryear (p<O.ool) and GFR deterioration to
3.51 ± 3.56 mVminlyear (p<0.001). In 9 (12.86%) patients with blood pressure levels
of less than 130/85 mmHg average annual increment of MA was reduced to 4.57 ±
7.90% (p<O.ool) and GFR deterioration was even slower (-1.67 ± 6.00 ml/minlyeat;
p<O.ool). These beneficial effects were visible but less pronounced in 18 (25.71%)
patients with diastolic pressure values less than 75 nun Hg (MA increment 8.32 ±
9.59% per year, p<O.05; GFR: -1.50 ± 5.63 ml/min/ year;p<O.05).
ConcluslOlls:Despite different levels of blood pressure control achieved, there 'V<ISa
significantly slowerincrement of UAEand significantly slower decline of GFR in all
treatment groups in comparison with the group of patients non-complying with any
antihypertensive treatment There \\<IS no statistically significant difference between
the three groups of patients complying with the treatment Knowing this we have
serious ethical burden of non-complying patients. Informing them of such results can
be one of the modalities in increasing their compliance \\ith the thetap)'o
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Pr"·,,I~nrrofhyp~rt~nJjonand I ssoeiared mk larton In diaMt..

Yllenahbal, N.Kerrouaz , M. Ali Bouaeida, FZ. Kahoul , HOell3bderrahmane, D.
Roula. Unite de diabetologie -Service de medecine interne: CHU Benbadis
Constantine - ALGERIA

Aims' This study is to evaluate the prevalence of hypertension among diabetics of eastern
Algeria and to compare with bypertensi. e patients withoct diabetes, the prevalence of
associated risk factors ..nd diabetes complicationsMatm,1 ,mdM<th'l\l this study comprised
hospitalised paliccts andwho underwent medical control during 1994. A population of 567
diabetics (type I: 225 ,I).,. 2: 3U) anda control group of 60 hypertensive non diabetics
patieus bas beendividedaccording to sex, age, duratioo of di,betes and hypertension ( 1401
90 nun IIg ).Weigbt. height, hypercholesterolemia (> 2g/l) bypctriglyccridcmia (>1,50g/l),
hyperuricemia( > 50 mg /I ), Iabagism, family amcccdcnts of diabetes and/Ol' hypertension
wererecordedror all patients.The complications checked in the stud)" "ere: coronaryhC.1l1
disease (CliO), strokes, ..rtcriopathy, retinopathy and nephropathy. Sl.llistie test: Kbl 2.
Reroh~.;Thc prevalence of h)patension was 31% in diabetic population. It hJS occurred three
times more frequently in I).,. 2 ': 27% than in I).,. 1: 81'. (1'< 10" ) Hypertension
predominates in male (76-~~) with type I afia fourty,It occurs later,after 10 )'can of evolution
of the diabetes and it's frequently associated during this period with a nephropathy (1l~').

Hypertensionin I)'" 2 is more frequent in women(66%) aller filly. It occurs befOl'e(36%),at
the time (13%) or allcr (57"1.) Ibe diabetes.The intervalbet\\'een the two diseaso is inferiOl'
to fi\ c ) ears l.'1 4-$"~ of the polliCn1S. Complicatioos arc mort frequent and precocious in
h)jlC:rIcnsi\'e diabetics, than in the nonnotcnsi\"ediabetics and in the control group. In the
groupofh)pcrt<:nsi\'e I)pe 2 diabetes, thesecomplieotiOl'.s arc occurring in the folio" ingorder
of frcqucooy: neurop:uhy (50"/.), CHD (40"1.), retinopaL~y (35%), strokes (33}'). In
byjlC:rlensi\"e I).,. I diabetes: neuropathy(65%), retinopathy(5~'), aneriopathy (29'10), CHO
(24%), ncphrop:uhy and strokes (18%). Risk f,cton arc more frequently' associated to
hnlCrtcnsion and cardio-uscular complicJ1.ions in hypcrt01Si,-e di~cs comp3rCd 10
normolens;,'es as well as to the control group. B~II (>26) : 26%,20"10, 15%, (p<O,Q.I) 
hypercholesterolemia: 43%, 2~~{', 26~... hypatriglyccridcmia.: 4-'%, 28~{', 36~. (p< 0,001)
lJbagism: 38}', 29'10, 22%. The frequencyor. familyonto<:cdentsofbypertension is rusher in
hypcrte:rtsi\'c w;"bct.icsin comparison to patienlS \\ithout hypatcnsioo.. The treatment of the
hyjlC:rlcnsion Ius been mOl'e of a monotbenpy than a bithcnpy, "ith ACE inhibitors and
c31ciuminhibilOrS usedrltSt.
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lIYPERTE~SIO:'j L'i lYPE I DIABETES - A POPULATIO:'i-BASED
FOLLOW-UP STUDY
UJ,W. Schauer. 2. Medical Clinic, Helios Hospital Erfurt, Erfurt, Germany

Background and Aims: To determine the incidence of hypertension and its
associated factors in type I diabetes within a geographically defined population.
Mlt~rials 100 Methods: The original recordsof all 1132 patients with onset of type
I diabetes below age 40 diagnosed in the Erfurt district from 1966 to t 988 were
analysed up to the end of 1990.
Results: Hypertension was diagnosed after 10 ± 7 years of diabetes at 35 ± 10 years
of age. The cumulative incidence of hypertension (life table analysis) amounted to 62
% after 25 years of diabetes and 78 % by age 55, was higher in men, and showed a
sleeper increase after 20 years of diabetes in patients up to age 10 at diabetes onset.
Patients with development of hypertension (n~211) had a significantly (p<0.05)
higher D~1l (23.7 vs 22.6 kglm') at diabetes onset due to a lower height (170 vs 172
em at the end of'follow-cp) and were born 2 years earlier (1949 vs 1951) compared to
patients without hypertension matched for sex, age and duration ofdiabetes at the end
of follow-up (n=315). They needed more insulin despite similar blood glucose and
had higher systolic (132 vs 126 mm IIg) and diastolic (85 vs 80 mm Hg) blood
pressure at diabetes onset which remained higher during the next 15 years. They
suffered more often from myocardial infarction (6 vs 0,3 %). stroke (3 \'S I %),
claudication (13 vs 4 %), and major foot amputation (3 vs I %), developed more often
proteinuria (30 vs 15 %), chronic (10 vs 2 %) and end-stage renal failure (2 vs 0 %),
background (58 VJ 51 %) and proliferative retinopathy (9 vs 2 %) as well as blindness
(2 vs 0 %), and died with higher frequency (13 vs 4 %) during the follow-up period.
Cnnclusions: The cluster described above resembles the metabolic syndrome. A
lower height with birth shortly afier World War II is in agreement with the small baby
hypothesis of fetal malnutrition as one possible cause of this syndrome, Thus a
subgroup of type I diabetes is at especially high risk for long-term complications and
early death presumably due to a concurrent insulin resistance syndrome.

1049
Blood Pressure Distribution in maMtes-Does it differ in Type 1 aad Type 2
DiaMtn!
V. Daskar, M.R. Holland, S. Walford and B.M. Singh, Wolverharnpton Diabetes
Centre, New Cross Hospital, Wolverhampton, UK

Background and Aim" Hypertension is more common in people with diabetes but
may differ between type I and type 2 diabetes. There is scant ...-idence on '" hether
the time course and natural history of hypertension, differ markedly between TY'Pe I
and Type 2 diabetes. We evaIuated the distribution of Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP)
by age, in a population with T)'Pe I and TY'Pe 2 diabetes, in comparison to a
population without diabetes.

Mlt~riah and Mcthods: Data from patients aged 20 to 80 years, comprising 1271
with T)'Pe I and 4442 with Ty'PC 2 diabetes, respectively, were analysed from the
district diabetes register. The SOP distribution by age in these two groups was
compared with that obtained from 5497 non-diabetic control subjects of similar age
(UK Health and Lifestyle Survey), Statistical comparison was by analysis of variance
using SPSS,

Result.: All resullJ are Mean+Stamlard De_iation given in non-<liabctics, Type I and
l)'Pe 2 diabetes, respectively.. Age in years, 43+15. 49+15 and 61tH {p<O_ooolj.
Body mass index, 25+10, 27+7 and 29+8 (p<O.oool}. SBP in mmllg, 131+18,
142+23 and 151+23 {P<0.0001}. Diastolic blood pressure in mm11g, 81+12, 74tH
and 78+11 (p<O.oool}. The mean SOP after correction for difference in age, in
mmHg, 134, 145 and 152 (1'<0.0001}.

Conclusions: There were highly significant differences in blood pressure between
patients with TY'Pe I and TY'Pe2 diabetes, e\'en accounting for age and both groups
showed e1e\'-ated SBP in comparison to normals. This suggests a potential link
between diabetes and hypertension via the metabolic syndrome, most marked in Type
2 diabetes.
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Ambulatory pulse pressure is associated with micro- and macrouscular
complicalions in I)'pc 2 diabetes
S.T. Knudsen, P.L. Poulsen, K.W. Hansen, E. Ebbchej, T. Bek, C.E. Mogensen
Medical Dept. M (Diabetes & Endocrinology) and Eye Dept, Aarhus
Kommunehospital, Denmark.

Background and aims: In non-diabetic subjects pulse pressure is an independent
predictor of cardiovascular disease and microalburninuria. We investigated the
association between retinopathy, nephropathy, macrovascular disease and pulse
pressure in a group oftype 2 diabetic patients.

Malerials and Methods: In 80 type 2 diabetic patients we performed 24-h
ambulatory BP measurement and fundus photographs (graded independently by two
experienced graders according to ETDRS criteria). Urinary albumin excretion was
evaluated by three urinary albumin/creatinine ratios. Presence or absence of
macrovasculardiseasewasassessedbyan independent physician.

Results: 49 patients bad no detectable retinal changes (grade I), 13 had grade 2
retinopathy, and 18 had more advanced retinopathy (grades 3-6). Compared 10
patients without retinopathy (grade I), patieDtS with grad es 2 and 3-6 bad higher
ambulatory pulse pressure: Day pulse pressure 57 ± 11,64 ± II, and 63 ± 15 mmllg.
p=~S, and night pulse pressure 55±IO, 64±IO, and 61±15 mmllg, p<0.05 (grade 1,2,
and 3-6 respectively). Comparing ncphropathy groups (45 normo-, 19 rnicro-, and 15
macroalbuntinuric patients) results were similar: Day pulse pressure 57.l.9, 59H I. and
70±16 mml lg, p<O.OOI, and night pulse pressure 54±9, 57±IO, and 70±15 mm11g,
p<O.OOl. Likewise. compared to patients without rnacrovascular disease (n~55).

patients with this complication (n=25) had higher ambulatory pulse pressure values:
Day pulse pressure 58±12 vs. 63'012, p=O.07 and night PP 57.l.12 vs. HH I mmHg,
p<0.05.

Conclusions: Micro- and macrovascular complications are associated with an
increased pulse pressure in type 2 diabetes.This baernodynamic abnormality might
contribute 10 the development ofdiabetic complications.
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Al'.'TJ-HYFERTENSlVE EFFECf OF FARGLITAZAR, A PPARr AGO;-':IST, l:'i
PATIENTS WITII TYPE 2 DIABETES A?>'D HYPERTENSIO:,-/
P. Home'. G. Piaditis', K. Koelendorf',I. Raz", L. M"7..hy', P. Smith', L. K.kr', J.
Dave' and D. Tandy" for the PPA20006 Study Group. Newcastlc-upon-Tyne,
'Athens, 'Denmark, 'Jerusalem, 'Winnipeg, 'GI a:xo Wellcome, Stockley Park.
Background and Alms: Farglitazar (formcrly referred 10 as G1262570) is a
DOVel. non-thiazolidinedione PPARragonist derived from an L·tyrosine root
with a high affinity for the human PPARr nuclear receptor, and low but possibly
important activity for Lie related PPARa receptor. Dlood glucose lowering and
blood lipid lowering activity have been demonstrated in people with Type 2
diabetes treated with farglitazar. Blood pressure (BP) lowering was noted in
studies in normal subjects and in people with Type 2 diabetes. Materials and
;llclhods: A 4-week randomised, double-blind, parallel-group study in 3O-t
hypertensive Type 2 diabetic patients was therefore designed to define the dose
response relationship of the anti-hypertensive effects of farglitazar, Patients
received either placebo or farglitazar 0.5, 1,2,5, or 10 mg daily. Results: After
4 weeks, farglitazar resulted in dose-dependent reductions in mean 24-hour
ambulatory BP, which were statistically significant compared with placebo at the
5 mg [diastolic -4 (95%-CI -5, -2) mm1lg p<O.OOI , systolic -5 (-7, -2) mmHg
p~.OOI) and 10 mg [diastolic -6 (-8, -5) mmHgp<O.OOI, systolic -8 (-1 I. -6)
mmHg p<O.OOI) doses (baseline adjusted AI'OVA). Farglitazar 10 mg resulted
in a statistically and clinically significant lowering of mean seated trough
diastolic [-6 (95%-CI-9, -3) mm1lg p<O.OOI) and systolic [-6 (-10. -2) mm1lg
p=O.OO4] BP, with smaller non-significant decreases at lower doses. Farglitazar
was well tolerated, with DO clinically significant increase in heart rate. Dose
related oedema was seen (up to 13% at 10 mg after 4 weeks). The 10 mg dose is
Dolbeing developed in Phase Ill. Concluslons: We conclude that the PPARr
agonist farglitazar has moderate but potcntially clinically useful anti-
hypertensive properties to complement its glucose and lipid lowering effects,
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A.\IDULATORY BLOOD PRESSURE PROFILES: A I'OVEL MEANS OF
IDENTIFJI'G Ul'COmROLLED lIYFERTENSIO:,-/
R Mazze, G. Simonson, R Robinson. D. Kendall, R Bcrgcnstal, M. ldrogo, S.
Ramirez and S. Hsu, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA
Background and Aims: In-office blood pressure (BPj measurement is known 10
under detect clinically significant IITN. We report a novel means of representation
of dll.1 from ambulatory blood pressure monitoring. ;lfat.ri.1> and Methods: An
Omrono Ie DP monitor was used over a period of 2 weeks to automatically record
systolic and diastolic BP with lime and dote. Ambulatory blood pressure profiles
(ABPP) were C1"CJted by collapsing all data into a single day and using a Tukcy
smoothing algorithm to produce continuous curves representing the 90". 75", 50".
25'" and 10" percentile systolic and diastolic BP. Data were compared by paired I
tests with 6 in-office BPs (sphygmomanometer and OmrorrS 905). Results: FOI1)"
eight randomly selected patients (30M/I8F) participated: mean age 6~ ± I~ years,
duration of type 2 D~I 15.3 ± 9.6 years, duration or fITN 17.8 ± 13.7 years, and
B~lI M=31.5 ± 6.2 kg/m', F335.3 ± 9.2 kg/m'. Using the electronic monitors.
subjects obtained 87.6 ± 1~.6 DP measurements over 2 weekss, The mean
ambulatory diastolic pressure (77.2 ± 8.7 mmllg) \\~S significantly (P<O.OOI)
higher than the mean in-office diastolic pressure (72.S ± 10.6 mm1lg). The
ambulatory mean arterial pressure was also significantly higher (98.9 ± 8,4 vs, 95.5
± 9.~ nunHg. ~.O1). 1\0 significaru difference in mean systolic blood pressure
(1~2,4 ± 1~.2 \'S. UI.l ± 13.9 nuullg) was observed, However, when MPPs were
individually examined. 90% of the subjects had as many as 60% of their DP values
elevated (systolic 10 - 60 mm11g, diastolic 5 - 20 mml lg), These elevations were
not reflected in an)' of the in-office measures. Conclusion: Newer technologiesmay
allow for a more accurate and sensitive measure of variation in BP throughout the
do)'. In this study these variations revealed uncontrolled hypertension as well as
potcnually ineffective therapies in 90% of the subjects. This may suggest the need
to reconsider current definitions of IITN and the means by which the efficacy of
therapyis determined.
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ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING ENZYME INHIBITOR- AND ANGIOTENSIN
II RECEPTOR ANTAGONIST-INDUCED SCAVENGING EFFECTS OF
SUPEROXIDE MODULATE THE I'IEPHROPATHY IN TYPE 2 DIABETES.
T. lnukai, K. Takanashi,K. Tayama, Y. Aso and Y. Takernura, Koshigaya, Japan
Background and Aims: Active oxygens producedfrom human body induce the
tissue disorder and are a risk factor for developing diabetic complications. It has
been accepted that angiotension converting enzyme inhibitor (ACE-I) and
angiotension II receptor (type I) antagonist (AT,R-A) have a potency of
antioxidant effect, in addition to antihypertensive effect, We therefore investigated
the relationshipbetween the diabetic nephropathy and the potency of ACE-! and
AT,R-A on scavengingeffect (SE) of supcroxide (SO) in type 2 diabetes.
Materials and Methods: Studies were conducted using polymorphological
leukocytes in type 2 diabetic patients (N=26) and healthy subjects (N=26). SE
(UIlO' cells) of SO was measured by an electron spin resonance method.
Among antioxidantdrugs. we used ascorbicacid (AM as a positive control, and
did captopril (CP), ternocapril (TP) (inactive type), tcmocaprilate (TPU (active
type) as ACE-Is, and then did RNH-<5270 as a AT,R-A. We measured urinary
albumin excretion WAE; rag/day) from daily stocked urine.
Results: SE after AA addition showed a marked response in a dose-dependent
fashion. cr, TPL and RNH-<5270 showed a dose-dependent SE response within
the range of 10" to 10' mg/ml, respectively. TP alore did not exhibit any SE
responses. The potency of Ii SE obtained from CP- and TPL-addilion were
relatively stronger than that of RNH-<5270. Ii SE from all drugs used in diabetic
patients were constitutionally similar to that in healthysubjects. Ii SE from TPL
significantly reversely correlated with UAE in diabetic patients (P<0.05). Ii

SE from CP and RNH-<5270 also tended to correlate reverselywith UAE.
Conclusions: We demonstrated that both ACE-I and AT,R-A definitelypossessed
scavenging effect of SO in leukocytes in type 2 diabetic patients and healthy
subjects, and that those scavending effects were possible to suppress the
progressionof diabetic nephropathyill diabeticpatients.
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IRBESARTAN IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS AND
MICROALBUMINURIA (IRMA II): DESIGN AND BASELINE CHARAC
TERISTICS
H.-H. Parving, P. Arner,J. Brochner-Mortensen, R. Gomis,H. Lehnert,G. Frangin
on behalf ofiRMA II study
Steno DiabetesCenter,Gentofte,Denmark
Backgrnund and aims: The rationalefor renin angiotensin systemblockadein
patients withhypertension (Hf') and diabetesis well established. A Global Program
for IrbesartanMortalityand MorbidityEvaluations (pRIME),was carriedout to
assess this hypothesisin type 2 diabeticpatients.IRMAII studypart of PRIME
programwas designedto determinewhetherIrbesartan(Aug II receptorantagonist),
through its fullAug II blockade,can slowthe progressionfrommicroalbuminuria
to overt diabeticnephropathyin hypertensive type2 diabeticpatientswith persis
tent microalbuminuria.
Material and methods: This was a multinational, randomised, double-blindstudy
with 3 parallelgroups followedfor 2 years.Twodosesoflrbesartan (150mg/daily,
300 mg/daily)werecomparedto standardantihypertensive treatment,so called
'placebo' aimingat equalcontrol of systemblood pressurein all groups.61I pa
tients with the followingbaselinecharacteristics (mean values(standarddeviation»
were enrolled:Age 58 (8), male (68%),BMI (kg/m') 30 (4), knowdurationof dia
betes (years) 10(8), patientson insulintreatment(35%), blood pressure(mmHg)
153(14)/90 (9), knowdurationof h)pertension(years)7 (8), over night urinary
albuminexcretionrate (ug/min) 64 (39), serumcreatinine(umol/l)94 (16), HbA,.
(%) 7,2 (1,7).
Results: Primaryendpoint:Progressionto overtnephropathy(albuminuria> 200
Ilg/minand at least30% increasefrombaseline).
Secondaryendpoints:Changesin urinaryalbuminexcretionrate, creatinineclear
ance, von Willebrandfactor, fibrinogen, factor7, plasminogen activatorinhibitor
and lipid profile.
The study ended in December2000.
Conclusion: IRMA" will demonstratethe effectoflrbesartan on the progression
of microalbuminuria to overt nephropathyin hypcrtcnslve patientswithtype2 dia
betes and persistentmicroalbuminurea. The trial data will be availablein May200I.
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MAINTAINED AUTOREGULATIO:-J OF GLOMERULAR FILTRATION
RATE (GFR) DURING CANDESARTAN TREATMENT IN HYPERTEN
SIVE TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS.
P.K. Christensen, S. Lund and H.-H. Parving. Steno Diabetes Center, Copen
hagen, Denmark.
Background and Aims: Impaired autoregulation of GFR implies distur
bances in the transmission of the systemic blood pressure (BP) into the glome
rulus leading to capillary hypertension. The impact on renal autoregulation of
different antihypertensive drugs in animals has been elucidated, while infor
mation in man is lacking. We therefore studied the effect of acute lowering of
BP on GFR during candesartan treatment in Type 2 diabetic patients.
Materials and Methods: We performed a randomized double blind crossover
study with candesartan cilexetill6 mg o.d, and placebo in 17 hypertensive type
2 diabetic patients without nephropathy. Each treatment arm lasted 4 weeks.
On the last day GFR (single shot C'Cr) EDTA plasma clearance technique for 4
hrs) was measured twice between 08.00 and 17.00: first without clonidine
hereafter after intravenous injection of clonidine 75 "g. BP (Takeda Th12420)
was measured every 10 min and urinary albumin excretion rate (UAER) by
ELISA during each GFR determination.
Results: Candesartan induced a mean (SE) reduction in mean arterial BP
(MABP) of 6 (2) mmHg p<0.02, and had a tendency to reduce UAER
(p=0.07), while GFR remained unchanged (95 vs 93 mllmin/1.73m'). Clo
nidine reduced MABP with 17 (2) vs 16 (I) rnrn Hg during placebo vs cande
sartan, respectively (NS). GFR diminished in average from 95 (3) to 92 (4)
mllminll.73m' with placebo (NS), and from 93 (3) to 89 (4) mllmin/1.73m'
during treatment with candesartan (NS). Mean difference (95% confidence
interval) between changes in GFR between the examination with placebo and
with candesartan were 0.1 (.5.5 to 5.8) mllmin/1.73m' (NS).
Conclusions: Our study suggest that candesartan reduce BP without ad
versely alter the preserved ability to autoregulate GFR in hypertensive type 2
diabetic patients without nephropathy.

1056
BENEFICIAL EFFECTOF CAPTOPRJL-D1LTJAZEM VS CAPTOPRIL IN TYPE 2
DIABETIC, HYPERTENSIVE, MlCROALBUMJNURJC PATIENTS.
M.perez-Maraver, M.Carrera, C.Vinzia, T.MicaI6, N.G6mez, M.Sahlin, J.Soler and
E.Montanya. EndocrineUnitlCSUBellvitge.Feixa Llarga sin. Hospitalet(Barcelona).
BackgrOllDd and Aims: in advanced diabeticnephropathy,combinedtreatment with

ACE inhibitors (ACEI) and nondihydropiridinecalcium antagonists seems to offer a
higher renoproteetiveeffectthan ACEIalone. In a preliminaryreportwesuggestedthat
in type 2 diabetic patients with hypertension and persistence of microalbuminuria
(MCA) despiteACEI treatment, the addition of diltiazem was associatedwith a better
evolutionof urinary albuminexcretion(UAE).We present the definitiveresultsafter a
2 year follow-up. Material and Methods: 36 type 2 diabetic, hypertensivepatients,
who remained microalbwninuric (3D-300mg/24h) after at least one year of ACEI
treatment were identified. Serum creatinine >150 ","01/1 or advanced heart
insufficiency were exclusion criteria. Patients were randomised: group C (n~22;

captopril) and C+DTZ (n=14; captopril and 120mg diltiazem). Captopril dose was
individualizedin both groups according to blood pressure. 28 patients completedtwo
years of follow-up (group C, n=17; group C+DTZ,n=II). Resultswereanalyzedwith
non-parametric tests. UAE ...vas log transformed. Results: both groups were initially
similar in terms of sex, age (61 years both groups),diabetesduration (14 vs 13years),
BMI(28,S vs 29,0 kg/m'), BP (systolic:148vs 149mmHg; diastolic82 vs 83), HbAlc
(7,9 vs 8,4%), cholesterol,triglicerides, creatinine and smoking habitus; initial UAE
wasalso similar (128 vs 113mg/24h).After twoyears, group C patientswerereceiving
a higher dose of captopril (106 vs 73mg, p<O,05). UAE only increased in group C
(27Omg/24h, p<0,05) and was higher than in group C+DTZ (130mg/24h, p<O,05).
Seven patients in group C but only one in group C+DTZ progressed to
macroalbwninuria.The other parametresremainedsimilar in bothgroups,particularly
BP (systolic: 146 vs 145,diastolic: 81 vs 78mmHg)and IIbAlc. Coaclusioa: in type2
diabetic patients with hypertension and persistent MCA despite ACEI treatment, the
addition of diltiazem was associatedwith a reducedprogression to macroalbuminuria
after twoyearsof follow-up. This elTect wasindependentof BP and metaboliccontrol.
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COMBINATION OF ATJRB AND ACE-I HAS A SYNERGIC
EFFECT ON TIlE REDUCTION OF MICRO ALBUMINURIA IN
lYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
C. Yokota, *K. Kawai, **Y. Okuda, ***T. Nakajima, **N.
Yamada, T. Iiizuml and T. SHIlGAI. Torlde Kyodo General
Hospital, *Kawai Clinic, **University of Tsukub a and
***University of Tokyo, Japan
Alms: Albuminuria is a sensitive predictor of microangiopathy in
diabetic patients. We have already reported that Losartan (L), an
angiotensin II receptor antagonist (ATIRB), has a beneficial effect in
Ihe early stages of diabetic nephropathy similar to EnalapriJ (E), an
angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor (ACE-I). In this study, we
have investigated the effect of combination of trealmenls with Land E
on the prevention of the early stages of nephropathy in Iype 2 diabetio
patients with hyperlension. Metbods: We randomly divided the 102
subjects into 5 groups; I) subjects who received 100 mg of I. alone, 2)
10 mg daily of E alone, and 3) 50 mg of Land S mg of E from the
beginning of the therapy, 4) addition of 5 mg ofE at 6 months after 50
mg of I., and 5) addition of 50 mg of L at 6 months after 5 mg of E.
The changes in the mean blood pressure (mBP) and albumin excretion
rate (AER) in each group were assessed before, 6 months and 12 months
after the start of each protocol. Results: The blood pressure was
controlled under 140/90 mmHg in all groups, and there were no
significant differences in the reduction rate of mBP at 12 months. The
degree of reduction in AER of group 3, 4 and 5 at 12 months was
significantly greater than that of group I and 2 (. p<O.OS) among the
groups (table). Co nclu alcn ss These results suggest that the
combination therapy of ACE-I and ATIRB has a synergio effect on the
reduction of microaibuminuria in Iype 2 diabetic patients with
hypertension.

I (n=25) 2 (n=19) 3 (n=18) 4 (n=17) 5 (n=23)

EfT~ls of 1<>sartan on urinary albumin excretion and endothelial vasomotor
function in type 2 dia~tic paticols with microalbuminuria .
KCn. Tan. W.S. Chow, V.KG. Ai', KSL Lam. Department of Medicine,
University of Hong Kong and 'Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Queen Mary
Hospital, Hong Kong.

Background and Aims: Microalbuminuria is associated with dysfunction of the
vascular endothelium in patients with diabetes mellitus. The aim of the present study
was to investigate the effect of Iosartan, an angiotensin II receptor antagonist, on
endothelial vasomotor function and urinary albumin excretion in type 2 diabetic
patientswithmicroaIbuminuria.

Materials and Methods: Eighty diabetic patients were randomized to receiving
either losartan 50 mg daily or placebo in a 6-month double-blind study. Inclusion
criteria were HbAlc <10%, urinary mean albumin excretion rate (MAER) 20-200
microgram/min and blood pressure <140/90 mmHg. Subjects on angiotensin
converting enzyme inhibitor were excluded from the study. Endothelium-dependent
and independent vasodilation were measured using high resolution vascular
ultrasound.

Results: At baseline, the 2 groups were comparable in their blood pressure. MAER
and endothelial function. Glycaemic control remained stable and blood pressure did
not change significantly in either groups throughout the study. The MAER decreased
in the losartan-treated group whereas an increase was observed in the placebo group.
At 6 month, the Iosartan-treated group had significantly lower MAER than the
placebo-treated group [54.5 (58.3) microgram/min vs 78.5 (100.5), p<O.05; median
(interquartile range)). No significant differences were found in endothelium
dependent (6.1 ± 204%vs 5.8 ± 204)or independent vasodilation (13.0 ±4.1% vs 13.0
± 3.1).

Condusions: Losartan has a urinary albumin lowering effect independent of its
effect on blood pressure. It prevents deterioration of microalbuminuria in patients
with type 2 diabetes mellitus without altering endothelial function.
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Group

l1 mBP (mmHg)
l1 AER (%)
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-31.8
-46.2

-40.2
-42.1

-32.3
-52.3'

-37.3
-54.2'

-37.6
-62.3'

EFFECfS OF ENALAPRIL AND LOSARTAN ON GLOMERULAR ANIONIC
CHARGE ix HYPERTENSIVE lYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS
D. Yavuz, O.Deyneli, AVelioglu, II.Cacina, G.HakIar and S.Malin.
Marmara University,Depts. Internal Medicine and Biochemistry.Istanbul,Turkey

Background and Aims: Animal studies have shown that.besides diminishing the
glomerular pressure.Angiotrensin-Converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors might reduce
urinary albumin excretion (UAE) by influencing glomerular charge selectivity through
preservation of glycosaminoglycans. Effects of Angiotensin II (AIl) antagonism on
glomerular charge remain to be determined The aim of this study was to compare the
effecs of AIl antagonist.Losartan, and ACE inhibitor,Enalapril on UAE,urinary
glycosaminoglycan excretion (Ugag) and red blood cell membrane anionic charge
(RBCCh) which are the indirect markers of glomerular basement membrane anionic
content, in hypertensive type 2 diabetic patients. Materials and Metbods:Twenty four
mild to moderately hypertensive type 2 diabetic patients were randomised into 2
groups.Twelve patients ( Group E, MIF 2/10, 52.8±S.S years) received enalapril maleate
(5-40 mgld) and 12 (Group L,1>1IF 4/8, SI.9±6.S years) received LosaI1an potassium (SO
lOOms/d). Following parameters were measured at baseline and after 6 months of
treatmenlUAE was measured by nephalometry.Ugag determined speclrophotometrically
after addition of 1.9-<1imethylmethylene blue and RBCCh by alcian blue binding lest
Blood pressures were followed Results: At the end of 6 month period.systolic and
diastolic blood pressures were significantly reduced in both treatment groups (p<O.OS).
Pre-and post-treatment UAE levels were 83.5±19.5 mg/d vs 25.9±10.8 mg/d (p<O.OS) for
group E, 80.1±19.2 mg/d vs 26.2±S.2 mgld (p<o.OS) for group L. Ugag excretion was
50.2±19.1 mg/d vs 2S.I±17.4 mg/d (p<0.05) for group E and S8.2±22.6 mg/d vs 28.S±18
mg/d (p<O.05) for group L ;RBCCh were 166.7±72.4 ng.a1cian blueJIO.-6 RBC vs
433.2±177 ng a1cian blueJIO.-6 RBC (p<0.01) for goup E and 163.5±74,3 ng.a1cian
blueJlO.-6 RBe vs 368.4±141.8 ng.alcian blueJl0-6 RBC for group I. pre-and post
treatment respectively.UAE wasnegatively correlated with RBCCh (r=-Oo4l,p<O.05) and
positively correlated "ilb Ugag (r-O.4I,p<0.OS). RBCCh was found to be negatively
correlated with Ugag in all study group (r=-O.44,p<0.02). Coodusion: Enalapril and
Losartan treatment were equally effective in reducing UAE as well as Ugag excretion and
preserving RBCCh in hypertensive type 2 diabetic patients. ACE inhibition and AIl
antagonism might have additive effects on preserving glomerular basement membrane
anionic content indiabetic patients.

Dual blockade of the renin-angiotensin system in tJllt 1 diabetic patients witb
diabetic nephropathy resistant to antihypertensive treatment.
P. Jacobsen. S. Andersen, B.V. Hansen and H-K Paning. Steno Diabetes Center,
Denmark.

Background and Aims: Albuminuria and hypertensionarc strong predictors of poor
renal and cardiovasclular outcome in diabetic patients. Approximately 30 % of I}JlC 1
patients with diabetic nephropathy (ON) have aIbuminuria>lglday and blood
pressure>135 and/or >85 mm Hg ("the resistant patient") despite antihyperten-sive
combination therapy including diuretics and the maximally recommended dose of
ACE inhibitor (ACEi). We tested the effect ofdual blockade of the renin-angiotensin
system(RAS) in these patients,
Materials and Metbods: We performed a randomiscd double blind crossover study
with 2 months treatment with Irbesartan 300 mg o.d, and placebo added on lop of
previous antihypertensive treatment We included 21 I}JlC I dia-betic patients with
ON resistant 10 conventional treatment as defined above. All received ACEi treat
ment and diuretics, in addition 10 patients received a ealcium channel antagonist and
3 patients a ll-blocker. At the end of each treatment period albuminuria, H-bour blood
pressure and glomerular filtra-tion rate (GFR) were measured.
Results: Addition o£3oo mg ofIrbesartan 10usuaJ aetihjpertensive therapy induced a
mean (95% CI) reduction in albuminuria of 37 (20 10 49) %, p<0.001 (geometric
mean (95% CI) from 1574 (1162 to 2132) to 996 (699 to 1419) mgl24 h), a reduction
in 24-hourblood pressure of8 (-21018)15 (110 9) mm Hg, p=O.l1/p=O.OI «mean
(SE) from placebo 146(4) I 80 (2) mm Hg), GFR remained unchanged Linear
regression revealed: Reduction in albuminuria ("/0) ee 2.3 x reduction in diastolic blood
pressure (mmHg) + 18, ITO.ot5, r2oQ.32. S-potassiurn increased «mean (SE» 4,3 10
4,6 mmoIIL, p=0,02). Intervention 10 reduce s-potassium was needed in 2 patients,
both with GFR below 35 mllmin*I,73m2. Otherwise the combination therapy was
safe.
Conclusions: Dual blockade of the RAS offers additional renal and cardiovascular
protection in I}JlC I diabetic patients with ON resistant 10 conventional
antihypertensive treatment including maximally recommended doses of ACEi.
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Diabetic Foot: Pathogenesis and Charcot
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EARLY DIAG:-iOSIS OF CHARCOT OSTEOARTHROPATHY: THE
OPPORTUNITY TO ARREST ITS DEVELOPMENT
N. Petrova, A. Foster, M. Bates, M. Doxford, M. A1-Janabi, M. Buxton-Thomas and
M. Edmonds. King's Diabetes Centre, London

Background and Aims: Early diagnosis of Charcot osteoarthropathy to prevent
deformity is important. A high index of suspicion is needed. The aim of this study
was to diagnose Charcot osteoarthropathy as early as possible and initiate early
treatment.
Malerials and Metbods: We studied 21 diabetic patients presenting with a red, hot,
swollen foot, mean age 52 ± 10 years (mean ± SD). Initially, each patient underwent
X-ray and technetium hydroxy-diphosphonate scan with X-ray follow-up, in order to
evaluate possible further changes. All patients were treated with offioading including
combinations of total contact casts (6), Aircasts (13) and crutches (15) and
wheelchairs (10).
Results: In 10 patients, the X-ray revealed classical changes of Charcot's
osteoarthropathy, 5 in the mid-foot and 5 in mid-foot and hindfoot. The bone scan
showed increased uptake in these areas. In 5 patients, the radiological changes were
borderline, 2 in the mid-foot, 2 in the mid- and hindfoot and one in the hindfoo!.
However the bone scan showed markedly increased uptake of isotope not only in the
area of the borderline radiological abnormality but throughout the mid-foot or the
hindfoot or both, confirming the diagnosis. Radiological follow-up at 3 months
revealed Charcot changes in a similar distribution to that of the bone scan. In 6
patients, the X-ray was normal at the time of presentation. However the bone scan
showed focal hot spots, 4 in the mid-foot and 2 in the hindfoot. In 2 cases,
radiological changes of Charcot developed at2 and 3 months respectively. However,
in 4 patients, the X-ray remained unchanged, at a mean follow-up of2.1 ± 1.4 years.
Conclusions: It is now possible to diagnose the Charcot foot at a very early stage with
abnormal bone scan but normal X-ray to prevent progression of this condition.

BONE MINERAL DENSITY IS REDUCED IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
WITH CHARCOT ARTHROPATHY.
J. Sheehan and M. Ulcbaker, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland,
Ohio and NCIDE, Westlake, Ohio, USA.
Background and Aims: To determine if bone mineral density (BMO) is
reduced in patients (pts) with diabetes mellitus (DM) with Charcot arthropathy
and to compare/contrast the BMD in pts with Type I (TI) and Type 2 (T2) 0~1.

Materials and Metbods: Retrospective chart review of 24 0~1 pts with Charcot
arthropathy. All BMOs were performed on a Hologic 4500 A.
Results: II TlOM pts (6F) and 13 nOM pts (8F) had median age
(47 yrsI58 yrs); OM duration (24 yTs!18yrs); and BMI (25.9/31.8). Advanced
complications were noted in TI and n OM pts as follows: peripheral neuropathy
(1000/0/100%); retinopathy (1000/0139%); proteinuria (82%162%); hypertension
(64%169%); dyslipidemia (55%/62%); and macrovascular disease (27%/46%).
Cardiac autonomic neuropathy was noted in 73% ofTlOM pts and 31% of
nOM pts B~ill results appear in the table below with median scores reported

Femoral neck BMO wasreduced in both groups, With the median T-seore m the
TI OM pts in the osteoporotic range and that in the nOM pts in the osteopenic
range. At all 3 anatomic sites, B~ill was lower in TI OM pts.
Conclusion: Low bone mass was noted in TlOM pts with Charcot arthropathy
at all 3 sites, but only at the femoral neck in nOM pts with Charcot arthropathy.
OM pts with Charcot arthropathy tend to have long-standing OM and advanced
DM complications. In this population, it remains to be determined if early
diagnosis of low BMD and initiation ofantiresorptive therapy will be beneficial
in the prevention ofeither recurrent Charcot or common osteoporotic fractures.

A-P Spine BMn Femoral Neck BMO Total Hip IIMD
g/cm IT-Score glcm IT-Score g/cm IT-Score

TIDM 0.910 I -1.27 0.649 I -2.51 0.764 I -1.94
TIOM 1242 1.51 0.754 -1.53 0.994 I -0.25
'l-scores: Osteoporosis < -2.50; Osteopenia -2.49 < x < ·1.00; Normal> -0.99. .
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THE B10MECHANICAL FEATURES OF CHRONIC STAGE OF CHARCOT

FOOT AND THEIR CHANGES AFTER ONE YEAR OF FOLLOW-UP
V. Bregovsky, T. Tsvetkova and V. Lebedev. City Diabetological Centre, State

Scientific Technical Complex "Module", St-Petersburg, Russia.
Background and aims: Charcot arthropathy (CA) is believed to be one of the
serious complications ofdiabetie neuropathy. Progressive deformation of the foot in
patients with CA creates biomechanical abnormalities that lead to ulceration and
amputation. The aim of present study was to investigate the biomechanical
parameters of the feet with chronic stage of mid foot CA and their changes after one
year of follow-up. Patients and methods: Fifteen diabetic patients (5 males, 10
females) with CA in rnidfoot (crocker bottom» or «medial convexity») were
examined. Mean age was 51.7t13.2 years, duration of diabetes « 23.4t9.6 years.
Five patients were re-examined after one year. The absence of active stage was
confirmed by X-ray. IO-g monofilament and biothesiometry in conjunction with
plantar pressure distribution measurement (emed-AT-2, novel GmbH, Munich) were
carried out. Data analysis was performed with novel scientific software. Peak
pressures (PP), Nlcm', maximum force (MF), % of body weight (BW), force-time
integrals (FTI), % of BWxs for different foot areas, arch indexes (AI), and other
geometric parameters were calculated. Results: Al (0.32tO.05 vs 0.2ItO.09), PP
(39.0±32.5 vs lO.3t5.6), MF (46.2±25.0 vs 16.3tI1.4) and FTI (30.5tI8.9 vs
9.1±7.9) under the midfoot with CA were increased (p<0.05) compared to the
contralateral foot. Subarch angle in CA feet was also greater (114.1±2.8 vs
94.4t7.0). After one year of follow-up the significant changes in PP were found
only in two patients with PP under the midfoot greater than 60N/cm': 94.6±9.9 vs
59.8±7.6 and 99.2±16.6 vs 72.7t4.9. Highest PP remained unchanged in one patient:
110.9±14.4 vs 103.4±12.6 and no changes were observed in two patients with PP
less than 60Nlcm'. Conclusions: Charcot arthropathy in midfoot is characterized
with high level of midfoot loading and increased subarch angle. Changes in the PP
during follow-up in chronic CA appear to depend on the baseline PP level.

Autonomic, peripheral neuropathy and osteoporosis in the
diabetic foot
Katushkina A., Mokhort T., Rudenko E. Minsk, Belarus

Aims: To correlate the bone mass density (BMO) in the calcaneum in patients
with and without neuropathic diabetic foot (NOF) and patients with autonomic
neuropathy (AN). Material and metbods: 60 1}]lC I DM patients were evaluated
and divided into threehomogeneous groups: 1- without NDF (group I). II - with
NDF (group 2), m - with NDF andAN (group 3). Group I: 18 patients (8 male
and 10 female) mean age 40,7±.,8,9 yrs, Group 2: 20 patients (mff: 10/10) mean
age 46.9±II,5 yTS. Group 3: 22 patients (mlf: 10/12) mean age 53,6±9,lyTS.Thc
average of HbAle, B~U and duration of diabetes were also evaluated, B~lD was
measured at the distal radius by Dual Energy Xvray Absorptiometry (DEXA) and
on the left calcaneum by UItrasonograthy. Results: In group 1 the averages were:
HbAIc (9,01:1,8); BMI (24,9±1,7) and duration of DM (8,6±5,8). BMO at the
distal radius was normal in 16 patients (88,9%) osteopenia in 2 patients (II,I%).
BI-ill on the calcaneum was lower in 2 patients (11,9"10) while 16 patients showed
normal values (88,9%).In group 2: the averages were: HbAle (9,3 ±.,2,1) ; B~U
(25,9±1,S) and duration ofDM (I4,6:±7,6). BMD at thedistal radius was nonna! in
8 patients (40%) osteopenia in 9 patients (45%) and osteoporosis in 3 (15%).
BMD on the calcaneum was lower in 4 patients (20%) while 16 patients showed
normal values (80%). In group 3: the averages were: HbAlc (9,7±I,9); BMI
(26,4±I,7) and duration ofDM (I6,6±1,2). BMO at thedistal radius was normal in
6 patients (27,3%) ostcopcnia in II patients (50%) and osteoporosis in 5(22,3%).
BMO on the calcaneum was lower in 7 (31,8 %) while in 15 patients showed nor
mal values (68,2%). The difference in B~lD on calcaneum was statistically sig
nificantbetween 1 and 2 (II,9"10 VS 20% P=(), 01); between 2 and 3 (20% VS
31,8 P=(),OI) being the higher degree of osteoporosis in the group with NDF and
AN. Conclusions: I. Peripberal neuropathy could be a risk factor for osteoporosis
in the diabetic foot 2. Association autonomic neuropathy significantly increases
the risk of osteopcnosis development in the diabetic foot.
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THE EfFECT Of POLYNEUROPATHY 0:" THE fOOT
MICROCIRCULAno:" IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
Nabuurs M, Houben A, Dennert J, Bleeker 0, de Bruin T, Schaper N. Dept. of Int.
Medicine, university hospital Maastricht; CARlJ,I, Maastricht, The Netherlands.
Background and Aims: Peripheral polyneuropathy (PNP) is a risk factor for
diabetic foot ulcers. Polyneuropathy could result in impaired peripheral
microcirculation, jeopardising delivery of fluid and nutrients. Therefore, we
studied microcirculation and fluid filtration rate (FFR) in the feet of type 2 diabetic
patients with PNP (PNP+, n=14) and with a history of a neuropathic foot ulcer
(Ulcer, n=9), without PNP (PNP., n=14), and 14 healthy controls (C). All subjects
were matched for age, gender, BMI, and were without peripheral vascular disease
or varicosis. Materials and Methods: FfR was measured by mercury strain gauge
plethysmography, skin blood flow by laser-Doppler fluxmctry (LDF) and capillary
blood cell velocity (CBV)!capillary density by nailfold capillary microscopy. All
measurements were performed first supine and subsequently during 50 minutes
sitting in standardised conditions. Results: Supine CBV (data not shown) and
Effective Nutritive Blood Flow (ENIlF = CIlV x capillary density) were lower in
Ulcer (6.6 nurnber/mm/s) compared to PNP+ (13.9), PNP- (l6A), and C (12.1)
(p=0.05). In the diabetic patients we found a negative correlation between the
severity of neuropathy (Valk-score) and ENBF (supine r=-046; p<0.02). After
sitting the decrease in LDF was larger in Ulcer (-33%) compared to PNP+ (-10%),
PNP- (-14%), and C (-1%) (p=0.005). No further differences in microcirculatory
variables were observed. Compared to Controls (0.00286 ml/dl/s) FFR in the first
10 minutes sitting was lower in Ulcer (0.00121) and PNP+ (0.0020) (p<0.00 I) and
unaltered in PNP- (0.00194). Furthermore, we found a negative correlation (r= 
OAI; p<O.OI) between Valk-score and FFR in the first 10 minutes of sitting.
Conclusion: In type 2 diabetic patients skin microcirculation and fluid filtration
arc in particular impaired in subjects with a history of foot ulceration. These
defects are probably related to polyneuropathy, as the decrease in ENBF and FfR
were associated with the severity ofPNP. These results suggest that PNP results in
a decrease in total microcirculatory blood flow with a subsequent loss of capillary
filtration surface. Alternatively, the decrease in FFR could be caused by an
increase in interstitial hydrolic pressure in the neuropathic foot, as observed
earlier.

1067
PREVALENCE OF PATHOGENIC ORGANIS~S IN SEVERE FOOT
INFECTIONS IN THE OUTPATIENT DL\BETIC FOOT CLINIC.
P. Mendes, R Carvalho, C. Horta, J. Dores, B. Serra, H. Ramos, E. Calado", H
Ramos' and J. Amorim'. Endocrinology and Microbiology' Departments. Hospital
Geral de Santo Antonio - Porto, Portugal
Background and Aims: Foot infections are a common and serious problem in
diabetic patients. The aim of this work was to study the prevalence of pathogenic
organisms in severe foot infections and to assess the efficacy of the empirical
antibiotic regimens.
Materials and Metbods: A restrospective analysis (between Nov/97 and Decl99) of
78 infected foot ulcers was done. 91% of the patients had type 2 Diabetes and 9"/0
1)1'< I Diabetes. The mean age was 62 years (min-max;28-85) with 49"/0females and
61% males. The mean time of evolution since diagnosis was 15 years (1-41). 73,1%
had a neuropatic foot and 26,9"/0 had a vascular fool. We have found radiological
and/or probe to bone evidence ofosteomyelitis in 53,8%. The samples were obtained
from the deeper tissue, and by needle aspiration when pus was present.
Results: 78 cultured wounds were positive and studied. 23% of the cultured wounds
were polymicrobial, with 44,4% of anaerobes. Gram(+) aerobic bacteria were the
commonest micro-organism isolated (51,3%), followed by Gram(-) aerobic bacteria
(25,7%). Anaerobes were isolated in 30,8%. Of the Gram(+) aerobes, Staphylococcus
aurcus was found most frequently (67,5%) and 26% were methicillin-resistant
(MRSA). MRSA was isolated only in patients treated with several antibiotics before.
Pseudomonas aeruginosa was present in 15,3% of the Gram(-) aerobes isolations. All
patients iniciated empirical treatment. The antibiotics selected were
amoxicillin/clavulanate (29,5%), ciprofloxacinlclindamycin (29,5%) and imipenem
(41%). Of the micro-organisms isolated. 17 were resistant to the antibiotic selected.
These included: 7 MRSA. 5 Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 4 Morganella morganii and I
Serratia marcescens. These micro-organisms were more resistant to imipenem
(p=O,OOII) and less to ciprofloxacinlclindamycin (p=O,052). One of the outcomes of
the empirical treatment was a major amputation in 8 patients. These amputations were
more frequent when resistant micro-organisms were isolated (p=O,058).
Conclusions: The prevalence of the micro-organisms isolated is similar to that
described in the international studies, with a significant number of MRSA. but with
less polymicrobial isolations. The revision of the initial antibiotic regimens according
to antibiograrns is mandatory to ensure better outcomes.

1066
PERlPHERAL AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTION AND FOOT
ULCERATION IN DIABETES
A. Karanti', N. Tentolouris, P. Tsapogas, P. Kokotis, C. Kyriakopoulos, K.
Karidakis, U, Smith' and N. Katsilarnbros. I" Department of Propaedeutic
Medicine, Athens University Medical School, Athens, Greece and 'Department of
Internal Medicine, Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Gothenburg. Sweden.
Background-Alms: Although peripheral sensory neuropathy (PN) is a major risk
factor for foot ulceration, there is paucity of data concerning the contribution of
impaired peripheral autonomic nervous system (ANS) function to foot ulceration in
diabetic subjects (DS). This study examined the relationship between indices of
ANS function and foot ulceration in diabetes. Materials and Methods: Forty-nine
patients with either type I or 1)1'< 2 diabetes were studied. Diagnosis of PN was
based on clinical symptoms (NSS), signs (NOS) and quantitative sensory testing
(vibration perception threshold, VPT). OS were matched for age and sex and
divided in 3 groups: Without PN (DN-, n=22); with PN (DN+, n=(3); with
neuropathic foot ulceration (DFU, n=14). Postural vasoconstriction arteriolar reflex
(V AR) and AlIOS activation during deep breathing (DB) were evaluated using laser
Doppler flowmetry at the dorsal aspect ofthe right fool. Sympathetic skin response
test (SSR) was also performed on the same fool. Results: VAR [median
(interquartile range)] (%) values were not significantly different among DN-, DN+
and DFU [36.6 (28.7-53.3), 23.8 (12-42.3 and 43.7 (15.5-61.6) respectively,
P~0.191. The same was valid for DB values (%) [38.1 (22.7-48.6),20.3 (13.9-33.8)
and 29.9 (10.9-40.6) respectively, P=0.08). SSR was absent in all but 2 DS with
DFU, in 6 DS in the DN+ group and in 2 DS in the DN- group (P<O.OOOI),
Logistic regression analysis, adjusted for age, sex, blood pressure, duration and
control ofdiabetes, as well as the indices of peripheral somatic and ANS function,
showed that only HilA,,, NDS, VPT and an absent SSR, but not VAR or DB, are
associated independently with foot ulceration: Odds ratio (95% confidence
intervals): IA8 (1.04-2.10), 2.67 (1.50-4.75), 120 (1.08-1.33), 3.75 (124-1124),
1.01 (0.99-1.03) and 0.98 (0.94-1.02) respectively, Conclusions: Poor diabetes
control, severity ofperipheral somatic neuropathy and absence of sweating-but not
impaired vasoconstrictor tone-in the feet are associated with increased risk for foot
ulceration in diabetic patients.

1068
Assessment of nou-speejfie immune response to infection in patients with
diabetic foot
A. Jirkovska, V. Fejfarova, J. Hosova, J. Kalanin, I. Striz and J. Skibova, Institute for
Clinical and Experimental Medicine, Prague, Czech Republic

Background and Aims: The major factors of an non-specific immune response are
phagocytic cells including polymorphonuclear leukocytes (pMN), which are also able
to kill and degrade the substances which they eat in a process requiring energy and
associated with a'respiratory burst' ofoxygen consumption. The aim ofour study was
to assess PMN functions in patients with chronic diabetic foot (DF) bacterial
infection.

Materials and Metbods: 30 patients treated over one month for an infected OF in our
foot clinic (mean age 54 ± 8 years, duration ofdiabetes 20 ± 9 years, HbAlc 8.8 ± 1.5
%) were matched with 25 healthy controls. All patients were without clinical signs of
acute deep infection and without critical leg ischemia. Phagocytosis and respiratory
burst of PMN were determined by flow cytometry (phagotest, Bursttest; Orpegen
Pharma, Heidelberg, F.RG.) in basal state and after stimulation with Escherichia coli.

Results: The patients with DF did not differ significantly in the count of active PMN
in basal state in Bursttest from healthy controls (2.6 ± 2.0 \'S. 3.0 ± 2.8%), but the
fluorescent activity of these cells was significantly lower in the group of patients with
DF (396 ± 228 vs. 574 ± 337, P < 0.05). There were no significant differences in the
count of active PMN (87 ± 13 vs, 82 ± 19 %) and their fluorescent activity (3097 ±
2122 vs. 3270 ± 2135) in stimulated state between the group of patients with DF and
healthy controls in Bursttest. The count of phagocyting PJ,fN in basal and stimulated
state and their fluorescent activity did not differ significantly between both study
groups.

Conclusions: The results of our study show a slightly altered non-specific immune
response to infection in diabetic patients with chronic foot infection in comparison
with healthy subjects.
Supported by grant of Ministry ofHealth IGA No. 5223-3
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Measurement of toe blood pressure is useful in screening for lower ertremety
arterial disease in diabetes patients.
D. Sahli, B Eliassen, M Svensson and I W Eriksson
Depts ofMedicine. Universities ofUmel and Goteborg, Sweden

Baekground and Aims: Screening for lower extremity arterial disease (LEAD) has
often included measurement of ankle blood pressure (AP) and ankle/arm index (AI).
However. in diabetes patients the readings are often higher than the true pressures due
to medial sclerosis. Therefore, we evaluated a screening program using toe blood
pressures (11') and toe/arm index (Tl) measured with a simple non-invasive method.
Materials and Metbods: We recruited 437 subjects (age 30-70) none of whom had
any previously known or suspected LEAD. 134 subjects were centrols (C). 166 had
type I (TID) and 137 type 2 (TID) diabetes. A blood pressure cuffon the ankle or the
proximal part of the great toe was cennected to a sphygmanometer and the distal pulse
was monitored with Doppler for AP and a pulse oxymeter sensor for TP. Impaired
peripheral circulation was defined as pressures or indices below mea.n-2SD for the
centrol group.
Results: When using AP. AI (a tib ant and a tib post), TP and 11 together. 6% of C,
24% ofTID and 31% ofTID had at least one of those measurements below normal in
either leg, i.e. a sign of impaired anerial circulation (p<O.OOI for TID or T2D vs C).
With AP and AI alone these numbers were 4%. 10"10 and 12%. respectively (p<0.05).
Low TP (<79 mmHg) orT! «0.74) despite normal AP and AI was found in 2% of C,
16% of TID»! and 20% ofT2D»! (p<O.OOI). Conversely, low AP or AI cembined
with normal TP and T! was found in only 4%. all groups included. Furthermore. the
number of diabetic subjects exhibiting low AI or T! was 4-5-fold greater than those
with low AP or TP.
Condusions: 10 diabetic patients, measurement ofTP and Tl, as compared to AP and
AI alone, markedly improves the diagnostic sensitivity with respect to LEAD. and this
is probably mainly explained by medial sclerosis being cemmon at the ankle but not
at the forefoot level. Furthermore, reduced AI and Tl, i.e. indices adjusting for
systemic blood pressure were more sensitive than the absolute pressures (AP and TP)
alone. We suggest that toe blood pressures should be included in the evaluation of
atherosclerotic disease in diabetes. 25-30% of asymptomatic patients may exhibit
impaired peripheral circulation,

PS82
Diabetic Foot: Epidemiology
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Regional differences concerning diabetic foot lesion outcomes • preliminary
results or a prospective study
I. Mollenberg (I), S. Morbacb (I), Z.G. Abbas (2), V. Viswanathan (3). H.R. Ocbs
(I). J.K Lutale (2), R Seena (3), A Ramachandran (3). Soest, Germany (I) - Dar es
Salaam, Tanzania (2) - Chennai, India (3)

Background: Although the pathogenesis of the diabetic foot is probably similar in
different pans of the world, regional variation cencerning proportions of underlying
risk cenditions and clinical presentation has been described. Differences cencerning
outcome ofthose lesions are to be expected.
Aim: To determine the differences of diabetic foot lesion outcomes in different
regions of the world. Patients and Methods: 613 consecutive patients with diabetic
foot lesions from three centers (A=Soest/Germany. B=Dar es SalaamITanzania,
C=ChennaiJlndia) were included in this study. Outcome related data (healing without
amputation, performed amputation, or death before healing), as well as data on event
duration were cellected for each patient. In addition, the impact of peripheral vascular
disease (PVD) on outcome was investigated.
Results: Complete information was available on 451 patients (74%). PVD was
evident among 50"10 of the patients from A, 22% from B. and 17% from C.
Revascularization was implemented in 14% ofthe German patients, but not in centers
B and C. In all three centers. healing without amputation was attainable in more than
two thirds of the lesions (76%. 73% and 77%). Amputation had to be performed in
20.2% (Major: 7.1%). 22.5% (7.9%) and 22.7% (4.5%) of the cases. respectively.
Average healing duration was 92.2 days in A, 132.3 days in B. and 118.3 days in C.
While only 7.9% of patients without evidence of PVD from center A underwent
amputation, it was far more frequent in Bin C (18.8% and 18.7%. p<0.05). Tanzanian
patients with PVD had an almost ninefold increased risk of death prior to healing
compared with their counterparts without vascular disease (35% and 4%. respectively.
p<O.OOI).
Preliminary Condusion: 10 the German population, the outcome of diabetic foot
lesions seems to be predominately influenced by the presence and successful therapy
of PVD. In contrast, progressive infection appears to be the primary problem among
developing countries, as reflected by high amputation rates in patients without
evidence ofvascular disease.
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Increase in body weight contributes to mcreased mean peak plantar root
pressures and pressure times in patients ",itb diabetic neuropathy
L Thiaspras, C. Theodoropoulos, E. Giannopoulou, A Kamaratos, S. Iraklianou, A
Melidonis. Diabetic Center, Tzanio Hospital. Piraeus, Greece

Background and Aims: Foot ulcers have been shown to occur at sites of high plantar
pressure in patients with diabetic neuropathy. The most common anatomical sites of
foot ulcerations are under the metatarsal heads and the plantar aspect of the big toe.
The aim of this study wasto investigate the peak plantar pressures and pressures times
on the above anatomical sites under the effect of increased weight in patients with
diabetic neuropathy.
Materials and Methods: Two groups of volunteer's patients with type IT diabetes
were evaluated. Group A (n=IO) composed of patients with diabetic neuropathy
(vpT>25 volt, 5.07 S.w. monofilament IQ-g insensitivity). Group B (n=IO)
composed of patients without neuropathy. The subject groups were of similar age.
sex. B~l1 and duration of diabetes. Using the Foot-Scan RS International barefoot
pressure measurement system, repeated measures were recorded on both groups and
peak plantar pressures and pressure times were compared under three conditions. The
first condition involved measurements without any additional weight and served as a
baseline measurement (CI). The second and third test cenditions involved pressure
measurements with an additional 5 kg (C2) and 8.5 kg (C3) respectively. of weight
evenly distributed in pockets of a workout vest. For the purpose of the study. only
data recorded from under the metatarsal heads and big toe were used for analysis. and
the mean peak preassures in N/cm2 (MPP) and mean pressure times in msec. (MPT)
were obtained. All patients were able to walk cemfortably, unaided, at their own pace.
Results: 10 group A there was a significant increase in mean peak plantar foot
pressures for each incremental increase of weight (MPP: CI=16,09; C2=17,21;
C3=18,81 that CI vs C2: p<0.05 ; CI vs C3: p<O.05 and C2 vs C3: p<0.05). The
mean peak pressure times were significant increase in C3 (MPT: C I=563,2;
C2=579.9; C3=635.31 that CI vs C3: p<0.05 and C2 vs C3: p<0.05). 10 group B there
was not any significant statistical differences between the three conditions (MPP:
CI=17,39; C2=17.50; C3=I7,33 and MPT: CI=609,6; C2=620.7; C3=624,5)
Condusions: Small amount of increase in body weight centributes to increased mean
peak plantar pressures. while bigger amounts of increase in body weight centributes
also to increase mean peak pressure times in patients with diabetic neuropathy.
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Is it better ifYt'tshow a fall, or a rise, in tbe rate ormajor amputation!
Pound N, Jeffcoate WI. Macfarlane RM. Treece KA & Game F
Department of Diabetes and Endocrinology. City Hospital, Nottingham NG5 IPB.
UI(

10 the very long term, it is to be expected that improvement in diabetes management
will lead to a substantial fan in the number of major (at or about the knee)
amputations undertaken for diabetes. This does not mean, however. that amputation
rate is necessarily a guide to the quality of specialist foot care in the short term. This
is because the principal reasons for variation in amputation rate relate not to the
quality of management but to the nature of the population, the structure of health care
services, and prevailing medical orthodoxy. Amputation rate is a reflection of medical
activity, and not just ofdisease incidence and severity. If a sizeable percentage of foot
ulcers are also managed by non-specialist teams, it follows that the rate of amputation
may be largely beyond the influence of specialists working within the field. Our own
unpublished observations made at the time of the release of the St Vincent
Declaration targets in 1989, indicated that only about 25% of the expected major
amputations for diabetes were initiated by our multidisciplinary foot care clinic. We
believed therefore that the primary target for the care of established foot problems
should be to ensure a greater referral rate to specialist services. and that within those
services this should be reflected in a rise in amputation rate, and not a fall.

We have therefore analysed data collected in our unit on both minor and major
amputations between 1988 and 1999. The mean annual rate of referral of patients with
new ulcers has increased progressively from 40.0 (1988.1990) to 87.3 (1997-1999).
Over the same ten year interval there was a rise in the mean annual number of major
and minor amputations from 5.0 and 5.7, respectively, to 9.3 and 16.3. However,
when expressed as a percentage of new referrals. there was no change in either: 12.5
and 14.3% to 10.6 and 18.6%. These data confirm that we have substantially
improved the percentage of foot ulcers being managed by specialist services, and this
is reflected in a substantial rise in the number ofamputations performed.
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Non-traumatic lower extremity amputations in diabetic patients: a 8-)'ear
population based survey in an italian region.
L. Scionti and M. Massi Benedetti on behalf of the Cooperative Study Group of
the'Progetto Umbria Diabete', Department of Internal Medicine, University of
Perugia, Perugia, Italy.

Background and Aims: To perform a retrospective, population-based survey of all
non-traumatic lower-extremity amputations (LEAs) carried out in Umbria (831,714
inhabitants), Italy, in 8 years (1991-1998).

Materials and Methods: The registries of the operating rooms of all the surgical
wards in Umbria were examined to quantify the LEAs and identify the subjects.
Details about the patients were subsequently obtained from the hospital records of all
the amputees (A). At least one of the following criteria had to be fulfilled to identify a
patients as diabetic: 1) history of diabetes, 2) pharmacologic hypoglycemic therapy
before surgery, and 3) fasting plasma glucose>140 mgldl before surgery.

Resnlts: In 1991-1998,973 umbrian residents underwent LEAs and 52.2% of them
were diabetics. The median age at LEA was 74 }TS (range 35-96) for diabetic A (DA)
and 78 yrs (44-98) for non diabetic A (NDA) (p<0.001). Within both groups age at
LEA was higher in females than in males. Males were more numerous than females
amomg the A, but the sex ratio (MIF) within the groups was markedly different (1.3
in DA and 2.3 in h1)A; p<O.OOI). The incidence of new A was 22.84/IO,ooo/}T in
diabetics and 1.06/l0,ooo/yr in non diabetics. The incidence increased with age in
both groups and was significantly higher in diabetics at all ages. Overall perioperative
mortality was 8.8% and was higher among the NDA (10,5% vs 7,3%; p= ns). The
number by year on new DA did not significantly change over the 8-year period.
However, the ratio between major (above ankle) and minor (below ankle) new DA
progressively decreased from 1.41 to 0.6 I suggesting that LEAs are now performed at
a more distal level than in the previous years.

Conclusions: although in our region DA still represent more than 50''/0 of all the A
and their number did not decrease over the years, the level of amputation is now more
distal than in the past.

1075
DIABETIC FOOT SYNDRO:\IE (DFS) RISK FACTORS AND
INCIDENCE IN THE DIABETICS, RESIDENTS OF UZBEKISTAN.
G.N. Rakhimova, Z. S Akbarov. Diabetic Foot Department, Institute of
Endocrinology, Public Health Ministry, Republic of Uzbekistan,
Tashkent.

AIMS: to assess diabetic foot syndrome risk factors and incidence in
patients with diabetes mellitus (0:\1), residents of Uzbekistan.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: 1063 DM patients (555 females, 508
males, 36.5% with I type DM, 63.5% with 2 type DM) referring to the
Institute of Endocrinology within a year were examined by a podiatrist
for assessment of vibration sensation by a calibrated tuning fork, of
tactile perception by a 109. monofilament, of thermal sense by TRI
TERM device as well as of pain sensitivity and tendon reflex. GI)'cemia
and HbA I e level were measured to rate compensation, Wagner clas
sification being used to value diabetic ulceration. RESULTS: peripheral
polyneuropathy was diagnosed in 74% of Dl\f patients (23.6% with I
type DM, 76.4% with 2 type DM). DFS was observed in 25% of the
diabetics (33.1 % and 66.9%, respectively), Drs neuropathic form making
it 82.7%, the ischaemic one - 1.6%, the mixed one - 15.7%. Risk factor
analysis showed Drs incidence of 12.5% and 69,8% depending on the
disease duration of < 5 years and> 10 years, DFS incidence of 6.5% and
42.7% in age groups of 20-29 and 60-69 years, respectively. HbAIc level
in Drs patients was more than 11%, that is, confidently higher (p< 0.001)
than in the group without Drs. CONCLUSIONS: Drs was observed in
25% of DM patients admitted at the Institute of Endocrinology, disease
duration, age and diabetes compensation stage being the major risk
factors. High DFS incidence, resulting in disability of D:\1 patients, makes
necessary self-control optimization as well as diabetic foot departments in
various areas of Uzbekistan and training of podiatrists for diabetic foot
intervention measures to be accomplished.
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Prevaleuce and Risk factors for Peripheral Vascular Diseases among Korean
diabetic patients
B.S. Kim, K.H. Yoon, II.S. Kwan, 1.M. Lee, S.H. Ko, B.Y. Cha, K.W. Lee, H.Y. Son,
and S.K. Kang, Catholic University, Seoul, Korea

Background and Aims: It has been reported that the prevalence rate of peripheral
vascular diseases of the Western diabetics is 20-40% while that of the Asian
counterparts is low at about 3-6%. Hence, this study investigated the prevalence and
the risk factors of peripheral vascular diseases among Korean diabetics.
Materials and Methods: This study included 1,677 and 850 patients at each of the
respective two hospitals-one in Seoul and one Suwon (a city located in the vinicity of
Seoul). Endocrinology outpatient clinics were visited for three months from
December 2000 through February 2001. Among them, J3l6 parients(52% of the
participated patients) had their ankle-brachial index measured. Peripheral vascular
disease was defined as having an ankle-brachial index of < 0.9. And it investigated
conventional risk factors ofatherosclerosis and presence of diabetic complications.
Results: The prevalence rate of peripheral vascular diseases was 2.5%(33cas05). The
prevalence rate of patients with ABI<0.95 was 4.9"1o(65cases) while that of the
patients with ABI<1.0 was 6.8%(90 cases). When these two groups (ABI<0.9 \'S

ABI>=O.9) were compared for the presence of a peripheral vascular disease, a
significant difference was merely observed with respect to age, systolic and diastolic
blood pressure (67.8+1-10.9 vs. 59.2+1-11.5 years old, p=O.oool; 145.3+/-16.1 vs.
130.9+/-17.7 mmHg, p--o.oool; 83.0+/-9.1 vs. 79.0+/-10.5 mmHg, p=O.018,
respectively). The results of the stepwise logistic analysis showed that age (OR,
0.934, p=O.014) and systolic blood pressure (OR, 0.965, p=O.OO8) were sinificant risk
factors.
Conclusions: Unlike the Western counterparts, Korean diabetic patients showed a
low prevalence rate of peripheral vascular disease, revealing a similar prevalence rates
as that of other Asian populations. Among Korean diabetics, the age and systolic
blood pressure were the most significant risk factors ofperipheral vascular disease.
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INCIDENCE OF TYPE 2 DIABETIC FOOT ULCERATIO~ AND LOWER
LIMB AMPUTATION IN A DUTCH PRL\IARY HEALTH CARE SETTING
I. Statius Muller, WJ.C. de Grauw', W.H.E.M. van Gerwen", M.L. Bartclink,
HJ.M. van den Hoogen' and G.E.H.M. Rutten.Julius Centre for General Practice
and Patient Oriented Research, University Medical Centre Utrecht and
'Department of Family Medicine of the University ofNijmegen, the Netherlands
Background and Aims: Studies outside the Netherlands show varying
prevalences ofdiabetic foot ulceration from 2-7% and of lower limb amputation
from 1.3-4%. Nothing is known about its incidence. Our aims are to determine the
incidence of diabetic foot ulcers and lower limb amputations in type 2 diabetic
patients in a primary health care setting. Materials and Methods: The data were
collected in the academic research network of the department of General Practice
University Nijmegen (the Nijmegen Monitoring Project) between 1993 and 1998.
The NMP is a continuos prospective registration of the course of type 2 diabetes
mellitus in 9 general practices, with a total population of 46,500 patients. In
addition chart research was performed in all patients with registered diabetic foot
problems, those who died, moved to a nursery home or were under specialist care.
The yearly incidence of foot ulceration was defined as the number of type 2
diabetic patients who developed a new foot ulcer .Likewise the incidence of lower
limb amputation was defined. Results: The study population of type 2 diabetic
patients per year increased from 552 patients in 1993 to 745 patients in 1998. The
yearly incidence of foot ulceration varied from 1.1-2.7% with a mean of 1.9%..
25% of the patients had recurrent episodes. The yearly incidence of patients with
an amputation varied from 0.4-0.8% with a mean of 0.5%. Ten of the 15 patients
with a lower limb amputation died, 4 patients dwing their hospital stay for
amputation, the other 6 between one and 3 years after their first amputation. In
80% foot ulceration preceded the amputation. Conclusions: The incidence of
diabetes related foot ulceration and lower limb amputation is low but persistent in
this unselected population. The recurrence rate and risk for subsequent amputation
are high with devastating consequences of invalidation and a high mortality.
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF FOOT EXA~W'ATlO:'l I:'i DIABETIC FOOT
PATIErHS
Van Pullen MA', riC Schapcr··.·Font)'s Pararnedische Hogeschool Eindhoven,
"Dept.ofMed, University Hospital Maastricht, The Netherlands
Background and Aims: FOOL examination is the cornerstone for foot ulcer
prevention and several techniques have been advocated to detect patients at risk.
However, how these techniques perform in elderly diabetic patients in daily
practise frequently remains to be determined, In the present study we investigated
the intra- and intertester reproducibility (Intra and Inter) of commonly used
techniques. Materials and Methods: To determine Intra 45 diabetic patients,
mean age 67.4 yTS., with polyneuropathy, were examined twice by the same
examiner. To determine Infer, 20 identical patients, were examined by 2
examiners. All examinations were performed on 2 separate occasions and
consisted of: pinprick (Neurotip); monofilament (10 gram on apex hallux); tuning
fork (128 liz on apex hallux); Neuropathy Symptom Score (NSS-<juestionnaire);
toe pressure (ToeP: pletysmography); Ankle-Brachial-Index (ABI: Doppler); foot
type (IT: normal, nat or hollow); metatarsal length (ML: relative length of
metatarsals in relation to each other); arterial pulsations foot; length and width of
shoes; weight-bearing goniometry of the MTPI (G-MTPI) and ankle joint (G
ankle). Reproducibility of each measurement and was scored as: <.40 - poor; .40 •
.60 ~ questionable; .60 - .80 = reasonable; > .80 ~ good. Results: Intra was
questionable in ML (.4-1) and IT (.56); reasonable scored ABI (.6-1),art. pulsations
(.68), ToeP (.74), G-ankle (.74), pinprick (.75). Good scored: shoe examination
(.83), monofilament (.87), G-MTPI (.80), ), NSS-score (.89) and tuning fork (.92).
Inter was poor in ML (.33) and IT (.34); questionable were ABI (.56) and art.
pulsations (.56). Reasonable scored: ToeP (.66), G-ankle (.67), pinprick (.69), NSS
(.76), monofilament (.77), shoes examination (.77) and G-MTPI (.78). Good
scored tuning fork (.83). Conclusions: Intertesler reproducibility was higher than
intratester in most examinations. Determination of foot type, palpation of
metatarsal heads, palpation of arteries and ankle pressure measurement probably
have a too low reproducibility for use in daily e1inieal practise. Acceptable
reproducibility had the tests for neuropathy, toe-pressure measurement and shoe
examinal ion. In contrast to earlier studies, in which joint mobility was tested
passively, the reproducibly of joint mobility tested during weight bearing was
acceptable for daily practise.

1079
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDY OF TilE IriDlCATORS RELATED TO
DIABl-n:S FOOT PROBLUIS rnB1J\CK SEA AREA
S. PRUNA on behalf of the Black Sea Tele Diab Consortium, Inst, of Diabetes,
Nutrition and Metabolic Diseases, "N.Paulescu", I. Movila 5-7, 79811, Bucharest,
RO~IAA1A

Bad.ground and Aims: To demonstrate effective routine implemenution of modem
information and corn..munication technology in the Black Sea area. for the epidemiological
study of the foot complications of diabetes mellitus, the most prevalent and costly of all
the diabetes-related complications. Malerials and :'>le'hOOs: To obtain a usable dara set
for audit. patient data were standardised on the WHO/EUROPE recommended Basic
Information Sheet diabetes dataset. According to St Vincent Declaration the most
important factors related to the development of foot ulcers are: regular inspection of foot,
to identify whether or not is peripheral neuropathy, normal vibratory sensitivity, normal
pin prick sensitivity, foot pulse present. healed ulcers, acute ulcers/gangrene,
bypass/angioplasry leg amputalions above ankle and leg amputations below ..nkle.Tbe
objectives of the Black Sea Tele Diab System (BSW) were to develop and evaluate the
use of a fully-computerised hcalthcare record system in a clinical setting, to promote the
use of electronic data exchange of healthcare information and 10 provide a new framework
for the epidemiological study and monitoring of diabetes care. D31. of 3236 diabetics
(mean duration 9.54 ± 8.35 yTS, 1161 diabetics Type I and 2075 diabetics Type 2) were
collected in diabetes clinics using the BSm system from diabetes centres in Romania,
Ukraine and Rep. of Moldova. All analysis were done with SPSS 10 for windows 2000.
Results: 2739 patients (84.6 %) had regular inspection of the Ioot during the last 12
months, among thcm 1381 patients (42.7 %) had peripheral neuropathy, 919 patients (28.4
%) had no normal pin prick sensitivity, 927 patients (28.6 %) had no normal vibratory
sensitivity, 335 patients (10.4 %) had no foot pulse present, 139 patients (43 %) had
healed ulcers, 49 patients (1.5 %) had acute ulcersl gangrene, 15 patients (0.5 %) had
bypass/angioplasty, 23 patients (0.7 %) had above ankle leg amputations, 22 patients (0.7
%) had below ankle leg amputations. Conclusions: (I) The BSTD software project has
succeeded in delivering, free available, a competent piece of diabetes clinic software, in
step with emerging European standards and the SL Vincent declaration ..nd to ensure that
all patients are adequately monitored (2) There are some BS regions which are not
covered effectively by sufficient number of cases i.e. the C3SC power is not sufficient for
diabetes foot problem progression analysis. (3) There is a crucial need for information
from these, since it is not possible to make changes to health care delivery or the allocation
of resources without data knowledge.
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Factors associated "'jlh increased morLalit)" in dia~tie palkots undergoing
amputations
S. Dewan, E.B. Jude, S.G. Anderson, A Middleton, J.P. New and RI. Young.
Department ofMedicine, Hope Hospital, Salford, UK

Batkground and Aims: Parients with diabetes are at increased risk of amputation and
premature mortality. The aim of this study was to identify factors associated with the
apparently increased mortality rates among patients with amputations.
Patlents and methods: This retrospective study, from 1990 to 2000, compared those
patients with a previous amputation (Group A) to an age-matched group without
amputation (Group B). Data were collected from a carefully validated population
based diabetes information system that employs data linkage to ensure comprehensive
capture of amputations and deaths. In group A the metabolic and complications data
were from the year of their first amputation. In group B the most recent available data
were used.
Results: There were 162 patients in group A, age 71.2 ± 14.6 yTS (mean ± SD) and
302 in group B aged 70.4 ± 14.4 (p=NS). Seventy-one patients (43.8%) died in group
A and 53 patients (17.5%) in group B (p<0.0001). Patients in group A were
significantly more likely to be treated with insulin (p<O.OOOI) and have a longer
duration of diagnosed diabetes (18.4±12.2 vs 11.9.<7.8; p~.008) compared to group
B. Group A had an increased incidence of diabetic complications: neuropathy (54%
vs 20"10), peripheral vascular disease (70"10 vs 4%), pre-proliferative and proliferative
retinopathy (39% vs 19'10 and 61% vs 14%, respectively); p<O.OOOI for all
complications. Furthermore, group A had higher HbAle (8.9.1.2.7 \"S 8.1±2.3%;
p<O.OI). serum creatinine (141 ±132 \"S 95 ± 62 mrnol/l; p<O.ool), albumin/creatinine
ratio (43.5.1.67.6 vs 6.6.1.14.9; p<O.ool) and triglycerides (5.2 ± 19.8 vs 2.3 ± 1.5
mmol/l; p<O.OI). Serum cholesterol, systolic and diastolic blood pressure were
similar. 35 (2I'A,) patients had more than one amputation of whom 19 (54%) died in
the follow-up period compared to 52 (40"10) who had a single amputation (p>O.05).
Conclusions: Diabetic patients with amputations do have higher mortality. They also
have poorer glycaernic control, higher lipids and worse renal function. Furthermore
they have a higher prevalence of all diabetes related complications. Improving
metabolic control may help reduce both amputations and mortality in people with
diabetes.

1080
Ethnic DilTe...,nces in Ri>k Faetors for Dia~tic Foot Ukeration,
C.H.M. van Schie, E Gegios, F Abouaesha and AJM Boulton.
Department ofMedicine, Manchester Royal Infirmary, UK.

Background and Aims: 11 has been suggested that Asian diabetic patients have a
lower prevalence of foot ulceration and amputation than compared to their Europid
counterparts. High plantar foot pressure in diabetic neuropathic patient' is a major
risk factor for foot ulceration and i. strongly associated to the amount of subcutaneous
plantar tissue thiekness. Preliminary evidence has shown lower foot pressures in
Asian compared to Europid diabetic patients. Therefore, the aim of this study was 10
investigate plantar pressures and tissue thickness in these two ethnic groups.
Materials and Methods: Fourteen age and sex matched Asian and Europid diabetic
patients with neuropathy but without active or a history of ulceration were studied.
Weight bearing plantar tissue thickness of all subjects was measured under each
metatarsal head (MfH) during weight bearing and dynamic peak plantar pressure was
measured during barefoot walking.
Results: Plantar tissue thickness was significantly greater and peak plantar pressure
was significantly lower at all ~mrs in the right foot of the Asian patients compared
to their Europid counterparts (plantar tissue thickness at MTH 1-5 for Asians vs
Europids: 12.2 ± 1.9 nun vs 10.1 ± 1.4 nun, 10.5 ± 2.3 \"S 8.2 ± 1.9,9.3 ± 1.8 vs 7.4 ±
1.7,8.9 ± 1.7 vs 6.9 ± 1.6 and 7.7 ± 2.1 vs 5.4 ± 1.1 respectively, and peak plantar
pressure at ~mll-5 for Asians vs Europids: 381 ± 1911J'a vs 596 ± 2451J'a, 462 ±
291 vs 710 ± 275, 388 ± 152 vs 580 ± 252, 278 ± 87 vs 424 ± 281,220 ± 170 vs 555
± 375 respectively). Similar results were obtained for the left fool.
Conclusions: The thickness of the soft tissue under the metatarsal heads was found to
be considerably greater in Asian compared to Europid diabetic patients and high
plantar tissue thickness was significamly associated with 10\1er foot pressures. This
may explain the relative protection of Asian diabetic patients against foot ulceration, a
relative uncommon problem in this ethnic group.
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Diabetic Foot:
Natural History and Treatment
1081
Treatment oCdiabetic Coollesions in hospital: results of 2 consecutive five
year-time periods. ABenotmane, K. Faraoun, F. Mohamrnedi, K. Kadi, ME
Amani. T. Benkhalifa. Department of Endocrinology and Diabetology,
University Hospital ofOran. Algeria
Aims: To compare the rates of limb amputations for diabetic foot lesions, the
present study assessed the number of patients with diabetic foot lesions
hospitalised in our Department in two five-year-time periods (1989-1993, and
1994-I998), and the percent and site ofamputations performed.
Patients and Methods: During the first time period, 132 subjects with 166
lesions (9.16% of the total admissions for diabetes) were hospitalised for
diabetic foot lesions, while 176 subjects with 183 lesions (10.57%) were
admitted during the second time-period. Patients mean a:le was similar in
1989-1993 (59.64±1 1.74 years) and in 1994-1998 (58.25±13.13 years) [NS).
Results: An infectious lesion without neuropathy or arteriopathy was noticed
in 6.75% of cases in 1989-1993 and 6.01% in 1994-1998. Most of the foot
lesions (63.80% in 1989-1993 and 61.75% in 1994-1998) corresponded either
to peripheral vascular disease or both vascular disease and neuropathy. The
rest of the lesions (29.45% in 1989-1993 and 32.24% in 1994-1998)
corresponded to neuropathic foot uleers without ischcamia. Limb amputations
were undertaken in 30.30% of the patients in 1989-1993, and in 27.84% in
1994-1998 (NS). Minimal amputations with heel preservation were performed
in 14.39% of the subjects in the first time-period and in 10.£0% of them in the
second period (NS). Major amputation rate was similar: 15.91% in the I d

period and 17.04% in the 2sd period (NS). The rate of in-hospital mortality
was similar (9.09% and 8.52%, NS) while percentage of patients who left
hospital against medical advice increased from 1.52% to 6.82% (p<0.03).
Conclusions: The number ofpatients with diabetic foot lesions and the rate
of limb amputations performed for these lesions did not change significantly
over 5 years. The causes of the lack of improvement are multiple: lack of
health programmes, absence ofstructured prevention, and insufficiency of
financial resources which is common to developing countries. Civil
disturbances can major it, like in Algeria since 1991.

1083
Femoropopliteal Bypass in Critical Leg Iscbemia Related Lower Extremity
Arterial Disease Witb and Witbout Diabetes Mellitus, in tbe city of Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, 1996-9
O. Spicbler, E.RS.Spicbler, I.Lessa.A.C.Forli.L.J.Franco. Health Ministry of Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil

Background and Alms: Patients most seriously affected with Lower Extremity Arterial
Disease(LEAD)and DiabetesMellitus(D:-.1). havecriticalischemiathat endangerthe viability
of lower extremity and include subject undergoing surgical revascularization procedures or
limbs amputations.Airns-To determine the frequency od Femoropopliteal Bypass (FPBP)
performed on patients with LEAD or DM critical leg ischemia related to age. gender,
hospitalization length of stay (LOS), mortalityand governmental disbursement,compared to
amputationsones.
Methods:Data were collectedfromthe BrazilianPublic HealthCare System(BPIICS),in Rio
de Janeiromunicipality. This systemcomprised 81% ofhcclth care assistance,and FPBPcame
from 9 public hospitals units. ICD-9 and ICD-IO, were used to indctify the intersections
between surgical procedures.Lower Extremity Amputations( LEAs) registered were 2,132
(43.6%)cases with lEAD and O~ in the same period. There were excluded2,753 (56.3%)
LEAS done to trauma, and others causes. The average hospitalization LOS was calculated
yearly for LEAD and D~ discharges. Per-operative LEADand D~ mortalitywere analyzed
yearly. Governmental disbursement includes hospital stay, referred to a prefixed FPBP and
amputations values, .
Results:Datafrom BPHCSregistered1,108FPBP,being 341 (32.5%) relatedto lEAD (in 48
with D:>I and 293 without DM).Meanage "as SD 9.1 y (Median 67 y) for lEAD with OM
and68 SD 10.5y. Median68 y) withoutD:>1. (p<O.ool).Themale1 femaleratio was 1.18for
LEADwith DM, and 1.90 without D~.(p<O.ool. The average of hospitalization LOS "as:
LEADwith0:>119SO 13.4days(range:3 to 102),and withoutO~ 20 SD 13.5days (range I
to 385). In-hospitalmortalitywere not registeredfor OM, while withoutD~ was 8.6%/y.The
average disbursement for the total and for each patients/y.• \\'<15 respectively: with DM. US
9,836.00 1y, and US819.001 y.;withoutD:.I. US 80,0-1 I.oo/y.• and US 1,096.00I. Thenumber
of amputations was 533/y., being 3-11 (63.9"/0) with OM. and 192 (36.1%) withoutD~. The
averageamputatinns disbursement was:D~, US 220,831.001 s.. and 647.001y., and without
D~ US124,224.00 tv., and 647.00/y.
Conclusions. FPBP has to be improved as an obvious advantage of preserving limbs. The
averagedisbursementwas 22.5 foldshigherto amputateLEADwith D:>I, while withoutD~
was of 1.5. Non-traumatic amputations are an important and costly problem. Systematic
approaches (0 reduce its burden are needed.

1082
Major Lower Extremity Amputalions Related to Diabetes Mellitus and
Periphera 1 Arterial Disease in the city of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. in lb. period
1990-2000,
E.R Stambovsky Spichler, O.Spichler, Ll.essa, A.C.Foni, L.J.Franeo. Health
Ministry of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Background and Aims: To estimate incidence rates of Major Lower Extremity Amputations
(LEAs) related to Diabetes Mellitus (DM) and Peripheral Arterial Disease (pAD), their
amputation level and age distribution.
Methods: Amputation data came from Amputation Register (AR) corresponding to 43
HospitalUnits.The population were4.419.147inab.aged30-89y. and 1.080.141 aged55-74y.
Prevalence rates for D~{ and symptomatic PAD were based on information from the Brazilian
DiabetesCensus(9.2% for the age30-69y.) and published population-based studies(17% for
the age-group 55-74 y.), respectively. Data from the literature indicated that 23.5%of PAD
patients, had also diagnosed diabetes. The chi-square test was used to compare proportions.
Results: Fromthe AR therewere5,339LEAsand 5.023(90.7%) of them were relatedto DM
and PAD.Patients<29 and >90 y. were excluded,resulting 4,818amputeesfor patientsaged
30-89y. D:>I accounted for 45.9%,and PAD54%.Meanagewas64.9SD 10.3y. (Median65
y.) for D:>I and 66.4 SD 11.9y. (Median 66 y.) for PAD.p<O.OOI. Themale1 femaleratio was
1.12 for D:>I and 1.61for PAD. p<O.OOI. D~I relatedfirst amputation level was:AboveKnee
(AK) 66.1%,Below Knee(DK)28.2%,FnOl 5.60/., and Hip 0.0-1%, and for PAD, AK76.20/.,
BK 200/0. Foot3.7% and Hip0.03%. Therewereno statistical difference on limb side.Bilateral
first procedurewere reponed as 2% for DM and 3.7% for PAD. Reamputation-related do D~f

was ).6)% and ).5% for PAD. In the population aged SS·74 y., the estimated incidence rates
for LEAswere:D:.111.81loo,OOO/y., (CI95%11.7-11.8): or 78.61100,000 diabetics/y. (CI78.I
79.0); PAD 13.3/loo,OOO/y (CI 13.3-13.4); or 78.4/100,000 PAD patients/y.• (CI78.2-78.6);
PAD with DM 334.3/100,000 PAD with D~I patientsly., (CI335.2.333.5). The estimated
incidence of LEAs related to DM in individuals aged 30-54 y., was of 20.1/100,000
diabctic,",y., (CI 19.8-20.3).
Conclustcnse Amputation level AKlBKeither for DM and PAD, was extremelyhigh as the
first surgical procedure, Incidence of LEAs increased with age in D~{ and PAD patients. being
25 folds higher than in the general population when PAD was associated with DM. These
results stressed the requirement of appropriate health care to D~{ and PAD.

1084
CHARACTERISTICS AND LO:\G-TER" FOOT SEQULLAE OF PATIENTS
WITH A DIABETIC FOOT ULCER
EJG Peters, LB Harkless and LA Lavery. Dept Podiatry, University of Texas Health
Science Center at San Antonio, San Antonio, TX, USA

Background and aims: Although literature is scarce on risk profile and
complications of patients with diabetic foot ulcers, these patients are considered to be
at high risk for subsequent ulceration and amputation. The aim of this study is to
evaluate the characteristics and risk profile of further diabetic foot complications of
people 'lith a diabetic foot ulcer.
Materials and methods: The study is set up as a 29-month prospective case-control
study of 81 cases with an ulcer at enrollment and 152 controls without ulcer, 20
Possible local and systemic risk factors were analyzed and sequelae of ulcers were
documented. In case an ulcer occurred standard wound care protocols were used that
included off loading ofulcers, wound debridement and infection control.
Results: Plantar toe ulcers were most likely to beal during the follow-up period
(81%). Dorsal toe ulcers were most likely to end in an amputation (27.6%), while
patients 'lith a submetatarsal ulcer were most likely to get an amputation that was not
a direct result of the index ulcer (31.6%). Ulceration in the follow-up period occurred
in 60.5%, of cases and in 10.5% controls (p<O.OOI. odds ratio \3.0 (95% confidence
interval 6.6-25.6)). Amputations occurred in 33.3% and 1.3% of the cases and
controls, respectively {p<O.ool, OR 37.0 (8.6-166.7)). Patients with plantar toe ulcers
seemed to develop significantly more ulcers in the follow-up period (17121 compared
to 32/49, p =0.037). Reulceration ofa plantar toe ulcer was quite common (52.9"10),
especially compared to a reulceration ofa dorsal toe ulcer (7.7%). Logistic regression
analysis suggested that of the documented risk factors, only presence of an index
ulceration and alcohol abuse are predictive for the development of foot ulcers.
Conclusions: Patients with a diabetic foot ulcer have more comorbidity and a much
higher chance of getting another ulceration or an amputation. Ulcers at different
locations have different outcome patterns. Presence ofa foot ulcer and alcohol abuse
are important indicators for future ulcers.
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Relaps of diabetic foot lesions in a rural outpatient clinic
P. Busch, P. Schnelle, H.-P. Hammes, FJ. van der Woude. Vth Medical Clinic,
University Clinic Mannheim, Germany

Background and aims:
The aim of the study was to describe localisation of relapsing lesions and to
investigate predictive factors for recurrence in a group of patients with diabetes
mellitus type 1 and 2 at high risk for amputations.
Materials and methods:
58 patients (46% women, 53.5% men, mean age 64 years (range 33 to 87 years old),
mean duration of diabetes 19.5 years, type I 6.9"/0, type 289.7%, non I/non 2 3.5%,
HbAlc 7.6%) with advanced vascular disease were included. These patients had
developed ulcers of different Wagner grade (I: 46.5%, 2: 27.6%, 3: 24.1%,4: 1.7%)
which were treated by a structured program of a specialised Diabetes Foot Centre.
After healing of the primary ulcer, all patients received adequate footwear and had
regular footcare. During a mean observation period of 12 months, all patients were
screened for recurrence lesions and their localisation. Patients with relapses (n = 41,
70.7%) and without relapse (n = 17, 29.3%) were investigated retrospectively for
variables predicting recurrence using a multivariate logistic regression analysis.
Results:
Localisation of the relapses were as follows: toes 58.9"/0, plantar 24.8%, heel 8.6%,
dorsum or edge of the foot or area ofamputation 7.8%. Multivariate analysis revealed
peripheral arterial desease as a significant risk factor for relapses (OR 6.9, 95% CI:
1.3 - 37.6, P < 0.025). Age, duration ofdiabetes, g1ycaemic control, hemodialysis and
lasertherapy were not predictive.
Conclusions:
1.) Besides a variety of localisations, toes should be of special emphasis when
examining high risk diabetic feel.
2.) Results provide empirical evidence for peripheral arterial desease beeing a risk
factor for relapses of foot lesions in diabetic patients with high risk for amputations.
Further studies are necessary to establish, whether early intervention of the peripheral
artery desease diminishes the risk for recurrence.

1087
DIABETIC FOOT: HOW DO WE TREAT THEM! E.'(PERIE."iCE OF A
Dl-\BETIC FOOT CLl'VlIC
C. Horta, J.V~averde, P.Mendes, l Goncalves, L. Serra, RAlmeida, P. Sa Pinto, R
Carvalho, J. Dares, MRSerra, Multidisciplinary Diabetic Foot Clinic of Hospital St
Ant6nio, Departments of Endocrinology, Orthopedics and Vascular Surgery, Oporto,
Portugal
Bacqround and Aims: Several studies have proven thatamputation rate can be reduced
by more than 50% if strategies like prevention, early diagnosis and multidisciplirory
approach were implemented. The distinction between neuropathic and ischaemic foot
allowed us to reduce drastically the major amputations between 1985 and 1987, "hen our
Diabetic Foot Clinic began its activity. Since then and until 1995 there were no further
reductions and the rate of major amputations hadstabilized around 8,2%. The aim of our
study was to analyse if there was any change between 1998 and 2000.
Materials and Methods: A retrospective study was performed reviewing the clinical files
of 843 new patients (327 first arrived in 1998,260 in 1999 and 256 in 2000)
Results: Among these patients, 593 hada foot ulcer with or without infection. There were
359 patients (60,5%) with neuropathic ulcer and 234 (39,5%) with ischaemic ulcer.
Characteristics of neuropathic foot patients: 51,2% males, 88,7% type 2 Diabetes; overall
mean duration of Diabetes 13,4+/-9,6 years. Characteristics of ischaemic foot patients:
49,2% males, 96,6% type 2 Diabetes, overall mean duration of Diabetes 16,6+/-9,8 years.
Patients with neuropathic or ischaemic foot, presented us yvith a superficial ulcer or
infection (68,9% vs 63,8%), deep infection involving tendon, muscle or bone (14,3% vs
10,3%), interdigital ulceration spreeding into the plantar surface (2,2% vs 2,1%), ulcer of
the leg (4,5% vs 1,7'/0)or necrosis (10% vs 22,1%). In patients with neuropathic ulcer, we
performed minor amputation in 11,6% (n=42) and major amputation in 2,5% (n=8).
Twenty two patients (9,4%) with ischacmic foot were treated withminor amputation and
23 (9,4%) with major amputation. Overall, 31 of the 593 patients (5,2%) with ulcer or
infection weretreated with majoramputation. Therewereno significant differences in the
rate of major amputations between 1998 (5,7'/0), 1999 (4,6%) and 2000 (5%). However we
found statistical significance between the major amputations outcome and the two types of
foot (P<O,OOI). Necrosis showed to carry a poor prognosis (30,7'/0 ischaemic VS 8,3%
neurophatic, p=O,024). There was no further statistical significance for age, sex, type and
duration of Diabetes as risk factors for major amputation.
Conclusions: This retrospective study has showed a stable number of major amputations
in an acceptable range. Poor prognosis was related to necrosis and ischaemic foot Further
improvement requires harder investement inprevention attheprimary healthcare.
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:-iEUROISClIDIIC FOOT ULCERS HAVE A 4 -FOLD L\CREASED
llEALl:-iG TnlE CO~IPARE TO /liEUROPATIC FOOT ULCERS IX
DIABETES,
P Hemrningsson, K Brismar. Dept of Endocrinology & Diabetology,
Karolinska hospital, Stockholm, Sweden

Background and Aims: 95% of patients referred to the foot clinic at the
Karolinska Hospital have peripheral neuropathy while 60% have
neuroischemic foot ulcers. The aim of this study was 10 investigate healing
time in neuroischemic compared to neuropathic foot ulcers.
Material and Methods: A retrospective study of 68 out of 141 patients
referred to the foot clinic in 1999 due to chronic foot ulcers and who healed
their foot ulcers. They were studied regarding sex, age, type ofdiabetes, kind
of ulcers and healing time. The treatment of the chronic foot ulcer included
improved metabolic control with insulin treatment, infection control, non
weight bearing treatment, improvement of microcirculation with low
molecular heparin andlor treatment of peripheral oedema, None of the
patient needed vascular surgery.
Results: 68 patients healed their foot ulcers during 1999 with a mediwn
healing time of 27 weeks. 18 had type I diabetes of whom 67% had
ncuroischemic ulcers and 50 had type 2 diabetes of whom 52% had
neuroischemic ulcers. The median age for the type I diabetic patients were
65 years compared to 75 years for type 2 diabetic patients. All patients had
peripheral neuropathy while 56% had macroangiopathy with neuroischemic
ulcers. The mediwn healing time for neuroischemic ulcers were 51 weeks
compared to 13 weeks for those with neuropathy.
Conclusions: Neuroischemlc foot ulcers in diabetic patients can heal but
with severely prolonged healing time compared to neuropatic ulcers. Thus
clinical trials with local treatment of the foot ulcer may take in consideration
the expected healing time of the chronic wounds in relation to their
characteristics.

1088
Risk of Pressure Damage to Diabetic Feet "'ben Wearing /liew Footwear.
P. Hlavacek, M. Cernekova and M. Novotna, Tomas Bata University, Faculty of
technology, Zlin, Czech Republic

Background and Aims: For the diabetic foot is typically reduces moisture in the skin
and the body temperature of the foot. So-called "cold, dry foot" significantly
contributes to the occurrence of complications related to wearing newly purchased
footwear. The speed and degree of deformation of the leather from which the
footwear uppers are constructed, are influeneed most effectively by temperature and
moisture. The purpose of this experiment was to determine whether there are
significant differences in the speed of dimensional changes of footwear uppers at a
group ofdiabetics and at a group of healthy subjects.
Materials and Metbods: Special serially produced prophylactic footwear for
diabetics was used. The first group was comprised of 12 type II diabetics with
diagnoses of neuropathic feet, average age 63.2 years (53 to 68). The second consisted
of 12 non-diabetics, average age 45.5 years (38 to 65). An internal cast was completed
for the footwear, which was measured after removal from the shoe. After
approximately 15 to 20 hours of wear, the subjects returned the shoes to conduct
another cast.
Results: For the group of healthy subjects, the internal circumference of the footwear
increased at the metatarsalphalangeal joint after approximately 70-80 hours of wear.
On average, the internal circumference in this group increased by 7-8 rom, which is
2.5% of the total internal circumference. In the calculation ofcurrently used footwear
width grades, this equals I to 2 widths, For the group of diabetics permanent
dimensional change in footwear uppers occurred after 140-160 hours of wear, which
means that diabetics need twice as long a period for shaping the footwear to
individual shape than non-diabetics. The internal circumference changed by only 4-5
mm, which is 1.5 % and that is also less than I footwear width,
Conclusions: The period of wear for new footwear is much more critical for diabetics
than for the healthy population. The period of increased local pressure of foot"..ear on
the foot is extended. This situation is much more serious because pressure discomfort
is not felt very intensely by diabetics.
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Offloading the Diabetic Foot Wound Utilizing the Scotchcast Boot
EA Knowles, D.G. Armstrong, SA Hayat, KL Khawaja, RA. Malik, A.J.M.
Boulton
University Department of Medicine, Manchester Royal Infirmary, Manchester, UK

Background and Aims: To evaluate outcomes associated with treatment of
diabetic foot ulcers using the Scotchcast boot.
Materials and Methods: We abstracted data from the records of 180 patients with
diabetes, 83.3% male with a mean age of 55.3 ;, 10.9 years undergoing treatment
for non-infected, non-ischemic neuropathic diabetic foot wounds at a university
teaching hospital's tertiary care outpatient clinic. All patients were treated with the
Scotchcast boot as the sole form of pressure relief. The average follow up for each
patient was 85.9;' 30.6 months (range 34.2-147.7)
Results: The mean time to healing for all patients was 130.5 ;, 106.7 days. While
there was not a significant difference in healing time between Grade I and 2
wounds (p = 0.7), superficial (Grade I) wounds healed significantly faster than
deep (Grade 3) wounds (111.5;' 98.2 YS. 180.8;' 138.8 days, P = 0.01). A total of
80"10 of wounds healed during the long follow up period Of the 20% thatdid not
heal with Scotchcast boot therapy, 10 went on to more proximal amputation (5.6%
of total population), 2 required surgical intervention to heal their wounds (0.6% of
total population), one patient died with an unhcaled wound (0.6% of total
population), and 23 patients (12.8% of total population) were lost to follow up.
During the mean 7.2-year follow up period, 47 patients died (26.1% of total
population).
Conclusions: The results of this study detail outcomes of patients undergoing
treatment with the Scotchcast boot. This removable modality may be useful in
outpatient care of deeper or complex wounds that reqnire frequent inspection, but
treatment of superficial wounds may be better suited for a dC\ice that ensures
compliance.

1091
Validation of tbe S(AD)SAD system of classification of foot ulcers,
K.A. Treece, \V.J Jeffcoate, N Pound.
Department ofDiabetes and Endocrinology, City Hospital, Nottingham NG5 IPB UK

The S(AD)SAD system of classifying diabetic foot ulcers attempts to combine
precision with simplicity. Its objective is to enable identification of groups of similar
lesions for the purpose of prospective research. It is called the S(AD)SAD system
because it is based on the grading of five key clinical features: Size(Area and Depth),
Sepsis, Arteriopathy and Denervation. Each of these is graded 0-3, with 3 being the
most severe. Although easy to apply, validation is required and the purpose of this
study was to seek associations between classification at first referral and outcome.

495 new ulcers were registered between 11112000and 311312001and of these 280 had
true outcomes during this time (healed n= 228, amputated n=25, death n=27).
Correlations were found between outcome and the five key features of baseline
classification (Area p<O.OOI, Depth p<O.OOI, Sepsis p--Q.05, Arteriopathy p<O.OOI
and Denervation p<0.05. Spearman rho). There was also correlation between
outcome and total S(AD)SAD score (p<O.OOI).

There were 389 new ulcers classified between 11112000and 3111212000 and similar
correlations were sought between baseline classification and outcome at three months,
(healed n=I29, unhealed n=2J I, amputated n=19, death n=IO). Correlations were
observed between outcome l)-pe and Area (p<O.OOI), Depth (p<O.OOI).Arteriopathy
(p<O.OOI)and Total S(AD) SAD score (p<O.OOI),but not with either denervation or
sepsis. It hasbeen demonstrated that the healed group of ulcer. are significantly
different from the other ulcers in this population, U~I60 p<O.OOI. It has also been
verified using Kappa that no two variable. are measuring the same aspect of the ulcer
(p<O.OOI).

These and further analyses have established a close association between classification
and outcome, suggesting that such a system can be used to identify separate groups of
ulcers with roughly similar prognosis. This will enable a basis for randomised
controlled evaluation ofdifferent interventions.

1090
Long time antibiotie treatment for osteomyelitis complicating ulcus of tbe
forefoot in diabetic patients with peripberal neuropatby.
L. Giurato, E. D'Ambrogi, L. Lardieri, S. De Simon, V. Latini, L.Uccioli. "Tor
Vergara" University, Rome, Italy.
Background:There is continuing controversy over the managment of osteomyelitis
in diabetic patients with foot ulcers.
Aim: To verity whether conservative treatment with long lasting antibiotic therapy
alone or associated to bone resection in the patients with exposed bone is useful to
achieve healing of the ulcer and to verity whether difference can be recorded in
respect to the healing rate and time to healing achieved with the antibiotic treatment
associated or not to surgical approach.
Metbods: We reviewed the autcome of 35 patients that in the last two years were
followed in our foot clinic for neuropathic uleers of the forefoot complicated by
osteomyelitis.
Between them 20 (mean age 65±12) (group A) underwent to the resection of the
exposed bone, in the reimainig 15 (mean age 59.1±8.7) (group B) no surgical
approach was addressed to remove the osteomyelitic bone. Both groups were treated
with a long term antibiotic therapy mainly c1indarnyein andlor ciprofloxacin till the
healing of the ulcer. Mean duration of diabetes was 21±JJ years for group A and
16.6±7.4 years for group B.
Results: Healing was achieved in 12115 (80%) of the patients ofgroup B and 19120
(94.8%) of the patients of group A. The time of healing was 3.9~3. I months in
group A and 3.J±J.2 months in the healed patients of group B. Patients of both
groups with non-healed ulcer had a shorter follow-up (2.6±1 .2) months.
Conclusion: no differences between the groups were recorded in time of healing
rate and time to healing. In the managment of osteomyelitis complicating forefoot
neuropathic ulcers the surgical removal ofthe infected bone does not reduce the time
of healing. A conservative managment with long lasting antibiotic teraphy may be a
good option to treat osteomyelitis ofthe forefoot
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AN ASSOCIATION OF ElASTIN IgA AN11BODIFS wrrn TIlE
DEVEWPMENr OF RETINOPATIIY L'< DIABETIC CIlllDREN

G.Nicoloff, S.Baydanoff, N.Stanimirova, Ch.Petrova and P.Cristova,
Department of Biology & Immunology, University School of Medicine,
5800 PIeven, Bulgaria

Background and Aims: One important factor in the development of
vascular wall alterations is degradation of the elastic fiber major protein 
elastin. Elastin peptides derived from this degradation are present in the
circulating blood and they are a stimulus for pathological increased
production of elastin antibodies. The aim of the present study was 10
examine the possible association between serum elastin antibodies and the
development of diabetic microvascular complications. Materials and
Methods: Levels of elastin antibodies (lgG, IgM and IgA) were determined
by ELISA in sera of 28 children with Type 1 (insulin-dependent) diabetes

mellitus (mean age 1l.6±2.8 years, diabetes duration - 5.1±2.5 years).
None of the children had clinical or laboratory evidence of vascular
complications. The children were followed over a period of 6 years, and 24
healthy children of similar age and sex served as a control group. Results:
During the study, 3 diabetics developed retinopathy, 6 microalbuminuria and
2 both retinopathy and microalbuminuria. The elastin IgG antibodies showed
correlation with diabetes duration (r;0.48, p;0.OOO7), HbAlc (r;O.28,
p;0.05), triglycerides (r;0.28, p;0.05) and antibodies to advanced glycation
endproducts (AGE) (r;O.4I, p;0.(05). Elastin IgM antibodies correlated
with HbAlc (r;0.26, p;0.038) and IgA with retinopathy (r;0.32, p=O.017).
Conclusions: Our results suggest an association between the level of elastin
IgA antibodies and the development of diabetic retinopathy.

1094
Micro"aseular compliations in Bangladesbi Tn,e-2 Diabetic Individuals:
BIRDEM Diabetes Care and Complication Stndy (DCCS).
H. Mahtab, MG Kibriya, FU Mahtab, Z Ikram, MA Sayeed, S Rahman and AI( Azad
Khan. BIRDEM, Diabetic Association ofBangladesh, Dhaka, Bangladesh.

Background and Aims: In South-East Asia, only a few small studies have been done
to evaluate the long term complications of type-2 diabetes (0:'1). Diabetes Care and
Complication Study (OCCS) is an ongoing study, designed to evaluate the diabetes
care delivery and long-term complications oftype-2 diabetes in Bangladeshi subjects.
Materials and Metbods: Total 1674 t)'J'C-2 diabetic patients (M=791, F=883) of
mean (±SD) age 51.5 ±10.39 yr. were randomly selected from the out-patient
department of the BIRDEM Institute of the Diabetic Association of Bangladesh.
Clinical examination, glycaemic & lipid status, funduscopy, fundal photography,
urinary albumin to creatinine ratio, renal function, monofilament test and ECG were
done for all patients. Mean (SO) duration of OM was 7.0 ±S.27 yr.
Results: Prevalence of hypertension (HTN) was 51.0"10 andthat of obesity (BMI>25)
37.2%. Only 35% had HbAlc =<7%. Dyslipidaemia was found in 71.7% subjects:
32.1% had isolated hypertriglycerideaemia (>150 mg%), 9.9% isolated
hypercholesterolaemia (>2oomg%) & 19.8% had combined hyper-triglycerideaemia
& hypercholesterolaemia. Prevalence of diabetic retinopathy, nephropathy &
neuropathy Were 28.3%, 22.0"10 & 17.6% respectively. All these three microvascular
complications were significantly related to longer duration of diabetes (P<0.001 for
all), poor glycaemic control (p<0.02, for all) & higher blood pressure (0.014 for all).
Retinopathy was more frequent among the poor socioeconomic class (p=O.ool) and
those withB~n<25 (p=O.014). Logistic regression suggested that reduction ofHbAlc
by 1% might be associated with 31% risk reduction for retinopathy, 19% for
nephropathy. Similarly, reduction of systolic BP by 10 rom ofHg may be associated
with 19% risk reduction for retinopathy, 20"10 for nephropathy and 11% for
neuropathy.
Conclusions: Our study revealed that among type-2 diabetic subjects every 2nd
patient has hypertension, every 3rd has B~n>25. More than every 4th patient has
retinopathy, every 5th has nephropathy and every 6th has neuropathy, all ofwhich are
significantly related to poor control ofglycaemia and blood pressure.
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PATHOGENESIS OF RETL'\10PATHY IN YOUNG DIABETIC PATIENTS IN
BANGLADESH
N.~. Chowdhury',S.S. Subhan', A. Sared', K. Begum', AH.S. Rahman' and A L
Ali ; Dept Cell and Molecular Biology, Dept of Ophthalmology', BIRDEM, Dhaka
1000, 'Dept ofBiochemistry, NON, Dhaka-1205, Bangladesh

Background and Aims: The relative roles of duration of diabetes, glycemic status
and insulinemic status in the pathogenesis of diabetic retinopathy still remain
controversial. This issue was investigated by taking advantage of the availability of a
group of Jean, young, normotensive, hypo- to normoinsulinemic, generally
normolipidemic and insulin treated subjects in a Bangladeshi population.
Materials and Methods: Ninety-one youn8 diabetic subjects (diabetes diagnosed
under 30 years ofage) were studied for endogenous insulin status by serum C-peptide
(ELISA), microvascular damage by a1bumin-ereatinine ratio or ACR (albumin by
immunotubidimetry) and retinopathy (by both fundoscopy and slit lamp bio
microscopy and graded by fundus photography). Subjects were grouped as: Group A
(newly diagnosed, n=22, age in years at diagnosis 25.2+2.8, M±SD), Group B
(duration 1-4 years, n~25, 20.4+4.1), Group C (4.1-8 years, n=24, 17.8+5.1) and
Group 0 (>8 years, n=20, 17.7+4.2).
Results: All groups were found to be B~U-matched and normotensive. Group 0 had
highest prevalence (6O"1o) of retinopathy. Among the ACR+ subjects 95.25% had
retinopathy. Percentage of retinopathy increased with the duration ofdiabetes (4.55%
at diagnosis vs 60"10 at around 8 years). DR -ve group did not differ in their glycemic
status with DR -ve group as evidenced by blood glucose and HbAIC. Both ACR +ve
and DR +ve groups had reduced insulin secretory capacity.
Conclusions: The data suggest the following: a} Duration of diabetes plays a central
role in the development ofdiabetic retinopathy; b} a sudden increase in the prevalence
ofgeneralized vasculopathy and diabetic retinopathy seem to occur at around 8 years;
c) almost all subjects with generalized microvascular damage seem to suffer from
diabetic retinopathy; d} the insulinemic status, in comparison to glycemic status,
seems to be predominant in determining the development ofdiabetic retinopathy.

1095
DECLINL'\1G L'\1CII>El'iCEOF SEVERE RETL'\10PATHY L'i A POPULA'nox
OF TYPE 1 DIABETES
M.N. NordwalI#, Mats Bojestigo, Hans Arnqvistc and Johnny Ludvigssons ,Div of
Internal Medicineo and Paediatrics# ,University Hospital, Linkoping, Sweden.
Background and Aims: In a population ofType I diabetes the cumulative incidence
of nephropathy after 30 years of diabetes duration has decreased substantially from
32% to 12% during the past decades. We wanted to investigate if there is also a
decrease of severe retinopathy. Materials and Methods: An historical prospective
population-based long-term follow-up study. We studied all 270 patients in a district
of south-east Sweden in whom diabetes was diagnosed before the age of 15 years
between 1961-1985. 92% were followed until 1996-2000 orto the time of death. The
rest were followed until their most recent clinic visit. Retinopathy was defined as laser
treated proliferative retinopathy. Survival analysis was used. The patients were
divided in five groups according to the year ofdiagnosis.
Results: The cumulative incidence ofsevere retinopathy after 25 years ofduration has
decreased from 44% to 25%, 21% resp. 2% for the different onset cohorts.
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Conclusions: During the past decades the cumulative incidence of severe retinopathy
among patients who have had diabetes for 25 years has decreased substantially.
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Predictive factors of retinopathy in nnrmotensfve, nonnoalbuminuric typo
diabetic patients
L. Duvnjak, S_ Vuckovic; , N_Car and Z_ Metelko, University Clinic for Diabetes,
Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases "Vuk Vrhovac", Dugi dol-ta, zagreb, Croatia
Background and Aims: To investigate factors related to the development of
retinopathy in normoalbuminuric and normotensive type I diabetic patients.
Material, and Methods: A total of 110 normoalbuminuric and normotensive type I
diabetic patients were included and divided into two groups based on the presence of
retinopathy. Twenty four-h blood pressure measurement with readings at 20-min
intervals (MffiP) and a combination ofautonomic tests based on standard. vector and
spectral analysis of heart rate variation (pro Sci Card System) were performed. Tests
of heart rate variation (!lRY) included the coefficient ofvariation (CV) and the low
frequency (LF), midfrequency (MF) and high-frequency (HF) bands of spectral
analysis at rest, HRY during deep breathing (CY, mean circular resultant), Valsalva
ratio and maximum/minimum 30: 15 ratio. Autonomic neuropathy was characterized
as an abnormality of more than one test. Fundus was graded by an experienced
ophthalmologist. Urinary albumin excretion (UAE) was determined by an
immunoturbidimetric assay and expressed as a geometric mean of three overnight
collections. Glycosylated HbAlc was determined by immunoturbidimetry.
Results: Background or proliferative retinopathy was found in 40 patients (group I),
in the remaining 70 there were no signs ofretinopathy (group 2). Duration ofdiabetes
was significantly higher in the group with retinopathy (5_29±4.9; 9.5±5.5
respectively) (p< 0.05). Patients were similar regarding UAE levels, HbAlc, age, sex
and physical activity. Patients with retinopathy showed significantly higher maximal
night systolic and mean night diastolic blood pressure (1I8.95±+1I; 62.95+±8.14)
(p=O.04) compared to patients without retinopathy (1I4.86±8.91; 59.65±7.17)
(p=Q.03). Autonomic neuropathy was present in 22 (55%) patients with and
11(15.7%) patients without retinopathy. Maximal night systolic BP was inversely
related to CV deep breathing (p -0.20, p~ 0.034). Mean night diastolic BP was
inversely related to MF (p -0.21, p=Q.032), HF (PoO.25, p=Q.Oll), CY deep
breathing (PoO.26, p=Q.009) and mean circular resultant deep breathing (PoO.21,
p=Q.03). In multiple regression analysis retinopathy was associated with the duration
of diabetes (1l=Q.596) and autonomic neuropathy (~.208) (p<o.OOI).
Conclusions: Duration ofdiabetes and autonomic neuropathy are predictive factors of
retinopathy in normotensive and normoalbuminuric type I diabetic patients.

1098
RETINOPATHY IS ASSOCIATED WITH HIGHER SERUM FREE
TESTOSTERONE IN WOMEN WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS
C.Phenekos,AGinis,M.Goula,C.Lambropoulos and C.Tzioras.Department of
Endocrinology and Diabetes Center,Red Cross Hospital,Athens,Greece.
Background and alms:Adrenal and gonadal androgens may affect the
incidence of macrovascular disease in both men and women.!n women
increased free testosterone (FT) may be accompanied by Increased insulin
and glucose concentrations,insulin resistance and dyslipidaemia.
Abnormalities of testosterone concentration have also been reported In
diabetic patients,in women testosterone levels being higher whereas in men
lower.We evaluated the gonadal profile of 74 patients will1DM2 (38 men and
36 women) in association with the occurence of retinopall1y.
Materials and methods:The mean age of the patients was 63.2±10.1 years.
(mean±SEM).54 were treated with hypoglycaemic agents and 20 will1insulin
All women were poslmenopausa!.There was no difference between men and
women in HbA1c levels,body mass index (BMI),duration of the disease and
ageVariables not normally distributed were subjected to logarithmic
transformation for lI1e purpose of the statistical analysis (Mann-Whitney U
test).Values are expressed as Mean ±SEM.
Results:When data were analyzed from the whole group it was found that
patients with retinopathy of any severity presented will1longer duration of
the disease (17.06±1.52 versus 9.41±1.24 years,p<0.OO1) and higfler
systolic blood pressure (149±4.27 versus 140.25±2.40 mmHg,p<0.05).ln
both men and women there was no difference In age,BMI,HbAlc,plasma
fibrinogen,estradiol,growth hormone,lgF-1 ,insulin,C-peptide,thyroid
hormones,sex hormone binding globulin,A4-androstenedione,dehydro
epiandrosterone sulphate and lipids between patients with retinopall1y and
those withoulln men there was no association between adrenal androgens,
sex hormones and retinopathy.On the contrary women with retinopathy had
higher free testosterone levels (1.26±O.23 versus 0.79±O.14 pglml,p=0.027).
Conclusions:lt is concluded that in DM2 the occurrence of retinopathy is
positively associated with the duration of the disease and systolic blood
pressure.Furthermore women with retinopathy present with higher free
testosterone levels,possibly suggesting a higher degree of insulin resistance.

1097
Age at diabetes onset: Is it one of tbe detenninants for diabetic retinopatby in
type 2 diabetes?
S. Karadeniz and M.T. Yilmaz. Diabetes Res. and App!. Unit, Inst. for Exp. Med and

Div. ofDiabetes, Istanbul Medical Faculty, Istanbul University, Istanbul, Turkey.

Backgronnd and Aims: To investigate whether the prevalence and severity of
diabetic retinopathy (DR) differs among type 2 diabetic patients regarding to their age
at diabetes onset.
Material, and Methods: This study includes type 2 diabetic patients (n:308, mean
chr. age 46.9yrs) with duration of diabetes 11-15}TS (mean 13.2yrs). Patients with
glaucoma, uveitis, or patients who had intraocular surgery (except vitrectomy for DR)
were not included. Only the findings in the first fundus examination in our Clinic
were evaluated. Diabetic retinopathy was classified as no DR, nonproliferative DR
(NPDR), preproliferative DR (PPDR), proliferative DR (PDR). Patients presenting
with panretinal photocoagulation scars and no proliferative changes or with no
previous fundus photo or angiography were considered as panretinal photocoagulation
group. Patients were grouped regarding their age at diabetes onset as 30-39}TS, 40
49yrs, 50-59}"fS and 6O-69}"fS.
Results: The prevalence of DR in patients with duration of diabetes l l-l Sjrs was
59.4%. Regarding the stages of DR, NPDR was present in 41.2% of the patients,
PPDR in 7.5%, PDR in 5.5% and panretinal photocoagulation in 5.2%. Regarding the
age at diabetes onset the prevalence of DR was 56.5% between 30-39 }TS, 68.6%
between 40-49}"fS, 51.9% between 50-59}TS and 52.9% between 60-69 yrs. The
prevalence of DR was higher in patients with onset of diabetes at 30-49}TS compared
to 50-69}"fS (64.5% and 52.0"/0, respectively) (p=Q04).
Conclnsions: Our findings show that the prevalence ofdiabetic retinopathy decreases
in patients with age of diabetes onset at 50yrs or older. As in the lower frequency of
diabetic rctinopathy in patients with extensive chorioretinal atrophy, this may be
explained by the hypoperfusion of retina presumably due to the arteriosclerotic
changes in older ages.

1099
IS DECREASED INSUlIN SENSITIVITY A SPECmC PREDICTOR OF
PROLIFERATIVE RETINOPATHY IN TYPE 2 DIABETES?

A Parvanova', L Ilievl, P. Ruggenenti', B. D. Dlmitrov'<, R Trevisan", r..1.
Filipponi", S. Zenoni', A. Fassil, F. Arnoldi', M, Vedovato', A. TIengo', A. Perna'
and G. Remuzzi': 'Mario Negri Institute for Pharmacological Research, Ranica (BG),
Italy; "Department of Social Medicine, Higher Medical Institute, Plovdiv, Bulgaria;
Units of'Diabetology, "Ophtalmology and "Nephrology, Ospedali Riuniti, Bergamo,
Italy; 'Unit for Metabolic Diseases, Policlinico Universitario, Padova, Italy
Backgronnd and Aims: Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a frequent cause of visual
impairment in type 2 diabetes. In this cross-sectional study we explored the
relationship between DR, insulin sensitivity (IS) and other putative risk
factors/markers of DR (age, B~l.l, diabetes duration [DURl, BP, GFR, AER,
cholesterol, triglycerides and HbAlc,) in 124 normotensive or treated hypertensive
type 2 diabetics with different levels ofAER.
Materials and Methods: IS was measured by hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp
(insulin 80 mUlsq.m.lmin) and GFR by iohexol plasma clearance. DR was assessed
by fundoscopy and classified into 3 groups (no retinopathy [Dkno, n~ll,

background [ORb, n~35l and proliferative retinopathy [DRp, n~28]. Methods of
descriptive statistics and regression analysis were used. DUR, AER (meg/min),
IIbAlc(%), HOL and triglycerides were log-transformed (In).
Results: DRp and DRb differed from DRno for DUR, HbAlc, and AER; DRp
differed from DRb and DRno for IS. IS was similar in DRb and DRoo. There were
significant associations between DR and AER (chi-square 10.64, p=Q_03) as well as
between DR and IS (M-value. mglkg/min; chi-square 11.84, p=Q.OO3). The best
model to predict DR by logistic stepwise backward regression (without covariates)
included age, InDUR, InlibAlc, InAER (accuracy of 65.32%, p<0.05). However,
when the stepwise forward method discriminated DRp and DRb (but not DRb and
DRoo), the regression was saturated by M-value alone. The best inverse relationship
to IS was with accuracy of60.32% (score b ~ -0.317, P ~ 0.016).
Conclusions: Background and proliferative retinopathies of type 2 diabetes are
associated with ageing, diabetes duration/control and albuminuria Decreased insulin
sensitivity is a specific marker ofproliferative diabetic retinopathy.
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The Role of Combination Therapy in Type 2 Hypertensive Patients wilb
Proliferative Retinopathy
M. Ramazashvili", R. Kurashvili, Ph. Khidisheli,' L. Tsutskiridze, E. Shelestova,
Georgian Diabetes Center, 'CARAPS Medline, Tbilisi, Georgia

Background and Aims: It is well-documented that 50% of Type 2 diabetic patients
have anerial hypertension. Presence of hypertension drastically increases the
haemoftalm frequency in patients with proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR),
whereas it is less possible to perform laserocoagulation in these subjects.
Malerial. and Methods: Two groups of hypertensive patients with PDR were
studied.
Results: In Gr. I patients (n=20) conventional symptomatic antihypertensive therapy
with b-blockers/Bisoprolol (Merck) or ACE-inhibitorslPerindopril (Servier) was
used. Gr. 2 patients (n=20) were treated with Bisoprolol (5mg/onee daily) and
Perindopril (4 mg/once daily) for 6 months. At entry mean fasting blood glucose
(FBG) and HbAlc levels in both groups were: FBG-130±15mg"lo; HbAlc
12.2±2.5%; SBP-150±50 mmHg, DBP-9O±20 mmHg; total eholesterol-9.2±4.5
mmolJl, LDL-5.2±2.5 mmolJl, BMI>2&. Glycemia control was achieved with
Gliclazidc(Smier), Glimepiride (Aventis Pharma) and Metformin (Berlin-chemie,
Menarini Group), in ten case insulin (Actrapid, Insulatard, Novo Nordisk) was also
used. In Gr. I good blood pressure control was not achieved. Fasting plasma glucose
and HbAlc levels at six month were 105±10 mg% and 7.2±I.I%, respectively
Results: As a result of combination therapy with Bisoprolol (5mg) and Perindopril
(4mg) blood pressure decreased 10 SBP-120±10 mrnIlg, DBP-70±10 mmHg.
Frequency of haemoftalm development in Gr. 2 patients decreased by 36%, while
possibility to successfully perform laserocoagulation increased by 42%, emptying 01
neovascular complexes after laserocoagulation was observed.
Conclusions: Combination therapy of anerial hypertension in well-controlled Type 2
diabetic patients with PDR decreases the rate of sever visual complication
development in these patients.

1102
I1IGII RESOLUTION DIGITAL RETINAL CAMERA: DOES USE OF
TWO I:\IAGES PER EYE INCREASE SCREENING TIME?
L Lovelock, D.Young, M. Shotton And R. Taylor. Newcastle
Diabetes Centre, Newcastle upon Tyne, U.K.

Background and aims: The U.K. National Screening Committee
recommends 2 overlapping digital views of each retina in screening
for diabetic retinopathy. As the Newcastle service screens 8,800
patients per year the move from a single macula-centred Polaroid
photograph per eye to 2 images per eye could potentially cause
problems of throughput by a small increase in unit time to screen
each individual. Methods: Since August 2000 a novel high resolution
imaging system has been in use providing \360 by 1024 pixels per
image via a lVC progressive scan CCD camera. The original Polaroid
system has been maintained during the change over period. The
actual time taken for the photographic procedure was recorded for
each system excluding the common factors of visual acuity,
dilatation, ophthalmoscopy and patient feedback. Results:
Photographic time per patient was I86±32 (SD) for Polaroid and
I02±34 seconds for digital imaging (p>O.oool). From the patient's
perspective the five-fold lower flash intensity was much lower as
assessed by linear analogue scale (4.8±2.2vs.8.6±1.3; p<o.oool). The
resolving power of the digital image meets the new stringent National
Screening Committee criteria. Viewing on 15 inch monitors avoids
the operator eye strain of examining Polaroid prints and facilitates the
process of patient feedback. Conclusions: The new generation high
resolution digital camera improves patient acceptability and image
resolution. Despite the doubling of retinal photographs per patient,
unit time for photography is markedly decreased.
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Automatic assessment and grading or the quality or digital retinal images for
application in a telematie system supporting s-treening for the diabetic retinopathy

P. Ladyzynski, J. M. Wojcicki and K. Chilwa. Nara Inst of Advanced Science and
Technology, Nara, Japan; Inst of Biocybemetics & Biomedical Eng. PAS, Warsaw,
Poland.
Background and Aims: A web-based telernatic system for distant telediagnosis and
teleconsultation of the diabetic retinopathy was designed and developed. In the developed
system, a primary care physician or a diabetologist takes a patient's retinal images with a
digital fundus camera and uploads them together with additional anamnesis results to a
distant database through the internet The digital retinal images are retrieved and evaluated
by an expert ophthalmologist and then annotations of lesions and diagnosis are sent back
to the physician. The aim of this work was to elaborate. method for automatic assessment
and grading of the quality of digital retinal images to be applied on the physician's site of
the developed system.
M.leri.l. and Melhod.: An index describing quality of digital retinal images in terms of
sharpness, contrast and visibility of fine structures was elaborated. The designed index
bases on one-dimensional (I-D) averaged intensity pcwer spectrum normalized by mean
intensity and size of a digital retinal image. It is defined as average slope of the above
described I-D power spectrum over a certain frequency range adjusted by a blur
dependant factor. Ability of the developed index to differentiate between good and bad
quality images was tested basing on a set of 200 color digital retinal images of diabctic as
well as healthy subjects. The whole sct of images was divided into 4 sub-sets with
different perceived quality (bad, fair, good, excellent) as judged by the authors and values
of the designed index in each sub-set were studied.
Results: The average quality index for the whole set of 200 images equals to 5.0 +/- 0.7
(Mean +/- SD). The following results were obtained in the 4 sub-groups with different
perceived quality: 4.20 +/- 0.3 (bad quality), 4.60 +/- 0.3 (fair quality), 5.10 +/- 0.5 (good
quality) and 5.70 +/- 0.5 (excellent quality). mOYA confirmed high statistical
significance of the obtained differences (p < 10-44). Differences between all pairs of
consecutive sub-groups (i.e. bad vs. fair, fair vs, good and good vs. excellent) were also
statistically significant (t-test, p < 1e-7).
Conclusions: The developed index seems to be able to properly differentiate quality of
digital retinal images. It can be applied in the developed telematic system as a supportive
tool, ensuring acceptable quality of the digital retinal images taken by primary care
physicians and diabetologists,

1103
PROGRESSIO:-i OF RETll'iOPATIIY WITH Il'iSULI:-i GLARGIl'iE OR
NPH Il'iSULL,> - A MULTI-TRIAL ANALYSIS
J Forjanic-Klapproth' and P D Home'. 'Frankfurt, Germany and 'Newcastle. UK
Background and Aims: As pan of the development programme for insulin
glargine (Lantus), progression of retinopathy in diabetes was assessed to provide
reassurance on safety. Materials and Methods: In four large randomized,
multi centre, open-label studies, 2207 patients received insulin glargine (Lan) or
I\'PH insulin (I\'PH) for 2&-52 weeks. Change in retinopathy was evaluated by
ophthalmological examination, fundus photography, and reports of retinal adverse
events. The findings were evaluated by a panel of four ophthalmologists and one
physician, all with a soecial interest in diabetes. Results:
Finding Tvne I diabetes Tvoe 2 diabetes

3001 % 3004 %) 300i7~~ 3006 (%)

Lan I\'PH Lan NPII Lan 1\1'11 Lan "PH
Progression Clinical exam 4.& 5.7 9.5 7.1 &.4 13.0 9.2 10.7

Photography 5.3 3.4 3.2 3.9 5.9 9.1 7.5 2.7
NewPDR Clinicalexam 1.9 1.1 1.3 1.7 0.7 0 2.7 1.3

Photography 2.2 2.6 t.s 3.& 2.1 1.8 4.1 2.2
New ME Clinicalexam 3.7 1.9 0.9 1.3 i.s 2.4 3.1 3.0

Photography 6.9 7.9 0.9 1.3 11.2 6.5 2.& 2.2

Retinal AEs 1&.0 12.0 9.& 10.4 3.t 2.5 22.0 24.7
Disc swellinz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PDR: proliferative diabetic retinopathy; ME: macular oedema; AEs: adverse events
Conclusions: The comparison of fundus photography and ophthalmological
examination showed little azreement between the methods. Two observed
differences on photography were found to be inconsistent belween methods of
assessment and between studies (ME in study 3002; !U-step progression in study
3(06). These results taken as • whole do not suggest any increased risk in toe
development or progression ofdiabetic retinopathy in patients treated with Lantus
compared with 1\1'11insulin.
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Retinopathy: ExperimentaVPathogenesis
1104 1105

RETI'iOPATHY L'i MONKEYS WITH SPOl'l'TANEOUS TYPE 2 DL<\BETES
Mary A. Johnson", D. Scott McLeod, Scott Steidl". Noni L. Bodkins, Robert W. Flower'.
and Barbara C. Hansen#
Wilmer Ophthalmological Institute.Johns Hopkins Hospital. Baltimore. MD
Department of Ophthalmology' and the Obesity and Diabetes Research Centers, U. of
Maryland School ofMedicine. Baltimore. MD
Ba<kgrotmd and Aims. Type II diabetes occurs spontaneously in Rhesus monkeys and
shows an extraordinary similarity to human diabetes in terms of clinical features and
relative time course. The purpose of this study was to clinicallyand histopathologically
investigate ocular vascular changes in these monkeys. Methods. Bilateral ICG and
fluorescein angiograms, duplex Doppler ultrasounds of the carotid and retrobulbar
circulations. ganzfeld ERGs, and ophthalmoscopic examination were performed on aged
normal and diabetic monkeys. A multifocal ERG (mERG) was performed on the most
severely affected of the animals. Retinas from 10 diabetic monkeys were incubated for
ADPase activity (labels viable retinal blood vessels) and nonspecific esterase (label
P~ll\s) and flat-embedded. Two micron sections were taken through areas of interest
Results. Cotton wool spots. intraretinal hemorrhages. arteriolar narrowing. and hard lipid
exudates in the macula were observed by ophthalmoscopy in some monkeys. ICG
angiograms showed areas of delayed choroidal filling and/or non-perfusion in some
monkeys. The Doppler measurements of posterior ciliary peak systolic velocity were
significantly reduced in two monkeys. ERGs were profoundly reduced in both inner and
outer retina in some animals, The multifocal ERG (mERG) recorded from a severely
affected eye showed a large reduction in amplitude in the inferior retina as well as an area
of reduction nasal to the macula, approximately corresponding to me areas of ICG filling
abnormalities. Large nonperfused areas extending from disk to midfoveawere observed in
two monkeys. Other diabetic monkeys had smaller nonperfused areas. There were
apparent fluid filled spaces in the outer plexiform layer in one of these maculas suggesting
macular edema. Dot/blot hemorrhages. cotton wool spots. and microaneurysms were
documented in retinas. The greatest number of PMNs in vascularized retina were in the
posterior pole. and specifically. in the parafovecl area The animals with the most severe
diabctes had the greatest number of PMNs, and a normal control monkey. who was 15
years old, had the fewest PMNs. The most severe retinopathy was observed in diabetic
monkeys with hypertension.
Conclusions. Monkeys with type II have many of the angiopathic changes associated with
human diabetic retinopathy. Severity in diabetes and retinopathy was associated with
increased P~INs in retina. Reductions in ERG corresponding to areas with ICG filling
abnormalities suggest poor choroidal perfusion as the source ofthese ERG reductions.

Prevention of retinal kukostasis by glid02ide in streptozotodn-induced diabetic
rats
A. Kakehashi.I N. Kinoshita.l Y. Ito.1 Y. Takahashi,l T. Yasu,2 M. Kuroki,2 S.
lnoda,3 1>1. Kawakami.ZY. Kanazawa2
Department of Ophthalmology,! and Department of Integrated Medicine 1,2 Orniya
Medical Center, Jichi Medical School, Omiya, lapan
Department ofOphthalmology. liehi Medical School, Minamikawachi.Japanl

Background and Aims: Some sulfonylurea anti-diabetic agents might affect vascular
function. However. gliclazide, a sulfonylurea, was reported recently to reduce
neutrophil and monocyte adhesion to cultured endothelial cells in hyperglycemia.
This study was designed quantitatively to evaluate the effectiveness of gliclazide
treatment in vivo on leukostasis in the retinal microcirculation ofdiabetic rats.
Material< and Methods: Diabetes was induced in male Brown-Norway rats hy
intravenous injection of streptozotocin (65 mg/kg). Gliclazide or glibenclamide was
mixed with bait and administered orally during a 3-weck period of diabetes. Retinal
leukostasis was quantitatively evaluated in vivo with acridine orange leukocyte
fluorography using scanning laser ophthalmoscopy.
Results: The number of leukocytes trapped in the area around the optic disc (radius. 3
disc diameters) in diabetic rats (32.5±1.J cells; n=4) was significantly increased
compared with nondiabetic control rats (20.3±J.4 cells; n=4) (P<0.05). However,
gliclazide-treatrnent significantly reversed the number of leukocytes trapped in the
retina (22.0±5.3 cells; n=4) (P<0.05). In contrast, no significant reduction in retinal
leukostasis was found in the glibenclamide-treated diabetic rats compared with the
untreated diabetic rats.
Coudusious: Treatment with gliclazide decreases leukostasis in the retinal
microcirculation in early diabetes. From this observation, gliclazide might contribute
to improved retinal blood flow and have a therapeutic effect on diabetic retinopathy,
preventing microcirculatory disturbances caused by trapped leukocytes.
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a-svernu conoots, DR 0, DR J (p<O,Ol). b-vtTSUJDR 2, DR 3 (Utnlt (p<O.Ol)
We observe the rising CD 54 expression tendency in patients with DR 3 (active) and
the low in DR 0, DR I & DRJ ( quiescent ), reflecting the inaesead & decreased
activative and adhesive ability of the mentioned cells on these stages accordingly.
There needs further investigation of this mechanism, its correlation ....ith metabolic
control & DR prognosis .

STUDY ON THE MECHANISM OF NEUTROPHIL ADHESIO:-l TO
RETINAL CAPILLARY ENDOTHELIAL CELLS UNDER IIIGH
GLUCOSE CO:-lDlTION
Y.K. Kim, S.D. Yoo', S.M. Son. I.J. Kim
Department of Internal Medicine, College of Medicine. Pusan National
University, Pusan, Korea
'Department of Internal Medicine, College of Medicine, DongGuk University,
Kyeongju, Korea
Background and Aim': Diabetic retinopathy is a leading cause of adult vision
loss and blindness. Much of the retinal damage that characterizes the disease
results from retinal vascular leakage and occlusion. Capillary occlusion is the
result of microvascular thrombi in which erythrocytes, platelets and leukocytes
each may playa role. We investigate the pathogcnesis of leukocyte stasis by
exposing bovine retinal capillary endothelial cells(BRCECs) for high glucose
concentration. Materials and Methods: We examined the adhesion of
neutrophils to BRCECs incubated in media containing 5.5-30 mmollL D
glucose for 24 hours. We also measured the expression of E-selectin on
endothelial cells and the activation of NF(nuclear transcription factorrKB in
nuclear fractions of endothelial cells by using electrophoretic mobility shift
assay. Results: We observed that 30 mrnol/L D-glucose significantly increased
the adhesion ofneutrophils to BRCECs(12.5% vs, 3.0%, p<O.OI) and migration
of neutrophil across cultured BRCEC monolay·ers(41.0% vs, 21.0%. p<0.05) in
respect to 5.5 mmoL'L D-glucose. The expression of E-scleclin was increased
incubated with 30 mmollL D-glucose compared with 5.5 rnmol/L D
glucose(1.45 OD vs. 0.54 OD. p<O.OI). Electrophoretic mobility shift assay of
nuclear extracts of BRCECs exposed for 24 h to 30 rnmol.L D-glucose revealed
an intense NF-KB activation compared with cells cultured in 5.5 mmollL D
glucose(8.72xlo.t countsxmm" vs. 1.88x 104 countsxmm', p<O.OI).
Conclusions: These results suggest that high glucose concentration promote
neutrophil adhesion to the BRCECs through upregulation of cell surface
expression of Evsclccrin, possibly depending on NF-KB activation and may have
implications for the induction of microvasculopathy of diabetic retinopathy,
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INTERCELLULAR ADHESION MOLECULE - 1 ( ICAM - 1, CD 54 ) IN
PATIENI'S WITH DIABETIC RETINOPATIIY ( DR ).
T.Kochemasova,'MShestakova,' N.Smirnova' V.Gorelysheva,' T.MiIenkaya,
'E.Polosuckina, 2ABaryshniko';and LDedoY ( Russian Research Centre for
Endocrinology'. N.N.Blokchin Cancer Research Centre', Moscow, Russia)
Badgro""d lUUI Alms: Cell adhesim molecules ( CAMs ) have been demonstrated
to be elevated in diabetes mellitus and implicated in the course of micro- and
maaovascular complications. Ooe of the CAMs • ICAM - I ( CD 54 ) is expressed
by different cell types. The aim of the study wasto elucidate the clinical significance
of ICAM - I expression on leucocytes ( lymphocytes and granulocytes ) in Type I
DM and DR. MateriDls lUUI Metllods : 83 patients ( 37 females and 46 females, age
mediana 26.4 years old) with Type I DM & various stages of DR were estimated m
the ICAM - I (CD 54 ) expression on blood lymphocytes and granulocytes by flow
cytometry using FACScan ( Becton - Dickinson) & compared with healthy controls (
n - 17 ).Ra,,/ts lUUI COIu:II4SUJIIS Tabl I ICf.M I( CD u ) E.r L hocytes <l
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Free Insulin-like Grow"1h Factor-I and Vascular Endotbe\ial Growth Factor in
.il....us Duid orpatients "ith diabetic retinopathy: study or their relationship and
beh."iour.
R Sim6, C. Hernandez, M Garat, L Sararols, J. Garcia-Arwni, RM. Segura and J. Mesa.
Diabetes Research Unit and Department of Ophthalmology. Hospital General Vall
dHebron, Barcelona, Spain.

Background and Aims: The aim of the study was to investigate the relationship between
free Insulin-like Growth Factor-I (IGF-I) and Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF)
in the vitreous fluid of diabetic patients withproliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR).
Material and Methods: 37 diabetic patients in whom a vitrectomy was performed were
compared to 21 non-diabetic patients with other conditions requiring vitrectomy, but in
whom the retina was not directly affected by neovascularization. Statistics: Mann-Withney
Ll-test and the Spearman rank correlation coefficient The results are expressed as the
median and range.
Results: VitreaJ levels of both free IGF-I and VEGF were higher in diabetic patients with
PDR than in control subjects (0.16 nglml [0.06-0.47] \'S. 0.11 ng/ml [0.06-0.21]; p<O.OI,
and 1.38 ng/ml [0.11.7.61] \'S. 0.009 nglm! [0.009-0.038]; p<O.OOOI, respectively). We
also detected higher intravitreous protein concentration in diabetic patients withPDR than
in control subjects (3.01 mg 1m! [1.05-13.8] \'S. 0.73 mglm! [0.27-2.62]; p<O.OOOI). After
adjusting for total intravitreous protein concentration, VEGF (nglmg ofproteins) remained
significantly higher in diabetic patients with PDR than in control group (0.38 [0.01-4.72]
\'S. 0.01 [0.003-0.033]; p<O.OOOI). By contrast, the ratio of free IGF-IlvitreaJ proteins
(nglmg of proteins) was higher in control subjects than in diabetic patients {0.15 [0.06
0.65] \'S. 0.06 [0.01-0.45]; p< O.OOOI).The vitreous concentrations ofVEGF were higher
in patients with active PDR than in patients with quiescent PDR (2.06 nglm! [0.22-6.66]
\'S. 0.57 ng/ml [0.11-1.26]; p<0.005). However, vitreous free IGF-I was not related to PDR
activity. VEGF was lo-fold higher in vitreous fluid than in serum from patients with PDR
(p<O.OOOI). By contrast, in the control group VEGF was higher in serum than in the
vitreous fluid (p<O.OOOI). Free IGF-I was higher in serum than in vitreous fluid in diabetic
patients with PDR (p<O.ool), and also in control subjects (p<O.ool). Finally, we did not
observe a correlation between the vitreal levels of free IGF-I and VEGF, ncither in
diabetic patients, nor in the control group.
Conclusions: We conclude thatfree IGF-I and VEGF behave differently and thatthey are
not related within the vitreous fluid of diabetic patients with PDR In addition, our results
suggest that VEGF but not free IGF-I is directly involved in the pathogenesis ofPDR

1110
REPLICATIO~ OF BOVINE RETINAL PERICYfES FOLLOWING
INHIBITIO~All;D ACTIYATlON OF PROTEIN KINASE C.
F. Pomero, A Allione, E. Beltrarno, E. Ponte, F. D'AliI and M. Porta. Department of
Internal Medicine, University ofTurin, Turin, Italy.
Background and Aims: Protein kinase C (pKC) is a family of enzymes involved in the
regulation of various cell functions, Abnormal PKC activity could be involved in the
pathogenesis ofdiabetic microangiopathy. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect
of an activator (phorbol-12-myristate-13-acetate, PMA) and an inhibitor ofPKC bl- and
b2-isoforms (LY379196, generously provided by Ely Lilly, Indianapolis) (iPKC) in the
presence of physiological (5.6 mmol/l) or high (28 mmol/l) glucose concentrations.
Materials and MeIbOOs: To study the effects ofPKC inhibition, bovine retinal pericytes
(BRP) were incubated with either physiological or high glucose, with or without 500
nmolll or Illmolll iPKC. Cells were counted after 7 days and DNA synthesis through
BrdU incorporation was measured after 4 days by EUSA To study PMA effects on cell
replication, BRP in normal or high glucose were exposed for 60 minutes every day to 100
or 500 nmol/l PMA To confirm thatPMA effect was due to PKC activation, BRP were
stimulated by PMA, followed by iPKC I 1JlT101/I. Results are expressed as percentages of
5.6 mmol/l glucose. Results: Means ± SD of cell counts were: 89.7±11.4% for 28 glucose
(p=O.003 \'S 5.6 glucose), 65.1±14.4 for normal glucose + 500 nmolll iPKC (p~.OOO \'S

5.6 glucose), 61±11.5 for 28 glucose + 500 nmol/l iPKC (p~.ool \'S 28 glucose),
52.3±22.8 for 5.6 glucose + 1 Ilmolll iPKC (p--o.ool \'S 5.6 glucose), 4-I.9±11.5 for 28
glucose+1 Ilmol/l iPKC (p=O.OOO \'S 28 glucose); 581.3±328% for 5.6 glucose + PMA
lOOnmoI/l(p=O.016 \'S 5.6 glucose), 696.9±276.6 for 5.6 glucose + PMA 500 (p=O.003 ''S

5.6 glucose), 391.l±139.2 for 28 glucose + PMA 100 (p=O.ool \'S 28 glucose),
566.S±272.7 for 28 glucose + P~IA 500 (p--o.005 \'S high glucose), 310.9±100 for 5.6
glucose +Pl-IA 500+ iPKC IIJlT101/1 (p=O.003 \'S 5.6 glucose), 145.2±36.2 for 28 glucose
+ PMA 500 + iPKC lumol/l (p=O.007 \'S high glucose). Absorbances of cells grown in 28
mmol/l glucose were lower than in normal glucose (83.2±15.8%, p~.03); iPKC reduced
absorbances both in addition to normal (66.4±14.6%, p=O.003) and high glucose
(70.S±18.8%, p=O.02), whilst P~IA addition increased them in either condition
(167.2±38.9%, p=O.006 in normal glucose and 154±35.1%, p--o.OI in high glucose).
Condusions: The addition of an activator and an inhibitor of PKC is able to influence
BRP replication in the presence of physiological and high glucose. These data confirm
results we obtained previously wiih endothelial cells and suggest that the increased
activity of PKC induced by high glucose, as described by other Authors, may not be
responsible for impaired cell replication in diabetic retinopathy.
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EFFECfS OF A!'iGIOTE!'iSL'l II AIIo1> L'lSULIN O~ TGF-II PRODUcnON
BY BOVTh"E RETL'lAL PERICYTES.
A Allione, F. Pomero, C. Berardi, P. Del Rizzo, E. Be1tramo, F. F. D'Alii, E. Ponte,
P. Limone and M. Porta. Department ofinterrtaI Medicine, University ofTurin, Turin,
Italy.

Background and Aims: TGF-/l is a cytokine involved in several cell functions, such
as regulation of proliferation and turnover of extracellular matrix, inducing synthesis
of'type IV collagen, fibronectin, laminin and proteoglicans. TGF.p levels appear to be
elevated in type 2 diabetes, particularly in retinopathy. Thickening of the basement
membrane is peculiar of diabetic microangiopathy and could be mediated by
increased synthesis of TGF-p. Angiotensin II (AT II) and insulin were reported to
induce TGF-b production in mesangial cells. Since retinal capillary pericytes are
homologous to rnesangiurn, we hypothesized that AT II and insulin could increase
TGF-b release also in pericytes. This study aimed at verifying this hypothesis in
bovine retinal pericytes (BRP) in culture.

Materials and Methods: BRP were cultured in 6-well plates until subconfluent. Cells
were then incubated overnight with insulin or AT II 10-10 mol/l, 10-S mol/l, 10-6
molll or 10-4 mol/l. TGF-p concentrations were measured in the supernatants by
ELISA and expressed as pglmVI06 cells.

Results: AT II and insulin addition did not modify significantly TGF-p production by
BRP. AT II: basal 6138.S ± 4281, 10-10 mol/l 3502.3 ± 3077, Io-S molll 2951.6 ±
2804, 10-6 molll3654.3 ± 3186, 10-4 molll 3583 ± 3146. Insulin: basal 4-104.3 ±
3196,10-10 mol/l3737.3 ± 4879, 10-8 molll36J7.3 ± 4929, 10-6 mol/l3003 ± 2540,
10-4 molll24-10 ± 2240.

Condusions: TGF-p production by pericytes does not appear to be stimulated by
addition of AT II or insulin. This suggests that thickening of the basement membrane
in retinal capillaries may not be mediated by these hormones.

1111
ENDOGENOUS mRNA LEVELS OF ANTIOXIDATIVE ENZYMES IN THE
RETINA OF RATS WITH STZ-INDUCED DIABETES.
E. Agardh, B.K. Israelsson, B. Thuesen-Olsen and C.-D. Agardh. Wallenberg
Research Laboratory, Malmo University Hospital. Sweden.

Background and aims: Long-term hyperglycemia results in microvascular
complications, like diabetic retinopathy, but the mechanisms behind the development
of microangiopathy arenotclear.Oxidative stress.eitherdueto increased production
of reactive oxygen speciesor a deficientendogenous defense,hasbeensuggested.
The aim of the present study was to study effects of hyperglycemia on the
endogenous antioxidative enzymesystemsin the retina in \'il-'o andif so. whether
aminoguanidine or probucol, drugs that can act as an inhibitor of advanced glycated
end products or as a free radical scavenger, had any influence. Malerials and
methods: Male Wistar rats, body weight 250-300 g. were injected intraperitoneally,
1-2 times, with streptozocin (STZ) (60 rng/kg body weight). Only rats with blood
glucose levels;:: 15 mmollL were included. Diabetic as well as strain matched
control animals were fed either I) a normal diet, 2) addition of probucol (I % w/w) in
the pellets or 3) aminoguanidine (0.5 gIL for diabetic and I gIL for control rats) in
thedrinking water. Afterone andsix months, respectively, theretina wassnap
frozen, RNA was extracted, and the mRNA levels for CuZnSOD, MnSOD, catalase
and glutathione peroxidase (GSII·Px) were analysed using Quantitative Competitive
Polymerase Chain Reaction (QC-PCR). Results: The mRNA catalase levels in the
retina were low, about 1/10 of those of the other enzymes but there was a 100%
increase aftcr six months of diabetes (0.012±0.004 vs. 0.006±0.002; p=O.OO6).
Neither aminoguanidine nor probucol had any influence on thiselevated
concentration. Therewas a 50% increase of relativemRNA concentrations of GSH
Px after six months of diabetes, (0.83±O.25 vs. 0.54±0.18; p=0.042), which was
inhibited by probuco!.. Condusion: The elevated retinal mRNA levels of catalase
and GSH-Px after six months of diabetes, and the normalization of the GSH-Px
levels by probucol, suggestthatlong-term exposureto hyperglycemia resultsin
increased oxidativestressin theretina.
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Coucentratlcns of Adrenomedullin(A~f) and VEGF in the Aqueous Humor of
the Anterior Chamber at Each Stages of Diabetic Retinopathy
T. Kawata, A Ohta. Y. Ogawa. N. Saito, T. Yoshizawa", T. Suginos
Department of Internal Medicine, St. Marianna University School ofMedicine
'Department ofOphthalmology, St. Marianna University School ofMedicine

Background and Aims; In order to elucidate pathophysiology ofdiabetic retinopathy
from the standpoint of microcirculatory hemodynamics, the roles of A.\{ and VEGF in
the onset and progress ofretinopathy were studied at each stage of retinopathy.
Materials and Methods; Eurolled in the study were 32 diabetic patients and 28 non
diabetic patients, that is, the control group. Aqueous humor was collected during
ophthalmologic operations excluding that of neovascular glaucoma. and A.\{ was
measured by RIA method and VEGF by EIA method. Concentrations of AM and
VEGF were compared according to duration ofdiabetes mellitus, HbAlc and stages of
retinopathy.
Results; AM concentration(mean±SD fmoUml) in the aqueous humor of the anterior
chamber also seemed to increase as duration of diabetes mellitus lengthened. VEGF
concentration(mean±SD pg/ml) in the aqueous humor of the anterior chamber was
217.929±254.734 in the diabetic group, or a significant increase(p<O.OI) in the
diabetic group.
Conclusions: A.\I concentration in the pre-proliferation group was significantly
higher than that in the simple group(p<O.OI) and the highest among three groups.
Increases in AM concentration in the aqueous humor of the anterior chamber in the
simple and pre-proliferation retinopathy are thought to substantiate the increase in
retinal blood flow at these stages. It is also inferred that the decrease in blood flow at
the proliferation stage accompanies the decrease in A.\I. The distribution dynamics
are similar to changes in blood concentrations of AM, suggesting the possibility of the
association between the increase in VEGF and the change.

1114
IS IIOMOCYSTEL"I'DfL.\ A MARKER OF DL.\BETIC RETE\"OPATlIY L"I'
HYPERTENSIVE TYPE 2 DIABETICS?
I. Iliev', A. Parvanova', J. Zaletel', B. D. Dirnitrov'v, D. Fenili', A. Pemal and P.
Ruggenenti' 'Mario Negri Institute for Pharmacological Research, Clinical Research
Centre for Rare Diseases'Aldo e Cele Dacco', Villa Camozzi, Ranica (BG), Italy;
'Department of Social Medicine, Higher Medical Institute, Plovdiv, Bulgaria;
'Ospedale'Treviglio Caravaggio', Treviglio (BG); Italy

Background and Aims: Fasting hyperhomoeysteinemia is a marker of cardiovascular
disease. In this cross-sectional pilot study we tested whether homoeysteinemia (HCY,
mcmollJ) is an independent marker of retinopathy (OR) in hypertensive type 2
diabetics.
Materials and Methods: 37 consecutive patients with median (range) GFR 88.5 (32
137 mUminl1.73 sq.m.) and AER 69 (2.4.1609 mcg/min) were assessed by
fundoscopy for DR. GFR was measured by iohexol plasma clearance. Methods of
descriptive statistics and logistic regression were used. HCY, diabetes duration (OUR.
months) and AER were logarithmically transformed to correct for skewed distribution
andlor outliers.
Results: The patients with DR (ORy, n=ll) and without DR (DRn, n=26) were
homogeneous for age (mean 60 years, SD 7 years), HbAlc (6.2%, 1.5%) and serum
lipids. The patients with DR had higher InlICY, lower B~II (kg/m2), longer InDUR.
higher systolic BP (SBP) and higher InAER (see mean and SO in Table, p<O.05). In
the stepwise conditional logistic regression, as being partially independent, InllCY
(score b=4.5) together with InDUR (b=2.1) and SBP (b=O.I) predicted DR with
accuracy of 86.5% (p<O.05). The study was underpowered to confirm GFR as a likely
marker.

Retinopathy_lnHCY_BMI__lnDUR_SBP__lnAER
DRy 2.8(0.4L27.4(5.1 L 4.9(O.8U55(15L5.1 (1.4)
DRn 2.5(O.3L31.3(5.3L3.9(O.9LI45(12L3.8(2.0)

Conclusions: Fasting homocysteinemia is a marker of diabetic retinopathy in
hypertensive type 2 diabetics, additionally to diabetes duration and systolic blood
pressure, and might be used as likely predictor of its progression.

1113
L"I'HIBITJO;li OF ADVANCED GLYCATIO:-IILIPOXIDATIO:-i EJ'liDPRODl.:CTS
(AGI:S/ALI:S) PREVENTS RETL"I'OPATHY 1:-1 EXPERIME1'TAL DL.\BETES
AW. Stitt" T.A Gardiner', N. Duffy', A.M. Lichanska", C. Boyle', D.AC. Simpson',
N.L. Alderson§, AF. Januszewski}, lW. Baynes§, and SR Thorpe§. 'Qucco's
University of Belfast, N. Ireland; §University of South Carolina, USA
Background and Aims: Pyridoxamine (PM) is a new AGE/ALE inhibitor that traps
carbonyl intermediates in advanced glycation and lipoxidation reactions, We examined the
ability of P~I to protect against diabetic retinal disease and compared it with the
antioxidant vitamin E (VE) known to prevent retinopathic lesions in diabetic rats.
Materials and Methods: Streptozotocin (STZ) ,,"OS used to induce diabetes in Sprague
Dawley rats and after one week the animals were treated with either P~{ [Ig/l drinking
water) or VE (2000 IU/Kg diet). Glycated haemoglobin was monitored throughout and
maintained at -12% with injection of insulin (3IU, 3 times!week). After 29 weeks of
diabetes the animals were sacrificed and a range of AGEs / ALEs were measured in skin
collagen. The eyes from each animal were removed and the retinas examined for
retinopathic change. Retinas from at least 8 animals per group were subjected to trypsin
digestion and the number of acellular capillaries estimated. The retinas from the fellow
eyes (n=8/group) were extracted for total RNA, cD~A produced by reverse transcriptase
and quantitative real-time PCR conducted to determine regulation of extracellular matrix
(ECl\1)mRNAs.
Results: The results demonstrated a>3 fold increase in acellular capillaries and significant
upregulation of fibronectin (2 fold) and Jaminin (b chain) (2.6 fold) mRNA expression
when diabetic controls were compared to non-diabetics. P~I treatment resulted in
considerable protection against capillary drop-out (p<O.OI)and a significant reduction in
ECM mRNA expression over diabetic controls; fibronectin (p<O.02); laminin (p<O.OOI).
VE treatment of diabetics did not cause statistically significant protection from retinal
capillary death nor was fibronectin expression altered although there W"OS a reduction in
diabetes-related larninin mRNA·induction (p<O.OI).The retinal data also correlated with
AGE/ALE levels in other non-ocular tissues with P~I lowering levels more effectively
thanVE.
Conclusions: The results suggest that AGE/ALE-inhibition during experimental diabetes
using PM can prevent several of the recognised parameters of diabetic retinopathy. While
the antioxidant VE had a less significant protective effect than P~I, it would appear that
hyperglycaemia-related advanced lipoxidation and advanced glycation processes may play
a role in retinal vascular dysfunction during diabetes.
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RELATIO:'\SlIJP BETWEEN mrAIRED 0,1 117. VASO~IOTION AND
PARAsnlPATHETIC AND SEIoOSORY IoOEUROPATHY I:" DIABETES
M.F. Meyer, c.J. Rose, J.-O. Hulsrnann, M. Pfohl and H. Schatz.
Department oflntemal Medicine, University Hospital!lergmannsheil,
Ruhr-UniversityBochum, Germany

Background and Aim" In diabetic patients a reduction of 0,1 Hz skin blood now
fluctuations was found, which points to a decreased efferent sympathetic activity to
the skin. We investigated the relationship between impaired 0,1 Hz vasomotion and
parasympathetic and sensory neuropathy. Materials and :\Iethod" 20 type 1 and 19
type 2 diabetic patients were investigated. Vasomotion was recorded in single
capillaries at the dorsal middle phalangeal area of the loft ring finger by means of
laser Doppler anemometry. Parasympathetic neuropathy was assessed by spectral
analysis of heart rate variation during rest and recording heart rate responses to deep
breathing and Valsalva manoeuvre. Sensory neuropathy was investigated by
measuring pain, vibration and thermal sensory thresholds. Results: Loss of
spontaneous variations in skin blood now was found in 48,7% of all patients.
Vasomotion (0.09·0.1 liz) was more frequently (p<0.05) impaired in diabetic
patients, types I and 2, with at least one allered test for parasympathetic neuropathy
(81.3%), but it was already reduced in those with normal heart rate variability
(47.4%). Especially in type I diabetic patients loss of spontaneous fluctuations in
skin blood now was found in all persons (100%) with parasympathetic neuropathy
but even in 41,7 !-<. of those with normal tests for cardiac autonomic neuropathy
(p~0.01). The prevalence of impaired vasomotion was higher in type 2 diabetic
patients with an abnormal cold threshold compared to those with normal cold
sensation (66.7% vs, 14.3%; p<0.05). Impairments of vibration sensation and
vasomotion were not related. An abnormal warm thermal threshold was only found
in 2 patients. No one had a reduced pain sensation. Conclusions: These results
indicate that reduction of 0.1 liz microcirculatory fluctuations as evidence of
sympathetic dysfunction occurs in parallel with the parasympathetic diabetic
neuropathy and impairment of cold sensation. Thus. reduction of vasomotion,
detected by laser Doppler anemometry, might be an early index of autonomic
dysfunction and precedes abnormalities in warm and pain sensation.

1117
CO:'iTRIBunO:" OF DIABETIC AUTO:oiOMIC NEUROPATHY TO
HYPOGLYCDUA UNAWARESESS IN LO:oiG-TER.\1 n'PE 1 DIABETES
M. Kook, DE de G3Jan, J.W. Lenders, A.L. Verbeek, and C.J.Taek. Departments of
Medicine and Epidemiology and Biostatistics, University Medical Center Nijmegen,
Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Background and Aim" Iatrogenic hypoglycemia is an established, but reversible,
risk factor for impaired glucose counterregulation and hypoglycemia unawareness in
type I diabetes. Diabetic autonomic neuropathy (DAN) may cause irreversible
damage to glucose counterregulation, but its contribution has not beenevaluated in a
large group of patients. We conducted '" cross-sectional study in long-term (>10
years) diabetic patients to assess the role of DAN in hypoglycemia unawareness.
Matorials and Mothod" 75 Consecutive patients (mean age ±SD, 4-1.013 y) with
type I diabetes of 25.011 years duration were included. Hypoglycemia unawareness
was assessed using structured questionnaires and scored between 0 (maximal aware)
and 10 (maximal unaware). The presence of DAN was based on standard
cardiovascular reflex tests, and scored as being normal, pure parasympathetic lesion
(DAN-p), pure sympathetic lesion (DAN-s), or combined lesion (DA.'1-p+s). HbAlc
was measured using IIPLC.
Results: 59 Patients (78%) scored at least I point on the unawareness scale and 21
(29"10) had 3 or more points, indicating moderate to severe hypoglycemia
unawareness. Hypoglycemia unawareness was related to IIbAlc (r=-1>.293,~.Ol)
and diabetes duration (R>215. P~.06). As many as 52 patients (69"10) had
abnormalities in cardiovascular reflex tests: 8 DA."1-p (11%), 14 DAN-s (18%), 30
DAN-p" (40"10). No relation was found between hypoglycemia unawareness and
DAN for the whole group. Subgroup analysis showed a trend towards higher
unawareness-scores in poorly controlled (lIbAIC>8.3%) patients with DAN-s
(p~.096), and lower scores (i.e. more aware of hypoglycemic symptoms) in patients
with >20 years diabetes and DAN-p (p=O.04).
Conclusion.: In this group of long-term diabetic patients, hypoglycemia unawareness
is fairly prevalent and still mainly determined by IlbA Ic and diabetes duration. The
contribution of DA."f to hypoglycemia unawareness for the entire group was small,
but DAN-s may become relevant in poorly controlled patients. Remarkably, DAN-p
appears to be related to increased awareness of hypoglycemia.
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NEUROPATHY STATUS, GASTR[C D[PTYI:-iG AND DIGESTIVE
SYMPTO:\-IS I:" TYPE-I DIABETES MELLITUS: IS THERE A
RELATIONSHIP?
'TT. Varkonyi, 'R. R6ka, 'R. Takacs, 'I'. Legrady P. "M. U7..ir, 'L. Madacsy,
'es. Lengyel, "L. Pavics, '''I'. Kempler and 'J. Lonovics. 'I" Dept. of
Medicine and "Dept. of Nuclear Medicine, University ofSzeged and "'I" Dept.
of Medicine, Semmelweis University.Budapest, Hungary
Background and aims: the etiology of the motility disorders and the nature of'the
associated complaints in diabetes mellitus (D~f) are still poorly characterized. The
aim of this study was to determine the correlations between the neuropathy status,
gastric emptying and the severity of digestive symptoms in long-standing type-I
D~1. Materials and method" 23 patients with IY1'e-1 D~I of long duration
(duration of D~1: 26.1.02.3 yrs, age: 45.2.o2.1)"rs, mean±SE) were included. The
stomach function was evaluated by a scintigraphic gastric emptying procedure.
Autonomic neuropathy (AN) was assessed by means of the five standard
cardiovascular reflex tests. The sensory nerve function was studied with a
Neurometer (Neurotron Inc. Baltimore, Md), using transcutaneous electrical
stimulation. The digestive complaints were characterized by calculation of
symptom scores. Results: A positive correlation was observed between the half
time of gastric emptying (liTE) and the AN score (erO.59, p<O.OI). In accordance
with this finding the correlation was negative between the hem rate response to
breathing and liTE (r~-0.45,1'<0.05) and between the Valsalva ratio and HTE (r=
0.46, p<0.05). A positive association was found between orthostatic hypotension
and liTE (r=0.56, p<O.O I). The gastric hypomotility was not correlated with the
severity of digestive complaints. while a positive correlation was proven between
the AN score and the overall digestive symptom score (.-='0.44, p<0.05). Separate
analysis of the different complaints revealed a positive correlation between
abdominal pain and the AN score (",,0.42, p<0.05) and between the symptoms of
dysrnotility and the AN score (rO.50, p<0.05). The peripheral sensory ner ve
dysfunction was not correlated with liTE or the degree of complaints.
Conc:lusions: Autonomic neuropathy seems to be the major determinant of gastric
hypomotility in 1)l'C-I D:'-I. The severity of the digestive symptoms is more
frequently associated with the progression of autonomic neuropathy than with the
degree of gastric hypomotility or the peripheral sensory nerve dysfunction. These
findings may suggest that autonomic neuropathy is primarily responsible for both
gastrointestinal hypomotility and the genesis of digestive complaints in D~1.

1118
Aortit distensibility is reduced jl\ diabotic patitnt. with autonomic neuropathy
S. Liatis, N. Tentolouris, I. Moysakis·. P. Tsapogas, M. Psallas, E. Diakournopoulou,
1II. Kyriakidis" and N. Katsilambros. Athens University Medical School and
·De-partment of Cardiology, Laiko Hospital, Athens, Greece.

Barkground and Aims: Recent studies have shown an associauon between
cardiovascular risk factors and aortic distensibility (AD) in non-diabetic persons. A
few studies have been conducted in persons with diabetes (DP) and, in addition, there
is no any information concerning the relationship between diabetic autonomic
neuropathy (DAN) and AD in ty-pe2 diabetes.

Materials and methods: Sixty-two subjects with type 2 diabetes as well as thirty-four
healthy individuals (C), mean age (SD): 58.3 (9.2) and 54.3 (11.6) years; males n(%):
34 (58.4) and 15 (44.1) respectively; mean duration (SD) of diabetes: 9.1 (7.I»"cars,
without evidence of macrovascular disease. were studied. AD was assessed with high
resolution ultrasonography, 30m above the aortic valve. Short-term power spectral
analysis ofthe heart rate variability (PSAJlRV) and the battery of the classical Ewing
tests were used to evaluate DAN.

Results: AD was significantly lower in Dp than in C [1.87 (0.4-1)vs 2.54 (029) I~.
dyn-I. cm2 respectively, P~.OOOI). In addition, AD was significamly lower in DP
with DAN compared to DP without DA.... [1.66 (0.54) vs 1.96 (0.54) 10-6. dyn-l.cm2
respectively, P=Q.02). Multivariate analysis after adjustment for a number of
confounding factors such as age, sex, plasma lipids, blood pressure and smoking,
showed that AD was related significantly and independently with duration of diabetes
[D=-O.Q.I. SE(Br-o.008. P<O.OOOI) and the total power of the PSAIIRV [B~-1>.27,

SE(B)~0.13,P~.05)

Contlusions: Patients with type 2 diabetes and especially thos ewitb autonomic
neuropathy have reduced aortic distensibility. The lack of association between the
elastic properties of the aorta and thc classical risk factors for atherosclerosis probably
indicates that diabetes per se is more important in the initiation and progression of the
atherosclerotic process.
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O.idati,·e Stress is Associated wilh Abnonnal M)'ocardial Blood flow
Regulation in Subje<:ts wilh Type 1 Diabetes and Microangiopalhy
R.Pop-Busui, D.Raffel, V.Marinescu and M.J.Stevens. Div.of Endocrinology
&Metabolism,University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI, USA

Background and Aims: Cardiovascular autonomic neuropathy (CAN) has disabling
clinical manifestations and may facilitate malignant arrhythmias by altering electrical
stability and/or impairing myocardial blood flow. The etiology of CAN is unknown,
but oxidative stress has recently emerged as a contributing factor. The aim of this
study was 10 characterize the relationships of left ventricular (LV) sympathetic
dysinnervation and microangiopathy (MA) to altered myocardial vascular
responsiveness and oxidative stress in diabetic subjects ± CAN.
Materials and Method" Quantitative dynamic myocardial blood flow assessment
using positron emission tomography (pEn and [13N]-NJI3 at rest and during
sympathetic stimulation (cold pressor test) was performed in type 1 diabetic subjects
with CAN and MA (retinopathy and nephropathy) (n=6) , diabetic subjects with MA,
but no CAN (n=6), healthy diabetic control (DC) subjects (n=7) and age and sex
matched healthy nondiabetic subjects (NO) (n=6). CAN was assessed using a battery
of standardized autonomic function tests and PET using [IICj-hydroxyephedrine.
Urinary F2-isoprostanes (a measure of lipid peroxidation) were measured as an index
ofoxidative stress.
Results: In response to sympathetic stimulation global coronary flow reserve (CFR)
increased by 60% and 28% (p<O.OS)respectively in NO and DC subjects. In contrast,
global CFR decreased by 14% (p<O.OS) and 3% in the MA and CAN subjects,
respectively. In the CAN subjects, paradoxical vasoconstriction was limited to the
proximal innervated myocardial segments. Urinary F2-isoprostanes levels were
markedly elevated in diabetic subjects with MA (51 ± 2 pg.lmMol creatinine) as
compared with 1'.1> subjects (26 ± 2 pgfmMol creatinine (p<0.0 5 ).
Conclusions: In conclusion, diabetic subjects with MA demonstrate increased
oxidative stress and paradoxical myocardial vasoconstriction on sympathetic
activation. Cardiac dysinnervation, oxidative stress and endothelial dysfunction may
predispose to life-threatening myocardial electrical and chemical instability
complicating diabetes.

1121
LEFT VENTRICULAR FUNCTION ASSESSMENT \VITII RADIONUCLIDE
VENTRJCVLOGRAPIN AT REST [N RELAT[ON TO AUTONO~IIC

NEUROPATIN IN TYPE I DIABETES MELLITUS.
T. Didangelos, G. Arsos", D. Karamitsos and V.AthYTos and N. Karatzas·.
Diabetes Center and Laboratory of Nuclear Medicine", Aristotelian University of
Thessaloniki, Hippocration Hospital ofThessaloniki, GREECE.

Background: A controversy exists about the relation between diabetic
autonomic neuropathy (DM') and left ventricular (LV) function (systolic and
diastolic). Patieat. -lDethods: To investigate this relation, 41 patients with type [
diabetes mellitus (DM) were studied. We tested 22 women and 19 men with mean
age 36.2±12.8 (16 - 66)}'e8TS and mean duration of DM 1804±7.8 (6 - 45). The
presence of DAN was established if 2 or more of the following 4 standard
cardiovascular reflex tests were abnormal. The R-R variation during deep
breathing (assessed by expiration/inspiration ratio, mean circular resultant and
standard deviation), Valsalva maneuver, 30:15 ratio and blood pressure response
to standing were used. LV function was investigated with radionuclide
ventriculography (RNV) at rest. Ejection fraction (EF) was used to assess LV
systolic function, while peak filling rate (pFR), first third filling fraction (113FT),
and atrial contribution to ventricular filling (A/V) were used to investigate LV
diastolic function. All patients were free from coronary artery disease. Twenty
three subjects of similar age were used as normal controls (NC).~ Twenty
five patients had not OAN (GROUP A) and the rest 16 had definitive DAN
(GROUP B). Heart rate (HR) for all patients with type I DM was higher than HR
of controls thus values of diastolic indices were corrected for HR.

GROUPA GROUPB NC p(A-NC) p(B-l"iC)
HR 74.2±1O.7 8204±[2.7 65.2±8.6 0.006 0.0001

EF 66.1±6.0 69.9±lOo4 6404±4.8 0.124 0.02
PFR 4.6i1.0 3.8±1.3 4.6i1.3 0.665 0.024
113FF 56.2iI6.3 37.H11.0 48.SiI2.6 0.142 om
AN l304±7.S 21.1i12.7 14.4±11.9 0.841 0.079

Coacl.........: It IS concluded that LV systolic function IS not negatively affected
by DM, regardless of DAN presence. LV diastolic function is significantly
impaired in patients with type-l OM and DAN. LV diastolic function is normal in
patients with type-I OM without DAN.

1120
THE EFFECTS Of LIPOIC ACID ON ANTIOXIDANT STATUS M1>
PLATELET AGGREGATION L"1 TYPE 2 DL\BETIC PATlEl\1S \\1TH
CARDIOVASCULAR AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY
LM Serhiyenko, AMUrbanovich, AA. Serhiyenko, V.O.Serhiyenko. Department of
Endocrinology & Clinical Pharmacology, Lviv Medical University, Lviv, Ukraine

Background and Aims:Cardiovascular autonomic neuropathy (CAN) affects » 30-40 %
of tho patients withType 2 diabetes mellitus. The present study had examined the effect of
a-lipoic acid (LA, the lipophilic free radicals "cleaner") on the antioxidant status, platelet
aggregation, prostacyclin 12-thromboxane A2 system in patients with Type 2 diabetes
mellitus and CAN. Materials and Methods: 49 patients (54%7 years, 27nv'22f) were
allocated in two treatment groups. All patients were randomized to receive either a daily
ilvenous (2 weeks)and then per os dose of600 mg a·LA (n~32) or placebo (n~l7) during
2 months. Parameters of platelet function, other biochemical and instrumental
investigations were observed at baseline state and at the end of I and 2 months period
CAN assessed by reduced heart rate variability (llRV), Ewing' s battery tests and QTc
interval parameters disturbances. Platelets were exposed to different agonists (I U/m1of
thrombin; 0,1; 0,5 and 5 m.\f of ADP). ADP-induced platelet aggregation was measured
by automatic system Results: Analysis of aggregatory curves shows that platelets in
patients with CAN began to aggregate earlier and the speed (O,70±0,OI U/min, p<O,ool)
and the stage of aggregation (23,6O±I,09 MUfmin, p<O,OI) increases. Obtained results
could witness about increase in platelet sensivity towards thrombin and ADP in Type 2
diabetic patients with CAN. There was an increasing of 1251-thromboxane D2 (TXB2)
level (198,92±lI,23 pg/m1, p<O,ool), decreasing of 12S1-6-ketoprostaglandin Fla (6
ketoPGFla), (9S,9±9,II, p<O,OI)in plasma blood, activity ofsuperoxide dismutase (SOD,
9,14±I,2SIU/m1 Rhc's, p<O,001), glutation peroxidase (GPO, 287,40±21,89 GSHlmin I g
Hb) and catalase in platelets and RBC's, content of reduced gluthatione (GSH, 1,66±0,03
mcl\lflg Hb, p <0,001) simultaneously. After 2 months a course of treatment with LA a
decrease of a degree and speed of an aggregation of thrombocytes was marked
Simultaneously, concentration of 6-ketoPGFI a, (p<O,ool), and activity ofSOO, GPO and
GSH concentration were authentically augmented, and the contents of TXD2 was
considerably reduced (P<0.01) The above-slated changes were accompanied by positive
dynamics of tool and functional samples permitting to troubleshoot a cardiac pathology,
and, especially. CAN in patients with Type 2 diabetes mellitus. Conclusions: a-lipoic acid
improves an antioxidant status and platelet aggregartion parameters of Type 2 diabetic
patients wiih CAN.

1122
Postural catecholamine response in Type I diabetes mellitus with ehronie ronal
failure
P. Boucek, F.Saudele, P.Husele, J.Vrbikova and J.Skibova. Institute for Clinical and
Experimental Medicine and Institute ofEndocrinology, Prague, Czech Republic

Background and Aims: Orthostatic hypotension as a sign of autonomic neuropathy
is frequently present in advanced diabetic nephropathy. However, information on
catecholamine(CA) kinetics during postural change in diabetic patients with chronic
renal failure is scarce. The aim of the study was the assessment of
norepinephrine(NE) and epinephrinc(E) responses to standing up in Type I diabetic
paients(Dl\I) with chronic renal failure or end-stage renal disease.
Materials and Methods: We have examined 14 patients (tIfF: 8/6, mean±SD age
44.1±8.8 years, D1\f duration 22±6 years) from the pancreas and kidney transplant
waiting list and 10 healthy sex- and age-matched controls(C). After 30 min in the
supine position, systolic(s) and diastolic(d) DP and venous plasmatic levels ofNE and
E were measured (min -I, 0, 1,3, 5 and 10) during standing up. DP was measured by
cuff sphygmomanometry, CA levels were determined by HPLC (Shimadzu LC-6A
pump, Kyoto, Japan) with fluorimetric detection (Shimadzu RF-5S1 fluorescence
monitor) after condensation with diphenylethylenediamine. Data were analysed with
the use of A",,"OVA; Wilcoxon paired test was used for intra-group comparisons,
when appropriate.
Results: Apart from sBP (D\I vs C: 144±24 vs II2±I3 mmHg, p<O.OI), no other
parameters differed between the groups at rest DP fen significantly in the DM group
after standing up (min 5 - 0: sBP -30±29 mmHg, p<O.ool, dBP -9±I3 mroJlg,
p<O.OS), while such a response did not occur in the C subjects (min 5 • 0: sDP +1±7
mmHg, Dl\f vs C p<O.OI, dBP +6±S mmHg, OM vs C p<O.ool). Blood NE levels
increased similarly in both groups (min 5 • 0: DM +O.85±O.85nmol/l, C +O.97±O.8S
nmolfl, D1\1vs C p>O.OS). In both groups, no postural changes ofE levels were found.
A doubling ofNE levels (min 5 vs 0: 2.28 vs I. I3 nmolfl) occurred in 3 Dl\f patients
who were unable to remain standing due to severe symptomatic hypotension.
Conclusions: Despite a significant deerease in DP, no changes of catecholamine
kinetics during standing up were found in Type I Dl\f patients with chronic renal
failure. Other factors may be responsible for orthostatic hypotension in these subjects.
Supported by IGA NB/6394-3 and 1'.1>/5295·3 grants of the Czech Ministry of Health
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AUTONmllC NEUROPATHY AND QT-INTERVAL PROLONGATION IN
NONALCOHOLIC DIABETICS, NONDIABETIC ALCOHOLICS AND IN
ALCOHOLIC DIABETIC PATIENTS

P. Kempler, E. Kadar, I. Istenes, Z. Hermanyi and K. Keresztes,
I.Dept. of Medicine, Semmelweis University, H-I083 Koranyi S. u.
'll«, Budapest, Hungary
Background and Aims:Sudden death is not rare in patients with
cardiovascular autonomic neuropathy (CAN) and corrected QT-interval
(QTcI) prolongation is thought to be important in this respect. Materials
and Methods: Evaluating the relationship between CAN and QTcI, heart
rate responses to deep breathing, standing and Valsalva maneouvre just
as blood pressure responses to standing and sustained handgrip were
assessed. QTcI was determined with Bazett's formula. Results: 82
controls had normal results in all five tests and a mean QTcI of 397 (SD
21) ms. 70/94 nonalcoholic patients with Type II diabetes mellitus,
14136nondiabetic alcoholics and 21/22 alcoholics with Type II diabetes
mellitus had CAN. Significant linear regression was found between
severity of CAN - based on the number of abnormal reflex tests on
patient - and QTcI prolongation (p<O,OOI in all three groups). Abnormal
QTcI (>440 msec) was seen significantly more often in patients with
CAN compared to those without CAN (p<O,OOI in nonalcoholic
diabetics and nondiabetic alcoholics, p<O,05 in alcoholic diabetic
subjects). Analysing the connection between QTcI and the five reflex
tests separately, significant negative correlations indicate that beside the
previously established role of sympathetic imbalance even
parasympathetic damage contributes to the development of QTc
lengthening. Conclusions: Our data provide evidence of a relation
between the presence and severity of CAN and degree of QTcl
prolongation in all groups examined. Changes in diabetic patients
appear to beattributable to CAN, rather than to diabetes per se.

1125
INCREASED INTESTINAL PERMEABILITY AS A CAUSE OF FLUCTUATING
BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVELS.
T Darnci, I Nuhoglu, G Devranoglu', Z Osar, M Demir', II Ilkova. Istanbul
University, Cerrahpasa Medical Faculty, Department of Internal Medicine,
'Department ofNuclear Medicine, Istanbul, Turkey.
Aim: In type I diabetic patients postprandial glucose excursions have a major impact
on metabolic control. Some type I diabetics have highly variable glucose
measurements at a given hour of the day in different days under same insulin regimens
and very similar diet and physical activity. The present study adresses whether type I
diabetic patients have increased intestinal permeability and intestinal permeability
predicts postprandial blood glucose variability. Material and methods: 30 type I
diabetic patients on intensive insulin treatment ( 14 M, 16 F, age: 26.7 ± 6.86, diabetes
duration: 5.63 ± 4.6 IIbAlc: 9.1 ± 2.5 %) together with 15 age and sex matched
healthy controls were enrolled in the study. None of the patients and controls had
gastrointestinal disease. All medications except for insulin were withdrawn 48 hours
before the test procedure. After an overnight fasting all patients and controls received
100J.lCi (3.7MBq) of Cr·51 EDTA as a radioactive tracer. The percentage of the
isotope excreted in a 24 hour urinary specimen was the permeability measure. Instant
blood glucose was measured just before the test and patients performed and recorded
self monitoring of blood glucose four times a day (fasting and 2"' hour postprandial
levels after each meal) during the following week. Autonomic neuropathy was tested
with measurement of R·R interval during deep inspiration and Valsalva maneuver.
Results: \Vhen compared to healthy age matched controls type I diabetic patients
have increased intestinal permeability. (4.53 ± 1.35 vs 2.3 ± 1.0 %, p<0.05).
Increased intestinal permeability correlated with instant blood glucose (r:0.38, p:0.03)
and patients with autonomic neuropathy had increased intestinal permeability than
others (4.08 ± 1.36 vs 5.56 ± 1.03 %, p:0.05). Intestinal permeability did not change
with gender, diabetes duration, IIbAlc, total daily insulin dose, glomerular filtration

.rate, presence microalbuminuria, defecation frequency (p>0.05). Cr·51·EDTA
excretion rate significantly correlated with the coefficient of variation of postprandial
blood glucose measurements {r: 0.55, p: O.OOI).Conclusion: Type I diabetic patients
have increased intestinal permeability when compared to age matched healthy
controls. Intestinal permeability correlates with instant blood glucose and is increased
in patients with autonomic neuropathy. Increased intestinal permeability significantly
predicts the variability in postprandial blood glucose measurements.
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Erectile Dysfunction
1126
ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION AND DIABETES: APOPULATION-8ASED STUDY
A. Nicolosi M.Villa, E.Moreira, D.Glasser
Department ofEpidemiclogy (IT8A), Na~onal ResearchCounol,Milan, Italy
Backgroundand Aims:Most swdiesoferectile dysfunction (ED) havebeen carriedout In
selectedclinical populatons, usingvarying defini~ons ofED.Weconducted a mul~na~onal

population-based survey InBrazil, Italy, Japan,and Malaysia tostudylt1e prevalence and
correlates ofEDamongsubjectswith varying gene~c, cultural, and environmental
backgrounds. Malerials and Methods:Ineach country, a random sampleofapproxima!ely
600menaged 40 to70wereInterviewed aboutmedical history, lifes!yfe habits,and sexual
behavior usinga s!andarcf:zed qcesfionoare (Oct1997.June1998). ED was classified by
howoftenthe SUbject had lt1e "ability to altain and ma'ntain an erection sa~s!actory forsexual
intercourse." Menwerec1assif.ed as normal ifthe responsewas"always" or "usually" and as
having EDifnwas"sometimes" or"never." Men who reported everhaving receiveda
diagnosis ofdiabetesor taking medications fordiabe!eswereclassified as "diabetic." Men
with nodiagnosisofcardiovascular disease,prostatedisease,diabetes, ulcer,ordepression,
nor taking hormones, wereclassified as "heaithy." Age-adjusted oddsrauo (OR)and 95%
confidence intervals (CI) wereca'cuta'ed forthe bivariate associations betweenEDand other
factors. Results: Theprevalence ofEDamongdiabetic menrose from 25%at age 4G-44 to
70%at age 6>70. Theage-adjusted ORforEDIndiabetic pa~ents vs. healthymenwas 2.6
(95% CI=I.9-3.6). Prevalence ofEDwas 16.1% inhealthy men,31.7% In10-lmenwith
diabetesonly(OR=2.4, 95%CI=1.6-3.7), 40%in30menwith diabetesand heartdisease
(OR=3,5, 95%CI=1.7-7.3), 46.5% in71menwith diabetesand hypertension (00=4.5, 95%
CI=2.1H.4), and 55.6% in10menwith diabetesandprostate disease (OR=6,5, 95%CI=2.5
16.7).Theage-adjusled ORforEDbydura~OIl ofdiabetes(;,10yearsvs. <10years)was 2.0
(95%CI=1.1-3.7). Diabelic menreporting current smoking and lower lt1a1 average physical
activity had a 4-fold increaseinthe prevalence ofED(OR=3.9, 95%CI=I.4-10.9).
Conclusions: The preva!ence ofEDindiabetic menissubstantia!ly highertIlaninhealthy
menthe same age. Increasing age, dura~on ofdiabetes,presenceofeoncomtant diseases,
lackofphysical activity, and smoking are significantly associatedwith thisincreased
prevalence. Funding provided byPfizerInc.

1128
SildHLlliIio the lrra~nl or t""'ti~ d"sfunction in an outpatitnt population of Imn
"ilh IJpt I and I)pt Z diabelt<. Dtmand for lrtal/Dtlll, t1ieibililyand rtSull5 of a IZ
...eek stir rrporttd n",.ible dose r-salation sludy.
L. Behrend, J. Yibe-Petersen and It Perrild Internal Medical Department, Dispebjerg
Hospital. Copenhagen,Denmark,
Background and Aims: Erectiledysfunction(ED) is increasedin both type I and Iype 2
diabetes, especially after age 40. SiIden:Ull (Yiagra) is an effective oral agent for the
treatmentof ED irrespective of etiology,but its use and efficacyin ED in diabetesmay be
limitedby late onset complications. The aim of tillsstudy was to describethe demand for
treatment, eligibility of patients and results of a 12 week selfreported, flexible dose
escalationstudy in an outpalienlpopulation
Malerials and Mtlhods: Patientjournals of an outpatientpopulationof 187 men over the
age of 40 with either type I or type 2 diabetescomplainingof erectiledysfunction,were
evaluatedby a diabetologist, followedby writteninvitationof I18patients andsubsequent
screeningof 55 patients for treatment with Sildenafi! in a 12 week open-label, flexible
dose escalation study. Efficacy was assessed using the International Index of Erectile
Function.a patient log anda generalsatisfactionquestionnaire.
RtSulls: 69 patients (36,9%) were excluded by journal evaluation, primary exclusion
criteria being cardiovascular disease and treatment with nitrates. 49 (41,5%) of the 118
renuining parients approached for the study declined to participate, listing primarily age
(44,~') and coocommittant disease(28,6%)as reasonsto decline.33 patients, ages 45-75
years (mean58,1+/-7,2),completed the 12 weekintervention, 12patients(36,4%)reported
side effects, but only I had10 discontinuetreatment, 12 patients(36,4%) hadsatisfactory
treatmenteffect every time they used Viagra after lhe initial doscadiustment, 9 patients
(27,2%)had variedeffect,and the remaining12 patients (36,4%)hadno treatmenteffect
at all. The followingscores were significantly improvedduring treatment with Silderufil
(P<O,OOOI): erectilefunction, intercoursesatisfactionandoverallsatisfaction
COn<lusions: Sildenafllsignificantlyimprovedsexual functionin men "ilh type I or 1)1'"
2 diabetesand erectiledysfunction, as measuredby a validated instrument. that adresses
the relevantdomainsof malesexual function As expectedin a populationof men overthe
age of 40 with diabetes, a large number of patientshad to be excludedbeforehandor at
screening.primarilydue to late onset complications, and a considerable group of patients
had no treatment efTect. As such. Sild.nafil is no'cure all', and patient and partner
counseling, including alternative treatment possibilities, is still much needed in the
outpatientsetting.

1127
STRATIFYING TYPE 2 DIADETIC PATIENTS AT RISK OF ERECTILE
DYSFUNCTIO:-.l.
G. De Berardis, F. Pellegrini, M. Franciosi, M.Delfiglio,A. Nicolucci and the QuED
Study Group. Consorzio Mario Negri Sud, S.Mario Imbaro (Ch).
Background and Aims: In the framework of a nation-wide outcomes research
program in type 2 diabetes, we estimated the prevalence of self-reported erectile
dysfunction (ED) and identified subgroups of patients for whom the interaction among
the different factors determined a substantial increase in the risk of ED.
Malerials and Mtthods: The study involved 1~6O patients enrolled by 114 Diabetes
Outpatients Clinics and 112 General Practitioners. Patients were asked to fill in a
questionnaire investigating their ability to achieve and maintain an erection. Clinical
information was collected by the participating physicians. CES-D scale was also used
to detect depressive symptoms. The main results were obtained by using a tree
growing technique (RECursi"e Partitioning and AMalgamation - RECPA.'ol), that
permits to identify homogeneous and distinct subgroups expressing a different ED risk.
Results: Overall, 3~% of patients referred erectile problems. The RECPAM algorithm
led to the identification of seven ED risk classes. The most important variable in
discriminating ED risk was represented by diabetes treatment: patients on diet alone
showed the lowest probability of ED (prevalence of 19%) and represented the
reference category. The subgroup of patients treated with insulin and affected by
neuropathy showed the highest risk, with a prevalence of 65% (OR=7.2: 95% CI 3.9
13_2). Among subjects managed with oral agents, levels of risk differed in relation to
the presence of depressive symptoms, smoking and cardiovascular (CV) disease: ED
prevalence was >10% in patients with depressive symptoms (OR=2.7: 95% CI 1.8-3.9)
and in current/past smokers with CV disease (OR=2.4; 95% CI 1.5-3.8) while it did not
differ from the reference category for non-smokers with no depressive symptoms
(OR=I.I; 95% CI 0.7-1.9). Patients' age, tested as continuous global variable, was
correlated with ED risk (OR=1.05; 95% CI 1.0-l-1.07).A final logistic regression also
retained the presence of retinopathy (OR=1.6; 95'k CI 1.2-2.2) in the final model.
Condusions: Our data underline the interplay between clinical and psychological
factors in determining the risk of ED and can be of help in identifying those patients
for whom a much greater attention is needed in me detection of erectile problems.

1129
What dtltnnints response or non-response 10 Viagra in diabetic trtcti~

d)"SrUDdion! - iJ it vascular, neurepathle, bonnona. or psychogenic rac:tON, or i!
it Je\'trity!
RE.J. Ryder, M.M. Kitchen. JA Dewsbury, M.G. Howells, P.G, Ryan. K.G. Taylor
and S.L. Jones. Diabetic Unit, Department of Pyschosexual Medicine and
Department ofVrology, City Hospital, Birmingham, V.K.
Background and Aim.: SildenaJil (Viagra), a potent inhibitor of phosphodiesterase
type S, has proved an effective oral agent for some diabetic men with erectile
dysfunction, but others do not respond. We aimed to use extensive assessments 10
identify whether any particular aetiological factors were associated with response or
non-response to Viagra.
Maler.iab and Melbods: We undertook a randomised, double blind crossover study
of Viagra (lOOmg) versus placebo in 31 married men with diabetes complaining of
impotence; median age 5~ (range 35-73) years, median duration ofdiabetes 9 (range 2
32) years, median duration of impotence 4 (range 1 - 10) years. Prior to treatment
patients underwent an extensive assessment for diabetic autonomic neuropathy
(acetylcholine sweatspot test, pupil test (pD"Io), battery of five cardiovascular tests),
for ...-idenceof a vascular component (erectile response to 60 mg papaverine and 20
pg alprostadil on separate occasions), for psychogenic factors (detailed assessment of
patient. and where possible his wife, by a specialist in psychosexual medicine), for
severity of impotence (four grades) and for hormonal factors (testosterone, prolactin).
RtsulU: The results suggested the following aetiological factors: diabetic autonomic
neuropathy in 16f31 (52%); probable vascular component in 9/31 (29"10), possible
vascular component in a further 19/31 (61%); psychogenic factors in 12/29 (41%);
depression in 3/31 (10"10); testosterone below 11 runol/l in 12/26 (46%). There were
Il responders 10 Viagra, 5 partial responders. II non-responders and 2 dropouts.
Diabetic autonomic neuropathy, evidence of a vascular component. low testosterone
and psychogenic factors were equally distributed amongst the responders and non
responders, as wcre duration and severity of erectile dysfunction. All three patients
with clinical depression were non responders,
Condulio... : Apart from noting that all 3 patients with clinical depression were
Viagra non responder•• in our study using extensive investigation., none of the classic
facrors contributing to diabetic impotence, nor duration or severity of the impotence,
seemed to identify response or non-response to V13gra.
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TilE EFFECT OF AS·NEEDED IC3SI TREATMENT OF ERECTILE
DYSFU:-;CTIO:,>/ IN MEN WITH DIABETES
I Saenz de Tejada', J Emmick', G Anglin\ P Fredlund", and W Pullman'.
'llospital Ramon y Cajal, Madrid, Spain; Eli Lilly and Co, Indianapolis, USA;
'Eli Lilly, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada; 'ICOS Corp, Bothell, USA.

BACKGROUND AND AIMS: IC3S1 is a potent and selective inhibitor of
phosphodiesterase type 5. The purpose of this multicenter, double-blind, placebo
controlled study was to assess the efficacy and safety of IC35 I taken as needed by
diabetic men with mild-to-severe ereetile dysfunction (ED). IIIATERIALS AND
METIIODS: Two hundred sixteen men (mean age: 56 years) with mild-to-severe
ED and diabetes (type I or 2) were enrolled. Baseline (EL) International Index of
Erectile Function (liEF) scores and Sexual Encounter Profile (SEP) diary
information were collected during a 4-week treatment-free run-in period. Patients
were randomized to receive placebo (PRO) or IC35 I 10 or 20 mg for 12 weeks.
Endpoints included the percentage of'')''s" responses to a global assessment
question (GAQ), and the chang. from BL in liEF Erectile function domain scores
and SEP diary data. RESULTS: IC35 I 10 and 20 mg were superior to placebo in
the percentage of vyes" responses to GAQ (IC35 I 10 rng [56%] and 20 mg [6-1%],
versus PBO [25%]; P <0.00 I). Roth doses of IC35 I significantly improved liEf
Erectile function domain scores when compared with PBO (chang. from BL: IC35 I
10 mg [6.4] and 20 mg [7.3], versus PBO [0.1]; P <0.001). In addition, IC35 I 10
and 20 mg improved erectile function (liEF Erectile function domain) and
successful intercourse attempts (SEP Questions 2 and 3) in a greater percentage of
diabetic patients than PBO. IC351 10 and 20 mg were gen. rally w.1I tolerated.
There were no treatment-related changes in lab values, ECG, or vital signs. Most
adverse events were mild to moderate: in intensity. The most common treatment
related adverse events occurring in more than 5% of IC35 l-treated patients were
dyspepsia and headache, which were mild to moderate in intensity.
CONCLUSION: In this study,IC3Sl 10 and 20 mg demonstrated superiority to
PBO "hen administered as needed for the treatment of mild-to-severe ED in diabetic
men and was well tolerated.

1132
a·LIPOIC ACID IN TREATMENT OF DIABETIC ERECTILE
DYSFUNCTION IN PATIEJ\o'TS WITH 1Yl'E 2 DIABETES MELLITUS
V.O. Scrhiyenko, AA. Serhiyenko, AM.Urbano,ich and L.M.Serhi}·enko.
Department of Endocrinology & Clinical Pharmacology. Lviv Medical University,
Lviv,Ukraine

Badigrouad &.lidAlms: Erectile dysfunction (ED) is a common problem amongst
men with Type 2 diabetes mellitus. The present study has examined the effect of a
lipoic acid (LA. the lipophilic free radicals "cleaner") on the warm temperature
discrimination threshold (TDT) in feel, vibration perception threshold on the great toe
(VPT). ankle brachial pressure index (ABPI), heart rate variability (lffiV), QTc
parameters and standard cardiovascular autonomic tests in Type 2 diabet.s m.llitus
with ED. Materials &.lid Metbods: 78 patients (S6±7 )urs) w.re allocated in two
treatment groups. All patients were modornized to receive either a daily itUra ,'enous
(2 weeks) and then per os dose of 600 mg LA (n;47) or placebo (n~31) during 2
months. Parameters were observed at baseline staI. andat the end of 2 month period.
Reouhs:AlI patients with ED had reduced HRV. abnormal cardio,.scular autonomic
tests (Ewing's score iO.7, total score~I,O); QTc prolongation, higher the mean TOT
(8.70 c. p<O,ool), abnormal VPT andnotmal parameters of the ABPI. After 2 months
of treatment th.r. was a VPT parameters, root mean square of succesi\'. difference
(RMSSD. r=O,61, p<O,05) andlow frequency band, (LF. Ml,83. p~,ool)param.ters
were increased, TOT (5,20 c, p<O,ool) and QTc parameters (Al,90, p<O,ool) w.r. '
decreased significantly in patients from 1st group. Also, Woe obsen-ed more significant
impt"O\lClCnt of cardiovascular autonomic tests. Effici.ncy of LA was also valued in
agreement with questions, shol\n in International Index of Ercctile Function. After 2
months treatment course "ith LA. 79,8 % of the pati....ts have answered positively to
the question: "Did treatment improve )'our erection ?". The general index in the I·st
group, including the artS\\.r to a question about achie\ing and maintaining of an
.rection, has appeared considembly higher (p<O,OI). COlldusioas: ED is strongly
associated "ith CAN. LA may be used for treatment of ercctile d)·sfunction in
patients "ith T)'JlC2 diabetes mellitus.
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Whicb is tbe more .fT..,th. inlracorporeal agttIl for diabtli< ere clile d}sfunction 
6Om£p.panrint or 10,&£ Pres t.ll.ndin Et (.lp..... l&dil)!
A.D. Kam3l,M,G. Howells, M.M. Kitchen, lA. Dewsbury, P.G. Ryall, Rf. Ferner, RE.J.
Ryder. Department of Diabetes, Urology, Pyschosexual Medicine and Clinical
Therapeutics. City Hospital, Birmingh:un, UK
Backaround and Aims: Despitethe emergence of sildcnafil(Viagra)as an orally active
agent for diabetic erectile dysfunction, there remain many patients who do not respond to
this agent or for ....hom there are contraindications such as nitrate treatment for iscluemic
heart disease. Self-injccted intracorporeal vasoactive agents remain an important part of
the therapeutic armamentarium. The direct acting smooth muscle relaxant papaverine was
the original agent used. It is cheap and Ius had extensive clinical use despite not having
marketingauthorisation. Prostaglandin EI (alprostadil) is a newer vasoactiv. agent, it Ius
marketing authorisation, but it is also more expensive than papaverine. It is therefor.
important to Ienowif there is a therapeutic difference between the two agents. We aimed to
compare the efficacy of alprostadil (Caverject) with papaverine sulphate in diabetic men
wito;impotence.
M.,.rials and M.Ibod.s: 30 married men with diabetes complaining or impotence were
recruited to the study. The meanage was 54 years(range 35.73), duration of diabetes 9)15
(rang. 2·32), and duration of impotence 4)15 (rang. 1.10), All patients had the
intracorporeal injection of alprostadil and papaverine on separate days in random order.
The response to the medication was graded from grad. 0 (no reaction) to grad. 3 (full
erection). for papaverine the dose used was 60mg (3Omg followed by a further 30mg 15
minutes later) and for aJprostadJl the dose was 2O!Jg(lO!Jg followed by. further lOllS 15
minuteslater),
Resulls: Only 3130 (10%) patients had • full erection (grade 3) response to papaverine
wbereas 13130 (43%) had a full erection followingalprostadil. 2130 (7"10) had no response
(grade 0) to papaverine whereas there were no patients with a grade 0 response to
aJprostadJl. The other grades of response, papaverine versus alprostadil, were grad. 2,
17130 (60%) versus 12130(40%); grade 1,7130 (23%) versus 12130(40%). Thus patients
had a significantly greater erectile response with aJprostadil than with papaverine. The
median difference in scores was 0.5 (95% CI 0 to 1.0), P~.007.
Ceechelens: The erectile response to 20llg of alprostadil in diabetic men "ith Impotence
is significantly greater than thatto 60mg papaverine. Though alprostadil is more expensive
than papaverine, it does have mark.ting authorisation and as it also appearS from our study
to b. more effective, it is probably the preferred agent for clinical use.

1133
IC3SI ENHANCES NITRIC OX\DE·;\IEDIATED RELAXATION OF IIU;\IAN
ARTERIAL AND TRABECULAR PENILE S;\100TII MUSCLE
J Angulo', M Gadau'. A Fernandez', S Gabancho', P Cuevas", T Martins', V florio', K
Ferguson', and I Saenz d. T.jada'. 'Fundacion para la lnvestigacion y el Desarrollo
en Andrologia, Hospital Ram6n y Cajal, Madrid. Spain; 'ICOS Corporation, Bothell,
USA. funding for this study provided by Lilly ICOS LLC.
DACKGROUND AND AJ:l.IS: The nitric oxide/cycllc GMP (l'O:cGMP) pathway is
centra) to the neurogenic relaxation of penile smooth muscle needed to achieve and
maintain erection. Inhibition ofcG~IP degradation by inhibiting phosphodiesterase
l)·p.5 (PDES) activity is a target for treatment of erectile dysfunction (ED). This study
evaluated the selectivity of the novel PDE5 inhibitor IC35 I. In addition, its effect on
};O-mediated rela..xation, and cG~'P accumulation in human trabecular penile smooth
muscle was ass.ss.d. MATERIALS AND METHODS: IC35 I s.lecti,'ity for v",ious
human PDEs was det.rmined using human recombinant PDEs IA..{;, 2. 3A-B, 4A-D,
5,7-10. and ofPDE6 from human r.tinas, using in "i,ro PDE assay. Human corpora
ca,\,crnosa tissues were coll~cted from men with ED during penile prosthesis
implantation. Penile ancries from these tissues were mounted on Hl1pem-Mul\'any
m)'ographs. Strips ofeav.rnosal smooth muscle w.r. plac.d in organ baths. Sodium
nitroprusside was used to directly acti"'ate the endogenous gU.lnylyl cyclase. Transmure

31electrical stimulation (0.5-12.0 liz) \\as used to evaluate neurogenic relJ..xationof
trabeeul'" smooth muscle. RESULTS: IC3S I potently and selecti".ly inhibitcd PDE5
activity. In comparison to lC351 's inhibition of PDES (IC", 0.9 n~I), a nO-fold high.r
concentration ofth. compound is needed to inhibit the rctinalenl)me PDE6 (IC", 730
nM). Still gr.at.r cone.ntrations ofIC3S1 arc needed to obt;Jin any appreciabl.
inhibition of other human PDEs (PDE 1-4. 7-10, >9000-fold). Neurogeni: rcl"-"lion of
trabecular smooth muscle was .nhanc.d by IC351 (30 n~I), producing a significant
increase of maximum relaxation to nitrergic nCT\'C stimulation (67A.i:10.8~-o versus
42.4±8.2% at 6Hz). IC35 I tr.atment (30 n~l) produc.d a sign,fieant potentiation of
eGMP accumulation produced by sodium nitroprusside (I Il~I) in human e"'emosal
tissue (cG~tP; 0.99>0.18 '·.rsus 0.47±0. 12 pmoL'mg prot. in. n=6). IC35 I also
potentiated the relaxation of penile smooth muscle induced by acct)"ld.oline.
CONCLUSIONS: In this .tudy, IC35 I d.monstrated pot.nt and selectiv. inhibition of
PDES. IC351 potentiated responses mediated by exogenous and endog~nous sources of
NO in human penile smooth muscle by promoting cG~IP accumulation. IC351 is
pr.sently being .valuated as an oral therapy for ED.
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A METABOLIC MOOELOF RAT SCIATIC NERVE SORBITOL.
P.l. Oates, C.A. Ellery, 1.B. Coutcher and D.A. Beebe. Dept. Metabolic Diseases,
Pfizer Global Research and Development, Groton, USA
Background snd Alms: Sorbitol is produced by aldose reductase (AR) ar.d
consumed by sorbitol dehydrogenase (SOH). Reduction of nerve sorbitol has been
used as a key endpoint to assess inhibition of nerve AR in patients with diabetic
neuropathy. We aimed to create and evaluate a model of nerve sorbitol, [S)", to
define its dependence on AR inhibition. Materlals and Methods: At steady-state in
a single compartment where coenzyme concentrations are not rate limiting, (I):

where, respectively. Kmaand KmSare Michaelis constants of AR for glucose
and of SOH for sorbitol, kAR and kSDH arc catalytic rate constants, [AR),
[SOli] and [G]" are tissue concentrations of AR, SOli, and (straight-chain)
glucose. [AR] and [SDH] in hornogenatesof sciatic nerve from normal and
streptozocin-diabetic rats were measured on Western blots with antisera
raised to human rAR and rSOH. Enzyme kinetic constants of rat rAR and
rSOIl were determined at 37°C and pH 7.1 by standard methods. Values for

[G)" and [S]" were taken from literature. Results: [AR] and [SOH] in

normal and diabetic nerves were similar and were pooled: [AR], 9.1±2.7p..M
(16); [SOH). 1.5±0.8 fL\f (13). Km and k,.. for straight-chain glucose with
AR: 4.9 pM and 32.7 min", respectively. x, and kc.: for sorbitol with SOli:
1.6 m.\f and 1O-t min". respectively, Calculation of [S]" from (I) with the
assumption that [AR]/[SOH] activity = 24 gave a good fit of published data
(R - 0.9). Of particular note, the relationship between [S]" and [AR] was

nonlinear at [AR]/[SOH] ratios greater than 10. Conclusions: These results
suggest that a high degree of inhibition of sorbitol, i.e., >95%, corresponds
to a similar degree of AR inhibition, but lesser reductions in [S]", e.g.,
-80%, may overestimate the extent of neural AR inhibition.

1136
EFFECT OF CERJVASTATIN ON NERVE DYSFUNcnON IN DIABETIC
RATS.
Behar A, F. Cohen-Boulakia, R. Lestrade, F. Barouki, H. Bischoff, and P. Valensi.
Laboratory of Biophysics, Paris 6 University. Laboratory of Nutrition and
Metabolic diseases, Paris 13 University - Bayer Pharma, France.

Background and aim: We have shown that in diabetic rats, cerivastatin may
prevent the increase of capillary filtration of albumin. The aim was to study the
effect of cerivastatin on motor and sensory nerve conduction velocities (MCV and
SCV) and duration of the sensory nerve potential in rats with STZ-induced diabetes.
Material and methods: 40 STZ rats aged 82 :t 6 days were randornised in 2
groups, one treated by cerivastatin (group 11, the other untreated (group U). The
electrophysiological measurements were repeated twice ; at mean age of 3 months.
before treatment (1"0) and after 5 months of treatment (1"1). Results c. A TO, in
diabetic animals, MCV and SCV and duration of the sensory nerve potential did not
differ significamly from control animals : respectively 41.4 ± 0.5 mls vs 42.2 ± 0.8
mls ; 54.1 ± 0.6 mls vs 54.2 ± I mls; and 2.7:t 0.03 s vd 2.5 ± O.oIs. At TI, MNV
was 45.2 ± 1.4,47.2 ± 1.1 and 51.1 :t 0.8 mls respectively in group U, T and in
controls, SNV was 60.4 ± 1.4,62.1 ±1.6 and 64.4 ± 0.7 mls respectively; duration
of the sensory nerve potential was 2.6 ± 0.07, 2.4 ± 0.05 and 2.3 ± 0.08 s
respectively. The three parameters differed significantly between group U and
controls (p <0.01) but not between group T and controls. Conclusion: This
preliminary. study suggests a beneficial effect of cerivastaun in the protection
against diabetic iajury of large fibers. This effect, associated with the
microcirculatory effect, plays fer a role of cerivastatin in endothelial and nerve
functionprotectionin diabetes.

1135
EFITCTOFl\lCOn'lA.'1IDEAI\'Dl\lCO'IT'iOYLGAB.\O:'iBRAI:'iGAB..\
Bf.'\7.oDIAZEPL'lE CO!'vIPLEXL'1STREPT01.oT~-L'\l>UCED DL<\BETES

T.Kuehmerovska, A.Fomenko, I.Sh)'mansky, G.Donchenko, S.Stepanenko,
N.Kuehmerovsky, A.V.Palladin Institute ofl1iochemistry, Kyiv, Ukraine

83ckground and Aims. For a better understanding of biochemical mechanisms
underlying diabeticencephalopathy the presentstudy WJ.S designed to investigate the
functional stateof brain GABA-bcnzodiJzepine complex in diabetesandelucidatehow
NAm and nieotino)I-GABA(p)'eamilon, P) may potentially regulate its functioning.
Material and ~1c'rhods All studies were carried out after fourweeks of STZ·induced
diabetes in rats treated with or without NAm or P (200 rng'kg daily, injected i.p. for 10
days), Drain synaptosomes and synaptic membranes were obtained by stepwise
ultracentrifugation in a SUCrOse gradient. Specific bindingof ligands was assessed by
radio-ligand assay. Re<u!t,. Studies of [U."qGAllA uptake by brain synaptosornes
have demonstrated its elevation by 60% in STZ..<Jiabetic ratsas compared to control.
GAllA uptake was normalized after P adminlstraticn and slightly decreased after NAm
treatment. To evaluate the functional state of GAllA receptors a pharmacologically
active GAllA analogue muscimol was used. The findings have shown twofold
lowering effect of diabetes on ['U]muscimol specific binding by brain synaptic
membranes. P exerted negligiblestimulating effect on this parameter. whereaseffect of
NAm administration was statistically Insignificant. Despite the impairment of
inhibitory function of GADAo.Crgic system in diabetes a crucial activation of
benzodiazepine receptors was determined as it \\3S shown a threefold increase in
binding of ['lIjfiunitrazeparn by synaptic membranes. Exposure of synaptic
membranes to exogenous IO....M GADA (in vitro studies) resulted in a marked
elevation of ['1I]nunitra.zeparn specific binding in control but had no influence in
diabetes. These results are in line with assumption that diabetes-Induced alterations
exists in couplingGABA andbenzodi.uepinerece-ptors thatmight be accompanied by
changesin conformational staleof Ibis membrane-bound complex. BothP andto a less
extentNAm treatment resulted in a reduction of a number of bcnzodiazeplne binding
sites that led to normalization of [JH]nunitrazepa.'11 specific binding. In contrast with.
diabetes. exogenous GABA has activated benzodiazepine receptors in membranes
obtained from treated rats. Conclusion,. Our study suggests that NAm and especially P
play a role in improving the functioning of brain GABA-bcnzodia.zepine complex
impaired in diabetesthrough specific ligand-mediated mechanism and canbe useful in
the management of diabetes-associated brain failures.

1137
CIIAI\'GES IN CALCIUM SIGNALLI:"OG 1:"0 RAT NOCICEPTIVE NEURO:"OS
DURING EXPERIMENTALLY·INDUCED Dl\BETES
E.Kosnuk I.Krugliko\', V.Shishkin, N. Voitenko, A.Efimo\' and P.KOS1)1lk
Instuitute of Endocrinology and Bogomoletz Institute of Physiology', Kiev.Ukraine
Bockground and Aims. Alterations in Ca" signalling responsible for synaptic
transmission of nociceptive volleys may be one of the mechanisms leading to
neuropathic complications; therefore the possibility of such changes were studied in
nociceptive sensory neurons of rats with expcrirmcntally-induced diabetes mellitus
Maleriols and Mcthods. Control and streptozotocin-trcatcd diabetic rats with serum
glucose level of 16-25 m....f were used. 01" transients evoked by high-potassium
depolarization were measured Iluorornctrically in primary nociceptive neurons
isolated from dorsal root ganglia and secondary neurons from spinal dorsal hom.
~ Ca" transients induced in these neurons by membrane depolarization did not
reveal substantial difference in their peak amplitudes in control and diabetic
conditions. However, a definite prolongation of the decay phase of transients was
observed in diabetic conditions, TI,C residual (01"\. elevation measured 60 sec after
termination of depolarization reached in primaryneurons 17.7±2.9% of the peak value
compared with 6.8iO.8% in control, and in secondary neurons 14.1±i.2% compared
with 2.8±O.5% in control. To analyze the mechanisms of these changes, alterations in
the ea".accumulating function of endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria were
analyzed. In control primary nociceptive neurons no Ca" uptake by ryanodinc- or
InsP}·scnsitive stores could be revealed, and in this case only release of 01" from
mitochondria could be responsible for prolongation of U,C calcium signal. Switching
of mitochondrial 01" accumulation by CCCP abolished such prolongation. In
secondary nociccpuve neurons effective Ca" uptake b)' the rctieulwn lias present, but
in diabetic conditions substantially decreased: application of caffeine increased [01"\,
by' only 41±9 11....1 compared wiU1268±29 11.\1 in control, P<O.OI. TI,US in this case the
failure of both endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria may participate in the
retardation of ea" elimination from the C) tosol.
Conclusions Substantial prolongation of calcium transients induced by' excitation 'of
nociccpti,·c neurons is a regular sequence of diabetic h)perglyccmia and in fact may
be the reason for neuropaUuc polenliation of synaptic transmission of pain signals,
The work \l'as funded by grants from Juvcnile Diabetcs Found. Internal. 1-2000-31
and INTAS·99.Q1915 and appro' cd by Bogom.lnsl. Clinic of Animal Care and Usc.
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SMALL fIBER l'iEUROPATHY tx L'IPAIRED GLUCOSE TOLERAr.T GK
RATS
Murakawa YI, Zhang WI, Brismar Tz, Ostenson CG2, Efendic 52, Sima AAFI.
IWa)1le State University, Detroit, ~U 48201 USA.
2Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden.

Background and Aim.: Differences between diabetic neuropathy (DN) in the two
type. of diabetes have been reported, suggesting that factors in addition to
hyperglycemia are involved in its pathogenesis.
1\foleriat. and Melhnd.: In this study, the functional and structural neuropathy was
exarnined in 18 mo impaired glucose tolerant (IGl) GK-rats and 18mo control.
Results: GK rats showed decreased body weight (454 ±31 vs 627 ± 80 g; p<O.ool),
increased blond glucose levels (4.4±1.3 vs 3.2±0.4 mmol/l; p<0.02) and impaired
glucose tolerance (p<0.001). IGT rats showed decreased nerve conduction velocity
(49.8.±5.1 vs 61.814.9 m1sec; p<0.0(1). Sural nerve morphometry showed increased
fascicular area (p<O.OI), normal fiber number (N.S) and decreased fiber density
(p<O.ool), indicating endoneurial edema. Myelinated fiber parameters showed
decreased axon/myelin ratio (p<0.05), normal mean axonal area (N.S), increased
mean fiber area (p<0.001) and myelin area (p<0.01). These data suggest that small
myelinated fibers are preferentially affected with preservation of large myelinated
fibers. This was confirmed by fiber size distribution histograms which showed a
significant relative increase in fiberS>45 ~m2 in diabetic rats (42.(rlo2.9 V'529.8.±3.8%;
p<O.ool).
Conclusiees: These findings differ from those in type I or type 2 diabetic neuropathy
(STZ-. BB/W-, and BBrL-rats), which are characterized by fiber loss (STZ- and
DBfW-rais) and axonal atrophy affecting all fiber categories and lack of endoneurial
edema in the chronic stage of neuropathy. These findings are consistent with those in
IGT humans. We conclude that long-term IGT affects selectively small myelinated
fibers, rather thanall fiber categories.

1140
MOLECULAR PAmOLOGY OF THE NODE OF RM.'VIER VI TI'PE I
DIABETIC l'iEUROPATHY: A ROLE FOR VlSULVI AND C-PEPTIDE
DEFlCIE:01CIES!
A. Sima', W. Zhang'. Y. Murakawa', 1. Wahren", C. Pierson', Detroit, MIl;
Stockholm, Sweden'.
Background and aim.: C-peptide replacement in type I BBfW-rats prevents the
metabolic and chronic strueturaI changes of the node of Ramier. Nodal imegrity
depends on specialized molecules including ank)TinG and caspr, AnkyrinG interacts
with Na+ channels, Na+K+-A1Pase, LI and NCAM sequestering them 10 the node.
Caspr localizes 10 the axoglial junctions responsible for the specializations at the
node. The insulin receptor (lR) is localized to paranodaI membranes, suggesting that
insulin signaling is critical 10 nodal activity, In addition, insuIin signaling is
potentiated by C peptide. In vitro studies suggest an interaction between caspr and
P13K via a SID domain. We hypothesize that these molecules are altered in type I
neuropathy and thaI insulin and/or C peptide deficiencies underlie these changes.
Malerill. and metbnds: Sciatic nerves from 2 and 8 mo type I BBJWor-rats, C
peptide treated and control rats were used for RT·PCR, immunoblotting and
inununohistocbemi.slry. Human neuroblastoma cells were used for
immunoprecipitation studies. Resuhs: Immunobloning (sciatic nerve) and semi
quantitative RT·PCR (DRG) revealed no differences in ank)TinG and its associated
molecules between control; C peptide treated (75ngfkgfd), and untreated diabetic
BBfW·rats at2 and8 mo. Ank}TinG is post-translationaIly modified by Q-Iinked N·
acctylglucosamiae (o-GlcNAc). Immunoprecipitation of ank)TinG in SH·SYSY cells
treated with C peptide (3.3nM), insuIin (4.On.\I),or both for 2 hr. showed increased
o-GlcNAc modification of ank)TinG with insuIin only. Cells exposed for 20 hr
showed decreased O-GlcNAc modification by insulin alone but was enhanced \\ith C
peptide. Therefore, C peptide potentiates the effect of insulin long term (20 hr) but
blunts its effects short term (2 hr). lnununoblotting (sciatic ne"'e) and semi.
quantitalh .. RT-PCR (DRG) revealed no difference in theexpression level of caspr at
2 mo. At 8 mo caspr protein expression was decreased in diabetics bul increased in C
peptide treated animals. Immunohistochemical studies showed thaI caspr is lalerally
displaced from the paranode in diabetic rats at2 mo, which is prevenled by C peptide.
Conclusions: These findings suggest that locaIization and post-translational
modifications may be more importanl thanalterations in the expression of these nodal
molecules in l)'pt I diabetic neuropath)·.
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Elrfd. of rosuv aslliin 00 .mall nerve fibrf function, glnglion blood flow and
endolhdium-depeDdenl rtfalltion in diabetic rots_
M.R. Nangle, ME. Inkster, ~tA- Cotler and N.E. Cameron. Biomedical Sciences,
AberdeenUniversity, Scotland UK

Blckground and Aims: Impairednerve perfusioncontributesto the aetiologyof diabetic
neuropathy and elevatedblood lipids are a neural and vascular risk factor. In a previous
study, we demonstratedbeneficialeffects of the potent statin, rosuvastarin (AstraZeneea),
on largemyelinatednerve fibre functionin experimental diabetes. The aim was to extend
thisanalysisto smallnerve fibre function, ganglionicperfusionandendothelialvasodilator
function. Mlterial. and Mrthod.: Diabeteswas induced by streptozotocin (45 mgfkg) in
mature male Sprague-Dawley rats. Mer 4 weeks, corpus cavernosum and mesenteric
vascularbeds were removedfor in vitrostudy. In se-parate groupsof rats, studiedafter 6-8
weeksoC diabetes, pain fibre-mediated dysfunction was estimatedusing a behaviouraltest
{or thermal (plantar lest) hyperalgesia. In final experiments, under butabarbiul
anaesthesia, superior cervical ganglion blood flow was estimatedby hydrogen-clearance
microeJectrode polarography. In treated diabeticgroups, rosuvastatin (20 mg;\g p.o.) was
given preventively or in an intervention study for 2 w-eeks aner 6 weeks of untreated
diabetes. RHults: Adrenergicnerv-e-mediatedcontractionof corpuscavernosumwas 48.6
'" 6.6% reduced(p<O.OOI) by 4 weeksof diabetes.Rosuvastatin treatmentattenuatedthis
deficitby 71.2 ± 12.4%(p< 0.01). Nitrergicnerve-mediatedrel..xationof phenyle-phrine
preccetracted corpus cavernosurn was isolated in the presence of guanethidine and
atropine. Diabetes caused 24.9 ± 6.7% (p<O.ool) reduction in maximum relaxation and
this was 69.8 ± 22.6 % (p<0.02) preventedby rosuvastatin treatment Cumulativedose
response data frommesenteric vessels revealed an approximately 54% diabetic deficit
(p<O.OOI) in acetylcholine-stimulated vasorelaxarion mediated by endothelium-derived
hyperpolarizing factor, which was completely prevented (p<0.01) by rosuvastarin
treatment A diabeticdeficit (52.5 ± 3.1%) in superior cervicalganglionblood flow was
96.7 ± 11.2% corrected (p<O.OOI) by 2 weeks rosuvastatin treatment Diabetic rats
exhibitedthermal hyperalgesia, evidencedby a 33.7 '" 3.4% (p<Q.OOI) reduction in foot
withdrawal latency to noxious stimulation, which was 86.7 ± 15.7"10 (p <0.01) corrected
rosuvastatin, Condusion!: Diabetescaused dysfunction of smallautonomicand pain fibre
systems, which was markedly attenuated by rosuvasurin treatment It is plausible that
elevated neural blood flow consequent on improv-ed endothelium-de-pendent relaxation
contributedto these beneficialeffects,whichcould be the subject of further investigation
in nun.

1141
THE EFFECT OF C-PEPTIDE 0:-; CELL PROLlFERATlO;l/ AND
APOPTOSIS L'I HUMAN l'iEUROBLASTOMA CELLS
ZIiE'I-GUO u, WEIXIAN ZHANG M'D M'DERS AF. SThiA Wa}1le Stat.
University, Detroit, Michigan USA
Blckground and Aim.: Previous studies have indicated that C-peptide has anti
apoptotic and neuroprotective function. in type I diabetic BBfW rats. In this study we
examined the anti-apeptotic and mitogenic effect of C-peplide in human
neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y cells and explored possible mechanism.
llfolfrills Ind Melhnds: SlI·SY5Y cells were exposed 10 C-peptide alone or in
combination with insulin. Cell proliferation was monitored by an electric coulter
counter and neurite outgrowth was measured by an image analysis system with
image-pro plus 3.0 program. Apoptosis of SlI-SY5Y cells were induced by high
concentration of glucose and confirmed by DNA fragmentation. Irnmuoblorting (IB)
and immunoprecipitaiion (IP) of the cell lysate were applied.
Results: The increase in cell number (4 days) with C-peptide alone was: 164±9
(±SD); 188i6; and 172:10% (p<O.OOI) for 1.0, 3.3 and 10 n.\1 respectively. The
combination of'rnaximal C-peptide and insulin doses significantly(225 <13%; p<0.05)
increased cell proliferation over thatoCC-peptide alone. The average length of neurite
outgrowth increased when Cspeptide was added together with insulin (P<0.001).
Upon addition of C-peptide to high glucose (150 or 300 m.\1) culture medium, the
extent of apoptotic cellswas reduced. mand IP showed increased phosphorylation of
insulin receptor (IR) and MAP kinase by C-peptide addition 10 insulin, indicating C
peptide enhances insulin activity and its downstream signaling. Increased p38
phosphorylation and decreased 1NK phosphorylation also was induced by Cspeptide
which may be involved in the IGF-I receptor (lGF-IR) mediated anti-apoptotic effect.
Conclu.ion: C-peptide appears 10 have an insulin-like mitogenic effect on cell
proliferation and neurite outgrowth in addilion to ami-apototic effeet in Ihis in vitro
system. These effects may be mediated by enhanced activity of the IGF-IR I IR
signaling pathways.
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RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH SYMPTOMATIC PERIPHERAL

NEUROPATHY L'i A DIABETES POPULATION IN TANZANIA: A
CASE-CO!'liROL STUDY

Z. G. Abbas, J. K. Lutale, and L. K. Arcbiblld. Mubimbili University
College of Health Sciences, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

Back Grouud: Although peripheral neuropathy (PN) remains a significant cause
of morbidity in adult diabetes patients in sub-Saharan Africa, associated risk
factors for PN in this patient population remain unknown,
Aims: (I) To characterize the epidemiology ofPN and (2) document risk factors
for PN in an adult population attending the diabetes outpatients clinic at
Muhimbili National Hospital, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
Material and Methods: During 1/97-12100(study period), we conducted a case
control study. Non-selective, consecutive. adult diabetes patients were enrolled
after informed consent. Detailed clinical and epidemiological data were recorded
for each patient followed by a comprehensive physical examination. A case
patient was defined as any diabetes patient with symptom and/or signs of PN.
Control-patients were randomly chosen diabetes patients with no history or
clinical evidence ofPN.
Results: Two hundred patients met the case-definition and 206 control-patients
were identified. Case-and control-patients were similar for region of residence,
presence of micro- and macrovascular disease, alcohol use, or diabetes type.
However, compared with control-patients, case-patients had significantly higher
median duration of diabetes (188 vs 21 months, p <0.05), median age (54 YS 50
years, p <0.001), or lower median body mass index (24 vs 27, P <0.001). On
multivariate analysis, factors that were independently associated withPN included
African race (p <0.001), male sex (p <0.001), duration of diabetes (p <0.001),
tobacco intake (p <0.01), presence of a foot ulcer (p <0.05), or body mass index
<30. On stratified analysis, the only independent risk factor for foot ulcers was
type I diabetes (p <0.001).
Conclusions: We have identified independent risk factors for PN and foot ulcers
in an adult diabetes population in Tanzania. Patient management algorithms
should reflect these factors. Initial preventive efforts should be targeted towards
male smokers with type I diabetes and relatively low BMI

1144
Peripberal neuropatby iJ associated ...itb raised pL15ma triglyceride levels 
Cross-sectional analysis of a diabetic clinic population.
M. Spruce, R Guzder and D Coppini. Poole Diabetes Centre, Poole Hospital, UK.

Background and Aims: The association between neuropathy and increased mortality
in diabetes is well known. The causal association is however speculative and mainly
linked to autonomic abnormalities. The main aim of this study was to try and identify
possible metabolic abnormalities related to this complication
Materials and Methods: The analysis was performed on all 1908 patients attending
our clinics between 31.01.00 and 01.02.01The mean age of patients was 60.2 (SD+!
15.7) years and the mean duration of diabetes was 12.7 (SO+/-12.7) years. Peripheral
neuropathy was defined as a Toe VPT (Horwell Neurothesiometer) >25 volts. The
following plasma metabolic measurements were studied using AJ'OVA and student's
t test: Fasting glucose. glycated haemoglobin (HbAlc), total cholesterol, HDL
cholesterol, WL cholesterol, fasting triglycerides and creatinine.
Results: 480 patients (25%) had a VPT>25 volts. These patients with neuropathy had
higher triglyceride levels (2.16+/-1.4 mmollL vs, 1.90+/·1.16 mmollL, p<O.oooI) and
lower HDL cholesterol levels (1.18+/-0.38 mmollL vs, 1.28+/-0.57 mmolll,
p9Y.0002) than those with a VPT <25volts. Creatinine was also positively associated
with peripheral neuropathy (116+/-67.5 vs 98.9+/.29.8, p<O.oool). Fasting glucose,
IIbAlc, Total cholesterol and WL cholesterol showed no significant correlation with
this complication (p values 0.27,0.89,0.62 and 0.63 respectively)
Conclusions: This interesting observation may partly explain a causal association
between neuropathy and increased cardiovascular risk related to raised triglyceride
levels in diabetes. Hypertriglyceridaemia has been implicated as a cause of a distinct
type of non-diabetic neuropathy and may also be contributory to the development of
neuropathy in diabetic patients.

1143
Increased Incidence of Diabetic Neuropathy on Smokers: The Sheffield
Prospective Diabetes Study
S.M. Rajbhandari, M.T. Dent, M.E. Plater, N.D. IIarris, S. Tesfaye & J.D. Ward.
Diabetes Researcb Unit, RoyallIallamshire Hospitaal, Sheffield, UK.

Background and Aims: A number of macrovascular risk factors have been
associated with the development of diabetic neuropathy (ON), however, the
relationship of smoking to DN has not been clearly established within the context ofa
prospective study. The aim of Sheffield Prospective Diabetes study was to identify
the early abnormalities of clinical, biochemical, neurophysiological and
haemorrheological functions for the development of complications of type I diabetes.
Materials and Methods: 66 newly diagnosed diabetes subjects (mean age 31 +/. 9
(SD) duration (3 years +/- 2) were identified and followed up for 9 years. They had
detailed smoking history and neurological assessment (symptoms and sign score,
nerve conduction, vibration perception threshold, warm thermal discrimination
threshold and cardiac autonomic function test) done at baseline and at follow up.
Dyck's criteria were used to define DN. 9 subjects who had high c-peptide and 10
subjects who had neuropathy at baseline were excluded from the analysis.
Results: 40 subjects (12 smokers and 28 non-smokers at baseline) were followed up
at 9 years and 7 (17.5%) developed DN. Smokers at baseline were more likely to
develop DN thannon-smokers (41.6% vs 7.1%; P <0.0001) and this was significant
after adjusting for the HbAlc. Cigarette smoking was associated with significant
(p<0.05) reduction in sural nerve conduction and rise in vibration perception
threshold. Smokers were also likely to develop microalbuminuria (p<0.0001) and
there was a trend for the development of retinopathy (p=Q.07).
Conclusions: This prospective study which hascarefully defined the presence and
extent of neuriopathy, confirms that smoking is a significant risk factor for the
development of DN suggesting a vascular aetiology. Diabetic subjects who smokes
should be actively encouraged to stop this to prevent/reduce the likelihood of botb
macrovascular and microvascular complications.

1145
CANDIDATE GENE POLYlIlORPHIC MARKERS AND ASSOCIATIO:\,

WITH DIABETIC NEUROPATHY IN RUSSIAN IDD:\l PATIENTS
E.V. Zotova', I.A. Strokov', D.A. Chistyakov', 1.1. Galeev', A.S. Arnetov', and
V.V. Nosikov' (I) National Research Centre "GosNII genetika", and (2)
Russian Medical Academy of Post-Graduate Educalion, Moscow, Russia

Background and Aims: In this research an association of diabetic neuropathy (DN)
with polymorphic markers located within six candidate genes: catalase gene (CAl)
CII67T polymorphism, mitochondrial superoxide disrnutase gene (SOD2) 
A/a(-9)Va/ polymorphism, extracellular supcroxide dismutase gene (SOD) 
Arg2l3G/y polymorphism, gluthatione peroxidase gene (GPXI). Prol97Leu poly
morphism, neuronal NO synthase gene (!I'OS/) - polymorphic STR located at the
exon 29 and aldose reductase gene (ALR2) • polymorphic STR located at the 5'
region, have been studied. Materials and Methods: To overcome probable
predominance and masking effects of metabolic risk factors on DN phenotype
expression, we have formed two groups of patients with type I diabetes: DN+ group
(n'"'-t2) with the overt diabetic neuropathy and DN- group (n=87) in whicb all
patients had no clinical neuropathy. To identify alleles of polymorphic markers we
used PCR technique in combination with restriction endonuclease cleavage and gel
electrophoresis. Results: We have not found statistically reliable differences in allele
and genotype frequencies between DN+ and DN- groups in case of polymorphic
markers of SOD2, GPXI and ALR2 gencs. In case of !l'OS/ gene the allele 16 and
genotype 16/16 have been risk factors (OR = 1.45 and 2.34, respectively). In case of
SOD) gene ArglArg genotype was significantly higher (5.05 times) in DN+ group in
comparison with DN- group (OR - 5.09). All these differences were statistically
reliable (p < 0.05). The study of allele distributions of CII67T marker of CAT gene
have shown that the prevalence of the C allele was higher (1.3 times) and T allele
was lower (1.8 times) in the DN+ group in comparison with DN· group and these
differences were statistically reliable (p < 0,05). Conclusions: Our data allow us to
suppose that polymorphic markers of !.-oSI, SOD) and CAT genes can be associated
with development of diabetic neuropathy among patients with type I diabetes in a
Moscow population,
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ASSESSMDiT OF CEREBRAL METABOUS:YI IN VIVO IN PATIE1'oiS
WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS
B.N.M.1Ilkovsky', ZZ.Rozhkova', VARogozin', and O.E.Lipskaya' Institute of
Endocrinology and Metabolism', Kiev, Ukraine; Radiological Center AMS, Kiev,
Ukraine'

Background and Aim.: The brain's metabolism and functions could be affected in
patients with diabetes mellitus. However, this complication of disease is commonly
overlooked and there is no data regarding the cerebral metabolism assessed in vivo in
diabetic patients. Therefore, the purpose of the study was to investigate cerebral
metabolism in patients with long-term type I diabetes mellitus by in vivo magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (MRS).

Materials and Method.: We studied 12 diabetic patients (age: 29.3+8.0 years,
diabetes duration: 12.6+3.50 years; HbAlc: 8A+1.35%, mean+SD) and 19 control
subjects (age: 32.6+5.2 years). There were no clinical signs ofoven cerebral disorders
in subjects studied. The content of cerebral metabolites (N-acetylaspartate (NAA),
total creatine (Cr) and choline-containing compounds (Cho) were measured in the
gray matter of brain occipital region by IH MRS using Magneton Vision Plus System.
Selection of regions studied was made by T1 and T2-weighted images in the axial
plan. Statistical analysis was performed by Student's paired test.

Results: We found significant decrease of NAA peak levels in brain in diabetic
patients - 39.6+19.9 vs. 52.6+11.6 and 37.2+16.5 vs. 50.9+13.1 in diabetic and
control subjects in left and right hemisphere, respectively, 1'<0.05. Moreover, it was
decrease of cerebral Cr in left occipital region in patients with diabetes (17.3+9.2 vs.
26.3+6.6,1'<0.05) while the changes ofCr in right (20.7+15.1 vs. 27.6+10.7, p>O.05)
and Cho in both hemispheres were not statistically significant. Furthermore, the traces
ofglucose and lactate in the brain were detected more frequently in diabetic patients
compared to controls.

Ceaeluslous: The revealed changes of cerebral metabolites content could reflect the
disturbances of brain's metabolism in patients with long-term diabetes and their
clinical significance requires further investigation.

1148
Morphological Validation of a Oinkal Scoring System for Diabetic
Polyneuropathy
V. Bril, and B. A. Perkins. University Health Network, University of Toronto,
Toronto, Canada
Backgronnd and Aim.: Clinical scoring systems for diabetic sensorimotor
polyneuropathy (OSP) range from the simple to complex, and are commonly
referenced to a gold standard which is integral to the scoring system. Recently, a
clinical scoring system (CSS) independent of an electrophysiological gold standard
was used to determine severity of DSP in a cohort of subjects enrolled in a study of
simple screening tests for DSP. The CSS successfully stratified subjects into non
neuropathic, and mild, moderate and severe DSP groups. Although
electrophysiological results correlate with clinical scores and morphological changes,
it is unknown how well clinical scores correlate with morphological changes. We
aimed to determine whether the Toronto CSS reflects the morphological severity of
DSP as indicated by changes in fibre density (FD) on sural nerve biopsy.
Materials and Methods: Ninety-six patients underwent comprehensive medical and
neurological history and physical examinations; electrophysiological tests,
quantitative vibration perception thresholds, and sural nerve biopsies. Application of
the Toronto CSS determined a point value ranging from 0 to a maximum of 19 points
for each subject. Correlations between the CSS value and myelinated ill were
determined. Relationships between the FD and electrophysiological parameters were
evaluated.
Results: The total clinical score showed a significant inverse correlation with the
sural nerve FD (R2=O.256, p<0.0001). The mean FD declined as the severity ofCSS·
defined DSP increased. Based on categorical HbAI C '8 compared to those >8, those
with good control had a significantly lower (p= 0.(025) total clinical score compared
to those with poor control. Eleetrophysiological parameters showed significant
correlations with morphological changes. Sural nerve ill inversely correlated with an
amplitude SCOre (R2=OA81, 1'<0.0001) and a conduction velocity score (R2=O.515.
1'<0.0001).
Conclusions: This study confirms the validity of the Toronto CSS in reflecting the
presence and severity of DSP, and underscores the tight inter-relationships between
clinical neuropathy, electrophysiological findings and morphological changes. The
Toronto CSS may prove useful in documenting and following DSP in the clinic
setting.
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LAML'\Ti LEVELS ARE REDUCED rx PROAPOPTOTIC SERA OF
PATIENTS WITH DIABETIC NEUROPATHY.
Al. Vinik, T. Erbas, KB. Stansberry, N. Burcus, and GL. Pittenger. Eastern Virginia
Medical School, The Strelitz Diabetes Institutes, Norfolk, VA, USA.

Background and Aims: Laminin (Lm) exerts a neuroprotective, antiapoptotic effect
on neuronal cells (NIE-1I5 neuroblastoma) in culture exposed to toxic sera from
patients with diabetic neuropathy (ON). We hypothesized that Lm levels would be
low in patients with DN.
Materials and Method.: In order to test this hypothesis, we studied serum Lm levels
by ELISA in 27 neuropathic patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus, 20 patients with
autoimmune neuropathies (AL'l) and 15 healthy controls.
Resuhs: In sera of patients with DN, Lm was significantly lower than in patients with
A1N (537.99±35A vs. 674.10±41.1 nglml, p=O.(45), but not significantly lower than
controls (634.10.123.9 nglml). There were no significant differences between D:-l
patients and AIN patients regarding age, neuropathy duration, blood pressure, and the
severity of neuropathy. HbAlc and B~n were significantly higher in type 2 diabetic
patients than those patients with A1N. Lm levels showed an inverse correlation with
B~n (r=-O.327, 1'=0.024) and fasting blood glucose (r=-OAI2, p=O.05). Lm was also
positively correlated with scores for motor symptoms (r=O.3I, p--o.031), weakness
(r=O.356, 1'=0.01 I), wasting (r=OA56, p~0.0009), reflexes (r=OA29, 1'=0.(019), total
motor (r=OA26, p=O.(02), and total disability (r=O.337, p='0.016). Serum Lm
concentration was also positively correlated with indices of neurotoxicity of sera in
NIE-I 15 cell culture in diabetic patients (r=O.379, p=O.035). Lm levels in neuropathic
patients with nontoxic sera were higher than in patients with toxic sera, but the
difference bordered on statistical significance (659.18±46.2 vs, 564.60±30.6 ng/ml,
p=O.082).
Conclusions: The differences in serum Lm levels between diabetic and A1N are most
likely related to differences in metabolic and autoimmune pathogenetic factors. The
close correlation between motor disability score and Lm suggests that Lm may be
important for the integrity of large, myelinated motor fibers. Furthermore, the
reduction in Lm levels in D:-l as opposed to AIN suggests a specific role in the
neuropathy of diabetes. DN may thus derive from impaired Lm-mediated integrin
signaling and constitute a prospective therapy.

1149
GLYCAEMIC EXCURSIONS MiD PAINFUL DIABETIC PERIPHERAL
NEUROPATHY
S.O. Oyibo, Y.D.M_ Prasad, N.J. Jackson, E.B. Jude, A.nt. Boulton. Department of
Diabetes and Medicine, Manchester Royal Infirmary, Manchester, UK.

Background and Aims: Chronic sensory peripheral neuropathy affects 30"/0of type I
diabetic patient. Some patients have painful symptoms whilst a majority are
asymptomatic. The mechanism by which these disabling symptoms occur is poorly
understood and the treatment of symptoms is often less than adequate. The aim ofthis
study was to examine the relationship between glycaemic excursions and painful
symptoms in patients with painful peripheral neuropathy.
Materials and Methods: Twenty type I diabetic patients with clinically significant
peripheral neuropathy (10 painful and 10 painless) were asked to wear a MiniMed
Continuous Glucose Monitoring System for three days. Patients with symptoms were
asked to keep a record of painful episodes on a Visual Analogue Scale. We
determined the Mean Amplitude ofGlycaemic Excursions (MAGE), the M-value and
percentage number of hypoglycaemic readings (<3.0 mmol/1) to assess glycaemic
stability.
Results: Patients were matched for (mean ± SD) age: 52.0 ± I 1.1 yrs; duration of
diabetes: 24.8 ± 10.7 yrs; duration of neuropathy: 5.6 ± 2.6 yrs and number of glucose
readings per 3-day period: 832 ± 87. The painful group had a greater mean glucose
reading (12.1 ± 2.9 mmol/1 YS. 9.3 ± 1.9 mmol/l, P = 0.02) and a greater M-value
(107.8 ± 51.3 vs. 53.8 ± 31.1, p ~ 0.02), compared to the painless group. Additionally,
the painful group showed a slight trend towards having more glycaemic excursions
(5.0 YS. 3.0) and a greater percentage of hypoglycaemic readings (4.1% vs. 3.2%)
over the 3-day monitoring period, but this did not reach statistical significance. There
was no difference in the MAGE between the painful and the painless group (4.7 ± 1.9
mmol/1 YS. 5.0 ± 1.9 mmol/1, l' = 0.6). In the painful group there was no significant
correlation between the number of glycaemic excursions and the number of painful
episodes.
Conclusion.: Diabetic patients with painful neuropathy have poorer diabetic control,
greater blood glucose flux and possibly more hypoglycaemic episodes, when
compared to patients with painless neuropathy. Therefore, strict glucose regulation to
.irnprove glycaemic stability could be the best form of analgesia for painful diabetic
neuropathy.
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a-LIPOIC ACID ACCELERATES GALLBLADDER CO:'iTRACTION
ACTIVITY IN PATIENTS \\1TH DIABETIC CHOLECYSTOPARESIS
S.M.Tk.1ch', O.P.Klimenko', 'Institute of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Kyiv;
'Institute of Pediatrics, Obstetrics and Gynecology, Kyiv, Ukraine
Background and Alms: Reduced gallbladder contraction is one of the risk
factors in cholesterol gallstones. Impaired gallbladder motility is associated with
diabetic autonomic neuropathy. a-lip : acid hasa positive effect on diabetic
cardiovascularautonomic neuropathy. The aim was to estimate the efficacyof
a-lipoic acid in patients with diabetic cholecystoparesis, Subjects and
lIIcthods: Thirty four type I diabctic patients (age: 26.0±2.5 yrs; meaniSEM)
with diabetic autonomic neuropathy adequately controlled with insulin were
randomly divided into two groups. Twenty patients received a-lipoic acid, 600
mg once daily for 20 days, The other H sex and age matched patients
represented thc control group. We evaluated contraction activity of the
gallbladder using real-time ultrasonography and function of autonomic nervous
system by short-term spectral analysis of heart rate variability, Results: The
patients treated with a-lipoic acid, unlike the control group, had a positive
dynamics of clinical symptoms of gastrointestinal autonomic neuropathy and an
increase in gallbladder ejection fraction at 30, 40, 60 min after egg yolk from
14.2±9.7%, 32.9±7.3%, and 27.6±12.6%, before to, respectively, 43.3±7.6%,
54.1±7.0%, and M.8i6.6%, after treatment (P < 0.05). Thc residual
gallbladder volume decreased from 20.4±4.4 em' 10 9.4±2.8 em' (P < 0.05),
versus control 20.4±6.4 em' and 17.015.5 em' (P> 0.1), respectively,
before and after treatment, An increase in gallbladder motility after a-lipoic
acid, in contrast to the control group, occurred with an increase in spectral
power heart rate components: VLF - from 22.7±4.3 ms' to 87.2±22.1 ms'
(P < 0.02), LF - 2.4±0.5 ms' 10 9.0±2.7 ms' (P < 0.05), and a tendency to
a rise in IlF from 12.1±2.6 ms' to 27.1±7.2 ms' (0.05 <P<O.I).
Conclusions: a-lipoic acid had a positive effect on the gallbladder
contraction in patients with diabetic gastrointestinal autonomic neuropathy.

PS90
Lipids in Cardiovascular Complications
1152
Type 1 diabetie subj«ts ..ith isch..mie beart disease: Postprandial lipll6lic
hypernsponders!
M, Carstensen, Claus Thomsen and Kjeld Hermansen, Dept. of Endocrinology &
Medicine, Aarhus Acntssygehus,Aamus University Hospital, Denmark.

Backcround and Aims: Postprandial lipaemia seems to play an important role for the
development of coronary heart disease through an elevation of triglyceride-rich
lipoproteins, e.g, chylomicrons (CM), very low density lipoproteins (VLDL), and remnant
particles. Our aim was to compare postpr..ndial metabolic profiles in two groups of lype-2
diabetic patients, i.e. with and without ischaernic heart disease, respectively.
Malerials and Methods: 32 male type-Z diabetics were included in the study. We
matched 17 cases wid, a verified history of acute myocardial infarction with 15 controls
according to age, Body Mass Index. glycated haemoglobin, diabetes duration, smoking,
and treatment of diabetes. The only anti-hyperglycaemic treatment accepted was diet,
Acarbose, and/or sulfonylurea. The patients underwent a hyperiasulinacmic, euglyeaemic
clamp to measure the insulin sensitivity. Furthcrmore, we studied the postprandial
lipaemic responses. After an ovcmight fast, the patients took an oral fat load, consisting of
150 mJ soup with 100 g butter, 25 g raw leek, and 94 g white bread ToLaI energy content
was 4297 U with 76.6% of energy as fat and 20.1% as carbohydrate. 30 mg vitamin A
was taken with the first spoonful of soup as a marker of lipoproteins of intestinal origin.
During the next eight hours blood samples were drawn for the analysis of glucose, insulin,
and triglyceride in total plasma, in a CM-fraction (Sf> 1000) and in a non-CM fraction
(VLDL-rich fraction) (Sf < 1000).
Results: Insulin sensitivity was similar in the ease- and control groups with M-values 3.6
± 1.8 vs. 4.9 ± 3.2 mg glucosel(kg x min) (p - 0.40), respectively. No differences between
the two groups were found in responses measured as incremental AreaUnder the Curve
(iAUC) for glucose (p ~ 0.2) or insulin (p - 0.33). Plasma TG levels in the case group
were significantly higher after 360 minutes (4.6 ± 3.1 vs. 2.8 ± 1.8 mmol/1,p = 0.0-1)and
480 minutes (3.6 ± 2.2 vs. 2.4 ± 2.4 mmolll. p = 0.03), as were the iAUC for the whole
period (56O ± 452 vs, 297 ± 214 mmol/1 x min., p = 0.0~8). Furthermore, the rerinyl
palmitate responses in the CM-fraction from the case-group were significantly higher with
an iAUC of 311502 ± 194933 vs. 187004 ± 102928 ng/rnlxmin, p = 0.035. No differences
were found in the retinyl palmitate responses in the non-CM fractions (p = 0.4).
Conclusions: Type-2 diabetic subjects with prior myocardial infarction had impaired
clearance of postprandial triglyceride-rich lipoproteins. Impaired clearance of postprandial
chylomicrons might be a candidate risk marker for the development of ischaernic heart
disease in type-2 diabetes.

1151
W-3 POLYUNSATURATED FATlY ACIDS L'l TIlE TREATMENT OF
CARDIOVASCULAR AUTO~OMIC NEUROPATIIY TN PATIENTS wrrn
TYPE 1 DIABETES MELLITUS
A Serhiyenko, AM.Urbano\icb, V.O.Serhiyenko and L.M.Scrhiyenko. Department
of Endocrinology & Clinical Pharmacology, LvivMedical University, Lviv,Ukraine
Background and Aims: The aim of this study was to assess the long term effect of
docosahexanoic acid (D11A) and eicosapentanoic acid (EPA) on the heart rate
variability (l1RV), standart cardiovascular autonomic tests and QTc interval
parameters, the activities of protein-kinase C (PK-C), Na+, K+-A TPase, Ca2+, Mg2+
A'I'Pase, levels of farty acids in the membranes of erythrocytes and the state of the
prostacyclin U-thromboxane A2 system in patients with Type 2 diabetes mellitus and
cardiovascular aunonomic neuropathy (CAN). Materials and Mttbods: CAN
assessed by reduced IIRV, standart cardiovascular autonomic tests and QTc interval
parameters. 42 patients (54±5 years, 25m/17/) were allocated into two treatment
groups. The I Sf group (n=23) was receiving capsules of fish oil every day (2,O g EPA,
2,0 g DlIA and 0,1% a-tocopherol acetate) and the 2nd group (n~19) was receiving
placebo capsules of olive oil. All patients were on the same diet. Results: After 2
months of treatment there was a decreasing of 1251-thromboxane B2 (TXD2) level
(152,5 ±16,9 pg/ml, 1'<0,001), activity ofPK-C (12,37±4,lI pmol32P/mg protein per
1 min, p<O,ool) with simultaneous increasing of EPA level, EPA/arachidonic acid
ratio, activities of Na+, K+-ATPase (from O,O-I±O,003 to 0,09:0,004 m.\fol Pilmg
protein per I hour, p<O, 001), Ca2+, Mg2+-ATPasc and the level of the 1251-6
ketoprostagJandin Fla in the blood plasma in the first group. Also, we observed
significant improvement of cardiovascular autonomic tests, Iffi.V parameters,
decreasing ofQTc interval (p<O,OI). Increasing of the level of EPA, EPA/arachidonic
acid ratio and the activities of membrane-bound enzymes lead to increasing of RBC's
deformability. This effect is conditioned also by increased prostacyclin U production
as well as by inhibition of platelet activity. Therefore it seems that a 4,0 g fish oil
treatment during following 2 months result the tendency of normalizing the state of
prostacyclin 12-lhromboxane A2 system, activity of membrane-bound enzymes, lIRV,
Q'I'c parameters and cardiovascular autonomic tests. Conclusions: In conclusion,
DlIA and EPA at moderate doses may exert antithrombic effects and may be used for
effective prophylaxis and treatment of diabetic cardiovascular autonomic neuropathy.

1153
POSTPRANDIAL LIPlDADIL-\ AND LDL SIZE IX TYPE 1 DL-\B£TES
MELLITUS.
A Perez', A~f Wagner', R Bonet. 0 Jorba, R Arcelus, 1 Ordonez-Llanes.
Endocrinology' and Biochemistty Depts. Hospital Sant Pau. Barcelona, Spain.
Baekground and aims: Small LDL particles and postprandial hypertriglyeeridaemia
are considered components of diabetic dyslipidaemia. Our aim was 10 assess
postprandial lipidaemia and LDL size in normolipidaemic non-obese type 2 diabetic
patients, and find predictors of both.
Materials and methods: 12 type 2 non-obese, norrnotriglyceridaemie diabetic
patients (8 male, B~1l 25.77±2.64 K&,m2, age 52.42:10.36 years, IIbAlc 6.8010
0.67%) on diet, and 14 control subjects (8 male, 2~.31r2.40 K&,m2, age 54.0±6.14
years) with similar fasting triglyceride were selected. A test meal (55g fat, 100.000 IU
vitamin A) was given. LDL cholesterol (LDLe, betaquantification), IIDL cholesterol
(lIDLe, direct) and apolipoprotein B (immunoturbidimetry) were measured in the
fasting slate. Triglyceride [Tg), retinylpalrnitate (RP, IIPLC) and WL size
(electrophoresis) were measured before and 2,3,4,5,6 and 8 hours after the meal.
Lipoprotein (Lpl) and hepatic (Ill) lipase activities were measured (artificial
substrate, radiolabelled tricleate) on a separate day, after a heparin injection (100
IUlKg).
Results: Patients showed lower fasting IIDLc (I.I110.26 vs 1.40±0.28, P 0.016) and
smaller LDL particles 4 hours after the meal (25.8610.40 vs 26.16±0.30, p 0.0-11).
No differences were found in the area under the curve of Tg (AUC-Tg) or RP. Lpl
was similar, bUI IlL activity was higher in patients than in controls (156.63±23.89 vs
118±43.27, p 0.011)
Tg at 4 and 5 hours after the meal were the best predictors of AUC-Tg (r 0.944 and
0.949, respectively, p < 0.01), WLe/apoB ratio was the best predictor ofLDL size in
the fasting state. No! onaly fasting WL size (r 0.843, p < 0.0005), but also fasting
LOLe/apoB ratio and III activity were good predictors of WL size at 4 hours
postprandially (r 0.520, p < 0.0005 and r -0.442, p < 0.05, respectively).
Conclusions: This group of well-controlled, non-obese normolipidaemic type 2
diabetic patients, with normal postprandial triglyceridaemla, shows low postprandial
LDL size, associated with increased hepatic lipase activity. LDLe/apoB ratio is a good
predictor of both fasting and postprandial LDL size.
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REPAGLINIDE REDUCES POSTPRANDIAL CfNLOMlCRON·DEFlCIENT
PLAS~TRIGLYCERIDES IN PATIENTS WlTIi TYPE 2 DIABETES
N. Tcntolouris, t.t Kolia, AD. Tselepis', D. Perea, E. Kitsou, Y. Alevizou, AP.
Tambaki', S·AP. Karabina', C. Sala', V. Fragoulopoulos' and N. Katsilambros. I'
Department of Propaedeutic Medicine, Athens University Medical School, Laiko
Hospital, 'Laboratory of Biochemistry, Department of Chemistry, University of
Ioannina, 'Novo Nordisk Hellas, Greece.
Backgroand·AI....: Postprandial lipaemia is important in atherogenesis in both
diabetic and non-diabetic subjects. The aim of this study \\<'5 to investigate the
effect of a single dose of repaglinide (R) on postprandial triglyceridaemla in
patients with type 2 diabetes. Mo.erlah and Metbods: After an overnight fast, 20
diabetic subjects [mean (SD) age: 57 (8.9) years], who had acceptable diabetes
control with diet alone (HIlA,,<8%), consumed a standard meal (485 Kcal:
carbohydrates 40%, lipids 45%, proteins 15%) m two separate days: once with
placebo (P) and once with 2 mg R per os in a blind order. Venous blood samples
were drawn just before, and Ill, 2h, 4h and 6h after meal consumption.
Triglyccrides contained in chylomierons (Cl.fT) and in CM-<!eficient plasma
(CMDT) were dctermined by ultracentrifugation. In addition, plasma total
triglycerides (TR), total cholesterol (CHOL), HDL-cholesterol (lIDL), LDL
cholesterol (LDL), free fall)' acids (FFA), glucose, insulin and C·peptide levels
were also measured. Res u1IlJ: As expected, there was a significant reduction in
postprandial glycaemia after R admlnistrarion compared to P [mean AUC (SD):
33.8 (7.8) vs 45.8 (13.4) mmoH"6h respectively, 1'='0.0007]. AUC for insulin and
C-peptide were significantly higher after R administratim than P [H22 (414.2) vs
247.7 (168.9) IUmr"6h respectively, P=O.OI and 50.9 (36.9) vs 32.4(22.5) ng-ml'
"6h respectively, f>oO.03]. TR and CMT showed a trend to be lower after R
compared 10 P but the difference was not significant. However, a significant
reduction in postprandial CMDT was noted after R compared to P [AUC: 42.9
(13.4) vs 46.3 (14.4) mmoH'·6h respectively, f>oO.05). Postprandial levels of
CIIOL, IIDl.. LDL and ITA were not significantly different between the two
meals. Coaeh.siotts: Acute administration of repaglinide reduces postprandial
triglyceride levels of liver-but not of intestinal-origin in patients with 1)"pC 2
diabetes, This effect might be due to eith ... \he substantial Improvement of
postprandial glycaemia after R or to the drug-induced insulin secretion per 50.
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SERUM PARAOXO:-JASE ACTIVITI AND LIPID PEROXIDATIO:-J IN
TIPE 2 DIABETIC WmlEN W1TII DIFFERENT MENOPAUSAL STATUS
M.Gorshunsb and O.Bilezb. Kharkiv Postgraduate Medical Academy, Ukraine
Background and Aims: Women with diabetes are denied estrogens
associated cardioprotection. In view of accumulating evidence as to the role of
oxidative stress and damage 10 lipoproteins in atherogenesis we evaluated the
impact of menopausal status on lipid peroxidation parameters, lipid profile
and antioxidant defence in Type 2 diabetic women (DW). ~Iaterials and
Methods: 78 pre-. pcri-, or postmenopausal DW 35 to 65 years old were ex
amined (duration of diabetes: 6.9±0.7 yTS; fasting blood glucose: 5.1 ±O.l
mmollL, IIbAle: 6.0±0.2 %; B~II: 31.2±0.7 kg/m'), 21 healthy, sex-, age
matched subjects acted as controls. Paraoxonase (PO:-J), IIDI~associatcd en
zyme capable of hydrolysing lipid peroxides, was assessed using paraoxon as
a substrate. HO~IA algorithm was employed to evaluate insulin resistance
(IR). Results: Compared with controls DW had significantly (p<O.OOI) higher
values for serum triglyceride (TG), total cholesterol (TC), malonic dialdchyde
(MDA), conjugated dienes (CD), preformed hydropcroxidcs (HPO) contents
in VLDL+LDL and IIDL and HO~lA-IR indices. Serum IIDL-C, PO:-J acti

vity and (VLDL+LDL)- and IIDL-a-IDCopherol (TPH) contents were lower
than in controls (p<O.OOI) in diabetics by 32, 33, 39 and 60 %, respectively,
with no differences observed between pre-, pcri-, and postmenopausal DW.
Strong negative relationship (p<O.OOI) was revealed between PO:-J activity
and indices of lipid peroxidation, i.e, CD (r=-0.687), (VLDL+LDL)- and

IIDL-HPO (r=·0.478, r--0.472, respectively). PO:-J activity was significantly
(p<O.OI) inverse correlated with MDA (r=-0.413), TC (r=·0.352) and LDL·C
(r=-0.362) levels at the same time as it was directly associated with

{VLDL+LDL)-a·TPH (r=O.4U, p<O.OOI) and IIDL-a-TPH (r=0.408,
p<O.OI). Conclusions: Thus, despite good glycemic control Type 2 diabetic
women with insulin resistance show reduced antioxidant defence, in particu
lar, serum paraoxonase activity, and augmented lipid peroxidation in the lack
of modulatory effect of menopausal status On these parameters.
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TilE EFFECTS OF OESTROGEI\S 0:'/ POSTPRA:"iDIAL LIPID
~IETABOL1S\II;o; WO:l-IEN WITH ITPE 2 DIABETES
M.G..lfasding, A..J-Stean, S.A."ootton and D.D.Sandeman. Institute of Human
Nutrition, University ofSouthampton, UK
Background and Alms: Women "ith 1)"pC 2 diabetes (D~I) lose the protection
against cardiovascular disease (CVD) afforded by oestrogens, compared 10 healthy
controls. We have investigated the effects of oestrogen replacement on postprandial
lipid metabolism in women "ith D~I. Materials 2nd Mrlhods: Postmenopausal
diabetic subjects on and off hormone replacement therapy (IIRT) were contrasted
with matched healthy controls. Subjects consumed a mixed meal labeled with 1,1,1
"C.trip3.1mitin. with blood sampled Over the next 6 hours. Concentrations of r.1:t.oc;mJ
triglyceride (TAG), non-esterified fatty acids (/'.'EFA) and "C-palmitie acid <' C-PA)
in the TAG and ~T£FA fractions were measured Over the next 6 hours using gas
chromJtographyooo(ombustion-isotope ratio m3SS spectrometry. Results: (median
(range» In the control groups, IIRT did not affect fasting TAG (C·HRT vs C+HRT
1.2 (0.5-2.7) vs 1.0 mmoVl (0.4.1.8), p=O.15) or NEFA (C·IlRT vs C+IlRT 120 (84
158) vs 152 (91-183) mmoVl, p=().I2), but did improve postprandial TAG
metabolism (TAG area under the curve (AUq C·IlRT vs C+IlRT 9.7 (4.7.18.5) vs
7.7 mmoVl per 6h (4.1-12.8), pTO.OIS; IJC·PA AVC 41.1 (15.5.77.2) vs 25.0 ug/ml
per 6h (10.3-47.7). p=O.05). !'.'EFA "C·PA rose due to IlRT (C·IlRT vs C+IlRT
AVC 1.9 (1.2·2.6) "S 2.5 (1.6-3.5) mmoL1per 6h, p=O.Q.l6). There Was no difference
between diabetic groups in fasting TAG, TAG AVC, TAG "C_PA AUC, fasting
NEFA, or NEFA "C.PA AVC (D~I-HRT \"S D~I+IlRT: fasting TAG 2.3 (0.6-5.8) \'S

2.7 mmoVl (1.2-4.8), j>-O.40;TAG AUC 16.9 (5.8-40.8) vs 15.8 mmoVl per 6 hours
(6.8-30.7), p~0.75; TAG "C-PA AUC 51.5 (13.5-121.6) vs 39.9 ug/ml per 6 hours
(18.8-~?8), p-.o.lg; fasting !'.'EFA 176 (129-327) vs 172 (14-1.220) mmoL1, p-"O.46;
NEFA C·PA AVC 2.1 (0.9-6.5) vs 2.3 (1.7-3.4) mmoVl per 6h, p=0.12).
Conclusions: Oestrogens improve postprandial lipid metabolism in healthy
postmenopausal women but in type 2 diabetes, independently of fasting lipid levels.
This may affeetllDL and LDL metabolism, contributing to CVD in Women with D~1.

1157
EFFECTS OF ATORVASTA'IDi" VS GEMFIBROZlL OS DIABETIC
DYSLJPIDAEMIA.
A.M. WAgner', O. Jorba', R. Bonet" X Masramont, 1. Morales'. G. Hernandez', 1.
Ordonez-Llanes', A Perez. Endocrinology and Biochemistry' Departments, Hospital
SantPall, Barcelona, Spain. Pfizert, Spain.

BllCkground 2nd Alms: Both statins and fibrates are useful in the treatment of
diabetic d)"Slipidaemia Our aims were 10 compare their effect on lipoproteins and
LDL size In type 2 diabetes.
Materials and methods: A group of·f.t I)-pc 2 diabetic patiell1S(age 57.7 +/. 9.0
years,B~ 27.8 +/- 3.5 Kglm2, HbAlc 6.9 +/- 0.6 %) with LDL cholesterol (LDLe)
>2.6 mmoVl and triglyceride (Tg) <5.65 mmoVl were included In an open,
randornised, cross-over study comparing 12·week treatment with 900-1200 mg
gemfibrozil \"S 10-20 mg atorvastatin, separated by a 4·wcck wash-outperiod. Total
cholesterol (TC) and Tg,!IDL cholesterol (!IDLe, direct method), LDLe (friedewaldl
ultracetrifugation) LDL size (gradient gel electrophoresis) and apolipoprolein B
(apoB, immunoturbidimelr) were measured at baseline and after iraerveruion,
Result!: At baseline, TC was 5.8+/-0.8, Tg 1.7+/·1.0, LDLe 3.8+!-o.5,!IDLe 1.1+/
0.3 mmo1ll, apoB 1.2+/-<>.1 gI1, andLDL size 25.6+1-<>.5 run (41% showed phenotnlC
B), without difference between groups starting with gemfibrozil or atorvastatin,
Atorvastatin and gemfibrozil significantly reduced Tg (-o.2H/-o1O vs -<>.51+/-<>.10
mmoVl, respectively, p=O.068 between groups), andIncreased !IDLe (0.040+/-0.02 \'S

0.039+/-<>.02 mmoVl, p 0.94 between groups). Atorvastatin was more effective in
decreasing LDLe (-1.28+/-<>.08 \"S -<>.18 +/-<>.08 mmol/l, p<O.oool), LDLc/HDLe
ratio (·I.17+/-o.08 vs -<>.23+!-o.08, p <0.0001) andapoB (- 0.30+/-<>.02 \"5 -o.07+!.
0.02 gI1, p<O.OOOI). Gemfibrozil was more effective in reducing YLDLe (-o.I(}+/.
O.Q.I \"5 -<>.24+/-<>.04, P 0.012), and it increased LDL size (0.22+/-0.07 nm, p 0.0041
\"Sbaseline, but p oc().057 between groups).
Conclusklas: Both atorvastatin and gemfibrozil are effective, andcomplementary", in
the treatment of diabetic dyslipidscmia.
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FE~OFlBRATEGENERATES GREATER L'iCREASES L~ LDL SIZE TJIAJ'
ATORVASTATL'l I~ DYSLIPIDEMIC PATIENTS UNDER TREATMENT
FOR 12 WEEKS.
I. Lemieux1.2, J.P. Despres 1.2, the Study Groups " D. Delaval • and H, Salomon '. 1

Quebec Heart Institute, Laval Hospital Research Center, Sainte-Fay (Quebec),
Canada; ] Lipid Research Center, CHUL Research Center, Sainte-Fay (Quebec).
Canada; , in Canada; • Laboratoires Fournier. Garches, France.

Background and Alms: The presence of small, dense LDL particles, one of the
features of the high trigl)'ceride-Iow HDL-<:holesterol dyslipidemia linked to
abdominal obesity and the insulin resistance syndrome, is predictive of an increased
risk of coronary heart disease. The objective of the present study was to compare the
effects of a 12-wcck pharmacotherapy with micronized fenofibrate (200 mg) or
atorvastatin (10 rng) on LDL particle size of dyslipidemic patients.

Materials 8JId. Metbods: After a 4·wcck washout period, dyslipidemic patients
(HDL-cholcsterol<1.1 mmol/l or <1.2 nunol/l for men and women respectively, LDL·
cholesterol>3.2 mmol/l and triglyeerides<·U mrnol/l) were randomized to either
fenofibrate (n=64) or atorvastatin (IF'72) therapy for 12 weeks. LDL particle size
measurement was performed 1»' 2-16% polyacrylamide gradient gel electrophoresis
on frozen plasma.

Re5UUs: Both fenolibrate and aton..astatin therapies increased HDL-cholcsterollC\'els
(+12.7% vs. +5.7%) and decreased triglyceride concentrations ('29.4% YS. -15.4%).
Whereas improvements in the plasma lipoprotein-lipid profile were observed with
both fenolibrate and atorvastaua drugs. the increase in LDL peak particle diameter
was signilicantly greater among fenolibrate- than atorvastatin-treated patients (4.92 ±
3.31 \'S. 1.75 ± 2.S7 A; p<O.OOOI). Moreover, significant relationships were found
between changes in triglyccridcs and changes in LDL peak particle size in both
fenolibrate (r=~.40, p<O.OOI)and atorvastatin (r=~.4S. p<O.OOOI) groups.

Conclusions: It is proposed that this e!Teet of fenofibrate therapy on LDL size is one
factor involved in the favorable impact of fibratcs on the recurrence of coronary heart
disease events.

1160
I.DL-Immune Cempkses in Type 2 Diab<t.. and Vascular Disease
Z. Turk and A Stavljenic-Rukavina Vuk Vrhovac Institute and Clinical Hospital Centre,
Zagreb. Croatia
Baekeround and Ain,,: The oxidarive modification of LDL Ius been shown 10 affect its
clearance and exert cytotoxic and immunogenic effect. The objective of our srudy was to
analyse markers of LDL oxidarion i.e, soluble LDL containing immune (LOL-IC)
complexes in type 2 diabetes with micro- and rnacrovascular disease,
~.Itrials and Methods: We recruited 69 diabetic patients .. ith coronary artery disease
(D~I+CAD). 78 nondiabetics .. ith CAD. 47 controls. 27 diabetics with nephropathy and
36 free of complications. OxLDL antibodies and advanced glycated endproducts were
measured by ELISA and LDL-IC ape B content after PEG precipitation.
Results: We measured a broad range of oxLDL antibody activity in all study groups. but
without significant differences. In contrast, the content of npo B. a component of the
antigen moiety ofoxLDL-IC .. as higher in CAD and diabetes (+CAD) than that in LDL·
IC isolated from controls (p<O.OOI). LDL-IC did not differ between patients ..nh
CM>+D~I and CAD patients free of diabetes. LDL-IC level in diabetic patients .. ith or
.. i1hout microcngiopaihy was significantly higher than that in healthy volunteers (pEG
apn B: 0.278±O.107 \'S. 0.165±105 gil, p<O.OO2; PEG-IgG. 151.7±76 vs, 115,4.1.62 gil,
p<0.05). However, we did not find a signilicarJ difference in the quantity of circulating
LDL-IC between the subgroup of diabetic patients with nephropathy/retinopathy and the
patients free of microvascular disease (At>-oxLDL27.7±10.4 \'S. 27.1%9.3AU, NS; PEG
apnB 0.324.l0.l11 vs, 0.28710.124 gIL, Jl;S;PEG-lgG 1.68iD.68\'S. 1.42iD.80 gIL, NS).
The correlation between AGE content and LDL-IC was positive and statistically
significant (r~.35. p<O.OO9). We obsen..ed a significant but inverse correlation between
triglyceride concentration and the amounl of LDL-IC in diabetes ..ith CAD (r=-O.32,
p<0.016) and in CAD patients (r=-O.35, p<0 (02). In patients "ith e:1tly nephropa~"y a
very significant negative correlation between triglyceridcs and circulating LDL-IC (r=
0.54. p<0.039) .. as found, bUInot so in patients .. ,th physiological proteinuria. It is kno..n
thatat high triglyceride IC\~I in l)1>e 2 diabetes, the majority of LDL is smaIl and dense,
thus being more susceptible to oxidative modification. This could be a possible
mechanism explaining .. by more LDL-IC, .. ith a level in\~rsely correlating ..ith
triglyceride concentration. are generated in diabetes. Cooclusions: IncrC3Scd level of
circulating LDL-IC represcot a seneral risk factor for the seneral population, including
diabetes. LDL-IC measurements in I)"" 2 diabetics plus CAD...ith or "ithout
mierOJl1giopathy showed that diabetic patients are a hish-risk population.
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FENOFlBRATE GENERATES GREATER L'iCREASES rx IIDI,
CHOLESTEROL LEVELS THAN ATORVASTATLl\i IN THE TREATMENT
OF OBESE AND NOSOBESE DYSLIPIDEMIC PATIDiTS
J.P. Despresl

.2, the Study Groups', D. Delaval" and H. Salomon'. 1 Quebec Heart
Institute, Laval Hospital Research Center. Sainte-Fay (Quebec), Canada; ] Lipid
Research Center, CHUL Research Center, Sainte-Fey (Quebec). Canada; , in UK,
Ireland and Canada; • Laboratoires Fournier, Garchcs, France.

Background and Alms: A low IIDL-<:holesterol (HDL.C) concentration which is a
risk factor for coronary heart disease is frequently found in obese patients. The
objective of the present study "05 10 compare the HDL-e raising effects of
micronized fenofibrate (200 mg) vs, atorvastatin (10 mg) in nonobese and obese
dyslipidemic patients.

Materials aad Metbods: After a washout period of 4 weeks, dyslipidemic patients
(IIDL-<:holesterol below 1.2 mmol/l (women) and J.I mmol/l (men) with LDL·
cholesterol above 3.2 rnmol/l and triglyceride levels < 4.5 rnmol/l] were randomized
to receive either fenofibrate (n~79) or atorvastatin (n~86) once daily for 12 weeks.

Re5Ults: Overall, atorvastaun therapy increased IIDL-e levels by 5.3 % compared to
a 13.3 % increasein the fenofibrate-treated patients with a difference ofS % (95% CI:
3.7% to 12.2%) (p=0.OOO3). Patients were then stratified on the basis of their baseline
body mass index (B~II) using 30 kglm2 (according to WHO guidelines). Among
obese (B~{»30 kglm2) dyslipidemic patients. arorvastaun increased HDL-e
concentrations by 5.3% [95% C!: 0.5% 10 10.1%) whereas fenolibrate generated an
increase of 11.0% (95% C!: 6.2% to 15.S%) in IIDL-e levels. Similar differences in
the response of HDL-C between atorvastatin and fenolibrate were observed in
nonobese (BMI<30 kglm2) dyslipidcmic patients.

Conclusionl: These results suggest that fenolibrate is better than atorvastatin to raise
HDL-C levels in both nonobese and obese dyslipidemic patients with low HDL-C
levels,

1161
EFFECf OF CERIVASTATIN 0:'< MUSCLE CAPn.LARY F1LTRATJO:,< OF
ALIJUMI:'< IN D1AIJE"IlC RATS.
F. Cohcn-Boulakia, A Behar, R. Lestradc, F. Barouki, H. Bischoff, P. Valcnsi.
Laboratory of Biophysics, Paris 6 University. Laboratory of Nutrition and Metabolic
Diseases, Paris 13 University. Bobigny, Bayer Pharrna. France.

Background and aim: An increase in capillary filtration is a well-known
complication of diabetes. Some dJIJ suggest that statins 3rC beneficial for
endothelium function. The aim was to examine the effect of ccrivastatin on capillary
filtration of albumin (CFA) in rats with strcptozotocin-induccd diabetes. :'>laterials
and methods: Founy STZ rots. aged 82 :t 6 days were randomized in two groups,
treated by ccrivastatin (group I), or untreated (group 2). CFA was evaluated in vivo
by a reproducible noninvasive isotopic tcst which consisted of injecting i.v 99m-Tc
albumin and measuring radio-activity externally with a gamma camera on a posterior
limb, before, during and after venous compression. The lest was performed before
randomization (TO), 2 months (TI) and 3 months (T2) later. Results: In both
groups, interstitial albumin retention after removal of venous compression (AR) was
significantly higher than in age-matched control rats (group I : 2.4 j: 1.0% and group
2: 6.7 ± 1.3'1, vs 0.68 ± 0.32'1; P < 0.(01). In group I. AR did not change at TI
(3.0 ± 1.5'1) and T2 (3.0:t 0.9'1), while in group 2, AR increased 01 TI (17.0 ±

3.1'1') and T2 (27.7 ± 3.0'1). The differences between groups 1 and 2 were
significant at Tl and T2 (p < 0.005 and p < 0,(01). The [yrnphatic uptake of
intcrstitiJ.1 albumin evaluated by LF/HF index from fast Fourier transfonn of Ihe
dccre3sing radio-acti\'ity curve after remo\'al of venous compression did not differ at
TO belween STL and control rots. LFIIIF incre:>.sed slighlly in groups I and 2 at TI.
Al T2. LFIHF wos significontly lower in group I thon in group 2 (0.23 ± 0.05'1 \'s
2.2 ± 0.6'1 ; P < 0.(07). Cnnelu.•;on : These dota show thot lhe increase in CFA
OCl:urs early and worsens with time in diabetic rats, \l,hil~ lymphatic dysfunction
m:curs later. probably as a result of saturation of I}mphalic pumps. Both alterations
:Ire prevented hy ceri\'3statin. This microcircul.:llory effecr of ccriv3statin on
cnJothcliJ.1 function is very likely to be indc:pcnd~nt of its lipiJ~lowcring effecL
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Adm.BG(n) >11 10.1·11 8.1·10 6.1.8.0::6
(466) (89) (327) (620) (346)

AD;\lISSIO:-; BLOOD GLUCOSE, IRRESPECfIVE OF DIABETES STATUS,
PREDlCfS SURVIVAL FOLLO\\l:'\G MYOCARDIAL I:'\FARCfIO:"i (MI)

AR SCOTT, R DO:"i:,\ELLY, 11 HOLT, T ROWBOTTO;\I & J HARROP
(Division of Vascular Medicine, University of Nottingham, and Southern Derbyshire
Acute Hospitals Trust)

3()..d mortal, 330/. 34% 23% H% 16%
l-yr mortal. 42% 35,". 32% 22% 230/.
Conclusion: Admission BG level, independent of knownD~I status, is a powerful
predictor of survival both at 30-days and I-YT after AMI.

MYOCARDIAL FUNCfIO:"l AND HYPOGLYCEMIC TREATMENT 1:'<
TYPE 2 DIABETES PATIErnS WITlIOlIT ISCHAEMIC HEART DISEASE
J. Ruxer, W. Religa', L. Czupryniak, J. Drozdz", M. Kurpesa", M. Krzemiriska
Pakula' and J. Drzewoski. Diabetology and Gastroenterology Department.
'Cardiology Department, Medical UniversityojLods, Lodz, Poland
Background and Alms: TY1'e2 diabetes mellitus is often associated with impaired
myocardial function. Recently it has been suggested that some modalities of
antidiabetic treatment might have infavourable impact on cardiovascular system in
type 2 diabetic subjects. The aim of the study was to assess myocardial function in
regard to various hypoglycemic therapies. Materials and Methods: The study
group consisted of 78 normotensive type 2 diabetes subjects (mean age 56.2±7.5
years, mean diabetes duration 8.1±4.3 years, body mass index 27.7±4.1 kglm') with
no clinical or electrographical signs of ischaernic heart disease. They were divided
into three groups according to the hypoglycemic treament applied; I - sulfonylurea
and metformin (n=26); 2 - insulin only (n=27); and 3 - insulin and metfonnin
(n=25). Each treatment modality was used for at least one year in each patient. All
patients had the following examinations performed; resting and exercise
electrocardiography (ECG), 24·hour Holter ECG monitoring, high frequency
ventricular late potentials, heart rate variability (llRV) assessment, and stress, 2·D
and tissue Doppler echocardiography. Fasting plasma insulin, C-peptide, glucose,
lipids and HbA" were measured. Results: The poorest cardiovascular examinations
results were found in grouf 3 patients (left ventricular end diastolic and systolic
volume: 4.0 and 3.06 mls respectively, left ventricular compliance; 0.0Q.t gim',
HRV: 19-1 m/s2

, transient ischemicevents: 3.2 perpatient, ventricular latepotentials:
10%; p<0.05 vs group I and 2), whereas there were no statistical significant
differences in metabolic control of diabetes or duration of the disease between the
studied groups. In particular, overall HbA I , was 7.6±0.9%, fasting plasma glucose
14S±29, total cholesterol 200±33, IIDL cholesterol 47±7, triglycerides J36±68
mgld!. Conclusions: Based upon our results, it may be suggested that left ventricular
dysfunction and cardiovascular autonomic regulation impainnent might be related
not only - as it is believed - to the level of metabolic control of diabetes and the
duration of the disease, but also to the type of hypoglycemic treatment used.
However, the confirmation of this somewhat surprising finding requires further
studies.

16.9
24.S

""0 DMBG< II
34.6 31.7 31.3
40.8 44.3 41.9

Background & Aim., Although admission blood glucose (BG) is known to correlate
with in-hospital mortality following acute MI, Lie relationship between BG on
admission and longer term survival in diabetic and non-diabetic subjects, is unclear.
We have investigated this relationship in Southern Derbyshire (population >
500,000) in patients admitted with acute MI during a 4-Y'earperiod 1995-8.
lIIethods: A single pathology service linked to all acute hospital admissions and
recorded deaths. Patients with an ICDIO code for acute MI were linked to their
laboratorydata for the admission.
Results: Of24Q.t pts coded for first MI, 1,853 (77%) of these patients, including 280
(15%) with known diabetes (D~l), had documented BG levels on admission.
Mortality at 30-days and I')T was significantly higher among those with admission
BG> IlmmoltL (Table). and the continuous rclationship between admission BG and
mortality was irrespective of known D;\{ status.

DM BG>II 0\1 BG< II ""0 D\l BG> II
30-<1 mortal. (%)
l-yr mortal (%)
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SECONDARY PREVENTlO:-; MEDICATIONS IN DIABETIC PATIErHS
AFTER AN ACUTE CORONARY SYNDRO;\IE.
P. Gourdy', J. Ferrieres', J.P. Carnbou', O. Grenier', N. Danchin', H. Hanaire
Droutin'. I Diabetology department and INSERM U518, Toulouse, France. '
Cardiology departments, Boucicaut and Pompidou hospitals, Paris, France

The French nation-wide PREVENIR studies were designed to assess
prescriptions at hospital discharge following a myocardial infarction (MI) or an
unstable angina (UA). The PREVENIR·I survey included 1394 patients (MI :
55.8%) in 77 cardiology centers in January 1998 and the PREVENIR·2 Study
included 2527 patients (MI: 65.6%) hospitalized in 143 centers in May and June
1999. A predominance of men (71.4% in 1998 and 74.2% in 1999) and subjects
aged 65 yr or older (57.3% and 50.6%) were observed. The following analysis
evaluated the impact of diabetic status on the secondary prevention medications.
Results: The prevalence of diabetes mellitus, defined by insulin or oral
hypoglycaernic agents prescriptions at discharge, was 17.4% In 1998 and 15.1 in
1999. Insulin-treated subjects represented 33.8% of the whole diabetic
population in 1998 and 40.1% in 1999. The prescription rate of stat ins increased
in the diabetic population from 33.5% (vs 35.3% in non-diabetics, ns) in 1998 to
56.0% (vs 59.7%, ns) en 1999. In diabetic patients, the prescription rate of beta
blockers was respectively 58.4~' (vs 69.4%, p<O.OI) in 1998 and 72% (vs
75.4%, ns), the prescription rate of ACE inhibitors was 50,4% (vs 39.7, p<0.05)
in 1998 et 51% (vs 39.6%, p<O.OO I) in 1999, and the prescription rate of calcium
channel inhibitors was 36.4~' (vs 26.2%, p<O.OOI)in 1998 and 28% (vs 21.1%,
p<O.OI) in 1999. In multivariate analysis, diabetic status significantly influenced
the beta-blckera (OR-0.7, CI 0.5-0.9), ACE inhibitors (OR-I.4, CI 1.01-1.9),
and calcium channel blockers (OR zI.4, CI 1.03-1.9) prescriptions in 1998, but
only ACE inhibitors prescription (OR=1.35, CI 1.06-1.7) in 1999. Conclusion :
These date underline the improvement in stat ins and beta-blockers prescription
rates in diabetic patients with a coronary heart disease, according to current
recommendations.

ANGIOGRAPHIC DATA OF CORONARY ATHEROSCLEROSIS IN
PATIENTS WITHTYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS.
L.K.SokoloYa', M.Y. Sokolovs>, A.S.EfimoY', and B.N.Mankovsk)"'
'Institute of Endocrinology and Metabolism, Kiev, Ukraine
• 'Institute of Cardiology, Kiev, Ukraine

&c"cro.".d and Ainu: Prevalence and incidence of coronary heart disease are
increased ill patients with l)1'C2 (non-insulin-dependent) diabetes mellitus. The
purpose of this study was to investigate the prevalence of coronary arteries (CA)
stenosis in patients suffering from coronary' artery disease (CAD) with and without
diabetes mellitus. M","ial. and MI!tJrt></." We studied 140 patients with CAD - 30
with l)1'C 2 diabetes mellitus (mean age was 53.3±6.7 years, data presented as
mc:m±SD) and J10 without diabetes (aged 52.6±10.1 years). The CA were evaluated
using selective coronaroangiography. The results were compared using Student's
paired lest and x'-test where appropriate. Re>u/J., The 8MI was higher in patients
with diabetes compared to control subjects - 31.7±6.3 and 25.0±2.3 kglm',
respectively, p<O.05 However, in those 'lith diabetes it was significant increase of
triglyceridcs levels - 2.6±1.6 vs. 1.8±O.9 rnmol/l, p<0.05. Thc groups were
comparable by total cholesterol, LDL and IIDL levels, smoking, mean blood pressure
and history of previous myocardial infarction. We found that numbers of CA with
stenosis were higher in patients with diabetes - 2.7±<).9'so 1.9±O.8arteries per patient
in those with and without diabetes, respectively, p<O.OOI. In particular, thc difference
between the two groups was accounted for bY a highcr prevalence of three-vessel
disease - 66.7% 'so 30.6% ill diabetic and non-diabetic groups, respectively, p<O.oo1.
The mean number of stenosis (either in the same or different CAl was 3.4±1.5 and
1.9±O.8 in patients with and without diabetes, respectively, p<0.ll?5. Furthermore, in
those with diabetes it was increased number of low gradc stenosis <:: 50"10 of vessel
diameter) - 31.3 vs. 12.8%, respectively, p<O.05 and higher prevalence of total artery
occlusion (100% of vessel diameter) in patients with diabetes - 39.4 YS. 26.5'Y..
p<O.05. In contrast. in non-diabetic group it was increased number of morc severe
stenosis (>90%of\"cssel diameter) - 41.7 \·s.II.1%, respectively, p<O.05. Severe
stenosis (<:75% of vessel diameter) were similar in both groups(I9% non-diabetic \"S

J8.2% diabetic). Condusions: Diabetes mellitus is associated \\ ith the higher
prevalence of CA stenosis with the highest prevalence of low grade stenosis andtotal
artery' occlusions. These peculiarities of CAD could contribute to higher incidence of
myocardial infarction in patients with diabetes mellitus,
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ANGIOGRAPHlC CHARACfERlSTlCS OF CORO"ARY
ATHEROSCLEROSIS 1.'1 PATIENTS WITH DIABETES
S. Aczel,C. Sacly,W. Benzer.H. Holzmuellcr,W. Fuchs and H. Drexel, VIVIT·
Institute, State Hospital Feldkircb, Austria
Background and Alms: Coronary atherosclerosis (CA) confers higher
mortality in diabetic than in non-diabetic subjects. The mechanisms for this
worse prognosis are unclear, The notion that diabetic patients develop more
diffuse and more peripheral atherosclerosis could explain the poor outcome.
but this pattern has been described rather in type I than in type 2 diabetes,
lIIaterial. and Mcthods: 757 consecutive patients referred to coronary
angiography were investigated. Extent of CA was defined as the number of
significant lesions ( >- 50 %), severity as the mean percentage of individual
stenosis, diffuse sclerosis as non focal, nonsignificant irregularity of the
coronary artery wall. According to glycemia patients were divided into 4
groups: established type 2 diabetes (n- 128), fasting plasma glucose (FPG) >
125 mgldl (n-60), IIbAlc > 6.1 % (n~ 99), and patients with none of the 3
criteria (Unormoglycemic". n~6-l).
ResuUs: Extent of CA was higher in the hyperglycemic patients than in the
"norrnoglyccrnic" patients (1.56 YS. 1.50 vs. 1.63 vs. 1.30). It proved
significantly increased in the pooled hyperglycemic subjects compared to Ihc
"normoglycemic"( 1.57 vs, 1.30, P - 0.02). The severity ofCA was comparable
in all four groups (79.77 vs, 79.89 vs, 76.46 vs, 78.52% mean stenosis), as was
the prevalence ofdifTuse coronary sclerosis (70"10 vs, 75 % vs. 65 % vs, 66%).
Ccecluslons; Diabetic patients express a pattern of multi focal significant
atherosclerotic lesions whereas the severity of CA is not affected by the
glycemic status. Moreover, contrary to the current view, patients with type 2
diabetes do not have more diffuse coronary disease than non-diabetic patients
with CA. In summary, CA in diabetic patients is specifically characterized by a
significantly increased number ofdistinct focal lesions.
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DETECfI:->G SILE.\/T CORO;..rARY STENOSES L"I DIABETIC PATlEJI.'S.
EXERCISE STRESS TEST OR EXERCISE MYOCARDIAL SCNTlGRAPIIY ?
E. Cosson, F. Paycha, J.R. Attali, A. Ramadan. J. Paries, R.N. Sachs and P. Valcnsi,
Department of Diabctology, Bondy and Nuclear Medicine, Colombes. France.

Background and aims: Silent coronary stenoses (CS) are common and associated
with POOf prognosis in diabetic patients. The potential benefits of diagnosing CS
include initiating anti-ischemic therapy and performing early revascularisation
procedure. Myocardial scintigraphy (MS) is appropriate to detect silent CS but
expensive, American (ADA) and French (AU'EDlA.\I) diabetes associations
recommend to pcrform in that purposc ECG stress test (EST) at first line in diabetic
patients with additional cardiovascular risk factors and able to exercise. The aim of
thestudywas to determine if couplingMS to EST is effective to deject more patients
wilh silent CS. lIIaterials and methods: A total of 400 diabetic asymptomatic
patients with 21 additional risk factorwere consecutively recruited in our university
department between January 1995 and June 2000 to undergo MS after
phannacologicnl stress (dipyridamole injectjon) or, when they wereable to exercise,
maximal (85'" of the maximum predicted heart rate reached) EST. The patients with
abnormal resultsunderwent coronary angiography. The 262 patientswho underwent
maximal EST coupled with MS were eligible for the study analysis, Results: The
patients (150 males, 112 females) were 57.6i8.8 years old. with diabetes (256 type
2) for 12.8±7.7 years, EST results (clinical and electrical criteria) were abnormal in
5~ patients. including 12 with associated abnormal MS results (imaging criteria). Of
these, 43 underwent a coronarography, showing CS in 18 patients. Despite normal
EST results. abnormal MS results were found in 42 additional patients. A
coronarography was performed in 33 of them and exhibited CS in 16 patients. The
predictive value of abnormal EST results alone (n =42). abnormal MS results alone
(n =42) or both (n ~ 12) to detect CS was respectively 3~.4'k, 48.5% and 63.6%.
Conclusion: These findings in our large cohort suggest that exercise MS, which
includes EST and MS, instead of EST alone should be the first-line testing to detect
silent CS in diabetic patientsable to exercise.
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DETERMINANTS OF SILEf'" ~IYOCARDIAL ISCIlBIlA IN DIABETIC
PATIENTS.I;-"TLUENCE OF AGE AND DURATlO;-.l OF DIABETES.
P. Valcnsl, J. Paries. F. Torrcrnocha, D. Estour, R.N Sachs, G. Vanzcuo, B.
Lormcau, S. lIalimi. Departments of Diabctology. Bondy. Poiticrs. Saint-Etienne,
Grenoble. France,

Background and aims: Silent myocardial ischemia (S~II) is found in 20-30% of
diabetic patientswithout cardiac symptoms.The aimof lhis multicenter studywas to
evaluate the influence of age and diabetes duration on the prevalence of S~U and
silent coronary stenoses (CS) in diabetic patients, in order to improve the
identification of patients \\ ho shouldbenefit fromcardiac investigations.
~Iaterials and methods : S~II was assessed by myocardial scintigraphy combined
with a stress lest or dipyridamole administration or both, in 4O-t diabetic patients (SO
type 1 and 354 type 2) without cardiac history but with at least two additional
cardiovascular risk factors.
Results: S~II was found in 138 patients (3~.1 '7<). A coronary angiography was
performed in 63 of them,showingsignificantCS in 37 cases. The: positive predictive
value of myocardial ischemia for the detection of CS WJS therefore 58.7%. The
prevalence of S~II did nOI differ significantly according to type of diabetes.
nephropathy, peripheral arterial disease but it was significantly higher in the patients
older than 60 yrs (p ~ 0.026). Among the 153 men older than 60 yrs or aged 40-60
yes with a diabetes duration> 20 yrs, 81 had SMI and a coronary angiography was
performed in 28 of them,showing significantCS in 23 cases. Among the 99 women
older than 60 ) rs or aged 50-60 yrs with a diabetes dural ion > 10 yrs, 26 had S~II

and a coronary angiography was performed in 16 of them, showing CS in II cases.
In this selected population of men and women, the predictive value of myocardial
scintigraphy forCS was 82.1%and68.7%respectivelyin menand women.
Conclusion: Among the diabetic patients with other cardiovascular risk factors,
these criteria of selection made possible the identification of 77.5%of the patients
with S~II and 91.9<;<, of those with CS. with a markedly improved predictive value of
myocardial scintigraphy to detectCS.
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DISTURBED GLUCOSE lIlETABOLIS~IISU;,\,EXPECTEDLY
coxrviox 1:'< PATlElIiTS "UII MYOCARDIAL I:>iFARCTIO:'<

A.Tenerz'), A.Norhammal', G.Nilssont>, L.R)'den2
' and K.Malmbergll.

Department of Medicine, Central Hospital, Vasteds') and Department of
Cardiology, Stockholm, Sweden".

Background and alms: Increasing B-g!ucose adds to the risk for coronary
artery disease. The actual prevalence of impaired glucose tolerance (IGn
and diabetes mellitus (D~f) in a population with acute myocardial
infarction (A.\II) and without previously known D~I is, however, not
known, 0", aim was to characterise glucose metabolism in patients with
AMI and without known D~f.

lIIaterlols and Metbods: Consecutive non-Dx! patients with AMI and an
admission B-glucose (a·BG) <I J.l mmol/l admitted to two coronary care
units were included. The a-BG was determined as soon as possible and
fasting B-glucose (f·BG) and IIbA Ic on the first morning. An oral glucose
tolerance test (OGTT) was performed before hospital discharge and 3
months thereafter.
Results: Inclusion criteria were fulfilled by 181 pat (age 63 ± 9 years;
males 68%). The mean a-BG and HbAlc were 6.5 ±1.4 mmol/l and 5.0 ±
0.6 % respectively. On the OGrr at discharge in all41 % had IGT and 2~%

bad diabetic vaIues. Afier 3 months 48% had IGT and 22% D~f. Thus, a
total of 70% of the patients bad disturbed glucose metabolism 3 months
after the index event, If only fasting B-glucose was used just 6 % bad
impaired fasting glucose and 14% had D~I after 3 months. There was a
strong positive correlation between admission IIbAlc and abnormal OGrr
after 3 months (FO.405; p=O.OOOI) suggesting a predictive value ofHbAlc
for previously unknown glucose abnormalities in acute coronary care.
Conclusions: We found that newly detected diabetes (22%) and IGT (48%)
was unexpectedly common in an unselected AMI population without
previously known D~f. Furthermore these abnormalities could be detected
early in the course of an AMI. Thus elevated glucose parameters in the
acute phase of a myocardial infarction can not be only a stress
phenomenon.
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PREVALENCE AND CAUSES OF LEfT VENTRICULAR HYPERTROPHY
L'I/JAPAl'iESE TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS WITHOUT HYPERTENSION
A. S3IO, K. Yanagisawa, J. Miura, S. Honjo, Y. Iwamoto, Diabetes Center, 1'01<)'0
Women's Medical University, 1'01<)'0, Japan

BACKGROUl'l'D A..'I/D AIMS: We investigate the prevalence of left ventricular
hypertrophy (LVlI) and clinical or genetic risk factors for development of Lvn in
Japanese type 2 diabetes withouthypertension,
MATERIALS AJIo'D METHODS: M-mode echocardiography was performed by one
experienced examiner in 98 consecutive, normoalbuminuric (albumin creatinine ratio
(ACR) <200 mglg Cr) type 2 diabetic patients with blood pressure <140/90 mmHg.
Due to tcchnical difficultics two patients could not be evaluated, thus 96 (63 men)
patients were included in the study; age (mean (SD» 56 (9) years, known duration of
diabetes II (range 1-29»"ears. Body mass index(BM!) was 23 (3) kglm2, HbAlc 7.3
(0.9) %, blood pressure 122 (10) /76 (7) mmHg, ACR (median (rangej) 6.5 (2.4-120)
mglg Cr (10% microaJbuminuria) and61 (64%),27 (28%), II (11%) had nil, simple,
proliferative retinopathy, respectively. Angiotcnsin-<:onvcrting enzyme (ACE) gcne
insertion 0) / deletion (0) polymorphism was determined by polymelase chain
reaction.
RESULTS: The prevalence ofLVH was 23% (95% CI 14-32%). LVlI was present in
9 (27 (1243)%) women and 13 (21 (II-31)%) men.Patients with LVH bad higher
B~n (jr0.02) and elevated systolic blood pressure WO.03) as compared to patients
with normal left ventricular mass index (LVMI). TbereW"3Sno significant difference
between the patients with LVlI and the patients with normal LVMI regarding age,
HbAlc, ACR, diastolic blood pressure, known duration of diabetes or presence of
retinopathy. A logistic regression analysis, presence or absence of LVIi, revealed
th3I B~fl and systolic blood pressure were independent risk factors for LVH (p<O.05,
R2~24%). Patients with thc DO genotype of the ACE gene had a higher LVW (115
(95%CI: 103-127) glm') than those with 10 (102 (93-110) glm') or n (94 (85-103)
glm') genotype,(jr0.02).
CONCLUSION: Our study shows that LVII is frequent in Japanese type 2 diabetes
without hypcrtensicn. Slightly increased B~n and systolicblood pressure may affect
hypertrophic myocardialreactivity, andthe DO genotypeappears to be an important
factor to predict increasedLVMI for normotensive Japanese I)-pe 2 diabetes.
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'Relationshlp between ~IY'eemlecontrol, hyperlnsullnemla and plasm.
concentrations ofsolubJe adhesion molecules
Blaher, M, Unger, RO, Rassoul, P, Richter, VO,Paschke, R
/II. Medical Department, Faculty ofMedicine, University ofLeipzig, Germany °
Institute ofClinical Chemistry and Pathobiochcmistry, University ofLeipzig,
Germany
TY1'e 2 diabetes mellitus is associated with an increased risk to develop
atherosclerosis. Elevated plasma levels of circulating adhesion molecules ale
increased in patients with l)1'e 2 diabetes and could therefore be a potential
cardiovascular risk factor. However, it is controversial whether elevated adhesion
molecule plasma concentrations are primarily related to hyperglycemia or to
hyperinsulinernia, We therefore evaluated L,Cplasma concentrations of soluble E·
selectin, intracellular adhesion moleculc-! (ICAM·I), and vascular cell adhesion
molecule-J (VCAM-I) at baseline and during euglycemic hyperinsulinernic clamp
in three different groups: GtOUP A (control group): 28 healthy volunteers with
normal glucose tolerance and no family history of diabetes type 2, Group B: 24
offsprings of patients WiL' type 2 diabetes with extreme insulin resistance, fasting
hypcrinsulinemia, normal fasting glucose but impaired glucose tolerance (IGT),
Group C: 32 patients with diabetes type 2, fasting hyperinsulinemia and fasting
hyperglycemia, All groups were without clinical evidence for atherosclerotic
lesions, hyperlipidemia or hypertension and were matched for age, gender, and
body-mass-index (B~II). Plasma soluble E-selcctin, ICAM-!, and VCAM·I levels
were significantly higher (p<0.05) in patients with type 2 diabetes (group C)
compared to the other groups. The plasma concentrations of soluble E-selectin,
ICAM-I, and VCAM-l were not higher in probands with IGT and fasting
hyperinsulinemia (group B) compared to the control group (group A). The plasma
soluble Evselectln, ICAM-I, and VCAM·l levels were correlated with the fasting
plasma glucose (r-0.57. p<0.05), the 2h-oGTT plasma glucose (r-0.68, p<0.05),
the glycated hemoglobin (pO.61, p<O.OI), but not with the fasting insulin levels or
the extent of insulin resistance, determined by euglycernic hyperinsulincrnic
clamp. The hypcrinsulincmia during the euglycernic hyperinsulinemic clamp had
no significant effect on the plasma levels of E-selectin, ICAM·I, and VCAM-l in
all three groups. In conclusion, our results suggest that elevated plasma levels of
circulating adhesion molecules in patients withtype2 diabetes arerather related to
hyperglycemia than to hyperinsulinemia or insulin resistance.
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DECREASED L"iSULIN SESSITIVITY IS ASSOCL\TI:D WITH LOWI:R
ANTIOXIDMiT ENZYME AcnVITY BOTH IN n'PE 2 DIABETES
PATlEJIo'TSAND NO;liDIABETICS wrnr CORONARY HEART DISEASE
K. Lalic, P.BOjordje,ic, N.MLalic, M. Ostojic, S. Markovic, M.Z3maJdar, A.lotie,
and M.llic, Institute for Endocrinology, Institute for Cardiovascular Diseases and
Institute for Medical Biochemistry, Belgrade, Yugoslavia
Boekground and Aims: It has been previously reponed that decreases in insulin
sensitivity (IS) are related to the impairments in systemic antioxidant enzyme activity
in Type 2 diabetes patients with coronary heart diseaes (ClIO). Thus, the aim of this
study was to compare (a) IS levels and (b) lipid peroxide levels, being important
oxidative agents, and antioxidant cnzyme glutathione peroxidase (GSII·Px) and
superoxide dismutase (SOD) activities in the following groups of subjects: 15 patients
with Type 2 diabetes and angiographically verified CHO (group A), 16 patients with
TY1'e2 diabetes without ClIO (group B), 14 nondiabetics with ClIO (group C) and
18 healthy controls (group D) Materials ODd Methods: IS was determined by a 2h
euglycernic hyperinsulinemic clamp (blood glucose targeted to 90 rng/dl, insulin
infusion IrnUlkglmin) and expressed as total glucose dispcsal (TGD). Lipid peroxide
levels were tested in thiobarblruric acid-reacting substance (TBARS) assay and GSlI
Px and SOD activity were detected by spectrophotometry, Resuhs: We found that
TGD was significantly lower in group A vs group B and in group C vs group D
(A:2.3+/-O.8, B:4.3+/-O.7,C:4.8+/-1.3,D:8.8+/-1.8 mglkgbw/min; A \"5 B and C \"50:
p<0.05). Simultaneously, WARS levels did not difTer between groups A and group D
and were slightly but not significantly higher in group C vs group D. Beth GSII-Px
and SOD activity were significantly lower in group A vs group B and in group C vs
group D (GSH-Px: A: 22.91/-2.1, B: 26.2+/.1.9, C: 27.8+/-2.2, 0: 32.61/-2.5 Ulgllb;
SOD: A: 6.8+1-1.4, D: 9.1+/-1.3, C: 9.7+/-1.7, 0: 12.1+/-1.6 Ulmgllb, A \"5 Band C
vs D p<0.05, respectively). The changes in TGD correlated sig:lificantly both with
GSH·Px and with SOD activity levels in groops A (GSII-Px: r- 0.723, SOD.r 
0.704,p<O.05) and C (GSII.Px:r= 0.803, SOO.r = 0.787;p<0.05) but not in groups B
and D, while the changes in the WARS levels did not correlate with TGO in neither
of the groups. Conclusions: Our results signify that decreased IS is strongly
associated with decreases in antioxidant enzyme activity both in TY1'e 2 diabetes
patients and in nondiabetics with ClIO. The results imply that atherogenic influence
of decreased IS might be mediated through an impairment of antic xidant enzyme
activity both in diabetic and nondiabetic stale.
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CIRCULATING E-SELECfIN, INTRACELLULAR ADHESIO;I/ CELL
MOLECULE-I ArI'D VASCULAR CELL ADHESIO;I/ MOLECULE-I IN MEN
WITH CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE ASSESSED BY ANGIOGRAPHY
AND DISTURBANCES OF CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM.
I.Kowalska, M.Szelachowska, A.Kr~towski, A.St~pien, H'Bachorzewska-Gajewska",
lProkop'and I.Kinalska. Department of Endocrinology, 'Department of Cardiology,
Medical Academy in Bialystok, Poland.

Background and aims: It is hypothesised that adhesion molecules could be an early
predictor for CHD. Therefore we investigated the relationship between concentrations
of soluble forms of adhesion molecules and disturbances of glucose metabolism in 78
men referred for coronary arteriography without previous history ofdiabetes.
Materials and Methods: 78 men (mean age 47.7±6.9years, mean BMI-27,9±3,7)
with symptoms of angina pectoris and positive exercise test were included in the
study. In the whole group the standard OGrr with glucose and insulin estimations
were performed. In the fasting plasma the concentrations of soluble forms of E
selectin, intracellular adhesion cell molecule-I (ICAM-I), vascular cell adhesion
molecule-I (VCAM-I) and total cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol, triglycerides, HbA I,

were also measured. Depending on OGrr -10.2% of the patients (n~8) fulfilled the
criteria for type 2 diabetes mellitus, 44.9%-impaired glucose tolerance (n=30).
Results: The highest concentrations ofE-selectin was observed in patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus and was significantly higher in comparison to the group with the
normal glucose tolerance and IGT. The concentration ofsVCAM-1 increased with the
progression of the disturbances of the glucose metabolism and remained the highest in
type 2 diabetic patients. SICAM-I concentration was higher in men with diabetes but
the difference was not statistically significant. The significant correlation between sE
selcctin and BMI (r=OAI, p.<O.OOOI), fasting glycemia (r=0.23, p.<0.05), post-load
glycemia (r=0.39, p<O.OOI)and post- load insulin (r=0.32,p.<0.02) was observed. Also
sVCAM-I correlated significantly with post-load insulin concentration (r=0.27,
p.<0.05).
Conclusions: We conclude that soluble forms ofadhesion molecules and especially E
selectin could be recognised as an early marker of damaged endothelium in patients
with disturbances of glucose metabolism and changes in the coronary arteries.
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Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor and ventricular remodeling In patients ..itb
type 2 diabetes and hyperteaslo«,
R Cipriani, G. Iacobellis, A. Gabriele, C. Bianchi, F. PantelIini, U. Oi Mario and S.
Morano. Department of Clinical Science, University La Sapienza, Rome, Italy.

Background and Aims: Recent studies have demonstrated that, in diabetic patients,
Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF) has a protective action on cardiac
microcircuIation but no data are available on VEGF action on cardiac morphology
and function. Experimental andclinical studies have pointed out that tissue hypoxia is
associated with high circulating plasma levels of VEGF. The aims of this study were:
I) to evaluate the plasma level of VEGF in hypertensive 1)]lC2 diabetic patients 2) to
investigate the association between plasma VEGF levels and cardiac
morphofunctional parameters. Materials and MethOOs: This study involved 29
hypertensive patients with1)]lC 2 diabetes (II F, 18 M), mean age 61.7+1-1.5 years,
duration of disease 8+1-7.3 years, without severe retinal or renal damage. All patients
had their high blood pressure norntaIized to <140185 nunHg BP following treatment
with ACE inhibitors (n=15) and calcium antagonists (n=14). In each patient o/oHbAlc
and VEGF were evaluated togbeter with a M-B Doppler echocardiography to
determine the following morphofunctional parameters: I) left ventricular mass
(LVJ.I), indexed LVM, relative wall thickness (RWf) to evaluate left ventricular
geometry; 2) shortening fraction (SF) and ejection fraction (EF) to evaluate the
sistolic function; 3) transmitraIic early tIow velocity wave/atrial early flow velocity
wave (FJA) ratio and isovolumetric relaxing time (lRT) to evaluate diastolic function.
Results: VEGF plasma levels, o/oHbAlc and the echocardiogrnphic parameters were
not significantly different in patients treated with ACE! inhibitors or Calcium
antagonists. The patients were then subdivided in two groups acecrding to their
VEGF plasma levels: group A with VEGF>loo pg/ml (149.07+1-19.10 pglmI, n=14)
and group B with VEGF <100 pglml (31.53+1-22.8 pg/ml, n=15). Comparison of the
groups showed that group A had a significantly bigger RWr (OA2+/.{).06 \'5 0.37+1
0.04, p<O.02). In women, plasma levels of VEGF were higher (I I3.27+/-{i8.7 pglml
\'5 73.1+1-56.25) and the systolic function parameters were significantly better (SF
42.36+1-1.3 % vs 38.11+1-7.9 %; EF 64.21+1-1.9 % vs 58.3+/-{i.3 %, p<O.02) than in
men. Conclusions: Our data demonstrate that higher levels of VEGF are correlated
with a better cardiac performance and with a reduction of the abnormal ventricular
remodeling, confirming the protective role of this growthfactor on myocardial tissue.
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Data are n ("/0): 'p<:O,OIvs group 2.
In diabetes group there was no statisticalsignificantdifference between neurological
deficit associated with LACI vs other ischemic strokes (SSS score 36.5 and 33.2
points; p>0.05), while in non-diabetic group LACI was associated with milder
neurological impairment when compared with other ischemic stroke types (SSS score
38.3 and 32.4; p~0.036). Conclusions: The obtained results suggest that lacunar
stroke is morefrequent and leadsto moresignificantneurologicimpairment in diabetic
than non-diabetic subjects.

LACUNAR STROKE 1:-;DIABETIC AND NO", DIABETIC PATlE:-;TS
A. Kropiwnicka, L. Czupryniak, and J. Drzewoski, Diabetology and Gastroenterology
Department, Medical University ofLodz. Lodz, Poland.
Background and Aims: In general population lacunar stroke is believed to be
associatedwith more favourable prognosis thanotherischaemicstrokes.However, it is
not clear whether the same phenomenon OCcurs in diabetic patients. The aim of this
studywas to assess the frequency and severityof lacunar strokes in diabetic and non
diabetic patients. Materials and Methods: The study subjects were 109 consecutive
ischemic stroke patients divided into two groups: group I - 41 patients with type 2
diabetes (17 men, 24 women, mean age 67.0:t9.5)TS, median ofdiabetes duration 10.0
yrs), group 2 - 68 non-diabetes subjects (36 men, 32 women, mean age 68.0:=13.0
yrs). All patients had computed tomography performed on mean 6±5 days of
hospitalization. The subjects were subdivided according to stroke type: transient
ischemic auack (T1A), lacunar infarct (LACI), total anterior circulation infarct
(TACI), partim anterior circulation infarct (PACI), or posterior circulation infarct
(POCI), which were diagnosed upon clinical and computed tomography examinations,
The severity of stroke was assessed according to the Scandinavian Stroke Scale (SSS).
The prevalence of selected risk factors such as hypertension and atrial fibrillation was
evaluated. Results: Hypertension and atrial fibrillation were noted in 30 (73.1%) and
7 (17.1%) patients from group I respectively and in 49 (72.1%) and 18 (26.4%)
subjects from group 2 respectively (p>0.05). Stroke types prevalence in diabetic and
non-diabetic patientsis aiven in the table.

3 (7.3) 2 (4.9)

CARDIAC EXPRESSIO;I/ OF NATRIURETIC SUBSTANCES L'i
E.XPERrnENTAL DIABETES MELLITUS COMBINED wrrn
ANGIOTENSIN II INDUCED CARDIAC HYPERTROPHY
E. Ruzicska (I), B. Sarman (I), G. Foldes (2), R deChatel (2), R Heikki (3), M. Toth
(2), A. Somogyi (I). 2nd Department of Internal Medicine, Semmelweis University,
Hungary (I); 1st Department of Internal Medicine, Semrnelweis University, Hungary
(2); Department ofPharmacology and Toxicology, University ofOulu, Finland (3)
Background and Aims: Cardiac expression of A- and Bvtype natriuretic peptides and
adrenomedullin (ANP, BNP, A.\I) were characterized in healthy and diabetic (D~I) male
Wistar rats during the acute phase of angiotensin II (AIl) induced cardiac hypertrophy
(CH). Materials and Methods: O~I was induced 2,5 or 7 weeks before AIl treatment by a
single iv. injection of Streptozotocine (60 mg/body weight kg IBWf). AIl (33 11g/kg/die)
was administered via subcutaneously implanted osmotic mini pumps for 24 hours. Left
ventricular weight to body weight ratio (LVIBW) and left ventricular expression of atrial
natriuretic peptide (ANP), B-I)1'e natriuretic peptide (BNP) and adrenomedullin (AM)
were measured (total RN'A isolation by guanidine isothyocianate-CsCI method and
Northern-blotting). Four groups (n=9-13) were investigated at both time points (2,5wks
and 7wks) of 0:\1: control (C), AIl treated (AIl), diabetic (0:\1) and AIl treated diabetic
(AIID:\I). Results: All groups of diabetic animals (DM and AIIDM) had significantly
higher blood glucose and fructosarnine values compared to controls and AIl treated groups
(C and AIl) p<O.05. AIl elevated the LVIBW ratio (2,5wks: 2,OllO,I4(AII) vs
1,90±0,09(C) p<0,036, 7wks: llO,12(AII) vs 1,9±O,17(C) p<0,048, averagetSD, mg/g).
O~I induced CH at 7wis (2,I±O,1I(D:\1) vs 1,9±O,I7(C) p<O,OOIl), but not at 2,5wks
(1,96±O,09(D~ \'5 1,9±O,09(C)p<O,14). AIl treatment and 0:\1 elevated LVIBW already
at 2,5 wks (2,08±O,14 (AIID~I) vs 1,96i0,09(Dl\1) p<O,OI5), without a further increase at
7wks (2,25±O,I7(AIID:\1) vs 2,I±O,lI(D~1) p<O,129). Left ventricular ANP expression
was the best marker of CII, changes in BNP expression were similar but smaller. A.',I
expression did not change. LV Al\'P expression increased 4 fold in response to AU
treatment at both time points (2,5wks: 4,8±O,8(AII) vs 1±O,I3(C) p<O,OOI; 7wks:
3,llO,4(AII) vs 1±O,13(C) p<O,OOOI, averagetSEM. densitometric values corrected for
18S protein expression, relativ to control). OM alone also increased LV ANP expression
(2,5wks: 3.5±O,7(D~1) vs 1±O,I3(C) p<O,OO25; 7wks: 2,2±O,2(D~1) \'5 l±O,I3(C)
p<O,OOOO5). AIl treatment in DM further increased LV Al\'P expression (2,5wks
I1,I±O,8(AIID~1) vs 3,5±O,7(D~I) p<I,4xI0-7; 7wks: 7,3±O,9(AIID~1) vs 2,2...-'{),2(D~1)

p<0,OOO24). Conclusions: The results indicate that O~l induces CII, which can be further
increased by acute All treatment ANP is the best tissue marker of CH under these
experimental conditions.

TIA TACI

Group I
22(53.6)'
Group 2 II (16.2) 5 (7.3)

PACI
5 (12.2)

19 (27.9)

POCI

9 (21.9)

11(16.2)

LACI

22 (32.3)
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RESISTANCE TO ACUTEI:'iSULIN [:'iDUCED DECREASES [:-I LARGE
ARTERY STIFFNESS [S A CO~[PO:'iE:'iT OF TilE [NSULI:-I RES[STANCE
SYNDRmlE
1. Westerbacka, A. Seppala-Lindroos and H Yki-Jarvinen; University of lIe1sinki,
Department of Medicine, Division of Diabetes, Helsinki, Finland
Background: Arterial stiffness has recently been recognized as an important
cardiovascular risk marker. Physiological concentrations of insulin diminish wave
reflection in the aorta in vivo. This decreases central blood pressure augmentation and
augmentation divided by pulse pressure (the augmentation index, Agl), a measure of
arterial stiffness. The aim of the present study was to examine whether a defect in this
actionof insulin is a feature of insulin resistance, and how it relates to other acute
actions of insulin including stimulation of glucose uptake, peripheral blood flow and
autonomic control of heart rate variation. I\'laterials and methods: Actions of insulin
were quantitated in 50 healthy men (age 3H2 yTS, body mass index 27± I kg/m') during

2 sequential insulin infusions each lasting 120 min (I and 2 mU'kg·min). Insulin action
on arterial stiffness (Agl) was measured with pulse wave analysis, on peripheral blood
flow with venous occlusion plethysmography and on autonomic control of heart rate
variation with spectral power analysis. Results: Insulin decreased Agi significantly
within 30 min, while significant increases in peripheral blood flow and normalized low
frequency power of heart rate variation (LFn), a measure of sympathetic control of heart
rate variation, were observed at 150 min and 210 min. A blunted decrease in the Agi
was significantly associated with a low rate of insulin stimulated glucose uptake, but
not with the other actions of insulin. Insulin action of the Agl was correlated with body
mass index and the waist to hip ratio independent of basal AgI, age and LDL
cholesterol. Conclusions: Physiological concentrations of insulin diminish large artery
stiffness within 30 min in non-diabetic men. This action precedes insulin action on
peripheral vasodilatation, heart rate and autonomic control of heart rate variation. It is
correlated with insulin stimulation of glucose uptake and is blunted by known causes of
insulin resistance including overall and abdominal obesity. Resistance of large arteries
to insulin induced decrease in their stiffness is therefore another facet of insulin
resistance which could contribute to the association between insulin resistance and
cardiovascular disease.

1179
INTIMA-MEDIA THICKNESS IS ASSOCIATED WITH GLUCOSE
STL'\IULATED I:"SULIN SECRETIO:" tx FIRST-DEGREE RELATIVES OF
TYPE 2 DIABETIC PATIENTS AND THEIR CONTROLS
F. Pellme, E. Lofstedt, H. Brekke', P.A Jansson, The Lundberg Laboratory for
Diabetes Research and Department of Clinical Nutrition', University of Goteborg,
Sweden.

8ackground and Aims: Endothelial dysfunction is associated with insulin resistance
in normoglycemic first-degree relatives (FOR) of type 2 diabetic patients. In this
study,we examined whetherbeta-cell function and/orinsulinsensitivityis associated
with intima-media thickness (I1IT) of the right carotid artery in FOR and healthy
control subjects.
Materials and Metbods: We recruited 45 normotensive and normoglycernic male
FDR and 40 male healthy oon-diabetic control subjects for the study. They were
investigated with an intravenous glucose tolerance test followed by an insulin
injection iv (Minimal Model) and ultrasound measurement of the right carotid bulb.
Results: Age (44±1 vs 45±1 yTS (Mean±SE), B.\U (25.7±0.4 vs 24.6±0.5 kglm2),
acute insulin response (AIR) (0-10 min) following 0.3g1kg glucose iv (409±45 vs
381±59 mUll) and I1IT (0.797±0.033 VS 0.755±0.033 mm) was similar in the groups.
However, HbAlc was higher (4.7±0.06 vs 4.3±0.04 %, p>O.OOOI) and insulin
sensitivity (IS) decreased (330±36 vs 420±41 ~llmUlmin, p<0.05) in FOR.
Furthermore, there was an association between IMT and AIR (rs:0.274, iAl.0148),
L\ff and WHR (rs:0.248, p=O.025), but not for L\1T and IS (rs:-O.094, p=O.404) in the
groups (n~85).

Conclusions: I.\IT may be more strongly associated with beta-cell function than with
peripheral insulin sensitivity in FOR and healthy control subjects.
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CAROTID ATIIEROSCLEROSIS 1:-1 DIABETES MELLITUS A[I;D I:';
ISCHEMIC HEART DISEASE: ULTRASO:'iOGRAPHIC EVALUATIO;ll
S. Inchiostro, M. Dalfollo, A. Marzano, N. Citroni, S. Peccatori, D. Fait and G. De
Venuto. Divisionc di Medicine I', Ospedale S. Chiara, Trento, Italy.
8ackground and Aims: Diabetic patients without ischemic heart disease (HID)
have a risk of myocardial infarction (MI) similar to non-diabetic subjects with
previous M I. Since carotid atherosclerosis (CA) is an important marker of coronary
atherosclerosis, we used carotid ultrasonography to evaluate if diabetic patients
without 1I1D show a CA level similar to non-diabetic subjects with llID. Materials
and Methods: Using a high-resolution 8-mode ultrasound (Hewlett Packard Sonos
5500) equipped with a 7.5 MHz imaging transducer, we studied 782 subjects (41.2
% male), ageing ~ 55 years (69.8 ±8.9 years), 598 without cardiovascular disease
(CYD) nor diabetes (DM) (N), 74 diabetics without CVD (D), 74 non-diabetics with
1I1D (1) and 36 diabetics with 1110 (D+I), consecutively attending our vascular
ambulatory. Three longitudinal views of the common, bifurcation and internal
carotid arteries wereexamined bilaterally. searching for the maximum intima-media
thickness (IMT). CA was classified as: absent (A8SXI.\lT <0.9 mm); thickened
(TlllXIMT.?:0.9 and <1.5 mm); plaque (PLXIMT.?:1.5 mm and internal carotid
systolic velocity [CSY) <125 cm/s); stenosis (ST)(I.\IT.?:1.5 mm and internal
CSY~125 cmfs). Results: The percentage of patients in the combined PL and ST
classes were 67.7%, 83.8%, 79.7%, and 91.7% for N, D, I and Dt/, respectively (p <
0.05-0.001 N vs D, I, and D+I). Compared to N, the prevalence of 0 (A8S: 4.1%,
Till 6.4%, PL 13%, ST 14.8%, P = 0.0057), I (ASS: 6%, Till: 7.6%, PL: 10.2%, S
T 23.3%, P = 0.0007) and Dt/ (ASS: 0%, Till: 2%, PL: 5.6%, ST 15.9%, P <
0.0001) increased significantly in the more advanced CA classes. After adjustment
for age, sex and the common cardiovascular risk factors, the progression of CA
classes was significantly associated with D (Odds Ratio [OR) for trend 1.67 [C.I.
1.28-2.07), P = 0.01), as well as with I (OR 1.50 [C.I. 1.13-1.88), P = 0.03). The OR
for the association of CA classes with D+I showed an additive value (OR 3.74 [C. I.
3.II-U7], P < 0.001). Conclusions: Diabetic patients without IHD show a CA
severity similar to non-diabetic subjects with 111D. The coexistence of D.\I and I1ID
exhibits an additive effect on the CA severity.
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SERf"" LEVEl.S OF NITRIC OXIDE METABOLITES AND I:'I'DUCIBLE
l'iO-SYNTIlASE 1:"1 OBESE MiD NO:'l'-{)BESE DIABETIC SUBJECTS
L.A.MogilnitskaI and B.N.~!Jnkovsky2, Khmelnitsky Regional HospitalI, Institute
of Endocrinologyand Metabolism2,Kiev, Ukraine

Background and Aim,: The disturbances of nitric oxide (1'0) production and
activity have been implicated in the pathogenesis of diabetes and its complications,
However, the association between changes in NO production and obesity in diabetic
patients remains not fully understood. Therefore, the aim of the study was to
investigate serum levels of NO metabolites - 1'02 and N03 and inducible 1'0
synthase (i.\lOS) in obese and non-obesediabetic patients.
Matenalt and Method': We studied 10 diabetic patients with obesity (age: 56.8+2.2
years, B\II: 35.3+{).8 years; waist/hip ratio (WHR) - 0.98+0.03), 9 patients with
diabetes without obesity (age: 52.1+1.6 years, B\II: 24.2+0.8 kglm2; WHR
0.88+0.02), and 19 non-diabetic subjects - 9 obese (age: 52.,8+2.1 years, B\II:
33.9+{).6 kglm2; \\lIR - o89+{).02), and 10 non-obese (age: 47.4tl.4 )'ears, B\II:
24.0+{).6 kglm2; WHR - 0.85+0.02). Serum1'02 and 1'03 levelswere determined by
spectrophotometry.Statisticalanalysis was performedby Student's paired test.
Results: There were no significant changes of the level' of 1'02 and 1'03, ;1'05
between obese and non-obese subjects either in the group of diabetic or non-diabetic
persons. However, we foundan increase of1'02, 1'03, ;r.:OSserum levels in patients
with diabetes compared to control subjects in obese and non-obese ones. In obese
subjects 1'02 serum levels were 0.10+0.02 and 0.03+0.01 nmollmg of protein,
p<0.05, 1'03 - 7.8+0.8 and 4.7+1.I nmollmgof protein, p<0.05, iI\OS - 23.2+3.3 and
11.2+1.7 nmol/mg of protein, p<0.05, in those with and without diabetes,
respectively. In non-obese subjects this trend was less pronounced- 1'02 levels were
0.07+{).02 and O.O·liO.Ol nmollmg of protein, p-oQ.06, 1'03 - 8.6~2.2 and 4.6+1.2
nmollmg of protein, IAl.07, ;r.:OS - 18.4+3.0 and 12.9+1.6 nmollmg of protein,
p=O.07, in those with and without diabetes, respectively.
Ccncluslens: The revealedchanges ofN02, N03, ;r.:OS serum levels could reflect an
activation of 1'0 pathway in patients "lth diabetes while the difference in body mass
does not seem 10 contributeto this activaiion,

1182
HYPERGLYCEMIA L'iCREASES "TIRIC OXIDE PRODUcnOS IN
CARDIAC nBROBLASTS FROM HYPERTEfliSIVE RATS
A.M.Manso,M. Salaices,M.E.Pacheco,E.C.Garcfa-Cohen, S. Tovarand J. Redondo.
Dpto.Farmacologfa, Facultadde Mcdicina, Universidad Aut6noma, Madrid (Spain).
Background and Alms: Clinicalresultsindicatethat thcreis highermortalityafter
myocardialinfarctionindiabeticpatientswithhypcru:nsion. In the ischemicmyocardium,
an increasedsynthesisof interleukin-IB (IL-IB)has beenobserved,This cytckine
stimulatesnitricoxide (NO)productionby regulatinginducibleNO synthase(;r.:OS)
expression.Several laboratorieshavealso showedthatcardiacfibroblasts(CI') are a main
sourceof 1'0 in the post infarction period.Therefore,the aimof our studywas to
investigatethe effect of hyperglycemic conditionson IL-IB-induced 1'0 productionand
i.";OS expressionin thesecells fromhypertensive and normotensive rats. Mat.rials and
Methods: CulturedadultCF fromnormotensive Wistar-Kyoto (WKY) and spontaneously
hypertensive(SHR) rats wereused.Cells wereincubatedwitheither5 mM (control)or 22
mM(hyperglycemic conditions) glucosefor 72 hours,withor withoutIL-IB(0.1 nglml) in
the last 24 hours.Nitriteproductionby Griess reactionand ;r.:OS expressionby
Western-blotting were determined. Resultse Highglucosemodestlyincreased1'0
productionin basal conditionsin CF frombothstrains(WKY:12.7O:t1.72 nmollmg
protein (control),24.22:3.83 nmollmgprotein(hyperglycemia) p<O.02; SHR: 14.77:1.12
nmollmgprotein (control),28.86±2.19nmollmgprotein(hyperglycemia) p<O.OOI). This
effect wassignificantlyenhanced"ten the cellswerestimulatedwi~i IL-IB,and was
higherin the cells from hypertensive strain(WKY:38.06:8.43 nmollmgprotein(control).
98.05:16 nmol/mgprotein(hyperglycemia) p<O.OI, SHR:72.6h.3.83 nmoVmg protein
(control), 139.6O±7.58 nmollmgprotein(hyperglycemia) p<O.OOI).ln accordance10 this,
CF from bothstrains stimulatedwith1L-16showedan enhancedi.";OS expressionunder
hyperglycemic conditions.This increaseon NO productionand ;r.:OS expressionwas nor
modifiedby inhibitionof proteinkinaseC (calphostine 0.2IL\I) or superoxidedismutase
(.300 Ulml) but reversedwith tunicamicyn (0.5 ~g1ml), an inhibitorof N-linked
glycosy!ation. Conclusions: These resultsindicateth.t h)·pergl)'CCmi. increases1'0
productionand iNOS expression in CF stimulatedwithJL-IB,thiseffectbeing higher in
ceUsfrom SHR.Hypergl)'cemia effectdoes notseemto be relatedto PKC activationor an
increasedsuperoxideanionproductionbut medi.ted by N-linkedgl)'cosylation of proleins.
The higherincreaseon NO productionobson'ed in CF fromh)'PCnensi"e aninuls might
be in accordanceto the "orse prognosisthatafu:rmyocardial inf:ltction show the di.betic
p'licnts with hypenension.[Supponedby DGICYTBXX20<J0.0153 and Lilly).

1181
EITECTS OF AML";OGUANIDL,\r: ON REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES AND
NITRIC OXIDE RELEASE l:'<TARGET TISSUES OF DIABETIC RATS
N.S. Akalin,D. YA\1lZ, H. Cacina,G. Haklar and O. Dcyneli, Marmara University,Dept
ofIntemal Medicine, Istanbul,Turkey.

Background and Almo:Incrcased oxidative stress is associated with tissue damage in
diabetes.Glycooxidation is one of the source. of permanent oxidativedamage in diabetic
animals and humans.The aim of this study was to in,..stigate the effects of
aminoguallidine(AG), which is an inhibitorof advancedglycation endproducts and nitric
oxide(NO) synthesis.on reactive oX)'gon species (ROS)and 1-:0release from the target
tissuesof diabetic rats. Makriah and Method" Diabeteswas inducedby streptozotocin

. in 10 male wister rats, After I week,6 of the diabetic rats(Orol:!, A) were given AG
hydrogen carbonate 1 gr/l, in drinking water ad libilUm;4 diabetic rats were given lap
water (Group Bj.Six healthy rats were followed a. control (Group C).At Lie end of 6
week period skin, kidney and heart tissue samples were collected and the following
parameters were measured.Glucose determined with glucosoxidase.NO release was
establishedwith luminoland m02 s)'su:m.ROS w..re measuredbyluminoland lucigenin
enhancement with chcmilur....inesceace, Results: Plasma glucose levels were 92.6.±7.S,
260.7±&-1, 2S1.6±.53.4 mgldI for group C, B. A respectively.Diabeticgroup. have higher
levels than healthy controls ~.OOI).NO measurements were 281.7±4S.2,61O.7±267,
231±93 fmol.min-I(g tissue weight)-! in skin; 124.3±52.3, 329.3±IIS, 129.6±23.5
fmol.min-I(gtissue weightj-I in kidney; 286.8±88.7,411.7±IH285.9±122 fmol.min-I(g
tissue weightj-l in heart tissuesfor group C, B, A respectiv..ly. GroupB had higner level
of NO release than other groups ~.OS).Luminol enhanced measurements were
ISI.7±20.9, 217.4±71.8, 141.l±37 AUC rIu/mg in sldn;IOS.9±302, !90.2±57.2,
1I8.3±36.1 AUC rlulmg in kidnO)~125.6.±21.2, 169.3.1074.2. 132.4±54 AUC rlulmg in
heart for group C,B,A respectively. Lucigenin measurements were 19S.2±43.5,
262.2±85.2, 130.9±30.3 AUC rlu/mg in skin; 154.6.±18.6, 256.8±90.7, 134.4±9.3 UAC
rlulmg in kidney, 139.2H3.I, J82.7±90, !70.5±39AUCrIulmgin heart for groupC, B. A
respectively, Skin and kidney tissues of diabetic controls had higher levels of both
lumino! (p<O.05):wd lucigenin (p<O.O!) enhanced ROS measurements compared to
groupA and C. NO release wa.s found \0 be correlatedwith luminol (r=O.62, p<O.OOOI)
and lucigenin (r=O.5l,p<O.002) measurements in all tissue samples of 3 groups.
ConchlSlon:ROS and NO releasewere significanUy increased in skin and kidneytissues
of diabetic rats. Increasedperoxynitrite formationseems to playa major role in tissue
damage in short term period in our model.AG Irealment lowered NO release and
pcroxvnitrite formation, This could be one of the mechanisms bv which AG protects
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PLASMA HOMOCYSTEINE AND CHRONIC COMPUCATIONS IN TYPE 1 DIABETES.
M.P. Hennans, J. Jarnart', A.S. Drama's, P. Wa~emacq, M. B:J)'Sschaert, service
d'Endocrinolog!e et Nutf.tion, UCL 54.74, Cliniques Universita'res SI Luc, 6-1200Bruxer.es
et 'Centre de Biosta~sliques, Cliniques Universitaires de t~ont-Godinne, 6-5530 Yvoir,
Univernilil Ca:holique de lOlNa!n, Belgique.
Background and Alms: Elevation of plasma homocysteine (tHey) is independently
associated in type 2 diabetes with a higher prevalence of nephropa~~y and
macroangiopa:hy. Intype 1diabetes, onlyan handfu!1 andrathercontradictory shxf:es have
dea~ wi'Jt thisrela~onship. Therefore, wedetermined thedistributlon oftHey concentrations
Ina selectedcohort of type 1 diabetic patents and assessed whether tHey valueswere
independently related10chronic complications. Materials and Methods:71 consecutive
patients(48% males)admitted 10the wardforpoor g!ycaemic control and'or treatment of
cornplcatons, especially macroangiopathic, were Induded. Ageand duration of diabetes
(DO) were51(3Hi3) and 2.3 (13-32) years (median (percent:e 25-75D, respectively. Body
mass index (8Mi) was 24 (21-26) kg!m' whITe systole and diastolic blood pressure(BP)
levels were 130 (120-150) and 80 (70-80) mmHg. 14 and 26% were past or current
smokers. Antihypertensive andiorhypolipidemic drugsandior aspirin weregiven to 13,42
and 19%of subjects. HbA,c was 9.3 (8.2.10.5)%. NeuropaL~y, retinopathy, nephropathy
and rnacroanqopathy werepresentrespectively in60,62,30 and41%ofpatients. Plasma
tHey was determined Inthe fasting state using a FPlA-IM, analyser(Abbott). Results:
tHey was9.2 (4.7-26.2) IJrr.oL'I. Raised tHey Ieveis (> 15.0IJrr.oLl) werepresentIn15%of
the cohort. Vrtamin B12 and fonc acidwere561 (42<Xi98) IJglml and 5.7 (4.4-7.3) nglml.
Univariate statistical analysis showed a pos'uve association between tHey and age
(1'<0.001), DO (I'<O.OOt), systolic BP(P<O.OOl), plasmacreatinine (P<0.001), cholesterol
(C)/ljDL-<: (P=0.021), neuropathy (1'<0.001), retinopathy (P<0.001) and nephropa:hy
(P<0.001). tHey was also higher inpatients wi:h L~an wi'.hout macroangiopathy (13.2[9.6
15.7] vs. 7.8[6.5-9.2J IJmoL'l, P<0.001). No association was observed with HbA,c. A
negative correlation wasfound with folic acid(p--o.014) andcreatinine dearar.ce (P<0.001)
Whenmajor variables (sex,age, diabetesduration, BMi:BP, smoking, HbA.c, lipids) were
taken into account for muniple logistic regression, we confirmed an Independent
association of tHey v.;th age (P=0.003), plasma creatinine (P<0.001) and folic acid
(P=0.014), butnotwith vascular compl:cations. Conclusions: Increased tHey Ispresentin
15%ofpoorly-rontroned type 1 d;abetic pal;ents and Isassociated with age, creatinine and
folic acidlevels. Inthistype 1 population, therewas no independent correlation of tHey with
macroangiopathy.
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I~IPROVEDGLYCEMIC CO:'\TROL 1:"1 TYPE 2 DIABETES I'ATIE:'\TS IS
ASSOCIATED WITH DECREASE IN TOTAL I'LAS~IAHO~IOCYSTEI:'\E

L. Czupryniak, E. Bald', and J. Drzewoski. Diabetology and Gas/roell/erolog)'
Department, Medical University of Lodz; "Environmental Chemistry Department,
University ofLodz, Lodz, Poland
Background and Aims: It has been shown that homocysteine, a newly established
risk factor for cardiovascular disease, tends to be increased in type 2 diabetes
mellitus. Animal studies have suggested that insulin may play a role in
homocysteine metabolism regulation. The study aimed at assessing the effect of
improved glycemic control achieved with insulin treatment on total plasma
homocysteine (tllcy) in poorly controlled type 2 diabetes patients. ~latcrials and
l\lelhods: This 6-month prospective study comprised 78 subjects divided into 3
groups: group I - 30 type 2 diabetes patients (mean age 62.6±7.9 yrs) in secondary
failure to sulfonylureas, in whom insulin therapy was initiated at baseline; group 2
30 type 2 diabetes patients (mean age 61.2±8.4 )TS) sufficiently treated with
sulfonylureas and maintaning their treatment throughout the study; group 3 - 18
healthy subjects (mean age 63.0±6.3 )TS) serving as controls. Fasting tllcy, folic
acid, vitamin 8". and IIbA" levels were assessed at baseline and after 6-month
period. tIlcy was measured with high performance liquid chromatography (IIPLC),
folic acid and vitamin B" - rnicroparticle immunoenzymatic method MEIA, IIbA"
- low pressure chromatography. Results: Mean (±SD) total plasma homocysteine
and glycated hemoglobin HbA" are shown in the table.

IIbA" (%) tHcy (umol/l)
group baseline after 6 months baseline after 6 months
I 10.8±1.6· b 8.1±1.5' 14.4±2.4· b 11.0±3.6'
2 6.9±0.4 d 7.2±0.5 d 8.4B.1 8.1±2.8
3 5.1±0.3 5.0+0.3 6.9±2.7 7.2+2.9

• p<O.OOIvs after 6 months' values in group I; 0 p<O.OOOI "S all values in group 2
and 3; e p<O.05 "s all values in group 2 and 3; dp<O.OI vs all values in group 3.
Folic acid and vitamin B12 concentrations were within their reference ranges at
baseline and after 6 months' follow-up in all study subjects. Conclusions: Improved
glycemic control achieved with insulin therapy in type 2 patients was associated
with decrease in total plasma homocysteine level.

1186
AbnonnaJ neutrophil actin assembly is assoclated "..ith increased Beta2integrin
espreselen in Type 2 dim'es,
A Advani, S.M. Marshall and T.ll Thomas. Department of Medicine, Newcastle
University, United Kingdom
Background and Aims: Neutrophil dysfunction is common in patients with diabetes.
Many neutrophil functions rely on remodelling of the actin cytoskeleton, Patients with
Type 2 diabetes are also at increased risk of cardiovascular disease. Neutrophils are
implicated in the pathogenesis of cardiovascular disease through their expression of the
beta2integrin, Mac-I, which is a dimer of CDUb and CDl8. We examined neutrophil
actin assembly in Type 2 diabetes and its effect on CDUb expression in response to
activation with I'MA Materials and Methods: Type 2 diabetic patients (TID~I) were
from the regional diabetes centre- fasting blood glucose >7.0 mmol/l or 2 hour post
glucose load level >1 l.lnunol/l (n=ll, mean age 58.5 years). Age of diagnosis of Type 2
diabetes was >40 years, arterial pressure <140/9OmmHg; 8~1I <30Kglm2 and there was
absence of microaIbuminuria on 3 separate albumin:creatinine ratios. Normal controls
(NC) had a fasting blood glucose <7.0mmoVL(n=15, mean age 62.7 years). Blood cells
were incubated with lOOnglmlPMA for 30 minutes, stained with anti-CDI Ib-PE, fixed,
penneabilised and stained with mC-phalloidin, which binds F-actin. Samples were
analysed by Facscanner. Results are means +1- S.E. and analyses by Student's T-test
Results: In both KC and TID~1 there were three populations of neutrophil-
(I)Low phalloidin-binding: KC- 50.7+/-2.6% cells, 13326+1-1389phalloidin-binding sites,
56234+/~307 CDUb sites; TIDM- 59.2+1-2.9"10 cells, 15571+1-2952pballoidin-binding
sites, 45101+1-5035CDUb sites.
(2)~lediurn phalloidin-binding: KC- 11.6+/-1.4% cells, 94996+/-12307 phalloidin-binding
sites, 46756+/-7714 CDUb sites; TID~I- 11.5+1-1.5%cells, 123228+/-14058 phalloidin
binding sites, 39675+/-4985 CDiI b sites.
(3)High phalloidin-binding: KC- 37.7+1-1.9"10 cells, 222717+1-15523 phalloidin-binding
sites, 208+1-169 CDlIb sites; TID~I- 29.2+/-2.1% cells, 237695+/-16593 phalloidin
binding sites, 405+1-180CDI Ib sites.
The proportion of cells with high levels of phalloidin-binding and hence increased Fvactin
was significantly higher in KC than TID~1 (p=O.OO23). In both groups, cells with high
levels of phalloidin-binding had significantly less CDUb sites (p<O.OOOI). In TIDM
there was not an associated increase in cells with medium-bindingsuggesting a defect in
the initiation of actin assembly in response to I'MA
Conclusions: Neutrophil actin assembly is impaired in Type 2 diabetes. This is associated
with an increase in the expression of CDUb which is important in the pathogenesis of
cardiovascular disease through increased neutrophil-endothelial binding.
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DYSFUNCTION OF POLYMORPHONUCLEAR NEUTROPHILS
IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE I DIABETES
K. Grykiel, D. Zozulinska, K. Wiktorowicz • and B. Wierusz-Wysocka
Department of Internal Medicine and Diabetology, Raszeja Hospital, 'Laboratory
ofCellular Immunology, Academy ofMedicine in Poznan, Poland
Background and aims: Polymorphonuclear neutrophils (P1\1Ns) play an
important role in the pathogenesis of diabetic vascular complications. Stimulation
of these cells is associated with the appearance of specific receptors on their
surface and desquamation of L-selectin. The aim of the study was to evaluate the
serum concentration of L-selectin and the expression of specific 1'/;1N receptors:
CDI l b, CDI8. Materials and methods: the study was performed in a group of
80 Type I diabetic patients, aged 30.7 ± 9.7 years, 46 females and 34 males, with
diabetes duration 13.0 ± 8.0 years; HbA Ic 7.80 ± 2.34 %; fructosamine 348.6 ±
99.4 pmol/l; FPG 8.3 ± 2.8 mmoIll. The serum concentration of L-selectin was
estimated with the use of the ELISA test. The expression of PMN surface
receptors was measured by flow cytornetry using Ortho-diagnostic system
cytofluorimeter, The results were presented as a PMN percentage indicating
expression of CDI Ib and CDI 8 and as mean channel fluorescence intensity
(MFI). Results: in comparison with healthy subjects we observed significantly
higher serum concentration of L-selectin in Type I diabetic patients (954.0 ± 13.0
vs 1373.9 ± 232.1 ngll, p<0.05). The percentage of PMN with presence of
CDI Ib and CDI8 receptors was significantly higher (CDI Ib: 98.7 ± 0.6 vs 93.2 ±
3.4 %, p<O.05; CDI8: 99.5 ± 0.5 vs 98.1 ± 0.5%, p<0.05) but the MFI values for
CD II b and CD18 were significantly decreased in diabetic patients in comparison
with controls (MFI CDUb: 148.0 ± 9.9 vs 159.0 ± 5.6, p<O.OI and MFI CDI8:
144.2 ± 9.S vs 161.7 ± 3.0, p<O.OI). We did not find any correlation between
expression of CD II b/CD18, serum concentration of L-selectin and duration of the
disease, HbA I c, frucosamine, FPG or presence of late diabetic complications.
Conclusions: the results suggest enhanced activity of unstimulated P/;1Ns and
may indicate their lower response after stimulation.

1187
IXSULIN ABILITY TO STL'I1ULATE PAl-I RELEASE IS PRESERVED L'i
FIBROBLASTS FROM L'iSULIN RESISTAl'\T L'IDIVIDUALS.
G. Pellegrini, A. Solini, A. Pandolfi, E. De Filippis, P. Chiozz~ E. Vitacolonna, F.
Capani and A. Consoli. Chieti and Ferrara, ITALY
Background and Alms: Plasma I' AI-I levels are increased in insulin resistant
states and impaired fibrinolysis might be one of the links between insulin
resistanee and accelerated atherosclerosis. Insulin can stimulate PAl-I synthesis
and gene expression in a variety of cell types, including hepatocyte, vascular
smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts. However, in order for the insulin resistance
induced hypcrinsulinemia to be able to increase PAl-I in vivo, sensitivity to
insulin stimulation of PAl-I synthesis needs to be preserved in the presence of
insulin resistance in glucose metabolism. To test whether this was true, insulin
effect on PAl-I release in the culture medium was studied in fibroblasts from
individuals with different degrees of insulin resistance.
Material and Methods: Six fibroblast strains were cultured from skin biopsies
obtained from 3 insulin sensitive (clamp M > 7!1mol/Kglmin) and 3 insulin
resistant (clamp M < 5!1moVLglmin) volunteers matched for age and B~U. On
each strain, insulin stimulation (100.\1) of 14C 2-deoxy-glucose uptake, glycogen
synthesis and I'AI-I release in the culture medium were measured on separate
experiments.
Resultsi In fibroblasts from insulin resistant individuals, insulin stimulated
glucose uptake and glycogen synthesis less as compared to insulin sensitive
individuals (125±8.5 vs 188±39.6 "moVg prot, p<0.05 and 0.581-0.02 vs
0.74±O.03 mg glycogenig protein, p<O.OI, respectively). However, insulin
stimulated PAI-I release in the culture medium was not different in fibroblasts
from insulin sensitive and insulin resistant individuals (41.9±7.8 vs 35.9±12.7
ng/ml, p= n.s.),
Conclusions.This data show that insulin ability to stimulate I'AI-I release is
preserved in cells from insulin resistant individuals in which glucose uptake is
resistant to insulin stimulation. Thus, in the insulin resistance syndrome,
hyperinsulinemia might be one of the culprit for the observed increase in I' AI-I
levels.
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C<$sariOll smoking deer..se Iraasforming grO"th factor II. pluma and
nri.ary 1e\'t15 in patients "ith type 1 diabeles mellil....
E. Esmatjes, Naf S, M. Vidll, L. Flores. Diabetes Unit. IDiBAPS. Hospital Clinic.
Barcelona, Spain

Background and Alrm. Tobacco consumption has been implicated in increased
risk for diabetic nephropathy. Transforming growth factor III(fGF Ill) plays a role
in the pathogenesis of this complications. The aim ofour study was 10 prospectively
assess the effects of smoking cessation on TGFll l plasma and urinary levels in
cigarette smokers with l)pe I diabetes mellitus (D~f). ralle.ts and M~lhod..
Sixteen patients (9 females, 7 males; aged 30 :!:. 4 years) with type I D~f (mean
duration 12 :!:. 7 years), BMI 25 :!:. 2 kglm'....ilh normal urinary albumin excretion
(UAE), who smoked> 15 cigarettes/day, were included in a smoking cessation
program. Before and at I week, 4 weeks and 12 weeks after cessation of smoking
plasma and 24-h urinary TGFll, levels were determined, Urinary eotinine was
measured as a index of smoking consumption and abstinence. The total plasma and
urinary concentrations ofTGF P, were measured by enzyme-linked immunoassay.
R~sull.. TGFll, and UAE were logarithmically lrasnformed before statistical
analvsis. The main results are shown in the following table :

Week!
0 1 .. 12

n 16 16 II 9

TGf-p, (nglml) I2.H7.3 9.1+6.9 8.8+7.1 5.8+4.0·

TGf-p, (nglg creatinine) 16.9+8.7 14.2+8.8 14.2+8.7 10.3+2.0·

Cotinine (nglm) 1473+528 16.5+4.2 0 0

Weight (Kg) 71.0+ 11.8 71.3+ 11.0 72.2+10.0 72.5+10.3

0p 0.01 vs, week 0
ContllLSi....... Our data suggest that cessation smoking in diabetic patients produces
a reduction in TGF ll. plasma and urinary levels. this is an additional argument 10
encourage diabetic patients 10 give up smoking.

1190
[,iMnee for a nnol IransronninC Cro,,'!h facto r-lII-ind~1 mtchanism of
fibrosis In mHlDIial edk cveresp.......c&Iueosetransport.n
C. Weigert. K. Brodbeck. ~l Huber, R Lehmann. U. Friess, S, AuI...urm, F.C. Brosius UL
C.W. lIeilig, JlU. Haering, E.D. Schleicher
Dept, of Internal Medicine, University of Tuebingen, Germany and ill Division of
Nephrology,lohn Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD. USA
Backeround and AiJDs: Recent experimental work indicates that the hyperglycemia
induced increase in mesangial matrix production. a hallnurk in the development of
diabetic nephropathy, is mediated by an increased expression of glucose transporter \
(GLUTI). Mesangial cells stably transfected ...ith the human GLUTI (GT\ cells) mimick
the effect of hyperglycemia on the production of extracellular matrix proteins "ben
cultured under normoglycemic conditions. In the present study we investigated the
molecular mechanism of the increased matrix production in GT\ cells.
Mal~riaIs and Methods: GTI cells and LacZ cells overexpressing B-g3laclosidlse as
control cells were cultured in experimental medium containing 6 m.\1 glucose.
Supernatants ("/0 foetal calf serum) were collected for determination of fibronectin and
transforming gro...th factor-Bl (fGF-Dl) by ELISA Total RNA was prepared for northern
blotting, cellular or nuclear extracts were prepared for western blotting or electrophoretic
mobility shift assays. Hexosamines were measured by capillary electrophoresis and
generation of reactive oxygen species by FACS.
Results: While in normal mesangial cells the hyperglycemia-induced matrix protein
expression is mediated through overexpression of TGF-OI we found no increased
expression of TGF-OI in the GT\ cells and addition of anti-TGF-OI antibodies did not
prevent the enhanced fibroncetin production Because fibroncetin and other matrix
proteins contain AP-\ responsi...e elements in their promoters the activation of this
transcription factor was studied in GTI cells. We found strong increases in the nuclear
amount of lUll proteins lending to enhanced DNA binding activity of an AP-\ complex.
Addition of the AP·\ inhibitor curcumin significantly reduced the le...e1 of secreted
fibronCClin protein. In contrasllD mesangial cells exposed lD high glucose no acti....tion of
the he.osamine bios)'Dthetic pathway, the p38 or the ERK\12 MAPK pathway could he
detected, \\hich ca., be explained by the absence of oxidative stress in the GT\ cclls.
Condu,ions: Our dau indicate that in mcsangial cells increased glucose upuke under
normo.c.lycemic conditions induces fibronectin production \;3 activation of path\\'3}'S
different from hyperglycemia·induccd activation. Therefore, TGF-OI-<lepcndenl and/or •
ind,,,endent pathw,ys may be involved in the d....elopment of diabetic nephropathy.

1189
Plasma and urinary Ir.nsfonnin!: gro"lh factor ll, levets In patient.! "ith type
1 diabetes m.1li11ls and microalbuminuria
L.Flores, Mur C, Sima 0, lario S, Iiligo P, E. Esmatjcs. Diabetes, Nephrology
Unit. lDlBAPS. Hospital Clinic, Barcelona, Spain

Background and Aims. Transforming growth factor P,(fGFll,) has been
implicated in the pathogenesis of diabetic nephropathy (DN). The aim of our study
was to evaluate TGFll, activity in type I diabetes mellitus (D~f) with and without
mieroalbuminuria and non-diabetic controls. Patients and M~tbods. We evaluated
TGFll, plasma and 24-h urine levels from 20 non-diabetic subjects and 50 patients
with type I (D~I), 15 ...ith microalbuminuria and 35 with normal urinary albumin
excretion (UAE). All patients were normotensive and had nol been laking
angiotensin II (All) converting enzyme inhibitor or All antagonist drugs. Total
plasma and urinary concentration of TGFp, were measured by enzyme-linked
immunoassay. R..ults, TGFll, and UAE were logarithmically transformed before
statistical analvsis, The main results are shown in the followingtable.

DLo\BETES
tontrol5 DOI"DKJ8lbuminuric microalbumlaurle

n: 20 35 15

Age ()1) 34.2+7.9 33.0+8.1 3 1.8±1O.I

Diabetes duration (}1) 13.0+5.\ 17.2-1-7.9

TGF-p, (ng/ml) 4.7+3.7' 10.8+8.6 11.4+7.7

TGF-p, (nglg creatinine} 5.3±2.2° 12.1+5.1 12.2+7.8

o P 0.01, controls vs, diabetic patients; )1: years
In normoalburninuric group, the smoker patients had plasma (I5.5:t1O.0 nglml)
and urinary TGFll. levels (I4.3:!:.3.7 pglg creatinine) higher than non-smokers
(7.9:t 6.2 nglml and 10.9±5.5 pglg creatinine in plasma and urine, respectively, p <
0.0-1). COIlelusioas: We concluded that TGFp, activity is higher in Type I D~I

patients than in control subjects. However, these parameters not difference between
normoalburninuric and microalburninuric patients. Increased TGFll. activity in
smokers is consistent with the hypothesis that smoking is an important factor in
the development DN, provinding a mechanistic link between smoking and D;II.

1191
THEROLE OFSRCHO~rOLOGY 2 CONTAINING PROTEIN TI'ROSINE

PHOSPHATASE 2 (SHP2) ON PROliFERATION OF RAT 5r-rOOTII

MUSCLE CELL

N. Seki, N. Hashimoto, Y. Suzuki and Y. Saito

Department of Intcmal Medicine II, Chiba University School of Medicine, Chiba.

Japan

Baeklround and alms Src homology-containing protein tyrosine phosphatase 2

(SIfP2) is ubiquitously expressed and believed to function as part of the positive

signaling pathway mediating grow th Iactor-induced protein tyrosine

phosphorylation, The increased proliferation in aortic vascular smooth muscle cells

(SMC) is one of tbe important causes in atherosclcrosis. The aim of this study was

10 examine the proliferative effect of SHPZ expressed in S~IC.

Method and results SHP2 was abundantly expressed in SMC and stained in

thickening intima in the balloon-injured rats. We obtained several cloned SMC

using gcncticin. SIfP2 in each clone has various ranges of endogenous expressions.

There is significantly positive corrclation between SIfP2 expression and BrdU

uptake stimulated by FBS, platelet derived growth factor or insulin-like growth

faetoc (p<O.05). ID transiently SHPZ transfected S~IC. FBS stimulation

significantly incrC:l-'Cd BrdU uptake compared to control S~IC (P«l.05).

Coneluslnn These dlu suggcst that an increased expression of SHPZ may lead 10

the acceleration of atherosclerosis in aorLa through the action of increasing cell

growth.
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HUMAN G-PROTEIN Ill-SUBUNIT C825T GE!'IL POLYMORPHISM AND
EARLY ATHEROSCLEROSIS L'I TYPE I DIABETIC PATIEl\TS
A. Behre, 0, Frost, 11.Ehren, B. Reinsch, J, Chitu, H. Schatz and M. Pfohl
Department of Internal Medicine, University Hospital Bergmannsheil Bochum,
Germany and Medizinische KJinik 3, Bargerhospital Stuttgart. Germany

Background and Aims: Human G-proteins play a major part in transmembrane
signal transduction. A cytosine to thymidine exchange in codon 825 of the gene
coding for the beta 3 subunit of the G-Protein (GNB3) leads to the synthesis of a
splice variant, which results in a significantly enhanced activation of the G-protein
due the increased proliferation of smooth muscle cells. This in turn leads to vascular
hypertrophy. The T-allele has recently' been associated with arterial hypertension.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the role of this GNB 3 C825T gene
polymorphism for early atherosclerosis in type I diabetic patients.

Materials and Metbods: We determined the C825T genotype by PCR and
subsequent restriction enzyme analysis with Bse 01 in 146 type I diabetic patients
(91 women, 55 men; age 30, I +1- 6,6 years, diabetes duration 13,0 +1- 8, I years),
The carotid artery intima-media- thickness (~fT), which reflects early
atherosclerosis, was measured by high resolution ultrasound.

Results: The genotype distribution was 48 % CC, 43 % TC and 9"/0TT. There were
no significant differences in age, diabetes duration or metabolic control between
patients ....lth different genotypes. The L\IT was 0,61 +1- 0,11 romin the CC, 0,65 +1
0,18 mm in the TC and 0,56 +1- 0,11 romin the TT genotype (n.s),

Conclusions: No correlation of the GNB3 C825T polymorphism with ~IT was
observed. These findings do not support the hypothesis that the GNB3 C825T gene
polymorphism is a risk factor for early atherosclerosis in young type I diabetic
patients.

1194
ASSOCIATION OF THE TNF-ALPHA GENE POLYMORPmS~1SWITH
CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE IN TYPE 2 DIABETES MELLITUS
C. Richart. A. zamora, 1.Simon, C. Gutierrez, c. Aguilar, A. Bardaji, J:-.I. Fernandez
Real, J. VendrelL
Hospital Universitari Joan XXIII. Institut d'Estudis Avancats, Universitat Rovira i
Virgili. Tarragona. Spain

Background and Aims: Proinflammatory cytokines such as Tumor Necrosis Factor
(TNF-alpha) and the presence of infections in the vessel wall mediated by
lipopclysaccharides have been implicated in the pathogenesis of coronary heart
disease. We hypothesized that polymorphisms of the TNF-alpha and
lipopolysaccharide receptor (CDl4) genes may be associated w-ith a predisposition to
coronary heart disease (GID) in type 2 diabetes.
lIIatcrials and Methods: 341 CHD patients, 207 matched control subjects and 135
type 2 diabetic patients without CHD were evaluated. Two SNPs at the promoter
TNF-alpha (-308 and -863) and one at the -159 CD 14 gene associated w-ithvariations
in the transcription rate ofthese genes were analyzed by RFLP-PCR.
Results: Genotype frequency for TNF-alphal-308 T2 allele was significantly greater
in the CliO group than in controls (32.3% vs 23.2% respectively; 1'=0,03). The
remaining genotype frequencies were similar in cases and control subjects. Among
CHD patients, the TNF-alpha ·308 T2 allele was preferently associated in those
having type 2 diabetes mellitus (28.5% vs 40.6% respectively; 1'=0.0056). When we
compare the allelic frequencies in type 2 diabetic subjects. T2 allele was carried in
40.6% of diabetic CHD patients compared to 19.3% in diabetic non-CHD patients
(p=O.00048; OR=1.S5-5.32). A logistic regression analysis demonstrated that Th'F
alpha -308 T2 allele was an independent determinant of CHD in type 2 diabetic
patients (OR~1.73;CI 95%=1.05-284)
Conclusions: These results suggest that the -308 polymorphism of the The-alpha
gene contributes to CHD risk in type 2 diabetic population.
This work has been partially supported by FIS 99/0901, FIS 00/0757 and Fundacio
Marato TV3 (9912010).
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Nucleotide (1385) TIG Polymorpbism in Eron 2 of AdipoQ Is Associated with
Coronary Artery Disease in Taiwanese
P.L. Tsou, YD,Jiang, K.c.Lee, and L'M'Chuang. Department of Internal Medicine,
En Chu Kong Hospital, Department of Internal Medicine, National Taiwan University
lIospital and College ofMedicine, National Taiwan University, Taipei

Background and Aims: Adiponectin, the gene product of adipoQ. is an adipose
specific protein abundantly present in the circulation. It was observed to accumulate
in the injured vascular walls, and was reported to have antiatherogenic properties. The
aim ofthis investigation was to determine whether a previously known polymorphism
in exon of adipoQ (1385 T/G) was related to coronary artery disease (CAD),
Materials and Methods: We examined the role of this polymorphism using a
population association study. One hundred and twenty-eight angiography-proved
CAD patients were recruited, and 202 normal controls (;,30 years old. B~n< 30) were
randomly selected from health check-ups. Genotypes at this locus were determined by
polymerase chain reaction restriction fragment length polymorphism. Differences
between groups were evaluated by X2test. Allelic frequencies were derived from the
number of genotypes. Logistic regression analyses were applied to adjust the possible
confounders,
Results: The distribution ofgenotypic frequency was different between the CAD and
control groups (p= .004). The frequency of variant G was less in CAD subjects than in
control (47.7% verses 63.9"10, P" ,004) Subjects ....lth at least a G allele carried a
protective effect from CAD by 0.5 I5 times (95% confidence interval .328 to .808) as
compared wlth those without a G allele. In multivariate logistic regression model,
adjusted by age, sex, smoking, hypertension, BMI, and hyperlipidemia, this T/G
polymorphism was still demonstrated to be a significant factor for CAD (p= .016),
Conclusions: The data suggest that the T/G polymorphism at the nucleotide 1385 of
the adipoQ gene is associated with CAD in Taiwanese.

1195
U:'iKAGE DISEQUILIBRIUM BETWEEN APOC3 -455 T>C AND
PREMATURE CORO:"lARY IIEART DISEASE IN I;o;DO-~IAURlTIANS.

M.Manraj', S. Francke', A. Hebe', S. LeeKwai'Yan', N SemFa' and US
Ramjutun', P.Froguel'. 'SSR Centre for Medical Studies & Research,
University of Mauritius, Mob, Mauritius. 'Ministry of Health, Mauritius,
'CNRS UPRES A 8090, Institute of Biology. Pasteur Institute of Lille, France.
Background and Aims: APOC3 is a constituent of triglyceride (TG) rich
lipoproteins and is an important regulator of plasma TG concentrations. Several
polymorphisms in the APOC3 gene have been previously associated with
hypertriglyceridemia (IITG) and/or coronary heart disease (CHD). We studied
the contribution of the 5' polymorphic nucleotide at position -455 T>C in the
APOC3 gene promoter to premature ClIO and components of the metabolic
syndrome in subgroups of the Mauritian population.
Materials and Methods: We carried out case-control studies comparing two
Indo-Mauritian groups of patients with premature CliO (age of onset before 60)
with controls matched for ethniciry, We used PCR-RFLP techniques to study
the APOC3 -455 T>C polymorphism in groups of the Mauritian population
whose ancestors who migrated from the North (NI) or from the South of India
(SI).
Results: Genotype proportions between TT, TC, CC were significantly different
between rnale CIID NI patients (61,166, 67) and controls (36, 51, 34), Chi
square~7.33, 1'<0.03. Genotype distribution was (6, 46, 22) in SI CliO patients
vis (8, 20, 17) in SI controls, Chi square=4.36, 1'<0, II. No association was
found with abnormal glucose metabolism in either subgroup. The -455C variant
was associated with IITG in the NI population (1'<0.008). The -455T variant
was associated with High Blood Pressure (1'<0.02). and with the metabolic
syndrome (p<0.02) in the SI population. The -455T variant was associated with
central obesity (1'<0.02) in both NI and SI male subgroups.
Conclusions: The -455 C>T variant is in strong linkage disequilibrium with
ClIO and influences components of the metabolic syndrome in Indo-Mauritians.
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THE FACTOR XIII CODON 34 VAL®LEU POLYMORPHISM DOES NOT
PROTECT AGAINST MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION IN TYPE 2 DIABETIC
PATIENTS WITH CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE
B. Reinsch, M. Ehren, A. Behre, C. Ullrich, I. Oboth, H. Schatzand M. Pfohl;
BG-Kliniken Bergmannsheil, Universityof Bochum, Germany

Background and Aims: FactorXIII is a transglutaminase that crosslinksfibrin in the
last step of the coagulationprocess. The factor XIII Val®Leu point mutation in codon
34 has been shown to protect against myocardial infarction in younger men. We
aimed to clarify whether this protective effect is present in type 2 diabetic patients
with coronary artery disease.

I\taleri3ls and Melhods: We studied 195 type 2 diabetic patients (140 males! 55
females, age 63,S ± 8,7 years) who underwent coronary angiography. The history of
myocardial infarction was assessed by structured questionnaire, ECG and patient file.
The factor XIII 34Val®Leupolymorphism was determined by PCR.

Results: The allele frequency of the factor XIlI 34Leu variant was 24.4%, thus
comparable to other caucasian pcpulations. The cardiac risk factors did not differ
between the genotype groups. In 83.9% (68/81) of the patients with at least one Leu
allele, coronary artery disease was found, compared to 81.6% (93/Jl4) of those
homozygous for the Val allele (odds ratio: 1.18; 95%-CI: 0.56-2.58; p~0.67). Among
the patients with documented coronary artery disease, a history of myocardial
infarction was found in 55.2% (37/67) among the patients with at least one Leu allele,
and also in 55.2% (53/96) among those homozygous for the Val allele (odds ratio:
1.00; 95%-CI: 0.53-1.88; p=1.00). There was also no relation between the factor XIlI
genotype and the extent of coronary artery disease (odds ratio for three-vessel-disease
for patients with at least Leuallele: 0.99; 95%-e1: 0.56-1.77; p~.99).

Conclusions: The factor XIII codon 34 Val®Leu polymorphism does not appear 10
have any effect on presence or extent of coronary artery disease in type 2 diabetic
patients, nordoes itprotect against myocardial infarction.

1198
CO:\'IBL'lED GENOTYPES ASSOCIATED WITH ACCUMULATION OF
OXIDATIVE STRESS ANDATHEROSCREWSIS L....DIABETICSUBJECTS
Y.Tanaka, T. Nomiyama, K.Nakajima and R.Kawamori. Metabolism and
Endocrinology, Juntendo University School of Medicine, 2-1-1 Hongo,
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Background and Aims: We reported that somatic mutation rate of
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) 3243 A 10 G might reflect accumulation of
oxidative stress (Diabetes 49 supple 1,2000), which is a major etiology
of atheroscrelosis. NAD(P)H oxidase (NAOX) was an important sauce of
reactive oxygen species (ROS), and renin-angiotensin II pathway was
located at upstream of NAOX. However, it was unclear whether this
pathway clinically may enhance ROS and develop atheroscrelosis. Thus,
the aim was to evaluate effects of combined genotypes of ACE and
NAOX on accumulation of oxidative stress and early atheroscrelosis in
diabetic subjects. Subjects and Methods: In 268 Japanese type 2
diabetic subjects, genotypes of ACE I/D and NAOX subunit p22-phox
C242T polymorphisms were analyzed by PCR-RFLP, and somatic
mtDNA 3243G was examined by real time PCR using Taq Man probe,
and carotid artery intima-media thickness (IMT) was measured by
urtrasonography. Results: The subjects with the combination of
genotypes (ACE: D(+) and p22·phox: T(-), n=142) showed higher
mutation rate and mean IMT than the subjects with the other combination
of genotypes (n~126) (0.0219±0.0028 vs. 0.0097±0.0012 % and 1.00±
0.03 vs. 0.91 ±0.03 mm, means±SEM, both p<O.OI). However, these
were not different among the subjects with the combination except the
above genotypes. Conclusion: Combination of ACE D(+) and p22-phox
T(-) genotype may associate with accumulation of oxidative stress and
early atheroscrelosis in diabetic subjects.

1197
No Association of the Angiotensin-Converting·Enzyme Gene
Insertion/Deletion Polymorphism with the Occurrence of
Coronary Heart Disease in Patients with Diabetes Mellitus
T. Klemm, S. Mittrach-Schorin, T. Gerike", H. Krankenberg', G.
Schuler', R. Paschke
III. Medical Department, leipzig University, ' leipzig Heart Center GmbH,
Germany,# Institute of Medical Informatics. Statisticsand Epidemiology
Aims: Previous studies have reported an association of the ACE-IID
polymorphism with coronary heart disease (CHD) in patients with
diabetes mellitus. However, ACE inhibitor treatment which could have
compensated for negative effects of the D/D form of the ACE gene
polymorphism was not considered in these studies. We therefore
investigated the influence of the ACE-lID polymorphism in patients with
diabetes mellitus on the prospectively characterised occurrence of
CHD by multiple regression analysis. Methods: Distribution of the
ACE gene liD-polymorphism was investigated in 400 patients with
diabetes mellitus prospectively characterised for the presence/absence
of coronary heart disease by coronary angiography and/or history for
CHD (angina pectoris, dyspnea or myocardial infarction in the past)
Results: The distribution of DO; 10; II genotypes was 62 vs 114 vs 54

(26,96% vs 49,56% vs 23,48) in the CHD+ group and 33 vs 88 vs 49
(19,41% vs 51,76% vs 28,83%) in the CHD- group respectively
(p=O,17). A multiple logistic regression analysis introducing the typical
risk factors for CHD (age, gender, smoking, BMI>26 kg/m2, LDL
elevation, HbA1c>7%) could not identify the ACE gene IID
polymorphism as an independent risk factor for CHD (p=O,09).
Conclusion: Our data therefore suggest that the ACE gene liD
polymorphism is not associated with the occurrence of diabetic
macroangiopathy especially in patients treated with' ACE inhibitors.
The treatment with ACE inhibitors may partially compensate for the
negative. effects of the % form and thus explain why our results are
at variance with previous reports.

1199
ASSOCIATION OF THE GLU298ASP POLYMORPHISM
OF ENDOTHELIAL NITRIC OXIDE SYNTHASE WITH
CARDIOVASCULAR RISK IN TYPE-II DIABETES.
I. Schmoelzer, T.C. Wascher, M. Francesconi»,C. Francesconi", P.
Schmidv", K. Schallmoservw, W. Renner, Dept. ofInternal
Medicine and ·"Dept. ofTransfusion Medicine, Karl-Franzens
University ofGraz, ·Rehabilitation Center Alland,
··Rehabilitation Center Bad Schallerbaeh, Austria
Background and Alms: The Glu298Asp Polymorphism ofthe
NO-synthase (NOS) is specified as a risk factor for coronary artery
disease (CAD) in several studies. A reduced NO-biosynthesis
based on an increased cleavage of the NOS is discussed as a
reason. There are no specific investigations in patients with type-If
diabetes regarding a possible contribution to CAD. The aim ofthis
study was to investigate the role of this genetic variability in type
Il-diabetics in a case control study.
Patients and Methods: Investigations were performed in 214 type
II diabetics (69±10 years, 67,8% male) with angiographically
verified CAD and 109 control patients without clinically manifest
CAD (66±13 years, 49,5% male). The polymorphism ofthe NOS
(EE;Glu/Glu, ED:G1u/Asp, DD:Asp/Asp) was analyzed using
RFLP.
Results: As to be expected the classical risk factors age (P<0,036),
male gender (p<0,002) and low HDL (p<0,034) were associated
with CAD. The DD-genotyp was more frequent in controls than in
diabetics with CAD (16,9% vs. 6,5%, p<O,O I2). Corrected for the
above mentioned risk factors the odds ratio for CAD was 0,319
(95% CI: 0,135-0,755) for carriers of the DD genotyp.
Conclusions: In contrast to investigations in non diabetic
populations, our results strongly suggest a reduced risk for CAD in
type-Il diabetic patients with the DD genotyp of the endothelial
NOS.
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Material aod MetltOOs: The Xbal and KI21Q polyrnorphisrns were determined by
PCR·RFLP in Danish T)'Pe I diabetic patients with nephropathy (122 menn7 women,
age 40.9 ± 9.6 years. diabetes duration 27 ± 8 years) and T)'Pe I diabetic patients with
persistent normoalbuminuria (118 menn~ women, age 42.7 ± 10.2 years, diabetes
duration 26 ± 9 years). Proliferative retinopathy was present in 156 patients (40"10),
while 67 patients (17"10) had no diabetic retinopathy.

Di.bell< mKro"'as.cular tomplttatiofts are not associalW, ""itb two
poIymorphisms io gee.. regulating glucese metabolism in Danish Type I
diabetic pationlJ
L. Tarnow. N. Grarup, • T. Hansen, 11.-11. Parving and O. Pedersen. Steno Diabetes
Center, Gentofte, Denmark

Coaduslons: Neither the PC-I KI21Q, nor the GLUT-I Xbal polymorphism
contribute to the genetic susceptibility of diabetic microvascular complications in
Danish Type I diabetic patients

Bael.grouod and Aim" An Xbal polymorphism in the gene encoding the glucose
transporter, GLUT.I. is associated with development of diabetic nephropathy in
Chinese T)'P" 2 diabetic patients. In addition, an amino acid variant (KI2IQ) in the
gene encoding the glycoprotein plasma cell differentiating antigen (PC-I), a specific
inhibitor of insulin receptor signalling. has been reported to predict a faster
progression of nephropathy in Italian and British Type I diabetic patients.

Results: There were no differences in the frequency of GLUT-I Xbal genotypes
between T)'Pe I diabetic patients with diabetic nephropathy and T)'Pe I diabetic
patients with normoalbuminuria: 72 (41"10) I 87 (50"10) / 16 (9"10) vs 9~ (49"10) / 7~

(39"10) /24 (13%) had GLUT-J Xbal +/+, +/- or -1- genotype, respectively (NS). The
frequency ofPC-l KK, KQ and QQ genotypes were 141 (71%)/52 (26%)/6 (3%) vs
138 (73%) /45 (2~o/.) /7 (~%) in patients with and without nephropathy, respectively
(NS). No associations between the investigated polymorphisms and simplex or
proliferative retinopathy were revealed either.

own in the table).
Il+1D (01-50) DD 01=49 P

ApoB (gil) 1.01±O.25 1.20±0.23 0.0001
LOL-C (mMII) 3.03±1.I8 3.5611.03 0.0192
Cholesterol (mMII) 5.12±1.3~ 5.7411.03 0.0114

Multivariate adjustments for age, sex, B~lI, glycated hemoglobin and albuminuria did
not change the significance of the relationship of the DD genotype to the lipid levels,
Coaeh..lons: In patients with l)pe 2 diabetes or insulin resistance syndrome,
homozygosity for D alele of ACE gene leads to increased levels of apo B and LDt
cholesterol. In the Central European Caucasian population this might be one of the
mechanisms underlying the association between the DD genotype and atherosderosis
in insulinresistantsubjects.

ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING ENZYME GENOTYPE IS RELATED TO LIPID
LEVELS IN TYPE 2 DIABETES AND INSULIN RESISTANCE SYNDROME
I. Thie'. J. Salagovie'. D. Mosorjakova', H. Rosolova', M. Tomcova', O. Mayer, J,J.
M. Chleboridovi' and I. Kalina'. 'Department of Internal Medicine 4 and 'Institute of
Medical Biology, University of Kosice, Slovakia; 'Department of Internal Medicine 2,
Medical Faculty in Pilsen, Charles University Prague, Czech Republic
Baekgroud aad alms: Angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) insertion/deletion
(lID) gene polymorphism was reported to be associated with the presence of
atherosclerosis both in general population and type 2 diabetes. The underlying
mechanism for this association is undear. The aim ofthe present study was to examine
the effect of ACE lID polymorphism on lipoprotein levels in subjects with type 2
diabetes or insulin resistance syndrome. Materia" aod met bods: The study group
included 99 patients (39 males and 60 females) with the mean age of 5Stll )·ears.66
patients had type 2 diabetes mellitus and 33 subjects had a dyslipidemia typical for
insulin resistance (hypertriglyceridemia andlor decreased IIDL cholesterol). ACE gene
polymorphism was examined using PeR and RFLP methods. R..olts: lIighly
significant stepwise increase in apo B, LDL cholesterol and total cholesterol levels
related to ACE genotype with the highest mean values in the group of DD
homozygotes was observed. No significant difference in triglyceride or IIDL
cholesterol level was observed among the three genotypes, Since the difference
between the II and ID groups was not significant, these two groups were pooled
together and compared in further analyses with the DD-homozygote group (mean±SD
sh
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:\fetabo~e and \'ascular fadon Contribu.e to Inrreased C,nlion",uJ.r Risk in
III\'+ P,lients Rereiv';D& Prote_lnhjbilon.
P. ARIAS, C. MUSSO, A MO:-mCELU, C. ElCURRA, A BI.M;CO, A
ALESSM'DRI. S. DA\ULANO, F. ESPOSITO. L SP.IIAY; Hospital Frances, Buenos
Aires, Argentina
Barkcround and Aim" Insulin resistance and dyslipemia, coexisting ",ith central fal
accumul3lion, are frequent findings in IllY+ patients treated with protease inhibitors (PD,
and this constellation has been referred to as lipodystrophic syndrome (lDS). In mv+
patients receiving PI we studied: I. the prevalence of LDS; 2. lhe relationship between
central fat accumulation and metabolic abnormalities; 3. endothelial function, measured by
postischemic arterial vasodilation; 4. the effect of treatment with a slow-release
bezafibrate preparation on severe dyslipemic patients. Malerials and :\fethod" 53
subjects diagnosed as IUV+ (17 F. 36 M. aged 39 ± 2 years, B~U 26 ± I kg/m2; means ±
SEM). without manifestations of AIDS, and treated withat least one PI drug. as well as 39
age, sex and weight matched healthy controls (CON) were studied We evaluated B~lI, fat
tissue distribution, blood pressure (DP), fasting plasma glucose (FPG). serum insulin
(INS), serum total cholesterol (CROL) and triglyceride (TG) levels. ischemia-induced
vasodilation at the right a brachial is was assessed by means of Doppler ultrasound Insulin
resistance was calculated using the HO~1A approach. A subgroup of 18 patients received
bezafibrare (400 rng/d for 2 monlhs); lipid values were reassessed thereafter. Results: As
compared to CO:-l subjects, lUV+ patients showed higher FPG (91 ± 2 versus 82 ± 2
mg/dl),l:'S (17 ± 2 versus 9 ± 2 mUiL) and TG levels (28~ ± 32 versus I 10 ± 23 mg/dl; p
< 0.05 for all parameters, Mann-...ihitncy's test). HO~IA·1R index was 3.8 ± 0.7 and 1.9 ±
0.5 in IllY+ and CO:-l subjects. respectively (p < 0.05). LOS was present in 34/53
patients; metabolic abnormalities were more severe in lnv+ patients with increased
central fatdeposition. Ischemia-induced vasodilation was impaired orabsentin 7';% of all
IllV+ patients. No differences were detected in OIOL or BP levels between the two
groups. In more severely dyslipemic subjects (basal TG 463 ± 51 mg/dl). a significant
improvement in TG levels was observed after bezafibrate (203 ± 16 mg/dl; p < 0.0001,
Wilcoxon's test). Conclwioos: Our IUV+ patients display multiple metabolic CV risk
factors; abnormal fat distribution is accompanied by more severe metabolic alterations,
and the combination of somatic and metabolic changes (LDS) is present in 62%. Altered
endothelial function =y contribute to increased CV risk in these patients. Given the
relevance of PI treatment for the survival of IllY infected individuals. the need for
implementing therapeutic strategies that counterbalance these adverse metabolic/vascular
changes is recognized Bezafibrate proved to be an effective therapeutic approach to
reduce hypertriglyceridcmia in our patients.

Screening Cor Cardiovascular Risk Factors in Employees of the Automobile
Industries
A.M. Figge, A. Wiegratz, W.-R. Schmiegel, K.W. Maller, U. Schach, M.D. Enderle.
Dept of Internal Medicine, University Hospital, Knappschaftskrankenhaus Bochum
and Dept oflnduslrial Medicine, Opel AG (GM) Bochum, Germany.

Bael.ground and Aims: Prevalence of diabetes mellitus, hypertension,
hypercholesterolemia and adipositas of employees of an automobile company in
Germany (Opel AG, Bochum).
Matertals and Methods: 1547 (10%) of 13500 employees of Opel AG (G~l) 
Bochum were examined, 1423 (92.1%) male, J22 (7.9%) female, mean age 42.4
years.
Blood glucose, cholesterol, blood pressure, height and weight were measured.
Diabetes mellitus is defined as an instantaneous blood glucose > 160 mg/dl,
hypertension as a single systolic blood pressure of > 160 rom mercury,
hypercholesterolemia as a total blood cholesterol of> 220 mg/dl and adipositas as a
body mass index of> 25 kg/m2. The measurements were compared with statements
of a questionnaire.
Results: 3.8% of examined workers suffer from diabetes, 9 of them were newly
diagnosed (153%). 27% are hypertensive, 38 of them were newly diagnosed (15.4%).
43.4% were hypercholesterolemic, 95 with new diagnosis (28.3%). 3.2% reported
about diabetes, at least 3.8% were found to have diabetes. Similar results ore given for
hypertension with22.3% vs 27%, hypercholesterolemia with 36.3% vs 43.4~-o. and
adipcsitas with61% vs 71%.
Conclusions: Even in a relatively young cross sectional cohort with socioeconomic
importance a high prevalence for cardiovascular risk factors exists, The estimated
number of undetected cases, reflected as the numbers of new diagnoses. is alarming.
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Prevalence of complications and cardiovascular risk factors in South Asian and
European patients "ith onset of type 2 diabetes under age of 40 years
TA Chowdhury & SS Lasker, Departmentof Medicine, Central Middlesex Hospital,
London, UK

Background and Aims: Our aim was to determine the prevalence of complications and
cardiovascular risk factors at diagnosisof young onset type 2 diabetes, comparing Europeans
and SouthAsians. -
Materials and Methods: Patients: Newly diagnosed, prospectively screened 1998-2001.
Diabetes<6 months,age 2Q.40, not ketosisprone,positivefastinginsulinand C-peptide,good
control otTinsulinfor at. least six months. Assessments: Vascular disease (previous infarct,
angina. stroke, limb ischaemia), neuropathy(loss of 109 fine touch or vibration,or painful
neuropathy], retinopathy (dilatedfundoscopy), nephropathy (albumincreatinineratio[ACR]),
glycaemiccontrol,BP,lipids,smoking, B!\II,waisthipratio(WlIR), ECG,absolute CllD risk,
Results: 292 patients(165 SouthAsian) Equivalent in age and sex South Asians had more
vasculardisease(6.1% vs 3.1%,p"'0,01), familyhistoryof vascular disease(52.1% vs 32.3%,
p<O,OOI) family history of diabetes (41.2% vs 21.2%, p<O.OOI), and previous gestational
diabetesin women(36.2%vs 16,3%, p<O.DOI), Sintilarnumbersweresmokers,South Asians
had a slightlylower BI-II (26.0 vs 27.2, 1""0,076), significantly greaterWHR (0,95 vs 0,90,
p"'0,05),trendto highersystolic BP (127"S I23nuaHg.p=O.12), morebackground retinopathy
(13.9% vs 6.90/0, p<O,OO1) and sight threatening retinopathy(3.6% vs 1.6%,p<O.OOI), higher
prevalenceof mieroalbuminuria (ACRmen>2.5, women>3.5) (13.3%"S 5.5%, p<O.OOI) and
macroalbuminuria (4.8"/0 vs 2.3%, p<O,OOI). No difference in prevalence of foot problems,
HbAIc, fastingplasma glucose or LDLcholesterol.Europeanshad higherIIDL cholesterol(1.3
vs 1.0mmol/l, p<O.OOI)and lowertriglycerides(1.5 "S l.9mmolll,p<O.OOI) Mean absolute 10
year CIID risk was higherin SouthAsians(16.9% "S 13.7%, p<O.OOI), as was proportionof
patientswithCIID risk>30"/0 (72% vs4.7%,p<O.OOI) and>15%(17.5%"S 11.8%,p=O.OI).
Conclusions: South Asians with )'Olmg onset type 2 diabetes have significantly more
complications at diagnosis. including established macrovascular disease, retinopathy and
nephropathy than Europeans, SouthAsiansalsohave a moreathergenic lipidprofile(low IIDL,
raised triglycerides). AbsoluteCIID risk is also higherdue to the lowerIIDL cholesteroland
higher BP. Complications are common at diagnosis of young onset type 2 diabetes, and
modifiable cardiovascular risk factors arc also common.

1206
LIPID PROFILE IN TYPE 2 DIABETES AND COEXISTING ISCHEMIC
HEART DISEASE WITII OR WITHOUT EARLY RESTENOSIS AFTER
CORONARY STENTING.
PA Piovesan,Dept ofEndocrinologia, AO S. Croce e Carle, Cuneo,Italy.

Background and Aim: The role of disorders of lipid metabolism in the development
of maeroangiopathy and its complications is well known both in general population
and type 2 diabetes, To assess alterations in lipid profile in patients with type 2
diabetes and coexisting ischemic heart disease (llID) with (llID.R) or without
restenosis (llID·NR) after coronary stenting(CS).
Subjects and Metbods: Out of fifty-three consecutive llID (39M1I4 F; age median,
range, 63, 43·74)'r, BMI, 27.0, 20·35.7 kgm2) undergoing coronary angiography 6
months after CS, 24 (45.3%) had restenosis while 29 (54.7"/0) had not. In llID or age
and weight-matched normal subjects (n=32, NS) blood levels of total-, HDL-, LDL
cholesterol, triglyceride, apoA, apoB, Lp(a) and HBAle were determined.
Results: IIDL-cholesterol was lower (mean±SEM, 45.9 ±2.0 \'S. 6O.0±3.0 mg/d1,
p<O.OOOI) while triglyceride (\60.0±10.6 \'S. 103.4±7.7 mgfdl, p<O.OO(2) and LDL·
cholesterol levels (134.0 ±4.9 vs, 133.1±6.9 mg/d1,p=O.07) were higher in llID than
in NS, respectively. Similar lipid alterations connotedboth llID-R and llID-NR when
compared separately withNS. HBAlc levels did not differ between llID-R and llID·
NR (6.8±0.4 "S6.6±0.3 0/c, p=NS). Moreover, there was no difference concerning age,
B~n, frequency of hypertension and blood pressure levels between these two
subgroups. Conversely, HDL cholesterol (42.m.5 vs, 48.4±2.9 mg/d1, p=O.05) as
well as apoA (I.3±O.06 ''S. 1.6±O.09 gIL, p<O.OO9) and Lp(a) (0.28±0.08 \'S.

0.33±O.06gIL, p<O.04)were lower in llID-R than in llID-NR
Conclusions: An altered lipid profile is present in llID patients and seems to be at
higher risk for cardiovascular complications in those patients who develop restenosis
six months after coronary stenting.

1205
A comparison of haemorheology and established risk factors to prcdict
cardiovascular outcomes in patients with type 2 diabetes,
B. Shand, II.Y. Lee, R. Scott and C. Frampton. Lipid and Diabetes Research Group,
Christchurch Hospital, Christchurch,New Zealand
Background and Aims: Abnormal haemorheology has a pathogenic role in a wide
range of vascular disorders. This retrospective study aimed to determine whether
abnormal haemorheology predicted cardiovascular ICV] morbidity and monality over
a.8-10 year period in people with type 2 diabetes, and to compare this predictive
potential with other established CV risk factors. Methods: Baseline haemorheological
data was obtained from 182 people with type 2 diabetes who had participated in I of 6
clinical studies carried out between 1988 and 1992 and included, whole blood
viscosity and its determinants, haematocrit, plasma viscosity and plasma fibrinogen
concentration. The following CV risk factors were recorded at baseline: Age, gender,
smoking history, body mass index, duration of diabetes, glycaemic control, plasma
lipid profile, plasma urate concentration, mlcroalbuminuria and history of
hypertension or previous CV disease. The occurrence over the next 8-J0 years of
myocardial infarction, stroke or death from a CV cause were then obtained from
medical records. Univariate Cox regression analyses were used to identify individual
risk factors showing an association with each clinical outcome IP<O.IO]. Forward
stepwise Cox regression analyses were then carried out to obtain a measure of the
independent predictive strength of each risk factor. Results: Twenty-six patients with
inadequate foIlow up data were excluded from the study. Univariate analyses of the
data of the remaining 156 people showed that age, microalbuminuria, whole blood
and plasma viscosity and plasmafibrinogen concentration >4.0gfL had an association
with an increased risk of death from a CV cause. An unexpected finding in these
univariate analyses was the absence ofa significant association between mortality and
established CV risk factors such as dyslipidaemia and body mass index. Stepwise
regression analyses showed that age, mic:roalbuminuria and increased plasma
fibrinogen concentration were the only factors independently associated with death
from a CV cause. Significant independent predictors for myocardial infarction or
stroke were, age, HbAlc levels and pre-existing CV disease. Conclusion: Our
findings are consistent with other studies that have shown microalbuminuria and
plasma fibrinogen concentration are markers of increased CV risk in people with type
2 diabetes and perhaps of greater importance than other classic risk factors. Blood and
plasma viscosity were not shown to be independent risk factors for any CV outcome
in our study.

1207
HIGHER SERUM fERRITIN LEVELS IN DIABETICS \\lTH
ANGIOGRAPIDCALL\' ASSESSED CORONARY ATHEROSCLEROSIS
P. Kraml, J. Potockova,H. Kopfivova, 1.1.Andel
2nd Dept of Internal Medicine, University Hospital. 3rd Faculty of Medicine, Cbarles
University Prague, Dept of Biochemistry, University Hospital. 3rd Faculty of Medicine,
CharlesUniversity Prague,CzechRepublic
Background and Aims: Elevatedserum ferritin concentrations in CVD patientshave been
reported by several studies.Ferritin levels are generally considered as a goodmarkerof body
ironstores,Ironboundto ferritin maycontribute to theoxidativemodification of LDLand thus
enhance their athcrogeniry, Aim of the study was: I. Comparison of serum ferritin
concentrations in diabetics '·S. non-diabetics in the cohort of patients with angiographically
assessedcoronaryvasculardisease, 2. Correlationof ferritin withcertainmarkers of oxidative
stressandothervariables,
Matetials and Methods: Measurements were carried out in 48 men (mean agc±SD of
diabeticslnon-diabetics: 61,5±8,87 ) 61,4±8,66 ys) and 16 women (mean agc±SD of
diabeticslnon.<J.iabetics 61,5±IO,18 ) 62,1±9,38 ys). Ferritin, antibodies againstoxidizedLDL
(anti-oxLDL), total cholesterol and triacylglycerols (fG) were estimated by enzyme
Immunoassay; HDL-cholestcrol with PEG-modifieddirect measurement; nitrites/nitrates were
measured by method based on enzymatic rcduction of nitrates by nitratercductase and
subsequent estimation of nitritesby Griess' reaction; oxidized LDL (oxLDL)in serum were
estimated by direct spoctropholomettic measurement; lipophilic vitamins A and E were
dctcrmioed by HPLC chromatograpby. All diabctic patients bad type 2 DM. Left ventricle
ejectionfraction was measured by B-mode ultrasonography. Thecomparison of the diabetics
\'S. nondiabeties wasperformed inage-andsex-matchedgroups.
Results: CVD patients with diabetes mellitus had significantly higher serum ferritin
concentrations than noodiabetics (I57,4lli57,92 \'S. 132,43±37,74 mglml,t~I,5469. p<O,05}
Nitriteslnitratcs were significantly lower in diabetics (22,49±5,85 vs, 18,I1±3,89 mmol/l,
t~1,7535,p<O,05). In thewbolegnaup of CVDpatients, ferritin correlated positivelywith total
cholesterol (p<O,OI), LDL-chol. (p<O,05), TG (p<O,05), crcatinine (p<O,OI) and rctinol
(p<O,05); therc was a negativecorrclation of ferritin with left ventricular ejection fraction
(p~.OI)

Conclusions: I. Among CVD patients, type 2 diabetics showed higher serum ferritin
concentrations than rondiabctics.2. Higherserum ferritin concentrations were associatedwith
lower left ventricularejectionfractionin CVDpatients.3. The correlationof ferritinwith total
cholesterol. LDL.cbol and creatinine may reflect a higher consumption of meat and meat
products(containing hemeiron)indiabeticpatients.
Supported by grantof Ministry ofHcalth6124/3
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Plasma Icptin and tbe risk of cardio"astutar disease in Ibe Wesl of Scotland
Coronary PreHntion Siudy
Sattar N, Mc~labon AD, Packard CJ, Kelly A.Shepherd J, Gaw A.Wallace A.\1
on behalfofthe WOSCOPS Executive
Departmentsof Pathological Biochemistry, (A.\IW, GP, AK, JS, NS), Clinical Trials
Unit (AG) Glasgow Royal Infirmary, Glasgow, G3 I 2ER and Robertson Centre for
Biostatistics (ADM), University of Glasgow. Glasgow GI2 SQQ

Background and Aimo: Leptin plays a role in fal metabolism and obesity, and
correlates with insulin resistance and other markers of the metabolic syndrome
independent of total adiposity. Raised leptin levels also appear to predict those at risk
for diabetes. In light of these observations, we hypothesised that raised plasma leptin
levels may identify men at increased risk of a coronary event in the West of Scotland
Coronary Prevention Study (WOSCOPS).

Mattriab and Mttbods: Plasma leptin was measured at baseline in 317 men (cases)
who subsequently suffered a myocardial infarction, sudden coronary death or
underwent coronary revaseularisation, and 7S3 men (controls) who remained free of a
coronary events during the 5year follow up period of the study. Controls were
matched to cases on the basis of age and smoking history and were representativeof
the entire WOSCOPS cohort.

Results: Leptin was significantly higher in cases than controls (mean (SO) of 5.S7
[2.04] mg/\ versus 5.Q.j [2.09] mg!\. P<O.OOI). In univariate analysis, for each I SO
increase in leptin the relative risk (RR) ofan event increased by 1.25 [95% confidence
interval (CI): 1.10-1.43, P~.OOO6]. There was minimal change in this RR with
correction for B~II [RR~1.24 (CI: 1.06-1.45), P~.0062] or with further correction
for traditional risk factors including age, B~II, lipids, BP [RR=1.21 (CI: 1.02-1.42)
~O.02]. Leptin was correlated with CRP (r-{l.24. P<O.OOI) but even with this
variable in the model, leptin retained borderline significance as a predictor of
coronary events [RR=I.IS (CI: 1.OQ.1.J9) P~.05].

Risk factors a.uociattd ",ith periphera! ,'ascuJar disease of low extremities
among type 2 dilbetic patients in Taiv...n
Y.O. Jiang, C.L Chen, L.M. Chuang, T.Y. Tai. Department of internal medicine,
National Taiwan University Hospital. Taiwan, R.O.C.

Blckground and Aims: To find risk factors associated with peripheral vascular
disease (PVO) of low extremities among type 2 diabetic patients.
Mattrilh and Methods: From July 1996 to June 2000, there were 1,140 male and
1,139 female type 2 diabetic patients, 40 to 79 years old, with mean (.I.SO) duration
of diabetes 9.71 (± 8.07) years, screened for PYD by Doppler ultrasound at metabolic
clinic of National Taiwan University Hospital. Ankle-brachial index below 0.9 was
deemed as PVO.
ResuUs: The prevalenceof PYD among type 2 diabetic patients was 7.0"10 and the
mean age and duration ofdiabetes were significantly higher in those with PVO. After
adjusting age, gender and duration of diabetes, several risk factors were found 10 be
associated with increased risk of PVO including systolic blood pressure, hemoglobin
Ale, triglyceride. total cholesterol and cigarette smoking. The odds ratio increased
with increasing systolic blood pressure (p for trend ~ 0.000) and the odds ratio (OR)
was 3.37 (95% Cl~I.99 - 5.69) for systolic blood pressure greater than 145 mmHg.
An almost 50"10 increase in risk of PYD were found among those with hemoglobin
Ale more than 7.0%, triglyceride greater than 200 mgldl and total cholesterol greater
than 200 mgldl (OR~1.57, 95% CI=1.07 - 2.29, OR=1.50. 95% CI~1.07 - 2.10 and
OR~1.55, 95% CI=1.0S - 2.22, respectively). Cigarette smoking was also found to be
associated with an almost two-fold increased risk ofPVD (OR~1.82, 95% CI=1.08
3.07). In a multivariate model with above variables, higher level of triglyceride,
systolic blood pressure greater than 145 mmHg and cigarette smoking were still
associated with increased risk ofPVD.
Conclusions: More rigorous control of blood pressure, dyslipidernia and cessation 01
smoking is indicated to decrease the risk of PVD.

CondusioDs: In conclusion, we have shown for the first time in a large prospective
study that plasma Jeptin concentration is a novel independent risk factor for CliO.
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Mean±SEM, r· Pearsoncorrelationcoefficient
Conclusions: the results obtained might suggest thai the inflammatory
process is strongly associated with endothelial dysfunction in diabetes.

correlate with assessed markers of endothelia dvs unction.

Parameter Healthy subjects Diabetic parients 0 r

CRP (mgll) 1.10±0.07 4.91±0.28 1'<0.001 -
ET-I (pg/rnl) 0.60±0.05 2.35±0.24 1'< 0.002 0.58

NO; (fI1l1oVI) 16.68±0.48 85.49±0.24 1'< 0.05 0.86

sICA.\1-1(ng'ml) 210.60±7.16 24 1.42±9.1 2 1'< 0.05 0.60

sVCAM-I (ng'ml) 553.02±10.50 696.82±30.53 1'< 0.05 -0.20

vWF ("/0) 110.00+3.96 156.92+4.20 1'<0.05 0.47

C-REACTIVE PROTEIN IS INCREASED IN TYPE I DIABETIC PATIENTS AND
CORRELATES WITH MARKERS OF ENDOTHELIAL DYSFUNCTION
O. Zozulinska, M. Sobieska", K. Wiktorowicz", A. Majchrzak and B. Wierusz
Wysocka.. Department oflntemal Medicine and Diabetology, "Laboratory of Cellular
lnununology, Academy ofMedicine in Poznan, Poland
Background and Aims: endothelial dysfunction and inflammatory response
play an important role in the development of diabetic vascular complications.
The aim of the study was to estimate the concentration of Csreactive protein

(CRP), endothelin -I (ET-I), metabolites of nitric oxide (N02), Intercellular
Adhesion Molecule-I (ICAM-I), Vascular Ccll Adhesion Molecule-I
(VCAM-I) and the level of von Willebrand factor (vWF) in Type I diabetic
patients. Moreover, we studied the relationship between serum CRP and

markers of endothelial dysfunction. Materials and Methods: the study was
performed in 67 Type I diabetic patients (39 women and 28 men, aged
31.7±9.2 years, duration of disease 17.4±6.2 years and HbAlc 8.5±2.1 'Vo).
Serum concentration of CRP, ET-I, 1\'0;, ICAM·I, VCAM-I and level of

vWF were estimated with the use of the ELISA tests. Resulls: in comparison
with healthy subjects we observed significantly higher values of CRP, ICA~I
I, VCAM-I, ET-I, 1\'0; and vWF. The serum CRP concentrations positively

I f .

Relationships bfof*tf'R aJbuminexcretion rate, inflammatory marktn: and pJat("lds
in type 1 diabetie subj.ets.
F. CAVALOT, G. Anfossi, M.C. Ponziani, P. Massucco, P. Perna, M. Trovari. Diabetes
Unit, San Luigi Gonzaga Hospital, University of Torino, Orbassano (TO),ltaly
Back:round and Aims: Albumin excretion rate (AER) is • marker of endothelial
dysfunction and predicts cardiovascular mortality in the general population and in type 2
diabetic subjects. Aim of the present study was to evaluate. in type 2 diabetic patients, the
relationship between AER and tw" haernatologic parameters that have been considered as
predictors of vascular damage, i.e, leukocyte count and mean platelet volume ~IPV), the
first-onebeingan inflammatorymarker,theseconda markerof a prothrombotic state,
Maltrials and M.thods: Patients (n~659. M'F~3541J05) were in regular follow-up at our
outpatient clinic. Population characteristics {mtsdj: age. 62.00.l.9.4S years; known
diabetes duration, 9.59.1.8.21 years; BM\, 29.0-1.1.4.94 Kg/m'; AER(log), \.13.1.0.61
flg/min; fibrinogen, 3J7.S8!o79.S7 mg/dJ; hematocrit (lIT), 41.4B.7%; eryhrocyte
sedimentation rate (ESR), 22.5.1.17.7 mm!h; "hite blood cells (WBC), 7028.S.l.1782.21I'1;
platelet count (PLTS), 231.1.1.62.1/1'1; MPV, 9.6±1.J fl.
Results: Parameters were divided according to values of AER (<20, 20-200 e >200
flg/min) and analyzed by N>:OVA: age, p-us, disease duration, p=-O.OOI; mil. pens;
fibrinogen, p<0.0001; lIT, p-ns; ESR, p=-O.oool; WBC. JrO.OO23; PLTS, p-ns; MPV,
p-ns, By multiple regression analysis of AER (log) ''S 17 variables (age, diabetes duration,
B~fI, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure. IIbAlc, TC, HOL-C, TO.
creatinine, uric acid, fibrinogen, ESR, hacmatocrit, WDC, PLTS and MPV) the values
were: haernatocrit, std eoeff~.032, p=ns; fibrinogen, srd coeIT~0.103. p~0.0129; ESR, std
eoeff, 0.05S.l"'us; "''BC, std eoeff=0.133, p=-O.OOII; PLTS, std eoetr-o.IOI. 1"'0.0164;
MPV, std eoeff=-O.090, p=-O.0IS6. If only subjetcs without previous cardiovascular events
(n~544) were considered in multiple regression analysis, the relationship of AER (log)
with "''BC was maintained (std coeff=O.161,~.0003).IfWBC and fibrinogen were not
included in the analysis, PLTS and l.II'V were no longer significantly related to AER
(log): std cocff -{l.02, p-ns for PLTS and std eoeff -0.056, p-ns for MPV.
Concllllions: In type 2 diabetic patients, AER, a marker of endothelial dyst1mction, is
positively associated with \VBC number. also in patients without previous cardiovascular
events; MPV is not correlated with AER per se, but, opposite to "hat one could expect,
becomes negatively correlated with AER when inflammatory markers (namely fibrinogen
and WBC) are incorporated in multiple regression analysis. This observation could
suggest that, when endothelial dysfunction is present, there is an increased consumption 01
bigger,more reactive platelets.
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Plasma and Urinary C)1okine Antagonists in Type I Diabetes Mellitus
T. Pelikanova, R. Sirnkova and M. Jirsa. Institute for Clinical and Experimental
Medicine and 1st Medical Faculty ofCharles University, Prague, Czech Republic.

Background and Aims: Several cytokines and growth hormones have been
implicated in the pathogenesis of diabetic nephropathy. Their ability to generate a
biological response in vivo is modulated by specific antagonists and soluble receptors.
The aims of the study were a) to measure the levels of interleukin I receptor
antagonists (IL-Ira) and tumor necrosis factor alfa soluble receptors p55 (TNFsrl)
and p75 (TNFsr2) in plasma and urine and b) to test their response 10 acutely-induced
hyperglycaernia and furosemide administration in type I diabetes mellitus (DMI).
Malerials and Methods: Plasma concentrations and urinary excretions of IL-lra,
Th"Fsrl and TNFsr2 were measured in two 9O-minute periods of glycaemie clamp
induced eu- and hyperglycaemia (5 and 12 mmol/l, Study I) during time-eontrolled
euglycaemia (Study 2) and before and after iv. furosemide (0.5 mg/kg) administration
in 20 D~II patients with normal albumin excretion and normal glomerular filtration
rate, and in 15 weight-, age- and sex-matched healthy controls (C).
Results: Plasma concentrations of IL-Ira (215±98 vs 19H59 pg/ml), TNFsrl
(838±207 vs 794±311 pg/ml) and TNF sr2 (2538±421 vs 2447±378 pg/ml) were
comparable in DMI and C, and no' significant changes during Study I, Study 2 or
after furosemide were found. The urioary IL-lra excretion was significantly higher in
D~lI compared to C (8259±8401 vs 1586±1123 pg/min; p<0.05), during
euglycaemia, In D~II it significantly decreased during Study I, compared to Study 2
(p<O.05), while it did not change in C. The urioary excretions ofTh"Fsrl and TNFsr2
were comparable in D~II and C. In DMI patients TNFsrl significantly declined a.fler
furosemide (1437±902 vs 768±589 pg/min; p<O.OI) and during Study 1 (1957±I387
vs 925±450 pg/min; p<O.OOI) compared to Study 2 (1522±730 vs 1263*618
pg/min;ns) ( p<O.OI). Similarly, TNFsr2 decreased a.fler furosemide (2842±1475 vs
1758±1034 pg/min; p<0.01) and during Study I (2827±1934 vs 1761±766 pg/min;
p<O.OI). Hyperglycaemia and furosemide did not change Th"Fsrl and Th"F sr2
urioary excretions in C.
Conclusions: D~II with normal renal haemodynamics is associated with impaired
regulation of renal IL-Ira, TNFsrl and TNFsr2 production with possible impact on
local control of cytokine activity in kidneys. (Supported by IGA MZ CZ grant
NB/6365-3).

1214
Chronic, subclinlcal innammation and improved metabolic control in type 2
diabetic patients.
A. Festa, B. Muzyka, A. Dossenbach-Glaninger", G. Schemthaner. Med, Dept. I and
Dept. ofClin. Chern.', KA Rudolfstiflung Hospital, Vienna, Austria
Background and Aims: An association ofchronic, subclinical inflammation with all.
increased cardiovascular risk has been shown and diabetic patients present with high
circulating levels of acute phase proteins. We studied the impact of improved
metabolic control on concentrations of C-reactive protein (CRP), fibrinogen (FIB),
interleukin-6 (IL-6), plasminogen activator inhibitor-I (pAl-I) and tumor necrosis
factor alpha (INF) in patients with type 2 diabetes. Malerials and Melbods: This is a
prospective study in poorly controlled (Mean (SD) HbAlc: 9.1 %(1.3» type 2
diabetic patients (n=26, age (yrs): 58.7 (7.1», who underwent a structured educational
program, primarily aiming at improving dietary habits. Clinical visits were at weeks
4, 12, and 24. Inflammatory proteins were measured using highly sensitive
immunoassays, all other measures were performed using standard methods. Oral
hypoglycemic therapy remained unchanged during the study period. Longitudinal
differences were calculated using the paired t-test, and Pearson's correlation analyses
were performed. Results: A.f1er 12 weeks metabolic control improved markedly
(HbAlc (%): 9.1 (1.3) vs, 7.2 (1.4), JFl).OOOI), as well as measures of body fal and
body fat distribution (body weight (kg): 86.7 (13.6) vs, 83.8 (13.8), JFl).OOOI; 8MI
(kg/m2): 31.0 (5.5) vs, 29.9 (5.3), p=O.OOO3; waist circumference (em): 102.0 (12.0)
vs, 98.9 (13.5), p=O.023). However, inflammatory proteins remained unchanged (CRP
(mgIL): 5.05 (3.8) vs, 4.72 (3.7); Th'F (pg/ml): 7.24 (6.5) vs. 8.44 (8.9); IL-6 (pg/ml):
4.73 (2.8) vs, 4.87 (3.5», with a lendency towards a decrease for FIB (mg/dl: 397 (86)
vs, 383 (92), p"'lU5) and PAl-I (U/ml: 27.7 (14.8) vs, 23.1 (12.6), p"'lJ.08). We found
significant inter-relationships among inflammatory proteins (CRP vs. FIB: 0-0.65,
CRP vs. IL-6: 0-0.48, CRP vs. TNF: 0-0.42, FIB vs. TNF: 0-0.43, IL-6 vs, Th"F,
0-0.44, all p-values <0.05). PAI-I was related to components of the insulin resistance
syndrome (vs, BM.!: 0-0.55, vs. subscapular skinfoId: 0-0.48, vs triglycerides: r=0.75,
vs. serum insulin: 0-0.55, all p-values <0.05). Conclusions: A significant
improvement of metabolic control (lIbAlc: minus 1.8%) was not associated with a
decrease in circulating inflammatory proteins in Iype 2 diabetic patients within 12
weeks. These data support the notion - as derived from the UKPDS • that
improvement ofmetabolic control alone may not suffice 10 improve the increased risk
of macroangiopathy in type 2 diabetic patients.

1213
Fibrinogen and C-Reacth'e Protein 1"'<ls in palients with diabeles mellitw:
AssodatioD 'ft'ith complications
lCakmak >., S.GuJlu>,G.Erdogan·.
Ankara University, Faculty of Medicine, Departments of Endocrinology and Metabolic
Diseases> and Medicine", Ankara, Turkey
Background and Aims: Recent studies show that in diabetic subjects an increase of
plasma fibrinogen and C-reactive protein (CRP) concentrations are associated with a high
risk of cardiovascular complications. The aim of this study was to investigate the plasma
fibrinogen and CRP levels and their relationship with diabetic complications in patients
with Type 2 diabetes mellitus (0"1).
Malerials and Metbods: 73 patients with D~I and age and sex matched 23 healthy
controls were included to the study. Duration of diabetes mellitus, body mass indexes,
plasma glucose, HbAlc, lipid profiles, fibrinogen and CRP levels were determined.
Results: Both plasma CRP and fibrinogen levels were found 10 be significantly higher in
patient group than control group ( 8.28+/- 6.96 vs. 3.42 +/- 0.73 mglL, 4.29 +/- 1.24 vs.
3.33+/- 0.66 gIL respectively, p<O.OI for both). Patients without any detected diabetic
complications also showed increased plasma fibrinogen and CRP levels when compared
to controls (7.02+/- 6.6.39 vs. 3.42 +/- 0.73 mglL, 3.93 +/_ 0.75 vs, 3.33+/- 0.66 gIL
respectively, p<O.OI for both). When patients were re-evaluated according 10 their
microvascular complications no difference could be found, regarding CRP and fibrinogen
levels, betweenpatients groups with or without nephropathy, retinopathy or neuropathy.
On the other hand, patients with clinical macrovascular disease (n=22) showed
significantly increased CRP levels than both controls (10.64+/- 7.34 vs. 3.42 +/- 0.73
mgIL p<O.OOI) and patients without clinical macrovascular disease (n~5I, 7.26 +/- 6.6 vs,
3.42 +/- 0.73 mg/L p<0.01). 50"10 of the patients with macrovascular disease hadclinically
increased CRP levels (>/=10 mg/L) and 81.8 % had elevated fibrinogen concentrations.
There was a negative correlation between HDL-eholcsterol and CRP levels (r:-O.43I,
p<O.OI).None of the other parameters showed correlation with plasma fibrinogen or CRP
levels.
Conclusions: The datasuggest that Type 2 diabetes mellitus is associated with a systemic
inflammatory response. Fibrinogen and C-reactive protein concentrations are higher in
diabetic patients. As a marker of systemic inflammation, raised CRP concentrations are
associated with an increased incidence of rnacrovascular disease. Chronic inflammation
therefore emerges as a potential mediator of macrovascular disease. These findingsmay be
relevant to strategies aimed at reducing risk of macrovascular complications in patients
with diabetes.

1215
ALBillolD.'URIA. ENDOTHELIAL DYSFUNCI10:-< AND D.'FLA.\L\IAll0:-< ARE
ASSOCIATED WITII RISK OF DEATIl IN TYPE 2 DIABETES
M.-A. Gall', CD.A. Stehouwer', J.W.R. Twisk', E. Knudsen', 1.1. Emeis' and H.-H.
Parving', 'Steno Diabetes Center, Denmark, 'Free University Medical Centre, The
Netherlands, 'Gaubius Laboratory mo-PG, The Netherlands.
Background and Aims: In type 2 diabetes, an increased urinary albumin excretion
(AER) is strongly associated with risk ofdeath. The nature ofthis association is poorly
understood, but it is unlikely to be causal. We investigated whether chronic.Jow-grade
inflammation andlor endothelial dysfunction can explain the association between
increased AER and risk of death in type 2 diabetes. Malerials and Methods: We
followed a cohort of 328 patients with type 2 diabetes prospectively with repeated
measurements of AER and plasma markers of chronic, low-grade inflammation (C
reactive protein, fibrinogen) and endothelial dysfunction (von Willebrand factor,
tissue-type plasminogen activator, soluble E-selcctin, soluble vascular cell adhesion
molecule-I), \Ve assessed their associations with mortality as well as their mutual
relationships. Resultse After a mean duration of follow-up of 9.0 (range 0.2 to 10.9)
years, 113 (34%) patients had died. After adjustment for cardiovascular risk factors,
AER and plasma levels of C-reactive protein and soluble vascular cell adhesion
molecule-I were significantly and mutually independently associated with mortality.
The longitudinal development of AER was significantly and independently determined
by baseline levels of, and the longitudinal development of B~II, systolic BP, s
creatinine. HbA,<and plasma von Willebrand factor (baseline only), soluble E-selectin
(baselineonly), tissue-type plasminogen activator, Ccreactlve protein,and fibrinogen.
The longitudinal developments of markers of inflammation and ofendothelial function
were interrelated. but neither clearly preceded the other. Conclusions: Endothelial
dysfunction and chronic, low-grade inflammation in type 2 diabetesare determinants
of an increased AER but do not explain why an increased AER is associated with
mortality. Chronic, low-grade inflammation, endothelial dysfunction and increased
AER are interrelated processes, develop in parallel, and are strongly but independently
associated with risk ofdeath.
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C-Rea<liH Protein Is Elevated In Type 1 Diabetic Women And Is Associated
With Coronary Artery Calcification.
IV.t Colhoun, CG Schalkwijk, ~m Rubens, m Fuller, CD Stehouwer
University College London UK, Academic Hospital Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.

Background and Aims: Whether C-reactive protein (CRP), marker of systemic
inflammation, is elevated in type I diabetes is not clear. Our aim was to examine
whether CRP is elevated in type I diabetic patients and whether it is associated with
coronary artery calcification (CAe) a measure ofatherosclerosis.
Materials and Methods: Using electron beam computed tomography, CAC was
quantified in 194 men and 200 women with (5IY'Io) and without type I diabetes aged
30-50 yrs randomly sampled from diabetic clinics and the general population,
respectively. CRP was measured using a highly sensitive immunoassay.
Results: CRP was greatly elevated in women with diabetes (median CRP 2,78 mgIL)
compared to non-diabetic women (median CRP 1.62 mgIL, p:Q.003). In contrast
there little difference in CRP between diabetic (median CRP 1.70 mgIL) and non
diabetic men (CRP 1.4 mgIL, p:().6). The elevation in CRP in diabetic women was
independent of B~n. waist hip ratio, physical activity, blood pressure and lipids, all
of which were associated with CRP (p:().009 on adjustment for these). Among
diabetic subjects CRP was positively associated withHbAlc (Spearman's correlation
coefficient r-O.25, p:Q.OOO4) but HbAlc did not explain the greater elevation of
CRP in diabetic women than men. CAC prevalence was similar in diabetic (52%)
and non diabetic (52%) men. Among women, CAC was much more prevalent in
those with diabetes than without (47"/0 vs. 21%, Odds ratio =3.6, 95% CI:2-7,
p=<O.OOOI adjusted for age). In all subjects combined those with detectable CAC had
higher levels of CRP (median 0.7 mgIL) than those without (1.5 mglL, p<O.ool
adjusted for age sex and diabetes). This association was independent of lipids, BP,
B~U and waist hip ratio (p:().03 on adjustment) and was apparent in all four diabetes
sex groups.
Conclusions: CRP is selectively elevated in diabetic women and is associated with
coronary atherosclerosis. This suggests that the role of inflammation in the increased
risk ofcoronary disease in diabetic women deserves further investigation.

1218
Soluble tumor necrosls factor-alpha receptors in young adults with type 1
diabetes: relations to smoking and microvascular complications
G. Targher, L. Zenari, L. Bertolini, G. Falezza, M. Muggeo, G. Zoppini. Diabetes
Unit,'Sacro Cuore' Hospital of Negrar, and Div. of Endocrinology and Metabolic
Diseases, University of Verona, Verona, Italy

Background and Aims: The purposes of this study were 1) to compare plasma levels
of soluble receptors of tumor necrosis factor-alpha (sTh'F-R), which are thought to
reflect the degree of activation of the TNF-alpha system, in nondiabetic subjects and
type 1 diabetic individuals, and 2) to evaluate the effects of chronic smoking and
microvascular complications on plasma sTNF-R levels in type 1 diabetic individuals.
Materials and Methods: Plasma levels of two sTNF-R (sTh'F-RI and sTNF·
R2)were measured in 50 young type 1 diabetic patients without clinical evidence of
macroangiopathy and in a matched-group of20 healthy volunteers.
Results: When diabetic patients were subdivided according to smoking status and
microvascular complications (i.e., microalbuminuria and/or retinopathy), the
subgroups of patients had similar values of age, sex, B~n. blood pressure, lipids,
creatinine and glycometabolic control. Nevertheless, plasma levels of sTh'F-RI, but
not of sTNF-R2, were markedly elevated (p<0.05 or less) in complicated vs
uncomplicated (2.4(}+/-O.3 vs 1.8(}+/-O. I ng/mI) patients and in smokers vs
nonsmokers (2.66+/-0.4 vs 1.76+/-0. I ng/ml), When diabetic patients were
categorized for the number of cigarettes smoked daily, the relationship between
plasma sTNF-RI and smoking was strictly dose-dependent. Similarly, when patients
were graded for the degree of nephropathy and retinopathy, plasma levels of sTNF
RI, but not of sTNF-R2, were significantly higher in patients with microalbuminuria
vs normoalbuminuria, and in patients with severe retinopathy compared with those
with background retinopathy or with no retinopathy. In a 2-factor analysis ofvariance,
both smoking (p<0.01) and microvascular complications (p<O.05)were independent
predictors of plasma sTNF-RI. Plasma sTNF-RI and sTh'F-R2 concentrations of
diabetic patients who did not smoke or without complications were substantially
similar of those ofhcalthy controls.
Conclusions: Chronic smoking and microvascular complications can exert an
additive and deleterious impact on the activation ofTNF-alpha system, as reflected by
the levels of circulating sTNF-R, in young adults with type I diabetes.
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TNF-alpha inhibits insulin-mediated vasodilatatlon in rat skeIelJlI muscle.
C. Renaudin, ~l Lagarde, N. Wiernspergcr.
Diabetic Microangiopathy Unit, Lipha-INSERM U352, INSA-Lyon, I I Ave 1.
Capelle, Lyon, France.

Background and Aims: Abnormal reactivity ofresistance vasculature may contribute
to the pathogenesis of diabetic microangiopathy, inducing alterations in regional
hemodynamics, Tumor necrosis factor-alpha (Th'F-alpha), an important inflammatory
cytokine, may be implicated as causative factor in the pathogenesis oftype 2 diabetes.
The aim of our study was to determine I) the hemodynamic effect of insulin at the
level of microcirculation and, 2) the impact ofTNF-alpha on insulin reactivity.
Materials and Methods: In fasted anesthetized rats, the spinotrapezius muscle was
exteriorized and superfused with isotonic buffer for in situ visualisation of the
microcirculation by intravital microscopy. The reactivity ofthe arterioles « 20 11m) to
insulin (I IUlkg and repeated injections of 0.25 IUlkg every 15 min; S.C.) was
determined in the presence or not of an intravenous 2h-Thl' perfusion (0.5 IIg1h). At
the end of the study, the skeletal microvascular blood flow ~mF) was assessed by a
soluble marker, the 3H desmethylimipramine (75 IICi/kg; LV.).
Results: Hyperinsulinemia caused a significant increase in ~mF (1.97-fold) and
arteriolar diameter (15%). This vasodilatation was already present at time 15 min and
persisted until the end of the experiment. TNF-alpha completely prevented the
insulin-mediated precapillary arteriolar vasodilatation and ~mF elevation. Th'F alone
had no significant effect on these variables.
Conclusions: Our data show that hyperinsulinemia induced precapillary arteriolar
vasodilatation. The acute in vivo administration of TNF-alpha completely abolished
the hemodynamic action of insulin in rat spinotrapezius muscle. This finding suggest
that TNF-alpha may be one of the factors contributing to vascular dysfunction in
diabetic patients.
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Adv.nrtd glJco.ylation end products lncr••sed espression of monocyte
ebemoattractant protein-I in human umbilicol vein endolbelia' ctlls,
L1U Naifeng and Hao Feng. Southeast University, Nanjing. China.

Background and Aims: Accumulation of advanced glycosylation end
products(AGEs) was found in atherosclerotic lesions and may play an important role
in pathogenesis of atherosclerosis. Mon0C}1e chernoattractant protein-I (MCP.\) is
expressed in many type ofcells and also in atherosclerotic plaques. Therefore, MCP·\
is thought 10 be involved in atherogenesis. This study is designed to investigate effect
of AGEs on expre..ion of MCP·I in human umbilical vein endothelial
cells(HUVEC).

Mat.rial. and Method.: AGEs was prepared by incubation of BSA with different
concentrations of glucose for different periods. Expression of MCP·\ mRNA in
cultured HUVEC exposure to AGEs was quantified by RT·PCR MCP·\ protein was
determined by western blotting. Biological activity of MCP-\ was observed by
mOnOC}1e chernot ..xis assay performed in a modified Boyden chamber.

Result.: When the cells wcre incubated with AGEs·BSA(200 rng/L) glycosylated
with glucose ofdifferent concentrations(O, 20, 50, 80 mmollL) for 24 h, expression of
MCP·\ mRNA and MCP·I protein in IIUVEC and distance of mOnOC}1e migration
were increased significantly with ascent of concentrations of glucose, with a peak at
the glucose concentration of 50 mmoVL(mRNA 0: 0.86+-0.03; 20: 0.88+-0.02; 50:
1.08+-0.03; 80: 0.93+-0.01. protein 0: 10.92+-1. I; 20: 20.89+-2.91; 50: 34.05+-2.98;
80: 28.95+-3.\1. distance 0: 28.8+-1.23; 20: 30.4+.5.11; 50: 45.0t.3.84; 80: 41.0+·
2.5\). When the cells were treated with AGEs·BSA(200 rng/L, glucose 50 mmolJL)
for different periods(O, \2, 24, 36 h), expression of MCP·I mRNA and protein in
HUVEC and migration distance were increased with time of AGEs incubation, with a
peak at 24 h. When the conditioned medium of HUVEC produced by AGEs was
pretreated by anti-MCP·\ anriboby, increased distance of monocyte migration was not
found.

Conclusion.: AGEs enhanced expression of MCP·\ in IIUVEC and followed by
increased chemotaxis activity for monocyte,

1221
EFFECfS OF DIETARY CARBOXYMETIrYLI,YSL~E(CML) I:'o1TAKEO~
CML LEVELS AND ALBU:\f1:'o1 E..XCRETIO:O; RATES rx HEALTHY
SUBJECfS
Z. Wagner, I Wittmann, I Mazak, L Poto, V Faist. R Schinzel, A Heidland, J Nagy
Second Dept. of Medicine and Central Research Laboratory, University of Pees.
Hungary, Institute for lIuman Nutrition and Food Science, University of Kiel,
Physiological Chemistry I and Dept. of Medicine, University ofWurzburg. Germany

Background and Aim.: Advanced glycation end products (AGEs), particularly
CML, have been implicated in diabetic complications. Besides endogenous formal ion,
AGEs can derive form food as well, The aim of this study was to elucidate whether
dietary C~IlAoad exerts detrimental effects on renal function in healthy subjects.
Materials and Method.: A cross-over study was carried out in 21 young adults (age:
25±5 years). We compared the effect of heated (CML-rich) foods to the effect of
unheated (C/>IL-poor) foods on serum and urine CML levels (ELISA, Roche
Diagnostics, Penzberg, Germany). 24-OOur creatinine clearance, AER and blood
pressure. Protein content of diet was 3g x kg body weight-I x day-I. Heated diet
contained approx. 60 mg CMUday, while CML content of unheated food was
negligible. Volunteers were randomised into 2 groups. After a baseline week with
habitual diet subjects in group A consumed CML-rich food for one week and after
another week with habitual diet they consumed e.lL-poor diet for the last week. In
group B the sequence of diets was reversed. Resuhs: In group A, after one week of
C~IL-rich diet we observed slightly elevated fasting serum CML levels (294 ± 9 vs.
329 ± 9 ng/ml, p < 0.05) and increased urinaryCML excretion rates (1.3 ± 0.1 vs, 1.7
± 0.2 mg/day, p < 0.01), while Cl\lL-poor diet decreased urinary CML excretion rates
(1.2 ± 0.2 vs. 0.6 ± 0.2 mg/day, p < 0.01). Similar changes in serum and urine CML
levels were observed in group B as well. C~IL-rich diet resulted in increased urinary
albumin excretion in group A (8 ± I vs. 31 ± 12 mg/day, p < 0.05), while all other
changes in albumin excretion were insignificant. Creatinine clearance and blood
pressure remained unchanged during the study. Conclusions: Elementary CML-rich
protein overload induces a slight rise in serum and urine Cl\fi.. levels as well as in
albumin excretion rates indicating potential uptake and turnover of AGEs from healed
food.

1220
ADVANCED GLYCATlO:'I' I::NDPRODVcrs 1:'01 HUMAN DIABETIC
PERIPHERAL NERVE
I. Misur, Z. Turk, A. Barada, Z. Milicevic and Z. Metelko, Vuk Vrhovac University
Clinic, zagreb, Croatia.

Background and Aims: Nonenzymatic glycation leading to AGE formation is one of
the important biochemical pathways involved in the development of long-term
diabetic complications and with a potential role in diabetic neuropathy. The aim of
our study was in situ detection of AGE-immunoreacti,;ty in the sural and femoral
nerve from type 2 diabetic patients with proximal diabetic neuropathy (pD:-<).
Materials and Mtlhods: Twelve patients with classic, abrupt-onset, sensorimotor
form of PD~ were included in the study (age 65.0+/-6.6 }TS, mlf 7/5, diabetes
duration 12.5t/-5.6 )TS. PD~ duration 4.2'/-1.7 mo, IlbA\c 7.7 %). The specimens
were collected by biopsy of a small sensory branch of the femoral and sural nerves
and AGE deposits were detected by an indirect immunofluorescence technique. The
primary antibody was polyclonal anti-AGE. Competitive ELISA was used to measure
total serum AGEs and blocking ELISA to measure anti-AGE autoantibodies. Soluble
AGE·immune complexes were detected by immunochemical method.
Results: Immunohistochemical examination under fluorescence microscope
demonstrated AGE deposits located in the perineurium, focally in the endoneurium,
and in the myelin protein area of diabetic nerves. A strong AGE positivity was
detected in five out of six femoral nerve samples and was located mainly in the
myelin sheath. In sural nerve sections AGE deposition was found in the myelin,
perineurium, and focally in the endoneurium. Six of them showed positivity in all the
patterns, while in one sural nerve section AGE deposits appeared in the perineurium
only. The AGE.immunoreacti,;ty in the control specimen was negative or of very low
intensity. Total AGEs, free anti-AGE antibodies and circulating AGE·IC were
significantly highcr in diabetic (n~12) than in control (n~20) serum samples (AGEs:
38.6+/-6.9 vs. 25.1+/-7.2 ugEqlmL p<O.OOI; Anti-AGE antibodies 58.7+/-20.2 vs,
17.4+/-15.4 AU, p<O.OOI; AGE-IC 5.9+/-2.4 vs, 3.39"-1.1 AU; p<O.OOI).
Condusion.: Our study demonstrated excessive AGE deposition on peripheral nerve
cytoskeletal and myelin protein components, and significantly higher circulating
AGE·immune complexes in human diabetic neuropathy.
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EVALUATION OF GLYCATED INSULIN IN PLASMA AND
BIOLOGICAL TISSUES OF DIABETIC ANIMAL MODELS
A.M. Me Killop, M.II. Mooney, F.P.M. O'Harte and P.R. Flatt. School of
Biomedical Sciences, University of Ulster, Coleraine, N. Ireland, U.K.

Alms: To evaluate the glycation of insulin in plasma and biological tissues of
diabetic animal models. Methods: Polyclonal antibodies of high specificity
and sensitivity were produced against glycated insulin and used in RIA and
immuno-cytochemistry (ICC) to assess glycated insulin in lean mice (n=IO),
ob/ob mice (n=IO) and hydrocortisone (IIC) treated diabetic rats (n=IO; 80

mg/kg/day), Results: Glycatcd insulin circulated at 0.1 ± 0.04 ngfml and 2.2

± 0.1 ngfml in lean and obese mice corresponding 10 12.5 and 9.8% total
insulin, respectively. The concentration of glycated insulin was elevated 22
fold (P<O.OOI) in obese mice (glucose 22 ± 0.9 mmolll) compared to controls

(glucose 2.0 ± 004 mmol/l). In the pancreas, glycated insulin was 48 ± 10 and

83 ± 4 ngfg wt (P<0.05) in lean and obese mice respectively, representing 2%

total insulin (4.6 ± 0.17 I1gfg WI) in the diabetic pancreas. ICC revealed
fluorescent positively stained cells in pancreatic islets from IIC·treated
diabetic rats (glucose 26 ± 1.0 mmolll). Fasting of IIC·treated rats, resulted

in 3-fold and 15-fold reductions in plasma glycated insulin (P<O.O I; from
0.85 ± 0.16 ngfml) and insulin (P<O.OOI; from 9.25 ± 0.50 ngfml)

respectively. Following a 30 min feeding period in these insulin resistant rats,
plasma concentrations of glucose, insulin and glycated insulin increased
(P<O.OOI) rapidly with 1.4-, 1.6- and 2.9-fold elevations, respectively.
Injection of IIC·lreated rats with insulin (SO Ulkg) resulted in a rapid 33%
decrease of plasma glucose (P<O.OOI) and a marked 4-fold increase in
plasma insulin (P<O.OI), whereas glycated insulin concentrations remained
unchanged. ConclusIons: Glycation of cellular insulin appears to be a
glucose concentration dependent process, The physiologically regulated.
secretion of glycated insulin into the circulation suggests a role in the
pathogenesis ofdiabetes.
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IDENTIfiCATION OF Tyr'·GLUCITOL GIP IN INTESTINES OF
DIABETIC MICE WITH ENHANCED INSULlN·RELEASI:\G ACTIVITY
M.H. Mooney, V.A. Gault. Y.lLA. Abdel-Wahab, P.R. Flatt and F.P.M. O'llarte,
School of Biomedical Sciences, University of Ulster, Coleraine, Northern Ireland.

Alms: To evaluate glycated GIP (Tyrl.glucitol GIP) in intestinal extracts
and compare its ability to stimulate cyclic AMP production and insulin
secretion with native GIP. Metbods: Small intestines from Ican control and
hyperphagic obese diabetic (ob/ob) mice (aged 20-25 weeks, n=IO) were
extracted in acid ethanol. Glycated and non-glycated GIP were separated by
GlycoGel B affinity chromatograrhy and quantified by fully cross-reacting
(IR) GIP radioimmunoassay. Tyr -glucitol GIP was produced by incubating
synthetic GIP under hyperglycacmic reducing conditions, purified by RP·
HPLC and characterized using electrospray ionization mass spectrometry.
Insulin release (mean ± SEM, n=8) was measured in clonal pancreatic BRlN·
BD I I cells following acute 20 min incubations. Intracellular cAMP
production was measured (n=6) using Chinese hamster lung fibroblast (CHL)
cells stably transfected with human GIP receptors. Results: Total IR·GIP
detected in intestines of obese diabetic mice (451 ± 66 pmol/g) was
significantly greater (P<0.05) than in lean mice (251 ± 115 pmol/g) and Tyr'
glucitol GIP represented 21% (90 ± 19 prnol/g) of total GIP extracted from
obese mice but was below detection limits in lean controls. Native G1P dose
dependently stimulated insulin secretion (P<O.OOI) by 1.2- to 1.8-fold over
the concentration range 10-1) to 10-' molfl at 5.6 mmolfl glucose (basal 2.0 ±
0.1 ngfI06cell sI20min). Tyr'<glucitol GIP was 25% more potent at
stimulating insulin secretion compared to native GIP (P<o.OOI) at 10" molfl.
Upon binding to CHL cells, G1P and Tyr'vgtucitol GIP evoked a marked 1.2
to 1.8-fold stimulation of cAMP production. The calculated EC,. values for
these peptides were 18.2 and 2.03 nmolfl, respectively. Conclusions: N·
tenninally glycated GIP is present in the intestines of obese diabetic (ob/ob)
mice and this structural modification increases cellular cAMP production and
insulin secretion in vitro.

1225
DO SERUM LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT ADVAI\CED GLYCATIO:'i END
PRODUCTS CORRElATE WITH CO:\IPLICATlO:\S ASSOCL\TED WITH
DIABETES!
Sandra 1. Rainbow, Shoma Krishna and Patrick Sharp, Northwick Park Hospital,
Harrow, UK

Background and Aims: Low molecular weight advanced glycation end products
(AGEs) have been suggested to play a role in the initiation of complications
associated with diabetes.
Materials and Methods: We have used a simple fluorescent assay (excitation
wavelength 247nm, emission wavelength 440mn) to quantify these molecules in
serum after precipitation with trichloroacetic acid. AGEs were quantified in arbitrary
fluorescence units (AFU) due to 'he lack of any conccnsus standard for AGEs. We
have explored the circulating levels of AGEs in an unselected diabetic clinic
population of 443 patients (203F. 240~1) mean age 57 ± 15.2 years with other
correlates (HbAlc, urinary albumin/creatinine ratio (ACR), and blood pressure) of
diabetic control and complications. Retinopathy was present in 176 of the diabetic
patients. Serum from 106 (601', 46~1) unselected non-diabetic subjects, mean age 52
±12.9, acted as controls.
Results: Serum AGEs in the diabetic group (mean 13,6 AFU ± 36 ) were
significantly higher (p <0.0001) than in the control group (mean 6,2 AFU ± 2.9 ).
There was no significant difference (I = -C.83, p--Q.41) between serum AGEs in the
diabetic male (mean 15,0 AFU ± 44) and female (mean 12.1 AFU ± 22.8) groups.
There was no correlation between serum AGEs and IIbAlc in the diabetics (.-0.07,
JFO.1259). The strongest correlation of serum AGEs was "ith urinary ACR (r=O.23,
1'<0,0001). There was no significant difference in serum AGE levels between the
diabetics with and without retinopathy (p 0.99).
Conclusions: We have demonstrated that low molecular weight serum AGEs
correlate better with indicators of macrovascular disease (urinary ACR) rather than
microvascular disease in diabetic subjects.
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H)'drogen peroxide and ~ntosidioe productions by m)'osin in dia~tic

myocardium.

A. Moh", N. Sakata", S. Takebayashi", R. Nagai", and S. Horiuchi", "Second

Depanment of Pathology, Fulruoka University Medical School, Fukuoka, "Second

Department of Biochemistry, Kumamoto University School of Medicine,

Kumamoto, Japan

Aim: The purpose of this study was to examine myocardial Hp, and pentosidine

production from the Maillard reaction in NIDD~t. Metbod" A novel model using

physiological levels of urea (a H,O, stabilizer) was developed 10 monitor H,O,

production from myosin in long-term incubation with various concentrations of

glucose 11I1"i1T0. H,O, was assayed by a xylenol assay. Per.tosidine levels in myosin

were determined by HPLC analysis. R"uhs: Our ;1I ";ITO experiments

demonstrated that both 11,0, and pentosidine productions from the Maillard

reaction of myosin were in a glucose-dose dependent manner, Molecular

experiments showed that pentosidine formation was significantly enhanced by

hydroxyl radical generated from H,O, via Fenton reaction. Corresponding to the In

I"iITOdata, myocardial levels of H,O, and pentosidine were higher in NIDDM group

(mean±SD: control, n~10; MDm\, n~7; H,O" 0.1~0,01 vs. 0.19±0.02 (I'M/g);

pentosidine, 2,OUO.17 vs.3.17±0.21 (n.\Ifmg), both p<0.05). In addition, the levels

inversely correlated with len ventricular ejection fraction (n~17, 11,0, \'S. LYEF,

r=-C.76; n=17, pentosidine vs, LVEF, r=-C.73; both p<0.05). Immunostaining with
an anti-pentosidine antibody showed fine pentosidiae granules in association with

distortion, disruption, and destruction of the striae in diabetic myocytes.

Conclusions: Our data identified a novel source of myocardial H,O, production in

patients with NIDD~I. The high levels ofH,O, and pentosidine may synergistically

contribute to cardiae damage in N1DD~1.

1226
I:'iCREASE tx SER~ LEV[LS OF ADVA."iCED GLYCATlO:"
ENDPRODUCTS Dl HIGH RISK CORO~ARY ARn:RY DISEASE PATIEr.1S IS
MODIflED B\' TIlE ACE 1:"H1BrrOR RA:\UPRIL
B.K. Kilho\d I, E. IljerkiM 2, L Seljeflot 2. T.J. Berg I and A. Reikvam 3. I Aker
U1lev5J Diabetes Research Centre and Hormone Laboratory, Aker University lIospita1,2
Center for Clinical Research, U11ev!J University Hospital, 3 Dept of
Pharmacotherapeutics, Universityof Oslo,Oslo, Norway
Bac:kground and Alms: Advanced glycarionendproduClS (AGEs) which are formed by
glycationor glycoxidation of proteins and lipids, are assumed to be participators in the
premature atherosclerotic process taking place in diabetic patients. Human endothelial
cells and macrophagespossess receptors for AGE, and AGEs have been demonstratedin
atherosclerotic plaques. Thus, it has been suggested lh3l AGEs ploy a role in the
atherosclerotic process in general, and not only in diabetes. Little is known about
circulatingAGEs in patients with coronaryartery disease, and no study hasexamined the
effect of medical interventionon circulatingAGEs. ACE inhibitorshave in experimental
studiesdemonstratedbeneficial moleculareffects lh3lmight theoretically influenceAGEs.
Accordingly, we decided to investigate AGEs in high-risk coronary artery patients
includedin a clinical trial with ACE inhibitors. MaterWs aDd Mrdtods: We appliedour
recentlydeveloped inununoassay for measurementof serum AGEs utilizing a polyclonal
anti-AGE antibody and time delayed fluorescence (DELFIA), Patients examined were
those included at one centre in the Heart Outcomes PreventionEvaluation(HOPE) trial.
All patients were randomised at baseline to ramipriJ (R) or placebo (P). Forty-three
patients (36 men, 7 women, mean age of 66.~ + 6.0 years) with coronary artery disease
and 40 months follow-up were studied. those with diabetes or renal impairment were
excluded Tho Rand P groups comprised24 and 19 patients respectively. Fasting blood
samples were collected and serum AGEs wore measured both '" baseline and after 40
months.Results: Serum levels of AGEs (median(~-9~ percentile» increasedsignificantly
from baseline to 40 months both for the R group, 5.8 (2.7·t4.1) Ufml to 7.2 (2.4-21.0)
Ufml, p<O.OO5, and for the P group 46 (0.3-17.2) to 7_7 (43-23.2) Ufml. p<O.OO~,

respectively. The increase was significantly lower in the R group lban in the P group
(p<O.O~). ConclusiOll$: Serum levels of AGEs increased in high-risk patients with
coronaryarterydiseaseewing the study periodon.5 years. The increasewas significantly
lowerin the ramiprilgroup thanin lbe controlgroup.The ACE inhibitorramipril,which in
the HOPE study substantially reduced cardiovascular mortality and morbidity, might
interfere "ith the accumulation of AGEs and thereby have a protective effect in the
development of atherosclerosis
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Cardiovascular Complications
and Oxidative Stress
1227
ASCORBIC ACID SUPPLEMENTATION REDUCES BLOOD PRESSURE AND
ARTERIAL STIFFNESS INPATIENTS WITII TYPE2DIABElES
BA Mullan" IS Youni, and DR McCance'. Metabolic Unit' & Dept of Clinical
Chemistry', the Royal Victoria Hospital, Belfast, Northern Ireland, BTl2 6BA.
Background and Alma: Oxidative stress is increased in diabetes. Free radicals can
degrade endothelial derived nitric oxide (NO). Reduced NO bioavailability may cause
increased blood pressure and vascular dysfunction, We examined the effects of
ascorbic acid supplementation on blood pressure and artery stiffness in type 2 diabetes.
Materials and Methods: 22 patients with uncomplicated l)1JC 2 diabetes (age 50-70,
MIF 17/5) were recruited and randomised in a double blind manner to ascorbic acid
500mg daily or placebo for one month. Brachial systolic and diastolic blood pressure
(ESBP, BDBP) were measured with the Omron HEM-705CP. The SphygmoCorD 1

Pulse Wave Analysis System was used to record radial artery pressure waveforms and
generate the corresponding central aortic pressure waveforms. From these waveforms
central aortic systolicanddiastolic blood pressure (ASBP, ADBP), augmentation index
(Aglx, measure of systemic arterial stiffness), the timing of wave reflection (Tr,
measure of aortic pulse wave velocity) and the Buckberg Subendocardial Viability
Ratio (SEVR, measure of endocardial perfusion) were derived.
Reaulu: Placebo (n= II) Ascorbic Acid (n=l1)

Baseline I month Baseline I month
BSBP mmHe) 146.7+10.9 143.9+12.3 142.3+12.5 133.7+11.6"
BDBP mmHe) 85.1+6.4 85.4+5.7 83.7+52 80.5+62'
ASHP mmHe) 133.7+9.5 131.3+9.5 130.2+13.4 120.5+12.7"t
ADBP mmlfs) 86.3+6.5 86.6+5.7 U.5+5.2 81.5+6.4
A/!,lx(%) 25.9+6.6 25.7+5.6 25.7+5.6 19.8t-5.3 ..t
Tr(ms) 140.0+6.6 139.5+4.5 137.3+13.9 144.6+9.6"
SEVR(%) 146.7+21.9 145.1+19.4 147.5+21.3 159.3+21.2'

Dam = mean± SEM 'p<O.05, '·p<O.OI versus baseline; tp<O.05 \'ClSUS placebo.
Conclusions: Ascorbic acid lowered both peripheral and central aortic blood pressure,
reduced arterial stiffness and ircproved endocardial perfusion. Ascorbic acid
supplementation may therefore be of benefit to patients with l)1JC 2 diabetes.

1229
Effect of probucol treatment on m.londialdehyde-modifltd low-density
lipoproteins in type 2 di .....ti< p.tients "'ith hyperrholesterolemla,
Illijima, N.Sato, S.Motohashi, H.Kase, Y.Kawagoe, M.Matsumula, HAtsuta, lit
Enomoto, T.Kato, Y.Moehizuki, H.Kanazawa, H.Kuroda, N.Bannba, Y.Hatton. and
K.Kasai
Dept ofEndocrinology and Metabolism, Dokkyo University School of Medicine
Mibu, Shimotsuga, Tochigi, Japan
Background and Aims: Numerous studies indicated that oxidized low-density
lipoproteins (ox-LDL) plays a critical role in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis.
Probucol, 4,4'-(isopropylidenedithio) bis(2,6-di-tenbutylphenol), is a widely used
cholesterol lowering drug. This drug is accepted to have antioxidant actions, however,
the clinical effect of probucol on lowering ox-LDL is still unknown, We studied the
effect of probucol on malondialdehyde-modified LDL (MDA-LDL) as ox-LDL
marker and other lipids markers in type 2 diabetic patients with hypercholesterolemia
M.terials and Methods: All data were shown as mcan+-SE. Subjests were thirty
type2 diabetic patients (maleA, female:26. age; 58.6+-1.9 yr. duration of diabetes;
7.2+-0.8 yr; incidence of macroangiopathy; 23.3 %) with hypercholesterolemia
(T.Chol >220 mg/dl). All patients gave their informed consent to this study. Before
and 3 months after probucol (500mglday) treatment, MDA-LDL (measured by ELISA
with ML25 antibody) and other lipids markers [T.Chol (TC), high density lipoprotein
cholesterol (HDL-C), low density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), lipid peroxidation
(LPD), lipoprotein a (Lp(a», remnant-like particle cholesterol (RLP-C)] were
measured.
Results: At the start of treatment, MDA-LDL (127.5+-5.9 UIL) was positively
correlated with LPO (5.4+-0.4 nmollm!), TC (242.8+-5.1 mgldl), LDL-C (149.9+
14.4 mgldl), and I!bAlc (7.5+-0.2 %) (P<0.05). Three months-treatment of probucol
significantly reduced MDA-LDL (108.5+-6.1 UIL), LPO (4.3+-0.4 nmol/ml), TC
(222.3+-3.7 mg/dl), HDL-C (40.8+-1.7 mgldl), and LDL-C (142.7+-5.7 mgldl)
(P<0.05), although the other markers were not changed. Furthermore, % change in
MDA-LDL by probucol treatment also positively correlated with % changes in LPO
(P<0.05) and HbAle (P<O.OOI). There was no side effects observed by the treatment.
Condusions: These data firstly demonstrate that probucol clinically reduced MDA
LDL. Probucol may be useful as a drug to prevent atherosclerosis in type 2 diabetic
patients by quantitatively and qualitatively improving dyslipidemia.

1228
ERYTHROCYTE REFRACfIVE INDEX, MEMBRANE FLUIDITY AND
PLASMA ANTIOXIDANT STATUS IN DIABETIC PATIENTS
A. Jurkal.2, G. Mazarevica', D. Tirzite', I. Krasnakova', P. Trctjakovs'' 2, A.
Zvaigzne'' and V. Pirags2

• 'Lanian Institute of Experimental and Clinical
Medicine; 2P.StradinsUniversity Hospital, Riga, Latvia,

Background and Aims: It has been shown that diabetes is associated with
functional and structural changes of erythrocy1es. Our study was designed to
clarify the relationship of glycated haemoglobin (HbA,o) with erythrocyte
refractive index, fluidity of erythrocyte membranes, and antioxidant status in
plasma M.terials and Metbods: 18 diabetic (NlDDM and IDDM) patients (0)
before (HbA,o >10%) and aJlcr 90 days of antidiabetic therapy (HbA,o <6.5%)
and 20 healthy controls (C). All patients were without diabetic complications,
peripheral vascular disease, hypertension and d)'slipidemia. The groups were
matched for age, sex and body mass index. EI)'thrOC)te membrane fluidity was
determined by means of hydrophobic fluorescence probe 1,6-diphCIl)'1hexa-I,3,5
triene. Erythrocyte refractive index was evaluated by polarising-interference
microscopy at different pH. Antioxidant status in plasma • by measuring radical
cation 2,2'-azinobis-(3-<:thY'lbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonate) scavenging activity,
Results: Before therapy diabetic patients had higher values (mcantSD; Mann
Whitney U test) of fluorescence anisotropy (FA), erythrocyte refractive index
(RI) and plasma antioxidant status (AS) than controls (FA: D 0.233±O.01O vs C
0.208±O.002, p<0.0001; RI: D 1.61±O.02 \"5 C 1.I4±O.33, p<O.OOOI, pH=6.9 and
AS: D 47.6±2.9 vs C 38.6±2.7"Io, p<0.0001). After therapy no significant
differences were found. HbAto correlated with FA (r = 0.62; p<0.05), RI (r =
0.56; p<0.05) and AS (r = 0.59; p<0.05). Conclusions: Poor diabetes control
causes significant changes of erythrocyte membrane fluidity, erythrocyte
refractive index and plasma antioxidant status. Abnormal properties of
erythrocytes may be the result of non-enzy matic glycation of proteins and
overproductions offree radicals.

1230
EFFECTS OF a-LIPOIC ACID ON LIPID AND PROTEIN OXIDATIVE
DAMAGE AND LYSOSOMAL ENZYME ACTIVITY IN TYPE 1 DIABETES
I. Bondar, V. Klimontov, A Pupyshev and I. Porshennikov. Novosibirsk State
Medical Academy, Novosibirsk, Russia
Background and Aims: The increased free radical production in diabetes mellitus
(D1\f) is believed 10 induce the lipid and protein oxidative modifications and may be
responsible for Iabilization of lysosomal membrane, In this randomized. double-blind
study we investigated the effects of antioxidant a-lipoic acid (ALA) on oxidative
damage of lipids and proteins and serum activity of lysosomal C1IZ)mes (LEs) in
Dl\t Materi.1s and Methods: 23 l)1JC 1 OM patients wiih symptomatic peripheral
neuropathy (II MlI2 F; age 30.l±5.5 YTS; HbAle 1I.0±0.5%) were randomly
assigned to treatment with a daily intravenous infusions of 600 mg ALA
(12 patients) or placebo (11 patients) for 3 weeks, 25 healthy subjects acted as
controls. The content of malondialdehydc (1IDA), carbonyl groups in proteins and
activity of LEs: acid RNA-sc and N-3CCl)-I-g1ucosaminidase (NAG) were measured
in blood serum. Results: Mean blood glucose and HbAle levels did not differ
between the groups during the study. At baseline the level of MDA, protein
carbonyls, acid RNA-se and NAG activity were increased significantly in both
diabetic groups respect to control (all p<O.05). Therapy with ALA reduced l\IDA
(1.76±O.57 umol/m! at biscline \"5 1.I±O.27 after the treatment), activity of acid
RNA-asc (7.9±O.9 \"5 6.9.:!:.O.8 nmolxh'lxml") and NAG (802±91 vs 71J±92
nmolxh'lxml") in serum (all p<O.05). There was a trend toward a decreasing in
protein carbonyls in ALA gmup (888±141 \"5 853±83 nmol/mg, p>O.05). In placebo
group parameters did not change significantly (MDA: 1.68±O.62 \"5 l.57±O.16
fUlIol/ml; acid RNA-asc: 7.8±1.0 \"S 7.1±1.2 nmolxhvxml"; NAG: 827±89 vs
8l2±94 nmolxh'l.eml"; protein carbonyls: 863±1J6 \"S 869±66 nmol/mg; all p>O.05).
Conclusions: The results demonstrate that a-lipoic acid administration may reduce
oxidative damage of serum lipids and proteins in patients with l)1JC 10M. Moreover,
u-lipoic acid decrease high serum activity of LEs, an effect that may be due to the
inhibition of lysosomal membrane labilization mediated byoxidative stress.
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Inhibition of high dese glucose-induced cverprcducticn of supercaide anion in J
774 ceIls by n06us 1L\fG-CoA inbibilO",
Y.Kawagoe, N.Sato, T.Okayasu. T.KashiwalnJra, Illijima, II.Kase, II.Alsuta, and
KKasai. Dept. of Endocrinology and Metabotism, Dokkyo University School of
Medicine, Mibu, Tochigi, Japan.
Background aDd Aims: It is suggested that oxidant stress causes microangiopathy and
arteriosclerosis in diabeticpatients. The origin of oxidants (oxygen-derived free radicals)
is not still completely IU1<"'11, how..ver, overproduction of oxygen-derived free radicals
(e.g. superoxide anion: 02-) from macrophage is now thought to cause them. On the other
hand, attention is called 10 the fact L'ut If,\IGCoA inhibitors (statins) reduce neoinitial
inflammation of arteriosclerosis. Because it is not c1e3T thJ.t starins affect the
overproduction of 02- by macrcphagesunder high dose glucose condition, we studied the
e~ect of various starinsOnthe generation of 02- by J-n4 macrophage-like cell line under
high dose glucose culture.
Mal.rials and Methods: The basal and stimulatedgenerations of 02- were measured by
chemiluminescence amplified ",ith a Cypridina luciferin analog The stimulated
generation of 02- was assessed with the maximallychangedvalue of chemiluminescence
in response to 100 0.\1 phorbol 12-myrisute 13-acetate (CLA-DCL). J·n4 cells were
cultured with medium (D~IEM) containing 100-600 mgldl of glucose, with or without
various sbtins (cerivastarin, f1uY.lSUtin, and nisvastaan). The effects of co-incubation ....ith
starins and mevalonic acid, and a NADPII oxidase inhibitor (diphcnyleneiodoniurn
chloridca: DP!), and a protein kinase C inhibitor (GF.I 09803X: GF) were also studied.
Results: Three-days culture y,ith high dose glucose apparently increased both basal
chemiluminescence and CI.A-DeL in a dose depmdent manner (600 mgldl glucose; basal
CL:181%, CLA·DCL:202%, P<O.OI). The high dose glucose-induced increases in both
basal CL ..ad CLA-DCL were also time-dependent (7 days with 600 mgldl glucose;
basal:H6%, CLA·DCL:278%, P<O05). Everystarins (0.1-10 tL\n significantly inhibited
L',e high dose glucose-induced ov..rproduction of 02- in a dose dependent manner
(P<O.OOI), and the starins-induced inhibition was clearly prevented by co-incubation with
100 uM m....alonic acid (P<0.05). Both 20 11.\1 OPland 2 tL\1GF also inhibited the high
dose glucose-induced increase in 02- (P<O.OOI).
Conclusions: These datasuggest that high dose glucose causes overproduction of 02
generated through NADPII oxidase and protein kinas. C pathway.., and staiins suppress
the overproduction of 02· in J.Tls, Statins may be useful as a drug to prevent
micrcangiopathy and arteriosclerosis by inhibiting oxidant stress in poorly controlled
diabetic patients.

1233
F.nolibrale inhibited high dose glueooe-induced onrproduction or supero1id.
anion by lIu:man moeocytes,
UKas., N.Sato, IlKawagoe. lUijima, A Tsukagoshi, M.Enomoto, H.Atsuta, and K.
Kasai. Dept of Endocrinology and M.tabolism, Dokkyo University School of
Medicine, Mibu, Tochigi, Japan.
Background and Aims: Oxidative stress (e.g. overproduction of super oxide anion) is
know to cause microangiopathy and atheroscrerosis in diabetes. Monocyte is one of
the cells that produce superoxide anion and it may b. possible that overproduction of
oxygen-derived free radicals (e.g. superoxide aruon) from monoc)t.s causes
microangiopathyand arteriosdorosis. On the other hand, it is recently appeared thaI
peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor [alpha] (PPAR [alpha)) modulates
inflammation, and fibrates, antilipidemic ag.nts, .xert their pharmacological .[feets
via PPAR [alpha]. To .valuate wheth.r f.nofibrat., on. of fibrates, affeet oxidati,·.
stre .. in diabetes, w. studied th. in ,itro effect of fenofibrat. on the generation of
superoxide anion in normal monoc)t. under high-dose glucose condition. Ma •• rials
and Methods: Th. generation of superoxide anion was measured by
chemiluminesceoce amplified y,ith a c}'Pridina luciferin analog. Th. stimulated
g.neration of superoxide anion ""as ass.ssed y,ith the maximally changed value of
chemiluminesc.nce in response 10 lOOn.\1 f·MLP (CLA-DCL). Moneyates were
separated from blood of Dormal healthy male subjects and cultured ....ith medium
(D~lRn containing di[ferent dosages (100-600 mg/dl) of glucose for 3 days, ",ith or
....ithout fenofibrat., or a NADPII oxida.se inhibitor (diph.nyl.neiodonium chlorid.:
OPI), or a protein kinase C inhibitor (GF.I09203X: GF). E[fect ofWy-14643, on. of
the PPAR[alfa] agorust, was also studied. Results: lIigh-dose glucose significantly
increased CLA·DCL in a dose d.pend.nt manner (P<0.05). 600 mg/dl g1ucose
induced iDoreas. in CLA-DCL was apparently inhibited by either 200.\1 DPI or 20.\f
GF (P<O.OI). F.nofibrate (I Ou.\f·1m.\f) also significantly inhibited the high glucose.
induced incr.as. in CLA-DCL in a dose d.pend.nt manner (p<O.OI), and 50u~1 Wy·
14643 also inhibited the increase in CLA-DCL (P<O.OI). Con<lusions: these dala
pro,ide the fi"t e,idence that in huma.n monoc)tcs high-dose glucose c>Uses the
ov.rproduction of superoxide anion through NADPII oxidase and prot.in kina.se C
systems, and fenofibr.le decreases the overproduction of superoxide anion via
PPAR{alfa]. Fenofibrate may b. useful as a drug to prevenl microangiopathy and
arteriosclerosis by inhibiting oxidatiYe Slr.ss in poorly controlled diabetic patients.
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Baselin. di<-o. conjugates in plasma lo..··d.nsity Iipoprol.in and paran.nnas.
acth·ity in T)'pe-l diabct.. and controls
S Braschi, SB Astley, 1>U Sampson. Bertram Diabetes Research Unit, Norwich,
Institute of Food Research, Norwich, Norfolk and Norwich Hospital, Norwich, UK.

Background and Aims: Oxidative modification oflow-density lipoproteins (LOL) in
plasma and in the arterial wall may promote the de"elopment of atherosclerosis.
Surrogate measurements for LDL oxidation/oxidisability include measuring the
susceptibility ofLDL to copper-induced oxidation ex vivo, This method measures the
copper-induced production ofLDL conjugated dienes (mostly derived from modified
linoleic acid esters) by absorbance at 234 nm. More recently, a well validated method
that measures diene conjugates LDL at basel in. without copper stimulation has been
developed, and appears to be a more accurate reflection of the presence ofoxidatively
modified plasma LDL in vivo. W. measured plasma LDL basel in. diene conjugates
in Type-2 diabetes and controls as an index of in vivo LDL modification. The
relationships between activity of the HOL- associated antioxidant enzyme
paraoxcnase and LDL baseline diene conjugation were also examined.
Mat.rials and Methods: W. studied 57 patients with T)'Pe-2 diabetes ....ithout
vascular disease (mean age 58.1 ± \0.1 years; mean I!bAle 8.01 ± 0.98 %), and 48
age- and sex-matched controls. The level of plasma LDL baseline diene conjugates
....as measured using a citrate-heparin precipitation method, and plasma paraoxonase
activity was assessed spectrophotometrically by measuring the rate of p-nitrophenol
produced at 405nm.
Resull.: Mean LDL baseline diene conjugates were significantly higher in the T}'P.-2
patients than in controls (25.5 ± 15.3 vs 19.7 ± 9.4 prnol/l; p g 0.025), but there was
no significant difference in LDL concentrations between either gender or group (p >
0.05). Paraoxonase activity did not differ significantly between groups (p > 0.05), and
.....as unrelated to LDL baseline diene conjugate concentrations (p > 0.05).
Condusions: Measures of LOL baseline diene conjugation may be a better index of
in vim oxidative LDL modification than the usual surrogate methods. LDL basel in.
diene conjugate concentrations .....ere significantly higher in the T)'P.-2 diabetes group
indicating increased in vivo LDL oxidative modification, and paraoxonase had no
detectable protective effect against LDL oxidisation.

1234
SPECIFIC GLUCOSE ENHANCEMENT OF HEMIN-(Fe")-CATALYZED LDL
OXIDATION IN VITRO AND IN VIVO

U. Julius and J. Pietzsch. Institute of Clinical Metabolic Research, Medical
Facuny Carl Gustav Carus, Technical University, 01307 Dresden, Germany

Background and Aims: Clinical and experimental evidence suggests that
oxLDL is increased in diabeles. The mechanisms for Ihese observations
remain undear. We hypothesized that redox-active glucose per se is
involved in lDL oxidation. Materials and Methods: We examined the effect
of pathophysiological concentrations of glucose (6.5 10 25 mM) on hemin
(Fe")-calalyzed oxidation of lDl apaB-l00 in vitro. Oxidative modification of
apoB·l00 has been determined by relative electrophoretic mobility (REM)
and formalion of 5-hydroxy-2-aminovaleric acid (HAVA). HAVA is highly
specific for hemin·(Fe··)-catalyzed oxidation of apoB-l00 proline and
arginine residues. Furthermore, HAVA levels have been determined in
subjects with impaired glucose lolerance (IGT, n=12; glucose, 6.48 1 0.82
mmolll), type 2-diabetics (OM, n=10; 7.34 1 0.71 mmolll) and controls
(0.=10; 4.52 ± 0.64 mmolll). Resulls: tn vitro, oxidation of LDL was
stimulated by glucose resulting in 2- to 5-fold grealer REM (p<.01) and 1.2
to 2-fold higher HAVA levels (p<.Ol) Ihan control incubations without
glucose. The effect of glucose was inhibited by the redox·inerl iron-chelating
agenl l,2-Dimethyl-3-hydroxypyrid-4-one and superoxide dismutase, resp.
ThUS, enhancemenl of LDL oxidation by glucose in vitro seems to be specific
for hemin-(Fe··~talyzed oxidalion. tn vivo, lDl HAVA levels were
significantly higher in subjects with IGT (0.05210.013 moVmol apoB-l00;
p<.Ol) and OM (0.06410.011 moVmol apoB-l00; p<.Ol), resp., when
compared with controls (0.01110.004 moVmol apoB-l00). However, a weak
correlation between lDL HAVA and fasting glucose levels has been tound
only in DM (Kendall correlation analysis; 1=.533; p<.Ol). Conclusion: These
results provide one potential mechanism for enhanced lDl oxidation in
diabeles.
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DIABETES-RELATED CHANGES CAN LEAD TO INCREASED IRO;-l
INDUCED LIPID PEROXIDATIO;-l
A Van Carnpcnhout, ADc BeW; C.Van Campenhout, J.Vertomrncn, LDc Lccuw
and B.fo,fanuel y Keeney. Laboratory of Endocrinology, University of Antwerp.
Belgium
Background and Aims: One of the pathogenic mechanismspostulatedto modulate
the susceptibility of diabetic patients 10 the adverse effects of hypcrglycaemia is
oxidative stress. High glucose increases release of free radicals and impairs
antioxidant synthesis and recycling, Less is known on its effects on one of the
major extracellular antioxidant mechanisms, namely the sequestration of transition
metals in forms incapable of stimulating free radical reactions. We aimed therefore
to study the influence of glucose and glycation on the capacity of transferrin to
inhibit iron-induced lipid peroxidation. Methods: An in vitro liposome model
containing different concentrations of iron and ascorbate distinguished between
iron-binding (IB), iron-oxidising (10) and chain breaking (CB) antioxidant
capacities which were expressed as % inhibition of the production of thiobarbituric
acid reactive substances (TEARS) when compared to the reaction mixture without
antioxidant. Results: Human apotransferrin (TO showed no IO or CB capacity but
inhibited peroxidation by m in a dose dependent manner: 46±3%inhibition at 0.5
mgfmL, 86±4% at 2 mgfmL and 88±6% at 5 mg/rnl, (M±SD n=12), p <0.0001
when compared to control without antioxidant. Addition of D-glucose 5.6 and 33.3
rnrnol/L to liposomes caused 19% (pO.oool) and 35% (p<O.oool) increases in
TBARS resp. but did not enhance the cfccts of iron and ascorbate significantly.
Incubation of Tf with D-glucose for 10, 14 or 21 day's at 37°C which resulted in
time-dependentincreases in glycation:4.8, 8.6, 32.3 and 327 /lI1101 fructosaminclg
protein at 0, 5.6, 33.3 and 1000 mmol/L glucose respectively, caused no changes in
10 capacity but significant decreases in m from 89±O.5 % after 0 rnrnol/L to
85±2% after 33.3 rnrnol/L and O.8±4.5% after 1000 rnrnol/L glucose, p<O.ool.
Unexpectedly Tfwhich had been glycated by incubation with 1000 nunol/L glucose
stimulated lipid peroxidation in the CB condition by 10±8%, p<O.OI \"S incubation
with 0 nunol/L glucose.Conclusion: These results suggest that lowered serum
transferrin, its glycation and the presence of high glucose can. by enhancing the
pro-oxidant effects of iron, contribute to the increased lipid peroxidation observed
in diabetes mellitus. The molecular mechanisms behind these observations need
furthcr investigation.

1237
Transition metal eatalysed free radical production and defective endothelium
dependentrelaxation in the mesentericvasculatureof diabetic rats.
M.E. Inkster, M.A. Coller and N.E. Cameron,Biomedical Sciences, Aberdeen University.
Scotland UK
Background and Aims: Diabetes causes endothelial dysfunction; the involvement of
oxygen free radicals in impaired nitric oxide (NO) mediated vasodilation has been well
documented. However, the processes "hereby free radicals are generated remain to be
fully elucidated. Transition metal catalysed hydroxyl radical production is a potentially
important source. In the arterioles that control tissue blood flow, other local vasodilators
such as endothelium-derived hyperpolarizing factor (EDHF) have an important role. It is
not known whether thismechanism is susceptibleto elevatedoxidativestressin diabetes.
Theaim\\"35 to assess whether anantioxidant treatment strategy usingthe transition metal
chelator, trienrine, could prevent the development of vascular EDHF and NO deficits in
experimental diabetes. Materials and Methods: After 4 weeks of streptozotoein-induced
diabetes in rats. the responses of the isolated, perfused mesenteric vascular bed to
vasoactive drugs were examined Treated diabetic rats were given trienrine in the drinking
water such that the daily dose was approximately 20 mg/kg. Results: Acetylcholine (Ach)
induced maximal relaxation of the phenylephrine-precontracted mesenteric bed was 31.5%
reduced from 91. 8 ± 2.9% (± SEM) to 62.9 ± 3.6% by 4 weeks of diabetes (p<O.OOI).
Trienrine treatment provided 75.9% protection (p<0.001) such that maximal relaxation
(84.8 ± 1.9%) was not significantly different from th.at of the nondiabetic control group.
Pre-incubation with NG-nitro-L-arginine eliminated the NO component of vasodilation to
reveal responses mediated by other vasodilators. Under these conditions, maximum
relaxation to Ach was reduced to 59.5 ± 5.0% in controls. There was a 42% diabetic
deficit (34.4 ± 2.2%; p<o.OOI), which was 77.3% attenuated (p<O.OI) by trientine
treatment. maximum relaxation (53.8 ± 2.7"/0) being in the nondiabetic range. These
responses were not significantly altered by co-incubation with the cyclocxygenase
inhibitor, flurbiprofen, indicating that they were mediated by EDIIF. Neither diabetes nor
trientine treatment altered endothelium-independent relaxation to the NO donor, sodium
nitroprusside. in the presenceor absence of NG-nitro--L-arginme. Conclusions: The data
show that experimental diabetes has deleterious effects on NO and EDIIF-mediated
vasodilation and suggest th.at transition metal catalysed oxygen free radical production is
an important determinant of impaired endothelium function, Giventhe relativeimportance
of EDIIFin microcirculatory control. this mechanism may makea major contribution to
theaetiologyofdiabetic microangiopathiccomplications.

1236
Effect of oxidized LDL on tbe amount of insulin receptor and Gi alpha proteins
in the caveolae of bovine aortic endothelial cens (BAEC).
B.Y. Cha. H.S. Son, J.M. Lee, SY. Jeon, H.S. Kim, K.H. Yoon, x.w,Lee, H.Y. Son
and S.K. Kang. Medical Dept, Catholic University Medical College, Seoul, Korea

Background and Aims: Oxidized LDL(ox-LDL) may induce endothelial cell
dysfunction which results in atheroselerosis or insulin resistance. Severalstudies have
shown that ox-LDL inhibits signaling pathways mediated by inhibitory GTP-binding
proteins(Gi-proteins). And G-protein coupled receptors(GPCRs) Can be internalized
via caveolae,Caveolaeare small flask-shaped invaginations of the plasma membrane,
characterized by high levels of cholesterol and gl)'cosphingolipids and also by the
presence of caveolin, a 20-24kDa integral membrane protein. G-proteins are enriched
within caveolae membranes, where caveolin-I directly interacts with the alpha
subunits of G-proteins. It is reported that functional changes of G-proteins such ac
mutational or phamacological activation of G-proteins affect direct interaction
between G-proteins and caveolin-I, Hereby we investigated the effect of ox-LDL on
the change ofthe amount of insulin receptor and Gi alpha proteins io the caveolae,
Materials and Methods: Ox-LDL was prepared by exposing samples of native LDL
to CuS04(5u~1) for 24 hours. We treated BAECs with increasing concentrations of
ox-LDL(O-lOOuglml)for various duration.
Results: Treatment of ox-LDL on the BAEC results in decrease of insulin receptor,
Gi alpha2 and Gi alpha3 proteins in caveolac(insulin receptor : 66 %, Gi alpba2
protein: 33 %. Gi alphaJ protein: 66 %, p<0.05 ).
Conclusions: These results suggest that the change of the amount of insulin receptor
and Gi-proteins in caveolae may induce endothelial cell dysfunction.
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PIIEl'\SUCCIl'\AL IMPROVES LIPID PROFILE AND ENHAl'\CES
PARAOXONASE ACTIVITY IN DIABETIC RABBITS
N. Gorbenko, V. Poltorak, A. Gladkich, Z. Leshchenko and L. Pivovarevich,
Institute of Endocrine Pathology Problems, Kharkiv, Ukraine
Background and Aims: Increased risk of cardiovascular disease in diabetic
patients may be partially related to abnormal lipid metabolism and oxidative
damage. The new succinate derivative Phensuccinal (Ph) is a potent antioxi
dant, which is currently in clinical trials for the prevention of diabetic ne
phropathy. The aim of the study was to evaluate the impact of long-term
treatment with Ph on the lipid profile and activity of IIDL-associated anti
oxidant enzyme paraoxonase (PaN) in diabetic rabbits. Materials and
methods: Male chinchilla rabbits were made diabetic by i.v. injection of di
thizone (35mg/kg b.w.). Control rabbits (C) were given vehicle alone. In a
week after diabetes induction animals were randomised into two groups: one
group acted as diabetic control (D) and other group received Ph (50 mg/kg
per os) for 3 months. At the end of the study blood was sampled in a fasting
state for analysis of glucose, plasma insulin, serum total cholesterol (TC),
LDL-C, HDL-C, triglyceridcs (TG), NEFA and lipid hydroperoxides (LHP).
paN activity was measured in serum using paraoxon as a substrate. Results:

Administration of Ph decreased basal hyperglyeaemia (7.7±0.2 vs D:

l5.6±1.7; C: 4.2±0.2 mmolll, p<O.OI) and increased plasma insulin (p<0.02)
in comparison with diabetic controls. The treatment with Ph elevated HDL-C
by 49 %, diminished LDL-C by 28 % and TO by 27 % compared to D-group
(all p<0.02). Ph provided also reduction in TC by 15 % (p<0.05) and NEFA
by 45 % (p<O.02) in comparison with diabetic controls. In addition, the use
of Ph was associated with decrease in LHP levels (p<0.02 vs Dvgroup) and

enhancement of paN activity (59.0±1.1 vs D: 37.6±2.2; C: 81.0±2.1 UII,
p<O.OI). Conclusions: These findings suggest that Ph exerts antiatherogenic
effect due to improvement of glycaernic control, lipid profile and activation
of antioxidant defence in diabetic rabbits. Thus the use of Ph may have im
plications in prevention ofdiabetic macrovascular complications.
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STIMULATION OF BLOOD FLOW BY C-PEPTIDE IN PATIENTS
WITH TYPE I DIABETES
K Ekberg, B-L Johansson and J Wahren, Department of Surgical
Sciences, Karolinska lnstitutet, Stockholm, Sweden
Background and Aims. Proinsulin Cvpcptide binds to cell membranes,
activates a G-protein coupled membrane receptor and Ca 2+depcndent

intracellular signal transduction, resulting in activation of eNOS in
endothelial cells. Infusion of C-peptide to type I diabetes patients
increases blood flow to the kidneys, the skin and exercising muscle. This
study is intended to examine the effect of C-peptide on forearm blood
flow (FBI') and its concentration dependency.
Material and ;\Iethods, In a double blind randomizcd study we
measured FBI', using venous occlusion plethysmography, during i.v
infusion of recombinant human C-peptide or placebo at three different
rates (I, 5 and 25 pmollkglmin) for 60 min each in 10 type I diabetes
patients. The patients were studied on two different occasions.
Results. Basal FBI' was 22.0±2.0 mVminlL and increased significantly
during C-peptide infusion (ANOVA P<O.OOI). During infusion at the
lower rare C-peptide concentrations rose to 0.3±0.1 nM and FBI'
increased by 15±3% above basal (P<O.OOI). When the C-peptide
concentration rose to 1.1±O.I nM during the intermediate rate infusion
FBI', increased further to 25±6% above basal (P<0.005). FBI' did not
show a significant further increase during the high rate infusion, despite
C-pcptide concentrations of 7.6±0.3 nM. Thus, FBI' rose in response to
C-pcptidc in a concentration-dependent manner in thc interval 0-1 0.'1
but not at higher concentrations. The results arc consistent with the
previously reported C-peptide binding characteristics for isolated cells,
indicating saturation of binding already at approximately 0.9 n~l. It is
concluded that in type 1 diabetes patients, C-peptide stimulates FBI' in a
concentration-dependent manner in the low nanornolar concentration
rangc.

1241
Folate treatment lmprov .. endothelial funelion In hypcrtensh'e and insulin
frsistant p.t~nts.

E. Setola, A. Palleschi, G, Fragasso, LD. Monti, G. Valsecchi, EP. Sandoli, E.
Galluccio, G. Pezza, PM. Piatti, A. Margonato, IRCCS H, San Raffaele. Milan, Italy

Background and Aims: Endothelial dysfunction and high homocysteine levels are
correlated with cardiov.. scular disease and essential hypertension. In particular, high
homocysteine levels are associated with impaired peripheral endothelium-dependent
vasodilation. Several studies suggest that folic acid or 0 vitamins supplementations
are able to decrease homocysteine levels and possibly to reduce cardiovascular risk. A
link between endothelial dysfunction and the metabolic alterations typical of the
Insulin Resistance Syndrome (IRS) has been previously demonstrated. However, little
is known about the ability of folic acid plus vitamin 012 supplementation to improve
both endothelial function and metabolic features of IRS. To this aim, we studied 16
patients (age 66,5%1.9 )TS; O~IJ 27.6iO,7 kglm2) with essential hypertension.
impaired fasting glucose according to ADA classification, hyperinsulinaemia,
hypertriglyceridaemia,
Materials ...d I\lelhods: A double blind randomized one month cross-over study
with folic acid (5 mglday) plus vitamin BI2 (500 ug/day) or placebo was performed,
Basal, post-ischaemic and post-nitrate forearm blood flow were evaluated by venous
occlusion plethysmographyand blood samples were withdrawn to measure metabolic
parameters.
Results: Compared 10 placebo, folic acid plus vitamin BI2 treatment significantly
decreased homocysteine levels (I0.9iO,8 vs 17,2±2,0 umol/l; p<O,OI), mean blood
pressure (10·H2 vs II ID mmHg; p<0.05) and forearm basal (37.9±2.4 vs 49,2.i4,9
U; p<0,05) and post-ischaernicvascular resistance (28.8J.2,8 vs 37.1%2.7 U; p<0,05)
while a significant increment in post-ischaemic forearm blood flow (4.oo iO,28 \"S

3,160100.17 mVloo mVmin; p<0,02) was observed, On the contrary, no differences
were found on endothelium-independent nitrate-mediated vasodilation. Interestingly,
no changes in blood glucose (108%4 vs 111%5 mg/dl; NS), insulin (18,2±2,7 vs
19,0±2,3 ~Ulrnl; NS), HOMA index (5,0±0.8 vs 5.3%0,7; NS) and triglyceride levels
(215.l25 vs 243D2 mgldl; NS) were seen.
Condusions: Folic acid plus vitamin D12 supplementations were able 10 improve
endcthelium-dependent vasodilation independently from modification of the main
features of IRS in these patient. at high risk 10 develop cardiovasculardisease.
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Increased pulse "'8\'e \'Clorily in healthy offspring of palienls "ilb I)'pc 2
diabetes
0.0, McEleavy, R.W, McCallum, SJ, Cleland, M, Small and J MC, Connell.
DepartmentofMedicine & Therapeutics, Universityof Glasgow, UK,

Background and Aim.: Pulse wave velocity (PWV) is a simple non-invasive
measurement of large artery structure and function, It is determined, in part, by
arterial stiffness and vascular endothelial function, It increases with age and has been
shown 10 correlate with cardiovascular risk. Healthy offspring of patients with type 2
diabetes have been shown to exhibit several features of the metabolic syndrome
including insulin resistance and endothelial dysfunction. The aim of this study was to
test the hypothesis that PWV would be increased in a group of offspring of diabetic
patients (offspring) compared with a well-matched cor.trol group with no family
history of type 2 diabetes (controls),
Malerials and Melbods: Offspring (n~20IM~S,F-12» were rec~d via contact
with patients attending the Diabetes Clinic, Controls (n~20lfl~8,F~12» were
recruited from hospital staff. Carotid-radial PWV was measured using CO~IPLIOR

(Colson. France), Analysis of data was performed by an investigator blinded 10
subject status, Blood pressure and heart rate were measured in triplicate and blood
was taken for measurement of metabolic and endothelial parameters, All
measurements were madein a fasting, resting andsupinestate.
Results: Offspring and controls were well matched (meanISD» for age (33.1{9,6} v
32.8{9.5})TS). body mass index (24.8{4.9) v 24,3{J.4}kglm2), waist circumference
(78.3{2,3) v 76,3{2,5}cm), systolic blood pressure (12019.3) v 119{14,2}mmHg),
pulse pressure (52{10,5) v 53,5{9,3)mmllg) and resting heart rate (71(8,7) v
69( l4.0}b1min), Pulse wave velocity was significantly higher in the offspring
(9.94{1.3}m1sec) compared with controls (9.01{1.2}m1sec) (p=O,02),
Conclusions: Carotid-radial PWV was 10"10 higher in healthy ofTspring of patients
with type 2 diabetes compared with a control group which w-as lightly matched for
sex, age, body mass index, blood pressure and heart rate. This suggests that vascular
dysfunction. possibly in the form of increased arterial stiffness and endothelial
dysfunction, is present from an early stage in subjects at higher risk of developing the
metabolic syndrome. P\W may be a simple non-invasive measurement of vascular
function in the early assessment of subjects at risk for developing metabolic and
cardiovascular disease,

1242
INCREASE IN FLOW MEDIATEDDILATATION BY CERIVASTATIN
Myrup B, Perrikl H, Tuxen C, Faber J and Vibe-Petersen J. Depts of
internal medicin, Bispebjerg and Frederiksberg Hospltal, Denrnar1L
Background and alms: Flow-mediated dilatation (FMD) is reduced
in type 2 diabetes. Statin Ireatment has a remar1<.able effect on
cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in diabetic patients with
Ischemic heart disease. The aim of the presenl study was 10
investigate the effect of cerivaslatin on Row-mediated dilatation in
type 2 diabetic patients with average lipid levels. Materials and
Melhods: 24 type 2 diabetic patients without Ischemic heart disease
and with average levels of blood lipidswere investigated In a
randomised, cross-ever, controlled open-labeled study. FMD of the
right brachial artery was examined using a high-frequency ultrasound
device (Siemens Sonoline ®, 10 MHz) along with 5 min ischemia and
nitroglycerin as control. Measurements were perfomed off-line by a
blinded observer. Aller baseline measurements the patients were
treated with ccrivastatin or continured standardlrealmenl Three
months laler the palients switched Ireatment according to the cross
over design. Results: FMD was reduced at baseline compared 10 an
age- and sexmatched conlrol group (3.7(0.7)% vs. 13.5(1,2)%)
(mean,SEM). FMD was 6.7(12}% aller cerivastatin compared to 2.1
(0,6)% aller standardlrealment (p<0.OO1).The response to
nitroglycerin was not changed by cerivsstatin(13,2(12}% vs.
13.2(0.9)%). Total cholesterol was 4,0 (0.14) nunolll after cerivastatin
and 4.8 (0.17) nvnolllafter slandardtreatment (p<O.OOOOOl) while
HDl-cholesterol did nol change (1.05 (0.07) nunolll vs. 1.07 (0.06)
mrnoll1. Conclusions: cerivastain partially restores vascular wall
function measured as flow mediated dilatation. This seems not 10 be
explained by an effect at the smooth muscle cell level but is best
explained by an improvement In endothelial function.
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OBESE wmlEN ARE Il'\SULlN RESISTANT IIUT IIA VE l'\OR:'IAL
El'\DOTHELlAL FU"CTIO:'\'
R. Bergholm, S. Vehk3\"anra, ~I. Tiikl.aincn, M. Tamminen, K. Teramo
nnd II. Ykl-Jllrvlnen, University of Helsinki,lIclsinki, Finland
Background and aims: Obesity or the associated insulin resistance increases
the risk of developing type 2 diabetes and its vascular complications.
Endothelial dysfunction has been suggested to precede. co-occur or be a
consequence of insulin resistance, \Ve performed invasive measurements of in
vivo endothelial function and insulin sensitivity in a large group of obese (11:'11
28-35 kglm') women and non-obese women.
Material nnd methods: 51 obese (age 38il lTS., BMI 32il kglm') women
and 25 non-obese women (age 41±3 lTS., B:'lI 23±1 kglm') were studied.
Endothelial function \\'3S assessed from forearm vasodilatory responses to intra
arterial infusions of the endothelium-dependent vasodilator acetylcholine, ACh
(7.5 and 15 ug/min) and the endothelium-independent vasodilator sodium
nitroprusside, S:-W (3 and to uglmin). Insulin sensitivity was measured using
the euglycernic insulin clamp technique (rate of insulin infusion 1.0
mUlkg·min).
Results: The obese women had higher diastolic blood pressure (82±1 mmllg
vs. 74:t2 mmllg, obese vs. non-obese, p<O.OOOI),serum triglycerides (1.5±O.1
mmolll vs. UtO.1 mmolll, p<O.05) but lower IIDL cholesterol (1.2iO.1
mmolll '·S. 1.7±OI mrnol/l, p<O.OOOI) than the non-obese women. The obese
were clearly more insulin resistant than the Jean ones: fasting insulin (l0±1
mUll vs, 5il mUll p<O.OOOI),fasting glucose (102±1 vs. 95il, p<O.OI) were
higher in the obese women and whole body glucose uptake was markedly
reduced (2.5±O. I mg/kg-rnin vs. 5.7iO.4 mg/kg-min, p<O.OOOI for obese vs,
lean respectively). Vasodilatory responses to low (9.6~0.6 vs IO.O~I.O

ml/dl-rnin, obese vs. non-obese, NS) and high (12.3%0.7 vs 11.9:1:1.0ml/dlmin,
NS) doses of ACh and to low (8.5%0.3 vs 8.5%0.5 mVdl·min, NS) and high
(11.8:1:0.5 vs. 12.0:1:1.0ml/dl-min, NS) doses of SNP were identical between the
groups. Conclusions: This large group of obese women had normal endothelial
function despite insulin resistance. These data suggest that insulin resistance
precedes endothelial dysfunction rather than vice versa in obesity.

1245
Distinct impact or insulin on "2srolar rtartnit)· to angiott'D5in II and
nerepieephrine stimull'ion.
Z.M. Zhu, S.I.Zhu, L.J. Wang. Department of Hypertension and Endocrinology,
Daping Hospi~Third Military Medical University, Chongqing. P.R.China

Background and Aim" The action of insulin's vasodilation was observed by
numerous studies although hyperinsulinaemia caused the sympathetic activation and
facilitated angiotensin II ( Aug II ) action. We proposed that paradox effect of insulin
on vascular reactivity may be related to different vasoconstrictors and endothelium
status.
Mlt.riab IDd M.thods: The thoracic aorta was prepared from male Wistar rat.
Vascular reactivity on aortic rings was measured using an isometric force transducer.
The aortic rings were equilibrated in Krebs-llenseleit buffer for 60 minutes and
resting tension was set to 2 grarnm. In some experiments, the endothelium was
mechanically removed.
Result" A dose response curve to insulin (10. 30, 50 J.IU/ml) was tested in the
presence of Aug II (1Q-6 molll ) and norepinephrine ( NE, 10-7 molll ). In the
presence and absence of endothelium, insulin inhibited Aug II induced
vasoconstriction in dose-dependent manner. Vascular reactivity to Aug II stimulation
was significantly diminished in the aortic ring with intact endothelium (Insulin 50
J.IU/ml: 0.19±+O04 vs 0.4&±+0.05 gramm, P<O.OI) ). Contrary to Aug II, a dose
dependent inhibitory effect of insulin on vascular reactivity to l\"Estimulation was not
observed in the either presence or absence of endothelium. l\"E response was not
changed by intact or denuded endothelium ( Insulin 50 J.IU/ ml: 0.80fO.08 vs
0.98iO.06 gramm, P >0.05 ).
CondusiOR" It concluded that the effect of insulin on vascular reactivity was
depended on agonists used. Endothelium status had a marked impact on Ang II,
w hereas no effect could be observed using l'\E in the presence of high concentration
of insulin (Supported by NSFC 39725013).
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ASSl:SS:vIENT Of S-iso PGF2llpha ISVOLVEMENT IS TIlE
l:NUOTHELIAL DYSFUNCTION ASSOCIATED WITH TYPE 1 DIABETES
C.V. Usher, M.T. Cooney. R.McHugh and AK. Keenan. Dept of Pharmacology,
Conway Institute of Biomolecular and Biomedical Research, University College
Dublin, Dublin 4, Ireland.
BacqnMUld """ Ai....: Oxidative stress is involved in the vascular endothelial
dysfunction associated with diabetes mellitus. The isoprostanes are prostaglandin-like
compounds formed as products of free radieal-catalysed lipid peroxidarion, and are now
emerging as potential markers of oxidative stress in human vasculature, One such
isoprostane, 8-i5OPGF2aJpha, has recently beenshown to be a potent vasoconstrictor in a
range of vascular tissues. We have previously demonstrated that urinary levels of 8-iso
PGF2aJpha in diabetic rats (streptozotocin, STZ-induced) are increased three fold, "hen
compared with non-diabetic controls. The aim of the present study W3S to characterise
effects ofestimated plasma s-iso PGF2a!pha concentrations (0.311.\1)corresponding to the
elevated levels in diabetic urine (3 11.\1), on vascular relaxation in non-diabetic and diabetic
rat aorta Materials """ Mttbeds: Rats were given a single i.p. dose of STZ (60 mg/kg)
and hypcrglycaemia confirmed by measurement of blood glucose levels. Endothelium
dependent relaxations (EDR) of isolated aortic rings (mediated by acetylcholine, ACh)
were measured in tissues pre-contracted with phenylephrine (PE) and maximal percentage
relaxations (Rmax), relative to 30 lL\1 ACh, were recorded. In separate experiments,
contractions to 8-ise PGF2aJpha were measured. R....Its: 8-i5O PGF2aJpha produced
concentra1.ion-dependent contractions of rat aorta Wben rings were pre-incubated with
0.3 lL\18-ise PGF2a1pha for 60 min, EDR were significantly impaired (Rmax control 76.1
± 3.2%,~ pre-incubated 46.2 ± 3.4%; p<O.OOOI). Whoo8-iso PGF2aJpha was washed out
prior to measurement of EDR, Rmaxdid not differ from that seen in untreated aorta, but
was significantly different from that in tissues pre-incubated without washout, p<O.OOOI
(Rrnax untreated 63.6 ± 3.4%,~ washed out 56.9 ± 3.6% vs non washed out 36.2 ± 2.9%).
\\'hen diabetic tissue was pre-incubated with 8-iso PGF2aJpha, Rmax was not significantly
different from thatseen when non-diabetic tissue was similarly treated Conclusions: 8-iso
PGF2aJpha, at a concentration adjusted to reflect that found in diabetic plasma, caused
significant endothelial dysfunction in non-diabetie rat aorta Thisdysfunction was similar
in extent to that seen in diabetic tissue and 8-iso PGF2alpha did not cause further
dysfunction in diabetie tissue. It is possible therefore, thatincreased circulating levels of
8-ise PGF2alpha in diabetic vasculature, contribute to the endcthelial dysfunction seen in
diabetes.

1246
Effect. of Acute H)'I~rgl)·ctmiaon P1atekt ActinlioD In Type 2 Disbetes,
C. LalI~M. De Angelis, lot Ciofetta, G. Guglielmini, S. Ciferri, P. Gresele and G.B.
Bolli. DThlJ, University of Perugia, Italy.

To establish the risk of acute, transient hyperglycemia 01) on thrombotic events in
vivo in Type 2 D:'I (T2D~I), 12 T2D:'1 patients on diet and/or oral drugs (age 60%2
years, DM duration 7.tI,2 years, 11M! 2910.5 kglh2, IIbAle 7.12±O.2%) were studied
on 2 occasions at euglycemia (E) (-100 mg/dl) or H (plasma glucose, po., -250
mg/dl) for 4 h (randomized, cross-over, double blind study, hyperinsulinemic-E or-H
clamp technique). Shear stress-induced platelet activation, plasma "on Willebrand
factor (vWF) antigen and RiCor, urinary II-<lehydroTxB2, bleeding time and
appearance of activation antigens (p-Selectin) on the surface of platelet. in the
bleeding lime blood, were measured before, and at end of E and II studies. Plasma
insulin was superimposable in E and II studies (-180 pmolll). Expression of P
selectin increased after H (post vs pre: 1st min~+42.7±14.7%, 2nd
min~+87.1±22.2%, 3rd min~137.4±45.6%, p<0.05), not after E (P~NS). Shear-stress
induced greater platelet activation after II (closure time ~ 49.2±1.9 sec vs 41.5±1.7,
p~.0012; platelet retained 20-40 sec = 81.9±3.5% vs 87.1±3.2"1o, p"il.OO(2», not E
(P~NS). Plasma vWF:Ag increased after II (pre 100.4,1,10.5"10, post 144.3±13%,
p<0.0023) as well as vWF:RiCof(pre 81.9,1,6.7, postI24.5±I7.33, p=O.043), but not
after E. Urinary II-<leh)'droTxB2 increased uring II, not E (p:Q.02). Conclusions: in
T2D:'1 in reasonably good glycemic control, short-term hyperglycemia induces
activation of platelets exposed to high shear stress in vitro (filtration method) or in
vivo (bleeding time). Platelet activation is also reflected by increased urinary
excretion of II-deydroTxB2, likely related to increased vWF. Thus, acute
hyperglycemia and moderate hyperinsulinemia, closely mimicking the post-prandial
situation, may increase the risk for vascular occlusions by facilitating platelet
activation, even in well controlled T2D:'1 patients.
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DL-\BETIC PlATELElS ARE LLSS SE.,\SrnVE TO ACETI1.5AUCYLIC AOD
(ASPIRL'\:1:)-TIlE POSSIBLEROLE OF GLYCAUliCCO:-'TROL
C. Watlb, M R6Zllski, 1.Golanski, B. \\""",I:l\\s\;;], A KrqJhl11icka'. andJ.Drzewoski', Ldxraoy
if}{~Dardrs; 'D~ aid GiWumro1"lY Dqxr1J1lC1( Mcdcd Unr.cJ>ity ifLod;
Maid
Aspirin (,,,:etyls.lIicylic acid, ASA) is !he lOOSl commooly used antipb!e1cl drug. It is lOOSl often
l\.'COO1JllClXk intl>:p-evemion ofpb!ek.~-dcri\ro tlllOffibosis incardiovascular disease, alsoindiabetic
patients. ASA is I<nO\I11 to anemarebloodp!J!ek.~ n:xth ity by!he irrev,rsible inlubitioo of platckt
cyckoxygeaase. Wearemochlessawere deabilityofa"Pirin to ron-selectivelyacctylare allsusceptible
amiro and hydroxyl groups in a plctl= of otherplatelet andplasmaptJleins. Thus,a oonspecific
",.tybtioo compc'.cs with 001er nonet1Z)mllic rrxxlific:llions of ptJleins in debctes rrcllitus, like
r<nol1Z)mnk glycosybtion: amino residues J=iously occupied by gheose are available fer
aretybtion. The susceptibility and'"" vubcrebiliry of ,'JIiOO;surfuce mem!T.mc r=ptas on blood
platelets toaceI)·btioo mightunderlie 1he appumtlydiJIerenti.:rt.."<! senshivityofbloodplatelets to ASA
and !he so-called "aspirin resistance", Objc<:ID'C: 0Jr aim was to estirrate !he ex1elll of decre=d
smsiti\ity of diabetic pbtelcts to ASA andto monitc.-1he rebrionship between tbeextent of putoin
gl)eation and1he reduced pkaelct scnsirivityto aspirin inpatients withdiabetes. McrlI()(ls: Wemeasured
pbteletability to alI= and~e in !he peseree of agooisls ocidand used platelet functicn
an:l!>=(PFA·Joon" Dade BelTing), wholebloodimpedon:e~ andplasma turbidimetric
aggregomclly to monitor pbtekt response induced bycollagen, ara:hidonic ocidandADPin20nonnaI
healthy ",!ullleer; (-l6±12 yr)and 27 insuIin-trealed f'llicnts withtype2 diJberes mellitus (4<}.t8 }T;

IIbA. <}.8±2.9'Io). Resuln: In maj<rity of control subjects (74%) and minaity (27% p<1l.o15) of
diabetic f'Ilicnts !he intlkeof 150 mg ASA a <byroc I w\X1< reduced platelet aJhcsivCl1css erd
reactivity, as reflected bytl>:proknged PFA-loon, oolbgen'epiocphrine closure time(CEPI-CI) (up

to 165±12 s indiabctic vs, 259111 s incontrol in:lividuals,p<0.05). AlsopbtelctaggregoIion inwhole
bloodand plasmabecome much less reduced in diabetic patiCl1ts in response to ASk Ie" was
signific:mtly higher indiabetic compared to control subjOClS (4.8±2.6 ugml ". 23±1.9~'m~p<1l.05).

The n::du:<d response of diabetic platelets to ASA cooc!J!ed \\ith HbA" (cAl.05 or lower),
Conclusions: Weooncltxlc th:Jt oneoftl>:fdors ur>:Icti}ing tllereduced response ofdiabetic platelets
to !heclinical doses of ASAmightbe tl>: ex1enl ofprolOin gl)mtionindebetesmellitus. Indiabetic
f'Ilicnts suffering fromchrmich}pergl)caema !heoccupancy of amiro groups byglucose moieties
mightoontribule to !herro.lcrnle ofstronger resisaoce ofdiabetic pbtektstoaspirin. Thus,higher doses
of aspirin need to be oonsidcred in anripbtek.~ 1hcrJpy and'oc cardiovascular J='Cntion in diabetes
rrellins, Moceover. !hedif1Crenfutcd response of individU31 diabetic f'Ilicnts to aspirin ,"il!idltcs !he
necessity oftl>:individual evahntioa ofeflicient aspirin doses inclinical p;lClice.
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Regulation of PKCzela and thromborane A2 Rkase in thrombin stimulated pJate1<ts
R Assert, A. ·Bumbure, D. Scholten, ·V. Pirags, A F. II Pfeiffer
Gennan Institute of Human Nutrition, Potsdam-Rehbrucke and Benjamin Franklin
Hospital, FU Berlin; ·P. Stradins, University hospital, Riga, Lettland; !\led. Klinik und
Poliklinik,UniversitatsklinikBergmannsheilBochum

Background and Aims: Protein kinase C (PKC)zetabinds to glut-4 and is involved in the
glucose transport after stimulation with insulin. Since recent mice knockout experiments
revealed that some aspects of insulin resistance are dependent on glucose transport
PKCzeta may play an important role in the developmentof the metabolicdysregulaticn in
type 2 diabetes mellitus. We have investigated the contribution of PKCzeta to the
increased pro-aggregatory properties of platelets of patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus
comparedto control persons. Thromboxane was measured as a potent hormone of platelet
aggregation.
Ma~riaIs and M.thods: Platelets of patients with type 2 diabetes and control persons (n=
6 respectively) were isolated by differential centrifugation. PKC extracts were separated
into a cytosolic and a membrane fraction by a centrifugation at 100000 x g for 30 min.
PKCzeta immuno blots were performed after treatment of equal numbers of platelets of
patients and control persons with 1 U thrombin and without thrombin. Thromboxane B2
(TXB2) as the stable analogue of thromboxane A2 which is released by platelets was
measuredby ELISA (R & D, Abingdon).RegulationofPKCzeta was inhibitedby the cell
membranepermeablepseudosubstratepeptide of the PKCzeta regulatorydomaine fused to
myristic acid (pPKCzeta-rIl)T). Statistical analyses were performed by Mann-Whitney U
tesl
Results: Thrombinstimulation of platelets for 5 min increased the TXB2 concentration
from 105 +/- 15 pgl).l! to 220 +/- 40 pgl).l! (n = 6; p<O.OS). This increase was completely
abolishedby co-incubationwith pPKCzeta-myr.Incubation with pPKCzeta-m}T alone had
no effect on the basal thrombin release. Thrombin stimulation decreased the PKCzeta
signal in immuno blots to nearly undetectable levels in the cytosol and membrane fraction
(n=4). This regulation was seen in patients with type 2 diabetes and controls. Co
incubationof thrombin with pPKC-rIl)T was able to antagonize the downregulationof the
PKCzeta signal.
Conclusions: PKCzeta increased the formation of thromboxane A2 after stimulation of
platelets.The regulationof the PKCzeta protein was unusual since its downregularionwas
the result of activation. PKCzeta is necessary for thromboxane release and but no
differencesbetween controlpersons and patientswith l)'Pe 2 diabeteswere found.


